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Alkali in pastry, use of, 3.

An address to youth of botli sexes, 31.

Adam's Private Tliouglits, extracts, 155, 162, 164, 176,

196, 204, 250.

Arkansas, antiquities of, 168.

A warning to the People called Quakers by B. Pad-

ley, 303.

Anthracite ashes, 384.

Agents, list of, 24, 120, 128, 148, 156, 184, 280, 283, 328.

A generous act, 72.

A Kempis Thomas, extract, 133.

Address to Society ofFriends in Great Britain and Ire-

land, 157.

Ames's Shovel Works in Massachusetts, 172.

Ascent to summit of Mont Blanc, 242.

Age of Improvement, 347.

A peaceful prolitable old age, 359.

Aberration of animal instinct, 388.

Atheism, absurdities of, 404.

Aphides, remarks on, 9.

Animal Vitality, 28.

Agriculture and Military Glory contrasted by Wash-

ington, 58.

Animal and Vegetable Physiology with reference to

Natural Theology, 106.

Animal Nutrition, 139.

Antipathies to Animals, 287.

Acclimated Plants, 294.

Anti-Corset Societies, 312.

Animal sagacity, curious account of, 364.

Abolition of Slavery, West Indies, relative to, 36, 80,

96, 128, 156, 164, 192, large provision in Bibles, and

for education, 416.

An.i-ilo Thomus and Si. Tliuuie CUrlstlans, coast ol

Malabar, 130.

Anon, exU'act, 131.

Acoustic chair, 136.

Austrian Salt Mines, 282.

Asylum, Friends, near Frankford, Annual Meetmgof
Contributors, 192, Eighth Annual Report of Man
agers, 282.

A well authenticated Fact, 413.

Blair, extracts, 4.

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 36 ; account of meetings

in, 155.

Bates Elisha, his return from England, 44.

Barclay Jolin, extract from his late work, 135.

Banquet of Fruit, 144.

Barclay's Apology, remarks on and extracts, 221.

Bell Rock Light House, extract of, 113.

Beattie, extract, 144.

Blessing of a tender conscience, 380.

Biblicaf Library of Bible Association, catalogue, 16.

Bible Association of Friends, table of prices for Bi-

bles, &.C., 32, Corresponding Committee to Auxilia-

ries, 143, meeting of, and list of Officers, 248; Sixth

Annual Report of, 269.

Bible, third century completed since the prmtmg of,

416.

Bird-nesting in the Southern Ocean, 43.

Biblical Illustration, 79.

British West Indies, geographical and other details of,

145, 153, 161, 169.

Bishops, income of, and remarks on, 263.

Brown Tliaddeus, extracts from pamphlet by, 4.

Boa Constrictor, account of, 122.

Boyle Robert, traits of, 146.

Bone manure, use of, 181.

Bownas Samuel, some account of, and extracts, 310,

319.

Brown Thomas, brief biographical notice of, 278.

Byrd Rebecca, testimony respecting, 357.

Canon of the New Testament, 7.

Cashmire, Province of, account of, 98.

Chancery Suit, New York, Vice Chancellor's decision,

118.

Canal, Pennsylvania and Ohio, advantages of, 232.

Cliaritable feeling to Christian professors recommend-

ed, 284.

Charity, remarks on the abuse of the term, 294.

Calame Mary Ann, brief memoir of, 366, 373.

Chemistry of Nature, 72.

Ceylon, Missionary efforts in, 182.

Chemistry as connected with agriculture, importance

of, 253.

Cherokee Indians, aversion to removal, 288.

okee Alphabet, facts relating to invention of, 415.

Celery, to preserve through the winter, 384.

China, present aspect of, 57, 65, 73.

Christianity, changes wrought by, 109.

Chili, dreadful earthquake in, 283.

Coloured persons, evening schools for, account of, 13 ;

Moral culture of, 23; Infant school examination,

3C4.

Cooper David, address of, directed to be read at his

_ -ave, 31.

Contributions in Natural History, 41, 58, 75, 97.

Coleridge, extract, 78.

Cotton seed oil, 131.

Confectionary, on the fondness or free use of, 141.

Clover Hay, to prevent salivating effects of, 252.

Coral Islands, Leprous Slaves, Phosphorescence of the

Ocean, 281.

CostofaRailway act, 288.

Connecticut School Fund. 309.

Cotton, the culture of, its effects on the price of Slaves,

288.

Cold water the best dentrifjte, 332.

Colonies for the poor at Frederick's Ord, North Hol-

land, 352.

CofFeo, substitute for, 412.

Cocoa-nut Tree, account of, and its various utility,

403.

Crossing the AUeganies, 410.

Curious calculation, 4.

dudworth Ralph, extracts from his writings, 90.

Churchman John, anecdote of, and a Barber, with re-

marks, 254.

Correspondents, notes to, 20, 28, 36, 56, 220,264,212,

328.

Date and Olive Trees raised in Georgia, 40.

Draughts and Deaths, 51.

Deal "Boatmen—George Phillpotts—County of Kent,

290.

Density of Bodies at different Depths, 396.

Dew, respecting the formation of, 412.

Diamond of great value found by a poor man, 144.

Divine Worship, 174.

Dickson John, speech of, on abolition of Slavery, &c.,

179.

Dialogue at the Ruil Road donot, 348.

Doddridge, extracts, 4.

Dog, remarkable saiiacity of one, 148; .Australian

dn'gs never bark, 267.

Doyle Mary, obituary notice of, 167.

Doctrine of the Spirit, 18C, 205, 222.

Doan Bishop, statement of, corrected, 247.

Ducks, way to catch, 131.

DysT)epsia, how to get, and how to cure, 43.

Deaths.—Sarah Snowden, 4; John Hamilton, 16;

Elizabeth Wistar, John Philips, Catharine Murray,

Abel Colhns.Asa Rogers, Phebe Doyle, 20; Thomas

C. Price, Anna Guest, 44; Margaret Sharpless, Sa-

rah E. Hadwen, 51 ; Mary B. Hartshorn, Samuel

L. S.nedley, Deborah D. Ridgway, William Gas-

kill, Rachel Tatum, 56 ; Mary Haines, Sarah Aus-

tin, James Carey, Phebe Akin, 64; Ruth Birdsall,

Eliza Binns, 68; Elliston Perot, Samuel Thomas,

Rachel Haines, Joseph Pearsall, Elihu Anthony,

Jr., Samuel Bufi'um, 80 ; Edward Randolph, Jr.,

88; Hannah Johnson, 104 ; David H. Kinsey, Wil-

liam B. Lippincott, Moses Brown, 116 ; Enoch

Dorland, Elizabeth Price, Isaac Overman, Nathan

White, 120 ; Jane Ashton, John Kinsey, Mary J.

Snell, Elizabeth Ann Valentine, James Congdon,

Phebe Congdon, Samuel Stanley, Elma Worth,

Matthew Howland, Jonathan Peckham, Cornelius

Ilowland, Isaac Almy, Lucy Akin, 132 ; Bethia

Ladd, 148; Ann L. Hudson, Lydia Spencer, Wil-

liam M. Newbold, Lydia Varney, Caleb Under-

bill, 152; Benjamin Slade, 158; Lydia S. Rogers,

160 ; Sarah Hartshorno, Hannah Wood, 164 ; Phebe

Underbill, George Sherman, 176 ; Edward Hacker,

184 ; Jane Thomson, Jane Humphreys. Rebecca

Branson, Joseph Jones, 192 ; Margaret Clapp, 200;

Ann Burton, Francis Wisely, 208 ; Edith Sharp-

less, 220 ; Jesse Mekecl, 232 ; Elizabeth Hibberd,

Tamor Kenworthy, 240 ; Jared Comstock, 256

;

Dr. Edward Taylor, 264; Mary Taylor, David

Aldrich, 280 ; Foster Hallock, Elizabeth Roberts,

288; Ruth Wills, 292 ; Joshua Kite, 304; Dr.

Thomas C. James, Eleanor Hoskins, 320; Susan

H. Newbold, 332 ; Lewis Evans, John H. Willets,

336 ; James Tatlock, Jemimah Cox, 344 ;
Anna

Hacker, 360 ; Joseph Roberts, Jr., 376 ;
Eliza L.

Huchinson, 392 ; Benjamin Rogers, 408 ; Ezra

Jones, Aaron Clayton, 416.

Extraordinary abstinence from food, 3.

Explanatory of Judges xv. 18, 19.

Emancipation of the Coloured People, remarks on, 255 ;

Instances of, in the south and west, 309.

Emancipated Slaves of Jamaica, affectionate and

grateful feeling among, 348.

Evans Joshua, interesting incident respecting, 352.

Early Friends, instances of their constancy in suffer.

ing, 374.

Elephant, notices and anecdotes of the, 19, 33, 42.

Egg-hatching ovens of Cairo, visit to, 266.

Extensive Bishopric, 272; remarks relating to by R.,

Evergreens, transplanting of, 276.

Eclipse of the Sun, 1834, account of, 72 ; from Ameri-

can Almanac, 56.

Esquimaux, board and lodging of, 101 ; improvidence

of, 132.

Epistle to Friends by G. Whitehead, extracts from,

163.

Emigration, 363.

Eligius, Bishop of Limoges, anecdote of, 400.

Epistle of Women Friends 1668, 70.

Education, on the best motives in, 54 ;
communication

elicited by, 63 ; extracts from London Yearly Meet-

ing records respecting, 391.

ks on commencing volume

ns No. 50, North Foui

to agents, 20; Abolition of Slavery, West Indies,

36 ; arrival of several Friends from Westphalia, 44 ;

China and Gutzlaff—Friends' Meeting-house, Rich-

mond, burnt, 64 ; Wager street School for Coloured

boys, 80 ; Governor Livingston—Infant School for

Coloured children—Union Benevolent Association,

88; American Advocate of Peace, 96 ; Negro depot

Richmond, 104 ; the cold weather—Union Benevo-

lent Association, 112 ; Decision in Chancery, New
York—Bell Rock Light House, 202; Infant School

for Coloured children, 128; increasing interest

in "The Friend,"—Lewis' Reply, 136; Circu-

lar to Subscribers, 144 ; Friends Reading-room—

ditoria m



British West Indies, 152; Slavery, &c., District of

Columbia, 184 ; Colonisation and Immediate Eman-
cipation—increase of Slave Trade, 208 ; Friends'

writings, as reading books in Schools, 220 ; Discus-

sions respecting Slavery, 232 ; Southern Slave hold-

er withdraws his subscription, &c., and remarks,

264; Law suits respecting Friends and Coloured

People,Norlh Carolina, settled—American Indemni-
ty IJill passed, 272 ; Friends' Asylum report, re-

marks on—opening of Friends' Reading-room, 288
;

remarks on Missionary Enterprise, 292 ; Emanci-
pation, Kentucky—Negro Voters, North Carolina,

320; Chief Justice Marshall, his death, &c. 328;

respecting Lindfield Reporter, 332; Littell's Mu-
seum, 344; New Richmcnid Colonisation Society,

resolutions, 392 ; Friends' Reading-room, 400.

Facilities for traveling, counterbalancing evils of, 48.

Faithfulness in all Things, 245.

Faithfulness in Suffering for Truth's sake, 397.

Falls of Niagara, 401.

Feneion, extract, 24.

Flea, surprising strength of, 267.

Felling trees, machine for, 332.
Fish Preserves, 34.

Fidelity of a young Moor, 92.

Friends' Books, 149, 215, 224.

Field of Waterloo, 394.

Flour, improvement in the manufacture of, 39.

Fosters' Reports, strictures on a passage Ihciein, 199.

Fox George, extract, 359, 380.

Frogs in Ireland, introduction of, 392.

Fultilment of Prophecy, 208.

Fruit, value of, 276.

Gambler Islanders, mode of salutation among, 101.

Graham Mary Jane, fragments by, 191.

Grammar for the Blind, 306.

Great Britain and her Colonies, statistical, 128.

Gentleman, definition of the term, 400.

Grimke's edition of Dymond on War, 142—assertion
in one of the notes controverted, 198.

Griffith John, extract, 318 ; extracts with

Grimke Thomas S., testimony of Charleston Bar re-

specting, 50.

Governraeui uf lUc Tongue, 10, IT.

Good Peter, 392.

Gurney J. J., Essay of, on Discipline of primitive

Christians, 5, 12, 29—on the Doctrine of the Spirit,

255.

Guizot's edition of Gibbon, 108.

Hampton James, extracts from his Diary, &c., 7.

Hawes Dr., liberated Slaves of, sail for Liberia, 36.

Hair, effect of the atmosphere on, 101.

Haverford School Circular, 240, 247, 383, 392.

Hall Bishop, extract, 400.

Heathen terms for months and days, 246.

Historical Fact, 79.

Hill on Preaching, 117.

Historical Literature, 150.

Hicksite attempt on the Legislature of New Jersey,

200 ; copy of the Bill offered to Legislature, 226

;

remonstrance by Friends, 227 ; reasons assigned by
applicants, 235 ; answer by Friends, 236.

Hicks on Scripture, 237.

Hull Henry, obituary notice of, 22 ; additional notice,

32.

Humming Bird, luminous insects, luminous meteors,
&c., 82.

Hutchinson Jonathan, Life and Character of, 371,
381, 300, 399 ; error corrected, 407.

Hydrographic Paper, 132.

Jaffray Alexander, extract from his Journal, 79.

Italians, discoveries and inventions of the, 301.
Jamaica, funds for instruction of Negroes there, 331.

Jerusalem, scenery around, 1.

Interesting Scientific Fact, 131.

Interesting Narrative related by Richard Joidan, 215.
Internal Slave Trade, and case of Brig Enterprise.

216.

Insects, essays on, 321, 329, 337, 345, 353, 361, 369,
377, 395, 411.

Interpretation of Prophecy, 356.

Jewish children, schools fbr, 379.

Indecision in religion, dangers of, 414.

INDEX.

Indiana Yearly Meeting, 36 ; roport of committee on

Indian Affairs, 61.

Indians west of the Mississippi, prospects of, &c., 68.

Indian Academy, Kentucky, 79.

Indian Sports, 333. 346.

Indian tribes, statistics respecting, 383.

Infidels think sometimes, 404.

Johnson, extracts, 43, 384.

Johnson Dr. Samuel, last hours of, 71.

Iron, strength of, 301.

Improved Lock, 354.

Judge Martin of Louisiana, a sketch, 2.

Justice, anecdote of Alhakim II, 92.

Judging amiss of religious character in others, 204.

Influence of the stomach, 284.

Kreosot, (flesh preserver) discovery in chemistry, 24.

Kentucky cavern, 324.

Knowledge manufactory, 20.

Lackington, James, the famous London bookseller, 25.

Lapwing, touching anecdote of one, 48.

Lady Hester Stanhope, singular history of, 314.

Lewis Enoch, in reply to an invidious attack, iSic, 46,

53, 62, 69, 85, 93, 101, 110, 125, 133.

Letters from Europe, by a Pennsylvanian, 193, 209,

217, 234, 250, 273, 305.

Linen, substitute for, 2.

Livingston, Governor, the Bible, &c., 88; remarks on
gospel ministry, 168.

Life prolonged by civihsation, 101.

Liberated slaves in Cincinnati, 290.

Liberia, interesting account from, 312.

Longevity of Friends compared with others, 120.

London butter, 143.

Lord Loughborough and the lunatic, 348.

London Yearly Meeting, 1835, notice of, 348 ; official

notice of, perverted account of 368 ;
general epistle,

351 ; epistle addressed to its members, 389.

Madeira, account of, 121.

Mauritius, education of liberated slaves, 331.

M'Kenzie, extract, 80.

Meteorological stone, 131.

Mercy better than sacrifice, 135.

Metalic pens, 276.

Mpmnrj; of the bullfinch, 288.
Mechanics in sailing, 408.

Ministry, and the qualification to judge of it, 14.

Milton John, biographical sketch of, 49, 60, 76, 87.

Miscellanea, 131.

Middle Florida, agriculture, soil, and products of, 185.

Missions, re:isons why Friends do not co-operate in,

230, 261, 270.

Mount Carmel, 55.

More Hannah, extracts, 132, 380.

Morrell's narrative of voyages, extracts from, 138.

More of the humming-bird, 147.
''

Mont Blanc, ascent to the summit of, 242.

Bloravian brethren, short account of, 292.

Music on the insane, influence of, 144.

Murray, Hannah, relict of Lindloy Murray, obituary,

293.

My album, 66.

Marriages.—Charles Yarnall to Emma Cope, 4; Ste-

phen Wood, M. D., to Catherine M. King, 16 ; John
Murray Bacon to Elizabeth H. Sloan, Charles Ro-
berts to Aima Maria Hoskins, 22 ; Joseph Howell
to Hannah Austin, Samuel Hestin to Sarah P.

Comstock, 32; William Henry Brown to Laura A.
Howell, Pascall Morris to Tamazine R. Pennell, 36

;

James R. Greeves to Abigail Sharpless, 40 ; Tho-
mas Savery to Hannah H. Webb, 52 ; Daniel Fry
to Judith Paige, Joseph R. King to Mary Gaskill,

68 ; Joseph Taber to Rachel Heaton, 80 ; Robert
Harvey to Sarah Hadley, John I. Carter to Ruth
Pickett, 82; Samuel Bolton to Hannah M. Saun-
ders, 96, 104 ; Ira Lord to Elizabeth Yandell, Da-
vid Thompson to Molinda Wilson, 120 ; Isaac Col-

lins to Rebecca Singer, Joseph Chase to Lydia P.

Brown, 132 ; Solomon Hunt to Sarah Vestal, 144

;

John Richardson to Martha Gibbons, 176 ; Willi

B. Smith to Edith Lawrence, 192; Charles H.
Shoemaker to Mary S. Boone, Samuel J. Gummere
to Abby Griscom. 232 ; William Hodgson, Jr. to

Elizabeth Richardson, 264; John Slanton Gould to

Mary Ashby, 272 ; Septimus C. Sharpless to Sarali

Ne I ; Aaron Sharpless to Susanna Kil

Natural history, contribution in, 41, 58, 75, 97.

Narration of the loss of the Earl of Eldon by fire, 265.

Natural flowers in Winter, 288.

Natural fountains and artesian wells, 362.

Negro Sam, emancipated for generous conduct, 44.

Newfoundland dog and an old horse, attachment of,

61.

Newton John, biographical account of, 173, 195, 202,

New York Yearly Meeting, 280 ; address of its meet-
ing for sufferings, 295.

New England Yearly Meeting, 304.

Nevis, extension of school instruction there, 344.

Niagara Falls, perpendicular height of, 39 ; descrip-

tion of, 401.

Nismes, affecting circumstance relative to Friends

there, 332.

North Carolina Yearly Meeting, 56.

North Carolina, strange law proposed there, 144.

Nova Zembla, perils of a crew wintering there, 83, 89.

Occasional Thoughts, 19,31, 38, 48, 101, 156, 167, 176,

183, 254, 387.

Orphan Asylum at Halle, 77.

Osnaburgh, hopeful symptoms there, 406.

On the comparatively small faults and virtues, 127,

135.

Observations on the ministry, 168.

Observations on slavery, 201, 225, 233, 249.

Observation of Nature, 313.

On Skepticism, 318.

Oceanea, its great extent, 380.

Ostrich, swiftness of, 52.

Oude, the king of, education at Lucknow, 192.

Osier willow, culture of, 276.

Ohio Yearly Meeting, 408.

Practical extracts, 6.

Practical lessons on the existence and providence of
God, 109.

Prayer, remarks on, by Hannah More, 124.

Palmer's aphorisms, extract, 149.

Palermo, visit to the Royal House for the insane, 163.

Plainness of speech, 199.
1-anieiia, or rnock suII^—raraselensE, or niouk moons,

343.

Painting houses time for, 411.

Perils of a Dutch crew wintering at Nova Zembla, 83,
S3.

Peace, the cause of, a necessary auxiliary, &c., 91.

Peace, extract from Lord Clarendon, 108.

Penn William, early evidence of his faithfulness, 95;
his experience of the light of Christ, 400; extracts,

284, 292, 312, 380, 384.

People of colour, interesting statements respecting,

Preston and King's salt works, 203, 210.

Pemberton James, his Christian character vindicated,
257.

Phenomena of Vision, 289, 298, 307, 325, 373,386.
Pennington, extracts, 292, 296, 301, 302, 354, 360, 380.
Petrified Buffalo, 309.

Pease John, epistle of, to Friends in Ireland, 334.

Preservation extraordinary, 376.

Primitive Christians and Society of Friends, discipline

of, 5, 12, 29.

Pittsburg, manufactures in, 40; description of, 124.

Primitive Christianity, 86.

Philadelphia Association of Friends for instruction of
poor children, annual report of, 112.

Power of Divine Grace, striking illustration of, 8.

Potatoes, uselessness of earthing up, 10 ; mode of
cooking, 72 ; time for gathering, housing and win-
tering, 408; a mode of the culture in France, 3.

Popocatepetl, ascent to the summit of, 105, 115.
Popularity, its tendency to weakness and irresolution,

154.

Puerto Rico, account of present state of, &c., 340.
Poetry, Original—Thoughts on a religious meeting,

8; Lines on an autumnal evening, 20 ; "But one
thing is needful," &c., 156; "What thou knowest
not now, thou shalt know hereafter," 216; Flowers,
"Consider the Lillies of the field," 248; On the
death of Felicia Hemans, 328;

—

Selected,—The
Christian Soldier, 32; The Autumn Leaf, 40;



INDEX.

Selection from •' A Wreath of Forget me Not," 44;
The living, the living, he shall praise thee, &c., 56;

To the Lily of thu Valley, 64 ; To the Evening
Primrose, 72 ; True and False Sensibility, 80 ; Paul

before Agrippa, 96; Christ in the Temple, 104;
Acquaint thyself with God, 104; Broken Ties, 112;

On the Bible, 110; The Fly, 126; The past, the

piesent, the future, 132; The Land of the Blest,

114; Lines addressed to a deaf and dumb child,

152; Souicc of Truth, 168; Indian Hymn, 170;

The more convenient season, 184 ; God's covenant

unchangeable, 192; The Christian's hope and tri-

umph, 196; Appeal for the injured African, 208;
The Negro is tree, 208 ; Retirement, 224 ; Brief

Hints, 224 ; The Absent Wife, 224 ; Thy will bo

done, 256 ;
" Truly this was the Son of God," 264

;

The treasures of the deep, 268; The Palmer's

Hymn, 280 ; On Home, 288 ; Infantine Enquiries,

296 ; Tho Sound of the Sea, 301 ; Ode to Evening,

309 ; To a Wild Flower, 320 ; Field Flowers, 344
;

Reminiscence, 352 ; Heaven in Prospect, 360 ; Lines

on passing the tomb of my sister, 368; Liberal

Religion, or Poetic Flgwers gone to Seed, 376;

Oh God, whose glories leave, 384 ; There is a land

of pure delight, 392; Speed the Prow, 408; The
Setting Sun, 416.

Quarles, extracts, 32, 3S4.

Randolph John, of Roanoke, interesting anecdote re-

specting, 40.

Raven, account of, from Anecdotes of Animals, 129.

Relic, interesting, 40.

Retirement, remarks on, 126.

Reading Room, Friends', communication respecting

establishment of, 134; eatabUshment of, and regu-

lations, 151, 184; appointment of officers and cir-

cular, 216 ; communication respecting, 304.

Remarkable preservation from danger, 140.

Researches into Central Africa, 331.

Revelation, observance of days, rule of life, 407.

Rittenhouse David, sketch of his life, 297.

Rowland Hill, several quotations from, 133.

Roget's Animal and Vegetable Physiology, extract

from, 136.

Royal printing office at Paris, 144.

Roan Mountain, trip to the, 322.

Rule of Life, extract, 67.

Scraps in Natural History, 99.

Salt in the mountain of Gem, &c., 123.

Spain—the Lancasterian system there, 144.

Slavery in Kentucky, resolution offered in the senate,

164.

Slavery, observations on, 201, 225, 233, 249.

Salt Works, Preston and King's, 203, 210.

Slavery, testimony of Porteus, Burke, and others

against, 207 ; opposed by George Fo.x, &c. as a re-

ligious duty, 258; Epistle on the subject, by the

Meeting for SutFcrings in London, 258 ; Slavery in

Missouri, 267.

Stanton Daniel, sketch of his life, 259.

Slave trade still extensively carried on, 304.

Slaves on the coast of Africa, 352.

Spain, its present state interesting to pliilinthropy,

405.

Steam, the wonders it performs, 24.

Select Schools, remarks relative to, 148.

Splendours of the East—Oude, 177.

Selections from London Epistles, 262, 275, 285, 302,

317, 333, 349, 365, 382, 398.

Spectator, extract, 288.

Seekest thou great things for thj^self, seek them not,

365.

Singular incident, SO.

Spiritual discerning and intellectual culture, 219.

Swine and Cattle, preparation of food for, 253.

Signs, 380.

Silk Worms, calculation respecting, 388.

Singular trade in Brazil, 416.

Stoke Park—J. Penii, Esq. 36.

Society of Friends, present state of, compared with
former days, 188.

Schools for Coloured Persons, report respecting, 212.

Stock speculations, 256.

Southey, extract, 384.

Surgical operation, extraordinary, 56.

Subversion of Port Royal, 143.

Scudamore Rebecca and S. Young, 335, 341, 358.

Trade and Business, 165, 171.

Tract Association of Friends, Philadelphia—Report,
207.

Traits of Christian character, 286.

The pious Negro, 21.

" The Friend," remarks of Z. to encourage contribu-

tions, 23.

The River of Death, 23.

Tea Trade, 52.

The Holy League, 78.

The Times, 245.
Thee and Thou, grammatical use of, 254.

The Emancipated Slave, 301.
The Rainbow, 307.

Terrific hail storm in the Bosphorus, 311.

The Polish Jew Boy, 330.

The Family State, 354.

The path of duty the path of peace and safety, 370.

Temperance Societies in England and Wales, in-

crease of, 396.

Tea, substitute for, 412.

Thirst ..uenched without drinking, 100.

Trip to the Roan Mountain, 322.

Thorp Hanuah, obituary, 277.

Tornado, dreadful in New Jersey, 999, 311.

Vesuvius, recent eruption of, 28.

Vegetable Reproduction, curious facts regarding, 316.

Venice, historical sketch of, 385, 393.
Vegetable Organisation, rapidity of, 388.

Underbill Phebe, memoir of, 406.

Vision, the Phenomena of, 289, 298, 307, 325, 378, 38C.
Viator, visit of, to Haverford School, 409.
Watchman, 17, 81, 137, 241.

Waste of corn in agriculture, 44.

Water Spout at Sea, account of, 67.

War, evils and guilt of, 103 ; Militia Fines, 151 ; re-

marks from Lindfiold Reporter, 331.

Waters of Atlantic and Mediterranean, relative salt-

ness of, 267.

Watts Dr. Isaac, birth place and residence of, 3SS.
Wreck of the Albion, 211.

Webster Cassandra, on the use of plain language,

Wheeler Daniel, information respecting, 360.

Winter travelling in Canada, 27.

Whitehead George, 37, 45, 94, 117, 149, 159, 173, 189,

197, 213, 229, 267, 303, 350.

WiclilFs Translation of the Bible, 116.

Wilberforce, extracts, 120.

While wash, marine salt in fixing, 276.

Yearly Meeting at Philadelphia—communication, 239.
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From Chambers' Edinburgh Jour:

SCENERY AROUND JERISALEM

The most pleasing feature in the scenery

around Jerusalem, (says Carne, in his Letters

from the East,) is the valley of Jehoshaphat.

Passing out of the gate of St. Stephen, you

descend the hill to the torrent of the Kedron ;

a bridge leads over its dry and deep bed ; it

must have been very narrow, though in winter

a rapid stream. A few steps beyond the Ke
dron,you come to the garden of Getlisemaiie,

of all gardens the most interesting and hal

lowed, but how neglected and decayed ! It ii

surrounded by a kind of low hedge, but the

soil is oare , m> venii.e grows on it, save fi

or six fine venerable olive trees, which have

stood here for many centuries. This spot is

at the foot of Olivet, and is beautifully situ

ated ;
you look up and down the romantic val

ley; close behind rises the mountain ; before

you are the walls of the devoted city. While

lingering here, at evening and solitary—f(

is not often a footstep passes by—that night of

sorrow and dismay rushes on the imagination,

when the Redeemer was betrayed, and for-

saken by all, even by the loved disciple.

—

Hence the path winds up the Mount of Olives:

it is a beautiful hill. On the summit are the

remains of a church, built by the Empress He-
lena. Descending Olivet to the narrow val-

ley of Jehoshaphat, you soon come to the pil-

lar of Absalom: it has a very antique appear-

ance, and it is a pleasing object in the valley ;

it is of a yellow stone, adorned with half col-

umns, formed into three stages, and terminates

in a cupola. The tomb of Zecharias, adjoin-

ing, is square, with four or five pillars, and is

cut out of the rock.

The small and wretched village of Siloa is

built on the rugged sides of the hill above;

and just here the valleys of Hinnom and Je-

hoshaphat meet, at the southeast corner of

Mount Zion ; they are both sprinkled with

olive trees. Over the ravine of Hinnom, and

directly opposite the city, is the Mount of

Judgment, or of Evil Counsel ; because there,

they say, the rulers took counsel against

Christ, and there the palace of Caiaphas stood.

It is a broad and barren bill, without any of

the picturesque beauty of Olivet, though lof-

tier. On its side is pointed out the Acelde- stones
; the hills are not precipitous, but slope

ma, or field where Judas hung himself : a small
j

gradually down ; the vale is varied with banks
;!,.,' riidt rdif'cc .-ii-.ijds o- -(, and it is 'Jscd as jau'l undulation!;, md .-lOt a single hablralio.i

a burying place. But the mo.st ini resting

portion of this hill is where its rocks descend

precipitously into the valley of Hinnom, and

are mingled with many a straggling olive tree.

All these rocks are hewn into sepulchres of

various forms and sizes; no doubt they were
the tombs of the ancient Jews, and are in ge-

neral cut with consideiable care and skill.

The valley of Hinnom now turns to the west

of the city, and extends rather beyond the

north vale ; here the plain of Jeremiah com-
mences, and is the best wooded tract in the

whole neighbourhood. Above half a mile from

the wall is a ruined desolate building, adorned

with a few trees, and said to be the tombs of

the kings.

On a delightful evening, we rode to the

wilderness of St. John. The monastery of

that name stands at the entrance ; it is a good
and spacious building, and its terrace enjoys

a fine prospect, in which is the lofty hill of

Modin, with the ruins of the palace of the

Mact;L;)ee- on it.-j sua.." i. A .'-.o-inW village

adjoins the convent, in which are shown the

remains of the house of Elizabeth, where thi

meeting with Mary took place. The next
morning we visited the wilderness; it is nar

row, partially cultivated, and sprinkled witl

trees; the hills rise rather steep on each side

from that on the right, a small stream flows

into the ravine below. The whole appearance
of the place is romantic; and the prophet

might have resided here, while exercising his

ministry, with very little hardship. The neigh-

bourhood still, no doubt, produces excellent

honey, which is to be had throughout Pales-

tine. High up the rocky side of the hill on the

left, amidst a profusion of trees, is the cave or

grotto of St. John. A fountain gushes out

close by. When we talk of wildernesses,

mountains, and plains in Palestine, it is to be
understood that they seldom answer to the

of the same objects in more extensive

countries; that they sometimes present but a

beautiful miniature of them. From the east

end of the wilderness you enier the famous
valley of Elah, where Goliah was slain by the

champion of Israel. It is a pretty and inter-

esting looking spot, the bottom covered with

olive trees. Its present appearance answers
exactly to the description given in Scripture;

the two hills on which the armies stood en-

tirely confining it to the right and left. The
lley is not half a mile broad. Tradition was

not required to identify this spot; nature has

statnped it with everlasting features of truth.

The brook still flows through it in a winding
course, from which David took the smooth

IS visiuie in It. I'roin the scenes oi

the battles and positions of armies in those
times, it is diflicult to account for the mighty
numbers stated as having fought ; where could
they be drawn up? The rich and beautiful
plain of Esdralon is the most spacious area in

the country, and was the theatre of some bat-
tles; and the plain of Jericho is next in extent;
but when we read that many hundreds of thou-
sands of men fought around Mount Ephraim,
and other scenes in this country, one is tempt-
ed to wonder how the confined valleys and
open places one traverses could have contain-
ed them.

At the southeast of Zion, in the vale of Je-
hoshaphat, they say the gardens of Solomon
stood, and also on the sides of the hill adjoin-
ing that of Olivet. It was not a bad, though
rather a confined site for them. The valley
here is covered with a rich verdure, divided
by hedges into a number of small gardens.
The places within the walls of the city, whidi
tr;u!!iion would r,- n'!?i- cacrcd. "'•i ir>'"irrjfri-

ble. Beneath the gate of Bethlehem is shown
the spot where Bethsheba was bathing when
the king beheld her from the roof of his pa-
lace, and the present tower of David is built

on the site of the ancient edifice. A small
distance within the gate of St. Stephen that

fronts Olivet, is the pool of Bethesda; it ia

deep and dry, the sides and bottom overgrown
with grass, and containing two or three trees.

A wretched street leads from this to the go-
vernor's palace, a spacious and rather ruinous
building of Roman architecture; it contains
some good apartments, the windows of which
command an excellent view of the Mosque of
Omar and its large area. In the palace the
monks point out the room where Christ was
confined before his trial ; and at a short dis-

tance is a dark and ruinous hall, shown as the

judgment-hall of Pilate. A little farther on,
is the arch where the Redeemer stood, as his

judge exclaimed, "Behold the man." You
then proceed along the street where Christ
bore Ills cross, in which, and in the street
leading up to Calvary, are three places where,
staggering under the weight, he fell. These
are marked by three small pillars laid flat on
the ground. Departing from Jeru.salem, and
fter many dangers, we came in sight of the
Dead Sea, whose waters cover the cites of So-
dom and Gomorrah. On reaching the brink of
the precipices which hang over the Dead Sea,
the dawn was just appearing; and in the grey
and cold light, the lake was seen far beneath,
stretched out to an interminable length, while
the high mountains of Arabia Petraea opposite
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were shrouded in darkness. The descent of

the heights was long and difficult ; and ere we
reached the bottom, the ruddy glare of morn-

ing was on the precipices over our heads. The
line of shore at the bottom was about two
hundred yards wide, and we hastened to the

edge of the lake ; but for several yards from

it, the foot sunk in a black mud, and its sur-

face was every where covered with a greyish

scurf, which we v.'ere obliged to remove be-

fore tasting it. There was not a breath of

wind, and the waters lay like lead on the shore.

Whoever has seen the Dead Sea, will ever

after have its aspect impressed on his memo-
ry ; it is, in truth, a gloomy and fearful spec-

tacle. The precipices, in general, descend
abruptly into the lake, and on account of their

height, it is seldom agitated by the winds. Its

shores are not visited by any footsteps, save

those of the wild Arab, and he holds it in su-

perstitious dread. On some of the rocks there

is a thick sulphureous encrustation, which ap-

pears foreign to their substance ; and in their

steep descents there are several deep caverns,

where the benighted Bedouin sometimes finds

a home. No unpleasant effluvia are percep-

tible around it, and birds are occasionally seen

flying across. For a considerable distance

from the bank the water appeared very shal-

low; this, with the soft slime of the bottom,

and the fatigue we had undergone, prevented

our trying its buoyant properties by bathing.

A few inches beneath the surface of the mud,
are found the black sulphureous stones out of

which crosses are made and sold to the pil-

grims. The water has an abominable taste, in

which that of salt predominates ; and we ob-

served encrustations of salt on the surface of

some of the rocks.

The mountains of the Judaean side are lower
than those of the Arabian, and also of a lighter

colour. Bitumen abounds most on the oppo-
site shore. There is no outlet to the lake,

though the Jordan Hows into it, as did formerly

the Kedron, and the Arnon to the south. It

is not known that there has ever been any vi-

sible increase oi decrease of its waters. Some
have supposed that it finds a subterraneous
passage to the Mediterranean, or that there is

a considerable suction in the plain which
forms its western boundary. But this plain,

confined by the opposite mountains, is par-

tially cultivated, and produces trees, and a

rude pasture used by the camels of the Be-
douins, although in some parts sandy. It has

never been navigated since the cities were
engulfed ; and it is strange that no traveller

should have thouglit of launching a boat to

explore it, the only way that promises any suc-
cess. Some stunted shrubs and patclies of

grass, a mere mockery of verdure, were scat-

tered on the withered soil near the rocks.

The golden and treacherous apples.

That turn to the!

will be sought for in vain, as well as the fish

*in the lake, which have been also asserted to

exist. The length of the Dead Sea is proba
bly about sixty miles, and the general breadth
eight. The sun had now risen above the east-

ern barrier of mountains, and shone full in the
bosom of the lake, which had the appearance

of a plain of burnished gold. But the sadness

of the grave was on it, and around it, and the

silence also. However vivid the feelings are

on arriving on its shores, they subside after a

time into languor and uneasiness, and you
r, if it were possible, to see a tempest

wake on its bosom, to give sound and life to

the scene. The passage over the wilderness

of Ziph, had given us a more complete and
intimate view of the lake than the usual route

to Jericho, which conducts only to its com-
mencement, at the embouchure of the Jordan.

We had now to walk to its extremity along

the shores, and over the plain to Jericho, in a

sultry day ; and we took a last look of this

famous spot, to which earth can furnish no pa-

rallel. The precipices around Sinai are sa-

age and shelterless, but not like these, which
look as if the finger of an avenging God had

passed over their blasted fronts, and recesses,

and the deep at their foot, and caused them
to remain for ever as when they first covered
the guilty cities.

JUDGE MARTIN OF LOUISIANA.

The following vividly drawn sketch, which
s appeared in several of the newspapers,

will probably interest many of the readers of

The Friend."

Such is the defective structure of his or-

gans of sight that his perception takes in but
a single point at a time, brought almost in

contact with the eye. It is to this physical

infirmity that we are to trace most of the pe-
culiarities that entirely separate him from the

rest of mankind.
The muscles of his face are drawn upward

and the orbit of the eye is nearly closed by a

constant effort to lengthen the focus of vision,

while his mouth is kept ajar, and the features

of his face is so strangely distorted, that he
seems to be making giimaces at every object

encounters. He might be mistaken for a

somnambulist, who walks rather by feeling

than the light of the sun ; fully illustrating

the notions of metaphysicians, that we ac-

quire a knowledge of space, not by the eye,
but by the sense of touch alone. He is not
able to distinguish his own features in a mir-

ror, or the form, colour, or condition of a sin-

gle garment he wears. Hence his apparel is

composed of the most incongruous articles,

selected without regard to size or shape, often

squalid, discoloured, and fretted into holes;
nor does he perceive the necessity cf change
until admonished by the kindness of a friend.

He has never seen that world in which he
lives: nor does he recognise a single member
of the bar, except by the tones of his voice.
The very apartment in which he dwells, the
pillow upon which he lays his head, have
never impressed their images upon his mind.
Never has he beheld the beautiful nature that

surrounds him; nor field, nor forest, hill or
valley, the glossy landscape, the blue vault
above the passing cloud, nor star, nor moon,
nor glorious sun !

The gentle unoffending nature of Judge
Martin disarms malice, whilst his infirmity

awakens the sympathy of his friends. Help-

less as a child, e.xposed to accident, unable to

provide for his ordinary wants, he put his per-

son for many years under the guardianship of

a favourite slave.

The infirmities of sight which bear so hea-

vily upon his physical nature, have equally

affected the intellectual powers of Judge Mar-
tin. He is in the condition of one borr» with
but four senses, entirely shut out from those

external forms which enrich the imaginations

of other men. Hence the numerous works of

which he is the author possess no charms of
style. Even his histories ofNorth Carolina and
Louisiana, filled as they are with ijioving in-

cidents, never elicit a solitary figure of speech,
to relieve and adorn the dull narration of
facts.

Some attempts have been made to bring
him in nearer fellowship with his species and
an acquaintance with social life. But his
infirmity forbade. He can distinguish no
person in the apartment into which he is in-

troduced : he is led as a child to his seat, or
to the table, where he feeds indiscriminately
upon every thing put upon his plate.

Notwithstanding the anomalies of his mind,
this truly learned judge has shown himself
capable on great occasions, of the highest ef-

forts of human reason. If nature has cut him
off from one of the chief sources of human
knowledge, she has bestowed upon him a
vigorous intellect that still leaves him an
overmatch for ordinary men. Separated from
the world of mankind by a physical infirmity,

he sought society in books. He began very
early to discipline his mind to study, and
though he read with the utmost difficulty,

often pausing with his nose in contact with
the page to measure and combine the sylla-

bles before he could pronounce the word, yet
no man living has read more of municipal and
international law. Familiar as he is with the
Latin language, he consults the civil law in
the original text, as also the host of commen-
tators who have written upon that exhaustless
subject. His acquaintance with the Spanish
tongue, which he speaks fluently, has brought
him to a perfect knowledge of the laws of
Spain, the basis of our own jurisprudence.
And though his native Fiench abounds in

untold riches, yet it is in the English lan-
guage that all his works are written. So pro-
digious have been his researches in the com-
mon law, that none of the books of Reports,
scattered along its interminable limits, are
unknown to him.

SUBSTITUTE FOR LINEN.
The following ccmimunication is from a

gentleman of very high respectability in Salem,
Mass., and at his request is inserted.

—

Ed.
There has recently been discovered, in Sa-

lem, Mass., and patented, a new and beautiful
material, resembling silk and linen, which
holds out to the manufacturers of this country
the high promise of an original, beautiful, and
invaluable fabric, far surpassing in strength
and beauty of texture that of linen, which it is

doubtless destined wholly to supersede, as the
culture of it requires much less labour and ex-
pense than flax, and does not, like that and
similar materials, require to be renewed an-
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nually, (being a perennial.) and the prepara-

tion of it for manufacturing bein^ ftir more
simple than either; and its great natural affi-

nity for colouring matters, and its requiring

no bleaching, being objects of the highest im-

portance, give it a very decided preference

over that manufacture. A few specimens of

the manufacture of this material into small

fancy articles have been produced, some of

which, being coloured of various tints, present

such a beautiful silk-like appearance as to

have been actually, in some instances, mis-

taken for it; over which, however, it possesses

this decided advantage, that it not only sus-

tains the action of water uninjured and unde-
faced, (which it is well known silk will not do,)

but the repeated action of water rather appears

to strengthen and beautify it. It is ascertained

to be the opinion at Lov/ell, where they have
offered to make the experiment, that it can be
spun upon machinery.

And while it offers to other branches of ma-
nufacture very important substitutes for those

substances hitherto used, it offers a material

very superior very superior, in many points,

for paper. It is believed, from some specimens
already produced, that paper of every descrip-

tion may be manufactured from it, possessing

a pearly whiteness, durability, beauty of tex-

ture, and smoothness of surface, unrivalled by
any other ever before manufactured in any
country. And it is susceptible of the most
brilliant colours, in grain or otherwise. This
is believed to be the first material of the kind
ever discovered in this country, that holds out
the prospect of a staple commodity—silk, cot-

ton, and linen being exotics, and the discove-

ries of course exotic; but this material is in-

digenous, is a native of this country, discover-

ed by a native citizen, one of her own daugh-
ters; which circumstances, together with its

intrinsic worth, seem peculiarly to enhance its

value to us. It is open to any one who may
wish to make experiments.

—

SilUman's Jour.

From "Annals of Natural Hrstorj-."

Use of Alkali in Pastry.

We observe the following paragraph co-

pied into some of our American papers, from
an English one, as an item of interesting in-

formation.

" At the Hatton Garden Office, on Tues-
day, a pastry cook, whose shop is in Somers-
town, was fined 40s. and costs, for having
some volatile salts and other ingredients in his

possession, for adulterating gingerbread. His
wife told the magistrate that it was common
in the trade to use such sails in making gin-
gerbread and biscuits !"

What the " other ingredients" were, we
know not ; but so fiir as regards the " volatile

salts" which are mentioned as one article

employed in "adulterating" gingerbread, the

writer of the paragraph has displayed a gross
ignorance of the rudiments of chemistry.
If the poor cook were really fined for putting
ammonia into his cakes, the stupid magistrate
who laid the fine ought to be deprived of his

commission and sent to an infant school. Ev-
ery housewife, or every tenant of a kitchen,
is familiar with the use of the alkalies in the

form of pearlash or soda, to render light and
spongy the preparations of flour, and to cor-

rect their acidity. Ammonia, or the volatile

alkali, has precisely the same effect, and w«
suppose would answer better in some cases

The acid generated by the fermentation of

gingerbread unites with the alkali, and both

become neutralized and consequently deprived

of their peculiar taste ; while at the same time

the carbonic acid which was combined with

the alkali, is disengaged in the form of gas,

which renders the cake porous and light.

A small quantity of pearlash, or soda, or vol-

atile salts, will sweeten bread that has be-

come sour, if mixed with it previous to baking.

The sourness is caused by the process of fer-

mentation being carried too far ; or, in the

language of the trade, by suffering the dough
to stand to rise too long. Vinegar, which
is the acetic acid, results from this excessive

fermentation, and causes the bread to be sour.

And the sourness is removed, as before stated,

by the addition of an alkali which absorbs the

vinegar. For the same reason the sal aratus
(which is the carbonate of potash—that is, a

combination of carbonic acid with potash,) is

mixed with sour cider, and renders it lively

on account of the carbonic acid gas separated

from the salt, by the vinegar of the cider

uniting to the potash.

The alkalies are constantly employed for

a variety of useful purposes, and their mode of

operation never thought of. The dyspeptic

resorts to soda or to soda biscuit, to correct

acidity of the stomach, and knows as little of

its modus operandi as he does of Captain

Symes' hollow. A lady destroys the colour of
her dress by spilling some lemonade upon it,

and restores it instantly with hartshorn ; but

she knows and cares as little about the cause
of it as she does about useful studies of any
kind. In short, most people are every day
performing chemical experiments of an en-

tertaining and useful nature, to wliich they

apply their powers of reflection as little as if

they were brute animals. \Ye hope to see the

day when the useful sciences shall become
more fashionable—when mankind generally

(or at least Americans) shall act as if they

were conscious of the possession of intellect,

and aware that knowledge and reflection may
be made a fruitful source of happiness—when
a polite and accomplished education will re-

quire something more than skill in the use of
the fingers on tlie piano, and grace in the art

of moving the feet in unison with music. We
hope to see the day when magistrates will

cease to fine pastry cooks for putting volatile

salts in gingerbread, and when editors of news-
papers will cease to report as frauds such
culinary operations.

Notice of the Culture of the Potato in

France ; in a note to the Editor, dated June
27, 1834, from Wm. Foster, of Boston—then

in New Haven.—In 1796, living in a part of

France where potatoes were but little known,
and less used, as food for man, and having
obtained some Irish seed, I gave them to a

country gentleman, at whose castle I was then

residing, to plant. He asked me what soil

was the most suitable. I informed him, that

on that subject there were various opinions,
but that I had known very good crops, and of
good quality, raised on moist ground. He told

me that he had one place that was moist
enough, being nothing but bog and water,

and another dry enough, being nothing but
sand or gravel, and that he was willing to

make the sacrifice of these two places for the

experiment, since the seed cost him nothing.
By the side of the morass there was a gra-

vel hill, without a sign of vegetable earth in

it. The morass was then frozen so as to bear
our weight. I proposed to him, (or he to me,
I do not remember which,) to imitate the pro-

cess which one of the children had adopted
for his spring garden, in the house ; which
was, sowing seeds in tow, floated on water,

and to use the dry gravel in the place of the
tow, as a mere receptacle, to Iiold the pota-
toes for vegetation. The plan was adopted

;

many wheelbarrow loads of gravel were placed
at proper distances on the bog, and the pota-
toes planted therein, under my direction.

The result was a very early crop of excellent
potatoes, farinaceous and large; and the same
process was continued for years after, occa-
sionally adding a little gravel, when a part of
the first deposit had sunk into the morass.
The potatoes planted on the dry gravel pro-

duced a few plants and bulbs, of a very bad
quality. Their producing any thing must
have been owing to the dampness of the cli-

mate, and the copious dews which proceeded
from the vicinity of the morass.

Is it not probable, that in New England,
where good arable land is not in sufficient

quantities for our wants, there are many such
morasses, now of no value, which might be
made to produce potatoes, and perhaps other
useful vegetable food 1 The experiment seems
to be worth trying.

I will further remark, that this aquatic po-
tato patch had no hoeing or other labour be-
stowed on it ; a matter of some importance in

our country, where labour is so dear. Again,
the labour of transporting the heaps of gravel

may or must be done in the winter, when the

time of the farmer is less valuable.

SilUman's Journal.

Extraordinary Abstinence from Food.

The more that animals enjoy the qualities of youth,
strength, and activity, the greater is the increase and
developement of their parts, and the greater the ne-

cessity for an abundant supply of food. Of many in-

dividuals exposed to an absolute abstinence of many
ys, the young are always the first to perish. Of this

e history of war and shipwreck offers in all ages too

anj frightful examples. There are several instances
record of an almost total abstinence from food for

extraordinary length of time. Captain Bligh, of
the Bounty, sailed nearly 4000 miles in a open boat,
tvith occasionally a single small bird, not many ounces
n weight, for the daily sustenance of 17 people ; and
t is even alleged, that 14 men and women of the Juno,
having sutfered shipv^reck on the coast of Arracan,
ived 23 days without any food. Two people first died
of want on the fifth day. In the opinion of Rhedi,

mals support want much longer than is generally
believed. A civet cat lived 10 days without food, an
antelope 20, and a very large wild cat also 20 ; an
agle survived 28 days, a badger one month, and seve-

ral dogs 36 days. In the memoirs of the Academy of

Sciences there is an account of a bitch, which having
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been accidentally shut up alone in a country-house,
existed for 40 days without any other nourishment
than the stuff ou the wool of a matrass which she had
torn to pieces. A crocodile will live two months with-
out food, a scorpion three, a bear six, a -chameleon
eight, and a viper ten. Vaillant had a spider that
lived nearly a year without food, and was so far from
being weakened by abstinence, that it immediately
killed another large spider, equally vigorous, but not
so hungry, which was put in along with it. John
Hunter inclosed a toad between two stone flower-pots,
and found it was as lively as ever after 14 months.
Land-tortoises have lived without food for 18 months

;

and Baker is known to have kept a beetle in a stale of
total abstinence for 3 years. It afterwards made its

escape. Dr. Shaw gives an account of two serpents
which lived in a bottle without any food for five years.
Ency. Brit, new edit.

Curious Calculation.—There is but little

encouragement for authors in the following
statement, lately made by some ingenious and
pains-taking Frenchman. We do not vouch
for its accuracy, not being advised of the data
upon which it is founded, but if it be true, it

ought to furnish a panacea for the cacoeihes
scrihendi. The work from which we translate

says, that in Great Britain, one thousand books
are published per annum, on six hundred of
which there is a commercial loss, on two hun-
dred no gain, on one hundred a trifling gain,

and only on one hundred any considerable
profit. Seven hundred are forgotten within
the year, another hundred within two years,
and one hundred and fifty of the remainder in

three years; that only fifty survive seven years,
and of these scarcely ten are thought of or
known after the lapse of twenty years. That
of the fifty thousand books published in the
seventeenth century, not fifty are now in cir-

culation; and of the eighty thousand published
in the eighteenth century, not more than three
hundred are considered worth reprinting for a
second edition, and not more than five hundred
are sought after now. Since the first writings,
fourteen hundred years before Christ, that is,

in thirty-two centuries, only about five hundred
works of writers of all nations have sustained
themselves against the devouring influence of
time. Pleasing tidings, these, for such as have
hopes of fame in the ranks of authorship !

Eclectic Journal.

—the good man has a world within, where
God rules (the devil seldom enters) ; where
politics, wealth, and fame, are merely acci-

dental matters, not having the highest pre-

eminence ; happiness or misery depend on
them in a subordinate manner only.

From a feeling of the judgments of God

—

from an experience of the vanity of the world,
its insufficiency to bestow lasting happiness

—

from beholding the dignity of virtue, and see-

ing the good man happy in every situation

—

many are at times brought into a state of in-

ward attention and consideration, which, if

abode in, with patience and perseverance,
would be the means, by the blessing of God,
of bringing those, who are thus exercised, out
of daikness into light; out of anxiety and dis-

content, into peace and a well grounded hope
of fiiture happiness.

If unbelievers can receive instruction from
the examples of good men, in their lives, they

may not be ahogether unbenefited by attend-

ing to their deaths.

It is the end that crowns all; and when a

man is seen calmly quitting every earthly con-
nection—passing the verge of time—entering

the borders of eternity—satisfied wilh life—

utunoved at death !— it appears to all a con
summation devoutly to be wished; and many
ire ready to adopt the language of Bula
' Let me die the death of the righteous, and
et my last end be like his

!"

There is a time to mourn, as well as a time to

rejoice. There is a virtuous sorrow, which is

better than laughter. There is a sadness of
the countenance, by which the heart is made
better.

—

lb.
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From, a Pamphlet by Thaddeus Brown.

The mind of man, ever active in the pur-
suit of happiness, when disappointed in one
object, naturally turns to another; and after a
long and unsuccessful pursuit, not satisfied

with all this world can bestow, in this dark
and bewildered situation, the bright rays of
good examples at times strike through the
surroundinfr uloom, tliu wU.d is attracted to
the glory of the light, and the brightness of
its rising. On nearer survey, he is aston-
ished to find, that while he has been un-
happy in prosperity and adversity, the Christian
enjoys happiness in both; that what he has
been seeking from without, the Christian finds
within; that, while from the most unbounded
success in war, (which engrosses so much of
our attention) lasting indi\idual or national
happiness can never arise : that, while wealth,
however immense, cannot give peace; nor uni-
versal fame and applause bestow real content;

O, could I ever feel thy presence near.
Thy mercy honour, and thy justice fear.

Trace every step that Jesus ever trod.

And plead his righteousness alone wilh God,
Spurn every bait that Inxury Can show.
And tread with caution o'er the fields of woe.
With course unfaltering only Heaven pursue.
Bliss in my heart and glory in my view

;

And when this frame, beneath a weight of days,
Faints, droops unheeded, and unseen decays.
Then may my soul to its first source arise,

And seek a portion in its native skies.

Doddridge.

Sloth enfeebles equally the bodily and the
mental powers. As in the animal system it

engenders disease, so in the faculties of the
soul it brings a fatal rust, which corrodes and
wastes them ; which in a short time, reduces
the brightest genius to the same level with
the meanest understanding. The great dif-

ferences which take place among men, are not
owing to a distinction that nature has made in

their original powers, so much as to the supe-
rior diligence with which some have improved
those powers beyond others. To nojjurpose

we possess the seeds of many great abili-

ties, if they are suff'ered to lie dormant within
It is not the lutont possession, but the

active exertion of them, which gives them;
merit. Thousands whom indolence has sunk
nto contemptible obscuiity, might have come
forward to the highest distinction, if idleness
had not frustrated the eflfect of all their powers.
—Blair.

To wisdom it certainly belongs, that men
should be impressed «ilh just views of their
riature, and their state: and the pleasures of
life will ahvays be enjoyed to most advantage
when they are tempered wilh serious thought,

Besides the direct and positive advantage to
a journal of the kind in which we are engaged,
derived from the co-operation of zealous and
qualified contributors, in giving freshness and
variety and intrinsic value to its pages, no one
who has not been an editor can adequately
estimate the animating and encouraging effect
of such co-operation upon those on whom the
burthen chiefly rests. We are not particularly
prone to complain, although we miuht, per-
haps, with some reason, indulge the disposition
in reference to some of those on whom we
have been accustomed to rely for aid. In en-
tering, however, upon another volume, we
embrace with pleasure the occasion to signify
our acknowledgments for the cheerful and
efficient assistance rendered by several of our
contributors, and shall cherish the hope that
others, who have suffered their zeal in degree
to relax, will be re-animated, and that, at the
leasl, the journal will not be permitted to de-
cline in reputation. A word to the wise is

sufficient.

" The Association of Friends for the free
instruction of Coloured Women," has now
established two schools, one in Green's court,
the other at No. 51, Chester street near Vine,
to be open the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
evenings in every week, at 7 o'clock.

10 mo. 8, 1834.

A master is wanted for Friends' school at
Ancocas, in Burlington county. New Jersey.
Any qualified person, being a member of the
Society of Friends, who may be disposed to
undertake the charge will please to apply to

EzKA Haines, or
Aarotj Wills,

Near the Meeting house, at Ancocas, or to

George W. Taylor,
No. 50, North Fourth street.

10th mo. 6th, 1834.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managersfor the month.—Bartho-

omew Wistar, No. *255, Arch street; Joel
Woolman, near Frankford ; John G. Hoskins,
No. 201, Arch street.

Superintendents—John and Lfetitia Red-
montl.

Attending Physicians—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 101, North Tenth street ; Dr. Charles
Evans, No. 102, Union street.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Twelfth Street, Phi.
ladelphia, on Fourth day, the 8ih instant, Charles
Yarnall to Emma Cope, daughter of Jasper Cope.

Died, in this city, on Uie 20th ult. Sarah Snowdon,
aged 45 years.
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CoiinniMiicatud for "Tlif> Friend.'

Essay on the Discipline of the Primitive

Christians, and on that of the Society of
Friends.

From tlie sevemli edition of J. J. Carney's " Observations, &c.'

The siipieiiiacy of Jesus, over the little band

of his followers, was iiuver for a moment dis

puted. They were not permitted to call any

man master, or to exalt each other with the

title of Rabbi, Rabbi;—one was their master

—even Christ. Not was this view of the sub

ject obscured or weakened, after he had with

drawn his personal presence. Although he

had " ascended up on high, far above all hea-

vens," he was still with them, by his Spirit;

and they knew that he ruled supreme, not

only over the church which he had purchase

with his blood, but over the universe itself, fo

the churi-h's sake. They confessed that he

was their Ili^h Priest for ever after the order

of Melchizedek—the king of righteousness

—

the king of peace; and they lived in filial re-

liance upon his love.

While they thus looked upon Christ as the

head of his whole church, the believers were

soon planted in distinct communities; and in

each of these it was their privilege to depend

on the immediate government of their Lord.

Wherever they were raised up and gathered

together, whether few or many in number,

there they found their ever present helper,

friend, and teacher. They sat " under his

shadow with great delight, and his fruit was
sweet to their taste."

But the dependence of the primitive Chris-

tians on their Holy High Priest and King, af
forded them no prete for negi. Df Ihc

duties as members of his body. The religion

to which they had been introduced was found

to be of a social character; its main practical

feature was love: " By this shall all men know
that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to

another." For the sake of that God and Sa-

viour who was now the supreme object of their

affections, they were willing to labour for the

benefit of each other, and of the church; and

this they did, according to their respective

callings, under the government and influence

of the Holy Ghost.

One oiivious duty which devolved upon them,

was to provide for the poor. They were pre-

pared, in this respect as well as in others, to

"do good unto all men, especially to them
that were of the household of faith." Thus
we find that the deacons were appointed in

the very infancy of the church, to provide both

the Greek and Hebrew widows with their

daily food—a service of benevolence, for which

seven men were chosen, of" honest report, full

of the Holy Ghost and wisdom." [liberal col-

lections were afterwards made, in the churches

of Greece and Macedonia, for the poor saints

at Jerusalem.

But we cannot doubt that the spiritual wel-

fare of their fellow-believers was still nearer to

their hearts; they were taught by the apostles

to " consider one another, to provoke unto

love and to good works." '' Brethren," said

Paul to the Galatians, " if a man be overtaken

in a fault, ye which are spiritual restore such

an one in the spirit of meekness; considering

thyself, lest thou also be tempted—bear ye

one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law ol

Christ." In order to effect the object h

set forth by the apostle, the most important

means must have been private, brotherly, ex

postulation and advice. When one Christian

in tender love, reproved another for his fault,

and thus endeavoured to restore him to the

fold of Christ, this was no improper inter

ference with individual liberty— it was but one
needful fruit of the law of love. " Thou shalt

in anywise rebuke thy neighbour, and not suf-

fer sin upon him."

By our Saviour himself they were left in

possession of a rule, which lay at the very

foundation of Christian di3ci|)line: " More
over, if thy brother shall trespass against thee,

go and tell him his fault between thee and him

alone: if he shall hear thee thou hast gained

thy brother. But if he shall not hear thee,

then take with thee one or two more, that

the moulhs of two or three witnesses every

word may be established. And if he shall ne

gleet to hear them, tell it unto the church."

Although the duty of private admonition

rested on all true believers, as occasion might

require it, yet it especially devolved on thi

most experienced members of the church

While the communities of Christians, in that

day, were taught in the first place to sub

to the government of Christ, and in the second,

to exercise a mutual care among themsel-

they were not left without rulers. " Obey them
that have the rule over you," said the apostli

to the Hebrews, " for they watch for your

souls, as they that must give account."

These persons were called indifferently el-

ders or overseers, (the word 'nriaxoTroq, ren-

dered in our version " bishop," signifies only

an " overseer,") and although it sometimes
happened that they possessed a gift for the

ministry of the word, they were in their officia"

capacity (as has been already remarked) dis

linct from the prophets, or preachers. It was
their duty to guard and nourish the people of

God, "taking the oversight thereof, not by

constraint, but willingly, not for filthy lu

but of a ready mind; neither as being lords

over God's heritage, but being ensamples to

the flock." In these labours of love they acted

in behalf of the " Chief Shepherd," at whose
hands alone they were to receive their crown
of glory; and although they were often or-

dained by the apostles, and other inspired per-

sons, it was the Holy Ghost who made them
overseers—it was the Chief Shepherd himself

who called them into their office.

It was, indeed, a primary principle in the

early Christian church, that whatsoever office

any man occupied for the spiritual edification

of his brethren, nothing short of divine autho-

rity and power could truly bcslow the com-
mission, or qualify for the work. Sometimes
the gifts of Christians are ascribed to God the

Father—" God hath set some in the church;

first, apostles; secondarily, pr'ophets; thirdly,

teachers, «fec." Sometimes to Christ—" He
(Christ) gave some apostles, and some pro-

phets, and some evangelists, and some pastoi-s

and teachers." Sometimes to the Spirit—" All

these worketh that one and the selfsame Spirit,

dividing to every man severally as he will."

But although the " elders and overseers," or

" pastors and teachers," were the leading per-
sons in the church, and had an important sway
in the governnrent of the body, they exercised
no exclusive power in the regulation of the

churches; much less did any such power de-
volve on the prophets or preachers. On all

subjects connected with the interests of reli-

gion, and with the welfare and good order of
the body, the ultimate authority, under Christ,

rested on the community of believers.

Many instances are on record of meetings
of the churches, for the consideration of such
matters; and on these occasions, even the

apostles were accustomed to act in unison
with their less gifted brethren, and as members
of an undivided body. When a new apostle

was to be appointed in the place of Judas, the

whole company of believers united in the no-

mination of Joseph and Matthias, and in that

giving forth of the lots, which resulted in the

choice of the latter. When deacons were to

be set apart, who should undertake the care
of the poor, it was upon all the brethren that
the duty of selection devolved. And on the
same principle of discipline, the persons who
were to accompany Paul in conveying the

contributions of the European Christians to

the poor saints at Jerusalem, were elected " by
the churches."

It was to the apostles and brethren at Jeru-
salem that Peter apologised, when he had been
preaching the gospel to Cornelius and his fa-

irrily. It was to the church at Antioch that

Paul and Barnabas, on returning from their

mission, gave a report of their proceedings in

the Work of the gospel. And it was the same
body of persons which brought them on their

way, when they were again leaving that city, for

their journey thi'ough Phenice and Samaria.
That important discussion which resulted in

the declaration of Gentile liberty from the yoke
of the Je'.vish law, took place in a general as-

sembly of the Christians atJerusalem. Paul
and Barnabas then stated their case to the
" multitude" of believers; and the " whole
church" united with the apostles in sending
r;iessengers to declare their will on the sub-
ject. The letters respecting it, addressed to

the church of Antioch, were inscribed as
coming from the apostles, and elders, and
brethren.

On this occasion -a rule, intended to be
binding on all Gentile believers, was settled in

a meeting of the Lord's people. But alihough
the fixing of a general rule is a highly im-
portant act of discipline, it does not so nearly

afl'ect an individual, as the suspension of his

own membership in the body. It is, therefore,

satisfactory to find, that when an unfaithful

professor was to be separated from commu-
nion with his brethren, this also was to be an
act, not of the elders and overseers alone, but
of the church. The directions of Paul to the

Corinthians respecting an offender of this de-
scription, are entirely to the point. " For I

verily, as absent in body, but present in spirit,

have judged already as though 1 were present,

concerning him that hath so dofie this deed.
In the name of our Lord Jesu$ Christ, when
ye are gathered together, and my spirit, with
the power of our Lord Jesus Chtisl, to deliver

such an one unto Satan for the destruction of
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the flesh, that ihe spirit may be saved in the

day of the Lord Jesus." It is probable that

some painful disease was the punishment about

to be inflicted through the Lord's power, on

this transgressor; but (here was also to be ar:

act of excommunication—" Purge out there-

fore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump,

as ye are unleavened." The whole passage

contains an authority for the separalion of an

unfaithful member, as an act of the body itself

—and it was by the same body, as we after

wards find, that the oflender, when penitent

was to be restored to his membership. (2 Cor
ii. 6, '/.)

Since women were not permitted to speak

in the churches, except under the immediale

influence of the Spirit, and since they were
forbidden to •' usurp authority over the man,"
I conclude that no active part was assigned to

them in public assemblies for the settlement

of the affairs of the church. No such restric-

tion, however, could be laid upon them, in

case of their meeting together at any time,

without their brethren, and it is certain, that

the elderly among them were entrusted with

the instruction of their younger sisters. " The
aged women, likewise, that they be in beha-

viour as becometh holiness—that they may
teach the young women to be sober, to love

their husbands, to love their children ; to be

discreet, chaste, keepers at home, obedient to

their own husbands, that the word of God be

not blasphemed."
On a similar principle, there could be no

reason why the elders and overseers, and other

gifted members of the church, should not hold

select conferences on subjects which concern-

ed their own station in the body ; or even on

points aflfecting the body at large, so long as

they assumed no authority which interfered

with the functions of the church itself. Ex-
amples of such conferences arc afforded us in

the history of the Apostle Paul. When he

went up by revelation to Jerusalem, he con-

versed on the subject of his own calling, with

the apostles and others who were " of reputa-

tion" in the church. On another occasion,

the ciders of the church at Ephesus met him
at Miletus, when he unfolded to them the

principles on which he acted as a preacher of

the gospel, and exhorted them to the faithful

discharge of their peculiac duties. Again, it

appears to have been by a select company of

the same character, that he and Barnabas were
separated from their brethren for their mission
to lesser Asia.

Now, whatsoever was the subject on which
the primitive believers were called upon to

deliberate, they depended for counsel and di-

rection on the Divine Head of the Church,
and acted under the immediate guidance of the

Holy Spirit. Their democracy was safe, be-

cause it was also a theocracy. The church
was enabled to conduct its own affairs, only

because Christ was its ruler.

After giving directions to his disciples re-

specting the treatment of a delinquent bro-

ther—showing that, when private endeavours
had failed, the offence was to be laid before

the church—our Lord expressed himself as

follows:—" Verily I say unto you, whatsoever
ye shall bind on earth, shall be bound in hea-

ven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth,

shall be loosed in heaven." These expres-

sions are best understood as relating to disci-

pline, which was to be administered on earth,

and to be confirmed ' in heaven." The di-

vine sanction was to accompany the decision

of the body, as in the case of the Corinthian

transgressor, whom the church condemned,
and whom (as we may infer from the passage)

the Lord afflicted. A peculiar authority in

these respects was, no doubt, bestowed on the

apostles, but the same principle applied, in its

measure, to the believers in general.

Now, it is quite obvious, that whether the

degree of this authority for binding and loos-

ening was greater or less, the act of disci-

pline could be confirmed in heaven only on
one ground; namely, that in applying it, the

Lord's servants followed the counsels of their

divine Master, and formed their conclusions

under the influence of his Holy Spirit. Ac-
cordingly, our Lord concludes his discourse

on the subject, by an express promise of a

most cheering nature—"When two or three

are gathered together in my name, there am
I in the midst of them."

Certain it is, that the early believers were
accustomed to realise this promise, not only

when they met for the sole purpose of wor-
ship, but when their attention was directed to

discipline—to affairs of whatsoever descrip-

tion, connected with the order and welfare of

the body. Thus, in their first meeting, after

the ascension of Jesus, when the important
duty devolved on them of setting apart an
apostle, the Lord himself was present to listen

to their prayers, and to direct the lot ; nor
can we doubt, tliut when ilie seven deacons
were chosen, the choice was guided by wis-

dom from above. The general rule already

alluded to respecting the Gentile converts,

was formed under a direct divine influence;

for the written declaration of the church on
the subject, is thus prefaced—" It seemed
good to the Holy Ghost and to us, to lay upon
you no greater burthen than these necessary

things."

When the company of prophets and teach-

ers at Antioch was met in one place, and
while " they ministered to the Lord and fast-

ed," it was the Holy Ghost who said unto
them, " Separate rae Barnabas and Saul, for

the work whereunto 1 have called them."

—

Again, when the Corinthian transgressor was
to be excommunicated, and delivered up for a

season to Satan for the destruction of his

flesh, it was " in the name of the Lord Jesus"
that the church was to assemble for the pur-

pose, and in dependence on his power alone
was the chastisement to be inflicted.

Thus it appears, that, in primitive times,

the discipline of the church of Christ was
carefully maintained, and at the same time
was. conducted with remarkable simplicity.

Certain great principles, not formally deter-

mined upon, but arising out of the nature of
Christianity itself, pervaded the whole system.
The frst was, that Christ is the Supreme and
only Head of his own church, who rules over
her, and ministers to all her need ; the second,

that Christians are to care for the temporal
I

and spiritual benefit one of another, in priva-

cy and love. Thirdly, it was provided that
the most experienced persons in the church,
in the character of elders and overseers,
should be the guardians of the flock, watch-
ing over them and ruling them in the Lord

—

their gifts for these purposes being distinct

from that of inspired preaching. Fourthly, it

was universally understood, that these indivi-

duals were not to be lords over God's heritaoe,
but that the final authority, on all ouestions^of
church government, rested on the Lord's peo-
ple, in their collective capacity. Lastly, this

authority could be duly exercised, and the
discipline rightly conducted, only under the
immediate control and guidance of the Holy
Spirit. Through a steadfast adherence to

these principles, the primitive Christians were
established in the truth, and prospered. They
grew " up into him in all things, which is the
head, even Christ, from whom the whole
body fitly joined together and compacted by
that which every joint supplieth, according to
the eflectual working in the measure of every
part, maketh increase of the body unto the
edifying of itself in love." The power, the
work, was the Lord's, and his alone was the
praise !

(To be continued.)

For" Tlie Friend."

PRACTIClIi EXTRACTS.

In the number of the Sunday School Jour-
nal for last week, under the above title, are
several quotations from Bishop Sherlock, of
which I propose the following for insertion
in " The Friend." The sentiment appears to
me sound and instructive, and the lano-uao-e

terse and forcible. S.°E,.°

Mystery.—When we say this thing or that
thing is a mystery, according to the form of
our speech, we seem to affirm something of
this or that thing; but in truth, the proposition
is not affirmative with respect to the thing,
but negative with respect to ourselves : for,

when we say this thing is a mystery, of the
thing we say nothing, but of ourselves we
say, that we do not comprehend this thing.
With respect to our understanding, there is

no more difference between truth that is, and
truth that is not mysterious, than, with re-

spect to our strength, there is between a
weight that we can lift, and a weight which
we cannot lift: for as defect of strength in us
makes some weights to be immoveable, so
likewise defect of understanding makes some
truths to be mysterious.

Merc Morality Insufficient.—I would desire
those who think that they have no reason to

trouble their heads about the Christian reli-

gion, provided they lead good moral lives, to
consider the character of Cornelius : he was
devout, and feared God with all his house:
he was very charitable, and gave much alms
to the people, and prayed to God continually.
This, I suppose, they will allow to be a de-
scription of such a moral man as they mean;
and I would ask, then, for what purpose did
God send a vision to Cornelius, and another
to St. Peter, that Cornelius might be made a
Christian? Was all this care thrown away on
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a mere unnecessary point, that might as well

have been let alone? Was Cornelius thus

called to the profession of the gospel, and

was it of no consequence whether he had

been called or no? If God made choice of

Cornelius, one of the best of the gentiles, to'

show that some of thcni were capable of his

grace, he did at the same time demonstrate

that all had need of it : for if the best, with

all the light they enjoyed, wanted this assist-

ance, what could the worst do without it?

Natural Religion and the Gospel.—We
have an account of the speculative opinions

of many of the wise men of Greece presented

to us in authors of great credit ; but of their

practice and personal behaviour in life little

is said : which makes it hard to judge how
far their own practice and conduct were in-

fluenced by their opinions, or how consistent

they were in pursuing the consequences of

their own doctrines. The case might have

been the same with Socrates, had not a very

particular circumstance put him under a ne-

cessity of explaining his conduct and prac-

tice with respect to the religion of his coun-

try. He had talked so freely of the heathen

deities, and the ridiculous stories told of them,

that he fell under a suspicion of despising

the gods of his country, and of teaching the

youth of Athens to despise their altars and

their worship. On this accusation he is

summoned before the great court of the Are-

opagiles : and happily the apology he made
for himself is preserved to us by two of the

ablest of his scholars, and the best writers of

antiquity, Plato and Zenophon : and from

both their accounts it appeara that Socratca

maintained and asserted before his judges

that he worshipped the gods of his country,

and that he sacrificed in private and in public

on the allowed altars, and according to the

rites and customs of the city. After this

public confession, so authentically reported

by two so able hands, there can be no doubt

of his case. He was an idolater, and had not,

by his great knowledge and ability in reason-

ing, delivered himself from the practice of the

superstition of his country. You see how far

the wisdom of the woild could go: give me
leave to show you what the foolishness of

preaching could do in tiie very same case.

St. Paul was in the same case : he was ac-

cused in the same city of Athens of the same
crime, that he was a setter forth of strange

gods ; and before tiie same great court of Are-

opagites he made his apology, which is like

wise preserved to us by St. Luke, in the se

venteenth chapter of the Acts. We have then

the greatest and the ablest among the wise

men of Greece, and an npostle of Christ in

the same circumstances. You have heard the

philosopher's defence, tiiat he worshipped the

gods of his country, and as his country wor
shipped them. Hear now the apostle : " Y^e

men of Athens," says he, " I perceive that in

all things ye are too superstitious: for as I

passed by, I beheld your devotions, I- found

an altar with this inscription, to the un
KNOWN god. Whom therefore ye ignorantly

worship, him declare I unto you : God that

made the world and all things therein. This
God," he tells them, " is not worshipped with

men's hands, as though he needetli any thing:

—Nor was the godlicad like unto gold, or

silver, or stone, graven by art and man's de-

vice." He then calls on them, in the name
of this great God, to repent of their supersti-

tion and idolatry, which God would no longer

bear: " because he hath appointed a day in

which he will judge the world in. righteous-

ness, by that man whom he hath ordained
;

whereof he hath given assurance unto all

men, in that he hath raised him from the

dead."

Which of these two men was a preacher of

rue religion? Let those who value human
reason at the highest rate determine.

From the Sunday School Journal.

The Canon of the New Testament.

Having given, in our last number,* a sum-
mary of the arguments in Dr. Alexander's

work, which prove the Old Testament, as we
now possess it, to be the genuine Scripture,

we add a similar outline respecting the books

of the New Testament.

. Catalogues of the books of the New
Testament are given by individual authors

and by ecclesiastical councils, from the time

of Origen, who lived about a century after the

death of the apostle John. These catalogues

present the same books as are now in the

canon, and no others.

2. These books are quoted as sacied Scrip-

ture by all the ancient writers called the

Fathers, living in parts of the world the most

remote from each other.

. They were publicly read as Scripture in

all the Christian churches.

4. The early translation of the New Testa-

ment into several languages is another proof

of the sameness of the books.

The work before us then proceeds to give

the testimonies to the authority of each book,

showing that they have always been received

by the Christian church, and so largely quoted

by the ancient writers, that it is thought nearly

the whole of the New Testament might be

gathered from the quotations, if the book it-

self had been lost.

It is further added that,

1. The writings of the apostles were al-

ways received as inspired, and their authority

appealed to as such.

2. They were not kept in obscurity, but

read by multitudes, in public and private.

3. In all the controversies that arose, the

New Testament was considered by all parties

as decisive authority.

4. They are referred to by the enemies of

Christianity as the books of the Christians,

but their genuineness was never questioned

by them.

5. The numerous quotations in the ancient

writers show that the New Testament which
they had and ours is the same. The transla-

tions show the same thing; as do also the nu-

merous manuscripts which exist at this day.

No canonical book of the New Testament
has been lost. God would not have permitted

any part of what he meant to be a revelation

* See " The Fiiead," Vol. VII. p. 399.

to the world to be lost. As the books were
multiplied rapidly over the whole world, the

Christians could easily have procured copies,

if any one were missing.

The Apocryphal books which are pretended
to be parts of the New Testament, are at

once seen to be forgeries by the false, contra-

dictory, and silly statements they contain.

Judg. XV. 18, 19—" And he was sore atliirst, and
called on the Lord, Tiiou hast given this great de-
liverance into the hand of thy servant ; and now shall

I die for thirst, and fall into the hand of the uncirbum-
cised ? But God clave an liollow place that was in

the jaw, and there came water thereout ; and when
he had drunk his spirit came again, and he revived:

wherefore he called the name thereof En-hakkore,
which is in Lehi unto this day.".

The impression ordinarily received from this pas-

sage by the English reader, viz. that a fountain was
opened in the jaw-bone, the instrument of Samson'a
victory, is probably erroneous. From a preceding
verse in this chapter it appears that the ThilistineB

had gone up, and pitched in Judah, and spread them-
selves in Lehi. But as it happens Lehi is the original

word for _/ow, or jaw-bone, and our translators, follow-

ing some of the ancient versions, have confounded the
name of the place with that of the object from which
it was derived. There is no good reason to suppose
that the hollow place was cloven in the jaw itself, for

what can be understood by God's cleaving a cavity
which was already in the bone ? But if he clave

a cavity previously existing, would not the water na-
turally run througu it, and empty itself upon the
ground ? But let the word Lehi stand untranslated,
and all is plain. A certain cavity in the earth, in the
place called Lehi, was miraculously cloven and open-
ed, and a refreshing fountain of water gushed forth,

whicli continued thenceforward to flow down to the

time when the history was written. This was called,

in memory of the circumstance which gave rise to

it, ' En-hakkore,' i. e. the well or fountain of him that

cried.—New York Observer.

Diary and other Papers of James Hampton.

At page 390 of our Vol. VII. were intro-

duced some extracts from these remains;

—

the subjoined, from the same source, possess

a degree of interest sufficient to justify their

insertion.

lOmo. 20<ft, 1790. A number of southern

Indians, with their chieftain, who is a man of

much note among them, spent several days
during the course of last summer, in this

city. They were on their way to congress,

then sitting in New York, and sent to es-

tablish a peace between us and tlieir nations.

At the request of the President of the United
States, great attention and respect were
shown them by the citizens, while among us.

As they came from a country far south, and
were thought to be much unacquainteti with
the principles of our religious Society, Friends
were desirous of having a conference with
them, in order to lay before them the peace-
able tenets of our profession : accordingly, a
considerable number met, and appointed se-

veral judicious Friends present, to wait upon
them for that purpose. As we were waiting
in silence, before this appointment took place,

our .ancient Friend, Isaac Zane, delivered in

a lively, weighty manner, the following in-

structive narrative, respecting some Indians

at a former treaty held with them at Lancaster.

"Among the Indians who resorted to the
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treaty, were three who came from a far coun-
try, and who knew so little of the Europeans
as to be unacquainted with the use ol fire-

arms. These kept mucli by themselves, spoke
but little, and appeared very shy of the white

people. One who, with many other Friends,

was present at the treaty, felt an engagement
of mind to have a religious conference with

these strangers. He spoke to them under a

solemn, weighty frame of mind. The powei
attending his language penetrated their hearts,

and tears trickled down their cheeks. They
were greatly affected ; and stretching forth

their arms, and closing their hands, said

their figurative manner: ' We will take it

our hands. We will hold itfast:—ive will lose

none of it

:

—toe will carefully bear it to our
breth?-en, and there open loide our hands, and
spread itjoyfully among thevi.^

"

To the humane, to the philanthropic Chris-

tian, a pleasing evidence this, of the univer-

sality of the grace of God ; and a cogent
argument against those narrow systems which
would confine this most precious gift to par-

ticular sects or communities of men.
1st mo. 20lh, 1791.—A favoured time at

week-day meeting. Eesignation to Divine
appointment prevalent. Sealed upon my un-

derstanding, that if for Christ's sake Ibecome
a man of no repute in the world, and suffer

reproach and neglect, a reward of peace shall

be laid up for me against the solemn day of
decision.

A Birth-Day Refection.—Come, my soul,

retire fiom the world, and all its commotions
and delusive pleasures, dedicate in silence

this evening to instructive meditation.

How solemn is it, seriously to reflect on the

silent lapse of time! Seven and twenty suns

have run their annual couise, since thou wast
called into being. Thus, already has passed

more than an equal share of a longer life, than

thou hast reason to expect; and what hast thou
done? Important is the consideration !

A few years back, thou wast but an infant,

enveloped in all tne shades of ignorance ; now
arrived to the state of manhood, thou art bu-
sied in the various scenes of life ;—and many
years cannot elapse, ere this frail body must
return to native dust, and the immortal spirit

ascend before the awful Judge, to receive a

retribution accoi;iiing to the actions in which
thou art now daily engrossed. Oh ! then, cast

around thee an eye of solicitude, and see what
thou art doing;—how thy accounts stand!

The Lord's providence hath been stretched

over thee: he hath favoured thee with many
blessings:—art thou living answerably to his

benevolent regard " Year after year, fraught
with renewed mercies, hath passed over thy

head. Let therefore no murmur ever enter
thy heart ; but, sensible of much weakness,
let deep humility and gratitude influence

every thought and action.

A large portion of thy life has passed ; and
oh ! how little hast thou done in the Master's

vineyard. Many of thy former companions
and near connections, since thou attainedst

the years of understanding, have been removed
from works to rewards. Thou art still con-

tinued in probation. That thy time is thus

extended,—that thou art favoured with an op-

portunity of preparing for the solemn change,

—esteem thou as an unspeakable mercy.

O remember, with shame, thy former inac-

tivity and unwatchfulness ;—thy former self-

willedness and disobedience; and anxiously

strive to double thy diligence, that no future

day or hour may pass unimproved.
Lord I guard my life. O animate me to run

the race thou hast set before me ! Create in

me a clean heart, and renew within me a right

spirit. Teach me to number my days, that I

may see how frail I am. Finally, O be pleased,

through all the perils of my journey here, to

preserve me so chaste and upright, so obedient

in all things to thy holy will, that I may be

strengthened to stand before thee undismayed,
in thy great and terrible day of judgment.

For "The Friend."

The following is an interesting case which
came under my notice some years ago, and
which 1 have always believed to be a striking

illustration of tlie power of divine grace.

When I first knew the little orphan M
he was six years old, and, for a child who pos-

sessed the ordinary physical endowments, was
very deficient in intelligence. He spoke imper-

fectly, was very helpless, and seemed utterly in-

capable of answering the kind and oft repeated

enquiries of his protectors ;—thesmile ofmater-

nal affection—the tender solicitude that guard-

ed his helpless infancy, the scenes of his late

home, and the little incidents of his past life,

appeared to be entirely eilaced from his me-
mory. The tears that flowed down his infant-

ile face on finding himself among strangers,

were however a proof that his little mind was

not blighted by the dull insensibility of idiotcy

d told a tale which strongly appealed to our

pity and tenderness. The developement of

nind had, no doubt, been retarded by de

feels of education, and its natural imbecility

confirmed by neglect. He had, during the

year he remained with us, the usual advanta

ges, but with very little success ;—he did not

advance much beyond his alphabet, and still

remained a mere baby in habits and under
tanding ;—scarcely excelling common child

en of two or three years old. He was told of
heaven and of his Almighty Father, and that

he had an immortal soul ;—but these things

were apparently, to his mind, sounds which
conveyed no distinctive idea ;—no glimmering
ray of light seemed yet to have reached it.

Mothers know that children, even of an
er age, are capable of understanding the

simple truths of religion, and that they are
often very susceptible of heavenly impressions :

the Gospel, though glorious and sublime be-

yond human conception, is yet made simple to

the wayfaring man, and to babes ;—and this

blessed quality was now to be exemplified, to

our admiration, in the little imbecile. About
weeks before his death, and while yet in

d health, he began, suddenly, to talk of dy-

ing and of heaven. Though he had heard
nothing more than usual on these subjects, he
"requently made enquiries about death, and
one morning I was awekened, by his little

voice singing with much feeling of the happi-

ness of heaven ; he seemed to behold his

mother there, a name I did not remember to

have heard hini pronounce before. I have
not retained all his expressions on this occa-
sion, but he seemed to have a view of the

brightness and beauty of the heavenly courts,

and of the angels around the throne, singing

praises, and concluded his little sonii thus;-

—

" O they are so happy ! happy—liappy." He
then asked me with much ariiiiialioii various

questions relative to the employment of the

heavenly host; his countenance all the while

beaming with unwonted intelligence;— he
continued to dwell on these themes for several

weeks, the little spirit with its newly acquired

powers, " ready winged for the flight," await-

ed the messenger who now approached. His
illness was a vei-y painful one, but his mind
was not diverted from heavenly thoimlits. He
said the doctor could not make him well,

(even when his symptoms appeared more fa-

vorable,) that he was going to heaven, where
his dear mamma was, to sing and be happy.
One evening when the sky was glowing in the

gorgeous tints of the setting sun, he fixed his

gaze on it, while his countenance brightened

with joy, and exclaimed "O how beautiful it is,"

and then, as if its brilliant hues conveyed an
image to his mind of the glories of tlie etei'nal

world, he broke out again into joyful expres-

sions of the happiness which awnited him.

Thus was this feeble lamb permitted to taste

of that blessed bread which came down from
heaven, to give life to the world ; a little

helpless unattractive object, which scarcely

claimed from the passer by any other notice

than of pity, seemed chosen as a vessel in

which to show forth the Divine power and
goodness. For " God hath chosen the foolish

things of the world to confound the wise, and
the weak things of the world to confound the

things which are mighty. And base things

and things which are despised hath God chosen:

thatnofleshshould glory in his presence." E.H.

For " The Friend."

THOUGHTS m A RELIGIOUS MEETING.
Though few in number. Father, Loid,

Still in lily name we come.
To wait for tliy inteaching word.
Though human lips be dumb;

Though neitlier sad nor joyful tone,

Be lent to mortal ear.

Thou, Thou, who know'st the heart alone.

Wilt kindly listen here.

The while a cold or formal throng,

We seem to mortal eye.

Thou know'st full many a grateful song,

And many a secret sigh.

And heartfelt prayers, for strength and grace.

To walk from error free,

Rise from this silent gathering place,

In sounds of power to then.

The few that here are wholly thine,

Who tread the n-.now way.
Told not by outward seal or sign,

Of their baptismal day :

Thou only know'st the way and time,
Their covenant begun

;

Thou only, when they seek sublime
Communion with thy son.

Join me to these, as deep to deep,

Their way be still my choice
;

My soul even as an infant keep.
That knows its parent's voice

;

While others labour in thy cause.
With words of power and skill.

Be it but mine, to know thy laws.
To love thee, and be still.

Newport, R. I. A. C. H
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REMARKS ON APHIDES.

The following, beiiifr part of a communica-

tion in an English publication, devoted to En-

tomology, besides being recommended by plea-

santry of manner, and the curious facts detailed,

may, by insertion in " The Friend," be of some
service by inciting to further investigation into

the habits and the means of preventing the de-

predations of this apparently insignificant, but

often formidable class of insects. Asa proof

of the extent of mischief which in some in-

stances they are capable of effecting, it is slated

in a previous part of the same work, that the

diminutive creature, Aphis hiimuli, or hop fly,

has been known to influence the returns of the

hop trade in England, to the amount of426,000

pounds sterling, in one year, (1 825), in the

duty alone.

The true blight, or aphis, is a quiet, dull,

stupid-looking insect, mostly without wings,

but sometimes it has four, two of which are

much larger and longer than the other two,

and fold over and hide them, reaching beyond

the body and meeting together behind it; these

wings are generally as clear as crystal, with a

few veins in them, yet if you hold the insect in

the sunshine, and examine him through a glass,

you will find they take all the colours of the

rainbow : you will also find he has a long

trunk or sucker, which is used as a pump or

siphon, through which the sap of plants is

dravpn. I have sometimes seen this sucker so

long'as to pass under the breast and legs, and

reacA'a considerable distance behind the body,

but it is not generally so. All blights infest the

young and juicy shoots and leaves of plants,

for the purpose of sap-sucking ; and the plants

honoured by their operations forthwith play

the most amusing and incredible vagaries:

bearing blossoms instead of leaves, leaves in-

stead of blossoms : twisting into cork-screw

stems which ought to be straight, and making
straight as sticks those which, like the scarlet

runner and hop, ought to twine ; sometimes,

as in the peach, making the leaves hump up in

the middle, and causing the tree to look as

though it had a famous crop of young fruit

;

making apple trees bear blossoms on their

roots, and causing roots to grow out of their

young shoots ; and, by tormenting orchards in

this way, preventing the fruit from ripening,

and making it woolly, tasteless, and without

juice. Our China asters often owe a good deal

of their beauty to these vermin; they act as a

spur to make them blossom beyond their

strength and nature, and then die off without

bearing seed. It is amusing to see with what
regularity the blights station themselves on the

young shoots of the Guelder rose, crowding so

close together that not a morsel of the rind is

to be seen, and not unfrequently forming a

double tier, or two thicknesses; the poor sprig

losing its formal unbending upright position,

and writhing itself into strange contortions.

Blights are of all colours, but green is their

most fashionable hue; those of broad beans are

black as soot, and velvety; and these, if attend-

ed to, do but little harm; they cluster at the,

very top, and each bean should be lopped just

below the blight, and the top carried away and
burnt, not thrown on the ground, or else they

are sure to climb up the bean stalks again,

and, stopping here and there at the best land-

ing place, to increase and multiply, thus soon
covering the whole plant; nor should they be
buried in the ground, for they take care to out

wit you by living under ground for months,
and, when the gardenei-'s spade turns them up
again, they make for the beans directly: tl:

plan of lopping the beans does not injure the

crop, but, if carefully done, rather improves it.

The blight of the willow is very large, and at

first sight looks greyish, but under a glass is

beautifully variegated with black and white :

when crushed it gives out a deep blood-colour-

ed dye, which stays on your hand several days,

in spite of frequent washini;s.

I have taken a good deal of pains to find out

the birth and parentage of true blights ; and
for this purpose have watched, day after day,

he colonies of them in my own garden, and
ingle ones which I have kept in doors, and
under tumblers turned upside down : the in-

crease is prodigious ; it beats every thing of

the kind that I have ever seen, heard, or read

of. Insects in general come from an egg; then

turn to a caterpillar, which does nothing but

then to a chrysalis, which does nothing

but sleep; then to a perfect beetle or fly, whicli

does nothing but increase its kind. But bliglits

proceed altogether on another system; the

young ones are born exactly like the old ones,

but less; they stick their beaks through the

rind, and begin drawing sap when only a day

old, and go on quietly sucking away for seven

or eight days; and then, each individual begins

bringing forth young ones, and continues to do

so for months, at the rate of from a dozen to

no males, no drones, all bring forth alike.

Early in the year these blights are scattered

along the stems, but as soon as the little ones
come to light, and commence sap-sucking close

to their mother, the spaces get filled up, the
old ones look like giants among the rest, as
here and there an ox in a flock of sheep; when
all the spare room is filled up, and the stalk

completely covered. The young ones, when
they make their first appearance in the world,
seem rather posed as to what to be at, and
stand quietly on the backs of the others for an
hour or so ; then, as, if having made up their

minds, they toddle upwards, walking on the
backs of the whole flock till they arrive at the
upper end, and then settle themselves quietly
down, as close as possible to the outermost of
their friends, and then commence sap-sucking
like the rest; the flock by this means extends
in length every day, and at last the growing
shoot is overtaken by their multitude, and com-
pletely covered to the very tip. Towards au-
tumn, however, the blights undergo a change
in their nature: their feet slick close to the
rind, their skin opens along the back, and a
winged blight comes out—the summer gene-
rations being entirely wingless. These are
male and female, and ily about and enjoy them-
selves

; and, what seems scarcely credible,

these winged females lay eggs, having firstlived

through the winter; and, whilst this operation
is going on, a solitary winged blight may be
observed on the under side of the leaves, or on
the young shoots, particularly on the hop, and
differing from all its own progeny, in being
winged and nearly black, whereas its young
are green and without wings. In May, a fly

lays a lot of eggs; these eggs hatch and be-
come blights; these blights are viviparous, and
so are their children and grand children, the
number of births depending solely on the quan-
tity and quality of their food; at last, as win-
ter approaches, the whole generation, or se-

ries of generations, assumes wings, whicli the

parents did not possess, undergoes frequently

a total change in colour, and in the spring, in-

stead of being viviparous, lays eggs.

You will never find a plant of any kind in-

fested with the aphis, without also observing a
number of ants and ladybirds among them,
and also a queer-looking insect, like a fat

izard, which is in fact the caterpillar of the

adybird. Tiie connection of the ant and the

afhis is of the most peaceful kind that can be
conceived; their object is the honeydew which
the aphis emits; and, far from hurting the ani-

mal which affords them this pleasant food, they
show it the greatest possible attention and
kindness, licking it all over with their tongues,

eighteen every day, and yet continues to in- and fondling it, and patting it, and caressing

crease in size all the while: there seem to be it with their antennae in the kindest prettiest
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way imaginable: not so the ladybird,

lizard-like caterpillar; these feed on the

most voraciously, a single grub clearing a leaf,

on which were forty or more, in the course of

a day. The perfect ladybird is a decided ene-

my to them, but not so founidable a one as

the grub. The eggs of the ladybird may often

be seen on the hop leaf; they are yellow, and

five or six in a cluster placed on their ends :

these should on no account be destroyed, as is

too often the case ; but, on the contrary, every

encouragement should be given to so decided

a friend to the hop-grower.

Besides the ladybird and its grub, there are

two other terrible enemies to tlie poor aphis
;

one of Vr-hich is a green ungainly-looking grub,

without legs, which lies flat on the surface of

the leaf, and stretches out its neck just like a

leech, till it touches one of them; direclly he

feels one he seizes it in his teeth, and holds it

up wriggling in the air, till he has sucked all

the goodness out of it, and left it a mere empty

skin. This curious creature turns to a fly [one

of the Syrphidte], which has a body banded

with different colours, and which in summer
you may often observe under trees and about

flowers, standing quite still in the air, as though

asleep, yet, if you try to catch him, darting off

like an arrow. The other has six legs, and

very large strong curved jaws, and is a most

ferocious-looking fellow, strutting about with

the wings of the blights which he has killed on

his backo This fierce fellow comes to a very

beautiful fly [Chrysopa Peila], with four wings,

all divided into meshes like a net, and two beau-

tiful golden eyes. All these creatures, which

thus live on the plant lice, have a very strong

and disagreeable smell in the perfect state.

For a favourite plant infested with blight

there arc several remedies—smoke of tobacco,

snuff, &c.; but the most effectual, and the

least hurtful to the plant, is to let it stand in a

tank of cold water for half an hour, when al!

the blights will leave it, and swim on the sur-

face of the water. For hops, none of these

plans are available; and, unless a way could

be discovered of increasing the number of

the blight-eaters, I fear the chance of dicover-

ing a remedy is very small.

—

Entonwlogical

Uselessness of earthing up growing crops of
Potatoes.

As any improvement in the mode of culti-

vating the potato is of some importance, the

following observations, the substance of a

communication in Loudon's Gardener's Ma-
gazine for 1333, an English publication, will

probably be ihosight deserving of attention by
some of our readers.

There is one laborious operalion commonly
resorted to in cultivating this vegetable, which,
I think, has not been sufficiently considered;
and which, I am convinced by more than ten

years' experience, is superfluous. Observinjj

that a farmer, in managing a field of potatoes
alongside one of mine, did not earth them up,

but simply flat-hoed the surface of the soil to

clear away the weeds, while I had mine earthed

up with great care, I determined on noticing

the difference on taking up the crop; and to

my astonishment, he had fourteen tons per

acre, while 1 had not more than half the

quantity, and his potatoes were of a more
marketable quality than mine; being generally

of a good size, while mine were large and

small.

The result induced me to question the farmer;

and he told me it was a practice he had follow-

ed for many years, as he thought the earthing

up was worse than labour thrown away: that, a

year or two before, he had obtained nineteen

tons per acre by the same management. This

statement put me upon considering the princi-

ciples upon which such a result was founded;

and it appeared to me that, by drav/ing up the

earth over the potatoes, in sloping ridges, it

was deprived of its due supply of moisture by

the rains; for, when they fell, the water was

cast into the ditches. Further, in regard to

the idea that, by thus earthing up, the num-
ber of tubers is increased: the effect is quite the

reverse; for experience proves that a potato

placed an inch only under the surface of the

earth will produce a greater number of tubers

than one planted at the depth of a foot. From
reasoning thus I determined to adopt the prac-

tice: however, such is the force of prejudice

that I have been able to make but few prose

lytes. A year or two since, I prevailed on i

clergyman to try the practice on a strip of

half an acre, running through a large field

treated in the common manner; and he told

me that, on taking up the crop, he did not find

much difference in the gross quantity; but that

(hose which had not been earthed up were,

more generally, of a good ^ize; not so many
large and small as the other part of the field.

I have no doubt, if potatoes are planted shal-

low, and placed wide enough apart to admit of

the stems being laid down after the young po-

tatoes are formed, and to have the earth be-

tween them thrown over five or six inches

thick, so as to form a flat surface, that it would
increase the crop. But this is a very differed

operation from that I object to.

For " The Friend."

Having lately met with a little work on
"Self-discipline," by Henry Forster Burder,

I have read it attentively, and with satisfac-

tion ; not only on account of the purity and
beauty of the style, but also for its instructive

tendency; the writer appears to have been ac-

quainted with real practical Christianity, and
to have felt the necessity of regulating his

conduct according to the precepts and spirit

of the Gospel. We had need to be frequently
reminded of the duties which we owe, first,

to our great and Almighty Benefactor, and
then to each other; and when subjects on
which we have not sulficienlly thought are

placed before us in rather a new form, they
sometimes make a more vivid, abiding im-
pression.

The chapter on the Government of the

Tongue, is, I think, particularly calculated to

excite to self-examination; and being de-

sirous of having it inserted in suitable por-

tions in "The friend," it is forwarded for

that purpose. A. B.

The Government of the Tongne.

If any man offend not in word, the same is a per-

fect man, and able also to bridle the whole body.

—

James iii. 2.

" The tongue," affirms this apostle, " can
no man tame." Animals the most fierce and
the most formidable, have been subjected to

the rule of man, and, by his sagacity, ren-

dered tractable and docile. But it transcends

all human power to impose an effectual curb

on the tongue of unregenerated man, or en-

tirely to counteract the venom emitted from
his lips. Hopeless, however, as might be
the effort to control the tongue of another,

not so is the attempt to control our own. It

is confessedly difficult, but it is indispensably
requisite ; for the same apostlo has said—"If
any man among you seem to be religious, and
bridleth not his tongue, but deceiveth his

own heart, this man's religion is vain." The
government of the tongue, then, it is abso-
lutely necessary to attain; and he who ac-

quires it in the highest degree, is the Chris-

tian of most distinguished eminence :—" If

any man offend not in word, the same is a
perfect man, and able also to bridle the whole
body." The human body is here represented,

by the apostle, as a complex system of mem-
bers and organs, designed to be subject to the
authority, and subservient to the purposes of
the indwelling mind. Of these organs, there
is one, over which it is peculiarly difficult to

obtain a due ascendancy. If, then, that con-
trol bo acquired, much easier will be the
task of duly restraining the rest; so that the
man who has acquired the government of his
tongue, may be supposed to have attained a
correspondent dominion over all the organs,
over all the senses, and over all the appetites
of the corporeal frame. If any man, there-

foie, could be found, who, since the acquisi-
tion of that power, had never in any instance
abused, nor failed to improve, the faculty of
speech, he might be regarded as a perfect
man; and, in so far as there is an approach to

this exalted attainment, there is acquired, by
the controlling mind, a facility in bridling
and governing the complex system of " the
outer man."

Let me, then, engage your fixed attention,
First, To the jjeculiar importance of the

government of the tongue; and.
Secondly, To the principles by which this

government is to be acquired and maintained.
First, Let us reflect on the importance of

attaining this control.

Consider, ^rst. The dignity and excellence
of the faculty of speech.
He who delights to gather materials for ad-

miration and praise, out of the curious and
wondrous economy of man's living frame, will
find much to repay his researches in the con-
templation of the faculty of speech. Think
of the delicate and diflicult articulations
which intelligible speech requires. Think of
the combination of a few simple and element-
ary sounds denoted by a small number of al-

phabetical characters, so as to form all the
thousands of words which we employ in the
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conveyance of thought. Think of the power
acquired in early life, of connecting with

these sounds the ideas which they arc em-

ployed to express ; so that even before the

formalities of education have commenced,
there has been an admirable progress made in

the knowledge of the arbitrary symbols of

thought, by means of which we converse.

Think of the power of memory which the use

of language involves. Think of the influence

of words in aiding and guiding all our pro-

cesses of thought, even when no sentence

escapes our lips. Who gave us this power of

articulate speech, which raises us so far above

the most sagacious of all the inferior tribes of

animated nature? Who sustains all the deli-

cate sensibilities of the ear and of the tongue,

required for distinct articulation? Answer
such questions as these, and surely you will

not be disposed to unite with those who say,

" Our tongues are our own; who is Lord over

us?" Surely, if you feel aright, you will en-

ter into the grateful emotions of him who ex-

claimed, "Awake up, my glory;—my heart is

prepared; 1 will sing and give praise, even

with my glory."

Consider, secondly, the influence which the

tongue is capable of exerting over the minds

and characters of others.

Can you specify the country, or the age, or

the condition of society, in which this in

fluence has not been powerful? Conceive of

the eflects produced, even on a tribe of

savages, by the simple and vehement oratory

of a warlike chief. Conceive, if you are able,

of the effects produced on a democratic as-

sembly of ancient Greeks by the energies of

Demosthenian eloquence. You have some
times felt, perhaps, the willing subjugation of

the soul to the fascinating and commanding
talents of some master of the power of speech,

who knew well the avenues which give ac-

cess to the human heart. And long before it

was possible for you to know what the word

eloquence denotes, you felt the power of the

living, and animating, and soothing voice.

You listened to the music of a mother's most

endearing accents, and to the joy-inspiring

tones of a father's voice of love. And as

your capabilities of thought began to unfold

themselves under parental fosterage, you im-

bibed full many a sentiment, and received full

many an impression, even while you were
only in the act of acquiring the use of your

mother tongue. And what is the history of

all your companionship, but the history of the

reciprocal influences of thought and feeling,

communicated through the medium of speech?

The influence which in your early days you

felt, without tracing it to its source, you have

long since begun to exert, and you are daily

in the habit of exerting, over the minds of

those around you. Is that influence—let me
most earnestly and affectionately enquire— is

that influence of a character beneficial, or is

it of a character injurious to the dearest in-

terests of your associates? Would they have

been losers, or would they have been gainers,

had they never listened to your voice ?

Consider, thirdly, the awful responsibility

connected with the employment of the

tongue.

Hear the declaration of Him who will

hereafter occupy that throne, before which
shall be gathered all nations:—" I say unto

you, that every idle word that men shall

speak, they shall give account thereof in the

day of judgment; for by thy words thou shalt

be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be

condemned." It is, I conceive, as if our

Lord had said :
—" The evidences of thy cha-

racter shall be sufliciently gathered from the

words of thy lips; so that, independently of

thine actions, there will be abundant mate-

rials for the decisions of the judgment-day."
Even a philosophic heathen could say,

—

Such as a man is, such arc his words;" and

He who knew, infinitely better, what is in

man, said,—"Out of the abundance of the

heart the mouth speaketh." If the tongue,

one single conversation, or even in one
significant expression, may be regarded as the

index to the heart, what a mass of materials

for the proceedings of the judgment-seat must
be accumulating every day of life, as the

words, whether thoughtfully or heedlessly

are falling from our lips ! What an awakening
consideration should it all times prove—that

every word we speak is heard by Him whose
ear (no less than his eye) is in every place

;

and that every utterance of the lips is recorded

in " the book of His remembrance !" O, for

the blotting out, then, of "the handvvritin

that is against us" in that book ! O, for an

inteiest in the abundant mercy of Him who
has said,—" I, even I, am he that blotteth out

thy transgressions for mine own sake, and

will not remember thy sins!" Who that at-

tempts to retrace the history of the commu-
nications of his own lips, will not acknow-
ledge the necessity of an interest in the

sacrifice of expiation which was offered on
Calvary? What can authorise the feeling of

repose and tranquillity in the prospect of the

day of account, but a believing reliance on
the mercy of God through our Lord Jesus

Christ, who " was made sin for us, though
he knew no sin, that we might be made the

righteousness of God in him?"
No doubt, then, it may be presumed, can

remain on your minds, with regard to the pe-

culiar and inexpressible importance of the

government of the tongue. You are prepared,

1 trust, to direct your willing attention.

Secondly, To the principles on which we
should aim at acquiring that control.

First, Let our chief anxiety be directed to

the fountain of thought and of language.

Hopeless will be the effort to purify the

streams, unless the source be pure. Unrea-
sonable will be the expectation of valuable

fruit, unless the tree be good. In the discourse

of our Saviour to which 1 have already advert-

ed, this subject is placed in the clearest and the

strongest light. " Either make the tree good,

and his fruit good: or else make the tree cor-

rupt and his fruitcorrupt; for the tree is known
by his fruit. How can ye, being evil, speak

good things? A good man, out of the good trea-

sure of the heart, bringeth forth good things;

and an evil man, out of the evil treasure,

bringing forth evil things." Who, then, is

the good man, whose heart contains a good
treasure of the materials requisite for edify-

ing discourse ? It is the man who is prepared

to speak of God, and of Christ, and of heaven,

because he delights to think of God, and of

Christ, and of heaven. It is the man who is

"spiritually-minded," being born of the Spi-

t," and " led by the Spirit," as one of " the

children of God." Wonder not, then, that it

should have been said by the Saviour, " Ye
must be born again."

To those who have the hope and the evi-

dence of this renewal of the mind, I would
say:—Let the keeping of the heart be the

care of every day. Let it be right with God,
and let it be right with man. Let the love of

God dwell there, and it will be your delight,

with your lips, " to bless his name—abun-

dantly to utter the memory of his great good-

ness, to speak of the glory of his kingdom, to

make known his mighty acts, to testify of his

righteousness, and to show forth his salva-

tion." Let that love of man, also, which
thinketh no evil, dwell there, and evil-speak-

ing will, in no instance, defile your lips. From
those lips shall ever flow the words of kind-

ness, because the law of love is written on
the heart.

Secondly, Let us avoid and detest all those

abuses of the tongue, by which the power of
speech would be perverted, and its utility

counteracted.

These abuses include

—

1. All that is inconsistent with truth.

He who asserts a falsehood, or promotes
deception, or violates the confidence reposed

n him for veracity, does what in him lies to

destroy all the securities of society, to under-

mine the very basis of its constitution, and to

reduce it to a state of pitiable and wretched
barbaiism. If even among men of the world
every species of untruth is considered despi-

cable and degrading, O how high should be
the standard of veracity and sincerity among
the disciples of that Divine Master, "in whose
lips was found no guile !" My Christian

brethren, "speak ye every one truth to his

neighbour;"—truth without subterfuge and
without equivocation ;—truth which will bear

the scrutiny of conscience
;
yes, and of that

Searcher of the heart, " whose eyes are as a

flame of fire."

These abuses include

—

2. All that is inconsistent with the feelings

of Christian kindness and charity.

On this head I offer, without apology, the

forcible and pungent remarks of Dr. Chal-

mers:—"It is a fault to speak evil one of

another, but the essence of the fault lies in

the want of that charity which thinketh no
evil. Had the heart been filled with this

principle, no such bad thing as slander would
have come out of it. The forms of evil

speaking, however, break out into manifold

varieties. There is the resentful outcry.

There is the manly and indignant disapproval.

There is the invective of vulgar malignity.

There is the poignancy of satirical remark.
There is the giddiness of mere volatility,

which spreads its entertaining levities over a
gay and light-hearted party. These are all so
many transgressions of one and the same
duty : and you can easily conceive an enlight-

ened Christian sitting in judgment over them
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all, and taking hold of the right principle upon
which he would condemn them all ; and which,

if brought to bear with eiBcacy on the con-

sciences of the different offenders, would not

merely silence the passionate evil-speaker out

of his outrageous exclamations, and restrain

the malignant evil-speaker from his deliberate

thrusts at the reputation of the absent ; but

would rebuke the humorous evil-speaker out

of his fanciful and amusing sketches, and the

gossiping evil-speaker out of his tiresome and

never-ending narratives."

To this vivid and pointed specification by

the Christian preacher, allow me to add a sen-

tence or two from the pen of a French moral-

ist ; appealing, it is confessed, to principles of

an inferior order, yet such as are well calcu-

lated to produce effect:—"He of whom you
delight to speak evil, may become acquainted

with what you have said; and he will be your

enemy: or, if he remain in ignorance of it,

you will still have to reproach yourself with

the meanness of attacking one who had no

opportunity of defending himself. If scandal

is to be secret, it is the crime of a coward;

if it is to become known, it is the crime of a

7nadman."
(Conclusion next week.)

Communicated for " The Friend."

Essay on the Discipline of the Primitive

Christians, and on that of the Society of
Friends.

From theseventli edition of J. J. Gurney's "Observations, &c."

Christianity was established in the world

under the most extraordinary outpouring of

the Holy Spirit ever witnessed among men.
During all preceding ages of man's history,

indeed, the Lord had reserved for himself a

church of believers, to whom were commit-
ted the oracles of God ; but now the sun of

righteousness had arisen, in all its splendour,

upon a corrupt and slumbering world. After

the resurrection and ascension of our Lord
Jesus Christ, his religion was spread among
many nations, through the wondrous working
of his power. The miracles which the apos-

tles and their companions wrought in his

name, were precisely suited to the nature of
their calling, as the promulgators of truths

hitherto unknown ; and under a divine influ-

ence, adequate to the occasion, they weie
enabled to write the books of the New Tes-
tament, which were to form the standard of
Christian doctrine and practice in all suc-

ceeding ages.

Yet it is certain, that the truth, which was
thus revealed with power, could maintain a

permanent footing on the earth, only through
the operation of the same spirit; nor can we
doubt that in every age of the church, and
even amidst its deepest corruptions, a people
through divine grace was still preserved for

the Lord. Hidden and scattered as the true

church of Christ may often have been, and
more or less weakened through the supersti-

tions of men, still we have every reason to be-

lieve that a remnant of true believers has

never failed from the earth
; like the seven

thousand men, in the days of Elijah the pro-

phet, who had not bowed the knee to Baal.

And not only has there existed among Chris-

tians this contiDued work of grace, but fresh

outpourings of the Holy Spirit have, on vari

ous occasions, taken place, which have led to

important consequences in the history of the

church. When such men as Ignatius, Poly-

carp, Irenaeus, Cyprian, Ambrose, Augustine,

and Bernard, were raised up to bear a noble

testimony to the truth, even though that tes

limony was shaded with some portior.s oferror;

when Claudius of Turin fought single-handed

against the corruptions of the day,—when the

Paulicians of Asia, in the ninth century, and

the Cathari of Germany, in the eleventh

maintained a far purer system of doctrine and

practice than was customary in the professing

church—when, in the thirteenth century

Peter Waldo boldly proclaimed the doctrine

of the cross, and the Lord's people, who had

so long been dwelling in the Alpine valleys,

openly declared, amidst innumerable suffer

ings, their adherence to simple Christianity

—

when in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

WicklifTe and the Lollards in England, and

Huss and his followers in Hungary and Bohe
mia, stemmed the tide of ecclesiastical cor

ruplion—and when, at last, in the sixteenth

century, the reformation under the banners of

Luther, iVIelancthon, and other soldiers of

Christ, burst forth with irresistible force in

almost every part of Europe—it is impossible

to deny that God was at work in the bosom
of his church, and was carrying on his own
gracious designs, by means of the especia

effusions of his Holy Spirit.

On none of these occasions was there any

revelation of new truth—any addition to ori

ginal Christianity. There was only the renew
ed publication again and again, of the Gospel

of our Lord Jesus Christ, under different d

grees of divine light, and with more or less

of the darkening mixture of human wisdom,

according to the features of each particular

case.

The reformation which took place in thi

sixteenth century, from the corruptions of the

papal system, went far towards restoring the

profession of Christianity to its native purity

But who can wonder that it did not go the

whole way in this blessed and necessary work
And who is not aware that much was lei

among the protestant churches, which still

required the reforming hand of divine wisdom
and power ?

In our own country the founders of that

system of doctrine and discipline, which now
distinguishes the established church of Eng-
land, were generally men of enlightened

minds and profound piety ; and many of them
gave, at the stake, the highest proof of fidelity

to the Lord Jesus. Yet they left a scope to

the puritans and other nonconformist divines,

for further efforts in the work of purification
;

and these, again, still retained many views and
practices which by no means precisely ac-

corded with the spirituality of the Gospel."

Now I conceive that it was under another

and very powerful effusion of the one blessed

Spirit, and for the purposeof carrying on the

work of reformation, in the Christian church,

to a greater extent than had been before ex-

perienced, that Friends were so remarkably

raised up in the course of the following centu-

ry. The Lord's call was sent to a very young

person in a situation ofcomparative obscurity ;

and it was after the patient endurance for se-

veral years of the deep baptism of mental con-

flict—after a long preparation of prayers and
tears with seaiching of heart and searching of

the Scriptures—that George Fox went forth

to proclaim amongst men the spirituality of

true religion. No one can impartially peruse

his history without perceiving that a remark-
able power attended his ministry ; many fellow

labourers under the same anointing were rais-

ed up, chiefly through his instrumentality
;

and multitudes of persons were weaned from

a dependence on human systems in religion,

to sit down under the teaching of Christ him-

self. Thus the first meetings of the people

called Quakers were gathered and settled in

almost every part of Great Britain and Ire-

land ; and before very long in several places

on the continent of Europe, in the West Indies,

and in North America.
The era when Friends arose in this coun-

try was one of great excitement, and it ought
to be freely allowed, that some of them were
at times carried off their centre by a warm
imagination. In taking a calm revievir of their

history, I am by no means prepared to justify

all that they did, or all that they said. They
were liable to error and infirmity like other

men ; they had their treasure in earthen ves-

sels. We need not, therefore, be at all sur-

prised, if we find them occasionally giving

way to that enthusiasm in practice, and to that

heat in argument, which were leading tempt-

ations of the day. But, while I willingly

make these admissions, I am deliberately of

opinion, that George Fox and his brethren

were enabled to uphold a high standard of
truth, and to make a very near approach
to the incorruptness of primitive Christianity.

While they were deeply read in the Scrip-

tures, they gave themselves up to the guid-

ance and government of the Holy Spirit.

They discarded expediency when it interfered

with principle; and they were calmly resolv-

ed " to follow the Lamb," whithersoever he

might lead them. The consequence was,

that they renounced all merely ceremonial ob-

servances ; all secular views in the pursuit

and maintenance of religion ; and all depen-

dence on the systems of men, in the things of

God.
From time to time they were gathered to-

gether in silence before the Lord ; and such

was their contrite state, that the floors of

their meeting-houses were often wetted with

their tears. Nor did they dare to omit their

public worship, which they regarded as an

essential mark of their allegiance to the King
of kings. In the midst of the fire of perse-

cution, and when the dissenters of the day

met only in private places, that they might
avoid the terrors of the law, the despised

Quakers persisted in the assembling of them-
selves together, and worshipped God in pub-
lic, in the face of their enemies.

The same unbending principle they mani-
fested in their uniform refusal to pay tithes

—

to join in the warfare of the world—and to

swear even in courts of justice—to give that

honour to men which is due to God alone

—

or to use those forms of homage and com-
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pliment, which had no better origin than va-

nity and ftlsehood. In consequence of their

firm Christian conduct in these matters, they

underwent an amount and variety of sufl'er-

ing, which have not many parallels in the

history of the church of Christ. Their goods

were spoiled, and (heir families reduced to

poverty ; multitudes of them were thrown

into filthy dungeons among the worst of

felons ; considerable numbers lost their lives

in consequence of these hardships, and a few

(in New England) suffered death by the hand

of the executioner."

During this time of severe trial, they were

enabled to exhibit the peaceful triumphs of

Christian principle. So ardent was their love

for each other, that they frequently offered to

lie in prison for their brethren, body for body;

and so undoubted was their integrity, that even

by their persecutors their word was acknow-

ledged to be as valid as an oath. Thus the

name of Jeshuruii, the "upright people," was

truly applicable to them; and as was their in-

tegrity, so was their patience. Nothing

daunted their fortitude, or shook their perse-

verance. They quietly endured their suffer-

ings, in submission to the will of God ; and

God did not forsake them. In the depth of

the noisome prison-house, they were often

permitted to feel the sweetness of his pre-

sence, and their mouths were filled with his

praise.

Making a due allowance for the difference

between heathen and Christian countries, wc
may perceive a remarkable similarity between

the first settlement of Friends in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, and the planting of the pri-

mitive Christian churches. In both cases,

societies were raised up in various distinct

places, consisting of persons who differed in

a striking manner from the surroundmg com-

munity, and who were associated in the bond

of common principles. At once distinguished

from their fellow-countrymen, and agreeing

among, themselves, the early Friends were

well compacted together, and were baptised

by one spirit into one body.

Now, I conceive that their system of disci-

pline, like that of the primitive Christians,

originated in the very nature of their social

and religious union. Gathered together by

a divine hand, they were taught to love as

brethren, and to watch over each other for

good ; nor can it be doubted, that from the

first rise of the Society, the most pious and

experienced of their number were led, in an

especial manner, to superintend the flock, and

to supply, as far as possible, both their tem

poral and spiritual need. "As the church of

God in those days increased," said one of

our worthy elders about the year 1655, in i

ference to the meeting of Friends at Colchi

ter, " my care daily increased, and the weight

ofthings relating both to the outward and in

ward condition of poor Friends came upon

me * * * The more I came to feel and per-

ceive the love of God and his goodness to me,

the more was I humbled and bowed in my
mind to serve him, and to serve the least of

his people amongst whom I walked ; and as

the word of wisdom began to spring in me,

and the word of God grew, so I became a

counsellor of those who were tempted in like

manner as I had been."

In the year 1656 a general meeting of

Friends was held at Balby, near Doncaster,

which issued many important jjrecepts on sub-

jects coimected with the good order and wel-

fare of the body—sucii as the method of pro-

ceeding with delinquents, and the duties of

husbands, wives, parents, children, servants,

and masters, justice in trade, and faithfulness

in the performance of civil duties. A simi-

lar meeting was held at Skipton, A. D. 1660,

" for the affairs of the church, both in this

nation, and beyond the seas." This indeed

was only one session of a meeting established

by the advice of George Fox, for the purpose

of caring for the Society, and of providing

for its poor members, under the pressure of

persecution.

In the mean time, there were established

by degrees, quarterly meetings, which exer-

cised a general superintendence over the

Friends in each county ; and, for a lime, the

discipline of the Society mainly rested on these

bodies.

But in the year 1666, the form of our

church government became more detailed and

settled. George Fox says in his journal un-

der that date, " Then was I moved of the

Lord to recommend the setting up of five

monthly meetings of men and women Friends

in the city, (London) besides the women's
meetings and the quarterly meetings, to take

care of God's glory, and to admonish and ex-

hort such as walked disorderly or carelessly,

and not according to truth. For, whereas

Friends had had only quarterly meetings, now
truth was spread and Friends were grown
more numerous, I was moved to recommend
the setting up of monthly meetings thrmigh-

out the nation." In 1668, he writes thus,

" The men's meetings were settled through-

out the nation. The quarterly meetings were

generally settled before. I wrote also into

Ireland, Scotland, Holland, Barbadoes, and

several parts of America, advising Friends to

settle their monthly meetings in those coun-

tries, for they had their quarterly meetings

before."

The quarterly meetings now received re-

ports of the slate of the Society from the

monthly meetings of which they were seve-

rally composed, and gave such directions to

them as they thought right. Finally in the

year 1678, a general meeting of representa-

tives from the quarterly meetings was conven-

ed in London ; which received reports from

those bodies, deliberated on the state of Ihe

Society, issued advices in the form of an epis-

tle, and finally agreed to meet again, the

following year, in like manner. This repre-

sentative assembly has since continued to

meet every year in London, at or near " Ihe

time called Whitsuntide," with unbroken re-

gularity, to the present date ; and in it cen-

tres the authority of discipline for the whole

Society in Great Britain.

The reader will have observed that

George Fox was led to recommend the set-

ting up of women's meetings both in London

and in country places. These meetings, be-

fore very long, became as regular as those of

the brethren ; being held at the same time

with them, and being constituted on the same
orderly system. While it belonged to the bre-

thren only to form rules for Ihe government

of the Society, and ultimately to carry them
into effect, the women's meetings were es-

tablished for the purpose of exercising a

wholesome care over their own sex. To
this object their attention was from the be-

ginning exclusively directed, as is the case

in the present day.

We do not, however, forget that the

gifts of the Spirit, and amongst others that

of spiritual discernment, are freely bestowed

upon Christians of both sexes. When, there-

fore, our ministers apply to their monthly

meetings, for leave to travel in the work of

the ministry, the women unite with the men
in the consideration of the subject. For the

same reason tliey, as well as the brethren,

are often appointed to the station of elder, in

which capacity it is their duly to watch over

the ministry of both men and women.
The free scope allowed to women in the

exercise of the gifts of the Spirit, and the

share assigned to them in the discipline of

the church, are circumstances of a distinguish-

ing character, which have produced very be-

neficial results to the Society of Friends.

Not only have the Christian care and coun-

sel as well as the Gospel ministry of women
been greatly blessed to the body at large

;

but under the grace of God, a more than

common stability has been imparted to the

female character—this has wrought well for

our domestic comfort, for our temporal safe-

ty, and for our religious edification."

tTo be continued.)

Communicated for *' 'ITie Friend."

Evening Schoolsfor Coloured Persons.

The season having arrived at which " The
Association of Friends for the free instruction

of Adult Coloured Persons," commence their

operations by opening evening schools, it

would perhaps be interesting to Friends not

only in this city, but also elsewhere, to have

the opportunity of perusing a summary of such

facts as will show the state of the concern at

different periods of its existence.

'1 ne association was formed early in the 1 1th

month of 1831; and as its title imports, for

the purpose of extending to such "adult co-

loured persons" as may be willing to embrace

it, the opportunity of acquiring an elementary

education. A public provision has for a few

years existed for the education of the children

of this class, in common with the children of

others who are unable to bear the expense of

tuition; but from public institutions adults are

excluded by their age, and if this were not the

case, their necessary occupatio.iB could not be
suspended during the hours at which public

schools are open, and so recent has been their

establishment that persons now of mature age

have been no otherwise benefited by them
than in their influence upon their ofTspring.

Hence a considerable proportion of the adult

coloured population of this city are so desti-

tute of learning as to be unable even to read

or write, and that ignorance prevents in a
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iuc iduuuiB ui iiie assocmuon are, tnereloie,
bestowed upon those who have peculiar claims
upon the fiientls of education, Christian mo-
rals, and human happiness.

Shortly after the formation of the associa-
tion an evening school for coloured men was
commenced in Willing's alley, and one for
coloured women in Green's court; both of
which (but particularly the latter) were at-
tended by a large number of scholars. The
regular teachers were assisted in the instruc-
tion of their classes by members of the asso-
ciation, attending in succession. The report
of the executive committee, made in the third
month following, and near the time at which
the schools were closed for the season, has the
following language in reference to the male
school: "The success which has attended the
efforts by which it was established, and has
been sustained, is satisfactory, and ought to
encourage the association to continue its la-

bours at a future period with zeal and ala-

crity." The female school was so large during
a greater part of the term as to be accommo-
dated with difficulty in the house provided for
it—and, at the earnest solicitation of the class,
it was continued till considerably later in the
spring than had been contemplated.

In the autumn of 1832, the schools were
agam opened, and soon furnished proof that of the association was consi7e"rabW "abrldir;:

ance is one hundred ;'n;r";;;";'ho""brrh;i; oarrnrrT
^^=^.^, ^^" ^"^"ded, and during a

orderly deportment and attention^^'the^i/t- S'e I ?he a s^cl L^'l^n',"'' 'r'^''
''''

t.es,evmcethat their object in coming is a gular, as well as a mo effie nt;^^^^^^^^^^desire to improve. They also inform that than during anv preceding tern
tjiere are forty pupils capable of reading the The men's "sc'hool Zf in operation from

the 21st of tenth month, till the end *f the en

.nd n,„,l ,„si,„cl,on to be dr.wn from ili. The „.,<,|,e namber rf fem.le "S'.fi,,
' ' =^

For " The Friend."

Of the Ministry, and the qualifcation to judge
of it.

The preservation of an unadulterated minis-
try in the religious Society of Friends, depends
much on (he general state of the members. A
body ofquickened, spiritual worshippers, if they
have any, will have a spiritual gospel ministry.
No other description will be tolerated amongst
them. It could not long subsist, under the in-
fluence of the religious weight and discern-
ment, which would prevail in such a congrega-
tion. Mere recitations of the most excellent
sentiments, or disquisitions of doctrines, how-
ever lucid, would fail to satisfy without the di-
vine unction, which is a savour of life unto life,
and baptises the souls of the hearers. The true
gospel stands not in word only, but also in
power. It is emphatically the ministration of
the Spirit, both immediately, and through pre-
pared instruments, and the divine virtue which
attends it, ministers judgment to the man of
sin, but refreshes the weary pilgrim. Ministry,
and the condition of the hearers, have a reci-
jDrocal effect on each other. A ministry of the
letter, if countenanced, will cherish a love for
words, and that kind of smooth words which
leaves the hearers at liberty to enjoy themselves

c JO . , ,

•".."... ....o i,,c rtveiuge numuer ot lema e scho ars forSacred Scriptures, and other valuable works, the season was in the school last opened
Itie labours of the association are, therefore, twenty—in the other fifty-four.

The men's schools closed on the 28th of
second month, on whiah occasion fifty-six of
the class, and several members of the associa-
tion, were present. The report of the execu-
tive committee, under date of 4th mo. 4, 1833,
exhibits a flourishing condition of the whole
concern. " The exercises of the school," say
Ibey, " embraced orthography, reading, writing
and arithmetic. The Scriptures, though not
(he only book used, were much read by (he
classes, and the practice of closing the evening
by reading a chapter was regularly sustained!
Although but few instances of very strikino-
progress could be cited, it may perhaps hi
safely said that on the whole their improve-
ment was quite equal to what ought to be ex-
pected from persons who have lost, unimproved,
the aptitude and curiosity of childhood, and
who are besides retarded by almost incessant
labour, and by the degraded situation they oc-
cupy in society." In another part they re-
mark, " it would be an unjust omission were
we to withhold the acknowledgment that the
class were gratefolly sensible of the solicitude
of their instruders."

The session of 1833-4 differed but little in

of the association vJas consider b^abriJed Holv Sc tni;'
"^'^^'^ commendatory of the

by an unexpected difiiculty in the eady p rt of ouiie an7 u e ^f'life tr,f"7 'r'" '? 'i"

^^
..elemale committee, in reforence to tZi:^:^'?^^^^^ ^^'^t^i^t^It^^t&^Z

the school for their own sex, reported that persing some ohhe schoWrv^t ,hl c h 1
^i^^.^'

.^^^ich are pecuhar characteristics of
total number of scholars now in attend- L the^vho^e was wel atten'L' and durt'a '"' '

f'^''°"'
"°"''' ""' ^'^' """"' -' ^^

is one hundred and nup. whn h,r ih^w .,„-. _r..L-^ .

well auencieo, and Uuring a view, as bems lenuirnnnt in th^ doi;^=.o „„,i

its aUerdT c c ms^nc sTnT r s Ur^om In"" '1 '"^''^'T
'''''' '° ^"^^^ '''^-^'-

thoseofformeryears;excrpt.ha?theusefoln ^s IV"? J^^r^'^rl'ry-
'^''^"^'^ '' "l>gh'

ii.^.v. u.c luiij, pupua capauie of reaaing tne
Scriptures, sixty who read the easier lessons
in the spelling book, thirty-five who spell in
several syllables out of book, and twenty-five
writing in copy books. The committee further
inform that the room now occupied is much
too small, and if one more commodious can-
not be obtained they will be obliged to dis-
continue entering the names of pupils until
they can be better accommodated." By a re-
port of the executive committee, under date of
1st mo. 3d, 1833, it appears that women
Friends were accommodated with an addi-
tional and more spacious room in Cherry
street. And also, alluding to the male school,
" that the number of scholars having increased
beyond what could be accommodated in the
room first occupied, another school was open-
ed in the room over that one, on the 30th of
10th month. The whole number [of men]
now enrolled is eigl.ty.eve, most of whom at-
tend pretty regularly." In the report of the
female branch of the association, it is said of
the coloured women who attended the schools,
"their genera! application, and orderly and
respectful deportment, have been truly gratify-
mg;" and after reciting the causes operating
unfavourably as regards their progress in leari>
ing, the reports adds, " We are rather surprised

...^ -..o. „, iciiiu uiuiiiii, nil me end»t the en-
suing second month; the female school from
the 8th of tenth month, 1833, till the 7th of
third month last. The former averaged thirty-
five, and the latter fifty scholars, making a total
average attendance of eighty-five.
The association being disposed to offer in-

struction (o a larger number than has attended
the schools during preceding sessions, has now
in operation four schools, viz. two for men-
one in Friends' school houee on Willino-'s al-
ley, the other in the Adelphi school bourse on
Wager street, between Twelfth and Thir-
teenth streets; and two for women—one in
the school room formerly occupied for the
same purpose on Green's court, the other lo-
cated in Chester street, between Race and
Vine streets.

No calculation can yet be made as regards
the nunriber of coloured persons who may be
induced to improve the opportunity thus held
out to them,—of possessing themselves ofsome
of the advantages of education; but it is the
part of enlightened Christian benevolence to
seek the moral and intellectual cultivation of
all--but especially of those least acquainted
with its happy influence; and having done
whatever the ability furnished would allow, to

Q , ..v^uivj w»^ n.^=pi iiiuciJ UUl VI
view, as being repugnant to the delicate and

fined fpelings of the age.
Superficial hearers would be contented with

this kind of preaching, and it will tend to keep
hem on the surface, and induce them to be-
heye that they are pretty safe, at least as well
oti as their neighbours, and that religion is not
so deep an affair as some others have taught
Such persons will speak well of a ministry
which creates no disturbance in (heir false rest,
and should some members of an(iqua(ed view-!,
or habits of feeling, manifest dissatisfaction,
they would soon rise in its defence, and pro-
nounce the opponents exceedingly fastidious
and difiicidt to please. Many nominal profes-
sors are too full of other concerns to allow the
salvation of the soul to occupy much of their
time and thought, and act as if they were pretty
nearly prepared to entrust it to those who are
daily occupied with religious matters. They
appear to think that the cure of souls is the
special business of a certain class, and giving
themselves very little trouble about their own,
or that of any others, they possess no qualifi-
cation to judge of ministry, or concern whe-
her It proceeds from a living spring or not.
t very little more is enjoined upon them, than
the daily reading of the Holy Scriptures they
are satisfied with it. That condilion can be
easily complied with, without trenching much

their business hours, and such ministry will
receive their ready approbation. But what be-
comes of the experimen(al part of religion,
iounded on the internal knowledge of the Sa-
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viour and of iiis will ? Foi- though the Holy
Scriptures were written under divine inspira-

tion, and " are able to make the man of God
wise unto salvation through faith which is in

Christ Jesus," we do not suppose that inspira-

tion ceased with the revelations made to John

the Divine—tliat we can take up the cross and

deny ourselves, and follow Christ in the rege-

neration, by readinu; the Bible merely—or that

power " to become the sons of God," or men
of God, can be derived from any other source,

than it was when John wrote his gospel, or be-

fore there was any written " volume of inspi-

ration."

This description of ministry which may ap-

pear very fair and beautiful outwardly, but

destitute of the quickening life, and is better

adapted to itching ears, than diseased and dis-

tressed hearts, is not new, even in the Society

of Friends. Jane Pearson, who was a pain-

ful labourer in the gospel, and one who travail-

ed deeply that Christ might be formed and ex-

alted in the hearts of the people, makes an

allusion to it. " I know' not what I am held at

this place for, except it be faithfully to suffer

with the sufiisring seed here. I have renewedly

felt a precious union with our dear Lord in his

crucified state, in the hearts of professors. Oh
the plungings witnessed in our meetings i

There is an active spirit got in, that takes its

food upon the surface, or catches at it flying

in the airy regions. With food of this nature,

some seek to feed and be fed. I have painfully

and recently sat under some testimonies, when
It seemed clear to me, sin held its empire; and

what was declared, though sound truths, yet

did not slay the man of sin."

There is another class who have been ac-

quainted with the virtue of truth, but from va-

rious causes do not feel its quickening power
as they once did, that yet at times desire it.

—

These expect much from preachers, and are

very ready to judge and condemn, if their mi-

nistry does not always raise them from death

to life, forgetting or not knowing, that the

power with which the Head of the church con
descends to accompany his ministers, is often

proportioned to the sincerity and integrity of

those ministered to. There is another point,

not always sufficiently adverted to, by those

who are very prompt to decide upon ministry

—that it requires a measure of the same divine

unction to qualify persons to judge, that it does
ministers to preach—and that the judges have

this qualification no more at command, than

the ministers,—and without it, mistakes are

made in judging as well as in preaching. If

the hearers are not in a quickened state, bap-

tised into fellowship with the seed, in wliicli

state only a true sense and discerning are fur-

nished, they may condemn gospel ministry,

which proceeds from a deeply exercised mind;

but may not be delivered with the gracefulness

of language and manner, which pleases the

taste of fashionable and learned men. Such
superficial judges may contribute to quench

the spirit in ministers, as they have done it in

themselves. A sound discriminating judgment,

which can try words as the mouth tasteth

meat, is essential to preserve a sound ministry

in the church. None can rightly question the

importance of such a gift; but it is contained

in earthen vessels, as well as that of the minis-

try. A habit of lightly speaking of ministry,

will injure the qualification for judging, as well

the habit of preaching without authority

will injure that of a minister. Both tend to

bring a cloud over the mind, and to make the

mpression that there is very little certainty in

either, by which the most important offices

may be brought into disrepute.

The following instructive remarks of an
inent minister, may be usefully revived

and circulated through " The Friend." They
elate to a subject which materially involves

the vital interests of the Society. A wordy
ministry will have a blasting efiect, and it be-

hooves those who are placed as judges in Is-

rael, to discharge their duty faithfully in a

Christian spirit, that a check may be put to it

herever it exists. And as the harvest is great
and the labourers few, those who may at times
feel the spirit of the Lord stirring in theii'

hearts to prepare them for his service, had
need to keep a single eye to it, that in his time
they may be duly equijiped, and sent out to

labour in the vineyard. The church has great

need of them, and travails that the children

may be faithful in all things, and that the best

gifts being conferred upon them, they may be
" planted in the house of the Lord, and flourish

in the courts of our God." S.

The church of Christ hath not been with-

out its trouble from false ministers, neither in

the primitive times, nor in ours. That excel-

lent gospel liberty of all who feel themselves

inspired thereunto, whether male or female,

speaking or prophesying one by one, hath

been, and still is, abused by false pretenders
to divine inspiration; yet the liberty ought to

be preserved inviolable, and other means found
out to remedy this great inconveniency; which
would not be difficult, were the members in

general way spiritually minded, rightly savou
ing the things that be of God. Forward and
unsanctified appearances, by way of ministry,

would then be easily awed and suppressed, so

as not to disturb the peace of the church
The case has been otherwise, as 1 have ob
served in some places; but little minded, if

the words and doctrine were sound, and
thing to blame in the conversation. Here the

main thing, which is the powerful demonstra
tion of the Holy Spirit, is little regarded: and
if a few are deeply pained at heart with such

lifeless ministry, they find it exceeding difficu"

to lay hands thereon, for want of more strength;

especially when they perceive what strength

there is against them: for formal professors

love to have it so, rather than to sit in silence

And I have observed such pretenders all mouth
or tongue, and no ears to receive instruction;

fond of teaching others, but very unteachable
themselves. I pray God to quicken his people,

and raise the Society into a more lively sense

of that blessed arm of power which gathered

us to be a people; or, I fear, the great evil

above hinted at will prove a very growing one:

profession without possession being the pro-

per element for such a ministry to grow and
flourish in. I am not quite free to omit a re-

mark on this head, as I am fully persuaded the

living members of the church of Christ groan

under a painfid sense of this sorrowful token
of a declined Society. May the Lord of sab-
baoth hear their cries, and regard the anguish
of their souls in secret, so as to work by his

invisible power for his own name's sake, and
their enlargement, by turning his hand again
upon our Sion, to purge away her dross, and
to take away her tin and reprobate silver; that

her judges may be restored as at the first, and
her counsellors as at the beginning; that many,
having their feet shod with the preparation of
the gospel of peace, may yet appear beautiful

upon the fountains ! So be it, saith ray

soul

!

I have given some hints how it was with
me, by way of preparative for the great and
important work of the ministry, and the dan-
ger of my being misled; even at sometimes
when I had right openings, and felt the sweet
efficacious virtue of the love of God, through
Jesus Christ, to mankind: which, doubtless, is

the sensible experience and enjoyment, at
limes, of every faithful follower of Christ, who
never was called to the work of the ministry. I

was in those days apprehensive of some danger /
of being led out at that door; but I have since /
more fully and perfectly seen the danger of/
this and other by-paths, which would have le(^

me to give that away to others, which I w?
to live upon myself; and out of the humble
dependant state, in which only there is safely,

to have a will and way of my own, that I
might be furnished and enriched with much
treasure. But sincerity of heart, and my en-
deavours to preserve the single eye, through
the watchful care of Divine Providence over
me, brought the day of the Lord upon it all:

so that I came clearly to see, and experiment-
ally to know, my sufficiency was of God; that

there must be a steady dependence on the
Lord, to be immediately fitted and supplied,

every time I was to engage in this solemn ser-

vice. I ardently desire, that all who have the

least apprehension of being called into the
work of the ministry, may dwell in an holy
dread of the divine presence, and know their

own wills wholly subjected to the divine will,

waiting for a distinct and clear certainty of
the Lord's requirings, not only in entering upon
it at first, but also at all other times. And as

self comes to be laid in the dust for ever, they

will receive undeniable evidence in their own
minds, of the certainty of their mission; and
they will not be without a testimony thereof,

from the witness for God in the consciences
of mankind, amongst whom they are sent to

minister. They will be a savour of life to the

living in the truth, and of death to those who
are in a slate of death. Let it ever be re-

membered, that nothing of, or belonging to,

man, can possibly add any lustre or dignity
to so divine a gift. Neither will the best and
mo:,t curiously adapted words or doctrine,

ever so truly and consistently delivered, be
any more than as sounding brass, or as a
tinkling cymbal, without the power, light, and
demonstration of the spirit of Christ. There
is no occasion at all, for those who regard his

power as the substance of their ministry, to be
any wise solicitous about words; as the lowest
and most simple are really beautiful, when fitly

spoken under that holy influence.
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Catalogue of the Books in the Biblical L
brary, of the " Bible Association of
Friends in America."

[The name of the donor sf each book, follows

the title in Italics.]

The Holy Bible, Oxford edition, printed 1754. 4to,

Isaac Collins.

Ditto, London ed. 1813.

Ditto, Isaac Collins, Trenton, 1791. Thomas Evans.
Ditto, 2 vols. S. WalUer, Boston, Stereotype.

Ditto, M'Carty & Davis, Philadelphia, 1833.

Ditto, Hervey Wilber, N. York, 1833.

Ditto, Bagster's ed. London, 1827. Thomas Evans.
Ditto, 2 vols. Gray & Bower, Boston, Svo. 1831.

Samuel Hannay.
Ditto, Towar & Hogan, Philadelphia, Svo. 1830.

Ditto, Fine in morocco, 1830.

Ditto, German Lutheran, Germantown, 4to. 1776.

Isaac Collins.

Biblia Sacra, Old Eng. letter, 1478, 4to. Sam. Geo.

Morton, M. D.
Ditto, Sagrada, (Spanish,) N. York, Svo. 1829. Tho-
mas Evans.

Die Bibel, (German,) Philadelphia, Svo. 1830. Ame-
rican Bible Society.

The Holy Bible, American Bible Society, N. York,
Svo. 1828. American Bible Society.

Ditto, Eyre & Strahan, Loudon, Svo. 1824.

Ditto, ditto, 12mo. 1829.

Ditto, American Bible Society, N. York, 12mo. 1828.

Die Bibel, (German,) Philadelphia, l2mo. 1831.

American Bible Society.

The Holy Bible, American Bible Society, N.York,
12mo. 1828.

Ditto, ditto, 1829.

Ditto, ditto, 1830.

Ditto, Robert Barker, London, 1617. John G. Hos-
kins.

Ditto, Bill & Newcomb, ditto, 1690. Jesse Spencer.
Ditto, and Scripture Harmony, Philadelphia, 1825.

Thomas Evans.
Sainte Bible, (French,) N. York, 1832. American

Bible Society.

Biblia Latina, (Latin,) Amsterdam, 1551. Thomas
Evans.

The Holy Bible, for American Bible Society, N.
York, 12mo. 1828, in morocco, gilt.

Ditto, ditto, 1828, plain calf.

Ditto, ditto, 1827.
The New Testament, 12mo. 1827.
Ditto, shp. 1828.
Ditto, elf. 1828.

Ditto, 1829. American Bible Society.

Ditto, (German,) 1828. do.

Ditto, (Ditto,) 1830. do.

Ditto, (Spanish,) 1823. do.

Ditto, (French,) 1831. do.

Ditto, ISmo. 1827.
Ditto, in muslin, 1829.
Ditto, in shp. 1829.
Ditto, small, 1832. American Bible Society.
Ditto, elf. extra, 1832. do.

Ditto, (Mohawk,) 1818. do.

Ditto, (Ditto,) 1827. do.

Ethiopic Psalms, 4to. British and Foreign Bible
Society.

Singhalese Old Testament, 3 vols. do.

Amharic Testament. do.

Coptic and Arabic Gospels. do.

Turkish Bible. do.
Syriac Ditto. do.
Hebrew Ditto, Svo. do.

Arabic Ditto, do.

Gaelic Ditto, do.

Lettish Ditto, do.

Malay Ditto, Arabic character. do.

Malay Testament, Roman. do.

Greek Pentateuch. do.
Tamul Pentateuch. do.
Reval Esthonian Testament. do.
Bengalee Ditto. do.

Greenland Ditto. do.

Finnish Ditto. do.

Persian Ditto. do.

do.

Ethiopic Testament. British aud Foreign Bible So-

Polish Bible.

Swedish Ditto.

Danish Ditto.

Irish Ditto, Roman character.

Welsh Ditto.

Dutch Ditto.

German Ditto.

Italian Ditto, Martini.

Portugese Ditto, D'Almeida.

Ditto Ditto, Pereira.

Spanish Ditto.

French Ditto, De Sacy.

Ditto Ditto, Martin.

Ditto Ditto, Ostervald. 12mo.

Italian Ditto, Diodati, 12mo.
Greek Psalms, 12mo.
Slavonian Testament and Psalms,

Otaheitan Ditto.

Persian Psalms. ,

Chippeway St. John.
Breton Testament.
Lettish Dittn
Modern Greek Testament, l2mo.
The New Testament, (English,) American Bible

Society, ISmo. 1832. American Bible Society.

The Holy Bible, (Ditto,) 4to. 1834. do.

Ditto, (Ditto,) Svo. 1833. do.

New Testament, (Ditto,) 1834, from 1582, Roman
Catholic, Rheims ed. Bovghl.

Bible Dictionary, (American Sunday School Union.)

ISmo. 1830.

Harmonica Historia, in German, Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew, 1595. Thomas Evans.

Union Questions, 2 vols. 1829.

Fall of Babylon, (American Sunday School Union.)

1830.

blical Antiquities, (ditto,) 2 vols, 1829.

Fire Side Conversations, (ditto,) 1830.

Evening Recreations, 2 vols, (ditto,) 1830.

Pocket Expositor, (Towar & Hogan,) 1828

Bible Sketches, (American Sunday School Union,)

1830.

John's three Epistles in Delaware Indian, 1818. Ame-
rican Bible Society.

Catechism on Parables, (American Sunday School

Union,) 1827.

Destruction of Jerusalem, (ditto,) 1828.

Help to the Gospels, (ditto,) 1630.

The Young Freethinker reclaimed, (ditto,)

Scripture Illustrations, (ditto.) 2 vols. 1827.
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We have thought it desirable that the rooms
at No. 50, North Fourth street, should be ge-

nerally known to Friends of other parts, as a

place of no inconsiderable interest for them to

call at when on a visit to this city. The de-

posit of the Bible Association, of the Tract
Association—the ofKce of " The Friend," up
stairs, and the book store of Nathan Kite be-

low, furnished wijh a general supply of books
most in request among members of our Socie-

ty; these, together, constitute a degree of at-

traction well adapted for the agreeable occu-
pation of an occasional leisure half hour. It

is, perhaps, not generally known, that it has

for some time been the aim of the Bible Asso-
ciation to form, in connection with its main
purpose, a Biblical Library. This object, to a

considerable extent, has been attained, and for

the informatitm of our readers, we have insert-

ed to day, a catalogue of Bibles, Testaments,

&c. of various editions and languages, now
arranged in a handsome book-case at the de-

pository. The, time requisite to inspect this

collection, will be fully compensated by the

gratification it will afford ; several of the vol-

umes are curious, on account of their antiqui-

ty, and many of them present beautiful samples
of printing, paper, and binding. An inspection

of the catalogue will show that more than
thirty of the specimens are from the press of
the American Bible Society, and were gratui-

tously presented by the managers of that insti-

tution. Another portion, above forty in num-
ber, and of nearly so many different languages
and dialects, is a donation from the British

Bible Society; these were all printed at the

expense of that institution, and may give some
idea of the stupendous scale upon which its

operations are conducted. Eleven of these are

in a character different from ours, and pecu-
liar to each respectively, and demonstrate the

elegance and perfection to which the typogra-
phical art has been brought.

Those who may wish to have complete sets

of " The Frie-ND," can be supplied, by making
early application. There are only a kw sets

remaining. Single volumes, except the second,
can also be furnished, as well as most of the
numbers of the several volumes, separately.

Subscribers wishing to have their volumes
complete, are requested to forward information
of the numbers missing, early. Where they
live remote from the publication ofBce, it will

be best to apply to our agents. Those who
live within convenient distance, can have their

copies of " The Friend" neatly bound to any
pattern, upon reasonable terras, by sending
them to

George W. Taylok, Agent.

We insert the notice below by request. The
publication to which it relates is of a character
interesting not only to the present generation,
but important as an historical rec^ord, and nre

should suppose there are many who would
wish to have it in possession, to whom the re-

duced price may operate as an inducement.
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A celebrated English writer commences
one of his treatises by saying that he once at

tended a chapel at Oxford, and heard an ex
cellent discourse on three out of five subdi

visions of the second head of a treatise ir

defence of the protcstant cause. The first

head had been delivered three years before,

and the two remaining subdivisions of the

second might possibly be completed in another
triennial period.

My essays are in some danger nf becnmin_
like the clergyman's sermon ; so much alike

that they may pass for mere divisions of

heads of a chapter—delivered between long
intervals so as to hide the repetitions of one
who transcribes his own unlaboured thoughts,

I place my excuse in my indolence or my oc-

cupations—at the reader's pleasure. This

taste of essay writing requires some degree of

excitement to rouse the mind to the requisite

pitch of eflbrt for undertaking it. It implies

a secret persuasion, not always attainable, and
near akin to vanity, that the writer is w
than his reader. Walking abroad in his

cognito, the freedom of remaik with which
this inspires him, gives offence to those who
may conceive themselves to be included in

his censures—and who are apt to express it

by sneers upon him who is supposed to be
concealed under the mask.
The life and conduct of a self-constiluted

censor of manners arc thought to be fair sub-
ject for criticism and examination, nor are

they often submitted to lenient judges. The
thoughts which in a moment of excited feel-

ing are committed to paper and the press,

seem flat and vapid when served up at the
public table. The cold criticism and the con-
temptuous sneer often detect, by the blush

which they call up, the secret of authorship.

Such are some of the obstacles in the way
of a steady continuation of essays like mine.
Should I flatter myself that they arc well re-

ceived, and that the voice of praise which
reaches not the retirement I seek, is else-

where echoed, the imagination passes away
with the heated feeling which gave it birth.

There are, moreover, in a restricted and

comparatively small community like ours

—

difficulties in the way of anonymous essay

writing that do not exist in the world at large

—difficulties growing out of the peculiar cha-

racter which this species of writing has as-

sumed iu our language. The periodical essay

has been made, since the 'ime of Addison, the

vehicle for free criticism on the morals and
manners of the age. This is not difficult in

the world at large, where a writer may con-
ceal himself in the crowd, and aim his shat'ts

at vices and follies, with the actors of which
he has no personal acquaintance. But it is

not easy to point out errors and weaknesses
into which the persons who surround him are

betrayed, without becoming personal or with-

out becoming known, nor to delineate the

causes, the character, and the consequences
of erroneous opinions, without offending those
who entertain them.
The very difficulty of the task may have

been one of my motives for undertaking it,

as it increases the reward and the usefulness
of success. The truth is, that this very dif-

ficulty prevents the mirror in which they
may see themselves as others see them, from
being held up to the individuals of small
communities, and it is thus one principal

cause of the tone of exaggeration which is

too apt to characterise the weak and over
zealous minds within them. For no one who
makes the requisite allowance for thg imper-
fections of human nature, and who lightly es-

timates the value of kind feelings in a neigh-
bourhood of friends, will be willing to destroy
the latter by harsh invectives upon instances
of the former. Hence he is compelled to

deal in general maxims and in speculations
of an abstract character, and to trust to that

self-knowledge which is so rare a possession
for the application of his remarks. Truths
thus stripped of their individuality, and satire

no longer personal, are far from being attrac-

tive to the mass of readers. The essay stiff-

ens into a dull, didactic lecture, the life and
spirit of which have fled, and the author has
the mortifying reflection of having been

" Sleepless himself lo give his readers sleep."

How much are these diflSculties of censor-
ship increased, '.vhen it is attempted with a
steady and faithful hand to delineate to men
whom we love and venerate, those faults of
their character which are so allied to their

very virtues as to assume their hue—where
the zealous jealousy of one error has led to

the overlooking of another—those spots
which bear the universal inscription of frailty

those traces of imperfeclion,_ whether in

the intellect or the temper, which all below
exhibit.

To disquisitions of this kind the name of
satire, in its common acceptation, does not
belong. " That sacred weapon left for truth's

defence" is effective against folly and impu-
dence, hypocrisy and vice. Yet the great
satirist had this loftier aim in view, and
raised himself to the full dignity of the of-

fice when he added,

" Reverent I touch thee—but with honest zeal,
To rouse the watchmen of the public weal.
To virtue's work provoke the lardy Hall,
An-J goad the prelate slumbering in his stall."

It is indeed with reverence that" such a
task is to be approached, that the attention of
men in high station is to be awakened to the
duties which they imperfeclly perform, and
to the responsibilities of their calling.

Compared v/ith this, what is the brushing
away of the tinsel insects that flutter in the
beams of folly? If the men who give tone
to the sentiment and direction to the efforts
of a religious community, are on the level of
their duties—if their hearts burn with love
for man—if their selfishness is subdued by
zeal for the cause of God—if they adequately
feel the largeness 'of the harvest and how
few there be to gather it— if the coming ful-
filment of prophesies respecting these latter
days cast it.= shadows upon their spirits—if

these were the feelings, not of a few solitary
ndividuals in a few places, but of all who
administer sacred functions every where, what

people 1—how zealous in all good works

!

how banded together as brothers with one
d and one spirit—would that community

be I Alas ! how few there are who carry out
'nto consistent and steady practice the con-
ictions of their own better feelings—the

purposes they have formed in moments of
Divine illumination—the aspirations after
purity, and zeal, and charity, which they
sometimes utter? Our lines have fallen in
pleasant places, and the very kindness of
Providence has been our temptation. The
pleasures of enjoyment sink us into sloth and
selfishness, and we flatter and cheat ourselves
by thinking that a cold conformity to ma,\ims
of morality, and a colder acquiescence in

sound doctrine, will serve his will

—

Wake
thou that sleepestjfor it is not so.

For " The Friend."

The Government of the Tongue.
(Concluded from p. 12.)

The abuses to be avoided include

—

3. All that is inconsistent wiih the utmost
delicacy and purily.

Hear the inspired writer of the Epistle to
the Ephesians:—" Let no corrupt communica-
tion proceed out of your mouth, neither filthi-
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ness, nor foolish talkjng, nor jesting, whicii are

not convenient:" or rather, which ate not to be

tolerated ; being highly offensive to Gotland
highly injurious to man. From the import of

the terms employed in the original, the aposlle

is supposed to advert here, to artfully turned

expressions, in which more is meant than meets

the ear, and more than the modest ear could

tolerate;—in which, by words of double mean-

ing, there is displayed the execrable wit, that

renders terms, in themselves not indelicate,

the vehicle, when artfully combined, of con-

veying ideas indelicate in the highest degree.

From uttering and from hearing this language

of deep depravity, may the God of all grace

preserve the young !

Let these hints suffice, in reference to the

many abuses of the tongue, which it is of the

greatest importance to avoid.

Thirdly, Let there be more than ordinary

vigilance, where there is more than ordinary

danger.

Consideration should, in every instance, pre-

cede expression. If we would adopt the only

rational method in which words can be uttered,

we must determine—first to think, and then to

speak. "Either bo silent," said Pythagoras

to his disciples, " or say something that is bet-

ter than silence." And a greater than Pytha-

goras has said;—" In the multitude of words

there wanteth not sin, but he that refraineth

his lips is wise."—" Seest thou a man that is

hasty in his words, there is more hope of a

fool than of him." But if the habit of consi-

deration be at all times desirable, how much
more requisite must it be in circumstances of

peculiar danger ! That danger may arise some-

times from within, and originate in our own
hearts. Often it may be imminent, under the

impulse of strong and ardent feeling, and espe.

cially under the excitement of angry and tu

multuous emotions. How important, then, is

the exhortation of the Apostle James:—" Let

every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow

to wrath; for the wrath of man workelh not

the righteousness of God." If wrath be risin

if the storm be gathering in thy soul, summon
to thine aid the most eflectual principles of

self-control. Suspect thyself; dread thyself;

and look up to Him who is able, in the mo
ment of peril, " to succour them that are

tempted."

The danger to be apprehended arises some
times from without still more than from within.

Of this source of peril the psalmist was feel-

ingly aware:—" I said, I will take heed to my
ways, that I sin not with my tongue: I will

keep my mouth with a bridle, while the wicked

is before me. I was dumb with silence; I held

my peace even from good; and my sorrow

was stirred." It', as in the case of David, in-

juries have been received, there may be dan-

ger of uttering, in return, impatient, and im-

petuous, and resentful, and recriminating, am
heart-cutting words. If lavours have been
received, there may be danger of yielding

sinful assent to the opinions expressed, and

the pi'incipies maintained. In the hours of so.

cial intercourse, how gradual and easy is often

the transition from the expression of senti-

ments with which you may safely accord, to

the utterance of sentiments with which it

would be culpable to accord; and, under these

circumstances, how perplexing and entangling

does the course of conversation often become !

What a painful and difficult struggle then com-

mences in the mind, between the fear of offend-

ing man, and the fear of offending God ! And
although a holy decision of character will

promptly determine in what manner the strug-

gle shall terminate, who is there that cannot

perceive the extreme danger of such a situa-

tion to the timiri, the modest, and the young ?

Nor let it be forgotten, that silence itself may

be sin; and sin it undoubtedly is, if it proceed

from that " fear of man which bringeth a

snare;"—a fear of boldly avowing the princi-

ples of the gospel, and maintaining the honour

f the cause of Christ. " Whosoever shall be

ashamed of me and my words," said the Lord

Jesus, " of him shall the Son of Man be

ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his

Father, with the holy angels."

Fourthly, Let us remember, that it is in-

cumbent upon us to conduct our social inter-

course, £0 as not only to avoid doing evil, but

Iso to effect all possible good.

Not satisfied with saying merely,—" Let

corrupt communication proceed out of your

mouth;"—the apostle added,—" but that which

is good to the use of edifying, that it may mi

nister grace unto the hearers." The Christians

of Colosse are also thus exhorted:

—

" Let your

speech be alway with grace, seasoned with

salt, that ye may know how ye ought to an

swer every man." It is as if the apostle had

d:
—" Let there be in your conversation a

principle of holy vitality, which may prove that

your hearts are alive to God: let there be ir

it a corrective principle, preventing the ten

dencies to that which is corrupt,—too often

apparent in social intercourse: let there be in

it the virtue of a powerful stimulant, exciting

the minds of others to all that is pure and

lutary, while it imparts to conversation a zest

most gratifying to the spiritual taste." And
ought we to feel at a loss for materials to con-

duct, on these principles, the interchange of

thought and sentiment, in the house of friendly

intercourse ? What was the subject on which

(he two celestial visitants conversed with our

Lord, on the Mount which was the scene of

his transfiguration? What was the class of

subjects on which Jesus usually conversed wit!

his disciples ? What were the subjects most

interesting to the minds of those primitive

Christians, who " continued steadfastly in the

apostle's doctrine and fellowship, and in break

ing of bread, and in prayer,—eating their mea

with gladness and singleness of heart, praisin;

God, and having favour with all the people ?"

No dejection sat on their countenance; nr

melancholy brooded over their minds; no mo
roseness could be detected in their demeanour
no insipidity rendered unattractive their con

versation; yet we cannot doubt that their chief

and favourite topics of discourse were con

nected with " the decease accomplished at

Jerusalem," and its wondrous and glorious re-

sults. What other subjects could be in their

estimation equally interesting, when, with one

mind and one heart, they counted all things

but loss for the excellency of the knowledge

of Christ Jesus their Lord; and were chiefly

solicitous to live to his glory on earth, and to

dwell eternally in his presence in heaven ? O
that we could imbibe more of their spirit, and
then would it be easier to imitate, in some de-

gree, the style and character of the heavenly

conversation ! Were this attained, what incal-

culable benefits might we not diffuse through-

out the sphere of our social intercourse!

Fifthly, Let us connect with our best di-

rected efforts our most earnest prayers for

divine aid.

A most appropriate prayer is to be found

in an effusion of the inspired psalmist:—" Lord,

I cry unto thee: make haste unto me; give ear

unto my voice, when I cry unto thee. Let my
prayer be set forth before thee, as incense;

and the lifting up of my hands as the evening

sacrifice. Set a watch, O Lord, before my
mouth; keep the door of my lips." Our daily

prayers, including petitions such as these,

should have, as much as possible, the regu-

larity and the constancy of the morning and
the evening sacrifice anciently offered at Jeru-

salem; and if offered by faith in him of whose
atoning blood those sacrifices were the ap-

pointed symbols, they will rise to heaven as

acceptably as the cloud of odoriferous and
emblematic incense. If we thus lift up our

ardent desires to God for communications
which he alone can bestow, we shall not fail

to receive the aid of heavenly grace, in re-

straining our lips from evil, and in exciting

that spirituality of mind which is the best pre-

parative for the hours of social intercourse. If

we habitually converse much with God, we
shall have the best preparation for conversing

well and profitably with men. It will then

also become easy and natural 'to us to offer

such petitionp as the psalmist's, not merely in

the hours of periodical devotion, but at every
moment of solicitude and of danger, when aid

from above may be especially required.

Lastly, Let us examine ourselves frequently,

at the bar of conscience, in reference to the

government of the tongue.

Have we not, on this subject, occasion for

very deep regret, and penitential abasement
of spirit ? How little have we honoured God
by the improvement of this noble faculty, his

gracious gift ! How little have we effected by
the power of speech, for the spiritual benefit

of those around us! Were we to be deprived

of this faculty, in any degree, by the effect of

paralysing disease, how heavy a burden might

our consciences feel, from the recollections of
our misimprovement of this invaluable gift?

Are there not some who, instead of doing

good, have occasioned incalculable evil by the

abuse of the tongue ? " The tongue" of some
" is a fire, a world of iniquity; so is the tongue

among our members that it defileth the whole
body, and settelh on fire the course of nature;

and it is set on tire of hell." So let it not be
with any one of us ! May pardon be obtained
for past offences and past deficiencies, through
the atoning sacrifice of Jesus: and may there

be granted, in answer to prayer, the effectual

aid of the Holy Spirit to control and sanctify

the faculty of speech; that " not offending in

word," we may attain the perfection referred

to in our text, being able to govern, by most
effectual discipline, the whole economy of
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"the outer man," lo the glory of our God,
[

and the spiritual and eternal benefit of all

within the sphere of our influence.

For" The Friend."

OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS NO. X.

For consider him that endured such cont'adiction

of sinners against himself, lest ye be weary and faint

in your minds.

—

Hebrews, -xii. 3.

The exhortation of which this passage

forms but a small portion, seems particularly

calculated to impart comfort to the true be-

liever in Jesus in times of affliction. When
every thing around us assumes a dark and

threatening aspect, when adversity or sick-

ness has overtaken us and we are suffering

under the weight of accumulated sorrow:

when we behold the child, the friend, or the

brother, despite of all our remonstrances,

walking in the broad way, which if persisted

in, will lead to condemnation and misery; or,

have consigned to the silent tomb the beloved

object with whom we had taken sweet coun-

sel, and who we had e.xpected would assist

and comfort us during the remainder of our

pilgrimage: we have, perhaps, in each or in

all of these cases, sometimes felt that our

burden was almost greater than we could

bear, and have been ready to ask, why am I

thus afflicted? But since we know that un-

interrupted prosperity is no mark of the Di-

vine favour, and are expressly told that

"Whom the Father loveth he chasteneth,

and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth;"

how it would lessen the poignancy, if in these

seasons of affliction we would turn the mind

inward and endeavour to discover wherein it

is designed for our profit, considering Him,
who, whatever degree of suffering we may
have passed through, has partaken of the bit-

ter draught before us. If our glorious High
Priest "endured such contradiction of sin-

ners against himself," surely we should es-

teem no trial too great, if thereby we are to

be made " partakers of his holiness." " Is it

not enough for the disciple that he be as his

master, and the servant as his lord?" We
should all, however circumstanced, become
better and happier by more frequently con-

templating this great example—in whose
blest life

We see the path, and in his death the price,

And in his great ascent the proo/ supremo
Of immortality.

When we think of our own demerits, and

of all that He has borne for our sake, it is

enough to excite tears of gratitude for the

many comforts we still enjoy.

If there are any in straitened circum-
stances, or stiuggling with poverty and want,

they may remember Hirn, who, though in-

finitely more worthy, had not where to lay

his head, and who has made poverty itself

honourable by wearing it as a mantle while

he dwelt among ms. Are there any who are

suffering from sickness or bodily affliction?

he endured much greater agony for them,

and has often caused the sick chamber to be-

come, as it were, " the gate to heaven," when
he has deigned tp. bless it with his presence.

Are there any who are mourning for departed

friends or pouring forth their sighs and tears

in secret for some dear deluded one, wander-

ng in the paths of error? He was a man of

sorrows, and acqi'ainted with grief; the whole

human race was his family, and the "poor

sinner," of whatever name or nation, excited

n Him the yearnings of a parent's heart.

With those who truly love the Saviour, these

considerations must have a very beneficial

effect. He is not an high priest that cannot

be touched with a feeling of our infirmities,

but was in all points tempted like as we are,

yet without sin. Therefore, when suffeiing

under affliction, or contending with difficul-

ties of any kind, let us consider Him, " lest

we be weary and faint in our minds." Let

us lay aside every weight, and the sin (repin-

ng at our lot) which doth so easily beset us,

and let us run with patience the race that is

set before us, looking unto Jesus, the author

and finisher of our faith, who, for the joy that

set before him, endured the cross, Jos-

ng the shame, and is now set down on the

right hand of the throne of God. ***h.

For " Tlie Friend."

THE ELEPHANT.
Having been agreeably entertained with

looking through the pages of a volume en-

titled, " Anecdotes of the Animal Kingdom,"
printed at Glasgow, and intended as a supple-

ment to a recent edition of " Goldsmith's

Animated Nature," I propose making from

it a few selections for " The Friend," and

shall begin with some notices of that noble,

" half reasoning animal," the elephant.

L. R.

Bathing is a favourite recreation with the

elephant. This probably arises from the plea-

sure the animal feels from the cuticle being

cooled and refreshed, as they have no hair to

protect it from the sun's influence. Bishop
Heber, in his approach to Dacca, saw a num-
ber of elephants enjoying themselves in this

way, which he thus narrates :—" At a distance

of about half a mile from those desolate pa-

laces, a sound struck my ear, as if from the

water itself on which we were riding, tlie

most solemn and singular I can conceive. It

was long, loud, deep, and tremulous, some-
thing between the blowing of a whale, or

perhaps more like those roaring buoys which
are placed at the mouths of some English

harbours, in which the winds make a noise

to warn ships off them. ' Oh,' said Abdallah,

'there are elephants bathing; Dacca much
place for elephants." I looked immediately,
and saw about twenty of these fine animals,

with their heads and trunks just ap[)earing
above thje water. Their bellowing it was
which I had heard, and which the water con-

veyed to us with a finer effect than if we had
been on shore."

The following anecdote illustrates the pas-

sion of elephants for water, but siill further

illustrates the cunning and resources of these

animals. "At the siege of Bhurtpore, in the

year 1805, an affair occurred between two
elephants, which displays at once the cha-

[racter and mental capacity, the passions,

cunning, and resources of these curious ani-

mals: The British army, with its countless

host of followers and attendants, and thou-

sands of cattle, had been for a long time be-

fore the city, when, on the approach of the

waim season and of the dry hot winds, the

quantity of water in the neighbourhood of the

camps, necessary for the supply of so many
beings, began to fail ; the ponds or tanks had
dried up, and no more water was left than the

immense wells of the country "would furnish.

The multitude of men and cattle that were
unceasingly at the wells, particularly the

largest, occasioned no little struggle for the

piiority in procuring the supply, for which
each was there to geek, and the consequent
confusion on the spot was frequently very

considerable. On one occasion, two elephant

drivers, each with his elephant, the one re-

markably large and strong, and the other

compaiatively small and weak, were at the

well together ; tlie small elephant had been
provided by his master with a bucket for the
the occasion, which he carried at the end of
his proboscis; but the larger animal being
destitute of this necessary vessel, either spon-
taneously, or by desite of his keeper, seized

the bucket, and easily wrested it away from
his less powerful fellow-servant. The latter

was too sensible of his inferiority openly to

resist the insult, though it is obvious that he
felt it; but great squabbling and abuse ensued
between the keepers. At length, the weaker
animal, watching the opportunity when the

other was standing with his side to the well,

retired backwards a few paces, in a very quiet

unsuspicious manner, and then rushing for-

ward with all his might, drove his head against

the side of the other, and fairly pushed him
into the well. It may easily be imagined
that great inconvenience was immediately ex-

perienced, and serious apprehensions quickly

followed, that the water in the well, on which
the existence of so many seemed in a great

measure to depend, would be spoiled, or at

least injured by the unwieldy brute which was
precipitated into it; and as the surface of the

water was nearly twenty feet below the com-
mon level, there did not appear to be any
means that could be adopted to get the ani-

mal out by main force, without the risk of in-

juring him. There were many feet of water
below the elephant, who floated with ease on
its surface, and experiencing considerable

pleasure from his cool retreat, he evinced but

little inclination even to exert what means he
might possess in himself of escape. A vast

number of fascines had been employed by the

army in conducting the siege ; and at length

it occurred to the elephant keeper, that a suf
ficienl number of these (which may be com-
pared to bundles of wood) might be lowered
into the well, to make a hill, which might be
raised to the top, if the animal could be in-

structed as to the necessary means of laying
them in regular succession under his feet.

Permission having been obtaitjed from the
engineer oflicers to use the fascines, which
were at the time put away in several piles of
very considerable height, the keeper had to

teach the elephant the lesson, which, by
means of that extraordinary ascendancy these
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men attain over their charge, joined with the

intellectual resources of (he animal itself, he

was soon enabled to do ; and tlic elephant be-

gan quiclily to place each fascine as it was
lowered, successively under him, until, in a

little time, he was enabled to stand upon
them; by this time, however, the cunning
brute, enjoying the pleasure of his situation,

-^ter the heat and partial privation of water

to which he had been lately exposed, (they

are observed in their natural state to frequent

rivers, and to swim very often,) was unwilling

to work any longer; and all the threats of his

keeper could not induce him to place another

fascine. The man then opposed cunning to

cunning, and began to caress and praise the

elephant ; and what he could not effect by
threats, he was enabled to do by the repeated

promise of plenty of rack. Incited by this,

the animal again went to work, raised himself

considerably higher, until, by a partial re-

moval of the masonry round the top of the

well, he was enabled to step out. The whole
affair occupied about fourteen hours."

It is computed that an elephant will per-

form the work of six horses; but he requires

more care from his keeper, and a much
greater quantity of food, which in India usu-

ally consists of rice and water, either raw or

boiled, with the addition of fresh vegetable

substances. His daily allowance of rice is a

hundred pounds, and he is supposed to drink
about forty-five gallons of water. The ele-

phant is easily overheated ; and it becomes
necessary to allow hira to bathe as frequently

as circumstances will permit. Where the

pool is not sufficiently deep to allow him to

immerse himself entirely in the water, he
sucks up a quantity in his trunk, and, ele-

vating it over his head, spouts it all over his

body.

Of the attachment of elephants to their

keepers, or to those who have done them A

kindness, many instances are on record. We
shall here lay a few before our readers:

—

^lian relates, that a man of rank in India,
having very carefully trained up a female
elephant, used daily to ride upon her. She
was exceedingly sagacious, and much at-

tached to her master. The prince, having
heard of the extraordinary gentleness and
capacity of this animal, demanded her of her
owner. But so attached was this person to

his elephant, that he resolved to keep her at

all hazards, and fled with her to the moun-
tains. The prince, having heard of his re-

treat, ordered a party of soldiers to pursue,
and bring back the fugitive with his elephant.
They overtook him at the top of a steep hill,

where he defended himself by throwing stones
down upon his pursuers, in which he was as-

sisted by his faithful elephant, who threw
stones with great dexterity. At length, how-
ever, the soldiers gained the summit of the
hill, and were about to seize the fugitive,
when the elephant rushed amongst thorn witii

the utmost fury, trampled some to death,
dashed others to the ground with her trunk,
and put the rest to flight. She then placed
her master, who was wounded in the contest,
upon her back, and conveyed him to a place
of security.

Knowledge Manufactory.—Some idea may
he formed of the extent of business carried on
in tiie printing office, London, where the pub-
lications of the " Society for Useful Know-
ledge" are printed, by the following particu-

lars, furnished by a friend, who recently paid

a visit to that establishment. Type founders

employed, 30; stereotype founders, 6; men
employed damping paper, 7; compositors, 160.

The principal case-room, where the types are

set, is 270 feet long, and is filled from end lo

end with a double row of frames. Two steam
engines are employed in driving the printing

machines, of which there are 18, that can
throw off from 700 to 1000 impressions each
per hour. There are fifteen common printing

presses, for performing the finest work; and
five hydraulic presses, of 200 tons power each,
for pressing paper. There are in the esta-

blishment about 1000 works in stereotype, of
which about 75 are Bibles. Thefirst costof ihe

plates for these would amount to £400,000;
the weight is about 3000 tons, and, if melted
and sold as old metal, they would be worth
£70,000. The average quantity of paper
printed amounts, weekly, to the astonishing

quantity of about 2000 reams. When the pa-

per-makers and other tradesmen are taken in

account, the men to whom this establishment
gives employment must amount to several thou-
sands.

—

Leeds Mercury.

For "The Friend."

LINES OF AN AUTUMN EVENING.

O there are thoughts of other years, that break
Upon our pensive, solitary hours,

As doth the trembling wave o'er sleeping lake,
Or twilight breeze o'er summer's fading flowers.

I've felt those thoughts, as oft I've wander'd forth.
Mid auburn groves that spoke the dying year,

When the brown leaves came twirling to the earth,
And nature's music lulled the evening air.

I've thought of those young joys, and hopes, and
fears,

That chequered o'er my early path of light;
The thought was sweet— but on tho stream of years
Long had they left mo, as an anchorite.

What bliss to dream, when dreams their visions cast
Back on the morn-lit times of joyous youth.

What grief to wake, and know those times are past.
With all their opening sweets, and artless truth.

I've thought of those lov'd ones of other times,
Wlioso wayward follies mingled with my own ;

But they had vanisli'd—some lo other climes,
And some were mould'ring 'iieath the unletter'd

stone.

How sweet the mem'ry of friendships early form'd,
Mid schoolboys toils, or on their mirth-worn heath;

How sad lo think that those they once had warm'd,
Are chill'd with cares, or slumb'ring now in death.

I've thought of life, its evannscent shades
Of youthful ho.oos, and manhood's cares misplaced,

Its morn of briglitr.ess, and its eve that fades
And leaves a meteor trace on mem'ry's waste.

In that sweet hour in ecstacy we think.
Of tempers chaste—of virtue unalloyed;

Hnw sad the change if we are made to shrink
From guilty shame, and innocence destroyed.

I've thought of heaven with its glorious light
Of living truth, to guide the wearv one,"

As did the pillar glad the ling'ring flight,

Of Judah's throng from Egypt's tyrant throne.

Hope gave its glowing promise, and a thrill

Swept thro' my veins, more sweet than all before.
That my pure cup was yet perhaps to fill,

And then I paused, for all my thoughts were o'er.

10th mo. 1st, 1834. A. D. J.
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On another page will be found a corrected
list of agents for this Journal; but, as it is

possible we have overlooked some of the
changes which have occurred, or of the re-

quests to appoint new ones, should any of our
friends discover any such defects, it is hoped
they will point them out. Agents and sub-
scribers are requested, when they make re-

mittances, to forward notes of as large a de-
nomination as they can; and subscribers would
confer a favour by an early payment to the
agents in their neighbourhood, and by for-

warding their requests for the paper, for single
numbers, or alterations in direction, aTc,
through him. For want of attention to these
particulars, the proprietors are frequently sub-
jected to unnecessary discounts on' notes, and
expense of postage.

The intimation of our correspondent ***h,
will in future, should occasion require, be duly
regarded.

We should be pleased to number our friend

A. D. J. among our regular contributors.

By referring to page 218 of last vol., and
several of the following numbers, A. B. will

perceive the reason of our deviation from the
course indicated.

A stated meeting of the Female Branch of
the Auxiliary Bible Association of Friends in

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, will be held
on the 30th inst. at 3 o'clock, P. M., at the
Depository, No. 60, N. Fourth street.

\Qmo. 24th, 1834.

An Apprentice wanted to the Currying bu-
siness—apply at this office.

Died, on fifth day morning, the 23d instant, in tho
19tli year of her age, after a short illness, Elizabeth
WiSTAR, daughter of the late Dr. Caspar Wistar of
this city.

on the 26th of ninth month last, John Phi-
lips, a member of Whiteland Particular Meeting-,

Chester county, Pennsylvania, in the 76th year of his

age.

lately iiTNcw York, Cathakine Murray, ro-

hct of the late John Murray, Jr., .an esteemed member
and elder of the monthly meeting of New York,
aged 71 years.

on the 17th of ninth month last, at his resi-

denqe at N. Stoningtoii, Con., Abel Collins, an ac-
ceptable minister of the Society of Friends, aged 64
years. His last illness was short, but painful and
distressing, and endured with much patience and re.
signation. Also his daughter, Abigal R. Collins, on
the 6lh of seventh month last, aged 34 years.

at his residence on Yongo street, Upper Ca-
nada, on the 3d of ninth month, Asa Rogers, in the
55th year of his age, after an illness of thirteen
days, which he bore with patience nnd resignation. •

on the 5th of ninth month, of pulmonary
consumption, in the 28th year of her age, Phebe,
wife of Peter Doyl; she was a member of Yongo
street Monthly Meeting of Friend-s Upper Canada.
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THE PIOUS NEGRO.
Abridged for " The Friend,"from an account as con-

tained in the Diary of J^ewherrnhul.

Cornelius, a negro assistant to the Moravian

mission in the island of St. Thomas, was for

many years a faithful labourer amongst his

own nation. About the year 1748 he had been

powerfully awakened by the consideration of

tlie death and atonement of Jesus, as it was

unfolded to him in the simple testimony of one

of the missionaries. He became deeply con-

cerned about the salvation of his soul, and felt

a strong impulse and persuasion of duty to

attend their ministry and private instruction.

Still he could not at once resolve entirely to

renounce the world, but occasionally attended

the merry-makings, and participated in the

heathenish ways of his countrymen. But even

into the house of riot, the Lord, as the good

Shepherd, followed his poo» straying sheep, and

so ordered it that one of the missionaries be-

held him at his revels. After calling him from

his company, the brother represented to him,

that it was not becoming fur one who had de-

clared that he would give his heart to the

Saviour, to attend such (neetings as these.

" Here," said he, " the devil has his work, and

you have assured me that you will not be his

slave. But now I discover that your heart

still in his power, for you still love the vanities

of the world, and the company of the children

of disobedience, in whom he rules. It woul I

therefore be better that you left oft" coming ti

our meetings, and to the school." This of-

fended him greatly, and he thought, " What is

that to the white man, and what do I care for

liim?" However, his amusement was spoileil

for that time, and he returned home much d

pleised, and resolved never more to visit tl

Brethren, or attend their meetings. But bis

heart was not at rest, and his convictions grew
so strong, that he could not sleep at night.

The address of the missionary sounded con-

tinually iii his ears, and followed him with so

strong an impression, that he altered his mind,

and visited him. Being received, not, as he

feared, with displeasure, but with great cor-

diality, he was exceedingly affected, and relat-

ed, with many tears, what had passed in his

soul during the days past. This gave the bro-

ther occasion to converse freely and closely

with him, and Cornelius now made a solemn
promise to surrender himself entirely up unto

Him, who had shed his blood to redeem him.

In 1749, he was admitted into the Christian

church; from which period he remained faith-

ful, and the grace he then received was above

all things precious and important to his soul.

He also made daily progress in tlie knowledge
of himself, and of tiic love of his Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. He had an humbling
sense of his innate depravity, but cleaved so

closely to our Saviour, and relied so firmly on

his atonement, that all uho spoke with him

were encouraged and edified. He likewise

soon began to preach Jesus, as the friend of

sinners, to his countrymen. In 1754, he was
appointed an assistant, and has ever since

served the Lord, and the congregation in va-

rious ways, with great zeal and faithfulness.

God had also blessed him with a remark-

able share of good sense, and many talents.

He had learnt the business of a mason well,

and had the appointment as master-mason to

the royal buildings, in which employ he was
esteemed by all who had any thing to do with

him, as a clever, upright and disinterested man.

He laid the foundation-stone of each of the six

chapels belonging to the missions in these

islands, which are now all built of stone, and

likewise assisted in building all the houses in

our different settlements. He was able to

write, and speak the Creole, Dutch, Danish,

German and English languages; which gave

hiin a great advantage before all the other ne-

groes. Till 1767, he was a slave in the royal

plantation. He first purchased the freedom of

his wife, and then laboured hard to gain his

own liberty, which at last he effected, after

much entreaty, and the payment of a conside

able ransom. God blessed him and the work
of his hands in such a manner, that he also by

degrees purchased the emancipation of his six

children.

In his free state he sought, more than he
possibly could do before, to serve the Lord
among the people of his own colour, and spent

whole days, and often whole nights, in visiting

them in the different plantations. The gift he

possessed, distinctly and emphatically to eX'

press himself upon religious subjects, was
wonderful, and his discourses both in th

weekly meetings at the chapel, and at funerals,

were full of life and spirit, insomuch, that not

only the negroes, but even many white people

of all descriptions, heard him with pleasure

and edification.

At the same time it can be said with truth,

that he was by no means puffed up by the ex-

cellent talents he possessed. His character

was that of an humble servant of Christ, who
thought too meanly of himself to treat others

with contempt. When asked to write some
account of his life he said, "I am not worthy

that any thing should be said concerning me;

I am a poor sinner, and the chief of sinners.

In me there was and is no good, and all I have

is what Christ has given me, according to h

great mercy, by which he saved my soul. This

alone is worth speaking of." To distribute

unto the indigent, and assist the feeble, was
the delight of his heart, and every hungry, suf-

fering, and perplexed soul, found in him a

generous and sympathising friend, and faithful

adviser.

En the year 1706, his wife departed this life

very happily, after which he now sought to be

free from all outward concerns, and gave up
his business to his eldest son. The infirmities

of old age increasing upon him, he ardently

longed to de[)art and be with Christ. During
the last three years of his life, ho was exceed-
ingly worn down by a constant cough and
pain in his side, and the time of his final re-

lease appeared to him to be put off long. His

great activity and cheerfulness of mind suffered

by it, and sometimes it would seem as if his

faith and courage failed. He complained now
and then with great earnestness and many
tears, that he no more felt his love to the Lord
Jesus so fervent as formerly, and once, as he

was reading and meditating, over that text of

Scripture; " I have somewhat against thee,

because thou hast left thy first love," he ex-

claimed; " Ah ! I have also left my first love,"

and could not immediately be comforted.

Whenever any visited him, the conversation

soon turned upon spiritual subjects, and all

hearts were melted. All the brethren and
sisters, who often called to see him, expressed

how much they were edified and blessed by
their interview.

On November 26, 1801, being informed that

he was considerably weaker, one of the mis-

sionaries went to his house. After some con-

versation concerning the love of our Saviour,

the comfort to be derived from his sufferings

and death, his gracious help in the severest

trials of this life and the most grievous tempta-

tions, Cornelius exclaimed :
" Ah ! I ought to

have done more, and loved and served my
Saviour belter. But I firmly trust, that he

will receive me in mercy, for I come to him
as a poor sinner, having nothing to plead but

his grace, and the righteousness through his

blood." Being assured that in this situation

of heart he might, with full assurance and
cheerfulness, rest upon the gracious promises
of our Saviour, and would obtain the end of
his faith, even eternal life; he begged that his

children might be called, that he might once
more see them altogether, to take a final leave

of them.

This was done, and his children, with several

grand-children, assembled around the bed of
their sick father. He now once more exerted
all his strength, sat up in the bed, uncovered
his venerable head, adorned with locks as

white as snow, and addressed them thus :

" I rejoice exceedingly, my dearly beloved

children, to see you once more together, be-

fore my departure; for I believe, that my Lord
and Saviour will soon come and take your
father home to himself. You know, dear
children, what my chief concern has been re-

specting you, as long as I was with you, how
frequently [ have exhorted you, with tears, not
to neglect the day of grace, but to surrender
yourselves with soul and body to your God
and Redeemer, and to follow him faithfully.

Sometimes I have dealt strictly with you, in

matters which I believed would bring harm to

your souls, and grieve the Spirit of God, and I

have exerted my parental authority to prevent

mischief; but it was all done out of love to

you. However, it may have happened, that I

have been sometimes too severe. If this has

been the case, I beg you, ray dear children, to

forgive me. O forgive your poor, dying fa-

ther."

Here he was obliged to stop, most of the

children weeping and sobbing aloud, being

deeply moved by this address. At last one of

his daughters recovering herself, said :
" We !

dear father, we alone have cause to ask for-

giveness, for we have often made your life

heavy, and have been disobedient children."

The rest joined in the same confession. The
father then continued: " Well, my dear child-

ren, if all of you have forgiven me, then attend
to my last wish and dying request. Love one
another! Do not suffer any quarrels and dis-

putes to arise among you after my decease.
No, my ciiildren," raising his voice, " love
one another cordially: let each strive to show
pioofs of love to his brother or sister; nor



suffer yourselves to be tempted by any thing

to become proud; for by that you may even

miss of your soul's salvation, but pray our Sa-

viour to grant you lowly minds and humble
hearts. If you follow tiiis advice of your fa-

ther, ray joy will be complete, when I shall

once see you all again in eternal bliss, and

tie able to say to our Saviour; here, Lord, is

_ thy poor unworthy Cornelius, and the children

thou hast given me. I am sure our Saviour

will not forsake you; but I beseech you, do
not forsake him."

Words cannot describe what a sense of the

peace of God, and what melting of all hearts

prevailed during this most affecting scene.

The missionary having taken occasion from
the above, to address all present in an affec-

tionate and earnest manner, then kneeling

down, offered up a fervent prayer, thanking

our Saviour for all the proofs of mercy and
faithfulness experienced by this dear patient,

now ardently longing for his release, and espe-

cially, that he had drawn him by cords of love

unto himself, granted him to believe in him,

and enjoy the merits of his sufferings and

death, and preserved him in this faith to the

end of his mortal life. Then, with many tears,

he besought the Lord to grant to this his faith-

ful servant rich consolations, and to remove
every cloud that might in any degree obscure

the bright prospect of everlasting joy; to keep

the eyes of his faith steadily fixed upon that

great atonement made for all sin, and, when
his time was come, to take him home into his

joy, and impart unto him that reward of grace,

which he had promised unto all those who
were found faithful unto death, closing with

those words, " Amen, Lord Jesus ! come, and

take this thy blood-bought sheep home to thy-

self!" In these last words, Cornelius joined

most fervently, and added I
" Yea, Lord Jesus!

come soon ! come, come, O come !"

His countenance shone with an expression

of joy and peace, and he could not express in

words how thankful and happy he fell, while

the tears flowed down his aged cheeks.

His departure did not take place till in the

night between the 29th and 30th of November,
when he fell gently asleep, his children who
were singing a hymn at his bedside, not even

perceiving when he breathed his last.

His two sons and four daughters are em-
ployed as assistants. By them he lived to see

twelve grand and five great-grand children.

According to his own account, he was 84

years old.

Having re(!eived a promise, that he should

be buried in the burying-ground at Newherrn-
hut, where his wife and mother lay, steps

were immediately taken towards it, and in the

afternoon at five o'clock, the corpse was
brought from his house by a very large com
pany of negro brethren and sisters, who being
all dressed in white, walked in solemn proces
sion to the burying-ground. The funeral dis

course was upon the text, appointed for the

day, on which he departed, Ezek. chap, xxxiv

ver. 15. I xeillfced my fock, and I idll cause

them, to lie down, saith the Lord. The chapel

could not contain the numerous auditory,

among whom were a great many white people,

as a pleasing proof, how much this venerable
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negro brother was esteemed and beloved by

persons of all ranks and colour.

For " The Friend."

The decease of our beloved friend Heney
Hull, mentioned in a late number of this

journal, has inflicted a loss of no ordinary

character on his family and the Society of

Friends. Few individuals in this country had

travelled more extensively in the ministry, or

were more generally beloved. With the ex-

perience resulting from a long life devoted to

the cause of his Divine Master, he united the

humility and gentleness which so eminently

adorn the Christian character: firm in con-

tending for the faith of the gospel, he asserted

its saving truths with a meekness and persua-

sion which wrought upon the hearts even of
his opponents, and inspired them with respect

for the man even while they dissented from his

views. As a minister he was sound, clear

and convincing, manifesting a tenderness and
fervour of spirit which showed that he was
deeply imbued with the importance of the

doctrines he preached to others; and though

plain and honest in rebuking the wilful sinner,

he proclaimed the pardon and reconciliation

which is offered to the sincere penitent.

While engaged in a religious visit to Friends

in Great Britain and Ireland, several years

ago, he met with a severe affliction in the loss

of his beloved wife and a son to whom he had

confided the care of his affairs during his ab-

sence, and though these painful bereavements
were deeply trying to his affectionate feelings,

yet the meekness and resignation of his spirit

evinced the efficacy of the religion he pro-

fessed to sustain the mind under the most af-

flictive dispensations. On this affecting occa-

sion he wrote an address to the youth of the

Society among whom he was labouring, re-

plete with Christian instruction and counsel.

It was extensively circulated in England, and
re-printed in this country. The meeting for

Sufferings of Yearly Meeting of Ohio re-

cently directed another edition to be published

for distribution among its members, and the

mournful event of his decease while tra-

velling in gospel love among them, will

greatly add to the interest with which it will

be read.

The diligence with which he had laboured

in the cause of religion and virtue, while in

the vigour of life, might induce the expectation

that the evening of his days would have been

passed in quiet repose, but as a faithful stew-

ard of the sacred gift committed to his trust,

he cheerfully resigned himself to the call of

duty, and though in the 71st year of his age,

set out during the past summer on a reli-

gious visit to his brethren in Ohio and Indiana

Yearly Meetings. Alluding to this prospect

in a letter to a beloved relative written shortly

before leaving home, he remarks:—"Nothing
less forcibly impressive than an apprehension

of religious duty would have induced me to

give up to a visit so extensive. I have no
other motive whatever—my home was never

more pleasant to me than it now is, and I had

flattered myself that a release from engage-

ments of this kind would leave me at liberty

to enjoy the comforts of my home during
the few days I may remain in this mutable
state. Reasonings of this kind nearly brought
me to conclude that it was improper for me,
in my advanced stage of life, to encounter the

unavoidable difficulties of so long a journey,

and my faith has been put to the test I think

as much, if not more, than at any former pe-

riod of my life." Then, as if he had a pre-

sentiment of the event which has taken place,

he adds:—" However, I stand resigned to

make the attempt if way opens; and should

health and strength fail to carry me through

this time, I think I feel a humble confidence

that I have not followed cunningly devised fa-

bles—a confidence that is strengthened by the

knowledge I have of my utter inability, with-

out divine assistance, to advance the good
cause that I early espoused and have long
considered pre-eminent."

He reached Mount Pleasant in time for the

Yearly Meeting of Ohio, held there ; and
though unwell during its session, attended all

the meetings except one sitting of the meeting
of ministers and elders. Feeling himself bet-

ter after the close of the yearly meeting, he
proceeded on his journey as far as Stillwater,

where he was taken so ill as to be unable to

travel. His disease was cholera morbus, ac-

companied with great prostration of strength.

During the night of the 14th of 9th month, he

remarked:—" My trust is in Him who said,

I will not leave you comfortless. The founda-

tion of God standeth sure. I have not followed

cunningly devised fables. I do not know how
it will be at the present, [but] I feel no fear as

to the future. I had no outward motive in

coming here—it was in obedience; yet 1 do
not trust to a life of dedication, but in the

Lord's mercies." At another time, " The
hope of the hypocrite faileth, but I can say-

mine does not. I feel at times as though I

could lift up my voice to praise the Lord,
though my strength faileth. Let it prove as

it will, I am glad I am here. You have done
all you could for me and I am thankful—if I

die, I die in peace with all mankind, living

praises be unto the Lord." On being asked

how he was, he replied, " 1 am comfortable

in body and mind—I feel comfortable in the

prospect of going." The calm and heavenly

frame of his mind shed a sweet influence

around his dying bed, and rendered it a privi-

lege to be with him at that solemn season, in

which was amply verified the truth of the

Scripture testimony, " Precious in the sight

of the Lord is the death of his saints."

Although the violence of the disease ap-

peared to be arrested, yet his enfeebled frame

gradually sunk under its ravages, and on third

day, the 23d of ninth month, his redeemed spi-

rit was liberated from the trials of this change-

ful life, and we doubt not has joined the church
triumphant in heaven.

Married, at Friends' meeting, Burlington, N. J.,

on fifth day, the IGth instant, .Tohn Murray Bacon to

Elizabeth H. Sloan.
at Friends' meeting', Radnor, on fifth

day, the 16th instant, Charles Roberts, of this city,

to Anna Maria Hoskins, of Radnor.



For " The FrienJ."

Moral Culture of the Coloured People.

Every thing relating to llie condition of the

coloured population possesses an interest

which ought to command the attention of the

whites. Even the degradation in wliich

many of them are found is a subject of re-

gret, and claims exertion in their more fa-

voured neighbours for their elevation out of

it. Which of you having an ox or an ass

fallen into a pit, will not straightway lift him

out, even on the Sabbath day; and shall not

these sons and daughters of Adam, many of

whom have been bound, lo! these many years,

be loosed from their fetters, and placed in the

ranks of moral excellence and usefulness,

which their Creator designs for them ? Cer-

tainly they ought ; and in no better vvay per-

haps can this be effected than by education.

Cultivate their minds, open to them the mul-

tifarious sources of useful knowledge ; teach

them to read, and write, and the use of figures,

and their minds will expand with the new

ideas which they will acquire. This will tend

to draw them off from sensuality and produce

self-respect, and give them resources of en-

joyment in themselves. By learning to read

they will find a rich field for reflection in the

Holy Scriptures. A measure of the same

universal light which lighteth every man that

cometh into the world, and which enabled the

gentiles to do the things contained in the

outward law, is granted to them, and doubt-

less in greater or less degrees convicts them

of sin. Through the Holy Scriptures they

will be also informed of their standing as

fallen accountable creatures, of the means of

restoration piovided through the Mediator and

Redeemer, and the fearful consequences of

disobeying the Divine law written in the

heart. Such considerations will tend further

to elevate their thoughts, and to lead them to

aspire after a heavenly inheritance where

Christ sitteth on the right hand of the Ma-
jesty on high.

I allude to that class among the free people

of colour who have not yet availed themselves

of the means of improvement of which others

have partaken, and by which they have at

tained the character of steady, industrious,

respectable and exemplary citizens. To the

condition of this unfavoured part, the friends

of the descendants of Africa would do well

to turn their attention with fresh energy for

their help. Many schemes are formed and

powerfully supported, to instruct and evan

gelise the heathen of all colours in remote
regions; but if a part of this charity was
turned to our immediate neighbours, its ef-

fects might be more useful and the direction

quite as rational as to be seeking to acqu-

fame that is fetched from far.

The statement contained in the last nu

her of " The Friend," respecting the opening

of two schools of each sex, was truly grateful

to me, and I sincerely wish the encourage-

ment of those who are engaged in such laud-

able efforts to enlighten this people. Anthony
Benezet and some of his contemporaries did

much to awaken the sympathies of the whites

towards the sons of Africa, and the present
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day-school in Willing's alley, in which seventy

or eighty coloured children are taught, I sup-

pose, owes its existence to their benevolence.

Prejudices as strong as any of the present

period must have existed against their Chris-

tian exertions; but influenced by pure mo-
tives, arising from that love whrch seeks the

welfare of every rational creature, they per-

severed and accomplished much for the liber-

ties and comfort of that people. Could our

fellow citizens be aroused to take up the sub-

ject spiritedly, and open schools for them in

those parts of the suburbs of the city where

they are most numerously located, many
might be induced to spend their evenings in

acquiring useful knowledge, instead of de-

basing themselves by intemperance, or wast-

ing their time in vanity and mirth.

It is true, that results as favourable in every

respect, have not followed the labours of the

whites as is desirable, but this should not be

allowed to relax our efforts ; much good has

been done ; the mental and moral condition

of hundreds has been greatly advanced, while

as a people, they have fearful disadvantages

to contend with. The husbandman labours

hard to prepare the soil for the seed, and

waits long for the expected fruits, but is of-

ten disappointed in the amount of the pro-

duct—but he breaks up the ground, sows his

seed again, and, through the blessing of a

kind and watchful Providence, reaps the re-

ward of his toils. Let us cherish a proper

regard for a people who are subjected to many
difficulties, and by judicious measures assist

them and encourage them to help themselves.

They have young men and women of culti-

vated minds, who might engage in teaching

schools of their own colour. Promote the

formation of temperance societies—literary

and benevolent associations—and establish

libraries for their own use. The several

branches of the mechanical trades and arts

should be taught amongst them, which would

enable them to assist one another in business

by giving employment to their own people.

C. D.

For "The Friend."

I hope the hint, modestly given by the edi-

tor of " The Friend," to stimulate his corre-

spondents, will have the intended effect.

From the number of subscribers, it would
appear that the paper is generally satisfactory;

but I confess however excellent the selec-

tions may be, the proportion of original mat-

ter has appeared to me too small, and much
less than we have a right to expect from

the amount of talent in our Society. It is

the only periodical in this country conducted

by a Friend, for the purpose of furnishing

rc.iding of a selected and religions character,

adapted more especially to the habits and

taste of our own members. With but little

exertion, divided amongst a large number of

literary and gifted men and women, it would

be more richly stored with useful productions.

Periodical papers are readily transmitted to

all parts of the union ; they afford at stated

periods a portion of reading which does not

consume much time, and in a form which of-

ten makes it more acceptable than any other,
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especially when persons cannot undertake to

go through large works. " The Friend" does

not claim to be a general newspaper ; the in-

telligence it communicates chiefly relates lo

matters concerning the Society, events con-

nected with the cause of religion and morality,

and other evidences of the spread of light and

knowledge in the world; but if properly varied

by original essays of a historical, scientific, or

religious nature, it would always possess suf-

ficient interest to make it an agreeable visi-

tant, particularly in parts of the country

where new works are not abundant. It has

sustained this character amongst its readers,

perhaps as well as most periodicals, but it is

lawful to increase its good qualities, and so

long as it is desirable to keep in circulation

such a paper, this desire would manifest itself

to general advantage by literary contributions

for its columns. Writers would benefit them-
selves by the faithful exercise of their talents,

as well as their readers. " He that watereth

shall be watered himself." "There is that

scattereth and yet increaseth,and there is that

withholdeth more than is meet and it tendeth

to poverty." Z.

SelMlod fur " The Friend."

The following piece having occasioned some
serious reflections in my own mind, I thought

perhaps it might be instructive to the readers

of "The Friend," should the editor approve
of its insertion.

THE RIVER OF DEATH.
Death has been frequently compared^'

a river which we are all rapidly approao.'.
'•°

and eternity called the country beyon'"'"jr^'

writer and reader of these lines ^
""

f,

enough be supposed to have ah ""^X
""^

over one half the distance necessafy"lY. g.°P.|

us to this apparently, and in many respects

really, formidable stream. During our jour-

ney thus far, we have not only sought to pro-

cure subsistence by the way, but to accumu-
late something for the future, some of us

grasping at wealth, some at honour, and some
at rare attainments in human learning. But
have we all duly considered this important

question: Are our accumulating treasures of
a hind to he carried over the river, either sent

forward to await our own landing on the oppo-

site shore, or as pari of our baggage at the

time ofpassing? Should it prove otherwise,

we must find ourselves under the terrible ne-

cessity of leaving them all in a world which
we never again can visit, and doomed to end-

less penury. Now the word of God has de-

cided that when we leave this world we can

carry nothing out of it. The only feasible at-

tempt, therefore, is to send our treasures for-

ward, so as to have them laid up in heaven
against our arrival. But how shall this be
accomplished? Neither gold nor silver can
be sent across the river in our way—houses
and lands still less

—

bank paper is uncurrent
off this earth; the honour that comes from
man, as also mere human knowledge, seem
equally valueless beyond the tomb. But re-

mark, all these things are the reiuards of hu-

man labour, undertaken for self alone. But
there is such a thing as spending our strength
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in the service of God, and, lo! here we find

the solution of our difficulties : for such I

hours meet their chief reward beyond the

fatal stream. The Divine promise in relation

to them, as we may gather from various parts

of the Bible, is present maintenance, but the

chief payment after death. Here then is the

means of sending before us all the earnings

of our lives ; we may render the matter secure,

that when we pass into eternity we shall go to

our treasures, not leave them behind. Should

the reader question the certainty of the affirm

ations here laiade, the word of God comes in

proof: " Who (i. e. God) will render to every

man according to his deeds : to them who by

patient continuance in well doing, seek for

glory, honour, and eternal life." Rom. ii. 6,7.

On the other hand, let that man know who
labours for this world, he is laying up wealth

only to leave it for eve\% and just in propor-

tion to his gains will be the loss which he is

inevitably and speedily to sustain. Let him
affix the label to every successive addition to

his fortune, " This is to be left behind when
death calls for me;" in this manner he may
escape that most bitter disappointment which
awaits every inconsiderate lover of earthly

good. All who labour for earthly treasures

ought fully to keep in mind their reward is

to be upon earth, and must be left here when-
ever they are called into eternity. E. R.

Kreosot.—The following communication,
,from the United States Gazelle, should arrest

^^\^ attention of every physician and chemist,

'her the substance is new or not, we are
the

^I'vtp say, but are inclined to consider it
unable I, yggj very generally among the an-
an articie,preparation of which has been Ion"-

Ji"="'s, the r-jiM. Be that as it may—to Dr.

jjjg.
Reichenback is still due the credit of having

k!^ given to the public a most valuable medicine.

We are inclined to suppose the new substance

the same that was used in preparing and pre-

serving mummies; and in this opinion we are

supported by several eminent physicians. The
discoverer has made no secret of his prepara-

tion, but has made public the manner in which
he obtains it. We may add that Dr. R. is

well known as a learned and skilful practi-

tioner.

—

•Phil. Com. Herald.
" A great discovery in chemistry, has latelv

been made by Dr. Reichenback, of Germany,
he having succeeded in extricating from tar

and smoke a hitherto unknown substance,

which he calls Kreosot, (flesh preserver.)
" This substance possesses the property of

restoring putrefaction, in a most eminent de-

gree, and when diluted with water, fresh

slaughtered meat, after having been immersed
in it for a few minutes, may be kept in the

open air, and in the hottest weather, for any
length of time, without becoming in the least

affected.

" This fact led several eminent physicians

to experiment with it, in the treatment of hu-
man diseases, applying it both internally and
externally, in which they have been crowned
with the most striking success.

" People afflicted with the horrible disease

of cancer, after having been despaired of by

the most skilful physicians, have been com
pletely cured by kreosot.

" For wounds, and sores in general, it has

been found the best remedy known, and is

particularly recommended in surgical opera-

lions, as it prevents inflammation, and stops

the most excessive bleeding almost instantly

" In hysterical diseases, it is likewise said to

be of great service."

Steam—In comparison with the past, what
centuries of improvement has this single agent

comprised, in the short compass of fifty years

Every where practicable, every where eSicient,

it has an arm a thousand times stronger than

that of Hercules, and to which human inge-

nuity is capable of fitting a thousand times as

many hands as belonged to Briareus. Steam
is found, in triumphant operation, upon the

seas; and under the influence of its strong

propulsion, the gallant ship

" Against the wind, against the tide

Still steadies, -with an upright keel."

It is on the rivers, and the boatmen may re-

pose on his oars; it is in highways, and begins

to exert itself along the courses of land con-
veyance; it is at the bottom of mines, a thou-

sand feet below the earth's surface; it is in the

mill, and in the workshops of the trades. It

rows, it pumps, it excavates, it carries, it

draws, it lifts, it hammers, it spins, it weaves,
it prints. It seems to say to men, at least to

that class of artisans, " Leave ofi'your manual
labour, give over your bodily toil; bestow but

your skill and reason to the directing of my
power, I will bear the toil,—with no muscle
to grow weary, no nerve to relax, no breast

to feel faintness." What further improve-
ments may still be made in the use of this as-

tonishing power it is impossible to know, and
it were vain to conjecture. What we do know,
is, that it has most essentially altered the face

of affairs, and that no visible limit yet appears
beyond which its progress is seen to be im-

possible. If its power were now to be anni-

hilated, if we were to miss it on the water and
in the mills, it would seem as if we were go-

ing back to the rude ages.

—

Daniel Webster.

All men seek for peace; but they do not

seek it where it is lo be found. The world
promises peace, but cannot give it. It off'ers

transitory pleasures, but they are not worth
the pains they cost. Jesus Christ alone can
five peace to man; he cures our passions, and
egulales our desires. He comforts us with

the hopes of everlasting blessings; he makes us

taste that inward joy, even in pain; and as the

spring that produces it is inexhaustible, and the

bottom of the soul where it resides, is inacces-

sible to all the malice of men, it becomes a

treasure lo the righteous which no one can
take from them.

—

Fenelon.

LIST OF AGENTS.
Isaiah H. Winslow, Portland, Maine.
Daniel Taber, East Vassal borough, do.

Joseph D. Hoag, Berwick, do.
Stephen A. Chase, New Market, N. Ilamp.
Eli Varney, Dover, do.

Isaac Bassett, jr. Lynn, Mass.
Abijah Chase, Salem, do.

Wm. Mitchell, Nantucket, M„ga
William C. Taber, New Bedford, do.

'

Stephen Dillingham, Falmouth, Cape Cod, do!
Matthew Purinton, Providence, R Island
Mahlon Day n^^ york.
Joshua Kimber, Flushing, L. I. do
Wm. Willis, Jericho, do
Allen Thomas, P. M., Sherwood's Corner, do
L. Ewer, P. M., Aurora, do.
Jesse P. Haines, Lock Port, do'
John F. Hull, Stanfordvillc, do!
Asa B. Smith, Farmington, do!
Joseph Tallcot, Skaneateles, do!
Joseph Bowne, Butternuts, do!
Thomas Townsend, Lowville, do!
Ephrcim Potter, Granville, Washington Co. do!
Thomas Bedell, Coxsackie, do.
Moses Sulton, Pines Bridge, do.
Samuel Adams, of New Paltz Landin?,

Ulster Co. ^ do.
Henry Griffin, Mamaroneck, do.
Isaac Mosher, Queensbury, Glen's Falls, do.
George Davoll, Collins, Erie Co. do.
Dr. Harris Otis, Danby, Rutland Co. Vermont
John Knowlcs, Monkton, Addison Co. do.
Thomas Mendenhall, Berwick, Columbia Co. Penii.
Jacob Haines, Muncv, Lycoraino- Co. do
Charles Stroud, Stro'udsburg, do.
Jesse Spencer, Gwynedd, do!
Thomas Wislar, jr., Abington, do!
Elias Ely, New Hope, do.
James Moon, Falsington, Bucks Co. do'.
Joel Evans, SpringKeld, do. do!
Jesse J. Maris, Chester, do!
Solomon Lukens, Coatesville, do!
Isaac Pusey, London Grove, do
John Parker, P. M., Parkersville, do!
George G. Ashbridge, Downington, do.
George Malin, Wliitcland, do
Samuel R. Kirk, P. M., East Nantmeal, do.
David Binns, Brownsville, Fayette Co. do.
David Roberts, Moorestown, New Jersey.
Josiah Tatum, Woodbury, do
David Scull, Sculltown, do!
Daniel B. Smith, Leeds' Point, do!
John Bishop, Columbus, do
John N. Reeve, Medford, do!
Benjamin Sheppard, Greenwich, do.
Wm. Allinson, Burlington, do.
Wm. F. Newbold, Jobs-town, do.
Eli Matlhes, Tuckerton, do!
Samuel Bunting, Crosswicks, do.
Jacob Parker, Rahway, do.
Seth Lippincott, Shrewsbury, do.
Hugh Townsend, Plainedd, do.
Caspar Wistar, Salem, do.
John W. Tatum, Wilmington, Delaware.
Dr. Thomas H. Dawson, Easton, Maryland.
Dr. George Williamson, Baltimore, do.
Dr. Thos. Worthington, Darlington, HartfordCo. do.
Amos Ladd, Richmond, Virginia.
Wm. Davis, jr., Lynchburg, do.
Phineas Nixon, P. M., Nixon's, Randolph Co. N. C.
Jesse Hinshaw, New Salem, do.
Thomas Moore, P. M., New Garden, do.
Nathan Hunt, jr., P. M., Hunt's Store, do.
Gilbert Dorland, Hallowell, do.
Caleb Morris, Pasquotank Co. do.
John Street, Salem, Columbiana Co. Ohio.
Gersham Perdue, Leesburgh, Highland Co. do.
John Negus, Upper Springfield, Columbia Co. do.

Lemuel Jones, Mount Plensant, do.
Benjamin Hoylo, Barnesville, do.

ry Crew, P. M., Richmond, do.
Aaron L. Benedict, Delaware Co. do.
Ephraim Morgan, Cincinnati, do.
Caleb Morris, Milton, Indiana
Wm. Hobl)s, New Salem, do

'

David Mole, West Milton, Miami Co. do.
William Hadlcy, near Morrisville, Morgan Co. do'
Thomas Talbert, Westfield, do.
Nathan Comstock, Adrian, Lenawee, Michigan Te'r.

ph Pearson, New Market, U. C.
Thomas Hodgson, bookseller. South John Street!

Liverpool.
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JAMES LACKINGTON.

My young fiiends may remember, that, in

my leading "address in the first number of the

Journal, I promised to give them interesting

stories of men who were at one lime poor lit-

tle boys, but who, by being honest and indus-

trious, as well as ambitious of rising in the

world, came at last to have houses an J parks,

and to be distinguished above all ordinary per-

sons. I am now therefore going to give them

one of these instructive biographies, namely,

the life of James Lackington, a famous Lon-

don bookseller, who began the world with no

more than a single halfpenny, and yet, by his

extraordinarv perseverance and integrity, be-

came one of the most opulent and respected

men of his time. The memoir is in the words

ofLackington himself, except where abridg-

ment is necessary.

" I was born at Wellington, in Son;erset-

shire, on the 3Ist of August, 1746. My fli-

ther, George Lackington, was a journeyman

shoemaker, and a person of such dissipated

habits, that the whole charge of rearing his

family fell upon my mother, a woman of ex-

traordinary industry, and one who had a very

hard fate in being allied to a husband who spent

upon liquor nil that he could earn. Never did

I know or hear of a woman who worked and

lived so hard as she did to support eleven chil-

dren; and were I to relate the particulars, they

would not gain credit. I shall only observe,

that, for many years together, she worked

nineteen or twenty hours out of every twenty-

four. Out of love to her family, she totally

abstained from every kind of liquor, water ex-

cepted. Her food was chiefly broth, which

was little better than water and oatmeal, and

her children did not fare much better. When

I reflect on the astonishing hardships and suf-

ferings of so worthy a woman, and her help-

less Infants, I cannot but denounce, in the

strongest possible terms, that abominable love

of drinking, by which my father, as is too

often the case, neglected his family, and

brought upon himself premature death.

" Before my father had fallen into these dis-

graceful and expensive habits, I was put for

two or three years to a day-school, kept by an

old woman, who tauglit me to read the New
Testament ;

but my career of learning was

soon at an end, when my mother became so

poor that she could not afford the sum of two-

pence per week for my schooling. Besides, I

was obliged to supply the place of a nurse to

several of my brotiiers and sisters; the conse-

quence of which' was, that what little I had

learned was presently forgot. Instead of learn-

ing to read, &c., it very early became my chief

delight to excel in all kinds of boyish mischief,

and I soon arrived to be the captain and leader

of all the boys in the neighbourhood. From

this profitless course of life I was rescued at

fourteen years of age, when a Mr. Bowden,

a respectable shoemaker at Taunton, seven

miles from Wellington, having seen and taken

a liking to me, proposed taking me as an ap-

prentice, offering, at the same time, to seek

no premium, and find me in everything. This

offer being accepted by my father, I was im-

mediately bound for seven years to George and

Mary Bowden, as honest and worthy a couple

as ever carried on a trade. They carefully

attended to their shop six days in the week,

and on the Sunday went with their family to a

place of public worship.

" I had been an apprentice twelve or fifteen

months, when, having been led to attend the

prelections of a methodist preacher, a religious

fervour overspread my mind, and engrossed

all my faculties. The desire I now had of

talking about religious mysteries answered a

valuable purpose—it caused me to embrace

every opportunity to learn to read, so that I

could soon read the easy parts of the Bible,

and every leisure minute was so employed. In

the winter I was obliged to attend my work

from six in the morning till ten at night. In

the summer half year I only worked as long

as we could see without candle; but, notwith-

standing the close attention I was obliged tu

pay to my trade, yet for a long time I read ten

chapters in the Bible every day. I also learn-

ed and read many hymns. I had such good

eyes, that I often read by the light of the moon,

for my master would never permit me to take

a candle into the room.

" In the fourth year of my apprenticeship,

my master died, but as I had been bound to

my mistress as well as my master, I was, of

course, an apprentice still; but after my mas-

ter's death, I obtained more liberty of con-

science, so that I not only went to hear the

methodist sermons, but was admitted into

their society, and I believe they never had a

more devout enthusiastical member. For se-

veral years I regularly attended every sermon,

and all their private meetings; but, alas! my
good feelings at length suffered interruption.

The election for two memliers of parliament

was strongly contested at Taunton, just as I

attained my twenty-first year; and being now
of r>ge, the six or seven months which I had

to serve of my apprenticeship were purchased_x

of my mistress by some friends of two of the

contending candidates, so that I was at once

set free in the midst of a scene of riot and

dissipation. Here 1 had nearly sunk for ever

into meanness, obscurity, and vice; for, when

the election was over, Lhad no longer open

houses to eat and drink in at free cost; and

having refused bribes, I was nearly out of

cash. I began the world with an unsuspecting

heart, and was tricked out of about three '

pounds (every shilling 1 was possessed of,) and

part of my clothes, by some country sharpers.

Having one coat and two waistcoats left, I

lent my best waistcoat to an acquaintance,

who left the town and forgot to return it."

Lackington seeras now to have fallen into

profligate habits, which he afterwards looked

back upon with deep regret. However, he

continued to work hard, at Bristol and other

places, as a journeyman shoemaker, and spent

u good deal of spare money on all kinds of

books, particularly works of poetry, for which

he imbibed a strong attachment. After describ-

ing the course of life he led for some time, he

thus proceeds:

—

" I had not long resided a second time with

my good Bristol friends, before I renewed my
correspondence with an amiable young woman
whom I had formerly known, named Nancy
Smith. I informed her that my attachment to

books, together with travelling from place to

place, and also my total disregard for money,

had prevented me from saving any; and that

while I remained in a single unsettle! state, I

was never likely to accumulate it. I also

pressed her very much to come to Bristol to

be married, which she soon complied with;

and married we were, at St. Peter's church,

towards the end of the year 1770, near seven

years after my first declaring my attachment to

her.

" We kept our wedding at the house of my
friends, the Messrs. Jones, and retired to

ready-furnished lodgings, which we had before

provided, at half a crown per week. Our

finances were but just sufBcient to pay the ex-

penses of the day; for the next morning, in

searching our pockets (which we did not do in

a carele.ss manner,) we discovered that we had

but one halfpenny to begin the world with. It

is true, we had laid in eatables sufficient for a

day or two, in which time we knew we could

by our work procure more, which we very

cheerfully set about, singing together the fol-

lowing lines of Dr. Cotton:

—

" Our portion is not large indeed.

But then how little do we need,

For nature's calla are few •_
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In this the art of living lies:

To want no more than may suffice.

And make that liltlo do."

" After having worked on stuff-work in the

country, I could not bear the idea of return-

ing to the leather branch, so that I attempted

and obtained a seat of stuff in Bristol; but

better work being required there than in coun-

try places, I was obliged to take so much care

to please my master, that at first I could not

get more than nine shillings a week, and my
wife could get but very little, as she was learn

ing to bind stuff shoes, and had never been

^much used to her needle; so that, what with

the expense of ready-furnished lodgings, fire,

candles, &.c., we had but little left for pu

chasing provisions. Having, besides, to pay

off a debt of near forty shillings, it took two
montlis to make up that sum, during nearly

the whole of which time it was extremely se-

vere weather; and yet we made four shillings

and sixpence per week pay for the whole of

what we consumed in eating and drinking.

Strong beer we had none, nor any other

liquor (the pure element excepted;) and in

stead of lea, or rather coffee, we toasted c

piece of bread; at other tiriies we fried some
wheat, which, when boiled in water, made;
tolerable substitute for coffee; and as to ani

mal food, we made use of but little, and that

little we boiled and made broth of. 1

were quite contented, and never wished for

any thing that we had not got.

" Unfortunately, our health failed under

these circumstances, and we were both loge

ther taken so ill as to be confined to our bed;

but the good woman of the house, our land

lady, came to our room and did a few trifles

for us. We had in cash two shillmgs and

ninepence, half a crown of which we had

carefully locked up in a box, to be saved as a

resource on any extraordinary emergency
This money supported us two or three days

in which lime I recovered, without the help o

medicine; but my wife continued ill nearly sij

months, and was confined to her bed the

greatest part of her time. It is impossible for

words to describe the keenness of my sensa

tions during this long term; yet, as to myself,

my poverty, and being obliged to live upon
water-gruel, gave me not the least uneasiness

—it was the necessity of being continually in

the sight and hearing of a beloved object, a

young and innocent wife, who lay in a state of

acute suffering.

" Thinking that nothing could relieve my
wife but change of air to her native place, I

removed from Bristol to Taunton; but here 1

could not procure so much work as I could

do, and, with a view of having a better price

for my work, 1 resolved to visit London ; and
as I had not money sufficient to bear the ex-

penseo of both to town, I left her all the mo-
ney 1 could spare, and took a place on the

outside of the stage-coach, and the second day

arrived at the metropolis, in August 1773,

with two shillings and sixpence in my pocket.

Next morning 1 procured a lodging in White-
cross street, at the house of an acquaintance,

and Mr. Heath, in Fore street, supplied me
with plenty of work.

In a month 1 saved money sufficient to

bring op my wife, and she had a tolerable state

of health: of my master I obtained some stuff

oes for her to bind, and nearly as much as

she could do. Having now plenty of work
and higher wages, we were tolerably easy in

our circumstances, more so than ever we had

been, so that we soon procured a few clothes.

My wife had all her life before done very well

with a cloth cloak, but now I prevailed on her

to have one of silk: until this winter, also, I

had never found out that I wanted a greatcoat,

but now I made that important discovery. At
this time we were so lucky as to receive a

small legacy of ten pounds, left by one of my
wife's relations, and this assisted us to pur-

chase some household goods; but as we had

not sufficient to furnish a room, we worked
hard, and lived still harder, so that in a short

time we had a room furnisiied with articles of

our own. It v;ould not be possible for any

one to imagine with what pleasure and satis-

faction we looked round the room and survey-

ed our property. I believe that Alexander the

Great never reflected upon his immense ac-

quisitions with half the heartfelt enjoyment
which we experienced on this capital attain-

ment. After our room was furnished, as we
still enjoyed a better state of health than we
did at Bristol and Taunton, and had also more
worTc and higher wages, we often added some-

thing or other to our stock of wearing appa-

rel. Nor did I forget the old boo^liops, but

frequently added an old book to my small col-

lection ; and I really have often purchased

books with the money that should have been

expended in purchasing something to eat. On
one occasion, when presented with half a

crown to buy a joint for our Christmas dinner,

I could not resist the temptation of purchasing

a copy of Young's Night Thoughts with the

money, and my wife thought, on reflection,

that I had acted wisely, for had I bought a

dinner, we should have eaten it to-morrow,

and the pleasure would have been soon over;

but should we live fifty years longer, we had

the Night Thoughts to feast upon.
" Some time in June 1774, as we sat at

work in our room, a friend called and inform-

ed me that a little shop and parlour were to be

let in Featherstone street, adding, that if I

was to take it, I might there get some work
master. I without hesitation told him

that 1 liked the idea, and hinted that I would
soil books also. He then asked me how I

came to think of selling hooks? I informed

him that until that moment it had never once

entered into my thoughts, but that, when he

proposed my taking the shop, it instantaneously

occurred to my mind, that for several months

past I had observed a great increase in a cer

tain old bookshop, and that I was persuaded I

knew as much ot'old books as the person who
kept it. I farther observed, that I loved books

and that if I could but be a bookseller, 1

should then have plenty of hooks to read, which

was the greatest molive I could conceive to

induce me to make the attem|)t. My friend

on this assured me. that he would get the shop

for me, which he did, and, to set me up in

style, recommended me to the friends of a

person recently deceased, and of whom I pur-

chased a bagful of old books, chiefly divinity,

for a gninea.
" With this stock, and some odd scraps of

leather, which, together with all my books,

were worth about five pounds, I opened shop
on Midsummer-day, 1774, in Featherstone

street, in the parish of St. Luke, and nothing

could exceed the pleasure I felt in surveying

my little shop with my name over it. At that

time Mr. Wesley's people had a sum of mo-
ney which was kept on purpose to lend out,

for three months, without interest, to such of

their society whose characters were good, and
who wanted a temporary relief. To increase

my little stock, I borrowed five pounds out of

this fund, which was of great service to me.
In our new situation we lived in a very frugal

manner, often dining on potatoes, and quench-

ing our thirst with water; being absolutely de-

termined, if possible, to make some provision

for such dismal times as sickness, shortness of
work, &c., which we had been frequently in-

volved in before, and could scarcely help ex-

pecting not to be our fate again.
" I lived in this street six months, and in that

time increased my stock from five pounds to

wenty-five pounds. This immense stock I

deemed too valuable to be buried in Feather-

tone street, and a shop and parlour being to

ct in Chiswell street, No. 46, I took them.
This was at that lime, and for fourteen years

afterwards, a veiy dull and obscure situation,

as few ever passed through it besides Spilal-

fields weavers on hanging days [proceeding to-

wards Tyburn;] but still it was much better

adapted for business than Featherstone street.

A few weeks after I came into this street, I

bade a final adieu to the gentle craft, and con-
verted my little stock of leather and tools into

books. My business now increased consider-

ably, many persons buying books from me
under the idea of purchasing cheaper than

they could at respectable shops; but a consi-

der:ible number of these kind of customers,

which I had in the beginning, forsook my shop

as soon as I began to appear respectable, and
keep tjiings in better order. I went on pros-

perously until some time in September 1775,

when I was suddenly taken ill of a dreadful

fever; and eight or ten days after, my wife was
seized with ihe same disorder. I was a con-

siderable time ill, but at length recovered;

my wife, however, sunk under the disease,

and her loss involved me in the deepest dis-

tress.

" During the illness of my \\\k and myself,

we were gratuitously and kindly attended by a

young lady in the neighbourhood, who, by the

misfortunes of her father, had been reduced to

keep a school, and work very hard at plain

work, by which means she kept her father

from want. Now, this old gentleman died

shortly afterwards; and being acquainted with

his daughter's goodness, I concluded that so

amiable a daughter was very likely to make a
good wife. I also knew that she was immo-
derately fond of books, and would frequently

read until morning, which turn of mind in her

was the greatest of all recommendations to

me. I embraced the first opportunity, there-

fore, to make her acquainted with my mind,

and being no strangers to each other, there
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was no need of a formal couitship; so I pre-

vailed on her lo be my wife, and we were

married on the 30th of January, 1776."

Some time previously, Lackington aban-

doned the methodist connection. From the

period of his second marriage, success attend-

ed him in all his business arrangements, as a

dealer in old books; and he mentions, that no-

thing did him so much good as the practice of

selling only for ready money. He also adopted

the plan of publishing catalogues of his books:

the first catalogue, he says, contained twelve

thousand volumes, and the second, put forth

in 1784, thirty thousand volumes. From buy-

ing small quantities of books, he rose to be

able to purchase whole libraries, reversions of

editions, and to contract with authors for ma-

nuscripts of works. This extensive and lucra-

tive business now enabled him to live in a very

superior style. " I discovered," says he, " that

lodgings in the country were very healthy.

The year after, my country lodging was trans-

formed into a country house, and, in another

year, the inconveniences attending a stage-

coach were remedied by a chariot." As usual

in such cases, the envy of ihe world pursued

Lackinglon for his supposed extravagance; but

it appears he was strictly honourable in trade,

and spent only what was his own. He assures

his readers that he found the whole of what he

was possessed of in ' small profits, bound by

jn(Z«.s/rj/, and clasped by eco/io/ziJ/." In 1792,

the profits of his business amounted to £5000.
The success of Lackington enabled him, in

1798, to retire from the bookselling business

with a competent fortune, the reward of his

own ingenuity, industry, and tact, in the way

of reprinting books at a cheap rale, leaving

George Lackington, a third coii;uii, at the head

of the firm, which still exists in the neighbour-

hood of Finsbury Square. Lackington at first

took up his residence in Gloucestershire. Sub-

sequently, he purchased two estates in Alve-

stone, on one of which was a genteel house,

in which he made various improvements, ami

took up his abode, keeping a carriage, and

living in great style. In his retirement, he

again joined himself to the melhodisis, for

whom he built and endowed difl^erent chapels,

and, till the last, expressed his great sorrow

for the manner in which he had spoken of thai

body in his published niemoijs. He finally re-

tired to Budleigh Sulterlon, in Devonshire
;

but soon after, his health declined, and he be-

came subject to epileptic fits. At length his

decease took place on the 22d of November,
1815, in the 70th year of his age.

From Head's Forest Scenes in North America.

WINTER TRAVELLING IN CANADA.
When we started this morning (January

10.) the light was just beginning to dawn,
and we had a heavy day's work before us be-

fore we could arrive at any habitation; how-
ever, there was no remedy but to push on
with the rest. 'l"he guides to day seemed
particularly considerate, and, as if to give us

every assistance, instead of driving recklessly

on ahead, as they had been used to do, leav-

ing us to follow as well as we could, and
grumbling whenever they halted to collect

the party, they now slackened their pace with

great aparent good humour, and we all went
on close together. However, we had not tra-

velled more than half an hour before they

proposed that we should all walk first by

turns. And their object by this arrangement
clearly was in case any of us should break in

through the ice, to give us, with themselves,

a fair chance of a preference. This was rea-

sonable enough, and although they had un-

dertaken to be our guides, wo could make no
objection so far to become theirs; and so it

was settled that we were to exchange places

every half hour. The labour was a good
deal increased by being the first to break the

way, and one thought of nothing else but

being relieved from the task, '/'he snow-
shoe makes a large track, so that the second
man has a surface to walk upon which has

been pressed down by the first, who, of course,

has by far the hardest work of all.

And so we fagged on, careless of conse-

quences ; for the deplh of the snow upon the

bed of the river made it quite impossible to

pick our way. Our guides prescribed the

course fiom point to point according to their

notion of the safety of the ice, and the line

being once determined on, we had only to

advance straight forward, and trust altogether

to good luck. Long circuitous paths became
thus indispensable, and the danger of break-

ing in after all, certainly was not trifliiig. In

the meantime, we were progressing heavily

and slowly, hardly saying a word to each

other, except when, at the expiration of each
half hour, it became necessary to exchange
places with the lending man. And this was
not all, for the clouds, which had been all the

morning unusually dark and lowering, seemed
to bear strong indications of an approaching
snow-storm. At this juncture, one of the

party, a strong and apparently athletic young
man, began to complain of lameness in his

knee, which had swollen and had become
very painful. Still, however, we went on,

and it grew darker and darker, till a heavy
fall of snow, driven by a powerful wind, came
sweeping along the desert track directly in

our teeth ; so that, what with general fatigue,

and the unaccustomed position of the body in

the snow-shoes, I hardly could bear up and
stand against it. The dreary howling of the

tempest over the wide waste of snow rendered

the scene even still more desolate; and with the

unmitigated propect before us of cold and

hunger, our party plodded on in sullen si-

lence, each in his own mind well aware that

it was utterly impracticable to reach that

night the place of our destination.

But, in spite of every obstacle, the strength

of the two Canadians was astoni5hing; on
Ihey marched, drawing the lobogins after

them with a firm indefatigable step; and we
had all walked a little more than seven hours,

when the snow-storm had increased to such

a pitch of violence, that it seemed impossible

for any human creature to withstand it: it

bade defiance even to their most extraordinary

exertions. The wind now blew a hurricane.

We were unable to see each other at a greater

distance than ten yards, and the drift gave an

appearance to -the surface of snow we were

passing over, like that of an agitated sea.

Wheeled round every now and then by the
wind, we were enveloped in clouds so dense,
that a strong sense of suffocation was abso-
lutely produced. We all halted: the Cana-
dians admitted that farther progress was im-
possible ; but the friendly shelter of the forest

was at hand, and the pines waved their dark
branches in token of an asylum. We turned
our shoulders to the blast, and, comfortless
and weather-beaten, sought our refuge. The
scene, though changed, was still not without
interest ; the frequent crashes of falling trees,

and the crackling of their vast limbs as they
rocked and writhed in the tempest, created
awful and impressive sounds; but it was no
time to bo idle : warmth and shelter were ob-
jects connected with life itself, and the Cana-
dians immediately commenced the vigorous
application of their resources. By means of
their small light axes, a good sized maple
tree was in a very few minutes levelled with
the earth, and in the meantime we cleared of
snow a square spot of ground, with large
pieces of bark, ripped from the fallen trees.
The fibrous bark of the white cedar, pre-
viously rubbed to powder between the hands,
was ignited, and blowing upon this, a flame
was produced. This being fed, first by the
silky peelings of the birch bark, and then by
the bark itself, the oily and bituminous mat-
ter burst forth into full action, and a splendid
fire raised its flames and smoke amidst a pile

of huge logs, to which one and all of us were
constantly and eagerly contributing.

Having raised a covering of spruce boughs
above our heads, to serve as a partial defence
from the snow, which was still falling in great
abundance, we sat down, turning our feet to
the fire, making the most of what was, under
circumstances, a source of real consolation.
We enjoyed absolute rest! One side of our
square was bounded by a huge tree, which
lay stretched across it. Against this our fire

was made; and on the opposite side, towards
which I had turned my back, another very
large one was growing, and into this latter,

being old and decayed, I had by degrees
worked my way, and it formed an admirable
shelter. The snow was banked up on all

sides nearly five feet high, like a white wall,
and it resolutely maintained its position, not
an atom yielding to the fierce crackling fire

which blazed up close against it.

The Canadians were soon busily employed
in cooking broth in the saucepan, for they
had provided themselves much better with
provisions than I had. I had relied upon
being able to put up with the fare I might
meet with, not taking into consideration the
want of traffic, and distance from the civilised

parts of the province ; owing to which the
scanty provision of the inhabitants could not
allow them to minister to the wants of others,

although they might be provided with a suf-

ficiency for themselves. And I now saw the
guides pulling fresh meat out of the soup
with their fingers, and sharing it liberally

with my servant, whom they had admitted
into their mess. The poor fellows, seeing
that I had nothing but a piece of salted pork,
which I had toasted at the fire on a stick,
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offered me a share of their supper; bat this I

felt myself bound to decline. My servant

had fewer scruples, and consequently fared

better. In return for their attentions, I gave

them a good allowance of whiskey, which

added to their comfort and increased theii

miith. One by one they lighted their to-

bacco-pipes, and continued to smoke, till,

dropping off by degrees, the whole party at

last lay stretched out snoring before me.

Large flakes of snow continued to fall, and

heavy clots dropped occasionally upon the

ground. Our enormous fire had the effect of

making me so comfortably warm, that I had

deferred the use of my buffalo skin till I lay

down to sleep, and, were it not for the vo-

lumes of smoke with which I was at first dis-

turbed, and the pieces of fire which burnt

holes in my clothes wherever they happened

to fall, my lodging would have been, under

circumstances, truly agreeable. I sat for

some time, with a blanket thrown over my
shoulders, in silent contemplation of a scene

alike remarkable to me for its novelty and its

dreariness.

The flames rose brilliantly, the sleeping

figures of the men were covered with snow,

the wind whistled wildly through the trees,

whose majestic forms overshadowed us on

every side, and our fire, while it shed the

light of day on the immediately surrounding

objects, diffused a deeper gloom over the

farther recesses of the forest.

ANIMAL VITALITY.

The instances of animals found alive in

stone and wood, after having been immured
there for a long period of time, are among
the most wonderful phenomena presented by

natural history. All our readers mu&t be

aware of the. frequent occurrence of toads in

the centre of large blocks of solid stone; but

they may have heard less of creatures found in

other substances. In December, 1 822, a very

curious discovery was made at the saw-mill

near Stratford, in Essex. In adzing the edges
of an inside plank of the zebra-wood—one of

the hardest and driest kinds of timber im-

ported into this country—a creature of the

cerambyx species was cut in two. The
workman, on searching farther, and with

some care, found another of the same kind,

which he carefully preserved. It was two
inches long, the colour darker than a cinna-

mon-brown ; and what, considering its place

of residence, was most wonderful, the head
was armed with two delicate feelers, twice

the length of the body. The animal was at

first in a torpid state, but on being carried to

the house of a neighbouring naturalist, and
placed near a fire, it recovered animation,
and ate some brown sugar very greedily.

Being placed in a warm situation, it lived till

the 15th of January, taking very little nourish-

ment except milk and water. It was kept
upon a chimney-piece on some twigs of a

tree, under a bell-glass ; so that perhaps the

temperature might have been too high, and
its powers too much excited, to allow it to

live through the winter. How its feelers had
been disposed in the wood, seemed one of the

most surprisingcircumstances connected with

this creature : while alive, it usually carried

these antenna; over its back, but occasionally

brought them forward. Having ten joints in

each, it had the power of folding them on its

body.

Another instance of animal vitality pro-

longed under similar circumstances, occurred

a few years before. A clerk in one of the

courts of Guildhall had been often staggered,

if not frightened, during his labours, by the

sound of something like what superstition has

named the death-watch, too near his desk to

bode any good to him. This old desk had

been a court appendage for a number of years;

and our clerk's astonishment may be surmised,

when, one day, his attention being peculiarly

attracted by the ticking noise, he first saw a

minute hole perforated to the surface from
the inner wood, and soon after a portion of

the insect-instrument by which this operation

was performed, protruded. With his penknife

he carefully enlarged the orifice, and ulti-

mately succeeded in digging out an animal

resembling the cerambyx of the zebra-wood,

but of brilliant colours and smaller dimen-
sions. This specimen was presented to Sir

J. Banks, and is, we presume, still in the

collection left by him.

The inferences which may be drawn from
these memorable phenomena, we leave to the

natural philosopher: in a popular point of

view, they are worth recording for their ex-

treme curiosity.

—

Chambers' Journal.

THE T^tmrnn.
ELEVENTH MONTH,

Considering the time which has elapsed

since the act of the British government for

the abolition of slavery in her colonies has

been in operation, it is somewhat remarkable

that so small an amount of distinct information

in regard to its effects has yet reached us.

The few stinted paragraphs on the subject

which find their way into the newspapers, are

rather of a vague and unsatisfactory nature,

varying according to the bias of the person

who supplies them. One thing, however, is

pretty evident, that although we hear more or

less of the disinclination of the negroes to la-

bour, none of those awful insurrections, burn-

ings, and massacres which many persons were
so ready to predict, have occurred. The pro-

bability is that we shall remain unprovided with

clear, detailed, and authentic statements, until

we receive them through the medium of oflicial

reports transmitted to England.

The following is taken from one of the

London papers by a late arrival.

Mount Vesuvius.—The most affecting de-

tails of a recent eruption of Mount Vesuvius

have reached us. In a former account we
slated that in August an eruption had taken

place, which on the evening of the 25th began

to subside. On the 27th, 28lh, and 29lh, new
craters opened, and produced ravages awful

to contemplate. Thousands of families were
flying from their native land.old and young,

dragging throngli heavy masses of heated cin-

ders. Fifleen hundred houses, palaces, and
otl:er buildings, and 2,600 acres of cultivated

land, have been destroyed by the fire. The
village of St. Felix, had already been aban-
doned. The lava soon poured upon this place,

and in the course of an liour, houses, churches,

and palaces, were all destroyed. Four villages,

some detached houses, country villas, vines,

beautiful groves, and gardens, which a few
instants before presented a magnificent specta-

cle, now resemble a sea of fire.

On the 3d inst. nothing but stones and cin-

ders were ejected, and every prospect existed

of the eruption being soon at a close. The
palace of the Prince of Attayouno, and 500
acres of his land, are utterly destroyed. The
cinders fell during an entire night over Naples,

and if the lava had taken that direction, there

would have been an end to that city.

In complying with the request of our cor-

respondent A., while we concede all due
praise to " The Christian Soldier," as a poeti-

cal performance, we must signify our opinion
that the metaphors and figures introduced, are
not exactly in keeping with the gentleness and
benignity which, as it appeared to us, consti-

tuted so marked a feature in the character of
our deceased friend.

A stated meeting of the Male Branch of
the " Auxiliary Bible Association of Friends in

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting," will be held

on the evening of second day, the 3d inst. at

7 o'clock, at the usual place.

John Carter, Secretary.

Wthmo. 1, 1834.

NOTICE.

A staled meeting of the Concord Auxiliary

Bible Association of Friends, will be held at

Middlelown meeting house, on second day, the

10th of this month, at 11 o'clock a. m. The
female members are particularly invited to

attend.

Jesse J. Maris, Secretary.

11 7no. 1, 1834.

The annexed notice was handed for inser-

tion, but was overlooked at the time.

An evening school for the free instruction

of Coloured Men, will be opened in the school

house on Wager street, a little north of Race
street, between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets,

on second day, the 1 3th inst. Persons wishing

to obtain admission, are requested to make
application to

VVm. Scattergood, S. W. cor. of Second
and Green streets:

Geo. M. Haversiick, No. 23, Chesnut st.

M. C. Coi'E, No. 342, Arch street.

James Kite, No. 58, Walnut street.

Dr. C. F. Matlack, No. 37, North Fifth

street.

JouN C. Allen, No. 180, South Second st.

Thomas Booth, No. 302, Pine street.

After the opening of the school, application

may also be made to the teacher at the school

room.

Tenth mo. 7, 1834.
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Communicated for "The Friend."

Essay on the Discipline of the Primitive

Christians, and on that of the Society of

Friends.

from thesevciilh edition uf J. J. nurncy's " Observations, &c.'

(Concluded from page- 13.)

Previously to the regular institution of oui

annual assembly, meetings had been occa

sionallv held in London, consisting only of

the ministers of the Society, who were con-

vened from various parts of the country, in

order to confer on subjects connected with

their common cause. These conferences con-

tinued to be held in connection with the

yearly meeting; and were soon joined by the

elders, on whom it devolved to cherish and

guard the ministry. In process of time similar

meetings were formed in connection with the

quarterly and monthly meetings in every part

of the country, and they are still regularly

maintained. Their specific object is to exer-

cise a watchful care over tiieir own part of the

body; and they have been found of great use

in assisting to secure the right religious stand-

ing, and the harmonious operations, of those

amongst us who are called to labour in the

gospel, or to watch over the flock of Christ.

But the meetings of ministers and elders have

no concern with the conduct of the disc

pline; they are entirely destitute of legislative

authority.

That authority has uniformly rested with

the yearly meeting, that is, with the body at

large; and the monthly meetings were set up

for the express purpose o. carrying the disci-

pline into effect. They are the hands of the

body, the executors of the law, entrusted

with a parental authority over their individual

members. In point of fact, it is by means of

these subordinate assemblies that the church,

in its separate and local associations, regu-

lates its own affairs, and governs itself.

It cannot be necessary, on the present oc-

casion, to enter at large into a view of the

business which devolves on our monthly

meetings. No sooner were they regularly

established, than a variety of objects came

under their attention; the care of the poor,

the protection and assistance of the afllicted

and imprisoned, the Chiistian and orderly

conducting of marriages and burials, the re-

gistration of births and deaths, the education

of children, the settlement of differences to

the exclusion of legal proceedings, were all

of them subjects which claimed the attention

of these executive bodies, and which con-

tinue to do so to the present day.

By far the most important of their func-

tions, however, is the spiritual care of thei

individual members. This care is especially

called forth by certain enquiries, respecting

the moral and religious state of the body

which are answered periodically for the infor-

mation of the quarterly meetings. Each lit

tie church amongst us is thus brought, at

certain periods, to a deliberate view of the

condition of its members, and advice is often

extended as occasion may require. Again,

when cases occur of breaches of morality, or

of a departure from our more important

Christian testimonies, it is the monthly meet-

ing which must uUimatdy sit in judgment on

the transgressor; and either pass over the

fault on receiving proofs of repentance, or

separate him, for a season at least, from his

fellowship with the body.

It is not without meaning that a stress is

here laid on the word ultimately; for Friends

have always upheld the importance of the

preceding steps, which ought, if possible, to

take place in dealing with delinquents. The
first of these is private admonition—" If thy

brother shall trespass against thee, go and

tell him his fault between thee and Mxmalone;

if he hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother!"

" Admonish a friend," said the son of Si-

rach, "it may be that he hath not done it;

and if he have done it, that he do it no more.

Admonish a friend, it may be that he hath

not said it, and if he have, that he speak it

not again. Admonish a friend, for many
times it is a slander, and believe not every

tale." The views of this wise, though apo-

cryphal writer, are coincident with those

which our Society has always endeavoured to

maintain. We consider it to be our individual

duty to communicate in private with a sup-

posed offender, before we mention his fault

to a third person. If we then find that it has

not been committed, our care on his account

is removed. If, on the contrary, he is guilty

of it, our own adherence to an honourable

secrecy may greatly increase the efficacy of

our endeavours to restore him to the right

way.

ut important as is the individual duty of

priv3te admonition, it affords no pretext for

the absence, in any church, of an official

overseership. It is an essential part of our sys-

tem of discipline, that as far as circumstances

II allow, " two or more faithful Friends"

should be appointed to this office in each

g. The proper business of those per-

sons is to exercise a godly care over all the

members of the body; to watch against occa-

sions of offence, to settle disputes, and to en-

deavour to reclaim delinquents, when the

&w\\ first appears; to strengthen the weak, to

rebuke the gainsayers, to reprove the care-

less, and to maintain, by every means in their

power, that purity and harmony in the body

which best adorn our Christian profession.

Nor must it be forgotten, that those whom
the Holy Spirit raises up to be overseers in

the church, ought not only to show, but to

lead the way—to be examples to the flock

'• in all holy conversation and godliness."

1 conceive that the elders and overseers in

our meetings—did they fully occupy the place

assigned to them—would very nearly corre

spond in point of authority and function with

the same officers in the primitive church

And it is no less clear that it is the Chris

tian duly of the younger and less experienced

members of the body, to render to them

ready deference and obedience, as to tho

who watch over their souls, and must give

account of their stewardship. " Likewise, ye

younger, submit yourselves unto the elder.

Yea, all of you, be subject one to another, and

be clothed with hvmility; for God resisteth

the proud, and giveth grace to the humble."

In communicating with a brother who has

been "overtaken in a fault," it will ever be the

first endeavour of the truly Christian over-

seer, to "restore such an one in the spirit of

meekness." " The servant of the Lord must
not strive, but be gentle unto all men, apt to

teach, patient, in meekness instructing those

that oppose themselves, if God peradven-

ture will give them repentance to the ac-

knowledging of the truth ; and that they may
recover themselves out of the snare of the devil,

who are taken captive by him at his will."

Nor ought the effort of the church, to

reclaim her wandering members, to end
with the kindly offices of the overseers.

When the third step commanded by our Sa-

viour has been taken, and the collective body

is informed of the offender's fault, repeated

visits should be made to him by persons se-

lected for the purpose, and every endeavour

used to bring him to repentance. Such, I

trust, is the usual practice of our monthly
meetings. Yet I believe there is often a

danger lest our care over transgressors should
cease after disownment has taken place.

Where there is any love for the truth in the

disowned party, or any open door for con-
tinued efforts on his account, his separation

from the body ought surely to be regarded as

merely temporary; and it is our bounden duty,

with all diligence and prayer, to seek his re-

storation. "Sufficient to such a man," said

the apostle Paul on an occasion of this kind,

is this punishment which was inflicted of

many. So that, contrariwise, ye ought rather

to forgive him, and comfort him, lest, per-

haps, such a one should be swallowed up of

overmuch sorrow." To conduct our disci-

pline with impartiality and vigour, and steadi-

ly to maintain its integrity, is indeed of essen-

tial importance to the welfare of the body.

Yet the main characteristic of Christian dis-

cipline is love— that love which seeks, above

all things, the salvation of sinners.

[After a few remarks on a query addressed

to the quarterly meetings, and one or two other

circumstances more applicable to the English

discipline than to our own, the author pro-

ceeds.]

It is satisfactory to reflect on the unbroken

regularity with which the system now detailed

has been maintained in our Society for more
than a century and a half. From year to year,

and from generation to generation. Friends

have kept up their monthly, quarterly, and

yearly meetings, and have never found occa-

sion materially to alter the plan so wisely laid

down for them by their predecessors. This

plan has been, from the beginning, remarka-

ble for that simplicity on the one hand, and

that precision on the other, which, under Pro-

vidence, could alone insure its usefulness and
stability; and it affords a clear evidence that

there was nothing in the religious views of the

early Quakers, opposed to the principles of

Christian order^ Some persons, indeed, there

were, under our name, of a wild and ungo-

verned spirit, who refused to submit to these

wholesome provisions; but, by the Society at

large, they were embraced with gladness, and

have ever since been found e:isy to apply, and
salutary in their operations.

While we cannot reasonably doubt, that, in
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constructing this plan, George Fox and his

coadjutors were favoured with the gracious

aid of the Holy Spirit, it is probable that their

attention was closely fixed on the pattern of

discipline presented to them in the New Tes-

tament. Their system was indeed more deve-

loped than that of the prinjitive believers is

known to have been, especially as it regards

the subordination of one class of meetings to

another; but with regard to main principles,

as well as in many distinct particulars, the

views and practices of Friends, with respect

to church order, appear to be the same as

those of the primitive Christians.

The acknowledgment of Christ as thfe only

Head and Priest of his people—the direct de-

pendence upon him as the present Ruler of

the church—the divine origin of the gift of the

ministry, and the absence of all human re-

striction, as to the persons who might exercise

it—the voluntary support of the poor—the

appointment, in every church, of deacons to

manage the funds raised for that purpose, and

of elders and overseers to watch over the flock

of Christ; all being distinct, in their official

characters, from the prophets or |)reachers,

—

the settlement of disputes, not before (he ma-

gistrates of the land, but by the arbitration of

brethren—the private admonition of offenders

as the first step in discipline—the care extend-

ed over women by overseers of their own sex

—the select conferences of preachers and

elders—the making of rules, the choosing of

officers, the disownment and restoration of

offenders, by the assembled believers—are

points which distinguish the simple religious

polity of the earliest Christians; and all these

poir.ts are steadily maintained in the Society of

Friends.

In conclusion, however, there are two sub-

jects connected with our view of church-go-

vernment, which appear to claim especial no-

tice. The first is the absence of all ecclesias-

tical domination, or of any distinction between

a priesthood in power, and a laity in subjec-

tion. No such distinction appears to have

been known among the immediate followers of

Christ, or in the first and purest age of the

churches which they planted—and none such

exists among ourselves. Our views on this

point are indeed by no means opposed to the

just influence of the most experienced mem-
bers of the church, or to the proper authority

of appointed overseers; but v\e consider our-

selves to be brethren, possessed of equal rights;

and we conceive it to be the duly and privi-

lege of the church, to conduct its own affairs,

and govern itself. And here there is noplace,

on the part of individuals, for a proud inde-

pendence, or impatience of restraint; because,

as far as Christian discipline extends, every

single member is controlled and governed by

the body at large.

Now it is very obvious, as has been already

observed, that such a form of church govern

ment can be safe and salutary, only while we
maintain a still higher principle,—that of the

supremacy and perpetual superintendence of

Christ himself. This is a doctrine on which
Friends have at all times delighted to dwell

Often have they been led to call to mind th(

glowing words of the prophet.—" Unto us a

child is born, unto us a Son is given, and the

government shall be upon his shoulder, and his

name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,!

the Mighty God;"—often have they found oc-

casion to recur to the doctrine of the apostle,

that God hath put " all things" under the feet|

of Jesus, and " given him to be Head overaU\

things to the church."
[

What then is the agency by which Christ

conducts his reign, and orders the affairs of

his universal people? Scripture andexperi-j

ence alike declare that h \s the agency of the

Holy Spirit. It is by his Spirit that he beings his

children into subjection to his will, qualifies

them for their respective offices in the body,

and guides them individually and collectively

n their course of duty.

The second point to which I was anxious,

to allude is this—the bcJlief of Friends that a

manifestation of the Spirit is given to every

to proft. withal ; and that the living

members of tiie church in their endeavours

to promote the religious welfare of others,

vill not fail to receive, as they humbly seek

t, his gracious aid and guidance. Whether,
n such endeavours, we act as private indi-

viduals, or in the official character of over-

of the flock, it is still in dependence on

our Divine Master, and in obedience to the

government of his spirit, that our duties ought

to be performed. We believe that it is thus,

and thus only, that we can with confidence

offer up the prayer of the psalmist, " Establish

thou the work of our hands upon us; yea, the

work of our hands establish thou it."

ut further—when Christians meet in their

corporate capacity, for the purpose of regu-

lating the affairs of the church, and of pro-

moting the cause of religion, Christ is their

rightful president. And it is our firm belief,

that as they reverently wait upon him, they

pill find him present to assist their delibera-

ions, to prompt their efforts, and to direct

their decisions.

That such was the happy experience of the

primitive believers has already been shown
from scripture ; and there is surely no good
reason why Christians, in the present day,

did they fully rely on God, should not enjoy

a sufficient measure of the same blessed pri-

vilege.

We, therefore, consider it to be our duty
to conduct all our meetings for discipline, with
immediate reference to the government of

Christ and to the guidance of his Spirit.

Whether we are engaged in appointing of-

ficers, in acknowledging ministers, in deli-

berating on their prospects of service, in

admitting members, in dealing with delin-

quents, in extending advice to subordinate
meetings, or in discussing propositions made
with a view to the welfare of the body—what-
ever subject, indeed, connected with religion

and molality, may engage our attention—we
believe it to be right, humbly to wait for

Divine direction, and to yield to that judg-

ment, on the subject before us, which appears

to be most consistent with the mind of Christ.

On the general maxim, that of every ques-
tion which can arise in the church, there

must be some right conclusion, and in the

farther belief, that as they diligently seek his

counsel, Christ will lead his dependent fol-

lowers into that conclusion, we admit, in our
meetings for discipline, of no division of
members—of no settlement of any point by
majority. Neither have these assemblies, any
more than our meetings for worship, a human
president. The clerk collects and records the

judgment of his brethren, and it is his duty,

during the course of every discussion, to take

care that proper order be preserved. But he
has no personal authority over the assembly

—no power to put any subject to the vote

—

no casting vote of his own.
That this is a principle worthy of our Chris-

tian profession, and eminently conducive to

the welfare of the church, cannot with any
reason be denied ; and although its full effect

may often be prevented by the infirmity of
our nature, we are bound to acknowledge that

it works well in practice. I am not aware that

a single instance has occurred in this country,

of the settlement of any question in a meet-
ing for discipline—monthly, quarterly, or

yearly—by the division of its members. Have
we not then much cause for thankfulness to

Him who raised up our forefathers by his

power, that he still condescends to preserve
us, as a people, in some degree of practical

dependence on his own authority; that he
still brings us, from time to time, into the

same judgment ; that he still enables us, when
our opinions differ, to condescend one to

another in love?

Certain it is, that the more we are weaned
from the eagerness of the carnal mind, and
brought to wait patiently on the Lord, the

better we shall be prepared to receive and
follow his counsel ; the more eminently we
shall enjoy the unity of the spirit in the
BOND OF PEACE.

For "The Friend."

That honoui-able elder, George Fox, left

behind him an epistle of affectionate admoni-
tion to Friends, with an inscription intimating

that it sliould not be made public before his

decease. His heart was filled with a Christian

care and solicitude not only for the flock of
his own day, but for those who niipht survive

when he should be called to his eternal rest.

He knew lh;lt he possessed, in a very influen-

tial degree, the esteem of those whom he had
been instrumental in gathering into a united

body; and was doubtless well aware how deep
would be the impression of a voice, as it were,
from the grave of one so much beloved, ad-

dressing his surviving friends. He was not

alone in this mode of imparting to his succes-

sors in the truth the admonitions of patriarchal

solicitude, for their instruction. Repeated in-

stances might be found in our history, of post-

humous preaching by some of our ancient
worthies; and it is somewhat remarkable that

these communications have generally been af-

fectionate and earnest exhortations to a con-
tinued abiding in the simplicity to which our
early Friends felt thems'elves called to bear a
noble and a conspicuous testimonv.

A friend, the other ch.y, put into my hands
a copy of the following address by D;ivid

Cooper, late of Woodlinry, N. J., to his child-

ren and friends, which, according to his re-
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quest, was publicly read on the occasion of

his funeral, in the year 1795. It shows his

earnest desire for the maintenance of true

simplicity and humility on such solemn occa-

sions, and for the spiritual instruction of those

who assemble to witness the impressive scene,

of depositing the mortal remanis of a fellow-

being in the silent tomb. N.

Dear Children,—I have thought it my
duty, while living, to shovv forth an example of

simplicity and plainness, becoming the religious

profession I made, and am desirous this ex-

ample may go with me to the grave. To which

end 1 now direct, that my coffin be made in

the manner they constantly were in the days

of simplicity and virtue, when I was a youth;

flat, and of pine or lin boards; and the expense

this may save I direct my executors to give to

some poor person in the neighbourhood, which

will do more good than to moulder in the

earth. For the folly and vanity of man never

appears more idle and inexcusable, than in

showing an emulation and fondness for pomp

and show at funerals: when the most humbling

object, mortality and dissolution, is before their

eyes, and ought to impress the survivors with

the most solemn and awful sense of the state

of uncertainty in which they themselves exist,

and how fast they are also hastening to the

grave

!

And if Friends see cause to have a meeting

at the time of my burial, let this poor frail

body be first covered in the earth; as the con-

trary practice mostly arises from a foolish de-

sire in the relatives to have that mark of dis-

tinction and respect shown to the deceased

and hath many other exceptions in my view

And at ihe grave, if you are ea?y with it, this

may be read.

And you, my friends and neighbours, who
are assembled to perform the last kind office

to a fellow-creature, may the opportunity be

improved, and inspire a deep reflection of what

importance it is to die the dealh of the righte-

ous, and make an end like unto theirs. For
such as die in their sins, be assured, into that

state of felicity where Christ is, they can never

cotnc. When you hear this, every hard thought

will be silenced; you will not suspect me of

deceit, or other views in penning it, than your

good. It is that, singly, I covet. Your gold

or silver, smiles or fiowns, are now of no con-

sequence to me. But, oh ! my soul breathes,

at the writing hereof, that the inhabitants of

this land of my nativity and neighbourhood
where I have spent my days, may increase ir

grace, and in the saving knowledge of God
that so their end may be peace. Amen.

David Cooper.

Woodbury, 30th of the Ath mo., 1783.

The subjoined address was forwarded by a

much valued friend of the editor, who, in s

note to him, remarks, " I send thee the pre

fixed, which, if thou approve of it, may occupy

a place in ' The Friend.' I met with it many
years ago, and being pleased with it took a

copy."
Printing of a paper seems by no means an

appropriate employment for " First day morn-

ings," yet if any thing coulil excuse such a

practice, articles so excellent, and altogetlier

so unexceptionable as this, would.

An Address to the Youth of both Sexes.

Fine parts, learning, or rank in life, without

virtue, are not sufiicieni qualifications in a

man whom you admit to your intimacy and

friendship. You will derive more solid ad-

vantage and profitable instruction from one

hour's converse with a man of sobriety and

virtue, than from a year's intimacy with one of

more shining talents, if joined with profligate

principles and licentious conduct.

The greater a bad man's accomplishments

are, tiie more dangerous he is to society, and

the less fit for a companion. Vice in a pleas-

ing garb is most likely to prove destructive.

Although friendship is the balm of life

—

" the cordial drop," dispensed by heaven to

exhilarate its languor, and alleviate its cares;

yet you can have but few friends in the exten

sive sense of the term. Such is the frailly and

depravity of human nature, that a few only are

susceptible of, or know how to cultivate, a true

and lasting friendr^hip. It is, indeed, a plant

of celestial extract, of tender violations apt

die;" an exotic on earth, it will not flourish

in every soil. The man who in the unreserved

openness of his heart exposes his weakness

freely, and (if I may he allowed the metaphor)

strips himself naked before his supposed friends,

will find among them more Hams than Japhets.

Many who may be warm in the profession of

friendship will, either from a fond desire of

revealing secrets, or the baser motive of de-

traction, expose his feelirjgs with cruel aggra

ations. The base officiousness of such de-

tractors may, perhaps, receive approbation

from the self-righteous and the profane, for

they will not consider that it is only exercised

by these betrayers of friendship to gain reputa-

tion on the comparison and to hide still greater

deformity: therefore, in the choice of youi

friends, be cautious whom you admit undei

that sacred character. A false friend will in

jure you more than a thousand open enemies

and is in reality a very despicable character.

Reject the first intrusions of pride; " it was

not made for man," and very ill becomes h

Pride is a Proteus which, the more easily to

gain admission in the mind, assumes innunier

able forms, but there is one certain test where

by it may always be discovered: all its secret

suggestions centre in the exaltation of self, and

a comparative depreciation of others. At first

a pigmy, it secretly solicits an entrance intc

the mind; when once admitted it will enlarge

to a monster, and usurp sole dominion there.

What, alas! has vain man to be proud of? If

he be wise, wealthy, comely and honourable,

these are not self-acquired accomplishments,

but the gracious gifts of his Creator, for which

humble thanksgiving is due. To whatever at

tainments he arrives, whatever excellences,

they all proceed from the bounty of tiiat Being,

who can divest him of them all in a moment,
and leave him an idiot.

If you consider your own numerous imper-

fections, and the infinitely great obligations

are under to the source of every blessing,

It will produce humility, and this is the most

excellent state of the human mind. In propor-

tion as we are proud of our own accomplish-

ments, self-confidence will ensue, which is the

certain path to ruin. An humble trust in, and

continual dependence upon, the greatest and

best of Beings for strength and preservation,

is the only state of safely, and will best pro-

mote our present as well as eternal happiness.

Humility in ourselves will produce kindness

for and from others. To be humble, kind,

benevolent and grateful, is to possess a disposi-

tion of mind ever acceptable to that God whose

omniscience pervades our most secret thoughts

as well as actions, and pleasing in the sight of

wise men. " The humble he will teach of his

ways, and the meek he will lead in the paths of

true judgment." Happy a're the youth who
are thus taught and led, the preservation of

Divine Providence will protect them here, and

their end will be "joy unspeakable and full of

glory."

For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAL, THOUGHTS NO. XI.

The pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, thou

at dwellest in tlie clefis of tlie rock, whose liabita-

)n is hiali : Oiat sailh in Lis heart, who shall bring

edown to the ground ?

Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle, and though

thou set thy nest among the stars, thence will I bring

!e down,saith the Lord.—Obadiah, 3, 4.

There is perhaps no wrong disposition pro-

ceeding from Ihe human heart, which the pos-

sessor seems so willing to justify and deem par-

donable, as that of pride ; for however an

improper pride may be condemned as sinful,

e shall often find that each one thinks that

rfe^ree which he hiniself possesses entirely ex-

cusable; and this irjdulgence is not confined

to those who would he termed gay and thoughN

less, but a pious writer who knew much about

the heart of man, and Ihe power of grace, has

justly observed, that " pride is the Christian's

besetting sin."* We often have heard those

from whom we should look for belter things,

advancing the sentiment that a becoming pride,

a reputatjie pride, &c. is commendable; at the

same time evincing, by their conversation and

deportment, a spirit opposed to the meekness

required by the gospel, and which has a ten-

dency to circumscribe their usefulness and

lessen their influence as Christians: for even

those who make no pretensions to religion

themselves, are quick discerners of what it

requires in others, and they have, ordinarily,

but little faith in the piety of that man or wo-

man, who, however endowed with oi/ifr cha-

racteristics of the Christian, is yet wanting in

humility. If we examine the sacred records,

we shall find that no kind or degree of this

evil is there tolerated—that there is nothing

more frequently set forth as opposed to the

spirit of holiness, or which the Lord's con-

troversy is more decidedly against. In one

place it is said, " Him that hath an high look

and a proud heart will I not suffer." Solo-

mon says, "An high look and a proud heart

is abomination to the Lord;" and again, " an

high look and a proud heart is sin." And

* Cecil.
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our Saviour in his address to the Pharisees,

enumerates " pride" among the fruits of the

unregenerate heart. Who then shall pretend

to say how much of this root of sin they may

suffer to remain behind? There are none of

us, I presume, but who have at times observ-

ed the woriiings of this enemy to our soul's

peace—though we may, perhaps, at present,

only be remembered of its existence, by an

occasional " high look," or sudden rising of

spirit—where we suppose a reflection or slight

to have been cast upon our family—or our

own dignity or abilities. Let us remember

it is not the effect of this evil which is so op-

posed to Christian meekness, but its simple

existence—the " high look" and the proud

A«art, lurking within. We must be humbled in

spirit if we would be exalted. The pride of

Edom as portrayed above, was the principal

cause of her destruction, and the unhurabled

heart ever has been, and is still, the source of

much chastisement and suffering to those,

who only need its eradication to make them

favoured servants of the Lord. 'Tis this

alone that in many cases, keeps us at a dis-

tance from God, and prevents that sweet sense

of the divine favour which he is pleased to

bestow upon those who simply seek that ho-

nour, which Cometh alone from him. I know

there are some who have said, " It is not re-

quired of us to humble ourselves before men,

but only in the sight of our Maker," but where

do they find this definition of humility? What
saith the scriptures? " Let us not please our-

selves, but each one please his neighbour for

good, &c." " In honour preferring one an-

other." " Yea, all of you be subject one to

another." " Whosoever will be chief among
you, let him become your servant." "Yet
have I made myself a servant unto all." Our
great Redeemer and example " made himself

of no reputation." Here then we see that

X>ride, and what some call dignity, had no

place among these great men: and what place

should it have among those who profess to be

walking in the same path?
" Let us one and all humble ourselves that

we may be exalted: let us be clothed with hu-

mility," for " God resisteth the proud and

giveth grace to the humble."
***h.

For " The Friend.'

In looking over some manuscripts, I found

the following beautiful lines, which appear so

applicable to the departure of the late beloved

friend, Henry Hull, that they are sent for in

sertion in " The Friend," (if the editor think

suitable.) There are many of the younger
members in our Society, as well as older, who
will long remember him with interest and af-

fection. And there may be others beside the

writer of this communication, who can recol-

lect the next meeting held at our North House
after the decease of a Father in Israel, that

eminent servant of Christ, T. S., when H
Hull, rose with these very appropriate words

" What when a Paul has run his race.

Or when Apollos dies.

Is Israel left without resource.'

And have we no supplies?

THE FRIE\D.

Yes ! while the dear Redeemer lives

We have a boundless store,

And shall be fed with what He gives

Who reigns for evermore !"

And after alluding in a very feeling manner
to the loss then sustained in that part of the

vineyard, &c. &-c., he appeared in supplica-

tion, saying, " We implore the notice of thee,

O righteous Father 1 who in the dispensations

of thy providence, has seen meet to remove
from works to rewards, one of thy truly de-

ted servants; whose loss will no doubt be

severely felt in the church militant ! Great,

indeed, is the deprivation of this particular

meeting ! We pray thee, therefore, O gracious

Being ! to behold and visit this vine and the

vineyard of thy right hand planting! and unto

the difierent classes now present, we desire

thy great mercy and loving kindness may be

extended ! On behalf of the aged, who have

borne the burden and the heat of the day, and

have withstood the many and various tempta-

tions which have assailed them in their pil-

grimage through this vale of tears, we humbly
pray thee, if consistent with thy benign will,

to be near them at the close of time; so that

hen the solemn messenger arrives, they may
feel the guardian angel of thy presence, to be

round about, and conduct them to the realms

of never ending felicity ! And may all the dif-

ferent classes amongst us, be favoured to keep

their ranks in righteousness, and thy blessed

orious work go on and prosper, until the

knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth,

as the waters cover the seas: and the praise

and excellency thereof be ascribed unto thee,

who presides in the heaven of heavens, who is

for ever worthy of all adoration and renown,

thanksgiving and praise. Amen."
This was written down immediately after

that meeting, by a young person, who was then

present; and we doubt not but the prayer for

the presence of the guardian angel was an

swered at the departure of this servant of the

Lord—for it is declared, " precious in the eyes

of the Lord, is the death of his saints." A.

THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER.

Occasioned by the sudden death of a clergyman nfte

having declared., in Ms last sermon, on a preceding

evening, that he hoped to die as an old soldier of

Jesus Christ, with his sword in his hand.

" Servant of God ! well done
;

Rest from thy loved employ ;

The battle fought, the victory won
Enter thy Master's joy."

The voice at unidiiight came;
He started up to hear,

A mortal arrow pierced his frame;

He fell,—but felt no fear.

Tranquil amidst alarms,

It found him in the field,

A veteran slumbering on his arms.

Beneath his red cross shield :

His sword was in his hand.

Still warm with recent fight

;

Ready that moment at command,
Through rock and steel to smite.

It was a two-edged blade.

Of heavenly temper keen ;

And double were tiie wounds it made.
Where'er it smote between:

'Twas death to sin ;
—'twas life

To all that mourn'd for sin;

It kindled, and it silenced strife,

Made war and peace within.

Oft with its fiery force,

His arm had quell'd the foe,

And laid resistless in his course,

The alien armies low.

Bent on such glorious toils

The world to him was lost

;

Yet all his trophies, all his spoils.

He hung upon the cross.

At midnight came the cry,

" To meet thy God prepare !"

He woke,—and caught his Captain's eye ;

Then, strong in tiiith and prayer.

His spirit, with a bound.
Burst its encumbering clay ;

His tent at sunrise, on the ground,

A darkened ruin lay.

The pains of death are past.

Labour and sorrow cease.

And life's long warfare closed at last,

His soul is found in peace.

Soldier of Christ I well done;
Praise be thy new employ:
And while eternal ages run.

Rest in thy Saviour's joy.

Montgomery.

"Wouldst thou know," says Quarles, "the
lawfulness of the action which thou desirest

to undertake, let thy devotions recommend it

to Divine blessing. If it be lawful thou shall

perceive thy heart encouraged by thy prayer;

if unlawful thou shalt find the prayer dis-

couraged by the heart, that action is not war-

rantable which either blushes to beg a bless-

ing, or having succeeded, dare not present a

thanksgiving."

Married at Friends' meeting house. Orange street,

on fourth day the 3d of ninth month, Joseph How-
ell to Hannah Austin, all of this city.

at Friends' meeting house, in T.ockport, Ni-

agara Co. N.J., on the 26th of the sixth month, 1834,

Samuel Heston, of Batavia, to Sarah P. Comstock,

daughter of the late Nathan Comstock, of the former

place.

The above notice, it appears, was early forwarded,

but the insertion has accidentally been delayed.

The following table is inserted by request,

for the general information of Friends.

Bible Association of Friends in America.

PRICES or BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS.

All the Bibles contain

the References, Family re-

cord, Index, and Concord-

ance, except No. 1, which

is designed principally for

schools.
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THE ELEPHANT.
(Anecdotes of, conlinued from p. 20.^

A wooden house was, in 1818, constructed

at St. Petersburg for the elephants which the

Schah of Persia had presented to the Ernperor

of Russia. The male elephant was twelve

feet high ; his tusks had been partly sawed

off, and encircled in golden rings. 'I'his was

the same elephant on which the sovereign of

Persia used to ride, with a canopy over his

head. Several Persians, who were accus-

tomed to attend on these animals, continued

to reside at St. Petersburg. A singular in-

cident took place on on" oecarlon ytkIi tho

male elenhant:—A lady whnm curiosity fre-

(lueniiy iluiiicica to see him, never paid hirn

a visit without carrying along with her some
bread, apples, and brandy. One day, the ani-

mal, as a testimony of his gratitude, seized

her with his trunk, and placed her upon his

back. The poor lady, who was not prepared

for this act of gallantry, uttered piercing

shrieks, and entreated the assistance of those

who were standing near. The Persians,

however, prudently advised her not to stir,

and she was obliged to wait till the elephant

placed her on the ground as carefully as he

had raised her.

Porus, a king of India, in a battle with

Alexander the Great, being severely wounded,
fell from the back of his elephant. The Ma-
cedonian soldiers, supposing him dead, pushed

forward, in order to despoil him of his rich

clothing and accoutrements; but the faithful

elephant, standing over the body of its master,

boldly repelled every one who dared to ap-

proach ; and, while the enemy stood at bay,

took the bleeding monarch up with his trunk,

and placed him again on his back. The
troops of Porus came by this time to his re-

lief, and the king was saved ; but the faithful

elephant died of the wounds which he re-

ceived in the heroic defence of his master.

Some years ago, an elephant at Dekan,

from a motive of revenge, killed its con-

ductor. The wife of the unfortunate man was

witness to the dreadful scene, and, in the

frenzy of her mental agony, took her two

children, and threw them at the feet of the

elephant, saying, "As you have slain my hus-

band, take my life also, as well as that of my
children !" The elephant became calm,

seemed to relent, and as if stung with re-

morse, took up the eldest boy with its trunk,

placed him on its neck, adopted him for its

comae, and never afterwards allowed another

to occupy that seat.

A female elephant, belonging to a gentle-

man in Calcutta, who was ordered from the

upper country to Chittagong, in the route

thither, broke loose from her keeper, and,

making her way to the woods, was lost. The
keeper made every excuse to vindicate him-

self, which the master of the animal would

not listen to, but branded the man with care-

lessness, or something worse—for it was in-

stantly supposed he had sold the elephant.

He was tried for it, and condemned to work

on the roads for life, and his wife and children

sold for slaves. About twelve years after-

wards, this man, who was known to be well

acquainted with breaking elephants, was sent

into the country with a party to assist in

cQtcIiiiiij wild ones. They came upon a herd,

and this man fancied ho aaiv amuugsi die

group his long lost elephant, for which he

had been condemned. He resolved to ap-

proach it, nor could the strongest remon-
strances of the party dissuade him from the

attempt. Having reached the animal, he

spoke to her, when she immediately re-

cognised his voice; she waved her trunk in

the air as a token of salutation, and sponta-

neously knelt down, and allowed him to

mount her neck. She afterwards assisted in

taking other elephants, and decoyed three

young ones, to which she had given birth in

her absence. The keeper returned, and the

singular circumstances attending tlie reco-

very being told, he regained his character;

and, as a recompense for his unmerited suf-

ferings, had a pension settled on him for life.

This elephant was afterwards in possession

of Warren Hastings, when governor-general

of Hindostan.

There is a curious fact of the attachment

of an elephant for an infant, mentioned in the
" Philosophical Transactions :" he is said

never to have been happy but when the in-

fant was near him. The nurse, therefore,

frequently took the child in its cradle, and

placed it between the feet of its attached

friend. He became at length so accustomed
to tho presence of his guest, that he would
not eat his meat when the infant was absent.

When the child was asleep, he watched it

with much solicitude, and, when flies ap-

proached, he drove them off with his trunk
;

if it awoke, and cried, he would rock the

cradle till the child again fell asleep.

The author of the " Twelve Years' Military

Adventures," says,—" I have myself seen the

wife of a mohout give a baby in charge to an

elephant, while she was on some business,

and have been highly amused in observing

the sagacity and care of the unwieldy nurse.

The child, which, like most children, did not

like to lie still in one position, v.'ould, as

soon as left to itself, begin crawling about, in

which exercise it would probably get among
the legs of the animal, or entangle itself in

the branches of the trees on which he was
feeding, when the elephant would, in the

most tender manner, disengage his charge,

either by lifting it out of the way with his

trunk, or by removing the impediments to

his free progress. If the child had crawled

to such a distance as to verge upon the limits

of his range, (for the animal was chained by
the leg to a peg driven into the ground,) he

would stretch out his trunk, and lift it back
as gently as possible to the spot whence it

had started."

That elephants are susceptible of the most
tender attachment to each other, is evinced
by the following occurrence, which is re-

corded in a French journal :—In the year
1786, two young elephants, about two years

and a half old, were brought from the island

of Ceylon into Holland, as a present to the

stadtholder, from the Dutch East India Com-
pany. They had been separatea, ..-. order to

be conveyed from the Hague to the Jardin
des Plantes, at Paris, where there v/as a spa-

cious apartment fitted up for their reception.

This was divided in the middle to keep the

animals apart, but communicated by means of

a portcullis. These apartments were surround- :,^\
ed by a palisade of strong rails. The morn- ^*'

ing after their arrival they were brought into

this habitation, the male elephant being first

introduced. He examined, with an air of

suspicion, the whole place, tried the beams
individually, by shaking them with his trunk,

to see if they wore fast. He endeavoured to

turn round the large screws which bound
them, but this he found impracticable. When
he came to the portcullis between the two
partitions, he discovered it was secured only

by a perpendicular iron bolt, which Ire lifted

up with his trunk, pushed open the door, and
entered the other apartment, where he re-

ceived his breakfast. It was with great dif-

ficulty these animals had been separated; and,

not having seen each other for some months,
the joy they exhibited at meeting, after so

long a separation, is hardly to be described.

They immediately ran to each other, uttered

a cry of joy that shook the whole building,

and blew air from their trunks with such vio-

lence that it seemed like the blast of a smith's
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bellows. The pleasure of the female seemed
the most lively : she expressed it by moving
her ears with astonishing rapidity, and ten-

derly twining her trunk round the body of the

male. She particularly applied it to his ear,

where she kept it for a long time motionless,

^nd, after having again folded it round his

body, she applied it to her own mouth. The
male, in like manner, folded his trunk round

the body of the female, and the pleasure he

seemed to experience was of a sentimental

cast, for he expressed it by shedding tears.

After that time, they were kept in the same
apartment, and their attachment and mutual

aflfection excited the admiration of all who
visited the menagerie.

The following is an example of the attach-

ment of the elephant to other animals :—In

the year 1740, the Emperor of Turkey sent

the present of an elephant to the Xing of

Naples, which formed a particular attachment

to a lam, that was, together with some other

animals, confined in the same stable with the

elephant. They became extremely familiar;

and the ram used to amuse himself, by butting

with his horns against the elephant's legs, and

sometimes his forehead. This the elephant

•bore with seeming good nature; but some-

times the ram abused this familiarity, by butt-

ing harder than was agreeable to his friend
;

and the only punishment which he inflicted

upon him, was to take him up in his trunk,

and throw him upon a dung heap at some
little distance. If any other of the animals

attempted to take liberties with him, he would
dash them against the wall with such violence,

that they were killed on the spot.

The elephant is not less disposed to resent

an injury, than to reward a benefit. It has

been frequently observed by those who have

had the charge of elephants, that they seem
sensible of being ridiculed, and seldom miss

an opportunity of revenging themselves for

the insults they receive in this way. An
artist in Paris wished to draw the elephant in

the menagerie at the Jardin des Plantes in an

extraordinary attitude, which was with his

trunk elevated in the air, and his mouth open
An attendant on the artist, to make the ele

phant preserve the attitude, threw fruits into

his mouth, and often pretended to throw them,

without doing so. The animal became irri

tated, and, seeming to think that the painter

was the cause of his annoyance, turned to

him, and dashed a quantity of water from his

trunk over the paper on which the paintei

was sketching the portrait.

A merchant at Bencoolen kept a tame ele

phant, which was so exceedingly gentle in his

habits^ that lie was permitted to go at large

The huge animal used to walk about the

streets, in the most quiet and orderly manner,

and paid many visits through the city to peo-

ple who were kind to him. Two cobblers

took an ill-will to this inoffensive creature,

and attempted several times to prick him on
the proboscis with their awls. The nobh
animal did not chastise them in the manner
he might have done, and seemed to think

they were too contemptible to be angry with

them. But he took other means to punish

them for their temerity: he filled his trunk

with water of a dirty quality, and, advancing
towards them in his ordinary manner, spouted

the whole of the puddle over them. The
punishment was applauded by those who wit-

nessed it, and they were laughed at for their

folly.

Wolf, in his Voyage to Ceylon, relates the

following anecdote:—A person in that island,

who lived near a place where elephants were
daily led to water, and often sat at the door
of his house, used occasionally to give one of

these animals some fig leaves, a food to which
elephants are very partial. Once he took it

into his head to play the elephant a trick: he

wrapped a stone round with fig leaves, and
said to the cornac, "This time I will give

him a stone to eat, and see how it will agree
with him." The cornac answered, "That
the elephant would not be such a fool as to

swallow a stone." The man, however, reached
the stone to the elephant, who, taking it with
his trunk, immediately let it fall to the

ground. "You see," said the keeper, " that

1 was right;" and, without farther words,
drove away his elephants. After they were
watered, he was conducting them again to

their stable. The man who had played the

elephant the trick was still sitting at his door,

when, before he was aware, the animal ran at

him, threw his trunk around his body, and,

dashing him to the ground, trampled him im-
mediately to death.

The following interesting example of an

elephant resenting, Jia.jnjury is related by M.
F. Cuvier. This animal was entrusted, at the

age of two or throe years, to a young man
who took care ol it,Mnfwho taught it various

exercises, which he made it reoeat for the

amusement of the public. It was entirely

obedient to its master, and felt a lively affec-

tion for him. Not only did it submit, with

out the smallest hesitation, to all his com-
mands, but was even unhappy in his absence:

it repelled the advances of every other person,

and even seemed to eat with a kind of regret

when its food was presented by a strange

hand. So long as this young man was under

the eye of his father, the proprietor of the

elephant, whether the influence of his family

had restrained him, or age had not yet de-

veloped his bad propensities, he conducted

himself with propriety towards the animal

entrusted to his care; but, when the elephant

came to be placed in the royal menagerie, and

the young man, who was employed to take

chargeof it, wasleft to himself, things became
changed : he gave himself u|) to dissipation,

and neglected his duties; he even went so far,

in his moments of drunkenness, as to strike

his elephant. The latter, from being habitu-

ally cheerful, became melancholy and taci-

turn, insomuch as to be thought unwell. It

still, however, obeyed, but no longer with

that briskness which showed that all its exer-

ercises were regarded by it as amusements;
signs of impatience were even sometimes

manifested, but they were immediately re-

pressed. It was obvious that very different

feelings were combating within; but the situa-

tion, so unfavourable to obedience, to which

this violent state reduced it, did not the less

contribute to excite the discontent of its

keeper. It was in vain that the most positive

orders were given to this young man, never
to strike his elephant, nor would he be con-
vinced that good treatKient alone could re-

store the original docility of the animal.

Mortified at having lost his authority over

the elephant, and, especially, at not going
through his exercises with the same success

as formerly, his irritation increased, and one
day, being more unreasonable than usual, he
struck the animal with so much brutality,

that the latter, goaded to the utmost, uttered

such a cry of rage, that its dismayed keeper,

who had never before heard it emit such a

terrible roar, ran off precipitately; and it was
well for him, for henceforth the elephant

would not so much as suffer him to come
near it. At the mere sight of him, it became
furious; and all the means which were after-

wards employed in order to inspire it with

better feelings, were ineffectual. Hatred sup-

plied the place of love—indocility succeeded
to obedience; and, as long as the animal
lived, thsse tvTO were its predominating
feelings.

The pleasant article below, copied from the

same Edinburgh periodical, to which the co-

lumns of " The Friend" have recently been
repeatedly indebted, besides the interest which
it possesses for the lovers of natural history in

general, cannot fail to fi.x the attention of the

youthful portion of our readers, especially the

brief notice of poor old blind Tom. Possibly,

likewise, some of our country friends m.iy de-

rive iVom the article hints which may admit
or practical appllcuilon. There are many si-

tuations which, at a moderate expense, could
he converted into nurseries for Iish.

FISH-PRESERVES.

Various country gentlemen have in recent

limes attempted the establis' ment o^ fish-pre-

serves on tlieir estates, from which they might,

as suited their pleasure, draw a supply of fish

for their table, without the trouble of casting

nets or employing boats; and it appears ex-

ceedingly probable that such a practice may
be pursued with a considerable degree of plea-

sure and satisfaction, especially on our sea-

shores, or the banks of the numerous estua-

ries and large streams that intersect the land.

Those who have suitable premises, or an op-

portunity for establishing fish-preserves, as

well as those who take an interest in details

illustrative of natural history, will be pleased

with the following account of a celebrated fish-

pond, at Logan, in Galloway, on the south ivest

coast of Scotland, written by the ingenious

Mr. M'Diarniid of Dumfries, and published by

him in a volume of amusing pieces.*

" In July 1824, I visited for the first time

the beautiful bay and harbour of Portnessock,

waiting on Colonel M'Dowall, and, with his

permission, paid my respects to the finny tribes

that people the far-famed fish-pond at Logan;
and rarely has my curiosity been more highly

gratified. This fish-pond is unlike any thing I

ever met with. It was formed in 1 800, at an

* Sketches from Nature. Oliver and Boyd, Edin-
burgh ; Sinipkin and Marshall, London.
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expense of several hundred pounds, and has

furnished a wholesome article of food, fatter

than it can be found in the open ocean, for

considerably upwards of a quarter of a cen-

turv. The pond, according to Mr. Matheson,

builder's measurement, is thirty feet deep, by

one hundred and sixty in circumference—tiiat

is, at the top, where a wall of solid masonry,

several feet high, encircles the rock on every

side. The area within was wholly hewn and

blasted from the living rock, and communicates

with the tide by one of those fissures so com.

mon on bold and precipitous coasts. Indeed,

if I remember right, it was this circumstance

that led to its formation. A ledge of rock,

marching with the beach, and lashed by the

waves of a thousand winters, was known to

be partially undermined; and it occurred to

the proprietor, Colonel M'Dowall of Logan

that, by excavating the central or principal

mass, a basin might be formed, not only open

to the influence of the sea, but so deep, even

at neaps, as to enable fishes to disport freely

in their native element, though dependent on

man for their daily food, and somewhat ham-

pered in their migratory propensities. And this

project he successfully executed. By blasting

the rock, in a lateral direction, a communica-

tion was opened with the natural tunnel, and

a barrier erected at the inner extremity, form-

ed of large loose stones, arranged so as to

prevent the ingress and egress of any body

less insinuating than water. Attached to the

pond, and forming its gateway, is a neat

Gothic cottage for the accommodation of the

fisherman, and round and round the rock is

surmounted by a stone wall, gray with lichen,

and beautifully festooned wilh honeysuckle.

' bin-wood,' and other creeping plants. In

every state of wind and tide—in summer,

when the cod seek the deep water in quest of

herrings—in Vt^iuter, when not a boat dare

venture to sea—Colonel M'Dowall can com

mand a limited supply of the finest fish, and

study at his leisure their instincts and habits.

From the back-door of the lodge, a stair,

neatly cut from the solid rock, conducts the

visiter to the usual halting place—a large flat

stone projecting into the water, and com-

manding a view of every part of the aquatic

prison. When the tide is out, this stone is

completely dry, though the pond remains filled

to the depth of eight feet (^ils bottom being

excavated below the level of the sea.) and the

stranger perceives, not without surprise, a

hundred mouths simultaneously opened to

greet his arrival. Fishes, in fact, hear as well

as see; and the moment the fisherman crosse

bis threshold and descends the steps, the pond

is agitated by hundreds of fins, and other

thrown into the greatest commotion. Darlmg

from this, that, and the other corner, they

move as it were to a common cciiue, elcvaie

their snouts, lash their tails, and jostle one

another with so little ceremony, that they ap-

pear, on a first view, to be menacing an at-

tack on the poor fisherman, in place of the

creelful of limpets he carries. Conceive a

lady feeding her poultry, a knot of urchins

scrambling for coppers, or a pack of fox-

hounds disputing the property of a solitary

bone, and you will have some idea of the lu-

icrous scramble which, even in this watery

world, attends the distribution of the loaces

andjishes. Loaves, however, is an improper

term, for as the guardian of the pond truly

averred, the cod, &c. ' will take nothing but

what comes out of the sea.' Touching this

point, I naturally felt a little sceptical, and to

remove all doubt, purposely dropped into the

pond a few crumbs of bread, composed both

of oatmeal and flour. In an instant they were

darted at by countless competitors, and as

often voided, the moment their palates dis-

covered the cheat, until the experiment had

made the round of the pond, and the crumbs

were left floating about, to be picked up by

the less fastidious swallow. This part of their

economy is exceedingly curious, and though

we know for certain that trouls have been

taught to eat potatoes and porridge, it is pro

bable that nothing but the direst necessity

could induce the cod and blochin to partake of

the same vegetable fare.

" In July 1824, and for some years previ

ous, not a few of the fishes were actually so

tame, that they fed greedily out of the hand,

nd would have bit their benefactor's fingers

into the bargain, if he had been foolish enough

to allow them; while others were so shy, that

the keeper discoursed of their diflferent tempers

as a thing quite as palpable as their diflerent

sizes. One gigantic cod, the patriarch of the

pond, which, the fisherman asserted, answer-

ed to his name, and who not only drew near,

but turned up his snout most beseechingly

when he heard the monosyllable Tom, very

forcibly arrested my attention. This unfortu-

nate, when I first saw him, had spent fifteen

years in a slate of comparative captivity

creasing gradually in bulk and weight, though

from old age, accident, or disease, he at last

became totally blind. From this infirinily he

had no chance in the scramble for food, and

perhaps the same cause (necessity) which

renders the redbreast so pert and familiar in

winter, made poor old Tom the tamest fish in

the pond. Tlie fisherman, on his part, was

very kind to him, and it was really affecting,

as well as curious, to observe the animal rais-

ing himself in the water, resting his head on

the feeding-stone, and allowing it to be gently

patted or stroked, gaping all the while to im-

plore that nourishment v;hich he had no other

means of obtaining. It was evident, how-

ever, that he could distinguish between the

fisherman's voice and touch, and those of any

other person; for when the wiiter of this ar-

ticle approached, and attempted to pat his

back and head, he winced considerably, and

retreated to the water, though he always re-

turned to the same spot. In 1826, old Tom
died, after his body had been greatly wasted,

and was perhaps the first cod on record, whose
remains, tiy being interied under the flagrant

turf, e,scaped the general, if not the univer-

sal fate of animals, whore home is the great

deep.
" The exact number of the fish in the pond

was not known when I visited Port-Logan;

but, judging from the eye. it could not be

under three or four hundred. Cod appeared

to be the pi evading species, but there were

also blochin or glassin, haddocks, flounders,

and various other kinds. The flounders, how-

ever, were shyer than the rest; and although

hey could be caught with set lines, and were

sometimes seen peering timidly near the sur-

face, they never joined in the scramble for

food. Salmon, though they may live, cannot

breed in an artificial basin, bulwarked in by

rock on all sides, unless special measures were

taken for enabling them to communicate with

some neighbouring burn, and in July 1824,

there was only one specimen of this favourite

fish in the pond. •

" It is a popular, if not a scientific opinion,

that fish continue to increase in bulk as long

as they live, though the patriarchal cod men-

tioned above, fell oflT visibly long before he

died; but this, no doubt, arose from his blind-

ness, which prevented him, when rations came
to be divided, in spite of the friendship and

solicitude of the fisherman, from obtaining any

thing like his proper share. Although regu-

larly baited every second day, the fish are so

voracious that you have only to attach a lim-

pet to a hook, and drop it into the pond, when
hundred mouths will be opened to receive

A selection can thus be made of any trout

the angler pleases, and the whole population

could be taken out, marked, weighed in scales,

and reconsigned to the pool, without sustain-

ing the least harm. I myself tried the expe-

riment with the clumsiest possible apparatus,

and after determining to which mouth I

should give the preference, captured two or

three bulky cod, with all the complacency of

a dandy angler.

" That the cod, blochin, &c. deposit spawn,

there can be no doubt, but the moment the

fry appears, it is so greedily devoured, that

the renovating principle is, and must remain,

in abeyance. The same thing no doubt occurs

to a great extent in the open ocean; where

the stronger uniformly prey upon the weaker;

but there the supply either exceeds the demand,

or is scattered over such an extensive surface,

that a portion of the fry is left undevoured—

a

wise and beneficent provision of nature for

recruiting the numbers of a class of animals

that form so important a part of the food of

man. That salt-water fishes are not unfre-

quently put to their shifts, may be inferred

from the fact, that the cod at Logan are both

better and fatter than those caught any where

, although it may be true that the confine-

ment they endure tends to promote the same

end. To cater for them is no easy task, and

he fisherman must employ part of his time in

gathering sand-eels, crabs, and limpets, the

former of which are given raw, while the lat-

ter must be scalded in order to disengage the

meat from the shell.

" Not a few individuals with whom I have

conversed, are deci.lptlly of opinion that a fiab-

pond, constructed on a similar principle, would

prove a good speculation in the neighbourhood

of London; and however this may be, one

thing is clear, that Colonel M'Dowall and his

family possess facilities which, if carefully cul-

tivated, would enable them to make, not

merely popular, but scientific, contributions

to natural history."

In a number of the Quarterly Journal of

Agriculture may be found an article more
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minutely descriptive ofllie plan of forming fii.h-

preserves in inland situations, as well as on

the sea-slioies.

Sloke Park—J. Perm, Esq.

This is a very interesting place on many

accounts. Its [iresent possessor is the grand-

son* of the celelirated Penn, the founder of the

state of Pennsylvania; and, had this gentle-

man's fatlier not been a royalist, his income

from his American possessions, we areinfoim-

ed on the best authority, would now have ex-

ceeded s-ix hundred thousand pounds a year.

Stoke Park is also interesting, as being the

scene of Gray's "Long Story," and of his

celebrated " Elegy in a Country Churchyard."

The yew trees immortalised by the poet, are

still in existence ; but most of the " ruftged

elms" have been cut down. What we prin-

cipally regretted, however, was the removal

of nearly all the old Elizabethan mansion,

which is said to have been one of great archi-

tectural beauty. Gray was buried in the

churchyard; and near it, in the grounds, there

is a plain massive pedestal, surmounted by a

sarcophagus, erected to his memory. On the

four sides of the pedestal, are four appropiiate

extracts from his Elegy. There Is also a mo-
numental column in the park, to the memory
of Sir Edward Coke, the celebrated lawyer.

'I'he grounds consist of a considerable extent

of table land, from which an irregular wind-

ing slope descends to the south. This slope is

very gentle; but it is still sufficient to give the

walks along the brow, and especially the

house, commanding views of 'Windsor Castle,

and the adjoining country. The pleasure-

ground is laid out in what may be called the

classical style of the poet Mason; the forms

of the masses of flowers and shrubs being ge-

nerally circular or oval, and each scene dis-

tinguished by appropriate statues, or busts on
therms. The house in the Grecian style, and
Doric, appears to a stranger, remarkably
well placed, though, like most others built

about the same time, it wants an architectural

basement and appendages. The whole place

was in good order.

—

Loudon's Gardener's
Magazine.

This I think St bei.Mo i luiuii niu=i. ue a. mistake ;— it is nioi(

likely that he is the great-grandson of Wm. Penn.

THE FRXE^D.
ELEVENTH MONTH, 8, 1834.

Through the medium of a communication
from one of our attentive correspondents, w
are enabled to state, that the Yearly Meeting
of Friends held in Baltimore, commenced
with the meeting of ministers and elders on
seventh day, the 2oth ult., and concluded on
fifth day, the 30th. It was attended by about
the usual number of members; seveial. minis
ters and other Friends from neigh'bourinc,

yearly meetings with minutes, were also pre'^-

sent. Epistles from London and Dublin, and
the yearly meetings of Friends in this country,
were received and replied to. Such a corre-
spondence was felt to be important, manifest-

ing the unity which the body of the Society

holds with every such division of it, and con-

veying strength and encouragement, particu-

larly to those most reduced in number. The
state of the meeting set forth in the reports,

and the duties brought into view by the queries,

were seriously considered; on which occasion,

n exercise was experienced that the testimo-

nies and discipline of the Society might be

consistently mamtained. Other concerns which

claimed its notice, were also disposed of with

harmony and religious feeling. The select

education oi the children, it appeared by a

eporl, had been under care, and where a suf-

ficient number'are located to form schools, the

hope was entertained that suitable teachers

would be provided, to carry into effect a con-

cern, which very essentially involves the pre-

servation of the youth in a conformity with our

Christian principles. A support of our testi-

ly against slavery, which still exists in that

section of the country, and the proper instruc-

ion of the free coloured people in Friends'

fiimilies, are subjects of annual enquiry, by

which the condition of this oppressed people

is periodically thrown before Friends. Balti-

more, Ohio, and Indiana yearly meetings,

extend a joint care over the Shawnee Indians,

now removed to a tract of country westward

of the Mississippi, which is slated, in the re-

port of the committee on Indian affairs, to be

of good quality and satisftictory to the tribe.

The liberality of eur friends in England, ever

ready to aid the cause of Christian benevo-

lence, has again furnished seveial hundred

pounds sterling, to be appropriated to the

literary and religious instruction of the Shaw-
nees, by the committees of those meetings.

This donation would not be now needed, had

the Hicksites of Baltimore paid to the rightful

trustees, the funds which were derived from

the same source several years since, and which

we might have supposed they would have felt

bound to do, more especially as tlie donor?

have declared that the Yearly Meeting o{

Friends, is the only body theie which they

acknowledge as their agents in applying the

trust. A fund of its magnitude, judiciously

employed in providing teachers and furnishing

schools with the requisite means for inst:

tion, and also in aiding the aborigines to ac-

quire some of the mechanic arts, might Ue

productive of much good, instead of remaining

dormant in the hands of those who have no

right to control it.

Much labour has devolved on some of thi

members of this yearly meeting in administer

ing the discipline, on account of the separa

tion, but their perseverance is an evidence of

the sustaining power of the Head of the

Church, and that the work is owned by him.

Whatever may be the trials which his follow-

CIS endure, or the discouragements that sur-

round them, help is laid upon One that is migh-

ty: and according to the day, so shall their

strength be, if they steadfastly rely upon him.

Indiana Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at

White Water, in Wayne county, Indiana,

commenced on second day, the 6th of last

month, (the select meeting of ministers and
elders, on seventh day preceding,) and ck
on the following seventh day. Besides the

usual investigation into the general state o^
Society, as exhibited in the reports from the

subordinate meetings, in which a lively con-

cern was prevalent for the faithful support of

our several Christian testimonies, the subject

of the guarded education of the rising gene-

ration appears to have taken deep hold upon
the attention of the meeting. Also, the due

supply, where deficiencies exist, of families

with copies of the Bible—extension of the be-

nefits (if literary instruction to the children of

coloured people—and the civilisation and im-

provement of the condition of the Indians,

respectively were brought into review. A
new quarterly meeting, to he formed out of a

part of Miami Quarter, was likewise agreed

to be established.

West Indies.—A letter from a member of
the legislature of New Providence, Bahama,
dated Nassau, Sept. 24lh, to his friend in this

city, says,

" I assure you that every thing connected
with the apprenticeship system goes on admi-
rably; perfect quietness prevails here, and the

accounts received from Jamaica bear the same
aspect, and there are no doubts entertained

of the continuance of good order."

—

Am. D.
Adv.

We have several times adverted 16 the case

of the slaves left to be manumitted by Dr.
Hawes;—the following from the American
Daily Advertiser, of 1st instant, will interest

many of our readers.

—

" The ship Ninua sailed from Norfolk on
Sunday last for Liberia, with one hundred and
twenty-eight emigrants, one hundred and ten

of whom were liberated by the late Dr. Ilawes,
of Rappahannock, Va., who also appropriated
funds for their transportation."

Say is welcome to our columns;—Contri-

bution, No. 1, will appear in our next.

FRIENt-'S' A.SYLUai.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Joel
Woolman, near Frankfoid ; John G. Hoskins,
No. 201, Arch street ; Edward B. Garrigues,

corner of Sixth and Spring Garden street.

Superintendents.—John and Lastitia Red-
mond.

Attending P/njsicinns.—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 101, North Tenth street; Dr. Charles
Evans, No. lOa, Union street.

An intelligent boy of industrious habits is

wanted at the office of " The Friend." He
will have an oppoitunity of improving himself
in writing, and may have considerable leisure

for reading and study. The business of the

office affords a healthful proportion of exer-
cise. A small compensation will be given to

one well qualified for the station ; as well as

occasional instruction in such branches as he
may wish to study, in time of leisure.

Married, at Friends' Meeting House, Orange
street, on fourth day, the 5th instant, William Henry
Brown to Laura A. daughter of John Howell.

on the same day, at Friends' Meeting House
on Twelfth street, Pascau. Morris to Tamazine R.
Penneli,—all of this city.
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For "Tlie Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
(Concluded fiom page 374.)

In lookinw back at tlie early periods of the

Society of Friends, and tracing ihe course of

some of iiiose worthy men uiio were chiefly

instrumental in its organisation and establish-

ment, it is animating to observe with what

patient and undeviating perseverance tlicy pur-

sued the path of duty, unawed by the ter-

rors of persecution, and uncontaininaled by

the allurements or ma.xims of the woild. Up-
right, intrepid, and zealous in the cause of

truth, they fearlessly exposed the hypocrisy

and deceit of false professors, and the more
open corruption of tiio.se who made little pre-

tensions to religion; and though the honest

boldness of their manner subjected them to

the cruelty of those whose vices were thus

reproved, yet neither stripes nor slocks, the

loss of liberty, estate, or reputation, nor even
death itself, could shako their const.incy, or

deter Ihem from the faithful discharge of the

trust committeil to them, as ambassadors for

Christ, and slev/ards of the mysteries of his

blessed gospel. Their meek and unresisting

deportment under the most cruel and oppres-

sive treatment, furnished a beautiful illustra-

tion of that saying in Holy Scripture, " Being
roiled, we bless—being defamed, we entreat

—being jierseculed, we suffer it."—While the

provings which they passed through, purified

and strengthened their faith and increased their

attachment to the precious cause for which
they " suffered the loss of all things," the di-

vine support mercifully vouchsafed, enabled

them to icjoice in the midst of tribulations,

and to pour forth the sweet strains of thanks-

giving and praisei that they were accounted
worthy to suffer for the name of Jesus. How
delightful and refreshing in these days of de-

generacy and worldly alliance to dwell in

meditation on cliaracters so dignified and ex-

alted—on faith so simple—love so fervent,

dedication so entire, selfdenial so perfect,

and so steadfast a submission to the restraints

of the cross. In vain did the world hold

out the acquisition of wealth, the enjoyment

of ease and domestic comforts, or the ho-

nours or pleasures which it can confer, to

allure them from the " straight and narrow

path which leads to life,"—they had a ready

and conclusive negative to place on all such

allurements, in the conviction under which they

daily lived, that they were " not their own,

but were bought with a price ; that hence-

forth they should no more live to themselves,

but to Him who died for them ; and as stran-

gers and pilgrims on earth, be engaged in seek-

ing another and a belter country, a house not

made with hands, eternal in the heavens."

Can we wonder if the truth of God prospered

in the hands, and spread widely abroad under

the ministry, of men lilie these—men whose

daily walk and conversation was loud preach-

ing, and bespoke thein to be fellow citizens

with the saints, and of the household of Christ?

Why is it that the glory and zeal of that day

has passed away, and the Society settled down
in supineness and ease, with so little effort

for the increase of pure spiritual religion with-

in its own borders, or the wider difTusion of

those benign and heavenly principles which it

once espoused with so much ardour?—The
fields are white unto harvest—never was there

a time of greater enquiry on the important

subject of religion; and many, we believe, are

earnestly seeking the way to the new Jerusa-

lem, with the anxious interrogation in their

hearts, if not on their lips, " Men and bre-

thren, what shall we do to be saved?" The
storm of persecution is hushed ; the violence

of polemic controversy and angry disputatipn

is assuaged, the ear is open to hear, and hearts

to receive, the precious word of life and sal-

vation, and well may every true born child of

God send up to the footstool of the Holy
Throne, the devout aspiration, that " the

great Lord of the harvest would send forth

more labourers into the harvest." Why then

do so large a portion of the members of our

Society manifest an almost total apathy on
the most important of all concerns, and like

Gallio of old, appear to "care for none of these

things." Surely they have turned to the world

and buried their talents in the pursuit of its

wealth or its pleasures, until their sensibilities

have become benumbed, and the transitory

concerns of the present uncertain life usurped

the place of those momentous interests which

belong to an eternal world. To this source,

we may attribute the sad eclipse which has

come over the Society; and the coldness and

darkness which accompany it are painfully to

be felt, threatening to terminate in spiritual

death, unless the operation of that all-power-

ful Word, which is as a fire and a hammer,
break the rock in pieces, and arouse the slum-

berers from their lethargy. Well, therefore,

may we invoke the voice of an archangel's

trumpet to sound forth amono- n.^ tfm niv.nlcpn.

wi^i summons, " O, Larth,—earth—earth

—

hear the word of the Lord."

The design of the compiler in presenting to

the readers of " The Friend" biograpjiical

notices of some of the ancient members of the

Society, is to induce a disposition to ponder

their example, and to follow them as they fol-

lowed Christ. If the delineation of their cha-

racters in that plain and simple style which

they have chosen, has but a tendency to pro-

mote an increase of piety among our youth,

and to raise in their hearts living desires after

the practical experience of the religion which

produced such blessed effects in their worthy

predecessors, the highest wishes of the writer

will be attained.

The last essay brought up the Itistory of

George Whitehead to the period of his re-

lease from prison. Richard Hubberthorn, his

former companion, being still detained a pri-

soner-, he prosecuted his journey alone through

Norfolk and parts adjacent, and in reviewing

this part of his service, he thus feelingly com-

memorates the mercy and goodness of the

Most High, in strengthening him for the work

of the day.

" The Lord did greatly assist me, and gave

me living encouragement and comfort when I

was much alone, in his work and service ; and

I was the more comforted and animated in

spirit by his Divine power and presence, in

feeling and perceiving his blessed work to pros-

per, and the Truth of the Gospel of Christ take

effect upon (he hearts and spirits of many, both
old and young ; opening their understandings,

convincing them and converting them to Christ

the true Light, and turning many from dark-

ness, and the works thereof, to know his Di-

vine Power to make them his dear children

and people ; as many were in those early days.

And how diligent were many in those days, in

going many miles to Frierrds' meetings, both

ancient and young, men and women, maidens
and childi-cn ! VVhat love, what brokenness
and tenderness, would be and appear in meet-
ings, in those days of their first love and es-

pousals! wherein many were espoused unto

Christ Jesus, in his Light, Life, and Spirit, and
many of those loving and tender Friends, who
were of the first fruits among us, continued

and ended their days."

It would be rejoicing, indeed, if we could

experience in our meetings, more of that con-

trition and fervour of spirit, which so emi-

nently attended the assemblies of our fore-

fathers, when the whole company were broken
into tears, and could return to their homes
edified and comforted, with the acknowledg-
ment that it had been good for them to be
there. How different is it now, when so few

seem in love with religious meetings, and
from year to year the complaint is sounded in

our ears, of great neglect in their attendance.

If we expect to see the day when these pre-

cious seasons of united adoration and spiritual

worship will be restored within our borders,

it must be by a n-iore entire dedication to the

Lord's will. The world and its pursuits di-

vide our attention, and steal away our affec-

tions from Him whose right it is ;o reign pre-

eminent in the heart. We prefer other objects
tr> h;.., r-- '

.
' '.'

with more avidity than we do his service, and

hence, whatever we may profess to the con-

trary, we are of the number of those whom
he declared were not worthy of him.

After Richard Hubberthorn's release, he

and George Whitehead held a number of meet-

ings, being united " in the work and fellowship

of the gospel of Christ Jesus," many were con-

vinced by their ministry, and continued faith-

ful friends to the close of life. Respecting a

meeting held near Woodbridge he says,

—

" In the former part of the summer, in the

year 1655, I had a very remarkable, and, in-

deed, memorable meeting, in High-Suffolk, at

Charsfield, a few miles from Woodbridge,

where George Fox the younger then lived with

his father ; and it was the first meeting of

Friends that was on that side of the country,

and the largest that I had had before in High-

Suffolk : I had no companion then in the min-

istry with me, but some Friends from Mendles-

ham side. Unto that meeting there was a very

great resort of people about the country of

divers sorts ; and the Lord having prepared

the hearts of many of them, to seek after and

receive the Truth, they came with good inten-

tions and desires.

" We had the meeting in an orchard or yard;

it began before mid-day, and I had a stool to

stand upon. After I had waited upon the Lord

a little space, for his power to arise, and give

me strength to stand up in testimony, the peo-

ple being in great expectation to hear and ob-
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serve what might be declared, the Lord waslour adversaries, whereby we had been render-

graciously pleased to give me strength and' ed so anti-christian, and anti-scriptural, in reli-

ability in his name, to bear a living and faith- {gion and profession, that they thought they

ful testimony according to the openings and] might easily deal with us, and run us down :

discoveries given me by his Free Spirit, and but such sort of prejudging, and condemning

the ability and gift received of him to preach people, caused those opposers, and many

the everlasting Gospel, in the Name and Power others, to go but lamely to work against us
;

of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and agreeable also and the clearness of our Christian confessions

to the Scriptures of Truth, the testimonies of

the holy prophets, Christ Jesus, and his apos-

tles. I was wonderfully assisted and enlarged

in my testimony for Him and his blessed Gos-

pel Truth, insomuch that I was enabled to

stand upon the stool, though slippery, near five

hours that day, preaching the Truth, and

opening those things which concerned the

kingdom of Christ and of God, and men's

everlasting salvation. And many were that

day livingly touched in their hearts, and effec-

tually convinced in their consciences, of the

Truth then sincerely and livingly declared unto

them in the power and demonstration of the

Holy Spirit.

" After I had declared for some time, one

John Burch, a preacher among the Baptists,

appeared to make some objections about the

ordinances, as water baptism, &c. and also

about the coming of Christ in person. I being

called unto a spiritual ministry, in order to

bring people out of shadows to the substance,

and to know Christ in Spirit, and not after the

flesh, nor to rest only in a literal knowledge of

Christ, but that they might know him livingly

and inwardly after the Spirit ; 1 gave answer

to him, in the spirit of meekness, for his better

information, and instruction in the way of God
more perfectly than either John's baptism, out-

ward shadows, or mere literal knowledge

" In a little time John was silent, ann seem-

ed somewhat satisfied, and after farther and

serious consideration, came to receive th

Truth in an inward sight and sense of the

power thereof, insomuch that he laid down hi

former preaching and profession, and became
willing to wait upon the Lord among Friends

in silence. And after some years, he was raised

up to bear testimony to the Light, the Spirit,

and Power of Christ Jesus; and so came to be

a minister thereof, in order to bring people

into the knowledge of Christ and his spiritual

baptism in them. In his ministry, the said John
Burch was very serviceable, especially in his

latter days: he kept in the faith of Christ; and
in love and unity ended his days in peace.

" But to return to the said remarkable and
memorable meeting ; in the latter part thereof,

came several noted priests, who were pastors

and teachers among the people called Indepen-

dents, and made some objections and question-

ings ; both the people and John Burch and
company being very attentive, and observing

to see what work they would make of it against

us.

" They came wrongfully prepossessed and
prejudiced against us, that we denied the Holy
Scriptures, Christ, his ordinances, church, and
ministry. But in a little discourse with them,
I perceived they were ignorant of our Chris-

tian principles and doctrine ; and what they

had conceived against us, seemed chiefly to

proceed from the false and injurious reports of

nd scriptural vindications, has many times put

damp upon their spirits when they have come
upon trial face to face ; as it appeared at that

time with the said Independent ministers.

ut the aforesaid ministers, however pre-

possessed, carried themselves tolerably mode-

rate towards me and our Friends, at the said

meeting; and after they were clearly and plainly

answered, and their expectations of getting any

advantage against us or our doctrine frustrated,

hey departed ; and the Truth greatly gained

ground that day, and at that meeting; and many
were truly convinced and their hearts turned

to God, his grace, and truth."

George Whitehead thus proceeds with h:

narrative.

" After considerable labour and service in

testimony for the Truth and Gospel of Christ

Jesus, in the years 1654 and 1655, besides the

imprisonment in Norwich, before related, my
dear friend Richard Clayton and I meeting

again in High-Suffolk, in the 5th month, 1655,

travelled together to Colchester; where James
Parnel, that early servant of Christ, was pri

soner in the castle, he being committed but e

little time before we visited him in prison. He
was given up to suSer for his faithful testimony

was comforted in our visit ; and we were glad

to see him so well. So we travelled forward

on the road towards London, being desirous to

see our brethren and friends in that city, if the
jjora nau pernjiiieu. vv e weni iiiiiioaj nv.... ii^
White Elm near Ipswich, to near Chelmsford
on foot, being nearly forty miles ; and in the

road, meeting with our dear friend and brother
George Fox, and Amos Stoddard, coming from
London into Essex, were very glad to see them;
insomuch that our desires of going forward
were in part answered for that time ; and we
were willing to stay with them at some meet-
ings in Essex ; which we did, as at Great
Coggeshall and Lexden near Colchester, wiiere

George Fox gave large testimony to the Truth
of Christ, and against the world's corrup-
tions.

" On the First-day of the week following,

being the 29th day of the 5lh month, 1655, I

had a very good meeting at South-Halsted, in

John Isaac's barn, Rishard Clayton being with
me ; and John Harwood, a Yorksiiire man,
having met us in Essex, was minded to travel

a little with us. At that meeting the Lord
greatly enlarged my heart, in his Gospel testi-

mony toward that people
; for the hearts of

many of them were well-disposed and inclinei

toward God and his blessed Truth: and he, by
his invisible Power, had opened a door of en
trance among them, as well as a door of utter-

ance unto them. James Parnel had been
strumental to convince divers in those parts

that summer, before his imprisonment at Col
Chester ; and by his testimony and living niin

istry, divers professors were shaken, and at a

loss in their professions and notions which they

had gathered in their heads, withoi.t experi-

ence of a true heart work by the Power of

Christ : for profession and talk of religion and
church, did greatly abound in those days, as

well as pride and self conceit, which the Lord
was about to stain and abase, as he manifestly

did in a short time after ; for those summer
shows of religion would not endure a stormy

winter.

" I must confess to the glory of God in my
own self-abasement, and his bearing sway over

my will and affection, by his own Power, Wis-

dom, and Providence, I w'as at that time pre-

vented from going to London, to visit my bre-

thren and friends there, according to my own
desire and affection ; the Lord having then

more work and service, as well as suffering, for

mc to go through in the country, and particu-

larly in the county of Suffolk, before I might
obtain my desire of going to London : having
had blessed and effectual service, by the spe-

cial assistance of the Lord's power in Norfolk

and in High-Suffolk, I must now be a sufferer

in Low-Suffolk, and bear my testimony for

Him, in a hard confinement and inhuman treat-

ment in prison ; for in those days among the

exercises which befel many of us, whom the

Lord so early called, and sent forth to preach

tl;e Gospel of repentance unto life and salva-

tion, we were led one while to run to and fro,

that knowledge might increase among people,

in the ways and dealings of the Lord ; another

while suddenly were permitted to be taken and
imprisoned, strictly confined, and severely

used ; as the subsequent accounts may in part

show, and also what manner of spirit did rule

in and influence some sorts of men, under high

professions, and great pretensions of religion

and Christianity ; and how unchristian they
were in practice."

For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS NO. XII.

Therefore, thus saith the Lord, If thou return then
I will bring thee again, and lliou shall stand before
me: and if thou take forth the precious from the vile,

thou shall be as my mouth : let them return unto thee;
hut return not thou unto them.
And I will make Ihoe unto this people a fenced

brazen wall : and they shall fight against thee, but
they shall not prevail against thee : for I am with
thee to save, and deliver Ihee, saith the Lord.

Jeremiah xv.—19, 20.

This gracious promise, delivered to Jere-
miah when he stood as it were alone in the
midst of a crooked and perverse generation,
contains much instruction, not only for the
priest and prophet, but for the private Chris-
tian, in all ages of the world. If we are at-

tentive to the divine leadings in our own
minds, we shall find that the requirements of
our religion differ from the practice of many
professors by which we are surrounded, and
it will be needful for us sometimes to stand
solitary in the midst of these ; opposing some
things which they esteem harmless, and con-
tending for others, which they deem of no
value : but if we do not maintain the watch,
keeping earth and earthly things in their pro-
per place, we shall become gradually assimi-
lated in language and deportment, until every
vestige of peculiarity is lost, and there will
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be nothing about us to remind the caieless

and inconsiderate that we are proCessedly

seeking a " city yet to come." "Let them
turn u?ito thee, but return not thou unto them.''''

Though we are all liable to be led away into

this temptation, yet the passage above quoted

seems more particularly applicable to minis-

ters of the gospel—to those who have become
as it were the mouth of the Lord to deliver

his message to the people. Should these be

found making a compromise between the

world and their own souls, cnteting into its

conversation with a view to please, or with-

holding what is profitable from a fearfulness

to offend the ungodly, the consequences must
be pernicious in the extreme ; but if on the

other hand, those whose business it is to " se-

parate the piecious from the vile," to draw a

broad line between those who are serving

God, and those who serve him not ; if these

keep an eye single to their master's glory,

"counting all dross in comparison of the ex-

cellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus,"

willing to save souls even at the expense of

their own reputation for knowledge, dignity,

or refinement ;—" they shall be to the people

a fenced biazen wall, and though they fight

against them they shall not prevail against

them, for, saitli the Lord, I am with them to

save and deliver them."
It is as true now as ever it was, that "they

that would live godly in Christ Jesus, must
suffer persecution," and he or she who
preaches savingly, and delivers the whole
counsel of God, will often oflTend the fastidi-

ous ears of the unconverted, for there is a

"sore place in every unregenerate heart that

win_ illy endure th.e„tQuah_QCJu?ogt'>]L(v./-3"o.

the'gospel will of themselves create enemies,

but will in duo lime, if they have the desired

efTect, transform them into friends."* We
shall all find that if we discharge our duty

faithfully, we shall have to say and do many

things that the lukewarm and indifl'erent will

find°fault with. I recollect once hearing of

a young Friend, who, notwithstanding the re-

monstrances of her mother, had for a long

time absented herself from meetings of disci-

pline ; on some especial occasion, however,

she was at last induced to go, when there hap-

pened to be a stranger at meeting who was

led to address the gay and thoughtless in a

remarkable plain and searching language—so

much so, that the young friend could not mis-

understand it, but was so offended that she

toid her motiier "she did not intend to go to

such meetings again." I have not since heard

from this young woman, but I have often

thought that should she ever become truly re-

ligious, she may look back to this meeting as

the most important of her life—and revert to

that communication as the first that had ever

seriously alarmed her conscience. We are at

present much in need of an awakening minis-

try ; there is much said that is calculated to

strengthen and comfort those who are travel-

ling Zionwaid—but, as an eminent writer ob-

serves, " the gospel is not held out so much

as a means of preservation to the innocent, as

» Cowper's Coirespondence.

salvation to the gtiiltij."* Those who have

already entered by the door into the sheep
fold, know in whom they trust ; we fear not

for these; they have a strong tower to resoit

to in times of danger or of sorrow—to them
the promise has gone forth " I will never

leave thee nor forsake thee." " Be thou

faithful unto death, and I will give thee a

crown of life." But for the poor benighted

ones who are yet groping in nature's dark-

ness, eagerly rushing to their own destruction

;

careless of their own souls, of God, and of

eternity ; those who have so long walked ii

error's ways, that they know not how to re

race their steps ; it is for these we fear; their

mmortal souls are in jeopardy—they have so

ong turned a deaf ear to the offers of mercy
and the pleadings of the " still small voice,"

that it would seem as if nothing but the ter-

rors of judgment and the voice of thunder
can arouse them from their fatal sleep. I be
ieve there are many such within the walls of
our meeting-houses, and in our own societ

some of these hear but little of religion or an
eternal state, except from the gallery or the

pulpit, and they call loudly not only for the

zeal and prayers of the preacher, but, whei
is practicable, for the untiring efforts of the

private Christian.

'Oh! for a voice of thunder, that might wake
Tho slumberincr sinner ere ho sleeps in death ;

Oh ! for a tempest, into dust to sliake

His sand-built dwelling while he yet has breath
Some viewless hand, to picture on the wall

His fearful sentence ere the curtain fall 1"

But who, it will peihaps be said. suffi

cient for these things? I answer " In thp f.nrfl

v\c; may ao vaiianiry, tor ne it is that has put

to flight all our enemies. There are many

within our borders who have tasted of his

goodness, and can testify that there are no

joys but those that flow from his presence,

that are worthy of the name : and what return

are some of these making for all that they

nave received at his hands? Are they taking

up their cross daily, endeavouring to convert

the sinner from the errors of his ways ;
not

fearing the face of man, but striving to deal

afli"ectionately but plainly with those who are

without the ark of safety for their soul's good?

There is a vast field of labour before us, and

much may be done by those who keep the

ranks in righteousness, and stand boldly forth

in their master's cause ;—but such must ever

keep a broad line of distinction between those

who are serving God, and those whose pur-

suits, whose conversation, and whose hearts,

are far from him. " Let them return unlo thee,

but leturn not thou unto them."
***h.

» H. Moore.

Niagara Falls.— It has lately been ascer-

tained, by a gentleman of Albany, that the per-

pendicular height of this famous cataract is

one hundred and fifty-eight feel, four inches,

The exact height was ascertained by aclua

measurement, in presence of several other in

dividuals, who certify to the facts as slated.

'I'he improvement in the manufacture of
flour, described in the article below, appears
to us to be one of no small importance, and as

many of our subscribers, either as cultivators,

millers, or merchants, have a special interest

in the matter, there needs no apology for its

insertion here.

We have experienced much gratification,

(says the Baltimore Gazette,) through the po-

liteness of our enterprising fellow-citizen, Na-
than Tyson, Esq. in a visit which we have
made to Laurel Mills, of which that gentleman
is the proprietor, with the view of examining
an improvement which he has adopted in the

mode of kiln drying wheat flour. We have de-

rived so much pleasure from the investigation

of this important subject, that we have deter-

mined to direct the attention of our readers to

it, and we offer no apology for the length of
our remarks, believing that our mercantile
friends, to whom the subject cannot fail to be
interesting, will be gratified with an account of
it, however imperfect it may be.

The apparatus consists of an arched brick
chamber, containing two furnaces for burning
anthracite, and two capacious cylinders of tin

placed diagonally, through which the flour,

when manufactured, passes at a temperature
of about 220 degrees. The flour, thus losing

a large portion of its moisture, is then convey-
ed into the packing room, and, when cooled,

packed for transportation.

Notwithstanding the simplicity of this fix-

lure, and the obvious improvement it makes
in the keeping properties of the flour, it is

necessity 'of "some such contrivance, that it

should not have been put in operation earlier.

The present is the result of a series of experi-

ments made by Mr. Tyson, and, we are happy

to say, has so fully answered his expectations as

to induce him to obtain a patent for its con-

struction.

To the western country this improvement is

of incalculable value, and will render it the

granary of North America. With one of these

simple'fixtuies, which can be attached at small

expense to any flour mill in I'
'""'

country, the

Hers of western Pennsylvania and Ohio will

be able to count with certainty upon their flour

arriving at New Orleans as sweet as when first

made, and to insure its safety for an indefinite

period of time in any climate.

As we examined the noiseless movement of

this efficient machine, and the cloud of vapour

passing from it, we were forcibly impressed with

a sense of its importance to the whole coun-

try ; that, in usefulness, it will compare with

the cotton gin of Whitney, or the spinning jeti-

ny of Arkwright, and that it will give a stabi-

liiy to the business on the Western waters

which they could never have otherwise at-

tained.

It has been ascertained by experiment, that

flour manufactured in this manner has remain-

ed in Gibraltar two years perfectly sweet, that

the unfavourable climate of Liberia has pro-

duced no impression upon it, proving sweet

after remaining in store for upwards of twelve

months, and that the same results have been
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ascertained in the West India Islands. Several

cargoes have been shipped round Gape Horn

some parts of which have returned, and have

been found in as good order as when first ma
nufactured, and wherever the experiment has

been tried, it has proved entirely successful

and the flour produced ^ 1.50 more than the

flourofany other brand.

We invite the attention of the public to this

subject, and those immediately interested in

the manufacture of flour will derive much in^

terest from an inspection of the mode of its

preparation.

We cannot give a stronger evidence of the

utility of this apparatus, and the rich harvest

which the proprietor will realise from his dis-

covery, than the opinion of one of our most

respected and extensive merchants, whose

judgment upon this subject will have great in

fluence, not only here but abroad, and with

whose certificate we close our remarks.

"I do hereby certify, that I have purchased

.from time to time a considerable quantity of

dried flour, which I shipped to the West In

dies and South America—say Brazils, and

round Cape Horn. That in every instance this

flour kept perfectly sweet, and that I believe

it v;ould keep sweet for years in almost any

climate.
" Signed, Wm. Patteeson."

Baltimore, February \bth, 1834.

JOHN RANDOLPH OF ROANOKE.

The meteor blaze of this extraordinary

man has now passed away. Many circum-

starice s in the course of his eccentric career,

show that he experienced, at times, povver"
ful convictions of Divine grace, which if he
had duly regarded, would have disciplined
and led his brilliant capacities to very dif-
ferent results. The scene described in the
following, is not only characteristic, but ex-
ceedingly impressive.

[From a Friend now in Philadelphia.]

October 20, 1834.

I spent an evening, not long since, in com
pany with the celebrated Dr. , who
was the medical attendant of John Randolph
of Roanoke, at the time of his decease in this
city. Among many deeply interesting anec
dotes, he related the following, which has
never been published. I think it well de-
serves to be.

Randolph was near his end. Dr
was sitting by the table, and his man John,
(Juba was left in Roanoke) sitting by the
bed in perfect silence, when he closed his
eyes, and for a few moments seemed by his
hard breathing, to be asleep. But as the se-
quel proved, it was the intense working of
his mind. Opening his keen eyes upon the
doctor, he said, sharply, ^^ remorse''—soon
afterwards more emphatically, " HEMORSJi"—
P'f^f^^i.^^A'^.V^P °'' ^'^ strength, he cried
out, » REMORSE." He then added, ^^ Let
me see the word." The doctor not comme.

then said to him, with great energy. " Let

me see the tvord. Show me it in a dic-

tionary." The doctor looked round and

told him he believed there was none in the

room. " Write it then," said Randolph. The
doctor perceiving one of Randolph's engraved

cards laying on the table, asked if he should

write it on that. " Nothing more proper"
W3s the answer. The doctor then wrote the

word in pencil under the printed name, and

handed it to Randolph. He seized it, and

holding it up to his eyes with great earnest-

ness, seemed much agitated. After a few
seconds, he handed back the card, saying,
" M''rite it on the other side." The doctor

did so, in large letters. He took it again, and

after gazing earnestly upon it a few seconds,

returned it, and said, " Lend John your pen-

cil, and let him put a stroke under it." The
black man took the pencil and did so, leaving

it on the table. "Ah !" said the dying man,
"remoese, you don't know what it means!
you don't know what it means." But added
presently, " I cast myself on the Lord Jesus

Christ for mercy."
Dr. then showed me the identical

card. On one side there was written "John
Randolph, of Roanoke—Remorse," and on
the other side " Remorse." You may imagine
the varied thoughts that rushed through my
mind, at beholding the sad evidence of the

dreadfulness of postponing to a dying hour
the businessof a life time.

—

ChristianWatch-
man.

Selected for " The Friend."

THE AUTIMN LEAF.

And shivering—wherefore dust ihou ]in(rer'here '

Thy work is done.
°

Thou hast seen all

The summer flowers reposing i„ their tomb,
And the green leaves, that knew thee in their bloon),

Wither and fall

;

Why dost thou cling
So fondly to the tough a°nd sapless tree?
llath then existence aught Iik(

Thou fading thing!
The voice of spring,

Which waked thee into being,
Will greet thee, nor the gentle

New verdure bring.
The zephyr's breath

No mora will waste .for thee it..

But the loiie sighing of the hla
Thy hymn of death.

for the

! er agaii

nelody-

INTERESTING RELIC.
It is not generally known that the remains of Cap-

tain Cook's ship, the " Endeavour," are now lying
in the harbour of Newport. This was the ship which
carried out the celebrated Sir Joseph Banks, and tha
great Swadish naturalist, Dr. Solander, a well-known
scientific gentleman of the city of New York. Dr.
John Francis, during the last summer, obtained a
piece of one of her limbers with the view of having
it made into snuft' bo,\'es to be dislributod among the
most eminent scientific societies in Europe and
America.
The history of the old "Endeavour" is as fol-

lows:—In 1768, Capiain Cook was appointed to her
command, and she was destined to convey Sir Joseph
Banks and Dr. Solander to the Pacific Ocean, to

make observations on the transit of Venus. She
sailed in June of that year. The transit of Venus
(1769, June 3,) was advantageously observed al
Olaheite—the neighbouring islands were explored,
and Cook then sailed for New Zealand, where he
arrived in October. After an examination for six

months of tho shores of the islands, he took his de-
parturc for New Holland, tiie eastern coast of which
he surveyed, and on his return to England was pro-
moted from lieutenant in tho navy to the rank of
master and commander. The " Endeavour" wag
purchased for a whaling vessel, and her ultimate
destiny was to deposite her bones in the waters of
Newport harbour, where they still lie, as before ob-
served. Their place of deposite is opposite to, and
net very remote from, the wharf of Mr. Charles
Thurston, and they constitute one of the many inte-

resting associations connected w ith the ancient capi-

tal of Rhode Island. The subject is deserving Ihe

attention of our historical society.

—

Prov. Journal.

The Savannah Georgian states that JohnCouper,
Esq., of St. Simons, has on bis plantation about fifty

dale trees. A specimen of the fruit was recently sent to

Savannah, which is thus described:—" In tiie speci-

men before us, tho fruit, of a rich golden colour, is

pendant in clusteis of four to eight, at the extremi-
ties of a slender stem, about a foot and a half long,

which radiale from the very extreme of the branch
.^f Ihe trne. The stem is fiee of fruit for full a footj
number of dates on this branch amounted to about
iwo hundred The fruit is not yet ripe. Inside it ishrm and fleshy, with a sub-acid, but not a disagree-

Yet a few da
A few faint struggles with the autumn storm,
And the strained eye to catch thy trembling form,

In vain may gaze.
Pale autumn leaf!

Thou art an emblem of mortality;

'^''"'%''i7-,'l™
'??'' "'"='= >">""& ""f* '''•es'' >'ke thee.

Withered by grief— -

Whose hopes are fled,
Whose loved ones all have drooped and died away
>-'• "''ngs to life—and lingering, loves to stay

About the i id!

I hca.' the gathering of the autumn
It comes—thy frail form trembles-

And thou art low!

isl,

is past

!

Married, in Friends' Meeting House at Bii
ham, Chester Co., on fifth day, the 6thme see the word." The doctor not comDve- ^'^A

^*'^^^'>'' Co., on fifth day, the 6th instant, X
Bending hia desire, made no reply. Randolph

|
of therSr^pircf

'"""• '° ''''""" ^"^"^^

When it is remembered, that no longer affo than
year 1756, the time of Braddock's defeat, Iho site

of ho present Pittsburgh was but a rude fort in a to-
tally wilderness country, the following account is
certainly very remarkable.

Manufactories in PiUsburgh.-The various mann.
facturing establishments of t'ittsburgh are thus briefly
enumerated m a late number of the Gazette of that

There arc (says that paper) in tho city of Pitts,
burgh sixteen fuunderies and engine factories of the
rgest denomination, besides numerous other es-

tablishments of less magnitude.
There are nine rolling mills, cutting two tons of

nails and rolling eight tons of iron per day, on the
average, and employing from seventy to ninety
hands each. '

There are six cotton factories with an a(T0Te<rate
of 30,000 spindles, 116 power looms, and 770^har,ds-
SIX extensive white lead factories; five extensive
breweries, besides small ones; six steam saw mills;
four steam gristmills; ten extensive glass works; up-
wards of one hundred steam engines in full opera.

There are mo

screws of all kinds, saddle trees" machine cards, beMs'
brass works of every description, locks, in. nil X..'
nufactured extensively

nption, locks, io. all ma-
exporlation.
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CONTRIBUTION, NO. 1.

" Oh who that has an eye to aoe,

A heart to feel, a tongue to bless,

Can ever undelig-hted be

With nature's magic loveliness!"

Feeling myself warmly interested in the

character and success of " The Friend," I

have for a long time watched its progress with

solicitude, and carefully scrutinised the matter

and the mode of its weekly contents. From
these observations I am induced to believe that

the friends and supporters of this journal have

thus far had every reason to be satisfied with

the creditable manner in which it has been

sustained. It seems to me, moreover, from the

increasing variety and interest of the present

volume, as well as from its increased list of

subscribers, that there is just ground for be-

lieving that it will continue to go forward in

its career of usefulness until il shall accomplish

more or less fully the high purposes set forth in

its original prospectus.

To the youth of our own religious Society,

and more especially to those who reside in re-

mole country neighbourhoods, this journal ap-

peajs to me invaluable, affording as it does a

rich and varied repast, freed from the folly

and impurities which too often stain the pages

of cotemporary periodicals, and admirably cal-

culated to elevate and refresh the mind after it

has been worn down and oppressed with the

toil and drudgery of the past week.

Among the advantages which the general

disseminntiort of a journal of this kind is calcu-

lated to afford its readers, not the least in my
view, is that of begetting and cherishing a

taste for the study of the natural science.'!.

Hitherto,, however. Natural History has not

occupied as large a portion of " The Friend"

as some of us could have wished. It is true

several numbers have been enriched by inte-

resting essays on subjects of this kind, and the

avidity with which they were received proves

the strong relish there is for such subjects

among the readers of " The Friend," and

should operate on those who have furnished

articles of this kind as an inducement for fur-

ther liberality in their contributions. God-

man, alas ! is no more: but where is his man-

tle ?—has it fallen on no worthy and admiring

disciple ? Where is the dehneative and elegant

expositor of the " Anatomy of the Human
Hand," and others who have shown their skill

in adorning our page.s with the beauties of

natural science ? The importance of cultivat-

ing the study of Natural History cannot be too

often or too forcibly urged on the attention of

our youth; it is a subject which holds out in

ducements of the purest kind to every indivi

dual amongst us. The great store-house of

nature is open to all classes and to every con-

dition; the riches, and the beauties, and the

pleasures which are so abundantly strevved

over her wide fields, are as common to the

most humble and obscure admirer, as to the

greatest and most gifted of her tilled votaries;

her full and bounteous lap is spread out for

the common benefit of all her children. No
aristocracy prevails in her kingdom—the poor

man, and the rich, may draw alike from her

equal fountains: and we shall find, whatever

be our situation and pursuits, whatever be the

trials and difficulties that await us, that the

sludy and knowledge of natural objects will

multiply the sources of our innocent amuse-
ment, extend the bounds of our usefiilness, and

assist us to encounter the storms of life with

fortitude and composure. With the humble
view then, of merely fiirnisliing an e.xample

and of drawing the attention of some more
gifted correspondent to subjects of this nature,

1 have selected for " The Friend," the follow-

ing extracts, taken for the most part from a

series of letters on the molluscous animals,

published originally in Loudon's Magazfne.

Should they he deemed of sufficient interest for

insertion, it is my intention at a future period

to oflTer further materials for the profit and
amusement of the readers of this journal.

" Shells, from the ease with which they can

be preserved and from their elegance and
beauty, have at all times been favourite objects

with collectors; and as show vvas in genera'

the main object, so various methods were de

vised to heighten their gloss, and unveil theii

hidden colours. But this childish amusement
has gradually given way to a more rational

pursuit; and wliilst shells are collected with

greater eagerness than ever, it is with a view
of uiifolJing a page in the volume of creation;

of enlarging our knowledge of the structure

and functions of animated beings; of satisfying

a blameless curiosity concerning the habits

and purposes of creatures whom their author

has pronounced to be all ' very good;' and for

the very interesting etid of illustrating the

structure of the earth, and chronicling its re-

volutions.

" Naturalists have agreed that shells form
no isolated class of natural objects, but that

there are many animals destitute of a shell

which yet cannot be disjoined from them with-

out the grossest violation of nature. The
name by which this class is now designated is

inollusca. They have no internal articulated

bones, nor are their bodies divided into seg-

ments by any exte:nal fissures; they are soft

and fieshy; either naked, or more commonly
covered with a shell of one or more pieces.

They have no legs or articulated member.? of
any kind; and they either crawl on the earth,

or swim in the waters by means of extended
portions of their skin, which can rarely claim
a title to be called fins. The cuttle fi'sh and
slug are examples of these naked tribes. At
the first glance such creatures might be sup-

posed productive neither of much benefit nor
much injury to man, but a little detail will con-
vince us this is not the case. The catalogue
of their injuries, however, is not extensive.

The slug (Limax) and snail (Helixhortensis)

frequently destroy or injure the early crops of
the gardener, and mutilate or render disgust-

ing the fruits of autumn; but the farmer finds

them a more serious pest, for in the spring

they sometimes issue in inconceivable numbers
from their concealments on a dewy eve, and
I'eed n|)on the young and lender crops.

" Of the marine tribes the Teredo navalis,

(ship worm,) is the only one which has excited

much notice by its destructive powers. This
shell enclo>ed worm, which Linnceus has em-
phatically styled the Calamitus naiiium, is

common in all the European seas, and being

sifted with the power of perforating wood,
they do extensive mischief to ships, piers, and
all sub-marine wooden buildings. The soundest

and hardest oak cannot resist them; but in the

course of a few years, they will so drill it as to

render its removal necessary, as has often hap-

pened in the dockyards of Plymouth.

"In the years 1781 and 1782 the United

Provinces were under a dreadful alarm, for it

was discovered that these worms had made
such depredations on the piles which support

the banks of Zealand as to threaten them with

total de.'ilruclion, and to claim from man what
he had wrested from the ocean.

" Tlie method now adopted in the docks of
Plymouth to preserve the timbers from the

ravages of the Teredo, is to cover that part

which is continually under water with short

broad headed nails, which in salt water soon
cover every part with a strong coating of rust

impenetrable to these animals.
' The sea hare—the Lepus marinus of the

ancients, familiar to classic readers, and once
famous in the annals of supei-stition, is also a

member of this class. It is a snail-like animal
of a purplish brown colour, which at pleasure

discharges from under its cloak large quantities
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of fluid of the richest purple colour. This

creature was once believed to supply a most

potent poison, and we are tnld that Nero mixed

it with the food of tho=e inimical to him, and

that with this poison Titus was despatched by

Domitian. Notwithstanding ail this has been

said by very grave men, modern naturalists

know this to be a very harmless and inoffen-

sive animal.
" Some shell fish, however, are really poi-

sonous when eaten; this for instance is fre-

quently the case with muscles, and several

cases are on record in which their use proved

fatal.

" Some of Capt. Van Couver's men having

breakfasted on roasted muscles were soon af-

ter seized with a numbness about their face

and extremities; their whole bodies were

shortly affected in the same manner, attended

wifii sickness and giddiness, and one died."

In 1827, a great number of the poor in

Leith, (Scot.) were poisoned by eating this

kind of shell fish, " The town," says Doctor

Comb, " was in a ferment, and the magistrates

with great propriety issued a warning against

the use of muscles; many deaths were reported,

and hundreds were stated to be suffering under

it." Luckily matters were not so deplorable;

about thirty cases occurred, nearly all of whom
recovered without any permanently bad con-

sequences. There is, however, one of the

molluscffi, if authors can be relied on, which

is formidable to man in another point ef view.

" A friend ofmine," says Pennant, when speak-

ing of a kind of cuttle fish, (Octopus vulgaris,)

" long resident among the Indian isles, and a

diligent observer of nature, informed me that

the natives inform, that some have been seen

two fathoms broad over their centres, and

each arm nine fathoms; when these Indians

navigate their little boats they go in dread of

them; and lest these animals should fling theii

arms over and sink them, they never sail with

out an axe to cut them off." This s;ime story

is to be found in Pliny, and the following adds

to its credibility. " The celebrated diver Pes-

cecola, whom the Emperor Frederick em
ployed to descend into the strait of Messina.

saw there, with horror, enormous cuttle fi^h

attached to the rocks, the arms of which bein

several yards long were more than sufiicieni

to strangle a man." Having now briefly

touched upon the few and comparatively speak-

ing trifiing injuries which this class of animals

are capable of exerting, I shall probably in

other paper proceed to point out some of the

benefits conferred upon man by the molluscous

animals.

Sat.

11 mo. 1834.

For " The Friend."

THE ELEPHANT.
(Continued from page 34.)

A sentinel at the menagerie of the Jardin

du Roi, at Paris, was in the habit of forbidding

visiters from giving the elejthant atiy thing to

eat. This admonition was extremely disagree-

able to the female elephant, and she took a

great dislike to the sentinel in consequence.

She had several times endeavouied to make
him desist Irom interfering, by squirting water

over him, but without effect. One day, wheti

several visiteis came to see these animals, a

person offered a piece of bread, which he had

taken on purpose, to the fsmale, which being

observed by the sentinel, he stepped forward

to repeat his usual adnwjnition, when the ele-

phant, aware of his intention, moved opposite

to him, and threw a quantity of saliva in his

face. This excited the laughter of all the

bystanders ; but the sentinel coolly wiped his

face, placed himself a little to one side, and

resumed his wonted vigilance. Not long after,

he found it necessary to interpose his bayonet

between the hand of a person, who was offer-

ing the elephant something, and the trunk of

the animal, but, scarcely had he done so, when

the elephant tore his musket out of his hand,

wound her trunk round it, trod upon it, and

broke it to pieces.

An amusing anecdote is related by Captain

Williamson, of an elephant, which went by

the name of ths Paugal, or fool, who, by h

sagacity, showed he could act with wi.^dom.

This animal, when on a march, refused

carry on his back a larger load than was

agreeable to him, and pulled down as much of

the burden as reduced it to the weight which

he conceived proper for him to bear. One
day, the quarter-master of brigade became en-

raged at this obstinacy in the animal, and threw

a tent pin at his head. A kw days afterward;

as the animal was on his way from camp to

water, he overtook the quarter-master, and,

seizing him in his trunk, lifted him into a tama-

rind tree, which overhung the road, and left

him to cling to the branches, and to get down

the best way he could.

Elephants understand what is said to them

especially when accompanied by signs; but

instances have been known where they could

be directed by their keeper to perform pieces

of work, to which they were by no means ac

customed. " I once saw," says M. d'Obson

ville, "two elephants employed in demolishins

a wall, by the orders of their cornacs, which

they had previously received, and were en-

couraged to undertake the task by a promise

of fruits and brandy. They united theii

powers, placed their trunks together— whici

were defended by a covering of leather—push

ed against the strongest part of the wall, re

peated their efforts, while they carefully

watched the equilibrium. At length, when

sufficiently loosened, by applying their whole

strength, and giving a violent push, they

speedily retreated out of the reach of dang

and the whole wall fell to the ground."

M. Tornen informs us that elephants are

often employed to pile wood at Mahie, on the

coast of Malabar, and other pans of India;

and tlinf, after piling heap upon heap, they

have been known to draw themselves back, to

see that it was on a level, and perfectly per-

pendicular, and to correct any inaccuracy in

these respects. Elephants also are sometimes

employed to roll barrels to a distance, which

they do with great speed and neatness.

Captain Williamson mentions a remarkable

circumstance of a male elephant, the property

of a genlletnan of Cliiltagong, upon which all

efforts to render him docile had for ten years

proved ineffectual : " He was repeatedly offer-

ed for sale at a low price; but his character

was so well known, that none would purchase

him. It is customary in that district to have

the fire-wood, which is cut into stumps of

about a foot or less in diameter, and perhaps

five or six feet long, piled reuularly, and this

work is usually performed by elephants. When
properly trained, they will execute it as well

as any labourers. The animal in question

could not be induced to perform this drudgery,

and, all attempts to enforce his ouedience hav-

ing jjroved useless, his master at last gave up
the point. To his utter astonishment, the ele-

phant became suddenly good tempered, and
went of his own free will to the wood yard,

where he not only exerted himself greatly, but

was, in the regularity of his work, at least

equal to those which had more practice." It

would be difficult to account for this extraor-

dinary alteration,—whether it resulted from

some physical change, or proceeded from rea-

soning on the good treatment which he saw
was bestowed on his incJusiiious companions,

in comparison with the constant punishment to

which he W'as subjected.

During a war in the East Indies, many
Frenchmen had occasion to observe the sensi-

ble conduct of an elephant that had received

a flesh wound from a cannon ball. Having
been conducted twice or thrice to the hospital

by its cornac, where it lay down at his com-
mand to have the wound dressed, afterwards

it always went by itself. The surgeon, in em-
ploying such means as he tiiought would con-

duce to a cure, sometimes cauterised the

wound : and, although the animal expressed a

feeling of pain, which this operation occasion-

ed it, by groaning, yet it never showed any-

other sentiment towards the operator but those

of gratitude and affection. At length, the

surgeon effected a complete cure, when the

animal discontinued his visits.

We shall conclude our anecdotes of the ele-

phant with one which shows it in an amiable-

light. The Rajah Dowlah chose once to take

the diversion of hunting in the neighbourhood

of Luclinow, where there was a great abun-

dance of game. The grand vizier rode his

favourite elephant, and was accompanied by a

train of Indian nobility. They had to pass

through a ravine leading to a meadow, in

which several sick persons were lying on the

ground, in order to receive what benefit they

could from exposure to the air, and the rays

of the sun. As the vizier approached with

his numerous hunting party, the attendants of

these sick persons betook themselves to flight,

leaving the helpless patients to their fate. The
nabob seriously intended to pass with his ele-

phants over the bodies of these poo'r wretches.

He therefore ordered the ilriver to goad on bis

beast. The elephant, as long as he had a free

path, went on at full trot; but, as soon as he
came to the first of the sick people, he stop-

pod. The driver goaded him, and the vizier

cursed, but in vain. " Stick the beast ir: the

ear !" cried the nabob. It was done; but the

animal remained steadfast before the helpless

human creatures. At length, when the ele-

phant saw that no one came to remove the

patients, he took up one of them with his

trunk, and laid him cautiously and gently to a
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side. He proceetled in the same way willi

a second and a third; and, in short, with as

many as it was necessary to remove, in order

to form a free passage, through wliich the na-

bob's retinue could pass without injuring any

of them. How htlle did this noble animal de-

serve to he rode by such an unfeehng brute in

human form !

It will be noticed that the head of this quad-

ruped is very differently placed from that of

all other herbivorous animals. His neck is so

short, that its vertebra; may ratherbe considered

as a cohimn for its support than to enable him

to put his head to the ground to graze. The
movements of his head are confined to a very

limited elevation and bending, as also a slight

motion from side to side. This shortness and

compactness of the vertebrae is necessary for

the support of his ponderous head, and im-

mense tusks: To supply the defect of a short

neck, nature has furnished him with a probos-

cis or trunk: which, is an organ of the most

exquisite sensibility, and fiue<! in an eminent

degree for a number of useful purposes, and

to supply all his necessities. This surprising

organ has commanded the admiration of man-

kind in all ages of the world; its flexibility

and strength, and its extreme sensitiveness,

excite our astonishment. The proboscis is a

prolongation of the organ of smell, for there

are two canals pierced through its centre, from

one end to the other, and nearly separated by

a fatly substance, about the Ihiid of an inch in

thickness. 'I'hese canals the animal has the

power of dilating or contracting at pleasure;

and it is with these that he su()plies himself

with drink, by first filling them with the liquid,

and then turning the point into his mouth and

discharging the water into it. The water is

drawn up by suction, to a certain point, be-

yond which it cannot pass. Some notion may
be formed of the command the animal pos-

sesses over his trunk, when it is known, that

Cuvier has ascertained, from anatomical dis-

section, that the muscles of this member, which

have the power of distinct action, amount
nearly to forty thousand. There is no animal

organ at all lo bo compared to this for perfec-

tion, and possessing a mechanism so wonder-
ful, and so completely adapted to its varied

uses. The extreme terrniir.tion of the trunk

consists of a finger-like process, of an exceed-

inglv flexible nature, and with which it can

lift iVom the ground the smallest object, by

being pressed against an opposite process; be-

tween those two ports, which may be termed
the finger and thumb, are situated the nostrils.

The first and most ssscntial property of the

trunk is to supply the animal with food; for

with it he can despoil the trees of their youni;

shoots and leaves, and crop the herbage of the

fiehls; he twists the point spirally round them,

and crops (hem as nicely off" as with a knife
;

and then conveys them to his mouth. The
elipliant seems to be quite sensible of the value

of his trunk, for he rarely uses it as an offen-

sive weapon, and take the greatest care of it

upon all occasions.

To neirlect at anytime preparation for death,

is to slop on our post at a siege, but to omit it

in old cge, is lo sleep at an attack.

—

Johnson.

How to get the Dyspepsia, and how to cure it.

A very active and laborious tallow-chand-

ler of this city, enjoyed excellent health and

appetite while working among the heat and

grease, and sweating over his fragrant caid-

drons and kellles. He made money, grew
rich, and at length retired from business, to en-

joy himself. " Now," said he, " I'll take my
ease; Fll live like a gentletnan; I'll work no

more among the soap and candles—not I. If

happiness is to be bought with money, I'll

have it."

But our ex-tallow-chandler was mistaken in

his ideas of being hapny, because he had re-

tired from labour and was rich. This very

exemption from hard labour maile him miser

able. For want of his accustomed exercise,

he was seized with the dyspepsia. He had a

luxurious table, but he could not enjoy it for

want of a[>petite. He grew low spirited; he

got the blues sadly, and fancied himself swiftly

hastening lo the other world.

Full of this idea, he called upon Dr. H
for assistance. The doctor was acquainted

with his former way of life, and righlly judged

that want of his usual exercise was the cause

of his complaint.
" What would you advise me to do, doctor ?"

said the palient.

"Go home, and go to making candles,"

said the doctor.

The ex-tallow-chandler was very much vexed

at this adiice, and for two reasons—in the first

place, that the doctor should presume to hint

at his former occupation, of which, since he had

become a gentleman, he was quite ashamed;

and in the second [)lace, that the doctor should

presume to infer that his complaint was owing

to his having left off" that occupation. Where-

fore, signifying that he would not trouble the

loctor for any more advice, he went away in

But his complaint getting daily worse and

worse, he after a while posted back again to

see Dr. H , whom he accosled thus :

—

" Well, doctor, I was very much affronted, as

I had reason to be, at the joke you tried to

put upon me, under pretence of giving me ad-

vice when I was here last. But I've been

getting worse and worse daily, and now I've

come again to ask your serious advice what

I'd best to do."

"Go home, and go to making candles,"

said the doctor again.

" This is too bad," thought ihe patient

—

"it's past all endurance: to be reminded a

second time of my old business, and that, loo,

when I come to ask advice, and pay for it, in

a civil way !"

He bolted out of the house in a greater

passion than before. He went away and ap-

plied to some other physician. He took medi-

cine; but it did not do. He ap[)lied lo another.

He took his medicine in like manner; but that

dill not do. In short, after consulting and

taking the medicine of half a dozen diflTerent

physicians, and still gettuig worse, he con-

cluded to t^ke up with the advice of Dr. H—

,

and return to his old employment. He ac-

cordingly threw off" the gentleman, put on his

old shop-clothes, dived elbow deep into the

grease, and, in a very short time ate with as

good an appetite, and was as strong and

healthy as ever.

—

N. Y. Transcript.

Bird-nesting in the Southern Ocean.

Earle, in his " Narrative of a Residence
in New Zealand, and Tristan d'Acunha," gives

the following amusing piece of natural history,

in speaking of his visit to the latter island. It

relates to a strange kind of birds called pen-
guins, which abound in southern latitudes:

—

" This day we visited what they call a ' pen-

guin rookery.' The spot of ground occupied
by our settlers is bounded on each end by high

bluffs, which extend far into the sea, leaving a

space in front, where all their hogs run nearly

wild, as they are prevented from going beyond
those limits by those natural barriers; and the

creatures who, at staled periods, come up
from the sea, remain in undisturbed possession

of Ihe beaches beyond our immediate vicinity.

The weather being favourable, we launched
our boat early in the morning, for the purpose
of procuring a supply of eggs for the consump-
tion of the family. We heard Ihe chaltering

of (he penguins from the rookery long before

we landed, which was noisy in the extreme,

and groups of them were scattered all over

Ihe beach; but the high thick grass on the de-

clivity of the hill seemed their grand establish-

ment, and they were hidden by it from our

view. As we could not find any place where

we could possibly land our boat in safety, I

and two more swam on shore with bags tied

round our necks to hold the eggs in, and the

boat with one of the men lay off", out of the

surf. I should think the ground occupied by

these birds (if I may be allowed so to call

them) was at least a inile in circumference,

covereil in every part with grasses and reeds,

which grew considerably higher than my head;

and on every gentle ascent, beginning from

(he beach, on all Ihe large gray rocks, which

occasionally ap.peared above this grass, sat

perched groups of the.-e strange and uncouth-

looking creatures; but the noise which rose up

from beneath baffles all description ! As our

business lay with Ihe noisy part of this com-

munity, we quickly crept under the grass, and

commenced our plundering search, though

there needed none, so profuse was the quan-

tity. The scene altogether well merits a bet-

ter description than I can give—thousands and

hundreds of thousands of these little two-legged

erect monsters hopping around us, with voices

very much resembling in lone that of the hu-

man; all opening iheir throats together; so

thickly clustered in groups, that it was almost

impossible lo place Ihe foot without despatch-

ing one of them. The shape of the animal,

Iheir curious motions, and Iheir most extraor-

dinary voices, made me fancy myself in a king-

dom of pigmies. The regularity of their man-
ners, their all silting in exact rows, resembling

more the order of a camp tiian a rookery of

noisy birds, delighted me. These creatures

did not move away on our approach, but only

increased iheir noise, so we weie obliged to

displace them forcibly from their nests; and
this ejectment was not produced without a

considerable struggle on iheir parts; and, be-

ing armed with a formidable beak, it soon
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became a scene of desperate warfare. We had

to take particular care to protect our hands

and legs from their attacks; and for this pur-

pose each one had provided himself with a

short stout club. The noise they continued to

make during our ramble through their territo-

ries, the sailors said was, ' cover 'em up, cover

"em up.' And, however incredible it may ap-

pear, it is nevertheless true, that I heard those

words so distinctly repeated, and by such va-

rious tones of voices, that several limes I

started, and expected to see one of the men at

my elbow. Even these little creatures, as well

as the monstrous sea elephant, appear to keep

up a continued warfare with each other. As
the penguins sit in rows, forming regular lanes

leading down to the beach, whenever one of

them feels an inclination to refresh herself by

a plunge into sea, she has to run the gauntlet

through the whole street, every one pecking at

her as she passes without mercy; and though

all are occupied in the same employment, not

the smallest degree of friendship seems to ex-

ist; and whenever we turned one off her nest,

she was sure to be thrown among foes; and,

besides the loss of her eggs, was invariably

doomed to receive a severe beating and peck-

ing from her companions. Each one lays

three eggs, and, after a time, when the young
are strong enough to undertake the journey,

they go to sea, and are not again seen till the

ensuing spring. Their city is deserted of its

numerous inhabitants, and quietness reigns till

nature prompts iheir return the following year,

when the same noisy scene is repeated, as the

same flock of birds returns to the spot where
they were hatched. After raising a tremendous
tumult in this numerous colony, and sustaining

continued combat, we came off victorious,

making capture of about a thousand eggs, re-

sembling, in size, colour, and transparency of

shell, those of a duck; and the taking posses-

sion of this immense quantity did not occupy
more than one hour, which may serve to prove
the incalculable numbers of birds collected to-

gether. We did not allow them sufficient lime,

after landing, to lay all their eggs; for, h;id the

season been farther advanced, and we had
found three eggs in each nest, the u'hole of
them might probably have proved addled, the

young partly formed, and the eggs of no use

to us; but the whole of those we took turned
out good, and had a particularly fine and deli-

cate flavour. It was a work of considerable

difficulty to get our booty safe into the boat

—

so frail a cargo—with so tremendous a surf

running against us. However, we finally suc-

ceeded, though not without smashing a (

siderable number of the eggs."

Waste of Corn in Agriculture.

It is estimated that only one third of the

seed-corn sown on the best land grows ; the
other two thirds are destroyed. The number
of cultivated acres, in Great Britain and Ire

land, amounts to 47,000,000; 30,000,000 of
which are under the plough. Two fifths of

the latter, or 12,000,000 acres, are annually

under the cereal crops. The average alloW'

ance of seed for the three kinds of corn, maj
be stated at 4| bushels per acre. The quan
tity of seed annually sown thus amounts to

7 000,000 quarters. If two thirds of this

quantity are rendered unproductive by some
gency which has hitherto been uncontrolled,

then 4,666,666 qua^jters of corn are annually

wasted ! The quantity thus lamentably wasted

would support more than 1,000,000 of human
beings.

—

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

SELECTIONS
From " A Wreath of Forget-me-not.'''

THE SPRI^-G.

Oh that my spirit might, through grace.

Become so still acid clean

—

Clear as a spring on whose fair face

The light of heaven is seen.

How baauteous then, within my breast,

The light of God would shine ;

How would His image be imprest,

And prove the work divine 1

THE LAMB.

Ah I were I like the gentle Iamb,
Never straying from its dam ;

Patient, innocent, and pure.

Ever willing to endure ;

Meek as Him who led the way,
To the realms of endless day ;—

That all might read my blessed Saviour
In my conduct and behaviour.

CONSTANT riiAYEli.

There was a period when I chose
A time and place for prayer;

At morning dawn or evening close,

My feet would wander there :

—

But now I seek that constant prayer
In inward stillness known.

And thus my spirit every where
Can dwell with God alone.

THE INNER TEMPLE.

Within the temple of thy heart,

OtTer the incense failli inspires
;

Perforin, through grace, that sacred part
Which thy gracious Lord requires.

In stillness, meekness, at his feet

In deep humility appear ;

Seek only what he sees is meet.

Then wilt thou feel his presence near.

TH^ FS-IErfSJ'.

ELEVENTH 3IO^TH, 15, 1834.

The attention and sympathies of Friends
in this city within the past week, have been
incited by the presence among us and at our

religious meetings, of several interesting

strangers. They are fiom Minden, in West
phalia, Germany, and took ship at Bremen
for New York, where they arrived after a long
passage, and from thence came to this city

The little company consists of Earnest Koll
ing and Elizabeth his wife, and their sij

children;—Gotleib Ettermaun and his sister,

Helena Ettermaun; all these are members of

our religious Society; there are also with

them—Frederick Ettermaun and Louis
Kreiger. They were attached to a meeting
of Friends at or near Minden, which, and
the one at Pyrmont, distant about forty

miles, constitute a monthly meeting. Pyr-

mont, it will be recollected, is the place where

that devoted servant of Jesus Christ, John
Pemberton of this city, closed his life while
on a religious visit to that country.

The destination of these strangers is the

state of Ohio, where they intend settling

amongst Friends, and towards which they

expect to proceed as speedily as the necessary

arrangements can be made—excepting two
young women, who will remain here some
time longer, suitable homes being provided

for them.

A neat little volume of 126 pages, has just

been published by Mahlon Day, 374 Pearl

street, New York, and is for sale, price 37^^

cents, at the bookstores of Nathan Kite,
'

Kimber & Sharpless, and Uriah Hunt of this

city. It consists, first, of Poems, by Lady
Guion, translated by the poet Cowper, with
some of his own. This part is already well

known to many of our readers, and of the

poems by Lady Guion, the fact, that the au-

thor of The Task was induced to bestow
upon them the labour of a translation, is of

itself a strong recommendation. To these is

now added, a little work lately received in

this country from England, called '-A Wreath
of Forget-me-not—presented to those who
love to reflect on heavenly things," translat-

ed from the original German by JM. Yeardly.

This portion of the volume, from which we
have inserted some specimens, is constituted

of short pieces expressed in simple language,

and breathing the same spirit of sincere and
ardent piety, which characterise the former.

Altogether the volume is such as the thought-

ful and religious person can readily admit
and welcome into the circle of his family.

In the packet ship Pocahontas; which ar-

rived here on the 12th inst. from Liverpool,

came passenger, our friend Elisha Bates of

Ohio, on his return from his religious en-

gagement in England and Ireland.

The state of Georgia has purchased of hie

owner, at the enormous price of eighteen

hundred dollars, a negro man named Sam,
with a view to his emancipation, for his ser-

vices in extinguishing the fire on the state

house, which occurred upwards of a year

ago.

—

Am. D. Adv.

A stated meeting of the auxiliary Bible

association of Friends, within the limits of

Haddonfield quarterly meeting, will be held

on third day, the 2.5th instant, at Cropwell

meeting house, at two o'clock in the after-

noon. Nathaniel N. Stokes, Secretary.

11 mo. 6th, 1834.

Errors corrected.

In the marriages noted on page 36 of last week, for

Jolin, read Joseph Howell—for Pascall, read Paschall

—for Tamaziiie, read Thomzive.

Died, on the evening of the 8tli inst., Thomas C.

Price, merchant, of this city, in the 33d year of his

age.

in the 78lh year of her aE:e, on first day even-

ing, the 9th instant, at her residence in Arch street,

Anna Gdest, after an illness of two days.
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For " The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
(C'or'.inued from page 38.*)

The suffering alluded to by George White-

head, in the last extract from his journal, was

of a character to put his Christian principles

and constancy to a severe trial. Accompanied
by Ricliard Clayton and John Harwood, he

went into Suffolk, and in passing through

the town of Bures, Richard thought it his

duty to put a paper on the door of the stee-

ple-house, in which several passages of scrip-

ture were written, exposing the covetousness,

corruptions, and evil fruits of false teachers.

A number of persons having collected while

he was engaged in this act, they were e-xiiort-"

ed to " fear God and turn from the evil of

their ways."

So intent were the early Friends on the

great work of promoting religion and pro-

claiming the sinfulness of sin and the means
of redemption from its power and pollution

through Christ Jesus, that they suffered no

opportunity to pass unimproved, and whether

in meetings specially convened for divine

worship, in market places or fairs, or in com-
panies where the necessary attention to their

lawful concerns called them, they raised their

voices in behalf of the neglected cause of

piety and virtue. The natural consequence
of this honest boldness was to draw upon
them the ill-will of those who loved to be at

ease in their sins, and who could not endure

the heart-searching power of that Word which

is a swift witness against all unrighteous-

ness. Hence they were frequently attacked

in a rude and abusive manner by unprincipled

persons, and at other times arrested by the

civil authorities, and imprisoned for no other

cause than warning the people to flee from

the wrath to come.
On this occasion, the constable of Bures

took George Whitehead and John Harwood
before a magistrate ; and though urjable to

show any law whicli they had violated, he

committed tiicm to Edrnondsbury jail, to take

their trial at the next session. Richard Clay-

ton was afterwards sentenced to be whipped
and banished from the town, which was ex-

ecuted with no little severity.

After enduring a hard confinement of near-

ly three months, George Whitehead and his

companion were arraigned before the sessions

as common disturbers of the peace. Here
they were shamefully treated, being scarcely

permitted to speak, the magistrate who com-
mitted them, acting in the double capacity of

accuser and judge, threatened the jailer with

a fine if he did not silence them when they

attempted to plead their innocence of the

charges alleged against them. By this ini-

quitous procedure, the jury were induced to

comply with the will of the niagistratcs, and

found a verdict of guilty, the consequence of

which was a condemnation to pay a fine of

twenty nobles each.

Viewing the payment of this fine as an
acknowledgment of guilt, as well as an in-

fringement of the sacred right of liberty of

* In the continuation of this article last week,
the blank for the page may be tilled with 334.

conscience, they conscientiously refused to
|
disorders and abuses among the prisoners; and

comply, and were accordingly remanded to which the jailer's servants occasioned, by hi;

prison, where they remained twelve months,

and endured great hardships.

George Fox, the younger, who was then

recently convinced of the principles of

Friends, was present at this trial, and witness-

ed the flagrant violations of law and justice

towards his friends. As one of the magis-

trates was leaving the court room, he warned
him to repent of his unjust conduct, or he

"could not escape the just judgments of

God." The magistrate immediately laid hold

of him, hurled him before the bench, and

soon sent him to prison, where he suffered a

year's confinement with the other Friends.

The prisons in England were at this time

suftering their excessive drinking of strong

beer for his ungodly gain.!'

Suffering and oppression, however, did not

damp the ardour of these valiant men, nor
deter them from the honest discharge of ap-

prehended duty. They Were freely given up
to suffer foi the testimony of a good con-
science, and to bear with meekness and re-

signation, every outrage which the ingenuity

of wicked men devised, rather than shrink

from their testimony against wrong things.

"But the Lord stirred us up," he conti-

nues, " the more zealously to cry aloud against

the wickedness of the jailer, his servants, and
the prisoners, for these gross evils; because

n a wretched situation. The keepers were
]

the jailer made a profession of religion and
generally unprincipled men, who tolerated piety, calling in the prisoners on first days,

every species of vice within the walls, for
|

towards evening, to instruct them, and exer-

the sake of gain; and, to increase the emolu-jcise his sort of devotion among them. And
inenls, kept a (ap room and lodging house, because I told him of his hypocrisy therein,

From motives of religious duty. Friends not; his fruits being so very contrary, his daughter
only refused to purchase their liquors, butjwas offended, saying: 'What! call my fa-

resolutely testified against their cupidity and
|

ther a hypocrite, who has been a saint forty

corruption. This of course rendered them years?'

objects of hatred, and in addition to the hor-

rors inseparable from badly constructed and

ill managed jails, they suffered deeply from

the malicious cruelty of those in whose power
they were thus placed. Of this treatment,

George Whitehead and his companions were
[lainful witnesses during their confinement at

Edmondsbury—as will appear by the follow-

ing extracts from his narrative.

" After two of us," .says he, " were first

"Many times hath the said jailer shameful-

ly abused us both in words and actions,

whereby his servants, his tapster and turn-

key, and some of his drunken prisoners, took
the greater encouragement to follow his ex-

ample; for his tapster had often grossly abused
us, bolh by words, furious attempts, and vio-

lent actions.

" The tapster not only threatened us, but
cast a stone violently, whereby he hit one,

sent to prison, we had a lodging in an upper and in his rage took up a stool to have cast

room forabouttwoorthree weeks, and then un-' at some of us, but was prevented by one pre-

derstanding that the jailer would exact upon us sent taking hold of it; and not only so, but

for rent, and expecting our confinement might was often slandering and beating some of us

be of long continuance, we desired a free; on the faces, and also violently buffeting with

|)rison, whereupon we were turned into the
[

his fists, for no otner cause, but reprehending

common ward among felons; where, after! his and their wickedness, disorders, and
continuance a few weeks, Samuel Duncan, in abuses.

compassion to us, privately gave the jaileri "Some of the prisoners also have often

some money to let us lodge from the felons,
j

abused us, by taking away our food ; alleging

But wherr the time for that money was ended,! the jailer gave them leave so to do, and there-

're jailer insisted upon his old exaction of by taking occasion to do us mischief; several

fourpence a night from each of rrs, which
we wer-e rreither free to yield to, nor to suffer

any of our friends to be charged with ; but

again desired a free prison : and thereupon

we were again turned into the common
ward.

" Although we were now settled in the

common ward among felons, in a low dun-

geon-like place, tinder a market-house, our

poor lodging being upon rye-straw, on a

damp earthen floor, we were therewith con-

tent, and the place was sanctified to us. But
not being willing to contribute to the jailer's

extortion, nor free to buy any of his beer,

(he keeping a tap house, and diver-s of his

prisoners often drunk,) his anger and rage

grew very much against us, after we were so

many as five sent to prison successively one
after another, and all in the common ward,

drinking only water.

"That which he appeared most enraged
against us for, was because we frequently

testified and cried against the foul and horrid

sins of drunkenness, swearing, and other

times beating some of us,stoning,despitefully

using us, threatening to kill, and to knock
some of us on the head.

"One said: 'If he did kill us, he should
not be hanged for it ; and that there was no
law for us if he did kill us;" and being drunk
with the jailer's strong beer, he kicked and
wounded some of us on the legs, and greatly

abused us, knowing it was against our prin-

ciple and practice to fight or beat him again;

which we could easily have done and the rest

of the jailer's drunkards that abused us, if

our principle would have allowed, being five

of us, mostly able and lively young nren ; but
we esteemed it greater valour, and more
Christiarr, patiently to suffer such injuries for

Christ, than to fight for Him, or avenge
ourselves; and rather, when smitten on one
cheek, to turn the other, than to smite again.

The said drunken prisoner who had so abused
us, when he was a little sober, confessed that

the jailer made him worse than he would have
been against us.

" But by such inhuman usage, the jailer
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could not force our compliance with his covet-

ous designs or corrupt practices.

Very frequently were the prisoners struck

with such violence by the jailer or his agents,

that the blood gushed from their mouths and

noses ; and after they had been more than

thirty weeks in prison, the jailer demanded
of them fourteen pence a week each for their

accommodation, although on their demand-
ing a free prison, soon after they came in,

he had taken away their bed clothes, their

boxes in which they had food, linen, and other

things, and even their night caps, and had

left them nothing but straw to lie upon. As
the prisoners would not comply with the un-

just demands of the jailer, he became still

more enraged against them ; and they con-

tinuing to testify against the drunkenness and

other vices which he suffered and indeed pro-

moted, to secure his own interest, he threat-

ened to lock them up in a low nasty room
;

and soon after did put four of the prisoners,

of whom George Whitehead was one, into

this place. There was also in a part of the

prison a dismal dungeon, into which with two

of his companions he was let down by a lad-

der. The place was about four yards deep
underground, very dark, and but little com-
pass at the bottom ; and in the midst was an

iron gate with bars above a foot distance, ex-

tending over a pit or hole, they knew not how
deep; " but being warned thereof," says the

author, "by a woman who saw us put down
and pitied us, we kept near the sides of the

dungeon that we might not fall into the pit;

and there we were detained nearly four hours,

singing praises to the Lord our God in the

sweet enjoyment and living sense of his glo-

rious presence ; being nothing terrified or

dismayed at their cruelties; but cheerfully

resigned in the will of the Lord to suffer for

his name and truth's sake, if they had left us

to perish in that dark, dismal, and stinking

dungeon.
" Upon the same day that we were in the

dungeon, several of our friends came to visit

us from Norwich, Colchester, and other

places ; but were not suffered to come to us

;

—and divers other times we have been thus

dealt with ; and not only so, but when they

have come to the prison door or window they

have had water cast upon them, by some of

the jailer's company; he pretending that he

had orders from the justices, that none of our

friends should come to us : nevertheless both

he and his wife told them, that if they svould

pay the key-turner sixpence or fourpence a

piece, he would let them come to us; but

they refused to gratify his covetousness."

Their deplorable condition being at length

brought before Cromwell by several Friends,

after considerable delay, he gave orders for

their release, the execution of which was en-

trusted to Sir Francis Russell, who appears

to have performed the duty with pleasure and

promptness George Whitehead remarks re-

specting him,—" In kindness to us he gave

us an order or warrant to produce in our de-

fence, if there should be occasion ; that we
might travel without interruption, not con-

fining us to go to our respective homes.

He was a considerate tender spirited man,

and showed compassion towards us and our

Friends, who were sufferers for conscience'

sake."

Among the applicants to Cromwell in be-

half of these Friends, was Mary Sanders, a

waiting gentlewoman in his household, who
had considerable influence with the protec-

tor, which she not unfrequently used in pro-

curing an amelioration in the baidships and
imprisonments of the poor Quakers. She
and some of her companions had been con-

vinced of the principles they held, by Francis

Howgill, while he was on a visit to the fa-

mily of Cromwell, and retaining her station

as well as her religion, she proved a service-

able woman to Friends.

Being once more at liberty, George pro-

ceeded in his religious visit to his brethren

and others through the nation,—but previous

to resuming the narrative, it may be instruc-

tive and animating to record his grateful

commemoration of the Lord's goodness to

him and his fellow sufferers while in prison.

" I am," says he, " truly and humbly thank-

ful to the Lord our God, in remembrance of

his great kindness to us; how wonderfully

He supported and comforted us, through and

over all our tribulations, strait confinement,

and ill usage ; and preserved us in bodily

health. In the comfortable enjoyment of his

glorious divine power and presence, several

of us have often been made to sing aloud in

praise to his glorious name ;
yea, his high

praises have been in our mouths oftentimes,

to the great amazement and astonishment of

the malefactors shut up in the same ward with

us. When walking therein, our hearts have

been lifted up in living praise to the Lord,

often for several hours together, with voices

of melody. O ! the sweet presence and

power of the Lord our God ! how precious to

be enjoyed in prisons, and dungeons, and

strait confinements ! O! my soul ! bless thou

the Lord ; and for ever piaise his excellent

name, for the true inwaid sense and experi-

ence thou hast often and long had, and still

hast of his divine power, and unspeakable

goodness! Glory and dominion be to our

God, and to the Lamb, that sits upon the

throne, for ever and ever ! Let the praise

be unto Him, in whom is our help, salvation,

and strength !

" Although we were confined to a noisome

common ward, and strait stirdiing yard, yet

the Lord by his power so sanctified the con-

finement to nie, that I had great peace, com-

fort, and sweet solace, and was sometimes

transported and wrapt up in spirit, as if in a

pleasant field, having the fragrant scent and

sweet smell of flowers and things growing

therein, though I was not in an ecstacy ot

trance, my senses being affected therewith
;

so that the Lord made bitter things sweet

unto rne, and hardships easy; although we
were sensible our persecutors and oppressors

were so cruel toward us, that they cared not

if we had all perished in that jail. But our

trust and confidence was in the name of the

Lord Jehovah, in whom is everlasting

strength and safety : to whom be everlasting

glory, dominion, and praise, world without

end !

" I humbly hope and trust in the Lord, I

shall never forget his loving-kindness and
mercy shown unto me, in those cloudy days

of distress and affliction."

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
I have frequently thought that the " Vindi-

cation of the Society of Friends," written in

the present year by Enoch Lewis, in reply to

an invidious attack of one of the clergy of
another denomination, contained a condensed
explanation of some of the principles of
Friends, which it might be useful to our own.

members to peruse. This little work was
examined by a committee of the meeting for

sufferings in Philadelphia, and permission

given to print it. Being controversial, it may
not be necessary to present some parts, but
such as are directly intended to exhibit our
doctrines, I propose to select occasionally

for the columns of the paper, if it should
meet the editor's views.

We are always liable to danger, and per-

haps never more so than in periods of out-

ward prosperity. Affluence and luxury, and
the absence of open assaults of those who
would crush the cause of Christ, produce
carnal security in the unwatchful. When we
apprehend the least danger, the enemy of all

righteousness may the most successfully

conceal his snares. After having led away
captive many of the professed believers in

the light, through the popularity of one, who
in an evil hour was deceived so as to deny
the faith which is in Christ Jesus, he may
transform himself again, and under the sem-
blance of an advocate for those very funda-

mental doctrines, which he led others to

deny, he may draw off some who resisted

him in his infidel garb, to slight the belief of

inward revelation, and the simplicity of the

cross which the truth leads into. In this way
some of the testimonies which this people

faithfully bore when the world frowned upon
them, may be now talked of in a doubtful

manner, as having sprung in great part from

the spirit of the times and the contracted

feelings of the age. I knew a person, who,
in his first visitations, fully believed that the

remorse and intimations of duty he felt, were
the immediate communications of the Holy
Spirit, so completely to fall away, as to deny
divine revelation altogether, and contend that

those feelings were the offspring of a diseas-

ed imagination. And what was the consv'-

quence ? A dereliction of all vital religion.

Having denied the internal operations of di-

vine light, he was left in deplorable obscurity,

and groped in darkness as at noon day.

If any of the members of our Suciety, ei-

ther through the love of the woiid, the de-

fection of their leaders, or the blandishments

of other professors, can be brnught to for-

sake the faith of their fathers in I he inward

teachings of the light of Christ, and their

plain way of living and plain way of preach-

ing, I verily believe, such will be left to

wander as upon the barren mountains-of-Gil-

boa, where tliere is neither dew. nor rain,

nor fields of ofTuring, and others will be
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brought in from the highways and hedges to

uphold the testimonies which they have de

spised.

The selections will very properly com
mence with the admissions of our opponents

that the practices of Friends, whatever may

be their opinion of our principles, have led

to good results. An exetnplification in the

pithy sketch of the religious and politica"

character of Wm. Penn, and the excellences

of that of John Woolman, alike confirm the

acknowledgments of our enemies and the

truth of the religious tenets which they at

tempt to condemn. S.

The reviewer appears anxious to persuade

his readers, that there is some serious and

radical error in the doctrines of Friends, and

that their evil tendency has been too much
overlooked. What those evil tendencies are,

he has not condescended to explain. He has,

however, I admit, given a tolerably satisfac-

tory reason, why they have been so generally

overlooked. It seems indeed difficult, even

for a professed advocate, to find a better. It

is in plain English, nothing else than this;

they are totally invisible. If the fact is, as

he admits it to be, that the system has for the

most part justly claimed a peculiarly inofien-

sive character; has been found zealously en-

listed against great and acknowledged evils;

has been honest in its dealings, and exem-

plary in its morality; what reason is there to

suppose, that " a system which has led to so

many good results," and is not shown to have

led to any bad ones, " is materially at vari-

ance with the law and the testimony?" Has
the reviewer discovered a safer criterion than

that selected by the lip of wisdom,—" The
tree is known by its fruit?" Or does he

suppose that grapes are now to be gathered

from thorns, or figs from thistles? To such

an objector as this, we may reply in the lan-

guage of the apostle, "show me thy h'llh

without works, and I will show thee my faith

by my works."

He pronounces a just, though limited eu-

logium, on the character of William Penn
;

plainly showing thai the principles upon which

he acted must have been excellent in practice,

whatever they were in theory; while the only

objection which he makes to him or his writ-

ings, is the stale and hackneyed one, that

they are shrouded in the mists of Quakerism.

When we contemplate the character of that

eminent legislator; wherr we behold the re-

markable benevolence, conspicuous in every

part of his political career; his treatment of

the simple aborigines, so widely difi^erent

from that of most other settlers of colonies;

when we trace in tl'.e laws suggested by his

wisdom, or enacted under his superinten-

dence, the germs of many important improve-

ments, which succeeding ages have rrratured:

and connect with these the reflection, that

William Penn made religion the business of

his life, and the great moving spring of all

his actions ; the conviction is forced upon us,

that the world is more indebted to his reli-

gion, than to his talents, great as they cer-

tainly were, for the excellence of his insti-

tutions. The policy of his government grew

out of his religious principles. A legislator

of different principles could rreither have es-

tablished nor maintained such a government
as his. And it is certainly a remarkable fact,

that the only member of the Society of

Friends, who ever possessed any very exten-

sive political power, was able to establish a

government which has commanded the ap-

plause of the world. That he planted a co-

lony in the midst of savage tribes, whom he
disarmed by his kindness, and preserved his

people in peace, without the aid of fortifica-

tions or arms. That his treaties with the

natives were never infringed ; and that no
evidence appears that a drop of English blood
was ever shed by an Indian tomahawk, on the

land which he purchased of them. Do not
these facts prove, if facts prove any thing,

that the principles of Quakerism, so far from
being of evil tendency, are not only ino
sive in private life, but highly conducive to

national prosperity? It is not easy to con
jecture from what article of their creed the

reviewer or his author drew the conclu
that it was from " the original greatness of
his mind, and the general benevolence of his

feelings, rather than from any result of ap
propriate evangelical influence," that William
Penn was enabled to maintain such strict

integrity in every part of his conduct ; and
to evince, amidst the trials of life, so great

a degree of resignation to the divine will,

and of trust in the government of God. The
insinuation looks more like a desperate effort

to attribute the acknowledged excellences of
the man to any cause but his religious prin-

ciples, than a candid exhibition of character,

or the deduction of a rational philosophy.

The reviewer, it appears, has lately be-

come acquainted with the character of John
Woolman, and admits that his " piety de-

serves to be known and itrritated by all deno-
minations." " His journal, and other writ-

ings," says he, "have been published; and
though they certarnly savou'of the strange

enthusiasm of the sect, and show that his

nd was in bondage to some of their less ex-

ceptionable peculiarities, yet they exhibit in

high degree some of the loveliest features

of Christian character; and we do not be-

ievc that any impartial reader of them can
resist the conviction, that they were dictated

by a heart which consented fully to the lead-

ng peculiarities of the gospel, and was used
to intimate communion with the Saviour.
Instances of this kind show, that Quakerism
does not, in all cases at least, neutralise the

genuine influence of the gospel ; though we
re to make a distinction between the legili-

[late influence of a system, and accidental
esults from other influences which do not
appropriately belong to it."

Hence it appears, that in the opinion of
the reviewer, the piety of John Woolman
?as genuine. His errors would therefore

ppear to be those of the understanding and
not of the heart. Quakerism, in this case at

east, did not neutralise the genuine influ-

ence of the gospel. The peculiarities to

which he was in bondage, were not highly

exceptionable. We are therefore to infer

that he rejected all those peculiarities to

which any important objections can be made.
As the reviewer has not informed us in what
particulars John Woolnran differed from
others of the Society, we must look into his

history, or his works, and make the discovery
for ourselves. Such an examination will pro-
bably lead to the conclusion, that the conduct
and opinions of John Woolman are obnoxi-
ous to every charge which the reviewer has
advanced against the Society; those only ex-
cepted which rest upon palpable error or
sheer misrepresentation.

It is impossible to read attentively the
works of John Woolman, without being con-
vinced that he fully believed in the doctrine
of the inward light, and that this belief was
not with him a mere speculative theory, but
a practical principle; the guide of his life,

the regulator of his conduct, and the moving
cause of every religious engagement. And
that, even in his worldly employments, he
was careful to keep a steady eye to the lead-
ings and restrictions of this divine princi-
ple. This doctrine is therefore not highly
exceptionable.

Upon another peculiarity, the opinions of
John Woolman were not less clear and decid-
ed than those of Friends in the present day :

I allude to their testimony in favour of a free

gospel ministry. There is not the smallest
intimation of his having ever received or paid
a pecuniary compensation for preaching. On
that subject he appears to have beetr remark-
ably serrsitive ; as must be evident to any one
who reads, with attention, his own account
of his visit to the south in 1757. He evi-

dently construed the text strictly: "Freely
yc have received, freely give." It would
therefore appear that, in the opinion of the
reviewer, this peculiarity is not highly ob-
jectionable.

In regard to plainness of dress, it is well
known, that he was remarkable, even in the
Society of Friends. No member of that So-
ciety has ever been more strictly plain than
he was; his language was also in consonance
with that of his brethren in religious profes-
sion. Hence these peculiarities appear enti-
tled to the reviewer's toleration.

It is rather singular that the reviewer, while
endeavouring to expose the doctrines of
Friends, and exhibit the evil tendency of the
system, should pass such an eulogium on the
piety of one, who was, probably, as complete
a specimen of genuine Quakerism as the
eighteenth century could produce. To sup-
pose that the character of John Woolman
was formed by accidental influences in oppo-
sition to the general tendency of the religious

system which he embraced, is to suppose that

all the great principles of his life were over-
borne and counteracted by some ur^known
and accidental influences.

The reviewer, it appears, has but lately

become acquainted with the life and charac-
ter of John Woolman, and perhaps if, instead
of accepting Dr. Cox's caricature for a por-
trait, he had taken the pains to become ac-
quainted with the lives of a few more of the
most consistent members (and from such spe-
cimens the tendency of the system ought to

be tried,) he might have discovered, that
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what he considers as exceptions, actually

constitute the rule ; and that the principles

of Quakerism do not, in any instance, neu-

tralise the influence of the gospel. In the

case of John Wooluian, as well as that of

William Penn, we are presented with an

awkward attempt to elude the force of admit-

ted and undeniable facts, and to arrive at a

conclusion which the inductive philosophy

does not warrant.
tTo be continued.)

For " Tlie Friend."

It would be esteemed a mark of a very

contracted mind to call in question the policy

of increasing the facilities for communica-
tion between different places ; the conviction,

however, is frequently forced upon us, that

they are accompanied by many counterbalanc

ing disadvantages. ' If the messengers of

good are more readily and rapidly transported

from one point to another, so are agents in

wickedness, and in greater numbers. As
evil in a general way is more likely to been
tertained than good, so in proportion to the

facilities by which it can be spread, parts of

the country hitherto secluded, and compara

lively virtuous, may be suddenly contaminat

ed with the vices of the older or more dense

ly populated settlements. Cheapness of

travelling tempts persons to leave home who
have but little to spare, and being subjected

to examples prejudicial to their morals, which

they would escape in performing their requi-

site domestic duties, the foundation may be

laid for habits which will prove a source of

unhappiness through life. Perhaps no situa-

tion presents stronger temptation to dissipa-

tioa than travelling in public conveyances

living at taverns and boarding houses on

fashionable routes and retreats. Persons who
know but little of the v.'orld, suddenly thrown

into a description of society with which they

have never mingled, and without the restraints

of parents, guardians, or their sober home
friends, are in extreme danger of recei

evil bias, if not a fatal introduction to the

broad way which leads to ruin. While the

temperance societies are trumpeting abroad

the success of their efforts in extinguishing

the love of whiskey, the friend of interna

improvement is boasting of the facility which

he furnishes for transporting it to distant

parts, and the consequent security of a good

market on a sudden change in prices, of which

the following is a striking instance.

" Quick Work.—On Monday morning last,

Mr. Benjamin Herr, of Miinor township, con-

veyed a load of whiskey in a vvagon from his

distillery to Lancaster, a distance of eight

miles, transferred it immediately to a car on

the railway at that place, and arrived safely

with his spirits in Philadelphia on the same
evening, after a journey of seventy miles on
that valuable public improvement. We men-
tion this fact, not only to show the increased

expedition of this mode of carriage and the

facility of access which it affords to a place

of sale, but also to prove that not only will

the products of our Lancaster county farms

not depreciate in value on account of compe-
tition which the western part of the state may
be enabled to offer through these new avenues

of trade, but that they will in truth be ena-

bled to command tlie market; and should

prices rise one day, their city agents can in-

form them thereof, and by the succeeding

evening, their articles of traffic may be on

the spot and obtain the full benefit of the

excitement in business, while the letters of

the more distant agricultuiists are yet on
their way to their destination."

Columbia Spy.

For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS NO. XHI.

On Elections.

Be careful for nettling, but in every thine; by

prayer and supplioaliun let your requests be made
known unto God.—Philippians, iv. 6.

The necessity of strict watchfulness lest we
should be led away into the many temptation!

by which we are constantly surrounded, is ad

milled, at least verbally, by all classes of pro

fessing Christians. But there are many who
by their practice seem lo have forgotten this

essential duty, and appear to be passing along,

the creatures of circumstances, interested in

whatever the world is engaged in, and pursu

ing its avocations with as much eagerness a:

if this earth, its honours, and happiness, wert

all that is worth seeking after. Surrounded

as we are by tlie things of time, and by those

who seek only its enjoyments, it is by much
watchfulness and prayer alone that we shall be

enabled to resist the current,

" And keep our hearts aloof

From all created things."

Though it is necessary white we are in the

world to associate more or less with persons

of this description, and attend to our lawful

worldly business, yet if our hearts were right,

we should not suffer these things to absorb

our thoughts and affections, or interfere with

our religious duties; but we should endeavour

to retain that spirit, and return as soon a:

possible to those occupations,which are de

signed as a means of preparing us for hea

ven: like a m^n who loves his family and

home, but is obliged to leave them for a short

season; he looks forward to the time when he

shall again embrace them, and hastens back

when his business is accomplished, and finds

the endearments of his own fireside sweeter for

this transient separation.

There are some testimonies peculiar to

and which we as a Society hold very dear,

that cannot be consistently maintained with

out a measure of that spirit which led our fore

fathers to love and adopt them, and if this meek
spirit is not moie desired and sought at'tcr, it

is lo be feared that some of our members
so far surrender these precious traits that the

next generation, seeing their parents tlius

yielding by little and little, will be induced to

renounce them altogether. I am led into these

reflections by having witnessed the excitement

in a neighbouring city during a late warmly
contested election, and observing the anxious

part that many of our own members, and some
who are considered exemplary in other re-

spects, took in il. 1 am aware that this ii

delicate ground to tread, as it is a time when
unusual interest has been fell by all classes on

this subject. Though the writer of this would
be very far from discouraging any proper
means of relieving ourselves from difficulties

—

such as simply giving a vole against a magi-
trate that is not qualified for his office, and
quietly waiting the result—yet that this subject

should be allowed to become for weeks the

all engrossing theme of the thoughts and con-
versation, is certainly inconsistent with the pro-

fession of a Christian, and a Quaker in par-

ticular. The testimony that Friends have al-

ways borne against war is a noble testimony,

and characteristic of the followers of Him
whose mission was to bring " pe^ce on earth

and good will to men." I could not but think,

however, though the fact may be painful and
humiliating, that the expressions and bitter

feelings evinced by some towards the opposite

party on this occasion, approached very near
to the spirit of resistance, and that, if they were
not discouraged, they would at least prevent

their taking that decided and consistent part

that would become those making the profes-

sion we do. Certainly it argues but little faith

in Him, who if he sees fit can work alike by
" many or by few," to be thus anxious and
perplexed with these human events; there is a
vast weight taken from our shoulders by hav-

ing nothing lo do witli consequences ; all that is

required of us is lo do our duty and leave the

result. " The servant of the Lord should not

strive, but be gentle towards all men," or if he
desire that things should transiiire according

to his own will, let him not resort lo any means
that will destroy the peaceful tenor of his own
mind, but let him turn to the Christian's only

sure resource in times of difficulty and danger;

let him not indulge in an undue warmth of
feeling towards those who differ from him;
but do all thai a Christian citizen can do con-

sislentl)'—remembering the apostle's injunc-

tion, " Be careful for nothing, (not over anxious

about it,) but in all things with prayer and sup-

plication, with thanksgiving, let your requests

be made known unto God."
***h.

Fotliergill, in his Essay on Natural History, men-
tions an incident of his boyish days, sf which he say8
he never cou'd lose the remembrance, but which gave
rise to sentimenls and rules of action since very dear
to him. "Besides (he says) a singular elegance of
form and beauty of plumage, the eye of the common
lapwing is peculiarly soft and expressive: it is large,

black, and full of lustre, rolling, as it seems to do, in

liquid gems of dew. I liad shot a bird of this beauti-

ful species, but on taking it up 1 found that it was
not dead; I had wounded its breast, and some big

drops of blood stained the pure whiteness of its fea-

thers. As I held the hapless bird in my hand, hun-
dreds of its companions hovered round my head
uttering shrieks of distress, and by their plaintive

cries appeared lo bemoan the fate of one to whom
they were connected by ties of the most lender and
interesting nature; while llie poor wounded bird

continually moaned with a kind of inward wailing
note, e.xpressiveof the deepest anguish, and ever and
anon il raised its drooping head, and, turning to-

wards the wound in its breast, touched it wilh its

bill; and ihen looked up in my face with an expres-
sion I have no wish to forget, for it had power to

touch my heart while yet a boy, when a thousand
dry precepts in the academical closet would have
been of no avail."
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JOHN MILTON.

Having recently perused a work containing

mucli interesting information relative to liie

lives and writings of those men who have at

tained the greatest eminence among English

poets, I have heen induced to prepare for the

columns of " Tiie Friend," a short account of

John Milton, with llie hope that, although he

has long been known as the " prince of poets,"

it may not be altogether trite or uninteresting

to the readers of the paper. Milton's " Para-

dise Lost," has for many years enjoyed a ce-

lebrity almost unrivaled; but I apprehend it is

not as much read now as it was twenty years

ago, and his other works are comparatively

but little known. Indeed, so overwhelming of

latter years have been the issues from the

press, both in prosei^^and verse, and so adroitly

have the ditTerent popular authors adapted their

matter and style to the peculiar taste of the

great majority of readers, that it is but seldom

that we meet with the productions of the great

minds which adorned the last and immediately

preceding century, kept as the familiar com-

panions of leisure hours. This is more espe-

cially the case in the department of poetry, so

that there are not many of the younger mem-
bers of our Society who rightly estimate the

superior worth and beauty of the admirable

poems written during those periods, over the

vapid though more glittering works of the pre-

sent day. What is called " light reading," is

presented so early to the youthful mind, and is

so constantly supplied, that a taste for the pure

fountains of English literature is either not

acquired, or soon vitiated. And I tliink I am
safe in saying, without reference to the moral

effect of their works, that those authors who
are considered as the most gifted souices of

the sparkling but contaminated stream which

now tickles the palate, without slaking the

thirst of the public, have done more harm in

exciting and administering to this morbid ap-

petite, than they will ever confer benefit by

the information which may be gleaned from

their pages. With a disuse of their works,

the biography of the poets is but little known,
so that it is no uncommon circumstance to

hear persons spoken of as contemporaries who
perhaps lived in different centuries.

John Milton was born in London on the

9th of December 1608 His father, whose

name was also John, was a man of superior

intellect and an eminent scrivener, who, not-

withstanding he had been disinherited by his

father, on account of his embracing the doc-

trines of the reformed church, was in sufficient

afHuenre to allow him to give Jiis children a

liberal education. The poet was the eldest of

three children and the only one who was dis-

tinguished, though his yoimger brother, who
took side with the royalists, was made a baron

of the exchequer and a judge of common pleas

by James IL The early developement of Mil-

ton's mental powers was entrusted to Thomas
Young, a puritan minister; who, however, was
obliged to retire to the continent on account

of his religious piinci[)les, and his pupil was
entered in St. Paul's school, where he passed

a considerable interval of study under the care

of Alexander Gill. It would appear that he

gave early indication of that genius, the eflx)rts

of which have immortalised his name, and that

both his parents and instructers were equalh

anxious to foster and encourage the extraordi

nary powers which characterised his youthfu

mind. Milton's unwearied love of study com
menced while at St. Paul's, and continued

will) him ever after. In his sixteenth year he

entered Cambridge, where he remained unti

his twenty-.fQU||jji But although so long f

resident at.tl^HRrege, he appears never to have

entertained a very favourable opinion of their

established system of education. Speaking of

the scholars of the universities in one of his

works, he says, " they are there unfortunately

fed with nothing else but the scragged and
thorny lectures of monkish and miserable so-

phistry, and are sent home with such a .scho-

lastic burr in their throats as hath stopped and

hindered all true and generous philosophy from

entering—nor are their minds subdued under

the true love of moral and religious virtue;

which two are the best and greatest points of

learning." He, however, made great profi-

ciency in the learning taught at Cambridge,
1 was particularly distinguished as a Latin

and Greek scliuhir. Though originally de-

igned for the church, he changed his inten-

ion, and it would appear that he was influenced

to this course by conscientious scruples. Mil-

ton's own account is as follows: " By the in-

tention of my parents and friends I was destined

of a child to the service of the church, and in

mine own resolutions. Till coming to some
maturity of years, and perceiving what tyranny

had invaded the church, that he who would
take orders, must subscribe slave, and take an

th withal, which unless he took with a con-

science that he would relish, he must either

perjure or split his faith; I thought it belter to

prefer a blameless silence before the sacred

office of speakin'T. bought and begun with

servitude and forswearing." Having laid a

broad and deep foundation whereon to build

the superstructure of his literary and scientific

knowledge, he retired from college to his fa-

ther's house, who then resided at Horton, in

Buckinghamshire, where he continued his re-

gular and severe studies, which were princi-

pally confined to the poetical works of Greek,
Latin, and Italian authors. His own disposition

to court the muses had manifested itself when
only ten years of age, and at sixteen and se-

venteen his youthful poems were marked for

their elevation of thought and dignity of senti-

tnent. While enjoying the seclusion and ele-

gance of his paternal roof he coinposed his

Arcades, Coinus, L'Allegro, II Penseroso, and
Lycidas. The Arcades formed part of an en-

tertainment presented to the Countess Dowa-
ger of Derby, who lived at Harefield, near

Milton's father. The characters were per-

formed by her grandchildren. The Mask of
Comus was written at the request of a then

celebrated musician, and the story is said to

have been suggested by the accident of Lady
Alice Egerton, the daughter of the Earl of
Bridgwater, having one night lost herself in

the forest of Haywood. 'J'hough exception

may be taken to the structure and roinance of
this piece, yet it certainly is exceeded in beauty

and finish by few poems in our language.

Lycidas is a monody written on the death o(
Edward King, a young and learned friend of

our author, who was lost in a calm sea on his

passage to Ireland. In this elegy Milton be-

trays his dislike to the established clergy, and
foretells their downfall from the height of

power which they had attained. L'Allegro
and II Penseroso were written before either of

the others, and notwithstanding their Italian

titles, they contain such a description of Eng-
lish landscape and lural eflj()yments, as be-

speak a mind devoid of care and happy in

itself. Although during the period in which
he co:nposed the above mentioned poems, he
says in a letter to a friend, that he suffered
" no impediment, no love of ease, no avocation
whatever, to chill the ardour, or break the con-
tinuity or divert the completion of his literary

pursuits," yet it appears that he himself did

not think he was accomplishing any great

things. For in another letter to the same
friend, he says, " I am letting my wings grow
and preparing to fly, but my Pegasus has not
yet feathers enough to soar aloft in the fields

of air—but, do you ask what I am meditatinsj?

by the help of heaven, an immortality of fame."
Satisfied with the intimate acquaintance which
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he had established with the productions of the' some favouis which he would have otherwise

master spirits who had preceded him, Milton, enjoyed. He says, speaking of his conduct

now longed to enjoy the learned and refined whilst in Italy, " I laid it down as a rule for

society of the cily, and accordingly he removed myself, never to begin a conversation on reli-

thither and took chambers in one of the innsjgion in these parts; but if interrogated con-

of court. But his mother dying, his plans ofjCerning my faith, whatever might be the con-

life were suddenly changed; and, having ob-i sequence, to dissemble nothing. If any one

tained the consent of his father, he resolved attacked me, I defended in the most open

upon an excursion to the continent: designing

to visit such parts only as were not then the

theatre of war, his chief object, however, being

the classic regions of Italy. It is certain that

at the time he left home, the manifestations of

his genius were either not sufficiently appre-

ciated, or not so extensively known as to have

given him much celebrity in England. But

he had studied the language and literature of

Italy with peculiar success, as was evinced by

some of his poems written in that language;

and which being spread on the continent had

bespoken for hira a flattering reception. He
embarked in 1637, and passing through Paris,

where he formed an acquaintance with the

celebrated Grotius, he hurried on to Florence,

where he soon became the object of admiration

and the subject of encomium by the learned

academicians. While in the neighbourhood

of Florence he visited Galileo, who was at

that time the victim of ignorance and cruelty.

Passing on to Rome, Milton there partook

largely of the hospitality of the learned and

great, and secured the admiration and esteem

of those who stood foremost in their ranks.

From here he travelled to Naples, with a her

mit who introduced him to the Marquis of

Villa, a nobleman, who is known to posterity

as the friend, patron, and biographer of Tasso.

To him Milton addressed a Latin ode, by which

we find that he at that time cherished the p
ject, if he should ever find such a patron

Manso, of celebrating the exploits of King
Arthur and his knights in an epic poem
" which he should leave so written to after

times, that they should not willingly let it die."

Milton now returned to Rome, instead of pro-

secuting his travels furtiier, and passing over

to Sicily and into Greece, as was his original

intention. After a delay of two months in the

imperial city, he visited Venice, travelled on to

Geneva, and through France; and returned

to his native soil after an ab.?ence of fifteen

months. His return was much hastened in

consequence of the commencement of the war
between the king and the jiarliament. He
esteemed it dishonourable to be away while

his fellow citizens were contending for their

liberties at home. While abroad he had ex-

perienced some interruption to his comfort,

and many obstacles to the gratification of his

ardent love of literature and literary society,

from the freedom with which he expressed his

opinions upon the controverted points which

were then so frequently giving rise to civil

broils and spiritual dissentions. From the

bent of his natural disposition, and the opinions

imbibed during his education, he could not

well endure the ecclesiastical establishment of

his own country, and it is not to be wondered

at, that the freedom with which he expressed

himself on religious subjects, within the verge

of the Vatican, and under the very chair of

St. Peter itself, should have deprived him of

the orthodox faith, for

in the city even of the

manner, as befort

nearly two month;

sovereign pontifli'."

Upon this principle he acted, not, it is true,

without giving some offence to his associates,

nor wholly without danger to himself; but not-

withstanding the frank avowal of his sentiments,

every where undissembled, he saw whatever

was most interesting in the monuments of

Roman grandeur, or the achievements of Ita-

ian art, and returned home, flattered by the

attention of the great, and honoured with the

compliments of the learned. Milton now took

up his residence in London, and as he had by

his travels put his father to considerable ex

pense, whose income was also much diminished

by the troubles of the time, he occupied him
self at first with the education of his sister's

two sons; and in a short period increased th(

number of his pupils in order to obtain an

honourable maintenance. His system of edu-

cation was deep and comprehensive, and cor

responded with the superiority of his intellect

He taught tlie sciences by placing in the hands

of his scholars works which treated upon them
individually, written in different languages;

adding to the Greek and Latin, a knowledge
of the Chaldee, Syriac, and Hebrew. The
political contests of the day had now arrived

to so great a height, that most persons consi-

dered themselves called upon to rank on one
side 01 the other, and Milton entered into the

controversy by leading an attack upon the

bishops of the established church, and con-

ducting the defence of ecclesiastical liberty.

In all his publications upon the.jdgputed points,

he laboured to demonstrate tTO^iinplicity of

scipline, and purity of doctrine, which cha-

racterised the primitive church; and pointing

out the manner in which prelacy had minis-

tered as the natural agent of tyranny, he- ar-

gued for the greatest degree of honest liberty

in religion. " Nor will God, (he says) suffer

true learning to be wanting, when true grace

and obedience to him abounds; for if he gives

us to know him aright, and to practise this

our knowledge in right established discipline,

how much more will he replenish us with all

abilities that may conduce to his glory [and

our good." He wrote five controversial essays

in the year 1641, betide performing the daily

duties of his school

on the road by the cholera, with which lie died

at or near Columbus, about the middle of last

month. Besides the interest we feel in com-
mon with others in regard to this event, the

coincidence of his views of Christianity with

those entertained by our religious Society in

several important respects, renders it proper
that some memento of him should appear in

these columns. For this purpose we select

the following from the preauiljle and resolu-

tions unanimously adopted at a meeting of the

Charleston (S. C.) Bar, held on the 24th inst.

for the purpose.

It is the natural impulse of sympathy upon
even ordinary occasions, that those who suffer

a common loss should seek consolation under
their bereavement by commingling their re-

grets; but when such a man as Thomas Smith
Geimke is suddenly taken from the society in

which he was so distinguished an ornament and
support, duty as well as sympathy, calls upon
us to express our profound sense of the loss we
have sustained.

The deceased, indeed, was no ordinary man,
n his intellectual or moral endowments.

(Tc

THOMAS S. GRIMKJE.

The death ofThomas S. Grimke, of Charles

ton, South Carolina, appears to have been the

occasion of much regret, and has called forth

various testimonials from different quarters to

his uncommon worth as a citizen and a Chris-

tian philanthropist. He was on a visit to th

state of Ohio, and having left Cincinnati for

Chilicothe, where he expected to meet his

brother, a resident of the state, was attacked

either

The energy, the astonishing energy, with which
he pursued the object of life, was at once the

indication of superior powers, and the cause
of his great success. He appeared continually

to watch the dial plate of time, that no hour of
his existence should be fruitless of improve-
ment or usefulness; and as his life advanced
to its close, instead of remitting his habits of
toil, his spirit seemed to burn with intenser

activity. Hence his wonderful acquirements
in every department of knowledge; while he
found time to obey every call of religious, so-

cial, or domestic duty. As a lawyer he had
long stood at the head of our profession. It

was here, that his vast memory, stored with
the rich fruits of his industry, gathered from
every side as he passed through life, was more
peculiarly exemplified. His legal knowledge
was accurate and profound, comprehending
the minutest details and the broadest princi-

ples. So fertile and original were the re-

sources of his mind, that if he had any fault

as an advocate it was in advancing too many
arguments to support his positions. He may
thus sometimes have dazzled a weaker vision

by the profusion of light he threw upon his

subject, but he never lost a cause from super-

ficial examination or shallow views. In a
country, peculiarly a country of laws, he pos-

sessed a high sense of the importance and
dignity of that profession through which the

laws are administered; and endeavoured to

wield his knowledge and power, to the great

purpose for which they were created, the

maintenance and advancement of justice.

Hence, at the bar and in public estimation,

he long stood, and justly stood, pre-eminent
amongst us.

It hr.s been remarked in England, (hat law-

yers have seldom proved able statesmen. The
technical nature of the profession in that coun-
try, especially in the branch of special plead-

ing, by habitually contracting the views to

" the precedent on the file," may probably

account for the fact, if this observation is cor-

rect. But under our system of government
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and laws, judging from llie results, it must be

erroneous. 'I'lie profession of law at least upon

the mind of the deceased, appeared not to have

affected its broad and philosopliical cast. As
a statesman, his views were comprehensive,

his knowledge extensive and accurate, and his

motives above suspicion or imputation. A
purer and more devoted spirit, never spoke or

felt for the interests of his country. Although
living in times of bitter party contention, and

differing fi'om many of us upon the leading

subjects of politics, none cf us—no man in

our community, we sincerely believe, ever en-

tertained a doubt of his simple integrity and
disinterestedness in the opinions he professed;

or beheld with other feelings than those of

admiration, the boldness vvitli which they were
avowed and maintained. His patriotism in

truth was a part of his piely. Its essential

aim was the approbation of God. Towards
men it was an impulse of duty; but it looked

beyond the applause and honour of the world;

from a deep sense of his accountability for the

rectitude of his motives and conduct towards

his country.

Nor was the information of the deceased,

profound and extensive as it was, confined to

the great subject of government and laws. He
was essentially a literary man. At every

pause from the labours of his profession, he

turned with avidity to the innocent and en-

chanting pursuits of literature, communing
with the mighty dead, still living in the impe-

rishable thoughts they have left behind them.

In a country like ours, where capital is not

yet accumulated, and to live is necessarily

chief object of life, to be a literary man is itself

a distinction. But his aim was far beyond that

proficiency in literature which might adorn an
accomplished gentleman. He pushed his re-

searches into the wide fields of ancient and
modern lore, and became acquainted with all,

and familiar with most of their branches. His
published productions evince the accuracy and
the extent of his erudiliori; but it was in tht

social circles that tlie affluence of his acquisi

tion was more amply recognised and more
justly appreciated. Herewith a prodigal hand
he scattered the flowers he had gathered from
every field; and while he delighted, he amazed
fiis associates, by their wonderful variety. Bu
it was chiefly at the bar, that we knew his at

tainments and felt his virtues. There are few
of us who have not drank from the full foun-

tain of his legal acquirements, and learned

from, the veiy generosity with which he ii

parted his information, the effect of knowled,
in liberalising the heart. Plain, yet dignified-

patient and affeclionate, yet immoveable
firmness—offending none, and courteous to

all, amidst the contentions and harassments

of our difficult [jrofession, he exhibited in his

demeanour at the bar, the rare but bright ex-

ample of what a Chiistian advocate ought to

be. 'J"he poor arid friendless—the orphan and
the widow, never sought his profession in vain;

and it was, when pleading fur them, looking
upward alone for his reward, thai.liis powers
often soared highest, and his eloquence was
most touching and efTective.

That trait in his character, however, which
the deceased most valued, ard which he was

most truly solicitous to perfect, was his piety.

On religion, he had built the whole structure

of his moral ch,iracter; to be worthy of his

fession as a Christian, was the chief object

of his existence. In early youth, he had as-

sumed the garb of pieiy, and continued sted-

fustly through life, one of the brightest pro[)s

nd ornaments of Christianity in our land, ex-

mplifying in his life and conversation all its

ennobling principles. From being, according

to his own repiesentation, violent in temper,

he became the calmest and mildest of men.
He bereft himself of all those selfish j)rinciples

to which we are so prone by nature; and de-

voted his life to God, and the welfare of others;

I at length, to consider himself least, be-

came the ordinary habit of his thoughts and
conduct. To do good, indeed, to him seemed
the bread of life. His charities were ever

ready for the necessitous, and his tender sym-
pathies for the afflicted and bruised in spirit,

and even the way-faring man, and the stranger,

with no claim upon him but the impress of hu
manity, would seek relief in his wide benevo
lence, and have his claim allowed. Had he
been otherwise than he war, the prayers and
blessings of the wretched whom he relieved,

the applause of the good, and the admiration
of the world, might have elated him with pride

or vanity, but his humility increased with his

distinction and elevation; and he closed life as

he commenced it, walking meekly and humblj
with his God. In his character were combined
the simplicity of the child, with the moral
courage of the martyr.

Shall we lift the veil of private life, and dis-

close the afTectionate son, the devoted husband
the father, the faithful friend, the kind and pa-

tient master, moving in the light of his noble

but simple virtues, and shedding joy and peace
and happiness to all around him ? 'I'he memory
of his virtues, in these tender relations, belon
peculiarly to the keeping of others; and there

we should leave them, sacred from our eulo
gies, enshrineJ in the hallowed sanctuary of
private afTection. The days of his pilgrimage
are done, and he has entered into his rest

His mild face no longer will be seen amongs
us, but the monuments of his public usefulness

and benevolence are still with us, and the me-
mory of his virtues will slill dwell within our
hearts. None of us may expect to equal him;
but all of us may grow belter and wiser, by
recollecting the great and holy man, who once
lived and moved amongst us.

Resolved, That in the death of Thomas
Smith Grimke, the poor and destitute have
lost a friend—society a useful member— the

bar a distinguished ornamen!—Christianity a

zealous advocate and supporter—and our
country at large a learned, able and patriotic

citizen.

DRAUGHTS AND DEATHS.
The article inserted below from Chambers'

Edinburgh Journal," we ijisert for the benefit

of some of our " never fear" folk on this side

of the water ;—the valuable hints it contains

not be the loss impressive for the lively

and familiar manner in which they are convey-

ed.

Many old people, as well as persons in

middle life, in this country, are subject to

rheumatism, a species of pain or disease,

which, like the toothach, meets with little

general .sympathy, because it is not frequently

immediately fatal in its attacks. In the case
of many who belong to professions where ex-

posure to atmospheric changes from heat to

cold, and dry to wet, necessarily takes place,

it is almost impossible to prevent rheumatism
occasionally taking elTect; but in not a few in-

stances this painful malady might be avoided,
simply by being a little more careful of our
persons. There are some people, who, be-
cause they are stout and healthy, and have
good appetites, and have hardly ever been ill

all their days, think that they may do any thing
v/ith themselves, and therefore cherish the

dangerous idea, that "they will not kill."

Whenever we see people of this description,

we are afraid of them. We know, from ex-
perience, that it is they who have the chance
of being cut off first among our acquaintances,
and so look upon them as persons who, braving
death at every corner, will some day soon be
numbered with the dead. On the other hand
we have never any fears for the man who is

always complaining of something trifling being
the matter with him; for we know that he takes
good care of himself, and, like a creaking
hinge, he will endure a great deal before he
parts with existence. People of this sort are
dreadfully jealous of an open window, or a

broken pane of glass, or a door standing ajar,

and well they may, for it is at these holes that

rheumatisms, colds, coughs, consumptions, and
deaths, get admittance, and surprise the in-

mates. There may be often something ludi-

crousjn the fears excited by seeing the openings
in windows and doors which we mention; but
we would advise all who prefer good to bad
health, and a warm bed to a place in the

churchyard, to submit to any kind of ridicule,

rather than sit down in a room, a church, a

coach, or any other place in which there is a

draught of air playing about, and seeking

whom it may devour. If they be wise, they

will either sec the opening which causes the

said draught closed, or at once make good
their retreat. Better to leave the. company,
and all its fescinations, sound in lith and lim^,.,'

than have the chance of 'retiring with at least

a rheumatic pain in the shoulder, which sticks

to you for years, and seems as if you were per-

petually enduring the cut of an axe or the bor-

ing of an awl in your flesh and bones.

V/e are convinced that many young persons
literally kill themselves out of mere careless-

ness and bravado. We have a distinct re-

membrance of a fine, tall, stout, gentlemanly
man of our acquaintance, thus committing a

Hadwen, wife of Cliarles Hadwen, 'aad'daugTter of'
suicide. He measured six feet three inches in

the late Pliny Earle, of Leicester.
!
height, was well built in body; and when he

Died, in New York, on the 17tli of tenth month,
Margaret Sharpless, widov/ of the late Isaac Sharp-
less, in the 71st year of her age, after a long and suf-
fering illness, wherein she was favoured to e.'cperience
Divine aid and consolation, enabling her to hear pa-
tiently her sufferings, and to meet the awful sum-
mons with joy and thanksgiving.

on the 28th of tenth month, at the residence
of Patience Earle, Leicester, Massachusetts, Sarah E.
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shook any one by the hand, it was hke the the house of coriiinons to ascertain whether it

grip of a vice. He was a true Hercules in 'is practicable to distinguish accurately the dif-

frame; and on looking at him as he paced; ferent denominations of tea, is contained in-

along the pavement with graceful ease and. formation relating to the tea-plant, differing

stateliness, you would have been inclined to^from accounts heretofore given. According

say, there goes a man who will live many to the evidence of the Company's officers, the

years: death will find it no easy roatter to tea-plant in China has two distinct varieties,

bring him down. Such a fallacy'! We saw if not species, which respectively yield the

him one fine sun-shiny day walking on Prince's JtocA- and green teas. The tree, as is well

Street, and none could be compared with
|

known, is an evergreen, growing to the height

him in point of appearance; people turned of five or si.x feet. The pickings of the leaves

about and looked at him as he passed.. Six

days elapsed, and he was lying in his grave.

Some business or pleasure had called him a

short distance in. the country. In coming

back, he had missed tiie stage which he ex-

pected would convey him back to town. But

this was no disappointment; he was fond of a

journey on foot; what was a few miles to him?

So he walked home, and overheated himself;

took off his shoes, and sat for a few minutes

in a draught before an open window. In an

instant of time he caught his death. A short

cough : a creeping cold all over the body: in-

flammation in the breast, or lungs—it is all

one : the doctor: bleeding: high fever: death :

the undertaker: funeral letters: and the church-

yard. Such was the routine cf destruction in

the case of perhaps the handsomest man that

ever walked on the streets of Edinburgh. Will

his example serve as a warning ?

We are ever complaining of being affected

with colds, and coughs, and rheumatisms, and

other diseases; yet we seem to take little care

in preventing their intrusion. One half of the

deaths which occur are brought about by our

own follies, or our own carelessness. Because

we are well, we think we shall never be ill. We
go out to evening parties without great-coats, or

cloaks, or something warm to wrap round our

mouths and necks in coining home. We come

out of theatres heated to the soffocating height

of eighty and ninety degrees, and plunge into

an atmosphere almost at the freezing point,

and that without a fear of the consequences.

We are also criminally careless about the state

of our feet. We walk about in wet weather,

and come home with damp shoes or boots

—

—will not be at the least pains to change them

for others which are dry and comfortable. Of
course, colds and coughs ensue; perhaps, also,

we procure ourselves some smart twinges in

the stomach, and administering a dram by way

of antidote, probably hasten an incipient in-

flammation to its crisis. There is not one of

our readers who cannot recall instances of

deaths among his acquaintances, caused in

this or a similar manner.

TEA TRADE.

In opening the trade to China, of wliich the

East India Company have heretofore had the

monopoly, the British government has changed

the mode of collecting the duties on tea.

Hitherto the duty has been a per centage on

the price of the commodity at the periodical

sales of the East Indiii Comjiany. All leas

which sold under two shillings per pound were

subject to a duly of 96 per cent. Under the

new system, rated duties are imposed accord

iniT to the quality and character of the tea

Among the evidence taken by a committee of

begin in iVIay, when the plant is in full leaf,

but ready to shoot out other leaves.

In the blade tea plant, the first shoot on the

bud coming out, then covered with hair, forms

the fine fowery pekoe. A few days' more

growth makes the hair begin to fall off; the

leaf then expands, and becomes the black

leafed jjekoe. Some young shoots have fleshier

and finer leaves, make the campoi, the next

congou, and the refuse and inferior leaves the

bohea. These are the states in which the

black teas are collected by the tea farmers.

The varieties of green tea appear to origi-

nate, not from the stages of picking, like the

black, but partly from difference of treatinent

and manipulation, and partly from the differ-

ence of soil. A laige proportion of twankay

tea is the growth of a different district from

that which produces the hysons. When a tea

merchant buys green tea from the farmer, he

subjects it to the following process to obtain

the varieties: he sifts it through one sieve,

which takes out the dust, the young hyson anA

gunpowder; then through another sieve, which

passes the small leaf hyson of commerce; two
other sieves successively take cut the second

and largest degree of size, and what does not

pass the third sieve forms hyson-skin. The
teas then undergo the process of firing, in an

iron p;ui, at a great degree of heat, which

gives the leaves a tighter twist, and brings

them up to their colour. The tea which passes

the first sieve is then put into a winnowing
machine, and the fan blows out the light leaf

at the further end, the larger broken leaf at a

shorter distance. The heavier teas, as the

gunpowder and hyson, fall nearer to or far-

ther from tiie hopper according to their gra-

vity, and are then separated by the winnowing
machine. When fairly made, the difference

between the young hyson and gunpowder will

be this : the young leaf, which takes the long

twist, will form the young hyson, and that

which takes the round twist will form the gun-

powder.

—

Baltimore American.

SWIFTNESS OF THE OSTRICH.

The bird most celebrated for fleetness of

running is the ostrich, or bird camel (^Strathio

Camehis) as it may well be named. " What
time she lifteth up herself on high," says Job

"she scornelh the horse and his rider." Ac-

cording to Dr. Shaw, the wings serve her botl:

for sails and oars, whilst her feet, which have

onlv two toes, and are not unlike the camel's

can bear great fatigue. Though the ostrich is

universally admitted to go faster than the

fleetest horse, yet the Arabs on horsebaci;

contrive to run these birds down, their feathers

being valuable and their flesh not to be despised

The best horses are trained for this chase. When
the hunter has started his game, he puts his

horse upon a gentle gallop, so as to keep the

ostrich in sight, without coming too near to

alarm it and put it to its full speed. Upon ob-
serving itself pursued, therefore, it begins to

run at first but gently, its wings like two arms
keep alternate motion with its feet. It seldom
runs in a direct line; but like the hare, doubles,

or rather courses in a circular manner, while
the hunters taking the diameter, or tracing a
similar circle, meet the bird at unexpected
turns, and with less fatigue to the horses.

This chase is often continued for a day or
two, when the poor ostrich is starved out and
exhausted, and finding all power of escape
impossible, it endeavours to hide itself from
the enemies it cannot avoid, running into some
thicket, or burying its head in the sand: the
hunters then rush in at full speed, leading as

much as possible against the wind, and kill the
birds with clubs lest the feathers should be
soiled with blood.

Mr. Adanson saw two tame ostriches which
had been kept two years at the factory of Po-
dor, on the south bank of the Niger. " They
were so tame," he says, " that two little blacks
mounted together on the back of the largest;

no sooner did he feel their weight, than he
began to run as fast as ever hs could, till he
carried them several times round the village;

and it was impossible to stop him, otherwise
than by obstructing the passage. This sight

pleased me so well, that I would have it re-

peated: and to try their strength, I made a
full grown negro mount the smallest, and two
others the largest. This burden did not seem
at all disproportionate to their strength. At
first they went at a moderate gallop; when
they were heated a little they expanded their

wings as it were to catch the wind, and they

moved with such fleetness that they seemed to

be off the ground. Every body must some
time or other have seen a partridge run, con-
sequently must know that there is no man
whatever able to keep up with il; and it is

easy to imagine that if this bird had a longer

step, its speed would be considerably aug-
mented. The ostrich moves like the partridge,

with both these advantages, and I am satisfied

that those I am speaking of would have dis-

tanced the fleetest race-horses that were ever

bred in England. It is true they would not

hold out so long as a horse; but without all

doubt they would he able to perform the race

in less time. I have frequently beheld_ this

sight, which is capable of giving one an" idea

of the prodigious strength of an ostrich, and
of showing what use it might be of, had we
but the method of breaking it, and managing
it as we do a horse."

The traveller, Moore, mentions that he saw
a man journeying mounted upon an ostrich;

though both this and the instance given by
Adanson show the circumstance to be of un-

usual occurrence.

—

From 'the Faculties of
Birds.

Married, on fifth daj', the 13lh instant, at Friends'

meeting, Pennsbury. Thomas Savery, of Pliiladelphia,

to Hannah H. daughter of Stephen Webb, of Chester

county.
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For " The FrieiiJ."

1,EWIS'S REPLY.
tContiiiiied from page 48.)

The Society of Friends has been distinguish-

ed, in several respects, from all othor professors

by its strict adherence to the doctrines of

Christ. On a few points, its peculiar views have

overcome the prejudices of some opponents,
but its testimony that the ministry which the

Lord Jesus has instituted in his church is

yVee/^/ received, and /reeZy given, though ac

cordant to his express declaration, has been
accepted by very few of any other denomina
tion of Christians. This testimony has rela

tion not only to the pay for preaching, but it

is also against a ministry made by man, which
he can take upon him, or dispense with at

pleasure, just as he would any other occupa-

tion by which he " makes money." About
the beginning of 1646, a consideration arose

in George Fox's mind, respecting the popu-
lar sentiment, that " all Christians are be-

lievers, both protestants and papists;" and he

says, the Lord opened to him that if all were
believers, then they were all born of God,
and passedfrom death to life ; and that none

were true believers, but such. Hence it is

evident, that however thousands might pro-

fess the name of Christ, if they had not ex-

perienced the new birth, they could not, ac-

cording to the New Testament definition, be
believers. " Whosoever believeth that Jesus

is the Christ, is born of God," "Whatsoever
is born of God, overcometh the 7vorld ; and
this is the victory that overcometh the world,

even our faith.'"— 1 John v. 1. 4. A faith,

therefore, that is overcome by the world,

cannot constitute a believer in Christ. At
another time, as ho was walking in a field on
a first day morning, he says, " the Lord open-

ed unto me, that being bred at Oxford or

Cambridge," was not enough to fit and qua-

lify men to be yninisters of Christ; and I

wondered at it, because it was the common
belitf o( people. But I saw it clearly as the

Lord opened it to me, and was satisfied, and
admired the goodness of the Lord, who had

opened this thing unto me that morning. This
struck at Priest Steven's ministry. So that

which opened in me, I saw struck at the

priest's ministry." His relations were dis-

tressed that he would not go with them to

hear their minister, but he was now convinc-

ed by the testimony of the Holy Spirit, that

to be a true believer, was another thing than

they looked upon it to be, and that an educa-

tion at the highest colleges could not qualify

a man to be a minister of Christ. " What
then," says he, '• should I follow such for?"
" At another time, it was opened in me, that

God who made the world, did not dwell in

temples made with hands. This at first seem-
ed strange, because both priests and people

used to call their temples or churches, c/read-

ful places, holy ground, and the temples of
God. But the Lord showed me clearly, that

he did not dwell in their temples which men
had commanded and set up, but in peopWs
hearts. Both Stephen and the apostle Paul
bore testimony, that he did not dwell in tem-
ples made with hands, not even in that which
he had once commanded to be built, since he

put an end to the typical dispensation ; but! ed men. And in a view of its free and uni-
that his people were his temple, and he dwelt versal ofl"er to all, the evangelical prophet,
in them." in the name of the Lord, proclaimed this in-
A ministry which proceeds from the imme- vitation ;

" Ho, every one that thirsteth, come
diate openings of the Holy Spirit, upon the ye to the waters, and he that hath no money;
hearts of those whom the Head of the church come ye, buy and cat

; yea, come buy wine
appoints to the station, and which is the only j and milk without money and without price;
source of true gospel ministry, has a very im-

j wherefore do ye spend money for that which
portant beaiing on the character of a church,! is not bread, and your labour for that which
and in its influences, upon the principles of the !s«<is/?e</i not ?"

members. Lectures in every department of The selection for the present number, fur-
science have now become very common, and thcr treats on this subject. As some of the sub-
if we admit that gospel ministry requires no. scribers of" The Friend" may be unacquaint-
other qualification than a pretty general know- ed with the "Vindication," it should have
ledge of the Christian system, and a fluency been stated, that it was wiitten in reply to a
of speech to give it a happy illustration, we

|

review of Samuel H. Cox's work against the
shall find but little difficulty, in giving the

sacred title of a minister of Christ, to any
lecturer possessed of clear moral standing,
who can acquit himself to our ear, in de-
scanting on the precepts of the Bible. But
where is the divine authority of such minis-
try? What obligation can rest on me to re-

gard such an one as a minister of Jesus Christ,

or his preaching as a message from God to

my soul? Who made him an overseer, or

bishop, or minister over the flock ? Did the
Holy Ghost ? Then he must have had divine
inspiration. But this the hireling preachers
aver, " has long since passed away." His
authority is the will of man ; and accordingly
uch persons preach when they please, or at

the will of their employers. If no man hire

them, they stand idle in the market-place,
waiting for employ. If they are popular,
they can change from congregation to con-
gregation, according to the highest call. But
what must be the effect of this system ? To
fasten the idea on the minds of the hearers,

that religion may be bought and sold—that

we are dependent for it upon a poor frail man
like ourselves, and that it is not what the

Bible teaches, a work of eternal moment,
which lies between God and our own souls

Exertions are industriously making to prose-

lyte to this worldly system, and particularly

to draw away young and inexperienced pe
sons. But the declaration of our blessed Lord
remains in full force. " The kingdom of God
Cometh not with observation. Neither shall

they say, lo here ! or lo there I for behold the

kingdom of God is within you." And when
they should say, "See here, or see there

his injunction was, " go not after them, nor
follow them." Direct opposition is much to

be preferred to flattery. A smooth and cour-

teous approach for the purpose of entangling

the unwary, is found much more successful

than persecution or bitter words. One rouses

up the energies in defence of our principles,

the other may lull iuto fatal security, until

the affections aie captivated, and those very
principles surrendered. It is a violation of

the principles of our religious Society, to

encourage a ministry founded in human ac-

quirements, or supported by money. Our
forefathers were brought off from all depen-
dence upon such ministry. The gospel, which
is a message of glad tidings to poor lost sin-

ners, is the free gift of God through Jesus
Christ our Lord. He called poor fishermen

to preach it, who were ignorant and unlearn-

principles of Friends, in which the reviewer
defends him, and vilifies the Society.

The reviewer advances the opinion that

'•Quakerism is adapted to cramp the facul-
ties and retard intellectual improvement."
" This," says he, " we might infer from the
general fact, that it is at best an adulterated
kind of Christianity ; and as Christianity in
its genuine form is adapted, in various ways,
to invigorate and exalt the intellectual pow-
ers, so just in proportion as it assumes a spu-
rious character it loses its quickening power
over the human intellect."

I should not dispute his inference if he had
fairly established his premises. But when or
where was it proved that Quakerism is an
adulterated kind of Chiistianity? From what
immediately follows, it is obvious that one of
the most ofTensive adulterations, and that one
which probablyconjes nearest the reviewer's
heart, relates to the ministry which Friends
admit and approve. It is undoubtedly an im-
portant question, worthy of the serious con-
sideration both of those who support and of
those who condemn it, whether the ministry
advocated by Friends is, or is not, consistent
with genuine Ci)ristianity. If we are to judge
of this ministry by its efl'ects, and of its ef-

fects by the general character of the mem-
bers, the facts expressly admitted by the
reviewer himself, must produce a verdict in

its favour. If we are to examine the ques-
tion as a theoretical one, we must take the
theory which Fiiends have espoused, and
co.^ipare it with the first and purest age of
Christianity.

" The ministry and ministers we plead for,

are such as are immediately called and sent
forth by Christ and his spirit unto the work
of the ministry; so were the holy apostles and
prophets, as appears by these places, Matt. x.

1.5. Eph. iv. 11. Heb.v. 4.

" The ministers we plead for, are such as
are actuated and led by God's spirit, and by
the power and operation of his grace in their
hearts, are in some measure converted and
regenerate, and so are good, holy and gra-
cious men ; such were the holy prophets and
apostles, as appears from I Tim. iii. 2, 3, 4, 5.

rit.i.7, 8, 9.

The ministers we plead for, are such as
act, move and labour in the work of the mi-
nistry, not from their own mere natural
strength and ability, but as they aie actuated.
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moved, supported, assisted and inflLienced by

the Spirit of God, and minister according to

the gift received, as good stewards of the

manifold grace of God : such were the holy

prophets and apostles. 1 Pet. iv. 10, 11. 1

Cor. i. 17. ii..3, 4, 5.13. Acts, ii. 4. Matt. x.

20. Mark, xiii. 11. Luke, xii. 12. 1 Cor.

xiii.2.

"The ministers we plead for, are such as,

being holy and humble, contend not for pre-

cedency and priority, but rather strive to pre-

fer one another, and serve one another in

love ; neither desire to be distinguished from

the rest by iheii garments and large phylac-

teries, nor seek greetings in tlie market-places,

nor uppermost places at feasts, nor the chief

seats in tlie synagogues; nor yet to be called

of men, master, &c. Such we>-c the holy

prophets and apostles, as appears from Matt.

xxiii. 8, 9, 10, and xx. 25, 26, 27.

" The ministers we plead for, are such as

having freely received, freely give; who covet

no man's silver, gold or garments; who seek

no man's goods, but seek them, and the sal-

vation of their souls; whose hands supply

their own necessities, working honestly for

bread to themselves and their families. And
if at any time they be called of God, so

the work of the Lord hinder them from the

use of their trades, take what is freely given

them by such to whom they have commun
cated spirituals ; and having food and laiment

are therewith content: such were the holy

prophets and apostles, as appears from Matt.

X. 8. Acts, xx. 33, 34, 35. 1 Tim. vi. 8.

" And in a word, we are for a holy, spirit-

ual, pure and living ministry, where the mi-

nisters are both called, qualified and ordered

actuated and influenced in all the steps of

their ministry by the Spirit of God ; which

being wanting we judge they cease to be the

ministers of Christ."

—

Barclay's Apology.

But the ministers whom the reviewer ap-

proves, are those who are " trained for the

purpose," and thoroughly educated in the art

and trade of preaching. There is no doubt

that such teachers may be able nrinisters of

the letter, well qualified to instruct their

hearers in the doctrines and commandments
of men. But are men thus prepared and qua-

lified, ministers of the gospel, unless they are

also called and qualified by the Holy Ghost?
" The gospel is the power of God unto salva-

tion to every one that believeth." Whence
it follows, that to be a minister of the gos-

pel, it is absolutely necessary to receive a

dispensation of the gospel, and this cannot

possibly be given by man, but must come
from God. The apostles, who accompanied

the Saviour during his ministry on earth, wli

saw his miracles, who heard immediately from

his lips the gracious words which proceeded
out of his mouth—who could, no doubt
peat from memory many of his sayings—wiio

were witnesses of his resurrection—and win

ate and drank with him after his passion—
these must have been qualified, if any me;
ever were, to preach the gospel without su

perior assistance. Yet they were commanded
to tarry at Jerusalem, till they were endued
with power from on high. When they were
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filled with the Holy Ghost, and not till then,

they began their ministry.

This was the promise of the Father, a

teacher to abide with them for ever, even the

Spirit of Truth, which should be in them and

teach them what they should say. And we
find that their preaching is always attributed

to the operations of the same spirit. The
apostle Peter, on the memorable day of Pen-

tecost, declared the prophecy of Joel then

fulfilled: "Behold it shall come to pass in

the last days (saith God) that I will pour out

of my spirit on allfesh ; and your sons and

your daughters shall prophesy; your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall

dream dreams." This, we observe, was to

be in the last days, or under the last dispen

sation of God to man, and the prophesying

was to be under the influence of the Spirit

thus to be poured upon all flesh. But th

reviewer informs us, that " inspiration ha

long since passed away;" and of course his

apprehension of a pure gospel ministry must

exclude an indispensable qualification, the

present effusion of the Holy Ghost; for what

is divine inspiration but the immediate teach-

ing of the spirit of Christ? It therefore ap

pears, that what the reviewer dignifies with

the name of gospel ministry, is not properly

" an adulterated kind of Christianity," but a

dereliction of the original principles of the

gospel, and a substitution of the natural and

acquired abilities of man. We hence readily

discover that his opposition to the ministry of

Friends, is very much like that of Diana's

craftsmen to the ministry of the apostles.

The account which the reviewer has given

of the ministry of Friends, seems not very

different from that which the apostle gives of

his own :
" My speech and my preaching was

not with enticing words of man's wisdom ;"

whether the closing part of his description is

applicable or not, " but in demonstration of

the Spirit and of power," he sufficiently

proves himself incompetent to decide. For

how can one who believes that inspiration

has totally ceased, determine whether a reli-

gious communication proceeds from a divine

source or not?

The assertion so confidently made, that

" their preaching ^e?iem% consists of zfew
common-place remarks on some mystical sub-

ject, or at best some topic of morality,"

proves, if it proves any thing, that the writer

is very little acquainted with the subject be

fore him. He probably has seldom, if ever

attended the meetings of Friends, and there

fore cannot possibly know what kind of

preaching they generally have. Had he been

accustomed to hearing their preaching, he

must have known that when afew remarks

only are made, they are mostly couched

Scripture language, 'i'he reproach of being

tame and common-place, must therefore fall

on the Scriptures. A gross and ofTensive im

putation. That topics of mere morality con
stitute the sermons of our ministers, is so far

from being true, that sound morality is a!

ways held up as the result not the essence of

the religion to which the audience are direct-

ed. He would probably have treated the

subject of silent meetings with less contempt,

f he had duly attended to those Scripture

passages, in which silence is so solemnly and
empiiatically enjoined, '-Keep silence be-

fore me, O islands, and let the people renew
their strength—let them come near, then let

them speak," Isa. xli. 1. '-Be silent, O all

flesh, before the Lord," Zech. ii. 13. " The
Lord is in his holy temple, let all the earth

keep silence before him," Hab. ii. 20.

I have been much gratified and instructed

by the perusal of an article in Vol.3, No. 1,

of the Annals of Education. It points out in

a clear and forcible manner, the evils of that

system of education which by far too many
parents and teachers think it necessary to

adopt. I send a copy of it, with a request
that it may be inserted in " The Friend."

Caleb M'Combeb.
Farraington, 11th mo. 14tli, 1834.

On the best 7notives in Education, by C. E.
Beecher.

We have solicited from several educators

an account of their experience in regard to

the evils of emulation, and the comparative
influence of other motives. We are much
obliged by the following reply, from one well

^

known to our readers ; and we hope that

others will not withhold the facts observed by
them on a question which all will admit to be
highly important.

Newport, Sept. 8th, 1832.

Mr. Woodbridge.—You write to request a

statement of my experience on the subject of
emulation. Your first enquiry is : "Have you
seen any bad efTects from the principle of
emulation, and what are they?" In reply to

this I would state, that when I first commenc-
ed the duties of an instructer, I was entirely

persuaded of the propriety of employing this

principle in stimulating to exertion, and con-

vinced that I never could succeed without its

aid. I felt that it involved evils, but that they

were necessary evils, such as v/ere always to

be with whatever is good.

Lest my remarks should be misunderstood,

for want of a distinct notion of what I mean
by employing the principle of emulation, I

would state that I mean all methods of excit-

ing others to exertion by rewards and punish-

ments based on comparative excellence. It is

giving rewards to those who are decided to be

better than their companions, in any of those

particulars for which rewards are offered.

The following are some of the evils I have
experienced.

In reference to those who are most affected

by it, this kind of stimulus often produces
too high a degree of excitement. There are

always, in every collection of youth, some
who are naturally more desirous of admiration

and esteem than others—a class of minds
usually denominated ambitious. Such need
to have this tendency repressed, instead of

strengthened. They need to form a habit of

acting from higher motives.

Yet these are the very ones who inevitably

are most aflTccted by the appeals made to the

principle of emulation. Such minds I have
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sometimes observed to be so mucli influenced

that all other motives seemed for the time

being to lose their influence ; and this, too,

in circumstances where the ordinary class of

minds would be but little affected.

Another difficulty lias been experienced in

the limited extent to which this method of ex-

citing can reach. I have never been able to

devise any method by which the indolent, un-

ambitious, timid, and dull pupils (those who
certainly most need stimulus) could be reach-

ed. Emulation always afiects those the most

who Jeast need excitement, and leaves unaf-

fected those who most require it. A third

evil is, that it renders those who come under
the influence, of this principle, less suscepti-

ble of better injlvence. I have ever found that

children_/brm habits in this particular. If a

child is wont to have appeals made to his

affections and to his conscience, he forms a

habit of acting on these principles—if, on the

contrary, appeals are made to ambitious mo-
tives, he forms a habit of acting under their

influence.

A fourth evil has been, the envy, jealousy,

suspicion, and temptation to deceit which al-

ways have been experienced, to a greater or

less degree. Unwearied eflibrts have been

made to counteract and prevent such evils.

But they always haije existed, and in an exact

proportion to the degree in which this kind

of stimulus has been applied ; and whatever
others may be able to effect, years of expe-

rience have taught me to despair of discon-

necting such evils with this kind of excite-

ment.
At the same time, there will always be a

sense of injustice, and a feeling of distrust

and alienation called forth towards the teach-

ers who decide the relative merits of compe-
titors. It is impossible so to adjust rules and
accounts, that there never will be occasion

to suspect partiality. Teachers and pupils

will never form exactly the same opinions in

all given cases, at the time the decisions of

rewards are made. There will always be oc-

casions of suspicion and complaint. I never

yet so succeeded, on such occasions, as that

these evils were not to a greater or less extent

the inevitable result, and yet the most un-

wearied pains have been taken to impress the

pupils with correct views of their duty on

such occasions, as well as to give them no
just cause for such complaints. Those pupils

who are too magnanimous to feel personally

injured, are the ones who feel most sensitive

to any apparent injustice to their friends.

The^last evil I would mention, is that sa-

crifice of the moral interest to the intellectual,

which is involved in the use of this prin-

ciple.

The great object of education is toform
the disposition, habits, and conscience; and the

mere acquisition of knowledge is but a minor

consideration. All the benefits I have ever dis-

covered in employing this principle, have

been in reference to intellectual improve-

ment. The evils have had a much more im-

portant and extensive range, for which nothing

can be an equivalent, when moral are placed

before intellectual benefits. These are the

evils I have actually found from experience.

How much they have rtsulted from the defec-

tive nature of the principle itself, and how
much from the want of judgment in employ
ing it, is not for me to decide. I can only

say that it has been a prominent object of

interest, to purify it from evils, and make it

only good, and that after years of trial I have

felt bound to banish it entirely as a dangerous

and needless principle of education.

Your second enquiry is, " Have you found

other motives equally etKcient, and what are

they?"

In reply to this I would say, that I have

been able to secure motives not only equally,

but much more efficient, in reference to all the

objects to be gained in education.

Among these, I would just mention,
Personal influence. If the esteem, the af-

fection, and the confidence of pupils can
be gained, a great amount of motive is plac-

ed at the command of the teacher. A desire

to please, the fear of grieving a sincere

friend, the apprehension of a loss of confi-

dence and aflfection, the fear of remonstrance
from one who is respected and esteemed,
have very great weight in all such cases. It

is only needful to convince the pupil that a

teacher is really a sincere friend, is worthy
of respect and esteem, and is faithful in ob-

serving and recording deficiencies, to secure
an influence which is always salutary, and
never injurious. In this connection, how-
ever, I would remark, ihaX commendationfor
improvement needs to be practised much more
frequently than reproof for deficiency. Hope
and encouragement is a better tonic than fear

and reproof.

A second method is by habitual appeals to

the Bible as the rule of rectitude, and to con-

science as the judge. It is certainly a fact,

that persevering in such a practice will

strengthen the influence of conscience, and
sometimes almost make one when it has well

nigh seemed extinct. A child who is con-
stantly treated as if it was expected he should
act with reference to the true rule of duty,

and in obedience to conscience, will gradual-

ly acquire a habit of thus acting.

A third method is by cultivating a love of

knowledge for its own sake, (that is, for the

pleasure it imparts,) and also for the sake of
the increased good it will enable us to do to

our fellow beings. Children can be made to

feel the excellence of living to do good, and
can be interested in acquiring knowledge,
with this object in view.

A fourtli method has been by efTorts to form
a correct public sentiment in school, so that

it shall be unpopular to do wrong. If this can
be done, it brings a strong influence over
every member of the community, and ope-
rates beneficially, and without any reacting

evils. This is accomplished by impressing
these responsibilities in this respect on the

school in general, and on the most influential

pupils in particular; and m confiding mihcm,
and instructing them /tow to aid their teacheis,

in thus benefiting their companions.
Another method is by appeals to parental

influence and that of other frietids. This is

accomplished by transmitting frequent ac-

counts, both of deficiencies and improve-

ment, to the friends of the pupils. The cer-

tainly that those they love, are watching all

their course, and will certainly know both

when tliey are negligent and when they im-
prove, has a constant and only useful influ-

ence.

'I'he last method I will mention, and the

most certain and permanent, is by cultivating

in the pupils a sense of obligation to God, of
his constant inspection, and of his interest in

all their concerns. This is a principle which
gains strength the more it is appealed to, and
is of course good and only good in its ope-
ration.

These are the principles upon which I have
chiefly depended, during the last three or four

years of my experience as a teacher.

Every year has added to my conviction of
their efficacy, and every year has increased

my satisfaction that the principle of emula-
tion, which has caused me so much perplexi-

ty and trouble, has been banished with no
consequent evil and much increase of good.

If my experience can be of any use in set-

tling a question of such paramount interest,

it will be a matter of real satisfaction—and
whatever you find in this statement, which in

yeur judgment is calculated to this end, is at

your service.

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Beechee.

MOUNT CARMEL.
No part of the promised land creates a deeper in-

terest in the traveller than the rich and extensive
bosom of Mount Carmel ; while barrenness spreads
on every side, and the curse of the withered soil is

felt on hill, valley, and shore, this beautiful moun-
tain seems to retain its ancient '• excellency" offlow-
ers, trees, and a perpetual verdure. The scenes in

its interior are often bold and romantic in the highest
degree ; deep and verdant precipices descending into

lonely glens, through which a rivulet is seen dashing
wildly: the shepherd and his flock on the long grassy
slopes, that afford at present as rich pasture ground
as in the days when Nabal fed his numerous herds in

Carmel. There is indeed a character peculiarly pas-
toral about the scenery; few gray and naked rocks, or

sublime but useless cliffs, are here, as in the moun-
tain of the Temptation, or on Pisgah. And this fer-

tility and vivid verdure, on so sultry a soil, is deeply
welcome and refreshing ; more especially so the woods
that wave over the summit and sides. It is beautiful
to stand beneath their shelter on the brink of the
mount, and look far on every side, where nought but
a forsaken and shadowless land meets the eye. On
the banks of the " ancient river," on which " the
strength of the mighty" was broken, and the power
of Sisera swept away, no solitary tree spreads its

shade ; the stream rolls between its green and naked
shores ; these are so low that the river overflows to

some extent on each side during the rainy season, and
is so deep and rapid as not to be fordable. It was
most probably during this season that t)io army of
Sisera, in its flight, was in part destroyed by the wa-
ters, for in its usual narrow course the stream is not
of sufiicient width and power to be dangerous. Just
above, on the side of Carmel, is the spot pointed out
by tradition as having been the scene of. Elijah's slay-

ing the prophets of Baal. There is much of the pic-

turesque about the place ; the soil is strewed with se-

veral masses of gray stone, around which are many
fine trees. It is a pleasing and lonely spot, such as
the imagination would hardly have' selected for so
ruthless yet necessary a deed. But if tradition should
err here, there can be no illusion with respect to the
scene of the memorable descent of the fire from hea-
ven. When " all Israel was gathered together unto
Carmel," it was clearly on this side the mountain,
where it descends gradually into the noble plain be-
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neaih. The spot was finely chosen by the propliet furl at the lime of the greatest obscuralion ;
per-|sky, during the continuance of the eclipse,

the spectacle of his sacrifice ; s^ince the multitude ot] i^^pg^ liovvever, it may be sufficient to render be clear, one of the very darkest green or red

ingfrora the regions of Samaria, miglii
^.jgjijig i|jg planet Venus, then about 30 de- i glasses of a sextant, and in default of this,

grees E. S. E. of the sun, and much nearer a piece of common window glass, free from

iofSamai
stand with perfect convenience in the spl

open area of Esdraelon, which is here terminated at

the foot of Carmel. The declivity of the mountain,

its brink dark with woods, and its sides covered with

the richest pasture, looks over a vast extent of coun-

try on every side. What a noble subject would this

be for a painter ! It was an impressive spot, from

which we turned with regret, as the fading light

warned us to depart.-

—

Game's Travels.

Extraordinary Surgical Operation.

In June, 1833, a miller received a sabre-cut at a

public house, which completely amputated his right

ear. Before he left the house he picked up the ear

from the ground, and put it into his pocket ; this was

in the evening. Early in the following morning, he

went to a surgeon and showed him the ear, now cold

and somewhat crushed. Tlie surgeon washed thi

in spirits and water, and made a new edge to the

wound of the part which the man still possessed, and

to that of the ear which he had lost. After accurately

fitting the parts, he kept them together by four stitches,

and dressed them with adhesive plasters, compresses,

and an appropriate bandage. The day after some of

the dressings were removed, in order to make i

that the parts were in contact; the point of union

then observed to be red ; the patient was feverish,

and had thirst and headache. In eight days these

symptoms disappeared, and the heli.t began to as.

sume its vital warmth ; the lobular extremity united

the first ; the other parts suppurated, and granula-

tions appeared on the cartilages. In a little more

than a month the cure was complete ; the patient's

right ear was almost in the same condition as the left,

and all that was remarked, was an elliptic linear

cicatrix at the point of union

—

London Medical and

Surgical Journal.

! Cliu

" The living, the living, he shall praise thee, as I

do this day."

—

Isaiah xxxviii. 19.

Life is a precious gift—although it be

Checker'd with many cares ; around us free,

God's wonders to behold, in earth and sky ;—
To feel the immortal spirit soar on high,

—

Though bow'd in deepest sorrow ; burst the thrall.

And gain improving wisdojn 'midst it all

:

To break the silken bana of sense and sin.

And, struggling onward, seek alone to win

The love of life eternal,—this will give

A preciousness to life ; this is to live

!

The worm may ravage 'midst the opening rose.

Rifle its beauty ere its leaves unclose.

Mar all its fairness, yet—its odours spread

A fragrant perfume round its native bed
;

So, though the canker worm of sin deface

-God's noblest work,—yet, does his matchless grace,

A precious hope in Jesus, freely show
The crown of life, the solace of each wo

;

His blessed name, when earth's vain joys are sped

Is sweeter to the soul, than perfumes shed

From India's fragrant groves; it speaks of peace

And bids the care-worn Pilgrim's sorrows cease.

Life is a precious gift if used aright.

Its paths of sadness lead to joy and light.

M. A. W,

GREAT ECLIPSE OF THE SUN.

The most remarkable of the phenomena
that this year (1834) will happen, is the eclipse

of the sun, on Sunday the 30lh of November.

This is the third of the very uncommon se-

ries of five large eclipses, visible to us, in

the short term of seven years ; the fourth of

the earth than usual. Nor will the obscura-

tion be very great where the eclipse \s almost

total; since it has been observed on former

occasions, that the uneclipsed part, even

when reduced to a point, sheds sufficient

light to render small objects visible, and in-

visible the brightest of the stars. Indeed on

account of the refraction of the sun's rays by

the atmosphere of the earth, the darkness can

hardly with strictness be considered total,

even when the sun is completely shut out

from the sight. In the great and remarkable

eclipse of June 16th, 1806, when the sun

was totally obscured at Boston, for five mi-

nutes, as much light remained as is given by

the moon when full ; and greater darkness

will not probably be experienced, in any

place, on the present occasion.

I'hroughout the United States, however, a

great depression of the thermometer, if placed

in the sun, will probably be noticed ; and for

some minutes before and after the moment of

greatest obscuration, the power of a lens to

produce combustion, by condensing these'

rays, will be quite, if not entirely destroyed.

At the time of the annular eclipse of Febru

ary 12th, 1831, it was observed by the editor

that the thermometer in the sun fell from 73

to 29, and that during the continuance of the

ring, no sensible effect was produced by plac

g its blackened bulb in the focus of a pov/-

erful burning glass.

This eclipse, as will be seen on tracing the

path of the centre, will be total in a small

part of the Territory of Arkansas, and of the

states of Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and

South Carolina. The principal places, in

which the obscurity will probably be com-

plete, are Charleston, Beaufort, Savannah,

Milledgeville, Tuscaloosa, and Little Rock.

The greatest duration of total darkness in

any place will be at Tuscaloosa and Beaufort

—these places lying very near the centraj-

path. At Charleston and Savannah, the du-

ration will be considerably less; J.he Tormer

being situate about forty miles north of this

path, the latter about thirty south. The
width of the line of total darkness varies in

its passage across the earth, but in the United

States will be about one hundred miles.

Those in the xVtlantic States, who desire to

behold this rare spectacle—the most magni*

ficent and sublime of the phenomena of na-

ture, compared with which even the Niagara

sinks into mediocrity—will find Beaufort the

most eligible place in which to make their

observations, and they will not neglect this

opportunity when they reflect that the moon's

shadow v-fill not again, for the space of thirty-

five years, pass over any part of the habitable

portions of the United States, or until August

ns, and rendered quite black by the smoke

of a lamp, only, can be used with safety. If

the lustre of the sun should be diminished

by intervening clouds, a lighter shade will be

fficient.

—

American Almanac.

THE TILimSiH.
ELEVENTR MONTH, 22, 1834.

The Yearly Meeting of North Carolina

was held during the v/eek commencing on

second day, the 3d inst. By the kind attention

of a correspondent, we are informed the

meeting was as numerously attended as it has

been for many years ; and the business con-

ducted with harmony and condescension.

were requested to report to the next yearly

meeting the number of children untaught at

schools, and also the whole number of minors

in order that the meeting may be correctly

informed as to the state of education within

its limits. The committee having the care of

the boarding school, reported that they were

making progress in procuring materials for

building, and expect to have every thing

ready to commence the work early in the

spring. Of the class of coloured persons,

the legal title to whom had been vested in

Friends of that yearly meeting, for the pur-

pose of ultimately securing their freedom, it

appears there have been sent to the western

stales within the past year, one hundred and

twenty-three ; and that there arc yet remain-

ing about three hundred individuals to be sent

to free governments.

We have with much pleasure complied with

the request of our much respected friend, by

inserting the sensible and well written article

from the " Annals of Education." Although

some who read it may still think that under a

wise and discriminative adminiftralion, incite-

menls to emulation in schools may be safely

and profitably employed, yet every parent and

teacher of youth may derive instruction from

Jilxe remarks, evidently the dictate of experi-

ence, of mature reflection and of a sound un-

derstanding.

this series will take place May 15, 1836

and the last, September 18th, 1838.

The eclipse of the present year will doubt

less receive great attention throughout ourj

country. In those places where its magnitude : at the sun without any protection for the eye

will not exceed eleven digits, much diminu-j or through glass not sufliciently coloured, it

tion of the light is not to be expected, even may be proper to remark, that should the

7th, 1860,

As, at the time of the eclipse of February,

iWsi, much inconvenience and even injury

was sustained from want of care in looking

of the (th instant, of pul-.

aughter of Doctor
Died, on the morning i

monary consumption, Ma
Hartshorn, of this city.

on the 19th ultimo, at his residence. Edge.

mont township, Delaware county, Pa., Sajucel L.

SsiEDLEY, in the 37th year of his age, of an inflamma-

tion on the brain, after an illness of seven days.

in Burlington, N. J. on the 16th inst. Deborah

D. RiDGWAY, in the 38th year of her age, daughter of

the late Wm. Ridgway, of that city.

on the 22d of tenth month, William, son of

Caleb Gaskill, of Burlington, N. J., in the 19th year

of his age.

on first day morning, the 16th inst. near

Woodbury, New Jersey, Rachel, wite of Josiah Ta-

tum, and daughter of Daniel Offley, deceased, in the

43d year of her age.
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The present aspect of China—and indeed

of what part of the heathen world may not

the same be said?—is interesting and auspi-

cious. The day-dawn, perhaps, is near in

which the sun of Christianity is to rise upon

that benighted region. What a moral change

would be wrought in a region inhabited by

one third of the human species—by the con-

version of a single man! That which hap-

pened to Constantine and to Clovis may yet

happen to the imperial Tartar, and the gates

of his empire be opened to the light and life

of Christianily. There can be no doubt that

tlie prophecy will come to pass, and that fu-

ture ages will beholu that vast people pursu-

ing the career of arts and science and virtue,

beneath the banner of the cross.

The subjoined interesting notice, extracted

from Gutzlaff's voyages, will be welcomed by

all who take an interest in the coming of that

day, when the knowledge of the Lord shall

cover the earth.

The first effort of protestant Europe to

communicate the gospel to the millions of

China, was made by the Christians of Eng-
land united in a voluntary association, desig-

nated the Missionary Society. This institu-

tion was formed in the year 179.5, by the

union of clergymen and laymen of the epis-

copal and other denominations of Christians
;

and its pole object was to spread the know-
ledge of Christ among healiien and other un-

enlightened nations. Some distinct appella-

tion having since been found necessary,

without the slightest change of constitution,

principles, or object, the oiiginal designation

has been altered to that of The London Mis-

sionary Society.

Soon after the establishment of this insti-

tution, its attention was directed to China :

but the vastness of the work here presented,

the difficulties and perils of every order

which attended any endeavour to gain access

to the people, acquire their language, and

introduce the doctrines of the gospel, were
such as to repel rather than invite to the at-

tempt. 'I'he barriers to success, from the

principles and policy of the government, and

other sources, appeared also to be such as to

prove, in the absence of the direct and visi-

ble manifestations of divine power, almost

insurmountable. It was, hov.'ever, deemed
a solemn duty to make the attempt. Ro-
bert Morrison, then a student, was select-

ed as an individual, to whom the important

trust could be confided, and all the means
available in preparing for the work were made
use of, prior to his departure. The sending

forth of several individuals was at first con-

templated, and Dr. W. Browne, the present

secretary of the Scotish Missionary Society,

was chosen as one of the associates of R.

Morrison ; but this intention was afterwards

relinquished, and ultimately the latter em-
barked alone.

Uncertain where his lot would be cast

;

whether jealousy and bigotry would permit

hiin to remain in China, or force him to re-

move ; whether he should be cast among
friends and Christians, or strangers and ene-

mies, he went forth relying on the faithful-

ness and power of Him who hath said, " Lo,

I am with you always, even unto the end."

Referring to their chief design, and to their

hopes in sending him forth, the directors

of the society, in their letter of instructions,

observe :--" We trust that no objection will

be made to your continuing in Canton, till

you have accomplished your great object of

acquiring the language ; when this is done,

you may probably soon afterwards begin to

turn this attainment into a direction which
may be of extensive use to the world. Per-

haps you may have the- honour of forming a

Chinese dictionary, more comprehensive and

correct than any preceding one ; or, the still

greater honour, of translating the sacred

Scriptures into a language spoken by a third

part of the human race." How satisfactorily,

by the divine blessing, these works have been
accomplished, will be shown hereafter.

In the month of Januai-y, 1807, R. Mor-
rison left his native land, and was viewed by
some, probably by many, as a weak infatuat-

ed enthusiast, but regarded by others as

bound on an errand the most benevolent and
important that had ever been undertaken.
He was followed by the warm afl'ection and
the fervent prayers of many of the most pious
and devoted ministers and members of the Bri-

tish churches. The following is the record he
has preserved of his feelings on taking his

leave of the shores of Britain :
—" This is in

all probability, (but God alone knows.) the

closing prospect of a land I shall visit no
more. O may the blessing of God rest upon
it I The land that gave me birth !—the land

that till this hour has nourished me !—the

land of my fathers' sepulchres !—a land 1 es-

teem most precious, because there I trust [

was born again, and there the saints in num-
bers dwell ! Happy land ! May the light of

the gospel never be removed from thee! The
prayers of a departing missionary are ended.
Amen and amen." R. Morrison sailed by
way of America, and the sympathy, kindness,

and attention he received from devoted Chris-

tian friends, during the period of his short

sojourn there, were of the greatest service to

him in the early period of his residence at

Canton.

By the care of a gracious Providence, he
reached the shores of China, in September,
1807. Here an unexplored field, an untrod-
den path, and a work, the vastness and per-

plexities of which would have been appalling

to an ordinary mind, appeared before him.
He had difficulties to contend with, that no
future missionary v,'ill meet; and labour to

perform, which once achieved will serve for

all who may follow in his train. Keeping his

eye steadily fixed on the great object of his

mission, as soon as he reached his destina-

tion, he pursued, under circumstances of
great privation, tlie study of the language,
which he had commenced, with the best as-

sistance he could procure, before leaving his

native country. He was favoured with the

blessing of health, and in dependence on the
divine blessing, he grappled with the difficul-

ties of his work. By a circumspection the

most careful and unremitted, he escaped in-

terruption from the suspicious jealousy of his

enemies: and by [jersevering labour, unre-
laxed and undiverted, he finally overcame
the difficulties of his task. The self-denial

which he imposed, and the earnestness with
which he sought to make every thing bear
upon the object of his m.ission, will appear
from the fact of his spending the day with
his teacher, studying, eating, and sleeping,

in a room under ground,—adopting the Chi-
nese costume—foregoing the pleasures of in-

tercourse with his countiymen, and taking

his meal with the Chinese who taught him
the language. As Dr. Milne remarks, '" He
felt a zeal which bore up his mind, and ena-
bled him, by the blessing of God. to perse-

vere. So desirous was he to acquire the lan-

guage, that even his secret prayers to the
Almighty were offered in broken Chinese.
The place of retiiement is often fresh in his

memory, and he always feels a sort of re-

gard for it, as being the childhood of his

Chinese existence.
" At this time so strong was his sense of

the necessity of caution, so unwilling was he
to obtrude himself on the notice of the people
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of Macao, that he never ventured out of his

house. He carried this precaution further

than was necessary; but it seemed better to

err on the safe side. His health began to

suffer from it, so that he could scarcely walk
across the room with ease to himself. The
first time he ventured out in the fields

adjoining the town of Macao, was in a

moonlight night, under the escort of two
Chinese."

The friendly regard of the Americans resi-

dent at Canton, has already been noticed. The
gentlemen connected with the East India

Company, were many of them not less atten-

tive. In the close of the year 1808, Mr.
Morrison received an appointment in the Ho-
nourable Company's factory, which he has

held to the present time, with credit to him-

self, satisfaction to the company, and without

neglecting the great object of his mission,

—

the communication of the gospel to the Chi-

nese. Intent on this, as soon as he was suf-

ficiently acquainted with Chinese, his endea-

vours were directed to the communication of

divine knowledge to those who taught him
the language of their country. The religious

instruction given on the Sabbath to the few

Chinese who could be induced to attend, has,

excepting under unavoidable interruptions,

been continued to the present time. The
labours, to which all who devote themselves

to the service of Christ among the heathen

look forward with strong anticipations of

pleasure, were pursued under very different

circumstances, from those which have attend-

ed the efforts of the Christian missionary in

other parts of the world. The latter has ge-

nerally, when master of the language of the

people, been permitted, as often as his

strength and other means would admit, to re-

pair fo the highways, tlie markets, the festi-

vals and temples of idolatry, and, lifting up

his voice amidst the crowds gathered around

him, declare unto them the unsearchable

riches of Christ. " Instead of this," as Dr.

Milne observes, in his retrospect of the mis-

sion, "all that the missionaries to China

could frequently do, was to address an indi-

vidual or two, with fear and trembling, in an

inner apartment, with the doors securely

locked." To persevere under such discour-

agements required no common strength of

principle, no faint and wavering love to

Christ and love to souls, and no mere tran-

sient impulse of desire for their salvation.

After this experiment had been continued

nearly three years, this devoted missionary

tried the practicability of printing part of the

Scriptures. The Acts of the Apostles,—the

translation of which had been the work of

some Roman catholic missionary,—a copy of

which he had obtained in England ; and had,

as his knowledge of Chinese increased, re-

vised it for printing, was his first undertak-

ing. The effort was successful, and encour-

aged him to persevere. A grammar was next

prepared.

In 1811, within four years after his arrival

in the country, the translation of the Gospel
of Luke was finished and printed ; and other

smaller works, of the catechetical and devo
tional kind, were prepared,—directing, how

ever, his attention chiefly to the translation

of the Sacred Scriptures, this great work
was carried forward with diligence and care.

In the early part of 1813, another portion

of the Sacred Scriptures was finished and
printed, and a few copies forwarded to the

directors of the London Missionary Society.

On their presenting a copy to the British and

Foreign Bible Society, that institution, with

a degree of liberality which has characterised

all its proceedings, voted five hundred pounds
towards the printing and circulation of por-

tions of the Scriptures in China.

Hitherto R. Morrison had pursued his ar-

duous labours alone, a circumstance which
adds to the difficulties, and diminishes the

facilities for usefulness in any mission. But
even under these disadvantages he had proved
that the difficulties were not insurmountable,

and had shown the practicability of the ob-

ject proposed by its establishment. He had

solicited assistance, and in 1812, the Rev.
VV. Milne, who had been preparing for mis-

sionary services, under the able tuition of

the late Dr. Bogue, was appointed to be

his companion. Accompanied by his wife,

he reached Macao in July of the following

year (1813,) was welcomed by R. Morrison

with sincere and ardent joy; but within two
or three days after his landing, the jealousy

and intolerance of the papists prohibited his

remaining in the place, and a peremptory

order from the Portuguese governor of Macao
required him to embark in a vessel then leav^

ing the harbour. Remonstrance and entreaty

were useless ; he was under the necessity,

about a fortnight afterwards, of separating

from his wife, and proceeding to Canton
where, as he expresses it in his Retrospect of

his Mission, he found among the heathen

that hospitality which had been denied him in

a Christian colony; for perils among pagans

he had endeavoured to prepare himself, but

this was a trial which he did not expect

Deprived of the encouragement, counsel, and
assistance of his predecessor, at a period

when his experience, his acquaintance with

the genius and character of the Chinese, and

his instruction in the language appeared so

indispensable, he pursued alone, with the

few aids within his reach, the study of th(

language, until he was joined by his prede

cesser at Canton. For three months he en

joyed every advantage which the instruction

and guidance of R. Morrison could afford

and while employed in the laborious task of

acquiring the language, every other kind of

mental employment was suspended, and the

energy of all his facilities devoted exclusive

ly to this great object.

Tiio more I am acquainted with agricultural af-

fairs, the better I am pleased with them; insomuch
that I can no where find so great satisfaction as

those innocent and useful pursuits. In indulging

these feelings I am led to reflect how much more de-

lightful to an undebauched mind is the task of making
improvements on the earth, than all the vain glory
which can be acquired from ravaging it by the most
uninterrupted career of conquests.

—

WasMnglori's
Letters to Arthur Young,

For " The Friend."

CONTRIBUTION, NO. 2.

The study of nature in the abstract is de-

lightful and instructive, and calculated at once
to expand and invigorate the human intellect;

but when this study is pursued by the Christian

mind, and with a direct reference to the great

Creator and Upholder of all things, how much
greater is the delight, how much more in-

structive does this knowledge then become

!

My God, (says the great and good Fenelon,)

he who does not see thee in thy works, sees

nothing. He who does not confess thy hand
in the beautiful productions of this well ordered

world, is a stranger to the best affections of

the hearl . It vvas no doubt with senlimenls akin

to this, and with feelings wrought up to adora-

tive fervency by the contemplation of the beau-

tiful and maivellous works of creation, that the

pious Bard of Olney gave vent to his emotions

in the following exquisite lines:

—

" A voice is heard, that mortal ears hear not

Till thou hast touched them ; 'tis the voice of song,
A loud hosanna sent from all thy works

;

Which he that hears it with a shout repeats.

And adds his rapture to the general praise.

In that blest moment. Nature, throwing wide
Her veil opaque, discloses with a smile

The author of her beauties, who, retired

Behind his own creation, works unseen
By the impure, and hears his power denied."

But it is time to return to the subject of the

molluscous animals. In my last, it will be re-

membered, several species of this class of ani-

mals were noticed as injurious to man; the re-

marks which I shall offer to-day, and which are

chiefly taken from the second letter of the se-

ries, will go to show the indirect benefits, at

least, of this class of the animal creation. In

the first place, then, the raolhisca furnish food

for an enormous number of animals, perhaps

more than any other one class; they constitute

the food not only of man, but of beasts, birds,

and fishes. As, however, it would be tedious

to enumerate all, or the greater number of

such animals as rely upon the niollusca for

food, we shall only notice those which possess

some particular interest, or which minister di-

rectly to the necessities or luxuries of man,
" To commence with quadrupeds, it is nothin;

surprising that the different species of walrus,

inhabitants of the ocean, should feed partly on
shell fish. But one would not expect to .find

among their enemies animals strictly terrestrial.

Yet the orang oulang and the preacher mon-
key often descend to the sea to devour what
shell fish they may find upon the shores. The
former, according to Carreri Gemelli, feed in

particular on a large species of oyster, and
fearful of inserting their paws between the

open valves, lest the oyster should close and
crush them, they first place a stone within the

shell and then drag out their victim with safety.

Dampier saw monkeys take oysters from the

beach, lay them on a stone and beat them with
another till they demolished the shells. Wafer
observed monkeys in the islands of Gorgonia to

I

proceed in a similar manner; and those of the

Cape of Good Hope, if we are to credit La
I

Loubere, perpetually amuse themselves by

j

transporting shells from the shore to the tops

of the mountains, undoubtedly with the inten-

|tion of devouring them at leisure; even the

43, ~
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fox, and the racoon, anJ the common cat,

will eat muscles and other bivalves."

" In some parts of England it is a prevalent,

and probably a correct opinion, that the shelled

snails contribute much to the fattening of their

sheep.
" The sweetest mutton," says Borlase, " is

reckoned to be that of the smallest sheep,

which feed on the commons where the sands

are scarce covered with the green sod, and the

grass exceedingly short; such are the towers

or sand hillocks in Piran sand, Gwythien, and

Senangreen, near the Land's End. From these

sands come forth snails of the turbinated kind,

but of different species, and all sizes, from the

adult to the sn)allest just from the egii; these

spread themselves on the plains early in the

morning, and whilst in quest of their own food

among the dews, yield a most fattening nourish-

ment to the sheep." Hist, of Cornwall, p. 286.

"Among birds the mollusca have many
enemies. The pied oyster catcher receives its

name from the circumstance of its feeding on

oysters and limpets, and its bill is so well cal-

culated for the purpose of forcing asunder the

valves of the one, and of raising the other from

the rock, that ' The Author of nature,' as Den-

ham says, ' seems to have framed it purely for

that use.' Several kinds of crows likewise

prey upon shell fish, and the manner in which

they force the stronghold of their victims is

very remarkable. A friend of Dr. Darwin
saw above a hundred crows on the northern

coast of Ireland, at once, preying upon muscles.

Each crow took a muscle up in the air twenty

or forty yards high and let it fall on the stones,

which thus broke the shell. In Southern

Africa, so many of the testacea are consumed
by these and other birds, as to give rise to the

opinion, that the marine shells found buried in

the distant plains, or in the sides of the moun-
tains, have been carried there by their agency,

and not as is generally supposed by eruptions

of the sea. Mr. Barrow, who is of this opi-

nion, tells us in confirmation of it, that there is

scarcely a sheltered cavern in the sides of the

mountains that arise immediately from the sea,

where living shell fish may not be found any
^ day in the year." Travels in South Africa.

'• Sand shells furnish a few birds with part of

their sustenance; the blackbird and the thrush

Nice finger'd art i

depend in a great measure, when winter has

destroyed their summer food, on the more com-
mon species of Helices. These they break very

dexterously by reiterated strokes against some
stone, and it is not uncommon to find a great

quantity of fragments of shells together, as if

brought to one particular stone for this very

purpose. Fishes are apparently veiy stupid

animals, and incapable of devising any strata-

gem to surprise the unheeding conch. Shell

fish, neverlheless, in their ' grotto work en-

closed,' arc the frequent victims, not indeed

of the cunning, but of the insatiable appetite

of fishes; -and from the stomach of a cod or a

flounder we may procure many a shell not

otherwise easily attainable. When, indeed, we
call to mind the vast numbers of molluscous

animals which crawl on the bottom, or swim
in the bosom of the ocean, and the voracious

habits of the swarms of fish, which every when
traverse it, we may reasonably conclude Iha

their utility in this respect in the economy of

nature is very great."

But the molluscous animals are more di-

rectly useful to man in nftbrding to the fisher-

man an inexhaustible supply of the best means
of ensnaring the "hapless victims of his art."

On every coast tiie shell fish peculiar to it

are employed for this purpose. But the most
valuable of the class in this respect, is the

Soligo Vulgaris, or as it is called, the hoe fish.

" With this animal one half of all the cod taken

at Newfoundland is caught. It appears there

in throngs about the middle of August, and
seems to succeed to the capelin, (the fish with
which the other half is taken,) as if to supply,

immediately, provision to the cod." It is made
no use of except for bait, but in this way it is

incalculably useful, being at once wealth to in-

dividuals and strength to the state.

" Crowds of inferior animals certainly feed

on the mollusca. Thousands of littoral shell

fish are devoured by the sea anemones, (Acti-

nice); and the common starfish knows so well

how to force the oyster from his close retreat,

and destroys such numbers, that every dredger
who observes one of their enemies and does
not destroy it, is liable to a penalty."

" The prickly star creeps on with fell deceit,

To force the oyster from his close retreat,

When gaping lids their widen'd void display,

The watchful star thrusts in a pointed ray,

Of all its treasures spoils the rifled case.

And empty shells the sandy hillocks grace."

Jones.

In intimate connection with the history of
molluscous animals is the fact, that shells af-

ford to many of the inferior tribes of animals
a secure retreat and a habitation absolutely

essential to their existence; thus the celebrated
soldier crab, whose naked body covered merely
with a very delicate skin, would soon be crushed
by the tumultuous waves of his native element,
or devoured by his natural enemies, was he not

to find a ready built habitation among the tur-

binated univalves left vacant by the death of
their proper owner.

"The beautiful and delicate paper nautilus

is not navigated over the surface of the ocean
by its own architect, but by a species of cuttle

fish, its parasitic inhabitant. This surprising

fact was long disputed by naturalists; but the

specimens brought to England by the gentle-

men of the unfortunate Congo expedition have
enabled Dr. Leech and others, to give it very

great probability, if not to demonstrate its truth.

The observations of Sir Edward Home are

not less decisive; he found the ova of the ani-

mal caught in the paper nautilus (Argonauta,)
to difler from those of every other testaceous
animal tliat lives in the water." However
this may be, whether the animal inhabiting
the shell of the nautilus be an original proprie-

tor, or whether he be an intruder, holding his

floating castle vi et armis, the writer of this

does not pretend to sufficient conchological
knowledge to settle so knotty a point. But
however equivocal may be the claim of this

little fellow to a good moral character, there

can be no doubt as to his abilities and adroit-

ness as an experienced seaman. This inge-

nious little sailor, (says the Conchologist'^

Companion,) is frequently seen in fine weathe''

calmly riding on the billows with his sails ex-

panded to the wind: and extending two oar-

shaped tentacular for the purpose of rowing
his fragile bark; thus steering his course with-

out chart or compass, self-taught in the art of
navigation, at once both vessel and pilot:

" No star has he to guide his way
Or Tyrian cynosure."

Yel still he sails along regardless of adverse

winds, and undeterred by the perils of the

deep, apparently conscious that he contains

within his shell all the requisites for naviga-

tion, rudders, sails, oars, and cordage. In short,

a vessel which no human hand has formed, and
guided by no human skill; a striking proof
amidst the terrors and the wonders of the deep,

that whilst nothing is too great for the control-

ling power of Omnipotence, nothing is too

humble for his protecting care.

It is conjectured that we owe to the nautilus

and its kindred argonauta, the origin of the

art of navigation, and that our reasoning race
received their first ideas of sails, oars, rudders,

&c. from observing the manner in which these

little shell fish managed to propel their boat-

like shells by means of expanded membranes
and tcntacula;,

" For thus to man the voice of Nature spake,
Go, from the creatures thy instructions take ;

Learn of the little nautilus to sail,

Spread the thin oar, and catch the driving gale."

These little animals have the power of ren-

dering their vessels specifically lighter or hea-
vier than the water in which they live, accord-
ing as it may best suit their convenience, or
add to their safety: thus when they wish to

rise to the surface of their briny element, they

throw out from their shell a quantity of water,

and in this way they lessen its specific gravity.

On the other hand, when on the approach of
danger, or from any other cause, our little navi-

gator wishes to sink his mimic boat, the oar-

shaped tentacultB are quickly drawn within his

shell, the membranous sails are hauled down,
" and by a rapid absorption of water the argo-
nauta betakes himself to his native dwelling in

the fathomless abyss. In consequence of these

extraordinary instincts, the sagacious little ma-
riner is seldom taken in the act of sailing, but

is usually drawn up from marine rocks or en-

tangled in the nets of fishermen." The writer

has now presented some of the facts and ob-

servations by which he promised to illustrate

the benefits of the molluscous animals to man-
kind; in doing this he finds he has digressed

more into the descriptions of the character
and habits of the animals under consideration,

than was his original intention, but he trusts

he has not been utmecessarily prolix or weari-
some in his attempt to illustrate, by the above
facts, some, certaiidy not the least, of those
marvellous works by which it has pleased In-

finite Wisdom to surround his creature man
in this nether world, for

" Wonderful indeed are all His works,
Pleasant to know, and wo/thy to be all

Had in remembrance, always with delight."
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For " The Friend."

JOHN MILTON.
(Continued from page 50.)

In 1643, when in the ihiity-fifth year of his

age, Milton married Mary Powell, the daugh-

ter of a cavalier and justice of the peace in

Oxfordshire. His choice appears to have been

hastily made, and was not fortunate. Ills spouse,

accustomed Viihen in her father's house to

much company and joviality, and strongly at-

tached to the royalist cause, soon tired of iier

studious and republican husband, and longed

to escape from spare diet and a house full of

pupils, to mingle again in the gaieties she had

left behind her. Availing herself of the earnest

suit of her relations, she obtained permission

to visit them, after having been absent from

them a month, and upon being summoned
back to her home by her husband, she refused

to return. Milton, having sent repeated let-

ters and messengers to her which were unan-

swered or dismissed with contempt, after

mature deliberation, resolved to re[)udialo

her upon the ground of disobedience, and

in order to support and defend the course

of conduct which he was about to pursue,

he wrote his essay upon " The Doctrine and

Discipline of DivDrce," which he dedicated

to the " Parliament and Assembly of Divines

at Westminster." For the sentiments con-

tained in this work, and another called his

" Tetraciiordon, or Expositions on the foui

chief places in Scripture which treat on Mar-

riage," he was denounced by the clergy, who
finally succeeded in having him cited before

the house of lords. He was, however, speedily

dissnissed without penalty by that tribunal, but

he never forgave the clergy the part which

they then acted towards him. Deceived by

the principles upon which he'rcsted his

ments in favour of allowing divorce for other

causes than that mentioned in Scripture, and

conscientiously believing himself released from

his former vows, it was not long before he

commenced paying his addresses to the daugh-

ter of Dr. Davis, a young lady celebrated for

her beauty, and the accomplishments of her

mind. Tiiis coming to the knowledge of h

erring wife, it, together with the failure of the

royal cause, and the consequent distress of hei

father's fam'ily, determined her to seek a re-

conciliation with her offended and iijjured hus-

band. Knowing Milton's stern perseverance

in whatever course he believed to be right

and feeling that her conduct had forfeited

many of her claims upon his justice, she re-

solved to appeal to his generosity. For this

purpose, having ascertained that he was in the

habit of making daily visits to the house of a

mutual friend, she repaired thither, and await-

ed his coming: upon his arrival, she suddenly

entered into the room where he was seated,

and throwing herself upon her knees at his

feet, she implored his forgiveness. Millon
struggled at first to repress the rising emotions
of his heart, but his generous nature could not

resist its dictates, and her prayer; he raised

her from her suppliant position and granted
her a full_ pardon, and so little did he allow
himself to remember her misconduct, or that

of her family in countenancing her desertion,

that he evsr after treated her with the kindest

attention, and when they were involved in tliei for the e.\iled f;imily.. But our author w.

general ruin of the king's party, he received

iiole of them into his boose, and exerted

his political irjfluence in their behalf. In 1644,

Jlilton published his "Tractate on Education,"

which developed a plan of study only adapted

to minds as gifted as his own, and alfo his

' Areopagitica, or S[)eech for the Liberty of

Unlicensed Printing." This latter production,

which must be considered in the light of an

oral pleading, or an oration, is universally al-

lowed to be the finest of his prose writings.

In it he defends the liberty of the press with

an elegance of style, and force of argument,

rarely surpassed. In 1645, Milton collected

his Latin, English, and Italian poems, and

published them. Their picturesque imagery
and brilliant language gained for them a kind

reception by the public, though the times were
too full of anxiety to allow of much encourage-

ment being given to polite literature. Passing

over without comment several other produc-

tions of his pen, put forth about that time, we
must now briefly notice his works whi

public life. Upon the death of King Charles,

the executive power was lodged in the hands

of a council of state; who, being unwilling

employ the language of a rival nation in their

intercourse with other powers, resolved to

adopt ths old Ivoman tongue in the interna

tional intercourse. The office of Latin secre

lary was therefore created, and as MiUon wa:

considered the most proficient and learned

scholar in the liberal party, a committee

appointed to solicit him to fill it, to which he

consented, and remained in the office while r.

continued. During which time, he wrote nu
merous letters and state papers which are said

to be models of classic and diplomatic com
position. Upon the very day of the king'i

execution, there had been hawked about the

streets of London a work entitled, the " Eikon

Basilike, or Royal Image," purporting to be

a collection of reflections and sentiments upon
the transactions, and sufferings of his eventfu

life, drawn up by the king himself, and found

amongst his papers. This contrivance of the

royalists produced upon the public mind,

shocked as it was at the tragical termination

of their sovereign's life, an efl^ect almost un-

paralleled. Fifty thousand copies of the work
are said to have been sold in one year in Eng-
land alone. The council saw the danger which

threatened them, but knew not how to remedy
the evil. As an only resource they directed

Milton to prepare an answer. Though he felt

it to be an invidious task to reply to what most

men believed to be a genuine record of the re-

ligious feelings of the departed prince, yet he

drew up and published a commentary upon
each separate heail contained in the Eikon

Basilike, giving his work the title of " Ikono-

clastes, or Image Breaker," the famous sur-

name of some of the Greek emperors. In

this, Jlilton contrasts the prayers and Chris-

tian meditation ascribed to the king with his

conduct and known actions, showing their en-

tire inconsistency; and concludes with express-

ing an opinion, which time has since verified,

that the work was manufactured by one of the

royal household, and palmed upon the public

for the purpose of .awakening their sympathy

long called upon to plead the cause of civil

and religious liberty upon a stage far more ex-

tensive, and before an audience better pre-

pared to listen with candour to his manly elo-

quence. Charles the Second, having resolved

to state his father's case to all Europe, pre-

vailed upon Claiuliu.s Salmnsius, one of the

most celebrated scholars of the age, to enlist

in the service, and vindicate the cause of roy-

ally, prelacy, and the house of Stuart. He
accordingly published his " Defensio Regia,''

in which he supported the doctrine of the di-

vine right of kings, and attempted to prove
that all power belonged exclusively to them.

Milton was present in the council, when he

was called upon by them to stand forth as the

champion of his country, and in defence of the

rights of all mankind. Though debilitated by
repeated attacks of the gout, and threatened

with the loss of sight, yet proud of contending
with such an antagonist in such a cause, he
soon performed the duty imposed upon him,

by producing his " Defensio pro Populo An-
glicana." In this he asserted the indisputable

sovereignty of the people, and demonstrated
the settled law of nature and justice, that they,

with the senate, are superior to kings, from
the oath of allegiance to whom the subjects

are released when the prince becomes a ty-

rant, or spends his time in sloth or voluptuous-

ness. IMillon's triumph was complete. The
work was read and applauded by the various

nations of Europe, and though publicly burnt

at Paris, yet foreigners of the highest distinc-

tion, and even the ambassadors of crowned
heads, tendered him their congratulations.

The council of state, in testimony of their ap-

probation of his services, voted him a present

of a thousand pounds. Salmasius died before

he could finish a re[)ly satisfactory to himself;

but Milton published a " Defensio Secunda,"
in answer to an abusive work published by
Peter du Moulin, a Frenchman, and after-

wards Prebendary of Canterbury. Flushed
with his recent victory, Milton commences his

second defence in a style compatible with the

reputation he had already ac(pjired, and the

further success which he anticipated. " I '

now, (^he says) feel myself not in the forum or

on the rostrum, surrounded by a single people
only, whether Roman or Athenian, but as it

were, by listening Europe, confiding and pass-

ing judgment. Encompassed by such count-

less multitudes, it seems to ine that from the

colunms of Hercules, to the farthest borders

of India, throughout this vast expanse I am
bringing back, I am bringing home to every

nation liberty, so long driven out, so long an
exile: and as is recorded of Triploleinus of old,

that I am imoorting from my own city, fruits

for the nations, but of a fir nobler kind than

those of Ceres." Having been reproached by
his adversary with his blindness, he answers
with magnanimity: " To be blind is not miser-

able, but not to be able to bear blindness, that

is miserable indeed. Then let the slanderers

of the judgments of God cease their revilings.

Let them know that I neither repine at, nor

repent me ot my lot; that [ remaiir fixed,

immovable in my opinion: that I neither have

found, nor believe that God is angry with me:
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nay, tlmt in tliinsxs of the greatest moment I Cy

have experienced anil acknowledge liia mercy,

and his paternal goodness towards me. That

above all, in regard to this calamity, ( ac-

quiesce in his divine will; for it is He himself

who comforts and upholds my spirit, bein;

ever more mindfnl of what he shall bestow

upon me, tlian of what he shall deny me.

Neither am I concerned at being classed,

thouuli you may think it a dreadful thing, with

the blind, with the afflicted, with the weak;

since there is a hope that on this account I

have a nearer claim to the metcy and protec-

tion of the Sovereign Father. There is a way,

and the apostle is tny authority, through weak-

ness to the.greatest strength. May I be one

of the weakest, provided only, in my weakness

that immortal and better vigour be put forth

with greater effect: provided only, in my dark-

ness the light of the divine countenance does

but more brightly shine; for then I shall at

once be the weakest and most njighty, shall be

at once blind and of the most piercing

sight."

With this admirable defence, Milton closed

his part in the political controversy : indeed

the constant fluctuation in government, toge-

ther with his domestic afflictions, by remind-

ing him of the frail tenure at which life and

its blessings are held, warned him of the ne-

cessity of concentrating his unbroken ener-

gies upon the great poetical work which he

had long contemplated. In 1652, his wife

died, leaving him three daughters, one an

infant. At the time when he commenced his

reply to Salmasius, he was suffering under

the a[)proach of blindness, and his physicians

warned him that if he persisted, it would

cost him his eyes. Their prediction was ve-

rified, and his enemies considered his afflic-

tion as a judgment for writing against the

king, and one of them went so far as to

proach him with it, from the pulpit. But in

a letter to his friend Phileras of Athens, h

truly accounts for the severe visitation, by

ascribing it to his '• wearisome labours" and

studious watchings, which, in his arthritic

and debilitated consiitution, produced amau-

rosis. He thus describes its approach.

—

" It is now about ten years, I think, since I

first perceived my -sight to grow weak and

dim. When I sat down to read as usual in

the morning, my eyes gave me considerable

pain, and refused their office, till fortified by

moderate exercise of bo''y. If I looked at a

candle, it appeared surrounded by an iris. In

a little time a darkness covering the left side

of the left eye, which was partially clouded

some years before the other, interrupted the

view of all things in that direction. Objects

also, in front seemed to dwindle in size,

whenever I closed my right eye. Brilliant

flashes of light used to issue from my closed

eyes; and afterwards, upon the gradual fail-

ure of my powers of vision, colours propor-

tionably dim and faint, seemed to shoot forth

with a degree of vehemence and a kind of

inward noise." I will conclude ray notice

of this affecting part of Milton's history with

the beautiful sonnet vvhich he addressed to

his friend, Cyriac Skinner, upon the sub-

ject.

this three year's day, tlieso eyes, tliough

lear

To outward view, of blemish or of spot;

Bereft of licrlit, their seeing have forgot :

Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear

Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year,

Or man, or woman. Yet I argue not

Against heaven's hand or will ; nor bate a jot

Of heart or hope : but still bear up, and steer

Right onward. What supports me, dost thou ask ?

The conscience. Friend, to have lost them overplied

In Liberty's defence ; my noble task.

Of which all Europe rings from side to side.

This thought might lead me through the world's vain

Content tho' blind, had I no better guide.

A few weeks since when we introduced i

short notice of the late Indiana Yearly Meet
ing, we had not room for the following re

port of its committee on Indian concerns

presented on tliat occasion. It is interestin,

as showing the benevolent zeal with which
they continue to pursue, under obvious diffi

culties, their care for the benefit of the Sha

wanese Indians, who were formerly theii

neighbours, but a few years since, by an ar

rangement with the United States govern-

ment, were removed to a tract of country

west of the Mississippi.

Report of the Indian Commiilee.

" To tho Yearly Meeting, now sitting:

Shortly after last Yearly Meeting, we received a

communication from the chiefs of the Siiawanese In-

dians, informing us that they were in a suffering con-

dition, for want of necessary provisions. A meeting

of the committee was called immediately, and mea-
sures entered into, in order to afford ihem some re-

lief; a committee was appointed to receive and for-

ward such articles of provision, as Friends in tlicir

different neighbourhoods, might be willing to contri-

bute, and from the liberality of Friends on that occa-

sion, there was collected about three thousand pounds

of liacon, and eleven and a half barrels of flour,

which was shipped from Cincinnati, to the care of

Richard W. Cummins, Indian agent, residing near

them, for his attention in distributing to their neces-

sities; behaving informed us that he would attend

to it. The freight of said provisions amounted to

near one hundred dollars, and the greater part of that

was freely contributed.

The committee last year united in a plan of opera-

tions, which we propose to be governed by in future.

It was offered for the approbation of the committees

of Ohio and Baltimore Yearly Meetings, but we have

not as yet received any official reply.

The plan united in, is as follows ; viz. We are

willing to propose as a plan, for the proceedings of

the committees in future, that the concern of tho ci-

vilisation of the Shawanese Indians, who have here-

tofore been under our care, and who have removed,

and are now living on the Arkansas river, be carried

on by the three Yearly Meetings, of Baltimore, Ohio,

and Indiana, and that the active part of the business

devolve on the committees of Ohio and Indiana
jointly.

That there be a suitable family placed among the

Indians, as superintendent, and a school kept up
regularly with at least twenty-five scholars, who are

to be taught the use of letters, and the domestic arts.

That the children of such Friends as may reside

among tlie Indians, may be permitted to attend the

school, which will doubtless be to the further advance-

ment of the Indian children in a knowledge of our

language, and that allowance be made by Friends,

for the schooling of such children ; and that it be the

duty of the superintendent to give such counsel and
direction, at all times, to the Indians, as in his opi-

nion may be beneficial to them, in their agricultural

pursuits, &c. ; that the care and management of the

school be confided to thera, with the assistance of a

man Friend, a mechanic to be employed for that and
r purposes, as the superintendent may think

best.

That there be buildings erected suitable for such an
establishment on the Indian land, if approved by them,
nd as soon as practicable, to put a sufficient quan-

tity of ground under cultivation, in order that the

diildren may be employed, a part of their time, work-
ng on the farm ; and that a woman Friend be employ-
ed to assist in the family.

As we are well aware that a knowledge of the prin-

ciples of the Chrislian religion is necessary; and that

it is almost useless to attempt such a work as that of
civilisation among the Indians without such a know-
ledge being introduced among them ; and in order to

bring this into effect, we propose, if consistent with
the views of government, that inasmuch as a sub-

agent and blacksmith arc to be employed and paid by
government, that suitable Friends, with families, be
recommended by the committees to the secretary of

war, and if approved of by him, appointed to such
stations, that thus there might be a number of Friends
sufficient to hold a religious meeting ; and that the
Indians have an opportunity to attend and sit with
Friends, which we apprehend would not only be be-

neficial to the Indians themselves, but a strength to

our members, whose lot it may be thus to be separat-

ed from the society of their friends, with such an im-
portant charge and responsibility resting upon
the

We are willing farther to propose, that all commii-
nications, in case of emergency, either to the Indians
or to government, bo made by the committee having
the immediate charge of the concern ; and that the

funds designed for carrying on the concern be lodged

with the treasurer of tho committee of Indiana Yearly
Meeting.
And (further, we lay before tho Yearly Meeting the

following communication from our dear friends in

England, on the subject of Indian civilisation."

The communication referred to, signed by several
Friends of London, and dated 4 mo. 23d, 1834, an-
nounces a subscription by Friends there, to the amount
of nearly three hundred pounds sterling, in aid of
Indian civilisation, and contains various enquiries

and suggestions respecting the proper management of
that concern.

A singular instance is to be seen any day in the

third avenue, in the devoted attachment of a fine

young Newfoundland dog, and an old worn out
horse.

A gentleman of this city, among many horses,

lately had one that served him long and fiiithfully,

and being past work, sent him down to Daniel

Flynn's, near Yorkville, to wear out the little re-

mainder of his life in good pasture. After being

turned out for this purpose two or three days, a fine

large Newfoundland dog who had been accustomed
to the veteran, missed his old friend from his accus-

tomed stall, and by some strong instinct, traced him
to his pasture field. No sooner had he found him
than he seemed resolved they never again should

He immediately took up his quarters with him in

the open field, and has never left him, morning, noon
or night. This quadruped Damon and Pythias may
be seen together any day at Flynn's, and it is some-

what curious to observe the care and attention with

which the dog watches and guards the old horse.

While he grazes, his faithful friend lies down to rest,

and when ho has finished and reposes on the grass,

the " watch dog" moves around him like a sentry on
his post, nor will ho allow any one to approach. For
a time liie dog was almost starved, for his faithful at-

tendance was not observed by any who could cater

for him; but when it became known, not only did

his owner permit him to follow his inclination, but

the horse's entertainer became the dog's provider, and
now his daily meals are taken to him in the field, for

no coaxing or entreaty can induce him to come within

the house, or leave his ancient friend for even an hour.

How few such disinterested attachments can be found

among men ; man boasts himself fiir superior to the

brute, yeLliow often is reason thus admonished by in-

stinct.—JVew York Traveller.
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4 For "The Friend."

liEWIS'S REPLY.
CConliniied from page si.)

One of the bulwarks of Quakerism, in

which the late separatists attempted to make
a breach, was the influence of education and

parental authority, and the respect which had

always been paid to the religious character

and principles of the founders of the Society.

Their leader alleged that though the early

Friends acted up to the light which they had

received, still it was but twilight, and sup-

posing himself to have reached the meridian,

he imagined he was to lead the Society for-

ward, out of principles which it had always

held. Tradition, he would say, was a mighty

bulwark against reformation. And a mercy

it was to many, if it defended them from his

inroads. As long as Fox, Barclay, and others

were suffered to hold a place in the veneration

of the members, he saw it was impracticable

to revolutionise their sentiments. It was ne-

cessary, therefore, to cast a shade over the

religious reputation of those worthy experi-

enced Christians. Accordingly he sometimes

compared them to children in their leading

strings—sometimes he and his followers took

the course adopted by Bugg and other apos-

tates, falsely charging them with Socini-

anism, and garbling their language and

misrepresenting their Christian doctrines.

Education, where it taught those principles,

which Hicks wished to lay waste, was consi-

dered extremely pernicious, and the young

people were frequently urged to think and

decide for themselves. Once released from

what they termed the prejudices of education,

and the respect which leligion always taught

to be due from children to parents, and to

those set over them, they hoped the ground

would be fully prepared to receive their anti-

christian opinions.

Hicks' shafts were aimed at the divine cha-

racter of the Saviour, and the merits of his

propitiatory offering. While he advocated a

belief in the light of Christ, and the proprie-

ty of maintaining the testimonies of Friends

against a hireling ministry, war, &c., the

fashions and complimentary language of the

world, he denied those fundamental Christian

doctrines. The danger now seems, that after

resisting his infidelity, we may be insidiously

despoiled of some of those very important

practical testimonies, by the blandishments

of the world, and under the same absurd pre

text that they are the mere prejudices of edu

cation. Having conflicted with the spirit of

unbelief, in its efforts to overturn the faith of

the Society, through the influence of a po

pular preacher, we must now turn round and

defend ourselves on the other baud, through

the help of divine grace, against the subtle

workings of the grand deceiver, who would

if possible, rob us of those distinguishing

testimonies, heretofore steadfastly borne by

Friends. Robert Barclay asserts, that " we
look upon the Scriptures, as the only fit out-

ward judge of controversies among Chris-

tians, and that whatsoever doctrine is contrary

to their testimony, may therefore justly be

rejected as false." Accordingly we profess

to adhere to no religious principle nor prac
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tice, which is not founded in the doctrines of

Christ and his apostles. Our testimonies are

not the prejudices of education; they are the

testimonies of the Holy Spirit in accordance

with the precepts of the gospel, and those

who yield to its convictions feel bound to

maintain them. If we do not intend to re-

duce to practice the religion which the

Scriptures inculcate, why should we be so

anxious to circulate them? Is it necessary

that every person should possess a Bible, and

read it at least once a day, if he is at liberty

to disregard its precepts by a life of volup-

tuousness and worldly grandeur? What pos-

sible benefit does he derive from his Bible,

if he treats with contempt the commands
and the example of its author, by refusing to

conform his life thereto ? The same standard

of doctrine, which teaches the divine cha-

racter and the merits of Jesus Christ, informs

us that he made himself of no reputation,

that he took upon him the form of a servant,

that he came not to be ministered unto, but

to minister; and though the foxes had holes

and the birds of the air nests, he had not

where to lay his head. His mother and re-

puted father were evidently poor—his birth-

place, a stable—his manner of life the most

simple, and his companions men of little

education, and of the lowest employments.

He was called the carpenter's son, a friend

of publicans and sinners. His whole life, as

well as his doctrines, were at variance with

every principle of selfishness, worldly policy

and splendour. He denied them all. Cer-

tainly he who could have arrayed himself in

all the magnificence of the greatest earthly

princes, had a meaning in taking upon him
this lowly and despised character. He could

not have designed that that of his followers

should be directly the reverse of his own.

While this holy pattern of humility, poverty,

and suffering, is so conspicuously held out for

us to follow, with what consistency can the

advocates of the Bible dare to put a sneer

upon a life of self-denial? Would he have

set such an example, and called upon us to

take up the cross daily, and follow him, had

he intended it as a matter of perfect indiffer-

ence, whether we lived in luxury, and adopt-

ed the fashions and customs of a vain world,

or not ? We know that simplicity and plain-

ness alone do not constitute religion ; but we
also know that those who surrender them-

selves to the requisitions of the Spirit of

Christ, are brought to see the emptiness of

all earthly pomp and glory, that it is vanity

and vexation of spirit and a burden to the

Christian. He can take no life in it, but will

feel bound to deny himself the indulgence of

it. All have not the same degrees of light,

and are not alike faithful to what they have

but wherever the Holy Spirit is followed, it

will operate essentially in the same manner,

to redeem from the corruptions that abound

in the world, regulate the desires and habits,

and set the affections on heavenly thing:

Then it iis seen, that in comparison with the

interests of eternity, all the glitter of the

world is lighter than vanity, and the upper

most prayer of the heart is, to be transform

ed in the spirit of the mind, and to know and

perform the perfect and acceptable will of

God. S.

The reviewer proceeds to assert, that " it

is a striking attribute of Quakerism, that it

discouiages free and independent thought."
" The children of the sect are strongly im-
pressed with its peculiar dogmas as early,

perhaps earlier than they can possibly under-
stand them ; and to call in question these

dogmas, they are taught to consider a wilful

sin against the inward light—a most gross

and capital heresy." "In consequence of

the restraint to v/hich they are subjected in

the formation of their earliest opinions, it

comes to pass that these opinions afterwards,

instead of being moulded by their own en-
lightened reflection, and subjected to the test

of Scripture and common sense, are little

else than mere prejudices ; and instead of
forming a habit of independent thought, and
impartial judgment, there is every probabili-

ty that they will, to a great extent, surrender
the right of thinking for themselves, and
tamely confide in the dictation of the oracles

of the sect."

He appears, in this case, to have made a

mistake nearly similar to one committed by
an eminent advocate in one of our southern
courts, who forgot on which side he was re-

tained, and commenced his argument in op-
position to his client. One or two of his

expressions, it is true, serve to show that he
had not altogether forgot the side on which
he was engaged ; but he must have drawn his

portrait from a society with which he was
much better acquainted than with the Society
of Fiiends. The features of the original are
indeed tolerably well preserved in the picture.

It is the labelling that is wrong.
It is generally admitted, and [irobably never

denied in this country, that a republican go-
vernment is much more favourable to the
development of intellect, than a monarchy
or aristocracy. What a republic is, compar-
ed with an aristocracy, in policical life, such
are the religious institutions of Friends, com-
pared with those which the reviewer attempts
to support. The exercise of the ministry
with us is not confined to a particular order

of men trainedfor the purpose, but left open
to all, of either sex, who may be divinely
called and qualified for the service. Every
station in the church is open to any one who
has received, and properly improved, the ta-

lents which the station requires. The gene-
ral discipline of the Society is settled, and
its execution conducted, in meetings which
all our members may attend. In the delibe-

rations of those assemblies, the young as well

as the old are allowed to participate. It is

remarkable that Thomas Clarkson,v/ell known
for his labours in behalf of the African race,

and who is probably better acquainted with
the Society of Friends than any other man
who never belonged to it, represents inde-
pendence of mind, as one of the striking
characteristics of its members ; and that he
deduces this trait from the nature of their

religious institutions. The general reception
of dogmas relative to faith and practice,

without examination or comparison with
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Scripture testimony, is scarcely compatible easily conceived. Docs he mean to tell us,

with the admission of that portion of our that the prophets and apostles, and even Jesus
• belief which the reviewer so frequently makes Christ himself, wished to engaire the belicv

the subject of taunting remark, viz. the ers in trifling things ? " Why take ye though
doctrine of an inward light. For how is it

possible to believe that a measure of the

Spirit of Truth is given to every man to profit

withal; that by taking heed to the manifesta-

tions of this spirit we are to understand the

doctrines of the gospel, or to know, with

satisfactory clearness, our individual duties;

and yet to rest our faith on a set of une.\a

mined dogmas, depending entirely on the

opinions of men as fallible as out
"

Those very peculiarities, which the reviewer

appears to consider as indications of an im-

plicit surrender of the judgment to the " dog-

mas of the sect," can hardly fail to lead to

examination and sober reflection. The young
man who finds himself surrounded by people

of hignly respectable character, who freely

indulge in numerous practices, which his

education has taught him to deny, is forcibly

impelled, either to reject the peculiarities of

his profession without examination, or to en-

quire, deeply and seriously, why the Society

to which he belongs, should be thus distin-

guished from most other professois of the

Christian name. And we may be assured

that few, in the eaily walks of life, will so

far disregard the influence of general exam-

ple, as to conform very closely to the pecu-

liarities of their education, unless they find

something more than mere prescription to

bind them to the observance.

The system of Quakerism, both in its doc-

trine and discipline, is more completely cal-

culated to excite examination and indepen-

dent thought, than any other with which I

am acquainted. As to submitting our opi-

nions to the lest of Scripture and common
sense, it will be time enough to charge us

with deficiency, when we are proved to hold

some peculiar tenet which the Scriptures,

and a sound rationality, do not support. Of
ihe conformity of our doctrines to Scripture

testimony, more will appear in the sequel.

He proceeds to state, that " Quakerism is

unfriendly to intellectual culture, inasmuch

as it keeps the mind conversant with trifling

things, and magnifies their importance by

elevating them into the fundamental peculia-

rities of the sect." Here, as before, he is

pleading on the wrong side. For it appears

by his specifications, that this general charge

is founded on the practice of Friends using a

plain dress, speaking in correct Scripture

language, and calling each other by their

proper names. In other words, we are judg-

ed to be employed in trifling things, because

we do not think proper to vary the cut and

colour of our clothing, to suit the freaks and

fancies of an ever-varying world. Whether

we regard the dignity of the philosopher, or

the humility of the Christian, we shall arrive

at the conclusion, that plain apparel, adapted

to the real purposes of dress, not calculated

to foster pride, is most consistent with ge-

nuine wisdom. But how a writer, who pro-

fesses to set so high a value upon the Holy
Scriptures, can reprove us for putting in prac-

tice what they so frequently advise, is not

(or why are ye anxious) for raiment? Con
sider the lilies of the field, how they grow,
they toil not, neither do they spin, and yet I

say unto you, that even Solomon in all his

glory, was not arrayed like one of these."

Matt. vi. 28, 29. " I will that women adorn

themselves in modest apparel, with shame-
facedness and sobriety; not with broidered
hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array. But,

which becometh women professing godliness,

with good works." 1 Tim. ii. 9. " Whose
adorning, let it not be that outward adorning
of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold,

and of putting on of apparel; but let it be
the hidden man of the heart, in that which is

incorruptible, even the ornament of a meek
and quiet spirit, which is, in the sight of
God, of great price."' 1 Pet. iii. 3, 4. See
also, Isaiah, iii. 16—20, for a severe rebuke
of superfluity in dress. Now, the object

which the Society of Friends have in view,

is, to maintain that sobriety of dress which
the apostles commend ; and to avoid those

excesses which are so solemnly reproved. If

the observance of this practice is a peculiari-

ty, it is not our fault. The apostle did not

make it a condition, that the Christian wo
men must not be peculiar. They were todc
what was proper; whether others followed the

example or not.

Again, are we triflers because we observe

the apostolic injunction, " to hold fast the

form of sound words;" and avoid a corrup

which originated in the gross and fulsome
adulation paid to the Roman emperors during

the decline of that empire? Were Luther

and Erasmus triflers, because they expressed

their dislike of the confusion of numbers
which this servile flattery first introduced ?

If the use of Sciipture language to each

other is trifling, why do we all use it in our

addresses to the Almighty? Would the re-

iewer tolerate the substitution of you, for

thou and thee, in the prayers of Christians ?

Let the advocates of the Bible cease to be

nconsistent with themselves, and the lan-

guage of Friends will cease to be a pecu-

liarity.

The reviewer seems to consider the use of

a plain dress, the language of Scripture, and

of our pro|)er names, as matters of indifl^er-

and yet as tending to degrade the in-

tellect of those who adhere to them. What
elevation the understanding obtains by using

Mr. (a corruption of master) instead of the

proper name, is difficult to discover. But
certainly he showed little respect to the pre-

cepts of the Saviour, when he wrote the

passage before us. " Be not ye called Rabbi
(master) for one is your master even Christ,

and all ye are brethren." The term Rabbi,

ppears to have been the Mr. of the apostolic

ge, which the disciples were not to receive,

and consequently could not lawfully give to

each other. If the term master, whether

distinctly articulated, or minced into mister,

not strictly true when applied to those who
possess no authority over us, it seems to be

the business of others, rather than of Friends,
to examine why the use of the proper name
should be a peculiarity.

(To be cnnlinueJ.)

For " The Friend."

The sentiments on education in the essay
of C. E. Beecher, I deem excellent,—and
worthy of the altenlion of leiichers. Respect
is due to experience, especially where it is

connected with a conscientious regard to the
highest interests of the pupils—the obligation
to have reference in all they do, to the honour
and blessing of their heavenly Parent. This
should not be made a subject of too frequent,

or common-place remark; but it should be
ways kept in view by their instructers. Simi-
r sentiments published in 1768 by a member

of our Society, who was sometimes employed
n teaching, seem to corroborate those views,

md may bo profitably revived.

age cliildien to do things with a
view to get praise of men, to me appears an
obstruction to their being inwardly acquainted
with the spirit of truth. For it is the work of
the Holy Spirit to direct the mind to God, that

in all our proceedings we may have a single

eye to him. To give alms in secret, to fast in

secret, and labour to keep clear of that dispo-

sition reproved by our Saviour, " But all their

works they do for to be seen of men." Mat.
xxiii. 5.

That divine light which enlightens al! men,
I believe, does often shine in the minds of
children very early, and to humbly wait for

wisdom, that our conduct toward them may
lend to forward their acquaintance with it,

and strengthen them in obedience thereto, ap-

pears to me to be a duty on all of us.

By cherishing: the spirit of pride, and the

love of praise in them, I believe they may
sometimes improve faster in learning, than
otherwise they would; but lo take measures
to forward children in learning, which na-

turally lend to divert their minds from true

humility, appears to me to savour of the wis-

dom of this world.

If tutors are not acquainted with sanctifica-

tion of spirit, nor experienced in an humble
waiting for the leadmgs of truth, but follow

the maxims of the wisdom of this world, such

children who are under their tuition, appear to

me to be in danger of imbibing thoughts, and
api)rehensions, reverse to that meekness, and
lowliness of heart, which is necessary for all

the true followers of Christ.

Children at an age fit for schools, are in a

time of life which requires the paiient atten-

tion of pious people, and if we commit them
to the tuition of such, whose minds we believe

not lightly prepared lo " train them up in

the nurture and admonition of the Lord," we
are in danger of not acting the part of faithful

parents toward them; for our heavenly Father
doth not require us to do evil, that good may
come of it; and it is needful that we deeply

rselves, lest we get entangled in

the wisdom of this world, and, through wrong
apprehensions, take such methods in educa-

tion, as may prove a great injury to the minds
of our children.
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It is a lovely sight to behold innocent child-

ren ! and when they are sent to such schools

where their tender minds are in imminent

danger of being led astray by tutors, who do

not live a self-denying life, or by the conver-

sation of such children who do not live in

innocence, it is a CHse much to be lamented.

While a pious tutor halh the charge of no

more children than he can take due care of,

and keeps his authority in ti)e truth, the good

spirit in which lie leads and governs, works

on the minds of such who are not hardened,

and his labours not only tend to bring them

forward in outward learning, but to open their

understandings with respect to the true Chris-

tian life; but where a person halh charge of

too many, and his thoughts and time are so

much employed in the outward affairs of his

school, that he does not so weightily attend to

the spirit and conduct of each individual, as

to be enabled to administer rightly to all in

due season; through such omission he not only

suffers, as to the state of his own mind, but the

minds of the children are in danger of suffering

also.

To watch the spirit of children, to nurture

them in gospel love, and labour to help them

against that which would mar the beauty ol

their minds, is a debt we owe them; and a

faithful performance of our duly, not only

tends to their lasting benefil, and our own
peace, but also to render their company ag

able to us.

Instruction, thus administered, reaches the

pure witness in the minds of such childien

who are not hardened, and begets love in

them toward those who thus lead them on;

but where too great a number are committed

to a tutor, and he, through much cumber^

omits a careful attention to the minds (^f child-

ren, there is danger of disorders gradually

creasing amongst them, till the effects thereof

appear in their conduct, too strong to be easil

remedied.

A care hath lived on tny mind, that more
time might be employed by parents at ho

and by tutors at school, in weightily attending

to the spirit and inclinations of children, and

that we may so lead, instruct, and gover

them, in this lender part of life, that nothin

may be omitted in our power, to help them
on their way to become the children of our

Father, who is in heaven.

TO THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.
Fair flow'r, that lapt in lowly glade

Dost hide beneath the greenwood shade.

Than whom the vernal gale

None fairer nrakes on bank or spray.

Our England's lily of the Mav,
Ourlily ofthe vale.

Art thou tiiat "Lily ofthe Geld,"

Which, when the Saviour sought to shield

Tlie heart from blank despair,

He show'd to our mistrustful kind.

An emblem to the thoughtful mind
Of God's paternal care 1

Not thus I trow : for brighter shine

To the warm skies of Palestine

Those children ofthe qast.

There, when mild autumn's early rain

Descends on parch'd Esdrela's plain,

And Tabor's oak -girt crests

More frequent than the host of night,

Those earlh-born stars, as sages write.

Their brilliant disks unfold
;

Fit symbol of imperial state

Their sceptre-seeming forms elate.

And crowns of burnish'd gold.

But not the less, sweet springtide's flower.

Dost thou display the Maker's power,
His skill and handy work.

Our western valley's humbler child;

Where in green nook of woodland wild
Thy modest blossoms lurk.

What though nor care nor art be thine.

The loom to ply, the thread to twine ;

Yet, born to bloom and fade.

Thee, too, a lovelier robe arrays.
Than e'er in Israel's brightest days

Her wealthiest king array'd.

Of Ihy twin leaves th' embowered screen
Which wraps thee in thy shroud of green ;

Thy Edon-breathing smell

;

Thy arch'd and j)urple-vested stem,
Wlicnce pendant many a pearly gem.

Displays a milkwhite bell

;

Instinct with life thy fibrous root.

Which sends from earth th' ascending shoot,

As rising from the dead.
And fills thy veins with verdant juice,

Charg'd thy fair blossoms to produce.
And berries scarlet red ;

The triple cell, the twofold seed,

A ceaseless Ireasuie-house decreed,

Whence aye thy race may grow,
As from creation they have grown,
While spring shall weave her flowery crown.

Or vernal breezes blow :

—

Who forms thee thus with unseen hand ;

VVho at creation gave command.
And will'd thee thus to be,

And keeps thee still in being thro'

Age after age revolving, who
But the Great God is He '

Omnipotent to work his will

;

Wise, who contrives each part to fill

The post to each assign'd
;

Still provident, with sleepless care
To keep ; to make the sweet and fair

For man's enjoyment, kind !

" There is no God," the senseless say:

—

"O God, whv cast'st thou us away?"
Offeebte faith and frail.

The mourner breathes his anxious thought—
By thee a better lesson taught.

Sweet lily of the vale.

Yes ! He who made and fosters thee.

In reason's eye perforce must be
Of majesty divine;

Nor deems she that his guardian care
Will He in man's support forbear,

Who thus provides lor thine.

Field Naturalist's Mngasine, September, 1833.
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summary ofthe information to be obtained on
this head. This intention has now been su-

perseded by the article headed China, furnished

by a correspondent, and a part of which is in-

serted to-day. It may not be known to some
of our readers, and therefore it is pro])er to

mention, that Charles Gutzlaff, from whose
ritings the extracts were made, has himself

for several years been engaged in travelling

up and down through that country, distributing

gious tracts, the Scriptures, or portions of

them, and in other respects promoting the

spread of the gospel. He is, we believe, a

Prussian by birlh, and it is stated that he ap-

prehended himself religioui-iy bound to devote

himself to this enterprise, though at a sacrifice

of very flattering prospects, even of kingly

patronage, in his own land.

The destruction by fire of Friends' meeting
house in Richmond, Virginia, has been an-

nounced through the newspapers. Our agent
there under date of 11th month, 13th, writes,

" Our meeting house in this city has been re-

cently destroyed by fire, and not insured—

a

serious loss upon the few Friends here."

The committee appointed to superintend

the boarding school at VVesttown, will meet
in Philadelphia, on sixth day, the 12th of

12th mo., at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Thomas Kimbek, Clerk.

A teacher is wanted for the boys' writing

school at VVesttown. Apply to Thos. Steward-

son, Arch, iiear Fourth street.

An experienced teacher and book-keeper,

wants a situation in either business. No ob-

jections will be made to the country;—apply

at this office.

Notice.—Thomas Booth, corresponding

clerk of the Tract Association of Friends,

has removed to No. 96, South Twelfth street.

An annual examination of the pupils, (co-

loured boys,) under the care of the " Phila-

delphia Association of Friends for the Instruc-

tion of Poor Children," will be held in the

second story of the Adelphi school liouse, in

Wager street, near Thirteenth street, north of

Sassafras stieet, on sixth day afiernoon next,

the 5lh of twelfth month, at half past two
o'clock.

The friends of the institution, and the pa-

rents and guardians ofthe chiUlien are invited

to attend.

ELEVENTH MONTH, 29, 1834.

Considering the almost insuperable obsta-

cles which the Cliinese have ever opposed to

any thing hke a change or melioration of their

condition, the accounts which occasionally

reach us, of latter time, indicative of better

prospects, and of openings there and in the

adjacent islands for the introduction of Chiis-

tianily, are not only highly cheering, but con-

stitute a distinguishing trait of the age in which
we live; and it has for some time been our

design to prepare for this Journal a connected

on the 29th of tenth month, 1S34, Mary
idow of Samuel Hains, in the 80th year of

DiEI

Hains,

her .ig

on the 30th of tenth month, Sahah Acstin,
wife of Amos Austin, in the 83d year of her age,

both members of Ancocas Particular Meeting, and
Burlington Monthly Meeting, N.J.

on the 5th instant, at his residence in Balti-

more, James Carey, in the 83d year of his age.

suddenly, on the 9th of tenth month last, at

South Yarmouth, Massachusetts, Rhobe Akin, only
daughter of Abiel Akin, aged 29 years, a member of

the Society of Friends.
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CHINA.
(Coniinued from page 58.)

The season during which the gentlemen

connected with tlje East India Company re

main at Canton was closed, and R. Morrisor

was about to return with them to Macao. The
jealous suspicion of the Chinese authorities

rendered it unsafe for him to remain at Can-
ton during the whole year; and the Portuguese

refused him admittance to Macao. Under
these circumstances, it was agreed between his

fellow-labourer and himself, that he should un-

dertake a voyage to Java and other principal

Chinese settlements in the Straits, to distribute

the Holy Scriptures, and select a spot on

which the object of the Chinese might be pur-

sued under more favourable auspices.

By the close of 1813, the translation of the

whole of the New 'I'estament was finished and

revised. This was the most important work
that had yet been achieved in behalf of China.

With great circumspection and many fears

from the jealousy of the Chinese government,

an edition of 2000 copies was printed, also

10,000 of a tract, and 5000 of a catechism.

With the greater part of the edition under his

care, Milne embarked for Java in February,

1814. Between 400 and 500 Chinese emi-

grants to Banca sailed in the same ship, and
among them this enterprising missionary had

the pleasure of distributing many tracts, and

a number of copies of the New Testament,

probably the first complete New Testament
in the Chinese language ever put into circu-

lation.

On reaching Java, he received the greatest

attention from that enlightened and distin-

guished philanthropist, the late Sir Stamford

Rafl^es, Lieutenant Governor of Java, and

from a njimber of refpeclable residents in the

place. Encouraged by the facilities aflibrded,

he travelled over great part of Java, visiting

the most important places, ascertaining the

circumstances and dispositions of the Chinese,

and dislributin,? liberally among them copies

of the New Testament and other religious

publications. He also visited, for the same
purpose, the adjacent island of Madura. At

Malucca, he was cordially welcomed by the

resident and commandant, Major W. Farqu
liar; and having accomplished the object of

his visit, returned to China in the autumn of
1814.

Seven years had now passed away since Ihe

first protestant missionary landed on the shores

of China. During this period he had laboured

in hopes of breaking up, with unremitting toil,

the fallow ground, and scattering, as oppor
tunily offered, the incorruptible seed of the

Divine word. Much useful and important in-

struction had been communicated, and re-

ceived by many with attention and serious-

ness; yet hitherto no decisive result had ap-

peared. But while the hearts of the devoted
servants of the Redeemer were cheered by

the facilities afforded for the wider difl^usion of

the knowledge of Christ, it was their happiness

to behold it made, they had reason to believe,

the power of God unto salvation. The con-

cealed, though extreme vigilance of the govern-

ment, their known hostility to the Christian

religion, the severe and intimidating edict of
the emperor, in 1812, had, it was presumed,
deterred some from making a profession of
their faith, who were convinced of the truth of
Christianity, and desirous to place themselves
under its inffuence. In this year, Isac-a-ko, a

Chinese, in the vigour of life, being twenty-

seven years of age, after becoming acquainted
with the doctrines of the gospel, made known
his wishes to be admitted to share the privi-

leges of the people of God; and, after what
was deemed satisfactory evidence, his desires

were complied with accordingly. Alter copy-
ing his confession of faith, and accompanying

with an outline of his character, R. Morri-
son, in forwarding the account of this interest-

event, continues:—" O that the Lord may
cleanse him from all sin in the blood of Jesus,

and purify his heart by the inffuences of his

Holy Spirit ! May he be Ihe first-fiuits of a

great harvest; one of millions who shall believe

and be saved from the wrath to come !" Four
years afterwards he was removed by death, but

maintained until that period, so far as it was
known, a holy, blameless, and consistent life.

Besides the grammar already noticed, R.
Morrison prepared, as he proceeded in Ihe
study of the language, materials for a Chinese
and English Dictionary. The East India Com-
pany, on its having been recommended to their

notice, were so deeply impressed with the im-

portance and value of this work, that they

readily undertook its publication; and in Sep-
tember, 1814, printing presses, types, dic. ar-

rived at Macao for this purpose. Besides thus

defraying the entire charge of printing, the

honourable company generously gave to the

able compiler 500 copies of the work for his

own use.

The chief part of the first edition of the
New Testament having been distributed, it

was deemed requisite to prepare for a second,
in a smaller size. Blocks were accordingly cut
for an edition in duodecimo, and liberal grants
for defraying the expense were made by the
British and Foreign Bible Society. A generous
individual had also bequeathed to R. Morrison
1000 dollars, to diff'use the knowledge of our
blessed religion. This sum was appropriated
chiefly to the printing this smaller edition of
Ihe New Testament.

It has been already stated, that one of the
objects of Milne's visit to the Chinese settle-
ments in Ihe Malayan Archipelago, was to
ascertain in what spot the chief seat of the
Chinese mission could be placed, so as to be
e.xempt from the constant alarm and peril to
which its members were e.xposed, and to pro-
secute its objects with more facility. Malucca
was selected, on account of the comparative
salubrity of its climate, its proximity to China,
and the facilities it afforded for the extensive
distribution of the sacred Scriptures.

In the month of April, 1815, after having
experienced great hospitality from friends in

Canton, he and his wite removed to Malucca,
where they were cordially welcomed iiy the

lent. Major Farquhar, who, on every oc-
casion, manifested the utmost regard to him,
nd to the objects of his mission. Besides

performing the duties of chaplain at the sta-
tion, Milne's first efforts were directed to the
establishment of a fiee school for the Chinese.
Some idea of the difficulties attending mis-
ionary operations, in a new station among

this people, may be gathered from the fact,

that for a year many kept their children away,
from the suspicion that the offer to teach ori-

ginated in some improper motive. At lenelh
two gave in their names, and ultimately fifteen

were on the list. The school was opened in

August, 1815, with five scholars, but the num-
ber was afterwards increased. The difficulties

attending it were less formidable than had
been apprehended. Christian books were in-

troduced. The master and scholars were in-

duced to attend daily the worship of the true
God. 'J'ho missionary was cheered by the
encouragement and liberality of Christian
friends, by whom the expense of the schools
was amply provided for, and went forward
with gratitude and hope. The education of the
Chinese youth in Malucca, thus commenced,
was afterwards extended by the formation of
other schools, and has been continued unto
the present time. Other departments of labour
received a share of his attention proportioned
to their importance and utility.

In the month of September of this year, he
was joined by a fellow labourer of the name
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of Thompson, who directed his attention to

the acquisition of the Malay language, with a

view of communicating the gospsi to the Ma-
lays. He is still labouring, and has attained

a proficiency in writing the language rarely

exceeded by one not a native of the country.

In 1216, Milne visited Penang, where he

was treated with the greatest hospitality anil

kindness by the members of the government,

and the European residents. He obtained

from the government a grant of land for the

Malay mission, and thus secured the means of

uninterruptedly pursuing its great objecls.

While thus engaged, he had the satisfaction

of beholding the Divine blessing attending his

labours in the conversion of a Chinese, who
had accompanied him from Canton, and been

diligent in attending the duties of his station,

but whose heart the Lord opened to receive

the truth in love, and to yield himself up to

Christ. Satisfied of his sincerity, and his just

views of a Christian profession, Milne admitted

into the visible church the first fruit of his la-

bours among the Chinese.

Eighteen years have now passed away since

this event took place. The devoted servant of

Christ, who was honoured to turn this deluded

idolater from darkness to light, has been re-

moved to his rest and his reward, but his son

in the faith still survives, and has maintained

his possession of discipleship unsullied and un-

impaired. His life has been devoted to the

service of his Redeemer in the instruction ol

his countrymen. The beneficial efiects of his

example and labours, in writing and distribut

ing religious books, and copies of the Scrip

lures, and teaching, though for the most part

probably unknown to himself, have been fr

quently manifested in those who have r

noanced their idols, and yielded themselves to

God. He has several times written to the

friends of the society, through the instrument-

ality of whose missionary he was made ac-

quainted with the gospel; and his letters evince

in a remarkable degree, the correctness of his

vieu's of divine truth, the simplicity and sin-

cerity of his piety, and the animating hope of

I'l.ijre blessedness which the gospel has in-

spired. The following is a copy of the last

letter received from him; it is dated, and is

addressed to the Treasurer of the London
Missionary Society:

' Leangafa, with a respectful obeisance,

presents this letter before the honoured pre-

sence of the venerable Mr. Wilson, wishing

him a golden tranquillity.

" For several years past, I' have had to be

grateful for our Lord and Saviour's gracious

protection, and bestowment of the Holy Spirit

to open my heart and form my will.

" I have always received great kindness

from Dr. Morrison, in giving me instruction, by

which I have attained to some knowledge of
the mysteries of the gospel. I have also

preached the gospel, and exhorted for several

years the people of my native place; and have

had the happiness of receiving the Lord and
Saviour's great grace in saving some out of

the hands of the devil, turning them from de-

pravity to righteousness, casting away their

idols, and serving the living and true God,

obeying and believing in the Lord and Saviour,

and hoping for the salvation of their souls.

" During this year, several persons have
obeyed, and believed in the Saviour, and en-

tered the general church of the reformed holy

religion. There are upwards of ten of us

who, with one heart and united minds, con-

tinually serve the Lord, and learn and practise

the holy doctrines of the gospel. Every holy

Sabbath day we assemble together to praise

the Saviour for the mighty grace of redemption.
" Happily, ihe Lord Most High has graci-

ously granted us protection, so that we have
enjoyed hearts at peace and in tranquil joy;

therefore [ respectfully prepare this slip of
paper, with writing in it, to inform you, vener-

able sir, of these things, and to. pray that you
would, as is right, joyfully praise our heavenly
Father for converting us by his great grace.

" Further, I look up and hope that you,

venerable sir, will pray to our Lord and Saviour
for us, that he will confer the Holy Sj)irit's se

cret aid, to influence and rouse our hearts,

that from first to last we may with one mind,
and persevering intention, cultivate virtue, and
persuade the men of the world every yeai

come in greater numbers to serve the Lord,
that we may together ascend to the heavenly

regions, and assemble with the vast multitude

who, in his presence, shall praise the self-ex-

istent and ever-living God, throughout never
to be exhausted, never ending ages.

"Just as in 1 Cor. xiii. 12., holy Paul says,

' For now we see through a glass, darkly; but

then face to face:' we who in this world re

verently believe in our Lord and Saviour, a4

though we cannot, with fleshy eyes, see the

honoured countenance of our heavenly Father
still in the life that is to come we shall be able

to view face to face, the majesty of our hea
venly Father. Though you and I are sena
rated as far as one boundary of the sky to its

extreme opposite, and cannot see each other

in our own proper persons, still we hope to

meet and see each other in the presence of our
heavenly Father, and praiss his great power
for ever.

" My special wish, sir, is, that in this life

you may leap with joy and delight to assist in

the concerns of our high Lord: then, in that

day the Lord of general judgment will bestow
a crown of righteousness on those who love

our Lord and Saviour's appearing.
" This letter is respectfully presented on the

right side of the chair of the venerable Mt
Wilson."

(TobecontinuHd.)

From the Religious Souvenir.

MY ALBITBI.

Seven years ago every young lady must
have an Album : I had one—yes, and have

it notv; and dearly do I love to scan its pages,

for each one speaks to me of friends who, to

remind me of their friendship, when distance,

or time, or death should separate us, traced

upon its pure pages, in original or borrowed

verse, the wishes that animated their hearts.

I said I loved to scan these pages; the em-
ploy is sweet though sad; they speak to me

of friends beloved and gone, but the memory
of whose virtues rises to mind like the rain-

bow of hope, after the summer's storm has

passed away. Seven years have made great,

aye, very great, changes among the contri-

butors to my Album : sorrow, disappoint-

ment and death have been their lot ; and from
the contemplation 1 draw lessons of instruc-

tion : others may do the same.
On the first page is inscribed a " Sonnet to

Hope," written by one whose hopes were
soon cut ofi" by wasting disease : then\ie was
young and happy ; his prospects were all

bright and cheeiful ; life seemed to him one
long day of joy: but soon, ah ! how soon, he
was taught a different lesson ! In a distant

land he sought that health which our cold

clime denied him ; but he sought in vain ;

and he returned to die with friends beloved
and loving. 1 turn the leaf and see the writ-

ing of a much-loved brother : he, too, was
young and full of hope ; but disappointment
came ; misfortune laid her icy hand upon
him ; false friends betrayed his confidence,
and care has thinned his hairs and marked
his face with years he never saw : but he has

learned not to trust in an arm of flesh, but
in a God of love. The next page shows an
essay on the "Value of Time,'" written by
one in green old age, who has well improved
his threescore years, and in full hope is wait-

ing his summons to depart to " the far land

of bliss." On another is the " Comforts of
Religion," traced by a hand now cold in

death; hni death, we trust, to her wasg-aira :

may her mantle fall on those she left I The
next begins, "O life, thy roses thorns un-
fold:" little did the writer then imagine the

thorns which lay in the path she was to tread:

many and heavy have been her sorrows, but
hitherto she has been sustained, for she trusts

in " that friend who never fails the just."

My eye now rests upon the writing of one
who has relinquished all the world admires,

earth's gay pleasures and transitory good, to

devote herself to the noble employ of bene-
fiting others : " her witness is in heaven, and
her record is on high." I turn the leaf and
see the eff"usions of a pious heart, which has
since been tried in the furnace of affliction,

but " has come forth like gold purified in the

fire." The next I see is from one " who
ministered and served God's altar," now pal-

sied by the hand of death ; but he was taken
from evil to come. Again, I see the writing

of one whose earthly hopes have been blasted

by false friends, and he left to struggle against

misfortune's tide. The next is penned by
one early taught in " affliction's school ;"

one after another of his loved companions
called away, till he is left "the only son of
his mother." Another page was traced by
one most dearly loved by all his flock : those

hands, so oft upraised in prayer, are nerve-
less; that tongue, which so eloquently plead
the cause of God, and man's salvation, is now
silent in death : the earthly shepherd was
removed that the flock might learn to

stay themselves upon the " Shepherd and
^ishop of Souls :" his work was done, and
well done; " peace to thy memory, thou man
of worth." I turn again, and another



' Sonnet to Hope" appears ; the writer's

earthly hopes have been cut oft' by a sciies of

misfortunes, so called—but by them her heart

has been drawn from earth, and her treasures

laid up in heaven. A father's writing next

meets my view, whose bright and promising

children have been removed l)y death, till he

can say with one of old, '• I am bereaved of

my children :" but he has a friend who is

" better, far better, than ten sons could be."

The next was penned by one of those chil-

dren, cheerful and happy, because he was

good ; he was willing to go to his heavenly

Father's house, to perfect that character be-

gun with so much promise here. On the

following page his mother's hand has traced

some lines, asking acceptance from that God
" who has never said to any, seek ye me in

vain ;" yet would her heait have sunk within

her could she hnve foreseen the store of sor-

rows which was to bring her " nearer to her

God." Another leaf shows the feelings of

an affectionate son in reviewing the untold

kindness of his mother, whose love cannot

be surpassed by any thing earthly, " but

closer twines in grief and wo, and loves e'en

more in misery." I now pass over a few

pages, because filled by those whose path has

thus far run smoothly along, and my eye rests

on the expressive imagery of a mind just then

beginning to show its strength : note, though

only five years have passed, through diligent

and faithful improvement of the talents en-

trusted to him, he is placed in a highly re-

sponsible station, respected and beloved by

all who knew him : may he " be faithful unto

death, and then receive a crown of life." A
sweet girl's writing now meets my view: she

was then young and gay ; now a wife and

mother, sobered far more than many more
years, without her cares, would have sobered

her. Desolation of heart has been the lot of

the next writer : married in early life, blest

with an affectionate husband and lovely chil-

dien, one short year saw her a widow and
' almost childless: yet her trust is in the wi-

dow's God, and in his strength she bears her

trials. A few more leaves bring me to the

writing of one whose spirit was too sweet

and mild for "our rough clime," and at an

early age he passed, we trust, to behold that

God and Saviour "uhoii!, having not seen,

he loved." The next was penned by a lovely

girl, then coming forward full of life and en-

joyment, ready to catch each pleasure as it

flew : her father's troubles have been made
her own, and she moves quietly along, as if

she had numbered twice her years.

Many others have contributed their >' mite"

to fill my book, but enough have been notic-

ed to give the reader an .idea with what feel-

ings I turn its leaves and read its pages. And
DOW shall I moralise upon the changes which

have come over my friends, or leave each

gentle reader to do it for himself? One
thought must, 1 think, arise in every heart;

that change, decay and death are stamped on

all things earthly; yet tliat God " who tem-

pers the wind to the shorn lamb," will never

forsake any who put their trust in him, how-

ever dark his ways may seem to us. When
passing through the furnace, he will not leave
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us to perish in the fire, but when the dross is

purged away, the gold will shine with tenfold

lustre for having been thus purified.

From tlie Meclianicb' Magazine.

Account of a Water Spout at Sea.

You will recollect that we sailed from New
York on the 21st ult. for Vera Cruz. Nothing
worthy of note occurred until the 2d of June,

at which time we came in contact with a

tcatcr spout, latitude 29°, 3' north, long. 74°

west from Giecnwich. The cabin passengers

were below at breakfast. The second mate,

who had charge on deck, gave us a sudden
alarm, by hastily reporting at the cabin gang-

way, " A water spout off the weather bow,
sir!" Those of us who were aware of the

dangerous consequences of coming in con-

tact with one of these aerial missiles of de-

struction, immediately rose from our seats

and ascended on deck. Here we beheld a

meteor, grand and beautiful indeed. It ap-

proached us in all its elemental grandeur,

towering to the clouds, and looking down to

scorn the power of man. Its distance from

us, at this period, might have been about two

miles ; and, as the breeze was very light, we
were completely exposed to its effects in case

it should make towards us. It was watched
attentively for a few minutes, when it was
observed to settle very much, and it was sup-

posed had broken. It was also judged that

its course was such that it would not stiike

us in case of its renewal. We were shortly

convinced of our error. The passengers

were scarcely reseated at the breakfast table,

when the second officer again reported, " It

is making for us, sir !" The captain imme-
diately went upon deck, and, in an instant

after, cried out at the top of his voice, " All

hands on deck
;
passengers on deck to lend

a hand !" I have said that the wind was
light; moreover it was a leading wind, and

previous to our seeing the water spout, we
had every sail set that could be made to draw.

On the first callto deck, the studding sails

were taken in, so that, at the last call by the

captain, we had all other sails set, from royals

downward. On reaching the deck the dread-

ful missile was not more than one hundred

fathoms from us. It had renewed its former

height and magnitude, and came booming on

at our devoted craft with a loud rushing noise,

in all its terrific grandeur, threatening us with

instantaneous destruction. To clue up sails

was impossible, therefore every thing was
" let fly," sheets, halyards, &c. All was

now done that could be done. The state of

suspense and intense anxiety for a (ew mo-
ments is more easily conceived than describ-

ed. Some were at prayer, audibly or other-

wise, and all were motionless. It came upon

us midship, the first contact heeling the ves-

sel to the leeward. When about half over

the vessel righted, and when it left us it gave

us a heel to the windward. Not a sail was

rent nor a spar carried away. Not a man was

injured, neither did a drop of water fall on

deck.

Previous to the water spout reaching us it

was thin—in fact, was easily seen through
;
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but after it had passed, it seemed to increase

in density and opacity; hence, agreeably to

the best received theory, it is probable that

the water spout, at the time it struck the

vessel, had not been in its renewed state

(before alluded to) a sufficient time to have
become mechanically charged with water,

otherwise it would have burst upon us and
inundated, if it had not destroyed us. The
diam.eterof the spout at the bottom was about
forty feet, and it was very attentively and
closely observed as it approached. That it

had all the characteristics of a whirlwind is

certain, and the spray which was thrown oft'

tangentially from its exterior, showed most
conclusively that it gyrated in a spiral form,

its motion being upward, thus raising water

upon principles somewhat resembling those

of Archimedes' screw. Its revolution was
against the sun— i. e. from right to left. I

do not mean to have it understood that I am
by any means convinced that the water in

these meteors is always raised ; it may, and
probably does, sometimes descend from the

clouds. When the water is raised mechani-
cally from the ocean, it will he salt ; when it

descends from the clouds it will be fresh
;

but we have so few authentic accounts of

their bursting on the ocean, that I am inclined

to the belief that they are neither more nor

less than whirlwinds raising sea water the

same as they raise objects upon the land.

This spout was first seen at half past 7 a. m.,

and at this time the barometer was one eighth

of an inch lower than it was an hour before.

Just previous to our contact, the barometer

had fallen an additional eighth of an inch, and

immediately after the spout had passed us was
the same. An hour after the last observation,

the barometer had ascended to the same height

which it had previous to the appearance of
the spout.

The aspect of the heavens was cloudy,

somewhat broken, but having little motion.

Some of the clouds were more elevated than

others, the cumulo-stratus and nimbus of

Howard. No rain had fallen during the morn-

ing.

The following statement will exhibit atone

view the states of the barometer and thermo-

meter during the interval of time included in

the above account, viz :
—
Barometer. Therm.

29.75

70.5°

At half past 6 a. m.

When the water spout was
first seen, at half past 7

A. M., 25 to 30 minutes
bofore.striking us, 29.625

Just previous to the spout's

slriUiiig us, 29.5 —
Immediately after do. 29.5 70°

One hour after the last ob-

servation, 29.75 71°

In the third observation the thermometer

was not noted for want of time.

Xalappa, U. S. Mexico, June 28, 1834.

Every man has his chain and his clog, only

it is looser and lighter to one man than to

another, and he is more at ease that takes it

up, than he that drags it.

Rule of Life.
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It has frequently been held up in extenua-

tion of ihe policy which for some years has

been pursued towards the Indians, that their

removal westward of the Mississippi, was in

effect an improvement of their condition and

placing them in a situation exempt from the

vexations and impositions to which they were

constantly exposed, by being surrounded with

the white settlements; how far this expecta-

tion is likely to be realised, the following ar-

ticle will in some degree enable us to de-

termine:

—

From the Missouri Republican.

For the last three or four years we have en-

deavoured, but with very little success, to draw

the public attention to the Indians upon our

frontier. The government has been crowding

tribe after tribe upon our borders, without any

preparatory arrangements. Half civilised In-

dians are brought fiom their farms and set

down in the wilderness to starve or plunder

for a livelihood. The game is exhausted, and

the means and inducements to an agricultural

life are inadequate and unsafe. Considering

the subject, for the preserit, with a sole view

to the interest of the Indians, we feel con-

strained to say that the system heretofore pur-

sued by the United States id cruel in the ex-

treme. It is idle to talk about a voluntary

removal of a tribe from their fathers' graves to

a distant position in the wilderness, surrounded

by strange, jealous, perhaps hostile nations.

It is a tale which may be believed in the At-

lantic cities, or in the midland parts of the old

states, but, we of the frontier know better.

We know that Indians are compelled to re-

move by all the arts of cunning and of force.

They are teased and harassed continually in

their old locations, by the designed intrusions

and trespasses of the whites and by state regu-

lations studiously vexatious, until they can find

no peace nor comfort at their old homes. If

these means fail, the threats of power can

bully them into submission, or their chiefs can

be bribed to remove. It may be that, under

present circumstances, it is necessary to re-

move the Indians to the frontier. Be it so:

still, to remove them without a humane sys-

tem in actual practice, to support, protect, and

govern them, and to guard our white settle

raents, is cruel to the Indians, and unjust to

the frontier states. Our own legislature migh

perhaps have done something to operatj fa-

vourably upon the measures of congress, bu

whenever the subject was introduced, a foolish

notion prevailed that it involved a party ques

tion, and the majority were afiaid to act les

they might compromit their Jacksonism.

As regards the peace and safely cf our own
citizens, no prudent man can shut his eyes to

the danger which threatens the whole line of

our western frontier. The exiles that no«
inhabit that region are discontented and sul

len. They hate us, because they feel that wf

have wronged them. They fear us, because

they see that we are strong enough to wrong

them with impunity, and believe that w
wrong them whenever interest prompts.

of them are in squalid poverty; some die with
j

starvation every year. Is there safety for the

scattered people of our bordsrs with such men i

for their neighbours ?
|

Our own l;iws and jurisprudence are in a
|

part to blame for the distress and disordcis of

the frontier. 'i"he trade in whiskey we arc in-

formed, is carried on to an alarming extent.

Some of the vilest of our own people, mis-

creants who would ruin a whole tribe of In-

dians, and end^inger the lives of our frontier

and children, for the sake of a few

dollars, get a barrel of whiskey, go into the

woods as near the Indian line as possible, and

diice the poor wretches to their ruin. Several

instances have been related to us of Indians

who have been seduced by the whiskey demons,

about tlje canip drunk for many days at

;—cheated out of his most valuable pro-

perty piece by piece; first his horse, then his

gun, then his only knife; and at last, the very

blanket from his shoulders and the belt from his

loins ! When the deluded creature has nothing

else to excite the cupidity of his destroyer he

wakes from his long dream of drunkenness to a

full perception of his misery. He finds himself

naked, sick, hungry, andutterly destitute, or per-

haps with a broken hearted wife, and children

crying for food. This picture is not over-

wrought. Instances could be proved, almost

to the letter. In one case, the poor deluded

savage, recovering from his long stupor, has

been seen to satisfy his huiiger upon the car-

cass of a dead hog, which had been putrefying

for days t Such a man must be utterly desperate,

ready to steal whatever he can lay his hands on,

or to murder a family for a morsel of bread.

Human nature, we are told, is the same al-

ways and every where, and we believe it. Man
is by nature grateful for kindness, revengeful

for injuries, and eager to enjoy all the plea-

sures and comforts which lie in his way. But

a contrary theory has grown up with regard to

the Indians. It has been assumed that they

are different from oilier men, that they are not

actuated by the savTie hopes and fears, and

wishes. It has been said that they cannot be

civilised. We answer, that no attempt to

civilise them has ever been made with means

at all adequate to the end. We have never

excited their feelings of kindness and confi-

dence, by appearing as friends and benefactors

Our march upon them is one: everlasting en-

croachment; our incessant demand is land

—

land—more land ! They cede us half their

territory, and we guarantee the peaceable pos-

session of the remainder. Yet the next year

we insist that they shall cede the remainder,

renounce their improvements, at once the

fiuits and the means of civilisation, and remove

to a dangerous wilderness. Can they consider

us as their friends ? Can they even treat us as

honourable enemies ? But it is said, they have

resisted all the efforts of Christian missionaries-

We do not di'^pute that Indians may be con-

verted or civilised, and buffaloes tamed, by mi-

racles, whenever it may please Divine Provi-

dence to have it so. But to expect naked,

wandering half starved savages to receive and

profit by the deep mysteries of Christianity

—

and to receive them at the hands of men whom
they secretly hate, and have long been in the

habit of considering as false hearted enemies,
is to argue against all the rules of human logic,

and to feel against all the natural emotions of
the human heart, 'i'he missionaries may do
very well in the right time and place, but it

does seem to us tliat they begin wrong end
foremost. Let the Indians have first the ele-

ments of civilisation—to weave cloth, to grind

meal, to make butter. Let them learn the

advantages of separate properly, (and they

will learn that, as soon as they are actually

protected and secured in the enjoyment of
their property.) and they prize a cow or a hog
as highly as we do, and enjoy the use of such

property with as great a relish.

It appears from an article in the Nashville Repub-
lican, tliat an important decision has recently been
made in one of the courts of the state of Tennessee,
which, says the article, " has an important bearing'

on questions of a like nature, depending in one of
the states adjoining Tennessee,"—doubtless meaning,
Georgia.

It was the case of the State against James Fore-
man and Anderson Springston, indicted for the mur-
der of John Walker, jun. ;—on the plea of the de-

fendants, in bar to the indictment, alleging that they,

as well as the said Walker, were native born citizens

of the Cherokee Nation, &c., to which plea the at-

torney general put in a demurrer. The court deli-

vered its opinion, sustaining the plea, and overruling

the demurrer ; and furthermore, decided the act of
the legislature, extending the jurisdiction of the stale

over the Indian territory, to be unconstitutional and
void.

The committee appointed to superintend

the boarding school at Westtown, will meet
in Philadelphia, on sixth day, the 12th of

12th mo., at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

A teacher is wanted for the boys' writing

school at VVesttown. Apply to Thos. Stewaid-

son. Arch, near Fourth street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—Ed-

ward B. Garrigues, corner of Sixth andSpring^

Garden street; William Hillis, Frankfoid ;

James R. Greeves, S. E. corner of Pine and

Eighth street.

Superintendents.—John and La3titia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 101, North Tenth street ; Dr. Charles

Evans, No. 102, Union street.

Married, in Weare, N. H. at Friends' Nortlv

meeting house, on the 19th of 11th mo., Daniel Fry,

of Sandwich, to Judith, daughter of John and Han-
nah Paige.

at Friends' meeting house, Burlington, N.

J., on fifth day, the 20th of 11th mo., Jos. R. King,

to Mary, daughter of Caleb Gaskill, all of Eurling-

DiED, at Macedon, near Farmington, N. Y., Hth
mo. 17, 1834, after a few days sickness of Ihe bilious

cholie, RuTK BiRDSALL, wife of William Birdsall, in

the 64th year of her age. She was an elder and a.

valuable Friend.

in the 2Sth year of her age, Euza Binns,

wife of Jonathan Binns, Junior, of Brownsville, Penn-

sylvania, (she was daughter of Dr. Jcs.'sc Pennell, de-

ceased-) She was of an upright and tender hearted

(disposition, sympathising with the suilering, and

ready to assist the needy to the extent of her ability..
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For "The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
CConliiiued from page 63.)

The present selection contains a reply lo the

charge that, as a body, the Society of Friends

have opposed education. It is probable this

erroneous opinion has arisen fioni the fact,

that it has always believed scholastic learning

is not necessary to make a Christian, or a

minister of Christ. Since the introduction of

Christianity there have been so many ignorant

and unlearned men and women, who have re-

ceived the gos[)el and become converted,

that there can be little difficulty in admitting

the position. Wherever any opposition to

learning has appeared, it has not been against

its general usefulness, but against making it

essential to religion, and the ministry. We
cannot doubt that it has pleased Divine Wis-

dom to work by very simple means. This

confounds the wisdom of the wise in human
knowledge, and emboldens those who do not

possess the advantages of education, to step

forth in theirLord's cause when bidden, trusting

in his Spirit, which gives wisdom and utterance.

It is expressly stated that the learned council

saw that Peter and John were ignorant men,

and it is very probable the remainder of the

twelve differed little from them in this respect.

Paul was a learned man, and he asserts that

" knowledge puffeth up," that " not many
wise men after the flesh, not many mighty,

not many noble are called." He placed no

reliance on his learning, declaring that his

" speech and preaching were not with enticing

words of men's wisdom." Though he spoke
" wisdom among them that were perfect, yet

not the wisdom of this world, nor of the princes

of this world that come to nought, but the wis-

dom of God in a mystery,"—which none of the

princes of this world knew. If religion de-

pended on human learning, the illiterate would

be cut off from the genial influences of its divine

rays, and what knowledge of it they did ac-

quire would necessarily come through their

more informed fellow men. But Christ being

the door into the sheepfold, the way is equally

accessible to all, which learning cannot open,

nor the want of it close up. " At that time

Jesus answered and said, I thank thee, O Fa-

ther, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou

hast hid these things from the wise and pru-

dent, and hast revealed them unto babes. Even
so, Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight.

AZi<Aj/igs are delivered unto me of my Father;

and no man knowelh the Son, but the Father;

neither knoweth any man the Father, save the

Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

him."

But if learning is not essential to religion,

neither is ignorance; and the prejudices arising

from it, as well as the pride of learning, may
obstruct the receplion of the truth. The reli-

gion of Jesus Christ being adapted to the

wants of all, the question is not how far lite-

rary acquirement may contribute to the ex-

pansion of the human mind, but whether, by

making it necessary to salvation, we sliould not

introduce a condition which would exclude

the uneducated from partaking of it, and which

the gospel does not require ? Robert Barclay,

who was a man of learning, gives us the fol-

lowing interesting account of his own expe-

rience on this subject. " And if in any age,

since the apostles' days, God hath purposed lo

show his power by weak instruments, for the

battering down of that carnal and heathenish

wisdom, and restoring again the ancient sim

plicity of truth, this is it. For in our day,

God iiath raised up witnesses for himself,

he did fishermen of old; many, yea, most of

whom are labouring and mechanic men, who
altogether without that learning, [languages;

philosophy, and school-divinity,] have, by the

power and spirit of God, struck at the very

root and ground of Babylon; and in the

strength and might of this power, have gathe

ed thousands, by reaching their consciences,

into tjje same power and life, who, as lo ih

outward part, have been far more knowini

than ihey, yet not able lo resist the virtue that

proceeded from them. Of which I, myself,

am a true witness, and can declare from a

certain experience, because my heart hath

been often greatly broken and tendered by
that virtuous lile, that proceeded from the

poweiful ministry of those illiterate men. So
that by their very countenances, as well as

words, I have felt the evil in me often chained

down, and the good reached to, and raised.

What shall I then say to you, who are lovers

of leaVning and admirers of knowledge ? VVai

not I also a lover and admirer of it, who alsi

sought after it, according to my age and capa

city ? But, it pleased God in his unutterable

love, early to withstand my vain endeavours,

while I was yet but eighteen years of age, and
made me seriously consider, which I wish af

may befall others, that without holiness ai

regeneration no man can see God; and that

the fear of the Lord is the beginning of ids-

dom, and to depart from iniquity, a good under-

standing; and how much knowledge puffeth up,

and leadeth away from that inward quietness,

stillness and humility of mind, where the Lord
appears, and his heavenly wisdom is revealed

If ye consider these things, then will ye say

with me, that all this learning, wisdom and
knowledge, gathered in this fillen nature, is

but as dross and dung, in comparison of the

cross of Christ; especially being destitute of

that power, life and virtue, which I perceive

these excellent, though despised, because illi

terale witnesses of God, to be filled with

And therefore seeing, that in and among them,

I with many others have found the heavenly

food, that gives contentment, let any soul seek

after this learning, and wait for it for ever."

S.

The reviewer proceeds, " it is perfectly

well known, that as a sect they [the Society
of Friends] have sot themselves strongly
against human learning; and hence up to a

very recent period, it was a rare thing to find

a well-educated man among them." A per-

son unconnected with the Society, may well

be excused for knowing little respecting their

efforts to promote the education of their

youth ; but it is not easy to frame a solid ex-

cuse for publisliing to the world, as a well-

known fact, what could not possibly be known
at all ; and what persons really acquainted

with the case, must know to be untrue. That

the Society of Friends, as a society, ever set

themselves against human learning, is so far

fiom being a well-known fact, that probably

no other religious society has used such ex-

ertions as they have done, to promote a ge-

neral diffusion of useful learning among their

members.
As early as the year 1667, George Fox re-

commended the establishment of schools for

the education of boys and girls, " in whatso-
ever things were useful and civil," a forrh of

expression which bespeaks an enlargement of
mind far beyond the mere elementary branch-
es of education. Two schools were accord-

ingly established, one at VValtham and the

other at Shacklewell, and since that time not

less than ten boarding schools have been
founded by direction and under the patronage
of the Society in England and Ireland.

In the discipline of the Yearly Meeting of
London, we find the following article, dated
as early as 1695 :

" Advised ; that school masters and mis-
tresses, who are faithful Friends and well
qualified, be encouraged in all counties, ci-

ties, great towns, or other places where there
may be need: and that care be taken that poor
Friends' children may freely partake of such
education as may tend to their benefit and
advantage, in order to apprenticeship."

In our own country, the education of youth
claimed the early attention of Friends. A
charter was granted by William Penn, soon
after the settlement of Philadelphia, to a
board of overseers of public schools, one
condition of which is, that they are to main-
tain a grammar school for the Latin and
Greek languages.* A large amount of pro-

perty is entrusted to this board, and a num-
ber of respectable seminaries are conducted
under their care. A mathematical depart-

ment, with a valuable philosophical apparatus,

has been for many years included in the esta-

blishment. And although the trustees are all

members of the Society of Friends, they do
not limit their instruction to the children be-

longing to their own community.
The greatest efforts, however, of the So-

ciety have always been, not to raise a few of
their youth to distinguished eminence in sci-

ence or literature, but to communicate to

every member a competent portion of learn-

ing, to prepare them foi the useful avocations

of life. In this, they have, unquestionably,

in great measure, succeeded.

By recurring to the minutes of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, for more than fifty

years, we find the subject of schools one of

frequent occurrence in the deliberations of

* This school appears to have been commGnced in

168y ; and a charier was obtained in 1697. This was
afterwards renewed with revisions ; the last being
wrantcd in 1711. The preamble shows that William
Penn was no enemy to human learning. " Whereas,
the prosperity and welfare of any people depend, in

great measure, upon the good education of youth,
and their early introduction into the principles of true

religion and virtue, and qualifying them to serve their

country and themselves, by breeding them in reading,

ling and learning of languages and useful arts and
inces, suitable to their age, sex, and degree

;

which cannot be effected in any manner so well as

by erccting'public schools for the purposes aforesaid,"

<&c.
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that body. In the Book of Discipline of that

Yearly Meeting, we find the following:
" The education of our youth in piety and

virtue, and giving them useful learning, under

the tuition of religious prudent persons, hav-

ing for many years engaged the solid atten-

tion of this meeting, and advices thereon

having been from time to time issued to the

several subordinate meetings ; it is renewed-

ly desired, that quarterly, monthly and pre-

parative meetings, may be excited to proper

exertions for the institution and support of

schools; there being but little doubt, that as

Friends are united, and cherish a disposition

of liberality for the assistance of each other

in this important work, they will be enabled

to make such provision for the accommoda-
tion and residence of a teacher, with a fami-

ly, as would be an encouragement to well-

qualified persons, to engage in this arduous

employment: for want of which, it has been

observed, that children liave been committed

to the care of transient persons of doubtful

character, and sometimes of very corrupt

minds, by whose bad example and influence

they have been betrayed into principles and

habits which have had an injurious effect

them in more advanced life. It is therefore

indispensably incumbent on us to guard them
against this danger, and procure such tutors

of our own religious persuasion, as are not

only capable of instructing them in useful

learning, to fit them for the business of this

life, but to train them in the knowledge of

their duty to God, and one towards another.

It is therefore proposed : First. That a lot of

ground be provided in each monthly or pre-

parative meeting, sufficient for a garden, or-

chard, grass for a cow, &c., and a suitable

house erected thereon.

"Second. That funds be raised by con-

tribution, bequest, &c. in each meeting ; the

interest of which is to be applied in aid of

the tutor's salary, or lessening the expense of

Friends in straitened circumstances, in the

education of their children.

" Third. That a committee be appointed

in each monthly or preparative meeting, to

have the care of schools, and the funds for

their support, and that no tutor be employed
but witii their consent."

One of the queries addressed to the month-

ly meetings, and to which an answer is an-

nually returned to the Yearly Meeting, is as

follows

:

" Are there schools established for the edu-

cation of our youth, under the care of teach-

ers in membership with us, and superintended

by committees appointed either in the month-
ly or preparative lueetings?"

The care to provide for the education of

children, whose parents are in indigi

cumstances, is enjoined as a religious duty.

Witness the following query, also answered
yearly in every monthly meeting :

" Are poor Friends' necessities duly
spected, and they relieved, or assisted

such business as they are capable oil Do
their children fieely partake of learning to fit

them for business""

In what other society is the duty of extend
ing to all its members the benefits of educa- who alone is worthy.

THE FRIEND.

tion, so repeatedly urged, or so intimately

incorporated with the system of church go-

vernment ?

The Yearly Meetings of New England,

New York, and Philadelphia, have severally

large boarding schools, superintended by

committees appointed by those meetings re-

spectively; and in all of them, provision is

made for bringing the means of instruction

within the reach of the poor, as well as the

rich. An establishment on similar principles

is contemplated in the newly formed Yearly

Meeting of Ohio.

If it should even appear that the Society of

Friends have fallen short of their just propor-

tion of members conspicuous for high attain-

ments in science or liteiature, while a very

small number of them can be justly ranked
with the grossly illiterate, we should no more
infer from that circumstance, the general ig-

norance of the Society, than we should their

general poverty from the fact of few instances

of exorbitant wealth being found v/ithin its

limits. But when we reflect, that in the Unit-

ed States, the Society of Friends do not com-
pose onc-hundtedth part of the white popula-

tion ; and in England and Ireland, the relative

number is still less, we easily discover that a

very few eminent scholars would be our full

quota of learned men. It would probably be
no easy matter to furnish a list of an hundred
English physicians of equal eininence, who
were cotemporaries with Dr. Fothergill

an hundred English writers in the present

day, superior to Jonathan Dymond. If this

should be done, we can easily furnish a few
more.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

An epistle written about twenty years after

the rise of Friends, was placed in my hands,

which, as a piece of antiquity, may be inter-

esting to some of the readers of "The Friend."

While it shows the prevalence of divine love

in the meeting which issued it, the efforts of

a separating spirit, even in sheep's clothing, at

that early period of the Society, are held up

as a warning to the flock, to keep constantly

on the watch.

A Testimonyfor the Lord and his Truth,

Given forth by tho women Friends at their Yearly
Meeting at York ; being a tender salutation of love

to their friends and sisters in their several monthly
meetings, in this county and elsewhere.

Dear Friends and Sisters,

We being met together in the fear of the

Lord, to wait upon him for his ancient power
to order us, and in his wisdom and counsel

to guide us in our exercise relating to church

affairs; it hath pleased him to break in

amongst us in a glorious manner, to our great

satisfaction, and to fill our meeting with his

living presence, and crown our assembly with

his heavenly power, and open the fountain of

life unto us ; and the streams of his love have

been felt freely to flow amongst us, and run

from vessel to vessel, to the gladding of our

hearts, which causeth living praises, and
hearty thanksgiving, to berendered unto Him

And, Friends, we hereby signify to you,
that here have been many living testimonies

delivered amongst us, from the divine open-
ings of the spirit of life in many brethren

d sisters, whereby we are fully satisfied

that the Lord is well pleased with this our

service, and doth accept our sacrifices and
free-will offerings, and returns an answer of

peace into our bosoms, which is greatly our

reward : here hath also been brought several

testimonies in writing from divers of our

monthly meetings, to our great satisfaction,

touching the care of Friends, for the honour
of God, and prosperity of truth in one an-

other. And, dear Friends, in that unchange-

able love and precious truth of our God, we
dearly salute you, wherein our relation and
acquaintance with him, and one with another

in spirit, is daily renewed, and our care and
concern for his honour, and one another's

good, is still continued : and therein we see

there is as great need as ever to watch over

one another for good, though it hath pleased

God, in his infinite mercy and love, to give

us a day of ease and liberty as to the outward,
and hath broken the bonds of many captives,

and hath set the oppressed free, and opened
the prison-doors in a good measure ; living

praises be given to him for ever! And now.
Friends, it is our desire that we all may make
a right use of it, and answer the end of the

Lord in it, and neither take nor give liberty

to that part in any, which may give the Lord
occasion to suffer our bonds to be renewed,
but in his fear and holy awe walk humbly be-

fore him in a holy and selfdenying life, under
the cross of Christ Jesus, which daily cruci-

fies us to the world, and the world to us, and
teacheth us to deny ungodliness and worldly

lusts, and to live lighteously and soberly in

tliis present world ; that by our holy lives and
righteous conversations, others seeing our
good works, may glorify our heavenly Father;

and that by our truth-like and Christian be-

haviour, and downright dealing in all our af-

fairs amongst the children of men, we may
walk as becomes the truth. And, dear Friends,

join not with any sort of peoitle further than

will stand with tiulh's honour, and reach

God's witness in every conscience, but as

much as in you lieth live peaceably with all

men, and do good unto all, especially unto
the household of faith ; and so daily fulfil the

royal law of love, in showing to all men that

you are Christ's disciples, by loving him and
one another.

And, Friends, we cannot but warn you of
,

the separating spirit which leads unto strife,

contention, and jangling, and would thereby
'

lay waste your concern for God's honour and
one another's good ; this is that old adversary

and enemy of mankind, who in all ages went
about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he
might devour ; and, as a ravenous wolf, some-
times gets the sheep's clothing, and never
wants specious pretences to accomplish his

design, and bring about his end, which is to

divide, rend, tear, destroy, and separate from
God and one from another, and would lay

waste the heritage of God, and make spoil of

his plantation, and leave his tender plants

without care, in the briars and thorns, and
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every hurtful weed to wrap about them to

hinder their growth, and draw them out of

their order ; by reason of which, as in the

days of old, the way of truth might be evil

spoken of: the Lord disappoint him of his

purpose, and frustrate him of his end, is our

prayer; and keep us livingly sensible, that

the end of the Lord, in all his fatherly cor-

rections, gentle chastisements, and kind re-

proofs, hath been to preserve us from the

snares of the enemy: therefore, dear Friends,

be concerned for the preservation of one an-

other in every of your respective monthly

meetings, and be faithful in performing your

service and duty to God and one to another

(as he opens it in you, and lays it upon you,)

in exhortation, admonition and reproof, in

tender love, for so it will be as the balm of

Gilead unto those who are wounded by the

wiles of the enemy. For, dear Friends, it is

the very end of our travail and labour of love,

that the hungry may hefed, the naked clothed,

the weak strengthened, the feeble comforted,

and the wounded healed ; so that the very

weakest and hindermost of the flock may be

gathered into the fold of rest and safety,

where no destroyer can come, where the

ransomed and redeemed by the Lord have

the songs of deliverance and high praises

their mouths, giving him the honour who
alone is worthy for ever.

And, Friends, letus ever remember the ten

<ler dealings and mercies of the Lord to us, and

that it was not for our deserts, nor any wor-

thiness in us, but his own good will, and for

his seed's sake, in which he heard our many
cries, and had i-egard to our tears, and helped

us through many exercises and trials inwardly

and outwardly, and hath been our rock and

refuge, and our sure hiding place, in many
storms and exercises, and yet preserves in

perfect peace all those that trust in Him who
keeps his new creation full of joy; and the

voice of thanksgiving and melody is heard in

our land, and the Lord becomes unto us the

place of broad rivers, and makes us before

him as well watered gardens, and afiects our

hearts with his divine love to praise his

name.
And now to you, young women, whom our

souls love, and whom the Lord delighteth to do

good unto, and hath visited with tastes of his

love; be you ordered by him in all th

that in your modest and chaste behaviour,

your comely and decent dresses, in your ap

parel, and in all other things, you may be

good examples to others, not only those that

are without, but to some professing the faith;

that in the line of life, and language of truth,

we may speak one to another and say, Arise,

you daughters of Sion, shake yourselvesfrom
the dust of the earth, put on beautiful garments,

even the robes of righteousness, the Saints'

clothing, the ornament of a meek aud quiet i

spirit. And be not too careful for preferment

or riches in this world, but be careful to know I

the Lord to be your portion, and the lot of]

' '11 arise

wait to know your Maker to become your

husband and the bridegroom of your souls ;

then you will come to know that you are not

your own, but that he must have the ordering

and disposing of you in soul, body and spirit,

which are all his ; for he being the only one

unto you, and the chiefest of ten thousand

amongst you, he will be your beloved and

your friend : O Friends ! this state is happy,

and blessed are they that attain it, and live

in it ; the Lord is not unmindful of them, but

in his own time, if he see it good for them,

can provide meet-helps for them ; then will

your marriage be honourable, being orderly

accomplished with the assent of parents, and

the unity of Friends, and an honour to God,

and comfort to your own souls; then hus-

bands and children, all a blessing in the hand

of the Lord ; and you will arise in your day,

age and generation, as mothers in Israel, as

those holy ancients whose living testimonies

reach to us, and blessed memories live with

us, according to our measures ; as Lydia

open hearted to God and one to another; as

Dorcas, careful to do one another good

Deborah, concerned in the commonwealth of

Israel ; and as Jael, zealous for the truth,

who was praised above women.
And you Friends, who are under the pre

sent concern, and in your day's work, do it

not negligently, nor with crireless minds, but

be you diligent in every of your women's

meetings, and orJer two faithful women, ir

every meeting, to take the care upon them

and so far as may answer truth, do your en

deavours that nothing be practised amongst

you, but what tends to God's honour and

another's comfort; let nothing be indulged

or connived at in any, whereby truth is dis

honoured ; and let that be cherished and en-

couraged in all, wherewith truth is honour-

ed : and these our testimonies cast not care-

lessly into a corner, but sometimes peruse

them, and mark well the wholesome advice

therein, that our travail may be answered, the

Lord honoured, and you reap the benefit;

and let a right record be kept from month to

month, and fi-om year to year, of the Lord's

dealing with us, and mercy to us, to future

ages, that from age to age, and one genera-

tion to another, his own works may praise

him : to whom all praises belong, and be they

ascribed, both now and forever.

From our Yearly Meeting at York, the 28th

of the fourth month, 1668.

Signed on behalf of the meeting, by

Catharine Whitton,
Judith Boulby,
Elizabeth Sedjian,

Frances Tavlok,
Maks- VVaite,

Deborah VVikn,

Elizabeth Beckwith,
Mary Lindley.

Last hours of Dr. Samuel Johnson..

In the memoirs of the Life and Correspon-your inheritance : then testimonies

as in the days of old, our lot is fallen to aidenceof the celebrated and pious Hannah

good ground, we have large possessions. I More, recently published, is introduced the

And, Friends, be not concerned in refer- j following letter ; it does not appear by whom
ence to marriage out of God's fear, but first jit was written; it merely being mentioned

that it was found among her papers. The
circumstances related, however, are exceed-

ingly impressive, and fraught with deep in-

struction.

My Dear Friend,

I ought to apologise for delaying so long

to gratify your wishes, and fulfil my promise,

by committing to paper a conversation which
I had with the late Rev. Mr. Storry, of Col-

chester, respecting Dr. Johnson. 1 will now,
however, proceed at once to record, to the

best of my recollection, the substance of our

discourse.

We were riding together near Colchester,

when I asked Mr. Storry whether he had ever

heard that Dr. Johnson expressed great dis-

satisfaction with himself on the approach of

death, and that in reply to friends who, in

order to comfort him, spoke of his writings

in defence of virtue and religion, he had
said, " Admitting all you urge t;- be true,

how can I tell when 1 have done ei'jugh ?"

Mr. S. assured me that what i had just

mentioned was perfectly correct ; and then

added the following interesting particulars.

Dr. Johnson (said he) did feel as you de-

scribe, and was not to be comforted by the

ordinary topics of consolation which were
addressed to him. In consequence he desir-

ed to see a clergyman, and particularly de-

scribed the views and character of the person

whom he wished to consult. After some
consideration a Mr. Winstanley was named,
and the doctor requested Sir John Hawkins
to write a note in his name, requesting Mr.
W.'s attendance as a minister.

Mr. W., who was in a very weak state of

health, was quite overpowered on receiving

the note, and Telt appalled by the very thought

of encountering the talents and learning of

Dr. Johnson. In his embarrassment he went
to his friend Colonel Pownall, and told him
what had happened, asking, at the same time,

for his advice how to act. The colonel, who
was a pious man, urged him immediately to

follow what appeared to be a remarkable load-

ing of Providence, and for the time argued
his friend out of his nervous apprehension ;

but after he had left Colonel Pownall, Mr.
W.'s fears returned in so great a degree as to

prevail upon him to abandon the thought of

a personal interview with the doctor. He
determined in consequence to write him a

letter : tliat letter i think Mr. Storry said he

had seen,—at least a copy of it, and part of

it he repeated to me as follows :

—

Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the honour of

jour note, and am very soriy that the state

of my health prevents my compliance with

your request : but my nerves are so shattered

that 1 feel as if I should be quite confounded
by your presence, and instead of promoting,

should only injure the cause in which you
desire my aid. Permit me, therefore, to

write what I should wish to say were I pre-

sent. I can easily conceive what would be

the subjects of your enquiry. I can conceive

that the views of yourself have changed with

your condition, and that on the near approach

of death, what you once considered mere

peccadilloes have risen into mountains of
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guilt, while your best actions have dwindled

into nothing. On which ever side you look,

you see only positive transgressions or defec-

tive obedience ; and hence, in self-despair,

are eagerly enquiring, " What shall I do to

be saved ?" I say to you, in the language

of the Baptist, " Behold the Lamb of God !"

&c. &c.
When Sir John Hawkins came to this part

of Mr. W.'s letter, the doctor interrupted

him, anxiously asking, "Does he say so?
Read it again, Sir John!" Sir John com-
plied : upon which the doctor said, " I must
see that man : write again to him." A
cond note was accoidingly sent : but even
this repeated solicitation could not prevail

over Mr. Winstanley's fears. He was led,

however, by it to write again to the doctor,

renewing and enlarging upon the subject of

his first letter ; and these communications,

together with the conversation of the late

Mr. Latrobe, who was a particular friend of

Dr. Johnson, appear to have been blessed by

God in bringing this great man to the renun-

ciation of self, and a simple reliance on Jesus

as his Saviour, thus also communicating to

him that peace which he had found the world

could not give, and which, when the world

was fading from his view, was to fill the void,

and dissipate the gloom, even of the valley

of the shadow of death.

I cannot conclude without remarking what
honour God has hereby put upon the doctrine

of faith in a crucified Saviour. The man
whose intellectual powers had awed all around

him was in his turn made to tremble, when
the period arrived at which all knowledge is

useless, and vanishes away, except the know-
ledge of the true God, and of Jesus Christ,
whom he has sent. 'Effectually to attain this

knowledge, this giant in literature must be-

come a little child; The man looked up to

as a prodigy of wisdom must become a fool

that he might be wise.

What a comment is this upon that word,
" The loftiness of man shall be bowed down,
and the haughtiness of men shall belaid low,

and the Loed alone shall be exalted in that

day."

Eclipse of the Sun on First day, 1 1 mo. 30th,

1834.

The day previous to the eclipse being wet,

gave no promise of a fair sky for observations,

till some two or three hours after sunset,

when it suddenly cleared away; and the slars

shone with their wonted lustre; while Jupiter

appeared conspicuous among them as he shed
his mild beams, and moved majestically on-

ward in his twelve years' round. In the morn-
ing my ardent l)opes for a clear day were fully

realised. The sun rose, and exhibited his ac-

customed eflfulgence during several hours, un-

dimmed by the " lightest cloud that flits along
the sky." After 1 1 o'clock, however, a few
scattered fleecy clouds threw themselves across
the zenith, stretching from the northeastern part

of the heavens to the S. W. and grew thicker

towards the latter horizon. Awhile they as-

sumed an appearance resembling that of ice

just forming on the surface of a tranquil lake,

stretching in elongated crystals from some
point where it has been slightly ac^itated. It

was of snowy whiteness; and seldom have I

seen a more beautiful sky. Soon this streaked

gauze-like curtain became changed to a mot-
tled canopy, for awhile maintaining its white-

ness, but gradually growing more dense, till

the sun, at length, was occasionally veiled.

As the moon drew near her conjunction, the

clouds thickened and the air seemed more and
more misty. At times, however, the sun
broke through the screen and shone quite

brightly. At half past twelve, I placed a

thermometer against a fence fronting the

south; and before one, p. m. the mercury had
risen to 76| degrees. The eclipse then came
on; the contact taking place as predicted, a

few seconds after one. I watched its progress
steadily and the change of the thermometer.
At 16 minutes past one, the mercury stood at

66°; shortly after, it fell to 64°. As the shade of

the house seemed likely, after a time, to oc-

casion of itself a reduction of the temperature,

I took my apparatus to the top of the house,

and placing the thermometer with the bulb

exposed to the sun, as before, I watched its

changes as the eclipse advanced to the time

of greatest obscuration. At this time, the

temperature was 46°—SO^" lower than when
exposed to the rays of the uncovered sun. It

must be observed, however, that during all

this time, it became more and more cloudy;

though the clouds were probably in part, if

not mostly, caused by the absence of a supply

of heat to the air, in consequence of the ob^

scuration of the sun; for I remarked that very

soon after the termination of the eclipse, the

sky became quite clear. Owing to the clouds,

no use was madeof the burning glasses, which
ere at hand, in order to have their pow

tried. Had the bright part of the sun been
fully exposed, it is likely that, at the time of

greatest obscuration, my lenses would not have

possessed sufficient power to ignite the very

dry and dark coloured spunk which I had pi

cured for the experiment; but it ought by no

ns to be stated as a fact, in general terms,

as in the extract from the American Almanac,
inserted in the seventh number of " The
Friend," that the power of a burning-glass to

produce ignition is destroyed, unless when the

eclipse is total ; as it must be evident, that this

circumstance depends entirely on the power of

the lens.

The above is at the service of the editor o[

The Friend," to take a place in the columns
of his paper, if he think proper, and nothing

belter is furnished him on the subject.

AlPHA.

T/ie Chemistry of Nature.—The constituent princi-

ples of vegetable matter are very simple, and are re-

duced principally to these three—oxygen gas, hydro-

gen gas, and carbonic acid gas. To these three prin-

ples, merely, all vegetable substances may be reduced
of that end/ess variety of appearance, which presents

in the vegetable kingdom— the stately oak, and the

tender daisy; the hardy lignumvitce, and the pulpy
mush-room ; the poisonous upas, and the healing
balm; the nauseous assafcetida, and the sweet-scent-

rose; together with all the various colours, shades,

d tints presented to us in the ilowers and foliage

which cover the earth—have all been composed from
the three gases we have mentioned. Not only in these

dilFerent vegetables separately, do they compose such
opposite substances, but from the same trunk, and
from the same apparently homogeneous mass of sap,
are compounded substances as opposite in their quali-

ties as any that have been mentioned. For instance,
the seed of the stupefying poppy produces an oil

bland as the olive, and it is cultivated in great quan-
tities in France, for table use ; while from the milky
juice extracted from its head is produced the opium of
our shops ; and the delicious pulp of the peach en-

closes in its kernel a poison as deadly as arsenic.

All these various results are occasioned by a slight

variation in the combination of these gases.

Farmer and Gardener,

Potatoes—Try it—those who are fond of baked (

Place them clean on the bottom of a bake pan or

kettle, dispensing with the cover—hang them over

the fire, and shovel the coals on them. It will be as

quick and as cheap as any other method of cooking
them ; and they are not so soggy as when baked un-
der the cover, nor burnt as they generally are when
roasted on the hearth ; and the flavour will be excel-

lent.

—

Maine Farmer.

A generous act.—A gentleman at New Orleans,
not remarkable for his liberality, had a tenant who
had occupied a building of bis for some years. During
the recent pressure the tenant called upon his land-

lord, and said that he was unable then to pay his rent
for the preceding month, and reminded hira that he
had punctually paid him his rent (twenty-four dollars

per month) for seven years. The landlord was inexo-

rable, and told him he must move, and gave him fif-

teen days to 6nd a house. Before the fifteen days
expired the tenant called and paid his rent—the land-

lord handed him a piece of paper, saying, " there is

your receipt." Upon the expiration of the fifteen

days, the tenant again called, and informed the land-

lord that he had obtained a house and was moving.
The landlord replied, " you are a fool, sir ! you are a

fool ! go look at your receipt
;
you will find that it is

in full for the rent for twelve months." The tenant

had not examined it, went home in great surprise,

and when he found it, to his still greater astonish-

ment, it was a bill of sale of the whole property,

worth at least fourteen thousand dollars

!

Notches Cour.

TO THE ETENING PRIMROSE.
Fair flower, that shunn'st the glare of day.

Yet lov'st to open meekly bold.

To evening's hues of sober gray.

Thy cup of paly gold;

—

Bo thine the offering, owing long

To thee, and to tliis pensive hour.

Of one brief tributary song.

Though transient as thy flower.

I love to watch at silent eve.

Thy scattered blossoms' lonely light.

And iiave my inmost heart receive

The influence of that sight.

I love at such an hour to mark
Their beauty greet the night-breeze chill.

And shine, 'mid shadows gathering dark.

The garden's glory still.

For such 'tis sweet to think the while,

When cares and griefs the breast invade,
Is friendship's animating smile

In sorrow's darkening shade.

Thus it bursts forth, like thy pale cup
Glistening amid its dewy tears,

And beuis the sinking spirit up.

Amid its chilling fears.

But still more animating far.

If meek religion's eye may trace,

Even in thy glimmering earth-born star, ^
The holier hope of grace.

The hope that as thy beauteous bloom
Expands _to glad the close of day.

So through the shadows of the tomb
May break forth mercy's ray. Barton.
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CHINA.
(Continued from page 66.)

Morrison and Milne pursued the work with

unabated ardour and activity, and were great-

ly encouraged by the liberal aid afForded by

other institutions, as well as the Society with

which they were connected ; especially the

generous grant of the British and Foreign

Bible, and the Religious Tract Societies.

Early in 18i7j the operations of the mission-

ary press were commenced. In the month of

June, in the same year, Mr. Medhurst, who
had been appointed to operate with Milne,

arrived at Malucca, where he was cordially

welcomed by the founder of the mission,

whom the affliction of his beloved wife, and
the failure of his own health, obliged to visit

China in the end of the year. In 181S, Milne
with his wife, returned to Malucca, where he

found his friend Thomson, who had been, on

account of the illness of his wife, obliged to

visit Europe. On his return he had been
accompanied by another missionary; and in

the month of September, the mission was
further stiengthened by the arrival of three

more, Milton, Beighton, and Ince.

Milne's visit to China, had enabled him to

confer with his colleague, R. Morrison, on

a number of subjects connected with the

mission; and among the comprehensive views

they entertained of the best moans of giving

stability, efficiency, and permanence, to their

labouis, was the establishment of the Anglo
Chinese College, for the purpose of blending

the culture of Chinese and European litera-

ture, and rendering its advantages subservient

to the advancement of the cause of Christ in

China. Towards this noble object, of which

he was at once the projector and founder, R.
Morrison contributed lOOOL, with an annual

subscription of 1007. for five years. Though
the generous contributions of the friends of

this important institution have been equal to

the operations hitherto carried on, they have

been altogether inadequate to the e.xlent of

those contemplated, and tlie managers are

exceedingly anxious to extend its benefits as

soon as more ample means shall enable them
to do so. The foiuidition sione of the col-

lege was laid on the 11th of November
1818.

The nature and design of the institution

the necessity for its establishment, and the

benefit that may be expected ultimately to

result from its influence, are stated with great

ability and force by the late Dr. Milne, in an

address delivered in the presence of the Eng-
lish and Dutch authorities, and a numerous
assemblage of friends on the occasion of lay

ing the foundation stone of the building

After speaking of the want, in Europe, of

enlarged information respecting the nations

beyond ' the Ganges, and the extreme igno-

rance of even the accomplished scholars of

China, respecting Christian nations, as shown
by the sentiments of a grave Chinese author,

profoundly skilled in the literature of his own
nation, congratulating himself that he was
not born in our barbarous countries of the

west ; and who observes, " for then I must
have lived in a cave under ground,—eaten

the bark and roots of trees,—worn leaves and
long grass for my covering, and been really a

beast, though in the shape of a man :" Dr.

Milne points out the desirableness of intro-

ducing the Chinese to the ample stoi-es of

western knowledge, and shows that this know-
ledge is chiefly valuable, as it •' points up-

ward to the Deity, and forward to eternity.

It is intended to conduct man to God, and to

make him happy to eternity. Most of these

things about which our thoughts are now en-

grossed, and talents employed, our property

expended, and our time exhausted, are des-

tined to perish :

' Mortalia facta peribunt.'

" We can look forward to a period when
the most magnificent works of art, on which
the skill and wealth of nations have been ex-

hausted, shall be destroyed, and not a single

vestige of human greatness or human science
left about them ; and when the richest and
most extensive collections of books, and cu-

riosities, and apparatus, which literary, phi-

losophical, and antiquarian industry has heap-
ed together, through a long succession ol

ages, shall be melted down in the flames of

the dissolving universe, and no longer dis-

tinguishable from the confused mass of its

ashes !"

The number of students in the college

has varied at different periods, and when
the last accounts were forwarded, amounted
to thirty. The advantages for obtaining

general knowledge afforded to a number of

Chinese youths by the college, have been
highly important ; and the institution on this

account, as well as others, entitled to the

approval and liberal suppoit of all who are

concerned for the welfare of China, and a

more extensive and beneficial intercourse be-
tween its inhabitants and those of Europe.
Ml. Majoribanks, in describing what he saw
when on a visit to the institution, observes,—" The son of a Malucca peasant derives an
enlightened education denied to the son of
the Emperor of China." Besides these and
other minor benefits, all favourable to the
accomplishment of the great object, several
instances have occurred in which the inmates
of the college have attained that knowledge
which has made them wise for eternity. It

was in the college that the devoted Afa first

professed his attachment to Christ. Le, a
native teacher, who recently returned to

China, avowed himself a Christian, so far as

education is considered. A devoted Chinese
teacher is labouring with the American mis-
sionaries in Burmah, who was formerly a
pupil in the college, and has since professed
his faith in Christ; and five Chinese Chris-
tians, from the college, are now actively em-
ployed in diffusing the knowledge of Christ
among their countrymen.

In 1816, Dr. Milne visited Penang, with
a view to ultimate exertions for the spiritual

benefit of its inhabitants. In 1819, Med-
liurst visited tiie island, and succeeded in es-
tablishing two Chinese schools, for the sup-
port of which a grant was made by the
government, and in the same year, mission-
ary operations were commenced among the
Malays by Beighton, and the Chinese by
Ince. After a short but faithful career of
devotedness to the Saviour, Ince was remov-
ed by death, in April, 1825. Dyer, another
assistant, has since laboured with great dili-

gence in the Chinese department. The mis-
sion has been continued, and has rendered
important and effective aid in diffusing the
knowledge of the gospel among the heathen
residents and traders visiting this land.

Besides the efforts that have been made at

Canton, Malucca, and Penang, in 1814,
missionary operations were commenced by
I. C. Supper, at Batavia, in the populous
island of Java, under the protection an<l fa-

voured by the sanction of the governor, the
late enlightened and excellent Sir Stamford
Raffles. Supper was removed by death in

1817. In 1822, the station was occupied by
W. H. Medhurst, who has continued to la-

bour with diligence and fidelity. Although
his eftbrts have not been attended with that

visible success which he has so earnestly de-
sired and sought, he is not without evidence
that they have been highly serviceable. Be-
tween 100,000 and 200,000 books and tracts

in different languages, many of them printed

at the mission press at Batavia, have been
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circulated, besides numerous copies of por-

tions of the Scriptures, in Malay and Chinese.

In addition to his other labours, Medhurst
has prepared a Japanese and English vocabu-

lary, a Fokeen-Chinese and English diction-

ary ; the latter work, in testimony of their

approval, the Honourable East India Com-
pany have printed at their press in Canton.

In October, 1819, a mission was commenced
at Singapore, by C. II. Thomson, whose la-

bours have been chiefly among the Malays,

and whose intimate acquaintance with their

language has eminently qualified him for the

translation or preparation of books for the

use of the people, in which department of

labour be has, through the medium of the

press at Singapore, rendered important ser-

vices. When the mission commenced, the

population of Singapore was about 5,000,

half of whom wcie Chinese ; in 1830, it was

land, and displayed the most commendable
diligence in seeking information likely to be'

useful in hi? future labours. The great Head'
of the church appears to have endowed him
with qualifications peculiarly suited to the

important work to which his life is devoted.

To a good constitution, and a frame capable

j

of enduring great privations and fatigue, hci

unites a readiness in the acquisition of lan-j

guage, a frankness of manner, and a freedom
in communicating with the people, a faculty

in accommodating himself to his circum-
stances, and blended with so much of what
appeared natural to the Chinese, with what
was entirely new, that, while they liailed him
in some parts of the east as " the child of the

western ocean," they professed to recognise

him as the descendant of one of their coun-

trymen, who had moved with the tide of emi-

gration to some distant settlement. His
estimated at between 16,000 and 17,000, of i knowledge of the healing art gave him access

vchom 6,500 were Chinese, 5,000 Malays, to all classes, and his steadiness of aim has

and the rest natives of the adjacent islands, enabled him to render all subservient to the

In 1823, the attention of the directors of communication to the Chinese of the un-

the London Missionary Society was turned

towards Siam, and they decided, in depen-

dence on Divine Providence, to attempt a

translation of the Scriptures into the language

of its inhabitants as soon as practicable.

About this time, Milton, then one of the

missionaries at Singapore, commenced the

translation of portions of the Scriptures, and

also the compilation of a Siamese dictionary,

towards which 18,000 words were alphabeti-

cally arranged.

In 1826, Medhurst proposed a visit to

Siam, for the distribution of copies of the

Scriptures, and tracts, &c., but was prevent-

ed, and it was not until August, 1828, that

Tomlin, one of the missionaries of the so-

ciety, and Gulzlafl^, formerly connected with

the Neiherland Missionary Society, embarked

from Singapore for Siam, and arrived in

safety at Bankok, the capital, after a voyage

of seventeen days. They were kindly receiv-

ed by the Phrah Klang, minister of his Siam-

ese majesty, and were treated with great

attention and kindness by the Portuguese

consul. After remaining actively and useful-

ly employed in this important field six months,

they returned to Singapore. An interesting

account of their proceedings, written by

Tomlin, is already before the public. In

February, 1830, Gulzlaff returned to Siam

and pursued with unwearied devotedness hii

delightful work, until the spring of the fol

lowing year, when he undertook a voyage to

China. He has prefixed an interesiin

count of these labours to the narrative of his

voyages.

Gutzlaff is a native of Stettin, in Prussia

In early life he gave indications of a spirit of

adventurous enterprise, which was the means
of procuring royal favour and patronage,

which opened before him the fairest prospects

in his native land ; but these were to him
less attractive than the privilege of preaching
Christ to the heathen. Before proceeding to

his distant field of labour, he visited Eng-
land, became acquainted with many friends

and supporters of missions, and among them
Dr. Morrison, then on a visit to his native

searchable riches of Christ. On his return

to Singapore, after his first visit to Siam, he

entered into the marriage relation with

Newall, who had been employed under the

London Missionary Society, in the superin-

tendence of female schools. She was like-

minded with himself, and every way suited

to be the companion of his joys and toils.

She accompanied him to Siam, and during

the twelve interesting months they were per-

mitted to co-operate in labour there, she

united cordially and successfully in all his

pursuits, studying the language of the people

around thein, administering to the sick, trans-

lating the Scriptures, and teaching both the

rich and poor who came for instruction. After

the labour of the day, they were accustomed

in the evening to pursue their literary en-

gagements. Many tracts have been written,

a Siamese and Cochin Chinese dictionary

framed, and the Scriptures partially or wholly

translated into five dialects. On the 16th of

February, 1831, the wife of Gutzlaff was

summoned by death from the church militant

to the church triumphant. The memory of

the just is blessed ; and her works of faith

and labour of love will not be forgotten,

pecially by the people who were accustomed

to call her, " The woman among ten thou

sand." Shortly after this afflictive event, to

which he more than once makes a touching

allusion, Gutzlaff commenced those attempts

to introduce the gospel to China, of which

the journal contain valuable and instructive

accounts.

Soon after the departure of Gutzlaff for

China, Tomlin, and Abell a missionary from

America, arrived, and prosecuted the work
until the former returned to Singapore, and

the latter was under the necessity of seeking

the restoration of health, by a voyage to a

Kiore temperate climate.

In 1831, the directors of the London Mis
sionary Society appointed two missionaries

to Siam; but the afflictive bereavements by

death, which the missionaries in Bengal ex

perienced, rendering it necessary to reinforce

the latter, their destination was altered, and

no subsequent appointment was made, until

June, 1833, when two missionaries were sent
out by the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, to commence a perma-
nent mission in this important part of south-
eastern Asia.

Since the termination of the first voyage
from Siam to China, and the second in

the ship Lord Amherst, Gutzlaff" has made a
third visit to the northern parts of China, and
it is ardently to be hoped, that his enterprise

and perseverance will be ultimately, in the

course of Divine Providence, rewarded by the

privilege of entering the country in his pro-

per character,—as a Christian missionary,—
and proclaiming among its inhabitants the

glad tidings of salvation.

The churches of Christendom are under
asting obligations to this devoted missionary,

for the exertions he has made to enter the

empire of China, and to facilitate the more
direct and extended communication of the

gospel to its inhabitants. The enterprise was
perilous in the highest degree ; danger, not
"maginary, but active and imminent, threat-

ened; he embarked alone, amidst cold-blood-
ed, treacherous barbarians ; he went empha-
tically, with his life in his hand ; but his aim
was noble ; his object, in its magnitude and
importance, was worthy of the risk ; and its

results will only be fully realised in eternity.

No Christian will read the account of his

feelings and views, when entering and pur-

suing his first voyage, without becoming sen-

sible of the efficacy and value of the motives
which could impel him onward in such a
career, and the principles which could sup-

port him amidst the trials it imposed. Happy
would it be for China, were a hundred such
men now hovering around her coasts, not to

convey opium, or ardent spirits, or other

means of demoralising and crime,—too fre-

quently the chief traffic of foreign visiters,

—

but the knowledge of the true God, and the
only Saviour I

The comparative indifference with which
the moral and spiritual necessities of the Chi-
nese, and the solemn obligations of a nation

professing Christianity, to attempt the alle-

viation of these wants, have been regarded,
is as unjustifiable in us, as it has been inju-

rious to them. It is a humiliating fact, that

were our commercial relations with China
now to cease, after having traded with this

singular nation for nearly two centuries, (to

such an extent, that the duties on the im-
ports, on one single article, have exceeded
3,000,000 annually.) we should, but for the
labours of men whom other motives and ob-
jects than those of buying and selling, and
getting gain, have led to this distant country,

leave the inhabitants of China as ignorant of
all the verities of Christianity, as if no
Christian had ever visited their shores. The
labours of Drs. Morrison and Milne, and
their companions, especially in the transla-

tion of the Holy Scriptures, though often

regarded with ridicule or contempt, will re-

main the most honourable and imperishable

memorial of British intercourse with China.

They have, as far as their limited numbers
admitted, redeemed the character of their
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country from the charge of a practical decla-

ration, that it was destitute of all religion,

or regarded religion, in comparison with the

emoluments of commerce, or the trophies of

war, as unimportant to itself and useless to

others. They have also rendered the path of

all future missionaries to the nations by whom
the Chinese language is spoivcn (and mission-

aries from America are now entering the

field) comparatively easy;—and the Chinese

will continue to derive benefit from their la-

bours, even to tl)e latest generations.

For " The Friend."

CONTRIBUTION, NO. 3.

For lucre or renown let others aim,

I only wish to please the gentle mind
Whom Nature's charms delight.

—

Beattie.

In my last communication I endeavoured to

point out some of the benefits tliat result from

the enormous amount of food which the mol

lusca furnish to other animals, particularly to

those which are more immediately interesting

or useful to man. But beside the great utility

of these animals in this respect, it remains to

be stated that a large number of the mollusca

are carnivorous themselves, and thus, in th

ordering of Divine Providence, become
means of curtailing the too great increase of

those tribes on which they prey, and of " pre

serving between them that due proportion and

balance of powers which is as necessary in the

animal as in the political world.
" Others again are gifted with the remark-

able property of boring tlirough slone and

wood, and thus reduce to dust the rock over

which the waves might have broken in vain,

and remove those forests which the torrents

and tornadoes of tropical climates annually

float to the sea. In this sense, even the fell

teredo ministers to good." The seamai

the rather pompous language of the excellent

and celebrated Dr. Good, as he beholds the

ruin before hirn, vents his spleen against the

little tribes tfiat have produced it, and de

nounces them as the most mischievous vermin

in the ocean. But a tornado ari?ej, the strength

of the whirlwind is abroad, the clouds poui

down a deluge over the mountains, and whole
forests full prostrate before its fury. Down
rolls the gathering wreck towards the deep
and blocks up the mouth of that very creek

the seaman has entered, and where he now
finds himself in a state of caplivily. But the

hosts of the teredo are in motion, thousands

of liltle augers are applied to the floating bar-

rier, and attack it in every direction. It is

perforated, it is lightened, it becomes weak,
it is dispersed, or precipitated to the bottom
the mouth of the stream is again free, an(

what man could not effect is the work of a

worm. Thus it is that nothing is mad
vain; and that in physics, as well as in morals,

although evil is mingled with good, the good
ever maintains a predominancy.

" The conversion, through their agency, of
other materials into lime, seems, however, to

be the great purpose of the creation of mol-
luscous animals. Shells consist of carbonate
of lime with a greater or less proportion of
animal matter, and the animals form these

shells from their food, which contains very!

little or no lime at nil."

Chalk, marl, and limestone, says BiifFon,'

consist entirely of the dust or fragments of

shells, and the imagination startles when she

attempts to sum up the millions and tens ofi

millions which must have gone to the forma-

1

tion of such deep and extensive strata. Onej
may trace, by a glance at a common marble

chimney-piece, figures of shells, that have been,

not the sportive freaks of the formative powers
of nature, as philosophers once believed, but

the true remains of living creatures. Hence
it is, that the study of shells, so long ridiculed

by the wits of the age, as an abuse of time

and waste of money, becomes so necessary to

all those who make the structure of the earth

and its various changes an object of attention.

For shells are found in a great variety of rocks

and positions: they constitute the medals of

the ancient world, and from an acquaintance

with their different species, and with the na-

ture of the animals inhabiting them, many cu-

rious and important deductions may be drawn
respecting the formation and changes of the

crust of the earth.

From the lime and animal matter which
they contain, shells have been resorted to in

many places as a manure, and in China, and
some of the Eastern countries where there is

little or no stone for the purpose, it is said

that they are collected and burned for the

purpose of obtaining their lime for building,

and other purposes of art. But the mollus-

cous class contribute still more directly to the

wants of man, by affording him, in many in-

stances, a large supply of nutritious and luxu-

rious food. To say nothing of the snail, which
in some countries has been considered an ar-

ticle of the greatest luxury, I need only men
tion the oyster, tiie clam, and the muscle, ir

illustration of the above remark.

" That man had sure a palate cover'd o'er

VVith brass or steel, that, on the rocky shore.

First broke the oozy oyster's pearly coat.

And risk'd the living morsel down his throat !"

Of these, however, the oyster is by far the

most esteemed, and has been considered not

only an article of common food, but even of
luxury in all countries where they abound; and
by the Romans, even when they had arrived at

the height of indulgence and effeminacy, the

oyster was esteemed one of their greatest

dainties, and was considered no unfitting

theme for their most renowned poets. In this

country and in Europe the oyster still con-
linues to be held in high estimation as an ar-

ticle of diet; so much so, indeed, that in the

oyster fisheries of Essex alone, according to

the author of the letters before us, the boats
employed in dredging them are from 1 4 to 30
or 40 tons; the fitting out one of 20 tons will

require one hundred and fifiy pounds sterling;

of these vessels there are upwards of two hun-
dred now employed, and above five hundred
men and boys. The quantity of oysters taken
in a season is supposed to be above twenty
thousand bushels, which are chieffy disposed
of in London. So important, indeed, are the

oyster fisheries of Britain, that they have long

been an object of attention to the legislature,

and they are regulated by a court of admiralty.

In the month of May, the fishermen are allowed

to take oysters, in order to separate the spawn
from the cultch,* the latter of which is thrown

back to preserve the bed for the future. After

this month it is felony to carry away the cultch,

and punishable to take any oyster, unless, when
closed, a shilling will rattle between its valves.

The spawn is then deposited in beds, or layers

formed for the purpose, and furnished with

sluices, through which, at the spring tides, the

water is suffered to flow. This water being

stagnant soon becomes green in warm weather;

and in a short time the oysters acquire the same
tinge, which renders them of greater value in

the market. Three years at least are required

to bring them to a markelable stale; and the

longer they remain the more fat and delicate

they become. But these shell fish ate not

merely luxuries, for in some places, during

certain seasons of the year, they become al-

most the only means of subsistence to the fa-

mishing nati\;es. Thus they become the daily

food of the poor inhabitants of the western

islatids of Scotland, who are at seasons re-

duced to the necessity of subsisting almost

entirely upon the periwinkles and limpets

which line the rocks of those inhospitable

shores.

To the people of Terra del Fuego shell fish

are almost essential as an article of food. Capt.

Cook saw no appearance of their having much
else; for though seals were frequently seen

near the shore, they seemed to have no imple-

ments for taking them. These shell fish are

for the most part collected by the women, who
do little else than wait for them at low water

with a basket in one hand, and a barbed stick

in the other, and a satchel at their back; they

loosen the limpets and other fish that adhere

to the rocks, with slicks, put them into the

basket, which, when full, is emptied into the

satchel." Snails too are still eaten in some
parts of Europe, where at certain seasons

they become the objects of quite an active

commerce. In these places they are kept in

great numbers for the market, and fattened in

gardens appropriated for the purpose, until, it

is said, they grow to a large size, and become
quite t'at and palatable, though I believe they

never entirely lose that sliminess which ren-

ders them so disgusting to most persons. At
these places they are used abundantly during

lent, and when fii/e and large command a very

fair price. In Vienna a few years ago seven

of Ihem were charged at an inn, the same as

a folate of veal or beef. History informs us

that with the ancient Romans snails were held

in high repute as an article of luxury. The
Romans kept them up and fed them on bran

and wine, until they acquired sufficient size

and fatness for the markets. They are cooked
very much after the manner which we cook
oysters, by stewing and frying in butter, and
are said to afford a very nourishing and whole-

some aiticle of diet. At one lime they obtained

* By this term is meant the stones, gravel, old

shells, &c. to which the spawn adheres; and the rea-

son for punishing its destruction is, that, when taken
away, the ooze increases, and muscles and cockles

breed on the bed and destroy the oysters, gradually

occupying all the places on which the spawn should

be cast.
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some repule in England, and other parts of

Europe, as a remedy for consumption of the

lungs; but, alas! like the many other reputed

remedies for this fearful and fatal disorder,

they were soon found to be unavailing, and

pulmonary consumption still continues to baffle

the power of medicine, and to carry unceas-

ingly from amongst us the best and the loveliest

of our kind. It was for this purpose that edible

snails were first imported into England, about

the middle of the sixteenth century, by the cele-

brated and eccentric Sir Kenelm Digby, as a

cure for his beautiful wife, who finally fell a

victim to consumptive disease. The genus

helix, or snail, is very extensive, and embraces

within its limits upwards of two hundred and

fifly species; these are all marked by a strong

family likeness, and resemble each other in

their construction as well as in their habits.

There is one of these, however, a marine spe-

cies, worthy of some notice on account of its

shell being often selected for a residence by

the Caracol Soldato or soldier snail of Cartha-

gena. This curious little fellow having almost

as snuch resemblance to a crab, as he has to a

snail, and naturally destitute of a protective

covering for his soft and flexible body, would

be continually exposed to injury and destruc-

tion did he not, like the Diogenes, or hermit,

mentioned in a former communication, seek

at once to secure for himself a safe retreat in

the deserted mansion of a helix, buccinum, or

some other equally suitable shell. The Cara

col having thus appropriated to his own use

the domicil of some marine shell fish, takes

the precaution, as his new house is seldom

large enough for him to turn round in, to en

ter it backwards, and to block up the entrance

after him with his own poisonous and destruc

tive claws, and with these weapons he is gene

rally able to make good his title to his new
possessions. It is said that the soldier snail,

like the hermit crab, is not at all scrupulous

as to the means employed for obtaining suit-

able accommodations, but in case of any diffi-

culty in finding a deserted shell, he seizes upon

one already occupied, deposes, or destroys the

rightful owner, and takes possession of tlie

premises, with as little ceremony as a certain

chivalrous state on a late occasion took pos

session of the lands and houses of a poor and

defenceless neighbour. The generality, ho

ever, of this community are a mild race, wholly

unlike this fierce and lawless little bandit, and

marked, for the most part, by frailty and fee

bleness of character. Yet helpless as the snail

appears to a common observer, with power:

of locomotion so small as to be scarcely ob

servable, he has not been left without striking

proofs of the superintentling care of a grea

and beneficent Creator. The shell of the snai

is admirably constructed, extremely light and

diaphanous, and wonderfully suited to his weak
powers of motion; with this on his back, he

goes roving about the world in a most v

grant manner, yet living up to his motto,
" always at home.''''

" Seeing the snail -which every where doth roam.

Carrying his own house still—is still at home.
Follow, for he is easy paced, this snail

;

Be thy own palace—or the world's thy jail."

The eyes of the snail also furnish us with
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another instance of wonderful contrivance and
adaptation to the wants of the animal; these are

placed on the extreme end of long movable
feelers or antennae, which being flexible and

easily turned about in every direction, aflford

to this clumsy creature a more extended field

of vision than he could possibly have were his

eyes fixed in his head. It is true, to a casual

observer this would seem a dangerous situa-

tion fur these organs, and their liability to in-

jury would appear greatly increased; but to

obviate this difliculty, the eyes are not only

movable, and play up and down these antennae

in a kind of groove or channel, and can thus,

at a moment's warning, be brought down with-

in the enclosure of the shell; but the feelers

themselves are capable of immediate retrac-

tion within the shell at the pleasure of the ani-

mal. Another curious endowment of the snail

is its great tenacity of life when exposed to

severe cold, so that notwithstanding their tardy

movement, and the extreme languor of their

circulation, it is said that the most intense

cold is not sufficient to freeze them; and

hence, at all seasons, and in all climes, these

curious little animals may be found travelling

along the damp ceilings of a lonesome cavern

—

ascending the decaying trunk of some ancient

tree, or, without hands and without feet, by

means of a peculiar undulatory motion of its

body, aided by the tenacious slime which ex-

udes every where from its surface as it goes

along, scaling some old fence or mouldering

wall.

Philadelphia, 12 mo. 1834.

For " Tiie Friend."

JOHN MILTON.
CContinued from page 61.)

Milton remained a widower for three years,

and at the end of that time espoused Catherine,

the daughter of Captain Woodcock, of Hack-

ney. She is spoken of as being eminently

pious, and was the object of his fondest afl^ec-

tion. But his prospect of connubial happiness

was soon blasted. She died the same yea

which they were married, and a daughter

whom she bore him soon followed her to the

tomb. A sonnet which he wrote to her me-

mory, portrays, in touching language, the sor-

row of his heart upon this melancholy occur-

rence. Grief at his loss, and disgust at the

course pursued by the party which had ac-

quired the government, determined him to re-

lire altogether from public life, and to seek

for solace in his desolate home, by employing

the powers of his mind in composing works

calculated more immediately to promote the

cause of religion and the public welfare. In

1656, Milton dedicated to the parliament,

" A Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical

Causes," in which he boldly avows the una-

lienable right of liberty of conscience, and

clearly demonstrates that it is not lawful for

any power on earth to compel in matters of

religion. He also dedicated to the same body

a treatise entitled, " Considerations touching

the likeliest way to remove Hirelings out of

the Church." In this latter essay he employs

the same plain and nervous style to prove the

entire abrogation of all claim for tithes by the

introduction of the gospel dispensation; and

that those whom the Head of the church com-
missions to preach the glad tidings of salvation

are bound, and would be found willing, to do
it without money, and without price. He
likewise commenced a history of his native

country, and a dictionary of the Latin lan-

guage; be framed a body of divinity out of the

Bible, and lastly he sketched the first outlines

of his immortal epic poem. He also edited

the manuscripts of Sir Walter Raleigh, and
published the foreign correspondence of the
~ " h parliament, and of Cromwell. When
the fluctuations of government threatened ge-

neral anarchy, Milton was induced to take up
his pen once more in defence of what he calls

the good old cause," now in its expiring

struggles; but which having maintained while

prosperous, he would not now desert, though

he believed it to be hopeless, and knew its

support to be full of peril. He published a
short tract on a " Ready and easy way to

establish a free Commonwealth," which con-

cludes with these words, evincing his deter-

mination when obeying the summons of con-

science. " Thus much I should have said,

though I were sure I should have spoken only

to trees and stones, and had none to cry to,

but with the prophet. Oh ! earth ! earth ! earth

!

to tell the very soil itself what her perverse in-

habitants are deaf to. Nay, though what I

have spoken should happen to be the last

words of our expiring liberty." Milton's soli-

tary hand of protestation could not resist the

torrent of national inclination. The king re-

turned in triumph, and a particular prosecution

being directed against him, our author was
obliged to seek for shelter from the first fury

of the persecution which was about to descend

upon his party, by secreting himself under the

roof a friend. It is said, that for the purpose

of saving his life, some of his friends gave out

that he had died, and contrived for him a sham
funeral. His works entitled, " Eikonoclastes,"

and his " Defensio Pro Populo Anglicano,"

were proscribed and condemned to be burnt

by the co.mmon hangman; but his person was
spared, and an act of indemnity having passed,

he was released from the necessity of further

concealment, and his house once more became,
for a short time, the resort of the learned of
every party, and foreigners of note who visited

England. But being now in reduced circum-

stances, and under the discountenance of

power, he removed to a more retired part of

the city, and in order to relieve his forlorn

condition, he desired his friend Dr. Paget to

look out for a third wife for him. He recom-
mending Elisabeth Minshull, a relative of his

own, they were united in wedlock in Milton's

fifty-third year. JMilton's three daughters re-

sided with him, and he had taught two of them
to read and pronounce with great exactness,

the English, Italian, Spanish, French, Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin languages. There was,

therefore, no book in either of those languages

which he wished to use, but what either of the

two could read to him, though they understood

their mother tongue alone. It is said that upon
their complaining to him of this employment

as drudgery, he dispensed with their assistance

and procured for them the knowledge of trades

suited to their tastes and sex. Milton now
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resumed the characteiv of a poet, which fo

many years be hatl almost abandoned, while

engaged as a politician and controversialist

From early life he had occasionally thrown

out hints, indicating his intention of employing

at some time or other, all the energies of his

powerful and highly cultivated mind in com
posing a poem which should be worthy of his

country, and the praise of posterity- The sub-

ject he at one time intended should be selected

from the heroic times of English history. Af-

ter much deliberation, however, he decided in

favour of a religious subject, and fixed upon
Paradise Lost. The exact time employed in

the composition of this poem is not known,
but there is reason to believe, that Milton was
nearly ten years in filling up the outline which
he sketched when he first conceived the design

of his unrivaled work. He describes himself

as long choosing, and lats beginning his poem,

which at first was wrought into a dramatic

form, like some of the ancient mysteries. He
seldom composed in tlie winter months, but

from spring to autumn he poured out, with

great fluency and ease, his rich and majestic

numbers.

The most authentic information relative to

the time of the completion of the work, is

given by our ancient friend, 'I'homas Elhvood,

whose narrative, as it throws some light upon

Milton's situation and state of mind at that

time, 1 will take the liberty partly to tran-

scribe. Speaking of Milton, he says, "This
person having filled a public station in former

times, lived now a private and retired life in

London, and having wholly lost his sight,

kept always a man to read to him, which
usually was the son of some gentleman of his

acquaintance, whom in kindness he took to

improve in learning. By the mediation of

my friend Isaac Pennington v.'ith Dr. Paget,

and of Dr. Paget with John Milton, I was
admitted to come to him, not as a servant to

him, but only to have the libeity of coming
to his house at certain times when I would,

and to read to him what books he should ap-

point me. At my first sitting to read to him,

observing that 1 used the English pronuncia-

tion, he told me, ' If I would have the be-

nefit of the Latin tongue, not only to read

and understand authors, but to converse with

foreigners, either abroad or at home, I must
learn the foreign pronunciation.' To this, I

consenting, he instructed me how to sound
the vowels. Peiceiving with what earnest

desire I pursued learning, he gave me not

only all the encouragement, but all the help

he could." Giving an account of a visit

which he made to Milton, while in the coun-
try, where he had retired to escape the plague,

Eilwood says, " After some common dis-

courses had passed between us, he called for

a manuscript of his, which being brought, he

delivered to me, bidding me take it home
with me, and read it at my leisure, and when
1 had so done, to return it to him with my
judgment thereupon. When I came home,
and had set myself to read it, I found it was
that excellent poem, Paradise Lost. After I

had, with the best attention, read it through,

I made him another visit, and returned him
his book, with due acknowledgment of the

favour he had done me, in communicating
to me. He asked me how I liked it, and
what I thought of it, which I modestly, but

freely, told him : and after some further dis-

course about it, I pleasantly said to him,
' Thou hast said much here of Paradise Lost,

but what hast thou to say of Paradise found ?'

He made me no answer, but sat some time in

a muse, then broke otY that discourse and
introduced another subject." This master-

piece of Milton's genius was first printed in

1667, two years after Eilwood had read it.

I shall not undertake any description of the

excellences of the production. It has re-

ceived the liveliest praise from those writers

whose qualifications have best entitled them
to act the part of critics, to which character
I have no pretensions.

Some difficulty was experienced in obtain

ing a license, and the ignorance or malice of

the officer had nearly deprived posterity of
the treasure, by inducing him to attempt the

suppression of the whole, on account of some
imaginary treason, which he supposed he had
detected in some particular passages, espe-

cially in the simile of the sun eclipsed, in the

first book.

(Conclusion next week.)

ORPHAN ASYLUM AT HALLE.
The following interesting account is co-

pied from " American Annals of Education;'

and while it furnishes melancholy proof of

human depravity perverting the best laid plans

of benevolence, at the same time is a strik-

ng instance of extensive good resulting,

under the Divine blessing, from individual

eflbrt.

Among charitable institutions of the kind,

none is more justly celebrated than Feanke's
Ikstitution at Halle, in Germany. This
institution is also sometimes called the Or-
phan Asylum, or Orphan Hospital. Augustus
Hermann Franke, the founder of this and

several institutions connected with it, and
who was otherwise greatly distinguished in

the history of philanthropy, was born at Lu-

bec, in 1663. Having entered the univer-

sity in his fourteenth year, and passed through

it with great rapidity and success, he became,
at the early age of eighteen, a distinguished

lecturer, and was soon after appointed a pro-

fessor of Oriental languages and theology in

the new university of Halle. At the same
time, he became, also, the pastor of Glaucha,

a suburb of the city of Halle, where his in-

stitutions were subsequently established.

The ignorance and poverty of the inhabit-

ants of the village of Glaucha, filled the be-

nevolent heart of Franke with the deepest

distress ; and in 1694, when he was scarcely

thirty years of age, he began a plan for their

reformation, which succeeded beyond his

fondest hopes and most sanguine expecta-

tions ; and which, when we compare the

present results of the undertaking with the

smallness of the beginning, can hardly fail

to astonish us.

He first instructed a few destitute children

in his own house, and gave them alms. After

this, he received several orphans into his

family. Their number soon increased ; and
several benevolent individuals of Halle assist-

ed him in his charitable work.
The number of orphans increasing every

year, it was found necessary, in 1698, four

years after the plan was begun, to erect build-

ings for their accommodation. But how was
the money to be obtained for this purpose?
The resources of the philanthropist were very

inconsiderable. Franke however commenc-
ed, and the buildings went on. Money was
sent to him from all quarters, sometimes
when he least expected it. Indeed, it fre-

quently happened, that when his means were
wholly exhausted, and he was, apparently,

unable to proceed a step farther, he received

such unexpected supplies, as gave him the

most ample proof of the divine protection

and favour. It is also worthy of remark, that

this unlooked for assistance often came im-

mediately after he had been engaged, as is

confidently stated, in the most fervent pray-

ers for the orphans and poor. Among other

benefactions, was one from a chemist, who,
on his death bed, gave him a recipe for com-
pounding several medicines, which after-

wards yielded an income of from ^20,000 to

g.30,000. It was these frequent and liberal

donations which enabled him to erect and
complete stone buildings, which form two
rows eight hundred feet long ; and without

the least asaistance from the government.

The number of orphans in that part of the

institution of Franke which is devoted to

their accommodation is, at present, about one
hundred. The greatest number which it has

ever contained at once, is two hundred. Since

its foundation, it has been the happy means
of educating, gratuitously, no loss than four

thousand and five hundred orphans, of whom
three fourths were boys. Such of the boys
as manifest talents, are here prepared for the

university.

Connected with the Orphan Asylum, are,

1. The Royal Pedagogium, an institution for

the education of young men. Since its es-

tablishment, in 1697, it has educated two
thousand seven hundred and ninety indivi-

duals. They pay for their education, which

is of a very high standard. 2. The Latin

school, for pupils less wealthy than the for-

mer ; and for boys of the city of Halle. The
number of boarding scholars in this depart-

ment has sometimes been very large. 3. The
German school, for boys and girls whose pa-

rents do not wish to give them a learned edu-

cation. 4. The Canstein Bible Press, insti-

tuted in 1712, by one Canstein, a friend of

Franke, the object of which was, to furnish

the Bible, at a cheap rate, by stereotyping

it.* From this press have already been issued

two millions of copies of the whole Bible,

and one million of the New Testament. The
profit belongs to the press, and is devoted to

rendering every new edition still cheaper than

the former. 5. A large library, and collec-

tions of natural history and philosophy. Its

income is derived from the extensive apothe-

* Canstein died in 1719, leaving to the orphan

asylum his library, and a part of his fortune.
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cary's shop of the orphan asylum ; from the

book establishment, which is one of the lar-

gest in all Germany, and publishes all sorts of

school books, at very low prices ; from the

pedagogium ; and from charitable contribu-

tions.

The benevolent founder of such a combi-

nation of charitable institutions, died in June,

1727, after devoting himself to his favourite

establishment for thirty-three years.

The following letter, from a correspondent

of the Baptist Register, shows the actual

condition of the Orphan House at Halle, in

March, of the present year ; which, though

it should repeat some of the statements we
have already made, we choose to insert en-

tire.

" Hallt, March, l834.
" The Orphan House at Halle is, to the

stranger, an object of peculiar interest, as

exhibiting the fruits of an enlarged Christian

benevolence, which has immortalised the

name of Franke. Though it rose from the

smallest beginnings, it has grown to a large

literary establishment, embracing all the pub-

lic schools at Halle, except the university.

At present, more than two thousand scholars

are there receiving daily instruction, though

alas ! under the influence of Rationalism. It

has two gymnasia, to prepare young men for

the universities ; one called the Pedagogium,
designed for the rich,—the other, called the

principal Latin School, designed for the com-
mon people ; a scientific school to prepare

young men for business; and four day schools,

two of which are free. The number of or-

phans, supported by the institution, is fixed

at one hundred ; of which two thirds are to

be males. There is, also, a considerable

fund appropriated to the support of those in

the Latin school, who distinguish themselves

by their scholarship.

" The Bible Institution, founded by Von
Canstein, and the press connected with it,

are too well known by the Christian public to

need description. The public library, to

which the students have access, contains

nearly thirty thousand volumes. The orphan
house bookstore is one of the most respecta-

ble and substantial in Germany, and annually

sends to the United States large quantities

of German books. The profits of this, as

well as of the extensive apothecary shop, go
to the support of the institution. But, alas I

the spirit of its pious founder is no longer
the presiding genius of the place.

" The ' Franken Stiftungen,' (charitable

establishment,) as it is called, is situated in

the south part of the city. Its principal

building fronts a large street and public
square, and another of nearly equal size

stands directly in the rear, at the distance of
eight hundred feet. These are so joined to-

gether by two rows of buildings, as to leave
a beautiful enclosure of about fifty feet in

width. As one enters it from the street, he
ascends a large flight of stone steps, and finds
himself in a spacious entry, with a stone
floor. On the right, are large windows, and
a door leading to the bookstore ; on the left,

a corresponding department for the fine apo
thecary shop. Passing directly forward, he

comes to a portico, from which a flight of

side steps leads to the upper stories, in which
are the numerous steps of the Latin school.

Another flight, directly in front, descends to

the beautiful large area within. Passing along

this elegant walk, he has, on his left, the row
of buildings containing the common schools,

and the residences of the teachers, and on
his right, the other row of buildings contain-

ing the library, Bible institute, dining hall,

&c. Still continuing his course, he finds the

walk gently ascending, and at the end a

broad terrace with stone steps, upon which is

erected a large bronze statue of Franke, with

an orphan boy standing on each side. Here
he reaches the Royal Pedagogium, which
closes up the space."

For "Tbe Friend."

THE HOLY LEAGUE.
Soon after the defeat of Buonaparte at

Waterloo in 1815, the emperors of Russia
and Austria, and the king of Prussia, formed
what has been commonly termed the Holy
Alliance, with the professed object of pre-

serving in future the peace of Europe ; the

state paper in which these views were an-

nounced, is called the Holy League. Poli-

ticians have heaped much obloquy on the

contracting parties, and many persons sup-

pose they were not sincere in their profes-

sions. The writer of this note thinks there

are good grounds to believe, that the Emperor
Alexander, at least, was actuated by pure
motives. As this interesting document is

frequently spoken of, and appears to be little

known, and as it clearly recognises the de-
pendence of civil rulers upon Him by whom
" kings reign and princes decree justice," a

copy is herewith sent to t!ie ediiui of •• The
Friend," with a request that he will put it on
record in the columns of that paper.

T.

In the name of the Holy and Indivisible

Trinity.

Their Majesties, the Emperor of Austria,

the King of Prussia, and Emperor of Russia,

in consequence of the great events which
have distinguished Europe, in the course of

the three last years, and especially of the

blessings which it has pleased Divine Provi-

dence to shed upon those states whose go-

vernments have placed their confidence and
their hope in it alone, have acquired the

thorough conviction, that it is necessary for

ensuring their continuance, that the several

powers, in their mutual relations, adopt the

sublime truths which are pointed out to us by
the eternal religion of the Saviour God ; de-

clare solemnly that the present act has no
other object than to show in the face of the

universe their unwavering determination to

adopt for the only rule of their conduct, both
in the administration of their respective

states, and in their political relations with
every other government, the precepts of this

holy religion, the precepts of justice, of cha-

rity, and of peace, which, far from being
solely applicable to private life, ought, on the

contrary, directly to influence the resolutions

of princes, and to guide all their undertak-
ngs as being the only means of giving stabi-

ity to human institutions, and of remedying
their imperfections.

Their majesties have therefore agreed to

the following articles.

Art. I. In conformity with the words of
the Holy Scriptures, which command all men
to regard one another as brethren, the three

monarchs will remain united by the bonds of
a true and indissoluble fraternity, and consi-

dering each other as co-patriots, they will

lend one another on every occasion, and in

every place, assistance, aid, and support

;

and regarding their subjects and armies, as

the fathers of their families, they will govern
them in the spirit of fraternity with which
they are animated, for the protection of reli-

gion, peace and justice.

Art. II. Therefore, the only governing
principle between the above mentioned go-
vernments and their subjects, shall be that of
rendering reciprocal services ; of testifying

by an unalterable beneficence the mutual af-

fection with which they ought to be animat-
ed ; of considering all as only the members
of one Christian nation, the three allied

princes looking upon themselves as delegated
by Providence to govern three branches of
the same family ; to wit : Austria, Prussia,
and Russia; confessing likewise that the
Christian nation, of which they and their

people form a part, have really no other so-

vereign than Him, to whom alone power be-
longs of right, because in him alone are
found all the treasures of love, of science,
and of wisdom ; that is to say, God our Di-
vine Saviour Jesus Christ, the Word of the
Most High, the Word of life. Their majes-
ties therefore recommend, with the most ten-
der solicitude, to their people, as the only
means of enjoying that peace which springs
from a good conscience, and which alone is

durable, to fortify themselves every day more
and more in the principles and exercise of
the duties, which the divine Saviour has
pointed out to us.

Art. 111. All powers which wish solemn-
ly to profess the sacred principles which have
dictated this act, and who shall acknowledge
how important it is to the happiness of na-
tions, too long disturbed, that these truths
shall henceforth exercise upon human desti-

nies all the influence which belongs to them,
shall be received with as much readiness as
affection into this holy alliance.

Made tripartite, and signed at Paris, in the
year of our Lord, 1815, on the 14th (26) of
September.

Francis,
Frederic William,
Alexander.

A true copy of the original Alexander.
St. Petersburg, the day of the birth of our Saviour

the 25th ofDecember, 1815.

Yoni thei
Which moves this way and that its hundred limbs-
Were it a toy of mere mechanic craft,

It were an infinitely curious tiling I

But it has life, Ordonio ! life—enjoyment!
And by the powers of its miraculous will,

Wields all the complex movements of its frame
Unerringly, to pleasurable ends !" Coleridge.
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For"TlieFrir-r,il."

ShoulJ the following extract be considered

suitable to be inserted in " The Friend," it

would give me a satisfaction—believing the

sentiments therein contained to be those of no

small importance to the enquiring mind. They
were written a short time before the author

became united with the Society of Friends,

and at a time when his mind was under a

close exercise. Y. C.

New Yoik, 12th mo. 1st, 1834.

Extract from Alexander Jaffray's Journal,

14tli Feb. 1661.

I was led to consider more seriously how
the Lord is pleased to help and give in strength

to the subduing of sin; which has been long my
enquiry; but little has been learned as to the

practical use of it. Those two particulars ap-

peared necessary to be taken more heed to:

—

First, to mind the light, as it begins to appear

and dawn in the conscience; for, accordingly

as this is done the day dawns, and the day

star (that is Christ himself.) arises, first, as

the bright and morning star,—Rev. xxii. 16;

whereby " the day spring from on high," visits

such as " sit in darkness," and at last the

" sun of righteousness" itself arises, and al)ides

with them. Secondly, the next thing to that

of minding the light, is to wait and stand still

from self-willing and acting, which darken the

heart; for " it is not of him that willeth nor of

him that runneth, but of God that showeth
mercy." The way then to receive the light

and strength by and from it, is to stand still in

a sober frame of spirit; on the one hand, not

to reach after it in a self-will, which obscures

it; nor, on the other, to flee back from it, be-

cause it makes manifest the evil deeds in their

first motions; but, to lie down under, and sub-

mit to the smitings and judgments of the power
of the light, which first wounds and then cures.

And thus it is, that the Lord communicates
strength; not all at once, but by degrees, as

the light is attended to, and patiently waited
for; not by willing and running, but by sitting

still as is said by the Prophet Isaiah, xxx. 7.,
" Their strength is to sit still;" and verse 15,

"In returning and rest shall ye be saved,

in quietness and confidence shall be your
strength."

By reaching after light and strength in

self-will,—I mean too much activity in aformal
way of performing duties, such as prayer and
fasting at set times, and the like, as if, by the

frequent and fervent performing of such acts,

strength were to be obtained. And thus, many
times, the heart is more darkened, and [render-

ed] dead to a lively and diligent attendance to

the voice ofGod in the conscience, than stirred

up thereto, the attendance unto which, for di-

rection and sirenglh to ho about every action,

word, and thouglit, with a suitable walking
accordingly, is the chief end and main means.,

by which the Lord communicates further light,

life and strength for subduing sin.

Again, by fleeing back from the light, when
it makes manifest the evil deeds, on the other
hand; I mean, the want of that sober and se-

rious observation of the Lord's reproofs for

sin, at its first rising in the heart, which wouM
put a stop to its further proceeding. In quiet-

ing thy spirit,—sitting down, as it were, satis-

1

fied, in confidence of thy help and strenglh

comirig, even in this urdikely way, (for so it|

is, not only in the eyes of natural reason, but,

many times, even of enlightened reason, until

experience makes out the contrary,) in this

quietness and confidence, shall be thy strenglh.

And, ao in the business of having sin weak-
ened, and strength against it attained, so, in

going about to compass any other business of
worldly concernment, this must be the way of
doing it:—sit down, and leave ofl" following

thy business, so as to be taken up with per-

plexing anxiety and care about it, or the issue

of it; absolutely give up thyself to an entire

dependence upon Him who orders every thing

for thy good; and doubtless, he will make that

turn out best for thee which thou hast thought

otherwise, and in a way which thou wast not

looking for. Labour, then, to observe and
follow his way of leading thee, or a snare and
perplexity may more attend thee than thou

art aware of,—even when thou hast things to

thy heart's desire.

Some communication of light and clearness,

in these respects, has been the work of God
to me, during this sad time of my imprison-

ment, wherein, for the most part, I was never

more under desertion, and darkness as to all

that he was doing, both in judgment and
mercy, towards his people in general, and my-
self and family in particular. Yet, if it shall

please Him, who hath given me some way to

know these things, of his goodness, [to enable

me] savingly and experimentally, in all my
conversation, to practise them accordingly,

—

I hope to bless him for thus having been with

me in prison, though I knew him not [in these

dispensations]; for, [assuredly] he is faithful

unto those that wait for him.

From the St. Louis Observer.

BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATION.
.IcDOES xvi.29, 30—"And Samson took hold of the two

middle pillars upon which the house stood, and he bowed him-
self with all his might, and the house fell."

Such an occurrence as this could never take place
in a country where the houses are constructed as they
are with us. It will be remembered that the roofs of
Oriental houses are flat, and the house-tup is a place
for any public e.xhibilion or l^irge gathering of people.
On this house-top were assembled the "three thousand
men and women that beheld while Samson n

snort." The following extract, from the "Travels of
Dr. Shaw," will explain what fnllowod.

" Thft F-actoru mctliod of building may assist us ii

accounting for the particular structure of the tempi
or house of Dagon, and the great number of people
who were buried in the ruins of it, by the pulling
down of the two principal pillars that supported it.

We read, v. 27, of the three thousand on the roof
looking for Samson to make sport; Sai;ison, there,
fore, must have been in a court or area below, and
consequently the Icmplo must have been of the same
kind with the ancient Temene, or sacred enclosure,
which were only surrounded either in part or on all

sides with some plain or cloistered buildings, [in the
form of a hollow square.] Several palaces and courts
ofjustice in the Ea.st are built in this fashion ; where
upon their public festivals and rejoicings a great quan-
tity of sand is strewed upon the area, for hollow
square,] for the wrestlers to fall upon; whilst the
roofs of these cloisters [or large porches which sur-
round the open square] are crowded with spectators,
to admire their strength and activity. I have often
seen numbers of people diverted in this manner upon
the roof of the dcy's palace at Algiers, which, like

many more of the same quality and denomination, lias

an advanced clois'er, supported by one or two conti-

guous pillars in the front, or close in the centre. In
such open structures as these, the officers of govern-
ment assemble to distribute justice. Here likewise
they have their public entertainments, as the lords

and others of the Philistines had in the house of Da-
gon. Upon the supposition, therefore, that in the
house of Dagon there was a cloistered building of
this kind, the pulling down the front or centre pillars,

which supported it, alone, would be attended with the
like catastrophe that happened to the Philistines."

H.

Indian Academy, near Georgetown, Ky.

This is under the superintendence of Col. Richard
M. Johnson. It embraces one hundred and forty

pupils of all ages, from ten different tribes. Among
them are Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees, Pawnees,
Winnebagoes, Sacs, Foxes. It is an affecting sight*
to sec the youthful remnants of these once powerful
tribes, as, arranged two and two, they slowly march to
and from their meals, with drums beating and colours

flying. Where are their proud ancestors, with iron
frames and elastic nerves, who called the great valley
" their own, their native land ?" A few stragglers in

the " far west," and these youths, ate all that remain.
Col. Johnson is said to receive $250 per annum for

the instruction of each pupil. This amounts to an
immense sum, which must leave a handsome profit.

The lodging rooms are constructed of logs one story
high, and differ not, except in their size, from the
common dwellings of new settlers in Indiana and Illi.

nois. The school house is also constructed of logs,

two stories high. By leaving out one log, and insert-

ing in its place panes of glass, sufiicient light is ad-
mitted. The school is furnished with philosophical
and mathematical apparatus of the plainest kind.

Four teachers and a superintendent control the school.

The superintendent is the Rev. Mr. Henderson, of the
regular baptist church. He is an intelligent and
amiable man, deeply solicitous for the welfare of his

interesting charge. The other teachers are respect-

able. The pupils are taught to sing by a native teacher.

This school promises to be of .solid utility to the
young sons of the forest who enjoy its privileges. It

is desirable to see all the present buildings supplanted
by large, airy, and convenient edifices like those of
other literary institutions. This would have a vivify-

ing influence on the students, and render them still

more solicitous to introduce among their countrymen,
the arts and elegances of civilised life.

—

Cincinnati
Journal.'

HISTORICAL FACT.

During the troubles in the reign of Charles

the First, a country girl went from Gee Cross,

near this town, to London, in search of a place

as a servant maid; but not succeeding, she ap-

plied herself to carry out beer from a brew-

house, was one of those then called tub-wo-

men. The brewer, observing a well looking

girl in this low occupation, took her into his

house as a servant, and after a while married
her; but he died while she was yet a young
woman, and left her a large fortune. The
business of the brewery was diopped, and the

young woman was recommended to apply to

Mr. Hyde, as a gentleman of skill in the law,

to settle her husband's afl^airs. Hyde, who
was afterwards the great Earl of Clarendon,
finding the widow's fortune considerable, mar-
ried her. Of this marriage there was no other

issue than a daughter, who was afterwards the

wife of James'the Second, and mother of Mary
and Anne, queens of England

—

Manchester
Guardian.

* Affecting indeed—and preposterous as affecting,

in an institution for the civilisation of those sons of
the forest, by a people professing the religion, and su-

perintended by one in the character of a follower of
" the Prince of Peace '."—Editor of" The Friend."
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New Haven, {Con.) Dec.
Singular Incident.—An old inhabitant of

this city, a foreigner and a German, well

known to the public, was a few evenings

since called on to go to a public house to see

a transient gentleman, also a German, stop-

ping there, who had been remarked to bear a

great similarity to him, in person, speech and
manners, and which had attracted the notice

of some gentlemen present. Having attend-

ed to the call, after an introduction, the par-

ties commenced a conversation in their ver.

nacular tongue, relative to the nativity and
paternity of each, when, after a few moments,
they rushed into each other's arms, with the

exclamation, " You are mine broder," and
they wept in silence. The scene was extreme-
ly affecting to the beholders. The brothers

had been separated in youth, and for a period

of thirty-seven years had been unknown to

each other. Though the transient gentleman
had been frequently here on matters of busi-

ness, and the personal aiBnities had been be-

fore remarked, a dissimilarity of names had
prevented a recognition, the one resident

here having been impressed into the British

service, while in London, and sent to the

West Indies, from whence he escaped to this

country, in a vessel belonging to this port,

which circumstance induced him to adopt a

different cognomen from that by which he
had been known. He has since been a man
of property, lived respectably among us, and
has brought up a numerous and industrious

family.

An old man who has lived in the exercises

of virtue, looking back without a blush on
the tenor of his past days, and pointing to

that better state where alone he can be per-

fectly rewarded, is a figure the most venera-

ble that can well be imagined.

M'Kenzie.

There are who fill with brilliant plaints the page.
If a poor linnet meet the gunner's rage ;

There are who for a dying fawn deplore,

As if friend, parent, country, were no more;
Who boast, quick rapture trembling in their eye,
If from the spider's snare thy snatch a fly ;

There are whose well sung plaints each breast inflame,
And break all hearts—but his from whom they came:
He, scorning life's low duties to attend,
Writes odes on friendship, while he cheats his friend

;

Ofjails and punishments, he grieves to hear.
And pensions prisoned virtue with a tear

;

While unpaid bills his creditor presents.
And ruined innocence his crime laments.
O love divine ! Sole source of charity

!

More dear one genuine deed performed for thee
Than all the periods Feeling e'er could turn,

—

Than all tby touching page, perverted Sterne.
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TRUE AND FALSE SENSIBILITY.
BY HANNAH MORE.

Sweet Sensibility ! thou keen delight

!

Unprompted moral ! sudden sense of right

!

Perception exquisite ! fair virtue's seed

!

Thou quick precursor of the lib'ral deed !

Thou hasty conscience ! reason's blushing morn !

Instinctive kindness e'er reflection's born !

Prompt sense of equity ! to thee belongs
The swift redress of unexamined wrongs;
Eager to serve, the cause perhaps untried,

But always apt to choose the sulF'ring side
;

To those who know thee not no words can paint.

And those who know thee, know all words are faint.

She does not feel thy power, who boasts thy flame,
And rounds her every period with thy name

;

Nor she who vents her disproportioned sighs.

With pining Lesbia, when her sparrow dies

;

Nor she who melts when hapless Shore expires.
While real misery unrelieved retires;

Who thinks feigned sorrows all her tears deserve.
And weeps o'er Werter while her children starve.
As-words are but the external marks to tell

The fair ideas in the mind that dwell;
And only are of things the outward sign.
And not the things themselves, they best define ;

So exclamations, tender tones, fond tears,

And all the graceful drapery feeling wears
;

These are her garb, not her ; they but express
Her form, her semblance, her appropriate dress

;

And these fair marks, reluctant I relate.

These lovely symbols may be counterfeit.

Pursuant to the notice inserted in this pa-

per, the examination of the coloured boys
under the care of the " Philadelphia Asso-
ciation of Friends for the instruction of poor
children," took place on the afternoon of
sixth day, the fifth instant, at the school

house on Wager street. The number of pu-

pils present was sixty-four, of various ages

from six to perhaps seventeen, and several

classes were exercised on geography, astro-

nomy, grammar, arithmetic, and reading.

Besides the managers, a considerable number
of visiters, including some of the parents

and friends of the children, were in attend-

ance, who all appeared much gratified with

the performances. For ourselves, our admi
ration was in no ordinary degree raised, at

the accuracy, the promptitude, and the amount
of intellectual attainment which several of
these despised youth of African descent dis

played on the occasion, and the thought oc-

curred, that there need not be devised a more
effectual cure for the inveterate prejudice ex
isting in the minds of too many amongst ui

in regard to this class of fellow candidates

for immortality and eternal life, than to be
spectators at such an examination.

We regret to learn that the income of the

institution has been much reduced, so that

without replenishment from some quarter, it

is not probable it will be equal to the current

expenses. There is we know, no little con-
trariety of views among the acknowledged
friends of the coloured laco, as to thp most
eligible mode of operation for their benefit;

but here is an object wherein surely all, with-

out difficulty, may unite, and we cannot per-

suade ourselves that when the circumstances

of the case shall be generally known, the

school will be permitted to languish for want
of the requisite support. In the greater num-
ber of cases the tuition is gratuitous ; but we
understand that children are also admitted as

pay scholars, and that a few individuals have

some who are received at the rate of

three dollars per quarter. It is desirable to

ncrease the number of this description, and

by that means aid the income.

The following is from the National Gazette

of 9th instant :

—

We have files of Jamaica papers down to

the 14th ult. A contradiction is given in the
latest papers, of the stories concerning the
insubordination of the negroes. The King-
ston Commercial Advertiser, of the 14th, ob-
serves

—

" It is certainly infamous to find persons fabricating
repoits so well calculated to cause excitement in the
public mind, and to create suspicion, distrust, and
apprehension, rather than endeavouring to establish
confidence, and to promote the interests and happiness
of master and apprentice. Exaggeration in matters
so important to the peace and safety of the commu-
nity is a crime chargeable only to the enemies of the
country."

A teacher is wanted for the boys' writing
school at Westtown. Apply to Thos. Steward-
son, Arch, near Fourth street.

Married, at Friends' meeting house, in Plattekill,
Ulster county, N. Y. on the 28th of ninth month last,

Joseph Taber, of Onconta, to Rachel, daughter of the
late Dr. Heaton, of the former place.

of hi!

Died, on the 28th of the eleventh month, in the 88th
year of his age, Elliston Perot, of this city. Alike
engaging and conciliatory in disposition, and with
manners eminently distinguished for suavity, he
gained and preserved the afiections of all who knew
him. Upright in his intentions, direct and elevated
in his purposes and pursuits, as a member of the com-
munity at large, he exhibited the rare instance of
more than sixty years continuance as a partner of a
commercial house, known and respected, and confided

, in every part of the world. Manifesting a cordial
adherence to the principles of the religious Society of
hich he was a member; steadfast in the faith of re-

demption, through our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

;

he appeared, during the latter portion, especially, of a
life surpassing the ordinary period allotted to man, to
be quietly undergoing the necessary preparation for
his final change, and in the prospect of which he was
favoured, it is believed, with the blessing of resigna-
tion and peace.

on the 28th of tenth month, in the 63d year
ge, Samuel Thomas, of Cheltenham, Montgo-

mery county, Pennsylvania.

on the 8th of last month, of paralytic disease,

Rachel Haines, wife of Jesse Haines, aged about 79
years. She was a member of Muncy Monthly Meet-
ing, and had for many years filled, acceptably, the
station of elder ; was diligent in the attendance of
meetings, both for worship and discipline, and in the
latter was actively engaged for the promotion and
support of our religious testimonies, until near her
close. During her illness, which lasted about three
months, she was an example of meek and patient suf-

fering—frequently expressing that she had no desire
to be continued longer in the body, and that her only
dependence was in the mercies of her dear Redeemer.

at the residenceof his nephew, Joseph Bowne,
in Buiteniuis, N. Y. on the 5th of twelfth month,
Joseph Pearsall, in his 95th year.

at Newby's Bridge, Perquimans county.
North Carolina, on the 8th of eleventh month, 1834,
Elihu Anthonf, Jr. in the 24th year of his age, son
of Elihu Anthony, of Greenfield, Saratoga county.
New York.

at his residence in North Berwick, Maine, on
the 31st of tenth month last, Samuel Buffum, in the
73d year of his age, an esteemed member of the So-
ciety of Friends. When in health he was constant in
the attendance of our religious meetings, not only
those held on first days, but he felt the necessity also
of attending all those held on week days, and was
often observed to be in tears in them. The peace of
families, the welfare and prosperity of society, were
subjects of his concern and labours.
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If the beautiful part of the system of the

Society of Friends be ils views of the social

duties, the sublime is its doctrine respecting

divine worship.

The only adequate conception a finite being

can frame of an omnipresent Omnipotence is,

that He every where and at every moment up-

holds the universe which he has made, and

that its continued existence, no less than its

original formation, is the immediate effect of

his will. The sustaining energy which is thus

felt in every part of the creation, in the minute,

no less than in the vast, is adapted with perfect

skill to the effect to be produced. The ope-

rations of matter it guides by impulse; those

of the inferior animals by the blind volitions of

instinct; those of moral and intellectual beings

by appeals to their conscience and understand-

ing. In each case the object is, to enable the

creature to acconiplisli, if I may be allowed

the phrase, its destiny; which, in matter, is an

ever fluctuating constancy; in organised be-

ings, the continuation of life in the midst of

death; in man, the attainment of virtue. This

power is in every one of its operations the

same Almighty Spirit, sustaining and inform-

ing all that it has made. " In it we live and
move, and have our being." Its influences on

us must necessarily be perceptible and intelli-

gible, for we can have no conception of a

communication to an intellectual being but

through the feelings or the understanding.

This " God in inan," is no part of our natural

constitution, any more than of any other por-

tion of that creation of which he is the life

giving principle. It is a relation which neces-

sarily flows from the omnipresent existence

and all sustaining power of the Father of Spi-

rits. Withdrawn, or vouchsafed at his will,

the degree and frequency of ils influences have

varied in the course of his dispensations. It

is not the conscience, but its illuminator and

pufifier—immutable in principle, and perfect

in purity. A little reflection will convince us

that these influences, like all other mental in-

fluences, being made upon a part of our na-

ture, known to us only by our consciousness,

must be the objects of consciousness; for there

is no new faculty called into existence by them

They carry—in the fact of their being inde

pendent of the will, in the awe which they in

spire, and the authority with which they speak

—the proofs of their high original. Faint at

first, and scarcely to be distinguished by the

inattentive mind, from our ordinary trains of

suggestion, the distinction becomes clear, by

careful observation—the monitions are more
frequent as they are more implicitly obeyed,

until they become, in the emphatic language

of holy writ, as a lamp to the feet.

It was by abandoning this unerring guide,

that man first separated himself from the Di-

vine Harmony, and thus brought " death into

the world, and all our wo." And through the

dreary ages of guilt and darkness that inter-

vened, until the coming of the Son and Sent

of the Father, this light—obscured, but not ut-

terly extinguished, in the world at large, by

thick clouds of sensuality and sin—occasionally

beamed with a lustre which proved that man
was never loft without a guide to his path.

One of the blessed consequences of that

coming, was the more copious eff'usion of this

Holy Spirit; the restoration to the original

harmony of the creation, of all who receive

him in the way of his coming—believe on him

as the atonement for the sins of the world

—

accept him as their Saviour—and, penetrated

will) a sense of the depravity of the human
will, and of the power of the spell that binds

them within the magic circle of the senses and

the appetites, breathe the prayer for aid and

illumination, and walk according to the light

vouchsafed.

Let not, then, the Society of Friends be

censured as visionary enthusiasts for having

restored to ils proper place in the interpreta-

tion of Christian doctrine, and in the philoso-

phy of the human mind, a fact, the imperfect

apprehension of which has cast an ambiguity

and an obscurity over the writings of almost

all those who have investigated the principles

of our moral nature.

These views of the nature of the influence

of the Holy Spirit, lead to our practice of per-

forming divine worship. We assemble, not

for the purpose of hearing eloquent exposi-

tions of Christian doctrine, or of the moral
duties, nor for the performance of commemo-
rative rites or fixed ceremonies; but to present

ourselves in the only attitude that becomes sin-

ful creatures, that of profound abasedness and
humility, and in the silence of all flesh, before

the eternal throne. The introverted mind, the

severe self-examination, and the retrospect of

the past, the secret petition, the struggle with

the wandering thoughts, and the ever present

temptation, are known only to the All-seeing

Eye, and to Ilim who is aln-ays present with

those (hat are gathered in his name, which is

his power. The solemnity which pervades

such an assembly of worshippers, is the multi-

plied effect of the awful and reverent frame of

mind in each. It is often too intense for- lan-

guage to portray—the solemnity of a silence

which elevates, warms and purifies. The
words that are uttered in such an assembly
are those fitting words of consolation, of re-

buke, of instruction, of authority, whicli the

great Head of the Church commits to the

chosen ministers of his gospel. They are often

few—always concise and energetic—addressed

now to an individual and now to the church

—

at times the language of supplication and
prayer, or the anthem of adoration and praise.

Such is the ideal of Christian worship.

Where religion is a subject of political ar-

rangement, the appointment of men to instruct

the multitude at slated times in the Christian

duties and doctrine, and the investment of this

office and these occasions with every external

pomp and soleumity, may not be ineffectual

for the purpose in view. The object of all

such arrangements is, however, directed to in-

fluence iTien, to impress them with ideas of

somewhat grand, sublime, and venerable. But
they are founded in misconception of the pri-

mary object of these assemblies; they lead the

mind from its proper duties of selfexamination
in the Divine Light, and prostration of self at

the Divine footstool, to the charms of human
genius and eloquence; and they create an- in-

flusnce in the church and the state, which has

not unfrequently proved deleterious. Far be
it from me to assert that the prayer in the

closet for divine inspiration to dictate what
should be uttered in the pulpit, is not at times

heard, and the gift of Christian ministration

granted. Deplorable, indeed, would be the

condition of the world, if only the men of one
set of opinions gained access to the throne; if

the Almighty did not consider our infirmities,

and, through and between the clouds that ob-

scure our vision, vouchsafe the eternal light of

truth.

This sort of instruction in Christian doc-

trine, this scholastic investigation of Christian

ethics, into which periodical sermons are apt
to run, must be admitted to be no more than
incidental to the performance of divine wor-
ship. There are times and seasons in which
they come with authority from the commis-
sioned minister; although at others, there

may be given but a few words of consolation

or rebuke, and the incense that arises, be the
blended aspirations of silent worshippers.

Yet, if we censure other modes of worship
for occupying the mind with objects of sense
and imagination, we must admit that where
ours fails of its high aim, it sinks as low as
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they, if not lower. For what greater indignity

can we offer to the Ahniglity tlian to assemble
professedly in his name, and then allow our

minds to be engrossed with low and trifling

thoughts ? In this way is destroyed the so-

lemnity of Ihe occasion, without leaving

us even those helps to serious reflection which
others may derive from their formal ritual. In

large assemblies we are apt to think that others

more serious and religious are sustaining the

holy cause, and that thus the the sin of mock-
ing the Almighty is removed, while we- our-

selves hope to pass in the crowd unnoticed by
the All-seeing Eye.

This illusion of self love and indolence can-
not be practised by us in those small assemblies

in which, literally, but two or three are gathered

in his name. The object of our assembling is

here brought home to each individual, and cold

and insensible, or besotted, or depraved, must be

the mind that can brave or evade the reflection.

It is truly an awful thought, that we may be

found mocking the Almighty, and confirming

habits of sordid calculation, and sensual grati-

fication, or planning schemes of ambition or

amusement at his very footstool—in a place

dedicated to prayer and praise, to humble
aspirations, and the loftiest hopes.

The great Christian poet of our age has

expressed, in some of his noblest lines, the

sentiment I wish to enforce:

" Here then v^e rest : not fearing for our creed

The worst that human reason can achieve,

To unsettle or perplex it ; yet with pain
Acknowledging, and grievous self-reproach,

That, though immovably convinced, wo want
Zeal, and the virtue to exist by faith

As soldiers live by courage ; as, by strength

Of heart, the sailor fights with roaring seas.

Alas ! the endowment of immortal power
Is matched unequally with custom, time,

And domineering faculties of sense,

In all ; in most with superadded foes,

Idle temptations—open vanities,

Ephemeral offspring of the unblushing world;

And, in the private regions of the mind,

III governed passions, ranklings of despite,

Immoderate wishes, pining discontent,

Distress and care. What then remains ?—To seek

Those helps, for his occasions ever near,

Who lacks not will to use them ; vows, renewed
On the first motion of a holy thought;
Vigils of contemplation; praise, and prayer

A stream, which from the fountains of the heart.

Issuing, however feebly, no where flows

Without access of unexpected strength.

But above all, the victory is most sure

For him, who, seeking faith by virtue, strives

To yield entire submission to the law

Of conscience; conscience reverenced and obeyed

As God's most intimate presence in the soul,

And his most perfect image in the world.

Endeavour thus to live ; these rules regard;

These helps solicit ; and a steadfast seat

Shall then be yours among the happy few,

Who dwell on earth yet breathe empyreal air.

Sons of the morning. For your nobler part,

Ere disencumbered of her mortal chains.

Doubt shall be quelled, and trouble chased away

;

With only such degree of sadness left

As may support longings of pure desire;

And strengthen love, rejoicing secretly

In the sublime attractions of the grave."

Married, at Friends' meeting house, at AVhito Lick,

Indiana, on the 19th of eleventh month, Kobert Har
VET, of Ohio, to Sarah, daughter of Eli Hadley. Also,

John I. Carter, to Ruth, daughter of Benjamin Pick
ett, deceased, all members of White Lick Monthly
Meeting.

Humming-Birds, their food, t^c. / Luminous
Insects, cliiefiy of the West Indies ; Lumi-
nous Meteors. <Sfc. ; Lizards, and the volun-

tary changing their colour. From Notes
by Lansdown Guilding, B. A. F. L. S.

By far the greater portion of the food of the

Trochilida; consists of honey. I have often

shot humming-birds, tiirough whose beaks,

when not wounded in the throat, I have suck-

ed a teaspoonful of the purest nectar. When
the fluid is hard to reach, as in the flowers of

the Hibiscus Rosa sinensis, I have known the

calyx pushed aside or perforated; or the

tongue passed along the calyx through the

petals, when the corolla is large and deep, or

closed up by the internal organs. They do
sometimes, indeed, feed on soft insects; but

it must be a food rarely sought for. In twelve

years, I have only seen a single instance of a

Trochilus poised in the centre of a dancing

swarm of gnats; which, for a considerable

time, it continued to peck at and devour,

though my garden had the blossoms in per-

fection about which it is commonly found.

Mr. Rennie asserts that birds have little

power of suction, in consequence of the ri-

gidity of the tongue : he will be surprised to

find how differently constructed is that of the

humming-bird. I am preparing a drawing to

represent the details of this organ (so beauti-

ful, complex, and perfect in this family;)

which I must send to the Linnaean Society,

as it cannot be well represented by a wood-
engraving.

The tongue is long, sublinear, and capable

of considerable protrusion. Its principaiyVee

portion consists of two diaphanous united

tubes, pouring the nectar, by suction and ca-

pillary attraction, through a common aperture,

into the oesophagus. At the apex, the tubes

terminate in two distinct, flattened, acumi-

nate, elastic processes, cut into liplets (la-

brella,) by which the nectar is wiped up from

the vegetable organs which contain it.

It may not be improper to add here a few

observations which occur to me when writing

of these splendid ornaments of the tropical

landscape.

The spider sometimes proves an enemy to

the humming-bird. I have seen the small

Trochilus cristatus caught, and nearly perish-

ing, in the nets of a spider (which I purpose

to describe, from its pretty coat of burnished

silver, and the singularity of its characters).

This bird, though remarkable for strength of

wing, was unable to extricate itself : indeed,

the yellow threads of this spider, pressing

across the face, or touched by the finger,

afford a resistance which would hardly be cre-

dited by those who have only noticed the nets

of the smaller species of Europe. The net

of the European Ep-eira diadema has the spi-

ral lines of it studded with globules of gum.

This gum contributes very much to the de-

tention of objects which have come in contact

with the n«t : the nets of some tropical spe-

cies maybe similarly gummed. Small birds

are sometimes, also, held in captivity, as well

as hosts of insects, by the seeds of various

plants furnished with pedunculated glutinifer-

ous glands; or those singular microscopic

multiform prickles and hooks by which na-

ture has intended they shall adhere to pass-

ing animals, and be thus scattered over the

earth.

It has not been noticed how these hum-
ming-birds connect their nests. These inge-

nious mechanics would find it impossible to

construct their egg-shell nidus, as other birds

do, from grasses and sticks, on account of

its minuteness ; but in stolen cobwebs an ad-

mirable substitute is found. The interior is

softened with the silken pappus [down] of the

Asclepias curassavica, and the exterior de-

fended by a coating of moss and lichens: the

whole being bound together by the webs of

spiders. In my stable, I often see the bird

poised in the air, and collecting these neces-

sary materials.

Trochilus cristatus sometimes deviates from
its usual habits. In general it is remarkably
wild, and soon disturbed; when it darts away
through the air with the velocity of an arrow.

I once, however, saw a pair of this species

almost domesticated, in the house of a gen-
tleman, whose kindness and humanity had

brought round him many a lizard and winged
pet. They built for many years on the chain

of the lamp suspended over the dinner-table;

and here they educated several broods, in a

room occupied hourly by the family. I have
been seated with a large party at the table,

when the parent bird has entered ; and, pass-

ing along the faces of the visiters, displaying

his gorgeous crest, has ascended to the young
without alarm or molestation.

The Luminous Matter of the Lampyrida of
the Tropics seems to afford a much stronger

and more durable light than that of the glow-
worm of England, which faintly sheds

" A beam of soften'd splendour through the gloom,

And feeds his lamp in solitude's recess."

The matter taken from the vesicles, and rub-

bed on the wall, long retains its brilliance,

after the manner of phosphoric preparations.

The occurrence, too, of luminous insects in

Britain is more rare. Seldom does the same
bank support a dozen of these inactive mid-

night sparklers : but what can equal the

splendour of those fairy scenes which the in-

habitant of the tropics has nightly before his

eyes ? The fireflies of the West Indies,

" Stars of the earth, and diamonds of the night,"

are said to be more numerous in rainy wea-
ther : the truth, perhaps, is, in dark and
cloudy evenings, their tiny lamps and corus-

cations are more visible, and attract greater

notice. As twilight dies away you see, at

one step, some gigantic tree peopled by these

magic rovers glowing with all the green, the

gold, and emerald lustre of precious stones.

" Around
Myriads of insect meteors, living lamps.
People the glittering air; a fairy world."

At another step, some long lane in the dark-

ness of night seems to have been consumed
by fire, and to be throwing up its last expir-

ing sparks. The insects, as they present

their backs, conceal their floating lanterns for

a moment, and render the resemblance per-

fect,

" And every hedge and copse is bright,

With the quick firefly's playfullight;
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Like thousands of the sparkling gems,
AVhich blaze in Eastern diadems."

Presently, with a steady and bold sweeping
course, the luminous E'later (E. noctiliicus

L.) crosses your path,

" A meteor swift and bright

And the wide space around, on high.

Gleams with his emerald light."

It forms a strong contrast' to the twinkling
phosphoric fires of the lesser stars, and re-

sembles a wax taper borne rapidly through
the glooin, by some invisible hand : while
the ear is assailed by countless tribes of so-

norous insects, and frogs raising their nuptial

cries.

How glorious is such a scene I From the

innumerable host of insects which light up
the earth, and from their proximity to the eye
of the spectator, they have all the brilliance

of real stars. Above our heads is the broad
firmament of stationary lights ; below is a

second firmament of luminous points, moving
with all the eccentric courses of comets and
meteoric balls, and with all the glory that

tracks the shooting stars.

The meteors called falling stars are very
common in these islands. 1 lately observed
one of vast magnitude traversing slowly the

Bay of Kingston, a most splendid body, and
at a very trifling elevation. The far-farned

ignes fatui,

" Which dance and glimmer on the marshy mead,"

raay sometimes owe their origin to the phe-
nomena attending the gaseous exhalations of
the earth. They sometimes also proceed
from the lanterns of luminous insects. When
a boy in Worcestershire, I have repeatedly
seen these

" aerial lights betray
And charm th' unwary wanderer from his way;"

and from comparison with the motions of lu-

minous animals, which I have since seen in

other lands, I have no doubt whatever of their

origin. In the generality of cases, perhaps,
these lights proceed from orthopterous or

other insects attached to swampy grounds,
and luminous only during the season of their

nuptials.

The most satisfactory information on the

luminousness of the sea, and the animals pro-

ducing these lovely sparks, will bo found in

one of the numbers of Thomson's Zoological
Researches, a work, of course, in the hands
of all naturalists. While sailing in the more
shallow parts of the Caribbean Sea, and look-
ing over the vessel's side when becalmed in

these dangerous waters, in the midst of reefs,

I have seen at the bottom huge molluscous
or radiate animals emitting the splendour
of a lamp, but could never ascertain the
species.

The Voluntary changing of Colour in seve-

ral Genera of Lizards, and more especially

in Chamaleon and Anolis.—There is not in

nature a more singular phenomenon than this.

The mode of effecting this miraculous change
.does not seem to have been yet fully deter-

mined. It may depend upon some small,

peculiar, and supplementary system of vessels

pouring a coloured fluid to the integuments,
or withdrawing it from the skin ; or it may

proceed from the more simple action of the

arterial system, from the rapidity or lethargy

of the circulation : though one would sup-

pose a temporary stagnation would deprive

the creature of all activity. It is strange that

the power is within the perfect control of the

lizard, and is not abandoned even at the eager
moment of springing on the prey.

The passions of the human mind do indeed

change the colour of the face, and distort the

Countenance; but these changes, indicative of

strong feeling are transitory, if not moment-
ary, and almost in all cases involuntary:

whereas the lizards can regulate this Protean

power for hours, days, or months. By inflat-

ing the body, the numerous scales might be
separated to certain degrees, and thus aflect

the general colouring: but I do not observe
that the outline of the Anolidas is at all al-

tered, however great may be the varying of

the tints.

The number of a green species of Anolis
(Lacerta bulkuis L., from its throat being
supposed to be inflated into a ball: the Anolis
variabilis Gi/j/t/.,. variable) is, in some of our
islands, perfectly incredible, and one only

wonders that the race of insects is not extinct.

Indeed, one never sees here moths and other

objects settling on walls and trees, as in

England : from the danger of such exposure,

it often happens that insects whose larvte are

readily obtained for breeding are never taken

in a state of liberty.

On large trees whole families of lizards

are actively employed in their insect chase,

while every rock, fence, or smaller tree, has

one at least resting in readiness for its prey,

or jumping from spray to spray with its suck-

er-bearing toes. Yet few will be found alike

in colouring, though there are some tolerably

permanent varieties. The general unassumed
colour is a lively yellowish green: yet this is

varied at will, and changed to gray, dark

dirty brownish green, or is curiously varied.

The aspect of each individual is adapted ad-

mirably to the spot it chooses as a cruising

ground, which it commonly retains, unless

disturbed, for very long periods ; a fact which
is easily determined by the notice of mutilat-

ed individuals.

But, whatever may be the assumed co-

louring of the individual, place it in confine-

ment, and its mask is withdrawn as if by
magic, and the bright green of nature is re-

stored.

If a dark mass of volcanic trap [rock] is

selected for a cruising station, the darkest

colour is adopted : if the light foliage of trees

and plants is preferred, a tint is acquired re-

sembling its resting-place, and calculated for

concealment and deception.

The Guana has in its youth much more
lovely colours than its parents ; and, during
the periods of casting off' the cutaneous exu-

via;, the tints of lizards are affected : but the

power of change in the Chameleons and the

Anolida; is altogether as voluntary and pre-

meditated as it is inexplicable. In the latter

tribe it is not, perhaps, so rapid as it is said

to be in the former.

The common guana is eaten over the whole
West Indies, and is reckoned equal in deli-

cacy to a rabbit or fricasseed chicken. The
eggs, also, are said to be delicious. I have
a friend who shoots all he can find, and pur-
chases every one brought to him, for his

table.

The assertion that spiders are attracted by
music, is by no means incredible. Every
child in the West Indies is aware how much
the lizards are delighted with musical sounds,
and how quickly they are drawn from distant

spots to listen to the melody. I often whistle
to some curious listener, and can easily dis-

cern his delight at my rude attempts : his

ears are turned in mute attention, his eyes
are soon closed, and he is totally absorbed
and absent. In this state it is of course easily

destroyed.

Our Common Green Species is a harmless,

pretty, graceful, and useful animal ; in houses
where they are protected and caressed, I have
known them tame enough to eat sugar from
one's hand. As in other species, the muti-
lated tail soon buds, and is restored, and
sometimes with monstrous appendages, or
multiplication. Cats which feed on them,
on my grape arbours, where they are trouble-

some among the ripe fruit, grow lean and
sickly.

—

Mag. of Natural History.

Perils of a Dutch Crew wintering at Nova
Zemhla.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century,

the spirit of commercial adventure made rapid

progress in Holland, and various companies
were formed to promote llie interests of traffic.

Sensible of the great advantages that would
result from shortening the voyage from Europe
to the distant climates of the East, the Dutch
were at an early period occupied in searching

for a passage by the north, which, according
to the geographical opinions prevailing m that

ago, would conduct their fleets to China, Ja-

pan, and other places, in half the usual time.

Tiiough their attempts in this respect ulti-

mately proved abortive, they were not void of
utility, and led to some interesting incidents,

which are partly contained in the following

narrative.

Three ships sailed from the Texel in 1594,

accompanied by a fishing bark, for the pur-

pose of discovering the northern passage, and
reached as far as 77° 46' of north latitude,

when a vast surface of ice, extending to the

utmost limits of the horizon, obstructed their

projjress. Their commanders, after betaking

themselves to the boats, and examining those

creeks and shores which they were able to

gain, considered it impracticable to proceed,

and returned to Holland in about fourteen

weeks from their departure.

Notwithstanding this disappointment, an-

other voyage was resolved upon, and its suc-

cess so confidently anticipated, that no less

than seven vessels, six of which were laden

with commodities for eastern traflSc, sailed on
the same pursuit, in the course of the follow-

ing year. These vessels found Russians col-

lecting whale-oil and the teeth of the sea-cow

in latitude 72° or 73° north, with whom they

interchanged m.utual civilities, and saw a race

of people whom they called Samoides, at the

entrance of the Waygat's Straits. Soon after-
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wards, the ice opposed their advancing to-

wards the northeast, into what they supposed

the open ocean; thick fogs prevailed, and a con.

tinual change of wind. Tliey passed tlirough

the Waygal's Straits, however, and landed at

Statten Island; thence surveying the surround-

ing sea, and observing great quantities of ice

drifting from the east, they returned through

the straits, and abandoned the passage as im-

practicable.

Though these successive failures repressed

the ardour of the Dutch, they did not lose

sight of an object which they had viewed with

3uch predilection; and two vessels were once

more fitted out at the charge of the city of

Amsterdam, for resuming the voyage of dis-

covery by the north. One of them was com-

manded by Jacob Hemsiurk, an experienced

mariner, with whom was conjoined William

Barentz, as pilot, a navigator enjoying equal

reputation, and who had, besides, been out in

both the preceding voyages. In the same

vessel, also, was Gerard de A''eer, the author

of the only history of all the calamities and

adventures which ensued in the prosecution of

the enterprise. John Cornelius Ryp was master

or supercargo of the other.

On the 22d of May, 1596, the two ships

left Holland, and soon afterwards a strange

phenomenon was observed in the heavens,

consisting of three suns, all visible at a time,

each within a parhelion, and a rainbow tra-

versing the whole: besides which, other two

rainbows likewise appeared.

Detached flakes of ice were seen floating

on the 5th of June, which the people on board,

at first sight, took for a flock of swans swim-

ming in the sea, until a nearer approach proved

their error. Sailing through water of a deep

green colour, they discovered an island about

five miles long, in 74° 30' north latitude, on

which they landed.

The party with Barentz having descried a

white bear in the sea, pursued it in the boat,

in hopes of being able to cast a noose round

its neck. But, on closing with the animal, its

size and menacing aspect deterred them, until

they obtained a reinforcement of men and

arms. Yet during four glasses that a renewed
encounter lasted with the bear, all their exer-

tions to destroy it proved unavailing; and it

actually swam away with an axe struck into

its back. The boat followed, and one of the

men at length cleft its head asunder by the

blow of a hatchet. The skin of this enormous
animal was twelve feet long; but the people

did not relish the flesh. The incident induced

them to name the land " Bear's Island."

Prosecuting their voyage, they got so far

north as 80° 11', where, after a combat al-

most equally severe, another bear, whose skin

was thirteen feet long, was killed; and they

found vast numbers of wild geese hatching
their eggs on land in that high latitude. Range-
ing along the coast, they found a good haven,

but could get no farther north on account of
fields of ice. The navigation was therefore

pursued in somewhat lower latitudes, wherever
the ice gave access, until the 1st of July, when
Barentz and John Cornelius Ryp, disagreeing

about the course to be followed, parted while
in sight of Bear's Island,
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On the 17th of July, Barentz saw the coast

of Nova Zembla, near Lom's Bay, and three

days afterwards, being obstructed by the ice,

anchored at Cross Isle. Here eight men,

having gone ashore unarmed, had a narrow

escape from the pursuit of two bears.

The vessel was now amidst extensive fields

of ice, and huge masses, to which she was oc-

casionally secured in her progress, appeared

floating, or had run aground. One of these

was calculated to be sixteen fathoms above the

water, and thirty-six under it, that is, more
than three hundred feet from the summit to

the base. The great fields of ice began to

break up, with a noise like thunder, on the

10th of August, and the ship being fast to a

huge piece aground, not less than four hun-

dred, of smaller size, were driven past her by

a current. Lest she should be carried away
by the ice, she was brought nearer the coast,

into a more sheltered station; but it was soon

necessary to shift her anchorage, according as

circumstances required.

Climbing to the top of a lofty mountain in

Nova Zembla, the mariners were encouraged
v/ith the prospect of an open sea towards the

southeast, and concluded that they should

thence be able to accomplish the voyage. But
after repeated difficulties, losing a boat and

also the ship's rudder, they were completely

surrounded by ice on the 27th of August.

Temporary intervals, wherein the ice sepa

rated, succeeded; but at last the ship was en

closed and frozen in on all sides, so that the

people were obliged to have recourse to the

shore.

There they found a fresh-water river about

two miles inland, and saw the traces of animals

which they conceived to be deer: great store

of wood likewise lay near the river, consisting

of entire trees with the roots, drifted from

other countries. Thus having no alternati

the Dutch resolved to winter in tl

'

Meantime, the ice accumulated greatly

round the vessel: her prow was raised far

above its surface, while the stern, sunk behind,

was crushed together in such a manner, that

the cracking of the timbers rendered the ma-
riners apprehensive she would be utterly de-

stroyed. They had dragged their boat over

the ice to the land, and in the next place got

out a quantity of arms, ammunition, and provi-

sions, wherewithal to fortify themselves against

wild beasts and hunger dunng their dreary

abode.

On the ]4lh of September, they began to

collect the drift wood for building a hut, and

prepared sledges, with which it was with great

labour drawn over the ice and snow, near to

the place where the vessel lay. Thirteen men
were employed in dragging the sledges, and
three in preparing each lading of wood; but

they could make no more than two trips a-day,

from fatigue and the approaching darkness.

Whilst thus industriously occupied, the car-

penter unfortunately died on the 23d of Sep-

tember, and was next day interred by his sur-

viving comrades, in the cleft of a hill, as the

ground was too hard for them to dig a grave.

There were now sixteen persons in all, but

some of the number frequently indisposed.

The rafters of the hut were laid, though, on
account of excessive cold, the people were
scarce able to work; and if any of them
chanced to put a nail in their mouths, as work-
men are wont to do, it stuck to the skin, and
blood followed its removal. Nothing but ur-
gent necessity^ could have induced them to
continue their operations. A great fire was
kindled all around the hut, to thaw the earth,
that they might bring it up, and make the un-
der part a little closer: the ground, however,
was frozen so very hard and deep, that it

would not yield on that occasion, and there
would have been too great a waste of wood in

trying it again.

The people having shot a bear, took out its

entrails, and set it upright on its four legs to

freeze, in which state they meant, if possible,
to carry it to Holland. Some time afterwards,
a seaman being suddenly surprised and pur-
sued by another bear, hastily ran towards the
ship, with the bear following him, until it

reached the first, now frozen over, and totally

covered, except one of the paws: here the
animal made a stop, and allowed the man
time to save his life.

At length tlie hut was finished on the 1 2th
of October, 1596, when half the crew left the
ship, to sleep that night ashore: but they suf-

fered severely from the cold, owing to scarcity

of bed-clothes; and as the chimney was notcom-
pleted, the smoke in the hut was intolerable.

In the next place the launch was dragged
ashore with incredible difficulty; and as the

absence of the sun was about to leave the sea-
men in perpetual night, they made all possible

haste to land the remainder of the provisions

required. They had no hopes of the vessel

floating, on which account the rudder was also

carried away for preservation, until the ice

might thaw in the succeeding year.

The preparations for wintering in Nova
Zembla were completed while the sun was
still visible from the surface of the earth. On
the 30th of October, a lamp was fitted to burn
all night, and supplied with melted fat of bears,

which had been killed for oil. On the 2d of
November, only part of the sun was seen in

the horizon; and on the 4th he had sunk en-

tirely under it.

At this time the surgeon contrived a batli

for the people in a cask, which was found ex-

tremely salutary and beneficial, from their con-

finement. Setting traps in the neighbourhood,
they caught white foxes, which began to be
quite common, whereas the bears had entirely

left them as the sun disappeared; and their

flesh, resembling that of a rabbit, was much
relished by the people. A device was soon
adopted of placing the traps, so that the cap-

tured animal could immediately be drawn into

the hut.

On distributing the bread, each man's al-

lowance was restricted to four pounds five

ounces in eight days; and as the strength of
the beer brought ashore had been destroyed

by successive freezing and thawing, each had
two small cups of wine daily. A large Dutch
cheese was ate by the whole company, and
sixteen remaining delivered to the people,,

each being left to his own economy.

(To be continued.)
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For " The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
(Continued from page 700

One of the obvious and very important fea-

tures of the last dispensation, is the more
abundant effusion of the light, grace, or holy

spirit of God upon mankind. By this divine

teacher placed in the heart, the gospel of life

and salvation " is preached to every creature

under heaven." It proceeds from Christ, the

sun of righteousness, and as its divine illu-

minations are obeyed, furnishes a substantial

ground for the hope of eternal life ; as the

apostle says, " Christ in you, the hope of
glory." Our Lord also declared, " I am the

light of the world. He that followeth me,
shall not walk in darkness, but shall havothp
light of life." To follow Christ as he is the

light of the world, is to yield to the convic-

tions of his holy spirit in the soul, which
will bring man out of his dark and fallen

state, and prepare him to be a partaker of

that salvation procured for repenting and con-

verted sinners by the death and mediation of

the Lord Jesus Christ.

The preaching of this fundamental and
all-important doctrine drew upon our early

Friends the enmity and scorn of priest and
professor. It struck directly at the trade of

preaching for hire, inasmuch as it directed

the people to an infallible teacher in their

own hearts, which would make tliom wiser

than all their letter-learned instructers could

possibly do, and might eventually render

them needless. Hearing that George Fox
had come into Scotland, and was promulgat-

ing the universality of the grace of God
which brings salvation, the priests drew up a

series of curses to be read in their steeple-

houses, to which all their hearers were to

respond, amen. The first was, " Cursed is

he that saith. Every man hath a light within

him, sufficient to lead him to salvation ; and

let all the people say, amen." Exasperated

at some of their hearers having received the

doctrines of Friends, they preached against

them, and against the light of Christ Jesus,

calling it natural. One of them having for

some time pursued this course, until he had

darkened himself and his hearers, at last

cursed the light in his preaching, and fell

down, as dead, in the pulpit. They succeed-

ed in reviving him, but he never recovered

the use of his faculties, which one of his

principal hearers related to G. Fox, as a

warning to others that speak evil against the

light of Christ.

In 1663, while G. Fox was prisoner at

Lancaster, a baptist preacher challenged
Friends to dispute with him. He affirmed

that some men never had the Spirit of God,
and that the true light, which enlightened

every one that cometh into the world, is na-

tural. For proof of his assertion, he instanced

Balaam, affirming, Balaam had not the Spirit

of God. G. Fox replied, and proved that

Balaam had the Spirit of God, and that wick-

ed men have this Spirit ; else how could they

quench it, vex it, grieve it, and resist the

Holy Ghost, like the stifTnecked Jews. To
the other assertion he replied, "That the true

light, which enlighteneth every man that

cometh into the world, was the life in the

Word, and that was divine and eternal, and

not natural. And he might as well say the

Word was natural, as that the life in the

Word was natural. And wicked men were
enlightened by this light, else how could they

hate it? It is expressly said, they did hate

it; and the reason given why, was, because

their deeds were evil : and they would not

come to it, because it reproved them. B(

sides, that light could not be the Scriptures

of the New Testament,- for it was testified

of before any part of the New Testament
was written. So it must be the divine light;

which is the life in Christ, the Word, before

the Scriptures were."
In North Carolina he met with a physician,

who would dispute with him respecting the

light and spirit of God, denying it to be in

every one ; and for example, he affirmed it

was not in the Indians. Whereupon G. Fox
called an Indian to him and asked him, whe-
ther or no, when he did lie, or do wrong to

any one, there was not something in him,

that did reprove him for it ? He said, '-There
was such a thing in him, that did so reprove
him ; and he was ashamed when he had done
wrong, or spoken wrong." G. F. preached
Christ to the Indians, showing them, that he
died for all men, for their sins, as well as

for others ; and had enlightened them as well

as others.

The declaration of faith published by
Friends in 1693, says, " that men are to be-

lieve in the light that they may become the

children of the light. Hereby we believe in

Christ the Son of God, as he is the light and
life within us ; and wherein we must needs
have sincere respect and honour to, and belief

in, Christ, as in his own unapproachable and
inoomprolifin^ible slory and fulness : as he
is the fountain of life and light, and giver

thereof unto us ; Christ as in himself, and as

in us, being not divided." " And as he as-

cended far above all heavens, that he might
fill all things, his fulness cannot be compre-
hended, or contained in any finite creature

;

but in some measure known and experienced

in us, as we are enabled to receive the same,
as of his fulness •kq have received grace for

grace."

The following selection from the Reply,

on the " light within," shows the prevailing

ignorance and still existing prejudice respect-

ing it, even among those who profess to make
the Bible their rule of faith and practice.

S.

The following paragraph might be mistaken
for the production of an avowed deist, la-

bouring to prostrate the whole system of

Christianity. " Let the system be even what
the most orthodox Quakers would claim, it

has still we believe the doctrine of the in-

icard light; and so long as this remains, we
cannot conceive how they can avoid being

enthusiasts. For let this light be what it may,

whether reason, or conscience, or the Holy
Spirit, or something else, it is evident that

it has an office assigned to it which makes it

paramount to God's word ; and whatever a

Quaker utters in the way of preaching, is

from the promptings of this inward principle.

We need not here attempt any proof of the

position that the days of inspiration have

long since gone by; but every Quaker preach-

er, at least, claims to be inspired ; and those

who are not preachers believe that he is so.

What then, if we confine our views to the

simple matter of preaching, must be the re-

sult? Why nothing less, on the part of the

preacher, than that any vain and ridiculous

fancy that happens to occur to him, he is

liable to give ofi' with oracular authority: and

nothing less on the part of the hearcis, than

that they are liable to be misled and deceiv-

ed, by putting down what are literally old

wives' fables, as the genuine suggestions of

divine inspiration. This principle—and, for

aught we can sea, it is the fundamental prin-

ciple of the system—being once admitted,

we need not be surprised at any degree of

fanaticism that may be the result. The most
childish whims, as well as the most destruc-

tive errors, are thereby handed out, under the

sanction of God's authority; and with those

who implicitly believe in the unerring guid-

ance of the inward light, what hinders that

they should become, even without examina-
tion, the governing principles of the con-

duct?"
If we are not shocked with the impiety of

this passage, we may feel disposed to smile

at its absurdity. If we are not to be guided
by " reason, or conscience, or the Holy
Spirit, or by something else," upon what
foundation are we to build our faith ; or by

what rule to regulate our practice. The an-

swer to this enquiry may perhaps be found

implicitly, if not explicitly, contained in a

preceding part of the review. Attend to the

pleaching of the gospel by a set ofmen train-

edfor the purpose, being careful not to forget

that the labourer is worthy of his price, and
that those only who have received the gospel

freely, are bound to give it freely. We how-
ever, are not satisfied with such an answer,

inasmuch as it appears evident, from Scrip,

ture testimony, that there can be no true

gospel ministry, unless the call and qualifi-

cation proceed from the Spirit of our Lord

and Saviour, and that the dispensation under

which the apostles were lequired to wait till

they were endued with power from on high,

before they attempted to promulgate the glad

tidings of the gospel, has never been chang-

ed. The inference is therefore clear and

conclusive, that the nature of the qualifica-

tion must be the same now as it was then.

This being admitted, it follows that we must

give up the plan of training young men for

the ministry, or lay claim to a degree of in-

spiration which Friends have never professed.

Unless parents and guardians can foresee that

their children or wards will, or will not, upon
attaining maturity, have a dispensation of the

gospel committed to them, it is impossible to

know which of them to train for the minis-

try, and which for other avocations. His

theory is therefore inconsistent with itself,

as he denies divine inspiration and yet at-

tempts to erect a system, which will not

stand without it.

Though the reviewer has taken occasioaia
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Other passages as well as in this, to speak

quite coiitemptuous]y of the doctrine of an

inward light, he seems very much at a loss

to conceive what it is. This may therefore

be a proper place to explain what we mean

by it.

It is not reason, for reason is only the

power of comparing ideas, and deducing con-

clusions from principles which are known or

assumed.

It is not conscience, for conscience is not

them, saith the Lord," Jer. xxxi. 33, 34. If

this prediction is ever fulfilled, it must be by

divine inspiration; for the testimony of Scrip-

ture, however excellent, is outward, and not

written by the divine hand on the heart. It

appears that in the gospel day, to which this

prophecy unquestionably alludes, it is possi-

ble for all to know the Lord. But our bless-

ed Saviour testified, that " No man knoweth

the Father, save the Son, and he to whomso-

ever the Son will reveal him,'' Matt. xi. 27.

a principle but a result, the consequence of] In the memorable conversation with his dis-

our belief, or of the judgment to which we ciples, a short time before his crucifixion.

have arrived, whether correctly or not, in re-

lation to our moral or religious duty. Thus

the apostle speaks of some whose conscience

was defiled. Tit. v. 15. " Conscience," says

Barclay, "comes from conscire, and is tliut

knowledge which ariseth in man's heart from

what agreeth, contradicteth, or is contrary to

any thing believed by him, whereby he be-

comes conscious to himself that he transgress-

eth by doing that which he is persuaded he

ought not to do. So that the mind being once

blinded or defiled with a wrong belief, there

ariseth a conscience from that belief which

troubles him if he goes against it. Thus if

a papist eat flesh in lent, or be not diligent

enough in the adoration of images, or if he

should contemn images, his conscience would

smite him for it, because his judgment is al-

ready blinded with a false belief concerning

these things; whereas the light of Christ

never consented to any of these abomina

tions. Thus, then, man's natural conscience

is sufficiently distinguished from it ; for con

science followeth the judgment, doth not

inform it ; but this light, as it is received

removes the blindness of the judgment, opens

the understanding, and rectifies both the judg

ment and the conscience."

Though the term inward light, is not with

Friends such a hackneyed phrase as a reader

of the review and other similar productions

might be led to suppose, we have no dispo-

sition to reject it. If the mind of man is

within him, it would appear that whatever

acts immediately on the mind, without the

instrumentality of any thing cognisable by

the senses, must be inward in its operation,

whatever it may be in its nature and origin.

If " there is a spirit in man, and the inspira-

tion of the Almighty giveth them understand-

ing," Job, xxxii. 8; and if " whatsoever doth

make manifest is light," Eph. v. 13, there

must be an inward light.

The doctrine then, which we advocate, is

neither more nor less than what the Holy

Scriptures bear witness to, in numerous pass-

ages. " The word is very nigh thee, in thy

heart and in thy mouth," Deut. xxx. 14,

which,' the apostle adds, "Is the word of

faith which we preach." " But this shall be

the covenant that I will make with the house

of Israel ; after those days, saith the Lord, I

will put my law in their inward farts, and

write it in their hearts; and I will be their

God, and they shall be my people. And
they shall teach no more every man his neigh-

bour, and every man his brother, saying,

Know the Lord ; for they shall all k7ioie me,
from the least of them to the greatest of

the gracious promise was made: " I will pray

the Father, and he will give you another

Comforter, that he may abide with you fc

Jer; even the Spirit of Truth, whom the

orld cannot receive, because it seeth him

not, neither knoweth him; but ye know him,

for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in

you." This is afterwards, in general terms,
" 'to others as well as to the immediate

disciples. " If a man love me, he will keep

ray words, and my Father will love him; and

xce will come unto him, and make our abodi

with him." The Comforter, or Spirit of

Truth, he told them, should teach them, and

bring all things to their remembrance, what-

soever he had said unto them. John, xiv. 16,

&c. And again, after his resurrection, he

appears to have closed his communication to

his disciples with this memorable declaration i

" And, lo ! I am with you always, even to the

end of the world." Matt, xxviii. 20. The
apostle asks, " Know ye not that Jesus Christ

is in you, except ye be reprobates V 2 Cor

xiii. 5.

This principle, which the reviewer takes s(

much pains to decry, is indeed the glory of

the Christian dispensation. " Blessed art

thou, Simon Barjona, for flesh and blood hath

not revealed it unto tnee, but my Father which

is in heaven. And I say unto thee, that thou

art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my
church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail

against it." Matt. xvi. 17, 18. Now unless

we adopt the popish exposition, that the

church is built on Peter, we must agree that

Christ revealed is the rock on which the true

church was to be built. If, then, divine in

spiration has ceased, the foundation is taken

away, and what becomes of the church ? We
are told that the kingdom of heaven is within

us; and that it is righteousness, peace and

joy in the Holy Ghost. But it is represented

by various similitudes ; a grain of mustard

seed—a little leaven—a net cast into the sea,

enclosing bad and good—illustrating, the va-

rious appearances and operations of this di-

vine principle, according to the difierent

stales of the subjects on whom it acts. Whe-
ther it appears as a witness against sin actual

ly committed, bringing the mind under con

demnation ; as a monitor lo warn against the

presentation of evil ; as a secret influence

inclining the heart to love and revere the

Author of our existence; as a teacher in

structing us what we are required to do ; oi

as a spirit of consolation affording a sensiblf

evidence of the mercy and goodness of God
it is one and the same spirit, working toward

the same end, the purification of the heart

and the salvation of the soul. And I would

seriously put the question to any man, whe-

ther he has not frequently been sensible of

secret impressions, in some of these ways,

which he could not explain by referring them

to the operations of the mind itself? Proba-

bly none, who are capable of reflection, will

deny that they have often found their minds

touched with feelings and apprehensions of a

very serious character, which did not arise

from voluntary ctTort, or discoverable associa-

tion. If so, it is not so much in relation to

facts, as to the explanation of them, that we
diff'er from others.

(To be continued.)

PRIMITITE CHRISTIANITY.

The biographer of Rowland Ilill, a cele-

brated preacher in England, states that he

was exceedingly annoyed by the introduction

of a company of travelling actors into the town

where he resided, whom he thought it his duty

to oppose, to the utmost extent of his influence.

The clergyman of the parish was favourable to

the license for the performances being granted,

and he and another person signed the petition

to the authorities for that purpose. A num-

ber of respectable inhabitants drew up a coun-

ter petition, which had Rowland Hill's entire

approbation. Still the first was successful,

and the performances permilted. Rowland
Hill, notwithstanding this, believed it right to

express his censure of these corrupting amuse-

ments, in an expostulalory address to the pa-

rish priest, remonstrating with him on the

course he had pursued, near the close of

which, he has these excellent observations:

" There was a time when primitive Chris-

tianity could make its way, notwilhstanding

all the opposition that was drawn forth against

it by the persecuting rage of heathen darkness

and papal superstition. Her cause was glo-

rious, and her beauties were her own. Holi-

ness lo the Lord, was engraven upon the lives

of its professors. Under the influences of that

divine change, which made all its real con-

verts new creatures in Christ Jesus, they

lived like those who firmly believed, that the

life of Christianity was a life of deadness to

the world, and dovotedne?s to God; their glory

was in the cross of Chris!, hy which they

esteemed themselves crucified to the world,

and the world unto them. They were dead,

and their lives were hid willi Christ in God.

Now is this the Christianity of the present day 1

Is there a single feature belonging to the mo-

dern professor, which bears the most distant

resemblance to the sacred primitive character

as thus described ? I know the answer, and

am glad to meet it. ' We need not in these

days be so strict and rigid in our religion as

v.'ere tlie primitive Christians.' Now if this

expression be allowed to speak out, it means,

not so pure and holy; and then I nsk, why
not? If Ihe nature of God be unalterable, so

must the nature of true religion. And if this

alteration be now allowed, when did the time

for this first commence ? And how far may
we suppose that we have advanced in this

lawful decline? Religion, indeed, may alter in
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its forms, under different dispensations, bu

not in its grand designs. That we should love

the Lord our God with all our hearts, minds,

souls, and strength, and our neighbours as

ourselves, is the grand ultimatum of all ;

gion, and the eternal demand of Him with

whom is no variableness, nor shadow of turn-

ing. If time should have it in its power to

deface the strength of this command, by the

same parity of reasoning, time might ulti-

mately obliterate the command itself; century

after century we need only love him a little

and a little less. The commandment has al-

ready stood, as enjoined by our Lord, for near

eighteen hundred years; and by the sample

we now show in the present century, in op-

position to the strict and rigid sentiments of

the primitive Christians, in a century or so

further down, it seems as though it would be

perfectly annihilated."

Though we may safely believe there are

many who love the Lord Jesus with sincerity,

and who porsess many features resembling the

character of his primitive followers, yet the

degeneracy is too striking, not to admit that

many others are practically saying. We need

not in these days be so strict and ligid as they

were. This conclusion once adopted, a cor-

respondent slackness of discipline follows, and

declension becoming general, it is regarded

as evidence of the impracticability of living,

without daily sinning in word and deed. Evil

example has a corrupting influence, and like

the rolling of a mass of snow, the further it

e.xtends, the more rapidly its destructive effects

In 1671, Milton published " Paradise Re- rature, by translating into English the Latin
gained," and" Samson Agonistes." The ideal declaration of the Poles on their elevating So-

biesk'of composing the former poem, had been su,

gested to him by T. Ellwood, as before men-
tioned. In his account, Ellwood says, " Af
ter the sickness was over and the city well

cleansed, and become safely habitable again,

Milton returned thither. And when after-

wards I went to wait on him there, he showed
me his second poem called " Paradise Re-
gained," and in a pleasant tone said to me,
' This is owing to you, for you put it into my
head by the question you put to me at Chal-
font, which before I had not thought of.'

"

Milton composed this poem in about ten

months; which argues great industry, when
we recollect the inconvenience occasioned by
his blindness, which obliged him to employ ai

amanuensis. He viewed it with the partia

fondness of a parent for his latest offspring

and could not bear to hear any disparaginc

comparison made of it with his greater work.
If I might venture an opinion upon the sub
ject, I would say, that the two poems are sc

dissimilar in their struqture and purpose, that

no comparison can justly be instituted between
them, and that the humble distance at which
the latter is placed from Paradise Lost;

public opinion, arises from the narrowness of

the plan, the small number of actors, and the

large portion of didactic dialogue with which
it abounds. But if Paradise Lost excels in

variety of invention, in splendour of imagery,

and in grandeur of description. Paradise Re-
gained is finished ith equal care, and the

accumulate. Those whom Satan persuades! language, plain and simple, is the perfection of

to admit that holiness is not attainable, will (another style. There is a severe and noble

soon be satisfied that it is not necessary. Thus beauty in the structure and expression of the

the professed believers in Him, who came to dialogue, and it is embellished with many ex

destroy the works of the devil, and commands quisite passages, adorned with a richness of

us to be holy in all manner of conversation,! fancy which has never been surpassed. Th
may content themselves with the deceptions of, whole poem is based upon the brief account

their greatest enemy, and when it is too late,
j

given in Scripture of the temptation of our

discover that in believing a lie, they have lost Saviour in the wilderness, and although the

an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled and

which would never fade away. X.

For "The Friend."

JOHN MII-TON.
(Concluded from page 76.)

It may seem singular to some at the present

day who are accustomed to hear of the enor-

mous prices paid for the copyright of works so

much inferior to Paradise Lost, that Milton
should receive only five pounds in the first in-

stance, for the right to publish and sell what
has since been pronounced, by a competent
judge, " the noblest poem that was ever written

in any age or language." But we must recol-

lect that the call for books at that time was
not great, and likewise that the poem was
above the age on which it was bestowed. It

was also stipulated that he should receive five

pounds additional upon the sale of thirteen

hundred of every succeeding edition. Para-

dise Lost was originally published in ten books,

but in the second edition Milton divided the

seventh and tenth books, each into two, and

thus changed the original distribution of the

work, at the same time adding a few lines, in

order to form a regular opening to the eighth

and eleventh books.

actors are only two, yet, in the developement
of the plan, Milton has, without giving cause
of offence to the most scrupulous, so expanded
the ideas contained in these few sentences,

to bring before us, in a succession of vivid

pictures, the learned glories of Athens, the

civil grandeur of Rome, and the barbar
splendour of Parthia. Samson Agonistes is

a pathetic drama; it abounds in moral .senti

inent, and maxims of wisdom, which are gene
rally clothed in select and dignified language.

With these pieces the history of Milton's

poetry closes, but writing had become
much a habit with him, that he continued fre-

quently to make additions to his works in

prose. He did not disdain to bend his great
and comprehensive mind to the construction of
any work, however humble, which he thought
would promote the cause of education. Hav-
ing, a short time before, composed a book of
rudiments, called "Accidence commenced
Grammar," for the use of children, he in the

last year of his laborious and honourable life

performed a like service for students of philo-

sophy, by publishing a system of logic after

the method of Ramus. In the same year,

1674, he published his familiar letters, and
closed the long list of his contributions to lite-

to their elective throne. With this

work ended his literary labours. During the

summer of 1674, he was cheerful and in the

possession of all his intellectual faculties, but
having long been a suflTerer from the gout, his

constitution had been silently giving way for a
course of years, and, notwithstanding his ex-

treme temperance, his vital powers were nearly
exhausted. Believing that his life was about
to close, he dictated to his brother Christopher,
the manner in which he wished his property
distributed. Having settled his outward affairs,

he quietly waited the event, and about the tenth

of the eleventh month, 1674, he died, at his

house in Bunhill Fields, in the sixty-sixth year
of his age; he expired with a tranquillity so
profound, that those in attendance in his

chamber were not conscious of the exact time
of his decease. Milton was distinguished in

his youth for personal beauty, and while at

Cambridge was styled the lady of his college.

His complexion was fresh and fair, and his

light brown hair was parted in front and hung
down upon his shoulders. He was rather be-

low the middle size, and his eyes, when totally

deprived of sight, did not betray the loss. His
domestic habits were those of a severe and
temperate student. He regularly rose at four

o'clock in the morning in summer, and at five

in winter; had a chapter in the Hebrew Bible
read to him, and after partaking of a light

breakfast, studied till twelve. He then took
exercise for an hour in the garden, dined,

played upon the organ and sung for an hour
longer; again studied till six, entertained his

visiters until eight, supped and retired to bed
at nine. He composed much in the night and
morning, and dictated in the day, and all his

biographers agree in representing him of an
equal and cheerful temper, and pleasing and
instructive conversation.

The political opinions for which he so man-
fully contended, were those of a thorough re-

publican; and in all his political writings, it is

evident that he contemplated the struggle in

which the nation was engaged, as the dawning
of a gloiious day, in which the rights and
liberties of the people would be recognised,

and the freedom and happiness of the nation

be established. It is melancholy to reflect that

notwithstanding his deep sense of the import-
ance of religion, and the candid, but fervid

manner in which he appears to have entered
upon the investigation of matters of faith, yet

there is great reason to fear that either from
the pride of reason, or in the mists of scho-

lastic subtleties, Milton wandered into reli-

gious speculations and opinions which we
must unequivocally condemn. Although a
suspicion of this kind may be excited from
some parts of his other writings, yet the truth

of it has been proved within only a few years,

by a " Treatise of Theology," bearing the

name of Milton, lately discovered, and which
there is every reason to believe is genuine.
The work consists of two books, entitled,

" Of the Knowledge of God, and of the Ser-
vice of God." I shall not attempt any analysis

or general exposition of the singular and er-

roneous opinions advanced in this curious
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production. Suffice it to say, that in it, Milton

attempts to make an essential difference in the

attributes of the three. Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, and although in many parts of the work
there is much which in itself is excellent, yet

it conspicuously displays the weakness of hu-

manity, and the entire incompetency of man
of himself, however exalted his intellect, and
extensive his acquirements, to understand tliose

sacred truths which are hid from the wise and
prudent, but revealed to babes and sucklings.

I may not better conclude this imperfect ac-

count of the life and writings of Milton, than

by an extract from his Paradise Regained,

where, after speaking of the different theories

of the Grecian philosophers, who had bestowed
the most cunning ingenuity and profound rea-

soning in building tliem up, he says:

" He who receives

Light from above, from the fountain of light,

No other doctrine needs, thougli granted true

:

But these are false, or little else but dreams,

Conjectures, fancies, built on nothing firm.

The first and wisest of them all profess'd

To know this only, that he nothing knew;
The next to fabling fell and smooth conceits

;

A third sort doubted all things, though plain sense

;

Othera in virtue plac'd felicity,

But virtue join'd with riches and long life
;

In corporal pleasure he and careless ease

;

The Stoic last in philosophic pride.

By him call'd virtue; and his virtuous man,
VVise, perfect in himself, and all possessing.

Equal to God, oft shames not to prefer,

As fearing God nor man, contemning all

—

Wealth, pleasure, pain or torment, doatli and life.

Which when he lists he leaves, or boaets ho can,

For all his tedious talk is but vain boast.

Or subtle shifts conviction to evade.

Alas ! what can they teach and not mislead.

Ignorant of themselves, ofGod much more.
And how the world began, and how man fell

Degraded by liiiuself, uii ^mce depending?
Much of the soul they talk, but all awry,
And in themselves seek virtue, and to themselves

All glory arrogate, to God give none.

Rather accuse him under usual names,
Fortune and fate, as one regardless quite

Of mortal things! Who therefore seeks in thes3

True wisdom, finds her not, or by delusion

Far worse, her false resemblance only meets.
An empty cloud."

Governor Livingston—The Bible, <Sfc.

Elizabethtown, 19th (September,) 1789,

Sir,—I have but this day received yours of
the 4th instant, and am happy to find you
concur with me in sentiment, that what I

thought an error in your edition of the New
Testament, is so, in your opinion; and still

more happy in finding you so very correct in

that edition, that I have not discovered an-

other mistake in it, though my life, by a kind

Providence, hath been so prolonged as to

enable me to read it more than once.

I should think it no disagreeable task to ex-

amine your proof sheets of the edition of the

Bible, which you are about printing, as such
a task would necessarily exact a most scruti-

nising eye, and perhaps furnish by that means
a fresh opportunity to discover new wonders
in that most wonderful of all books, which is

therefore properly styled the Bible, that is, by
way of eminence, the Booh. I am, however,
persuaded with the Friends, that whatever
light men of letters, may by their literature be
capacitated to throw upon some historical

passages of it, the real spiritual meaning of
the rest is only discoverable by the internal

illuminations alone of the Father of lights.

But, respecting the correction of literal and
typographical errors, I might probably be of
some service, having acquired, from being

accustomed in my younger years to examine
the proof sheets of my own juvenile produc
tions, but more especially by daily comparing,
in the way of my profession as a lawyer, the

copy with the original, a very piercing eye at

discerning the least erratum. But the objec

tion you mention against my undertaking this

agreeable office, I mean the distance of place

between us, is truly of great weight, almost
insurmountable. To this 1 might add, my
want of leisure in the station, to which the

good people of New Jersey have, beyond my
deserts, thought proper to raise me; though
the latter reason may, perhaps, by the strenu-

ous efforts of the would-be's in this country,

to discard an old fellow at the next election

for governor, be removed; and why should
they not succeed, considering what a miracle

it is, that any honest man should be long con
tinued in office, after having given sufficient

proofs of his honesty?

I am entirely of your mind, that the world
in generalis too wise to seek information

those holy writings. But then such wise men
ought to remember, that such their worldly
wisdom \r foolishness wilh God: as the preach
ing of the gospel \s foolishness to such wist

men. But I am of your opinion, and for £

reason which you have not assigned, that the

temple is too much occupied, as in old time,

by those who sell oxen and sheep and doves;

because these merchants, though Jews, gave
a man for his money, if not spiritual manna,
at least good beef, mutton, and fowls, whereas
some of their successors ask money for words
that will nourish neither soul nor body.

I am, your real friend,

VViL. Livingston

THE FRZEIffD.
TWELFTH MONTH, 20, 1834.

The letter inserted to-day from William Livingston,
who at the time of its date was governor of New Jer-
sey, was handed to us by a friend, and is from a copy
found among some loosc papers in his possession. It
does not appear from the cupj to whom it was ad-
dressed, but there can be no doubt that it was written
to Isaac Collins, a member of the Society of Friends,
then of Trenton, in the same state, and subsequently
well known as the headof a most respectable printing
and publishing establishment in the city ofNew York.

We insert by request the two notices below ; in re-

gard to the first, we understand the arrangements for

the exhibition have been made with deference to the
views of members of our religious Society who may
incline to attend.

A public examination of the Coloured Infant School
under the care of the " Infant School Society of Phila-
delphia," will take place in the basement story of the
presbyterian meeting house on Washington square,
on third day, the 23d instant, at 11 o'clock, a. m.

The friends of infant instruction, and the public
generally, are invited to attend.

The treasurer will be present to receive subscrip-
tions and donations.

UNION BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The season having now arrived when it is particu-

larly desirable that the situation of the poor should
be inspected, and, where it is found needful, relief
afforded : the fepiale branch of the Union Benevolent
Association respectfully solicit those individuals who
may be willing to co-operate with them, by acting as
visiters in the respective sections, to give in their
names to either of the members mentioned below.
The object of the association is to elevate and better
the condition of the poor, by its members visiting in
their families as friendly advisers, making themselves
personally acquainted with their difficulties and wants,
and by inculcating habits of economy, and an efficient

morality'; inducing them to cherish a feeling of inde-
pendence and reliance upon their own resources; when
sickness or any other unavoidable distress render ne-
cuniary assistan"- necessary, i^tjs afforded in the niW .

cautio'us and scrupulous maniier ; especial care being
taken that each case shall be fully investigated, a'jd
the greatest number of comforts administered at the
least possible cost. It is a common error that bene-
volence cannot be manifested, except in bestowing
alms or giving money; but it is one of its most enno-
bling exercises to visit the poor, and even the vicious,
when suffering and wretched, and to exert our influ-
ence to mitigate their distress and promote their wel-
fare. To aid in this work of charity, all are invited
to jom. Much has been already done, and the most
gratifying results have rewarded the labour bestowed.
But as the field is extensive, a greater number of la-

bourers are required.

Generally, two persons visit tsgether, having a
small section assigned to their charge, within which
their care and attention are limited, and a report of
their proceedings is made montlily to the committee
of the district to which the section is attached.
Ruth Jess, No. 1, Church alley, will receive the

names of those who volunteer in the first district,
which extends from Vine to Market, and from the
Delaware to Sixth street.

E. M. Donaldson, No. 226, Spruce street, wiU re-
ceive names for visiters, in the second and third dis-
tricts, which together extend from Market to South,
and from the Delaware to Sixth street.
Susan Ruan, corner of Ninth and Gharry streets,

will receive names for visilers for the fourth district,
which extends from Vine to Market, and from Sixth
to Twelfth street.

Sarah Boylan, No. 206, Walnut street, will receive
names for the filth district, which extends from Mar-
ket to Spruce, and from Sixth to Twelfth street.
Mary P. Moor, No. 183, Pine street, will receive

names for tlie sixth district, extending from Spruce to
South, and from Sixth to Twelfth street.
Susan H. Loyd, No. 153, Filbert street, will receive

names for the seventh and tenth districts, which to-
gether, extend from Market to Vine, and from Twelfth
to the river Schuylkill.

Mary C. Stevenson, in Walnut, two doors below
Thirteenth, will receive names for the eighth district,
extending from Market to Spruce, and from Twelfth
to Schuylkill Sixth street.

Cornelia Davidson, No. 26S, Walnut street, will
receive lUames for the ninth district, which extends
from Spruce to South, from Twelfth to Schuylkill

Margaret Lee, S. W. corner of Chesnut and
Schuylkill Fifth street, will receive names for the
eleventh district, which extends from Market
Spruce, and from Schuylkill Si.xth to river Schuyl.

Anna B. Hall, No. 119, South Eighth, will receive
names for the twelfth district, extending from Schuyl-
kill Sixth to river Schuylkill, and from Spruce to South
street.

Mary M'Clure, Pine, two doors above Seventh, or
Theodoria Peltit, No. 73, South Sixth street, will re-
ceive names for visiters in Moyamensing.

Elizabeth Koningmaker, No. 231, North Fourth
street, will receive names for the Northern Liberties.

Died, on

Randolph,
his age.
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Perils of a Dutch Crew wintering at Nova
Zemhla.

CConcluded from page 84.)

Repeated storms of snow, at this period,

began to block up the hut without ; and with-

in, the cold was almost insupportable. While
the people washed their linen, it froze im-

mediately when taken out of warm water :

nay, one side froze while the other was ne.xt

the fire. They were almost suffocated from

the closeness of the hut not allowing proper

vent to the smoke ; but the fire falling rather

lower than usual for some days, ice formed
two inches thick on the floor, and the beds

were even covered with it. Except when
cooking their provisions, the people lay con-

stantly in bed, and then they heard such ex-

plosions among the ice at sea, as could only

be occasioned by huge mountains bursting
asuuJer, ana tumbling down info a confused

heap of fragments. Intense cold having stop-

ped their clock, though additional weights

were hung to it, they prepared a twelve hour

sand-glass, to enable them to ascertain how
the time passed.

The cold was so intense on the 6tli of De-

cember, that they scarcely expected to be able

to survive it. JNothing could keep them in

heat : their wine froze, and they were obliged

to melt it every two days, when half a pint

was served out to each man. It was their

only liquid except snow water ; a beverage

not very suitable to their condition.

Before this time, the day was so dark, that

the mariners could not distinguish it from

night : so that on one occasion, when per-

plexed by the stopping of the clock, they

continued in bed, believing it was still night;

and on another occasion they only knew that

it was night by the moon shining bright, and

remaining constantly above the horizon.

On the 7th of December, they considered

it necessary to repair to the vessel for some

coal that had been left in her, and with this

made a good fire in the evening, which re-

vived them greatly. To enjoy its comfort as

much as possible, they sat up late, and closed

all the apertures of their hut to keep in the

heat. But a seaman, already indisposed, who
could bear the effect of the fire less than the

others, began to complain, and all soon
found themselves attacked with giddiness

;

whence they could scarce stand until opening
the door. In fact, he who first reached it,

swooning away, fell out on the snow. Ge-
rard de Veer, however, recovered him by
sprinkling vinegar in his face, and the ad-

mission of the fresh air removed the sensa-

tions overcoming the others. The captain

then distributed a glass of wine to the men
to strengthen them.
The leather of the seamen's shoes was now

frozen to such a degree of hardness, that they

could not use them ; on which account they

made a kind of slippers of skins, and put
several pairs of socks over one another to

ncrease the heat. The ice stood an inch

thick on the sides of the hut, and when they

went out in clear weather, their clothes we
whitened with frost and shining icicles. The
fire was increased within, taking the precau
tion of leaving the chimney open, that the

smoke might get vent.

Many stars being visible on a clear night,

the Dutch, by an observation on the 14th of

January, 1597, found themselves in 76° of

north latitude. About that time the wood
brought into the hut being all consumed, they

began to shovel away the snow on the outside,

to come at more, which, on account of the

excessive rjg-<»ar of tho woalher, wa» wlih
dimcuuy accomplished.

Seven of their number next repaired to the

ship, and found the ice had risen higher with-

n, and that she was still fast frozen up. In

the cabin they caught a fox, which was car-

ried home and ate.

Several successive days of stormy weather
confined the mariners to their hut. There
they heard the foxes running over it, and, as

their provisions were beginning to decline,

regretted that they could not catch them.
But the intense cold almost absorbed all other

sensations, and they had recourse to hot

stones laid on their feet and bodies, to keep
them warm. However, they comforted them-
selves, that, as the sun was now at the lowest,

he would not be long of returning to gladden

them with his view. While sitting before the

fire, their backs would be quite white vvith

the frost, and, on stretching their feet to-

wards it for warmth, their stockings would
be burnt before they began to feel its influ-

ence. A cloth hoisted on a pole, thrust up
through the chimney, to show the direction

of the wind, immediately became stiff and
inflexible.

In this way did the year 1596 terminate,

and 1597 begin.

Though it proved necessary to diminish
the allowance of wine, when Twelfth Night

arrived the seamen requested the captain to

permit them all to make merry, with some
savings of the wine, which several^ instead of
consuming, had stored up. Therefore, they
made pancakes with meal and oil, and, soak-
ing biscuit among wine, were as jovial as if

they had been at home in their own houses in

Holland.

Again visiting the ship, it was evident to

them that bears of different sizes had been
there, and on striking a light, and going be-
low, they found the ice a foot higher than
formerly. Almost despairing that the vessel
would ever float again, they thought it prudent
to spare the remaining coals, lest they might
find themselves obliged to attempt navigating
homewards in the open launch.

The foxes, in the next place, beginning to

disappear, indicated the return of bears; for

so long as the latter retreated, the former
came out, and were but little seen when the
bears were numerous.
On the 24th of January, the day being

clear, with a west wind, Gerard de Veer,
Jacob Hemskirk, and another, went down to

the sea-side, towards the south of NovaZem-
bla, from whence they unexpectedly saw the

edge of the sun above the horizon. They
hastened to impart the welcome tidings to

Barentz and their other companions; but-
lUolr report was discredited ; for Barentz af-

firmed that it was too early for his return by
fourteen days. The two following days being
dark and cloudy, doubts of the fact were still

farther entertained, and many of the people
positively aflirmed that it was impossible. On
the 26th, a man died who had been some
time sick, and next morning his comrades,
with great difliculty, owing to the excessive
cold, dug a grave for him in the snow, seven
feet deep. Having performed the last oflices

to him, attended by such funeral service as

circumstances would admit, they returned
within the hut to breakfast. Then discours-

ing concerning the prodigious quantity of
snow which unremittingly fell in the place,

they said among themselves, that, if again

blocked up by it, they should find a way of

climbing out through the chimney ; accord-

ingly, the captain tried the experiment, while
another going out of the hut to ascertain whe-
ther he succeeded, saw the complete orb of
the sun above the horizon.

The weather still remained uncertain,
though the people, relieved from the tedium
of perpetual night, took exercise to strength-

them. But their hut was repeatedly
blocked up by snow, and to avoid the labour

of always clearing it away from the door,

they on those occasions found an exit by the

chimney.
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Bears began to return along with the sun,

and one which was killed afforded at least a

hundred pounds of grease, which the seamen

melted for their lamp. But a number of

foxes coming to devour the carcass, the ap-

prehension of other bears being attracted hi-

ther, induced them to bury it deep under the

snow. They considered it expedient to collect

more wood for fuel, dragging it on a sledge as

before: however, their strength being much
reduced, their task was accomplished with far

greater labour. Though the cold moderated

for a time towards the end of February, its

rigour increased about the middle of March,

and on the 24th of that month, the hut was

totally blocked up.

At last the sea began to open, though the

mariners despaired of disengaging the ship,

or of rendering her serviceable for a voyage.

Still she was hemmed in by ice, sometimes

heaped in mountains around her : and their

anxiety was increased by observing that,

about the middle of March, the sea was so

open, that the vessel was within seventy-five

paces of it ; whereas, a new frost increased

the distance on the 4th of May to five hun-

dred paces.

Thus the only means of quittisg Nova
Zembla seemed to consist in the launch and

boat ; but the 29th of May arrived before the

people attempted to dig either out of the

snow. However wilting, their reduced

strength rendered their progress slow ; and

after they had laboured hard, compelled them

to desist: on another trial they were put to

flight by a bear. Six days' work at length

enabled them to put the launch in a condition

to be dragged over the hard ice and snow to

the ship. There they sawed off the stern,

which was narrow, and built one broader and

higher, so that it might be better adapted to

stand the sea.

The boat was in tiie same way got out of

the snow, and dragged to the ship, as

several sledges laden with articles from the

hut. These operations occupied a long time;

they were frequently interrupted, and ulti

mately accomplished with great difficulty

from the. state of the weather and repeated

dangers. Nevertheless, on the 12th of JunO;

nothing remained but to smooth the way for

the launch and boat, down to the water's edge,

and drag them along on the 13th.

This being done, William Barcntz, the

pilot, wrote a brief recital of what had hap-

pened : that he and his companions had left

Holland for the purpose of sailing to China

by the north ; but their ship being frozen up

by ice, they were compelled, amidst many
hardships, to winter ashore. The narrative

he put into a musket barrel, hung up in the

chimney of the hut, lest any mariners in fu-

ture might experience a like adventure. The
captain also thought it proper to obtain the

subscription of his company to a narrative of

their dangers and distresses, and of the ne

cessity to which they were at last reduced, of

hazarding a voyage homewards in two open
boats.

Eleven loads of goods were in the next
place dragged to the water's edge, and then

William Barentz and Claes Andrisz, who had

long been sick, were drawn on a sledge from

the hut to the boats. The whole company

was equally divided, and one of the sick at-

tached to each, and, on the 14th of June,

1597, after ten months' dreary residence, the

mariners set sail with a westerly wind from

Nova Zembla.
After undergoing innumerable hardships,

the twelve surviving mariners reached Hol-

land, and, to the admiration of the citizens

of Amsterdam, appeared in their Nova Zem-
bla apparel. The fame of their adventures

was soon disseminated, and they were carried

from thence, to entertain the foreign ambas-

sadors at the Hague with a recital of what had

befallen them

—

Chambers' Edin. Journal.

CUDAVORTH.

The extracts which follow are taken from the

Churchman, a weekly paper published in New
York. Ralph Cudworth, from whose writings

they are derived, is spoken of as a learned Eng-

lish divine and philosopher, was born in 1617

and died, "universally respected," in 1688,

He was admitted a pensioner of Emanuel col

lege, Cambridge, at the age of thirteen. His

dilisence as an academical student was very

great, and he afterwards became so eminent

as a tutor, that the number of his pupils, it is

said, exceeded all precedent. He was the

author of several works, the most distinguished

of which he entitled. The true Intellectual

System of the Universe; the first part, wherein

all the Reason and Philosophy of Atheism is

confuted, and its Impossibility demonstrated.
" Ink and paper can never make us Chris-

tians; can never beget a new nature, a living

principle in us; can never form Christ, or any

true notions of spiritual things, in our hearts.

The gospel, that new law which Christ de-

livereil tu ihe winld, "w not merely a dead let-

ter without us, but a quickening spirit witnm

us. Cold theorems and maxims, dry and

jejune disputes, lean syllogistical reasonings,

could never yet, of themselves, beget the least

glimpses of true heavenly light, the least sap

of saving knowledge, in any heart. All this

is but the groping of the poor dark spirit of

man after truth; to find it out with his own
endeavours, and feel it with his own cold and

benumbed hands. Words and syllables, which

are but dead things, cannot possibly convey

the living notions of heavenly truth to us.

The secret mysteries of a divine life, of a new
nature, of Christ formed in our hearts, cannot

be written or spoken; language and expres-

sions cannot reach them: neither can they be

ever truly understood, except the soul itself be

kindled from within, and awakened into the

life which animates them. A painter that

would draw a rose, though he may flourish

some likeness of it in figure and colour, can

yet never paint the scent and fragrancy; or, if

he would draw a flame, he cannot put .i con

slant heat into his colours. All the skill of

cunning artisans and mechanics, cannot put

principle of life into a statue of their own
making. Neither are we able to enclose in

words and letters, the life, soul, and essence

of any spiritual truths, and, as if were, to incor

porate it in them.

" We are no where commanded to pry into

these secrets; but the wholesome counsel and
advice given to us is this, ' to make our call-

and election sure.' We have no warrant

in Scripture to peep in these hidden rolls and
volumes of eternity; and to make it our first

object, when we come to Christ, to spell out

our names in the stars; and to persuade our-

selves, tliat we are certainly elected to ever-

lasting happiness, before we see the image of

God, in righteousness and true holiness, shaped

in our hearts. God's everlasting decree is too

dazzling and bright an object, ibr us to set our

eye upon. It is far easier and safer for us, to

look upon the rays of his goodness and holi-

ness, as they are reflected in our hearts; and
there to read the mild and gentle characters

of God's love to us, in our love to him and
our hearty compliance with his heavenly will:

as it is safer for us, if we would see the sun,

to look upon it here below in a pail of water,

than to cast up our daring eyes upon the body
of the sun itself, which is too radiant and
scorching for us. The best assurance that

any one can have of his interest in God, is,

doubtless, the conformity of his soul to God.
Those divine purposes, whatsoever they may be,

are altogeth3r unsearchable and unknowable:
they lie wrapped up in everlasting darkness,

and covered in a deep abyss. Who is able to

fathom the bottom of them ?

" It is a piece of that corruption which runs

through human nature, that we naturally prize

truth, more than goodness; knowledge more
than holiness. We think it a gallant thing, to'

be fluttering up to heaven with our wings of

knowledge and speculation; whereas the high-

est mystery of a divine life here, and of perfect

happiness hereafter, consists in nothing but

mere obedience to the Divine will. Happiness
is nothing but that inward sweet delight, which
will arise from llie harmoiiiuuo nijieeiueiit be-

tween our wills and the will of God.
" I wish it may not prove some of our cases,

at that last day, to use such pleas as these unto
Christ in our behalf: ' Lord, I have prophesied
in thy name; I have preached many a zealous
sermon for thee; I have kept many a long fast;

I have been very active for thy cause in church,
in state; nay, I never made any question, but
that my name was written in thy book of life:'

—when yet, alas ! we shall receive no other
return from Christ but this: ' I know you not;^

depart from me, ye workers of iniquity.'

" The gospel now requires far more of us,

than the law ever did; for it requires a new
creature, a divine nature, Christ formed
within us: but then, it bestows a quickening

spirit, an enlivening power, to enable us to

perform that which is required of us. Who-
soever, therefore, truly knows Christ, the

same also keepeth Christ's commandments.
But ' he that saith, I know him, and keepeth
not his commandments, is a liar, and the truth

is not in him.'

" There is a flesh and a spirit, a body and
a soul, in all the writings of Scripture. It is

but the flesh and body of divine truths that is

printed upon paper; which alone, many moths
of books and libraries feed upon; many walk-

ing slieletons of knowledge, who bury and
entomb truths in the living sepulchres of their
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souls, and converse only willi these ; men,

who never did any tiling else but |)ick at the

mere bark and rind of tiuths, and crack the

shells of them. But there is a soul and spirit

of divine truth, which could never yet be con

gealed into ink, which could never be blotted

upon paper; which, by a secret traduction and

conveyance, passes from one soul unto another,

being able to dwell or lodge no where, but in

a spiritual being, in a living thing, because it-

self is nothing but life and spirit.

" All that Clirist did for us in the flesh,

when he was liere upon eartii, from his lying

in a manger, when he was born in Bethlehem,

to his bleeding upon the cross on Golgotha,

will not save us from our sins, unless Christ

by his Spirit dwell in us. It will not avail us

to believe, that iie was born of a virgin, un-

less the power of the Most High overshadow

our hearts, and beget him there likewise. It

will not profit us, to believe that he died upon

the cross for us, unless, by the mortification

of all our evil affections, we be baptised into

his death; unless the old man of sin be cruci-

fied in our hearts. Christ, indeed, has made
an expiation for our sins upon his cross, and

the blood of Christ is the only sovereign bal-

sam to free us from their guilt. But yet, be-

side the sprinkling of the blood of Christ upon

us, we must be made partakers also of his

Spirit. Christ came into the world, as well

to redeem us from the power and bondage, as

to free us from the guilt, of our sins, i Ye
know,' says Saint John, ' that he was mani-

fested, to take away our sins : whosoever,

therefore, abideth in him, sinneth not; who-

soever sinneth, hath not seen nor known him.'

Lo, the end of Christ's coming into the world!

ho, a design worthy of God manifested in the

flesh !

" Oh, divine love ! the sweet harmony of

souls! the nuisic of angels! tiie joy of God's

own heart! Ihe very darling of his bosom!

the source of true happiness ! the pure quint-

essence of heaven ! that which reconciles the

jarring principles of the world, and makes

them all chime together ! that which melts

men's hearts into one another ! See how St.

Paul describes it, and you cannot choose but

have your aftections enamoured toward it:

' Love envieth not, is not puffed up, doth not

behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own,

is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil, re-

joiceth not in iniquity; beareth all things, believ-

eth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all

things.' I may add, in a word, it is the best-

natured thing, the bestcomplexioned thing, in

the world. Let us express this sweet harmo-

nious affection, in these jarring times: that

so, if it be possible, we may tune the world

into better music. Especially in matters of

religion, let us strive with all meekness to in-

struct and convince one another. Let us en-

deavour to promote the gospel of peace, the

dove-like gospel, with a dove-like spirit. This

was the way, by which the gospel at first was

propagated in the world: Christ ' did not cry,

nor lift up his voice in the streets; a bruised

reed he did not break, and the smoking flax

he did not quench;' and yet, 'he brought forth

judgment unto victory.' He whispered the

gospel to us, from mount Sion, in a still voice;

and yet the sound thereof went out quickly,

throughout all the earth. The gospel, at first,

came down upon (he world gently and softly

like, the dew upon Gideon's fleece; and yet

quickly penetrated quite through it : and.

doubtless, this is still the most effectual way
to promote it further. Sweet ne.ss and inge

nuousness will more command men's minds

than passion, sourness, and severity; as the

soft pillow sooner breaks the flint, than the

hardest marble. Let us follow truth in love;

and of the two, indeed, be contented rather

to miss conveying a speculative truth, than to

part with love. When, by the strength of

truth, we would convince men of any error

let us withal pour the sweet balm of love upon
their heads. Truth and love are the two most
powerful things in the world: and, when they

both go together, they cannot easily be witl-

stood. The golden beams of truth, and the

silken cords of love, twisted together, wil

draw men forward with a sweet violence, whe
ther they will or not.

" Let us take heed, lest we sometimes call

that zeal for God, and his gospel, which is

nothing else but our own tempestuous and

stormy passion. True zeal is a sweet, hea

venly, and gentle flame, which makes us ac

live for God, but always within the sphere of

love. It never calls for fire from heaven to

consume those who differ a little from us in

their apprehensions. It is like that kind of

lightning, which the philosophers speak of,

that melts the sword within, but singes not

the scabbard: it strives to save the soul, but

hurts not the body. True zeal is a loving

thing, and makes us always active to edifica-

tion, and not to destruction. If v/e keep the

fire of zeal within the chimney, in ils own
proper place, it never does any hurt; it only

warms, quickens, and enlivens : but if once
we let it break out, and catch hold of the

thatch of our flesh, and kindle our corrupt

nature, and set the house of our body on fire,

it is no longer zeal, it is no heavenly fire, it is

a most destructive and devouring thing. True
zeal is a soft and gentle flame, which will not

scorch one's hand; it is no predatory or vora-

cious thing: but carnal and fleshly zeal is like

the spirit of gunpowder set on fire, which

tears and blows up all that stands before it.

True zeal is like the vital heat in us, that we
live upon, which we never feel to be angry or

troublesome; but, though it gently feed upon
the radical oil within us, that sweet balsam of

our natural moisture, yet it lives lovingly with

it, and maintains that by which it is fed: but

that other furious and distempered zeal, is no-

thing else but a fever in the soul. To con-

clude, we may learn what kind of zeal it is

that we should make use of, in promoting the

gospel, by an emblem of God's own, given

us in the Scripture; those fiery tongues, which
on the day of Pentecost sat upon the apostles,

which sure were harmless flames; for we
cannot read that they did any hurt, or that

they did so much as singe a hair of their

heads.

" The sun may as well discard its own rays,

and banish them from itself into some region

of darkness, far remote from if, where they

shall have no dependence upon it,—as God

can forsake and abandon holiness in the world,
I and leave it a poor orphan thing, that shall

have no influence from him to preserve and
keep it. Holiness, wherever it be, is some-
thing of God; it is an efilux from him, that

always hangs upon him and lives in him: as

the sun-beauis, although they gild this lower
world, and spread their golden wings over us,

yet they are not so much here, where they
shine, as in the sun, from whence they flow.

God cannot draw a curtain between himself
and holiness, which is nothing but the splen-

dour and shining of himself; he cannot hide

his fiice from it, he cannot desert it in the

world. He that is born of God, shall over-

come the world, and the prince of this world,

too, by the power of God in him. Holiness
is no solitary, neglected thing; it has stronger

confederacies, greater alliances, than sin and
wickedness. It is in league with God and the

universe; the whole creation smiles upon it:

there is something of God in it, and therefore

it must needs be a victorious and triumphant
thing."

From the " Advocate of Peace."

The Cause of Peace, a Necessary Auxiliary
to the Benevolent Operations of the Age.

After some preliminary observations, the

writer offers various reasons why "Ihe church
should now engage in the cause of universal

peace." The extracts which follow are taken
from Ihe closing portion of the essay:

" Its inflvence upon the morals of the com-
munity, is another distinct reason. The ex-

pectations and the eftbrts of benevolence are

founded upon the principle that to make the

world happier it must be made better. The
great object is to put a stop to vice and im-

morality of every descrij)tion over the world.

The glory of God in connection with the

bles.sediiess of man can be accomplished in no
other way. But inseparable from war are

vices and crimes of every name, and the wide
difl'usion of corrupt principles that cannot be
reached, and for which there is no remedy but
by its abolition. The circumstances and the

very spirit of war produce them; they are the

spontaneous fruits of Ihe camp and the battle-

field. The congregating of such a mass from
all classes, and more especially from the lowest

in the community, and the absence of all moral
restraint, cannot be expected lo result other-

wise than in general dissipation, profligacy,

and impiety. One stimulates another; the in-

dulgence of sensual passions is an offset, a

sort of reward for their privations and military

restraints, while the very spirit of the employ-
ment excites revenge, retaliation, vindictive

resentments, prodigality of human life, and
recklessness of futurity. The discipline of the

soldier is to subordinate his physical actions to

the command of his oflijcers, and has no refer-

ence to his morals any farther than they may
nlerfcre with his tradeof slaughter and blood.

Courage and implicit obedience are the virtues

of the soldier, and if possessed become an ef-

fectual expiation for many immoralities and
crimes. A (e\v, from the strength of their

principles and the power of Divine grace, may
resist the strong current of this depraved in-

fluence and maintain their moral integrity; but
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they stand like Lot in Sodom—objects for the! every reproof by adducing the example ofth

mockery and insult of the corrupted mullitud

This is the natural and invariable effect of war

upon the army itself. The vices that would

spread ruin over any community, and the pas-

sions that would convulse and desolate any so-

ciety, are here engendered and fostered. But

this'is only a small part of the evil. Could all

the crimes and raging passions be circum-

scribed within the lines of the army, and the

festering and putrefying vices be confined in

their deadly action to the body in which they

originate, it would be comparatively of far less

consequence. That body would die in its own
corruption, but the surrounding air would still

be pure, and the adjacent community free from

infection. This, however, is impossible. We
cannot so confine it. There is no sanatory

cordon with which you can surround an army;

no moral quarantine for a navy; that shall

prevent the contagion from spreading out to

all the villages and hamlets of the interior.

The whole nation inhales something of the

deadly malaria; and its moral constitution be-

comes in proportion less strong and healthy.

The vices springing up within the camp will

spread themselves around it. The war of our

own Revolution, waged for so great an object,

and including sd much of the talents and mo-

rality, and even piety of the nation, and which

we might have supposed on these accounts

would have been preserved from demoralising

influences, and probably was, to as great

extent as any war that was ever prosecuted

so vigorously and so long, did nevertheless

prove a source of immorality, and impiety, and

even of infidelity, which spread farther, and

wrought deeper within the vitals of the com-

munity, than all the bad influences of a cen-

tury before. While we would detract nothing

from the meed of patriotism, and firmness, and

fidelity of those venerable men who stood forth

in defence of their country, yet for years, and

perhaps to this very day, we must subtract the

demoralising effects of that contest, from all

the benefits of both a civil and religious nature

that were gained by ii."

"A gain

—

the effect upon the heathen visited by

the Christian missionary, is another reason.

—The spirit of hostility which reigns over the

idolatrous nations, is one of the most powerful

obstacles to the diffusion of civilisation and

Christianity among them. The frequent in-

human and exterminating wars which they

wage against each other, keep their minds

under the perpetual excitement of fear, dis-

trust, and revenge. The faithful and labo-

rious missionary may set before them all ihe

evils of this practice, and endeavour to awa-

ken a sense of guilt and horror at the suffer-

ings and sins which grow out of it; and th

rude, untutored savage has a conscience which

feels the force of this representation. It may
and often does seem as if the softening and
meliorating process was begun, by which a

barbarous and idolatrous people were to be-

come a refined, religious, and enlightened

nation. But alas! a sudden cause of war
breaks out, the savage spirit is again aroused,

and all is wild, tumultuous excitement. Oh
how easily, when thus excited, can the par
tially awakened conscience be silenced from

very nations from which these missionaries

came ! How natural their reply, when they

wish to gratify their already inflamed passions;

and how disheartening to those men who still

persuade and leprove, is the taunt:— ' heal
thyself'—' cure this evil among your own
countrymen before you attempt to control us.'

"A man of God may land on any heathen

shore and call their benighted and barbarous

inhabitants around him, and in simple lan-

guage make them understand the character

and example of Jesus Christ, and the pure and

peaceful principles of his gospel, and there

hall not be one that will not call the tidings

good, and applaud the spirit of the new reli-

It is adapted to the conscience, and
calculated to take hold of the sympathies of

man in all places; and often has this effect

upon the awakened attention of pagan and

savage man been tested. Oh ! could it but
"

added:—' These principles are carried out in

practice, in those lands from which 1 came on

my visit of love to you; there the groans of

the wounded and the shrieks of the dying on

the field of battle are never heard; there no

widow mourns the ruthless sacrifice of war, no

orphan's tear tells of the agony of hopeless be-

reavement; but there love and joy and peace

reign and smile perpetual.'—Ah ! that ambas-

sador of heaven would not need the power of

miracles, to awaken the most profound and

admiring attention, nor any other influence

but the applying grace of God to bring con-

verts to the Lord, ' flying as clouds, and as

doves to their windows." But it must be told,

for it will be known, that in the very lands

where these principles have long been pro

fessed, and over those nations whei-e they have

long exerted their authority, they have never

controlled the maddened passions of the people.

For centuries their kingdoms have scarcely

known repose, and their fields have been lite-

rally smoking with human blood. Their man-
ner of warfare, if it be a little more refined, is

to the full as bloody and destructive, or if not,

where is the essential difference ? We cannot

wonder that a late emperor of China, who
reigned over a peaceful, though idolatrous em-
pire of millions, as he looked abroad over his

quiet provinces, should say:—' These infidel:

of Europe pr-ofessing to be lovers and wor
shippers of a God of peace, have yet been in

volved in never ending wars, and covered all

nations, to which they have had access, with

the bones of their slaughtered inhabitants.'

And with this truth before him, can we
der that he forbid the men who came from

these fields of war and carnage, from setting

their feet within the celestial empire. But

China now lies open. Her wall of pride and
commercial restrictions has crumbled and

fallen. The heralds of the cross are multiply-

ing on her borders, and resolutely pushing

their way into the interior of this populous

land of idolaters; and nothing throws so dark

a cloud over the opening morning of her re-

generation, as the knowledge that has gone

before the Bible, of the cruel sanguinary spirit

of those nations whose sons and daughters are

now bearing its message from heaven to them.

The mightiest obstacle to he overcome in

China is, not her idolatry, or her pride, or her

despotism; but the deep antipathy and horror

that has gone abroad over her population, of

the guilt and cruelly and blood of Europe,

fi'om whence are now coming up the lieralds

of the gospel of peace upon their shores. If

the day of her deliverance is delayed, this will

have the mightiest influence in eflecting it.

And this hindrance to the redemption ofChina,

and of many other benighted nations, can be

best obviated at home. Let it be a fact that

shall spread with the Bible, and strengthen the

hands of those who carry it, that in Europe,

bloody as it has been, in Europe and America,

those who love the Bible, who are engaged
under the influence of its spirit in sending it

abroad wide as its commission, are themselves

rallying under its banner of peace and love,

and combining all their influence and energy
for the abolition of war for ever. This will be
an antidote to all past impressions; and this

too will carry forward, fast as the conversion

of the nations goes on, a religion whose prac-

tice as well as precept is ' peace on earth;' and
whose results are no more surely ' glory to

God' than 'good will to man.'"

From Bust's History of Spain and Portugal.

Justice—" Of Alhakem II. an anecdote, in the style

f the Arabian Tales, is related, too illustrative of

oriental manners, and of the degree to which the

despotic power of the caliphs was tempered by cir-

cumstances, to be omitted. The caliph had been
tempted to possess himself by force of a field adjoining

the gardens of his favourite palace, which offered a
beautiful site for a pavilion, but which the owner re-

fused to sell. The despoiled proprietor applied to the

ministers of justice. The cadi of Cordova heard his

complaint, mounted his mule, and rode into the royal

garden, where he found Alhakem enjoying his new
acquisition. The cadi dismounting, asked permission

to fill a sack with the earth. This was granted, and
the judge next besought the monarch's help to place

tlie full sack upon the mule. Alhakem, imagining so
strange a request must be calculated to produce some
amusing pleasantry, readily complied, but could not
lift the burthen. The cadi then solemnly said, ' Prince'
of the Faithful, the sack thou canst not lift contains
but a small portion of the field thou hast usurped.
How wilt thou bear the %veight of the whole field upon
thy head before the judgment seat of God ?' The ar-

gument was conclusive. The caliph thanked his

monitor for the lesson, and restored the field, allowing
its splendid pavilion to remain standing by way of
damages."

Fidelity—"Ferdinand Narvaez, commandant of
Antequera, stood in the foremost rank of Castile's

adventurous frontier governors. One day a party of
his men, who had been out upon a marauding expedi-
tion into the hostile territories, brought home with
them a young Moorish cavalier, handsome in person,
and splendidly attired, whom they had surprised alone.

The captive declared himself the son of tlie alcayde
of Ronda ; and the burst of tears accompanying his
words astonished Narvaez, as altogether unbecoming
the son of so gallant a warrior as that alcayde. The
young Moor explained that he wept, not his captivity,

but the disappointment of his dearest hopes ; that he
loved the daughter of a neighbouring alcayde who
had promised to wed him secretly that very night.
' Plight me your word to return,' saith Narvaez, ' and
you are free to visit her.' The youth stood beneath
his lady's window ere dawn, and told her that he was
a prisoner, that he had come only to bid her an eternal
farewell. The maiden replied, ' Can I live free whilst
thou art a prisoner ? My lot must be one with thine ;

and the contents of this casket will ransom us both,
or support us in captivity.' Before the shades of the
next evening fell, the youth and maiden presented
themselves to Narvaez ; and he, touched by their love
and fidelity, released them and escorted them in safety
to Eonda."
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For "Tlic Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
(Continued from page 86.)

The portions of the Reply contained in the

last and present number of "• The Friend,"
afford such a clear and satisfactory exposition

of the views of the Society respecting the light

of Christ, that I suppose no apology can be
necessary for the space they occupy in the

paper. One important object is to diffuse our
doctrines among other professors, as well as

within our own pale. But a small portion of
the readers of this journal (ajid it is read by
many not of us) can have seen the Reply, and
we trust the manner in which the various sub-

jects are treated, will be both acceptable and
instructive. No point of Chrielian doclrinc

can be of more immediate consequence than a

thorough belief in an internal and supernatural

guide, which " sticketh closer than a brother,"

and as it is steadfastly followed, leads with cer-

tainty and safety through the wilderness of this

world. The Holy Scriptures are a rich bless-

ing to us; but it is only this inspeaking word of

grace which can give us saving faith in the

Lord Jesus, and in the precious promises re-

corded in those sacred writings. It alone can
enlighten man's dark heart to see his fallen

and sinful state, even though he possess the

Scriptures. They are only savingly and ef
fectually applied to his condition by the Spirit

of the Redeemer. As he can have no quick-

ened sense of his degraded situation, but as

this gives it, so he cannot possibly take one
step out of it, without the faith and strength

which it imparls. This is the eye-salve which
anoints the blind eye, and confers sight— it is

(he voice of the true Shepherd which invites us
to take up the cross and follow him. Through
submissioii to it we experience the spiritual

baptism which destroys the chaffy sinful nature,

and sanctifies the soul. It is only by walking

in this divine light that we can have true " fel-

lowship one with another," and know " the

blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse us from all

sin." 'This doctrine was delivered to the pri-

mitivs Christian church by the apostles. John,

the beloved disciple, frequently insists upon it.

" Again," he further says, "a new command-
ment I write unto you, which thing is true in

him and in you, because the darkness is past,

and the true light noxo shineth." So prevalent

then was this faith, that he adds, " He that

saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother,

is in darkness even until now. He that loveth

his brother abideth in the light, and there is

none occasion of stumbling in him. But he
that hateth his brother is in darkness, and
walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither
he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded

his eyes." " If ye live in the Spirit," says

Paul, " walk in the Spirit." Again, " If our

gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost;

in whom the god of this world hath blinded the

minds of them which believe not, lest the light

of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the

image of God, should shine unto them. For
we preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the

Lord; and ourselves your servants for Jesus'

sake. For God, who commanded the light to

shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts,

to give the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God, in the face of Jesus Christ. But we
have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the

excellency of the power may be of God, and
not of vs."—2 Cor. iv. 3—7.

Those gentle intimations of duty, or con-
victions for sin, which we at all times expe-

rience, are by many supposed to be something
very different from the admonitions of the Spi-

rit of Truth; and are therefore disregarded or

explained away by a reference to some un-

known influence, or imaginary association.

Now we do not say that every impression

which the mind perceives without understand-

ing it, is a divine intimation, but we do say,
that tho3o impressions Which We Consider as
of divine origin, are frequently so gentle, as

to be readily overlooked. We do not imagine
that we are favoured exclusively with the open-
ings of divine counsel, but we attribute to this

source what many others mistake for the un-
explained and unimportant operations of the

mind itself.* As in natural science the same
phenomena are frequently accounted for by
different theories, so it is in the case before us.

But we observe in the former, that a theory
which explains a phenomenon by referring it

to its true principle, serves as a basis, or adds
a link to the chain of other discoveries, while
a false theory only darkens what it ]uofesses
to explain, and leads to no useful result. Thus,
though Des Carles as well as Newton, was ac-

quainted with the revolutions of the planets,

yet the former accounted for them by a ."system

of vortices, an explanation which letl to no ul-

terior discovery, while the theory of Newton,
being founded in truth, furnished the means to

unravel, and subject to calculation, the whole
complex system of the planetary motions. So
if we regard any secret intimation wliich is

really divine, as a mere childish fancy, we can
scarcely fail to neglect it; but if we refer it to its

true cause, we are much more likely to regard
it with serious attention and be made acquaint
ed with its saving effects. As both the senses
and the intellect are rendered more acute by
constant exercise, so the spiritual faculties, by
reason of use, become more capable of dis

corning between good and evil. It is by at

tending to the monitions of wisdom, or the

manifestations of divine light in its smaller ap
pearances, that we can become partakers of
its greatest benefits; for they only who are
faithful in a little have reason to expect that

they shall be made rulers over more.
A correct theory is, therefore, of incalculable

importance in religion as well as in science.

Now the theory which we espouse, is not only

supported by the direct testimony and general
tenor of the Holy Scriptures, but is confirmed
by the experience of thousands. For tji:

who make it their constant care to seek for

divine counsel in the secret of the soul, and to

regard with reverence the openings of the

word of life as inwardly manifested, do find to

their unspeakable consolation, that there is

* The communication of motion from one body to

another, is as ine-xplicable, as the communication of
divine influences. We know nothing- of force, any
more than we do of grace, except by their effects.

—

Gregory's Letters.

pacify afforded to distinguish between the

ggestions of their own imagination, and the

teachings of the Spirit of Truth. They find

the Scripture declaration verified in their ex-

perience, that " the path of the just is as the

shining light, which shines more and more to

the perfect day." But when this gentle voice

is rejected and despised as a mere phantom of

the imagination, it is known only as a light

shining in darkness, which the darkness neither

comprehends nor regards. Hence it is, that

though all have heard, in a greater or less de-

gree, the voice of the true Shepherd, yet many
emain uninstructed by it. For the testimony

3 yet true, " As many as received Him, to

them gave he power to become the sons of
God."

But the reviewer considers enthusiasm as

the necessary consequence of a practical be-

lief in the doctrine of the inward light. It may
be observed, that his reasoning, if reasoning

it may be called, against the present existence
of divine inspiration, would have been just as
good in the days of the apostles, as it is now.
The consequences of this belief are not pecu-
liar to the present age, but must arise, if they

arise at all, out of the nature of the case, and
the character of the human mind. The con-

clusion would then be, that divine inspiration

was never to be trusted as an unerring guide,

and that those who believed in it must always
have been enthusiasts. If, then, the Scriptures

owe their excellence and their authority to

their being given by divine inspiration, what,

upon the reviewer's theory, are we to think of
them ? Does he not, by the blow aimed at the

doctrine of the inward light, inflict a deadly

wound upon the whole system of revealed re-

ligion ? What would the most confirmed deist

demand, which our professed advocate of
Christianity has not conceded.

The reasoning of the Apostle Paul lias

scarcely left us any alternative between abso-

lute deism and the full admission of the doc-
trine for which we contend. " For what man
knoweth the things of a man but the spirit of

a man which is in him ? Even so the things of

God knoweth no man but the spirit of God.
Now we have received not the spirit of the

world, but the spirit which is of God, that we
might know the things which are freely given

us of God. Which things also we speak, not

in the words which man's wisdom teacheth,

but which the Holy Ghost teacheth, comparing
spiritual things with spiritual. But the natural

man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

God, for they are foolishness unto him, neither

can he know them because they are spiritually

discerned." 2 Cor. ii. 11— 14. This passage

not only refutes the reviewer, but shows the

ground of his opinion.

The assertion that the inward light has in

the theory of Friends " an office assigned to it

which makes it paramount to God's word," is

far from being a clear representation of the

subject. If we attach to the expression, the

meaning which Friends give to it, the question

of paramount authority cannot possibly arise.

For according to them, Christ is the Word of
God. Rev. six. 13. " The same which was
in the beginning with God, and was God; in

whom was life, and the life was the light of
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men." But the reviewer, I suppose, applies came; and whose motions can never contra'

the term to the Scriptures. The force of liis| diet one another." Apoi. p-

censure, then, depends upon tiie admission of

two hypotheses, not distinctly expressed, though

necessarily implied. First, that the inward light

is mere imagination, some whim or fancy that

may happen to strike the mind; an hypothesis

which depends entirely upon his own unscrip-

tural dogma, that "the days of inspiration

have long since gone by." But the oflice

which Friends assign to the inward light is no

other than what the Scriptures assign to the

Spirit of Truth. Their doctrine applies to

" the true light which lighteth every man that

that comelh into the world." John, i. 9. If

any mistake the suggestions of imaginalicn for

the revelations of the divine spirii, (u.ul Fiieiids

have never denied that the hasty and inconsi-

derate may fall into such mistake,) the error

no more proves the fallacy of the doctrine,

than the mistakes in Joseph Scaliger's pre-

tended mathematical solutions, prove the fal-

lacy of mathematical demonstration.

His second implied hypothesis is, that the

inward light may lead to conclusions incom-

patible with Scripture testimony. Now we

must remember, that the censure cast upon

Friends for assigning the office they do to the

inward light, is applied without distinction to

each of his suppositions as to what this light

is, and consequently to that of its being the

Holy Spirit. But how can they give too much
authority to the dictates of the Holy Spirit ?

Or how can an authority paramount to Scrip-

ture testimony, assigned to ihe Spirit of Truth

itself, derogate from the authority of Scripture,

unless they disagree ? And to suppose a dis-

agreement, is to suppose either that the Spirit

of Truth will lead into error, or that the Scrip-

tures are erroneous. IVow Friends have al-

ways held, that the Holy Scriptures were given

by divine inspiration, and that they never are

contradicted by the Holy Spirit in the mind of

man; but on the contrary, that this spirit

when received and attended to, affords the

most clear and satisfactory evidence of their

truth. George Fox informs us, that when he

had openings,* they answered to the Scriptures

—that he had great openings in the Scriptures,

and they were very precious to him. Journa'

Vol. I. pp. 7—28. In his preaching, his

epistles, and his arguments with those who
opposed him, he always appealed to the testi-

mony of Scripture in support of his doctrines.

Barclay observes, " we are very willing that

all our doctrines and practices be tried by

them; which we never refused, nor ever shall,

in all controversies with our adversaries, as

the judge and test. We shall also be very

willing to admit it as a positive maxim, that

whatsoever any do, pretending to the Spirit,

which is contrary to the Scriptures, be counted

and reckoned a delusion of the devil. For as

we never lay claim to the Spirit's leadings,

that we may cover ourselves in any thing thai

is evil; so we know that as every evil contra

dicteth the Scriptures, so it doth also the Spi

rit in the first place, from which the Scriptures

In what school of theology our reviewer s

studies were prosecuted, I am at a loss to

conjecture, when I reflect, that not only the

writers of the Scriptures, and the fathers, so

lied, of the Christian church, as Augustine,

Clemens Alexandrinus, Tertullian, Gregory,

&.C. but the modern reformers, Luther, Me-

lancthon, Calvin, and others, supported the

doctrine which he so unceremoniously con-

demns. Those who believe that inspiration

ceased, are much more likely to depend

upon their trained preacher, and admit, with-

out examination, the doctrine which he may
deal out, than those who believe that a niea-

: of the Spirit of Truth io givon to ovory

man to profit withal; that this is a spirit of

judgment to (hem that sit in judgment; and

that under its infli^once the ear trieth words as

the mouth tasteth meat; and that they who do

the will of our heavenly Father, shall kno

whether the doctrine they hear is from him,

or whether the preacher speaks of himself.

* This word was used by him to indicate the reve-

lations of divine truth, which he believed were often

made to him.

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
CCoDtinued from page 4G.)

It was in the year 1656, th^t George
Whitehead obtained his liberty from the cruel

imprisonment which he had so long suffered,

and though then only in his twentieth year,

the privations and hardships he endured, nei-

ther shook his constancy, nor repressed his

ardour. Previous to the commencement of

winter in that year, he visited Friends

London, where he had good service in the

ministry, preaching the gospel in demonstra

tion of the Spirit, and with power. Fron
thence ho proceeded through Essex and Suf-

folk, and after a meeting at Saffron-Walden,

while he was resting at an inn, a bailiff and

constable came and dragged him away, and

set him in the stocks, where he was detained

until some time in the night, without any

charge being made against him, or any war-

rant for their arbitrary proceedings. At Nay-

land, he had a meeting, but the common
people were so rude, that they would not

suffer the meeting to be held quietly within

doors, threatening to pull the house down.

Friends therefore removed into a meadow on

the edge of the town ;
" where," says George,

" 1 had a good and full opportunity to declare

and demonstrate the living Truth, with power
and dominion given me of God, whose power
was over all, and came so over the meeting,

that it was quiet, though it held for near three

hours together, and the season somewhat
cold.

" That morning before the meeting, the

Friend of the house where it was appointed

at Nayland, came to me weeping, and under

trouble, poor man ! because some wicked
fellows of the town had threatened to kill

me, if I had a meeting there. I pitied the

man, for that he had let in such fears from

their cruel threats, and told him, I did not

fear them ; I was given up in the will of God
in whose hands my life was, and they should

do no mt)re than he permitted them ; and I

doubted not but the Lord would restrain

them, and their envy and 'wicked purposes;

and I would not disappoint the said meeting,

nor alter the appointment thereof. So I en-

couraged the poor Friend against his fears
;

and the Lord appeared for me both in his ser-

vice, and in my own and friend's preserva-

tion, by his divine power; that giving us

dominion, and a quiet meeting, as before re-

lated. Let the dominion, glory and praise,

be ascribed and returned to Him for ever
!"

He then proceeds to relate the circum-

stances attending a scene of cruel persecution

which has rarely been surpassed, which I

shall give nearly in his own words, viz :—
" After a few weeks the Lord again laid a

rfinpprn iipnn me to have another meeting at

Nayland aforesaid, which accordingly waa
appointed at the same Friend's house where
the first was. But this second meeting was
held in his yard, or little orchard, unto which
divers Friends of Colchester, and other places

in Essex and Suffolk, came. After we had

for some time waited upon the Lord in si-

lence, I was moved to stand up on a stool,

and preach the everlasting gospel, and to tes-

tify against sin and wickedness, against the

beast and false prophet, against the devil's

persecuting power and ministry, &c. After

I had for a considerable time declared the

Truth in the meeting, a person, a pretended

gentleman, came rushing in with a constable

and rude company, and with violence pulled

me down ; and some of them, with the con-

stable, hacl me to Assington, to our old adver-

sary, John Gurden, who presently began to

threaten me. I desired his moderation to

hear me before he passed judgment: 'You
are a moderate rogue,' said he. ' JVloderate

rogue !' said I, ' such language doth not be-

come a justice of peace, especially one pro-

fessing Christianity.' He in great fury highly

threatened me, by which I apprehended he

then designed to lay me fast in jail again, as

he had caused several of us deeply to suffer:

after his angry threats, he returned into his

parlour, where his son and the priest of the

parish were to consult.
" In the interim I sat in his hall, waiting

upon the Lord, and some Friends with me

;

and then I secretly breathed in spirit, that if

it might stand with his will. He would not

then permit that persecutor to send me to

Bury jail, where I and others had so lately,

and for a long time, deeply suffered ; for his

malice ended not in that hard imprisonment
of ours. Whereupon the Lord was pleased

to answer my desire, and immediately to show
me that he should not send me to prison, but

cause me to suffer by stripes ; whereupon 1

was greatly refreshed, strengthened, and
given up in the will of the Lord, patiently

to endure that punishment the invidious

persecutor was permitted to inflict upon me,
it being for Christ's sake, and his gospel

truth ; wherein I had great peace and strong

consolation in Him for whose sake I suf-

fered.

" Being soon called into the parlour before

the said John Gurden, and his son Robert, I

was examined by divers questions, as of my
name, country, and reason of travelling
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abroad, &c. Unto which I gave particular

answers, and plainly told him and those pre-

sent, how God would overturn them, and

take away their power who were persecutors

and oppressors of his servants, or' seed; and

withal, that God would limit him, i. e. John
Gurden, that he should not efTect ail his evil

designs, or purposes. Whereupon deriding-

ly he bid : 'Go, quake.' I said : ' Dost thou

then despise quaking?' He answered, 'Yes;

I do despise quaking.' I said :
' Then thou

despiseth that which the word of the Lord
hath commanded.' 'How prove you that?'

said he. ' Bring me a Bible,' said I: a Bible

being there, I showed him Ezekiel xii. 17,

18. ' Moreover, the word of the Lord came
to me, saying: Son of man, eat thy bread with

quaking, and drink thy water with trembling,

and with carefulness.' Whereupon he could

not vindicate his despising quaking.
" His clerk took part of my e.xamination

in writing as he ordered him, which being

read, John Gurden required me to sign it. I

signified that it was deficient, or lamely

taken : howbeit, he urged nie to sign it.

Then I took pen, and began to write my ex-

ception against the deficiency of the relation,

intending to sign the same at the bottom ;

but John Gurden plucked the pen put of my
hand, and said, I should write nothing but

my name, which I positively refused ; say-

ing, if he would not suffer me to write my
distinction, he ought not to impose upon me
to sign a relation, which was but in part

true.

" When thus treated, and being ordered to

withdraw into the hall, John Gurden and his

son directed the cleik to draw up a warrant,

to have me severely whipped next day at

Nayland ; being the town where I was taken

and baled out of the meeting. John Gur-

den came out to me into the hall, and highly

threatened me again, having a law book in

his hand, which 1 took to be Dalton's justice

of peace, and there read some abstract of an

ancient statute, or law, against vagrants,

sturdy beggars, idle and dissolute persons,

loiterers, pedlars, tinkers, &c., with the pe-

nalties, &c., intimating to me, that they had

ordered me to be whipped at Nayland ; and

if I came again into that country 1 should be

branded in the shoulder for a rogue ; but if I

came the third time, I should be hanged. I

answered : ' I am no such person as thou hast

mentioned; thou art an old man, and going
to thy grave ; thou dost not know how soon

the Lord may put an end to thy days, and

disappoint thee of thy evil designs against

me : however I fear not thy threats ; if the

Lord whom I serve require my return into

these parts, 1 must obey Him.' ' I know I

am an old man,' said he. ' Aye,' said I, ' tliou

art old in iniquity; it is high time for thee to

repent.'

"I was called to hear their warrant for my
punishment read, and the constable to have

his charge of execution given him, which

being read, Robert Gurden charged the con-

stable to see their warrant executed upon me
to the purpose, at his peril.

" The warrant being signed and sealed by

the father and the son, 1 was returned back

to Nayland, in order to endure the execution

thereof the next day. So that night I lodged

at a public house, where I rested quietly in

much peace.

" A COPY or THE WAKRAiN'T AND PASS.

«
' To all constables, and all other officers

whom it may concern, and to every ofthem.

" ' Be it remembered, that one George
Whitehead, a young man about twenty years

of age, who confesseth himself to have been

born at Orton in Westmoreland, being this

present day found vagrant and wandering at

Nayland, in this county, contrary to the laws

of this nation, and being thereupon brought

before us, two justices of the peace for this

county, is by us ordered to be openly whip-

ped at Nayland aforesaid, till his body be

bloody, as the law in such case enjoineth.

And he is to pass thence from parish to parish,

by the oflicers thereof, the next way to Orton
aforesaid, before the first day of June now
next ensuing. Dated at Assington, in this

county of Suffolk, the first day of April,

le-")?.'

" The said warrant was, the next day after

its date, put in severe execution by a fellow,

whom the constable got to do it. When
the constable had stripped me above the

waist, which he could not persuade myself

to do, but I let them act their own cruelty,

the fellow with a long sharp whip, laid on so

violently, that thereby he cut and wounded
both my back and breast with long stripes,

tearing the skin and shedding blood, till

some people cried out to stop him ; for there

was a great number present, it being in a

public place, like a market place, in the street;

and many wept to see their cruelty; yet, by
the Lord's power, I was enabled cheerfully

to bear it all with patience, great comfort,

and rejoicing, even in the very time of the

execution ; whereby many were amazed and

smitten. How many stripes I had, 1 do not

well know, but remember that the marks
thereof were to be seen a long time after,

both on my back and breast.

" It is also very memorable to me, how
wonderfully the Lord, by his divine power,
supported me, even at that very instant, while

they were inflicting their cruelty and punish-

ment upon my body; that even then my spirit

was raised, and my mouth opened to sing

aloud in praises to the Lord my God,for that

He counted me worthy to sufferfor Ids name
and truth's sake.

" When the hand of the executioner was
stayed from beating me, by the cry or call

that was made to stop him, I told the people

that it was a proof of a minister of Christ,

patiently to endure afflictions, persecutions,

stripes, and imprisonments, according as the

holy apostle testifies : 'Approving ourselves

as tlie ministers of God in much patience, in

afflictions, in stripes, in imprisonments, in

tumults,' &c., as expressed more fully, in_2

Cor. ch. vi. And withal while I stood with

my stripes and wounds naked before them, 1

told the officers concerned, that if they had
any more to lay upon me, I was ready, and

given up to suffer, it being in the cause of

Christ, for conscience' sake. I may not for-

get the wonderful power, aid, and comfort,

which the Lord afforded me in that suffering

condition.
" The said execution against mc, and the

solemnity attending it being over at Nayland,

I took my horse, and was accompanied out

of the town by the constable and others, to-

wards Sudbury, to which town the oflicerg

with their said warrant and pass attended

me.
" The next day I was passed away from

constable to constable, through Clare and
Haverhill, into the edge of Cambridgeshire,

In Clare, when the warrant was produced to

pass me forward, as ordered, several persons

took great notice of me, and seeing me have

a pretty good horse, and well habited, some
said this young man does not look like a

vagrant.
" In the edge of Cambridgeshire, we met

with a constable in the field, at the harrow,

&c. And it being about nine miles to an-

other constable, toward Cambridge, he
thought it was too far for him to go with me.
I said, he need not trouble himself, I knew
what way to go ; he then freely delivered me
the warrant, it drawing toward night ; where-

upon I returned alone to find some town
where I might lodge ; so I rode about five

miles that evening, to a town called Steeple

Bumsted, as I remember, in Essex, where I

got lodging at an inn : but the innkeeper be-

ing drunk, and understanding I was one call-

ed a Quaker, I heard him say, I'll kick him
from stile to stile; yet the next morning be-

ing more sober, when I paid for what I had,

ho parted friendly with me.
" Then I rode to Halstead and Coggeshall,

and after that to Colchester, and had divers

good meetings there and in those parts, and
at Sudbury, and near Nayland aforesaid ; the

country being alarmed and awakened by my
suffering, the people were the more stirred

up to come to meetings, and to see and hear

the young man that was so cruelly whipped
at Nayland ; and many were tenderly affected

and convinced, and the truth of our testi-

mony was the more spread and prevailed ; so

that the dark wrath of man turned to the

praise of God ; and I had great joy and con-

solation in Christ Jesus, my Lord, for whom
I was freely given up to suffer; and He did

powerfully sustain and stand by me therein ;

glory to his name, and dominion be to him,

for ever!"
(To be continued.)

" And they that be wise shall shine as the bright-

ness of the firmament ; and they that turn many to

righteousness as the stars, for ever and ever."—Dan.
xii. 3.

The subjoined extract from a letter, written

in the twenty-fourth year of his age, exhibits

the faithfulness to his principles in which Wil-

liam Penn commenced his career: it is taken

from the author's life in the folio volume of his

works.

His ardent pious mind could not be silent

when he believed a soul was in danger of

losing its immortal inheritance, purchased by

the precious blood of our holy Redeemer.
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His magnanimity and love for tiie blessed

cause of truth and righteousness, was para-

mount to the delusive flatteries and vain com-

pliments of that day, and which are still too

conspicuous among the votaries of fashion.

There are some too, in our day, who, though

sensible of the evils of dissipation, will make
no eflxjrt to check its baleful influence, or ex-

tend Christian love and admonition to those

thai are laying aside the precepts of the gos-

pel, and preferring the vanities of time to the

riches of eternity. Such as these, although

they would feel compunction for joining in

frivolous amusements, yet when invited so to

do by their more fashionable friends, will ofl'er

excuses, and send their regrets at not being

able to join withtliem, when the real poignancy

of their regret should be that they have used

the word in hypocrisy, rather than observe the

exhortation " Speak ye every man the truth to

bis neighbour."

It is greatly to be feared that folly and fashion

have allured, with their varied baits, from the

paths of rectitude and peace too many precious

youth, and lulled them into a false security

and to whom the language of the prophet may

be lamentably applicable.

" Because thou hast forgotten the God of

thy salvation, and hast not been mindful of

the Rock of thy strength; therefore shalt thou

plant pleasant plants, and shalt set it with

strange slips: In the day shalt thou make thy

plant to grow, and in the morning shalt thou

make thy seed to flourish: but the harvest shall

be a heap in the day of grief and of desperate

sorrow."—Isaiah xvii. 10, 11.

Nany Office, \Oth of bih mo. 1668,

My friend, how much may it import the

welfare of thy immortal soul to reflect upon

that course of life and way thou art now walk-

ing in, before an evident stroke from heaven

call thee hence, and send thy so much indulged

flesh and blood into the grave, an entertain-

ment for no better than noisome worms ? I

beg thee, as ever thou wouldst be saved from

that unspeakable anguish, which is reserved

for worldlings, and from whence there is no

redemption, to keep thyself from those vanities,

follies and pollutions which unavoidably bring

that miserable state. Alas ! how incongruous,

or unsuitable is thy life and practice with those

holy women of old, whose time was mostly

spent in heavenly retirements, out of that rattle,

noise and conversation thou art in, and const

thou imagine that those holy men recorded in

Scripture, spent their days as do the gallants

of these times ? Where is the self-denying life

of Jesus—the cross—the reproach—the perse-

cution, and loss of all—which he and his suf-

fered, and most willingly supported, having

their eyes all fixed upon a more enduring sub-

stance ? Well my friend, this know, and by

these shalt thou be judged, and in it I am
clear, that as without holiness none can see

God, so without subjection to that spirit, light

or grace in the heart, which God in love hath

made to appear to all, " that teacheth to deny

all ungodliness, and worldly lusts, and to

soberly, righteously, and godly in this present

world." I say without subjection hereunto,

there is no attaining to that holiness which

THE FRIEND.

will give thee an entrance into his presence,

in which is joy and pleasure for ever. And
examine with thyself, how remote thou art

from the guidings and instructions of this Spi-

rit of grace, who canst countenance this age

in frequenting their wicked and vain sports,

plays, and entertainments, conforming thyself

to ridiculous customs, and making one at idle

talking and jesting wheresoever thou comest,

not considering thou shalt account with the

dreadful God for every idle word. And let

all thy frolic associates know their day is

hastening, in which they shall not abide the

presence of Him that sits upon the throne.

It will be a time of iiorror, amazement, and

distress. Then shall they know there

righteous holy Judge of all—as for thee, with

pity is thy condition often in my thoughts ar.

often is it my desire that thou mayst do well.

But whilst I see thee in that spirit which

savours of this world's delights, ease, plenty,

and esteem, neglecting that one thing neces-

sary, I have but little hopes. However, I could

not let this plain admonition pass me; and what

place soever it may have in thy thoughts, I am
sure it is in true love to that which shall be

happy or miserable to all eternity; I have not

sought fine or chiming expressions, the gravity

the concernment, and nature of my subject;

admits no such butterflies.

In short, be advised, my friend to be serious,

and ponder t!:at which belongs to thy eternal

peace; retire from the noise and clatter of

tempting visibles; to the beholding Him who

is invisible, that he may reign in thy soul God
over all, exalted and blessed for ever.

TKZ: FRZH^D.
TAVEUFTH MONTH, 27, 1834.

Farewell, I am they well wishing real friend,

W. P.

PAUL BEFORE AGRIPPA.
The son of Herod sat in regal state

Fast by his sister-queen—and mid the throng

Of supple courtiers, and of Roman guards.

Gave solemn audience. Summoned to his bar

A prisoner came,—who, with no flattering tone

Brought incense to a mortal. Every eye

Questioned his brow, with scowling eagerness,

As there he stood in bonds. But when he spoke

With such majestic earnestness, such grace

Of simple courtesy—with fervent zeal

So boldly reasoned for the truth of God,

The ardour of his heaven-taught eloquence

Wrought in the royal bosom, till his pulse

Responsive trembled with the new born hope

Almost to be a ChrJstian."
Sn. he rose,

And with the courtly train swept forth in pomp.
" Almost ;"— and was this all,— thou Jewish prince

Thou listener to the ambassador of Heaven

—

" Almost persuaded .'"—Ah ! hadst thou exchanged

Thy trappings and tliy purple, for his bonds

Who stood before thee—hadst thou drawn his hope

Into thy bosom, even with the spear

Of martyrdom—how great had been thy gain.

And ye, who linger while the call of God
Bears witness with your conscience, and would fain

Like King Agrippa follow,—yet draw back

Awhile into the vortex of the world,

Perchance to swell the hoard, which death shall sweep

Like driven chaff away, 'mid stranger hands.

Perchance by pleasure's deadening opiate lulled

To false security—or by the fear

Of man constrained—or moved to give your sins

A little longer scope, beware !—beware !

—

Lest that dread " almost" shut you out of Heaven,

We have received the first number of the

" American Advocate of Peace," a monthly

publication, to which we have before advert-

ed, edited by C. S. Henry, and printed at

Hartford for the Connecticut Peace Society.

In jrespect both to matter and manner, this

number does not fall behind either of the for-

mer, and confirms that favourable impression

we had already imbibed of the talent and zeal

with which the work was likely to be con

ducted. We have to-day given some extracts

from one of the articles it contains, and have

pencil-marked other portions for future use.

It may be permitted us, perhaps, without be-

ing thought intrusive, once more to urge upon
Friends as worthy of consideration, how far

it may be right for them to encourage this

publication, employed as it is in support ofprin-

ciples, in the dissemination of which, we, as

a religious Society, have so long been engaged.

For the satisfaction of those who may desire

further information on the subject, we subjoin

the following from the prospectus:

—

" This publication is issued on the first days of

June, September, December, and March. It will

contain at feast 48 pages to each number. Price to

subscribers one dollar a year, payable on the delivery

of the first number. One copy of the work will be

fiirnished gratis for three subscribers : two copies for

five subsci-ibers ; and for ten subscribers or more, one

copy for each subscriber. Peace societies, or indivi-

duals, taking 10 copies or over, will be entitled to 50
per cent, discount."

We feel a continued solicitude, as we doubt

not do most of our readers, in relation to the

operation of the great abolition measure in

the British colonies. Even clogged as it is,

with the apprenticeship system, we have che-

rished the hope that ultimately it would work
well, and this hope still survives, notwith-

standing there have appeared at different times

in the newspapers, accounts of a character

similar to what follows.

" From the Kingston (Jamaica) Clironicle, Nov. 28.

"We understand that very unpleasant accounts

have been received from St. Ann's. The nature of

them we have not yet heard, but it appears that they

were considered of such importance by the governor,

as to require him to despatch an express with orders.

It appears to us quite clear, that the executive has

received ' instructions' from the Colonial Office, not

to adopt any strong or vigorous measures, until blood '

be actually shed. Be this as it may, the day of re.

tribulion is approaching, and ministers will be com-
pelled to yieldjlo the demands of the colonists.

" Since the writing of the foregoing, wo have been
Informed that the apprentices nn two estates in St.

Ann's, (one of them named Windsor,) have struck

work, and are at this moment in a state of rebel-

A teacher is wanted for the boys' writing

school at Westtown. Apply to Thos. Steward-
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CONTRIBUTION, NO. 4.

" Learn from yon orient shell to love thy foe

And store with pearls the wrist that brings thee wo."

Whilst treating on the molluscous animals,

and showing the many ways in which they

minister to the wants or pleasures of mankind,

it may not be amiss, though not strictly within

the line of our subject, to say a few words in

relation to pearls. These curious and beauti-

ful productions of nature, though not strictly

belonging to the mollusca, yet they are so in-

timately connected with them that it seems

but an easy and natural step to pass on to

their consideration at this time. Pearls then

are not as some of the old poets supposed,

" Rain from tlie sky

Which turned into pearls as it fell in the sea."

But are the result of a natural or disordered

secretion from certain kinds of shell fish.*

The East Indian berbes or pearl oyster, is

noted, as ils name would iinply, for these pro-

ductions. The common oyster, the muscle,

and several kinds of bivalves also occasionally

produce pearls more or less peifect: but the

finest and largest are said to be produced by

Meleagrina margarilifera. Some of the Indian

pearls, which are considered superior to all

otlieis, sometimes grow to a considerable size

and have been found as large as a pigeon's

egg; pearls of this size, however, are very

rare and immensely valuable. The true shape

of this gem is a perfect round, though ihey

are more often found of oilier figures, fie-

quenlly pear-shaped; they are then considered

less valuable, and are chiefly used as orna-

ments for the head and ears, &c. Pearls

have been known, and highly prized from time

immemorial, and although they have a very

beautiful and delicate appearance, with a

markably soft and luminous lustre, yet they

seem to coIlsi^t of nothing more llian cotimion

carbonate of lime. 'I'hesc " gems of the

ocean," are commonly found either lying

*The celebrated Fiench philosopher Reaumur su

posed, and this seems now to be the received theory,

that pearls are formed from a juice extravasated fion

some ruptured vessel, and confined among the mem
branes of the oyster, where in the course of three oi

four years it solidified and changed into a pearl.

loose in the shell of the bivalve—contained

within its body, or attached to the internal

surface of one of its valves. Among the an-

cient Romans pearls were held in great esti-

mation, and considered inferior only to the

diamond itself; incredibly large sums were

sometimes paid for the largest and most valu-

able kinds; and it is recorded thf t Julius Cae-

sar presented Servilia, the mother of the cele-

brated M. Brutus, with one which was said to

be worth more than forty thousand pounds.

And it is stated by Pliny, that the notorious

Cleopatra, at a feast with Mark Antony, swal-

lowed one dissolved in vinegar which was esti-

mated at upwards of eighty thousand pounds.

Such was the passion of the extravagant and

luxurious Romans in the days of their eflemi-

nacy, for every article of luxury or pleasure,

and so many of her profligate citizens had

little other employment than to squander upon

idle and extravagant decorations, or in costly

feasts, and games, their great wealth, that new
avenues to pleasure, and new and rare articles

of luxury were continually and earnestly sought

for. " After the conquest of Egypt by the

Romans, the trade to India and the East af-

forded a plewtiful su[iply of rare and costly

exotics. From the earliest ages some inter-

course had subsisted between Mesopotamia
and the banks of the Euphrates, and the parts

of Syria and Palestine near the Mediterranean,

of which, the inigration of Abraham from Ur
of the Chaldees to Tichem, is a convincing

proof." As this intercourse increased, the

possession of this station became an object of

such importance that Solomon built a fenced

city there; its Syrian name Tadmor, and its

Greek one, Pal.myra, are both descriptive of

its situation as a spot adorned with palm trees.

This town aflcrwards became the great em-
porium of the trade carried on by the Romans
with the eastern nations, a large and lucrative

branch of which was the commerce in pearls

and precious stones from India.* Such then

was Ihe once [)roud, and affluent, and beauti-

ful Tadmor of the wilderness; and although

its glory has long since departed, slill, ac-

cording to travellers, its present slate " pleads

haughtily for past glories," and rising like an

island out of a vast plain of sand, presents its

magnificent ruins, which in splendour and ex-

lent, and some of them in elegance, were not

unworlhy of Athens or of Rome in their best

days. " The Arabs of the desert now pitch

their lenls amid the ruins; and at Palmyra, as

well as at Balbec, thousands of liitle lizards

* As early as the days of Solomon we read of the

trade carried on by the Phoenicians of the ancient

cities of Sidon and Tyre, a very profitable part of

which, it is said, was that of procuring pearls and

other gems from the Indian seas.

crawl over the walls, the ground, and stones

of the ruined buildings."

—

Wood's Ruins of
Palmyra.
The principal pearl fisheries among the

ancients were in the Red Sea, the gulf of

Persia, and the Indian ocean; the pearls from

tho former place, were the most prized as su-

perior in size and lustre. Almost every water

in Europe has, however, at one time or an-

other, been searched for these gems, and it ia

recorded by Suetonius, that the chief motive

which induced Cffisar to attempt the con-

quest of Britain, was some marvellous ac-

counts of the pearls which were to be found

in her waters; and although in this respect he

must have been sorely disappointed, yet it is

said he carried back wilh him to Rome a

magnificent buckler made of British pearls.

English pearls, however, have always been

considered inferior both as to size and colour;

good pearls were occasionally found in a spe-

cies of English mytilus, but loo rarely to war-

rant the search; hence her rivers are not now
fished.

In the last century several valuable pearls

were found in the rivers of Tyrone and Done-
gal, in Ireland; one of these weighed 36
carats, and was valued at 401.; and another

came into the possession of Lady Glenlearly,

who wore it in a necklace, and refused eighty

pounds which was offered for il by the Duchess
of Ormond.

—

Pennant's British Zoology.

Pennant, in his tour in Scotland, mentions a

fishery in the vicinity of Perth, from which

£ 10,000 worth was sent to London, between
the years 1761 and 1799, but by this indis-

criminate destruction the fishery was soon ex-

hausted. Several instances of the value of

pearls in latter times are related in Recs' Cy-
clopajdia. One in the possession of Philip II.

of Spain, was valued at 14,800 ducats; and

one of a pear shape, belonging to the Emperor
Rudolph, called tiie incomparable, weighed 30

carats; and a third, mentioned by Tavernier,

in the hands of the etnperor of Persia, was
bought, in the year 1633, of an Arab, for one

hundred and ten thousand four hundred pounds

sterling.

" On the discovery of America the traffic

in pearls passed to the shores of the western
world; the pearl oyster beds were sought out;

and cities rose into splendour and affluence in

their vicinity, all supported by the profit of

these sea born gems. It appears that till 1530
the value of the peails sent to Europe from
Spanish America, amounted yearly to an ave-

rage of 800,000 phstres,"—Humboldt's Per-
sonal Narrative.

At present, however, America furnishes but

few pearls; the bulk of them, as formerly men.
tioned, are still obtained from the Indian ocean.
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it may naturally be enquired how it happens

that in all other stations tiie oysters have dis-

appeared, while here tliey continue in undi-

minished numbers, though fished for centuries.

The fact is, this fishery has been conducted in

a different manner and with an eye to the fu-

ture: the banks, which extend several miles

along the coast, are divided into three or four

portions, and fished in succession; a repose of

three or four years being thus given for the

animals to grow and propagate. Further, the

beds are carefully surveyed, and the state of

the oysters ascertained previously to their be-

ing let or farmed, and the merchant is per-

mitted to fish them only six or eight weeks.

The fishing season commences in February,

and ends about the beginning of April. During

its continuance there is no spectacle which

Ceylon aflTords, more striking to a European

than the bay of Condeatchy. This desert and

barren spot is at that time, says an eye wit-

ness, converted into a scene which exceeds,

in novelty and variety, almost any thing I ever

witnessed; several thousands of people of dif-

ferent colours, countries, casts, and occupa-

tions, continually passing and repassing in a

busy crowd: the vast numbers of small tents

and huts erected on the shore, with the bazaar

or market place before each; the multitudes

of boats returning in the afternoon from the

pearl banks, some of them laden with rid

the anxious expecting countenances of the

boat owners, while the boats are approaching

the shore, and the eagerness and avidity with

which they run to them when arrived, in hopes

of rich cargoes: the vast numbers of jewellers,

brokers, merchants of all colours, and all de-

scriptions, natives and foreigners, who are oc-

cupied in some vvay or other with the pearls,

some separating and assorting them, others

weighing, and ascertaining their number and

value, while others are hawking them about,

or drilling and boring them for future use; all

these circumstances tend to impress the mind

with the value and importance of that object

which can ofitself create this scene.

—

Percival.

This inference is just, and yet when we re-

member in what manner, and by whose means
these vain ornaments are and have been

cured, the impressions which such a gay scene

conveys come not unalloyed. Poor negroes

sold to slavery, were compelled to dive fo}

them, and we cannot read of the cruel treat

raent they received from the American Spa

niards without feelings of indignation and hor

ror. But national injustice is sooner or later

followed by national misery, and the writer

conceives it would not be an unprofitable di-

gression to lake a view, at this time, of the

desolation which' overtook their cities, and the

" departure of the pomp of their strength" as

the just punishment of their wickedness. The
celebrated Linnaeus, it is said, owed his eleva-

tion to nobility, in part, to a discovery he made
of causing the fresh water muscle (unio mar-

garitifcra,) of Sweden to produce pearls at his

pleasure. It is conjectured that he accom-
plished this by drilling holes through the shells,

but his method is not certainly known, nor is

this of any consequence, since it seems to have

been abandoned. At the time, however, the

states of Sweden viewed it in such an import

ant light, that they rewarded the illustrious

naturalist with a premium of 1800 dollars,

which in that country must have been a very

considerable sum.

From time immemorial, particularly among
rude and savage nations, shells have been

highly prized for the purpose of personal

adornment, and for the decoration of their

houses; and at the present time among the

most refined people, rare and beautiful shells

form an elegant and appropriate ornament for

our parlours and mantel-pieces. Among seve-

ral nations, different species of shells are made
of in lieu of money, and form a tolerably

convenient and current coin. Some of our

Indian tribes make their wampum belts of

gments of different species of bivalves, and

some parts of China and India, it is said

the natives make use of the thin inner layers

of certain flat shells in their windows, which,

when very thin and highly polished, afford a

tolerable substitute for glass. They have also

at different periods, and by different people,

been converted into drinking cups, plates,

knives, razors, spoons, fish hooks, &c.
From what cause the custom originated, I

am unable to say, but during the dark ages it

was customary for Christians, when making a

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, to wear on the

front of their hat a large scallop shell, (pecteii

maximus,) and hence this shell placed in the

hat became not only the emblem of a pilgrim

to the Holy City, but was the source of much
imposture; it is to this custom Parnell alludes

in his Hermit:

—

" To clear his doubt, to know the world by sight,

To find if books, or swains report it right,

He quits his cell, tlie pilgrim staif he bore,

And fixed the scallop in his hat before."

Before concluding this subject, I cannot

omit saying a few words in relation to a rare

and extraordinary genus of the mollusca, cele

bnited for silk manufacturers. The pinna, or

silk spinning mollusca, as it has been called,

a curious genus of bivalve, and spins a kind of

silk which has been woven into different arti

cles of wearing apparel. Garments manufic

tured from this silk were in early times so

highly prized as to be worn only by emperors

and kings. This siik is the beard, or rathe

the cable of the animal, by means of which it

is moored to the rocks in the same manner

that our common muscle is. The silk of the

pinna, which in its crude state is termed Ian

na penna, is cleansed and prepared by washing

and drying; it is then combed, and when mixed

with a small portion of real silk, is manufac-

tured into stockings, gloves, and some other

articles of apparel. The writer of this has at

the present time some of this silk in his pos-

session, it is of a beautiful brown colour, ex-

tremely soft and fine in its texture, and pre-

sents a very rich and glossy appearance: and

after it has been kept for several years it pre-

serves its original freshness, and does not ap-

pear in any ways injured by time.
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PROVINCE OF CASHMERE.
One, and in my estimation not the least

valuable, of the uses of a journal like " The
Friend," is, that it may be the vehicle by which

many whose tastes are in some respects simi-

lar, may mutually entertain and improve one

another, by furnishing for its columns such

passages as in the course of their reading

strike them with particular force, as beautiful

or instructive. And who does not derive a

pleasure from the very participation of others

his mental feasts ? I for one can partake of

the various dainties which have been served

with a much better relish, when at the

same time I can break and share with some
congenial mind. Having been much gratified

with a short account of the province of Cash-

mere, given in a late English work, I make no
apology, therefore, for presenting it to the

editor, and asking the favour of its insertion;

believing that some of his fair readers, at least,

will have no objection to being informed about

a place, where an article is manufactured,

which, if not indispensable, is, for durability

and the beauty and delicacy of its texture, a

much valued addition to their attire.

The province of Caslimere, comprehended

between the thirty-fourth and thirly-fiflh de-

grees of north latitude, is surrounded by two

ranges of the Indian Caucasus, which, after

diverging considerably, and embracing the

whole extent of the valley, again unite and

become one. Il is bounded on the north by

Little Tibet, on the east by Ladhak, on the

soulh by Lahore, and on the west by Puckhely;

and, including the mountains, is about one hun-

dred and ten miles in length by about sixty in

breadth. The traditions of the Hindoos re-

specting the formation ot' this beautiful valley

greatly resemble those which prevailed among
the Greeks about that of Thessaly; both being

said to have been originally a lake enclosed by

lofty mountains, which, having been rent by

the agency of earthquakes, suffered the waters

to escape. Whatever vvas its origin, the In-

dian Tempo, though vaunted by less renowned

poets, is no way inferior in fertility or beauty

to the Thessalian. Fields clothed with eternal

green, and sprinkled thick with violets, roses,

narcissuses, and other delicate or fragrant

ffbwers, which here grow wild, meet the eye

on all sides; while, to divide or diversify them,

a number of small stieams of crystal purity,

and several lakes of various dimensions, glide

or sparkle in the foreground of the landscape.

On all sides round arise a range of low green

hills, doited with trees, and affording a deli-

cious herbage to the gazelle and other grami-

nivorous animals; while the pinnacles of the

Himalaya, pointed, jagged, and broken into a

thousand fantastic forms, rear their snowy
heads behind, and pierce beyond the clouds.

From these unscaleable heights, amidst which

the imagination of the Hindoo has placed his

heaven, ever bright and luminous, innumerable

small rivulets descend into the valley, and, af-

ter rushing in slender cataracts over project-

ing rocks, and peopling the uplands with noise

and foam, submit to the direction of the hus-

bandman, and spread themselves in artificial
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inundations over the fields and gardens below.

These numerous mountain tonents, which

unite into one stream before they issue from
the valley, may be regarded as the sources of

the Jhylum, one of the mightiest rivers of Hira-

dostan. The beauty and fertility of Cashmere
are equalled by the mildness and salubrity of the

climate. Here the southern slopes of the hills

are clothed with the fruits and flowers of Hin-

dostan; but pass the summit, and you find upon
the opposite side the productions of the tem-

perate zone and the features of an European
landscape. The fancy of Bernier, escaping

from the curb of his philosophy, ran riot

among these hills, which, with their cows,

their goats, their gazelles, and their innumer-

able bees, might, like the promised land, be

said to flow with milk and honey.

The inhabitants of this terrestrial paradise,

who were as beautiful as their climate, pos-

sessed, in the time of Bernier, the reputation

of being superior in genius and industry to the

rest of the Hindoos. The arts and sciences

flourished among them, and their manufac-

tures of palanquins, bedsteads, cofliers, cabi-

nets, spoons, and inlaid work, were renowned
throughout the East. But the fabric which

tended most powerfully to diffuse their reputa-

tion for ingenuity were their shawls: those soft

and exquisite articles of dress, which, from

that day to this, have enjoyed the patronage

of the lair throughout the world.

No traveller ever enjoyed a more favour-

able opportunity than IJernier of examining

Cashmere. Attached to the train of Aurung-
zebe, every place was open to his curiosity,

and his taste and habits led him carefully to

scrutinise whatever came within the range of

his observation.

During the three months which he spent in

this beautiful country he made several excur-

sions to the surrounding mountains, where,

amidst the wildest and most majestic scenery,

he beheld, with wonder, the natural succession

of generation and decay. At the bottom of

many precipitous abysses, whither man's foot

had never descended, he saw many enormous
trunks hurled down by time, and heaped upon

each other in decay; while at their foot, or

beneath their crumbling branches, young ones

were shooting up and flourishing. Some of

the trees were scorched and burnt, either

blasted by the thunderbolt, or, according to

the traditions of the peasantry, set on fire

during the heat of summer by rubbing against

each other when agitated by fierce burning

winds.

The court having visited Cashmere from
motives of pleasure, were determined to taste

every species of it which the country could

supply; the wild and sublime v/hioh must be

sought with toil and difficulty, as well as those

more ordinaiy ones which lay strewed like

flowers upon the earth. The emperor ac-

cordinciy, or at least his harem, ascended the

lower range of hills to enjoy the prospect of

abyss and precipice, impending woods, dusky

and horrible, and streams rushing forth, and

leaping with thundering and impetuous fury

over cliffs of prodigious elevation. One of

these small cataracts appeared to Bernier the

most perfect thing of its kind in the world;

and Jehangliir, who passed many years in

Cashmere, had caused a neighbouring rock,

from which it could be contemplated to most
advantage, to be levelled in order to behold it

at his ease. Here a kind of theatre was raised

by Aurungzebe for the accommodation of his

court; and there they sat viewing with wonder
and delight this sublime work of nature, sur-

passing in grandeur, and by the emotions to

which it gave birth, all the wonders of man's
hand. In this instance the stream was beheld

at a considerable distance rolling along its

weight of waters down the slope of the moun-
tain, through a sombre channel overhung with

trees. Arriving at the edge of the rock the

whole stream projected itself forward, and
curving round in its descent, like the neck of
a war horse, plunged into the gulf below with

deafening and incessant thunder.

Moorcroft, whose remarks on the natural

productions and agriculture of Cashmere have
recently been published in the Journal of the

Royal Geographical Society, concurs in the

opinion that Cashmere has been formerly

immense lake, and he observes the subsidence
of its waters is distinctly defined by horizontal

lines on the face of the mounlain. The nature

of the composition of the highest and primitive

mountains which form the great outer belt of
the valley, Moorcroft had not an opportunity

to examine; but the rocks of the interior he

found to be of secondary formation, and con
sisting to a great extent wholly of indurated

clay. " The bottom of the basin," he says,

" is covered with a deep coat of alluvial clay,

which, in its progress towards the surface

mixed with vegetable earth; and the latter,

under very slight labour, breaks down into a

rich and most productive mould."

enr.

SCRAPS IN NATURAL HISTORY.
In a recent number of the Monthly Review

(London,) are some notices of a newly pub-
lished work bearing the title of" Wanderings
in New South Wales, Batavia, &c.—being
the Journal of a Naturalist in these Countr'
during 1832, 1833, and 1834." By George
Bennet, Esq. The Reviewer in reference to

it, says,—" In short, this journal abounds
with a vast deal of general information, though
it is decidedly that of a naturalist, given in an
amusing manner, so that no previous work
can have pre-occupied its place, inasmuch as

we have the ready expression of a cultivated

and scientific rnind, without ostentation or

mystery, on every object that fell under his

notice."

We annex a kvf extracts from the Review,
pertaining partly to the voyage out, which,
although some of the topics have before been
touched upon in our pages, possess sufficient

interest lo repay attention.

Speaking of the various objects that are well

calculated to excite interest to a naturalist

during a long voyage, the author gives an in-

teresting description of the Physalia, or " Por-

tuguese man-of-war," which is olten seen in

tropical seas floating by the ship. " The in-

flated or bladder portion of this molluscous

animal, glowing in delicate crimson tints,

floats upon the waves, whilst the long tenia-

cula;, of a deep purple colour, extend beneath,

as snares to capture its prey." Persons who
are anxious to possess the gaudy prize suffer

from an acrid fluid which it discharges, causing
a ^lungent pain. The author, by way of ex-

periment, allowed himself to be stung by this

animal on two of his fingers. The sensation

at first was like that which is produced by a
nettle, but it became soon a violent aching
pain, aflecling the joints even to the shoulder,

and an oppression of breathing was occasioned
by the pectoral muscle becoming attacked.

After about half an hour all this began to

abate.

On entering the tropics many animated ob-

jects excited the author's attention. The flying

fish, in particular, attracted his study, and al-

though he cannot have been singular in this

respect, yet few could look upon such a crea-

ture with equal sentiments of pleasure and
wonder, because very rarely indeed has its

nature and habits been so well understood or
described. Here is only a small portion of his

description and discussion regarding this sort

offish.

"The 'flight' of these fish has been com-
pared to that of birds, so as to deceive the

observer; however, I cannot perceive any
comparison, one being an elegant, fearless,

and independent motion, whilst that of the fish

is hurried, stiff, and awkward, more like a
creature requiring support for a short period;

and then its repeated flights are merely an-

other term for leaps. The fish make a rustling

noise, very audible when they are near the ship,

dart forward, or sometimes take a curve to

bring themselves before the wind, and when
fatigued fall suddenly into the water. It is

not uncommon to see them, when pursued,
drop exhausted, rise again almost instantly,

proceed a little further, again dipping into the

ocean, so continuing for some distance, until

they are out of sight, so that we remain in

ignorance whether they have been captured or
have eluded pursuit."

The phosphoric light given out by the ocean,
is, as the author believes, not only occasioned
by marine molluscous and crustaceous fishes,

but by debris, from dead animal matter, with

which sea water is much loaded. The mag-
nificence of a phosphoric scene, when a ship

sails with a strong breeze through a luminous
sea on a dark night is thus happily described.

" As the ship sails with a strong breeze
through a luminous sea on a dark night, the

effect produced is then seen to the greatest

advantage. The wake of the vessel is one
broad sheet of phosphoric matter, so brilliant

as to cast a dull, pale light over the after-part

of the ship; the foaming surges, as they grace-
fully curl on each side of the vessel's prow,
are aimilar to rolling masses of liquid phospho-
rus; whilst in the distance, even to the horizon,

it seems an ocean of fire, and the distant waves
breaking, give out a light of an inconceivable
beauty and brilliancy: in the combination, the

effect produces sensations of wonder and awe,
and causes a reflection to arise on the reason
of its appearance, as to which as yet no cor-

ect judgment has been formed, the whole be-

ing overwhelmed with mere hypothesis.
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" Sometimes the luminosity is very visible

without any disturbance of the water, its sur-

face remaining smooth, unrufifled even by a

passing zephyr; whilst on other occasions no

light is emitted unless the water is agitated by

the winds, or by the passage of some heavy

body through it. Perhaps the beauty of this

luminous effect is seen to the greatest advan-

tage wiien the ship, lying in a bay or harbour

in tropical climates, the water around lias the

resemblance of a sea of milk. An opportunity

was afforded me, when at Cavite, near Manilla,

in 1830, of witnessing, for the first time, this

beautiful scene; as far as the eye could reach

over the extensive bay of Manilla, the surface

of the tranquil water was one sheet of this dull,

|)ale, phosphorescence; and brilliant flashes

were emitted instantly on any heavy body be-

ing cast into the water, or when fish sprang

from it or swam about; the ship seemed, on

looking over its side, to be anchored in a sea

of liquid phosphorus, whilst in the distance the

resemblance was that of an ocean of milk.

" The night to which I allude, when this

magnificent appearance presented itself to my
observation, was exceedingly dark, which, by

the contrast, gave an increased sublimity to the

scene; the canopy of the heavens was dark

and gloomy; not even the glimmering of a

star was to" be seen; while the sea of liquid

fire cast a deadly pale light over every part of

the vessel, her masts, yards, and hull; the fish

meanwhile sporting about in numbers, varying

the scene by the brilliant flashes they occa-

sioned. It would have formed, I thought at

the time, a sublime and beautiful subject for

an artist like Martin, to execute with his judg-

ment and pencil, that is, if any artist could give

the true effect of such a scene, on which 1

must express some doubts.

" It must not be for a moment conceived

that the light described as brilliant, and like to

a sea of ' liquid fire,' is of the same character

as the flashes produced by the volcano, or by

lightning, or meteors. No: it is the light of

phosphorus, as the matter truly is, pale, dull,

approaching to a white or very pale yellow,

casting a melancholy light ou objects around,

only emitting flashes by collision. To read

by it is possible, but not agreeable; and, on an

attempt being made, it is always found that the

eyes will not endure the peculiar light for any

length of time, as headaches and sickness are

often occasioned by it. 1 have frequently ob-

served at Singapore, that, although the tranquil

water exhibits no particular luminosity, yet,

when disturbed by the passage of a boat, it

gives out phosphoric matter, leaving a brilliant

line in the boat's wake, and the blades of the

oars, when raised from the water, seem to be

dripping with liquid phosphorus."

The albatross afl!brds the author a fine op-

portunity for pleasant description. This superb

bird sails in the air seemingly as if excited by

some invisible power, for there is rarely any

apparent movement of its wings. But this

very want of muscular exertion is the reason

wh.y these birds sustain such long flights as

they do without repose. The largest seen by

the author, measured, when its wings were
expanded, fourteen feet; but specimens, it is

asserted, have been shot that have measured
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twenty feet across. The immense distance

these birds are capable of flying has been as-

certained by having some of them caught,

marked, and again set at liberty. The cause

of their long and easy repose in the air is thus

given by the author:
" To watch the flight of these birds used to

afi'oid me much amusement;—commencing
with the difficulty experienced by them in ele-

vating themselves from the water. To effect

this object, they spread their long pinions to

the utmost, giving them repeated impulses as

they run along the surface of the water for

some distance. Having, by these exertions,

raised themselves above the wave, they ascend

and descend, and cleave the atmosphere in

various directions, without any apparent mus-
cular exertion. How then, it may be asked,

do these birds execute such movements ? The
whole surface of the body in this, as well as,

I believe, most, if not all, the oceanic tribes,

is covered by numerous air-cells, capable of

a voluntary inflation or diminution, by means
of a beautiful muscular apparatus. By this

power, the birds can raise or depress them-

selves at will, and the tail, and great length of

the wing, enable them to steer in any direc-

tion. Indeed, without some provision of this

kind, to save muscular exertion, it would be

impossible for these birds to undergo such

long flights without repose, as they have been

known to do; for the muscles appertaining to

the organs of flight, although large in these

birds, are evidently inadequate in power to

the long distances they have been known to

fly, and the immense length of time they re-

main on the wing, without scarcely a moment's
cessation."'

But the great object of attraction at Macao,
[a town of China, in an island, at the entrance

of the bay of Canton,] is the splendid aviary

and gardens of T. Beale, Esq., who devotes

his leisure moments to the care and delight

connected with the brilliant and elegant pro-

ductions of nature in the animal as well as in

the vegetable kingdom. The first one de-

scribed, is that "aerial creature" the Paradise

Bird. It is a fine male, and was, when the

author beheld it, arrayed in his full and gor-

geous plumage. He is inclosed in a large

and roomy cage, so as not to occasion injury

to his delicate dress. The sounds he utters

resemble somewhat the cawing of a raven,

but changes to a varied scale, as he, hi, ho,

haw, repeated frequently and rapidly. Tlie

length of the Paradise bird is usually two feet,

measuring from the bill to the tip of the side

feathers. But we mnA insert part of the au-

thor's description of the individual specimen

at Macao, without abridgment.
" The neck of this bird is of a beautiful and

delicate canary yellow colour, blending gra-

dually into the fine chocolate colour of the

oilier parts of the body; the wings are very

short and of a chocolate colour. Underneath

them, long delicate and gold-coloured feathers

proceed from the sid«s in two beautiful and

ijiaceful tufts, extending far beyond the t;iil,

which is also short, of a chocolate colour, with

two very long shafts of the same hue proceed-

ing from the urupigium. At the base of the

mandibles the delicate plumage has during

one time (according as the rays of light are
thrown upon it) the appearance of fine black
velvet, and at another a very dark green,
which contrasts admirably with the bright

emerald of the throat. There is nothing ab-
rupt or gaudy in the plumage of this bird;
the colours harmonise in the most elegant
manner, and the chasteness does not fail of
exciting our admiration. The mandibles are
of a light blue ; irides bright yellow ; and the

feet of a lilac tint.

" This elegant creature has a light, playful

and graceful manner, with an arch and impu-
dent look ; dances about when a visiter ap-

proaches the cage, and seems delighted at

being made an object of admiration. During
four months of the year, from May to August,
it moults. It washes itself regularly, twice a
day, and after having performed its ablutions,

throws its delicate feathers up nearly over the

head, the quills of which feathers have a pe-
culiar structure, so as to enable the bird to

effect this object. Its food during confine-

ment is boiled rice, mixed up with soft egg,

together with plantains, and living insects of

the grasshopper tribe; these insects when
thrown to him, the bird contrives to catch in

his beak with great celerity ; it will eat in-

sects in a living state, but will not touch

them when dead.

" I observed the bird previously to eating a

grasshopper, given him in an entire or unmu-
tilated state, place the insect upon the perch,

keep it firmly fixed with the claws, and divest-

ing it of the legs, wings, &c., devour it, with

the head always placed first. The servant

who attends upon him to clean the cage, give

him food, &c., strips off the legs, wings, &c.
of the insects when alive, giving them to the

bird as fast as he can devour them. It rarely

alights upon the ground, and so proud is the

creature of its elegant dress that it never per-

mits a soil to remain upon it, and i< may fre-

quently be seen spreading out its wings and
feathers, and regarding its splendid self in

every direction, to observe v\hether the whole
of its plumage is in an unsullied condition,

[t does not suffer from the- cold weather dur-

ing the winter season at Macao, though ex-

posing the elegant bird to the bleak northerly

wind is always very particularly avoided."

Thirst Quenched without Drinking,—It may not be
generally known (says a late foreign journal,) that
water, even salt water, imbibed through the skin,

appeases tliirst almost as well as fresh water taken
inwardly. In illustration of this subject, a correspond-
ent lias sent us the following abridged quotation from
a "Narrative of Captain Kennedy's losing his vessel,

and his distresses afterwards," which was noticed in

Dodsley's Annual Register for 1769. " I cannot con-

clude without making mention of the great advantage
I received from soaking my clothes, twice a day, in
salt water, and putting them on without wringing.
It was a considerable time before I could make Hhe
people comply with tliis measure, although, from see-

ing the good effects produced, they afterwards practised
it twice a day of their own accord. To this discovery, I
may, with justice, attribute the preservation of my own
life and six other persons, who must have perished if

it had not been put in use. The hint was communicated
to me from the perusal of a treatise written by Dr.
Lind. The water, absorbed through the pores of the
skin, produced in every respect the same effect aa
oald have resulted from the moderate drinking of
-_ ,:

—
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mained in our clothes, became encrusted by the heat of

tlie sun and that of our own bodies, lacerating our
skins and being otherwise inconvenient ; but we found

that by washing out these particles, and frequently

wetting our clothes without wringing, twice in the

course of the day, the skin became well in a shoit

time. After these operations, we uniformly found that

tlie violent drought went off, and the parched tongue
was cured in a few minutes after bathing and washing
our clothes ; and, at the same time, we found ourselves

as much refreshed as if we had received some actual

nourishment. Four persons in the boat, who drank
salt water, went delirious and died ; but those who
avoided this and followed the above practice, experi-

enced no such symptoms."

* Mode of salutation among the Gambler Islanders.—
Their mode of salutation is touching or rubbing noses

in which they have, as in shaking hands, different de
grees : for instance, drawing down the septum, hold,

ing the breath, continuing the contact for some se

conds, and finishing with a mo5t unwelcome sniff, is

considered equivalent to a hearty shake of the hand,

This unpleasant ceremony we had to undergo at least

a hundred times, repeating it often to the same person,—M. *S'. Journal of a Voyage of Discovery.

Board and lodging of the Esqui?naux near Icy Cape.

During the day, we visited the village, consisting of

tents constructed of a tew sticks, placed in the ground
and meeting at the top, so as to give the dwelling, when
covered with hides, a conical form. Those which, as

in the present instance, are intended for a high degree

of cold, have also a lining of rein-deer skins. A few

logs formed the floor, on which the skins for sleeping

were spread out. Th3v cook their

open i , earthen pots, into which they put the blood

entrails, blubber, and flesh, together. Their chief

food is the walrus, seal, rein-deer, and fisli ; and as they

procure more in summer than is required for imme.
tiiate use, the rest is buried in the sand for wintei

consumption. They very kindly dug up a seal which
had evidently been deposited for some time ; and one
of them offered us a handful of the intestines to eat

but the sight of it was quite sufficient for our appe
tites. They eat tlie flesh of the rein-deer in its ran
state.

—

lb.

Effect of the atmosphere on hair.—My own beard,

which, in Europe, was soft, silky, and almost straight,

began, immediately after my arrival at Alexandria, to

curl, to grow crisp, strong, and coarse ; and before I

reached Es-Sowan, resembled bear hair to the touch,

and was all disposed in ringlets about the chin. This

is, no doubt, to be accounted for by the extreme dry-

For " The Friond.'

OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS.—NO. XIV.

"Then think of those who suffer.

And to the hungry, and the naked, yield

of your abundance."

That portion of the year that has just opened
upon us is welcomed by the generality of per-

sons in easy circumstances, as a season of
peculiar social enjoyment. While the itioie

sober have looked forward to it as a time that

shall again assemble their long scattered fa-

mily round the choerful fireside, and have
devised every means to render their habita-

tions warm and comfortable ; many of the

young, and lively, from the pleasure they shall

receive at the evening parly, the splendid

entertainment, and from the rich attire they
have piepared for their own decoration, are

anticipating a gay and happy winter: to such
as these, if they have any feelings of grati-

tude, "the winds raging without will but
endear the comfort and the warmth enjoyed
within." But while these are availing them-
selves of the gratifications which a bountiful

Providence has enabled theBi to procure,

theie is a class of the community who hail

the approach of winter with very different

feelings; to them, his "icy reign" presents

little but want, and cold, and suffering ; and
when their last mor.sel is consumed and their

scanty stock of brushwood has mouldered into

ashes, they know not where they shall get

their next supply; many of these have large

families depending upon their precarious daily

labour, and not unfrequently several in the

family sick or infirm, and entirely disqualified

from contributing to their own support, or

rendering others the smallest assistance. To
those who are thus circumstanced, what c/teer-

in£- prospect can this bitter season present?
While we are sitting in our snug apartments,
rendered impervious to the keen blasts, or

sleeping quietly upon "our own delightful

bed," they arc shivering over the few embers
that just keep them from perishing, or have

perhaps resorted to their nightly resting place,
ness of the air, which operating through several thou-

t„ gggk that warmth and repose which th
sand years, has, in the mtenor, changed the hair of , ,

i ,. ,, •
I KIol—St. John's Tra.

Life prolonged by civilization.—If we collect Eng-
land, Germany, and France, in one group, we find

that the average term of mortality, which, in that

great and populous region, was formerly one in thirty

people annually, is not, at present, more than one
thirty-eight. This difference reduces the number of

deaths throughout these countries from 1,900,000, to

bss than 1,200,000 persons ; and 700,000 lives, or on

in eighty-three, annually, owe their preservation to th

social ameliorations effected in the three countries of

western Europe, whose efforts to obtain this object

have been attended with the greatest success. The
life of man is thus not only embellished in its course

by the advancement of civilization, but is e.xtended by

it, and rendered less doubtful. The effects of the

amelioration of the social condition arc to restrain and

diminish, in proportion to the population, the annual

number of births, and, in a still greater degree, that of

deaths; on the contrary, a great numlier of birth

equalled or even exceeded by that of deaths, is a chi

racteristic sign of a state of barbarism. In the form!

ease, as men, in a mass, reach the plenitude of the

physical and social developement, the population

strong, intelligent, and manly ; while it remains i

perpetual infancy, whole generations are swept off

without being able to profit by the past—to bring

social economy to perfection Fhilosophicat Journal.

straw bed and tattered covering are unable to

supply. It is profitable for us "frequently

to measure lots with those less distinguished

than ourselves," and while our hearts are

warmed with gratitude to Him from whom
we have received all our blessings, "endea-
vour to sympathise with others suffeiing

mote." Our eyes are so used to beholding

objects of distress, and our ears to being as-

sailed by the complaints of those whom we
deem unworthy, that we are in danger of

allowing our hearts to become hard, and un

mindful of those, who, whatever may have

been the cause of their distress, should cer-

tainly claim our sympathies at this inclement

season. Alas ! how few of vs there are, who,

if we were dealt with strictly according to

our deserts, would now be partaking of the

many good things which are lavished upon

us with such an unsparing hand !

" Then when you meet the child of woe
Ask not whence all his sutferings flow :

Sure 'tis enough for man to know
His brother 's poor."

It is certainly the duty of every one who is

raised above want to contribute something to

the necessities of the poor. The Saviour of

men set us this example. The hungry, the

thirsty, the naked, the sick and imprisoned,

were objects of his peculiar regard ; and he

has left t/s the poor as his legacy, with this

nscription—"Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye

have done it unto me." Those who are in

affluence have it in their power to do much to

tigate the wants and smooth the path of

suffering humanity; and there are none of us

I believe but may do something to gladden

the hearts, and render the wretched hovel of

the indigent somewhat more comfortable. If

we are faithful stewards, in proportion to the

amount of earthly good that each one of us

possesses will these supplies be made. " For
whoso hath this world's goods and seeth his

brother have need, and shutteth up his bow-
els of compassion from him, how dwelleth the

love of God in him ?" It is a true and an oft

epeated saying, that "the trimmings of the

vain world would clothe the naked;" and it

ght with equal truth be said, that the super-

fluous luxuries from the tables, added to the

needless expenses in the houses and furni-

ture of those who have been styled a plain

and self-denying people, would feed the huti-

gry, or at least a very large portion of them.

If those young people who are preparing

their expensive dresses, and making arrange-

ments for luxurious entertainments during

the present winter would seriously reflect

liow much more usefully the money designed

for these purposes might be appropriated,

they would be willing, some of them at least,

I think, \£i forego their short-lived enjoy-

ments. Two or three coarse blankets, and a

few loads of wood, would yield more true en-

joyment to these poor sufferers, and more
peace upon reflection to yourselves, than you
would derive from a whole winter's dissipa-

tion. How many an eye would sparkle, and

how many a countenance beam with satisfac-

tion, on beholding these purchases of your

superfluities.

Let each one of us, then—young and old,

when preparing for our own comfortable ac-

commodation, whether in the article of fuel,

clothing, or gay and expensive indulgences,

give a thought to the suffering poor, and re-

flect if we cannot spare something from our

abundance to better their condition.

. .. h

For "The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
CCoininued from page 94.)

Earnestly to contend for the faith in a

proper spirit and manner, is a duty which may

be required when the truths of the gospel are

assailed, and, under Divine qualification, be

productive of good to them that "oppose

themselves." Doubtful disputation.* must

however always be attended with danger,

especially to those that are weak in the failh
;

and to indulge a disposition for controversy,

even in defence of fundamental principles,

may lead off from watchfulness and prayer, a

condition which is indispensable to the life of

a Christian^ But to enter into party strife and
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contention, merely for the sake of supporting

an opinion, which to say the least of it, may

be questionable, feeds the passions and cor-

rupt will of man, which can never work the

righteousness of God. Both to the church and

to the individual members, such a spirit gain-

ing the ascendancy, must prove extremely

pernicious, in destroying its peace, and ob;

structing the flow of charity and Christian

fellowship.

In the present section of the Reply, we see

that a supposed rejection of the doctrine of

the resurrection of these corruptible bodies,

is alleged by the opponent, as an evidence of

the want of scriptural soundness in Friends.

It is difficult to perceive what possible benefit

can accrue, from entering into a controversy

upon the question whetlier tlie immortal spirit

shall be reunited to this tabernacle of clay, or

clothed with an immaterial body of which it

had not been the occupant, and to attempt

to unchristianise one another in adopting

either opinion. To believe in the resurrec-

tion of the just and the unjust; that after the

death of the body, the soul shall forever exist

either in happiness or misery, according to its

condition in this life, and to be using ail dili-

gence to make our calling and election sure

before we go hence, is certainly the all impor-

tant consideration. The beloved apostle John,

who was perhaps more highly favoured with

revelations of the invisible things of God than

any other disciple, appears desirous of stirring

up the gratitude of the believers, for the love

which the Father hath bestowed upon them,

and to incite them to the work of sanctifica-

tion, rather than to lead them into curious and

profitless disquisitions upon the form of their

future existence. " Behold what manner of

love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that

we should be called the sons of God ; there-

fore the world knoweth us not, because it

knew him not. Beloved now are we the sons

of God, and it doth not yet appear what we
shall be : but we know that when he shall ap-

pear we shall belike him, for we shall see him
as he is. And every man that hath this hope
in him, purifieth himself, even as he is pure."

In the declaration of 1693, Friends say
;

" We sincerely believe, not only a resurrec-

tion in Christ from the fallen sinful state here,

but of rising and ascending into glory with

him hereafter ; that when he at last appears,

we may appear with him in glory. But that

all the wicked who live in rebellion against

the light of grace, and die finally impenitent,

shall come forth to the resurrection of con-

demnation." "And as the celestial bodies do
far excel terrestrial, so we expect our spiritual

bodies in the resurrection shall far excel what
our bodies now are ; and we hope that none
can justly blame us, for thus expecting better

bodies than now they are. Howbeit we
esteem it very unnecessary to dispute or ques-
tion, how the dead are raised, or with rvhat

body they come, but rather submit that to the

wisdom and pleasure of Almighty God." S.

But we are told, that the most melancholy
feature in our system is, that " it is unfriendly
to an enlightened, active, scriptural piety."

When we examine the reasons assigned by

the reviewer for this assertion, we find the old

doctrine of the middle ages, very thinly veiled

—pay the priest. Our silent meetings, or

very short sermons, do not, in his opinion,

supply food for devotion. We read in the

New Testament of some very short sermons.
" Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away

the sin of the world." " Come, see a man
which told me all things that ever I did; is not

this (he Christ ?" These were certainly shorter

han most testimonies ever heard even in the

meetings of Friends, yet they were effectual.

The hearers were turned to the Saviour, and

brought to believe on him. Hence we see

that it is not the length, or learning displayed,

that gives value to a sermon, but the authority

which accompanies it. As to silent meetings,

it may be safely left to any practical Christian

to decide, which is most conducive to real,

heartfelt piety, the prostration of the soul in

solemn silence, before the throne of grace, to

wait in humble adoration for instruction how
to pray, and what to pray for ; or listening,

during an equal portion of time, to an eloquent

iscourse, composed at leisure in the closet,

by one who is hired and paid for the purpose,

and whose interest it evidently is to preach

such doctrine as his employers will relish. It

is not intended here to assert, that silent meet-

ings always are what is here described, or

that those who preach for a stipend always

deavour to suit their doctrines to the taste

of their employers. Many of them, no doubt,

endeavour to perform their duty religiously.

But I speak of the design and object in the

one case, and of the natural tendency of the

system in the other.

It is frequently intimated, that the doctrines

or the religion of Friends is not scriptural.

A careful examination, however, cannot fail to

prove that in both these particular.^. Friends

are more strictly scriptural, than any of their

opposers. " Pure religion and undefiled

before God and the Father is this, to visit the

fatherless and widows in their affliction, and

to keep himself unspotted from the world."

James, i. 27. If this is scriptural religion,

the admissions of the reviewer are sufficient

to show that Friends are not behind others in

regard to it. That they pay a very great regard

to the Scriptures is obvious from what has

been already shown. Of their care to have

their children well acquainted with them, the

following evidence may suffice.

Third Query. " Are Friends careful to

bring up those under their direction, in plain-

ness of speech, behaviour, and apparel ; in

frequent reading the Holy Scriptures ; and to

estrain them from reading pernicious books,

and from the corrupt conversation of the

world ?"

" We tenderly and earnestly advise and ex-

hort all parents and heads of families, that

they endeavour to instruct their children and
families in the doctrines and precepts of the

Christian religion, as contained in the Scrip-

tures; and that they excite them to the diligent

reading of those excellent writings, which plain-

ly set forth the miraculous conception, birth,

holy life, wonderful works, blessed example,

meritorious death, and glorious resurrection,

ascension and mediation of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ ; and to educate their

children in ihe belief of those important truths,

as well as in the belief of the inward mani-

festation and operation of the Holy Spirit on
theirown minds, that they may reap the benefit

and advantage thereof, for their own peace and
everlasting happiness; which is infinitely pre-

ferable to all other considerations."
" This meeting doth earnestly exhort all

parents, heads of fiimilies, and guardians of

minors, that they prevent, as much as in them
lies, their children, and others under their

care and tuition, from having or reading

books and papers tending to prejudice the:

profession of the Christian religion, to create

the least doubt concerning the authenticity

of the Holy Scriptures, or of those saving
truths declared in them ; lest their infant and
feeble minds should be poisoned thereby, and
a foundation laid for the greatest evils.

Does all this prove the great deficiency of
instruction, and want of Scriptural knowledge,
with which we are charged ?

It is remarkable, that one principal reason

why Friends are often charged with want of
scriptural soundness is, that they confine them-
selves, in their expositions of the mysteries

of religion, to the positive testimony of Scrip-

ture ; and never attempt to supply by vague
conjecture, what the sacred penman thought
right to withhold. Thus the reviewer tells

us, they appear to reject the doctrine of the

resurrection of the body : though he admits,
" this is inferred rather from their total silence,

or vague implication, than explicit denial."

Now if we examine the writings of Friends,

who have treated upon this subject, we find

an express declaration of the belief, that there

will be a resurrection both of the just and of
the unjust ; but as the apostle declines decid-

ing with what body they shall rise, Friends
have not presumed to supply the omission.

" There shall be a resurrection of the dead,

both of the just and unjust. They that have
done good, unto the resurrection of life ; and
they that have done evil, unto the resurrection

of damnation. Flesh and blood cannot in-

herit the kingdom of God ; neither doth cor-

ruption inherit incorruption. Nor is that body
sown that shall be ; but God giveth it a body
as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his

own body : It is sown in corruption, it is raised

in incorruption ; it is sown in weakness, it is

raised in power : it is sown a natural body,
it is raised a spiritual body." Barclay's Con-
fession of Faith, art. 23. " We deny not, but
believe the resurrection, according to the

Scriptures, not only from sin, but also from
death and the grave ; but are conscientiously

cautious in expressing the manner of the resur-

rection, because it is left a secret by the Holy
Ghost in the Scripture. Should people be
angry with them for not expressing or asserting

what is hidden, and which is more curious

than necessary to be known ? Thou fool, is

to the curious inquire)-, as says the apostle :

which makes the Quakers contented with that

body which God shall please to give them
hereafter ; being assured that their corruptible

shall put on incorruption, and their mortal
shall put on immortality, but in such manner
as pleaseth God. And in the mean time they
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esteem it their duty, as well as wisdom, to ac-

quiesce in his holy will. It is enough, they

believe a resurrection, and that with a glorious

and tncorn//)<iWeiody, without further niceties

United States," were totally needless, and,

if used, would have been sheer tautology

Again, the disciples were commanded I

teach. To teach what ? The philosophy of

for to liiat was the ancient hope." Penn's Aristotle ? Or rather to proselyte. To pro

Key, sec. II. Vide also his testimony to thciselyte to what? The law of Moses? To
truth, art. 15. Reply to the Bishop of Cork, I the doctrines of the Pharisees? Assuredly

Select Works, folio, page 826. Bates's Doc
trine of Friends, page 26.

Their rejection of the sacraments, as they

arc usually termed, is often advanced as a

heavy charge; almost, if not allogelher, suffi-

cient to unchristianise them. But here, as be-

fore, the difference arises from the closer ad-

they were to teach the doctrines of Chris

tianity; to proselyte all nations to the faith

of Christ. If then we cannot, without the

most glaring absurdity, apply the first part of

the commission to any other doctrines than

those which belong to the dispensation of

Christ; what authority can we find for chang-

herence of Friends to the letter, as well as the] ing the application of the concluding part

spirit, of the Scriptures. Supposing myself

concerned with protestants only, no notice will

be taken of those which they disallow. As
the light of the reformation caused five out of

seven of these ceremonials to vanish, it would

appear, that Friends, by the rejection of the

other two, had only carried the reformation, in

those particulars, a little further than their pro-

testant predecessors.

With regard to baptism, it may be observed,

that the advocates of water baptism, when they

attempt to prove it a divine command, rely

chiefly on the text, " Go ye therefore and

teach all nations, baptising them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost." Matt, xxviii. 19. As nothing is

here said respecting water, how does this

text j)rove that water must be used. To
say that tvater must be understood, is to beg

the question, not to prove the position ; a

mode of arguing which affords presumptive

evidence that the question at issue cannot be

satisfactorily proved. The expression teach

(or rather disciple or proselyte) all nations,

baptising them into the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,

strongly indicates that these acts were to be

simultaneous. And this construction is con-

firmed by the command to tarry at Jerusalem

till they were endued with power from on

high. We accordingly find that the baptism

of the Holy Ghost did attend the preaching

of the apostles; as in the case of Cornelius and

others assembled at his house. Acts, x. 44.

Another consideration, however, appears

to me conclusive on the subject. We find

two baptisms, totally distinct from each other,

clearly recognised in the New Testament.

The baptism of John, which was with water;

and the baptism of Christ with the Holy
Ghost. The former a preparatory and de-

creasing dispensation: the latter an increas-

ing and abiding one. Matt. iii. .3. 11. Luke, i.

16. 3-3. John, iii. 28. 30. Now, when Christ

commanded his disciples to baptise, without

expressly declaring to what baptism he allud-

ed, the necessary construction is, that he

meant his own. Had any other been intend-

ed, it must, to make the matter clear, have

been expressed ; but if his own was intended,

no such specification was necessary. Let us

take as an illustration, the article of the federal

constitution, which declares, that the presi-

dent shall see that the laifs be faithfully ex-

ecuted. Could there bo a doubt as to what

laws vvere intended? Or would any lawyer

hesitate to decide that the words, " of the

Must we suppose that one part of the sentence

relates to the doctrines of Christ, and the

othei to the dispensation of John ?

If all nations are at any time to be con
verted to Christianity, and to be baptised with

water, as a part of that dispensation, it is not

easy to discover in what manner John's owr
prediction is to be accomplished. His dis

pensation would, upon that supposition, con
tinue to increase; and would be at all times

co-extensive with that which, according to

his own testimony, was to supersede

When baptism is mentioned as necessai-y

to salvation, nothing appears to prove that

water was intended. " He that believeth and

is baptised shall be saved." Mark, xvi. IG,

The antitype* " whereof, baptism, doth now
save us (not the putting away of the filth of

the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience

toward God,) by the resurrection of Jesu;

Christ." 1 Pet. iii. 21. As the apostle de

clares, " there is one Lord, one faith, one

baptism, Eph. iv. .5, and the Scriptu

where assert that the baptism with water is

that one baptism, but on the contrary clearly

prove that the baptism of the Holy Ghost is

the one true Christian baptism, those who
would unchristianize the Society of Friends

because they reject the watery dispensation,

must find some other standard of Christianity

than the New Testament. But how those

who contend for water baptism, as a Christian

ordinance, can justify to themselves the re-

jection of baptism, and the introduction of a

substitute which has neither precept nor prac

tice in Scripture to support it, is not easily

understood. For the sprinkling of infant;

not even the baptism of John.

EVILS AND GUILT OF WAR.
The following striking passages are quoted

from the second article in the same number
of the American Advocate of Peace, from

which the extracts inserted in our last num-
ber were taken. It will be proper here to

correct an error which escaped detection last

week when reading the proof, in the editorial

paragraph page 96, relating to the Advocate

of Peace :—In the first line of that paragraph,

iov first read third.

Did we not know man too well, we should

cry out upon the strange anomaly implied in

* I have here substituted for the expression, the like

Jio-ure, given in the common translation, tiiat which

the Greek, Avmvjrot, manifestly requires.
|

seriously discussing the practicability and
expediency of measures for the suppression of

u'ar and the promotion of peace, in a com-
munity professedly Christian. But the most
disastrous wars have within our own memory
occurred on Christian lands. Christian tem-

ples are now decorated with flags taken from
a flying foe, and with monumeuts recording

the valour of heroes bearing the Christian

name. There is not one of our readers who
would not shrink from being called a man of
war; not one, probably, who does not suppose
that his feelings in regard to war are, in the

main, correct. Yet it may be, that of those

who have not given attention to this topic,

not one views the practice of war in its

proper light, not one is in the strictest sense

of the words a man of peace.

Do we listen with delight to the story of

war ? Do we hear with a thrill of pleasurable

emotion of the mustering of the hosts to

battle ? Do we trace with eager attention

the movements of hostile powers ? Do we
hang with breathless interest over the battle

field, and admire the gallantry and daring of

the warrior, and at the same time forget the

untold sorrows and woes, and the deep guilt,

which are concealed beneath all that is ex-

citing and attracting in these scenes ? If so,

our feelings are enlisted on the side of war
;

yet thus it is with by far the greater number
even of professed Christians. The avowed
friends of peace, they are yet the undoubted
admirers of war.

A strange delusion has settled down upon
the minds of men. Could facts be clearly

exhibited to the view of a visitant from

another sphere, how would they strike his

mind. We would ask him to go upon some
eminence from whence his eye could wander
over a happy, prosperous kingdom, and where
he might regale his vision with the sight of

its peaceful villages and hamlets, reposing in

the midst of fertility and joy, its waving fields

ripe for the harvest, its cities thronged with

a busy people, sending forth its products to

all parts of the globe, and receiving the trea-

sures of other lands in return. After having

gazed a while with delight on this wide

spread scene of abundance and happiness, we
would ask him to look once more. A change

has passed over this vision of enchantment.

Those villages are now heaps of smouldering

ruins, and the happy villagers have been

cruelly slaughtered, or driven from their

homes, are exposed to insult, outrage and

death. Those beautiful fields have been

blasted and laid waste as by devouring fire.

Those cities have been pillaged and razed to

the ground, or stand desolate masses of black-

ened ruins. The busy haunts of traffic are

now silent, and the commerce of the kingdom
which once waved in every port under heaven,

is now dismantled and mouldering away; and

when in amazement our visiter should enquire

whence this sad reverse, our answer would

be, this is the desolation of war.

We would traverse with him the plains of

the East, the site of cities once famed for their

splendour and opulence, and as he viewed

with wonder those imposing relics of ancient
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magnificence, the porticoes, broken arches^

and prostrate columns of Palmyra, Balbec,

Persepolis, or the more beautiful remains of

Grecian and Roman art, we would tell him

that here too he saw the footsteps of the

demon of war, who hath thus swept over the

earth like a whirlwind of the Almighty s

wrath, desolating her fairest scenes, uprooting

kin'jdonis and empires, depopulating extensive

territories, turning back through ages the tide

of improvement, and bringing down upon un

happy men the darkness of ignorance and sin^

We would go with him to the battle fields oi

Arbela, Cannse, Borodino, Beresina, and

Waterloo, and would show him the soil fat-

tened with the blood and remains of tens of

thou.=^ands of our fellow men ; we would trace

with him the disastrous Russian campaign

when in 173 days, 600,000 perished ;—we

would show him this pleasant world, designed

to be the abode of intelligent, moral and social

bein<J3, strewed with the 15 or 20 thousand

millions of its inhabitants, who on a modeiate

calculation have fallen the victims of war

But there are other scenes of woe which he

has not yet beheld. We would conduct him

to the homes of those wretched sutferers, and

ask him to listen to the low moan of sorrow,

or the wail of despair and heart-reading grief,

that comes up from the loved ones who have

lost their stay and staff, their hope and conso-

lation, on the field of battle,—and then would

we say to him, here is a picture of cimlized

war. We would show him how this spirit of

evil has availed himself of the science and

ingenuity of man, for the destruction of man
;

how the invention of a Christian monk hath

compounded a black, inert, and apparently

inoffensive powder, which, on the application

of the smallest spark, kindles into an amazing

energy, with a voice of thunder, propelling

missiles with resistless force and certain death,

or, springing an unseen mine, throws large

structures with their inmates into the air. We
would lead him to the vast magazines, filled

•with the engines and materials of destruction

erected and"sustained at the cost of a nation':

treasure ; to the schools, where are trained

with watchful vigilance and consummate skill

youth who may in subsequent life wield the

apparatus of human destruction with most

effect ; to the fortresses, and the encampment

and the naval depots, all well furnished, even

in times of peace, and affording him proof

that the destruction of man by his fellow man

is a matter of calculation and arrangement,

and, as it were, an indispensable concomitant

of human society. Having surveyed this vast

machinery of human woe, he would in amaze-

ment exclaim—what evil destiny hath fallen

upon man, that his whole history is little else

than a detail of voluntarily inflicted suffering!

What dire necessity drives men to the dread

alternative of war ? Nay, we must reply, it is

the most frightful scourge of Heaven, but

man h^s seized it, and with ruthless hand

played with it as with an infant's toy. Mi

glory in it. The warrior is extolled ;
poets

sing the praises of his valour; and multitud

throng around him to pay the homage of their

admiration. In horror and disgust at the

fatualioD and wickedness of map, would he

not w
peace.

his way to his sphere of light and

Why should we send those who stir up a

noisy brawl in our streets, to the house of cor-

rection, but commit the greater brawls of king-

doms, accompanied with the deaths of thou-

sands, and the overthrow of institutions, waste

of treasure and corruption of morals, to the

poet, to be celebrated in his highest notes of

inspiration, and to the historian, to be recorded

in unfading glory on the historic page. Why
hang a man who kills another in a private en-

counter, and cover with honours an Alexander,

a Caesar, an Alaric, a Tamerlane, a Bona-

parte, who have wantonly and selfishly pro-

voked contests involving the destruction of

thousands and millions? What consistency is

there in maintaining whh all the power of our

institutions the inviolability of human life in

man as an individual, and in respect to man

as a member of the state, to throw it out like

dross into the highway to be trampled under

foot ? How can man answer before his judge

for the wild havoc he has made with the liv

we may almost say, with the immortal spirits

of his fellow men ? For on the battle-field, we

may sicken at the sight of dead and dy

may sympathise till our hearts break, with the

woes of the widow and orphan who have been

made such there: but the Christian, as he sui

veys the scene, will look with a thrill of horro

to" the condition of the disembodied spirits

which have ascended from the tumult, and

fierce struggle, and wild fury of battle, to th

presence of a holy God.

THS F]RZIir7D.

FIRST MONTH,

CHRIST IN THE TE3IPLE.

Abashed be all the boast of age I

Be hoary learning dumb !

Expounder of the mystic page,

Behold an infant come I

Oh, wisdom, whose unfading power

Beside the eternal stood.

To frame, in nature's earliest hour,

The land, the sky, the flood

;

Yet didst not thou disdain awhile

An infant form to wear

;

To bless thy mother with a smile.

And lisp thy faltered prayer.

But, in thy Father's own a'oode.

With Israel's elders round,

Conversing high with Israel's God,

Thy chiefest joy was found.

So may our youth adorn thy name !

And, Saviour, deign to bless.

With fostering grace, the timid flame

Of early holiness!

Hebe:

ACQUAINT THYSELF WITH GOD.

Acquaint thee, O mortal '. acquaint thee with God ;

And joy, like the sunshine, shall beam on thy road

;

And peace, like the dew-drop, shall fall on thy head
;

And sleep, lilse an angel, shall visit thy bed.

Acquaint thee, O mortal! acquaint thee with God

;

And he shall be with thee when fears are abroad,

Thy safeguard, in danger that threatens thy path,

Thy joy, in the valley and shadow of death.

Knox.

We take no pleasure in exposing the dark

spots which shade the glory of our beloved

country, but we deem it right to place before

the readers of this Journal the following very

advertisement, from the Richmond

Whig of the 11th ult. It is understood that •-

private jails of a similar character exist in se-

veral other places in the south;—at Norfolk,

at Baltimore, at Alexandria, and even at the

CITY OF WASHINGTON ! We talk freely :

of the barbarism of past generations; what

will be said in succeeding times of such il-

lustrations of the civilisation of the present?

The paper from which we copy the adver-

tisement, thus remarks upon it :

—

Certainly, this is a most fascinating description of a

jail. How tender a concern Bacon Tait appears to feel

for the health and comfort of his prisoner. It gives

one some idea of the extent to which the slave trade is

carried on by Virginia, to know that a man, if it be
'

proper to call him so, has a prison built on purpose to

confine the victims of the trade, while they are waiting

to be carried off. No merchant would build an expen-

sive warehouse for his own use, unless his business

were large. We cannot be mistaken, then, in sup-

posing that the kind-hearted Tait, in erecting his jail,

must have believed that the business was extensive

enough to pay him a good income on his investment.

"NOTICE.
" The commodious buildings which I have recently

had erected in the city of Richmond, are now ready

for the accommodation of all persons who may wish

their NEGROES safely and comfortably taken care of.

The buildings were erected upon an extensive scale,

without regard to cost, my main object being to insure

the safe keeping, and, at the same time, the health and

comfort of the negroes who may be placed thereat.

The rooms and yards for the females are separate

from those for the males, and genteel house servants

ill have rooms to themselves. The regulations of the

itablishment will be general cleanliness, moderate

exercise, and recreation within the yards during good

weather, and good substantial food at all times, by

which regulations it is intended that confinement shall

be rendered merely nominal, and the health of the ne-

groes so promoted, that they will be well prepared to

encounter a change of climate when removed to the

south.
" These buildings are situated on the lot corner of

15th and Cary streets, between Mayo's bridge and the

Bell Tavern. Apply to

"BACON TAIT."
December 10.

An apprentice is wanted to the retail diug

business, apply at this oflice.

Agents.—Elijah CofRn, Richmond, Indiana,

is appointed an agent for this paper, in the

place of Caleb Morris released by request.

We are requested to say, that in the marriage notice

of Samuel Bolton, in our last, 11th mo. should be 12th

mo. The mistake was in the notice as sent us.

Died, on the 13th of last month, in Salem, Mass.

Hannah Johnson, aged 73 years. It may be emphati-

cally said of her, that she was of a meek and quiet

spirit. The latter years of her long and useful life,

were marked by the absence, in a remarkable degree,

of selfish feeling, and the serenity of her close evinced

a firm reliance on the promises of her Saviour.
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Ascent to the Summit of the Popocatepetl.

[The following interesting narrative is translated

from a letter addressed by Baron Gross, Chief Secre-

tary to the French Legation in Mexico, to a friend at

Paris.]

3Ie.vico, I5th Slay, 1834.

The valley of Mexico is one of the most

picturesque in the world ; it is bounded on

the S. S. E. by a range of mountains, from

which two volcanoes rise up, known by the

Indian names of Iztaciuhatl and Popocatepetl.

Their peaks, always covered with snow, are

at sixteen and eighteen thousand English feet

above the level of the sea. The crest of the

former, the nearer to Mexico, runs from N.

W. to S. E., and is irregularly rent. The
latter is a perfect cone. It somewhat resem-

bles Mount Etna, but does not, like that

mountain, rise from a plain. The Popocate-

petl, is on the side of the platform of the

Cordilleras Mountains. On one side, the N.

W., the forests of firs which surround it

terminate at the foot of the valley, and the

last trees are mingled with the wheat, Indian

corn, and such other European plants as grow
at that height; but, towards the S. E. the

forests continue farther down. They, how-

ever, become gradually thinner, very soon

disappear altogether, and are superseded by

the sugar-cane, the cochineal tree, and all the

rich and vaiied vegetation of tropical regions.

A traveller, by starting from the volcanic

sands, a little above the boundary of vegeta-

tion, and coming down in a straight line into

the valley of Cuautia-Amilpas, would, in a

few hours, have gone through all climates,

and could gather all the plants which grow
between the pole and the equator.

It follows from this, that the snow which

is on the S. E. side, must in certain cases be

influenced by the breezes of warm air, which

constantly rise up from the valley of Cuautia.

The snow partly melts in the dry season, and

whilst the north of the volcanic cone is per-

petually covered with snow and ice down to

the firs nearest to the top of the volcano, the

lava and porphyry on the south side are bare.

This, therefore, is the side on which to

look for a passage when wishing to ascend to

the summit of this mountain, the highest in

North America. I tried it last year with a

difl^erent result.

You know how my first attempt proved

unsuccessful. M. de Gerolt and myself were
ovei taken by one of those tropical storms, of

which in Europe you can form no idea. It be-

came indispensable to pass the night amongst
the wet firs which grow on the brink of the

sands; we had but a cloth stretched with

cords over a tree half thrown down, to shelter

us from the rain, the hail, and the snow, and

we considered ourselves fortunate in having

thought of wrapping up our clothes, for a

change, in the cloth which was destined to

be so useful to us. You have probably not

forgotten the storm over our heads, and that

which rent the trees below us, and those hori-

zontal flashes of lightning which produced so

disagreeable an eiiect upon my travelling

companion; and then our six hours' idle

walk in the snow, after having been aban-

doned by our guides, and our blindness for

several days, brought on by the reflection of

the sun, and our fatigues, our suflerings, our

want of courage, the loss of strength, and in

fine, the painful necessity of giving up our

enterprise, wht-n we had but iweive or thir-

teen hundred feet to climb before arriving at

the summit, the promised land.

This year we have met with nothing of the

kind; we have had a lun of the most favour-

able circumstances. We profited by the ex-

perience of last year, and the 30th April, at

thirty-seven minutes after two in the after-

noon, I planted on the highest peak of the

Mexican Andes a flag, which had never float-

ed on so high a spot before.

We had finished all our preparations in the

beginning of April; we had barometers, a

miner's compass, for want of a theodolite,

which is too heavy to be carried up to such a

height, some thermometers, one of those little

(EoUpiles by Breuzin for heating water, a good
telesco|)e, and a hygroscope. All these in-

struments had been compared with those

here, belonging to General D. Juan de Orle-

gozo, and to Professor D. Joaquim Velasquez

de Leon, in order to enable us on our return

to compare the results of the experiments
made at the same hour by those gentlemen in

Mexico, and by us whilst on our journey. I

had had a tent made for shelter; and we were
supplied with hatchets, saws, ropes, and iron-

shod bamboos: these latter are indispensable

in expeditions of this nature; mine was fifteen

feet long, and I intended to leave it behind us

on the top of the volcano. I took good care

not to communicate this project to my com-
panions; it was possible we might fail in our

expedition, and I did not wish to sell the

lion's skin before I had killed the lion.

On the morning of the 1.5th we started;

we had with us three Mexican servants, and
three dragoons—we each had a second horse
and a mule of burthen. In two days we
reached Zacualpam-Amilpas, where Mr. Eger-
ton, an English painter, who was to be of the
party, soon joined us. We had planned to

remain at this place until tho time should
seem most opportune for making the attempt.

Whilst waiting for the so much wished-for
opportunity, I spent my time in carefully ex-
amining, with the aid of a telescope, the'sum-
mit of the volcano, and I made drawings, as ac-

curately as possible, of the rocks, the ravines,

and the courses of the lava which are on this

side. We then searched on the paper for the

direction which promised the most success,

for we well knew the guides would leave us
the instant we reached the perpetual snow.
At length, on the 27th, we commenced our

march, and reached Ozumba at three in the
afternoon. We sent for the same guides we
had made use of last year. They are Indians

of the village of Atlautia; which is at the

very foot of the Popocatepetl: we took three.

We laid in provisions for four days, and the
next morning by seven o'clock we had begun,
with our mules and horses, to ascend the

mountain. At one o'clock we arrived at the
Vaqueria, a veritable Swiss chalet, which is

used as a shelter by the keepers of a numer-
ous herd of cows, and is the last inhabited
spot on the mountain. At three o'clock we
arrived at the point where vegetation ceases:

this we did by ways which might almost be
said to be beaten, for we had occasion but
once to make use of our hatchets. As you
are acquainted with the Alps, I have nothing
to say on those admirable forests of oak, of
firs, and of larch, which we passed through.

They resemble each other in both hemispheres
except that at the foot of these there are large

flocks of giiacamaias, (a large green parrot

with a red head,) which are not to be met
with at Chamouny or at Sallcnches. There
are also in the forest lions of a small species,

jaguars, wolves, deer, and a great number of

wild cats, but we did not see a single one of

these animals.

As you get higher up in the wood, the fir

trees become scarcer, and of less size. Near
the sands they may be said to be dwarfs, and
all the branches are bent downwards, as if

seeking below a less rarefied air. After these

firs, for the most part lying down and nearly

rotten, you meet but with some tufts of a sort

of currant-tree, with black fruit: and then
here and there clumps of a yellowish moss,

which grows in a half circle in the midst of

scattered pumice-stone, lava, and basalts—in

short, there is no longer any vegetation, and
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1 did not even see lichen on ihe rocks. One
then begins to feel that one is in a sphere

wherein it is not possible to live. Respiration

is difficult: a certain melancholy, which is not

without its agreeableness, comes over you
;

but, in truth, I cannot exactly define the

sensations I experienced when entering these

deserts.

The instant you have left the wood, about

one tiiird the iieight of the volcanic cone, you

see only an immense extent of purple sand,

which is in some parts so extremely fine that

it is blown by the wind into the most perfect

ridges. Blocks of porphyry, scattered here

and there, break in upon the monotony of the

scene. The top of the undulations in the

sand is crowned with numerous little pumice-

stones of a yellowish colour, which seem to

have been heaped up by the wind. In short,

from the summit of some of the volcanit

rocks, masses of porphyry and black lava de

scend, intersecting the ridges of sand, and

Jose themselves in the forest. The highest

part of the volcano is completely covered

with snow, and this snow has a so much more
brilliant effect that the sky is of a blue almost

black. A few footsteps of wolves and jaguars

were visible on the sands near the wood.

After having for a short time admired this

sad and singular sight, we returned into the

forest; the tent was pitched near to the pros

tratc tree where we last' year passed sc

dreadfwl a night; fires were lighted, and,

whilst our mososviexQ preparing our beds and

repast, we endeavoured to get a little higher
• up, in order to accustom our lungs to breathe

an air so little congenial to them.

We had returned by six o'clock. Fahren-

heit's thermometer was at 50°. The barome-

ter at 19.120 (English inches); water boiled

at 90° of the centigrade thermometer. Tlie

humid zone of the hygroscope appeared] at

36°, and disappeared at 37° of the interior

thermometer, whilst the exterior marked 50°.

Having finished our experiments, we made
our preparations for the next day. In the

night we suffered from the cold.

On the 29th, at three o'clock in the morn-

ing, we started, with a fine moonlight, warmly
clad, the face and eyes sheltered with green

spectacles, and a gauze of the same colour,

which wrapped up the whole of our heads.

Of my flag I had made a belt. We were
seven : the three guides already mentioned,

M. Gerolt, the Prussian consul general, Mr
Egerton, an English artist, Luciano Lopez
his Mexican servant, and myself. We eacl

of us had a little bag containing bread and a

flask of sugar and water. The Indians carried

our instruments, and some provisions. We
walked behind each other, taking care to

tread in the same steps as the foremost guide,

in order to have firmer ground. Of course
each man carried his iron-shod bamboo. We
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the ascent is so steep, that it would have is covered with snow, and long stagonites of

ice fill up the crevices. There is no outlet

on this side. On the right is a tolerably deep
ravine, which, frAi afar, we had taken for
i.„ .^;-,., „r ^^ .-_ ¥4 „..t 1« :« «

been dangeious, and next to impossible, to

have gone up in a straight line.

By the time the sun appeared above Ihe

horizon, we had reached a great height, when the remains of a'crater. It extends

we observed a singular phenomenon, but such straight line from the lop of the volcano to

as has already been seen on the banks of the! the nearest fir-trees, and is intersected with

Khine. The shadow of the whole of the
j

basalts of lava and porphyry, and, at particu-

volcano was completely visible on the atmo- lar places, is crossed by perpendicular walls

sphere. It was an immense circle of shade,! of rock and immense heaps of snow; but it

through which we could see the whole coun-lwas easy to see that, by making some circuits,

try to the horizon, and which rose afterwards] the summit of the volcano might be reached

far above it, terminating by a vapour moviiigjthat way. We, therefore, went down into

from south to north, the circle descending! this hollow, and, without losing sight of one

and becoming more and more transparent asjanother, each took diflcrer.t roads; M. de

the sun rose, and in about two or three mi- Gerolt the middle ; I walked on the left, and

nutes it was entirely dispersed.

At nine o'clock we reached the celebrated

Pico del Fraile, beyond which we could not

get last year. Our names, which we then

imprinted with a hammer, remained perfect,

only the first letters, towards the west, were
become of a clear yellow colour.

This peak is a pile of reddish circular

rocks, such as is to be found on one of the

crests which runs down from the summit. Its

perpendicular height is from eighty to one

hundred feet, the diameter is about fifty. It

terminates in a point, and is distinctly visible

from Mexico.
Our guides had consented to go thus far,

but nothing could induce them to go farther.

1 do not think they were more tired than we
were, but certainly they were under the in-

fluence of some superstitious fear.

Our way to the Pico was long and fatiguing,

but not dangerous. We had not yet met with

any snow, and it had not been necessary

last year, to climb up with our hand

less oppression than I had feared I should,

and my pulse beat but 120 per minute. We
were full of courage, had plenty of time be-

fore us, and the clearest sky.

We had planned to halt at the Pico del

Fraile, and to recruit our strength by a light

breakfast. I thought it would be imprudent

when at that elevation to eat much, or to

drink spirituous liquors, for the nervous sys-

tem is excited to an inconceivable degree.

Wo, therefore, took no more than a little

bread, and a little of the white meat of a

fowl, with a glass of weak wine and water ;

and after one hour's rest at the foot of the

Pico, wo resumed our journey.

At nine o'clock the thermometer was at

four centigrade degrees; the barometer at

16.472 ; water boiled at eighteen centigrade

degrees. I did not make any hygrometrical

observation. The sky was of a much darker

blue than on the preceding day. Unfortu-

nately, we had no instrument wherewith to

measure its density.

At ten o'clock we were on our way without

our guides, and, having to carry our instru-

advanced very slowly, and were obliged toj ments, we found them tremendously heavy,

rest at about every fifteen paces to take
[

It is necessary to pass in front of the Pico,

breath. The sugar and water was of immense
j

and to turn round it on the right. After

service, for, being obliged to keep the mouth ' having got beyond the Fraile, there is, on the

open to breathe, the throat became parched,] left, or rather on its prolongation, a crown-
and a few drops of sugar and water every five' ing, which terminates at a mass of rocks

minutes prevented the pain- becoming unbear-j which exfoliate like slate. They rise up to

able. We zig-zagged and went sideways : about 150 feet perpendicular. The summit

Mr. Egerton, with Luciano, between us. I

thought mine to be the best path, but I was
mistaken; I nearly broke my neck a hundred
times; and, if I again undertake the journey,

I shall go by the bottom of the ravine.

When we could get upon the snow, we
walked with greater facility. It was fuirowed
by the wind and sun, and was like a fresh-

ploughed field ; and, as the furrows were pa-

rallel to the horizon, they served as steps.

On the sands and rocks there was real danger,

for the least inattention or false step would
have been fatal. At twelve o'clock we had

reached the summit of those perpendicular

rocks I have before mentioned ; but our

strength was beginning to fail us, and, after

every eight or ten steps, we were compelled

to make a long rest to take breath, and to al-

low the circulation of the blood to quiet itself

a little.

Though we were in the midst of snow, we
.J, __ felt no inconvenience from the cold, except

I felt when drinking, or when we touched the metal
parts of our instruments. But it was necessary

to call aloud to be heard at tv.enty paces; the

air was indeed so rarefied at that height, tiiat

I tried in vain to whistle, and Mr. Egerton
had the greatest difficulty in obtaining a
sound from a small horn he had brought with

him.
(Tobecontmued.)

Animal and Vegetable Physiology considered

with Reference to Natural Theology.

This is the title of a work which has lately

appeared in England, in 2 vols. 8vo. By Peter

Mark Roget, M. D., Secretary of the Royal
Society. It is one of the series, we believe

the last which has been published, of the fa-

mous Bridgewater Treatises; and it is spoken
of as being at least not inferior in interest to

those which have preceded. The Edinburgh
Review, has an article in relation to it, which
says:

—

.
" Dr. Roget has produced a work which will

bear a comparison with any of the Bridgewa-
ter treatises which we have perused, whether
we consider them in reference to the science

and learning which they display, to the acute-

ness and sobriety of their argument, or to the

tone of piety and religious feeling in which
they are composed. Owing to this last quality,

indeed, the work of Dr. Roget is pre-eminently

delightful. The great lesson which he has to

teach, though at no time needlessly obtruded,

is never overlooked. It is interwoven in an
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under tissue, with tiie vvliole chain-work of his

discourse, and reappears only when it is ne-

cessary to display the embroidery of the fabric.

Nor does our author content himself with

chanting the hymn which the living world, in

the rich drapery of its lovenness, raises to its

sovereign king. His harp is strung to softer

and higher strains; and amid the full diapason

of created grandeur, there often falls upon the

ear, in faint but truly harmonic numbers, the

occupation of the blest abodes—the relief of

them that are bound—the perfection of earth-

born wisdom—the healing of broken, and the

union of severed hearts."

The same article contains a variety of e.x-

tracts from the work, from which we select

the following:

—

The bodies of crabs are encased in tubes of

solid carbonate of lime, and these tubes are

carefully articulated, and altiiost always com-

pose large joints. The following account,

given by Dr. Roget, of the periodical casting

of the shell of the lobster is very interesting.

" The process by which this periodical cast-

ing and renewal of the shell are effected, has

been very satisfactorily investigated by Reau
mur. The tendency in the body and in the

limbs to expand during growth is restrained

by the limited dimensions of the shell, whic'

resists the efforts to enlarge its diameter. But

this force of expansion goes on increasing, tdl

ai length it is productive of much uneasiness

to the animal, which is, in consequence,

prompted to make a violent effort to relieve

itself; by this means it generally succeeds in

bursting the shell; and then, by dint of re

peated struggles, extricates its body and its

limbs. 'I'he lobster first withdraws its claws,

and then its feet, as if it were pulling them

out of a pair of boots: the head next throws

off its case, together with its antennae; am'

the two eyes are disengaged from their horny

pedicles. In this operation, not only the com
plex apparatus of the jaws, but even the horny

cuticle and teeth of the stomach, are all cast

off along with the shell; and, last of all, the

tail is extricated. But the whole process is

not accomplished without long continued ef-

forts. Sometimes the legs are lacerated or

torn off, in the attempt to withdraw them from

the shell; and in the younger Crustacea the

operation is not unfrequently fatal. E
when successfully accomplished it leaves the

animal in a most languid state: the limbs, be

ing soft and pliant, are scarcely able to drag

the body along. They are not, however, left

altogether without defence. For some time

before the old shell was cast off, preparations

had been making for forming a new one. The
membrane which lined the shell had been

acquiring greater density, and had already

collected a quantit.y of liquid materials pro

per for llie consolidation of the new shell

These materials are mixed with a large pro

portion of colouring matter, of a bright scarlet

hue, giving it the appearance of red blood

though it differs totally from blood in all its

other properties. As soon as the shell is cast

off, this membrane, by the jiressure from with-

in, is suddenly expanded, and by the rapid

growth of the soft parts, soon acquires a mucli

larger size than the former shell. Then the

process of hardening the calcareous ingredient

commences, and is rapidly completed; while

an abundant supply of fresh matter is added

to increase the strength of the solid walls

which are thus constructing for the support of

animal. Reaumur estimates that the lob-

ster gains, during each change of its covering,

an increase of one-fifth of its former dimen-

sions. When the animal has attained its full

size, no operation of this kind is required, and

the same shell is permanently retained.

" A provision appears to be made, in the

terior of the animal, for the supply of the

rge quantity of calcareous matter required

for the construction of the shell at the proper

time. A magazine of carbonate of lime is

collected, previous to each change of shell, in

he form of two rounded masses, one on each

side of the stomach. In the crab the.--e balls

have received the absurd name of crab's eyes,

and during the formation of the shell they dis-

this class has been depiived of one of the

claws, that part is in a short time replaced by

a new claw, which grows from the stump of

the oite which had been lost. It appears from

the investigations of Reaumur, that this new
growth takes place more readily at particular

parts of the limb, and especially at the joints;

and the animal seems to be aware of the

greater facility with which a renewal of the

claw can be effected at these parts; for if it

chance to receive an injury at the extremity

of the limb, it often, by a spontaneous effcrt.

breaks off the whole limb at its junction with

the trunk, which is the point where the growth

more speedily commences. The wound soon

becomes covered with a delicate white mem
brane, which presents at first a convex sur

face: this gradually rises to a point, and i:

found, on examination, to conceal the rudi

ment of a new claw. At first this new claw

eidarges, but slowly, as if collecting strength

for the more vigorous efPjrt of expansion

which afterwards takes place. As it grows,

the membrane is pushed forwards, becoming

thinner in proportion as it is stretched; till at

length it gives way, and the soft claw is ex

posed to view. The claw now enlarges rapidly

and in a few days more acquires a shell as har(

as that which had preceded it. Usually, how-

ever, it does not attain the same size; a ci

cumslancc which accounts for our frequently

meeting with lobsters and crabs which have

one claw much smaller than the other. In

the course of the subsequent castings this dis-

parity gradually disappears. The same power
of restoration is found to reside in the legs,

the antennfe, and the jaws."
The structure of the feet of insects, by

which they can walk on the smoothest sur-

faces, and even on the most polished ceilings,

is thus described by Dr. Roget:

—

" Many insects are provided with cushions

at the extremity of the feet, evidently for the

purpose of breaking the force of falls, and

preventing the jar which the frame would

otherwise have to sustain. These cushions

are formed of dense velvety tufts of ha

lining the underside of the tarsi, but leaving

the claw uncovered; and the filaments, by

nsinuating themselves among the irregulari-

ies of the surfaces to which they are applied,

produce a considerable degree of adhesion.

Cushions are met with chiefly in large insects

which suddenly alight on the ground after

having leaped from a considerable height: in

he smaller species they appear to be unne-
lessary, because the lightness of their bodies

sufliciently secures them from any danger
arising from falls.

Some insects are furnished with a still

more refined and effectual apparatus for adhe-

f^ion, and one which even enables them to

suspend themselves in an inverted position

from the under surfaces of bodies. It consists

of suckers, the arrangement and construction

of which are exceedingly beautiful; and of
which the common house-fly presents us with

an example. In this insect that part of the

last joint of the tarsus which is immediately

under the root of the claw, has two suckers
appended to it by a narrow funnel-shaped

neck, movable by muscles in all directions.

The sucking part of the ap[)aratus consists of
a membrane, capable cf contraction or exten-

sion, and the edges of which are serrated, so
as to fit them for the closest application to any
kind of surface. In the Tabanus, or horse-fly,

each foot is furnished with three suckers. In

the Cimbex lutea, or yellow saw-fly, there arc

four, of which one is placed upon tlie under
surface of each of the four first joints of the

toes; and all the six feet are provided with

these suckers. In the Dytlvcus marginalis,

suckers are furnished to the feet of the male
insect only. The three first joints of the feet

of the fore-legs of that insect have the form of

a shield, the under surface of which is covered

with suckers having long tubular necks; there

is one cf these suckers very large, another of
a smaller size, and a great number of others

exceedingly small. In the second pair of feet,

the corresponding joints are proportionally

much narrower, and are covered on their un-

der surface with a multitude of very minute
suckers. The Acridium biguttulum, which is

a species of grass-hopper, has one large oval

sucker, under the last joint of the fool, imme-
diately between the claws. On the undrr sur-

face of the first joint are three pair of globular

cushions, and another pair under the second

joint. The cushions are filled with an elastic

fibrous substance; which, in order to increase

the elasticity of the whole structure, is looser

in its texture towards the circumference.
" The mode in which these suckers operate

may be distinctly seen, by observing with a

magnifying glass the actions of a large blue-

bottle-fly in the inside of a glass tunr.bler. A
fly will, by the application of this apparatus,

remain suspended from the ceiling for any
length of time without the least exertion; for

the weight of the body pulling against the

suckers serves but to strengthen their adhe-

sion: hence we find flies preferring the ceiling

to the floor as a place of rest.

" Insects which, like the gnat, walk much
upon the surface of water, have at the ends of

their feet a brush of fine hair, the dry points of
which appear to repel the fluid, and prevent

the leg from being wetted. If these brushes

be moistened with spirit of wine, this apparent
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repulsion no longer takes place, and the in-

sect immediately sinks and is drowned."

In the structure of the feathers of birds,

there is much to surprise and instruct us.

Feathers consist of two parts—the stem, ter-

minating in the quill, and the vane or feathery

appendages on each side of the stem. The
horny portion is tough and elastic, and is

formed into a hollow cylinder, to combine the

opposite qualities of lightness and strength;

but it is in the construction of the vane that

the most singular skill is displayed, and we
have no hesitation in saying, that it exhibits

the most striking proofs of design that wc
have had occasion to witness in any other ani-

mal fabric. Many years ago, we had occasion

to investigate with the microscope this curious

structure; but never having found leisure to

publish the results, Dr. Roget has the merit of

having first disclosed the peculiarities of this

unique fabric;—completing, by his own ob-

servations with the microscope, the general

account of the mechanism which had been

given by Paley.
" The vane of the feather is still more arti-

ficially constructed; being composed of a num-

ber of flat threads, or filaments, so arranged

as to oppose a much greater resistance to a

force striking perpendicularly against their

surface, than to one which is directed laterally;

that is, in the plane of the stem. They derive

this power of resistance from their flattened

shape, which allows them to bend less easily

in the direction of their flat surfaces than in

any other; in the same way tliat a slip of card

cannot easily be bent by a force acting in its

own plane, though it easily yields to one at

right angles to it. Now it is exactly in the

direction in which they do not bend that the

filaments of the feather have to encounter the

resistance and impulse of the air. It is here

that strength is wanted, and it is here that

strength has been bestowed.
" On examining the assemblage of tiiese

laminated filaments still more minutely, we
find tiiat they appear to adhere to one another.

As we cannot perceive that they are united by

any glutinous matter, it is evident that their

connection must be efl^ected by some mechan-

ism invisible to the unassisted eye. By the

aid of the microscope the mystery is unravel

led, and we discover the presence of a num
ber of minute fibrils, arranged along the mar
gin of tiie laminfe, and fitted to catch upon
and clasp one another, whenever the lamina;

are brought within a certain distance. Th
fibrils of a feather from the wing of a goose

are exceedingly numerous, above a thousand

being contained in the space of an inch; and

they are of two kinds, each kind having a dif-

ferent form and curvature. Those which arise

from the side next to the extremity of the fea-

ther are branched or tufled, and bend down
wards, while those proceeding from the other

side of the lamina, or that nearest the root of

the feather, are shorter and firmer, and do not

divide into brandies, but are hooked at the

extremities, and are directed upwards. When
tile two laminfe are brought close to one an

other, the long, curved fibrils of the one being

carried over the short and straight fibrils of

the other, both sets become entangled together

their crooked ends fastening into one another,

just as the latch of a door falls into the cavity

f the catch which is fixed in the door-post to

receive it. The way in which this takes place

will be readily perceived by making a section

of the vane of a feather across the laminae,

and examining with a good microscope their

cut edges, while they are gently separated

from one another. This mechanism is re-

peated over every part of the feather, and con-

stitutes a closely reticulated surface of great

extent, admirably calculated to prevent the

passage of the air through it, and to create by

its motion that degree of resistance which it is

intended the wing should encounter. In fea-

thers not intended for flight, as in those of the

ostrich, the fibrils are altogether wanting: in

those of the peacock's tail, the fibrils, though

arge, have not the construction which fits

them for clasping those of the contiguous la-

ina; and in other instances they do so very

iperfectly."

PEACE.

Besides the flavour of rich and mellow old

English which recommends the subjoined

extract from Lord Clarendon, the revival of

it, at the present time, may not be deemed
unseasonable.

No man can ask how or why men come to

be delighted with peace but he who is with

out natural bowels,—who is deprived of al

those affections which can only make life

pleasant to him. Peace is that harmony
the state that health is in the body. No
honour, no profit, no plenty can make him
happy who is sick with a fever in his blood

and with defluxions and aches in his joints

and bones; but health restored gives a relish

to his other blessings, and is very merry with

out them : no kingdom can flourish or be

at ease in which <here is no peace,—which

only makes men dwell at home and enjoy the

labour of their own hands, and improve all

the advantages which the air, and the climate,

and the soil administer to them : and all which

yield no comfort where there is no peace. God
himself reckons health the greatest [tempo

ral] blessing he can bestow upon mankind, and

peace the greatest comfort and ornament he

can confer upon states, which are a multitude

of men gathered together. They who delight

most in war are so much ashamed of it, that

they pretend to desire nothing but peace,—
that their heart is set upon nothing else

When Ca?sar was engaging all the world in

war, he wrote to Tully, "There was nothing

worthier of an honest man than to have con
tention with nobody." It was the highest

aggravation that the prophet could find out in

the description of the greatest wickedness-

that " the way of peace they knew not ;" and

the greatest punishment of all their crooked
ness and perverseness was, that " they should

not know peace." A greater curse cannot

befall the most wicked nation than to be d

prived of peace. There is nothing of real

and substantial comfort in this world but

what is the product of peace ; and whatsoever

we may lawfully and innocently take delight

in is the fruit and effect of peace. The so-

emn service of God, and performing our duty

to Him in the exercise of regular devotion,

which is the greatest business of our life, and
n which we ought to take most delight, is

the issue of peace. War breaks all that-or-

der, interrupts all that devotion, and even ex-

tinguisheth all that zeal which peace had
kindled in us ; lays waste the dwelling place

of God as well as of man : and introduces

and propagates opinions and practice as much
against Heaven as against earth, and erects a

deity that delights in nothing but cruelty and
blood. Are we pleased with the enlarged

commerce and society of large and opulent

cities, or with the retired pleasures of the

country ? do we love stately palaces and no-

ble houses, or take delight in pleasant groves
and woods, or fruitful gardens, which teach
and instruct nature to produce and bring
forth more fruits, and flowers, and plants,

than her own store can supply her with? all

this we owe to peace ; and the dissolution of
this peace disfigures all this beauty, and, in a
short time, covers and buries all this order

and delight in ruin and rubbish. Finally,

have we any content, satisfaction, and joy in

the conversation of each other, in the know-
ledge and understanding of those arts and
sciences which more adorn mankind than all

those buildings and plantations do the fields

and grounds on which they stand? even this

is the blessed effect and legacy of peace ; and
war lays our natures and manners as waste as

our gardens and our habitations ; and we can
as easily preserve the beauty of the one as

the integrity of the other, under the cursed
jurisdiction of drums and trumpets.

The following, which we copy from the

Episcopal Recorder, will interest the more
literary portion of our readers in particular,

and there is a justness and elevation of tone
in the remarks which will be relished by
most. We should hope that some one quali-

fied for the task will soon supply a transla-

lation of Guizot's Notes. For the poison of
scepticism insinuated in the pages of the
Decline and Fall, the antidote should be at

hand.

GUIZOT'S EDITION OF GIBBON.

Guizot has published a translation of Gib-
bon's " Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-
pire," with notes relating principally " to the
history of the propagation of Christianity."

The London Quarterly Review, in a notice of
this work, says : " The republication of the
French translation, corrected and illustrated

by an author of such high character as Gui-
zot, who has not scrupled to suspend his own
valuable and original historical enquiries to

undertake the humble office of an editor, still

further evinces the demand for the history of
the 'Decline and Fall' from the continental
press." From the same article we make the
following extract :

" As then the History of the Decline and
Fall must retain possession of the extensive
field which it holds, it may be mat-
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ter of surprise that a foreign writer has been
the first to attempt, with any degree of suc-

cess, to neutralize what is objectionable in

it—to correct, in a body of notes, the erro-

neous, and expand the less philosophical

views of Gibbon., more particularly as to the

progress and influence of Christianity—and,

finally, to bring up this great work, where it

is inevitably defective from the want of ma-
terials, which have since come to light, to the

high level of modern historic knowledge.
The first part of his undertaking M. Guizot
has accomplished with erudition, judgment,
and right feeling. M. Guizot is a protestant,

a liberal and rational Christian ; for we can-

not consent to give up the latter epithet to

that modern school, whom their opponents
ought rather to charge with irrationalism, as

assigning inadequate causes for the leading

events in religious history, and substituting

untenable hypotheses for the received belief

of the Christian world. The editor of Gib-

bon, if free from ecclesiastical prejudice or

theologic jealousy, asserts boldly and main-

tains with judgment the truth and divine ori-

gin of the Christian faith, which, as an his-

torian, he has studied in one of its most
convincing lines of evidence, its beneficial

influence on human affairs.

It is no small advantage, more particularly

on the continent, to have this great point con-

tested against Gibbon by an author not only

not liable to suspicion of professional bias,

but not composing under the awe of that

strong popular sentiment which in this coun-
try is jealous even of any departure from the

ordinary language, from the conventional

manner of writing on a leligious subject.

Though we would willingly suppose that the

minds of the higher literary men in Paris are

now, in general, advanced far beyond the

superficial historical scepticism, and the as

unphilosophical as irreligious aversion to

Christianity,* which characterize the school

of Voltaire ; yet an open and distinct protest

from a writer of M. Guizot's high character

can neither, we trust, be without influence,

nor certainly without honour, with those who
hail with satisfaction the reunion of high

literary reputation with sound Christian

views. We would not pledge ourselves to

concur in all the editor's opinions, nor to ad-

mit the justice of all his criticisms, but in

general the reader of Guizot's Gibbon will

find, wherever he is in danger of being mis-

led by the specious statements and insidious

representations of the historian, a fair view of

the opposite arguments, and the weight of

authority which may be adduced in their sup-

port.

* A most remarkable testimony to the importance

of Ctiristianity in advancing the intellectual as well

as the moral cliaracter of mankind, appears in the re-

cent Tory interesting volume of M. Victor Cousin, on

the state of education in Germany. This brilliant

metaphysician is commissioned by the government of

France to examine the plan of general education in

Pru-ssia and other parts of Germany, with a view to

the formation of a complete national system in France.

M. Cousin, a man far from prejudiced in favour of the

clergy, and indeed considered by them in no friendly

light, distinctly declares that no national education,

which is not founded on Christianity, can be of essen-

tial benefit in France.

Changes wrought by Christianity.

The following is another extract from th

same article of the Quarterly Review :

" How vague in general is our notion of

this the most remarkable change which has

ever been wrought in the state of mankind !

The violent and rapid conquests of Moham-
medanism are clear and intelligible ; a con-

quering nation overruns a great part of the

world, and establishes its faith upon the ruins

which its arms have made. The triumph of

Christianity is the secret progress of opinion,

working at first no change in the existing

forms or relations of society, but gradually

detaching individuals, cities, nations, from
their ancestral faith ; still growing in nume-
rical superiority, compressing the inert re-

sistance of its antagonist into a narrower
compass; not sweeping clear and levelling

the ground for the erection of its new sys-

tem, but spiinging up, as it were, like a fresh

growth of vigotous trees above a decaying
forest, which gradually withers down into a

thin and perishing underwood, till at length it

entirely dies away—or only hangs a few para-

sitical branches upon the stately grove which
has succeeded to its place and honours. Gib-

bon has, to a certain extent, traced the waning
strength and dying struggles of paganism, for

instance at the time of the celebrated Sym-
machus, in the city of Rome—he has marked
the different periods when the strong power
of the law changed hands, and long proscribed

Christianity began in its turn to proscribe ex-

piring paganism ; but the vivid interest of

these rapid glances into the inner frame-work
and secret workings of society excites rather

than satisfies the curiosity. We would be-

hold still nearer, and in more living detail,

the gradually deserted, the slowly crumbling
temples of antiquity—the e.xjtansion of the

Christian Church, from the days when it hid

its persecuted head in the catacomb or the

cavern, till it built its gorgeous shrine by the

side of the Capitol, or towered over the

oriental palaces of Byzantium. Nor is it

merely its influence in correcting the corrupt

mass of the ancient society—in inspiring a

new moral life into the decrepitude of the

old Roman world ;—its new modifications are

as constructive of various and more perfect

forms, as destructive of the old ; under its in-

fluence grows up a new system of society
;

it alike blends itself with the strongest bonds
which hold together the social system—the

laws and constitutions of nations—and with

the slenderest and finest threads of the closer

relations of life."

The following article, copied from the last

number of the American Annals of Education,

while it may serve the purpose a little to di-

versify the present week's repast, is susceptible

of a practical application in the business of

instruction.

Practical Lesson on the Existence and Provi-

dence of God.

The Germans excel in their popular tales,

which present truth in so striking and tangible

a form, that while the mind is deeply interested,

the moral is felt almost without being alluded
to. We have occupied the little leisure we
have had in preparing a translation of one of
these for publication, and extract the following

as an example for parents and teachers of the
manner in which the ignorant should be ad-
dressed.

The child of a soldier, whose education had
been obtained in the camp and the suttler's

booth, is adopted by an excellent old school-
master, wlio finds him in a slate of almost
savage ignorance and brutality. After gain-

ing his affections and exciting his thoughts to

action on other subjects, he takes the following

method to fix upon his mind the conviction of
the existence and providence of the Deity.

At a favourable moment, when his desire of
knowledge was excited, his guardian led him
out in view of an extensive field. This seemed
like a fine parade ground for hussars, and the

conversation turned on the regular exercises

and movements of battalions, and the com-
mander under whose orders they were exe-
cuted. The schoolmaster then proceeded as
follows:

Sell. Your emperor has a great many regi-

ments besides that to which your father be-

longed. Some of them are stationed in Saxony,
some in Silesia, and others in Bohemia. All

at once, they set out and march together to

one place. Now I have often wondered how
it was possible for so many thousand men to

march together from so many different coun-
tries, to the same place, in as perfect order as

if every thing had been agreed upon before-

hand. I cannot but believe that there is some
one, who commands them.

J. 1 will tell you who it is. It is certainly

General Down, of whom I have frequently

heard my father speak.

Sell. I Ijelieve so. But besides this, so many
thousand men must have something to eat in

the course of a day, especially if they have
horses. Now one would suppose that they

would starve to death, when they all come to-

gether in one place. I have read, however,
that wherever they go, they find flour, bread,

meal, oats, and hay. It cannot be that all

these things go there of their own accord. I

must believe that there is some one, who or-

ders all this.

J. It is certainly General Down, for he pro-

vides for all his soldiers. The soldiers always

call him Father Down.
Sch. It is possible. At least there is some

one, who commands all this provision to be

brought together. But there is as much or-

der in the world, as in the emperor's array.

For example, tiie sun rises at a particular

time, every morning. People who have at-

tended closely to the sun, can tell beforehand

the very minute in which it will rise.

J. But it is not so exact as our soldiers. I

recollect many days in which I never saw it

rise at all.

Sch. Things must be very diflierent, then,

in Bohemia, from what they are with us. With
us, it rises every morning, precisely at the time.

We cannot, indeed, always see it, for some-
times the sky is cloudy. It is so with the

moon too. Now it rises, now it sets. Some-
times it is as small as a sickle; at others, it is
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larger, and as round as a dinner plate, and

,

then it begins to grow smaller again, and

every thing goes on so regularly, that the al-

manac-maker can tell us every thing before-

hand. When we go home, I will point out all

this to you in the almanac; and if you look

carefully at the sky, and observe the moon,

you will see that it changes, exactly in the or-

der there laid down.

J. Oh ! I never heard of that before, in all

my life.

Sch. You may rely upon it. In the world

therefore, every thing is, as it were, under the

direction of a commander. Now, think a mo-

ment. Sometimes the vapours ascend from

the earth and collect themselves together, like

the emperor's soldiers, and form themselves

into clouds. Then a wind often rises, and in

a few hours, drives them all away.

In the spring, every thing appears to be, as

it were, under the direction of a commander.

First come the larks, then the finches, then

the swallows and storks collect together, and

when they come, they find their food ready,

just as if it had been provided on purpose for

them. Then one flower blossoms after an-

other; first, the little violet, then the cowslip;

then the cherry trees blossom, and then the

pear trees, and finally the apple trees.

All things go on in as much order, as if

they were told just what to do. There must,

therefore, be a commander. Now it is He,

who commands all this, whom we call God.

J. Oh ! have you ever seen him ?

Sch. No; neither have I seen General

Down, and yet 1 believe that he commands
the emperor's army. And besides, my dear

Joseph, there are many things, which we can-

not see, and which yet exist. Have you ever

seen the wind ?

J. Never, in my life.

Sch. Nor I, and yet it exists. This is evi-

dent from the trees, which it moves, and from

the tiles which it blows off from the roofs of

houses. We must believe, therefore, that

there is some one, who commands all this to

be done, because we see that every thing

takes place in as much order as if it were

commanded.
J. Look, father, see that great bird, which

comes flying towards us. What is it called !

Sch. It is a stork, and that is under com-
mand too. As soon as spring makes iis ap-

pearance among us, and the air grows warm,

then it seems as if some owe said to the storks,—"March!" They break up their quarters,

leave the countries in which they have spent

the winter, and remove to others, where, as

soon as they arrive, they find food in readiness

for them. Do you know what storks eat ?

(Joseph shook his head.)

They generally eat frogs, (continued the

schoolmaster.) Frogs are not always at hand,

however. In the winter, there are none to be

found.

J. Where do they go ?

Sch. They hide in the mud of the marshes

and ponds. In the spring they crawl out.

When it is time for the storks to come, the

frogs come too.

J. That is curious.

Sch. Indeed it is, and hence you see that

there must be some one who commands all

things, and takes care that food shall bo ready

for the storks as soon as they arrive. Look
there, Joseph, there sits a stork, so near us

that you can examine it closely. Has it not

every thing necessary to make it a frog-hunter?

See how long its legs are! With them it can

walk in the water and search tor frogs. See

how long its bill is. With that the stork

catches the frogs, and picks them to death. If

Ihe stork was made like the dove or the hen,

the frogs would be of no use to it, for it could

not catcli them.

The old man then went on to say much
more about the wise contrivances which we
see every where in nature. This dialogue had

such an effect upon the mind of Joseph, that

he saw there must be a commander under

whose authority every tiring is transacted in

this v.'orld. He began to look upon the world

with different eyes. Whenever the sun or

the moon arose, whenever it thundered or

rained, whenever he saw a beehive or an ant's

hill, a tree, or a flower, or a bird, he thought

of God, who orders all things.

For "The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
(Continued from page r03.)

A little examination will be sufficient to

show, that Friends are no less scriptural in

gard to the Lord's supper, than they are in

relation to baptism. And here, it is to be ob-

served, that a doctrine, deducible by superfi-

cial examination, from one or two isolated

texts, in opposition to the general tenoi of

the New Testament, is not properly a scrip-

tural doctrine. That construction which is

sustained by the general scope as well as by

texts, must be considered as the genu-

ine one. Now what, according to the general

tenor of the Scri[)tures, were the legal cere-

monies, but types and shadows of the more
spiritual religion which was introduced by

the coming of Christ? (See particularly the

epistle to the Hebrews.) What was the pass-

over, but a type of the one great offering for

the redemption of the world? In the institu-

tion of this feast, the time and manner of its

observance were clearly explained. Nothing

was left to conjecture. We might therefore

expect that a ceremony of a similar character,

hich was to be observed by the whole Chris-

tian world, would be no less clearly explain-

ed. The numerous disputes, however, among
Christian professors, respecting the time, and

manner, and frequency of its observance, as

well as an inspection of those passages from

which the obligation is inferred, are sufficient

evidence that we are not furnished with such

precise direction on this subject, as the Israel-

ites were. The disputes respecting the cha-

racter of the eucharist itself, furnish no small

reason to suspect the existence of some radi-

cal error, common to all the disputants. The
Romanists insist that the words, this is my
body, must be understood as literally true, not

only when applied to the bread used by

Christ himself, but to that now consecrated

by the priest ; while Luther and his followers

allow that the bread and wine retain their

substance, but that the body and blood of
Christ are also present in them ; but Calvin
denies this doctrine, asserting that the bread
and wine are not the body and blood of
Christ, but that both his body and blood are

sacramentally received by the faithful in the

use of bread and wine.

But Friends, without puzzling themselves
with such inexplicable theories, perceive in

the narrative of our Saviour's last supper
with his disciples, a plain account of a Jewish
ceremony, which he, in fulfilment of the Mo-
saic law, was careful to observe. And in this

case, as well as others, he took occasion to

turn their attention from the type to the ante-

type ; from the paschal lamb to himself, " the

lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the

world." And, inasmuch as the Jews were in

the habit of considering this feast as a com-
memoration of their deliverance from Egyp-
tian bondage ; they, being Jews, and there-

fore likely for a lime to continue the observ-

ance, were thenceforth to view it as applied

to the greater deliverance v.'hich he offered to

those who believe and receive him. "This
do in remembrance of me." Luke, xxii. 19.

That no institution of a new ceremony was
intended, appears clear from the circumstance,
that in neither Matthew, Mark, or John, can
we find any thing like a command to observe
it in future. The two former both mention
the application of the passover to himself;

thus giving substantially the same informa-

tion with Luke ; but omitting only the words
which seem to imply that the practice was to

continue. Thus proving conclusively that

the application, not the future observance of
the ceremony, was the real object of the com-
munication.

The evangelist John, who certainly under-
stood the meaning of his Lord's injunctions

as clearly as any of them, passes over tlie sub-

ject of the last supper very briefly; yet he
lays down, in another chapter, the doctrine

inculcated in this place by the other evangel-

ists, more strongly than either of them. " Ex-
cept ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
drink his blood, ye have no life in you. Who-
so eateth my flesh and drinkelh my blood,

hath eternal life, and I will raise him up at

the last day. I am the true bread which came
down from heaven. If a man eat of this

bread he shall live for ever." John, vi. .51.

53, 54. This however is declared to be spi-

ritual : " It is the spirit that quickeneth, the

flesh profiteth nothing, the words that I speak
unto you, they are spirit and they are life,"

verse 63. These passages, viewed in connec-
tion with the general tenor of the Christian

dispensation, clearly prove that the object

was not to add a new ceremony to those with
which the Jewish church wassufiiciently bur-

thened, nor to perpetuate an old one, but to

spiritualize those with which the disciples

were already acquainted. In the memorable
decision of the apostles and elders on the

question of circumcision, we find these re-

markable words, relative to outward observ
ances. " It seemed good to the Holy Ghost
and to us, to lay upon you no greater burden
than these necessary things." In the enume-
ration which follows, we find no trace of the
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sacraments, so called, as we may reasonably

suppose wo should, if the assembly (hen con-

vened had judged them an essential part of

the Christian religion.

The expostulation of the apostle Paul with

the Coiinlhians, is unquestionably a severe

and just rebuke, for the shameful manner in

which they practised this ceremony : and I

doubt not Friends will agree with him, that

if tlie thing is observed as a memorial of our

Saviour's last supper with his disciples, it

ought to be done seriously, and with a solemn
remembrance of him. If Christians are en-

joined to press after the spiritual communion
of the body and blood of Christ, it is no won-
der the apostle should expiess, in energetic

terms, his disapprobation of the practice of

converting the typical representation of this

communion into an occasion of rioting and

drunkenness. But to infer from this expostu-

lation, that Cliiistians of all countries and
generations, are required to observe the out-

ward rile, is neither to follow the letter nor

the spirit of the passage. Those who desire

to see the doctrines of Friends on this sub-

ject fully explained, are referred to Barclay's

Apology, Prop. 13. Joseph Phipps's Treatise

on Baptism.

Another point on which they have been
frequently charged with unsoundness, and for

a similar reason, is in relation to the doctrine

of the trinity. For it will be easy to prove

(hat what they reject is not the testimony of

Scriplure, but the inventions and interpola-

tions of men. As the word, trinity, or one
God existing in three distinct persons, can no
where bo found in the sacred writings, the

rejection of the term and this definition of it,

is certainly no evidence of deficiency in

Scriptural soundness. JNovv the truth is, that

Friends have always acknowledged the text,

" There are three that bear record in heaven,

the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost,

and these three are one ;" 1 John, v. 6. which

the unitarians so strenuously oppose as a

trinitarian interpolation. And this was done,

not on the ground of historical evidence

alone, but also because the doctrine is con-

sistent with numerous other portions of Scrip-

ture ; and appears indeed an essential part of

the great Christian .system. See John, i. 5.

10. 14. X. 30. XIV. 10. 30. xvi. 13—16.
George Fox, in his "Answer to such as

falsely say the Quakers are no Christians,"

uses these words : " It is tlie Spirit that bear-

ell) witness, because the Spirit is truth; for

there are three that bear record in heaven,

the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost,

and these three are one, &c. And now, let

none be offended, because we do not call

them by those unscriptural names, of trinity,

and three persons, which are not Scripture

words ; and so do falsely say, that we deny

the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost

;

which three are one that bear record in hea-

ven, &c. which three we own with all our

hearts, as the apostle John did, and as all true

Christians ever did, and now do ; and if you

say we are not Christians, because we do not

call the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, the

trinity, distinct and separate persons, then you
may as well conclude that John was no Chris-

tian, who did not give the Father, Word, and the wrath of God being removed by the obe-
Holy Ghost these names." Page 26. Decla- dience of Christ Jesus, he is willing to be re-

rations of similar import are found in the conciled unto them, and ready to remit the
works of Barclay, Penn, Whitehead, Penning- sins that are past, if they repent,
ton, Howgill, &;c. See Evans's Exposition. " We consider then our redemption in a
To prove the belief of Friends in the di- twofold respect or state, both which in their

vinity and offices of Christ, and the consis- own nature are perfect, though, in their appli-

tency of that belief with the testimony of the cation to us, the one is not, nor can be, with-

Scriptures, the following may suffice. "Fiist, out respect to the other,

then, we renounce all natural power and " 'J'he first is (he redemption performed and
ability in ourselves, in order to bring us out accomplished by Christ for us in his crucified

of our lost and fallen condition and first na- body without us ; the other is the redemption
ture, and confess, that as of ourselves we are wrought by Christ in us; which is no less

able to do nothing that is good, so neither properly called and accounted a redemption,
can we procure remission of sins orjustifica- than the foririer. The first (hen is that whereby
tion by any act of our own, so as to merit it, a man, as he stands in the fall, is put into a
or draw it as a debt from God, due unto us; capacity of salvation, and hath conveyed unto
but we acknowledge all to be of and from his him a measure of that power, virtue, spirit,

love, which is the original and fundamental life, and grace that was in Christ Jesus, which,
cause of our acceptance.* as the free gift of God, is able to counter-

" Secondly. God manifested this love to- balance, overcome, and root out the evil seed
wards us in the sending of his beloved son, wherewith we are naturally, as in the fall,

the Lord Jesus Christ, into the world, who leavened.
gave himself for us, an oflTering and a sacri-j " The second is that whereby we witness
fice toGod, fora sweet-.smelling savour; and and know this pure and perfect redemption
having made peace through the blood of his in o«r,?e/nf5; purifying, cleansing, and redeem-
cross, that he might reconcile us unto him- mg us from the' power of corruption, and
self, and by the Eternal Spirit offered himself bringing us into unity, favour and friendship
without spot unto God, and suffered for our with God."—Barclay's Apology, page 202

—

sins, the just for the unjust, that he might 204.
bring us unto God. " Though we place remission of sins in the

"Thirdly. Forasmuch as all men who have righteousness and obedience of Christ per-
come to man's estate (the man Jesus only formed by him in the flesh, as to what pertains

excepted) have sinned, therefore all have to the remote procuring cause, and that we
need of this Saviour, to remove the wrath of hold ourselves formally justified by Christ Jesus
God from them due to their offences ; in this formed and brought forth in us, yet we cannot,
respect he is truly said to have borne the in- as some protestants have unwarily done, ex-
iquities of us all in his body on the tree, and elude works from justification. For though
therefore is the only Mediator, having quali-I p,operlv we be not justified /or them, yet are
fied the wrath of God towards us ; so that our i „c justified in them; and they are necessary,
former sins stand not in our way; being, by 'vef, gg causa sine qua non, i. e. the cause
virtue of his most satisfactory sacrifice, re- L.jthout which none are justified." Ibid, page
moved and pardoned. Neither do we think

j

207. Similar doctrines are repeatedly pro-
that remission of sins is to be expected, fgssed by William Penn

;
particularly in his

sought or obtained any other way, or by any

works or sacrifice whatever ; though they may
come to partake of this remission, that are

ignorant of the history. So, then, Christ by

his death and sufferings hath reconciled us to

God, even while we are enemies ; that is, he

offers reconciliation unto us; we are put into

a capacity of being reconciled ; God is willing

to forgive us our iniquities, and to accept us,

as is well BApressed by the apostle, 2 Cor. v.

19. 'God was in Christ reconciling the world

unto himself, not imputing their trespasses

unto them, and hath put in us the word of re-

conciliation.' And therefore the apostle in

the next verses, entreats them in Christ's

stead to be reconciled to God, intimating that

* This passage completely disproves the

of the reviewer that "nearly all Quakers agree in the

notion, that their salvation depends, not on the sove-

reign grace of God, in implanting a new piinciple in

the soul, but on their own diligent efforts in culti-

vatirig a principle which originally belongs to them."
There is probably no doctrine more clearly and fre-

quently inculcated among us, than that if we are

saved, our salvation must be effected by the grace of

God through Jesus Christ our Lord ; and if we are

lost, our perdition will be of ourselves in consequence
of our refusing to submit to the saving operation of

this grace.

Primitive Christianity Revived. The same doc-

trine appears in the writings of I. Pennington,

E. Burough, F. Howgill, and others.

For " The Friend."

The annual meeting of " The Philadelphia

Association of Friends for the Instruction of

Poor Children,"*" was held on the evening of

second day, the 6th of first month, 1835. The
follov/ing officers were appointed for the ensu-

ing year.

Treasurer—Benjamin H. Warder,

Clerk—Thomas Booth.

Managers.

Samuel Mason, Jr. Uriah Hunt,

Benj. H. Warder, John M. Whitall,

Joseph Si:owdon, Thomas Scattergood,

George M. Haverstick, John C. Allen,

Marmaduke C. Cope, Joel Cadbury,

John Lippinc-tt, Thomas Bacon.

The following is an abstract of the annual

report of the Board of Managers to the asso-

ciation:

* Of African descent is to be understood.
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To the Philadelphia Association of Friends

for the Instruction of Poor Children.

The managers, in compliance with ihe rules

of the association, present the annual report

of their proceedings. The school has been

conducted under the care of Nathaniel T.

Kennedy, during the past year, and commit-

tees of the managers have regularly been un-

der appointment to visit it; from whose report

it appears, that the progress of the scholars in

their studies has been satisfactory, and their

general deportment merits the approbation of

the board.

The average number of scholars during the

past year, has been 8O5, and the average at-

tendance has been 52. The whole number

of boys admitted since the opening of the

school, has been 1021, of whom 239 have

been readmitted. The present number on the

roll is 8
1

; of these, three are half day pay scho-

lars at $2 per quarter.

The annual examination of the school was

held on the afternoon of the 5th instant. A
large number of visiters, besides managers

and members of the association, attended, in-

cluding many of the parents and friends of the

children. Several classes exhibited their pro

ficiency in reading, grammar, geography, arith

metic and astronomy, very creditably to them

selves and to their teacher. The variety of

information acquired by the pupils will, no

doubt, be permanently useful to many of them

and affords encouragement to the association

to continue its efforts for the benefit of the

much neglected children of the African race.

We believe that there are many among this

class who possess talents of a high order, and

if opportunities were afforded them to improve

their minds that much of the prejudice which

exists against ihem would be removed.

With the view of promoting the further im-

provement of the scholars, the managers have

agreed to estaWish a small select library for

their u?o, and have appointed a committee to

purchase books, with funds subscribed for that

purpose, principally by a few members of the

association.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the

managers,
M. C. Cope, Clerk.

Philad. nth mo. 25th, 1833.

The following lines have been sent for in

sertion,—whether original or selected must

be left for our readers to determine.

For " The Friend

BROKEN TIES.

The broken ties of happier days

;

How often do tlioy seem.

To come before our mental gaze,

Like a remember'd dream;
Around us each dissever'd chain

In sparkling ruin lies,

And earthly hand can ne'er again
Unite these broken ties.

The parents of our infant home,
The kindred that we lov'd,

Far from our arms perchance may roam,
To desert scenes removed

;

Or we have watcljed their parting breath,

And closed their weary eyes,

And sigh'd to think how sadly death,

Can sever human ties.

The friends, the loved ones of our youth.

They too are gone or changed,

Or, worse than all, their love and truth.

Are darken'd or estranged.

They meet us in the glittering throng.

With cold averted eyes,

And wonder that we weep our wrong.

And mourn our broken ties.

Oh ! wlio in such a world as this.

Could bear their lot of pain.

Did not one radiant hope of bliss

Unclouded yet remain.

That hope the sovereign Lord has given,

Who reigns above the skies ;

—

That hope unites our souls to heaven.

By faith's enduring ties.

Each care, each ill of mortal birth,

Is sent in pitying love,

To lift the lingering heart from earth,

And speed its flight above

;

And every pang that wrings the breast.

And every joy that dies.

Tells me to seek a safer rest,

And trust to Holier Ties.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH, 10, 1835.

The weather has been extremely cold here

for nearly a week ; it commenced on First-

day last, since which the thermometer in the

open air, and during the night, has varied from

four or five degrees above zero, to as many

below. The Delaware opposite the city is

fast bound in icy fetters, so that people pass

and repass as on a common highway ; the ice

in the channel being, it is said, over a foot in

thickness. Accounts from various directions

speak of the intensity of the cold as not hav-

ing been exceeded for many years ;—we ex-

tract one from the north.

COLD AT ALBANY.
The Argus of Monday states that Sunday was the

coldest day known there /or the last half century.

At the Academy, higher part of the city

—

7 A. M. 23 degrees below zero.

9 " 20 do. do.

10 " 17 do. do.

12 M. 8 do. do.

1 P. M. 2 do. do.

2 " 1 above zero.

3 " 2 do.

At sun-down the mercury fell below zero.

In the lower parts of the city the cold was still more

intense.

At the Manor-House, Gen. Van Rensselaer's, at 6

A. M. thirty-two degrees below zero

!

At Gen. S. Vnn Rpn=spl.«r. Jr.'s, at half past 7,

thirty-two degrees below 0.

At Mr. Edward Brown's, in Steuben street, at 7

o'clock, thirty-one and a half degrees below 0. At i

o'clock, 30i degrees below. This is an old and stand-

ard thermometer; and the mercury on this occasion

was four degrees lower than by the same thermometer

on the cold day in 1817.

The thermometer at the Argus office, with a west-

ern exposure, was 25 degrees below zero at 9 A. M.
At sun-down, 3A below.

In country and in town, but especially in

populous cities like this, at such inclement

seasons, there must always be a greater or

less amount of real distress, and whether it

proceed from improvidence or vicious courses

—from a concurrence of adverse events, or

from the peculiar difficulties of the times, posi-

tive suffering and want admits not of denial

—

must not plead in vain. From circumstances

-vhich have come under our own observation,

we know that instances of extreme destitution '

are abundant, and we should not be surprised
;

to hear of persons actually perishing from cold

and hunger, indeed, we have been told that

the coroner has already had several cases un-

der his inspection.

This then is a time for the exercise of the

benevolent feelings, not only with the wealthy,

but with all who can spare something, how-

ever little, from their store; and we would

rticulariy invite the attention of our city

friends to the following notice, which we in-

sert by request

:

VNION BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

The Union Benevolent Association having ascer-

tained by means of their visiters, who are now actively

gaged in visiting in the different districts in the

City, Northern Liberties, and Moyamensing, that

there exists a great amount of suffering amongst the

poor, not only the common labourers, but journeymen

mechanics, both of which classes, owing to the want

of employment during the summer and liill have been

unable to make their usual provision for the winter,

and the funds of the association being exhausted, it

earnestly solicits all those who may be willing to as-

sist in relieving the distress, to forward their contri-

butions to either of the following named gentlemen,

members of the Executive Board ; or to the Agent, at

the office, No. 48 Carpenter street, near Seventh.

And the Association pledges itself, that in no in-

stance will pecuniary aid be afforded, until the party

is visited, and the case investigated.

Dr. Thomas James, President, Walnut below 8th st.

Philip Garrett, 9 South 4th st.

Charles S. Wurts, Vice-President, 175 Market, or

196 Spruce st.

John Welsh, Jr. Treasurer, Market, below 4th st.

T. Learning Smith, Corresponding Secretary, 101

South 4th St.

Charles E. Lex,, Recording Secretary, 149 Walnut,

above 6th, or 338 Arch st.

W. H. Keating, N. E. corner of 4th and Spruce sts.

A. M. Buckley, 113 South Front, or 192 Spruce st.

Dr. Charles Evans, 102 Union St.

W. H. Newbold, 132 North 9th, or 185 Market St.

Samuel Mason, Jr. 68 North 7th.

George Earp, Arch above 10th st.

J. M. Whitall, Market above 2d.

Dr. Littell, 117 North 9th st.

Benj. W. Tingley, corner of 8th and Race st.

George W. Fobes, 185 Market st.

Matthew Wilson, S. W. corner of 2d and Market

streets.

James S. Newbold, Spruce, between 5th and 6th

streets.

Benj. Coates, 175 Market, or 21 Arch st.

Thomas Scattergood, corner of Front and Willow

streets.

John Cooper, 51 Market st.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—Wil-

liam Hillis, Fraii^kford ; James R. Greeves,

S. E. corner of Pine and Eighth street; Stacy

Cooke, Second street continued, Bristol town-

ship.

Superintendents.—John and Lstitia Red-

mond.
Attending Physicians.—Dr. Robert Mor-

ton, No. 101, North Tenth street ; Dr. Charles

Evans, No. 102, Union street.

Several of the books of subscription in aid

of the Bible Association of Friends in Ame-
rica, are missing; any Friend who has any of

them in his possession would confer a favour

on the institution by returning Ihem to the

agent,

George W. Tatlob,

No. 50, North Fourth street, up stairs.
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For " The Friend.'

Account of the Bell Rock Lighthouse erected

on a sunk rock about fourteen miles from
the Scotish coast, between Edinburgh and
Aberdeen.

This rock may be described as a most dan-

gerous sunken reef, situate at the north en-

trance of the Frith of Forth, and is open to

the North Sea, without any nearer land east-

ward than the coasts of Norway, Denmark,

&c. The rock consists of sandstone, and

dips down to the southeast; presenting a sur-

face of about 1400 feet long, and about 300

feet wide. At high water, spring tides, the

rock is about si.vteen feet under water; at

low water, spring tides, the level on which

the lighthouse stands is about four feet above

the water, though at paiticular places it may
be seven feet above the water. The dan-

gerous position of this rock has long been

dreaded, and a short time previous to the

erection of the lighthouse two British frigates

were lost on the neighbouring coast, in con-

sequence of theii- dread of, and their mistaking

the position of this fearful rock.

The commissioners of the northern lights

turned their attention to the subject of erect-

ing a lighthouse on this rock, and, in 1807,

they directed Stevenson, their engineer, (from

whose great work these extracts have been
compiled,) to prepare designs, &c. He soon

after visited the rock and prepared for his

operations. A floating-light vessel was pro-

vided, and moored at a short distance from

the Bell Rock; she was fitted up with berths

for thirty artificers besides her ordinary crew:

and she was provided in every way so as to be
able to stand very severe weather. Another
vessel was also provided as a tender and stone

floater. The exact position of the lighthouse

being fixed upon, a blacksmith's forge was

erected, and the work of hewing the stone,

and fixing the granite blocks in dovetail form

proceeded slowly,—the time of work during

the recess of the tide being very limited.

Sometimes a rolling wave would extinguish

the blacksmith's furnace as he was hoping to

make a good finish to his work ; at other

times, in smooth weather, Jie would be work-

ing knee deep in water until the party were
ordered otT to the floating light for the night.

During their recess the artificers amused them-
selves with fishing, and caught thein plenti-

fully. They continued about two months
(the eighth and ninth months) of this year,

1807, out at sea, thus occupied, but when the

time of actual work was calculated it amount-
ed to only 133 hours. Sometimes the weather

was too stormy to land on the rock at all, and
at one period they were kept on board five

days in consequence. The longest or best

time of work on the rock between tides, was
three hours only. On one occasion the fol

lowing remarkably dangerous circumstance

occurred.

Soon after the artificers landed, the wind
coming on to blow hard, the tender and her

boat, by some unknown cause, slipped adrift

from the rock ; both had got to a considerable

distance before this circumstance was ob-

served, every one being so intent upon his

own work. As it blew hard, the crew tried

to set up the mainsail so as work up to the

buoy and moorings beside the rock ; but by
the time of getting a tack, she had drifted at

least three miles to 'eeward :—thus having
both wind and tidcagainst her, the engineer or.

the rock perceived with no little anxiety, that

she could not possibly return to the reef till

long after its being overflowed. In this peril-

ous situation, upon a sunken rock in the rnidst

of a stormy sea, and about to be laid under wa-

ter at least twelve feet, he found himself in-

volved in desperate feeling, although not

without some hope. There were this morn-

ing (he says) thirty-two persons on the rock,

with only two boats left, capable in fair wea-

ther of holding twenty-four sitters: but to

row to the floating-light vessel, distant two

or three miles, with so much wind and sea, a

complement of eight men only would be pro-

per to make the attempt with safety. To
send off" one of the boats after the tender in

hopes of getting her to our assistance, would
probably have endangered still further the

party on the rock, and probably a rush might
have been made to secure the only chance of

escape. The circumstance of the tender and
boat having thus drifted away, was for a con-
siderable time only known to the writer (Ste-

venson) and to the landing master, who re-

moved to the farther point of the rock, and
kept his eye intensely fixed on the progress

of the vessel. While the artificers were at

ork, chiefly in sitting and kneeling postures,

excavating or boiing the rock, and while

their numerous hammers and the sound of

the smith's anvil continued, the situation of

things did not appear so awful. In this state

of suspense, with almost certain destruction

at hand, the water began to rise upon those
who were at work on the lower parts of the
foundation of the lighthouse, &lc. From the
run of the rough ;ea upon the rock, the forge
fire was also sooner extinguished this morn-
ing than usual, and the volumes of smoke
having subsided, objects in every direction
became visible from all parts of the rock.
After the usual time of work, the men began
to make to their respective boats for their
jackets and stockings; when, to their aston-
ishment, instead of three, they only found
two boats. Not a word was uttered by any
one, but all appeared to be silently calculating
their numbers, and looking to each other with
evident marks of perplexity depicted in their

looks. The landing master, thinking that the
blame would be fixed upon him, still kept at

a distance. At this critical moment the en-
gineer was standing on an elevated point
watching the progress of the vessel, and
amazed that no attempt was made to bring
their boat to their relief. The workmen
looked steadfastly upon him, then turned oc-
casionally to the vessel, still far to leeward.
All this passed in the most perfect silence;

and the melancholy solemnity of the group
made an impression never to be effaced from
his mind.
The engineer had all along been consider-

ing various schemes for the general safety,

provided the men could be kept under com-
mand, in hope that the tender might pick
them up to leeward when they were obliged
to quit the rock. He was accordingly about
to address the men on their perilous situation,

and to propose, that all hands should strip off

their upper clothing when the higher parts of
the rock were laid under water; that the sea-

men should remove every unnecessary weight
from the boats ; that a certain number of men
should go into each boat, and that the remain-
der should hang by the gunwales, while the
boats were to be rowed gently towards the
lender. But when he attempted to speak,
his mouth was so parched with anxiety, that

his tongue refused utterance. He then turned
to one of the pools on the rock and took a

little water, which produced immediate relief.

But what was his happiness when on rising

from this beverage, some one called out, " a
boat," " a boat," and on looking around, at

no great distance, a large boat was seen
through the haze making towards the rock.
This at once enlivened and rejoiced every
heart. It proved to be the express-boat from
Arbroath with letters. The pilot on board
this boat was so little sensible of the awful
situation of the people on the rock, that be
anchored on the lee side of it, proposing to

await their quitting the rock, and began
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fishing as usual till the letters should be s=ent

for. However, they immediately despatched

half their number in two trips by one of the

boats to this welcome visiter, and the remain-

ing sixteen followed in the two boats to the

floating light. After a very rough passage

and frequent baling the boats, they all had

the happiness to reach the floating light in

about three hours—while the tender seeing

all safe, and finding so much wind, tacked

away for Arbroath.

After this serious adventure, eighteen of

the men refused the next morning to repair

to the rock, but eight others obeyed the sum-

mons, and at evening the rest became too much
ashamed of their timidity to decline again.

This circumstance impressed the engineer

with the importance of having what they

called a beacon house erected on the rock

beside the lighthouse foundation. This was

composed of immense beams of timber fasten-

ed into the rock, and crossing one another

something like a pigeon house or hay rack,

and they were very powerfully fastened to-

gether, and planked in the upper rock, so that

two or three small rooms about four feetsquare

were contrived, where the blacksmith's forge

was erected, the mortar prepared, &c. This

beacon was found to stand the stormy waves

with great success, and it enabled some of

the men and the engineer to remain much
longer on the spot than before. During this

season, they had to encounter some severe

storms ; and the power of the waves was
astonishing, as displayed in moving the mas-

sive granite blocks left upon the rock to be

fixed into their pro()er places ; these were

moved about with other heavy iron articles,

several paces from their positions.

The work of building proceeded on the

wholfe with much success, summer after sum
met. A new kind of balance crane was found

of the greatest use; and with various ingeni-

ous machinery for landing the stone

ways on the rock, &c. which are detailed

in Stevenson's large quarto volume, this grand

and bold edifice was reared in the course

of three to four years, and on the 1st of the

second month, 1811, a light was exhibited

from the lantern.

It was remarkable in the execution of this

extraordinary work, how readily a set of lands-

men were got to fall in with the various diffi-

culties of their situation, and how easily they

became reconciled and satisfied even with

their peculiar allotment. At first, they found

the whole flood tide a period of leisure; on

these occasions, in good weather, some were
seen busy with their books, others musically

inclined, and many amused themselves with

fishing. The only evil they seemed to com-
plain of, was sea sickness, for which, even
time itself hardly proved a cure, owing to the

excessive rolling of the ships. However, as

on a solitary sunken rock, at midnight and in a weekly newspaper ; and of course a full

darkness amidst the howling of the wind, and store of provisions, &c. is supplied. Their

the roaring of the waves. On one occasion, pay is about fifty guineas per annum ; three

the author writes, " The wind being S. E. this i keepers are always at the lighthouse, another

evening, we had a heavy swell upon the rock on shore in turn : six weeks is the term of

and some difTiculty attended our getting off" in Jheir stay at sea, but it has often happened in

safety, as the boats got aground in our little winter, that for two to three months no other

creek, and were in danger of being upset. 'communication has been had with the shore

Upon extinguishing our torch-lights, about
: than by means of carrier pigeons, with billets

twelve in number, the darkness of the night i round their legs, which have been found ex-

seemed quite horrible; the water also being: tremely useful. The first winter when the

very phosphorescent, the waves as they dashed
j

keepers took possession of the lighthouse, in

upon our dark rock were in some degree like their descriptions of the state of the sea dur-

liquid fire. The scene upon the whole, was ing stormy weather, they represented that the

rulyawful." The tried stability of the beacon beacon-house, which was not removed, ap-

house, also enabled them to take refuge in itjpeared at times to be wholly under water,

when the stormy waves would at times prevent ' although upwards of fifty feet high. During
their getting off" to the floating-light vessel,

j

one of these occasions, the spray of the sea

On one of these occasions, they were over- [had risen upon the lighthouse to one hundred
taken by a sudden gale of wind, which pre- and four feet. At this early period of the

vented the boats from taking them off^ in the

evening. Two of the overlookers at the rock,

and eleven artificers, were thus necessarily

left there for thirty hours, while the waves

occasionally washed over their yet imperfectly

formed abode. On this occasion the mortar

room, immediately below them, was carried

away by the seas, and one of the cranes was

broken to pieces by the waves. On a first

day, he also describes the party meeting to-

gether in one of the little apartments of the

beacon house, for Divine service, two of the

men joining hands to form a desk to support

the Bible during service. At other times, when
heavy gales would spring up, the shipping

would be sometimes driven upwards of forty

miles from their station, the artificers would
then be closely cooped up in their little bar-

rack in a state of painful inactivity, and with

prospects often very forlorn. Although the

sea at times shook the beacon house, yet be-

ing of an open construction, the waves rolled

along by it with little impediment; and while

the artificers were wetted and even driven off"

the top of the walls of the lighthouse (when
built up to the height of sixty-four feet) the

sea did not rise upon the beacon more than

twenty-five feet. A curious, and rather alarm-

ing eff'ect of the undermining or corroding

powers of the small sea insect called the

Limnoria, was discovered one summer on

the timbers of this beacon house. Though
the lower parts of this building were carefully

charred and coated with thick pitch to pre-

vent the attacks of this insect, while the up-

per parts were laid over with white paint,

yet these insects had made their way under
" the soles" or bottom-ends of the several

beanis, where they rested on the rock, which

were found to be hollowed out to some ex-

tent by the depredators, while the exterior

fibres of the timber were left quite entire.

When the body of the lighthouse was raised,

the work of course proceeded with greater

soon as the beacon house was erected, they rapidity, and the men became comfortably
weregreatly relieved from this inconvenience,' accommodated in its rooms. Of these rooms,
and the dangers to the boating party, both day : when the whole was completed, there are iio

and night, were greatly lessened. The forceless than five, and the Lighthouse Board has

of habit too, was remarkably exemplified by spared no pains to make ths keepers com
these artificers, in their readiness to embark ' fortable. The interior walls are polished and
at various hours, and to work with the tool in' painted, and the various rooms neatly furnish-

one hand, and the lighted torch in the other, 'ed. Besides a small library, the keepers have

possession of the lighthouse, the inmates were
panic struck when they first felt the tiemu-
lous motion of the building, on these heavy
seas stiiking it in certain directions. The
cost of the whole amounted to £61,3.30,

(about ^272,577.) I should not omit to notice

the doors and windows, which were made in

a peculiar manner, and of most ponderous
dimensions. The keepers state, that during

storms, when their massive double doors,

double windows, and storm-shutters are

clo.sed, they still feel occasionally a tre-

mour in the building from the shocks of the

sea, but that all is quiet within, and they bear

nothing of the dasliing and roaring noise of

the sea

!

When compared with the Eddystone light-

house, the Bell Rock is found to contain
nearly double the cubic contents ; the base

of the former being twenty-six feet diameter,

that of the latter forty-two feet.

The last account I have been able to meet
with of the Bell Rock, is under date of the

"

10th month, 1825, during a tremendous
storm. One of the residents says, " The
gale at N.N.E., which commenced on the

8th, has been fully more severe than any I

have hitherto witnessed at the lighthouse.

The water came upon the lighthouse in an
unbroken state, to the height of the kitchen

ndows, sixty-four feet above the rock, and
the green seas as high as the bed-room win-
dows, seventy-six feet. At times seas, for I

cannot call them sprays, though of a whitish

colour, came above the library windows, and
struck the cornice, ninety feet high, with

such force, that on separating they darted to

leeward of the house, which was left, if I

may so express it, at one end of an anenue of
water! Indeed, the appeaiance in all direc-

tions around us, was more dreadful and ter-

rific than I ever saw it before. I really think

the house is more firm and entire than when
I first knew it; for when the seas struck it

hard, the sensation now, more than formerly,

resembled the tremulous motion of a perfectly

sound body. The lamp glasses, and the

kitchen utensils, were frequently beard to

make a tingling noise duiing the gale, owing
to the vibrations of the tower, but all seems
sound and complete about the building.

11 month, 1834. R.
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Ascent to the Summit of the Popocatepetl.

(Concluded from page 106.)

At half past two M. de Gerolt was on the

highest point of the volcano. He skipped

about with joy, and made me a sign indicating

that there was an abyss at his feet. At thirty-

seven minutes after two o'clock I had attained

the summit, and I was on the highest edge of

the crater. Here all my fatigues were over;

breathing was no longer difficult; I was body

and soul absorbed in the sight 1 had before

me, and I felt a new life. I was in a slate of

supreme satisfaction, difficult to be described;

and 1 also leaped in my turn, to encourage

Mr. Egerloii, who still had some awkward
passes to get over.

The crater is an immense abyss, nearly

round, bulging considerably to the north, and

with some sinuosities to the south. It may be

a league in circumference, and eight hundred

or a thousand feet in perpendicular depth. Its

edge is not horizontal; it lowers towards the

east with sufficient steepness to create a dif-

ference of one hundred and fifty feet in the

height of the two opposite points. Notwith-

standing this, the diameter of the centre is so

great, and the height at which it is so im-

mense, that, from whatever part of the plain

you look at the volcano, that part of the edge

which presents itself to your view always ap-

pears to be the highest.

The walls of the abyss are perpendicular.

Three large horizontal strata are perfectly

visible, perpendicularly striped at almost equal

distances by black and grayish lines. The bot-

tom is a funnel formed by the detached parts

which have from time to time fallen down, and

which now do so daily. On the inside of the

edge, down to fifteen or twenty feet, are layers,

black, red, and whitish, very thin, supporting

blocks of volcanic rock, which, however, fall

occasionally into the crater. The bottom and

the inclined plane of the funnel are covered

with an immense quantity of blocks of pure

sulphur. From the middle of this abyss,

masses of white vapour ascend with great

force, but disperse when about half way up

the crater. Some also escape from openings

in the slope of the funnel, and others from

seven principal fissures, between the layers

which form the very edge of the crater; but

these do not rise to above fifteen or twenty

feet.

The openings in the bottom are round, and

surrounded by a circle of pure sulphur. There

is no doubt that these vapours, which escape

with so much force, must carry with them

large quantities of sulphur in a state of subli-

mation, which are deposited on the stones and

around the vent-holes. So much sulphurous

acid gas escapes, that it was offensive to us on

the summit. The exterior of the edge of the

crater is free from snow; but within, on the

side whereon the sun does not shine, there is

a quantity of stagonifes of ice down to tlie be-

ginning of the third stratum. The highest

summit of the volcano is a small platform of

about twenty feet diameter, with some of that

purple sand which is so abundant at the base

of the cone.

You will easily feel how imposing such a

sight must be. Such masses of lava, of por

phyry, of red and black scoria, those whirl

winds of vapour, those stagonites, the sulphur

the snow; in short, this strange confusion of

ice and fire which we met wilh at eighteen

thousand feet in the air, remarkably excited

our imaginations. We should have liked to

have gone all round, but we had not time, and

I believe we had not sufficient strength.

At three o'clock the thermometer was at

—

1—4 cenligrades. The moist belt of the hy-

groscope anpeared at 34°, and disappeared at

33° of the interior Fahrenheit thermometer,

whilst the exterior thermometer was at 40°.

In consequence of the violence of the wind

we were unable to light the spirit-of-vvine lamp

for boiling water; but that which was much
more unfortunate was, that in turning over

the barometer for tlie purpose of running the

quicksilver into the ball, some globules of air

got into the tube: the instrument became
comparatively useless.

If you read attentively the description I have

given you of the volcano, you will, no doubt,

be struck wilh two things. The first is the

singular disposition of the apertures through

which the vapours exhale. They are at the

bottom, and in a circle; so that those yellow-

ish walls, a thousand feet high, and of a league

in circumference, appear as a screen to chim-

ney flues conducting the vapour to the highest

level of the ground. The second is the ex-

traordinary coa'.ing of the interior of the cra-

ter. All those layers of lava, of sand, of stone,

which form the mass of the volcano, are of

the same nature on the outside as on the in-

side of the crater;—on the outside, however,

all is black, purple, and red; whilst on the in-

side, a dirty white and yellowish hue prevails.

There is therefore either a decomposition of

the volcanic substances by the sulphurous gas,

or a deposit of sulphur on the edges—perhaps

both. We unfortunately could not get any of

these whitish substances; and M. de Gerolt,

who tried, was near paying dearly for his im-

prudence. He had descended by an inclined

plane in one of the rents of the crater; but the

sand was giving way under his feet, and he

was sliding down towards the abyss, when he

was fortunate enough to save himself with his

iron-shod stick. It would, no doubt, have been
magnificent to have had such a grave; but my
travelling companion's ambition did not seem
to extend so far.

If we were well agreed on this point, there

was one on which we were not equally so.

This was a strong and prolonged noise, which
we heard at times from the interior of the vol-

cano. We felt no motion, and nothing was
thrown up from below. M. de Gerolt admitted
that this noise was such as might bo made by
detached stones from the upper part of the

crater falling down on the inclined plane which
forms the bottom; now I twice saw blocks of

a tolerable size detach themselves: I watched
them as long as possible, and the noise we
heard corresponded precisely with the shocks

they met with in falling. I therefore think

that the kind of lengthened detonations which
occasionally occurred, proceeded from similar

causes. M. de Gerolt spoke of subterranean

action, and of the expansive force of the va-

pour. We were perhaps both right, for if,

owing to causes easy to conceive, the stones

were to obstruct the vent-holes, the vapour
would not be long ere it would disengage itself

with violence and noise from the obstacles op-

posed to its passage.

You have doubtless read in the histories of
the Conquest, that Don Diego Ordaz, one of
Cortes' officers, went up to the volcano for

sulphur to make powder. There were per-

haps at that time some fissures on the side of
the mountain where it deposited itself, as is

now to be seen in Italy. I do not think it is

possible to get at that which is in the crater;

and it is probable that in Fernando Cortes'

time the volcano was more active than at pre-

sent. There are millions of quintals of sul-

phur at the bottom of the funnel; the air is in-

fected by the emanations. I have no doubt,

that a person let down would be suflbcated by

the sulphurous vapour before having reached
a depth of two hundred feet. Now, two hun-

dred feet are not a fourth of the distance to

the yellow masses which cover the bottom.
Even supposing that one could breathe therein,

the ropes required to go only to the nearest in-

clined plane would have to be of a prodigious

length; and how are they to be got up to the

top of the volcano, when it is so difficult to get

there oneself, and that the least weight is al-

most an intolerable burthen? I am therefore

of opinion, that if Diego Ordaz gathered sul-

phur on the Popocatepetl, it could only have

been at a little above the volcanic sands, and
not in the crater.

By half-past three we had terminated our

experiments, made sketches, and fixed our flag

on the highest point of the volcano. At four

o'clock we were in the hollow way opposite

the Pico del Fraile, where our guides were
waiting for us. We made them a sign to re-

turn to the tent, and we continued to descend
by a different route from that which we had
ascended. At five we were on the borders of
the wood. We observed several blocks of
porphyry which had fallen recently from the

summit: probably at the time of the earth-

quakes on the 13th and 15th of March. They
had made a deep furrow from the top of the

sands to midway down the mountain; but as

the accelerated motion had caused them to re-

bound in rolling to the place where they were,

their further progress was marked by deep
holes made at each rebound. At six o'clock

we were under the tent, but too tired and too

much agitated to be able to sleep. When
awake I spoke of the crater: and if I con-

trived to get to sleep, the oppression came on

again, and I suddenly awoke.
The next morning, 30th April, at seven

o'clock, the camp was broken up; at nine, we
were at the Rancho, and at twelve, at Ozumba.
We collected a large quantity of plants and

flowers in the forest: amongst others a shrub,

which I think has not yet been described,

nearly similar to our red laurel, but the flowers

of which are like our lily of the valley, white
clusters wilh a reddish hue.

In the court-yard of the house we lodged at,

at Ozumba, I put up a telescope, looking on
the summit of the volcano; and for two days

this court-yard was filled with persons who
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came to take a view of our flag fJoating in the

wind. By this means I ga\e an undeniable

proof of what we had done,—a thing indis-

pensable in a counlry where the people are

not disposed, and for very good reason, always

to believe what is told them.

On the 2d of May we were in Mexico, reco-

vered from our fatigues, and very well pleased

with our excursion. We shall repeat it in the

beginning of November.
In short, the Popocatepetl is a volcano,

whose fires are not dead, though its eruptions

must have ceased many centuries before the

conquest. * * *

[Here follows an abstract of the foregone

observations. We shall extract only what is

new.]
Over-head the sky was of a blue nearly

black; the horizon was at a prodigious height,

almost confounding itself vvith the sky. We
could distinctly see Orizaba to the east, and

the volcano of Toluca to the west; Mexico
and its lakes a|)peared at our feet; the Izla-

ciuhatl we saw without its presenting any ap-

pearance of a crater: finally, I do not think

that I exaggerate when I say we could see for

60 leagues around us; but all was confused,

and as if in a transparent fog.

We were excessively fatigued. I had a

violent headache and a very strong pressure

on the temples; my pulse was at 145 per mi-

nute,—only 108 after taking a little rest; but

I was very little more oppressed than when at

the Pico del Fraile. We all four were deadly

pale, our eyes sunk in their oibits, and our
lips were of a livid blue. When we rested on

the rocks, with our hands above our heads, or

laid down on the sand, with our eyes shut, our

mouths open, and without masks, we looked

like so many dead bodies. Though aware of

this beforehand, I experienced a very disagree-

able sensation when closely looking at one of

my companions.

At the Pico del Fraile we saw, as last year,

a crow; and when we had reached the summit,

we saw two of those birds flying at two hun-

dred feet below us. As far up as the Pico,

which is the boundary of the perpetual snow,
under the stones which have preserved some
moisture, are to be found a species of large

woodlice, nearly in a torpid state. They
were the last living things we met with on the

ground.

We are not the first persons who have

reached the top of the volcano. Many at-

tempts have been made which have failed from

different causes. When arrived at a certain

height, some travellers have been seized with

a vomiting of blood, which compelled tliem to

abandon their enterprise.

From Le Baa' Life of Wiclif.

Wiclif's Translation of the Bible.

Before we retire from the consideration of

this great work, it will be proper to notice the

astonishing rapidity with which the copies of it

were circulated among all classes of the peo-

ple, in defiance of obstructions, which, at this

day, it is difficult for us to appreciate, or even

to imagine. The astonishing powers of the

press almost disable us from realising to our

conceptions the impediments through which
literature had to force its way, in the ages
previous to that invention. Those impedi-

menls, however, may be partially estimated

from the fact, disclosed to us by the register

of Alnwick, Bishop of Norwich in H29, that

the cost of a Testament of Wiclif's version

was no less than 21. 16s. 8d., a sum, probably,

equal to SOL, or about $\'.iO, of our present

money, and considerably more than half the

annual income which was then considered

adequate to the maintenance of a substantial

yeoman. To procure a copy of the whole
English Bible must, therefore, have demanded
a sacrifice greater than that which, in our days,

is required to command the most sumptuous
and splendid elegances of literature. To this

discouragement must be added the anxiety

and the danger which this precious possession

carried with it, wherever it went. During the

lime which elnpsed from the reign of Henry
IV. to the period of the reformation, the owner
of a fragment of Wiclif's Bible, or indeed of
any other portion of his writings, was conscious

of harbouring a witness, whose appearance
would infallibly consign him to the dungeon,
and possibly to the flames. He must, conse-

quently, have ealen the bread of life in secret,

and with carefulness, and must have drank the

waters of life with astonishment and trembling

of heart. And yet, in defiance of obstruction

and persecution, the work went on. Neither
the ruinous cost of literary treasures, nor the

jealous vigilance of an omnipresent inquisition,

were able to repress it. The stream continued
to force its way, in a sort of subterraneous

course, till the season arrived when it should

burst forth, and refresh the land with its fruit-

ful inundation. " Then was the sacred Bible

sought out from dusty corners: the schools were
opened; divine and human learning raked out

of the embers of forgotten tongues; princes

and cities trooped apace to the newly erected

banner of salvation; martyrs, with the unre-

sistible might of weakness, shook the powers
of darkness, and scorned the fiery rage of the

old Red Dragon."

Selected for " The Friend.'

ON THE BIBLE.

BY A LAYMAN.

book ! of more than moral worth,
Enrich'd with truths divine

;

1 thank the Hand that put thee forth.

And made thy treasures mine.

O record ! of Almighty love.

To teach us how to steer :

O beacon ! llglited from above,

A darken'd world to cheer.

O charter! of redeeming grace.

Ineffably sublime

:

O messenger! of gospel peace.

To every age and clime.

But what avail thy truths divine.

Thy registry of love,

Thy beacon-light, and grace, that shine.

Thy message from above ?

Unless with these true Faith combined.

Shall purify the heart.

And make man's nature more inclin'd

To act a Christian's part.

The purest precepts ever penn'd.

Are found inscrib'd in thee;

But unobey'd, how can they tend

To moral purity ?

Who share the blessing of thy page.

And would escape tiie rod.

Should, unremittingly, engage.
To glorify theii God ;

And in accordance with his law,

Be holy, humble, just

;

His statutes keep with reverent awe.
And in his mercy trust.

Confession to the best of creeds.

Is but an empty name.
Unless, with corresponding- deeds,
Our lives its worth proclaim.

All knowledge is imperfect found.
E'en tho' it Scriptural be ;

If not with Christian virtues crown'd.
Faith, hope, and charily.

Faith, that the hand of mercy, sees,

And hope, that builds above

;

And charily, surpassing these.

Whose element is love.

Thou ! sacred source of life and light,

From whom all mercies flow ;

O ! bless this volume to our sight.

These graces all bestow.

Long hast thou deign'd this country o'er.

Thy goodness to distil

;

O! make her people more and more
Subservient to thy will;

And for thy light diffused around.
More gratitude express

;

That gospel-fruits may more abound,
" Love, joy, peace, gentleness."

And aid her bands, both old and young.
To spread thy truths abroad ;.

Till every nation, kindred, tongue.
Through Christ shall call thee Lord.

Thus, unto Thee may all be won.
Through faith in mercy given;

" Thy kingdom come, thy will be done
On earth, as 'tis in heaven."

And thus in concert may all raise

An altar. Thou wilt own

;

That shall with hallow'd incense blaze.

Ascending to thy throne !

Died, on the 26lh ult., David H. Kinsey, of Frank-
ford, in the 26th year of his age. Conscious of a
rapid decline, he had been favoured, previous to the
last extremity, to feel and express an entire resigna-
tion to the Divine Will as to tho issue of his disease,

which was of a pulmonary character. A career appa-
rently marked for much usefulness is thus unexpeet.
ediy arrested; the* memory of his social virtues must
continue to be cherished by every one who knew his

friendship, while they sympathise with a bereaved
family, whose loss would seem irreparable; but there
is a blessed consolation in the belief, that to him the
welcome has been heard—Come yo blessed of my
Father. May the warning be appreciated, " Be ye
also ready."

on the 29th of ninth month last, at the resi-

dence of his father, Joseph B. Lippincott, Westfield,
New Jersey, William B. Lippincott, in the 21st year
of his age.

at Luzerne, Warren county, N. Y., on the 31st
of tenth month last, after an illness of twenty-four
hours, occasioned by a hurt received at tho raising of
a building, Moses Brown, in the SSth year of his age,
a member ofQueensbury Monthly Meeting ofFriends.
He and his wife were among those who, in the time of
the separation in Society, united themselves with the
Hicksites, and remained with them for some years,

but not finding that peace of mind they had antici-

pated, they left their meeting and attended that of
Friends; they became restored to the unity of the
Society about three months before his death.
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For "The Friend

HILL ON PREACHING.

In looking through Sidney's Life of Row-

land Hill, many interesting passages are to

be met with, some of which 1 have marked

for " The Friend." His views of gospel

ministry did not exactly correspond with

those held by us, yet, from the account of his

extraordinary life, he appears to have been

imbued with an ardent desire to draw souls

to the Redeemer, and to have been very suc-

cessful in his Master's cause. He had a

strong antipathy to long speeches, and par-

ticularly to every thing like flourish in preach-

ing, designed to catch the ear, rather than

reach the heart. In a letter to a friend on

the subject, he says

—

"Fine affected flourishes, and unmeaning

rant, are poor substitutes for plain, sinipl

unaffected gospel truths; yet such sort of

preaching will have its admirers ; and it is

surprising what strange stuff, of different

sorts, will make up a popular preacher, inso-

much that being registered in that number

should rather fill us with shame than with

pride."

Speaking of the spurious populaiity of one

individual, and of the crowds who were at-

tracted by his declamatory and florid style, he

observed

—

" They are quite tired of being hammered
with the same threadbare old truths. They

are for the man who can carry them away,

upon the wings of his amazing oratory, up

into the third heaven, among the angels and

archangels, and turn them into spiritual star-

gazers at a single flight. They cannot bear

any longer to be kept creeping on their

knees, as poor sinners at the foot of the cross,

while they have nothing to do but to catch

hold of the tail of this wonderful fine spiritual

kite, and fly away with him, wherever he may
choose to carry them."

When once asked his opinion of the ex-

citement produced by a well-known preacher,

he said, " This cannot last ; he is like a sky-

rocket that goes off blazing into the air, but

the dry stick soon falls to the ground, and is

forgotten."

He was also averse to a formal, studied

ministry, and appears to have had more re

liance on the present quickening power of

the Spirit upon the heart, than on any ability

derived from scholastic learning. "Lively

zealous, wise, simple-hearted, liberal minded
preachers," he says, " are all we want. These

cannot be manufactured at academies. O
what huge offence I gave the other day, by

warning young preachers not to travel about

the country, with a sack of dried tongues for

sale, wherever they went. It is a poor traffic,

and ill calculated to bring souls to Christ."

Again he lemarked on another occasion

—

" Holy and faithful ministers, blessed with

equal ability and zeal, are greatly needed.

We should plead much with the Lord of the

harvest, to raise them up and send thom forth.

How different the poor tools of ministers of

our manufacturing, when compared with the

burning and shining lights the Lord can send

forth."

From his observation upon the various

kinds of preaching, he drew up in his quaint

style the following characteristics of different

pulpit orators

:

" Bold manner. The man who preaches

what he feels without fear or diffidence.

" Self-confident. A man who goes by no-

body's judgment but his own.
" Rash. A preacher who says what comes

uppermost, without any consideration.

" Rambling. A man that says all that

pops in his mind without any connection.

" Stiff. One who pins himself down to

think and speak by rule, without any devia-

tion.

" Powerful. The man who preaches from

the bottom of his heart the truths of the gos-

pel with energy to the consciences of his

hearers.
" Finical. Minces out fine words with

nothing in them.

"Sober. The man who lulls you fast

asleep.

Elegant. The man who employs all his

brains upon dressing words, without (

aiming at the heart.

Conceited. Vainly aims at every thing

and says nothing.

Welsh Minister. A man that bawls out

very good things, till he can bawl no longer.

Dogmatic. A man who goes by his own
brains, rigiit or wrong.

" Peevish. One who picks into every

body's thoughts, and thinks no one right but

himself.
" Fanciful. One, who, instead of bein^

by wisdom, runs after a thousand visionary

whimsies and conceits.

Self-important. Thinks nobody like him

3lf.

" Noisy. A loud roar, and nothing in it.

" Genteel. The vain person that is fond of

dressing up words without meaning.
" Affectionate. The happy man, who feels

for souls tenderly, preaches Christ affection-

ately, and yearns over souls in the bowels of

Jesus Christ."

Rowland Hill acknowledged the Liturgy of

the Episcopal Church, but declined submis-

sion to its discipline. Though he professed

himself a friend to establishments, they must

be such as would permit him to have an " un-

controlled right over his own pulpit," and
'' allow him the assistance of those whose

nistrations he believed would be to the

spiritual advancement of the people of his

charge." " By this primitive mode of pro-

cedure," he was of the opinion, " a great

number of valuable ministers have been raised

up." Though it was not free from human
management and ordination, his system was

less restricted than that of the churchman

or presbyterian, and on this point of preach-

ing he differed with them; one objection to

which was, that it lessened in their apprehen

sion the importance of the preacher. He
admitted the objection. " I know also," he

says, "that this view of matters will con

siderably lessen the idea of ministerial im

portance, when the preacher is found promis

cuously among all sorts of characters." This

had, however, no weight with him, because

he conceived the mode he adopted as conso-

nant "with God's own method of sending

forth his labourers."

The following anecdote will serve to con-

clude the present selection, as well as give

his idea of the state of ruind which his hear-

ers ought to cultivate. On a tour in York-

shire, R. Hill paid a visit to an old friend of

his, who said to him : " Mr. Hill, it is just

xty-five years since I first heard you preach,

and I remember your text, and part of your

sermon." " 'Tis more than [ do," was the

reply. " You told us," his friend proceeded,
" that some people were very squeamish

about the delivery of different ministers, who
preached the same gospel. You said, 'Sup-

pose you were attending to hear a will read,

where you expected a legacy to be left you,

would you employ the time when it was read-

ing in criticising the manner in which the

lawyer read it? No, you would not; you

would be giving all ear to hear ifany thing was

left to you, and how much it was. That is the

way I would advise you to hear the gospel."

For " Tlie Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
(Continued from page 95.)

The circumstances related in the last num-
ber of the life of George Whitehead are not

only replete with intense interest, but present

a rich theme for profitable reflection. To say

nothing of the dedication evinced in surren-

dering himself to the work of the gospel

when only eighteen years of age, travelling at

his own expense, often on foot, and during the

most inclement weather, frequently obliged

to put up with the meanest accommodations,

and to endure the scoffs and abuse of the popu-

lace; we see him persevering in the course

which religious duty prescribed, through a

long and rigorous imprisonment, and finally

enduring, with Christian meekness and con-

stancy, the cruel and ignominious punishment

of a public whipping. Strong, indeed, must

that faith have been, and sincere the attach-

ment to the principles of truth, which not

only supported him under this severe trial,

but enabled him to rejoice and sing praises

to that God who counted him worthy to suffer

for his name and testimony sake. If the pro-

fession of the members of our Society in the

present day was subjected to a similar test,

many, it is to be feared, would prove like

Demas of old, who forsook the persecuted

disciples of the Lord Jesus because he " loved

this present world." The zeal and devotion

of the early days are passed away—the noble

disinterestedness, the persevering effort amid

a complication of discouraging circumstances,,

which distinguished the first members of the

Society, and enabled them, under the Divine

blessing,to achieve such mighty performances,

no longer pervade the body. Even many of

those who gave hopeful promise for religious^

usefulness, and whose minds, in other and

better days, were powerfully visited by the

tendering influences of Divine Grace, the god

of this world hath blinded their eyes lest (he

meridian brightness of the gospel light should;

shine upon them and tarnish the riches, and
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the pleasures, and the honours of the world.

Instead of lunning with holy patience and

steadfastness the heavenly race set before

them, what numbers have joined the multi-

tude in pursuing after wealth and honour, the

knowledge that puffeth up, and other lying

vanities, which the enemy of all righteous-

ness dresses up in specious disguises that the

bait may be more readily swallowed. He
cares not how goodly the appearance of the

employ, if he can but keep us busy in things

which pertain not to life and salvation, and

divert us from the work of redemption and

sanctification in our own hearts. It is more

agreeable to the active mind of man to be

occupied in public acts of a benevolent, mo-

ral, or religious character, than ' to sit alone

and keep silence ;" and, under a humbling

sense of our own unworthy and sinful state,

put the mouth in the dust and patiently bear

the yoke and cross of Christ, " if so be there

may be hope." We do not like to see and

feel the corruptions which lurk v^ithin our

own breasts, nor to submit to those humiliat-

ing baptisms of the Holy Spirit by which only

they can be effectually washed away. It is

mortifying to our pride, our religious pride,

to perceive that, notwithstanding our high

professions, the " old man with his deeds"

has never been put off, but maintains his au-

thority and sway in the secret recesses of the

heart with as much energy as ever; and while

he permits us to show a decent respect to the

instituti'ons of relfgion, and even to pass

among our friends as very good sort of per-

sons, takes care to keep us fast bound to the

world in chains which none but " the stronger

than he" can break. How cold—how lan-

guid—how compliant is the religion of such !

They would fain pass for the friends of Christ

while they are secretly in league with his

enemies; and with all the smoothness of

seeming friendship are saying, Hail, Master,

and kissing him, when in truth it is but the

signal for betraying his innocent life into the

hands of relentless persecutors. Can we won-

der that degeneracy has spread over the So-

ciety, when we behold how many have left

its first love, the love of Christ and his cause,

and taken up with the love of the world—dis

regarding, if not despising, the self-denial and

simplicity which our profession enjoins, and

seeking a path less opposed to the customs

and maxims of those among whom we dwell.

Is it not rather surprising that He who has so

signally blessed us with spiritual privileges,

who has dispensed line upon line, precept

upon precept, here a little and there a little,

in order that we should become a people to

his praise, has not ere this cut us off in our

rebellion, and pronounced the just though

fearful sentence, " Your house is left unlo

you desolate, and the things which belong to

your peace are hid from your eyes." Many
are the solemn warnings which have been

proclaimed in our hearing, and indisputable

have been the tokens of Divine displeasure

with our revolting; the late terrible schism

has shaken the institstions of the Society to

the very foundation, and nothing but the mar-

vellous and unmerited interference of Divine

Mercy could have preserved us from the deso-

lating spirit of anarchy and unbelief. We
have been spared—in mercy spared from the

wreck, and surely Divine Wisdom had a de-

sign in it—not that we should henceforth live

to ourselves and take our ease in this life,

amalgamating with the world or with pious

Christians of other denominations, and thus

losing our distinctive testimonies, but that,

being aroused from the general apathy, and

animated with gratitude and love to Him
from whom we have received such mercies,

we should " do the first works," and as a re-

ligious body, exalt the standard of truth in

the earth, and hold up a clear and convincing

testimony to the purity and spirituality of the

gospel dispensation. Alas ! how far are we
falling short of this high calling. May the

consideration of our individual deficiencies

induce each one to ponder deeply and se-

riously the paths of his feet, lest the threat-

ening of divine judgments, which has been so

terrible, prove but a prelude to the outpour-

ing of the cup of unmingled indignation.

To return to George Whitehead.—With
the undaunted boldness of a true soldier of

Jesus Christ, he continued to travel and

preach the gospel in those countries where

he had been most hardly used, often visiting

them and holding public meetings, " being,"

says he, " supported in spirit, and borne up

above all threats of branding, hanging, &c.,

and above the envy of that cruel persecuting

spirit, and made to despise all the shame it

could cast upon me by reproach and con-

tempt."

In 1657, accompanied by Richard Hubber-

thorn, he went to Coventry, Warwick, Wor-
cester, and into Gloucestershire, where they

met George Fox, at the house of a justice,

" who, with his wife and family, were con-

vinced of the blessed truth as it is in Christ

Jesus." Thence he went into Worcestershire

and Herefordshire, and visited the meetings

of Friends mostly in those parts ; respecting

which service he remarks

—

" The Word of Life being plenteously in

my heart and ministry, enabled me, by his

power, largely to preach, to the convincing,

strengthening, and comfort of many ; although

I met with opposition and contention from

some Baptists, and others in those parts, as

Gloucestershire, Leominster in Hereford-

shire, and in the city and county of Worces-

ter, where the Lord stood by me, and strength-

ened me to stand against and over all the

opposition and contention which I met with
;

for which I did, and ever shall bless that Di-

vine Power wheieby 1 was called forth, and

greatly assisted in the defence of the gospel

of our blessed Lord Jesus Christ."

This diligent labourer continued his

travels during the year 1657, until the ap

proach of winter, when he returned to hii

father's house, after an absence of three years

being then in the 21st year of his age—of this

circumstance he makes the following notice^

viz.

"Having laboured in the gospel work in

the counties and places before mentioned,

and had divers large meetings that summer
after a meeting without doors at Leicester on

a First-day, 1 was taken sick of a fever

through some cold that had seized on me, in-

somuch that my recovery was doubted. When
the distemper was at the height, or there-
abouts, the Lord showed me in the night
time, that He would restore me, and raise me
up again ; my work was not yet done ; 1 must
yet live to bear testimony against the covet-
ous priests, &c. This was so clearly and
powerfully revealed, and shown to me, that I

was immediately revived thereby; and cer-

tainly believed, what I had cause before to

question, that the Lord would restore me to
health for his name and work, and people's sake.

" My health sprung up so speedily, that I

increased in strength every day ; the time of
that sickness being about two weeks. The
place where I lay that time, was a town call-

ed Whetstone, near Leicester, at one Thomas
Pauley's, or Parley's, who, and his wife, were
honest loving Friends.

" Quickly, after my recovery, I travelled

again, in the work and service of the Lord,
through part of Warwickshire and Coventry,
and northward as winter was approaching;
having several good meetings in Yorkshire

;

and got well to my parents' house Westmore-
land, to whom I was very acceptable. I was
received with great joy and kindness, having
been above three years absent from them;
and in that space of time, known to have suf-

fered great hardships under persecution ; so
that I was to them as one risen from the

dead ; for they had esteemed me as one lost,

in a contrary case to mine : " This my son
was dead and is alive again, he was lost and
is found.' Though I never was a prodigal,

yet counted for one lost, until the Lord gave
them a better understanding, who had so
thought of me.

" And I was, and am persuaded that in the

time of my three years' absence, the Lord did
secretly by his power remove those prejudi-

cial and hard thoughts, out of the hearts and
minds of my parents and relations, which the

priests had at first influenced them with, con-

cerning me and my Friends, the people called

Quakers. I was, and am still fully satisfied,

the Lord did secretly plead my innocent

cause, after I was deemed a miserable object,

and given over for lost and undone ; yet

through all, the Lord gave me faith and pa-

tience to bear all, and to outlive many oppo-

sitions, trials, and exercises, as well as hard-

ships ;
glory to his excellent name and power

for evermore!"

IN CHANCERY.
BEFORE THE VICE CHANCELLOR OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT.

John R. H'itlis Sf others vs. John Corlies if others.

January 5, 1835.

The subject matter of controversy in tliis cause is

the real estate tielonging to the Society of Friends, or

people called Quakers, in the city of PJew York, con-

sisting of two meeting-houses, a school-bouse, and
other buildings, and a cemetery or buryiag-ground.

—

The difficulty about this property has giown out of

the dissension which occurred in the Society between
the two parties usually denominated by way of dis-

tinction the " Orthodo.x" and the " Hicksite," and
which has led to a separation in several of their meet-

ings within the United States. In the month of May,
1828, a separation from the same cause look place in

the New York yearly meeting, which was shortly af-

terwards followed by separations in the quarterly and
monthly meetings subordinate to it.
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The Society of Friends, unlike most oilier religious

societies possessing property, lias never been incorpo-

rated by law. The property in question is not held,

therefore, in the capacity of a body corporate, but by

individuals as trustees, in whose names the legal title

is vested. The trusts upon which they hold appear to

be substantially these:—to permit the meeting-houses

to be used for public or private worship under the

direction of the Monthly Meeting so called—to permit

persons appointed by the Monthly Meeting to enter

upon the K'al estate, to alter or erect buildings, rent

them, a'ld receive the rents for the use of the month-

ly meeting; and if the Monthly Meeting should at any

tinw nominate other trustees in the place of those

holding the title, then to convey the property to such

new trustees—and if at any time any one or moic of

the trustees should be declared by the monthly meet-

ing to be out of unity or church-fellowship, he or they

should be theneefijrth disabled to serve, and thereupon

should release or convey all his or their legal estate in

the property in such manner as the monthly meeting

should direct or require.

The monthly meeting here spoken of, is one of the

subordinate judicatories of the Society in its form of

church government ; and, as such, it is entitled to the

equitable and beneficial ownership of all the property

or temporalities of the Society situated within its

bounds or jurisdiction. The monthly meeting in New
York, having this ownership and control over the pro-

perty, has been in the habit of appointing, from time

to time, a Property Committee to take charge of its

rights and interests in the real estate, to manage the

same, and receive the rents and profits thereof on its

behalf. When the secession took place in 1828, there

were six trustees and a property committee—of the

trustees, three were of each party. That portion of

the Society called Hicksites, which was by far the

largest portion, remained in possession of all the pro-

perty, and have since had the e.Nclusive use and pos-

seesioB to themselves, e.'icepl of the cemetery, which
has been used in common by both as occasion required,

without impediment or interruption from either.

Both parties have gone on separately since 1828, in

the observance of all the rules of the Society of Friends

in regard to discipline, the mode of worship, and the

manner of church government—have each, at the re-

gular slated periods, held sittings of the yearly meet-

ings, and of subordinate, quarterly, monthly, and
preparative meetings; and upon the ground that, so

far as regards the beneficial interest and ownership of

the property in question, there can be bat one Month-

ly Meeting, both parties claim to be the regularly con-

stituted and only true monthly meeting, entitled to

the use and enjoyment of the property. The meetings

or constituent bodies of the Hicksile party being left

ill the actual possession of the property, have made
some changes of trustees and in the property commit-

tee since 1828, and the defendants, against whom the

bill has been filed, are the persons who were acting in

these capacities, under the authority and by the ap-

pointment of the Hicksite monthly meeting. On the

other hand, the complainants in this bill are two of

the persons who were trustees at the time of the se-

cession, and who happened to be of the Orlhudox

party, and the property committee, since appointed by

the monthly meeting of that party, and who, as before

observed, claim lo be the trustees and property coin-

mittee of the true monthly meeting of Friends in the

city of New York. They exhibit this bill on behalf

of themselves and the other membersof such monthly

meeting.

The great object of the bill is to establish their right

as trustees and property committee, and it prays that

the monthly meeting which they represent may be de-

creed tn be the Monthly Meeting of Friends, as it ex-

isted prior to the separation, and that the regular

members thereof, for the lime being, in their social

and collective meeting capacity, be deemed and de-

creed to be the true and lawful cestuis que trust, for

whose benefit the real estate before mentioned is held;

that the defendants may be restrained from intermed.

ling in the concerns thereof, until they shall submit

themselves to the settled order and discipline of the

meeting, and be restored to their rights as members.

It moreover prays an account of the rents and profits

against the defendants, and that those of them who
are trustees may be decreed to convey, &-c. and that

a receiver may be appointed in the mean time to take

charge of the estate and receive the rents, and pre-

serve the properly until an adjustment and decision

can be had.

The case is now before me upon the motion for a

receiver, on the matters of the bill before answer:
but which are met by affidavits on the part of the de.

fendants. This motion has given rise lo an elaborate

discussion, by the respective counsel, of some if not

all the questions which this case is calculated to

sent when it shall be brought lo a hearing upon the

merits, but which I do not deem it necessary lo ex-

press any opinion concerning, in this stage of the

cause. I think this motion can very properly be dis-

posed of without going into a particular examination
of the grounds of the bill, or of the statement made by
the defendants in opposition to it. It is only necessary
to observe at present, that the defendants do state and
insist, that the monthly meeting of which they are
members, and the quarterly meeting to which they
are subordinate, and the yearly meeting which they
recognise and adhere lo, are the legitimate meetings
which compose the true Society of Friends—and they
insist that the complainants and those with whom
they are in unity, are seceders, who have separated

themselves from the Society and departed fro.ni some
of its ancient doctrines, as they believe. With respect

to the separation and the attendant circumstances of
that transaction during the silting of the \ early m
ing in May, 1828, the explanation and statement of

the defendants by way of answer to the allegations c

the bill, go to show that the separation was premedi
tated and voluntary on the side of the complainants,
and was contrary to the uscges and order of the So-

ciety—and they deny that the yearly meeting with-

drew or leinoved its sittings from the house in which
it had commenced; but, on the contrary, say, that the

Orthodox party having seceded, the yearly meeting
there convened, regularly proceeded in its business,

appointed its clerk, and finally adjourned to meet
again at the usual time and place the next year, and
that it has ever since continued, from year to year, to

hold its sittings at the stated time and place, accord-

ing to the established usages and practices of tlie So-

ciety—and in like manner, after the withdrawal, bf

the OrihoJox party from the subordinate quarterly and
monthly meetings, those meetings have been regularly

continued and held; and the defendants, therefore,

deny that the monthly meeting of New York has

been excluded from the meeting-houses since the se.

cession, or that the defendants, as trustees, disclaim to

hold the real estate for the use of the monthly meet-

ing, or that they deny the right of such meeting to

receive the rents and profits or the possession and
enjoyment of the properly.

They further say, that the annual nett income of

rents has not exceeded three hundred dollars, which
has been applied towards supporting the schools

maintained by the monthly meeting to which they
belong.

With respect to the religious belief and fundamental
doctrines of the Society—they are set forth in the bill

as understood by the complainants; and defendants,

by way of answering to tho charge of eiitcrlaining

false views and doctrines as inculcated by Elias Hicks,

of whom they are alleged to have be;n tho followers

and adherents, also give a summary of llieir belief

and of the doctrines held by the members of the meet-
ings to which they belong, and upon comparison it is

found that they do not ditfer from the complainants
in any important particular. Their creeds, though
somewhat differently expressed, are substantially and
virtually the same, and on this subject, whatever dis-

sension may have been produced by a difference of
opinion heretofore, there would really appear to be no
room at this day for disputation or controversy. I am
bound to believe that the solemn declarations made by
the parlies, of their religious belief, are made in sin-

cerity and truth, and 1 had accordingly hoped after

this public and reciprocal avowal of their sentiments

on a subject of such great concern, and in which they
are found so nearly to agrae as scarcely to leave a

shadow of difference perceptible, that, laying aside all

party distinction, and acting in a spirit of forgiveness

and charity towards each other, they would, after a
season, have come together in Christian fellowship,

and formed again a united Society ; or, if that could

not be accomplished, at least have adjusted their dif-

ferences in respect to the property, without further

ind I

1. Indulging this hope, I have forborne a
of the motion for an unusual length of time,

uld still wish, and if my recommendation can

f avail, I would most earnestly recommend an
amicable settlement by compromise of this painful,

and I had almost said unnatural, controversy respect-

ing property, upon such equitable and just principles

as I am sure can be suggested by many sensible and
judicious men to be found among both parties. It is

the business of the court, however, to do more than to

offer its recommendation—when called upon, it must
decide—and I therefore proceed to dispose of the pre-

sent motion.

It cannot but be perceived that the great question
in reference to the property is, which is the true

monthly meeting ? For the present purpose I assume
that there cannot be two monthly meetings within
tho same bounds or jurisdiction, and both entitled to

the same property. The trusts upon which the estate

is held recognise but one, and admit of no partition or

apportionment of the property among several, unless

by mutual consent—where two are formed, one of
them must be spurious. Here, however, there are

two; each claiming lo be the true monthly meeting,
and denying the legitimacy of the other. Both parlies

assert their claims and make these denials with the

same apparent confidence, and the question of right
between them remains to be determined. The cause
is not yet in a situation to enable the court to ascer-

tain and decide which set of trustees is to hold the

title, and which property committee shall have the

right to manage and control the use of the property.

The defendants as trustees and as such committee,
have the present possession and assume the exercise

of rights in those capacities. Believing themselves
to be the rightful trustees and managers, they take
care to preserve the property as their own ; and there

is no proof before me, nor even an allegation, of dan-
ger to the property from acts of waste or destruction

by the defendants, or of any apprehension of injury
to the property in consequence of its being in their

possession or under their control pending the litiga-

tion—nor is it alleged that the defendants arc irre-

sponsible men and will be unable to make good the
less of rents to the complainants, if they, tho defend-

ants, should be decreed to account for the tents which
they may receive in the mean time. Under circum-
stances like these, it appears to mo it cannot be ne-
cessary to appoint a receiver, and that it would not
be consistent with the principles by which this court
is governed, to do so. Chancellor Kent has remarked
that the exercise of the power ofappointing a receiver

must depend upon sound discretion, and in a case in

which it must appear lo be fit and reasonable, that
some indifferent person should lake charge of the pro-

perty for the greater safety of all the parties con-
cerned, (1 Johns, ch. R. 58.) the court looks to the
security and preservation of the property, and ought
not lo interfere pending the litigation when the plain-

tiff's right is not perfectly clear and the property
itself, or the income arising from it, is not shown to

be in danger. This was considered by Chancellor
Sandford to be the true principle which should govern
the court in the exercise of its discretion upon these

motions, (1 Hopk. Rep. 429.) and it is acknowledged
to be the rule in several of the English cases, that
there must be some evil actually existing, or some evi-

dence of danger to the property, or a strong special

case of fraud in the defendant clearly proved, to in-

diice the court in this stage of the cause to take the
properly under its care.—13 Vesey, 105 and 266.—16
Vesey, &J.

In another case it has been observed that such an
interference is to a certain extent giving relief—it is

in fact depriving defendants of the presen
of the estate, and

tlhem-
far decision pro

strong necessity.

therefore, the court ought not to do any act to disturb
the existing possession, until from a view of the whole
case and by a regular adjudication it can pass upon
the right —1 Beaty's Rep. 402.

It has been urged in argument upon this motion,
that this is a case in which a difficulty has occurred
among trustees who were vested with the legal title,

and that a portion of them are excluded by their co-

trustees, which is such an abuse as to require the im-
mediate interference of tho court in respect to the

safety of the property. That tho defendants who
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were trustees should have applied to this court for

directions, or by bill of interpleader, instead of assum-

ing to act for themselves in making conveyances of

the property to others, which they could not lawfully

do. But whether this be so or not, depends altogether

upon the main question to be decided—which is the

monthly meeting that is entitled to stand as cestuis

gue trust of the property ?

If the one which the defendants represent is the

one so entitled, it had the power according to the

trust, to declare such of the trustees, as were not in

unity with it, incompetent to serve, and to appoint

others in their place, and the refusal of such disquali-

fied trustees to convey to others so appointed, would

of itself be a breach of trust. Hence to say that there

has been an improper exclusion and an abuse of the

trust in this respect on the part of the defendants,

acting under the authority of a monthly meeting, is to

determine the question. After all, therefore, it comes

back to the only enquiry which I apprehend can be

made in this stage of the cause— is there danger to

the property ? Is there evidence of fraud in obtaining

the possession, or any special circumstances to render

it necessary for the preservation of the property pen-

dente lite, or proper in the exercise of a sound discre-

tion, that the court should interfere in this summary
manner.
There being scarcely a colour or pretence for this

application on any of these grounds, I must refuse it

with costs.

Enquiry is now making by the Society of

Friends throughout England as to the average

length of life of persons belonging to their

Society, as compared with that of other indi-

viduals. The result is generally highly fa-

vourable to the superior longevity of Quakers,

but in Chesterfield particularly so, as the fol-

lowing plainly shows ; the good effects of liv-

ing with temperance and frugality could not

be more plainly demonstrated. United ages

of 100 successive burials in Chesterfield

churchyard, ending 16th of November, 1834

2,516 years 6 months, averaging 25 years 2

months, of whom two reached the age of

and upwards, and 12 reached the age of 70

and upwards. United ages of 100 successive

burials of members of the Society of Quakers

in Chesterfield monthly meeting, ending 27lh

of November, 1834, 4,790 years 7 months,

averaging 47 years 10 months, of whom 19

reached the age of 80 years and upwards, and

30 reached the age of 70 years and upwards.

—Derbyshire Courier.

They who, in a crazy vessel, navigate a

sea wherein are shoals and currents innumer-

able, if they would keep their course or reach

their port in safety, must carefully repair the

smallest injuries, and often throw out their

line and take their observations. In the

voyage of life, also, the Christian, who would

not make shipwreck of his faith, while he is

habitually watchful and provident, must often

make it bis express business to look into his

state and ascertain his progress.

Wilberforce.

TSSE! FRXEND.
FIRST aiONTH, IT, 1835.

DiKD, at La Grange, Duchess county, N. Y., on the

3l8t of eighth month, 1834, Enoch Dorland, in the

82d year of his age, an esteemed minister of the So-

ciety of Friends; distinguished for his attachment to

the cause of our holy Redeemer, and for his firm ad-

herence to the doctrines and precepts of the gospel

Through Divine mercy he was qualified to exhibit l(

the world, by a life of practical piety and virtue, those

excellent traits which adorn the Christian character.

Possessing a humble and discriminating mind, his

religious services were marked by great prudence and

propriety.

We take the earliest opportunity of laying

before our readers the opinion of Vice-chan-

cellor M'Coun, of the city of New York, and

offer a few remarks in order to explain the

nature of the decision. Since the separation,

the whole property of the Society in New
York has been in the possession and enjoy-

ment of the Hicksites. Its value, at a mode-

rate computation, may be stated at upwards

of one hundred thousand dollars—including

two meeting-houses, a large school-house,

burial ground, and other lands and buildings.

Friends believed that the equitable right to

this property was in them, as the true Society

of Friends, and that the Hicksites had un-

justly assumed the name and taken possession

of the property of the Society. They there-

fore apprehended it would be expedient at

some time to bring the subject before

judicial tribunals of the state, that its merits

might be calmly and fully investigated, and a

decision obtained in a peaceable and orderly

manner. Meanwhile, however, as the house

they had erected at a great expense had be-

come too small to accommodate their meet-

ings comfortably, and as the Hicksites had

two houses, one of which would be sufficient

for their accommodation. Friends ra

application to the vice-chancellor in the second

month, 1834, for an injunction or order grant

ing them the use of one of the meeting-

houses, and part of the school-house, and

appointing a person to receive and hold the

rents and issues of the property until a de-

cision might be obtained from the Court of

Chancery, or some other competent tribunal

settling finally the right of possession in one

or the other of the claimants. The reason-

ableness of this request seemed most appa-

rent,—there were two claimants to the pro-

perty, each respectable as regards numbers

and character, and each contending that they

had the exclusive right to the estate of the

Society. One of these claimants enjoys the

exclusive benefit of the estate, and the other

respectfully wishes to be put in possession of

one meeting house, and that the property not

occupied by either party be placed for safe

keeping in the hands of a disinterested per-

son. Even if the vice-chancellor is sincere

in his recommendation of " an amicable set-

tlement of the differences in respect to the

property, without further legislation," it

would seem much more likely to be effected

by placing the claimants on a footing some-

what more equal than they now occupy,

where one holds entire possession and enjoy-

ment to the exclusion of the other. But it

seems, that, for some reasons best known to

himself, he has not judged proper to grant

the motion for such an arrangement, and we

trust the Society of Friends will readily and

cheerfully submit to the decision, though they

cannot but dissent from the assumptions

which he has thought fit to make in behalf of

the Hicksites, and from the conclusions at

tempted to be drawn from those assumptions-

I

His declining to grant the motion settles no

principle, nor does it in any way involve the

question as to the ultimate right to the

property. He justly observes, " I think this

motion can be very properly disposed of,

without going into a particular examination

of the grounds of the bill, or of the statement

made by the defendants in opposition to it."

The cause is not yet in a situation to ena-

ble the Court to ascertain and decide which
set of trustees is to hold the title, and >;hicL

property committee shall have the right to

manage and control the use of the property."

The great point, therefore, at issue between

Friends and the Hicksites, remains untouched,

and should Friends hereafter deem it expe-

dient to litigate them before the chancellor,

they will present themselves with all the force

and authority which they would have had if

this motion had never been argued or deter-

mined. The whole matter, therefore, is of

minor importance, and wc should not have

thought it necessary to make any comment on

t, but to prevent misapprehension.

The account of the Bell Rock Lighthouse,

which we have made our leading article for

the present number, exhibits a striking in-

stance of the bold and magnificent scale acted

upon by the British government, in affording

facilities and protection to its commercial and

marine concerns ; while the incidents con-

nected with, and the adventurous hardihood

and perseverance evinced by those employed

in the undertaking, give to the narrative an

intensity of interest. To the respected Lon-

don Fii'end who furnished the article, we de-

sire to express our thanks, together with a

hope that he will employ a portion of his

leisuie in a similar way for the further benefit

of this journal.

AgerUs appointed.—Robeit White, Smith-

field, Isle of Wight County, Virginia. Seth

Hinshaw, Greensboro', Henry County, In-

diana.

Married, at Friends' meeting in Queensbury, War-
ren county, N. Y. on the 5th of eleventh month last,

Ira Lord, son of jVsa Lord, to Elizabeth, daughter

of George Yandell, all of the town of Queensbury.

at Friends' meeting house. Blue River, In-

diana, on the 4th of the twelfth month, 1834, David
Thompson, son of Enoch Thompson, of Orange county,

to MoLiNDA, daughter of Henry Wilson, of Washing-
ton cuunty.

Died, in this city, on the 23d of last month, Eliza-

beth Price, in the 79th year of her age.

at his residence near Elizabeth ciiy. North
Carolina, on the 2Ist ult. after three days illness, Isaac

Overman, aged about 72 years, for many years a

minister of the gospel, and svell esteemed for the sim-

plicity and uprightness of his character, and although

he has left the consoling evidence of having triumphed

over death and the grave, yet his loss is an affecting

dispensation to society.

on the 18th of eleventh month, 1834, Nathan
White, only son of James White, in the 26th year of

his age, a member of Blue River Monthly Meeting,

Indiana.
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It has sometimes occurred to us as matter

of regret, that our young men and others,

who have been induced to visit foreign coun-

tries, do not, as many of them unquestion-

ably are qualified to do, furnish us with notes

and sketches of places and occurrences with

which they become acquainted. Articles of

this kind, given in the vivid freshness of first

impressions, as we have occasionally met with

in fafriiliar letters, require but little effort in

the writer, and arc sure to be read with

avidity by all classes. In the absence of

such, we offer to our readers, copied from

late foreign magazine, the following brief

account of one of the beautiful isles of the

sea.

MADEIRA.
I'he beautiful and fertile island of Madeira

enjoys a situation perhaps the most desirable

in the whole globe, which enables it to com-
bine all the luxuries of climate with the com-
forts of civilizati6n : there is a peculiar

clearness in the atmosphere, with a transpa-

rency which seems to bring out fresh hues

from every object ; and the sky, of a deep and

stainless blue, is unsullied by a cloud. The
air is soft and delicious, and strikes with a

peculiar charm the stranger, whom perhaps a

few days have transferred from the gloom and

chill of an English winter. But the perfec-

tion of its climate is its equability of tem-

perature; tjie observations of eighteen years

give for the coldest month (January) an aver-

age of 64°, and for the hottest month (August)
75° of Fahrenheit. This, and the softness of

the air, has caused it to be much resorted to

by invalids from northern climes, more espe-

cially those afflicted with pulmonary com-
plaints; yet, from its shores to the summits

of its mountains, any degree of temperature

may be enjoyed within a moderate range.

The myrtle, the geranium, the rose, and the

violet, grow around in the wildest profusion
;

the geraniums in particular are so common
that the honey of the bees, which is far more
pure and transparent than that of England,

becomes almost a jelly of that flower. The
island is also singularly free from the annoy-

ances and inconveniences so common in warm

climates, being subject to no epidemic fevers,

—free from snakes, or noxious reptiles of

any kind; it is, however, sometimes visited

by an easterly wind, similar to the Harmatta:

and Sirocco, which, like them, affects most
constitutions with oppression, languor, head-

ach, and dryness of skin.

Its physical character is one mass of moun-
tains, rising to the greatest height in the

centre, descending abruptly to its shores, and
riven throughout with deep ravines, radiating

to the sea in all directions. The cultivation,

which occupies altogether only a small por-

tion of its surface, is confined to the coasts

and the bottoms of the valleys ; vines, of

course, forming the principal object; for the

corn grown annually on the island scarcely

supplies the consumption of two months to

its inhabitants, the deficiency being made up
by importation from the ports of the Baltic.

The only corn grown is bearded wheat and
barley : maize, which forms the chief food of
the lower orders, is imported mostly from the

Mediterranean and the Cape Verde Islands.

Among tropical fruits, the guavas, citrons,

bananas, and custard-apples, are CQnsidercd
even superior to those of the West Indies,

and a very superior coffee is grown in gar-

dens : the vegetables are mostly of the same
kind as in England, and of much the same
quality.

The towns and villages are invariably

situated on the seacoast, generally at the out-

let of a ravine ; but where the soil is fertile,

and the surface sufficiently level to permit it,

country-seats and cottages are seen scattered

about to a considerable distance up the val-

leys. Water is abundant, and of excelletit

quality ; springs are found every where ; and
the streams which flow down the ravines, fed

by the mountain mists, are never diy, even in

mmer, while the height from wliich they

descend enables the inhabitants to divert their

course at almost any elevation and in any
direction ; so that wherever the land admits

of cultivation, it may be irrigated on all sides

by these water-courses. On the coasts fish is

bundant, and forms an important article of

food to all classes.

The capital of the island is called Funchal

;

is situated on the seacoast, and stretches

along the margin of a bay about a mile and a

half in length, but scarcely one third in

breadth, owing to the abrupt rise of the

mountains at the back. It is neither a hand-
some nor convenient town, though by no
means so dirty as Portuguese towns usually

are. This arises partly from the influence of

the English merchants, and partly from the

streets being so steep that every thing finds

its way down to the beach ; their cleanliness

being also greatly assisted by a copious little

rivulet running down the centre, the sound
and sight of v,hich are particularly grateful
in a warm climate. The streets are very nar-

row, but this gives the advantage of greater
shade to passengers (a plan on which many
of the large towns of Spain and Portugal are
built), and it must be remarked that wheeled
carriages are not used on the island.

The houses are generally low, not often
exceeding one story in height, and, being all

whitewashed, have a neat and clean appear-
ance ; those belonging to the richer merchants
are large and handsome. They all have tur-

rets elevated above the rest of the building,
from which, owing to the rapid descent on
which the town is built, a good view of the
bay and offing may be obtained. These tow-
ers arc resorted to in order to look out for

vessels:—the first business of the morning is

to mount the turret, to see if any ship has
made her appearance since the preceding
nightfall; and as every merchant has his own
private signals, the names of both the vessel
and her consignee are known long before she
reaches the bay.

The governor resides in the castle, a large
irregular mass of half-modernized Gothic
building, situated near the beach ; but there

is no other public building of much import-
ance. The town abounds in churches, whose
bells, on the numerous saints' days, are very
noisy ; and the cathedral, rather a fine edifice,

has numerous altars and shrines, rich in gold,
silver, and pearls, while the images of the

saints are generally adorned with chaplets

and festoons of fresh roses. It has, however,
no ceiling, the rough unpainted rafters that

form the roof being exposed to view ; and the

floor consists of nothing but loose planks,

which are continually being removed for the

purpose of depositing the remains of the dead
beneath. Before its western door is a large

open space, beyond which is the Terreiro da
Se, a promenade under four or five parallel

rows of trees, enclosed by a wall a few feet

high, with some pretty houses on each side,

from the balconies of which the ladies gaze
on the gentlemen below. Beyond this is the

market-place, which is very clean, and regu-
larly laid out in streets and roofed stalls. The
church of Nossa Senhora do Monte is the
neatest on the island ; in approaching the bay
it forms a conspicuous object, standing on a
terrace about half way up the mountain's
side, and commands one of the moat enchant-
ing views imaginable. There is an English
church on the skirts of the town, an elegant
and convenient building, literally embosomed
in ever-blooming roses and white daturas.

The quintas, or country-seats of the English
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there is scarcely, in the inhahited regions of

the globe, a spot where the delicious juice of

its grape is unknown— its Tinta, Sercial, and

Malmsey, which one sees carried about in

such quantities through the streets of Fun-

chal in the skins of goats, still retaining

somewhat the form of the animal, but with the

hair inside.

One drawback to the commerce of the

island is the insecurity of its bay, which is

exposed from west to south southeast ; anc'

though during summer the land and sea

breezes are regular, in winter it frequently

blows hard from the southwest, when ships

are immediately obliged to put to sea. The
water is deep, and the bank, which is steep,

does not extend far off the shore ; there is

generally a surf on the beach, which makei

plain.withariver running'throughit,—anun- the landing difficult and sometimes impracti

nery, with its church,—and a village, whose! cable in ships' boats. In the bay is a singular

white cottages seem half smothered in the rock, called the Loo, about one hundred and

luxuriance of their own vines and orchards, [fifty yards from the shore, rising almost per

As no wheeled vehicles can be used on the
I

pendicularly to the height of about eighty

island, all excursions made by visiters must feet, and crowned by a (ort. The citadel is

be performed on horses or mules, the owners
j

a quadrangular building, with bastions, to the

of which have a singular custom of catching

hold of the animal's tail. A party of stran

gers afford, on their hired hacks, an am

merchants, are most delightful retreats, scat-

tered about in the most eligible spots among

the mountains; and the hospitality of their

owners is princely and unbounded.

But the most attractive of the natural beau-

ties in the island is a place called (he " Cor-

ral," situated a few miles to the northwest of

Funchal : it is an enormous chasm, two miles

or more in length, about half a mile in breadth,

and about 40U0 feet in depth ; it is enclosed

on all sides by a range of stupendous moun

tain precipices, the sides and summits of

which are broken into every variety of but

tress and pinnacle, with occasional plots of

the richest green turf, and a profusion of ever

gieen forest trees, indigenous to the island

—while below is a fair region of cultivation

and fruitfulness, consisting of a narrow, level

sight, each dragging a man after him, who,

while he twists the tail round his left hand,

goads the animal's flanks with a small i)ike

in his right, and further stimulates it by

shouting " Cara, cavache, caval." Vain are

the endeavours of the riders to rid themse

northwest of the town ; the beach is fortified

in front of the town with curtains and bas-

tions, and there is also another fort to the

eastward.

Madeira was discovered in 1419, and has

always continued an appanage of the Portu-

guese crown, with the exception of having

been twice temporarily held by the English

(in 1801 and 1807) in trust for their all'

of this encumbrance by provoking the beast} when threatened by France. During the late

to kick ; they are not to be so discarded, butj civil war, the last of their possessions

retain their hold at the fullest speed of the; that held out for Don Miguel, but on his ab-

animal, and will thus perform with ease a i
dication and flight the governor declared for

iourney of from twenty-five to thirty miles.! Donna Maria. The population is estimated

The roads out of the town are paved cause- at from 100,0U0 to 120,000; it is the see of

ways; to ascend them is well enough, but to a bishop, and its commerce consisls almost

ride down tlicm is really frightful, as the! exclusively of wines, of which it exports an

muleteers insist on the rein being left slack,! nually from 15,000 to 17,000 pipes,

yet so sure-footed are the mules, that a fall is! —
of rare occurrence. The ladies are carried

j
From the same magazine we take the an

about in palanquins, which here is a sort of n^xed account of
neat cot with curtains and pillows, swung'

from a single i)ole, and carried on the shoulders

of two bearers, one in front and one behind.

The ladies of Madeira never wash their faces,

and say that the English destroy their fine

complexions by too much water ; all cleans-

ing is therefore performed by dry rubbing. If

you intend to visit a lady, you must send no-

tice over night, and then she dresses herself

as if for a ball,—in which costume they are

THE BOA CONSTRICTOR.

"The immense number of venomous snakes

in all parts of India are a vast check to the

enjoyment of every person residing there; to

the timorous, apprehension and fear attend

every step; even within their houses there is

danger of meeting them ; and the most cour

ageous and strong-minded cannot help often

fc;eling uneasy at the presence of these rep

frequently met reclining in their palanquins, 'tiles."* The largest of these terrible crea-

generally' with one foot hanging outside, es- ' tures is'the boa constrictor ; but it is not con-

pecially if it have any claim to symmetry.
j

sidered by the natives the most formidable,

A favourite visit of strangers is to the nun- because its bite is not venomous, and itsgrieat

neries, where they can purchase artificial! size somewhat diminishes the danger of sur-

flowers, and ingenious wax-v/ork toys, manu-lprise.

factured by the fair recluses. This traffic isj The name hoa is not of recent introduc-

carried on by means of a " roundabout," inltion. It occurs in Pliny, who doubtless in-

which the articles for sale are placed with the
j

tended by it some one of the larger species

prices affixed; the box is then turned round,
|

of European snakes; the name being pioba

the money for those taken placed in it, and

the box again returned, without the exchange

of ^ single word or look between the parties.

In addition to the many bounties which

nature has lavished on this beautiful island,

art has contributed to spread its fame, for

bly derived from the notion, which is still

very common among the peasantry of Europe,

that these reptiles introduce themselves among
the herds to suck the cows. The place which

* Johnson's " Indian Field Sports," page 177.

the boa should occupy in a regular system ia

not well determined, and this arises from the

circumstance that travellers have entered
much into the history and habits of the larger

species of serpents, without carefully de-

scribing the animals themselves. We cannot
enter minutely into the question, but shall be
content to follow Blumenbach, in stating that

the enormous reptile, usually called the boa
constrictor, is found in the East Indies and in

Africa, and does not appear to differ much
from the amaru of South America, which was
worshipped by the Antis of Peru. It is the

largest of serpents. Its average length ap-

pears to be about thirty feet, but it sometimes
attains to forty, fifty, or even sixty feet; it

therefore occupies the relative position among
reptiles which the elephant does among quad-
rupeds, and the whale among the inhabitants

of the sea. In the venomous species, the

poison fangs arc in the upper jaw,—somewhat
laiger than the other teeth, projected forward
n the act of biting, but at other times dis-

posed along the roof of the mouth. These
are wanting in the boa, but otherwise the

teeth are disposed much in the same manner
as in other serpents,—being long, sharply

pointed, and inclined backward;—of no use

for mastication, but evidently intended only

for the purpose of holding the prey. The
genus is distinguished by having a hook on
each side the vent ; the body is compressed,
inflated towards the middle; the tail is pre-

hensile ; the scales small, particularly upon
the back of the head. The ground colour of

the boa constrictor is yellowish-giey, with a

large chestnut-coloured interrupted chain,

extending down the back from the head to

the tip of the tail, and sub-trigonal spots down
the sides. The name " constrictor" is derived

fiom the terrible muscular power by which it

crushes to death the unfortunate animals em-
braced in its folds. It is true that most ser-

pents possess, in some degree, this constric-

tive power, but it is not commonly used by
the smaller species in seizing iheir prey, the

mouth and teeth alone sufficing for the pur-

pose.

Requiring food only at long intervals, the

boa constrictor, like most other serpents,

spends the greater part of its life coiled up
asleep, or in a state of stupor, in which, if it

has recently been gorged with food, it maybe
overcome with little danger or difficulty, al-

though to attack it in an active state would

be madness. But when it becomes hungry,

the gigantic reptile assumes an activity strik-

ingly in contrast with the loggish inertness it

before exhibited. When properly in wait for

prey, it usually attaches itself to the trunk or

branches of a tree, in a situation likely to be

visited by quadrupeds for the sake of pasture

or water. In this posture it swings about, as

if a branch or pendent of the Iree, until some
unhappy animal approaches, and then, sud-

denly relinquishing its position, it seizes the

unsuspecting victim, and coils its body spi-

rally around the throat and chest. After a

few ineffectual cries and strujigles, the poor

entangled animal is suffocated and expires. It

is to be remarked, that, in producing this ef-

fect, the serpent does not merely wreathe
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itself around tlie prey, but places fold over

fold, as if desirous of adding as much weight

as possible to the muscular effort ; these folds

are then gradually tightened vvitli such im-

mense force as to crush the principal bones^

and thus not only to destroy the animal, but

to bring its carcass into a state the most easy

for its being swallowed. This having been

effected, the boa addresses himself to the task

of swallowing the carcass. Having pushed

the limbs into the most convenient position,

and covered the surface with its glutinous

saliva, the serpent takes the muzzle of the

prey into its mouth, which is capable of vast

expansion ; and, by a succession of wonder-

ful muscular contractions, the rest of the body

is gradually drawn in, with a steady and regu-

lar motion. As the mass advances in the

gullet, the parts through which it has passed,

resume their former dimensions, though its

immediate position is always indicated by an

external protuberance. Their prey generally

consists of dogs, goats, deer, and the smaller

sorts of game. Bishop Heber considers as

quite untrue the stories of their attacking

such large animals as the buffalo or the

chetah ; but men are by no means exempt

from their attacks. This is stiown by the fol-

lowing anecdote, which is copied from the

new volume of the "Oriental Annual."
" A few years before our visit to Calcutta,

the captain of a country ship, while passing

the Sunderbunds, sent a boat into one of the

creeks to obtain some fresh fruits, which are

cultivated by the few niiserable inhabitants

of this inhospitable region. Having reached

the shore, the crew moored the boat under a

bank, and left one of their party to take care

of her. During their absence, the lascar,

who remained in charge of the boat, over-

come by heat, lay down under the seats and

fell asleep. Whilst he was in this happy

state of unconsciousness, an enormous boa

constrictor emerged from the jungle, reached

the boat, had already coiled its huge body

round the sleeper, and was in the very act of

crushing him to death, when his companions
fortunately returned at this auspicious mo
ment; a.id, attacking the monster, severed a

portion of its tail, which so disabled it that it

no longer retained the power of doing mis-

chief, 'i'he snake was then easily despatched,

and found to measure sixty-two feet and
some inches in length."

In Brazil, according to Koster, an opinion

prevails that whoever has been bit by the boa
constrictor, has nothing to fer.r from any
other snake. The notion is probably a pre-

judice.

Some Account of the Salt of the Mountain of
Gem, at Cardoaa, in Catalonia, Spain

;

with soi;te Facts indicative, of the little

Esteem entertained by Spaniards for Natu-

ralists. By VV. Perceval Hunter, Esq.

As no description of that curious production

of nature, the mountain of Gern salt, at Car-

dona, in Catalonia, has ever appeared in any
Engii.-h work, to the best of my kno\vledj;e;

and as, too, the place will not, probably, be

visited again for years, owing to the bloody

vil war raging in its environs; the following

notes, taken down on the spot, however im-

perfect and fauliy, may not, perhaps, be alto-

gether devoid ot interest.

This hill, or mountain as it is generally

ailed, is situated near the foot of the Pyrenees,

bout sixty miles fiom Barcelona; and is, ac-

cording to the measurement of Bowles ylntro-

duccion a la Historia Natural dc Espaha, p.

249.), from 400 feet to 500 -feet in height, and

one Spanish league, or nearly four English

in circumference. The depth is un-

known, as well as the nature of the rocks on

which it rests, but the formation of the sur-

rounding country is red sandstone and red

marl. The whole hill is of the purest solid

salt, with the exception of a few mounds of

earth scattered about the base and sides, on

which I collected from twenty (o tliirly species

of plants; but, iVom niy utter ignorance of

botany, I could not write down their names,

and as I was unable to procure any thing to

dry them with, in the wretched dirty little

town of Cardona, they withered up, and I

threw them away as useless, the next day, on

my road to Cervera. The prevailing colour

of the salt, from the foot to the summit of the

hill, is of an icy-coloured white; in some
places, however, is seen a variety of snowy
white, as well as patches of red, green, black,

and blue, which, decked out, as they appear

to be, in all the colours of the rainbow, fiuted

at the sides, and ending in peaks, present,

when the sun shines, one of the most beautiful

sights imaginable.

All these varieties, when broken with a

hammer, and ground down into powder, be-

come of the same colour, and have the same
delicious flavour as the white; ne.\t to which

the red or rose-coloured is the most common:
it is cut up into slabs and used as a most effi-

cacious remedy against rheuniatis;n, cramps,

and other pains in the body and limbs. When
I visiteJ these saltworks last November, tht

workmen were busily employed in cutting

these slabs {ladrillos, as they call them; one
foot long, four inches wide, and three fourths

of an inch thick), of which 60,000 had already

been sent to Seville as a remedy against i

cholera morbus. They are well soaked
brandy, the adniinistrador of the Salinas

formed me, healed as hot as the patient can

bear them, and then afiplied to the feet. The
red variety also is chiefly employed in the

rious ornaments, crosses, rosaries, candlesticks,

(Sic, &c., which are manufactured by hand,

in the most elegant manner, by a carpenter of

Cardona. Some of these ornaments I sent to

England from Tarragona, and am happy ir

having it in my power to contradict the preva-
lent notion, that, though in Spain they are as

hard and durable as the vases, &c., made of

Derbyshire spar in England, on aniving in this

country they immediately melt, owing to the

humidity of the climate. A temple, and a

pair of candlesticks, have been in England
since January; and, on my opening the case

containing them, last week, I found that,

though they had rather a moist feel, they ex-

hibited no signs of decay, and 1 hope and trust

they will long remain in a sound and perfect

stale among the other curiosities of my col-

lection.

A river, or what, like most Spanish rivers,

would be termed in England a trout stream,

flows along about a stone's throw from the

salt hill, into which trickles a small streamlet,

er produced by the dissolving of the salt,

iginating in some spring near, I could
not discover. I tasted the water near its en-
trance into, and at several [ilaces lower down,
the river, but could not discover any thing

brackish or unpleasant in it. During the

heavy rains, however, which occasionally fall

n Catalonia, rendering the high roads, which,

is in most parts of Spain, are at other times

excellent, more like [)louglied fields than
thorouijhfares, an immense quantity of salt is,

the adininistrador informed me, washed down
into the Cardonero, and the fish are destroyed
for leagues. The salt, however, must after-

wards evaporate [?], as no deposit can be
made of it in the bed of the river, judging
from, as 1 have before observed, the perfectly

h taste of the water.

5ow!es, according to Patrin (Histoire Na-
turelle des Mineraux, v. ,370.), states that the
sal-gemma of Cardona has the property of de-
composing nitre: a kind o( aquafortis is made
out of it, and the jewellers of Madrid, who
commonly make use of it, assert that it does
not attack gold; " une observation," remarks
Patrin, " qui seroit fort singuliere si elle seroit

confirmee. II seroit a desirer qu'un chimiste
voiiliit bien verifier ce fait." In order, there-

fore, that this l"act may be verified by experi-

ment, I enclose a specimen of the rose-co-

loured variety, and also one of the salt in its

purest, or rather, I should say (for it is all

pure), its most powerful state, which, as you
will observe, is transparent, and in many re-

spects closely resembles ice, in order that it

may be analysed by some corn[)elent chemist.

Notwithstanding the immense quantity of
salt which might be drawn from thtse works,
sufficient for the supply, not only of all Spain,

but, I might perhaps say, the whole of Europe,
such are the absurd regulations prevailing in

every branch of industry in that lovely but un-

fortunate country, that the .sale of it is confined

to a circle of about seven leagues, iricluding

the large manufacturing town of Manresa:
beyond which it is contraband. The sur-

roundina country, though patches of the most
beautiful woodland occasionally occur, has, for

the most part, a sad, dreary, desolate look: for

miles and miles, with the exception of here

and there a train of asses or mules laden with

sacks containing salt, and the whirr of a covey

of red-legged partridges started up from their

heathy roost, not a sound is heard, not a living

creature is seen. Tlie rugged barren nature

of the country, indeed, joined to the fierce

vindictive character of its inhabitants, had the

effect of scaring the Fiench off during the

Peninsular war; and the castle of Cardona,
wliich, though situated on an eminence, and
strongly fortified, is by no means impregnable,
was one of the very few fortresses which never,

during that six years' bloody warfare, received

a French garrison within its walls. It was also

the only fortress never taken during the war
of succession, but was delivered up in 1716,
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after the glorious but fruitless defence of Bar-

celona by the Catalans, against the united

forces of France and Spain: a defence unpa-

ralleled in the annals of history, save by those

of Gerona and Saragossa in later times.

There are tliirty-five labourers employed on

these saltworks, who receive five rials, about

\3d, a day; and twenty guards keep watch

night and day in order to prevent any of the

salt being stolen: such is the wretched charac-

ter for robbery and murder borne by the sur-

rounding inhabitants; u character, indeed,

which seems vindictive in the extreme. No
where, in any of my rides in Spain, did I meet

with erosses, those Spanish signs of blood and

vengeance, in such numbers as on the by

bridle-road from Cardona to Cervera.

The salt mountain formerly belonged to the

Duke of Medina-Celi, and the manner by

which it fell into royal hands is rather amus-

ing, a".'l was tolu me with great glee by my
host at Cardona. Charles III., the only wise

man in his family, as the Spaniards call him,

hearing of the great value of the mountain,

determined to get it into his own clutches;

and for that purpose observed carelessly one

day to the Duke of Medina-Celi, that he un

derstood his salt possessions brought him in a

large annual rent. " A mere trifle," replied

the duke, who, like all Spaniards, wished to

conceal his wealth, naming about one third of

the actual amount. " If that is the case," re

joined the king, " I will give you double, and

make as much more out of them as I can.'

To hear, in those despotic times, was to obey

and thus the Duke of Medina-Celi lost one of

the fairest possessions of his powerful house;

for, as may easily be imagined, from the pro

verbial good faith of a Bourbon, after the

death of that king, the promised tribute

never paid, and they now belong entirely to

the queen regent, who farms them out to a

merchant at Barcelona.
" Spain," said Bowles (an Englishman by

birth, but a Spaniard by adoption, who was
employed by Charles III. to inspect and

port on the then state of the mines), sixty or

seventy years ago, " is, to the naturalist, a vir

gin land" {una iierra virgen); and such—in

spite of her beautiful marbles, unrivalled by

those of any country upon earth; her noble

forests; her numerous mines; and splendidly

plumaged-birds (among them the roller; the

bee-eater, which 1 met with in May last, as

common as swallows, along the banks of the

Tagus, between Toledo and Aranjuez ; the

azure-winged jay, &c.); vying with the most
magnificent species of the torrid zone, in bril-

liancy and variety of colouring—she has since

continued, and appears still destined to re-

main. No one, indeed, in their senses, would

naturalise in a country, where, in addition to

the chance of being stripped naked, soundly

bastinadoed, and left tied to a tree all night

(for such is the mode of punishment inflicted

by those worthies, Spanish robbers, on any
person who has the misfortune to fall into

their clutches, and whose purse does not ap-

pear to them sufficiently well lined with dol

lars), a naturalist is subject to such barbarous

treatment as I received, though my passport

was perfectly regular, in January last, in the
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Catalonian Pyrenees. For four nights I slept

in dungeons on straw; one of these nights

with irons of the most barbarous description

on my feet; for two days and a half 1 was

marched through the country bound, like a

robber or a cut-throat, hand and foot to my
horse with cords, in company with my guide,

who was treated in a similar manner, under a

guard of twelve armed men, to Talarn, the

capital of the district, and the residence of the

governor. All this was owing to a hot-headed

captain of volunteers taking it into his mind

that I must needs be one of the two foreigners

he had shortly before (such at least was the

excuse made for him by the authorities, when

called to account for such extraordinary con-

duct by the British ambassador at Madrid)

received orders to search for, arrest, and send

under a strong escort lo Talarn, to be shot!

The governor, after examining my passport,

and asking me a great many questions, of

course set me at liberty; but on my express-

ing my indignation at the brutal treatment to

which I had been subjected, he had the auda-

city to tell me that I had no right to complain,

for Spaniards were every bit as free as Eng-

lishmen, and the same thing might have hap-

pened to himself, had he been travelling in

England; and that, as I had stated my chief

object, in wandering about the mountains, to

be, to collect pieles and piedras (sJcins and

stones), he really did not feel very much sur-

prised at what had happened ! Such an un-

known species of biped is a naturalist in Spain.

Sept. 27, 1834.

Pittsburg, Jan. 6, 1835.

At length, tlianks to the inventors of rail roads and
stage coaches, I am safely landed in this city ofsteam

engines, and coal smoke. At this season of the year,

when nature is wrapped in her wintry garb, when in-

stead of fields smiling with verdure, they are enveloped

in snow, the observations of a traveller can be of little

interest ; but little as mine may be, I shall take the

liberty of communicating them to you. The time

ocenpLed now in travelling from Philadelphia to this

city is about sixty hours; a period, which, if men-

tioned to emigrants some thirty or forty years ago, as

ever practicable, would have been thought ahout as

likely as the construction of a bridge across the At-

lantic. On my route I had an opportunity of seeing

a portion of the vast internal improvements of Penn-

sylvania. From Philadelphia I travelled upon the rail

road to Columbia, a distance of about eighty miles.

This, if you recollect, is a link in the great chain

whicii now connects Philadelphia and the West, and

forms one of the most important internal improve-

ments of our country—the viaducts and inclined

planes of this road, and the road itself, certainly are

the very perfection of rail road building. The ad-

vantages of this great work are now developing them-

selves in the immense amount of merchandise trans-

ported from Philadelphia to every point from Pittsburg

to the lead mines at GaUna.
No state in. the Union has embarked so largely in

internal improvements, .ind though a state debt of

great magnitude has been created, j'et the people

have no cause to regret it, for, after they are all in

operation, a revenue will be derived which will soon

relieve the state froin embarrassment. Would that

our little state possessed some of the enterprise of its

sisters, and not leave the littlo which is accomplished

to be done by the individual enterprise of other states

The lands from Philadelphia to Chambersburgh, an

in a higher state of cultivation than the same extent

in any ether part of our country in which I have tra-

velled, but I could see nothing to induce me to belie

that the soil originally is better than a large portii

of New Jersey, and I can only ascribe the increased

product to superior skill and industry.

At Chambersburg you get a first view of the Alle-

ghanies, the great barrier which separates the Atlantic

states from the vast Mississippi valley, and seen at

this season of the year, they present a sublime and
imposing appearance. Their tops capped with snow,
can hardly be distinguished from the white clouds

which seem to rest upon them, and whon you ascend
to their summits, the grandeur of the view is not les-

sened. The ascent to the summit of some of the

peaks is not'less than four miles; at this point you
find yourself amidst the wildest of nature's prodac-

, but casting your eyes below, the scene is

changed to a little pastoral valley, apparently not

larger than an ordinary garden spot, with houses,

fences, roads, &c. all in miniature, and together form-

ing a beautiful landscape.

Passing much such scenery as this, you at length,

arrive at this city, which is well denominated the

mingham of America, and it has all the local ad-

vantages for entitling it to this cognomen. Iron ore

nd bituminous coal are produced in the immediate
neighbourhood, and the steam engine is made and ap-
" ' to propelling various machinery at almost as

cheap a rate as the most advantageous water power.
The following will give you some idea of the present
extent of its manufactures, viz. sixteen founderies, and
ngine factories of the largest class, and numerous
mailer ones ; nine rolling mills, cutting two tons of

nails and rolling eight tons of iron a day; six cotton

factories, with an aggregate of 20,000 spindles; 116
power looms, employing 770 hands ; six extensive

hito lead factories; five extensive breweries; six

eam saw mills; four steam grist mills, ten extensive

lass factories ; upwards of 100 steam engines in full

operation ; besides a great variety of manufactories in

hich the steam engine is not used.

The manufactures readily find a market at, and are

conveyed by steam boats to, every point on the almost
terminable waters of the great western basin. The
ty is increasing rapidly iu population, which is now

estimated at over 30,000. In consequence of its be-

ing constantly enveloped in coal smoke, the city wears
rather a sombre appearance, but its location is in the

midst of the wildest and most romantic scenery our
country produces; and its early settlement fills one
f the most interesting pages in its history.

—

Corre-

spondence of the Newark Daily Advertiser.

Selected for " The Friend."

Prayer is the application of want to Him
who only can relieve it. It is the urgency of

poverty, the prostration of humility, the fer-

vency of penitence, the confidence of trust

:

it is not eloquence, but earnestness ; not the

definition of helplessness, but the feeling of

it ; not figures of speech, but compunction of

soul. It is the " Lord save us, or we perish,"

of the drowning Peter ; the cry of Faith to the

ear of Mercy.

Adoration is the noblest employment of

created beings; confession, the natural lan-

guage of guilty creatures
;

gratitude, the

spontaneous expression of pardoned sinners.

Prayer is desire ; it is not a mere concep-

tion of the mind, nor a mere effort of the in-

tellect, nor an act of the memory,—but an

elevation of the soul towards its Maker; a

pressing sense of our own ignorance and in-

firmity ; a consciousness of the perfections of

God, of his readiness to hear, of his power to

help, of his willingness to save.

It is not an emotion produced in the senses,

nor an effect wrought by the imagination, but

a determination of the will, an eff'usion of the

heart. It must be spiritual worship, or it

would want the distinctive quality to make it

acceptable to Him, who is a Spirit, and who
has declared that He will be worshipped "in.

spirit and in truth."

—

Hannah More.
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For "The Friend."

LEWIS'S REPLY.
CContinued from page 111.)

The soundness of Friends' faith in the di-

vine character and offices of the Lord Jesus,

has been fully evinced at various periods from

their first rise, and confirmed by tlie recent

reply to the Princeton reviewer, and ad-

vocate of Coxe's abusive work on Quakerism.

Our testimony to a free gospel ministry, and

to the spirituality of baptism and the commu-
nion of the body and blood of Christ, are the

cardinal objections which some professors

make to giving us the title of a Christian

church. On this point, however, we feel no
uneasiness. It is a light thing to be judged of

man's judgment. He that judgelh us, and
whose decision alone can be of ultimate con-

.sequence, is the Lord. While we have the

concurrent testimony of the Holy Spirit in

the heart, and of the Scriptures of truth with-

out, we need entertain no doubt of the founda-

tion upon which our faith rests. A strong

tendency in the human mind to amuse itself

with objects of sense—to substitute ceremonial

observances for the baptism which cleanses,

and the communion which nourishes the soul

up unto everlasting life, ftresents grounds for

much more fearful apprehension than what

others may say or think of us. To make him-

self thoroughly acquainted with the sacred

writings will prove highly useful to the re-

generated Christian, as his dependence is

placed upon Him who lias the key of David,

and who only can give the spiritual interpreta-

tion of them. But even a belief of the history

and doctrines of the Saviour, unaccompanied
with the faith which works by love, and ren-

ders U8 victorious over the enemies of our

own hearts, would avail but little. We may
adopt tha* belief, and yet be in our sins. There
is, indeed, danger in relying upon the conclu-

sion that salvation is secured to us, simply be-

cause we believe the facts and truths recorded

in the Bible. When these truths are realised

in measure in our own esperience,'they become
exceedingly precious, tending to perfect and

furnish the man of God for every good work.

But unless the axe is laid to the root of the

trees, and every thiftg which produces evil

fruits is hewn down, and cast into the fire;

and the way of the Lord, which is a way of

holiness, is prepared in the heart, and we
walking daily in it, ws may deem ourselves

rich and increased with goods, and having

need of nothing, and yet, when we pass in re-

view before the all-scrutinizing Judge, we may
be found wretched, and miserable, and poor,

and blind, and naked. The impressive call

upon the lethargic church of Laodicea clearly

shows that neither a historical faith, nor any
ceremonial performance, can be substituted

for the works of the Spirit in the soul:—"I
counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the

fire, that thou mayst be rich; and white rai-

ment, that thou mayst be clothed, and that the

shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and

anoint thine eyes with eye salve, that thou

mayst see. As many as I love, I rebuke and

chasten: be zealous, therefore, and repent.

Behold I stand at the door and knock: If any

man hear my voice and open the door, I will

came in to him, and sup with him, and he with

me. To him that overcometJi, will_I grant to sit

with me in my throne, even as I also over-

come, and am set down with my Father in his

throne." S.

The following is extracted from a declara-

tion of faith presented to the British parlianieni

in 1689, signed by a number of Friends. It is

in the form of question and answer.
" Question. Do you believe the divinity and

humanity of Jesus Chiist the eternal son of

God, or that Jesus Christ is truly God and
man ?

" Answer. Yes, we verily believe that Jesus

Christ is truly God and man, according as the

Holy Scriptures testify of him; God over al

blessed for ever; the true God and eterna

life; the one Mediator between God and man,

even the man Christ Jesus.
" Question. Do you believe and expect sal

vation and justification, by the righteousness

and merits of Jesus Christ, or by your
righteousness or works ?

" Answer. By Jesus Christ, his righteous-

ness, merits and works, and not by our own;
God is not indebted to us for our deservings.

but we to him for his free grace in Christ

Jesus, whereby we are saved through faith

him, not of ourselves, and by his grace enabled

truly and acceptably to serve and follow him
as he requires. He is our all in ail, who
worketh all in us that is well pleasing to God

" Question. Do you believe remission pf

sins and redemption through the suiTerings,

death and blood of Christ?

" Answer. Yes, through faith in him, as he

suflTered and died for all men, gave himself

ransom for all, and hi.s blood being shed fi

the remission of sins, so ail they who sincerely

believe and obey him, receive the benefits and
blessed effects of his suffeiing and dying k
them; they, by faith in liis name, receive and

partake of that eternal redemption which he

hath obtained for us, who gave himself for

that he might redeem us from all iniquity; he

died for our sins, and rose again for our justi

fication; and if we walk in the light as he is

in the light, we have fellowship one with an
other, and the blood of Jesus Christ his son

cleanseth us from all sin."

As a conclusion to this account of the doc
trines of Friends, it may be observed, that the

apprehension which the reviewer seems to en

tertain relative to the efl!ect of a belief in the

present existence of divine revelation, appears

to me entirely groundless. He seems to sup-

pose that this belief must lead to a disregard

for the Holy Scriptures. As if a conviction

that the humble followers of Christ, in the pre-

sent day, are endued with a measure of the

same spirit that dictated those invaluable writ-

ings, could diminish our esteem for them.

The apprehension, indeed, depends for all its

plausibility, upon his own gratuitous assump-
tion, that " the days of inspiration are past;"

nd consequently that the belief in it is nothing

but fanaticism. But, for any thing he has

proved, the doctrine of Friends upon this sub-

ject may be true; and, unless the Scriptures

are no less mystical than he represents the

writings of Friends to be, it must be true. If

it is true, a result diametrically opposite to

that supposed by him, appears inevitable. In

whatever direction we turn our attention, we
find men always pleased with the productions

of congenial minds. The mind in which piety

predominates, loves to dwell upon the expe-
rience and reflections of those who have trod

the path before them. The mathematician
pores with delight over the volumes of Newton
and La Place; the man of poetic fancy gives

his days and nights to the works of Homer
and Milton; the chemist traces with eagerness
the steps of Lavoisier and Davy; the lover of
fictitious adventure ingulphs with voracity the

productions of Scott and A'oltaire; and even
the writings of Dr. Cox may be read and ad-

mired.

The argi;ments in support of the truth and
divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, which
are addressed to the understanding, and by
which the cavils of the infidel are successfully

exposed, arc as accessible to those who admit
the doctrine of an inward light, as to those
that oppose it. There is nothing in this doc-
trine, which indisposes the mind to yield a ra-

tional assent to the force of historical evidence,

or prevents the understanding from being pro-

perly impressed with the numerous conclusive

arguments, which learning and ingenuity have
advanced, in favour of the Christian religion.

On the other hand, a sincere belief in the ac-

tual fiilfilment of the gracious promises with

which the sacred writings abound, and a prac-

tical experience of the operation of divine

grace, agreeably to Scripture testimony, must
unavoidably render the Scriptures both more
instructive and more delightful. We accord-

ingly find that those who pay the most scru-

pulous regard to the unfoklings of the Spirit of

Truth upon their own minds, are among the

most diligent readers of the Holy Scriptures.

And the fact, that the admission of this doc-

trine, and a practical conformity to it, always

lead to this result, is no inconsiderable evi-

dence of the correctness of the doctrine itself.

The reviewer avows that the doctrine of an
inward light is unfavourable to missionary

effort ; and broadly insinuates that Friends are

disposed to leave the conversion of the heathen

entirely to the silent operations of this princi-

ple. Holding the opinions they do in regard

to gospel ministry, it is not to be expected that

they should unite with others, or be active them-

selves, in liiring persons to go and preach to

the heathen nations. It is, however, well known,
that Friends both in Europe and America,
have taken a very active part in the distribu-

tion of the Holy Scriptures. Where have the

poor benighted Africans found so many, and

such zealous friends, as among the members
of this Society ? And we must observe, that

the promotion of their physical comfort has

"ways constituted but a part of the object

which Friends have laboured to attain. From
the time of George Fox, who, in the year
1671, when he visited Barbadoes, made them
the object of his paternal solicitude, to the

present day, their improvement in morals and
religion has engaged the attention of this So-
ciety. While even Connecticut, in imitation

of her sisters of the south, prohibits by legal

penalties the establishment of schools for their
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instruction, Friends have been long employed

in diffusing the benefits of education among
them. It was Pennsylvania, whose system of

government was oriirinally modelled by the

benevolent Penn, and where the principles of

this society have made a stronger impression

on public opinion than in any other slate of

the Union, that first broke the shackles of the

slave.*

If we look to the treatment which the In-

dians have received from the settlers of the

different colonies, we shall readily perceive,

that the course pursued by William Penn, and

his successors in religious profession, was in-

comparably superior to that of most other

colonists. Contrast the peaceful intercourse

which existed between those people and the

early settlers of Pennsylvania, with the bar-

barous wars of New England, and then say,

which were most likely, the Pennsylvani.i

Quakers, or the New England Calvinists, to

evangelize those heathen nations. Had the

people oflhese United States generallyadopted

the policy, or rather the religious integrity, of

William Penn and his brelhien, in relation to

these people, it is hardly probable there would,

at this day, have been an heathen Indian in the

vicinity of the white settlers. If William Penn
was able, in the few busy years which he spent

in America, to make so deep an impression

on the minds of these untutored sons of the

forest, what might not the same treatn:en!

have effected, if uniformly continued for a cen-

tury and a half? Their love for iheir benefac-

tors would naturally have been transferred to

the religion which fhey saw productive of such

excellent fruit. But when they discovered

that the superior intelligence of many pro-

fessors of Christianity, was employed to over-

reach and defraud them ;
and that their reli-

gion permitted them to engage in wars no less

savage and exterminating thr.n those to which
they were themselves accustomed ; what was
more natural than a belief that the Christian re-

ligion was even moi e odious than iheir own bar-

barous theology ? If, again, these uninstructed

heathens could be brought to adopt the opinion

of the reviewer, that the religion of Fiiends,

from whom they have experienced such un

form kindness,"!" is only an adulterated kind of

* In justicu to Massachusetts, it may be observed,

that the convention which formed llie constitution ol

the state, closed its session but one day after the Penn-
sylvania law for the abolition of slavery was ratified ;

and that a clause similar to the first piirt of the De
^laration of Independence, being introduced into the

constitution, it was afterwards judicially determined
that slavery was unconstitutional in that state.

Pennsylvania, however, its abolition was a d

legislative act.

t At the time when a treaty was on hand at Ca-
nandaigua, in 1794, between the United States

the Six N-ations, four chiefs, deputed by the g
council, waited upon some friends, who, at their re-

quest, had attended there to aii'oid any assistance,

which might be in their power, to prevent the effusion

of blood, and if possible to calm and settle the minds
of the Indians. Red Jacket, on behalf of the depu-
tation, af\er somo iritroductory observations, said :

—

" We,who are now here, are but children, the ancients

being deceased. We know that your fathers and ours
transacted business together, and that you look up to

the Great Spirit for his direction and assistance, and
take no part in war. We suppose you were all born
on this island, and wo consider you as brethren; for,

Christianity, or the more sweeping dogma of

his author, that it is no Christianity at all,

while the first settlers in New England, who
retaliated upon their Indian opponents all the'

barbarities of American war, who hanged thel

Quakers merely for being Quakers, and each

other for imaginary crimes, are to be esteemed

genuine, if not perfectly orthodox Christians,

hey could scarcely fail to view the profession

of the Christian religion with the utmost ab-

iorrence. Surely the writer who propagates

lucli opinions as these, ought to be cautious of

repioaching others with indifference in regard

to the conversion of the heathen.

RETIRE.11ENT.

Frequent abstraction from the noise and
hurry attendant on the pursuits of life has been
found conducive to spiritual strength by pious
persons in all agea. The patriarchs practised

t. Some of the greatest charactejs in sacred
history were prepared for the exalled stations

to which they were called, in the solitude that

their employments or mode of life necessarily

required. In their descriptions of spiritual

enjoyment, they connect retirement and still-

ness with it. David says, " The Lord is my
Shepherd, I shall not want. He makelli me
to he down in green pastures ; he leadeth me
beside the still waters. He restoreth my soul

;

he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness

fur his name's sake." Under the influence of

divine vision the goodliness of Jacob's dwelling

resembled the valleys spread forth, and gar-

dens by the river side—emblematical of hum-
ble retirement before the Lord, where the dew
of heaven, the refreshing virtue of divine life,

is known to rest upon and nourish the soul.

Though wo may refuse or neglect, while in

heallh, to devote a portion of every day to

serious meditation, sickness often accomplishes
tho Divin« purposes in bringing us to a sense
of iho obligation. What a blessing has th

unavoidable separation from society, and from

the busy scenes of life, proved at such times to

lliousands. When tliey have been compelled
to ^•ec!u^ion, and to become intimate and fa

miliar with themselves, almost alone, what

though your ancestors came over this water, and
were born here, this ought to be no impediment to

our considering each other as brethren. Brothers, you
all know the proposals that have been made by Con,
nitsatty, (the commissioner, T.Pickering,) as well a;

the offers made by us to him. We are all now in the

presence of the Great Spirit, and we place more con
fidence in you than in any other people. As you ex-

pressed your desije for peace, wc now desire your help
and assistance; wo hope you will not deceive us; if

you should do so, we shall no more place any confi

dence in mankind." Friends, after deliberation, re

turned them an answer, and Red Jacket, in recapitu

lating the subject;-, thanked them for their advice, an(

said, althougii Friends might account it of smal
value, they did not consider it so, but thought it

wonid afford them considerable strength. [Relatioi

of William Savery, who was present.] In numerou
other instauces, as well as in this, they have evinced
their reliance in the integrit, of Friends, frequently
declaring, that of all people, our Society only have
sought to promote their real comfort and welfare

And I would put it to the most virulent op|-onents ol

the Society, to produce an instance in which that con-

fidence has been betrayed.

different views have they taken of the world
and of their own hearts. Then we must find

time to look into ourselves, and in proporlioa

as we see our real condition, and feel the awful
nature of our existence and final destination,

prayers arise for a change of heart. We long

o be delivered from the corruptions which
urk there—to be washed and sanctified, that

we may be prepared for communion with
' m who is of purer eyes than to look on
iniquily or transgression. If such essential

ifits flow from abstraction from the world

in sickness, it must surely be the highest wis-

dom to accustom ourselves to it in health.

Regeneration can not be too early begtm. We
shall never find that we have too much time

for this momentous work. How much more
ennobling to the human mind early to become
acquainted with a God of all purity, wisdom,
and power, instead of degiading itself by pas-

, sensuality, or the grovelling spirit of
covetousness after earthly possessions. A
humble trust in the providence and unfailing

protection of our heavenly Father, is worth
more to us than all the woild, its riches and
its smiles. But when we regard the recom-
pense of an eternal reward, how does every
thiiig here sink into insignificance compared

th the importance of perfect redemption
from every defilement, through the renewings
of the Holy Spirit, so that we may be fitted

for fellowship with the Father and with the

Son
; not only in this life, but for the full

fruition of it in that holy glorious habitation

hich is reserved in the heavens for those that

obey the gospel of C!iri>t. It is, therefore,

ood for a man that he bear the yoke in bis

youth. He sitteth alono and keepeth silence,

because he hath borr-.e it upon him. He put-

teth his mouth in the dust, if so be tliore may
be hope."

Cne, who had faithfully renounced the

pomps and vanities of this wicked world, and
made choice of suffering affliction with the
people of God, esteeming the reproaches of
Christ greater riches than all earthly treasures,

addresses his junior friends, who had entered
the same path, in this manner

—

" You young convinced ones, be you en-
treated and exhorted to a diligent and chaste
waiting upon God, in the way of his blessed
manifestation and appearance of himself to
you. Look not out, but within. Let not an-
other's liberty be your snare. Neither act by-

lation, but sense and feeling of God's power
yourselves. Crush not the tender buddings

of It in^ycur souls ; nor overrun in your de-
sires, and your warmness of affections, the
holy and get, lie motions of it. Remember, it

is a still voice that speaks ti; us in this day,
and that it is not to be hjard in the noises and
hurries of the mind, but is distinctly under-
stood in a retired frame. Jesus loved and
chose out solitudes, often going to mountains,
to gardens, and seasides, to avoid crowds and
hurries ; to show his disciples it was good to
be sohtary and sit loose to the world. Two
enemies lie near your state; imagination and
liberty. But the plain, practical, living, holy
truth that has convinced you will preserve
you, ifynu mind it in yourselves, and bring all

your thoughts, imaginations and affections to
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the test of il, (o see if lliey are wrouirht in

God, or of Ihe enemy, or your ownselves. So

will a true taste, discerning, and judgment be

preserved to you, of what you should do or

leave undone. And in your diligence and

faithfulness in this way, you will come to in-

herit substance, and Christ, the eternal wis-

dom, will fill your treasury. And when you

are converted, as well as convinced, then con-

firm your brethreir, and be ready to every

good word and work that the Lord shall call

you to; that you may be to his praise who has

chosen you to be partakers with the saints in

light, of a kingdom that cannot be shaken, an

inheritance incorruptible, in eternal habita-

tions."

P. G.

From the " Young Lady's Book of Piety."

On the comparatively small Faults and
Virtues.

The " Fishers of men," as if exclusively

bent on catching the greater sinners, often

make the interstices of the moral net so wide,

that it cannot retain those of more ordinary

size, which every where abound. Their

draught might be more abundant, were not

the meshes so large that the smaller sort,

aided by their own lubricity, escape the toils

and slip through. Happy to find themselves

not bulky enough to be entangled, they plunge

back again into their native element, enjoy

their escape, and hope they may safely wait to

grow bigger before they are in danger of be

jng caught.

It is of more importance than we are aware,

or are willing to allow, that we take care dili-

gently to practise the smaller virtues, avoid

scrupulously the lesser sins, and bear patient-

ly inferior trials; for the sin of habitually

yielding, or the grace of habitually resisting,

in comparatively small points, tends in no
considerable degree to produce that vigour or

that debility of mind on vvhich hangs victory

or defeat.

Conscience is moral sensation. It is the

hasty perception of good and evil, the peremp
tory decision of the mind to adopt the one or

avoid the other. Providence has furnished

the body with senses, and the soul with con-

science, as a tact by which to shrink from the

approach of danger; as a prompt feeling to

supply the deductions of reasoning; as a

spontaneous impulse to precede a train of re-

flections for which the suddenness and sur-

prise of the attack allow no time. An enlight-

ened conscience, if kept tenderly alive by a

continual attention to its admonitions, would
especially preserve us from those smaller
sins, and stimulate us lo itiose lesser duiiei

which we are falsely apt to think are too in

significant to be brought to the bar of reli

gion, too trivial lo be weighed by the standard

of Scripture.

By cherishing this quick feeling of recti

tude, light and sudden as the flash from hea

ven, and which is in fact the motion of the

spirit, we intuitively reject what is wrong be

fore we have time to examine why it is

wrong, and seize on what is right, before we
liave lime to cxaniine why it is right. Should

we not then be careful how we extinguish

this sacred spark ? Will any thing be mote
likely to extinguish it than to neglect its

hourly mementos to perform the smaller du-

ties, and to avoid the lesser faults, which, as

they in a good measure make up the sum of

human life, will naturally fix and determine
our character, that creature of habits? will

not our neglect or observance of it, incline

01 indispose us for those more important

duties of which these smaller ones are con-
necting links?

The vices derive their existence from wikl-

ness, confusion, and disorganization. The
discord of the passions is owing to their hav-

ing different views, conflicting aims, and op-

posite ends. The rebellious vices have no
common head; each is all to itself. They
promote their own operations by disturbing

those of others, but in disturbing they do not

destroy them. Though they are all of one
family, they live on no friendly terms. Profli-

gacy hates covetousness as much as if it were
a virtue. The life of every sin is a life of con
flict, which occasions the torment, but not

the death of its opposite. Like the fabled

brood of the serpent, the passions spring up
armed against each other, but they fa

complete the resemblance, for they do not

efl^ect their mutual destruction.

But without union the Christian graces

could not be perfected, and the smaller

tues are the threads and filaments which
gently but firmly tie them together. There
is an attractive power in goodness which
draws each part to the other. This concord
to the virtues is derived from their having
one common centre in which all meet. In

vice there is a strong repulsion. Though bad
men seek each other, they do not love each
other. Each seeks the other in order lo pro

mote his own purposes, while he hates him
by whom his purposes are promoted.

The lesser qualities of the human charac
ter are like the lovver people in a country
they are numerically, if not individually, im
portanf. If well regulated, they becouic
valuable from that very circumstance of num
bers, which, under a negligent administration

renders them formidable. The peace of the

individual mind and of the nation, is

rially affected by the discipline in which
these inferior orders are maintained. Laxity
and neglect in both cases are subversive of
all good government.

But if we may be allowed to glance from
earth to heaven, perhaps the beauty of the

lesser virtues may be still better illustrated

by that long and luminous track made up o
luli.ulc and almoal ;m]7crcC|)Ci ble Slais, wlliCll

though separately too inconsiderable to at-

tract attention, yet from' their number and
confluence, form that soft and shining stream
of light every where discernible, ai,d which
always corresponds to the same fixed stars,

as the smaller virtues do to their concomitant
great ones.—Without pursuing the metaphor
to the classic fiction, that the Galaxy was the

road through which the ancient heroes went
to heaven, may we not venture to say that

Christians will make their way thither more

pleasant by the consistent practice of the

minuter virtues ?

Every Christian should consider religion

as a fort which he is called to defend. The
meanest soldier in the army, if he add patriot-

ism to valour, will fight as earnestly as if the

glory of the contest depended on his single

arm. But he brings his watchfulness as well

as his courage into action. He strenuously

defends every pass he is appointed to guard,

without enquiring whether it be great or

small. There is not any defect in religion or

morals so little as to be of no consequence.
Worldly things may be little, because their

aim and end may be little. Things are great

or small, not according to their ostensible

importance, but according to the magnitude
of their object, and the importance of their

consequences.

The acquisition of even the smallest vir-

tue being, as has been before observed, an
actual conquest over the opposite vice, doubles
our moral strength. The spiritual enemy has
one object less, and the conqueror one virtue

more.

By allowed negligence in small things, we
are not aware how much we injure religion in

the eye of the world. Hov/ can we expect
people to believe that we are in earnest in

great points, when they see that we cannot
withstand a trivial temptation, against which
resistance would have been comparatively
easy ? At a distance they hear with respect
our general characters. They become domes-
ticated with us, and discover the same fail-

ings, littleness, and bad tempers, as they have
been accustomed to meet with in the most
ordinary persons.

Our neglect of inferior duties is particular-

ly injurious to the minds of our dependents
and servants. If they see us " weak and in-

firm of puipose," peevish, irresolute, capri-

cious, passionate, or inconsistent, in our daily

conduct, which comes under their immediate
observation, and which comes also within
their power of judging, they will not give us
credit for those higher qualities which we
may possess, and those superior duties which
we may be most careful to fulfil. Neither their

capacity nor their opportunities may enable
them to judge of the orthodoxy of the head

;

but there will be obvious and decisive proofs

to the meanest capacity of the state and tem-
per of the heart. Our greater qualities will

do Ihem little good, while our lesser but in-

cessant faults do them much injury. Seeing
us so defective in the daily course of domes-
tic conduct, though they will obey us because
they are obliged to il, they will neither love

nor esteem us enough to be influenced by pur
advice, nor to be governed by our instruc-

I

tions, on those great points which every con-
|scientious head of a family will be careful to

j

inculcate on all about him.
In all that relates to God and to himself

' the Christian knows of no small faults. He
'considers all allowed and wilful sins, what-
ever be their magnitude, as an offence against
his Maker. Nothing that offends Him can be
insignificant. Nothing that contributes to

fasten on ourselves a wrong habit can be tri-

fling. Faults which we are accustomed to
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consider as small are repeated without corn-

punction. The habit of committing them is

confirmed by the repetition. Frequency ren-

ders us first inditferent, then insensible. The

hopelessness attending a long indulged cus-

tom generates carelessness, till, for want of

exercise, the power of resistance is first

weakened, then destroyed.

But there is a still more seiious point of

view in which the subject may be considered.

Do small faults, continually repeated, always

retain their original diminutiveness? Is any

axiom more established than that all evil is of

a progressive nature ? Is a bad temper, which

is never repressed, no worse after years of in-

dulgence, than when we at first gave the rein

to it? Does that which we first allowed our-

selves, under the name of harmless levity on

serious subjects, never proceed to profane-

ness ? Does what was once admired as proper

spirit, never grow into pride, never swell into

insolence ? Does the habit of incorrect narra-

tive, or loose talking, or allowed hyperbole,

never lead to falsehood, never settle in de-

ceit? Before we positively determine that

small faults are innocent, we must undertake

to prove that they shall never outgrow their

primitive dimensions, we must ascertain that

the infant shall never become a giant.

Great Britain and her Colonies.

The annexed table furnishes a complete view of

the extent of the British empire, and the number of

British subjects.

Divisions. Area in square miles. Br. subjects.— - "- 13,086,675

803,000

2,365,930

7,839,469

72,000,000

14,700,000

7,000,000

1,200,009

136,000
100,000

48,000
104,479

136,375

34,923
562,080
250,000
94,392

139,000

30,000
32,000

80,000

2,000

359,000
44,163

102,377

28,732

35,678

7,406

20,038

27,734

12,159

23.922
18,351

13,952

10,642

16,836

8,920

80,124
22,985

4,839

128,960

17,024

65,836

i, fEngland,
.= -•

. Wales,
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From Brown's Anecdotes of Animals.

THE RAVEN.

The class of birds, the pie kind, to which

the raven belongs, is perhaps less in favour

with man than any other that could be men
tioned,—but as some recompense, at least as

respects the present work, its members furnish

us with more varied instances of sagacity,

than are to be found among the rest of the

winged tribes.

The raven is the largest bird of its genus ;

the male and female are alike in their plu

mage. The male weighs about two pounds

seven ounces, and the female from four to five

ounces more; the length is nearly two feet,

the bill is black, strong and thick, two inches

and three qtiaiters in length ; the nostrils are

covered with bris:les, which reach more than

half way down the bill ; the irides are dusky;

and the whole plumage black, the upper parts

reflecting a strong blue iridescence ; the un-

der parts dull and dusky : the tail consists of

twelve feathers, somewhat rounded ; about

the throat the feathers are long, loose, and

sharp pointed.

When brought up young, the raven be-

comes very familiar, and, in a domestic state,

he possesses many qualities that render him
highly amusing. Busy, inquisitive, and im-

pudent, he goes every where, aflronts and
drives off the dogs, plays his tricks on the

poultry, and is particularly assiduous in culti-

vating the friendship of the cook-maid, who
is generally his favourite in the family. But
with the amusing qualities, he has too fre-

quently the vices and defects of a favourite.

He is by nature a glutton, and a thief by ha-

bit. He does not confine himself to petty
plunder on tho pantry or the larder; he aims

at more magnificent depredations—at spoils

that he can neither exhibit nor enjoy, but

which, like a miser, ho rests satisfied with

having the satisfaction of sometimes visiting

and contemplating. To all kinds of metals

he is particularly attached.

This bird is very hardy, crafty, and wary.

He is easily domesticated, and is very mis-

chievous, readily catching up any thing glit-

tering and hiding it. There is a well authen-

ticated fact of a gentleman's butler having

missed a great many silver spoons and other

articles, without being able to detect the

thief for some time ; at last he observed a

tame raven with one in his mouth, and watched
him to his hiding place, where he found more
than a dozen.
The raven generally makes choice of the

largest trees to build in, or of precipitous and
inaccessible rocks. The nest is formed of

sticks and lined with wool, hair, and various

other substances; it is commonly placed in

the fork of the large branches of trees, or in

a deep crevice of a rock : and if ivy is abun-

dant on a clifl'—there it is most likely to fi.x

its abode. The female lays five or six eggs

of a bluish-green colour, blotched and spotted

with brown and ash-colour, somewhat larger

than that of a crow; they weigh from six to

seven drachms. It is no unusual circumstance

for these birds to build their nests contiguous

to a rookery, and by their continual depreda-

tions on the nests of that republic, completely

to drive the members away. The raven is

one of the earliest breeders of all British

birds; commencing its nest frequently in the

midst of February.

On some of our most precipitous and rocky
coasts, the raven sometiuies chooses a place

for its nidification. During this period they

extremely bold, and will not permit even

an ominous bird, and the most profound vene-
ration was paid to it by that people.
We extract the following Sonnet to a

Raven,from the Edinburgh Liteiary Journal:

With sliort deep cry, and quickly moving wing.
There passest thou—impatient lo forsake
This peopled plain, for the wild heights which make

An upper world of solitude, and bring
The clouds of heav'n between thee and the vale.

Where hast thou been, old haunter of the dead?
Perhaps some scene of coming doom was spread

To thy scer-giftod eye.—Or on the gale
The breath of dissolution floated by

Whisp'ring of ghastly form laid far away
From tho domains of human mansionry,

In grim repose, where the snow whiri'd like spray
Among its rocks. Oh ! horrid sight to see.

The features of the dead glare up at thee.

We are informed by Pliny, that a tame ra-

ven which had been kept in the Temple of
Castor, paid frequent visits to a tailor in the

neighbourhood. This man was much pleased
with its visits, and taught the bird various

tricks; and to pronounce the names of the

Emperor Tiberius, and those of the whole
members of the royal family. Its fame
reached the remotest corners of Rome, and
from the number who came to see this pro-
digy, the tailor became rich. An envious
neighbour killed the raven, and blasted the
tailor's future hopes of fortune. The Ro-
mans were incensed at this wanton cruelty,

punished the offender, and gave to the bird
the falcon to approach their nests. Tli

and female pair for life, and drive their young 'in ",'ir"'"i"
"^ ""^''"^m i^mv. g<».i. lu im, m

r ., , , .. [, . all ttie honours of a magnificent liiterment.
from their haunts as soon as they are abh
provide for themselves. Instances have

curred where the raven has been found quite

white, and sometimes pied

The sable plumage and harsh croaking

voice of these birds, added to their habits

and supposed longevity, have furnished the

poets of all ages with numerous similitudes.

Thus says one of them :

—

" It comes o'er my memory.
As does the raven o'er the infested house,

Boding to all
—

"

And again :

—

" As wicked dew, as e'er my mother brush'd.

With raven's feather, from unwholesome fen,

Drop on you both."

Selby says. " Ravens Ry at a oonsidcrablc
licight in tine weather, and perfoim various
rapid evolutions. While thus engaged they

utter a peculiar and quickly-repeated note,

unlike their usual coarse and disagreeable

croak."

Although ravens are very destructive to

poultry and even young lambs, yet in many
parts of the country a popular respect is paid

to them as having been tiie birds which fed

the Prophet Elijah in the wilderness. This
prepossession is of very ancient date, for so

far back as the Roman empire, it was thought

Of the perseverance of the raven in the
act of incubation, the following illustration

is given in White's Natural History of Sel-

borne.

" In the centre of a grove near Selborne,
there stood an oak, which, though shapely
and tall on the whole, bulged out into a laige

excrescence near the middle of the stem. On
the tree a pair of ravens had fixed their resi-

dence for such a series of years, that the oak
was distinguished by the name of the ' raven
tree.' Many were the attempts of the neigh-
bouring youths to get at this eyry ; the diffi-

culty whetted their inclinations, and each
was ambitious of surmounting the arduous
task; but, when they arrived at the swelling,

it jutted out so much in tlieir way, ami was
so far beyond their grasp, that the boldest
lads were deterred, and acknowledged the
undertaking to be too hazardous. 'I'hus the
ravens continued to build nest after nest, in
perfect secu-ity, till the fatal day arrived on
which the wood was to be levelled. This
was the month of February, when these birds
usually set. The saw was applied to the
trunk, the wedges were inserted in the open-
ing, the woods echoed to the heavy blows of
the beetle or mallet, the tree nodded to its

fall; but the dam persisted to sit. At last.
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when it gave way, the bird was flung from
|

her nest ; and though her maternal aft'ection
j

deserved a better fate, was whipped down by
I

the twigs, which brought her dead to the

ground."

In October, 1822, there was in the' posses-

sion of James Weymess, the gamekeeper at

Reddleham Hope, the seat of Charles John
Clavering, Esq., a young raven, fifteen months
old, which was taken from the nest when very

young, and brought up by the keeper with

the dogs. It was so completely domesticated

that it would go out with the keeper and the

dogs, and when it took its flight further than

usual, at the sound of the whistle ft would
return and perch upon a tree or a wall, and
watch all their movements. It was no un-

common thing for it to go to (he moors with

him, and to return a distance of ten or twelve

miles. It would even enter a village with the

keeper, partake of the same refreshment, and

never leave him until he returned home—

a

circumstance perhaps never yet recorded in

the annals of natural history.

In the year 1766, the especial interposition

of Divine Providence was manifested, in a

most extraordinary manner, to a poor labourer,

at Sunderland. This man being employed in

hedging, near to an old stone quarry, went to

eat his dinner, in a deep excavation, in order

to be sheltered from the weather, which was
stormy; and as he went along, pulled oft' his

hedging gloves, and threw them down at some
distance from each other. While at his re-

past, he observed a raven pick up one of them,
with which he flew away; and very soon after-

wards, returned, and carried off the other.

The man being greatly surprised, rose to see

if he could trace where the bird had gone
with his gloves. He scarcely had cleared the

quarry, before he saw large fragments fall

down into the very place where he had been
seated; and where, if he had continued a mi-

nute longer, he must inevitably have been
crushed to pieces.

A gentleman who resided near the New Fo-
rest, Hampshire, had a tame raven, which used

frequently to hop about the verge of the forest,

and chatter to every one it met. One day, a

person travelling through the forest to Win-
chester, was much surprised at hearing the

following exclamation: " Fair play, gentle-

men ! fair play 1" The traveller looking round,
to discover from whence the voice came, to his

great astonishment, beheld no human being
near. But hearing the cry of fair play again
repeated, he thought it must proceed from
some fellov; creature in distress. He imme-
diately rushed into that part of the forest from
whence the cries came, where, to his unspeak-
able astonishment, the first object he beheld,

were two ravens combating a third with great

fury, while the sufl^erer, which proved to be

the tame one aforesaid, kept loudly vociferat-

ing " fair play !" which so diverted the travel-

ler, that he instantly rescued the oppressed

bird, by driving away his adversaries; and was
highly pleased with his morning's adventure.

A gentleman in Perthshire brought up, and
kept a lame raven in his stables, which proved
of great use in destroying rats: and this he
performed with a degree of cunning and

adroitness which could scarcely be exceeded

by human intelligence. The time he fixed on

for his work of destruction, was generally in

the forenoon, when the servants were out air-

ing the horses. On such occasions Jacob
(this was the raven's name) took care to pro-

vide himself with a bone, on which there was
some meat; and this he placed opposite the

rats' holes, in front of the crib; and then

perched himself above, watching with a steady

and keen look the spot where the bone was
laid. This bait seldom failed to attract the

scent of the rats when all was quiet, and no

sooner did they make their appearance, than

be darted down on them, and seldom missed

his aim; and having seized them, they were
despatched in an instant. And what was singu-

lar, he did not eat them when at firstsecured,

for he generally carried them to the sole of a

window, returning to the sport, in which he

seemed to take great interest. And he has

been known to kidnap half a dozen in a fore-

noon. When his spoit was interrupted by the

return of the horses, he carried off his booty,

one by one to a neighbouring tree, where
there was an old crow's nest, in which he de-

posited the spoil, and fed on them at leisure.

It was curious, that he never attempted to

meddle with the young poultry, for, on the

contrary, the poultry yard was a favourite re-

sort of his, although he was frequently roughly

handled by a cock.

In the Highlands, and especially the He-
brides, the raven is of very common occur-

rence. It there builds its nest in inaccessible

rocks early in March, and protects it against

all intruders with great courage. If an eagle

happens to come in sight, the raven is sure to

be after him; and, although it does not actu-

ally pounce upon its formidable antagonist, it

so harasses him by attempts to peck at him,

that the latter, less agile and courageous, is

glad to get out of the way as fast as possible.

For this reason, ravens are never destroyed

on sheep farms, as they are sure to keep off

all the eagles from the neighbourhood. At
the same time, they never molest the rock
pigeons and cormorants that nestle in the

same rocks. The food of the raven is carrion

of all kinds, shell-fish, insects, grubs, and
grain. In autumn they sometimes do consi-

derable damage to the barley. It is truly sur-

prising to see with what rapidity ravens con-

gregate from all parts of a district when a car-

cass occurs. In a district there may perhaps
be a family half a mile from the spot, another

half a mile further off, and so on. A few mi-

nutes, perhaps, after the sheep has fallen, or

the fish has been cast ashore, a solitary raven
maUos hie appearance. In a few minutes
more another comes, another and another:
and if the carcass be that of a large animal,

scores of them may be seen about it. When
a whale or grampus is cast ashore, hundreds
of ravens collect from all quarters, and on
such occasions visitants arrive that have pro-

bably travelled a hundred miles. When a ra-

ven falls upon a dead animal, the first thing

he does is to light near it, and inspect it curi-

ously, first turning one side of his head to it

and then the other. He then hops a little

nearer, stops and looks at it; then a little

nearer; and at length mounts upon it. He
then picks out tlfe eyes. The next part that

he falls to, if it be a quadruped, is what anato-

mists call the perineum. He then bores into

the abdomen, and drags out the intestines.

In the mean time he has got helpers in plenty,

and the flesh quickly disappears. About a

whale they remain for many weeks, and the

last putrid morsel seems as savoury as the

first, for all is picked to the bare bones.

M. Montbeillard states that ravens are much
attached to the place of their nativity; and
that when a pair choose a spot for their nest,

they make it their ordinary residence, and
do not easily forsake it. Unlike the carrion

crow, they do not retire at night to the woods,

but find beneath the shelving projections of
their own mountains, a screen from the wintry

winds. Thither they retire in parties, and
sleep on the bushes of the rocks, making their

nests in the adjoining crevices, or in the holes

of walls, on the tops of deserted towers, or

high in large straggling trees.

For "The Friend."

THE APOSTLE THOMAS.
On the separation of the apostles to their

several fields of labour in spreading the truths

of the gospel, it seems to have been generally

admitted that the destination of the Apostle
Thomas was to the Indies, and the narratives

of travellers at different periods furnish many
corroborative circumstances, evincing strong
probability at least, that his travels extended
far into those remote countries. The intro-

ductory chapter of an interesting work re-

cently published in England,—Memoirs of the
Life and Correspondence of the pious and de-
voted Missionary, Christian Frederick Swartz,
contains the subjoined account of a commu-
nity of native Christians on the coast of Ma-
labar, and existing there at the period of the
first landing of European commercial adven-
turers on that coast. S. R.

When the Portuguese, at the commence-
ment of the sixteenth century, first established

themselves on the coast of Malabar, they found
a community of native Christians, who wel-
comed their approach, and were prepared to

receive them as friends and brethren. These
were the Syrian, or, as they have been gene-
rally called, after the Portuguese designa-
tion, the St. Thome Christians; whose uniform
tradition respecting their origin represents
them as descended from the converts of the

apostle St. Thomas in India, during the first

century. The correctness of ahis tradition,
notwithstanding snmo remarkable Corrobora-
tions of its truth, has been generally doubted.*
Certain, however, it is, from authentic eccle-
siastical records, that a Christian church, epis-
copal in its constitution, and deriving a suc-
cession of bishops from the Patriarchs of Ba-
bylon and Antioch, has existed on the coast,
from Cape Comorin to Cranganore, and in
the interior of Malabar more than fifteen hun-

* Bishop Heber and Archdeacon Robinson incline
to favour the claim of the Syro-Malabaric church to
this apostolic origin.
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dred years. Every circumstance relative to

the history of the Syrian Christiana indicates

their remote origin; while their situation, sur-

rounded by the darkness of Hindoo supersti-

tion and idolatry, in the midst of which they

have, during so many ages, faithfully, though

feebly, preserved the light of heavenly truth,

renders them in a high degree interesting.

Such was the estimation in which they were
held, and such the influence which they had

obtained so early as the ninth century, doubt-

less from the general superiority of their mo-
ral character, that the native princes of Cochin
and Travancore, in whose territory they were
principally established, granted them various

civil privileges, and their clergy ranked next

to the nairs or nobles of the country. For a

long period they enjoyed an independent go-

vernment under their own native princes; and

even when, in process of time, they became
again subject to a heathen sovereign, they

continued to be governed in civil as well as

ecclesiastical concerns by the Bishop of An-
gamala.

It cannot be a subject of surprise that cor-

ruption, both in faith and practice, should in

the course of ages have crept into this ancient

church. We accordingly find that the oppo-

site errors of Nestorius and Eutyches concern-

ing the person and natures of our Lord, toge-

ther with various superstitious ceremonies and

irregular observances, have prevailed among
them. At the period, however, when the

fleets of Portugal first visited the shore of

India, the St. Thome Christians, though taint-

ed with the Nestorian heresy, were entirely

ignorant of the great western apostacy—knew
nothing of the usurped supremacy of the pope,

and had never heard of the worship of the

Virgin Mary, of transubstantialion, purgatory,

or any of the peculiar errors and corruptions

of the church of Rome. A circumstance so

fatal to the proud and exclusive pretensions of

that see could not but excite the jealousy and

alarm of its bigoted adherents. Hence it was,

that no sooner had the Portuguese established

themselves on the coast of Malabar, than the

Romish clergy, especially the Jesuits, who,

with a zeal worthy of a purer fiith, had flocked

to make converts in this newly discovered ter-

ritory, instead of embracing the Syrian Chris-

tians as brethren, and endeavouring by mild

and benevolent methods to correct what might

have been really erroneous in their creed, to

improve their general character, and to pro-

tect them from the oppression of the neigh-

bouring heathen princes, under which they

found them suffering, determined on compel-

ling them to submit to papal jurisdiction, and
to conform to the tenets and ritua! cf the

church of Rome. After a long series of in-

trigues, artifices, and persecutions, Meneres,

Archbishop of Goa, who presided at a synod

convened in the year 1599 at Diamper, near

Cochin, succeeded in persuading the Syro-

Malabaric churches to acknowledge the su-

premacy of the pope, and to submit to the

Romish jurisdiction. The archbishop, at the

same time, expunged the alleged Nestorian

errors from the liturgy, arad with the bigotry

and intolerance which characterised all his

proceedings, committed to the flames the

ecclesiastical books and ancient records of the

Syrian church.

The triumph, however, of Meneres was par-

tial and temporary. The churches in the in-

terior yielded only a forced and apparent com-
pliance with his decrees; and about sixty years

after the synod of Diamper, the. conquest of

Cochin by the Dutch, and the expulsion of the

Portuguese from the greater part of the coast

of Malabar, aflbrded them the opportunity of

shaking oft" the Romish yoke, and of regaining

their ancient ecclesiastical independence. This

they have ever since maintained under a me-
tropolitan bishop of their own nation, while the

more numerous churches, chiefly on the coast,

have continued their connection with the papal

see; and except that they have been permitted

to retain the Syriac language in their liturgy,

are in strict conformity with the Romish
church. The numbers of these native Chris-

tians, comprising both the purer Syrian and
the Syro-Roman churches, have been estima-

ted at about two hundred thousand.

The independent part of the Syrian Chris-

tians, who possess about fifty churches among
the hills of Malayala, having, upon their eman-
cipation from the Portuguese dominion, ac-

knowledged the jurisdiction of the Jacobite

patriarch of Antioch, very naturally admitted

the doctrine of that church, in direct opposi-

tion to their former Nestorian error. In either

case, however, the tenet seems to have been
little more than verbal. The apostle's creed

was the one recited in their service; nor did

they, in fact, essentially differ from the catholic

doctrine respecting the divinity of the Son of

God.
Considering their long seclusion from any

more enlightened Christian community, the

secession of the larger portion of their brethren

to the Romish church, and the incessant 'per-

secutions to which they were exposed, the

destruction of their books, and their conse-

quent want of education, it is only wonderful

that they have retained so much Scriptural

knowledge, and present so striking and fa-

vourable a contrast, not only to the heathens

around them, but to the Roman catholics,

(>om whose power they have been so happily

extricated.

Next in antiquity to the Syrian Christians

are the members of the Armenian church,

who, dispersed as they are throughout Asia,

and engaged in commercial pursuits, are to

be found in every part of India. They differ

in various respects both from the Greek and
Latin church, and may in general be said to

be free from essential error and corruption.

They have places of worship at the three pre-

sidencies of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay,
as well as in the interior of the country, and
are supplied with ministers from Persia, and
occasionally visited by bishops and archdea-

cons, under the superintendence of the patri-

arch of Echmiatzin. The numbers of the

Armenian Christians in India do not exceed

a few thousands, nor have they ever appeared
anxious to extend the pale of their commu-
nion.

Virtue is made for difficulties, and grows
stronger and brighter for such trials.

MISCELLANEA.
Cotton Seed Oil.—The editor of the Mol ilc

Advertiser writes his paragraphs by the light

of a lamp filled with cotton seed oil, and he
has no hesitation in pronouncing it every way
equal to sperm oil. Besides the flame being
whiter and clearer than that produced by the
best winter strained sperm oil, it is less apt to

smoke, and when it does smoke, gives not
fortli an offensive odour. He forgot to lell ns

the amount of oil which can be obtained from
a given quantity of seed.

Interesting scientific Fact.—It is well known
that at the period of the great earthquake at

Lisbon, the waters of Lochness in this neigh-
bourhood were agitated considerably, as if by
a violent storm, and rose about a foot above
their ordinary level. The extreme depth of the
lake, which in some places is as much as 130
fathoms, was considered the cause of this re-

markable phenomenon; but we observe an
equally extraordinary fact recorded by an Eng-
lish paper, the Brighton Gazette. On the day
of the late eruption of Mount Vesuvius, which
was the most violent that has occurred in the
memory of the present generation, an earth-
quake took place at Chichester. Could any
subterranean communication have caused this

coincidence ? We can hardly believe that it

was accidental.

—

Inverness Courier.

The way to catch ducks.—A gentleman
lately brought up from Old Point a shell-drake
with its bill enclosed between the shells of an
oyster, which had been picked up as it was
drifting to the shore, by the toll keeper of the
drawbridge at the mouth of Mill Creek. The
shell-drake being a great diver, is supposed,
in one of his submarine visits, to have found
the oyster resting on the sandy bottom, with
its valves distended, and presenting too great
a temptation for any hungry duck to withstand,
he without ceremony thrust in his long narrow
bill to extract the delicious morsel; when the
oyster, not approving of such familiarities,

suddenly collapsed the portals of its little cita-

del, and held the intruder's head under water
until it suffocated him; while, unable or un-
willing to let go his hold, both oyster and
duck were born to the shore by the refluent

tide.

Raccoons have frequently been caught in

the same sly way; being exceedingly fond of
oysters, they take advantage of a very low
tide and a moonlight night, to prowl along the

shore in search of their favourite prey, which
they are sure to find with mouths agape. The
knowing ones, it is said, drop a pebble into

the opening before Ihey venture to put a paw
in; but the uninitiated of the tribe, forgetting

this precaution, are taken prisoners.

—

Norfolk
(Fa.) Paper.

Metereological Stone.—A Finland journal
gives an account of a singular stone in the

north of Finland, which answers the purpose
of a public barometer. On the approach of
rain, this stone assumes a black or dark gray
colour, and when the weather is inclined to be
fair, it is covered all over with white specks.

This stone is, in all probability, an argilla-
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ceous rock, containing a portion of rock salt,

ammonia or sait-petre, and absorbing more or

less liumi<lity,in proportion as the atmosphere

is more or less cliarged witli i(. In the latter

case, the saline particles, becoming crystallised,

are visible to the eye as while specks.

Hydrograpliic Paper.— JI. Chevalier has

examined a paper lately invented, v^hich may

be written on with a pen dipped in pure water.

He Ibiind that it was prepared by soaking the

sheets of paper in a solution of sulphate of

iron, drying them, and then covering them

with finely powdered galls. Ho states that

similar papers may be prepared by using other

solutions and powders; thus blue is probably

prepared by powdering the paper, soaked in

sulphate of iron, with ferrocyanale of potash.

—

Journ. de Chim. Med. 4- Joutu. Pkarm.

much reading, however, may produce the

effect of a lamp inverted, which is extin-

cruished by the excess of that aliment, whose

property it is to feed n.—Hannah More.

Happy is that meekness and poverty of

spirit, which industriously declines the rug-

ged thorny paths of controversy and captious

disputes; and walks in the plain, smooth way

of duty and practical religion ; which studies

God's commands, and labours to understand

things of a size with its capacity, without

troubling itself about his doings and decrees.

— Thomas a Kernpis.

;Edin

Improvidence of the Esquimaux.—As we

trace the gradations of man, one of the most

prominent characteristics will be found in an

improvident disposition, which increases in

extent the further he is removed from intelli-

gence, and the means of acquiring it. Thus

the Esquimaux, who are among the lowest of

our race, exhibit no more prudence in the

management of their supplies, than many ani-

mals which have not mind to direct their ac-

tions. According to Capt. Parry, the moment

that tidings transpire of the capture of a wal-

rus or sea. cow, {Trichecbvs, manalMS, Lin.)

shouts of exultation are raised throughout

the village ; as its inhabitants share the prize

in comm'on. When it arrives, slices are in-

stantly cut out, every lamp is supplied with

oil, the houses are lighted, and all the pots

filled with flesh ; the women, while attending

to the culinary operations, pick out and de-

vour the most dainty morsels. When the feast

is prepared, one man takes up a large piece

of meat, applies it lo his mouth, and seveis

with his teeth as much as that cavity can pos-

sibly admit ; this done, he hands the remnant

to his neighbour, and his neighbour to the

next, and so on till all is consumed. A new

piece is then supplied, and thus the process

is continued, almost without intermission, t
"

the animal is entirely consumed. There

seems scarcely any limit to the capacity of an

Esquimaux stomach. Some experiments on

the subject were made on board the Fury, and

the results carefully noted, which proved to

be most surprising. A youth named Toolooak

stands recorded ashaving, in twenty-one hours,

received into his stomach ten pounds four

ounces of solid food, a gallon and a pint of

water, together with more than a i)int of soup.

Capt. Lyon pitched against him Hangata, who

in nineteen hours consumed nine pounds fif-

teen ounces of solid and a gallon and a half

of fluid. Hence we may perceive that the

most ample store very speedily disappears ;

one day they are labouring under fever, hae-

morrhage, and all the evils incident to reple-

tion ; a few days after, they are without a

morsel to eat.

The constant habit of perusing devout

books is so indispensable, that it has been

termed the Oil of the Lamp of prayer. Too

The Past,— The Present,-

Respice ! Aspice ! Prospiee !

The Past,—the Present,—and tlie Future :-

Are Time's three portions; and Eternity's

Can be no greater. Strange is their divisio

Each with each making union and collision.

They were, or are, or will be, each the sam

And each the other, in their order, name

And being. Yet two of these are infinite :-

The Future.

MARRrED, at Friends' meeting, Tweiah street, on

fourth day, the 23lh instant, Isaac Collins, to Re-

EECCA Singer, lioth of this city.

at Friends' meeting liouse, at Laurens,

Otsego county, N. Y., Joseph Chase, to Ltoia P.,

daughter of James Brown, of that place.

The Past, still refluent on the deepening night

Of pre-elernity, whose unborn source

Receives, absorbs, accelerates, its course :

The Future, from its post-eternal store

Forth issuing, and extending more and more :

The Present,—how shall we its state define ?

What hand shall mete its nice and narrow line ?

Gone, even in its coming,—subtle shade,

Whose advent by no art of man is stayed,

Nor its departure speeded ; that small space,

Wliose point the Future and the Past eiface

: the same instant. It will be the Past,

And it hath been the Future; yet doth last.

The unchanged, always changing. Present; still

Blending the boundaries of was and will.

Tiio Isthmian* now of each Eternity,

Triniiig the has.been, being, and to-be;

The bridge of either ever, single-arched.

O'er whose short span the ceaseless Past hath marched

From the quick Futuie, which its track pursues,

O'ertakes, impels, effaces,.and renews.

The fkr Past lades behind Oblivion's veil;

The nearer gleams through Memory's reflex pale ;—

Dark as the distant Future; while the near

Takes the prismatic lints of hope and fear. ^

Our sires possessed the Pos(—its state was tneus ;

Our children are the Future's destined heirs

:

While between either range ourselves are thrown.

The waste forgotten, and the waste unknown :—

So are the twain a lifeless void to us—
The ante-natal, and the posthumous.

Shedding alike their deep, impervious gloom.

Before the cradle and behind the tomb.

But immediate Present-which doth divell

On its own instant indivisible

—

The speck of time, incapable of pause

—

It was what will be, and will be what was.

Yet ever is,—a filling, emptying, sea

;

I'hrough which the river oi Fulunty

Exhaustless rolls into the broad and deep

Gulf of the Past, with never-tiring s\yeep.

How strange, that what is nothing should be all-

Continual time, a timeless interval-

less atom, slipping from the sense.

An orb of undescribed circumference.

Forbear the enlaiging thoDght,-nor urge a theme

Which He alone can reach—the Power Supreme,-

Within the glance of whose all-seeing eye,

The Past, the Present, and the Future he,—

A tri-une point in one eternity.

Yet hence a seasonable lesson may
Well be extended— ,ti| ya^ b^^ctki.

Be then our net with present wisdom cast.

To catch the Future, ere it be the Past!
E. L. L. S.

»0,Liro!

Thou weak-built Isthmus, tJiou dost proudly rise.

Up between two eternities!

Departed this life, on the morning of the 13th inst.

Jane, wife of Samuel Ashton, of Drumore, Lancaster

county, Pennsylvania, a worthy member of the Society

of Friends, in the 70th year of her age.

on the evening of the same day, John

KiNSEY, of Little Britain, Lancaster county, Pennsyl-

vania, a member and elder of the Society of Friends,

in his 85th year.

at her residence, in Lockport, Niagara

county, N. Y„ on the 4lh of the eighth month, 1834,

Mary J. Snell, the wife of Richard Snell, in the 32d

year of her age. She was the only member of a pretty

large family of considerable influence, who remained

attached to the doctrines of Friends subsequent to the

separation in 1828. And ahhough of a quick and

sensitive mind, and nearly attached to her relatives,

yet she patiently endured the dissolution of religious

fellowship with these, for the sake of retaining her

union with Him who was crucified for the sins of

mankind—the Vine into whom .she had been en,

grafted. She was a bright instance of the regulating

and sweetening influence of Divine grace upon the

heart, having evidently passed through that refining

baptism which alone gives adniission''within the vail,

and qualifies for the Master's use. She was a zealous

supporter of ou: Christian discipline, and much con-

cerned and engaged to promote the daily reading of

the Holy Scriptures, and the religious instruction of

the youth in general. Her close was in peace, and a

comfortable evidence has been afforded, that, through

the tender mercies of God, she witnessed the sting of

death (which is sin) to be taken away, and has found

admittance into that kingdom which is accessible to

those only whose robes have been washed and raada

white in the blood of the Lamb.
on the morning of the 28th instant, Eliza,

BETH Ann Valentine, in the 59th year of her age,

widow of the late Jacob Valentine, ofNew York.

on the 24th of ninth month last, in the 76th

year of his age, James Congdon, an esteemed member
and elder of Oswego Monthly Meeting ; after a lingor-

Iness, which he here with patience and resigna-

tion. Until a little before his close, he exerted himself

ch was held :
House ; was

the company of his friends, speaking with

: of his dissolution, and during his illness,

videnced thai his

to attend meeli

cheerful ii

composuri

dropped many espri

mind was prepared for his final change.

on the 15th of the twelfth month, after a

protracted illness, Phebe, daughter of George and

Dorcas Congdon, in the I5th year of her age. She

was a remarkable instance of resignation to the Di-

vine Will, and had been careful when quite young to

avoid ai; superfluity in dress. During her illness,

which lasted about fifteen weeks, nut a murmur es-

caped her, and when the hour of her departure came,

her last words were, " Grieve not, but give me up,

that I may be at rest with the Lord."

at Milton, Indiana, on the 14th of the twelflh

month last, after a lingering illness, Samuel Stanley,

a member and elder of Dover Monthly Meeting, Guil-

ford county. North Carolina.

near Mount Gilead, Marion county, Ohio, at

the residence of her brother-in-law, Samuel Peasley, .

Elma Worth, daughter of William and Betty Worth,

of Lincoln, Vermont, aged 27 years.

at Longplains, Fairhaven, Mass. 4th of 12tli

month, Matthew Howlanc, in the 62d year of his

at Westpoint, Mass. 13tli of twelfth month,

Jonathan Peckham, aged about 80.

at New Bedford, Mass. Gth inst. in his 77th

year, Cornelius Howland, an elder of New Bedford

Monthly Meeting.

At Portsmouth, R. I. 11th inst., very sud-

denly, Isaac Almy, aged about 70.

At South Yarmouth, 15th inst. Lucy Akin,

wife of Thomas Akin, aged 36. All of whom were

respeoted members of the Society of Friends.
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ROWLAND HILL.

Experimental Christians bear similar testi-

monies to the work of religion upon tlie heart,

though they differ in some respects on doc-

trinal points. In his 82d year, Rowland Hill

excellently and feelingly remarked: "The
older I grow, the more 1 feel my need of the

Saviour, and the only evidence 1 have of my
interest in him, is the life-giving influence of

a living Redeemer on my heart—we know
that we are his, hy the spirit which he hath

given us. O fine expression

—

because I live,

ye shall live also. \( Jesus lives in our hearts

by faith, then, and then only, can you say, /

know that my Redeemer liveth. This language

belongs only to those who are dead indeed

unto sin, but alive unto God, through Jesus

Christ, their living and life-giving Lord."

Writing to a young woman who had taken

his likeness, with a view to elevate her mind

to objects of eternal interest, he says, "Still,

dear madam, if you can represent life, it is

beyond your power to communicate it. Christ

alone is the life, and a giver of a most glori-

ous life to all those who are born from above.

He not only correctly depicts his image upon

the regenerate heart, but puts his own life

upon every feature he creates within. This

is a religion that never could have been con-

trived by the art of man, as it can only be ac-

complished by the power of God. All other

evidences of the truth of Christianity seem to

sink into nothing, when compared to this

—

the inspiration of the living mind and soul of

Christ, by that faith which works by love, and

makes us all one with him. Without this

life, whatever our profession may be, we are

still dead before him—dead in trespasses and

sins. Ovvhat a brilliant passage is that—"Ye
are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in

God : when, therefore, Christ, who is our life,

shall appear, we also shall appear with him

glory." Yes, it is Christ within us that is the

hope of glory, communicating the divine;

realities to the heart, and is nothing less than

an infusion of heaven itself, through all the

faculties of the soul, and establishing that

kingdom there, which is righteousness and

peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

In the next letter to the same person, he

makes a beautiful allusion to the image of

Christ renewed in the soul of the believer, by

which man is recovered from his fallen con

dition. "Above all things," he says, "we
should look for that correct pencil, in the

hands of the Holy Spirit, that can depict, if

I may so speak, with so much wisdom and

power, the sacred image of Jesus Christ on

the regenerate heart. By him alone the re-

storation of the divine likeness, which is the

beauty of holiness, can be restored to the

heart, bringing with it the only svidenc

whereby we know that we are horn from

above, born of the incorruptible seed, which

liveth and abidelh for ever. What a blessing,

when such a divine spirit runs through the

branches of a large family, inspiring us with

that wisdom of holiness, that so powerfully

and wisely regulates all our footsteps through

life, and ultimately lands us safely and ho-

jjourably in the kingdom of everlasting joy,

THE FRIEND.

there to see ns we are seen, and know as wc
are known, and there to be eternally with the

the Lord."

HUMILITY.

Experience not only taught him the efficacy

of the regeneiating power of divine grace in

changing the affections, but after a long course

of years, in which he had passed through

much good report as well as evil, he found it

needful to clothe him with the humility be-

coming a dependent creature. At the en-

trance of his 86th year, he writes to a rela-

tive—"O that God would give the grace that

wc may so apply our hearts unto wisdom, that

neither the splendour of any thing that is

great, or the silly conceit of any thing that is

good in us, may in any way withdraw our eyes

from beholding ourselves as sinful dust a*j<i

ashes. Every moment we are in danger, es-

pecially if we are admired by the half-pro-

fessors of the day. What an important ad-

monition

—

love not the world."

To a young man just entering on a religious

fe, he says : "God will make you a bless-

ig, so long as he shall keep you in the dust

before him. It will be no great criminality,

if I make a little alteration in [one passage]

of the sacred volume. ' He filleth the hungry

th good things, but the proud he sendeth

empty away.' O that most lovely valley of

humiliation 1—the safest, the most lovely, the

most fertile spot between the city of dcslruc

tion and heaven. May you get into it, and

never get out of it, till from thence you sha"

be called to glory. O I could say a thousand

things concerning this more than celestia'

valley. The air is so salubrious, the ground

so fertile, the fruit so wholesome ; while from

the branches of every tree, the voices of

prayer and praise are heard with delightful

concert with each other. While living in this!

valley, no weapon that is formed against us

shall prosper ; as all the fiery darts of the

devil are sure to pass over our heads, since

the enemy of souls cannot shoot low enough

to reach us to our hurt. Take this hint from

a very old man, just putting off his harness,

while you are just putting it on."

SPECULATIONS ON SCBII'TURE.

Many visionary interpretations of prophecy

having been put forth, the dangers with which

such speculations were fraught, presented

themselves to the mind of R. Hill, and drew

some appropriate remarks from him. In a let-

ter written upon the subject, he says—" All

divine truths (he meant, subjoins his biogra-

pher, such as are really necessary to salvation)

among such as are led by the S()irit of truth,

are at once instinctively admitted without con-

troversy ; but yet such as suppose they take

the Bible for their guide are too frequently

misguided by their own imagination." "It

appears to me most evident, that prophecy is

not to be fully understood till after its accom-

plishment. How mysterious were all -those

prophecies respecting the kingdom and com-

ing of our Lord, and even to the disciples

themselves, till after the day of Pentecost;

and afterwards how plain and lucid are they

made to appear. But some fertile imagina-

tions think they have discovered, not only
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when the millennial glories are to appear, but
seem to have depicted upon their imagina-

tions, all the pomp and visible splendour of

the personal coming of the Lord Jesus upon
the earth ; and in my opinion also, [in a man-
ner] ill suited to that spiritual reign which
some spiritual minds would rather wish to ex-

pect." "If 1 had not conceived that there

might be a dangerous tendency in these spe-

culations, I should feel less concerned ; but

it is to be feared, after they have been mis-

guided in their speculations and calculations

on revelation, they may give up revelation

altogether. We cannot sink too low in hu-

mility, nor yet rise too high in heavenly mind-

edness, but we may soon be lost in the wilder-

ness of needless speculations. Such as are

iohcr-minded, will keep within their depth,

and when the Lord directs us to launch forth,

we may do it with safety. If we are wise ac-

cording as it is written, we shall be profit-

ably wise ; but if we v/ant to be wise beyond
what is written, we shall smart for our folly."

CURISTIAN LOVE.

" How different are those feelings of affec-

tion, which are created among those who are

one in Christ, to those common ties of affec-

tion which are found among the people of the

world, while only swayed by worldly motives

between each other, to manifest their little

love of that sort among themselves. O that

more of this were manifested in the church

of Christ at large; that the old proverb may
be effectually revived—' See how these Chris-

tians love.' God is love, and love is the ful-

fulling of the law." H.

(Conr.luded from page 15G-)

While on tlse subject of converting the hea-

then, ! must take the liberty of copying a

missionary tale from Ellas Boudinot's Star in

the West. Tlie narrative mny perhaps be of

use to some of th.^ise who may hereafter in-

cline to apply their time and talents to a simi-

lar object.

" Tlie writer of these sheets," he says,

" was, many years ago, one of the correspond-

ing members of a society in Scotland, for pro-

moting the gospel among the Indians. To
further this great work, they educated two

young men of very serious and religious dis-

positions, and who were desirous of under-

taking the mission for this special purpose.

When they were ordained and ready to depart,

we wrote a letter in the Indian style, to the

Delaware nation, then residing on the north-

west of the Ohio, informing that we had, by

the goodness of the Great Spirit, been favoured

with a knowledge of his will, as to the worship

he required of his creatures, and the means he

wou'd bless to prt>mote the happiness of man,

both in this life and in that which was to come.

That thus enjoying so much happiness our-

selves, we could not but think of our red

brethren in the wilderness, and wished to com-

municate the glad tidings to them, that they

might be partakers with us. We had there-

fore sent them two ministers of the gospel,

who would leach them these great things; and
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earnestly recommended them to their careful

attention. With proper passports the missio-

naries set off, and arrived in safety at one of

their principal towns.
'' The chiefs of the nation were called to-

gether, wlio answered them, that they would

take it into consideration, and in the mean
time they might instruct their women, but

they should not speak to the men. They
spent fourteen days in council, and then dis-

missed them very courteously with an answer

to us. This answer made great acknowledg-

ments for the favour we had done them. They
rejoiced exceedingly at our happiness in thus

being favoured by the Great Spirit; and felt

very grateful that we had condescended to re-

member our brethren in the wilderness. But
they could not help recollecting, that we had

a people among us, whom, because they dif-

fered from us in colour, we made slaves of,

and made them suffer great hardships, and

lead miserable lives. Now they could not see

any reason, if a people being black, entitled us

thus to deal with them, why a red colour would

not equally justify the same treatment. They
therefore had determined to waif, to see

whether all the black people among us were
made thus happy and joyful, before they could

put confidence in our promises; for they

thought a people who had suffered so much
and so long by our means, should be entitled

to our first attention; they had therefore sent

back the two missionaries, with many thanks,

promising, that when they saw the black people

among us restored to freedom and happiness,

they would gladly receive our missionaries."

Contrast this circumstance with one that

occurred in the autumn of 1803. Friends of
Phila<]elphia Yearly Meeting being engaged in

promoting the civilisation and improvement of
the Indians residing in the western parts of

New York, a few individuals paid a visit to

them at the time above mentioned. While
sitting one evening with the cliief warrior, at

Catarawgus, he said he wished to ask them a

question, but was almost afraid. They desired

him to speak, assuring him of their willingness

to give him such information as they could.

His question was, " Do the Quakers keep any
slaves?" Upon being told they did not, he

said he was very glad to hear it, for if they

had, he could not have thought so well of
them as he now did. That he had been at

the city of Washington, and observed that

many white people kept the blacks in slavery,

and used them no better than horses. [Report
of committee for improving the condition of
the Indians, p. 43.] If a similar question had
been put to presbyterian missionaries, what
reply could they have made ?

The reviewer is probably unacquainted with

the exertions of Friends in Pennsylvania, and
the adjacent states, to promote the civilisation

of the Indian natives. It is, however, true,

that the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia* has,

ever since the year 1795, had a standing com-
mittee charged with this business; that during

* This meeting is composed of Friends residing ir

New Jersey, Delaware, and ttie eastern parts of Penn
sylvania. It is therefore to be observed, that what ii

said respecting Friends of Pennsylvania, is generally
applicable to those of New Jersey and Delaware.

great part of this time, some Friends have

been stationed among the Indians, or in their

immediate vicinity, for the purpose of instruct-

ing them; and that in tl;e prosecution of this

benevolent work, more than sixty thousand

dollars have been expended out of funds raised

entirely within the limits of the Society. The
jealousy which the want of good faith on the

part of the white settlers, has excited in the

minds of these people, may be assigned as one

reason why the efforts of Friends have not

been productive of more extensive and con-

spicuous advantages. They very naturally con-

clude that the perfidy so frequently associated

with the arts of civilised life, had some neces-

sary connection with them; they therefore fear

that their children, by learning the arts, will

acquire also the vices of their more enlighten-

ed neighbours. And this fear is not entirely

dissipated by the confidence, great as it is,

which they generally repose in the integrity

of Friends. Still their situation at the present

day, compared with what it was forty years

ago, sufficiently proves their capacity for ci-

vilisation. The exertions of Friends for im-

proving their situation, not in the vicinity of

Pennsylvania only, but wherever any consider-

able number of the Society have resided in

their neighbourhood, as well as the visits fre-

quently paid to them by our ministers, fully

refute the assertion of the reviewer, that the

doctrine of an inward light leads to apathy in

regard to active exertion for the extension ofj

Christian principles. Indeed, this very doc-

trine which he has taken so much pains to

ridicule, for I can hardly admit that he has

produced any arguments, to disprove it, has

been found, even among these unlettered te-

nants of the wilderness, productive of the most
salutary effects. Of this, Papoonahoal was a

remarkable instance. This Indian, without the

assistance of books, or outward instruction,

but by the operation of the Divine Spirit upon
his own mind, was converted from a dissolute

life to one of exemplary piety; and became,
like Noah of old, a preacher of righteousness

to his countrymen. The rarity of instances

like this, shows the importance of religious

instruction, but their occurring at all, proves
the sufficiency of the inward grace.

Having, as I conceive, sufficiently exposed
the errors of the reviewer, I shall, after his ex-

ample, close my communication with a friendly

admonition. That, before he again attempts

either to explain or ridicule the doctrines of

any religious society, he would be at the trou-

ble of informing himself what those doctrines

really are; lest, by indulging a zeal that has

more warmth than light, he should be found

in the predicament against which the prudent
Gamaliel cautioned his brethren. Acts, v. 39.

COMMUNICATION.
The situation of lads and young men mem-

bers of our Society, who are placed appren-
tices in this city, as well as of those whose
parents reside here, has often excited the af-

fectionate sympathy and solicitude of con-
cerned Friends. Their general habits, as well
as the regulations of society, expose them to

much greater temptations as respects impro-
per company and places of diversion, than

fall in the way of the other sex. Coming to

a large and gay city, perhaps with few or no
acquaintances, beyond the control, and from
under the watchful care of religious parents

and friends, their situation is one of peculiar

danger. If the business which they are learn-

ing, leaves them at liberty during the even-

ings, as is frequently the case, and they feel

but little interest in the members of the family

with whom they dwell, they naturally look
around for some mode of passing their leisure

hours agreeably. Company, places of amuse-
ment, or wandering through the streets, being

all of easy access, are apt to be embraced, in

many instances, from the mere want of some
more useful and innocent occupation ; thus

the allurements to folly and dissipation are

presented to their view with strong attrac-

tions, and the door thrown open to that broad
but thorny and deceitful path which leads

down to the chambers of death. The sad

effects of these evils have long been deeply
felt, and with a view of remedying it, Friends
have been encouraged to invite such young
personsto visit at their houses, and extend over
them that kind and Christian care which their

exposed and sometimes lonely situation calls

for. This plan we would most earnestly press

upon the observance of all those who are so

situated as to render it proper for them to

practise it. Nothing, surely, could be more
grateful or more salutary to our youth than

cheerful social intercourse with their elder

Friends, whose religious conversation and ex-

emplary demeanour would tend to strengthen

virtuous resolutions, and incite them to pur-

sue the path of rectitude. But this remedy
is far from reaching the whole extent of the

evil. Comparatively very few are willing to

admit young men or lads to their houses on
such terms, and the number who come among
us is so great, that a very small part only can
receive the benefit of such visits. A more
effectual cure, commensurate with the num-
ber of cases to which it must be applied, is

nmch wanted. With a view of supplying this,

a number of Friends have proposed that one
or more of the large rooms in the Bible As-
sociation's house be rented, and neatly fur-

nished as a reading room, to be under the

care of a suitable Librarian, and superintend-

ed by three or four discreet Friends. That
it be supplied with a good selection of books,
maps, globes, &c. calculated to promote lite-

rary, scientific, and moral improvement, and
be opened during a part or all of the evenings
in the week, (First-day, of course, excepted,)

for lads and young men, members of the So-
ciety of Friends. Some of the Friends ap-

pointed to superintend the rooms, would be
present each evening, which would furnish

them with an opportunity of becoming ac-

quainted with many of the younger members,
whose faces are now unknown to Friends, and
of exercising a salutary resti-aint and influ-

ence over their morals and manners. The
facilities for useful reading, writing, and study,
would present a pleasing attraction to our
youth, whose resort to the reading room would
not only prove a means of profitable instruc-

tion, but probably prevent them from seeking
recreation in evil company, at the theatres, or
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Other places of sinful indulgence. The pre-

sent is emphatically a reading age—a laste

and love for it is infused into almost every

mind ; and by giving it a right direction, and

supplying really good books, of standard lite-

rary merit, and sound moral and religious

principles, incalculable good may be done.

The plan above suggested, may be carried

into efiect at a small annual expense, and
promises to be productive of so much benefit

that we trust every Friend will cheerfully lend

his countenance and aid to its accomplish-

ment. In order to consider and fully digest

the subject, a meeting will be held in the

Committee Room, Mulberry street meeting-

house, on Third day evening next, the third

of 2d month, at seven o'clock, where all such

Friends as feel interested, are respectfully in-

vited to attend.

For "The Friend."

As every thing which throws light on the

early history of the Society of Friends is very

interesting to my mind, I have believed the

following extract from the notes of " Memoirs

of the Rise, Progress and Persecutions of the

People called Quakers, in the North of Scot-

land," by John Barclay, will be perused with

satisfaction by many readers of" The Friend,"

who may have been ready to attach blame to

our predecessors for entering the assemblies

of other religious societies to promulgate the

truths of the ever blessed gospel.

" At the first appearance of this people,

several of them thought it their duty to go to

the public places of worship to declare ' the

burden of the word' on their minds ; mostly

waiting till their worship was ended, and then

delivering, or attempting to deliver their senti-

ments in quietness, and in as few words as

possible. Let us take a retrospective view of

the manners and principles of that age, and I

think we may find some cause of excuse for

their seeming intrusion.

" This people were not single, at that time,

in their sentiments concerning the gospel

liberty of prophesying ; but the independents

as well as the baptists adopted the opinion,

that the ordained ministers or pastors had not,

by any ordination of Christ, or the order ob-

served amongst the primitive Christians, an

exclusive right of speaking in the church, but

that all properly gifted might speak, ' one by

one.' It had been during the time of the civil

war, and still continued to be, no unusual

practice, for laymen, soldiers, and others, to

speak, or preach, in the public places of wor-

ship and elsewhere, with the connivance, if

not with the approbation of the ruling powers.
Oliver Cromwell, in his correspondence with
the ministers of Scotland in ilic year 1650,

after the battle of Dunbar, vindicates the

practice. Oliver having made an offer to the

ministers who had taken sanctuary in the

castle of Edinburgh, or had fled, of free privi-

lege to return to their respective parishes :

the Scotish ministers, in reply, objected his

opening the pulpit doors to all intruders, by

which means a flood of errors was broken in

upon the nation ; to which Oliver answers,
' We look upon you as helpers of, not lords

over, the faith of God's people :—where do

I you find in Scripture that preaching is in

eluded within your function? Though an ap

I

probation from men has order in it, and may
[be well, yet he that hath not a better than

that hath none at all. I hope, He that ascend

ed up on high, may give his gifts to whom he

pleases ; and if those gifts be the seal of m
sion, are not you envious though Eldad and
JMedad prophesy ? You know who hath bid

us covet earnestly the best gifts, but chiefly

that we may prophesy ; which the apostle ex-

plains to be, a speaking to instruction, edifica-

tion and comfort— this the instructed, edified

and comforted can best tell the energy and
effect of. Indeed, you err through mistake
of the Scriptures. Approbation is an act of

convenience in respect to order; not of ne
cessity, to give faculty to preach the gospel.

And in answer to the governor's complaint
that men of secular employments had usurped
the office of the ministry to the scandal of the

reformed churches, he queries, ' Are you trou

bled that Christ is preached 1 Doth it scan

dalise the reformed churches, and Scotland in

particular? Is it against the covenant ? Away
with the covenant if it be so. I thought the

covenant and these men would have been
willing that any should speak good of the

name of Christ; if not, it is no covenant of

God's approving, nor the kirk you mention
the spouse of Christ.'

" By this it appears evident, that a partici

pation by the laity in ministerial offices, was
not only allowed but patronised by some of

the leading men of that time. If then some
members of this infant Society, under persua-

sion of duty, at times made use of the liberty

allowed to others (and to several of themselves

till they joined this Society,) to deliver a short

exhortation, most generally at tlie close of

their worship, to the people assembled, as i

full opportunity to discharge their duty;—tt

give them contumelious and violent abuse or

that account, was as contradictory to the pro

fessed principles of the independents, and
those free notions of civil and religious liber-

ty, which they had been so active in dissemi.

nating, as it was to religion and civilisation.

Mercy better than Sacrifice.

The Bishop of Nola having nothing- left to purcliase

captives, actually pawned himself; and by this stretch

of heroism restored to a poor widow of mean rank
her only son.

When the Romans had ravaged the province of

Azazene, and 7000 Persians were brought prisoners to

Armida, where they suffered extremely, Acases, tlie

bishop of that city, observed, that as God has said, " I

love mercy better than sacrifice," he would certainly

be better pleased with the relief of his suffering crea-

tures than with being served with gold and silver in

their churches. The clergy were of the same opinion.
Tiic v;oii»ecraiea vcssuis were sola, ana Willi tlie pro-
ceeds the 7000 Persians were not only maintained
during the war, but sent home at its conclusion with

money in their pockets. Varenes, the Persian mo-
narch, was so charmed with this humane action, that

he invited the bisliop to his capital, where he received

him with the utmost reverence, and for his sake con-

ferred many favours on the Christians.

Ethelwood, Bishop of Winchester, in the time of

King Edgar, sold the sacred gold and silver vessels

belonging to the church, to relieve the poor people

during a famine, saying, " That there was no reason

that the senseless temples of God should abound in

riches, while his living temples were perishing with

hunger."

On the comparatively small Favlts arid Virtues.

tCciiiclmlcd from page 328.J

PROCRASTINATION.
Procrastination is reckoned among the most

venial of our faults, and sits so lightly on our
minds, that we scarcely apologise for it. But
who can assure us, that had not the assi-stance

we had resolved to give to one friend under
distress, or the advice to another under temp-
tation, to-day, been delayed, and from mere
sloth and indolence been put off" till to-morrow,
it might not have preserved the fortunes of the

one, or saved the soul of the other?

It is not enough that we perform duties; we
must perform them at the right time. We
must do the duty of every day in its own sea-

son. E>'ery day has its own imperious duties;

we roust not depend upon to-day for fulfilling

those which we neglected yesterday, for to-day

might not have been granted us. To-morrow
will be equally peremptory in its demands;
and the succeeding day, if we live to see it,

will be ready with its proper claims.

INDECISION.

Indecision, though it is not so often caused
by reflection as by the want of it, yet may be
as mischievous in the one case as in the other;

for if we spend too much time in balancing
probabilities, the period for action is lost.

While we are ruminating on difficulties which
may never occur, reconciling differences which
perhaps do not exist, and poising in opposite

scales things of nearly the same weight, the

opportunity is lost of producing that good,
which a firm and manly decision would have
efl'ected.

IDLENESS.

Idleness, though itself " the most unper-
forming of all the vices," is however the pass

through which they nil enter, the stage on
which they all act. Though supremely pas-

sive itself, it lends a willing hand to all evil,

practical, as well as speculative. It is the

abettor of every sin, whoever commits it, the

receiver of all booty, whoever is the thief. If

it does nothing itself, it connives at the mis-

chief that is done by others.

VANITY.

Vanity is exceedingly misplaced when rank-

ed, as she commonly is, in the catalogue of

small faults. It is under her character of

harmlessness that she does all her mischief.

She is indeed often found in the society of

great virtues. She does not follow in the

train, but mixes herself with the company, and

by mixing, mars it. The use our spiritual

enemy makes of it, is a master-stroke. When
he cannot prevent us from doing right actions,

he can accomplish his purpose almost as well

by making us vain of them." When he
cannot deprive the public of our benevolence,

he can defeat the effect to ourselves by poi-

soning the principle. When he cannot rob
others of the good efTcct of the deed, he can
gain his point by robbing the doer of his

reward.

PEEVISHNESS.

Peevishness is another of the minor mise-

ries: Human life, though sufficiently unhap-

py, cannot contrive to furnish misfortunes so

often as the passionate and the peevish can
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siiDolv imnatience. To commit our reason usual functions. By tiie relaxation of these
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and temper to ihe mercy of every acq

ance, and of every servant, is not making the

wisest use of them. If we recollect that vio-

lence and peevishness are the common re-

source of those whose knowledge is small, and

whose arguments are we;ik, our very pride

might lead us to subdue our passion, if we

had not a better principle to resort to. Anger

is tlie common refuge of insignificance. Peo-

ple who feel their character to be slight, hope

to give it weight by inflation: but the blown

bladder at its fullest distention is still empty.

Sluggish characters, above all, have no right

to be passionate. They should be contented

with their own congenial faults. Dullness,

however, has its impetuosities and its fliJ^^'

It is on the cbSffaftions ; I'ell

heavy Bceotia that the Euripus exhibits Hs'qii-^their journey

muscles, the water is gradually allowed to

with the contents of the stomach, and thus the

camel is enabled to support long marches

across the desert without receiving any fresh

supply. The Arabs, who traverse those ex-

teir^e plains, accompanied by these useful

animls, are, it is said, sometimes obliged,

when faint, and in danger of perishing from

thirgt, to kill one of their camels, for the sake

of tfte water contained in these reservoirs,

which they always find to be pure and whole-

some. It is staled by those who have travelled

in Egypt, that camels, when accustomed to go

journeys, during wTiich they arc for a long

ime deprived of water, acquire the power of

Bilaling the cells, so as to make them contain

a more than ordinaiy quantity, as a supply for

paralleled restlessness and agitation

TRIFLING.

Trifling is ranked among the venial faults.

But if time be one grand talent given us in

order to our securing eternal life; if we trifle

away that time so as to lose that eternal life,

on wliich by not trifling we might have laid

hold, then will it answer the end of sin. A
life devoted to trifles not only takes away the

inclination, but the capacity for higher pur-

suits. The truths of Christianity have scarcely

more influence on a frivolous than on a profli-

gate character. If the mind be so absorbed,

not merely with what is vicious, but with what

is useless, as to be thoroughly disinclined to

the activities of a life of piety, it matters little

what the cause is which so disinclines it. If

these habits cannot be accused of great moral

evil, yet it argues a low state of mind; that a

being who has an eternity at stake can aban-

don itself to trivial pursuits. If the great con-

cern of life cannot be secured without habitual

watchfulness, how is it to be secured by habit-

ual carelessness? It will aflx)rd little comfort

to the trifler, when at the last reckoning he

gives in his long negative catalogue, that the

more ostensible offender was worse employed.

The trifler will not be weighed in the scale

with the profligate, hut in the balance of the

sanctuary.

From Roget's Animal and Vegetable Physiology.

Beside the vulgar stomachs for digestion

and rumination, the camel, dromedary, and

horse have a stomach which is employed sole-

ly as a reservoir of water. Dr. Roget gives

the following account of this stornach in Ihe

camel, and of an analogous cavity in the ele-

phant for a different purpose.

" The remarkable provision above alluded

to in the camel, an aninml vvhinh naturp li.ns

evidently intended as the inhnbitant of the

sterile and arid regions of the East, is that of

reservoirs of water, which, when once filled.

retain their contents for a very long time, and

may minister not only to the wants of the ani-

mal that possesses it, but also to those of man.
The second stomach of the camel has a sepa-

rate compartment, to which is attached a se-

ries of cellular appendages; in those the waler

is retained by strong muscular bands, which
close Ihe orifices of the cells, while the other

portions of the stomach are performing their

When Ihe elephant, while travelling in

very hot weather, is tormented by insects, it

has been observed to throw out fro.m its pro-

boscis, directly upon the part on which the

flies fix themselves, a quantity of water, with

such force as to dislodge ihem. The quantity

of water thrown out, is in proportion to the

distance of the part attacked, and is commonly
half a pint at a time: and this Mr. Pierard,

who resided many years in India, has known
the elephant repeat eight or ten tin-.es within

the hour. The quantity of water at the ani-

mal's command for this purpose, observes Sir

E. Home, cannot therefore be less than six

quarts. This water is not Only ejected imme-
fTialely after drinking, but six or eight hours

afterwards. Upon receiving this information.

Sir E. Home examined the structure of the

slomach of that animal, and fijund in it a cavi-

ty, like that of the camel, perfectly well adapted

to afford this occasional supply of water, wliich

may, at other times, be employed in moistening

dry food for the purposes of digestion."

Acoustic Chair.

This invention is of the size of a large

library chair, with a high back, to which are

affixed two barrels for sound, and at the ex-

tremity of each is a perforated plate that col-

lects sound into a paraboloid vase from every

part of the room, and impresses it more sen-

sibly on the ear by giving it only a small quan-

tity of air. The converse end of the vase

serves to reflect Ihe voice, and to render it

more distinct. By means of sufficient tubes,

this chair might be made to convey intelli-

gence from St. James's to the houses of lords

and commons, and even from London to the

king at Windsor. Marvellous as this may
seem, the idea is not a novelty ; it is but an-

ethev onufirmation of Ihe savins' of Solomon,
that there is nothing new under the sun. M.
Itard, in his excellent work on the ear, tells

us that Aristotle (who was physician to Alex-
ander the Great) invented a trumpet for his

master which was capable of conveying or-

ders to bis generals at the distance of 100
stadia, equal to rather more than twelve miles.

And I may remark, bearing in mind too that

both Alcemon and Hippocrates are said to

have invented ear-trumpets, that the ancients

do not seem to have been so ignorant of acous-

tics as some in our day have represented them.

THB FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH, 31, 1835.

We are gratified in observing the increas-

ing interest in this paper manifested by our

brethren at a distance ; showing that they

understand the object of its publication, and

are sensible of the importance of a general

cooperation. Its circulation among our mem-
bers depends greatly on the willing aid of

Friends in their respective neighbourhoods.

Some weeks since, we were informed that

certain Friends, in a remote district, interested

themselves so far as to meet and consult on

the choice of an agent within the same ; and
accordingly forwarded the name of a Friend

for that purpose, who was appointed with par-

ticular pleasure. The consequence has been
a considerable addition to our list of subscri-

bers for that place, and of course a multipli-

cation of readers. In reference to the sub-

ject, we take the opportunity to revive the

exhortation, ''Go, thou, and do likewise."

With the present number we arrive at the

conclusion of Lewis's Reply, having, in fact,

inserted much the greater part of it. To
those of our readers who had not access to

the work itself, we doubt not this has been
an acceptable appropriation of the space oc-

cupied, and even those who had previously

read it, have good reason to be satisfied, in

consideration of the valuable and pertinent

remarks of our correspondent with which the

extracts are accompanied. It may not be
amiss to mention, that a few copies of the

pamphlet remain unsold, and may be obtain,

ed of Nathan Kite, the publisher. We re-

peat, that we know of no work in which the

views of Friends on the subjects treated of,

are explained with superior condensation and
perspicuity.

The annual meeting of the Auxiliary Bible

Association of Friends in Philadelphia Quar-
terly Meeting, will be held on the evening of

2d day the second proximo, at 7 o'clock, in

the Committee-room) Arch street. The mem-
bers of both branches of the Association are

expected to attend.

John Carter, Sec'ry.

Philad. 1st mo. 29, 1835.

An Apprentice wanted to the retail Drug
and Apothecary business. Apply at this of-

fice.

Some delay occurred in forwarding the pa-
per of last week to a portion of our subscri-

bers, owing to sudden indisposition.

We take pleasure in pointing Ihe attention

of our city readers to th^ article headed Com-
munication, (see page 1-34). We hope every
Friend possessed of right feeling towards the
interesting class to which the article has re-

ference, will attend at the time and place
mentioned.

liPi
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The political doctrines of Ciiristianity are

among its greatest mysteries. They are so

totally at variance with the maxims of worldly

policy; the conduct they prescribe is apparently

so illy calculated to accomplish their ends, that

we must not wonder at the slow progress they

have made in the earth. We must not wonder

that men of strong intellect and sincere piety

have feared to trust themselves upon an issue

so desperate.

The spirit of Christianity is the spirit of

freedom. It flourishes most in the soil of

liberty, and its fairest fruits have been ripened

in her clime. Yet Chrislianily forbids us to

fight in defence eillier of our social or indivi-

dual rights. The simple yet effectual means
by which the Almighty designs to render liberty

the handmaid of religion, is to be found in the

collateral command to obey God rather than

man, and in defiance of the worst that man can

inflict. Yet while it thus inculcates submission

and a passive resistance of evil, as the duties of

the governed, it teaches humility and forbear-

ance, the love of peace and justice, to rulers.

These injunctions are the first principles of all

Christian reasoning upon political science, and

from them may be inferred, by strict deduc-

tion, our duties and our rights.

Let us then examine the circumstances in

which these are to be exercised.

There never was a despot, that was not the

representative and the organ of some central

power in the state, towards which the whole
mass gravitated. A solitary insulated tyrant

is an impossible fiction. Imagine an Alexander
or a Napoleon, a Nero or a Tiberius, govern-

ing a community composed altogether of such

men as John Woolman ! There would be

neither tool nor minion, nor parasite, nor exe-

cutioner, then, to pamper his appetites or urge

him to cruelty. He must of necessity adminis-

ter his government by the forms and rules, at

least, of Christian morality.

He could not sustain himself any where,

unless there was a physical force sufficient to

counteract the other interests of the state, en-

listed in the preservation of that particular

form of evil of which he is the embodied re-

presentative. Destroy the preponderance of

that force, and the power ceases—a revolution

ensues—as certainly asti body shifts its posi

tion when its centre of gravity changes. Nor
is this revolution necessarily accompanied by

bloodshed. The most important by far that

have taken place, have been effected silently

and unperceivedly in the integrant mrjlecules

of the body politic. It is this slow and gradual

revolution that Christianity accomplishes. It

does it by instruction and example; by the

irresistible force of its doctrine and the un

spotted lives of its disciples. Does an unjust

ruler oppress his Christian subjects with harsh

laws and heavy burdens? They submit peace-

ably to the imposition; they render unto Cbb-

sar the things which are Cfesar's; but the mo-
ment he demands of them the things which are

God's, a higher law interposes to forbid their

obedience. The Christian's duty in such a

case, is passive resistance—the submission to

any punishment that may be inflicted for re-

fusing to comply with a law that violates the

conscience. Is that punishment death? He
meets it with a martyr's constancy, in the con-

soling faith that the precious seed of truth will

be watered by his blood. Is that punishment

mprisonment ? He submits to the brute force

with which authority compels obedience, never

ceasing at the same time to protest against its

injustice, and to proclaim the true subordina-

in which the governors and the governed

must always stand to the Supreme Governor.

Is that punishment a fine ? The voluntary pay-

ment would be an acknowledgment of the

right to compel obedience in a case where the

jurisdiction is denied. He bears the extortion

patiently, but refuses to sanction the usurpation

by his voluntary act.

If he illustrate this conduct by a life con-

sistent with the pacific principles which he

maintains, who can doubt the influence of his

example ? Who can doubt that the voice of

truth will ultimately be heard; that the great

principle, for which he suffers even to death

—

the supremacy, namely, of the laws of con-

science and of God over the laws of man— will

be admitted in its full extent; and that the

force of public opinion will erase, one after

another, the usurpations of the latter from the

code of the civilised world ?

This restriction of the civil power within its

ggitimate province, would be the greatest re-

volution that the Christian world has yet wit-

nessed. It would destroy the demons of per-

secution and war, with all the horrid furies in

their train. If it should be accomplished by

the unassisted force of truth, how fair and glo-

rious a change will it be, unstained with guilt

and casting no shadow in its progress

!

I shudder at the temerity of him who first

unsheathes the sword in civil warfare, who
breaks up society to the foundation, in the

presumptuous hope of rearing a more endur-

ing structure from the ruins. When the fierce

and destructive passions are once let loose

upon society, none can foresee the extent of ihe

ravages or the issue of the strife. How pure
soever may be the motives of the original agi-

tators, men of sordid interests and coarse and
licentious minds soon gather to the combat.
The innocent and the guilty are confounded
together in indiscriminate misery, and the

selfish, the cowardly, and the crafty, are the

chief gainers by the confusion. Of the boasted

gains of revolutions efliected by the sword,

how many have been the silent and unper-
ceived effects of causes that were impeded,
and not hastened, in their operation by civil

discord ? Men altogether omit in their esti-

mate, that progress of civilisation, industry,

and religion, which a state of peace insures,

even under the worst governments. It is a

progress towards higher degrees of excellence

which is communicated from mind to mind

—

the political influence of which is not tlie less

powerful for being unnoticed in its operation,

and unknown but by its remote results.

It is from timidity in following out princi-

ples to their consequences, that men have
failed to act upon these views. Had a third

part of those who fell in the religious wars
which desolated the south of France during

the first half of the thirteenth century, submit-

ted with meekness and constancy to an igno-

minious death for their faith, the reformation

had not been delayed for more than two hun-

dred years. The flames that consumed the

martyrs, would have kindled a haired of bigotry

and persecution, and a spirit of religious en-

quiry throughout Europe, before which the

dark and iron-hearted despotism of Rome it-

self must have shrunk.

It is a common reply to the arguments in

favour of non-resistance, that no nation could

maintain itself upon that ground in the present

.=tale of the world, and that therefore there

must be some unsoundness in the position. It

might be answered, that the only experiment

which has been made, was successful, as far as

it was fairly tried. But waiving this point, as

one that may not be admitted, it appears to me
that the objection is founded on a superficial

view of the divine economy.
It can scarcely be denied, I think, that if a

universal peace were once to prevail, and na-

tions should agree to disband their armies—to

prohibit the wearing and the use of offensive

weapons, and to submit their disputes lo a
common tribunal, there would be a moral
strength in each government sufficient to re-

press private enemies. The improved state of
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morals implied in the supposition, and the per-

fection of the system of penitentinry discipline,

would render this practicable. Tf this is ulti-

mately to he the condition of society, it is I

think in perlect accordance with other parts

of the moral government of the world, that a

practical declaration of the abstract truth

should be placed before the eyes of mankind.
Such I conceive to be a principal purpose for

which tlie Society of Friends was raised up,

rather than that of overspreading the world by
the multitude of its proselytes. We see the

influence of its principles and example upon
others, in a slow approximation to its leading
views—not to its peculiar costume, and lan-

guage, and discipline, but to the principles

from which they spring; not to those things

that are accidental and changing, but to the

great and immutable truths which it maintains.

Will it not be a sufficient praise to luive been
the pioneer of the world in so glorious a ca-

reer ?

For " Tlw Friend."

I herewith forward for the pages of " The
Friend," (if they should be thought suitable) a

few extracts from the Narrative of Captain

Benjamin Morrell, Jr. who made several voy-

ages to the Pacific ocean, from the years 1824
to 1832. They present a pleasing view of im-

provement from barbarism to a state of com-
paratively civilised life, that can scarcely fiul

to be anreeable to all, and that may possibly

have the effect to dissipate some latent preju-

dices that have obtained. M. R.
1st mo. 21, 1835.

Peninsula of Three Mountains on the
western coast of Patagonia.

Nov. 1824. In this place 1 beg leave to

detain the reader by a short digression, to

show that the result of missionary labours

abroad have been misrepresented, misunder-
stood, and much underrated. Among the na-

tive islanders of the Pacific ocean the good
they have done is incalculable. I consider

ino.^t, if not all, of the persons who have visited

these islands in the character of religious mis-

sionaries, as the benefactors, not of the natives

merely, but of the human race. I shall not al-

lude to what spiritual benefits they may have
conferred on those whom they have been in-

strumental in turning from paganism to Chris-

tianity, but [ rest their defence on the good
they have done to the cause of civilisation,

science, and commerce. They have opened
new channels for lucrative trade, which were
formerly closed by the ferocity of cannibals.

They have extended a knowledge of literature

and the useful arts to countries where they
were never before known, and may be said to

have created new countries of civilised men.
]f commerce be a blessing to the world—

and who at this day is bold enough to deny it?

—.then the missionaries to the Pacific islands

have done much to promote its interests, and
have tliereby added much to the sum of human
prosperity and happiness.

Lei: us then do justice to the missionaries,

and bid them God-speed. If they have merely
caused two Wades of grass to grow where but

one grew before, they deserve the approbation
of the world. They cannot act from selfish

motives, when they voluntarily submit to so

many privations, sufferings, dangers, even death

itself, to benefit others. They leave the com-
forts of home, the associations of their earlier

yesrs, wives and children, country, lucrative

situations, and expose themselves to all tlie

dangers of the sea, to the fatigues of a long

voyage—to war, psstilence, and famine. And
all for wbat ? Not to acquire worldly riches

for themselves or their friends; but to impart

what they conceive to be spiritual riches to

strangers and savages. To cause them to pur-

sue the path which leads to happiness, and to

leach them that all mankind are brethren, and
that they must no more massacre the white

men who visit their islands, but treat them
with hospitality and kindness.

This the missionaries have done—this they

continue to do—and every ship master should

say, God prosper their labours, unless, indeed,

he prefers to obtain refreshments for a starving

crew by force of arms. But all ships have

not sufficient arms or men to force a landing

against thousands of ferocious savages willi

poisoned weapons. There have been instances

where the ship's company, oflicers and all,

have been too much weakened and emaciated

by famine and scurvy, to maintain a contest

with savages. Such have either perished with

hunger, or become themselves the food of

cannibals.

Such instances certainly have been, and

these islands are still inhabited by the descend-

ants of the same people. What force of arms
could not eflfect, the gentle manners and mild

persuasions of pious missionaries have accom-
plished. No sooner does a ship stop there

noiD, than the inhabitants vie with each other

in acts of kindness and hospitality. The best

thfiir country affords is offered, and freely of-

fered, to refresh the wearied and weather-

beaten mariners, whom they meet on the

beach; and, armed with nothing but smiles of

welcome, enquire their wants. Here the

stranger can eat and drink, and sleep in per-

fect security, under, perhaps, the same roof

beneath which human flesh was once an article

of food. Who have effected this wonderful

change in the short period of one generation ?

I answer, this is the work of missionaries.

God bless them.

There is still an extensive field open for

such useful labours, where results equally

beneficial, in many respects, could not fail of

being produced. " The harvest truly is plenty,

but the labourers are few."

New Zealand in the Pacific Ocean.

Jan. 1830. Not long previous to our ar-

rival, the natives had risen on the mission,

which had been established here but a short

time, and it was with great difficulty that these

disinterested labourers in the cause of huma-
niiy escaped with their lives. They succeeded,

however, in reaching the Bay of Islands,, where
they found protection. Such are the perils

and hardships which these good people volun-

tarily encounter and endure in their attempts

to civilise and humanise the savage islanders

of the Pacific ocean; and yet their services

have been decried, and even their motives
questioned, by those who cannot conceive of
such a thiiig as disinterested benevolence.
But New Zealand itself is a splendid proof of
the utility of missionary labours. There are
many parts of this island which it was once
dangerous for a ship to approach, unless she
was well armed, with officers and crew con-
tinually on their guard. But, thanks to the
missionaries, and the blessing of lieaven v.'hich

has attended their pious and humane exer-

tions, ships may now anchor in safety in many
of those very harbours where the greatest

danger was once to be apprehended, and ob-
tain supplies at the most reasonable rate, with
many testimonies of kindness and hospitality.

At another part of New Zealand, called
Bay of Islands, at the same date, he thus
speaks: This place was once inhabited by
wild and ferocious cannibals; but through the
philanthropic labours of missionaries, the na-
tives here and in the vicinity have become ci-

vilised, friendly, hospitable, and anxious to do
good to others. Indolence and filthincss have
given place to industry and personal cleanli-

ness; ferocity, to gentleness; ignorance, to in-

telligence; idolatry, to the pure and undefiled
religion of the gospel. Go on, ye messengers
of Divine Mercy; pursue the good work until

all the isles of the ocean shall rejoice; " until

the knowledge of Jehovah covers the earth as
the waters cover the sea." Soon may these
labours of love be extended to the south island

of New Zealand, where the people now sit in

intellectual darkness, and in the shadow of
moral death. Heaven will continue to blesa
your exertions, and to reward those who con-
tribute to the promotion of so good, so great a
cause. Mankind will bless you; but above all,

they will doubly bless you " who go down to

the sea in ships, and do business in great wa-
ters;" they who " see the works of the Lord,
and his wonders in the deep;" tor every mis-
sionary is emphatically the mariner's friend.

In the course of the forenoon, the deck of
the republican schooner Antarctic was hon-
oured by the footsteps of royalty ! The areekee
and his august consort, i. e. the king and queen
of the northern district of Eaheino-mawe, paid
us a friendly and familiar visit. His majesty,

old Kippy-kippy, as soon as he came on board,
begged to know in what he could serve me, at

the same time intimating that he and his peo-
ple owed an immense debt of gratitude to the
whiles, for the civil, moral, intellectual, and
spiritual blessing they had received from them
through the instrumentality of the English
missionaries. His majesty was pleased to

make a long speech on the occasion, replete

with sentiments of gratitude and friendship,

and not ^leficient in good sense and propriety
of expression; to all of which I replied in sea-

inan-iike brevity, and so the conference termi-
nated, to the mutual satisfaction of all parlies.

On Saturday, 23d of January, agreeably to

previous arrangements, I attended Mrs. Mor-
rell to the missionary establishment, which she
was very anxious to visit. We were accom-
panied by three of the English captains, whose
vessels were lying in the bay, King, M'Auly,
and Gray; and were met on the beach by the

Rev. Mr. Williams, who appeared to be very
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much rejoiced to see us. After a mutual in-i

tercliange of the customary courtesies, he

conducted us to his house, and introduced us

to his amiable family—a lovely wife, and two

very interesting daughters, just fitted to re-

ceive and impart pleasure, in the rational

sphere of moderate fashionable life. I con-

templated these females with peculiar interest,

and could not conceal my admiration of that

disinterested devotedness which could induce

them to leave their country, with so many
endearing relationships, and become immured
for life in a solitary spot, on the opposite side

of the globe, surrounded by barbarian savages,

and e.xposed to a thousand privations. 'Twas

the divinity which stirred within them.

In this missionary establishment, which

lies about five miles from the Aiitartic's an-

chorage, on the west side of the bay, the most

admirable and perfect system of order prevails

which I have ever witnessed; and this is all

owing to a proper and judicious apportion-

ment of time. They rise, every morning, at

day-break, when the labouring natives assem-

ble, and the day is opened with prayer. After

despatching a hasty but wholesome breakfast,

they repair to the field, each missionary

dressed in his coarse frock and trowsers, car-

rying in his hand a hoe or spade, or some

other agricultural implement. Here they la-

bour all the forenoon, witli as much industry

and perseverance as any of our New England

farmers, until the hour of midday, when they

all partake of an e.xcellent dinner, preceded

by prayers, and followed by a brief return of

thanks. After this, tliey again repair to the

field, and continue to work until four o'clock,

when the labours of the day are finished, the

two following hours being appropriated to

amusements and recreation. They assemble

at six o'clock, and partake of a light supper,

after which the natives receive lessons in

reading, writing, and arithmetic; or hear a

religious lecture. At nine p. m., the day is

closed with prayer, when a sweet night's rest

recruits their health and spirits, and fits them

for the exercises of the following day.

While the missionaries are thus occupied

with the male natives, their wives and daugh-

ters are equally busy with the females, teach-

ing them to read and write, and also the art

of needlework. Thus these good people de-

vote their whole time in labouring to promote

the temporal as well as the eternal welfare of

the natives of New Zealand. Several hand-

some specimens of their writing were shown
us, together with some pieces of original

composition that evinced no ordinary degree

of genius and talent. I heard some of them
read, also, with great accuracy, both in Eng-

lish and in their own tongue, which the mis-

. sionaries have so reduced to a grammatical

system, that it has become a written and

printed language. Mrs. Morrell examined

several specimens of needlework executed by

the female natives, which she pronounced to

be equal to any thing of the kind she had ever

seen.

A very pretty village encircles the mission

the buildings of which are framed and built

like the houses in our country villages. The
better sort, however, are built of stone, and

handsomely painted. All of them are white-

washed, and have beautiful gravel walks in

front, with neatly cultured gardens in the

rear. Some of the natives have become in-

genious mechanics as well as experienced and

skilful farmers. Thus those plains, which,

but a few years ago were the scenes of blood-

shed and human sacrifice, have been convert-,

ed into cultivated plantations and fields for

nnocent amusement ; where the horrid rites

of pagan superstition were once performed,

are now erected altars consecrated to the one

true and only living God.
After st>ending a few hours at this delight-!

ful establishment, which my wife reckonsi

among the pleasantest of her whole life, wej

took an affectionate leave of our excellent!

friends, and proceeded to the beach, attended

by several of the Christian natives, who parted

from us with great reluctance. On shoving

off, they exclaimed, as with one voice, " Fare-

well ! good Americans ! Gentlemen and lady,

God bless you !" Our honest tars seemed in-

spired by this ebullition of feeling from the

natives; and with their muscular arms caused

our little boat to skim like a swallow over the

waters of the bay, whose bosom seemed as

placid as our own. Not a soul left the beach

till they saw us in safety on the Antarctic's

deck.

I was met at the gangway by my royal vi-

siters of the morning, old Kippykippy and

his queen. Tlie latter made my wife a pre-

sent of five beautiful mats, manufactured by

the natives, of the silken hemp, which is a

natural production of the country ; and which,

if the plant was once introduced into the

United States, would supply the whole nation

with a sufficient quantity of a superior article

to any they have ever manufactured.

This chief is of common stature, stout,

muscular, and active ; with a countenance
that indicates intelligence, shrewdness, and

mental energy. As an areekee, he is in the

habit of assuming more dignity, perhaps, than

he really feels; but, though "the milk of

human kindness" preponderate in his heart,

he deserves and commands an unlimited de-

gree of respect from his people. His wife is

smaller, and more delicately proportioned,

with a countenance beaming with kindness,

tenderness, and benevolence.

From some undefinable cause or other,

they both became very much attached to me,
and expressed a strong desire to accompany
me to America, in order to see the country,

acquire some of our useful aits, and then re-

turn to teach the same to their people. This
was certainly a laudable ambition, not un-
worthy of Peter the Great, czar of all the
Russias. I was obliged to throw a damper
on it, however, by telling them that it would
be a very long time before my duty would
permit me to sail for America, as I must first

visit many other islands and countries, and
load my vessel with their productions. This
unexpected repulse caused them to look quite

dejected for a few minutes; after which they

requested me to stop at their island on my
way home, and they would hold themselves
in readiness to embark with me, and would
fill the Antarctic with hemp, as a remune-

ration for my trouble. We finally parted

with mutual regret.

ANI.1IAL NUTRITIOX.
clo " Dr. nonet's Bridgewater Tiealise," in the

EJinburgh Review.

From the phenomena of nutrition in vege-
tables. Dr. Roget proceeds to treat of animal
nutrition; and he explains, in successive

chapters, the preparation of liquid and of solid

food by mastication, trituration, and degluti-

tion, the processes of digestion, chylification,

lacteal absorption, circulation, respiration, se-

cretion, absorption and nervous power. These
various topics are discussed with Dr. Rogel's

usual ability, and the details are not only per-

fectly intelligible, but highly interesting to

the general reader. Among the many con-
trivances by which animals seize their food,

there are several beautiful adaptations which
are peculiarly striking. The tongue of the
frog, for example, is singularly fitted for the
rapid seizure of its prey. The root of it is

fixed close to the fore part of the lower jaw,
while its cloven point is turned backwards
into the throat, so as to act like a valve in

closing the passage into the lungs. When
the frog is very near the insect which it is

about to devour, the insect is seen to disap-

pear before we can perceive what has become of
it; the tongue, with the force of a spring,

and impelled probably by the air in the lungs,

having been darted out and withdrawn with
such extreme quickness that the eye cannot
follow its motions. The cameleon, with its

club or spoon-shaped tongue, tipped with glu-

tinous matter, practises a similar stratagem in

seizing its insect prey. In order to enable the

wolf-fish {Anarrhichas Lupus) to break the

strong shells which enclose its food, its mouth
is almost paved with teeth, a triple row being
implanted on each side of it. The mechanism
of the bill of the Loxia Curvirosfra, or cross-

bill, as detected by Mr. Yarrel, is equally

adapted to the peculiar nature of its food.

When its mouth is closed, its upper and lower
mandibles cross each other ; a structure which
enables it to split cheri'y-stones with the ut-

most ease, and to tear open the pine and fir

cones, by insinuating its bill between the

scales in order to reach the seeds. The ap-

paratus by which the woodpecker darts out

with inconceivable velocity its long pointed

and barbed tongue, in order to transfix the

insects which form its chief food, is singularly

ingenious and beautiful ; but we cannot, with-

out Dr. Roget's diagram, make it intelligible.

The motions of the tongue, which the eye can

scarcely follow, are eflfected by long and slen-

der muscles, combined with long and tortuous

arched cartilages, which are nearly as elastic

as steel springs ; owing to the saving of mus-
cular power by these cartilaginous processes,

the bird is enabled to repeat these motions,
almost incessantly, perforating the bark, and
picking up the smallest insects with the ut-

most accuracy and despatch. When it falls

in with an ant hill, it speedily lays it open by
the aid of its feet and its bill, and makes a

copious meal of the ants and their eggs.

Among quadrupeds which have no teeth,

the ant-eater is supplied with a curious tongue
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for deceiving and catching its prey. It is a curious and little known operation. In the

long and slender cylinder, very like an cart/t- stomach of the lobster there is a cartilaginous

worm; that of the two-toed ant-eater being framework, carrying hard calcareous bodies

almost one third the length of its body, and

about the thickness of a crow-quill at its base.

When this tongue is stretched out on the

ground on the track of the ants, it is soon

covered with these insects ; and being quick-

ly retracted by means of a long and powerful

muscle, it transfers the ants to its mouth,

swallowing them whole, so that the animal

has no occasion for teeth.

Various other animals exhibit curious con-

trivances for seizing their food ; but one of the

most truly wonderful is that which we may
call the Filter of the Whale. From the cu-

pola of its enoimous palate there descend into

the mouth a multitude of thin plates, lying

parallel to each other, one of their edges be-

ing directed towards the circumference, and

the other to the middle of the palate.

" They are connected to the bone by means of a

white ligamentous substance, to which they are im-

mediately attached, and from which tliey appear to

grow; at their inner margins, the fibres, of which

their texture is throughout composed, cease to adhere

together ; but, being loose and detached, form a kind

of fringe, calculated to intercept, as in a sieve, all

solid or even gelatinous substances that may have

been admitted into the cavity of the mouth, which is

exceedingly capacious ; for as the plates of whalebone

grow only from the margins of the upper jaw, they

leave a large space within, which though narrow an-

teriorly is wider as it extends backwards, and is capa-

ble of holding a large quantity of water. Thus the

whale is enabled to collect a whole shoal of mollusca,

and other snjall prey, by taking into its mouth the

sea water which contains these animals, and allowing

it to drain oflF through the sides, after passing through

the interstices of the net work formed by the filaments

of the whalebone. Some contrivance of this kind was

even necessary to this animal, because the entrance

into its cesophagus is too narrow to admit of the pas-

sage of any prey of considerable size; and it is not

furnished with teeth to reduce the food into smaller

parts. The principal food of the Balana Mysticetus,

or great whalebone whale of the Arctic Seas, is the

small Clio Borealis, which swarms in immense num-
bers in those regions of the ocean."

In the formation, development, and struc-

ture of the teeth of animals, and in the struc-

ture and movements of the jaw for the pur-

poses of mastication, the same examples occur

of skilful and provident design. The structure

of the poison-fangs of serpents is particularly

curious. These fangs, like the stings of net-

tles,* are furnished with a receptacle at their

base for holding a poisonous liquor, which is

forced out by the pressure of the tooth the

instant it makes the wound, and carried

through a canal opening near the end of the

tooth. The bite through which the poison is

conveyed is formed by the folding in of the

edges of a deep longitudinal groove, extend-

ing along the tooth ; and no trace of these

grooves is found in serpents that are not ve-

nomous.
The trituration of the harder kinds of food

in the internal cavities of many animals, is a

* When the hand is slightly pressed on the hairs of

the nettle leaves, the fluid in the vesicles at their base

passes out at their points, so as to enter the skin and
produce the irritation which ensues. M. De CandoUe,
junior, has found that the stinging fluid is of an allia-

line nature, and hence an acid should bo rubbed upon
the irritated part

ke teeth, which grind and pulverise the shells

of the mollusca swallowed by the lobster. In

the craw-fish, the same teeth are more adapted

to divide than to grind the food. In the sto-

mach of the Bulla aperta, a molluscous ani-

mal, there are three calcareous plates, which
cut and grind the food ; and similar organs

are found in many others of these animals.

In most of the insects of the order Orthop-

tera, a still more complicated kind of appa-

ratus is inserted in their alimentary canal. In

that of a kind of grasshopper called Acrida
aptera, which feeds chiefly on the dewberry,
there is a round or heart-shaped gizzard, of a

very singular kind. It has six longitudinal

rows of large teeth, and six intermediate

double rows of smaller teeth, making in all

270 teeth. Each row of large teeth has at

one end five small hooked teeth, succeeded
by four broad teeth consisting of quadrangu-
ar plates, and twelve teeth having three

cusps or points at their edges. All these

teeth are of a brown colour, and horny tex-

ture like tortoise-shell.

The most curious grinding machinery,

however, is met with in the gizzaids of gra-

nivorous birds. The gizzard in the swan
consists of two powerful hemispherical mus-
cles, having their flat sides applied to each

other, and covered with a thick and dense

horny substance. These two surfaces are

the two mill stones between which the grain

dropped in small quantities from the sac or

hopper called the craw. In opening the giz-

zards of birds, numerous small pebbles are

generally found. Several hundred were found

n that of a turkey, and two thousand in that

of a goose. Spallanzani supposed that these

stones were taken in accidentally and igno-

rantly by the bird along with its food ; but

this opinion is exploded, and the gizzard is

regarded by Dr. Hunter as a pair of jaws, into

which stones are occasionally taken for

teeth to assist in the grinding process. Dr.

Hunter has also shown, that the great muscu-

lar force in the gizzard is directed in the

plane of the grinding surfaces ; and hence he

accounts for its singular power in grinding to

powder balls of glass, flattening and bending

tin tubes, and blunting and breaking off the

points of needles and lancets. It is probable,

however, that, in producing these powerful

effects, it is aided by the pebbles which are

swallowed by the bird.

Remarkable Preservationfrom Danger.

The following narrative we copy from the

Episcopal Recorder. As would appear by

the short note prefixed to it there, it was

written by, and relates to, the sister of tl

late Samuel Drew, a clergyman and author of

several valuable metaphysical works.

I think it was some time in the month of

November, 1796, when I was about 25 years

of age, that I met with the following occur

rence. I had been at St. Austell, and was

returning to my father's house, about five

o'clock in the evening. To shorten my jour-

ney, the weather being cold and boisterous, I

crossed a river near the sea, and travelled over

a sandy beach. This was the usual route when
the tide permitted; but at its further extremity

I had to pass under a cliff, which, at high

water, the influx of the waves rendeis dan-

gerous and sometimes impracticable. On ap-

proaching this place, I found that the tide had
advanced further than 1 had anticipated; yet

thinking myself safe, being within half a mile

of my house, I entered the water without any

apprehensions; but I had not proceeded far

before I found it much deeper than I had ex-

pected.

Having discovered my error, the cliff being

on my left hand, and the turbulent sea on my
right, I endeavoured to turn my horse, and
retreat; but in doing this, the poor animal fell

over a projecling rock. By this fall, I was
throv.'n from him on the side next the sea, and
in an instant, was buried in the waves. I

however retained my senses, and, aware of my
danger, held fast by the horse, which, after

some struggling, drew me safe on the beach.

But although I had thus far escaped the

violence of the surf, my situation was dread-

fully insecure. I now found myself hemmed
between two projecting points, with scarcely

the possibility of getting round either. The
tide was also encroaching rapidly on me, and
the cliff it was impossible to scale. The wind,

which had been blowing in an angry manner,
now increased its fury. Thunder began to

roll; and the vivid lightning, gleaming on the

surface of the water, just interrupted the sur-

rounding darkness, to show me the horrors of

my situiUion. This was accompanied with

tremendous showers of hail, from the violence

of wliich I could find no shelter. Thus cir-

cumstanced, I made a desperate effort to re-

mount my horse, resolving to pass one of the

projecting points, as my only chance of safety,

or perish in the attempt; but all my efforts

proved unsuccessful, and to this inability it is

probable that I owe my life.

The tide gaining fast upon me, the poor ani-

mal instinctively mounted a rock; and I with

difliculty followed the example. In this for-

orn condition, I again made another ineffectual

effort to remount, without duly considering the

inevitable destrucljon that awaited me, in case

I had succeeded.

The waves, urged on by the tempest, to the

whole rigour of which I stood exposed, soon

told me that my retreat was unsafe. The rock

on which myself and horse stood, was soon

covered with the rising tide, and at times, we
were so nearly overwhelmed, that I could lite-

rally say, " Thy waves and thy billows are

gone over me." Surrounded thus by water,

my horse made another desperate effort, and

happily gained a still more elevated crag. I

followed, but with considerable difliculty; and

as all further ascent appeared impracticable,

in this place I expected to meet my fate.

Under this impression, with " but a step be-

tween me and death," I began seriously to

reflect on the solemnities and near approach

of eternity, into which, perhaps, a few minutes

might hurry my disembodied spirit. In these

awful moments, I can truly say, " I cried, by
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reason of mine affliction, unto the Lord, and

he heard me.'' In the midst of the waters, 1

knelt on a roci<, and commended my soul to

Him who hath all power in heaven and earth,

well knowing that he was able to say to the

turbulent ocean, " Hitherto shalt thou come,

but no further, and here shall ihy proud waves

be stayed." At one time, I felt a gleam of

hope; but this was speedily destroyed by the

increasing waters, which still gaining upon us,

convinced me that the tide had not yet reached

its height.

Conceiving my own deliverance to be

scarcely possible, I felt anxious for the escape

of my horse, and, with this view, endeavoured

to disencumber hitn of the bridle and saddle,

that, in attempting to swim, he might find no
impediment to prevent his reaching the shore.

But, while I was thus engaged, to my utter

astonishment, by a violent exertion, the horse

partially ascended another crag, so as to keep

his head above the water. I was not long in

attempting a similar effort, in which I happily

succeeded. This, however, was our last retreat;

for just over my head projected a large shelv-

ing rock, above which it was impossible to

ascend. Here I sat down, with a mind some-

what composed, to await the event.

After remaining in this situation for some
time, I began to hope that the tide had reached

its height; and in this I was at length confirmed

by the light of the rising moon, which, gleaming

on the rocks, showed to niy inexpressible joy,

that the water had actually begun to subside.

I was now convinced, that if we could retain

our position until the water had retired, and 1

could survive the cold, we might both be pre-

served; but this was exceedingly doubtful.

The posture in which my horse stood was
nearly perpendicular; and I was cherished by

the warmth which proceeded from his breath,

as I kept his head near my bosom, and derived

from it a benefit which experience only can

explain.

As the tide retired, and the moon rose, I

discovered, by its increasing light, to what a

fearful height we had ascended; and that to

descend in safety was not less difficult than

the means of getting up had been extraordi-

nary. This, however, was at last efi'ected,

without any material accident. On reaching

the beach, from which the waves had now re-

tired, I endeavouied to walk towards my home,
but found myself so benumbed, that I was un-

able; and my voice was so nearly gone, that I

could not call for help, although 1 was not far

from my father's house, and near many kind

neighbours, who would have risked their lives

to render me assistance, if they had known my
situation.

Being unable to proceed, I seated myself

upon a rock, and expected, from the intense

cold, that I-must perish, although I had escaped

the fury of the tempest and the drenching of

the waves. How long 1 remained there, I

cannot say with certainty, but, when almost

reduced to a state of insensibility, I was pro-

videntially discovered in this position, by my
father's servant, who had been out to search

for me; as, from the lateness of the hour, the

family had anticipated some misfortune, and

become alarmed.

I had been in the water about three or four

hours, and exposed to the disasters of the tem-

pest from about five in the evening to half past

eleven at night. I then reached my comfort-

able dwelling much exhausted, but to the great

joy of my affeclionate parent, who, I doubt not,

had been offering up petitions in my behalf to

Him who hears the prayers that are piesenied

to him in sincerity.

For this preservation I desire to thank my
God; but n)y words are poor and insufficient

for this purpose. May all my actions praise

him, and may my lengthened life be devoted

to his glory.

Fiom the Moral Reformer.

CONFECTIONARY.
We always regard it as an ill omen when

we find the young very fond of confectionary.

A fondness for fruits is quite a ditTerent thing.

These are generally of a cooling nature, andj

come at a season of the year when cooling

aliments are especially demanded; but those,

almost without exception, are heating in their

tendency. Taken between meals, they inter-

fere with digestion; taken with our food,

though they may accelerate that process for a

time, they weaken the stomach in the end,

and some of them are actually poisonous. But
it is in another point of view that we intend,

for the present, to consider the subject.

As a general rule, the several animal appe-

tites maintain their integrity, or become vitiated,

together. Not instantly, it is true; but such is

the tendency. When we depart from the

strictest rules of temperance in any given arti-

cle of food or drink, our progress is down-
ward. The quantity must be gradually in-

creased or the quality must be more concen-

trated; and if neither is practicable, as some-
times happens, another article, or " excitant,"

is called in as a substitute for an increase of

the former. This, we say, is the general

rule; to which, doubtless, there may be a few

exceptions. Thus the intemperate drinker is

apt to become more intemperate; the opium
taker to increase the size of his pill;—and if,

from causes of which we may easily conceive,

they cannot increase this form of excitement

fast enough to satisfy the demands of a raging

appetite, both of them will be likely to become
intemperate in the use of food, or its usual

appendages, such as tea, coffee, and condi-

ments. Thus, too, those whose appetites for

food and drink are already vitiated, are the

more ready to resort to grosser forms of sen-

suality.

There is a degree of this fondness for ex-

citement,—a degree of intemperance, if you
please to call it so,—almost universal. A
natural appetite, early accustomed to plain

food in moderate quantity, unsolicited, and

unexposed to temptation, would continue to

prefer it. Change .might indeed be made,

but it would be more from a conviction of its

utility, or from a sense of duty, than from any

other cause.

If these things are so, how few natural ap-

petites can be found ! How few are there

who are the more attached io an article of

food the longer they use ill How few are

there who do not consider this long use of a
thing as aflxirding the very reason for substi-

tuting another in its stead ! From whom do
we not hear the frequent remark, that they

are " tired" of this or that article, or they
" like change ?" It is true that we see and
hear most of this among epicures; but we see

quite too much of it among plain and other-

wise reasonable people. 'J'iiere are many
stages of its progress, but it is always a dis-

ease; " whose end," undisturbed, " is destruc-

tion."

Hence the reason why we tremble to find

the young so fond of exciting food, condi-

ments, and confectionary. It shows, plain as

the noon day sun, that their appetites are

already vitiated. It gives, or should give the

alarm of danger. There is.no assurance that,

upon the slightest temptation, they will not

descend—and descend,—till they arrive at the

lowest point of the scale of intemperance, glut-

tony, and debauchery. It is indeed always to

be hoped that the interposition of a favourable
train of influences may save them, but there

is no certainty. We know, to be suie, that

in a world like this, there is no certainty any
where. But our meaning is, that in these

cases the certainty of escape is very greatly

diminished, and the danger of ruin very greatly

increased.

Even in female seminaries, whose results,

with the divine blessing, are the hope, in no
small measure, of our country and our race,

there is abundant cause for gloomy anticipa-

tions. When our preceptors find such an in-

surmountable fondness for confectionary and
other forms of excitements, that they are ob-

liged to impose laws to prevent the recurrence

of the evil, and in some instances aflix severe

penalties to them, what have we to hope for,

and how much to fear?

Besides the directly vicious tendency of this

fondness for excitement, the unnecessary ex-

pense which it involves is indirectly unfavour-

able. Poverty, in some instances, certainly

leads to vice; and that this general fondness

for excitement leads to poverty, or at least

makes the poor still poorer, is most obvious.

There is a large school in one of our cities,

about twenty rods from a fruit shop, in which
is also kept a small assortment of confection-

ary. The owner of the shop states that her

clear profits a day, on the single article of

molasses candy, most of which is sold to the

school children, is seventy-five cents. Her
sales in this article sometimes amount to ten

dollars a week. The first cost of molasses

candy is of course very little; and we may
safely conclude that the pupils of the school

purchase about one dollar's worth a day.

Now this one dollar a day for the whole
number of days which the school is kept
yearly, would amount to nearly three hundred
dollars a year. There are in the same city

twelve schools which are likely to expend, for

candy, as much as the one we have mentioned;

besides a hundred others that expend a little

each; some more, others less. We think it

fair to consider the whole as expending, for

this purpose, twenty times the first mentioned

sum, or six thousand dollars!

The extent to which confectionary is used
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is alarming. There are shops in some of our

larger American cities, which do not contain

a single article that a person who understands

the laws of his own constitution, or cares any

thing about the law of God, would venture to

eat. Admit Maria Edgeworth's opinion, that

ihecolouringof someof the articles is poison-

ous, were even incorrect, still the substances

themselves are by no means useful. We have

never seen an individual who had been em-

ployed for many years in these shops, who
was perfectly healthy. Neither do we believe

that an active, high toned morality can easily

take root or flourish under such circumstances.

You might nearly as well look for health in a

pest house, or under the influence of the ma-

laria of Rome, as for any thing higher than a

merely negative morality in the most fashion-

able of our confectionanes.

Grinike's Edition of Dymond on War.

The deliberate and matured opinion of such

a man as the late Thomas Smith Grimke of

South Carolina, on any important question, is

entitled to a high degree of respect. The
ample testimonies to his talents, his learning,

his diversified attainments—to his worth as a

man, philanthropist, and a Christian, which

have been borne in various ways, and from

various quarters, and especially by the mem-
bers of the Charleston bar, of which he was a

distinguished ornament, have conferred upon

his name a reputation, surpassed by few of his

countrymen. It is therefore not without rea-

son that the advocates of the doctrine, that

war is incompatible with the gospel dispensa-

tion, derive satisfaction from the fact that

Thomas S. Grimke has in repealed publica-

tions declared himself fully in favour of this

doctrine. In regard to the work indicated by

the heading of this article, it is known that

during his visit to this city a short time prior

to his lamented death, he made arrangements

for its publication, in pursuance of which it

has subsequently been efiected. In order to

enable those of our readers who have not met
with the book, to form some idea of its merits,

we annex a few extracts. Something less

than one half of the volume is occupied with

Dymond's essay;, the remainder is taken up

with Grimke's notes or commentaries thereon,

and with portions of his other writings of a

similar tendency.

DY.MOND.

The narrative of the Centurion who came
to Jesus at Capernaum, to solicit him to heal

his servant, furnishes one of these arguments.

[Arguments by which war is defended.] It

is said that Christ found no fault with the

centurion's profession ; that if he had disal-

lowed the military character, he would have

taken this opportunity of censuring it; and

that instead of such censure, he highly com
ipended the officer, and said of him, " I have

not found so great faith, no, not in Israel."

NOTE BY GRIilKE.

This argument, drawn from the case of the

centurion, could be of no avail, unless it were
shown, which cannot be done, that Christ in

every other case availed himself of the op-|

portunity offered by the personal character of

those who applied to him for aid, or with him
whom he was conversing, to inculcate his

doctrines as contrasted with, or illustrated by

their characters. Might we not as reasonably

say, that he approved the religion of the Sa-

maritan leper, or of the Syrophenician woman,
because he did not condemn their religious

observances, and advise them to follow him.

Among the chief rulers, many believed in

him ; but because of the Pharisees, they did

not confess him, lest they should be put out

of the synagogue : for they loved the praise

of man, more than the praise of God. John
;ii. 42, 43. Who would justify the conclu-

ion, because we find no special condenma-
tion of them, that he approved ? Christ talked

th the Samaritan woman, who lived with a

man not her husband ; and even revealed to

her that he was the Messiah; yet while he

toki her " ye worship ye know not what," he

did not condemn her mode of life. Shall we
thence infer that he approved it? Jesus raised

from the dead the daughter of Jaitus, a ruler

of the synagogue. Because he did not make
it a condition, that he should follow him, are

we thence to conclude, that it was to him a

matter of perfect indifference, whether Jairus

became his disciple or continued a Jew? But
there is another consideration still more
striking. The centurion was a Roman sol-

dier. The wars of the Romans, from the

foundation of the city to the time of our Sa-

viour, a period of nearly eight hundred years,

had been, with scarcely any exception, wars

of the most selfish and sanguinary ambition :

an almost uninterrupted series of robberies

and murders on a gigantic scale. Now, those

who rely on the case of the centurion, cer-

tainly do not mean to justify, or even excuse

the Roman wars, which were for the most

part of unmingled ferocity, ambition and in-

justice. Do they mean then to argue that

Jesus Christ could have approved the profes-

sion of a man, who had dedicated his life to

the promotion of such wars? Would they re-

present the pure, meek and merciful Saviour,

as doing what they would shudder themselves

to do? Whatever might be thought of the

wars in Italy, against the Cimbri and Gauls,

against Hannibal and Pyrrhus, certainly there

can be but one opinion as to the deeply cri-

minal character of the wars carried on out of

Italy. Yet these were the wars, which stamped
the character of the Roman army, and of the

profession of arms in our Saviour's time.

Whatever an infidel might dare to say, no
Christian certainly would venture even to

suggest, that Jesus could have approved such

wars and such a profession.

DYMOND.
But some persons entertain an opinion, that

in the case of murder, at least, there is a sort

of immutable necessity for taidng the offend-

er's life. " Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by

man shall his blood be shed." If any one

urges this rule against us, we reply, that it is

not a rule of Christianity ; and if the necessity

of demanding blood for blood is an everlast-

ing principle of retributive justice, how hap-

pens it that, in the first case in which murder

was committed, the murderer was not put to

death ?

NOTE BY GlilMKE.

And I would reply, that it was repealed by
the sixth commandment, Thou shall not
kill. Each is a universal law: and they are
therefore, irreconcilable. The precept to

Noah was given, when neither society nor
government existed. If therefore it was po-

litical, as well as individual in its character,

it could only be so, because the public man
may lawfully do what is permitted to the pri-

vate man. The sixth commandment, on the

contrary, was given when society and govern-
ment botii existed; and if God had not after-

wards, in the Motaic institutions, commanded
the punishment of death in many cases, who
can doubt that the Jewish rulers never could
have inflicted the punishment of death con-
sistently with that commandment? Assuredly
it will not be denied that the tables of the
law bound equally the Jewish ruler and the
private Israelite. Now, it is conceded, that

the Mosaic code, as a political and civil insti-

tution, is abolished ; but all Christians admit,
that the tsbles of the law are unrepealed, and
are a part of the Christian code of morals.
They are unrepealed, because they bound the
Jewish ruler, not as civil, but as moral laws.

They are a part of the Christian scheme ; be-
cause they are moral, not .political institu-

tions. Hence, when the rich young man en-
quired of Jesus, " What shall I do to inherit

eternal life ?" the answer was, " Thou know-
est the commandments." Do not commit
adultery. Do not kill, &c. They are then a

part of the Christian moral code ; for Christ

has thus republished and sanctioned the ta-

bles of the law. " Thou shalt not kill," is

then as much a precept of Christ as any part
of the sermon on the mount. Now, what
text of the New Testament has republished
and sanctioned the precept given to Noah,
" Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall

his blood be shed?" So far from adopting
such a rule, how could it have been done
consistently with the precepts, " Render not
evil for evil ;" " Overcome evil with good ;"

"Love your enemies;" '-Bless them that

curse ;" "Do good to them that hate you?"
The Christian command is then universal,
" Thou shalt not kill:" and as the Christian

lawgiver has made no exceptions, man can-
not lawfully make one. The Christian ruler

is then bound by this moral rule : because he
was a Christian belbre he became a ruler

;

just as the Jewish ruler was bound because
he was a Jew before he became a ruler. Nei-
ther could absolve himself from the obliga-

tion to obey the precept; because in be-

coming a ruler, he did not cease to be a Jew,
or a Christian. The Jewish ruler could only
depart when the particular precept of his civil

code dispensed in that case with the universal

precept of the moral code, hotk being derived
directly from the same authority. The Chris-

tian ruler can never depart, because his code
has no exception. I hold the punishment of
death to be therefore a clear violation of
Christian morals.

DYMOND.
We insist upon these things because they
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are the consequences of war. We have no

concern with "half pay," or wilh the "law
of honour ;" but with war, which extends the

evil of the one, and creates the evil of the

other. Soldiers may be depraved—and part

of their depravity is, undoubtedly, their crime,

but part also is their misfortune. The lehole

evil is imputable to war ; and we say that

this evil forms a powerful evidence against it,

whether we direct that evidence to the ab-

stract question of its lawfulness or to the

practical question of its expediency. That

can scarcely be lawful, which necessarily oc-

casions such enormous depravity. That can

scarcely be expedient, wliich is so pernicious

to virtue, and therefore to the state.

NOTE BY GRIMKE.

That duelling is a consequence of the mili-

tary system, cannot be doubted. Without

war, we sliould have no laws of honour; no

honourable mode of adjusting disputes; no
" insults and injuries, that can be washed out

only in the blood of the offender. " Without

war we should hear nothing of that sensitive

honour, which "feels a stain like a wound;

nothing of that pure and lofty chivalry," which

sets at defiance the laws both of God and

man; nothing of that standard of morals, which

justifies the father, husband, son, and patriot,

in placing his life at the disposal of the gam-
bler and man of fashion, of the frivolous and

worthless; nothing of that code of duly which

justifies murder and suicide; nothing of that

courage, which enters silently and respectfully

into the courts of imman justice; but rushes

blood-stained and tumultuously to the bar of

the Eternal Judge of the living and the

dead. If then tlie system of false and san-

guinary honour be niainlarned by the war
system, and would perish without it, shall we
not assign the existence of duelling as a strong

argument against war? The war system is in

truth the duelling system of nations, founded

on similar princi[)les, sustained by similar argu-

ments, appealing to the same motives, leading

to like results, and employing the same instru-

ments of murder and suicide. The law of

honour is the law of supreme obligation to

each. Pride is the exhaustless fountain of the

crimes of both systems.

" Tho' various foes against the truth combine.
Pride above all opposes her design :

Pride, of a growih superior to the rest.

The subtlest serpent vpith the loftiest crest.

Swells at the thought and kindling into rage.

Would hiss the cherub Mercy from the stage."

Cowjier's Truth.

What a contrast between the pride of the

duellist and warrior, and the humility of the

Christian! " Blessed are the poor in spirit,"

is, to adopt the sentiment of a venerable

clergyman, " the first thought of the first ser-

mon, of the first preacher the world ever saw

Could the duellist or the warrior take this as

his motto ! What a text for the chaplain to a

regiment or a frigate ! What a text for the

day before a battle ; or the day after, at the

burial of thousands of .the slain ; or in the

chapel of a hospital for the maimed and man
gled ! If humility be, as I do believe it, the

very best virtue ofpractical religion, then the

law of honour "and the law of war"

equally and irreconcilably among the dead-

liest enemies of the" meek and lowly Jesus !

I cannot forbear from inserting here tho

commission of a chaplain to a regiment, as a

solemn subject of meditation for the Chris-

tian clergy.

The State of South Carolina:

TO THE REV. , D. D.

We, reposing special truth and confidence

in your courage and good conduct, and in

your fidelity and attachment to the United
States of America, have commissioned and
appointed you, and by these presents do com-
mission anrhappoint you, the said

,

chaplain of the regiment of militia, in

. And you are to follow and Observe

all such orders and instructions you shall

from time to time receive from the governor,

the commander in chief for the time being,

or any of your superior officers, according to

the rules and discipline of war, pursuant to

the laws of this state and of the United States;

and all inferior officers and others belonging

to the said regiment, are hereby required and

commanded to obey you as their chaplain.

What a document for the messenger of

peace, and love, and humility ! What a title

to forgiveness and to the joys of heaven !

What a commentary on the petition " thy

kingdom come ;" and on the prophecy, " all

they that take the sword shall perish by the

sword." What a contrast to the commission
of the Saviour, " Go ye therefore and teach

all nations, baptising them, &:c. ; teaching

them to observe all things whatsoever I have

commanded you."

For "Tbe Friend."

To the Auxiliary Associations.

The corresponding committee of the Bible

Association of Friends in America respect-

fully request the auxiliaries to forward their

reports to the agent, Geo. W. Taylor, at the

Depository, No. 50 North Fourth street, as

early as practicable, it is desirable that tlie

reports should be minute in their details of the

situation of Friends' families and schools with

respect to the supply of the Holy Scriptures,

and also as regards the labours of the auxiliary

in this interesting and important concern.

The i-eports should roacli Philadelphia in the

early part of the fourth month in order to be

in time for the annual meeting of the parent

Association. Tlie subjoined queries are in-

serted with a view of suggesting to the auxilia-

ries the kind of information which the commit-
tee are an.xious to elicit.

1. What number of families or individuals

have been gratuilouely furuiaheil with tlie

Holy Scriptures liy the Association, since its

establishment, and how many during the past

year?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments

have been sold by the Association, since its

commencement, and how many within the

past year?

3. How many members, male and female,

are there belonging to the Association, and

what number of families of Friends reside

within its limits?

4. Are there any families of Friends within

your limits not duly supplied with the Holy
Scriptures; and if so, how many?

5. How many members of our Society, ca-

pable of reading the Bible, do not own a copy
of it?

6. How many Bibles or Testaments may
probably be disposed of by sale or otherwise

to Friends within your limits?

7. Is the income of the auxiliary sufficient

to supply those within its limits who are not

duly furnished with the Holy Scriptures?

It is likewise desired that the names of the

secretary or clerk, treasurer and committee of

corre.spondencc, be forwarded; as also the

proper direction for boxes and packages sent

from the Depository of the parent Association

to ensure the most safe and speedy conveyance.

John Paul,

Isaac Collins,

Thomas Evans.

2d mo. Ath, 18.35.

Submersion of Port Royal.—In the midst

of much prosperity, and when the colonists

were exulting in their good fortune, the town
of Port Royal, in Jamaica, into which the

wealth of the buccaneers had been poured,

and on whose shores their crimes and wicked-

ness had been felt, by the awful interposition

of Providence, was suddenly destroyed, and
its inhabitants instantly engulphed in the earth-

quake, which entombed the scene of so much
depravity for ever! On the 7lh of June,

1G92, at mid-day, while the governor and
council were silting, and the wharves were
loaded with merchandise and rich spoil, a roar

was heard in the distant mountains, and rever-

berated through the valleys to the beach,

when the sea suddenly arose, and in an in-

stant stood five fathoms deep, where, a mo-
ment before, were displayed the glittering

treasures of Peru and Mexico; in some places

the earth opened wide and swallowed whole
houses, which were again, perhaps, thrown

upwards by the violent concussion of the sea;

in others, many individuals were swallowed

up to the neck, and the earth then closing,

strangled them; the Swan frigate was lorced

over the tops of sunken houses, and afforded a

providential escape to many persons; and of

the whole town, perhaps the richest spot in

the world, not more than two hundred houses

of the fort were left. The whole island felt

severely the shock, in some parts mountains

were riven, in others connected, the outline

of every thing was changed, and the entire

surface of the island considerably subsided;

many thousand persons were destroyed in the

overwhelming of Port Royal, the ruins of

which are yet visible in clear weather from
the surface of the ocean, beneath which they

lie.

—

Montgomery Martin's History of the

British Colonies..

London Butter.—London is estimated to

consume nearly 40,000,000 pounds of butter,

at Is. per lb. to the maker, or 2,000,000

pounds sterling worth. Cows produce about

108 lbs. per annum, so that London consumes

the produce of 280,000 cows.
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A Bouquet of Fruit.—At the late grand fete

at Wentworth-House, there was placed in the

refreshment-room a bouquet de fruit, compos-

ed of every variety of grapes, pines, peaches,

nectarines, &c. five yards in circumference,

and valued at 600Z.

Diamond.—Galignani's Paris paper contains

an account of a fine diamond found by a poor

man in a piece of wood fn m the Levant, and

which is valued at 500,000 francs, and would

be worth much more if it had not a slight

tinge of yellow. It had, it is supposed, been

concealed in the tree when voung.

Influence ofMusic on the Insane.—Of the

solace of music, nay more, of its influence

upon melancholy, I need not look for evidence

in the universal testimony of antiquity, nor re-

mind such an audience of its recorded eflTect

upon the gloomy distemper of the perverse

mind of Saul. I myself have witnessed its

power to mitigate the sadness of seclusion, in

a case where my loyalty as a good subject, and

my best feelings as a man, were more than

usually interested in the restoration of my pa-

tient; and I also remember its salutary opera-

tion in the case of a gentleman in Yorkshire

many years ago, who was first stupified, and

afterwards became insane, upon the sudden

loss of all his property. This gentleman could

hardly be said to live—he merely vegetated,

for he was motionless until pushed, and did

not speak to, nor notice any body in the house,

for nearly four months. The first indication

of a return of any sense appeared in his at-

tention to music played in the street. This

was observed, the second time he heard it, to

have a more decided force in arousing him

from his lethargy; and induced by this good

omen, the sagacious humanity of his superin-

tendent oflTered him a violin. He seized it

eagerly, and amused himself with it constant-

ly. After si.x weeks, hearing the rest of the

patients of the house pass by his door to their

common room, he accosted them, " Good
morning to you all, gentlemen, I am quite

well, and desire I may accompany you." In

two months more he was dismissed cured.

Halford's Essays and Orations.

The royal printing office of Paris possesses

the type of fifty-six Oriental alphabets, com-
prehending all the known characters of the

languages of Asia, ancient as well as modern;
and sixteen alphabets of those European na-

tions who do not employ the Roman charac-

ter. Of these the royal printing press posses.sea

forty-six complete founts of various forms

and sizes. All these together weigh at least

760,000 pounds, and as the types of an octavo
page weigh about six pounds, this establish-

ment is able to compose, simultaneously, 7812
octavo sheets, forming nearly 260 volumes, or
126,000 pages. The number of presses em-
ployed enables it to throw off 278,000 sheets

per day, or 556 reams of paper, equal to 9266
volumes in octavo of thirty sheets each. The
annual consumption of paper by the royal

printing office, is from 80 to 100,000 reams,

or from 261 to 326 reams per working day.

The number of workmen constantly employed

is about 360.

—

LittelVs Museum.

I'owards the brute creation our sympathy

is, and ought to be, strong, they being perci-

pient creatures, like ourselves. A merciful

man is merciful to his beast ; and that person

would be deemed melancholy or hard-hearted,

who should see the frisking lamb, or hear the

cheerful song of the lark, or observe the trans-

port of the dog when he finds the master he

had lost, without any participation of their

joy.

—

Beattie^s Essays.

From the London Metropolitan.

THE lAJfD OF THE BliEST.

" Dear father, I ask for my mother in vain.

Has she sought some far country her health to regain,

Has she left our cold climate of frost and of snow,

For some warm sunny land where the soft breezes

blow ?"

" Yes, yes, gentle boy, thy lov'd mother has gone

To a climate where sorrow and pain are unknown ;

Her spirit is strengthened, her frame is at rest,

There is health, there is peace, in the land of the

blest."

" Is that land, my dear father, more lovely than ours.

Are the rivers more clear, and more blooming the

flow'rs,

Does summer shine over it all the year long,

Is it checr'd by the glad sound of music and song?"
" Yes, the flowers are despoiled not by winter or night,

The well-springs of life are exhaustless and bright.

And by exquisite voices sweet hymns are addrest

To the Lord who reigns over the land of the blest."

" Yet that land to my mother will lonely appear.

She shrunk from the glance of a stranger while here
;

From her foreign companions I know she will flee.

And sigh, dearest father, for you and for me."
" My darling, thy mother rejoices to gaze

On the long severed friends of her earliest days.

Her parents have there found a mansion of rest.

And they welcome their child to the land of the blest."

" How 1 long to partake of such meeting of bliss,

That land must be surely more happy than this

;

On you, my kind fatlier, the journey depends.

Let us go to my mother, her kindred and friends."

" Not on me, love ; I trust I may reach the bright

clime,

But in patience I stay till the Lord's chosen time.

And must strive, while awaiting his gracious behest.

To guide thy young steps to the land of the blest.

Thou must toil through a world full of dangers, my
boy.

Thy peace it may blight and thy virtue destroy,

Not wilt thou, alas ! be withheld from its snares

By a mother's kind counsels, a mother's fond prayers.

Yet fear not, the God whose direction we crave.

Is mighty to strengthen, to shield and to save.

And his hand may yet lead thee, a glorified guest.

To the home of thy mother, the land of the blest."

THE FRIEM'D.
SECOND MONTH,

Owing to some inaccuracies in the list of

agents as last published, and to several subse-

quent changes and additions, a revised list is

nearly prepared and is intended to be inserted

next week. This it is proper to mention in

reference to the following citcular.

CIRCUI-AR TO SUBSCRIBERS.

It will be observed by a considerable num-
ber of our subscribers, that their bills are for-

warded enclosed in the paper of this week.
Those who have not already paid their respec-

tive dues to the agents in their neighbourhoods,
will oblige us by doing so at an early period,

that it may be forwarded by them to me in as

large notes as may be, and that once writing

for each agent may be suiKcient; by which,
both labour to them and expense of postage
will be saved. It is not improbable that in

many cases a part or the whole of the amount
charged in the bill has been paid to an agent.

In such cases it must not be concluded that

there has been an omission to credit, but

merely that it has not yet been forwarded to

this office. Those subscribers who do not

live within a convenient distance of an agent,

may properly forward the money by mail.

Respectfully,

George W. Taylor, Agent.

The queen regent of Spain is about to in-

troduce the Lancasterian system of education

into that country. This indeed will be a phe-

nomenon in a kingdom which for so many
centuries has absolutely resisted all improve-
ment and innovation, spurning with aristo-

cratic Castilian pride, steamboats and stereo-

type presses, cotton gins and spinning jennies

—adhering to the usages and customs of the

olden time, and preferrinii- the mule and his

panniers, and the serpentine dangerous moun-
tain paths, older than the days of the Moors,
to rail-roads, locomotives or canals.

—

N. York
Star.

The legislature of North Carolina has de-

cided by a vote of 60 to 3G, that a free man of
colour shall not be permitted to educate his

own children, or cause them to be educat-

ed!!

An adjourned meeting of Friends will be

held on third day evening next, the 10th inst.,

at the committee room. Mulberry street meet-

ing house, to receive the report of the com-
mittee appointed on the 3d instant to draft a

plan for promoting the improvement of our

youth, and facilitating their intercourse with

their elder friends.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—Stacy

Cooke, Second street continued, Bristol town-

ship; Samuel B. Morris, No. 2, York Build-

ings; Thomas Wistar, Jun'r. Abington.

Superintcndants.—John and Lfetitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians.—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 1 m , North Tenth street ; Dr. Charles

Evans, No. 102, Union street.

Makried, at Friends' meeting, Sugar Grove, Hen-
dricks county, Indiana, on the 25th of the twelfth

month last, Solomon Hunt, to Sarah, daughter of
Benjamin Vestal, deceased, members of White Lick
Monthly meeting.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,

Carpenter Slreel, below Seventh, Philadelphi
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THE BRITISH WEST INDIES.

The possessions of Great Britain in and

around tiie gulf of Mexico, cannot fail to be

objects of great interest to the inhabitants of

the United Stales. They lie close upon our

borders. The channelsof communication are

numerous and unobstructed. Exchanges in

articles of commerce are varied and of great

importance. The colonies are now, as we
were once, dependencies of an European

state. In addition, the climate, scenery, na-

tural productions, and, particularly, certain

classes of the population, present striking

points of analogy to the southern portions of

this country. The sympathies between the

coloured inhabitants of the two regions must

become more and more quick and extensive.

Moral and political changes in the West Indies

must e.'iert a gradual, but finally a great eftuct

on the servile population of this Union. No
legal enactments, no armed cordon around

Florida can prevent it. News of the progress

of freedom will fly faster than civil proclama-

tions. Human sympathies cannot be blocked

up by negotiations, nor by ships of war. Ru-
mours of this sort will float on the winds of

heaven.

Besides, one of tiie most interesting expe-

riments ever witnessed on the earth, is now in

the first process of development. On the

first of August, 1834, a great number of hu-

man beings in the West Indies ceased to be

slaves. They are now the subjects of written

laws, of a free constitution, and of a limited

monarchy, instead of an irresponsible will,

and of a grinding bondage. This great change
was effected too, not, as in the case of Hayti,

by the sword of civil and servile war, but by

moral influence perseveringly exerted. In

carrying the emancipation bill through parlia-

ment, the British nation exhibited a far nobler

spectacle, than in conquering the hundred

millions of eastern India, or in staying, on the

fields of Belgium, the modern despot, or even

in carrying her representative reform through

fierce opposition to full success. It was a

great achievement of philanthropy, wrought

out before the civilised world. Still, the ex-

periment is only in its inceptive stage. The
negroes are yet, in many respects, in bondage.

The mind is to be disenthralled. The will is

to be tutored, and rendered capable of self-

government. The afl'ections are to be purifi-

ed and elevated by the benign influences of

Christianity. We shall watch with great in-

terest the progress of the change. We shall

look for some interesting phenomena in the

philosophy of the human mind and character.

The popular theories of African imbecility

will either receive confirmation, or be put to

flight. There is good sense and Christian

benevolence enough in Great Britain, to sup-

ply all needed intellectual and moral apparatus,

so that there shall be no failure, unless it re-

sult from the intrinsic feebleness and perver-

sity of the African intellect. At the same
time, we must wait with patience. Nations

cannot be renovated in a day. The conjoined

influence of African superstition, and of an

iron servitude, extending through several ge-

nerations, with all its accompanying sensuali-

ty and debasement, cannot be broken up at

once. The gospel itself, without miraculous

interference, is not adequate to the work of

revolutionising instantaneously the intellec-

tual and moral nature of man. African intel-

lect is in a dead calm. No signs of life, it

may be, pervade the inert mass. More than

one or two generations must pass away before

the children of Ethiopia can stand on a level

with the Anglo-Saxons. How slow was the

improvement of the ancestors of these very

Anglo-Saxons, for several generations after

they emerged from the forests of Germany,
and that too, under all the advantages of a

temperate climate, and of the excitements

growing out of war and of a piratical com-
merce ?

When Columbus first discovered the new
world, he found the continent, and every

island, however small, densely peopled with a

mild, and generous race of men, (not the

Caribs,) with skins of a copper or light bronze

colour, long silky black hair, finely formed

limbs, and pleasing features ; in some in-

stances warlike, and considerably civilised; in

others, living in luxurious idleness, under the

enervating effects of a tropical climate. With-
in a few short years after the discovery of the

islands by the Spanish, the natives were swept

from the earth, like leaves from an autumnal
forest. Countless myriads sank into an un-

timely grave, through the murderous avarice

of the Spanish adventurers. Benzoni slates,

that of 2,000,000 Indians in the island His-

paniola, when discovered by Columbus, in

1492, not more than one hundred and ffty
were alive in 1545! The Indians in Cuba,
to avoid working in the mines, destroyed

themselves in great numbers, notwithstanding

all the eff"orts of the Spaniards to prevent

them. The men, women, and children of a
village, containing fifty houses, were found at

daylight all hanging to the trees. Within three

years after the death of Columbus, i. e. in

1509, the Spanish court divided the Darien
irnvernment between Alfonso d'Ojeda and
Diego Niecuesa, authorising them jointly and
severally to make what use they pleased of the
unoccupied island of Jamaica as a garden,
whence provisions might be obtained, and as
a nursery whence slaves might be procured to
work in the mines. The result of such orders
in such times may be easily imagined; a con-
test arose between the provincial governors,
who should make the most of the unfortunate
islanders and their country. Towns and vil-

lages were laid waste an J burned; the slightest

resistance was returned with indiscriminate

slaughter; the caciques or chiefs murdered in

cold blood; the women became victims to the

sensuality of the invaders; and tortures of the

most horrid nature were resorted to for the

purpose of forcing a disclosurj of ihat which
the Spaniards eagerly thirsted -gold. In

1558, it is stated, that the nat. mhabitants
of Jamaica had entirely perish- and the

Spaniards cultivated the land in tht "ibour-

hood of St. Jago de la Vega, by me, -f the
few slaves which they were enabled to pur-
chase. Gage, writing in 1637, says, "This
island was once very populous, but is now al-

most destitute of Indians, for the Spaniards
have slain in it more than 60,000; insomuch
that women, as well here as on the continent,

-

did kill their children, before they had given
them birth, that they might not in any way
servo so cruel a nation." When the Spaniards

touk possession of Trinidad in 1588, the In-

dians fell a sacrifice to the same cupidity and
bigotry, which made a desert of Jamaica.
They drafted off to the mines those who es-

caped a more sanguinary death by fire or the

sword.

In order that our subsequent observations

may be better understood, we will now pro-

ceed to give a few geographical and other

details respecting each of the islands and de-

pendencies.

Guiana. British Guiana, embracing the

settlements on the rivers Essequibo, Deme-
rara, and Berbice, and covering an area of
nearly 100,000 square miles, extends above
200 miles from east to west, along that allu-

vial portion of the South American continent,

termed the Main, which is formed by the

delta of the Amazon and Orinoco, having for

its boundaries on the east the mouth of the

river Courantyn, in latitude 6° 10' north,

longitude 56° 2' west; on the west the boun-
daries of Colombia, between the Baryma and
Pomeroon rivers, about latitude 8° north,

n
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longitude 60° west ; to the southward, it ex

tends about 100 leagues, or perhaps to £

mountain range, extending to within two de

grees of the equator. As early as 1530, the

Dutch attempted to form small settlements

along this coast. In 1581, the states genera'

of Holland permitted certain individuals to

trade to the coast. Essequibo was taken by

the English, and aftei wards plundered by the

French ; but both were expelled from the

Dutch settlements, in the following year, by

an expedition from Holland. A most dis-

astrous negro insurrection took place in Ber-

bice in 1763, from which the colony was not

relieved until after eleven months" desolation,

and only then bv the arrival of a strong squad-

ron from Holland. Since 1803, these settle-

ments have belonged to Great Britain. In

1812, all distinctions between the colonies of

Essequibo and Demerara were abolished, and

the name of the capital was changed from

Staebrook to George Town. In 1814, Deme-
rara, Essequibo, and Berbice were finally

ceded to Great Britain, with the condition

that the Dutch proprietors should have liberty,

under certain regulations, to trade with Hol-

land. The year 1818 witnessed the first in-

troduction of trial by jury, and the commission

oi oyer and terminer. A serious insurrection

of the slaves took place on the east of the

Demerara river, in 1823, which was finally

suppressed ; Rev. John Smith, a missionary

of the London society, was condemned to

death for the alleged, but unproved, accusa-

tion of inciting the slaves to rebellion. His

sentence was commuted at home to total

banishment from the West Indies. He died

in prison pending the sentence. In 1831,

the colonies of Essequibo, Demerara, and

Berbice, were united into one government,

and called British Guiana. The country of-

fers a fruitful field for the industry of the

emigrant, the enterprise of the merchant, and

the researches of men of science. Millions

of acres of fertile land, now lying waste, are

adapted to the cultivation of every tropical

product, of which the mother country stands

in need.

Jamaica. Jamaica, or as it was called by

the Indians, Xaymaca, is an island 160 miles

long and 45 broad, containing 4,000,000 acres.

It is situated between the parallels of 17° 35'

and 18° 30' north latitude, and 76° and 78°
40' west longitude, 4000 miles southwest of

England, 90 miles west of St. Domingo, the

same distance south of Cuba, and 435 miles

north of Carthagena, on the South American
continent. It was discovered by Columbus
on the morning of the 3d of May, 1494, during

his second expedition to the new world. The
first permanent settlement was made in 1509
by Diego Columbus, the son of the great na-

vigator, who despatched Don Juan d'Esqui-
mel, with seventy men, for this purpose. This
party formed a settlement at Santa Gloria. In

1580, owing to the junction of the crown of

Spain and Portugal, the territorial right of

Jamaica was vested in the royal house of Bra-

ganza, and the Portuguese, who emigrated to

the island, gave new life to the settlement.

Little is known of the internal history of the

island up to the period of the British con-
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quest in 1655. At that time, there were only

about 1500 Spanish and Portuguese, with an

equal number of mulattoes and slaves. Ja-

maica was attacked by a force of 6500 Eng-

lishmen, sent out by Oliver Cromwell, on the

3d of May, 1655, after having been one hun-

dred and forty-six years in the possession of

Spain. It was taken with but little resistance.

Under the goveinment of Colonel D'Oyley,

Jamaica became the head quartets of the pi-

rates or buccaneers, who infested these seas,

and derived inordinate wealth from the plun-

der of the Spanish colonies and fleets. The
tables and household utensils of the colonists

were of silver and gold, and their horses were

sometimes shod with silver. In 1659, the

population of the island was rated at 4.500

whites, and 1,400 negroes. In 1664, the first

assembly of Jamaica was convened by the

lieutenant governor. It consisted of thirty

members. This early establishment of a

popular legislative assembly was attended

with singular advantages. For sixty-four

years, it carried on a contest to secure the

means of defending itself against the crown,

and for controlling the expenditure of its

own supplies. In 1684, the first insurrection

of the negroes occurred. It was, however,

soon suppressed. On the 7th of June, 1692,

at mid-day, 3000 of the inhabitants of Port

Royal were swallowed up by an earthquake.

An epidemic followed, which carried oil' 3000

more. In 1698, the population amounted to

7365 whites and 40,000 negroes. The year

1760 witnessed one of the desperate insur-lare merely counsellors of the governor, who
rections of the slaves, which ended in the! may follow their advice or not as he pleases,

destruction of the greater part of the insur- The legislative council consists of twelve

gents. Ninety white persons fell in the re-! members, six of whom hold their offices and
hellion. 400 of the rebel negroes were slain.

! salaries at the pleasure of the crown. No
Many destroyed themselves in the woods measure can be proposed to the committee
rather than fall into the hands of their former; which the governor objects to.

masters, and 600 were transported to Honduras.

except for the regulation of commerce, the
produce whereof is not applied to the use of
the colony in which it is levied. The present
governor is the Marquis of Sligo; his salary

is £5,500. The total expense for 1831 was
£370,000, of which the clergy of the esta-

blished church received £23,593.
Trinidad. This island is very favourably

situated for commerce, maritime strength,

and political importance, at the mouth of the

Orinoco. It is in latitude 9° 30' to 10° 15''

north, and longitude 60° 30' to 01° 20' west.

It is separated from the province of Cumana,
on the South Americarr continent, by the gulf
of Paria; it is ninety miles long by fifty

broad, with an area of 2,400 square miles, or
1,536,000 acres. According to the opinion
of some it was named Trinidad, after the Holy
Trinity. It became a Brilish colony in 1797,
having been taken from the Spanish by Ad-
miral Harvey and General Abercrombie. The
fertility of the soil, its magnificent vegetation,

beautiful rivers, forests of pnlms, groves of
citrons, hedges of spices and perfumes, its

succulent roots, delicious herbs and fruits,

abundant and nourishing food, its fi.^e skies

and atmosphere, have given to Trinidad the

name of the Indian Paradise. The govern-

ment is nearly despotic, though nominally

vested in part in an executive and legislative

committee. The executive council consists

of three official members, the colonial secre-

tary, colonial treasurer, and attorney general,

selected from the legislative councils. They

The number of slaves ann«(2% imported about

this period, amounted to 16,000. The Maroon
war, brought on by the intemperate policy of

the Earl of Balcarris, in 1795, ended in 'the

destruction of the lives of many brave men,
and in the removal of the surviving Maroons
to Nova Scotia, and subsequently to Sierra

Leone. Jamaica is ruled by a governor, a

captain general, appointed by the crown,

aided by a council of twelve, somewhat simi-

lar to the British house of commons. The
council is generally appointed by the king,

through the secretary of state for the colo-

nies, from among the most respectable colo-

nists, who are ex officio justices of the peace.

The lieutenant governor, chief justice, attor-
;
doctrines of the Christian religion he was at

ney general, and the bishop, are all ex officio
I

the charge of translating and printing the

members of the council, each member of, Four Gospels and Acts of the Apostles into

which is removed at the pleasure of the king, the Malayan language, which he sent tuto

The assembly consists of forty-five members, the East Indies. lie paid a large sum to the

each of the parishes sending two representa- translator of Grotius's Treatise of the Truths
tives, rtnd Spaniali Town, Kingston, and Port of the Christian Religion into Arabic, which
Royal, one additional member each. A re-; he had printed and spread whore this language
presentative must possess a freehold of £300 was understood. A large share of the expense
per annum. The council and general assem- of rendering the New Testament into the

bly, with the concurrence of the king, or his Turkish language, and printing editions of

representative, the governor, may make laws,' the Irish and Welsh Bible, was borne by him.

statutes and ordinances for the public peace He possessed such a love of Christianity, and
and welfare. The king and parliament do was so fully persuaded of the truth of it, that

not impose any duty payable in the colonies
|
he rejoiced at every discovery which nature

ued.)

For " The Friend."

TRAITS OF ROBERT BOYIiE.

He had so profound a veneration for the

Deity, that the name of God was never men-
tioned by him without a pause in his dis-

course. He was very constant and serious in

his addresses to the Supreme Being ; and it

appeared to those who conversed most with
him in his enquiries into nature, that his

main design was to raise in himself and in

others, more elevated thoughts of the great-

ness and the glory, wisdom and goodness of
God. For the purpose of spreading the
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furnished him with to illustrate it, or to take

off objections raised against any part of it.

He always considered it a system of truths,

which ought to purify the hearts and govern

the lives of those who profess it. He loved

no practice which seemed to lessen this effect,

nor any nicety, which occasioned divisions

amongst Christians. Pure and disinterested

Christianity was so bright and glorious a sys-

tem in his view, that he was much troubled

at the disputes and divisions which had

risen about lesser matters, while the great

and most universally acknowledged truths

were almost as generally neglected as they

were confessed. His charities were very ex-

tensive. Large sums of money went from

him, without the partialities of sect, country,

or relations ; for he considered himself a

debtor to the whole human family. So strict

was he to our Saviour's precept, that, except

the parties, or the person whom he trusted to

convey it to them, none ever knew how a

large part of his estate, which disappeared,

was distributed; even ho kept no account,

lest it should fall into other hands. He was

very plain, unaffected, and temperate in the

manner of his life, and had about him all that

neglect of pomp in clothes, lodging, furniture,

and equipage, which agreed with his grave

and serious course of life. In conversation

he was candid and courteous. Though na-

turally choleric, he gained such ascendancy

over his temper that it seldom appeared, ex-

gept sometimes in his countenance on a very

high provocation. Such was his modesty that,

in giving his opinion, he did not dictate to

others, but proposed his views with due and

decent distrust, and was ever ready to listen

to what was suggested by others. He never

treated persons or things with neglect, and

was never known to offend any one by his de-

portment, avoiding reproachful or indecorous

expressions. As he was careful to give those

who conversed with him no cause of displea-

sure, he was yet more careful of those who
were absent, never to speak ill of any. How-
ever irreproachable his character appeared to

the world, he was no less really so in his

most private demeanour. He affected nothing

which was solemn or supercilious, nor used

any means to make multitudes run after or

depend upon him. It was never discovered that

there was any thing hid under all this appear-

ance of goodness, which was not truly so; for

he concealed both his piety and charity all he
could, never assuming the authority which all

the world was ready to grant him. Cheerful

without being light, he did not waste his

time nor his spirits in foolish mirth, but pos-

sessed his soul in patience, full of that solid

enjoyment'which his goodness as well as ex-

tensive knowledge afforded him. His natural

tenderness, as well as softness of friendship,

gave him a large share of other men's con-

cerns, for he had a quick sense of the miseries

of mankind. His knowledge was of prodigious

extent, and the reputation which he had ac-

quired among foreign nations was so great,

that few persons who visited Englandj having

any taste for learning, left the country with-

out seeing him. He received them with a

certain openness and hospitality peculiar to;

him, and though these visits consumed much
of his time, he was strict in not suffering

himself to be denied; for he said he knew
the heart of a stranger, and the satisfaction

derived from the conversation of those he

wished to see when abroad ; and it was not

only a duty to strangers, but in him a point

of religious charity. His constitution was
feeble, which required his care, especially as

his mind was too active for his bodily strength;

but his great thoughts of God, and his contem-

plation of his works, were to him sources

of continual joy, which never could be ex
hausted.

For " The Friend."

More of the Humming Bird.

It is a proof of the almost universal relish for

subjects in natural history, that the interest-

ing little humming bird story, published in

No. 49, Vol. VII. of "The Friend," has been
re-published in so many of the public jour-

nals—not less, I think, than half a dozen

within my own knowledge. Among others,

on recently looking into the " Farmer's Re-

gister," of Prince George county, Virginia, I

perceived the article there, and to it were ap-

pended the following remarks, which I have

been induced to copy for " The Friend."

" We have heard several unquestionable

statements which concur with the foregoing

in proving that the humming bird may be

easily tamed. When taken full grown, they

will soon begin to eat, and become familiar.

A young lady of our acquaintance has at dif-

ferent times reared two young humming
birds, which were brought to her in their

nests. They fed on a mixture of honey and

water sucked from a vial. Both very soon

became perfectly tame, and required no con-

finement, except to protect them from the

cat, which killed one after it could fly. The
other lived longer, it was fully grown before

it disappeared, and had several times visited

the adjacent woods, and was seen with com-
panions of its kind, but would return when
sought for, and suffer itself to be taken by

thehand of its mistress. It was not confined,

and the cause of its disappearance, during the

same summer, was not known. Perhaps the

time had arrived for it to seek its winter home
in a more southern region.

" The flowers of the coral or native honey-

suckle of Virginia are, of all, the most attrac-

tive to humming birds, or furnish the liquid

food on which they live in most abundance.

A large vine of this honey-suckle, when in

bloom, will seldom (in fine weather) be with-

out one or more of these little visiters: and

if the vine is trained near the windows, they

will often enter the house—and might, per-

haps, be induced to repeat tlicii visits, and be

easily rendered tame. We recommend to

some of the y«ung ladies who (we hope) are

readers of the Register, to attempt the do-

mestication of the hummingbird. What other

pets could compare in interest with this most

beautiful of nature's works, which seems

scarcely to belong to the earth? The delicacy

I

of its form, the brilliancy and variety of its

'colours, and the singular beauty of its move-

I

ments, are beyond what the most vivid ima-

gination could have conceived, if the reality

was unknown.''

Of a somewhat kindred character, in the

same number of the Register, is a letter to

Edmund Ruffin, the editor, from J. K. Pauld-

ing, dated. New York, Nov. 2-2, 1834, de-

scribing his rural enjoyments in town, the

greater part of which, as a specimen of epis-

tolary pleasantry both harmless and agreeable,

I shall subjoin:

—

" Enclosed is the amount of my subscription

to your Farmer's Register, for the second year.

I continue to read it with unabated pleasure

—not only on account of the valuable agri-

cultural information it communicates, but be-

cause it carries me back in imagination to

the rural fields and rural occupations among
which I passed my early years. At that time

[ scarcely knew the inestimable value of the

calm quiet pleasures of a country life: but

time and experience, in various scenes and
occupations, have taught me properly to esti-

mate the innocent enjoyments derived from
an association with the flowers and the fruits

of the earth, and the harmless populace of the

fields and woods.
" I delight to think, and talk, and write about

these matters, in the midst of a great city, in

whose business I take but little part, and
whose pleasures are little to my taste. I

have called around me all the allusions which
might nourish the idea of the country, that

the limited space allowed in a part of the city

where every foot of land might sell for as

much as would nearly cover it with silver

dollars, will permit. In spring and summer
the brick walls of my grounds are overrun

with creeping vines, that hide them almost

entirely from view, and hedged by lilacs,

snowballs, and rose bushes, of various kinds.

I have an Isabella grape vine, which hangs in

festoons from one pillar to another of the back

piazza, which extends fifty feet along the rear

of my house, and in the season is loaded with

bunches of purple grapes.
" I have a grass plot of about eighty feet by

thirty-five, from which I cut a crop of hay

three times a year, which I give to the mower,
together with half a dollar for his trouble : so

you see I don't make much by this branch of

my rural economy. In the summer mornings

and afternoons, when the grass is shaded, my
children play their gambols on it, while I sit

under my piazza like a patriarch, smoking a

segar, and enjoying their pastimes. In the

centre of the grass plot, are two beautiful and

luxuriant moss rose bushes, on which I have

counted two hundred roses and opening rose

buds, banqueting on the dews of the morning

at one time. But every thing in this belli-

gerent world has its peculiar enemy, and my
rose bushes are every spring assailed by certain

moss-trooping worms, that eat into the buds,

and blight their opening beauties. Against

these i have declared open and exterminating

war. But what could even the great Gulliver

do against an army of Lilliputians? As fast

1 dislodge one enemy, others appear in

its place—for it would seem that the more
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worthless the animal the more rapid its re-

production. If any of your numerous corre-

spondents will favour me through the medium
of the Register, with a treatise on the art of

warring against caterpillars, he shall have the

first rose of the spring, and my thanks besides.
" But I have reserved my most valuable

possession for the last. It is a magnificent

trumpet creeper, which runs up and com-
pletely hides from view the gable end of a

three storied house that adjoins my premises.
In the season it is covered with flowers three

inches long, and here I have often counted a

dozen humming birds, extracting the sweets
with their long bills, and all at once suddenly
darting at each other, for no possible provoca-
tion that I could conceive. Like almost all

little folks, they seem exceedingly pugnacious
about nothing, and I have often seen a couple
of these diminutive prize-fighters fall to the

ground clinging to each other with most alarm-

ing ferocity. Where they come from, or whi-
ther they go, I cannot conceive, for they ap-

pear and disappear like the glances of the

sunbeams. In front of my house I have a

row of plane trees planted close to each other,

so that their limbs interlock, and being suf-

fered to grow low towards the ground, hide

from view the opposite buildings, and give a

rural air to my residence. Looking out of
my front windows, I see nothing but green
trees, and if I go into the back parlour, no-
thing but vines and shrubs; so that were it

not for the racket in the streets, I should al-

most realise the country, in the midst of a
great city.

" Thus have I given you a sketch of my city

plantation, and rural system of economy. 1

trust you will give me the credit of being a

capital agriculturist, and most judicious expe-
rimenter, and I can assure you on my veracity,

that though I lay out money every year in im-
provements, I never receive any in return.

This is what I should call being a gentleman
farmer."

ON SELECT SCHOOLS.

It is to me a sorrowful reflection, that the
opportunities now afi'orded to the children of
this Society, by the establishment, in this
city, of two schools of the above kind, one
for boys, the other for girls, are not more
highly esteemed and embraced by parents
generally.

Can it be that any reflecting mind is not
fully convinced of the propriety and necessity
of such institutions ? If such be the case with
any one, I would ask them to visit schools of
a difierent kind. Even if we should enter
those taught by members of our Society, and
any conversation should ensue between the
children and their teachers, but particularly
with one another, we will be buuulv with
some such language as the following—" We
said that on Monday,"—" We will have that
next Thursday," &c. &c. It must also be a
necessary consequence, from the education
which those children receive at home, that
they are likely in the narration of their his-
tory lessons, or when any thing occurs, which
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introduces the subjects, to plead for the pro-

priety of v/ar, music, dancing, &c.
Let us candidly ask ourselves, what is the

situation of a child, a member of our Society,

surrounded by such as these ? Will they not

be led, unless particularly guarded and care-

fully watched over, to adopt in part, if not

wholly, their mode of speech, their principles

and sentiments ?

Where are we to look for a succession of

standard bearers, that will fill the places of
those who are now fast hastening to the grave,

if more than one half of the children of this

Society, are thus to be taught, and thus to

mix with the world ?

I would wish that those who have not fully

considered the subject, and who have child-

ren placed at mixed schools, would be willing
seriously to reflect upon it, and to remember
that they cannot now plead excuse, on the
ground of there being no such school esta-

blished, but on the contrary, that there now
are two institutions, with ample and comfort-
able accommodations for the children of both
sexes, where they will receive not only a

good literary education, but instruction in

the principles and testimonies of the Society,
which they should be taught to love and re-

spect, and to adorn and support by consistent
walking. G.

Remarkable sagacity of a Dog.—The most
extraordinary instance of the sagacity of this

faithful animal, that we recollect to have heard,
occurred the other day in this city. While the
carriage of Mr. Powell wasstanding in Spruce
street, near Fifth, the horses became alarmed
and set oS" at full speed. The dog imme-
diately ran after them, and by seizing the
reins in his mouth, actually succeeded in stop-
ping them until the driver came to his assist-

ance.

Died, of pulmonary consumption, on the 29th of
first month, at the residence of her son, Bethiah
Ladd, wife of Dudley Ladd, a much esteemed mem-
ber and elder of Weare, (N. Hampshire,) monthly
meeting, and Concord particular meeting, aged about
71 years. This, our beloved sister, was one amongst
a very few that remained firmly attached to early
Friends' principles, in her own particular meeting,
amid the rendings of that spirit, that " divides in
Jacob, and separates in Israel,"—and to her latest
breath, her Redeemer and Saviour was her evening
praise as he had been her morning song. She died in
great peace.

LIST OF AGENTS.
MAINE.

Daniel Tabcr, East Vassalborough.
Joseph D. Hoag, Berwick.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Stephen A. Chase, Lamprey river.

Eli Varney, Dover.
Moses A. Cartland, Weare.

MASSACHUSETTS.
1=1.10 Bassett, Jr., Lvnn.
Abijah Cliase, Salem.
William Mitchell, Nantucket.
William C. Taber, New Bedford.
Stephen Dillingham, Falmouth, Cape Cod.

VERMONT.
Dr. Harris Otis, Danby, Rutland Co.
John Knowles, Monkton, Addison Co.

RHODE ISLAND.
Matthew Parinton, Providence.

NEW YORK.
Mahlon Day, city ofNew York.
Joshua Kimber, Flushing, L. I.

Wm. Willis, Jericho, L. I.

John F. Hull, StanfordviUe.

Asa B. Smith, Farmington.
Jesse P. Haines, Lock Port.
Joseph Tallcott, Skaneateles.

Joseph Bowne, Butternuts.

Henry Griffen, Mamaroneck.
Thomas Townsend, Lowville.
Thomas Bedell, Co.'csackie.

Moses Sutton, Jr., Pinesbridge.

Samuel Adams, New Paltz Landing, Ulster Co.
Ephraim Potter, Granville, Washington Co.
Isaac Mosher, Queensbury, Glenn's Falls.

Alleu Thomas, P. M., Sherwood's'corner.

William Keese 2d, Keeseville, Essex Co.
NEW JERSEY.

William Allinson, Burhngton.
John Bishop, Columbus.
Samuel Bunting, Crosswicks.
David Roberts, Moorestown.
Caspar Wistar, Salem.
Josiah Tatum, Woodbury.
Hugh Townsend, Plainfield.

David Scull, Sculltown.
Jacob Parker, Rahway.
Setli Lippincott, Shrewsbury.
John M. Reeve, Medford.
Benjamin Sheppard, Greenwich.
Eli Matthes, Tuckerton.

PENNSYLVANIA.
George Malin, Whiteland.
George G. Ashbrrdge, Downingtown.
Isaac Pusey, Londongrove.
Solomon Lukens, Coatesville.

Charles Stroud, Stroudsburg.

Jesse fpencer, Gwynedd.
Elias Ely, New Hope.
Jesse J. Maris, Chester.

John Parker, P. M., Parkersville.

Samuel R. Kirk, P. M., East Nantmeal.
Thomcs Wistar, Jr., Abington.
Joel Evans, Springfield.

James Moon, Falsington, Bucks Co.
Thomas Mendenhall, Berwick, Columbia Co.
David Binns, Brownsville, Fayette Co.
Jacob Haines, Muncy, Lvcoming Co.

DELAWARE.
John W. Tatum, WilminMon.

MARYLAND.
Dr. George Williamson, Baltimore.
Dr. Thomas H. Dawson, Easton.
Dr. Thos. Worthington, Darlington, Hartford Co.

VIRGINIA.
Amos Ladd, Richmond.
Wr.i. Davis, Jr., Lynchburg.
Robert White, Smithfield, Isle of Wight Co.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Phineas Nixon, Jr., P. M., Nixon's, Randolph Co.
Jesse Hinshaw, New Salem.
Thomas Moore, P. M., New Garden.
Nathan Hunt, Jr., P. M., Hunt's store.

OHIO.
Ephraim Morgan, Cincinnati.

Lemuel Jones, Mount Pleasant.

Benjamin Hoyle, Barnesville.

Henry Crew, P. M., Richmond.
John Street, Salem, Columbiana Co.
John Negus, Upper Springfield, do.

Gershara Perdue, Leesburgh, Highland Co.
Aaron L. Benedict, Bennington, Delaware Co.
David Mote, West Milton, Miami Co.

INDIANA.
Elijah Coffin, Richmond,
William Hobbs, New Salem.
Thomas Talbert, Westfield.

William Hadley, near Mooresville, Morgan Co.
Seth Hinshaw, Greensboro', Henry Co.

MICHIGAN.
Nathan Comstock, Adrian, Lenawee Co.

UPPER CANADA.
Joseph Pearson, New Market.
GilberfDorland, Hallowell.

Frederick Stover, Norwich.
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.
Thomas Hodgson, No. 4, South John et.
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FRIEINDS' BOOKS.

To supply tlie members of our Society with

the journals and standard works of the early

and more modern Friends, printed in a good
type and at a moderate price, is admitted to be

a very important object. Many of the ancient

works are voluminous and very expensive;

some are entirely outof print andthedemand for

them not sufficient to warrant a new edition in

the old form. Thus, while the Society is in-

creasing in numbers, the lives and writings of

its brightest ornaments are becoming more
scarce, and it is safe to say, that a large pari

of the youth will grow up without having even

seen the excellent works of such men as

Fox, Penn, Barclay, Pennington, Churchman,
Gough, or VVoolman. Unless a remedy be at-

tempted before long, the evil will have in-

creased to an extent which it will be difficult

to reach; and, as is now the case in no incon-

siderable degree, the religious reading of our

young Friends will be almost exclu.<ively con-

fined to the productions of those of other re-

ligious Societies. When we consider what an

infJuence such reading has over the temper and
future direction of the mind, it does not re-

quire the foresight of a prophet to predict that

many of them will be literally read out of ih

Society, and lose their attachment to its princ

pies and testimonies. 'I'o this source much of

the prevailing laxity respecting these important

subjects may now be traced, and should the

ca\ises which have produced continue to in

crease it, few will probably be left in another ge-

neration to support the distinctive characteris

tics of the Society. How flir we may bo enabled

to arrest this degeneracy, it is not our business

to enquire, but lo use those means which a

beneficent Providence places within our power
and leave the result lo his blessing. I cannot,

however,- doubt, that if the general taste for

reading could be directed to the instructive

biography of our worthy ancients, whose ex

amples were an ornament to their Christian

profes.sion—to the history of the rise and pro

gress of the Society, and of the sufferings by

which its early members evinced tlieir faith-

fulness, a most happy influence would be pro-

duced among our youth. Some of the early

writers were deeply engaged in controversy

and their works are swelled with essays of thi:

character, which, however valuable in their

day, are not adapted to the wants or temper

of our times. The omission of these, and

some or all of the addresses to priests, magis-

trates, &c., would greatly reduce the size of

those volumes and increase their interest. In

some instances, journals contain long cata

logues of names of places visited, unaccom
panied by instructive remarks and destitute of

any peculiar incident. A prudent and skillu'

hand might, with great advantage, abridge such

parts, and while every thing really valuable

would be retained, the size and cost of the

work would be greatly diminished, and its in

terest and value increased. By adopting the

plan of issuing them in a regular series, once

in two or four weeks, in corresponding size

type and paper, a few years, say five or six,

would furnish tho subscribers with a complete

collection of Friends' writings, including the

history of (he Society, while the annual

pense would not exceed four or five doll

hich would place them within the reach of

every family in the Society.

The work might be interspersed with bio-

raphy respecting ancient Friends, who have

left no printed journals, but of whom- occa-

al notices may be found scattered through

the writings of others. There are many such

in Bessc, Sewell, Gough, Rutty, &c.—and if

the detached fragments were thrown into one

connected essay, they would form an instruc-

tive and interesting narrative. There is no
religious life of William Penn extant, though

materials for one might readily be procured,

and it would form a valuable addition to our

present stock of religious reading. Many of

the journals are full of incident and of rich

mailer for profitable contemplation, and furnish

a variety which, if properly arranged, could

not fail, I thiiik, to attract readers. When I re-

flect how much ihe lone of tiiought and feeling

in a community depends on the character of

the works they read, and how readily the mind
of man conforms lo the models which are pre-

sented for its imitation, the conclusion is irre-

sistible in my mind, that if we expect our

youth to grow up Friends, we must put in

their way, in an attractive and winning form,

those means which are calculated to lead them
to such a result, and so to discipline and direct

their minds, that, under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit, the religion of their education

may ultimately become the religion of their

judgment and choice. Excellent as are the

lives of Marlyn, and Payson, and Richmond,
and Judson, and Fletcher, and Oberlin, and
Neff, and many others, they are not likely lo

produce in the minds of their readers any at

tachmenl to our religious testimonies, but ra

Iherlhe contrary, and to weaken the love of our
young Friends for their own Society. 'J'iie sub

ject is of much importance, and ought to clain

the early and efticient attention of Friends. If

tlie plan of a semi-monthly publication, in num-
bers of about thirty-two pages large octavo,

should meet with general approbation, 1 doubt
not but a sufiicient subscription list could be
obtained lo defray all the expenses, especially

if the different meetings for sufTerings could
be united in an eflbrt to promote its dissemi

nation.

The advantages to subscribers would be
great, for tliey would obtain at a small annua
expense, a library of approved standard works
in the doctrines, testimonies, history, and bio

graphy of their own Society, which in the or

dinary mode of publishing would cost so large

a sum as to be within the reach of the affluent

only,

The editorship of such a publication would
necessarily require much lime and labour, and
a heavy expenditure of money; but I have no
doubt that Friends would be found disposed lo

devote themselves to it, for the sake of pro-

moling the welfare of our religious Society,

We should be glad to learn the sentiments of
Friends, respecting it.

We early forget our faults when nobody
lakes notice of them.

Palmer's Aphorisms.

For "The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
(Continued from page 118.)

Though the comforts of a father's house

and the increased kindness of his connections

were highly acceptable to George Whitehead,

yet he sufl'ered none of the endearments of

home lo delay him in the service of his heaven-

ly Master. Given up in heart to follow the

leadings of the Spirit of Truth, whatever sa-

crifices it might cost him, he viewed the world

and all its attractions as subordinate, and not

worthy to be placed in competition, even for a

moment, with ihe great concerns of life and
salvation. To preach Christ Jesus and him
crucified, to proclaim lo the people his second

and spiritual appearance in their hearts, as the

t;ood seed, the word of God, was the primary

object of his concern. His long absence from
his brethren of the meetings which he fre-

quented previous to his travels, and the lively

exercise of the gift in the ministry committed
to him of the Lord, rendered his return pecu-
liarly acceptable to them, and they were mu-
tually refreshed and comforted in each other's

society. He also visited the family of Judge
Fell at Swarthmore, and the meetings of
Friends, kept at his house, " where," says

he, " we were comforted together in the Lord,
and in the great love and unity which our
Friends in those parts were in."

" I also visited Friends' meetings through
Cumberland, v/here I had not been much
known before that journey; yet Friends being
very loving in that county also, they kindly re-

ceived me, and my testimony and service for

the Lord God, and his blessed ever-living truth;

he having made me zealously concerned for

the promoting and spreading thereof, as well

as enabled me to endure great suffering and
hardships for the same."
Some idea of the faithfulness and constancy

of our early Friends in llie maintenance of
their religious meetint's may be formed from
the following narrative:

—

" In those days. Friends in the west part of
Cumberland kept their meetings without
doors, at a place on the common, called

Pardshaw Cragg, not having convenient house
room to contain Ihe meetings. It vvas very
cold, stormy, snowy weather at one of the

meetings which I had on the said Cragg, but
as there are several sides of it under the wind,

so Friends commonly met on the calmest side.

And truly several good and blessed meetings
I had at the said Pardshaw Cragg, both in the

winter and summer; and some within doors;

since our Friends got a raeeting-house buflt

there.

" Likewise our Friends of Strickland and
Shapp, and that side of Westmoreland, kept
their meetings for some years on the common,
both winter and summer, until they got a
meeting-house built at Great Strickland.

Friends in those northern countries were
greatly enabled to bear the cold, and all sorts

of weather, when they had their meetings on
the commons and mountainous places, for se-

veral years at first.

" And when it has rained most of the time,

at some meetings where we have been very

much wet, I do not recollect that ever I got
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any hurt thereby; the Lord so preserved and

defended us by his power. Blessed be his

name who did enable me and many others to

stand, and to bear divers kinds of storms and
winds, &c."

It may not be an unprofitable engagement
for us to pause and contemplate the account

here given, and contrast our own feelings and
practice with the example it holds up to view.

Provided with good liDuses to meet in, con-
veniently situated as respects our own dwell-

ings—with unnumbered blessings demanding
the public acknowledgment of our gratitude

and love to the merciful Being from whom
they are derived, do we feel sufficient zeal

glowing in our hearts to prompt us to the dili-

gent attendance of our religious assemblies?

or do we go to them merely from the influence

of habit, the desire to sustain our reputation

as religious men, or because the discipline of

the church enforces it? Would our love to

God and the obligation to acknowledge our
dependence on him, induce us to submit to

the hardship and exposure here noticed, rather

than falter in our testimony to this important

Christian duty ? Oh ! could we but see in

others and feel in ourselves, more of that ar-

dent attachment to Christ and his cause, more
of the simplicity, obedience, and self-renun-

ciation which adorned the Society in those

early days, what a blessed change would soon
be wrought among us, and how would the light

of the gospel spread abroad, through our
faithfulness, so that others seeing the good
works flowing from this source, would glo-

rify our Father who is in heaven.

Our worthy friend made but a short stay at

home, before he set out on a journey into

Westmoreland, Durham, and Northumber-
land, in which he had the company of Richard
Wilson. They had good service, and many
were convinced under their ministry. Jn

speaking of it, G. Whitehead remarks:

—

" In our return through Northumberland I

declared the truth, and warned the people in

several towns, to repentance and amendment
of life; particularly in one town, where they

had a piper playing, and people about him
dancing, by a haystack in a yard. I rode up
to them, and in the dread of the Lord warn-
ed them to repentance; whereupon the piper

ceased playing, and he and the people pre-

sent heard me quietly, till I had cleared my
conscience, and then parted peaceably from
them.

" Great endeavours were used for us to

have had some meetings in Newcastle-upon-
Tyne; but the mayor of the town, influenced

by the priests, would not suffer us to keep any
meeting within the liberty; though in Gateside
our Friends had settled a meeting at our be
loved friend Richard Ubank's house.

" The first meeting we endeavoured to have
in the town of Newcastle, was in a large room
taken by some Friends, who were zealously
concerned for the same.

" The meeting was not fully gathered, when
the mayor of the town and liis officers came;
and by force turned us out of the house, and
out of (he town also; going along with us so
far as the bridge, over tlie river Tyne, tli

parts Newcastle and Gateside; upon which

bridge there is a blue stone, to which the

mayor's liberty only extends, and when we
catne to it, the mayor gave his charge to each
of us in these words, viz.

" I charge and command you, in the name
of his highness the lord protector, that you
come -no more into Newcastle, to have any
more tneetings there, at your peril.

" On a first day after, we met again in the

town of Newcastle, without doors, near the

river side, where the mayor's officers came
again, and haled us away as before; but in

Gateside we could enjoy our meetings peace-

ably, which we were thankful to God for.

" Being thus forcibly disappointed of keep-

ing any meetings in the town, some Friend or

Friends agreed with the man that kept the

Guildhall, or shirebouse, to suflier us to have a

meeting therein, it being without the liberty of

le town; yet, though the keeper of the hall

had agreed for the price, the priest, whose
name was Hammond, interposed to prevent

our meeting, and persuaded the said keeper
to break his word with our friends, and to

keep them out of the house he had agreed they

should meet in; the priest giving him half a

crown to go back from his bargain: for the

said keeper was constrained to show the cause

of breach of his agreement, in thus keeping

us out of doors.
" Being thus perfidiously disappointed of

the house, after the meeting had been appoint-

ed, we were necessitated to keep the meeting

on the side of the hill near the said shirehouse,

that being also without the mayor's liberty.

" However it was so ordered of the Lord,

by his over-ruling power, that we had not only

a large meeting and a great concourse of peo-

ple besides our own friends, but it was also

kept quiet, and the spirits of people subjected

and brought under, by the power and preva-

lency of truth, and gospel testimony, which
the Lord our God gave me strength to bear in

that meeting, in power and authority for a con-

siderable time, as I really believe, for two or

three hours together; and my voice was raised

to that degree, that some said I was heard

from off" the side of the castle-hill, over the

river Tyne, into Gateside.
" I must needs say that day's work and ser-

vice is to me very memorable; and the fresh

remembrance of the goodness and power of

the Lord, my strength and help in his own
work and service, is still matter of comfort to

me, and the more, in that I feel a living sense

of the continuance of the same divine good-

ness, love, and power of the Lord God with

me still, that did assist and help me through

deep sufferings, trials, and weighty undertak-

ings in his service, for his holy name and

blessed truth's sake. ' O my soul, bless thou

the Lord, and let all that is within me praise

his holy name ; for his mercy endures for

ever !'
"

In the second month, 1658, while engaged
in his travels, he was seized with an ague and

fever which brought him very low, and detain-

ed him for some weeks at the house of a

Friend at Diss. But it pleased the Lord, who
had further service for him in his church, by

his own divine power to raise him from this

bed of sickness, and enable him to proceed

m his labours in the ministry; " He having,"
observes George Whitehead, " by his over-
ruling power and merciful providence, afford-

ed me such manifest preservations, that nei-

ther furious tumults, stonings, beatings, cruel

confinements, severe stripes, manifold labours,

travels, nor sickness, were hitherto suffered

to shorten my days; for the Lord has prolong-
ed them even far beyond my own expectation,

many years ago, as well as to the disappoint-

ment of my cruel persecutors' expectations

and desires. Let my heart and soul in true

humility, bless the Lord our God for his mani-
fold blessings and eminent preservations, both

inward and outward: let Him have the glory

and praise of all, who alone is worthy for ever

more !"

In the fifth month of this year, he had a
dispute with Edward Willan, the priest of
Hoxon, respecting the church—the former
contending that the house was the church, and
George asserting that it was the assembly of
the saints, who were sanctified in Christ Jesus.

Whether the priest was chagrined at the refu-

tation of his positions by solid Scripture argu-
ments, or from mere vexation that any should
dare to question the infallibility of his deci-

sions, having the power on his side, he seized

the bridle of George's horse and forcibly de-

tained him, until he obtained assistance to take
him before a magistrate, who granted a war-
rant to commit him to Ipswich jail, for revil-

ing the priest. So keen were the priest and
his abettors for lodging him in prison, that

they hurried him away that rjight on horse-

back, and after riding until near sunrise next
morning, they reached Ipswich, and turned
him in atnong the felons. Here he remained
nearly sixteen weeks, during which time,

Oliver Cromwell died, and liis son Richard
being proclaimed protector. Friends obtained
his release.

The sufl^erings to which his call as a travel-

ling minister of Christ exposed this active and
zealous disciple, appear to have had no ten-

dency to abate his eflTorts in the defence and
promotion of the cause of truth. After being
released from Ipswich jail, he says, he had
" very good and comfortable service in the
work of the gospel in several places, in the
counties of Essex and Suffolk."

For a time after the change in the govern-
ment, persecution was somewhat arrested, and
the meetings of Friends were less frequently

molested. But the spirit of persecution still

remained, and notwithstanding the high pro-
fessions which the presbyterian party had made,
respecting toleration and charity, and support-

ing liberty of conscience, it was evident through
the whole period of their power, that the to-

leration they contended for embraced their

own society and principles only, and that li-

berty of conscience was allowed to none but

themselves.
(To be continued.)

Historical Literature.—There has been
published in the last year, by Grigg & Elliot,

of this city, sixteen thout^and volumes of
Grimshnw's Histories, for the use of schools;

of which number, nine thousand were of the

History of the United States.
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For " The Friend.

^^ AR MILITIA FINES.

From a knowledge of the character of the

present collector of militia fines in the city

of Philadelphia, and the unusual efforts re-

cently made to collect them, taken in con-

nection with the very small number of cases

sent up to our late quarterly meeting, I have
been led to fear that our Christian testimony

against war has not been maintained as it

should have been. Perhaps there are not

many (are there not some?) who deliberately

pay the demand, and openly violate the testi

mony of the Society
; yet it may reasonably

be feared, that under our name are to be
found individuals who connive at its payment
by others, and secretly rejoice that they can
thus avoid sutTering, without putting the

Christian principle of peace to open shame
Such are not only injuring themselves, bu
bringing reproach upon truth. " Have you
no friend to pay it for you?" is the enquiry

of the collector; ''Friend so-and-so always

has his paid." " Mr. S is a Friend, and
he pays me his fine ; so does Mr. T

;

they never make a disturbance about it."

The secret payment of this fine in lieu of

military service or training, or the connivance
at its payment by others, is a direct encou-
ragement of the onerous militia system. If

Friends were faithful to maintain their testi-

mony ag.iinst war in all respects, even keep-

ing in subjection a warlike spirit in relation

to this very oppression, and no nne through

mistaken kindness being induced to pay the

fine for them, in a very little time tlie system
would be exploded. Were nothing to be

gained but the incarceration of peaceable ci-

tizens in prison for conscience sake—no re-

ward bill the accusations of a troubled spirit

—no honour but the plaudits of militia offi-

cers, and the averted looks of the considerate
of all classes, it would require stout hands
and unfeeling hearts long to support the sys-

tem. Yes ! let it bo impressed upon the

weak and complying among us, that they are

supporting this oppressive system—that it is

to the7n, mainly, that the militia system, as

far as it regards Friends, is prolonged—that

they are binding their fellow professors with
this chain ; and that if entire faithfulness was
maintained on the part of all our members in

refusing to pay these fines, or allowing others
to do it, the spoiling of our goods and the

imprisonment of our members for this pre-
cious cause—the cause of peace on earth

—

would soon be a narrative of times that are
past.

Is not this a testimony worth suffering for?
" Love your enemies, bless them that curse
you, do good to them that iiate you, and pray

for thorn which despitcfully use you and per-

secute you,"—especially when the

tory reason is given, "that ye may be </icj principle

ashamed—yea, ashamed—to acknowledge the

rnotive which should induce them to refuse

compliance with these demands, from a con-

sciousness that they do not look like Quakers,
that if they are sheep, they are not in their

clothing, and, through weakness begotten
of this very cause, they fancy themselves com-
pelled to act in accordance with their appear-

ance.

It is very much to be desired that the testi-

mony to the peaceable nature of Christ's king-

dom on earth may not be lowered in our So-

ciety, at a lime too when the views so long
peculiar to Friends in this respect, arc spread-

ing with others ; but that all, more especially

those who can no longer be ranked among
the youth, the middle aged, may bo aroused
to the importance of having clean hands in

this respect, h is not a mere matter of busi-

ness between you and the collector; you are

not to solace yourselves with the belief that

no harm will come of it; every fine paid in

this manner goes to encourage and sustain

the system, to weaken your own hands, to

bind fetters upon your brethren, to lay waste
the testimonies of the Society, and to prepare
for yourselves moments of bitter reflection

when the unflattering witness comes to com
mune with you in the cool of the day.

Many of the younger class of our Society
it is encouraging to believe, have a propei

view of the unlawfulness of war for Chris
tians, and are endeavouring to walk worthy
in this respect of their vocation, and whil

these may be encouraged to continued faiti

fulness, it is desired that some who are a fe

years their seniors may profit by their example.
Pacificus.

For "The Fiiuntl."
READING ROOM.

In pursuance of a call inserted in this jour
I, a considerable number of Friends met

on the evening of the 3d instant, at the com-
mittee room of the Mulberry street meeting
house, to take into consideration the expe-
diency of establishing a reading room for the
members of our religious Society. The views
of the Friends by whom the call was made
having been stated, the subject was fully and
freely discussed, and it was with great unani-
mity agreed to appoint a committee to pro-
pose a plan for carrying the object into efl'ect.

That committee reported on third day even-
ing last, to an adjourned meeting then held,
a proposition to form an association, whose
object it should be to promote the improve-
ment of our youth, and facilitate their inter-
course with their elder brethren, by the insti-

tution of a reading room, to be placed under
the supervision of Friends, whose example

d conversation might have a tendency to
promote, on the part of their younger fellow
members, an attachment to" our Christian

children of your Father tDhich is in heaven
One weakness begets another—the laying

waste of one part of the enclosure of the So-
ciety, enfeebles and makes way for the pros-

tration of another portion of the hedge.
When called upon to pay militia fines, some
of our members who have already departed
from plainness of dress and address, are

testimonies. The proposition
of the committee became the subject of
free discussion, and the views of the Friends
present appearing to accord with those ex-
pressed in the subjoined preamble, it was
agreed to carry the plan into effect, provided
that sufficient funds can be collected for that

purpose. A committee was appointed to so-

licit the aid of Friends in this city, for the

promotion of this interesting object. The
following is'a summary of the propositions re-

ported hy the committee:

—

The want of a suitable place of resort for

the promotion of literary improvement and
social intercourse, has long been felt by many
of the members of the Society of Friends,
especially for the younger class, as well na-
tives of thia city, as those who come from
the country to reside amongst us—many of
these having but few acquaintances, are in

great measure precluded from the benefits of
social intercourse with exemplary Friends,
and being deprived of the comforts and shel-

ter of a father's house, as well as of the
watchful care and advice of their parents, are
greatly exposed to the allurements and tempt-
ations of a populous city. Such have pecu-
liar claims upon the sympathy and attention
of the Society: for this interesting class of
our members, and for the convenience and
benefit of those of riper years, it is therefore
deemed proper to establish an institution in
a central part of the city, which shall be fur-

nished with a judicious selection of books,
calculated to promote moral and religious im-
provement, and a general acquaintance with
literature, science, and the arts ; and also, to

be supplied with maps, globes, a.nd such pe-
riodical works as may be of suitable charac-
ter. For the promotion of which objects, the
following plan is proposed.

1. That a Friends' Reading Room Associa-
tion be formed.

2. That it be managed by a board to be an-
nually chosen.

3. 'J'hat its expenses be defrayed by dona-
tions, legacies, and subscriptions—subscri-
bers paying two dollars annually, to be enti-
tled to the privileges of the institution; those
paying glOO in one payment, or ten dol-
lars annually, besides their own right of ad-
mission, to have the privilege of granting
five tickets of admission to the rooms—no
person to be so admitted, unless he be a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends—subscribers
only to be members of the association.

4. Subscribers to have the right of intro-

ducing strangers, provided they be members
of the Society of Friends.

5. The surplus income to be applied to the
increase of the library.

6. The rooms to be open every evening,
(except first and seventh) under the care
of a Friend, who shall be appointed to act as
librarian, and to enter the names of visiters

in a book provided for the purpose.
7. A record to be kept in which Friends

wishing apprentices, &;c., may enter their
names, and young persons desirous of obtain-
ing situations may liave theirs recorded.

8. A committee of five discreet Friends,
to be selected by the managers monthly, at
east one of whom is to attend at the room
each evening, mingle with the company as-
sembled, preserve order and decorum, and by
their conversation and example, endeavour to
draw their younger fellow members into a
more intimate connection with the Society of
Friends.

Membership in the Association to be
confined to Friends.
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Selected for " The Friend."

Lines addressed to an interesting and intelligent

little girl, deprived of the faculties of hearing and
speech; in consequence of reading this question pro-

posed to one of the Abbe Sicard's pupils, " Are the

deaf and dumb happy ?"

Oh ! could the kind enquirer gaze,

Upon thy brow, with feeling fraught,

Its smiles, like inspiration's rays.

Would give the answer to his heart.

And could he see thy sportive grace.

Soft blending with submission due,

And note thy bosom's tenderness

To every jost emotion true ;

And when the new idea glows
On the pure altar of thy mind,

Observe the exulting tear that flows

111 silent ecstacy refined;

Thy active life, thy look of bliss—
Tiie sparkling of thy magic eye

—

He would his sceptic doubts dismiss,

And lay his useless pity by.

And bless the ear that ne'er has known
The voice of censure, pride, or art

;

Or trembled at the sterner tone.

That while it tortures, chills the heart.

And bless the lip that ne'er can tell

Of human woes, the vast amount,
Nor pour those idle words that swell,

The terrors of our last account.

For sure the stream of silent course,

May flow as deep, as pure, as blest.

As that which rolls in torrents hoarse,

Or murmurs o'er the mountain's breast.

As sweet a scene, as fair a shore.

As rich a soil, its tide may lave.

That joyful and accepted hour,

Its tribute to the grave.

TMB rRZSM-D.
SECOND MONTH, 14, 1835.

For an account of the proceedings of the

meeting on the evening of the 10th instant, we
refer to the communication headed, " Reading
Room." We were gratified with the interest

apparent on this occasion, as well as at the

preceding meeting, evinced both by the num-
bers in attendance, and the animation and
unanimity with which the proposed scheme
was embraced. Among other matters which
occurred, it was mentioned by one of the

company, that a generous hearted and reli-

giously concerned Friend in London, influ-

enced by motives similar to those which have
originated the present movement, namely, to

promote religious, moral, social, and intellec-

tual improvement among the junior members
of our community, has for some time open-

ed on stated evenings, his extensive private

library, and the room which it occupies,

for the benefit of that class of his fellow

members ; himself personally mingling in

their pursuits. Probably the situation of no
Friend in this city would admit of acting

upon this plan, but that which is now propos-

ed, should it be suitably sustained, seems cal-

culated more fully to effect the object in view,

while the satisfaction to be derived from re-

flection upon its successful operation, will be
diffused among many. We learn that, before

the company separated, several hundred dol-

lars were promptly subscribed, and should the

collecting committee be met with a corre-

sponding liberality, of which we would not

entertain a doubt, there is reasonable ground
for hope, that an ample amount of funds will

be obtained.

The Biblical Repository and Quarterly Ob-
server, published in Boston, it appears, have

been united; " principally for the purpose of

concentrating talent and patronage in one
publication.'' The first number under this re-

gulation, issued the present month, furnishes

evidence that it is likely to be co.nducted with

much ability, and on sound principles. But
our attention has been specially attracted to

its sixth article, entitled. The British West
Indies, which, in a manly and vigorous style,

condenses a variety of information respecting

those possessions, and the subject of Negro
Slavery, of a nature to be interesting at the

present juncture, and necessary for a due ap-

preciation of the important changes which
have recently taken place in relation to them.

The views of the writer in regard to the great

experiment—the emancipation law, are just

and elevated; in assigning his reasons for be-

lieving that a favourable result will follow, he

well remarks—" We believe that the act of

emancipation will receive the benediction of

the Ruler of nations. He has not been an

indifferent observer of the scenes which have,

for two hundred years, disgraced the beautiful

islands of the west. In respect to nations and

large bodies of men, he has constituted this

world a state of retribution." We have con-

cluded to insert the article nearly entire, and
have commenced with a portion to-day;—it

will, according to the usual arrangement of

our sheet, necessarily run into several num-
bers.

Died, on fourth day evening, the 28th of last month,
Ann L. Hudson, wife of Thomas Hudson, of this city,

in the 31st year of her age. During her illness she

furnished to those who were wilh her, the consoling

evidence that she was prepared for a better state of

being.

on the 7th instant, after a short illness, at

her residence in Moorland, .Montgomery county,

Lydia Spencer, in the 79th year of her age.

This venerable worthy was an exemplary member
and elder in the Society of Friends ; having been ex-

perimentally convinced of the saving truths of the

gospel, and, through the protracted period of her life,

endeavoured to regulate her conduct by its pure and
self-denying precepts. Her disposition was eminent-

calculated to endear her to those around her, whilst

! urbanity of her manners, the meekness of he:

spirit and her genuine hospitality, caused her home
to be generally known and resorted to by many, who
will cordially unite in this tribute to her worth.

Firmly adhering to the cause of a crucified Saviour,

and regarding the frequent interruption of her health

as a premonition to that change which awaiteth all

flesh, there is consoling evidence to believe that her

lamp was trinmied, and found burning, when the mid-

night cry was heard, " Behold the Bridegroom Com-
eth."

in New Haven, on the 23d of 1st month, 1835,

after a short and severe illness, William M. New-
bold, in the 19th year of his age, son of Clayton

Newbold, of Springfield, New Jersey.

at Luzerne, Warren county, N. Y., the 23d
ult., Lydia, the wife of Josiah Varney, a member of

Queensbury monthly meeting, in the 73d year of her

age.

on the 5th of the 11th month, 1834, Caleb
Underbill, of York town, Westchester county, state

of New York, aged 63 years. His disorder_wus can-

cer, which occasioned protracted and severe suffering

;

but being sensible that it was calculated to prepare
him for his final change, he bore it with remarkable
patience and firmness. Being favoured to see his
transgressions, and his need of a Saviour, we trust he
experienced his garments to be washed and made
white in the blood of the Lamb.
The following are some of his expressions near his

close, evincing the exercise of his mind.
" Oh blessed Mediator! What would become of me

now, if it was not for Jesus Christ, who is an advocate
with the Father for poor sinful mortals ? What wUI
become of those who look upon him as a mere man?
May their eyes be opened to see him, as I now see
him, before it be too late; he is my only hope. Oh
sweet Jesus 1 Great have been ray conflicts, and many
sore trials have fallen to my lot.

" Oh ! I am unworthy
of the least of thy mercies, and yet thou hast been
pleased to open my eyes to see wlierein I first trans-
gressed, and disobeyed thy holy will. I have been
brought to see, and to feel the efiects of disobedience,
it produces hardness of heart, and dimness of sight

;

and so it was with me—a disposition to lightness,
and to provoke mirth, though not meaning any harm,
what harm it has done—I now see it—Oh, the waste
of precious time. I desire my children may guard
against lightness, that they may not have to suflTer as
I have done for it.

" There is another thing I desire to impress on yotir
minds, my dear children. In sitting down to your
meals, do it in a solid sober manner, with your minds
turned to the bountiful Giver of so many blessings,
that he is from day to day bestowing upon his un.
worthy children. How this country is, and has been
blessed; ponder these things I beseech you; I want
to impress it upon you—remember it is from your dy-
ing father. I believe if we should dwell near to Christ
our Holy Head, it would be our engagement every
day to ask in secret, and he who seeth in secret would
reward us openly."

At another time, in the morning, he broke forth in
thanksgiving and praises to the Almighty, that he
had kept him through the night in a degree of pa-
tience. " Oh that my patience may last until the Lord
niay see meet to release me; his time is the best
time. This sore disease is justly brought upon me,
to assist me in the great work of my soul's salvation.
Oh ,Lord ! be pleased to arouse my children to a sense
of their accountability to tliee for their time. Oh !

that they may be engaged to keep the garden of their
hearts free from the weeds that grow up and choke
the precious seed of life sov\'n in them—that they may
guard against the little foxes, that spoil the tender
vines; Oh, this garden of the heart, how clean it

should be kept. I feel my unworthiness to be very
great—unworthy of what I am now permitted to feel.

Oh, the sweet smiles of Jesus ! I see them as plain as
I now see the sun shine on the door. Oh, unmerited
mercy ! how shall I bless and praise his name enough T

How I wish every body could see as I now see, what
hinders the work going on ! Oh, the spirit of the
world, that golden wedge, how it hinders—the mind
is taken up with it ; and men don't consider that an
hour in His presence is better than a thousand else-

where. Oh, how precious to wait upon Him for a.

crumb to satisfy the soul. And how precious to a
hungry soul to get a crumb."

other time he begged for patience, saying,
best what is best for me, inay I sub.

mit TO nis win, and wait his time for a release from
my suffering. 1 have been brought to view Jacob's
ladder, that reached from earth to heaven ; it is step
by step that we ascend. Oh, eternity, eternity ! it has
no end. A thousand years is as one day. May I be
favoured so to have my sins blotted out, as that I may
be permitted to enter within the pearl gate, where ail

sorrow and sighing are done away, and all tears are
wiped from all eyes, and where the employment is

praising and adoring the Lord God and the Lamb, for
ever and for ever. Oh, the Lamb of God, that taketh
away the sins of the world: what an awful thing to
reject the Lamb of God, and die in our sins—for he
expressly declared, if ye die in your sins, where I go,
ye cannot come. Oh, he is purity—he beholdeth not
iniquity with approbation, nor sin with any degree of
allowance."

The Lord know
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THE BRITISH M'EST INDIES.

(Continued from page 146.)

Tobago. Tobago, or Tobacco, has been

termed the " Melancholy Me," because when
viewed from the north, it seems to be only a

mass of lofty, gloomy mountains, with bleak

precipices, descending abruptly to the sea ;

on a nearer approach, the island exhibits a

very irregular aspect; it is principally com-

posed of conical hills, of basaltic formation.

It is the most southerly of the Caribbee islands,

six miles east of Trinidad, and seventy-two

west of Grenada. It is thirty-two miles long

and twelve broad, with an area of forty-four

square miles. Latitude 11° 16' north, longi-

tude 60^ 30' west. It was discovered by Co-

lumbus in 1496. In 1580, the British flag

was planted on the island. In 1654, some
Dutch merchants formed a permanent settle-

ment on the island. After various altercations

between contending powers, the island was

taken from the French, in March 1793, by

General Cuyler, for Great Britain, in whose
possession it has remained ever since. To-

bago is ruled by a governor, council and

house of assembly, whose powers and autho-

rity are similar to those of Jamaica.

Crrenada. The general aspect of Grenada

is extremely lovely, but mountainous and pic-

turesque. The interior and northwest coast i

consists of piles of conical hills, some of

them rising to the height of 3000 feet. It is

the most southerly of the Antilles. Latitude
12'=' 20' and 11° 58' north, longitude 61° 20'

and 61° 35' west, sixty miles from Tobago,
length twenty-five miles, breadth twelve;

80,000 acres. It was discovered by Columbus
in 1498. It remained for a century in peace-

able possession of the natives. In 1650, the

French governor of Martinique invaded the

island, and committed horrible atrocities. A
colony was established on the ruins of the

native population. Grenada was finally ceded

to Great Britain in 1703. A legislative as-

sembly was granted by England, and the

Grenadians resisted the imposition of the 4^
per cent, duties. The crown persisting in its

claim, issue was joined before the judges of

the court of King's Bench in England. The

case was elaborately argued four several times

In 1774, Lord Chief Justice Mansfield pro.

nounced judgment against the crown. 'I'hc

duty in question was abolished, not only in

Grenada, but in Dominica, St. Vincents and

Tobago. In 1795, an insurrection occurred

which was not put down till the lapse of a

year and a half. The island is in gene
fertile, and well cultivated. Eight of the

principal estates are now cultivated in sugar.

The people are ruled by a lieutenant governor,

council and house of assembly, whose powers
are similar to those described in Jamaica. The
council consists of twelve members, and the

assembly of twenty-six.

St. Vincents. The character of this island

is decidedly volcanic. The mountains are

bold, sharp, and abrupt in their terminations,

with deep intervening glens, and bounded by

a lofty and rocky coast. It is about eighteen

and a half miles long, and eleven broad, con-

taining 84,286 acres, nearly equidistant from
Grenada and Barbadoes. Latitude 13' 10'

north, longitude 60° 37' west. It was dis-

covered by Columbus, Jan. 22, 1498. The
native Caribs remained nearly undisturbed
till 1719, when the Frer,cii ^c-\'\. ^ ver some
settlers from Martinique, a few of whom suc-

ceeded in establishing themselves. In 1763,
the island was ceded in perpetuity to Great
Britain. In 1779, it was taken by the French.
In 1790, a dieadful hurricane occurred, which
destroyed a great part of the buildings on the

land. In 1783, it was restored to Great
Britain. In 1793, a sanguinary insurrection

took place, which lasted two years. In 1812,
t suffered from an eruption of the Souffriere,

a volcanic mountain. It also was devastated

by the hurricane of 1831. The government
of the island is composed of the governor,

council and assembly; the former is chancel-
lor, ordinary, and vice admiral. The council

consists of twelve members, mostly appointed
through the influence of the governor. The
assembly consists of nineteen members. The
three branches assimilate their proceedings as

nearly as possible to those of Great Britain.

Barbadoes. This ancient colony is situ-

ated at the southeast extremity of the great
American Archipelago, in latitude 13° 5
north, longitude 59° 41' west, extending
twenty-two miles in length, and fourteen in

breadth, with a surface of 106,470 acres.

Though generally level, except in the north-

east quarter, called Scotland, which is about
1100 feet above the sea, it has a very beauti-

ful appearance, owing to its extensive culti-

vation, and sloping fields or terraces. It is

probably of volcanic origin. Bridgetown,
the capital, has about 20,000 houses. The
island remained unknown for a centurv after

the discoveries of Colundius. The first indi-

cation of its existence in the charts of Eu-
ropean navigators was in 1600. The settle-

ment of a town was commenced in 1625, by
Sir William Courteen, an English merchant.
In 1645, the island was divided into four
parishes, a general assembly instituted, com-
posed of two deputies elected in each parish
from the majority of freeholders, a church
built in each parish; and a minister appointed.
In 1649, a formidable insurrection of the
slaves took place, and a day was fixed for the
massacre of all the white inhabitants. Of the
leading negroes, twenty-eight were gibbet-
ed. In 1780, Barbadoes was ravaged by a
terrific hurricane, which lasted forty-eight
hours, and devastated the island. The loss
of lives amounted to 3000, and of property to

£1,018,928. Hurricanes, earthquakes, and
slave insurrections make up the principal
features of the latter years of the history of
Barbadoes. The government is similar to
that of Jamaica.

St. Lucia. Latitude 13° 50' north, longi-
tude 60° 58' west, thirty-two miles long,
twelve broad, containing 37,500 acres of
land. It is divided longitudinally by a ridge
of lofty hills. It was discovered oii St. Lu-

3 day, and was first settled by the English
about 1635. It has experienced the fortunes
of war in a remarkable degree. It is now an
English colony, with a French population,
manners, and language. Aff'airs are adminis-
tered by a governor and council, with French
laws.

Dominica. Dominica is one of the volca-
nic isles of the west, with lofty, rugged moun-
tains, and fertile intervening valleys, watered
by about thirty-five rivers. It was considered
by England, France, and Spain as a neutral
land till 1759, when it fell under the do-
inion of Great Britain. Large quantities of

free stone are imported. Latitude 15° 25'

north, longitude 61° 15' west, twenty-nine
miles in length, and sixteen in breadth,
186,436 acres. There is a lieutenant gover-
nor, a'council of twelve, and a representative
legislative assembly of nineteen members to

administer the affairs of the colonists.

Montscrrat. Latitude 16° 47' north, longi-
tude 62° 13' west. Length twelve nriles

;

breadth seven and a half; 30,000 acres. The
island was discovered and named Montserrat,
by the sailors of Columbus, a name indicative,

in the Spanish, of its broken and mountainous
appearance. From the peculiar elasticity of
its atmosphere, and the grandeur of its moun-
tains, it is called the Montpelier of the West.
The executive is embodied in the government
of Antigua, but the islanders enjoy their sepa-

rate council and house of assembly, the
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'ormer consisting of six members, and the

latter of eight.

Antigua. This island is nearly of an oval

shape, with an extremely irregular coast, and

indented with numerous bays. No island in

the West Indies can boast so many good har-

bours. It was discovered by Columbus, in

1493, and named by him from a church in

Seville. It was colonised by Sir Thomas

Warner, with a few English families, in 1632.

The government of Antigua consists of a

gftvernor, legislative council, and house of

assembly. The latter has a speaker and

twenty-five members, representing the capital,

St. John's, and the six parishes into which

the island is divided. The governor of An-

tigua is also commander in chief of Montser-

rat, Barbuda, (a small island, with 1500 inha-

bitants,) St. Christopher's, Nevis, Anguilla,

the Virgin Islands, and Dominica.

St. Christopher's, or St. Kitt's. Latitude

17° 18' north, 62° 40' west, sixty-eight square

miles, named after the great navigator by

whom it was discovered in 1493. It was

settled by Sir Thomas Warner, in 1633, with

fourteen Londoners. There is a lieutenant

governor, council, and house of assembly.

Nevis. This island was first colonised by

Warner with a few Englishmen, in 1628. It

is separated from St. Kitt's by a strait about

two miles broad. It is a single mountain

four miles in length, three in breadth, witl

an area of twenty square miles. Its govern

ment is like that of St. Christopher's.

Anguilla. Latitude 18° north, longitude

64° west. Length thirty miles, breadth three;

from its shape called Anguilla or Snake Island

It was discovered and colonised by the Eng-

lish, in 1650, in whose possession it has ever

since remained.

Tortola and the Virgin Islands. The Vir-

gin Islands, so named by Columbus, on dis-

covery in 1492, in honour of the 11,000

virgins in the Romish ritual, are a cluster of

lofty islets and rocks, fifty in number, to the

northwest of the Leeward Islands, about se-

venty-two miles from east to west, and forty-

eight from north to south. Tortola, the

capital, is in 18° 20' north latitude, and 64°

39' west longitude. The Virgin Islands are

divided between the British, Danes and Spa-

niards, the east division belonging to the

British. They are under the government of

St. Kitt's. Tortola has a council and assembly

of its own.
The Bahamas. This group of islands, reefs,

and quays, termed the Lucayos (or Keys) or

Bahamas, extend in a crescent-like form, 27°

50' north latitude, and 79° 5' west longitude,

a distance of about 600 miles. San Salvador,

one of these islands, was tlie first land dis-

covered in the new world. The Bahamas
were then densely peopled by a mild Indian

race, who were soon shipped off to work in

the mines of Mexico. In the beginning of

the last century, the Bahamas became a ren-

dezvous for pirates. They have been in pos-

session of England since 1783. None of the

islets are elevated, all being evidently the

work of the coral insect. The government
of the Bahamas is modelled after that of

England.

The Bermudas. The Bermudas or Somei

Islands, more than 300 in number, lie in the

Atlantic ocean, in latitude 32° 20' north,

ongitude 64° 50' west, about 600 miles east

of South Carolina, the nearest point of North

America, and containing about 14,000 acres

of land. They were discovered in 1522, by

J. Bermudez, a Spaniard, who found them un-

nhabited. Sir George Somers was wrecked

upon them in 1609, and made his way to

Virginia, in a vessel constructed of cedar.

The islands were settled shortly after from

Virginia and England. They have remained

in the uninterrupted possession of England,

and have attracted great attention from their

salubrity and picturesque scenery. The cli-

mate is favourable to European health, and

may be said to be a perpetual summer. The
palmetto is much celebrated in the mak
straw hats, but arrow-

staple of the islands. The col

their own legislative assembly and council.

Honduras. Tiie British settlement of Hon-

duras, in the province of Yucatan, is situated

in the southern part of the North American

continent, between the parallels of 17° and 19°

north lat., and 88° and 90° west long, on a

peninsula, northwardly forming the bay of

Campeachy, and westerly the bay of Honduras.

The whole settlement embraces an area of

62,730 square miles. The Honduras coast

was discovered by Columbus in 1602. At

first it was occasionally resorted to by ma-

hogany and other wood-cutters. The first

regular establishment of British log-wood cut-

or from courtesy towards those from whom
we differ in sentiment. To assent on such

ground to an act or to an opinion which we
^

do not approve, discovers a mistaken notion

of Christian politeness. But if we sacrifice

principle or sound practice for the sake of

securing the good opinions of others, we play

the coward, and show ourselves to be un-

worthy of the name of Christians. To with-

hold our sentiments when we see that there

is a struggle between right and wrong, merely

because it may endanger our credit with

some whose influence we respect, is desert-

ing the cause for very unworthy motives, and

be'.rays more fear of losing the honour which

our Lord alluded to when he asked the hypo-

critical Pharisees, " how can ye believe, that

receive honour one of another, and seek not

„ .......
..J,

of: the honour which cometh from God only"

root seems to be the than it shows regard for the maintenance of

The colonists have' our Master's service. Motives may be readi-

ly mistaken, and we should judge charitably,

but it is more difficult for those who love the

praise of men to conceal theirs than they ima-

gine. Persons who generally chime in with

popular feeling, and meet the wishes of those

who do not love the cross—who prefer palli-

atives, and evasives, rather than a straight-for-

ward adherence to right, let it be what it may,

furnish strong indications of their induce-

ments to action. To be diffident of our own
judgment, and to cultivate a proper respect

for the sober conclusions of our friends, are

certainly points which we are bound seriously

to regard. But the Christian has nothing to

ters, was made at lake Cartoche, by some Ja-ldo with popularity, unless it be to shun its

maica adventurers, whose numbers increased! fascinating powers. The moment he permits

so that in a short time they occupied the coun-! himself to be swayed from his duly, by the

try as far south as the river Balize. Difficul-! fear of losing the favour of men, he deserts

ties, resulting sometimes in open hostilities, his divine Master, and yields to the influence

have occurred between the English and Span- j of the tempter, loses his sight and strength, and

ish. Since 1798, the English have maintained] may be the instrument of turning others out

an undisturbed possession. The governmenti of the right way. By this means, the testi-

of the colony is vested in a superintendent,! monies of Tiuth, faithfully upheld in former

nominated by the crown, and a mixed legisla-j days, may be sacrificed to a cringing spirit,

tive and e,xecutive power, termed the magis- even by those who, in words, profess a high

trates of Honduras, by whom enactments are regard for them. Christ says that the woild

de ; which, on receiving the assent of the

representative, become laws. The magistrates

are seven in number, elected annually by the

inhabitants. In 1830, the exports of mahoga-

ny were 4,556,986 feet. In 1826, 30,171 feet

of cedar, and 358,552 pounds ofindigo, were

exported. The fertile soil yields two harvests

in a year, producing maize, chiappa pepper,

balsam, vanilla, cotton, indigo, cocoa, cochi-

neal, brazil wood, and the most delicious fruits.

The most valuable drugs, balsams, and aro-

.matic plants, grow wild ; and the achiote, am-

ber, copal, dragon's blood, mastic, and ahnaci-

go, are every where to be gathered.

(To becoiuiiiued.)

For "The Friend."

The love of popularity sometimes man

fests itself not only in public stations, but| truth, but they preferred his favou

hated him, because he testified of it, that the

works thereof are evil. While his professed

followers are afraid of losing the friendship

of the world, and of worldly Christians, they

will fail to bear a faithful testimony, against

its corrupting ways and maxims, and especi-

ally if on reflection they find themselves in

the like condemnation.

Had George Fox and his cotemporaries

consulted the opinions and the friendships of

others, can we suppose that their testimonies

against v.ar, oaths, hireling ministry, an out-

ward ceremonial worship, and many' other

violations of the doctrines and commands of

Christ, would have prevailed, even as far as

they now do? Doubtless they were looked,

upon as fools to subject thems,elves to the-

scorn and abuse of their enemies, by an un- ^

bending adherence to the principles of

who had

_lso in more secluded or limited spheres of

action. An unwillingness to cross the wishes

of others, often induces persons to acquiesce

when they ought to oppose. This may spring

from tenderness of feeling on the occasion,

overcome the world through suffering, and

counted not their lives nor their reputations

dear unto themselves, so that they might fin-

ish their course with joy, and the ministry

which they had received of the Lord Jesus,
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to testify the spirituality and self-deniarof his

gospel.

Cromwell said of them, " Now I see there

is a people risen, that I cannot win either

with gifts, honours, offices, or places; but all

other sects and people, I can." Friends sent

him the reply, that they had forsaken their

own, and were not likely to look for such

tilings from him. But how is it now ? Are
they forsaking the gifts, honours, and prefer-

ments of the world, or are they courting

them, and prostrating their distinguishing

principles and habits, that the way may bo

more easily opened to a participation in them?
V. G.

For " The Friend."

BALTIMORE 1' EARLY MEETING,

For the Western Shore of Maryland and

the adjacent parts of Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia, is held on the last second day in the

tenth month, (the meeting for ministers and

elders on the seventh day preceding,) in the

new meeting house erected by Friends, in

the year 1829, at the corner of Saratoga and

Courtland street; and is composed of two

quarter meetings.

BALTIMORE QUAUTERLY MEETING

Is held on the fifth day following the second

second day in the third, sixth, ninth, and

twelfth months ; the select meeting is hold

the day preceding, at the third hour in the

afternoon; it is composed of Baltimore, Gun-

powder and Hopewell Monthly Meetings.

Baltimore Monthly Meeting is held on the

fifth day following the first second day in

each month, and is composed of Baltimore

and Indian Spring Preparative Meetings.

Baltimore Preparative Meeting is held on

the fiflh day preceding the first second day

in each month.

Indian Spring Preparative Meeting is held

at Indian Spring, on the fourth day preceding

the first second day in each month.

Gunpowder Monthly Meeting is held on the

fourth day following the first second day in

each month.
Gunpowder Preparative Meeting is held on

the fourth day preceding the first second day

in each month.

Hopewell Monthly Meeting is held on the

first fourth day in each month.

Hopewell Preparative Meeting is held on

the fouith day preceding the first fourth day

in each month.

NOTTINGHAM QUARTERLY MEETING

Is held on the sixth day following the

second second day in the second, fifth, eighth

and eleventh months, viz. at Deer Creek, ir

the second and eleventh months, and at the

house of Joseph Balance, Little Britain, ir

the fifth month; and at the house of Thoma;

Waring, West Nottingham, in the eighth

month. The meeting for ministers and elders

is held at three o'clock in the afternoon of the

days preceding; this quarterly meeting is

composed of four monthly meetings, viz. Not-

tingham and Little Britain, Deer Creek, Dun-

ning's Creek, and Centre.

Nottingham and Little Britain Monthly

Meeting is held on the sixth day following

the fir.^t second day, at the house of Thomas^ being refused. Friends were under the neces-

Waring, in the second, fourth, sixth, eighth,! sity of continuing to hold Baltimore Yearly

tenth, and twelfth months ; and at the house Meeting in a school house, which was kindly

of Joseph Balance, in the first, third, fifth, oflered to them by their fellow citizens of

seventh, ninth, and eleventh months.

Nottingham and Little Britain Preparative

Meetings arc held the weeks preceding the

monthly meetings, at Joseph Balance's, on

fourth day, and at Thomas Waring's on fifth

day ; their week day meetings for worship,

held on the same days of the week as

their preparative meetings.

Deer Creek Monthly Meeting is held on

the fifth day following the first second day in

each month.
Deer Creek Preparative Meeting is held

Dn the fifth day preceding the first second

lay in each month.
Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting is held

Dn the fifth day following the fourth second

day in each month.

Dunnings Creek Preparative Meeting is

held on the fifth day preceding the fourth

second day in each month.

Centre Monthly Meeting is held at Belle

font, on the fourth day following the third

second day in each month.

The Preparative Meeting is held on the

fourth day preceding the third second day in

each month, and is called Bellefont Prepara

tive Meeting; the week day meeting for

worship is held on the same day of the week.

Note.—A meeting for worship is held at Washing-
ton on first and fifth days —a branch of Indian Spring

Preparative Meeting, and composed of Friends living

in tlie District of Columbia and its vicinity.

A meeting for worship is held at Goose Creek, Lou-
don county, Virginia, at the house of Hannah Hogc.

on first and fiflh days—a branch of Hopewell Monthly
and Preparative Meeting.

An indulged meeting for worship is held at thf

house of George Wilson, near Monallen, Adam;
county, Pennsylvania, on first day morning—a brand
of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting.

An indulged meeting for worship is held at Cum-
minsville in Centre county, Pennsylvania, on first day

mornings—a branch of Centre Monthly and Bellefont

Preparative Meetings.

The meeting house heretofore occupied by

Friends, and now belonging to Baltimore

Yearly Meeting, is in possession of the Hicks-

ites, and has been so since the time of the

separation in 1828; as also the paslure lot

belonging to the yearly meeting, and used for

the accommodation of Friends' horses during

the time of its sessions; they also retain pes

session of the burying gound lot on the Bell

air road, commonly called the county buryinj

ground, and likewise the vacant lot on Y'ork

street, school house and lot, burying ground
and meeting house in the eastern district of

the city, all belonging to the Society of

Friends.

Application was made to them in the year

1828, immediately after the separation, by the

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, for the meeting

house at the eastern end of the city during

the sittings of the yearly meeting, it being

then unoccupied by them ; but was secured

with new locks, the old ones having been

taken off, and instructions given to the care-

taker not to open it, except on the requisition

of certain persons to him named; the house

another religious society ; and where the sit-

gs of the yearly.meeting were continued

until its close. During the sittings of the

yearly meeting, as Friends had been refused

their own meeting house by the Hicksites,

arrangements were promptly made for hold-

ing the religious meetings of Friends in Bal-

timore, entirely distinct and separate from

the Hicksites, by renting the best accommo-
dations they could procure at that time, and

which they continued to occupy until they

completed the building of their new meeting

house. It is therefore certain that Friends

of Baltimore never met in religious connec-

tion with those who had declared their' unity

and fellowship with the separatists of Phila-

delphia, New Y'ork, Ohio, and Indiana;

and who thereby seceded from communion
and fellowship with the ancient Society of

Friends.

Baltimore Quarterly Meeting now includes

the late Fairfax Quarter, which was dissolved

since the separation, and the members there-

of were attached to Baltimore Monthly Meet-

ing.

Nottingham Monthly Meeting now includes

the late Warrington Quarter, which was dis-

solved since the separation, and the members
thereof were attached to Deer Creek Monthly

Meeting.

Baltimore Monthly Meeting now embraces

the late meetings at Elk Ridge, the Cliflfs,

Sandy Spring, Indian Spring, Washington,

Alexandria, all of which were dissolved since

the separation, and the members thereof were
attached to Baltimore Monthly Meeting.

Indian Spring Preparative Meeting em-
braces the members residing at Sandy Spring,

Washington, Georgetown and Alexandria,and

the District of Columbia generally; this pre-

parative meeting was, originally, held alter-

nately at Indian Spring and Washington ; at

Indian Spring, on the fourth day preceding

the monthly meeting in the second, fourth,

sixth, eighth, tenth, and twelfth months, and

at Washington, on the fifth day preceding the

monthly meeting in the first, third, fifth,

seventh, ninth, and eleventh months ; but by

a late arrangement the preparative meeting

is now held altogether at Indian Spring; the

meetings of Friends at Indian Spring aie

held in a new meeting house erected since

the separation ; the Hicksites retaining pos-

session of all the property in that neighbour-

hood belonging to the Society of Friends,

and refusing to permit Friends to occupy
their own premises, even for an appointed

meeting by the late G. T. Hopkins, who was
a native of that section of country, and highly

esteemed by the inhabitants.

At Washington, Friends occupy a school

house on first days, and on week days meet
at the dwelling of James Hosier; all the pro-

perty of Friends there being in possession of

the Hicksites, as also that at Sandy Spring

and Alexandria, with all the books, papers,

and records, belonging to the Society of

Friends.
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Gunpowder Monthly Meeting includes the

members of the late Little Falls Monthly

Meeting; all the property of the Society at

both these places, with the books, papers,

and records, are in the possession of the

Hicksites, and Friends have been refused per-

mission to hold even an appointed meeting

on the premises belonging to the Society,

with the exception of an old meeting house

at Gunpowder, which Friends occupy.

All the property of Friends within the

limits of the late Fairfax Quarter is in pos-

session of the Hicksites, and none of it per-

mitted to be used by Friends, except, perhaps,

a meeting house at South Fork.

All the property of Friends within the pre-

cincts of Nottingham Quarter is in possession

of Hicksites, as well as the late Warrington

Quarter, with, perhaps, the exception of the

books and papers of Deer Creek Monthly

Meeting, which are in the possession of

Friends.

For "The Friend."

OCCASIONAI- THOUGHTS.—NO. XT.

" Only let your conversation be as becometh the

gospel of Christ."—Philippians, i. 27.

There is much contained in this short ex-

hortation, which, if it was universally attended

tc by those who profess to be followers of

Christ, the religious world, as it is called,

would wear a very different appearance from

what it now presents; we should then never

meet together without being strengthened and

made better by the interview, and our seasons

of social intercourse would become as they

are designed to be, scenes of mutual spiritua

improvement; while those of our friends who

as yet feel no interest in the gospel of Christ,

could not but be aroused, and made to feel the

necessity of salvation, by a short sojourn in

our presence. But what think ye, is the kind

of conversation here alluded to ? Paul says.

in the third chapter of Philippians, " For our

conversation is in heaven; from whence also

we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus

Christ." From the writings of this grea

apostle, and the near and dear interest he felt

in the cause of God, we are led to believe that

the promotion of his Master's glory, and a

preparation to enjoy his presence here, and

hereafter, was the chief aim of his life; and as

it is emphatically declared that " out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh,"

the conclusion is naturally drawn that what at

all times was uppermost in his thoughts, would

be tiie chief subject of his conversation; and

that no one could be long in his presence with-

out knowing on whose side he was, and ac-

knowledging " truly there is reality in reli-

gion." But is this the case with the professors

of Christianity generally ? Alas ! when I have

sometimes listened to their conversation, I

have thought of the words, "Out of the abun

dance of the heart the mouth speaketh," and

have been ready to exclaim in the language of

one formerly, •' Lord, surely these are not thy

words, or we are not Christians." A young

man who had once accidentally fallen into a

company of religious persons of another per-

suasion, and who was pleased and benefited

by their converse—remarked to me afterwards,

!

" How seldom we hear Friends converse on

religious subjects;"* though there are some

pleasing exceptions to this remark, yet is it

not loo much the case 1 There is to be sure

such a thing as speaking of that of which we
know nothing, but it is very certain, and there

are thousands who can testify to the truth,

that dwelling too much upon earthly things,

and too little upon the things above, has often

been the cause of spiritual weakness and de-

clension. Surely it is allowable and profitable

".to speak of the things that we do know, and

testify of that wc have seen." If a man knows

nothing of experimental religion, he has no re-

ligion at all; but if he has experienced the

necessity and consolations of it—he has cer-

tainly something wherewith to interest and

comfort those with whom he is in habits of

daily intercourse. But, say some, " Though
I feel interested in this good cause, yet I can-

not introduce serious conversation in the com-

pany I often am with;"—let those then who
feel that this is the case, rather than enter into

the spirit and talk that leads further from the

source of all good, support the character of

the Christian, by maintaining a serious silence,

even though they may be thought by many less

entertaining and agreeable; let them be willing

to become even " fools for Christ's sake."

It is to be feared that Christians in private

life are not sufficiently aware of their objec-

tions to labour in the cause of Christ. They

undervalue their influence, and bury their ta-

lents in the earth. There are many means of

access to the minds and hearts of men, beside

that that is employed by a preacher in a public

assembly. Daily private exhortation, conducted

with love and humility, will, with the Divine

blessing, do much towards reforming and

saving the fallen sons and daughters of Adam.

To those who have just entered upon the

Christian course, such converse is like manna

to the hungry soul, or a stream of water in a

waste howling wilderness, and often partaking

of such a repast, their language would ot'ten

be, " Evermore give us this bread." We
might often in this way be the instruments of

dispensing a crumb to some poor sinking soul

when we were little aware of it—let us then,

each one take heed to the important injunc-

tion: " Only let your conversation be as be-

cometh the gospel of Christ—that ye stand

fast in one spirit, with one mind, striving to-

gether for the faith of the gospel."

One thing is needful—hov/ will those appear.

When all earth's troubles are in ruin tost

;

Who know the hour of final judgment near.

This prize uusought for, or for ever lost ?

One thing is needful—and compar'd with this

—

All earth can offer—all that man may schenae,

All human fabrics of sublunar bliss.

Are vain and worthless as an idiot's dream.

One thing is needful—all that's comprehended

In these few words—eternal weal or wo

—

Soon, wlien some short fast fleeting years are ended

In joy, or anguish, every s&ul shall know.

Burlington, N. J. Is/ mo. 1635.

Faith is the means of attaining to the Spirit, and the

Spirit is the spring of our power and possibility of

working. Faith in this view, nnd embraced for this

end, will stand its ground against all opposition. There
can be no pretence for decrying it as an enemy to

good works.

—

Adam^s Private Thoughts.

TMH FRXES^B.
SECOND MONTH, 21, 1835,

* We infer from the context, that the writer does

not mean that religious conversation should be

truded on every occasion ; or without regard to the

injunction, "Let your speech be alway with grace,

seasoned with salt."

—

'Ed,
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"But one thing is

part, which shall not be taken away from her.

One thing is needful—man can never hear

This truth too often, while aiforded breath

And life, and being,—may the heaviest ear

Of deafness hear it, 'til destroy 'd in death.

One thing is needful—was the assurance given

By Him who came in mercy from on high—
And shall man slight intelligence from heaven ?

A being, sure of nothing, but to die.

At the end of the same number of the Bib-

lical Repository and Quarterly Observer,

whence we derive the article on the British

W^est Indies, commenced last week and con-

tinued to-day, we find the following paragraph,

which, on .tccount of the interesting particulars

contained in it relative to the operation of the

emancipation law, we insert for the satisfaction

of our readers.

" Very recent accounts from the West In-

dies corroborate the hopes which we ventured

to express at the conclusion of the article on

the West Indies in a preceding page of this

number. The partial disaffection felt to the

new system, is rapidly removing. The first of

August was observed as a day ofhumble thanks-

giving and of solemn prayer. Several of the

governors issued proclamations calling on the

people to hallow the day by religious observ-

ance. Mr. Thomson, agent of the British and

Foreign Bible Society, writing from Jamaica,

says, "We have had scarcely an untoward oc-

currence. There is a very good general feel-

ing among the planters, respecting the changes

in operation." On the 3d, Jamaica witnessed

a much more peaceful Sabbath than ever be-

fore; Sunday markets no longer existing. Very

decisive information of a similar kind has also

been received from the Bermudas, St. Kitts,

Torlola, and Antigua. The night of the 31st

of J uly was indeed one long to be remembered.

Most interesting religious services were held

in many places at midnight, commencing at the

moment slavery ceased."

An adjourned meeting of the Friends, to

consider the propriety of establishing a read-

ing room for the members of our Society, will

be' held at the Committee room, Mulberry

street meeting house, on third day evening the

24th inst. at 7^ o'clock.

2d mo. 1835.

Agent Appointed.—Clayton Newbold, Jr.

Jobstown, N. J., in place of VVm. F. New-
bold, removed from that place.
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A pamphlet entitled " An Affectionate Ad-
dress to the Society of Friends in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, by a member," has been

handed to me for perusal. It appears to have

been penned under religious concern, and

also generally applicable to the Society in

this land. To find that there are faithful

watciimen still preserved to this degenerate

people, who are speaking the same language,

though remotely situated from each other,

and under different circumstances, is truly

encouraging. Allusion is made in it to the

defection which took place in this country

twelve years ago, and which resulted in the

separation of a considerable number of pro-

fessors with us about eight years since. The
same evil spirit which beguiled them from

the faith of the gospel, may draw away some
of those who resisted their unsoundness, into

extremes of a different character, and induce

them to endeavour to repair the breaches,

with woiks of their own hands. If he can

prevail on us to substitute creaturely activity

foi the one thing needful, wliich is a patient

waiting upon Christ, to hear his voice, and to

receive wisdom and strength from him to do

his will, it will as well accomplish his destruc-

tive purposes. Whether we depart from the

faith in denying the Lord Jesus in his out-

ward appearance and works, or in his inivard

manifestation, as the power of God and the

wisdom of God, by which only we can be re-

newed into a life of righteousness and true

holiness, the consequences must be very se-

rious to us in the end. Him that denieth me
before men, said our Lord, will I also deny
before my Father and the holy angels. To
despise the foolishness of the cross, and re-

fuse to bear it before men, will be found to

be a denial of Christ, and a heavy burden to

bear if persisted in, when we are brought to

feel the awfulness of a future state of e.vist-

ence into which we are about to enter. N.

. -To become a fool in order to be wise is no

small attainment: yet it is one essentially

needful for every true Christian. His expe-

rience teaches him that he must be willing to

be reputed such, for the sake of Him who
hath loved us, and shed his precious blood

for us;—for the sake of Him in whom are

hid all the treasures of wisdom and know-
ledge; and who dispenseth them to his child-

ren severally as he will; enduing them with

patience to possess their souls, when a scarcity

of spiritual food, or even a seeming entire

deprivation of it is experienced. But whether
they want or whether they abound, there is

equal need to attend to the injunction, " What
I say unto you I say unto all. Watch;" lest the

enemy should prevail on them to take up a

rest short of the true rest, to substitute head-

knowledge for heart-knowledge ; or, which is

the same, darkness for light ; and this dark-

ness the more impenetiable, because it is

mistaken for light. " If,"' said our blessed

Lord, " the light within thee be darkness,

how great is that darkness."

The writer, who feels that he is one of the

weakest of the flock, is induced to make
these, remarks, from a sincere desire that him-
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self and every individual member of the body
may keep in mind, that those who do the will

of our Lord are they that shall know of his

doctrine; and that those who abide with Ilim

in his temptations, are they to whom the king-

dom is appointed. Blessed results of simple

child-like obedience ! the which, may none
who have tasted of his goodness miss of ob-

taining, through trusting in man, and making
flesh their arm; and thus becoming like the

heath in the desert that seeth not when good
Cometh; but may our individual experience
attest, that " Blessed is the man that tiusteth

in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is ; for

he shall be as a tree planted by the waters,

and that spreadeth out her roots by the rivei;

and shall not see when heat cometh; but her

leaf shall be green : and shall not be careful

in the year of drought; neither shall cease

from yielding fruit." In this state of green-

ness, the humble conviction is sealed, that

" the heart is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked." " Who," saith the pro-

phet, " can know it ?" and, under a deep sense

of our helplessness without a Saviour, often

will earnest prayer for deliverance from its

corruptions ascend as incense to the throne

of Him who hath declared, " I the Lord
search the heart ; I try the reins."

If ever there were a day when deep travail

for the welfare of our Zion was called for

from' her mourners, this appears to be emi-

nently such a day; for have we not, in great

measure as a body, left our first love? and is

there not reason to fear that a day of deep
proving may be hastening upon us ; a day that

.shall be "darkness and not light; even very

'dark, and no brightness in it?" Well, dear

friends, who amongst us shall stand when the

anger of the Lord is poured out, and the rocks

are thrown down by Him? surely those only

who can say, " The Lord is good, a strong

hold in the day of trouble :" for lo such it is

given to believe, that " he knoweth them that

trust in him." It is my earnest desire that all

within our borders may be induced to ponder
this subject : to try themselves in the balance

of the sanctuary, whether they be in the faith ;

and whether, through its precious influence,

they are receiving .supplies of wisdom and

knowledge from the great fountain-head, Jesus

Christ, the power of God and the wisdom of

God ; or whether they are confiding in their

natural powers, or in past experiences, or

openings treasured up in the natural under-

standing : thus hewing out for themselves

cisteins, broken cisterns, that can hold no
living water. Oh ! that none may endeavour
to open the book of heavenly wisdom by
means of any key, except the key of David;
with which, in his own time, our blessed Re-
deemer, will assuredly furnish us, if under
and through all the baptising operations of

his holy hand we shall have faithfully main-

tained the watch. To this key of David, I

feel a concern to invite the attention of my
fellow-professors in this day of outward ease:

earnestly desiring that He who hath this key,
" He that shutteth and no man openeth, and

openeth and no man shutteth," may be gra-

ciously pleased to give us to see that our

whole dependence must be upon Him thus
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revealed ; and that without this key no access

lean be had to the riches of his house, no not

for an hour, whatever our past experience

may have been. The inspired description of

the state of one of the seven churches may
aflbrd a salutary warning in this respect. It

would seem that in her own apprehension she
abounded in the fruits of the Spirit:—she

had borne, and had patience : and for Christ's

sake had laboured ; and had not fainted :—she

had even tried them who said they were
apostles, but were not ; and had found (hem
liars: and yet her condition was pronounced
by Him whose eyes are " as a flame of fire,"

to be so fallen, that, unless she repented, her

candlestick would be quickly removed out of

his place.

In another land, laineniably has the enemy
of all good succeeded in beguiling many un-

stable professors with us into a reliance on
their reasoning powers, and a consequent
adoption of doctrines utterly at variance v^iith

our religious profession : doctrines which are

the bitter fruit of that wisdom which is from
beneath. There is cause for much thankful-

ness that a barrier has hitherto been generally

opposed to the introduction of these doctrines

among Friends in this land : but is there not

danger, that unless we are preserved in abid-

ing watchfulness and deep humility, our

"loins girded about, and our lights burning,"

we may, while zealously opposing one error,

be entangled in another? In endeavouring to

uphold even right principles, there is reason

to fear that if we neglect to stand upon our

watch, and to set us upon iha tower, we shall

ovrselves be beguiled into a dependence on

the form instead of the power; and if in this

way, the subtle enemy can but draw us from

the pure life, his purpose is as effectually an-

swered as if he had betrayed us into open
apostacy.

In days that are past, the Scripture declara-

tion, that Israel should " dwell alone," was
often quoted as applicable to our Society. A
similar application of it in this day, will prob-

ably induce considerable censure : neverthe-

less I freely own it to be my conviction, that

it always has been and still is, an appropriate

adaptation. It was when Israel was abiding

in his tents, separate from the surrounding

nations, that the emphatic exclamation was

uttered, " How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob !

and thy tabernacles, 6 Israel ! As the valleys

are they spread forth ; as gardens by the

river's side; as the trees of lign-aloes, which

the Lord hath planted ; and as cedar-trees

beside the waters." And of this favoured

people, it was declared on the same occasion,

" Israel shall dwell alone, and shall not be
reckoned among the nations." It may, by
many, be deemed presumptuous, to attempt

to assign, for our Society, a similar position

in regard to other religious bodies: but when
duly considered, will it not be seen that there

is an accordance in the two cases? It is true,

we are not an exclusive people; but were we
not called out of the world, to be a special

people ? Peculiar testimonies are committed

lo our charge : and, above all, we specially

profess to have our dependence for counsel,

under all circumstances and in all emergen-
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cies, on the divine principle of light and life

wardly revealed ; and to wait oftener than would remark, that nothing is little which the
i

qualified to take an active part in those delibe-

the day, in the silence of all flesh, for its holy

illuminations and leadings: and although, in

the view of some, it may savour of sectarian-

ism, to suppose that there is danger for the

young and inexperienced, indeed for any of

us, to associate so intimately as we do, with

such as see not eye to eye v/ith us in this re-

gested that the foregoing are little things, I
j

days as well as on first-days, can be rightly

Great Head of the Church condescends to re- [rations, or to fill important </ffices in those

veal or command : nor can it well be doubted, I meetings, or in the church by their delegation?

that while weakness prevails in what we are 1 Another thing, materially lending, in my
apt to consider as little, dwarfishness, at least, I apprehension, to our spiritual hurt, is the

will ensue in the greater; seeing that the de

claration of our blessed Lord himself was,
" He that is faithful in that which is least, is

spect, as well as in respect to our subordinate

characteristic testimonies ; there seems to be

too much reason for apprehending, that such

association has often proved a'snare to many
of our members; and that it is a cunning de-

vice of the enemy to draw them away from

the simplicity of the truth, and from implicit

submission to the teachings of Christ's Spirit

within them. Thus, under the specious pre-

text of liberality, or perhaps even of useful-

ness, a relaxation in the support of testimo-

nies, for which our worthy ancestors were

made willing to suffer the loss of all, has fol-

lowed in various ways. Is it not sorrowful

to observe, that divers, if not nearly all of

those precious testimonies, are now, by many
amongst us, evaded, if not wholly relinquish-

ed'' Is not the plain language in addressing

an individual too often avoided ? And when
speaking to or of individuals or companies,

are not terms customary with the world, and

sometimes scarcely consistent with truth,

adopted as substitutes for proper names, or

for other correct appellations; because these

latter might sound uncouthly to those who
do not scruple to receive honour one of an

other? among which terms may be noted, as

pre-eminently inconsistent with our profes

sion, titles indicative of what are called de-

grees in divinity. Again, how great is the

present deviation from plainness of a|

also in regard to hat-honour, and the adoption

of names of days and months derived from

heathen idolatry; and the designation of quar.

ter-days from popish mass-days :—in prefixing

the term " Saint" to names of places or pa

rishes ; and in calling a building appropriated

to public worship, a church :—all so pointedly

testified against by our ancestors in the begin-

ning: to which may be added, the attendance

by some of missionary meetings; and occa-

sionally, even of assemblies for worship, in

which forms and ceremonies are introduced,

against which, also, our faithful predecessors,

in the authority of truth, testified, and from
which they laboured earnestly to draw oflT the

people. In this day, the testimonies com-
mitted to our charge are the same. Yet, far

be it from me to pass censure u\ici:\ my Chris-

tian brethren of other denominations. I be-

lieve that there are among them, many sin-

cere in heart, according to the degree of light

they have received: but if we would point out
to them that which they have not yet attained,

we must not lower the standard entrusted to

us as a people to lift up to the nations;
which is inscribed the essential spirituality of

the gospel-dispensation, which leads from
types and shadows and lifeless forms, to that

worship of the Father in spirit and in truth,

in which God, through the revelation of his

Son Jesus Christ, is pre-eminently the teacher
of his people himself. If it should be sug-

faithful also in much : and he that is unjust

in the least, is unjust also in much." The
example recorded of Saul is awful. He ven-

tured to compromise the Divine command,
performing only what he judged to be the

material part, and omitting what he deemed
comparatively immaterial: but his unfaithful-

ness cost him the kingdom.
To what source can we trace the above-

named, and every other of our deviations from

ancient simplicity? the casting off, by so many,
of badges which heretofore designated us a

self-denying people, not conformed to this pre-

sent world, but transformed by the renewing
(if our minds from its customs and maxims.''

Must it not be answered,—To a departure

from the power of the cross ? If any depart

from this power, they assuredly depart from

the wisdom also ; seeing that in the cross the

power and the wisdom are united, agreeably

to scripture testimony. If then we lose the

wisdom and lose the power, the life of our re-

ligion is lost also : the notion gets up in place

of the reality : and though some leaves of the

tree may retain an apparent greenness for a

time, a canker is begun in the roots, because
they no longer go dow-n to the waters of life,

from which alone substantial nourishment can
be derived.

Are further symptoms needed of degene-

racy amongst us? They are, I apprehend,

to be discovered in habitual non-attendance of

our week-day meetings ; in hurtful discussions,

now prevalent, of doctrinal points ; in criti.

cisms, now too common, on (he ministry, and
ministers ; in acute investigations regarding

those lamentable divisions already adverted tO;

that have shaken our society to its centre in a

foreign land ; divisions which originated in the

unhallowed e.Kerlion of the natural understand-

nccimpetent as it is, and ever will be, to

comprehend mysteries revealed to the "babes"
and the '• sucklings," whose dependence is on
the sincere milk of that Word from which, only,

the illumination which subjects and purifies

the natural pari, is derived. Another symptom
that has often afi'ected me with sorrow, is evi-

dent, as I apprehend, in the character of many,
if not the generality of our meetings for disci-

pline. These meetings, it will, i expect, be

admitted, were established under the immediate
guidance of hnst wisdom : if we do admit this,

must it not be also necessarily admitted, that

their impoitajit deliberations cannot be pro-

fitably conducted except under the influence

of a measure of the same heavenly wisdom ?

and, if so, does it not equally follow, that those

only who evince a living concern on their own
account, and for the spiritual welfare of the

society at large; and who, among other indica

lions, manifest that concern, by a faithful sup

port of our various testimonies, and a regulai

attendance of meetings for worship on week

taking part with the world in contentions re-

garding public matters, whether ecclesiastical

or civil ; untlivourable as they are to the quie-

tude essential to the growth of the immortal

seed. Our blessed Lord said of his disciples,

that they were not of this world : neither so

are his devoted followers now; for they are still

chosen by him out of i\\e world.

In reviewing the slate of our beloved youth

in particular, is there not cause for the enquiry,

does the dew of Kermon descend upon them
as in former days? Can we say of so many of
our sons as formerly, that they are as plants

grown up in their youth; or of so many of our
daughters, that they are as corner-stones,

polished after the similitude of a palace ?

Doubtless there are nuinerous instances, where
his is preciously the case: but must it not be
admitted, that our young people are, as natu-

rally might be expected, partakers too gene-

ally of the defection that has crept in amongst
us, similar to that described in ancient prophe-

cy ;
" Ephraim, he halh mixed himself among

the people ; Ephraim is a cake not turned :

strangers have devoured his strength, and he
knoweth it not?" a language, which, if it be

at all descriptive of the slate of our Society,

may profitably tend to arouse us to the con-

sideration, whether there is not danger for the

unity of the body, the bond of its peace and
prosperity; without which the righteousness of

our Zion cannot go forth as brightness, nor
her salvation as a lamp that burneth.

In concluding tliese remarks, originating I

trust in Christian affection for the welfare of

my brethren and sisters in religious profession,

I have to express an earnest solicitude, that

the spiritual eye in all of us may be enlighten-

ed to see how we stand, collectively and indi-

vidually, in the sight of Him who hath not failed

in blessing us ever since we were a people
;

and who now, as ever, preserves his little ones

under the hollow of his almighty hand. May
He be graciously pleased to raise in our souls

the reverent and earnest enquiry, " Where is

the Lord God of Elijah ?" so that through the

bounding of his mercy, we may yet be a peo-

ple to his praise; and the lan)entation of the

prophet never become applicable to our situa-

tion, '• flow hath the Lord covered the daugh-

ter of Zion with a cloud in his anger, and cast

down from Heaven unto the earth the beauty

of Israel, and remembered not his footstool in

the day of his anger !"

9th month, 1834.

Died, inSwanzey,Mas.s., tlie lOtli of twelfth month
lust, after a distressing illness of twelve days, Benja-
min Sladk, aged 81 years, a worthy member of the
Society of friends. In his death liis family and nu-
merous relations have sustained a great and afflicting

bereavement, and the Society to which he belonged the

loss of one who has long been an active and efficient

member. His last sickness was endured with Chris,

tian fortitude and resignation, and he manifested a
full assurance of a glorious immortality beyond the
grave ; so that his friends have the consoling reflec-

tion that their loss is his gain.
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Fnr " The FrienJ."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
CConlinucd from page 150.)

Persecution waa a soil in which Quaker-
ism appeared to flourish. The fiovvns and
contempt of the world were more congenial
with its growth than the sunshine of favours

and prosperity. Notwithstanding the suflcr-

ings which the Society endured at this period,

it increased considerably in numbers, and
fresh instances of cruelty and oppression only

served to call forth the exercise of greater

meekness and constancy in suffering. The
early Friends would not stoop to flatter the

world by courtly compliance, or tacit conniv-

ance at wrong things; tiieir testimony led

them to speak the truth honestly, and to con-

tend against error fearlessly, let it ofTend

whom it might. This unyielding integrity

and singleness of purpose placed a barrier

between them and the corruptions of the

tinaes in which they lived, that preserved

them from contamination during one of the

most licentious periods that England ever

saw. Modern Quakers, for want of some
belter excuse to palliate their degeneracy

and unfaithfulness, sometimes plead the dif-

ficulty of resisting the general current of

fashion ; that allowance is to be made for the

change of times and circumstances; and that

the early Friends had not to encounter as

great difficulties as those who now attempt to

live and educate their children agreeably to

the simplicity of our professions. Their dress,

it is said, was of the kind generally worn, and
their style of life such as obtained among per-

sons of equal ability. But this is all a mis-

taiie, and if the argument be good for any
thing, it is good against us, and in their favour.

Their difficulties exceeded ours—fashions ran

to a greater height of extravagance and folly,

and luxury and costly living were even more
thought of than at present. Moreover, the

primitive Friends had to stem the torrent

single handed—to withstand the influence of

those customs in their nearest connections,

and in the whole circle of their acquaintance,

with scarcely a friend to advise or to

strengthen and comfort them under the trials

which their singularity occasioned. No in-

considerable number of them came out of

wealthy and high families, where they had
been accustomed to witness, daily, much
pomp and splendour, and to live luxuriously

—all which they renounced for conscience
sake. This cost them great sufTering both
from persecution at home, the ridicule and
sneers of their friends and relations, and
from the public abuse and punishment with
which their faithfulness was visited in those
days of bigotry. Can we suppose that any

thing short of a deep sense of religious duty

could have induced them to adopt a garb and

language, and mode of life, so mortifying to

the pride of the human heart, or that less

than Divine Power could have sustained them
tlirough the severe conflict which succeeded ?

No—it was part and parcel of their religion,

a necessary consequence of their faith in, and
obedience to, Christ Jesus, and that daily

bearing of the cross after him, without which
he declared that no man could be his disci-

ple; and without which, we may add, no man cleansing from sin, and justification, are some-
to this day, can be a true Quaker, however times ascribed to the blood of Christ, and to the
high his profession or offices in the Society

And these are the testimonies, stamped with
the blood of our forefathers, and enshrined in

sufferings as bitter and harassing as any they

Spirit of cur God and our Lord Jesus Christ,

which eflects, works, and manifests the same
in all true believers.

ut here are two questions put for one
;

endured, these are what the modern rcfmed\lhe first appears not a scriptural or proper
Quakers tell us are little things, of no essen- question : where does the Scripture use those
tial importance—the mere drapery of Q
kerism—peculiarities arising from constitu-

tional temperament, &c., and this too from
persons holding high stations in the church.
Could there be a stronger evidence that such

words, viz. the blood that Jesus Christ shed

Seeing it was by wicked hands He was put to

death, and his blood shed upon the cross? Yet
as the blood of Jesus Christ is put for, or re-

presents his life which He laid down, and even
are gone from the testimony of truth in their

j

the offering and sacrifice of Himself at Jeru-
own hearts, and having shaken hands with salem; that was a most acceptable sacrifice,

the world, instead of being clean escaped from! and of a sweet smelling savor to God for man-
its pollutions, are striving to excuse theirj kind, respecting his great dignity and obedi-
own degeneracy and apostasy by lowering the ence, who humbled himself even to the death
standard to suit their unfaithfulness and cow
ardly compliance. Such were not the Friends
of the early days—they were too much devo-
ted in heart to the cause of their Redeemer,
too earnestly engaged to promote the pros-

perity of the infant Society, to suffer the pride
of life or the love of the world to swerve
them from their duty. George Whitehead
was an eminent example in this respect

—

content witli a very simple and j)lain mode
of living, and with means which tlie pride of
modern Quakers would esteem contemptible,
his whole life was dedicated to the service of
his Lord and Master.

The heat of persecution was a little allayed

in 1658 and 1659, the magistrates evincing less

avidity in arresting and imprisoning Friends.

This seemed to vex the clergy, who were iii-

defatigable in their exertions to misrepresent
and traduce them, both by preaching and

of the cross ; and gave himself a ransom for

all men, for a testimony in due time : and his

sacrifice, mediation, and intercession, hath
opened a door of mercy for mankind to enter

in at, through true repentance toward God, and
faith'foward our Lord Jesus Christ: which are
wrought in man, that obeys his call thereto, only
by his grace and good spirit unto sanctification

and justification, in the name and power of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who of God is made
unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanctification

and redemption. God's great love toward
mankind, was manifest in his dear Son Jeaus

Christ, and 'God waa in Christ reconciling the

world to himself, not imputing their trespasses

unto them.' 2 Cor. v. 19.

" The latter question of the second is

groundless and perverse : we know neither

Scripture nor minister amongst us, that asserts

Christ's dvina in men for their justification, but
writing. George Whitehead thought it hisj that once'he died, i. e. for our sins ; and rose
duty to invite public conferences with a num-| again for our justification ; and that he ever
ber of these priests in order that he might lives to make intercession ; and death ha
hear and answer their allegations, and seve
such meetings took place. They were largely

attended, but do not appear generally to have
terminated satisfactorily, for when the priests

found Friends' arguments too heavy, they
availed themselves of their influence to raise

a clamour, and by noise and abuse to prevent
he truth from being heard. 'J'his was the

case in a dispute between George Whitehead,
Richard Hubberthorn, Samuel Neaie, and the

minister of Sandwich in Kent.
The preacher at Emneth, in Norfolk, in

accepting an invitation to a dispute with
George, wrote down and sent him seventeen
questions embracing the topics on which he
supposed they differed, and requested an an-

swer in writing. To this George acceded,
and stated the queries and replies distinctly,

some of which we shall copy as illustrating

the doctrinal views of Friends, viz:

" Whether Jesus Christ hath a body glo-

rified in tiie heavens, distant and distinct from
the bodies of his saints here below ?

" Answer. Yea, as a glorified body ia dis-

tinct from natural or earthy bodies, and heaven
from the earth.

" Whether the blood that Jesus Christ

shed at Jerusalem, is the blood that believers

are justified by? Or whether he dies in men for

their justification ?

Answer. Sanctification, forgiveness ofsins,

more dominion over him. Christ Jesus lives

and reigns for ever, in the power and glory of
the Father, although some are said to crucify to

themselves the Lord of life afresh, and to tread

under foot the Son of God, which cannot be
taken properly iji a literal sense ; but by their

contenij)t of truth, and doing despite to his

spirit of grace, as some malicious apostates

have done ; not to their justification but con-
demnation.

" What any of us, or among us, have spoken
or written of the seed or vvoid, which the Son
of man, Jesus Christ, sows in men's heaits

;

and of the same being oppressed, or suffering

in some, or as being choked with worldly

cares, and the love of riches in others, &,c.

These, and many such like expressions may
have been used, according to ihe parables and
similitudes which Christ Jesus himself spake,
relating l« the kingdom of heaven, the word or
seed of life and grace, sown by him in men's
hearts; and likewise of grieving, vexing, and
quenching his spirit in them by their disobedi-

ence ; aiid yet all these never intend, or mean,
that Christ himself properly dies in men for

their justification, although his spirit be both
grieved and quenched in many ; and many do
lose the true sense of his living word in them-
selves, by suffering their soul's enemy to draw
out their minds from that seed, that word, that

light, that spirit, of our Lord Jesus Christ in

i
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them, which in itself, in its own being, nevei

dies. The immortal seed, the immortal Word
is of an immortal Being, though many be dead

thereunto, in their trespasses and sins.

" Whether the Scriptures be the rule of youi

faith, and life, or the Spirit ?

" Ansver. We do not find that the Scrip-

tures call themselves the rule of faith and life,

but refer us to the Holy Spirit to be our guide

into all Truth, and they testifying of Christ, as

He is the Way to the Father, even the Way
the Truth and the Life ; we do therefore truly

esteem the Holy Scriptures as a subordina

rule, or directory, directing us to Him who is

the principal, or chief guide, way, or rule of

faith and life ; and we do sincerely own, that

the Holy Scriptures contain many divine rules

precepts, and doctrines, relating to our mosi

holy faith and life.

" Whether there be any moral difference in

days under the gospel ?

'^Answer. No, not as under the law in

the observation of sabbaths, which were a

shadow or sign to Israel, and are ended in

Christ, in whom is the faithful soul's everlast-

ing rest or sabbath. Yet there is, and may be

a religious or an occasional difference made in

days under the gospel, as where a day is, or

may be, regarded unto the Lord ; especially

in religious assemblies, and particularly as was,

and is practised on the first day of the week
among Christians.

" The apostle Paul was tender in this case,

about one man's entertaining and regarding

one day above another, and another man's es-

teeming every day alike, and about meats, so

as not to judge one another ; but let every

man said he, be fully persuaded in his own
mind, Rom. xiv. Yet condemns the Jewish,

and superstitious observation of days, meats,

and drinks, &c. Gal. iv. 10, II.

" Whether the Scriptures need any inter-

pretation and reconciliation ?

" Answer. Yea, to the first part, many scrip-

tures are mysterious, allegorical, parabolical,

and prophetical, and need to be interpreted

and opened by the Spirit from whence they

came : but not by man's human, or fleshly

wisdom, or private interpretation ; for the na-

tural man perceiveth not, nor can he know the

things of the Spirit of God, they being spiritu-

ally discerned. Neither need the Holy Scrip-

tures reconciliation in themselves ; for they

are harmonious and do agree, and the Scrip-

ture cannot be broken.
" Whether the divine nature of Jesus Christ

be united to the bodies of believers, as it was
to his own personal body in Judea ?

'^Answer. No, although true believers, who
are Christ's members, are spiritually united

unto Him, and members of his body, and made
partakers of his divine nature ; yet not in the

same fulness as it is in Him, who is the head,

in whom it hath pleased the Father, that all

fulness should dwell."

The answers to the questions as here given,

are of course only jthe heads of his reply;
much discussion took place on several of the

points, though there was not time to go
through them all. The people were attentive

and serious, and the opportunity ended quietly

without any reflections on the new Society.

Severiil disputes followed this, in which the

chief points of discussion were the possibility

of perfection in this life, the doctrine of the

Divine Light, tlie Scriptures being the rule of

life, and the nature of Christ's body as now in

heaven. On these several heads Friends gave
clear and distinct answers in Scripture terms,

which some of the disputants were satisfied

with, and others objected to, wishing to draw
Friends out into new and curious distinctions

on matters beyond the reach ofhuman wisdom.

On the danger of such a practice G. White-

head remarks:

—

" Many persons, by vain imaginations and

high thoughts, and intruding into things not

seen [revealed], and matters too high for them,

and their human wisdom and carnal reason,

do thereby darken themselves, and cloud their

understandings from the true sanctifying and

saving knowledge ofGod, and mystery of Christ

Jesus, and his Power and Spirit, who is mighty

and powerful in himself, and in liis saints and

members ; who being spiritually united to him,

and thereby made members of his body, are

one body in Him ; so that there is one body

and one spirit. Ephes. iv. 4.

" There are other persons who in their sin-

gular opinions, strange or new notions, exalt

themselves in their own conceits above all

others, and thereby cause contention, strife,

and divisions, many times either about word
critical distinctions, or things not essential to

salvation, or to the saving knowledge of the

true God or his son Jesus Christ ; and there-

by such endeavour to make divisions and par-

ties to themselves.

"When a person fearing God, and loving

our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and truth,

confesseth a real belief, faith, or hope, in terms

of Holy Scripture, it is suflRcient ; whether it

be of the suffering, death, resurrection, or as-

cension of our Lord Jesus Christ into heaven

and glory ; or of his body being spiritual and

glorious in heaven. And as the saints, being

spiritually united to Him, are his church and
body also, and esteemed mystical while here

on earth ; so their low or humble body shall be

changed and fashioned like unto his glorious

body. And 1 would advise all Friends to

keep to the words, terms, language, and doc-

trine of Holy Scripture, and not to be whee-

dled or drawn from the same, nor suffer them-

selves to be imposed upon, either with un-

scriptural terms or unlearned questions, by any
contentious or carping persons whatsoever :

for foolish and unlearned questions, as well as

profane and vain babbling, must be avoided."

On the universality of the divine light and

the possibility of salvation to all who heard

and obeyed its teachincrs, he had a close argu-

ment with one who contended, that even if the

heathen (so called) improved the measure of

light and knowledge dispensed to them to the

utmost of their ability, it would not save them.

Of the cruelty and injustice of such a senti-

ment he observes

—

" Such partial ojjinion is manifestly repug-

nant to the free and universal love of God
;

with whose great Love his dear Son Jesus

Christ was so fully replenished, that he v;as

well called the Son of his Love ; which he hath

so freely and universally extended unto the

world, according to the good will of his Hea-
venly Father, in all the good he hath done and
given to the children of men ; and therefore

the love of Christ testified of in Holy Scripture,

is truly the love of God in Him to us all.

"And if God 'spared not his own Son, but

delivered him up for us all ; how shall He nx>t

with him also, freely give us all things !' Rom.
viii. 32.

" Jesus Christ showed his own and Heaven-
ly Father's great love to all men, as he is the

light of the world, and given for a light unto

the gentiles, and to be God's salvation to the

ends of the earth ; and also in his dying for all

men ; by the grace of God tasting death for

every man
;
giving himself a ransom for all

men, and in making intercession both for trans-

gressors and for the saints : also, according to

the will of God, he appears in the presence of

God for us, even in heaven itself; and also by
his Holy Spirit in all true believers: His Spirit

maketh intercession, helpeth our infirmities,

moves and assists us in prayer. They who
are sons of God, are sensible that 'He liath

sent forth the Spirit of his Son into their hearts,

crying, Abba, Father!' Gal. iv. 6.

" The humility, mercy, and condescension

of Jesus Christ, our blessed mediator, are

such, that he is touched with the feeling ofour
infirmities, weaknesses, and temptations, and
ready to succour, help, and relieve all them
that are tempted, even by his grace and good
spirit, in their drawing near to the throne ef
his mercy and grace.

" O faithful Creator ! O King of Saints ! O
merciful High Priest ! O compassionate Me-
diator ! let thy light and thy truth shine forth

more and more, to the glory of thy great and
excellent name and power, and expel the

great darkness of apostacy, that has covered

many nations and professions of Christianity,

and greatly appeared in these latter times

against thy light, thy truth, and people, whona
Thou hast called and delivered out of darkness,

into thy marvellous light. Glory and dominion
be to thy great name and power, for ever and
ever!"

Died, on the 11th instant, in the 25lh year of her

ge, Lydia S. tile wife of Samuel Rogers, of this city.

She was married on the 6th of la.st third month, pre-

ious to which, symptoms of pulmonary consumption

had appeared, which increased until, in the eleventh

month, she was confined to her house. She then be-

3 alarmingly indisposed, and the thoughts of sepa-

ration from those she loved, and the fear of death,

caused her great conflicts. Under these exercises she

was diligent in the perusal of the holy Scriptures, and
was led to seek the forgiveness of her sins, and ac-

ceptance with her heavenly Father, through faith in

is dear Son. Some weeks before her departure she

as camforted with the assurance that this had be-

come her experience. During the few weeks preceding

her death she uttered many expressions evincing her
resignation to the Divine will, her faith in the Lord
Jesus, and love to him, her anticipations of happiness

beyond the grave, and her desires for the everlasting

welfare of the friends she was about to leave. It may
not be needful to particularise these further than to

mention that on the last night of her life, within an
hour or two of her departure, she said to a near con-

nection, " The dear Saviour is the way, he is the

door; all that will come may come;" and a. little

while before the close, she bore this testimony, " It is

hard work to die, but the sting of death is gone

:

thanks be to God, he hath given me the victory."
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THE BRITISH WEST INDIES.
(Continued from page 154.)

We now proceed to furnish a brief sketch

of the introduction of African slavery into

the West Indies. In 1558, Queen Elizabeth

granted an exclusive charter for ten years to

a company to trade from the northernmost

part of Senegal to the southerrnost part of

Gambia. It does not appear, however, that

she was aware of the nature of the traffic

which was about to be pursued. In 1562,

Sir John Hawkins, the celebrated admiral, in

his earliest voyage to Africa, was the first

Englishman who brought slave.s from the

coast. By deception he procured the sanction

of tho queen to his proceedings. Charles 1.,

in the seventh year of his reign, granted to

Sir Kenelm Digby, Sir Richard Young,
and sundry merchants, the sole employment
of the trade to Guinea, Benin, and Angola,

between Cape Blanco and tho Cape of Good
Hope, for thirty-one years; and for that pur-

pose erected them by charter into a company.
Id 1651, the parliament granted a charter to

carry on this trade for five years to the East

India Company, who erected two new forts.

In 1662, Charles II. granted an exclusive

right to this trade to a company of royal ad-

venturers, who undertook to supply the West
India planters with 3,000 slaves annually.}

They were so reduced by war, misconduct,

&c. that in 1672, they gave up their charter

to a new company for the consiileration of

£34,000. The last company were incorpo-

rated by the name of the Royal African Com-
pany, to have exclusive privileges from South
Barbary to the Cape of Good Hope inclusive,

and for the term of 1000 years. In (he tenth

year of William and Mary, other persons were

allowed to trade on the coast, provided they

bore a part in the expenses of the company.
In the twenty-third year of George II. an act

was passed, which declares the African trade

to be very advantageous to Great Britain, and

necessary for supplying the plantations and

colonies with a sufficient number of negroes

at reasonable rales, and that for such purposes

a trade ought to be opened to all his majesty's

subjects. It therefore enacts that it shall be

lawful for all the subjects of the realm to

trade in such a manner, and with such goods

as they please at any place from the port o(

Sallee to the Cape of Good Hope. In subse-

quent years, a great number of modifications

were made in the arrangements of this traffic.

As might be expected, it was the source of

innumerable perplexities and great embarrass-

ments. The British government, however,

continued to exhibit the most paternal care

of these honourable traffickers in the souls of

men. By the treaty of Utrecht, the asiento,

a contract, by which the royal Guinea company
settled in France had undertaken to supply

the Spaniards with negroes at a concerted

price, was tiansferred to the English, and a

new instrument was signed in May, 1713, to

last thirty years, by which England bound
herself to send 4,800 negroes yearly to Span-

ish America. In 1689, ten of the English

judges gave it as their opiriion, " that negroes

are merchandise." In 1760, South Carolina,

then a British colony, passed an act to prohi-

bit further importation of slaves, but England
ejected this act with indignation, and declared

that the slave trade " was necessary and bene-

ficial to the mother country." The governor.

counts are exceedingly contradictory. The
West India merchants in England, the plant-

ers, and a majority of travellers, have repre-

sented the condition of the slaves as in most

respects favourable to their happiness. But
whatever mitigating circumstances might

have existed in particular cases, it is quite

evident that an enormous degree of cruelty

and suffering was essentially connected with

the system. The debasement, which it pro-

duced, was probably more severe than that

caused by slavery in any other portion of the

earth. The owners of the estates, in a great

majority of cases, resided in England, and
never took actual cognizance for any length

of time of the real state of their plantations.

The overseers, and drivers, to whom the

estates were entrusted, might be trustworthy

and humane men. or they might not be. From
the nature of the case, they would be tempted

to overwork the slaves, in order that the

estates might yield as large an annual pro-

duct as possible. In many cases, they were
mere mercenaries, to whose care human life

and limbs ought never to have been com-
mitted. Another unfortunate circumstance

was the kind of employment to which multi-

who was concerned in it, was reprimanded, i tiides were subjected, viz. that on sugar

and a circular was sent to all the other gover-

nors, warning them against a similar offence.

In 1765, however, the colonies repeated the

offence, and a bill was twice read in the as-

sembly of Jamaica for the same purpose of

limiting the importation of slaves, when Great
Britain stayed it, through the governor of that

island, who convened the assembly and in-

formed them, that, consistently with his in-

ructions, he could not give his assent ; upon
which the bill was dropped. In 1774, the

assembly of Jamaica again passed two bills

to restrain the trade ; but Great Britain again

resisted the restriction. Bristol and Liver-

pool petitioned against it. l^he matter was
referred to the board of trade, and the board

reported in opposition to it. The colonies,

by the agent of Jamaica, remonstrated against

that report, and pleaded against it on all the

grounds of justice and humanity ; bu< Great
Britain, through the Earl of Dartmouth, then
president of the board of trade, answered as

follows: "We cannot allow the colonies to

check or discourage, in any degree, a traffic

so beneficial to the nation." This was in

1774. The slave trade proceeded with un-

abated ferocity from that period, till its aboli-

tion in 1807, and indeed, subsequently, by

clandestine means. During the sixteen years'

previous to the abolition, 150,000 slaves were
imported into the single island of Jamaica.

Respecting the actual condition of the

slaves in the British West Indies, the ac-

plantations, which is universally allowed to

be of the most exhausting description. About
200,000 tons of sugar were produced in 1814,

in the British West Indies. Coupling the

severe and intense toil required in some
branches of the department, with the heat of

the climate and the natural disposition to

languor and idleness, found to prevail among
slaves, the enquirer will perceive that it ne-

cessarily tends to the destruction of human
life. The following table, showing the de-

crease of the slaves in the sugar colonies, is

decisive as to the point.

Antigua, decreases in 11 years, 868
Berbice,
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free people as well as the slaves. It was not

war, nor pestilence, nor famine, nor any great

national convulsion, or mortality ; because, if

it had been, it would also have extended to

the free people. The evil must have been

something peculiar to the slaves; nor did it

extend, in an equal degree, to all the slaves;

the domestics and mechanics increased ; the

slaves on the coffee plantations, in many in-

stances, also increased ; but the full weight

of this disease, so fatal to human life, fell on

the slaves in the sugar plantations, who worked
in the field-gangs at night. A reference to

the state of Hayti will illustrate the point

Bryan Edwards, in his history of the West
Indies, informs us that there was an importa-

tion of 150,000 slaves into Hayti, in the ten

years immediately preceding the revolution;

and yet we learn that it could not maintain

its numbers. In 1804, its independence was

established ; the population then was 400,000,

or 423,000. An official return was made in

1824, when it was 935,000.

It thus appears that in eleven years, the

diminution of human life caused by the culti-

vation of sugar alone by meansof slave labour,

was nearly 50,000 souls. What must have

been the waste of life for the two hundred

years in which the system has lasted, taking

into view all the other results of slavery, ad

ditional to those caused by the cultivation of

sugar'' The immoral and ruinous effects of

the system are seen in this way in a much
more striking light than by looking at its

insulated instances of suffering.

Another prominent point in the considera

tion of West Indian slavery was the great

number of parties and conflicting interests.

In the first place, there was the British govern-

ment, on the whole favourable, especially of

late years, to the abolition of slavery, but

cautious in its movements, wavering in its

decisions, and at last pressed on to a deter-

mination by the imperative voice of the em-
pire. 'I'hen came the abolitionists, with able

leaders, expert in the use of the pen and

press; fearless, with forty years' teaching in

the school of affliction, and supported by a

great proportion of the religious influence of

the kingdom. A moderate party also existed

in England, of whom Lord Bexley may be

taken as an example, who were friendly to

the final abolition of slavery, but who had not

that fixed abhorrence of it, and that robust

energy, which were necessary to secure sue

cess to the cause of the abolitionists. On the

other side, were the West India body in En
land, who, through self-interest, had blinded

their eyes to the enormous evils of tiio sys

tem—a body of men powerful in nobility of

birth, in wealth, and in union of sentiment

and action. In the West Indies, were the

colonial legislature, in many instances arro

gant and vain-glorious in proportion to the

narrowness of their domain and the briefness

of their authority ; bitterly opposed to mis-

sionaries and dissenters, and to all religious

instruction of the slaves; hardened and cor-

rupted, in not a few instances, by contact

with slavery. The fierceness of their tones

of defiance to the mother country finds no
parallel in our colonial history. They were

powerfully seconded by the great proportion the commons by a vote of 83 to 87. In 1304,
of the white inhabitants of the colonies. Next

j
Mr. Wilberforce obtained leave to bring in a

came the established churches of England bill, by a vote 124 to 49. It was postponed
and Scotland, furnishing some indefatigable by the lords. In the next session it was tost

and

effic

:ellent clergymen, but generally

, so far as the religious instruction

of the slaves was concerned. The dissenting

missionaries, baptist, methodist, &,c. consti-

tuted another class. They did not perhaps
associate sufficiently with the white inhabit-

ants of the islands, and, in some instances,

employed terms unnecessarily harsh, in speak-

ing on the subject of slavery. But in the

language of Lord Goderich, " they cannot
with charity, or in justice, be supposed to

have been actuated by any views of secular

ambition or personal advantage. They de-

voted themselves to an obscure, arduous, and
ill-requited service ; they were well apprised

that distrust and jealousy would attend them,

and that the path they chose led neither to

wealth nor reputation. The great ruling mo-
tive must have been in general that which
was professed, since there is no other advan-
tage to be obtained tlian the consciousness of

having contributed to the diffusion of Chris-

tianity throughout the world." Besides these,

were the free coloured people, a highly re-

spectable and increasing body of men, devoted

in their attachment to the British government,
favourable to the emancipation of the slaves,

but remarkably judicious in their conduct,

and discreet in their language. With so

many parties, and with such powerful con-

flicting interests, it is not a matter of wonder
that slavery maintained its ascendency so long
in the West Indies, nor that the minds of men
were highly exasperated, and the sufferings of

the slave, in many respects, augmented.
~ut it is not our intention to dwell upon

evils, which we trust are now, in a consider

able degree, simply matters of history. Theju
bileetrump has been blown, and the shackles

have fallen off.

The efforts of the friends of the abolition

of slavery may be classed under three distinct

periods.

1. Abolition of the slave trade. In 1785.

Thomas Clarkson commenced his labours.

Two years before, the Society of Friends had
petitioned parliament for the abolition of the

trade. On the 9th of May, 1788, William
Wilberforce submitted a resolution to the

house of commons, " that the house will early

in the next session proceed to take into con-

sideration the circumstances of the slave

trade." After some debate, the motion was
agreed to. Fox and Burke spoke in favour

of it. In May, 1789, Mr. Wilberforce laid

upon the table of the commons, twelve pro-

positions, deduced from the report of the

committee of the privy council. Mr. Wil-
berforce's brilliant address was seconded bv
Pitt, Fox, Burke, and Grenville. In 1791,
the examination of witnesses, on the part of

the commons, was completed. On the 26th

of April, a motion of Mr. Wilberforce to pre-

vent all further importation of slaves, was
negatived by a vote of 163 to 88. In 1794,

a motion to abolish the foreign trade Was
carried in the commons, but lost in the lords.

In 1798, the bill for the abolition was lost in

n the commons. In 1805, an order by his

majesty in council was issued, prohibiting the

traffic except in certain cases. On the 25tli

of March, 1807, an act passed both houses of

parliament by a very large majority (there be-

ng in the commons 283 ayes to 12 noes) for

the final and total abolition of the slave trade,

under large penalties, and offering bounties

to those who might be instrumental in detect-

t. This was followed by the act of 1811
declaring the slave trade felony, and subject-

ng those concerned in it to condign punish-

ment. By a more recent act of parliament

(4 Geo. iv.) the traffic in slaves by British

subjects was declared to be piracy.

2. Efforts for the melioration of the condi-

tion of the slaves, and the gradual abolition

of slavery. During the discussion in parlia-

nt, Mr. Wilberforce and his friends had ab-

stained from touching the subject of slavery.

It was considered expedient to let that ques-

remain at rest till the traffic could be
'

abolished. The evils of the system of slavery,

however, became more and more obvious.

Various measures for the registration of the

slaves, for the abolition of Sunday markets,

restraining the use of excessive punishments,
«fcc. were in part adopted, but produced only

slight alleviations of the evils. In 1823,
three resolutions were brought forward by
Mr. Canning, (then pri.Tie minister,) which
received the unanimous sanction of parlia-

ment, affirming in substance, that decisive

measuies shall be taken, and shall be enforced

in a determined, persevering, and at the same
time judicious and temperate manner, to raise

the slaves to a participation of the civil rights

and privileges enjoyed by other classes of his

majesty's subjects. In January, 1623, the

Anti-Slavery Society for the melioration and
gradual abolition of slavery was formed. In

one year, there had been formed in various

parts of the kingdom 220 auxiliary associa-

tions. The number of petitions for the gra-

dual extinction of slavery presented to par-

liament amounted to 600. In 1824, Dr.
Lushington brought in a bill, which was sup-

ported by his majesty's ministers, for the

consolidation and amendment of the laws
abolishing the slave trade. Its most import-
ant new provision was the abolition of the
intercolonial slave traffic which had been suf-

fered to survive the general abolition. The
orders in council proposing many salutary

regulations in respect to slavery in the colo-
nies were in nearly every instance resisted or
evaded. In 1826, the number of petitions

presented to parliament was 674. Mr. Can-
ning complained of this loud and concurrent
expression of the public voice, " as likely to

excite determined resistance in the colonists,

which must be overcome, before the purpose
of government could be effected."

There can be no true peace with God
without faithfulness in duty, and a resolute

abhorrence of all sin.

—

Adam.
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From the NaliMial Gazette.

Extract from the Journal of an American Surgeon.

PALERMO.
Casa Rede del iWaizi.—While al Palermo, last

year, I visited the Royal Hotise for the Insane, under

the superintendence of an illustrious and devoted phi-

lanthropist, the Baron Pisani. lie is a stoutly formed

man, of rather low stature and probably upwards of

fifty years of age. He has the finely formed head and

features so common among the Italians, and a counte-

nance beaming with benevolence, clearly indicative

of the pure fountain witliin. For many years he has

given bis whole time and faculties to the melioration

of that most unfortunate class of human beings, per-

sons afflicted with mental derangement. The zeal,

cheerfulness, gentle temper and perseverance with

which he pursues this apparently discouraging and in

some cases hopeless work, elicit the warmest admira-

tion and respect, from cll who are able to justly ap-

preciate his character and his labours.

Possessed of an ainple fortune and an elegant and

refined education, ho applied himself in his youth

chiefly to music, and became a good composer. After

some time he felt a predilection for the study of a

quities, and being surrounded with them in Sicily,

and every part of Italy also presenting objects to o(

cupy him, his progress was commensurate with h

abilities, industry, and the facilities afforded him.

He never would marry, although his father vyith

parental regard for his happiness strongly solicited

him to that important measure; as he was afraid it

might interfere with his plans and prospects of tra.

veiling.
.

Not finding in the study of antiquities or tlie physr

cal sciences that exercise for the afl'ections and mora!

sentiments, which contributes so essentially to happi.

ness, in a mind sensitive and alive to social sympa
thies, he resolved to take upon himself the direction

of what was then truly called the Mad-House of Pa-

lermo, but which his humanity and unwearied exer

tions soon transformed into an orderly and comfortable

abode for its once wretched inmates.

The management of this institution differs in some

respects from most of the others in Europe, of which

there are many now on nearly the same plan

;

Saragossa in Spain, Willis's at Greatfort, Arn
Leicester, the Friends' Asylum at York, the Esquirol

at Paris, and one at Vienna on which great attention

has been bestowed.

The miserable condition of every thing belonging to

the house, when the baron first entered upon liis du-

ties, was indescribable. It was then the abode of

desolation and wretchedness. He found there a few

squalid forlorn beings with scarcely a human appear,

ance, in the midst of chains, filth and malaria. It re-

sembled more a menagerie of wild beasts than a hu-

man habitation. The treatment was worse than that

which was formerly inflicted on felons and traitors.

His heart melted at the sight. He threw off their

chains. He comforted them by consoling language

and still more by kind actions. He gave tliem re-

freshing drinks and good food. He used towards

them an affable and affectionate manner, and although

deprived of reason they were conscious of the benefits

they had received from him, and often the poor for-

saken creature would embrace him as their only

friend. This stimulated him to new exertions. From
sickly, pallid and unhappy, they became healthy and
cheerful, and many showed him the greatest grati-

tude.

The old house was a series of little cells or prisons

which enclosed only the insane of the city of Paler

mo. A new one was built combining in its plan all

the necessary comforts. Baths were constructed and
'eanliness enforced as a most important auxiliary in

111, treatment. The new house contained apartments

for the accommodation of all the deranged pe

the island. The tranquil patients or subjects were put

at work of some kind. This was and is yet the only

medicinal means employed, if it may be sc

except in cases where some physical disease

fested. As reason is restored, and when they become
capable, they are employed in various useful and re

sponsible little offices in the house. This is found to

soothe their irascibility in some instances, and i

many to rouse their ambition and self esteem.
The assistants treat them on all occasions with th

utmost kindness and tenderness. The furious and
raving are confined when necessary by such an over-

helming force of assistants that they scarcely re-

st, and sometimes the camicia is used (a species of
hammock) by which the person is swung from side

to side in a horizontal posture ; this, with the free use
of cold water to the head and face, tranquillises them
after a little time, and some have become fond of it.

In less than three years the success of this institution

has been such that fifty-eight persons have been re-

stored to reason and to their families.

The baron thinks that experience has demonstra-
ted that insanity admits only of a moral cure. He
confesses he has been more and more confirmed in

this opinion, the longer he has continued to have
charge of the institution, and although he is aided by
every needful medical advice and assistance, he re-

gards them as secondary in the prosecution of his

plan. I"ar from being opinionative and ostentatious, he
pursues his vocation in the simple, unaffected, humble
spirit, which brought both philosophy and religion

from heaven to make their abode among men. No-
thing rude, nothing dogmatical, or overbearing, no
claims to superior knowledge, no personal vanity,

mark the exalted course of Pisani.

He thinks the causes of insanity generally cannot
be traced to any local lesion, but that the whole
nervous tissues are more or less effected. His patho-

logical views are given with the deference due to

men who have deeply studied anatomy, physiology,

and every thing which can elucidate this intricate

subject, with the literary part of which ho has taken
great pains to make himself perfectly acquainted.

His library contains all the most celebrated treatises

in every language; and among them I had the satis-

faction of seeinj that of our venerable countryman,
the late Doctor Rush.

In the direction, except when the physicians ar-

consulted, he is absolute, and it is surprising to se

the influence he has acquired over his subjects. H
spends the whole day among them. They call him
their good father. They look with impatience for his

return in the morning ; make their complaints to h'

as a child would to its parents. He hears them with
attention, enters earnestly into their affairs and into-'

rests, affords relief when their grievances are well

founded, reasons with them, they take his arm and
walk with him, holding long conversations, they often
kiss him, embrace him, and appear to adore him.
At one time he was obliged to be absent for two or

three days, from indisposition ; his principal assistant

on whom his duties devolved, found the people ex-
tremely restive and refractory. At last, finding the
baron was recovering, he went to him, and begged
him to come down to the house, if it were only for a
few minutes, that they were all in a frenzy, and in

his own language, were " raising the devil."

He hastened to the house— his return was hailed

with the greatest joy, and all were emulous to show
him some token of affection.

Though, as has been stated before, the means of

cure employed are mainly moral, they are well fur-

iiished with both physicians and surgeons, of the most
approved and extensive experience. They have four
Alumni residents, besides consulting physicians and
surgeons, who attend three times a week. Once a

week, a meeting takes place, of the director, a physi-

cian and surgeon. The director presides. The apart-

ments are adapted and appropriated to their various
uses. A library of works on mental alienation, and
every form of derangement of the intellectual and
moral powers. An anatomical theatre for the exami-
nation and preparation of morbid parts of those who
die in the institution. A museum for depositing inte-

resting preparations; the sight of these, however, is

carefully concealed from the patients. The words
insane, crazy, mad, are strictly prohibited being used
in their hearing.

In the archives, every thing is carefully preserved,

the history and termination of each case.

The assistants are four Custodi, (keepers) and four

others, from the tranquil insane. There is a govern-
ess also, who has her assistants from the tranquil,

among the females. Conciliatory persuasion and gen-

tle means only are permitted to be used, the infamous
use of the whip is not only abolished, but all harsh

abuses and violent language and epithets are con-

stantly rejected and carefully avoided.

Nothing, says the director, is more requisite than

strong force of keepers and assistants, for when it

becomes necessary to resort to their aid to confine the

violent and raving, if an overpowering number is

sent, the patients submit without resistance, perceiv-

g at once their inferiority ; otherwise they struggle,

id if not immediately overcome, it exasperates their

paroxysm and efforts. Four strong, robust men, are

therefore kept, who possess intelligence and discre-

tion, to manage this description of persons. The
tranquil, who are at work, receive a small compensa-
tion per month for their labour.

A chaplain attends daily in the chapel, and assists

the sick and dying with the comforts of religion.

All ages and sexes are received into the house, and
the best history of their cases that can be obtained

is procured and registered. The first thing, after

their reception, is a good bath and a clean suit of

clothes.

The physician and surgeon are sent for to examine
f any personal injury has been received, and to as-

certain whether or not the disease is real or simu-
lated. A separation is then strictly enforced .'rom all

former associations. No relations or friends are suf-

fered to see them. This is of the first importance in

attempting to disentangle the confused and knotted

chain of thought, and in trying to renovate by new
and simple impressions, the regular and healthy ope-

rations of intellect. These are not to be admitted on
any account, even after signs of recovery have be-

come apparent.

Cleanliness has been found to have a most salutary

effect, promoting health, cheerfulness and hilarity,

almost as much among maniacs as among the rational.

It is also found that a frank and benevolent conduct

towards them procures their confidence, and in many
instances they are capable of sustaining friendship

and honorable sentiments.

Nothing has been found so effectual in breaking

the morbid association, as labour and fatigue. Those
who are sufficiently ealm to work are greatly bene-

fited by it. Occupation not only relieves the inten-

sity of the diseased functions, but procures for them
refreshing aud quiet repose. The director gives the

preference to agricultural labours. The garden and
grounds are consequently highly cultivated and adorn-

ed. No menial service is allowed to be performed by
the maniacs. On fast days and Sundays they are in-

dulged in plays and diversions.

The whole discipline is constant, uniform, consis-

tent and invariable. They begin with mass in the

morning by the bell. Then go to work—then break,

fast. They again resume their labours, and it looks

more like a house of industry, than a mad house,

where almost every one is employed at some useful

manual work. The men improving the grounds and
planting trees. The women in spinning and knitting

and whatever they like best.

At night when they retire, the Director aecompa-

nies each one to his, or her room, with the keeper,

bestows some kind words and little caresses on them,

asks if they want any thing, and promises them every

thing that will be good for them, and bids them an
affectionate good night.

The Camicia de forza, already spoken of, is some-

times used when they refuse to work from perverse-

ness. The tepid bath is also used to allay irritation.

When convalescence commences, as discerned by

the return of the person to old habits, desire to see

relations and friends, knowledge of objects ,and fears

of again falling into insanity, the patient is imme-
dialely removed to another apartment, and a new
train of treatment commences.
The sufferings of the unhappy beings may be ima-

gined by the fcars they express of relapsing. They
are at first entrusted with the care of their clothes and
such other little things as are found to occupy and
amuse the mind. They next receive the visits of the

keepers, and are made as happy as possible by every

indulgence that will divert them. They walk in the

flower gardens, but arc not permitted to see or hear an
insane person. Care is also taken to avoid receiving

premature visits from relations and friends. No unne-

eessary or impertinent visits are allowed to tliem in

this condition.

The incessant agitation attending on mental aliena-

tion produces in many cases insatiable voracity. In
order to appease this as much as possible, a large pro-
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portion of bread is given thcin. Thirty ounces in three I cheek and kissed it. We left her and walked round
portions daily. They have soup for breakfast—for the garden. After a while we returned and took a
supper, fruit, salad, &c. ; rice, cheese, and maccaroni,! seat under the shade. While there the woman ap-

are also freely allowed them. They have five ounces' proaehed us, and I could see the little girl telling her
of meat five days in the week. Mush is an article of i that she must make friends with her benefactor. She
diet much used by them. Beer and wine in small accordingly came up behind the baron in a fine hu-
quantities are used in certain cases. Boarders are al- mour, and laughingly put her arms round his neck
lowed coffee and all other luxuries of which they are

|

and kissed his cheek, appearing to feel contrition for

fond, and to which they have been accustomed, pro- 'her former conduct. He turned his head and smiled
vided they have not been found injurious.

j

on her with great tenderness, as if nothing had hap-
While I remained in the house, several little inci- pencd, but said nothing to her, and she went :

dents occurred, illustrative of the baron's manner to- with her attendants to the apartment they had lei

wards his people, and method of treatment. As we The baron relates a singular cure which he elFected
passed along, a soldier, still attached to, and wearing, ' a few years ago by a simple little stratagem which
his old uniform coat, of large stature and veteran ap- 1 suddenly occurred to him at the time. A woman on
pearance, was sitting on a stone bench which projected . becoming deranged, had resolved never to quit a

from a wall perpendicular to it. He leaned forward, tain position which she had taken, which was stoop-
with his elbows on his knees, covering his cheeks with

j

ing down as low as she could but still resting on her
his hands, m a melancholy posture enough. The ba-

j feet. This bent her knees to the utmost degree
ron, perhaps, thought he was musing too deeply, and in this way she continued long after she was brought
that he would try and break up his "thick coming fan- to the house. She had continued for ten years '

'
'

cies." He raised the soldier with his hands into a
\
out extending her lower extremities. When she came

more erect position on the bench. He kept himself under his charge, be long tried to awaken her sensi.

carefully for a few seconds in the attitude in which the bility on some subject, without success. At length,
baron had placed him. The baron then took him by the

, he went to visit her one morning, and told her that he
breast of his coat and gently pushed him until his back had come to the determination no longer to lead a life

was perpendicular to the wall, which made his posture of celibacy, and had now come to ask her han
very disagreeable and painful. He remained, however,

| marriage. She was at first indignant and requested
even in this ludicrous situation for an instant, but then

|
him not to make fun of her. He pressed his suit

jumping up, quite in a passion, he told the baron, " it
' so much earnestness and with so many complin

is impossible for any one to sit that way, you could not
|

that at length she showed some attention to his
sit that way yourself." The director laughed a little versation. He became more eloquent with arguments
and the soldier marched off with great dignity. In for their union, and at last she smiled. It was the
this case the director might at first sight have been first time for ten years. She became more cheerful,
taken for the maniac, and the soldier for the rational^ laughed a little, and finally consented to marry him.

great end was accomplished The next day was appointed for the solemnisation ofman. But mark
by this simple stratagem. The fast binding chain of
melancholy was suddenly broken, and a new and ra-

tional train of thought irresistibly substituted.

He says the women are vastly more difficult to ma-
nage than the men, of which we had an immediate
proof in passing through the female apartment. The
room was spacious and airy, the inmates chiefly em-
ployed in preparing and spinning flax. One among
them was in a dreadful paroxysm of rage and frenzy
at some imaginary affront. She had a natural deform-
ity of the head. Her forehead was nearly twice the

natural height, and so was the top of her head. Her
eyes were large and dark. Her person spare and of
the middle size. Her appearance was frightful—and
she had a terrible tongue, which, on such occasions,

nothing could quiet. She went on with loud volu-

bility—scolding in alia voce at those who had ofleuded

her, and was not even restrained this time in the

slightest degree by the presence or remonstrances of
the baron.

Those who were at work seemed alarmed and
ashamed of their noisy companion, and several of
them begged her to be quiet and behave better. The
nurse, and a little girl of about twelve or thirteen (one

of the assistants), of great beauty and intelligence,

stood beside the maniac as she made the house ring

-with her terrifying denunciations. The nurse and
little girl were trying to pacify her—she refused to

iiear them, and even the mild voice of the baron was
for a while disregarded. The little girl patted her
cheeks—put her hand gently over her mouth ;—she

struggled to get her mouth free. The little girl kissed

her on the cheek—she continued to bawl with a voice

scarcely human. Her little friend would catch her by
the nose, and again put her arm gently round her
neck and kiss her ; and after keeping up this badinage
for about five minutes, laughing and talking kindly to

her all the time, the maniac became more tranquil

—

the fierceness left her face, and she began to smile

and then to laugh, but soon became as bad nearly as

ever. The baron told her she must go to the Camicia.
To this she objected and became more quiet. He then
ofl'ered her his arm which she put her hand in and
went along with him, still scolding and complaining,
but in a moderated tone. Having arrived at the
swinging hammock, a strong man lifted her in, when
she was laced tight so as to prevent any motion of her
arms or legs. Her head was wet with cold water ;

she was given some to drink ; the little girl and nurse
threw some in her face, and swung her a good wl.ile

from side to side ; it seemed to affect her head ; she
rolled her eyes and was silent. In a few minutes she

was entirely quiet ; the little girl again patted her

the nuptials. All the tranquil insane were invited to

the wedding. She was dressed and decorated like

bride, and then carried to an elegant arbour where
feast was prepared for all the guests. One of the

keepers was dressed as the padre, a counterfeit cere-

mony was performed, and they all paid her the most
particular marks of respect and congratulation, giving

her the title she had acquired of baroness. She tried

to walk but was unable to straighten her knees. The
tendons in the hams had become stiff and contracted.

She was carried, and placed at his right hand at din-

From this time her recovery commenced. By the

employment of liniments, frictions and exercise, the

use of her limbs was gradually restored, and she is

now an intelligent and respectable lady of Sicily, who
often laughs with the baron, whom she calls her esposo,

at the amusing freak of the marriage ceremony.

This renowned ancient state boasted of many great

names, distinguished, and still known to the civilised

world for their genius, learning and patriotism. But
there is a halo of moral sublimity now surrounding a

modest and humble individual in Palermo, which not

even the glories of Archimedes could shed—that man
is Peter Pisani.

A fall is God's advantage as well as llie

devil's ; and as we incline lo one or the other,

we may rise higlier from it, or fail still lower.

Adam's Private Thoughls.

THE FRZZSM'D.
SECOND MONXn, 28, 1835.

The abolition of slavery in the British West
Indies must exert an influence on the ques-

tion in this country. However tenacious the

white msn may feel of his imaginary right

over his fellow creature who.«!e skin is a little

darker, the immutable law of justice will

finally prevail. He who can turn the hearts'

of men as a man turneth his water course in

the field, can dispel the selfishness which!

clouds the vision of the slaveholder, and lead!

him to see that his own interest, as well as

that of the slave, is involved in restoring to'

him the enjoyment of his unalienable rights.

The vote taken in the Kentucky senate al-

though, as appears by the annexed paragraph,

it failed in its object, encourages us to be-

lieve that the cause of the long injured de-

scendants of Africa is gradually asserting its

just claims in the hearts of many.

Slavery in Kenlvchy.—A resolution was
recently introduced into the senate of Ken-
tucky, proposing the call of a convention to

amend the constitution of that state, so as to

introduce the gradual abolition of slavery. It

was finally lost by a vote of 19 to 19. The
Cincinnati Journal remarking on this result,

says, " While we rejoice that so much has

been gained, we must be allowed to express

our regret that one moie vote for the afiirma-

tive could not have been given. We know a

large majority of the intelligent and liberal

minded Kentuckians have been for years de-

sirous to rid the state of the evil and curse of

slavery. Submit the question once to the

people, and we have no fears for the result."

We have received, says the New York
Daily Advertiser, files of Bermuda papers to

the 3d of February, containing advices from

several British islands. The accounts are of

a most favourable character. The Free La-

bourer System appears to work much better

than was predicted.

Then follows near a column of extracts re-

lative to 'I'rinidad, Christophers, Barbadoes,

Antigua, &c. corroborative of the above, but

for which we cannot at present find room.

The extract from the Journal of an Ameri-
can Surgeon, on another page, first published

in the National Gazette, seemed to us to me-
rit attention, not merely as an interesting

sketch calculated to win our favourable re-

gards towards the benevolent Peter Pisani,

but as containing hints which may be essen-

tially useful to all concerned in the treatment

of the insane, and particulaily seasonable,

perhaps it may be said, in reference to the

near approach of the annual meeting of the

contributors to Friends' Asylum.

A stated annual meeting of the " Contri-

butors to the Asylum for the relief of persons

deprived of the use of their reason," will be

held at Friends' meeting house on Mulberry

street, on fourth day, the 18th of the third

month next, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Joseph Snowdon, Clerk.

Philada. 2d mo. Ibth, 1835.

An Apprentice wanted to the retail Drug
and Apothecary business. Apply at this of-

fice.

Died, at Rahway, N. J. on the 30th of the last

month, Sarah Hartshorne, in the 77th year of her

age, many years of which she was a great sufferer

with bodily disease. Her body was indeed afflicted,

but her mind was strong and much supported by a

full confidence in the merits of her beloved Saviour.

This she never lost ; and so easy was her departure,

that the near friends around scarcely knew when the

last breath was drawn.
, on the evening of the 2Gth instant, Hannab

Wood, of this city, in the 82d year of her age.
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For "The Friend."

TRADE AND BUSINESS.

Among tlie many evils which spring from the

love of money and from an inordinate desire

to accumulate it, is the spirit of speculation

so common in the trading community. The
magnitude and danger of this evil are increas-

ed by the example and connivance of persons

whose moral integrity in other respects is not

to be questioned ; and if the daring adventurer

who risks the property of others is but suc-

cessful in the game, lie is rather the object of

envy and admiration, than condemned and

discountenanced by society. Where such

departures from the morality of the gospel are

countenanced in a community, the standard of

justice and honesty rapidly declines, actions of

greater turpitude will soon be tolerated or en-

couraged, until finally the distinction between

right and wrong, honesty and sv\indling, be-

comes almost obliterated. It must be confess-

ed, to the sorrow of every truly pious man,

that such in a lamentable degree is the course

of things in (his country, and that with many
the acquisition of wealth is looked upon as a

better test of a man's probity than the confor-

mity of his conduct with the sacred precepts

of our Divine Lawgiver.

One evidence of this deterioration in sound
moral principles may be found in the enor-

mous speculations of which we almost daily

hear. However men engaged in these wild

schemes may screen themselves under the

cloak of public opinion, and excuse them-
selves by saying that they do no more than

others ; or that if they did not buy others would,

and they may as well make money as another;

all these flimsy apologies are rent asunder

when their cond'jct is viewed in the light of the

gospel. The spirit in which such speculations

are conceived and carried on is the same
that leads the gambler to the gaming table or

the lottery office ; the moral defection is of the

same character, and the disgrace and degrada-

tion attending it are only different because a

vitiated state of public feeling has made them
so. Insatiable cupidity—the desire to over-

reach ; the reckless hazard of property, often

that of other persons ; the haste to be rich by
means more rapid than the regular pursuit of

an honest and moderate business, generally

give rise to both these species of gambling.

In looking over a work entitled "Principles

of Christian Philosophy," by Dr. John Burns,

professor of surgery in the University of Glas-

gow, I was forcibly struck with the following

excellent remarks on this subject, to which I

would invite the serious attention of the read-

ers of " The Friend," viz.

" Honesty requires, that every one shall have

his due, and that restitution shall be made to

him who has been injured. It forbids all

fraudulent dealing, extortion, taking advantage

of the ignorance or necessity of others, breach

of trust, forgery, contracting debt, or neglect-

ing payment, entering into speculations which
exceed the capital possessed, endangering the

credit of others, or leading them into engage-

ments which must be hurtful or ruinous, with-

holding what belongs to another on unjust or

frivolous pretences, enriching ourselves at the

expense of others, or, in any other way, en-

deavouritig to transfer to ourselves, clandes-

tinely and injuriously, the property of another.

Besides attending to the act of honesty, we

are also to guard against those dispositions and

circumstances, which may lead to a violation

of this duty ; such as covetousness, inordinate

affection for temporal things, indulging in en-

vy at the success or prosperity of others, dis-

tracting cares, and neglect of those means

which provide an honest income.
" Before dismissing the cubject, I may ad-

vert to an evil of great magnitude, an extrava-

gant spirit of commercial speculation. The
ruin or distress, which this has brought on too

many lamilies, is so well known that it requires

no proof. The matter can be brought to a

very short issue. It is evident, that he who
trades greatly beyond his capital, must endan-

ger the property of those who give him credit;

and he has no more right to do this, than he

has to endanger their life. By plausibility of

story, or false appearnce of wealth, he ob

tains credit. By expensive establishments, he

endeavours to sustain it. Day after day he ex

tends his transactions, which at length become
so intricate, that perhaps he himself cannot

tell his situation. Difficulties at last arise.

These are successively provided for, by new
transactions, till, in the natural course of

things, a crisis arrives, and friends and stran-

gers meet the same fate, and partake of the

same ruin. How far the devastation may ex-

tend, or how many families of little children

are reduced to beggary, cannot be told. Yet,

this man, whose ambition, avarice, or knavery,

has spread desolation widely through the land,

escapes without punishment, and appears in

public without shame, whilst the petty swind-

ler, who cheats his neighbour out of a few shil-

lings, is banished from his country, or perhaps

gives up his life as the price of his crime. It

has always appeared to me, highly immoral in

any man, to trade beyond his capital, and
to support his sinking fortune, by more exten

site transactions, of the ultimate issue of

which he must be certain, or at least very ap-

prehensive. An honest man, who has acted

according to prudence and a good conscience,

may, from inevitable losses, become a bank-

rupt, and deserves compassion, and usually re-

ceives assistance. But, he, who has been on-

ly gambling with the property of others, de-

serves the most severe punishment; and, were
the mind of these men not callous, they would

deed receive it, in the contemplation of the

misery they produce. True, indeed, it is, that

they who ntake haste to be rich, fall into many
temptations; 'for the love of money is the

root of all evil, which, while some have covet-

ed after, they have erred from the faith, and
pierced themselves through with many sor-

It is a sorrowful circumstance that some of

the members of our religious Society, by giv-

ing way to the temptations of the wicked one,

and letting out their minds after the love of

money, are drawn into practices so repugnant

to our Christian principles. The profession

which we make is exceedingly high, and every

member who voluntarily continues in connec-

tion with the Society is in some degree impli-

cated in that profession, and answerable for the

conformity of his conduct therewith. How
then tiiust such practices bring reproach and

disgrace on the Society, and baulk the testimo-

ny of truth, especially when they appear in per-

sons who make a plain appearance and are

even active in the execution of the discipline.

Our principles are adverse to an extensive per-

suit of even the lawful things of this life, and

lead us, more than those of any other people,

to a separation from the spirit of the world in

its most plausible and innocent appearances ;

to a humble and constant reliance on the

teachings of the Spirit of Christ, in the re-

vet ent belief that if we leave all to follow liim

in the path of self denial, as he is pleased gra-

ciously to provide for the ravens and the spar-

row, so he will not fail to furnisli us with all

things which he sees we have need of, and

bless our moderate endeavours for a comforta-

ble livelihood.

In this state of reverent dependence and
holy fear, the mind is preserved exceedingly

tender and watchful lest it should be drawn
out into things not convenient, and its wants
and desires being restricted by the limitations

of truth within narrow bounds, not only is a

little business and plain and simple things

most agreeable to it, but He who sees its

sincerity and integrity fills it with a sweet

peace and quiet contentment which no riches

can ever confer. To these, riches would

be a burden ; they are set free from need-

less wants and the vexations and anxieties

as well as from the "divers temptations and
snares," into which those fall who " make haste

to be rich," their time is more at their com-
mand to do the Lord's will and run his errands

as he may be pleased to call or send, while

the quiet composure and settlement of

their minds is a suitable qualification for hear-

ing the gentle intimations of that "still small

voice," which it is to be feared many stifle and
drown in their eager pursuit of the world.

When I contemplate this blessed condition,

which indeed is little less so than the life of

angels, and view the situation of inany of my
brethren who are deeply involved in the eager

pursuit of wealth, joining themselves with the

spirit and policy of the world in the chase, and

partaking of the cup of its confusion, my heart

IS enlarged in affectionate desire, that they may
be persuaded to lay aside their high notions

and ambitious desires, and come back to the

simplicity and self denial of our holy profes-

sion. The blessed Saviour of man himself

promulgated the precepts and set the example
;

and he calls all to come learn of Him, who
was meek and lowly of heart, and they shall

find rest to their souls. In the sacred enclos-

ure of his fold, and under the limitations of his

spirit, all our reasonable wants will be amply
satisfied as regards outward things, and we
shall experience our souls to be led by the

still waters of peace, and into the green

pastures of everlasting life. Our hearts, and
affections, and conversation, would then be in

heaven, and the riches and treasures which
we should be enabled to lay up there, would be

a source of perpetual joy and consolation,

while the things of time would not be pursued

as the sole business of life, but so far only as
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was necessary to fulfil the injunction, "provide

things honest in the sight of all men."

To such as these heaven would begin on

earth, their hearts would often soar above all

temporal things, to their house not made with

hands, eternal in the heavens; and whenever
their Lord should see meet to call them home,
they would not be laden with great estates as

with thick clay, which are mostly left to mi-

nister to the corrupt desires and propensities

of others, and drive them farther from the

truth: but as good stewards over the little,

with their loins girded and their lights burn-

ing, they would leave the world with joy, and

enter the marriage chamber of the Lamb.
I rejoice in tlie persuasion that there are

such preserved in our Society, who are its

salt and virtue; some in humble and lonely

situations as well as those of a more public

character; and it is consoling to believe that

the merciful Head of the Church is extend-

ing a renewed call and visitation to us as a

people, " Come out from the world, my people,

and be ye separate—touch not the unclean

thing, and I will receive you, and ye shall be

to me for sons and for daughters, saith the

Lord Almighty." May the gracious invita-

tion availingly reach the very hindmost of

the flock, that through unfeigned obedience

we may yet be unto Him " a peculiar people,

zealous of good works." In a future essay,

I wish to lay before the readers of " The
Friend," some of the excellent advices of the

Society on the subject of trade.

For "The Friend."

PEOPLE OF COLOUR.

The Society of Friends has long felt a deep
interest in the abolition of slavery and the

slave trade. Within the last fifty years many
of the members have taken an active part in

pleading the cause of the afflicted sons of

Africa. They remonstrated with firmness and

energy against attempts which were made at

different periods to fasten more securely the

chains of servitude, or to violate whh impu-

nity the rights of the free, and were instru-

mental in liberating many from their bonds.

In some of the southern states, Friends are

actively engaged in this righteous work ; and

in all parts of the Society, much is still felt

respecting the increasing magnitude and

crime of this enormous evil. Many deplore

the hopeless condition of their fellow-crea.

tures, bought and sold like sheep and oxen

in this land of professed liberty, lashed and

goaded to labour, often beyond their physical

powers to endure without great suffering; and

yet has not the zeal which led our fathers to

advocate the rights of the oppressed, in some
measure abated, and become in too many al-

most extinguished? We talk of our testimony

against slavery, but with what consistency can

a testimony be said to exist, unless it is openly

borne against the evil 1 It is true, we do not

keep slaves ourselves, but where do we fear-

lessly testify in the ear of the oppressor, that

he is violating the golden rule of the Re-
deemer of the coloured man as well as of the

white, in unjustly withholding from him his

natural freedom, equally the gift of the Crea-

tor to all the workmanship of his hands? Are
we not in danger of falling into apathy over

this perpetual outrage upon our fellow men,
concluding that it is too mighty to attack, or

that there are comparatively so few who ap-

pear to benefit themselves by the freedom

which they have obtained, we must there-

fore let the subject rest? But do we take the

pains to ascertain certainly that few only do

profit by the change ? We hear stories of

petty robberies in some parts of the country ;

that in the suburbs of this city, the " negroes"

are lazy, idle, vagrant and debauched. The
proportion of this description, however, we
do not know, and perhaps too readily admit

such reports to make an impression on us

unfavourable to the ge.neral character of that

abused people, and the expediency of uni

versal emancipation. Do we take care to

enquire into the exertions which they have

been making for years, to rise out of th

mental and moral depression, in which slavery

left them, and the happy results which attend

those exertions ? Are we equally disposed to

look around to discover the number of indus-

trious and exemplary coloured men and wo
men residing amongst us—persons who have

elevated their conditions by their persevering

struggles, and who are laying the foundation

for their growing families, to become useful,

respectable and pious citizens—encouraging

them to avail themselves of the facilities for

education and improvement provided for

them ?

At my request, our estimable citizen James
Forten, a man of colour, furnished some docu
ments collected about three years ago, of

which the following abstract will go to dis-

prove some of the vague suggestions too often

made, and too readily admitted against them
1st. In a statement published by the guar-

dians of the poor of the city and county of

Philadelphia, for 1830, it appears that out of

549 out-door poor relieved during the year,

only twenty-two were persons of colour, b

ing but five coloured to every hundred white

inhabitants thus provided for, and that the

coloured paupers admitted into the almshouse

for the same period, did not exceed that pro

portion, while their ratio of the whole popula-

tion of the city and suburbs exceeds Sj per

cent.

2d. For want of designating in the tax

books the property of the coloured people,

reference was made to the receipts of the

tax-payers, to ascertain as accurately as prac-

ticable, the amount paid. From this source

though deficient, it appears that within the

same district, the coloured people paid in

taxes not less than 2500 dollars, while the

sums expended to relieve them, from the

public funds, rarely, if ever, exceeded 2000
dollars a year, thus not only supporting their

own, but contributing to the support of the

white poor. The amount of rents which they

pay to own«rs of property, is found to exceed

100,000 dollars annually.

3d. Many of them by industry have ac-

quired property, and have become freehold-

ers. Besides their prirate estates, they have

six places for worship owned and used by

the methodist society among them, two by

presbyterians, two by baptists, and one by
episcopalians: they have also a public hall;

le aggregate value of which they estimate

to exceed 100,000 dollars.

4th. They have two first day schools, two
tract societies, two Bible societies, two tem-
perance societies, and one female literary in-

stitution. They have a large number of bene-
ficent associations, some of them incorporated,

for mutual aid in sickness and distress. The
members are governed by rules which tend

to promote industry and morality, and not

one of them has been convicted of any crime.

Seven thousand dollars are expended annually

out of the stock of these associations in re-

lieving distressed members.
5th. Owing to the prejudices with which

they have to contend, they experience much
diflJculty in procuring places for their sons
as apprentices to learn mechanical trades;

notwithstanding which, in their remonstrance
to the legislature of Pennsylvania in the first

month of 1832, they stated that there are

between four and five hundred people of co-

lour in the city and suburbs, who follow me-.
chanical employments.

6th. In relation to education they say,
" While we thankfully embrace the opportu-
nities for schooling our children, which have
been opened to us by public munificence and
private benevolence, we are still desirous to

do our part in the accomplishment of so de-
sirable an object. Such of us as are of ability

to do so, send our children to school at our
own expense. Knowing by experience the
disadvantages many of us labour under, for

want of early instruction, we are anxious to

give our children a suitable education to fit

them for the duties and employments of life."

The statements from which the above ab-

stract is made, they say can be sustained by
competent evidence, and were submitted to

some intelligent citizens of Philadelphia, who
can testify to their substantial accuracy.

Besides the institutions existing the first

month of 1832, several others have been
established since, among which are a library

cotnpany, and a female literary association.

A sketch of the objects and operations of the

former, furnished by the same person, states

that the Philadelphia Library Company of
Coloured Persons, for the promotion of their

moral and mental improvement, was instituted

on the first day of the year 1833. It embraces
three objects: the formation of an adequate
library, a reading room, and a debating so-

ciety. The p)iesent collection consists of
nearly 400 volumes, and a number of valuable

pamphlets, periodicals and maps. The mem-
bers divide into companies, for reading, re-

citing, or conversation. Stated meetings are

set apart for debating, in which subjects of a
moral, scientific or historical nature that are

connected with, or likely to enlighten them
on their situation, are discussed, under proper
regulations to ensure decoium and promote
the instruction of the company. It occupies
the first story of the hall built by the Aboli-
tion Society in Haines street, consists of
from eighty to ninety members, and is in a

prosperous condition. They feel much en-

couraged to prosecute the object of improve-



meiit, having been loft a handsome legacy by

a betievolent coloured man, lately deceased,

and from a respectable citizen they have re-

cently received a donation of 104 volumes of

valuable works. It would be well for their

friends to bear them in mind, and to present

them with useful books, and with other means
to aid their laudable efforts.

The Dorcas Society, established in 1830,

has been of great use during the winter sea-

sons, in distributing articles of clothing, and

affording groceries to the sick and aged. It

has made up and distributed nearly one thou-

sand garments since that period, 230 of which
have been given away this winter; and gro-

ceries have also been given to thirty-six per-

sons. In this account shoes are not included,

many pairs of which are distribu'.ed every

winter.

This statistical account proves that although

many of this people may be too regardless of

their moral standing, there is a large number
who do appreciate the importance of educa-

tion, and have already realised many of its

advantages. It proves not only that they are

no burthen upon the white population, but

that they contribute to the maintenance of

others. It shows that they possess a spirit of

independency which leads to personal exer-

tion for their own emolument and improve-

ment, and were they free from the obstacles

which suriound them, it would be fair to

conclude, that many more would vie with

their white neighbours in the refinements of

civilised life. When we contrast the condi-

tion of the present free coloured inhabitants

of this city, with that of the natives as

brought from Africa almost in a state of bar-

barism, and placed in abject slavery under

those who treat them as if they were but

little removed from the brute creation, we
must admit, that however gradual the transi-

tion, a very striking change has taken place

in the moral and intellectual character of

many amongst them. The benefits derived

from the possession of their civil and reli-

gious rights are not only highly important to

themselves, but, if steadily improved, must
extend to their brethren yet involved in the

fetters of slavery. It will enable the friends

of emancipation to point to them, as evidence

of the blessings of liberty

—

their minds culti-

vated and expanded by the lights of science,

and at the same time controlled by the be-

nign influences of religion and the restraints

of well educated society. Under the circum-

stances in which they stand, struggling as for

an existence in the midst of an active shrewd
people, they need the hand of encouragement
and help to be judiciously extended, in order

to strengthen their efforts, by fostering the

rising institutions which they are attempting

to establish for the good of their people.

Contributions to their libraries, assistance in

diffusing school learning, and the counsel and

kind notice of their friends, showing a lively

interest in their welfare, would animate them
to pursue the path of duty, and prepare them
for usefulness amongst their own colour,

when it shall please the Sovereign Ruler of

nations to effect the liberation of the op-

pressed from the galling bondage to which
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they are subjected in this high-professing

Christian country.

Benezet.

For "Tlic Friend."

OCCASIOXAI. THOUGHTS NO. XVI.

" Far from the world, O Lord, I flee,

From strife and tumult far;

From scenes where Satan viiagcs still

His most successful war.

The calm retreat, the silent sliado,

With pray'r and praise agree;

And seem by thy sweet bounty made.
For those who follow thee."

—

Cowper.

There are none, I presume, who are seriously

inclined, and have experienced the advantages

a country life affords ibr retirement and reflec-

tion, but must feel their heart warmly respond

to these beautiful, and expressive lines, 'i'hough

the God we profess to serve is not partial, and

his presence may be felt by his dependent
ones " alike, in the void waste, and in the city

full;" yel, from its remoteness from many of

those scenes and pursuits, that are calculated

to blind the eyes, and harden the heart against

the reception of better things,—the quiet and

seclusion of the country seem particularly cal-

culated for self-examination, and for forming

those resolutions, which, if adhered to, will

make us useful through life and prepare us ibr

a happy eternity. Ilere the young may sit

down among the works of God, and while

their hearts ascend in prayer to the Giver of

all good, they may equip themselves for the

warfare, which all who would live godly in

Christ Jesus must necessarily maintain when
they come into contact with the world: and
here may those who are further advanced
amidst scenes of which they can gratefully say,

" My Father made them all," look back upon
the many blessings and deliverances they have

received at his hands, and pour forth their

aspirations, that strength may still be afforded

to discharge the duties that devolve upon them,
and that the remainder of their pilgrimage may
be spent in entire devotedness to Him whose
presence has heretofore been to them " a foun-

tain of health, and his protection a wall of fire."

But while there are some who feel the ne-

cessity of frequent abstraction from the world,

and value their privileges; there are others

who are saying loudly by their conduct, " We
care for none of these things,"—our employ-
ments are so numerous, and the demands upon
our time so great, that we have no ieisuie for

serious reflection. But, alas ! it is to be feared

these have never partaken of the blessing pro-

nounced upon those who " wait upon the

Lord;" they continue to run their worldly

course with weariness, and faint when they are
walking in its paths. Those who are in the

younger walks of life cannot make this excuse,

and those who arc further advanced, need not,

unless they are unduly engrossed with earthly

things. Much devolves upon the heads of

families in country places; they have generally

not only a larger number of persons under their

immediate care, but they have usually a much
greater influence over them than is the case in

the city; and like the patriarchs of old, they are

looked up to as the father, priest, and judge,

in their own families; how essential is it then

that they be endowed with wisdom from above,
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to instruct by their example, arjd rightly to im-

part counsel to those who are under their di-

rection. Vast (though silent it may be) is the

influence that one really pious and devoted in-

dividual has in his society or neighbourhood; and

great, sooner or later, will be the effect which

that man or woman will have, who is careful to

maintain a consistent deportment, to attend to

the right organisation and direction of their own
household, and is really solicitous that those who
compose their family on earth should make a

family in heaven. I believe our Society would

be stirred in its length and its breadth, if each

one would discharge their duty to these little

communities over which they are placed as

head. The times call loudly for attention to

these things; surely nothing could be lost,

and much might be gained by devoting a por-

tion of each day exclusively to the duty of re-

tired waiting upon God, for his counsel and
direction.

. . . h

For " The Friend."

The following obituary is taken from " The
Annual Monitor for 1835."

Mary Doyle, of Ballitore, Ireland, died, on
the 6th of fourth month, 1834, in her 72d
year. She was the eldest of three daughters

of Edward Doyle, of Ferns, whose generous
disposition, combined with circumstances be-

yond his control, reduced his property. His
daughters, being industrious, and possessing

an independent spirit, resolved to earn a

livelihood in Friends' families, in which they

conducted themselves so as not only to be
the assistants, but the friends of their em-
ployers.

In 1796, Mary and her sister Anne, having
saved a little sum, opened a shop in part of
William Leadbeater's house at Ballitore. The
intimacy and mutual good offices between
these near neighbours knew no interruption,

until death separated them. The sorrows
and difliculties from which few are exempt,
and which abounded in the early part of this

connection, only served to cement their friend-

ship: as appears from the following lines by
Mary Leadbeater, which were a true picture

of their happy union:

—

" There lowly lies

My humble home, devoid of outward grace;
Yet the soft nest of dear domestic iove,

And cordial friendship. Ye will vvitness this,

Ye maidens loved, with wiiom we sliare our roof,

And share our hearts—together we have joy'd,

Together mourned : and surely now we know
Joy may unite, but suffering knits the band."

These prudent young women kept no ser-

vant for many years; yet their apartments

were remarkable for neatness: and they often

entertained their friends in the evening when
the business of the day was over. Their little

slock increased, and they had been remarkably
free from trouble or anxiety, till the rebellion

of 1798 proved to them that no earthly happi-

ness or possessions are secure. The military

who were on free quarters, several times plun-

dered them of their provisions. In the following

winter, when unhappy outlaws made nightly

incursions in the village, these unoffending

young women were frequently robbed to a
considerable amount. One night when the
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robbers were drunk, they threatened to kill

William Leadbeater, and missing their aim,

one of them struck Anne Doyle on her head

with his pistol. While the blood was stream-

ing, her sister Mary lamented aloud. " Hush,

for God's sake," said one of the robbers."

—

"Don't mention that name," said Mary, " he

has nothing to do with such wickedness."

They appeared struck with the solemnity and

distress with which she spoke, their counte-

nances fell, and their accents were those of

compassion. " Surely,'' said one of them,

"you do not think it was I who hurt her."

When the horrors of rebellion and robbery

had subsided, Mary and Anne Doyle passed

iheir lives with more than usual comfort. No
doubt their pious and grateful hearts could

better appreciate the sweets of peace and re-

pose, than if their days and nights had never

been disturbed.

Their business succeeded sufficiently for

their humble desires; not only raising them

above pecuniary difficulties, but enabling them

to be hospitable and charitable. Their charity

was remarkable both in its extent and kind.

Modest, weakly cottagers, in low circumstan-

ces, such as are too likely to be overlooked or

forgotten by the gay, the busy, or the pros-

perous, were welcome to Mary and Anne's

neat fireside, where they often partook of a

comfortable meal, soothed and made to feel at

home by the cordial and sympathising con-

versation and manners of those two friends.

Some of their neighbours, whose tiresome and

often-told complaints made others avoid them,

found the industrious Mary and Anne not too

busy to listen to and cheer them.

They made great allowances for the failings

of their fellow-creatures, never speaking un

kindly of them, but assisting those whose errors

had brought them into distress. Mary was

considered too liberal in lending money and

giving credit, but she could not hear a tale of

want without manifesting some proof of her

sympathy, and was several times paid pretty

large sums which she had entirely given up

—

" The good man showeth favour and lendeth."

As to that charity, which is continiiaily needed

by the poor of Ireland, her beneficence was

only limited by her resources. She used to

say, she happened to have a little soup, or a

Utile gruel, &c., but the truth was, that her

convenient little fireside was seldom seen with-

out some preparation for the sick or hungry.

Mary's skill in medicine was another attraction

to the poor—nor was her advice unsought by

the more affluent. Thus passed the useful

lives of the two sisters, till in 1822, Anne died

of a lingering illness. Mary's feeling mind

never entirely recovered from this separation,

which was rendered the more poignant by the

emigration of her only remaining sister to

America some time before. The death of her

dear friends, William and Mary Leadbeater, in

1826 and 1827, also served to wean her from

the world.

She suffered many years from a disease of

the heart, which seemed to increase her tender

feelings for the sufferings of others. In the

1st month, 1834, she took to her bed, entirely

giving up all worldly cares and all expectation

of recovery. She frequently expressed her
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quiet resigned state, acknowledging Divine

support, and feeling grateful for every atten-

ion. Although deprived by death of all near

relations, except her far-distant sister, yet she

as by no means lonely. She was beloved by

all her neighbours, and the children of William

nd Mary Leadbeater, to whom from their

infancy she had been kind, were attached to

her with almost filial aflPection. As she had

smoothed the pillow of many a dying friend,

so she was provided with one who had long

been to her as a dutiful and affectionate child,

and spared no pains to make her death bed as

easy as possible.

During her tedious confinement, when she

as seldom able to see any of her friends, ex-

cept her immediate attendants, she said:

—

While I am lying on this bed, I have satis-

faction in reflecting upon the quiet way in

which I and ray sister have endeavoured to

procure an independence." Upon which a

friend remarked, that they had helped many

others also. " Oh !" said she, " there was too

ch said about that." What is the recollec-

tion of accumulated thousands at such a time,

compared with these humble peaceful reflec-

tions.

Her remains were attended to the grave by

areat number of her friends and neighbours,

of^diflerent ranks, by all of whom she was

sincerely beloved and lamented.*

The subjoined emphatic testimony on the

subject of gospel ministry, was forwarded to

by an estimable Friend residing in the

eastern division of New Jersey: " A correct

copy," he remarks, " of some observations of

the late Governor Livingston, of this state, as

appears from its title ; the extract was given

to me some years past by a much valued

friend in New York, then a member of the

Historical Society in that city, and since de-

ceased ; it has lain since in my desk, and

having lately taken it up, I thought that from

the soundness of the views and the source

from which it came, it might be proper to

give it place in ' The Fiiend.'
"

Observations of Gov. Livingston, of New Jer-

sey, taken from the American Museum,

vol. 8. page 255.

As to my own part, I doubt not that the

gospel may be preached, without that im-

mense apparatus of human erudition—an ex-

pensive education, and libraries of theological

books—an apparatus that hath but too often

proved the means of inflating with literary

pride, and terminated in "that wisdom, by

which the world knew not God," while it

arrogantly despises, as foolishness of preach-

ing, that by which it pleased God to save

them that believe. Indeed 1 know it may,

because I know it has been and still is.

The apostles had not any kind of prepara-

* Since receiving the above (sent for insertion) wc

have conversed with a friend, residing in this city

who has personal knowledge of the case, and fully

corroborates the fidelity of the simple and instructive

narrative; encouraging to others under reverses to

pursue a similar course.

—

Ed.

on, excepting Paul; they were all illiterate

fishermen and mechanics; and George Fox
alone, without human learning, has done
more towards the restoration of real, unadul-

terated Christianity, and the extirpation of
priestcraft, superstition, and ridiculous una-

ng rites and ceremonies, than any other
reformer in protestant Christendom has with

it. But the apostles and primitive evangelists

were, you say, in preaching the gospel, illu-

inated and directed by the Holy Spirit, and
therefore wanted not the assistance of sys-

tematical codes, and cabalistical criticisms.

They were so,—and who dare, in modern
times, or in any time, preach that same gos-

pel, without the like illumination, and direc-

tion? If without it, they pretend to preach
any gospel, I am sure it will be one of their

own making, or that of their scholastic pre-

ceptors.

For " The Friend."

Observations on the Ministry.

There is a large gift with few words, and
there is a small gift with many words. We
do not want a flowery ministry : we want a
ministry that preaches Christ and leads to God

;

we want a ministry that breaks to pieces the

hard heart and binds up the broken one: we
want a ministry that leads to the Fountain of

living waters and leaves us there. W. F.

Antiquities of Arkansas.—Arkansas, in

common with many places of the West, has

its antiquities ; and tliey are surely most puz-

zling enigmas to the historian and antiquary.

—A letter from a gentleman, now resident

in that territory, to his friend in Ohio, gives

some account of these unaccountable remains.

It says:

"This country was once inhabited ; and I

propound this question to your antiquarians :

—

When and by whom ? Two miles from this,

on the banks of the White river, you can see

the brick foundations of houses. Six miles

from this, six hundred and forty acres are en-

closed by a wall, and in the centre there is a

circular building. North of this there are the

ruins of a city; parallel streets crossing each

other at right angles, may be traced by brick

foundations, one mile in length. The bricks

are shaped like modern bricks."

SOURCE OF TRUTH.

Each fabled fount of comfort dry,

Where can I quench my feverish thirst ?

Is not the world one glittering lie ?

Do not its swelling bubbles burst ?

Systems, and men, and books, and things.

Are nothings drest in painted wings.

Lord, " thou art true," and, O the joy.

To turn from other words to thine

;

To dig the gold without alloy

From truth's unfathomable mine

;

To escape the tempest's fitful sliocks.

And anchor "midst the eternal rocks

!

Cunningham.
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3. Efforts for the immediate abolition of

slavery. On the 3d of April, 1831, an extra-

ordinary meeting of the friends of the anti-

slavery society was held at Exeter Hall,

London. Among the gentlemen present

were Lords Suffield and Calthorpe, Sir James
Mackintosh, Dr. Lushington, George Stephen,

T. F. Buxton, William Smith, J. W. Cunning-
ham, G. Noel, Daniel Wilson, and other emi-

nent laymen and clergymen. At this time,

a most powerful impulse was given to the

cause. The Anti-Slavery Society adopted a

new title, more in consonance with its ob-

jects—the speedy and entire abolition of

slavery throughout the British dominions. An
address was issued to the people of Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, calling upon all the friends

of the cause to use every possible effort to

return to parliament at the approaching elec-

tion only such men as were the decided advo-

cates of abolition. The kingdom from every

quarter responded to this call. The entire

attention of the people was, however, soon
absorbed in the subject of parliamentary re-

form, changes in the ministry, &c. A power-
ful accession was made to the influence of the

abolitionists by the elevation of Earl Grey
and his party. At the same time, the slaves

j

in Jamaica became discontented. They had

heard that England meditated for them some
great boon, which their employers, in their

unguarded resentment, declared was equiva-

lent to emancipation. In 1831, the slaves

were deprived of their usual Christmas holi-

day, the value of which to persons in their

condition, can be estimated only by them-

selves. They refused to work on that day.

They were accordingly driven into the woods
by an armed militia. In self-defence or re-

taliation, they set fire to the plantations of

their assailants. Many of the slaves conse-

quently perished. Religious persecution fol-

lowed in the train. Some slaves were se-

verely punished, simply on account of their

having been concerned in acts of religious

worship. A large number of edifices were
demolished or burned down by mobs, and

other disgraceful acts were perpetrated. Of
course, intelligence of these events greatly

increased the excitement in Great Britain,

and hastened the day of abolition. The West
India party began to lind no countenance
either in government, parliament, or their

fellow-countrymen. Early in 1833, peti-

tions began to pour into parliament from
every part of the kingdom. On the 14th of
May, Mr. Stanley, secretary for the colonies,

introduced into the commons the government
plan for abolishing slavery in the British co-

lonies, of which the following was the intro-

ductory resolution : " That it is the opinion
of this committee that immediate and efl'ectual

measures be taken for the entire abolition of
slavery throughout the colonies, under such
provisions for regulating the condition of the

negroes as may combine their welfare with

the interests of the proprietors."* The bill

finally passed the commons on the 7th of

August, and the lords on the 20th. Its prin-

cipal provisions are the following:—After the

1st of August, 1834, all slavery is to cease in

the British dominions, except in Ceylon, St.

Helena, and the East Indies, (where are spe-

cial provisions.) On the 1st of August, 1834,
all slaves over six years of age to enter into

the ranks of apprenticed labourers, and to be
divided into three classes

; prosdial slaves, or

those attached to the soil and engaged for the

most part in agricultural employments. Se
cond, nonprffidial slaves, engaged in com
merce, trades, &c. Third, afl not included
n the two preceding classes. The appren
ticeship of the first class not to extend be
yond August, 1840; and of the second, not

beyond August, 1838. Labourers may be
discharged by the voluntary act of their em
ployers. The right to serve may be trans

ferred as property, but in nocase shall families

be separated. The whipping of females is to

be in no case permitted. All Sunday labour
to be abolished. As a compensation to slave

holders, £20,000,000 sterling to be paid them
from the treasury. The compensation to be
distributed in nineteen shares, according to the

number and relative value of the slaves in

each colony ; but to be entirely withheld from
such as do not comply with the provisions of
the act.

It seems to be acknowledged that the sworn
or arbitrated value of a slave according to his

current market price, is the fairest principle

for awarding compensation. In order to de-

termine the amount of compensation, accurate

and complete returns from every plantation in

* It is an interesting fact that on the very night in

which this resolution passed the commons, Wilber-
force died.

the colonies is to be sent in by the 1st o
August, or within three months from that

date. These returns are to be transmitted to

England, and as soon as they have all arrived,

the process of awarding the compensation
money will commence, unless where counter
claims may be sent in from mortgages, &,c.

The bill passed by decided majorities in

both houses of parliament. The ultra-aboli-

tionists, as O'Connell, and others, were op-
posed to the apprenticeship provision, and
also to the granting of tl>e compensation. Mr.
Wilberforce, who died before the bill finally

passed, was understood to have been in favour
of the compensation. Mr. Buxton said that
" there was not one clause to the bill, which
he would support with moie pleasure than
the giant of £20,000,000; and if any degree
of reproach attached to those who voted for

it, he was prepared to take his share. The
amount was far surpassing what he thought
the actual value of the slaves, and if the

government were only to wait till the next
year, they might buy emancipation at a quar-

ter of the present price ; but, then, in what
state would the colonies be? He supported
the grant for this reason ; that if emancipation
was not given, more than £20,000,000 would
be spent in military preparations. He would
much rather give double, or any amount, to

the planter, than have any such thing happen.
The government was entitled to great praise

for the measure, and he was sure they would
be supported by the country. It would ex-

tinguish slavery in the colonies, it would ex-

tinguish the slave trade, and it would go a
very great way towards abolishing slavery

throughout the world."
A sufficient reason for granting the com-

pensation can be derived from the well-known
fact, that the British nrition, as svch, were the

authors of West India slavery. Its introduc-
tion was a national concern, sanctioned by
royal charters, and persevered in, in some ex-
tent, in opposition to the will of the colonists.

Why should not its abolition be a national

concern? The vote on the compensation in

the commons was 132 to 51. It was also

foreseen that the co-operation of the colonial

legislatures was indispensable, in order to

carry the bill happily into effect. Unattended
with the compensation clause, the bill might
have met with their decided opposition.

The bill no sooner received the sanction

of the parliament than all eyes were turned
to the West Indies, and especially to the

leading colony—Jamaica. After a long dis-

cussion in the house of assembly of that island,

the bill finally passed on the r2th of Decem-
ber, 1833, embodying all the principles of the

parliamentary measure. It was determined
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that apprentices may purchase their discharge,

without consent of the master, by paying the

appraised value. The value to be appraised

by three justices of the peace, who are to or

der sums advanced on the security of the

negro, to be paid out of the purchase money
No apprentice to be removed from the island,

nor to another estate, if the removal separate

him from his wife or child. Masters to be

liable for the maintenance of discharged la-

bourers above fifty years of age, or those who
are disabled. The employer bound lo supply

the apprentice with food, clothes, and medi-

cine. Children under twelve, now born, to

be indentured, and remain apprentices till

twenty-one. Special justices to be appointed

for the execution of the act, who shall take

cognizance of offences committed by negroes.

Sunday markets are to be abolished, and

prsedial labourers are to have Saturday free.

The most serious difficulties were appre-

hended in Jamaica, where is a great quantity

of uncultivated land, where vegetation is very

rapid, and but little labour is required.* [n

the smaller islands nearly all the land is under

cultivation. The legislature of Antigua was

the first which set the example of an ameliora-

tion of the criminal law with regard to negro

slaves, by affording the accused party the

benefit of trial by jury, and allowing in the

case of capital convictions, /our days to elapse

between the time of sentence and the execu-

tion. They have since, (Feb. 4, 1834,) done

themselves the further honour of enacting that

" from and after the 1st of August, 1834,

slavery shall be and is hereby utterly and for

ever abolished and declared unlawful within

the coiopy and its dependencies." The laws

of the island relative to slavery to be abolish-

ed, and the statute laws of England to take their

place. The measure is unqualified from all

the provisions of the apprenticeship. Food
and clothing to be supplied to the old, young
and infirm for one year, at the proprietor's ex-

pense, and reasonable wages aie to be allowed

to all competent labourers. The Bermudas

have since copied the example.
'-'^'

Thus far, we believe, the results of the act

of emancipation have been as favourable as

could have been reasonably anticipated. The
reports respecting the indolence of the ne-

groes, and the arbitrary measures of the newly

appointed stipendiary officers, are, doubtless,

to a considerable degree, correct. Very se-

rious embarrassments have existed, and do

yet exist in Hayti. The statements of jour-

nalists on both sides, respecting that island,

are to be received with great allowances.

Owing to many causes, the advancement of

the people in knowledge and happiness must
be very slow. Still, the fact that the popula-

tion has been doubled in less than twenty-five

years, is certainly evidence of improvement.

Our confidence that a favourable result will

follow the late measures in the British West
Indies, is founded on the following rea-

sons.

1 . We believe that the act of emancipation

* Of the 4,000,000 acres on the island, only 2,235,733

are occupied. The inhabitants are 56 to a square mile.

In Barbadoes they are 816.

will receive the benediction of the Ruler of

nations. He has not been an indifferent ob

server of the scenes which have for two hun

dred years disgraced the beautiful islands of

the VVest. In respect to nations and large

bodies of men, he has constituted this world

a state of relribi'tion. Where are the pos

sioris now of that kingdom, whose armies and

governors, with savage cruelty, exterminated

the Caribs, the Mexicans, and the children

of the sun ? In whose hands are the Floridas,

Mexico, Darien, Terra Firma, Buenos Ayres,

Paraguay, Chili, Peru, California? England

has pursued a different course, and will meet
with a different destiny. Her religious

fluence has been consecrated long and nobly

to the extermination of colonial slavery. Her
reward is in heaven, and her record is on

high.

2. We believe that the different races of

men possess similar passions, and are governed

by similar motives. We do not place much
confidence in a few detailed instances of su

peiior African intellect and cultivation. It i;

true that the Afiican family have furnished t

Hannibal, who was a colonel in the Russian

artillery ; a Lislet, who was a corresponding

member of the French Academy of Sciences;

an Arno, who took the degree of doctor in phi-

losophy in the university of Wittemberg; an

Ignatius Sancho, aGustavus Vasa, a Cassitem,

and a Louverture; but the instances are not

sufficiently numerous to allow of a general

deduction from them. We choose to take

the broader assumption of an original equality

in all the tribes of man. Southern India, and

Eastern and Northern Africa, have had their

days of splendid intellectual and r,7ilitary

glory. With an object of sufficient magnitude

before them, all men will labour perseveringly

and successfully. Stimulate the negro with

the hope of personal profit, and his indolence

and ignorance will be transformed into in-

dustry and forethought. The result will not

be fully developed in one, nor in two genera-

tions. But it will take place at length, despite

of climate, configuration of the skull, want of

ancestral recollections, or any other disad-

vantageous circumstance.

3. There are almost 200,000 coloured per-

sons in the islands, who have been free for

longer or shorter periods. As a body tlieir

character is most respectable. In Jamaica,

they have been for some time entitled to seats

in the legislature; many of them are persons

of property, of intelligence, and of moral

worth. Of course, their influence on the

lately emancipated slaves must be great and

salutary. They have long stood as a barrier

against the insurrections of the slaves on the

one hand, and of the tyranny of the whites on

the other.

4. It is probable that there will be a con-

siderable emigration of white agricultural la-

bourers from Great Britain, l^he exaggerated

views which are entertained relative to the

difficulty and danger of agricultural labour in

tropical climates will be removed. In several

of the West India islands, with ordinary care

and prudence, illness is very rare among the

white inhabitants, where the heat, on an

average of six working hours in a day, is but

little greater than it is during the month of
July in England.

5. Our strongest confidence, however, is in

the immediate and universal application of all

the means of education in connection with
religious influence. It is the mild and trans-

forming influence of the gospel of Christ,

which will prepare the negroes for freedom,
and teach them how to improve the gift. The
United Brethren now occupy twenty-five sta-

tions in the British West_Indies. One hundred
and twelve missionaries of their church, male
and female, have the superintendence of about
39,000 coloured people, of whom 13,500 are

communicants, and a large number are child-

ren receiving a Christian education. In Ja-
maica, where since the last insurrection they
have been left almost alone, they employ
eighteen missionaries, at six stations, and at

eight detached school-rooms, besides those in

their settlements. The Wesleyan Missionary
Society expended in their missions, on these
islands, in the year ending in May, 1834,
about £5,300. They number twenty-one
missionaries and assistants, 9508 scholars,

and 31,937 members. Six chapels in Jamaica
were destroyed or damaged in the late insur-

rection. Of the estimated cost of repairing
them, £2090, the British government will

pay one half. Thirteen of the baptist meet-
ing houses were laid in ruins, in the same
insurrection, at a loss of about £18,000,
of which the British government will repay
nearly £12,000. They have thirteen mis-
sionaries, 6000 members, and 10,000 en-
quirers. On a smaller scale, the Church, Lon-
don, and Scotish missionary societies are la-

bouring. On the 2d of June last, the British
and Foreign Bible Society determined, at an
estimated expense of twenty thousand pounds,
to tender to every person receiving the gift

of freedom in the British colonies, on the first

of August, 1834, a copy of the New Testa-
ment, accompanied by the Book of Psalms, in

a large type, and substantially bound, provided
such persons can read, or may be at the head
of a family, any member of which may be
able to read. Other benevolent associations

in Great Britain are proceeding on a corre-

sponding scale to enlarge their si)here of
operations. It is well understood that without
great exertions of this description, vigorously
and judiciously employed, the measure of
emancipation will fail to produce its most
precious fruits. May every blessing attend
this noble effort of humanity. It is a spectacle
on which is fixed the gaze of a great cloud of
witnesses. It is a consummation worthy of
Anglo Saxon energy. It is a subject for de-
vout congratulation to all the descendants of
Britain, in the four quarters of their disper-
sion. In the language of Mr. Buxton, "it
has cost England twenty millions, but it has
saved the colonies. It has cost her twenty
millions, but it has liberated the negroes. It

has cost her twenty millions, but it has pre-
served her power and raised her fame among
the nations of the earth. It has cost her
twenty millions, but, I trust, it has saved her
from the anger of that Deity, who could not
but have looked on her in wrath and indigna-

tion, had this evil not been removed."
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For " The Friend."

TRADE AND BUSINESS.

The hurry and perturbation of mind at-

tendant on speculative enterprises is very un-

favourable to a growth in the Christian life.

The cherished prospect of a speedy accumula-

tion gives rise to a restless anxiety not unlike

that which harasses the holder of a lottery

ticket when the drawing is about to occur;

tiie mind is one while elated with hope, at an-

other depressed with fear, so that the true

enjoyment of life as well as the qualification

for the right performance of its duties, is

greatly impaired. Confirmed speculators, like

hardened gamblers, may get over these feel-

ings, but it is only by producing a callousness

of mind which marks a low state of moral de-

gradation. There is a peculiar expression of

the countenance in those whose minds are the

subjects of this agitation, which even an as-

sumed demureness cannot conceal, and when
sitting in our religious meetings the workings

of the visage indicate that if the body is at

rest, the mind is busily employed in cogitating

earthly matters.

Another injurious consequence resulting

from this practice, is the disrelish it produces

for the regular pursuit of a moderate and

honest employment. Speculators generally

conceit that they have talents peculiarly adapt-

ed to operating on a large scale, and look upon

the procuring of a livelihood by the steady

prosecution of a small business, as too trifling

and contemptible for persons of their scope

and abilities. What energies of mind they

possess are thus wasted and perverted, the or-

dinary, every day duties of life are overlooked or

neglected, and while chasing a phantom which

every moment eludes the grasp of the confident

expectant, life's little day is fast wearing away
and the great purpose for which it was lent is

entirely unattended to.

It is recorded of Joseph Pike, a worthy

Friend in Ireland, that while engaged in mer-

cantile business with Samuel Randall, at Cork,

a prospect of great pecuniary advantage was
presented to them by the purchase of a quantity

of an article in the market which they had the

opportunity and the means to do, and with a

certainly of a great subsequent rise in price.]

But on solidly weighing the matter, they felt a

secret restraint in their minds, and an objection

to entering into such speculations, as well as

the fear of bringing a shade over their reli-

gious profession. These considerations in-

duced them at once to relinquish all thoughts

of engaging in it, and they saw without re-

pining or regret the great acquisition of wealth

which another person obtained by the purchase.
" Such conduct and sentiments," says the bio-

grapher, " strengthened them to admonish
those whom they perceived to be launching

too boldly into trade, and when such retorted

that it was easy for those who were in good
business to recommend limitations, they an-

swered by advising them to begin as they be-

gan and not begin where they left off." On
this subject Joseph Pike remarks:

" Notwithstanding I have often declined the

prosecution of prospects which carried a fair

appearance of profit, yet I will not dare to say

that they would have answered accordingly.

For the Lord having blessed me in moderate

dealing he might have turned his hand against

me, and frustrated my expectation, if I had

overcharged myself with incumbrances, which

would have hindered that service I had to do

for him. And I can say in the sincerity of

my heart, that I never inclined, or strove to

be rich, or to make my children great and

high in the world."

But many of our Friends in the present

day, when spoken to about the great extent

of their business, plead that they feel no

scruples on the subject; they have no such

checks or restraints in their minds as the So-

ciety recommends its members to attend to,

and make this a plea for going on. This, I

have no doubt, is true—they have no such

checks; nor are they likely to feel them,

Vv'hile the spirit of the world and the love of

money have such sway in their hearts. But
the very fact that they have not, ought to

alarm and arouse them to an enquiry whether
with a high profession and a goodly outside

show of conformity, they are not deeply in-

trenched in the spirit of the world, and " the

earth with her bars," well nigh " closed upon
them V We read in the sacred pages of some
in whom the god of this world had blinded

their minds, lest the light of the glorious gos-

pel should shine unto them: clearness of spi-

ritual vision or tenderness of conscience

would hardly be expected from these, for we
may recollect it was to such the gospel was
hid, and in the judgment of an eminent apostle

they were in imminent danger of being lost.

It has been the experience of the faithful

members of our Society, from its rise to the

present time, that the spirit of truth does

limit and restrain them from extensive busi-

ness, as well as from the accumulation of

great wealth, and the same blessed spirit, as

sincerely waited upon and humbly obeyed,

will continue to lead all its faithful followers

in the same path.

I'he spirit of the world manifests itself not

only by tempting persons to engage in hazard-

ous enterprises, but also by the eager pursuit

of a regular business, and the desire to con-

tinue amassing after a sufliciency has been
[

obtained to supply all the moderate wants of

life. This disposition to accumulate is un-

questionably a growing malady, with which

the very head and heart of the Society may
be said to be sick, and its sad and weakening
consequences are felt even to the extremities

of the body. Where one departure from the

pure standard of truth is tolerated in a Society

professing to live and act under the govern-

ment of the spirit of Christ, dimness and faul-

tering, to a certain degree, is introduced, and
the way opened to other and greater devia-

tions. In this declining state of things, in-

stead of keeping a single eye to the Divine

Leader, and following Him without regard to

the prevailing customs around us, we look to

the example one of another, and make that

the standard instead of the mind of truth.

Persons who fill no station in society, though

perhaps plain and exemplary in most respects,

seeing ministers or elders, or other active

Friends, engaged in certain practices or al-

lowing some liberties which arc agreeable to

the natural mind, plead their example as a
suflicient excuse for their going into them
also. Thus we go on measuring ourselves

by ourselves, and comparing ourselves with

each other, until the true standard is in dan-

ger of being entirely lost; and instead of con-
sulting the Divine Witness in humility and
fear as the great ruler of our actions, we are

copying one after the other and making man
our guide. Such I fear is the course pursued
in treasuring up riches, and it is mournful to

see the untiring diligence with which the

race is run. In this low state of the Society,

it cannot be denied that to a certain extent
wealth gives power, and if a close and vigi-

lant guard be not placed on this quarter, the
time .Tiay not be distant when its influence in

the concerns of our meetings for discipline

may prove like a withering blast.

Our blessed Saviour exhorted his followers
" not to lay up treasures upon earth," and
though Lord of the universe, and capable of
commanding the fulness of the whole earth,
he chose to set an example of great humility
and self denial—he came in the lowly and
despised character of a servant, and had not
whereon to lay his head. He was perfectly
acquainted with human nature and its frail-

ties, and with whatever increased or lessened
the difliculty of attaining the great prize of
eternal life ; and he deliberately pronounced
the opinion," how hardly shall they that have
riches enter into the kingdom of God," and
this too with reference to one who could say,

as regarded the commandments, " All these
have 1 kept from my youth up."

That the power of Divine grace is fully

equal to overcome these obstacles, I readily

admit, but why should we voluntarily take
upon us a condilio.T. in life attended with so
many dangers and such increased responsi-
bility, and which must necessarily hazaid the
eternal welfare of the never-dying soul?
" What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul ; or what
would a man give in exchange for his soul V
When we reflect on these things, on the
shortness and uncertainty of human life, the
little that is really necessary to supply our
wants in this state of being, and the certainty

of the promise that if we " seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness, all

things necessary shall be added unto us;"

surely such considerations would moderate
the strength of our desires after riches and
grandeur, and check the avidity with which
we are pursuing the things of time and sense.

Alay the following extracts from the excel-

lent advices of the Society, be deeply pon-

dered, and closely followed by us all.

" Let none strive nor covet to be rich in this

world, in these changeable things that will

pass away ; but let your fiith stand in the Lord
God who changes not, that created all, and
gives the increase of all. 1676.

" And let all be exhorted to abide under the

daily cross, whereby the earthly mind may be
crucified, which hath its delit;hts and ease in

vanity, piide, and covetousness ; that friends,

being preserved out of those things wherein
the enemy hath had, and has, bis kingdom, and
too plainly lays his snares to hinder their holy
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progress, may every where bo more and more
a retired, serious, plain, and self-der.ying peo-

ple
;
growing in the grace and knowledge of

God, and our Lord Jesus Christ, and exalting

his spiritual kingdom in their souls. 1699.

P. E.

" As our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ex-

horted and warned to beware and lake heed
of covetousness, which is idolatry, we are con-

cerned that all among us may take heed of
pride, covetousness, and hastening to be rich

in the world, which are pernicious and grow-
ing evils: let them be watched against, resist-

ed, and suppressed, in the fear and dread of
Almighty God, and have no place or counte-
nance in his camp. 1720. P. E.

" It is our earnest desire that Friends be very

careful to avoid all pursuit after the things of

this world, by such ways and means as depend
on hazardous enterprises ; but rather labour to

content themselves with such a plain way and
manner of living, as is most agreeable to the

self-denying principle of Truth which we [)ro-

fess ; and which is most conducive to that

tranquillity of mind that is requisite to a re-

ligious conduct through this troublesome

world.

" Speculations of any kind which may seem
to hold out the prospect of a rapid accumula-
tion of wealth, greatly endanger that tran-

quillity of mind to which we have alluded.

They often involve in perplexities, which dis-

qualify us for exercising a patient dependence
upon Him from whom cometh our strength.

They are very apt to lead into acts unbecom-
ing the character of ispright men, and in some
cases their effects are deplorably felt by inno-

cent sufferers. They expose to the danger of
violating our religious testimonies to the sim-

plicity of the Gospel of Christ : and they often

arise from the love of money, and that eager

pursuit after riches, which is inconsistent with

the character of a people, who believe in the

necessity of being redeemed from the spirit

of this world.

" Dear Friends, the continuance of covet-

ousness and of earthly-mindedness in many,
calls upon us to endeavour to awaken such as

are infected with it, to a sense of what they

are pursuing, and at what price. The great

Master hath shown the unprofitableness of the

whole world, compared with one immortal
soul; and yet many are pursuing a delusive

portion of it, at the expense of their souls'

interests. But were all thus awakened, what
place would be found for extensive schemes ii

trade, and fictitious credit to support them
To mix with the spirit of the world in the pur
suit of gain, would then be a subject of dread;

and contentment under the allotment of P
videnpe, a sure means of preservation. 17!

P. E.

" We are not about to condemn industry
;

which we believe to be not only praisewortliy,

but indispensable. It is the desire of great
things, and the engrossment of the time and
attention, from which we desire that all our
dear friends may be redeemed. We doubt-
less owe duties to ourselves and to our fami-

lies ; but we owe them also to society ; and do
we not owe even our own selves to our all-

ivise, all-protecting, and provident Creator?
1797. P. E. I

" Dear Friends, in times of outward pros-

perity there are snares to be avoided, as well

duties to be fulfilled. One of those snares

seems to us to be a too eager, and therefore un-

lawful, pursuit of lawful things. Such a pur-

suit prevents the mind from rising in living as-

pirations to God, the giver of every good and
perfect gift ; indisposes it for duly assembling
with his devoted servants to wait upon Him,
and worship Him ; and causes ' the volume of

the book' of sacred scriptere—that record of

truth which was written aforetime for our in-

struction—to be but seldom perused. Such
a pursuit also, if general, spreads devastation

over religious society. But, friends, we en-

treat j^OM, 'Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness ; and all these things,'

said our blessed Redeemer, speaking of ne-

cessary things, 'shall be added unto you.'

Then would your assemblings together be sea-

sons of heavenly consolation
;

your hearts

would be enlarged in that gospel love that

knows no bounds to its desire of human hap-

piness
;
ye would covet that others might par-

take with you of the enriching joy ; and ye
would be careful that not any trifling impedi-

ment prevented the due attendance of your
own families. ' Come,' would ye say by
your example, if not in words, 'Come and let

us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and to

the house of the God of Jacob ; and He wil

teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his

paths.' ' Come and let us join ourselves to

the Lord, in a perpetual covenant that shall

not be forgotten.' 1802, P. E.
" Now, dear friends, hear, we beseech you,

the word of exhortation. What hinders th

advancement of our Society, in its Christian

progress ; seeing the holy High Priest of ou
profession is willing to lead us to complete
sanclification? What, but the carnal mind
operating in various, and in specious forms '.

We do not tax all who embark in large con
cerns in trade, with an undue desire after rich-

es; but we much fear that the effect, which
their schemes are likely to have upon them
selves and their connections, as affecting their

condition, both religious and civil, is not duly

regarded. The love of money is said in scrip

lure to be the root of all evil ; and we believe

it may be shown, that honest industry and
moderation of desire are roots of incalculable

benefit to the humble Christian. 1805. P. E
" That contentment which characterises th(

pious Christian, is a treasure which we covet
for all our members ; and we especially desire

that those who are setting out in life may so

circumscribe their expectations, and limit their

domestic establishments, as not to bring upon
themselves expenses which could only be sup-

ported by an imprudent extension of their

trade. Care in this respect will enable them
to allot more of their time to the service of
their fellow-men, and to the promotion of the

Lord's cause. We believe that, were parents

to instil into the minds of their children pi

ciples of moderation and economy, suited to

their future expectations, it would under the

divine blessing not only conduce to their pre-

servation, but promote their safety and comfort

in life. We are far from wishing to discour-

age honest industry ; and farther still from

countenancing in any degree a spirit of ava-

rice. We are not insensible, that the situation

of many of our members is such as renders

necessary to them a diligent attention to the

concerns of this life. Christian simplicity and
self-denial we would, however, earnestly re-

commend : these attained, the object which,

in this respect, we have at heari for all our dear

friends, will be accomplished. 1815. P. E.
" He that is concerned to support the cha-

racter of a follower of Christ,—and who
amongst us would disclaim this character ?

—

ought to be earnest in his endeavour that ac-

cessions of wealth do not in any way disquali-

fy him for the discharge of every duty. Those
who, whilst honestly and diligently endeavour-

ing to provide for their families,have to encoun-

ter many difficulties, have a strong claim on the

sympathy of their friends : yet they need not

fear, as they continue to place their whole
trust in our Heavenly Father, but that He will

care for them in such a way as He sees meet.

But if any, whether of the more affluent, or of
those who cannot be ranked in this class, are

deviating from safe and regular methods of

business, if they are carried away by uncer-

tain and hazardous, though plausible schemes
for getting rich, if they yield to a desire ra-

pidly to enlarge their possessions—such are in

imminent danger. They cannot justly expect

the blessing of the Most High on such pur-

suits : their spiritual eye becomes dim ; and
they do not perceive with clearness that light

which would enable them to perfect holiness

in the fear of God. And we believe that if

there were a due attention to this light,

there would be a larger proportion of our
members qualified to fill the stations of elders

and overseers amongst us. When the duties

of these offices are faithfully discharged, it

greatly tends to the edification of the body in

love. How beautiful and how safe would be
our condition, if we were all endeavouring,

each in his proper allotment, to walk in hu-

mility and devotedness of heart before the

Lord! 1825. P. E."

Ames's SJiovel Works in Massachusetts.—There is

a great deal of Yankee enterprise in old Massachu-
setts. Perhaps 'no State goes before her in Ihe ex-

tent and variety of manufactures, compared with the
amount of population. There are many instances

of individuals in that State starling from small begin-

ings, and rising to wealth and eminence by their en-
terprise in manufacturing establishments. A striking

instance of this kind is found in the shovel works of
Oliver Ames. A correspondent informs us that he
commenced the manufacture of shovels when young,
and carried on the business in quite a humble style.

When he had iinidhed a few dozen of shovels he would
pack them into a one horse wagon and carry them off

to market. Now he has three extensive shovel facto-

ries, one at Easton whore he resides, one at Braintree,

and one at West Bridgewater, and gives employment
to three four-horse teams to carry his shovels to mar-
ket. He has in his factories nine tilt Aammers, which
weigh about four tons a 'piece, and each cost from

S1500 to S2000. His works turn out about forty dozen
shovels a day, and that is not sufficient to supply all

the orders he receives. He employs about sixty work-
men constantly. Each shovel goes through about
twenty different hands. Ho pays his workmen from
twelve to fifty dollars a month. His works cost up-
wards of 875,000. His profits are probably from 15
to $20,000 a year. So much for individual enterprise.
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F.ir " The Friend."

GEORGE M'HITEHEAD.

(Cdnlinued from page 150.)

The next dispute in which he engaged was

with a priest of Earith, at Iladdenhain in the

Isle of Ely. It appears to have been chiefly

on one side, the ininisler taking most of the

lime to revile and abuse Friends w ithout allow-

ing his opponent any opportunity of reply.

His people repeatedly called out to him to per-

mit George to be heard, but so conscious was
he of the weakness of his cause that he de-

clined complying, and after venting his malice

and spleen went ofl". His conduct seemed to

prepare the minds of the people for hearing

the truth, and after he was gone George had

a fine opportunity to show them the falsity of

the priest's charges, and to preach the gospel

of life and salvation, to which they were at-

tentive. Having cleared his conscience in

these respects, he gave public notice of a re-

ligious meeting which he designed having next

day in the same town, and then they all peace-

ably withdrew from the steeple house, and the

following day " had a very good, serviceable

meeting to which divers men of account

came ."

The narrative of George Whitehead pro-

ceeds as follows :
—

"After I had travelled and laboured some
time in the work of the Gospel, in Cam-
bridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, the Isle of Ely,

and some parts of Lincolnshire, and North-

amptonshire, I was much pressed in spirit, to

endeavour for a meeting in the city of Peter-

borough, though I heard of no Friends there

to receive me, or our Friends ; but upon en-

quiry, a sober honest minded man, of reputa-

tion and quality, was willing to have a meeting

at his house, which accordingly was appointed

to be en a First-day of the week, in the first

or second month, in the year 16G0. And
many Friends from divers parts adjacent, re-

sorted to it.

" In the week before the meeting, I had a

great weight and sense upon my spirit, that

we should have some trial and exercise, by suf-

fering at that meeting, being sensible of the

great darkness and wickedness that were in

that city, though but a little one ; and so it

came to pass, for when our Friends began to

meet in the house, the mob and rude people

gathered about it and in the yard, in such a

rude and turbulent manner, as if they were
minded to pull down the house ; whereupon
we thought it best to remove the meeting into

the court yard adjoining, being unwilling the

honest man's house should any ways be dam-
aged by that rude crew: and I was resigned in

the will of the Lord, .alhor to ho given into

their hands, than that the family where we met

should suffer on account of the meeting being

there.

" After we were removed into the yard, I

was moved to stand up, and in the name of the

Lord, to preach the Truth for near an hour
;

and the Lord stood by me and strengthened

me, so that I was enabled livingly to declare

the Truth, with a free resignation also to suf-

fer what violence He should permit the wicked
to inflict upon me ; for t had often before that

time resigned life and liberty for the Gospel's

sake.
" While T was declaring the Truth, a man

who they said was an inn-keeper, with a rude

company after him rushing violently and furi-

ously, came in aiming chiefly to pull me down.

The meeting being somewhat crowded, lie

could not readily get at me ; in the mean time,

others of them threw dirt at me, whereby my
head and face were greatly daubed, yet I went

on declaring the Truth. The furious man still

striving to come at me, took up a stool by the

feet, and heaving it up to strike such as were
in his way, a Friend standing by, caught hold

of it as he was making his blow, to prevent

the same
;
yet notwithstanding he gave an an-

cient woman, a friend of our3, a blow with

the edge of it on the side of her head, which

made such a wound on her temple, near her

eye, that it was thought, if his blow had fallen

directly on her head, it might have beaten out

her brains ; but the Lord providentially pre-

vented that.

" Still the man's fury and rage seemed to be

chiefly against me, and his struggle to get at

me ; so that rather than he should do more
mischief, I desired the meeting might make
way, that he might come to me ; for I was
really above the fear of any hurt, he or they

could do to me. Then he and his company
came and violently pulled me down; and when!
was in their hands, I felt much ease in my spirit,

being sensible the Lord was secretly pleading

my cause with them, so that their fury was
immediately abated, and their spirits down

;

insomuch that they were restrained from do-

ing me harm ; only they haled me out of the

meeting, through part of their cathedral

church, so termed, there being a passage open ; I

and then they quickly let me go.

" There were some soldiers, as it was said,

of Lambert's, or the old army, then quartered

in Peterborough, who were spectators, and be-

held how I and others were treated and abus-

ed, at the said meeting : and some of them
took compassion, and had us to one of their

quarters ; where I washed the dirt off my face.

" Some Friends with me, were then directed

into an upper room in the inn, where we sat

together, wailing upon the Lord for some time,

I think near two hours ; and the Lord comfort-

ed and refreshed our spirits ; and He put it

into my heart to return again to the same
house, from whence I had been haled away
out of the meeting ; and several sober people

were there gathered together, in the afternoon,

and I had a good meeting and service for the

Lord, in bearing testimony for his blessed

Truth among them ; and we held the meeting
quietly, and parted peaceably.

•' After me meetmg was over, 1 left Peter-

borough, and some Friends rode with me, and
1 went away thence much comforted, and re-

freshed in the Lord my God ; having felt his

living power and presence with me and my
friends, to our preservation, and deliverance

out of the hand.? of unreasonable men ; though

they had shown their fury and madness against

us that day, but were not suffered to do us

much harm ; except the aforesaid ancient

woman Friend's being wounded, as before re-

flated."

The government of the commonwealth was
drawing to a close. A large portion of the

people had become dissatisfied with its contin-

uance, and longed for the restoration of mon-
archy, for which preparations were now mak-
ing. The presbyterian party who found they

could no longer retain the power in their own
hands hoped to curry favour with the king by

promoting his return, while the royalists and
episcopalians were raised to the summit of

their wishes in beholding Charles II. on the

throne, and the church of England about to

resume her former supremacy. The king's

declaration of liberty to tender consciences,

issued from Breda, was presented to the house

of peers, and by their order published, which
no doubt tended to quiet the minds of many
and induce them more readily to acquiesce in

his return. Nothing could be more fair than

the promises made by the king, nor can great-

er faithlessness be conceived than he subse-

quently manifested in regard to their fulfil-

ment. The declaration says :

" And because the passion and uncharitable-

ness of the times, have produced several opin-

ions in religion, by which men are engaged
in parties and animosities against each other,

which, when they shall hereafter be united in

a freedom of conversation, will be composed
or better understood—We do declare a liberty

to tender consciences ; and that no man shall

be disquieted or called in question, for differ-

ences of opinion in matters of religion, which

do not disturb the peace of the kingdom ; and

that we shall be ready to consent to such an

act of parliament, as, upon mature delibera-

tion, shall be offered to us for the full granting

that indulgence."
Wlietliei tlie king or liis advisers were sin-

cere in the professions they made at this junc-

ture, is a question of little importance to de-

termine, since it is certain that if they were,

their minds soon changed. For when it was
proposed in parliament that the substance of

the king's declaration should be embodied in

an act granting liberty of conscience to the

subjects of the realm, the secretary of state

rose and opposed the motion, in consequence

of which it was lost. Charles was devoted to

the love of ease and pleasure, and while he ca-

joled all who approached him with fair promis-

es showed an utter disregard to the real wel-

fare of his subjects; he was quite willing to

leave the cares and duties of government to

others that they might not interrupt his course

of licentiousness and dissipation.

"If even, as a matter of taste and general

feeling, he wduld have preferred seeing all his

subjects worship as they please ; as a matter

nf pvinniplo, onnruntBii as Ills mind must have
been by profligate habits, and imbued with

popish principles, it is not to be supposed that

he would rightly estimate the claims of tender

consciences, or have energy to execute what
he even desired. If the Episcopalians were
now indisposed to toleration, the king would
not have forgotten how, when he was in the

hands of the Scots, the latter had made him
confess the sinfulness of toleration in general;

and that just before bis restoration, they had

sent over a deputation to Holland, to remind

him that the kirk of Scotland expected pro-
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teclion upon the footing of the Presbyterian

establishment, wiihoui indulgence to sectaries.

He knew also, with how little toleration to

others the Independents had exercised their

authority ; and that there was not any consi-

derable party, whose favour he would obtain by

supporting his declaration from Breda. The
just principles which the declaration contained,

would appear to many, at that time, as dan-

gerous, and perhaps to most as theoretical: so

that any abuse of liberty, or ebullition of en-

thusiastic feeling, would be likely to furnish

the alarmists with an argument sufficient to

excite popular fears ; and thus to give again

the reins of government, in ecclesiastical mat-

ters, to those who were disposed to drive all,

by pains and penalties, into an external uni-

formity in matters of worship."

The restoration of Charles in 1660 let loose

a flood of debauchery, wickedness, and excess

upon the nation which swept it like a mighty

torrent. Whatever might have been the vices

or the hypocrisy of the ruling parly in the

times of the commonwealth, certain it is there

was a more decent respect paid to morality

and religion than at the period to which we
now allude. The court was abandoned to

every species of licentious folly and corrupt

pleasure : the upper classes in private life

copied after it, and the infection spread through

the lowest departments of society.

" With the restoration of the king," says

Burnet, '' a spirit of extravagant joy spread

over the nation, that brought in with it the

throwing off the very professions of virtue and

piety: all ended in entertainments and drunk

enness, which overrun the three kingdoms to

such a degree, that it very much corrupted all

their morals. Under the cover of drinking

the king's health, there were great disorders

and much riot every where." And speaking

of the first session of parliament after the king's

return, he says : " It was a mad, roaring time,

full of extravagance : and no wonder it was

so, when the men of affairs were almost per-

petually drunk."

The Episcopalians being now settled in

power, were not long in finding an opportunity

to exercise it against dissenters and especially

the poor unoffending Quakers, who, though

they took no part with or against any in the

struggle for power, but endeavoured to live

peaceably under whatever government was

placed over them, were yet the common butt

for the persecution and plunder of all.

A few months after the king ascended the

throne, a set of wild enthusiasts about thirty

five in number made an insurrection against

the government. They pretended that the

one thousand years of CSirlet'c .oigo, opol-on

of in Rev. xx. was just commencing, and ran

about the streets of London well armed, to put

an end as they pretended to the reign of

Charles. Applying those words of Holy

Scripture to themselves, " one shall chase a

thousand and two put ten thousand to flight,"

they acted with a degree of fury and violence

proportioned to their false confidence.

There was not the slightest pretext for con-

necting this mad conduct with any religious

party but the unhappy actors themselves, and

least of all for suspecting the Quakers of

being concerned in it, not only because it was

well known they had endured much bitter

persecution during the interregnum, but also

had steadfastly maintained their Christian tes-

timony against all fighting as well as against

being concerned in pulling down or setting up

governments. Yet in these evil days the oc-

currence was sufficient to excite against dis-

senters generally, that undislinguishing feeling

of animosity common to weak and bigoted

minds, and it gave the court, now under epis-

copal influence, a pretext for reviving the hor-

rors of persecution. A proclamation was is-

sued prohibiting all meetings for the worship

of the Almighty, unless in some parochial

church, or chapel of the realm, or in private

houses, by ihe family living there only. All

other religious meetings, of any kind whatev-

er, were declared to be unlawful assemblies,

and the persons so meeting directed to be

proceeded against, and all justices were com-

manded to tender the oath of allegiance to

every person brought before them from any

such meeting.

This cruel law fell with great severity on

the Society of Friends, who could not skulk

and hide as many others, but were in con-

science bound to continue meeting publicly in

their usual places, for the worship of God, bear-

ing an open testimony to Ihe indispensable

obligation of this great duty. Moreover they

could not swear for conscience sake, because

our Lord and his Apostle James expressly

forbid it, and therefore the tendering the oath

of allegiance furnished another excuse for

sending them to jail or spoiling them of their

property. George Whitehead, in speaking of

these times, says :

" Hereupon the most irreligious and profane

sort of people were animated, and took occa-

sion against our religious and peaceable meet-

ings, eagerly to endeavour to suppress them ;

being encouraged by the new justices and

magistrates, then got into commission. The
vile and profane, and most wicked of all sorts,

being lifted up and exalted in their spirits,

upon the restoration of the king and his ac-

cession to the crown, were then triumphant

and insulting against all religious dissenters ;

and especially threatening the Quakers and

their meetings with ruin, dec. And seeing

what a great flood of wickedness and debauch-

ery was broken forth, and religion and virtue

despised, we then expected no other but se-

vere and hard treatment from our persecutors,

whose hearts were set in them to endeavour

our ruin, or to root us out of the land : dark

clouds then appearing, and threatening a great

storm.
" Insomuch that at a certain time, when I

was travelling alone on ttie liigh-way, and in

earnest supplication to Ihe Lord, and spread-

ing our case and my complaint before him, in

deep humility and contrition of spirit, I said

in my heart and in expression : ' O Lord ! this

wicked persecuting spirit, that is got up and

let loose, will seek to lay waste, and root thy

heritage and people out of Ihe land: Oh!
Lord, plead our cause

;
plead the cause of thy

people, thy seed and heritage.' Whereupon

the Lord gave me this answer, viz.

" 'The wicked shall not have their evil de-

signs accomplished against my people ; I will

frustrate their wicked purposes ; they shall not

root my heritage out of Ihe land, though they

be suffered for a time to persecute and try my
people ; I will stand by and defend, and in due
time deliver them, &,c.' Yea, and to this pur-

pose, and much more of the same tendency,

has the Lord often livingly signified and reveal-

ed to me, by his Holy Spirit, even in times of

deep suffering and trials ; that under them, or

any of them, I might not faint nor be discour-

aged, but still believe to see the goodness of

the Lord in the land of the living, where praises

ever live to Him.
" After the aforesaid insurrection, and the

said proclamation was issued out ; then perse-

cution, outrage, and violence, quickly broke
out in the land ; then the roaring, raging, busy
persecutors bestirred themselves, to hunt up
and down after religious meetings, assemblies,

and congregations, which they unjustly termed
seditious conventicles, to break up and disperse

them and cause many to be imprisoned and
confined in nasty jails ; where great numbers
of innocent persons then suffered, in most
counties of England and Wales, especially of
the people called Quakers ; whose meetings

were most apparent and open, and most easily

come at.

" Our Friends were not wanting to plead

and make known their innocent cause, to the

king and government, both by word and writ-

ing; and to show how clear their religious

meetings were, from any sedition, plots, con-

spiracies, or contriving of insurrections against

the government or nation ; and consequently

no such meetings as are by law deemed con-

venticles, unlawful, or riotous meetings. So
hat those persecutions and punishments, in-

flicted upon us because of other men's crimes,

appeared to be no small perversion of justice,

well as injury done to many hundreds of
honest industrious families ; whose innocent

cause the Lord in his own time pleaded in

those days; and since hath not been wanting

to stand by, and help his faithful people in their

times of need."

For "The Friend."

DIVINE WORSHIP.

The simplicity and spiritual nature of wor-

ship is clearly inculcated by our Lord in his

conversation with the woman of Samaria. No
forms or ceremonial observations are there

enjoined. Though the Jews considered Je-

rusalem, and the Samaritans the mountain

where their fathers worshipped, as the places

appointed for that solemn duty, and their

temples as indispensable to it, yet our Lord
told her that, "the hour r.ometh, when they

should neither in this mountain, nor' yet at

Jerusalem, worship the Father. But the hour

cometh and now is, when the true worshippers

shall worship the Father, in spirit and in

truth; for the Father seeketh such to worship

him. God is a spirit, and they that worship

him, must worship him in spirit and in truth."

In conformity with this doctrine. Friends

withdrew from the modes of worship which
generally prevailed, and instead of engaging

in singing, praying or preaching, which were
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regarded by the different sects of Christians

as constituting worship, they sat down in

lence, to wait upon the Lord, without whom,
he told his disciples, they could do nothing

They waited to feel him in the midst of their

assemblies, the minister of the sanctuary, to

show them 'heir conditions, what they need

ed, and what to pray for,—to enable them to

pray effectually, which can only be done with

the spirit and with the understanding also,

And when he saw fit to call upon any to

preach his gospel, they did it in the ability

which God giveth ; without which ability

they knew they could not preach to the states

of one another—nor could they unfold the

heavenly mysteries, or the doctrines and prin-

ciples of the Christian faith, in demonstration

of the spirit and power. Like the primitive

believers, they were often in weakness and

in fear and in much trembling, both from a

clear sense of their own impotency, and the

majesty of the high and lofty one who inha-

biteth eternity. This was an essential pre-

parative to experience his divine strength

more perfectly displayed in their weakness;

by which they were qualified to renounce,

with great sincerity, all confidence in them-

selves, and to give him the glory due to his

name. In this humble frame of mind they

were prepared to worship God in spirit and in

truth. Their adoration, thanksgiving, prayer

and ministry being the works of his spirit

operating in their souls, praised him, as all

his works must do; and thus they offered

true and acceptable worship to Him who
seeth in secret and rewardeth openly. Tliis

is a worship, which the unregenerate profess-

or of religion will lightly esteem, because it

requires that redemption from a worldly spi-

rit, and that subjugation of the wandering

and activity of the mind, which it is too irk-

some to him to bear. The following selec-

tion from the writings of Joseph Phipps fur-

nishes a summary view of the doctrine of

Friends on Divine Worship, and is worthy the

observation of all. S.

We look upon Divine worship to be the

most solemn act the mind of man is capable

of being engaged in; and in consideration of

the high and inconceivable majesty of Almighty

God, think it our duty to approach him with

the greatest reverence. Every thinking per-

son, who is in any degree sensible of tiie love

and fear of God, must esteem it an awful thing,

to present himself to the especial notice of the

Infinite Omnipresent Eternal Being. Under
a sense of tiiis, the wise man adviselh, " Keep
thy foot when thou goest to the house of God"
(or enterest upon worship) "• and be more ready

to hear, than to give the sacrifice of fools; for

they consider r^pt that they do evil. Be not

rash with thy mouth, and let not thine heart

be hasty to utter any thing before God; for

God is in heaven, and thou upon earth, there-

fore let thy words be few."* He well knew,
as he expresses it, that both " the preparation

of the heart, and the answer of the tongue is

from the Lord."! This accords with what
our Saviour saith, " Without me ye can do

' Eccles. V. t Prov. xvi.

nothing."* We, therefore, cannot perform
Divine worship acceptably but by his assist-

ance. This must be received in spirit; for,

saith the apostle, " The spirit also helpeth our
infirmities; for we know not what we should

pray for as we ought."f This being as cer-

tainly our case, as it was that of the apostles

and primitive believers, it is incumbent on us

to wait for that spirit which is requisite to help

our infirmities, in order to pray as we ought.

No forms of devotion of men's invention can
supply the place of the spirit. The same
apostle further saith, " Through him we both
have an access, by one spirit unto the Fa-
ther."! Seeing therefore, that both our help
and .Tccess is through the spirit of Christ, the

renewal of which is at his pleasure, and not

ours, we must necessarily wait for it. This
waiting must be in stillness of mind from the

common course of oirr own thoughts, fi-om all

wandering imaginations, and also in silence

from the expression of words; for the utterance

of words is not waiting, but acting.

Words are requisite to convey the sense of

one person to another, but not to that Omnis-
cient Being who is an universal spirit, and
every where Almighty, who therefore stands

not in need, either of the use of corporeal or-

gans, instruments, or the sound of words, to

communicate with the spirit of man.

If, in order to worship, the mind do not

settle into stillness, the passions will be at

work, and may agitate it into enthusiastic

heats, and vague imaginations. But in true

stillness, and singleness of soul towards Go(
they are silenced and subjected. The still

small voice of the inspirer of all good then

comes to be heard, and the mind being closely

engaged in attention thereunto, an J answering
it in faith and humble submission, feels Divi

life and love spring up, and receives ability

therein, truly to worship the great Author of
its existence, and heavenly Supplier of its

wants, with a devotion no forms can reach.

This worship is not entered upon by totally

laying aside our faculties, and falling into a

senseless stupor, as superficial observers have
magined, but by a real introversion of mind
and an attention fixed singly upon the alone

object of all adoration, in patient yet fervent

desire after him. Thus, according to the

Hebrew, the experienced psalmist advises
" Be silent to the Lord, and wait patiently for

him;"§ and respecting his own practice, he
saith, " Truly my soul is silent upon God,"
adding this cogent reason, " from him corneth
my salvation. "'11 Verse 5, he applies the ex-
hortation to himself. " My soul, wait thou
only upon God, for my expectation is from
him." Great encouragement he had thus to

wait, as appears Psalm xl. where he saith, " 1

waited patiently for the Lord, and he inclined

unto me, and heard my cry. He brought me
up also out of an horrible pit, out of the miry
clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and esta-

blished my goings, and he hath put a new song
into my mouth, even praise unto our God."
This was no new song in itself, but being sen-

John xv. 5, t Rom. viii. 26. t Eph.
I Ps. xxivii. 7. U Ibid. liii. 1.

(Sibly renewed to him in his acceptable wailing.

I

he, with sufficient propriety, styles it so.

To the same practical and profitable doc-

1

trine Jeremiah bears testimony. " It is good
that a man should both hope, and quietly wait

for the salvation (or saving help) of the Lord.
It is good for a man that he bear the yoke in

his youth. He silteth alone, and keepeth si-

lence, because he hath borne it upon him."*
Silent waiting was in practice among the

prophets, and those that attended them, as ap-

pears in the prophecy of Ezekiel. We find

the spirit of the prophet was engaged in Divine
vision, whilst the elders of Judah sat before

him, as it is described from the first verse of
the eighth chapter, to the fourth of the eleventh
chapter. During the time of which vision, it

cannot be consistently supposed, that he was
either speaking to them, or they to him, or to
each other, 'i'his was not a singular instance
of their meeting together, for it was the man-
ner of God's people to congregate with the
prophets, as that close reprehension plainly in-

dicates. " They come unto thee as the people
Cometh, and they sit before thee as my people,

d they hear thy words, but they will not do
them."f

In this solemn practice, we have often been
enabled thankfully to acknowledge the verity

of that gracious declaration of our Lord,
" Where tv;o or three are gathered together
n my name, there am I in the midst of them;"!
he fulfilling of that promise, " They that wait
upon the Lord shall renew their strength;"^
the certainly of that assertion, " The Lord is

good unto them that wait for him, to the soul
that seeketh him;"|| and the necessity and au-
thorily of that just command, " Be still, and
know that I am God."11
As silent waiting appears to us, in the first

place, requisite to the worship of God in spirit

and truth, it is always our practice, for we be-
lieve he ought to have the direction of our
hearts therein; and if he please to influence

any one under due preparation, vocally to ap-
pear-, either by way of address to himself in

prayer, or to us in preaching, we never pre-
clude such appearances, but silently assist ac-
cording to our measures. If it prove that

none are so concerned to speak, we sit the
time through in silence, wherein true mental
worship is often experienced; but never ap-
point any meeting with intent that it shall be
held thr-oughout in silence, as some have mis-
takenly imagined; for we believe, that all

ought to be led and guided by the good spirit

of God, more especially in the solemn acts of
Divine worship. It would be an happy thing,

were all so led, amongst us as well as others,

but the case appears otherwise with too many,
who sit unconcerned, in expectation of hear-
ing the ministry, instead of wailing upon God,
and therefore often meet with disappointment.
The apostle said in his age, " they are not all

Israel, which are of Israel."** So we must
acknowledge, all who have descended from
faithful ancestors, are not themselves faithful:

but the defect is in themselves, and not in the
principle.

» Lam. iii. 26, 27, 28. t Ezc. xxxviii. 31.

tMat.xviii.20. § Isa. xl. 31.

II Lam. ii. 25. T Psal. xlvi. 10. ** Rom. ix. 6.
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For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAI- THOUGHTS NO. XVII.

" Before I was afflicted I went astray ; but now
have I kept thy word."—Psalm cxix. 67.

It is no uncommon thing for all those who
profess to believe in the reality of religion, to

acknowledge in a general way the necessity

of, and advantage to be derived from, afflic-

tion; but it is far more rare to see those who
are really afflicted, patient under their trials,

and endeavouring to make use of them foi

their own individual improvement: instead of

saying in such circumstances, " Lord, make
me thy servant, however severe may be the

discipline which thou seest fit to make use of

for the purpose," they wrillic under the clias

tisement, and fly to every avenue for escape

rather than to the Strong Tower, which alone

can afford them refuge. It is said, " the good

ness of God leadeth to repentance,"—this may

be understood in a twofold sense, for the bless-

ings of Providence, health, wealth, friendship,

and a sound mind, which constitute outward

prosperity, should lead the possessor to devote

them to the service of the Great Giver; but

when this is not the case, and they are made
use of merely for selfgratification, and to

nourish sinful and improper dispositions,

his goodness He often removes these false

props we have been leaning upon, and pi

trates our idols in the dust.

Though king David was high in authority,

though he had had frequent intercourse with

God, and had partaken of the joys of his salva

tion, yet we find that, notwithstanding all this,

he. was guilty of some sin which only affliction

could eradicate, for he nobly says, " Before I

was afflicted I went astray: but now have I

kept thy word. Thou art good and doest good;

teach me thy statutes." There are, however,

I believe many, who, with the sweet " singer

of Israel," have known that it was good for

them that they have been afflicted, and when
they could find no consolation from an earthly

source, they have poured out their souls to

God, and have experienced that unutterable

happiness which he alone can dispense, and

which the world can neither give nor take

away; they have called upon him in the day

of trouble, and he has delivered them in a way
that they little expected. Not the m
quisite gratification the perishing things of

time afford, can equal one hour's enjoyment of

the consolations true religion imparts in ad

versity.

"Trials make the promise sweet,

Trials give new life to prayer,

Trials brought nie to His feet,

Laid me low, and keep me there."

And it is in the time of sorrow that He
whose promises are yea, and amen, for ever

and who has pronounced a blessing upon those

that mourn; it is in the time of nature's sorrow
that He condescends in a peculiar manner to

make known the power of his grace, and to

comfort those who trust in Him. What shall

we not render to the Lord for all his benefits?

Is there any sacrifice so great, or any earthly

love so dear, that we shall hesitate to surrender
it to our great deliverer, who in return for all

his goodness, requires only that we shall give

THE FRIEND.

him our hearts ? Let us henceforth lay our

time, our talents, and all that we possess at

the foot of the cross, and like the blessed Jesus,

let it be our meat and drink to do our Father's

ness. Let our language be. Lord, make
me what, or send me where thou wilt, only lei

me be thy disciple, and partake of thy conso-

lations.

. . .h

The grand dogmas of Indian theology are exhibited

with the blended energies of philosophy and poetry,

a Ancient Hvmn, or Divine Ode, addressed to

Narayaua or the Divine Intellect, as it appears in the

animated translation ofSir William Jones, from which
those stani.na .-ire taken.

Spirit of spirits, who through every part

Of space expanded, and of endless time,

Beyond the stretch of lab'ring thought sublime,

Badst uproar into beauteous order start;

. Before heaven was thou art

—

Ere spheres beneath us rolled, or spheres above,

Ere earth in firmamental ether hung,

Thou satst alone, till, through thy mystic love.

Things unexistent to existence sprung

!

Wrapt in eternal solitary shade,

The impenetrable gloom of light

Impervious, iuaccessible, immense

:

Ere spirits were infused or forms displayed,

Brahm his own mind surveyed.

Mountains, whose radiant spires,

Presumptuons rear their summits to the skies,

And blend their emerald view with sapphire light

;

Smooth meads and lawns, that glow with varying

dyes.

Of dew-bespangled leaves and blossoms bright,-

Hence ! vanish from my sight.

Delusive pictures, unsubstantial shows,

My soul absorbed one only Being knows

—

Of all perceptions one abundant source

Whence every object every moment flows
;

Suns hence derive their force.

Hence planets learn their course

;

But suns and fading worlds I view no more,

God only I perceive, God only I adore.

It is well said, that though faith justifies

us, yet works must justify our faith.

Adam's Private Thouskis.

THE FRZEND.
THIRD MONTH, 7, 1835.

Information has been received from two
or three quarters that the arrival of " The
Friend," has, within a few weeks, been sub-

ject to some irregularities; and in a few in-

stances delayed several days beyond the

usual time. We are obliged for the hints,

and may state that the papers have been re-

gularly forwarded from the publication office,

except in one instance, when a reason was
assigned the following week. It is our de-

sire and determination to give no reason for

complaint, if possible; the delays must be

owing to irregularities in some of the post

offices, or iri the arrival of the mail.

FRIENDS' FAMILY LIBRARY.
Nathan Kite has in press a fifth volume of

this publication, containing " Memoirs of the

Rise, Progress, and Persecutions of the Peo
pie called Quakers, in the North of Scotland,"

by John Barclay. It is expected to be ready

for publication by the lime of the approaching
yearly meeting. We understand a number
of the preceding volumes remain on hand,
which will be sold either in sets, or single

volumes; they consist of the following valu-

able works:
Vol. 1. Memoirs of Isaac Pennington; and

Selections from the Letters and Papers of

William Grover.

Vol. 2. Letters on Religious Subjects, col-

lected by John Kendall.

Vol. 3 and 4. Memoirs of George White-
head, by Samuel Tuke; and an Account of

Richard Davies.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.

The summer session will commence on the

second fouith day in the 5th mo. Applicants

for admission are requested to forward their

names to the secretary of the managers. No.
39, Market street, Philadelphia, as early as

convenient.

3d mo. 7th, 1835.

An adjourned meeting of Friends to con-

sider the propriety of establishing a reading

room for the members of our Society, will be

held at the committee room. Mulberry street

meeting house, on third day, the 10th instant,

at 7i o'clock, to receive the report of the

committee to draft a constitution.

2d mo. 7th, 1835.

A stated annual meeting of the " Contri-

butors to the Asylum for the relief of persons

deprived of the use of their reason," will be

held at Friends' meeting house on Mulberry
street, on fourth day, the 18th of the third

month next, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Joseph Snowdon, Clerk.

Philada. %d mo. 2btk, 1835.

An Apprentice wanted to the retail Brag
and Apothecary business. Apply at this of-

fice.

An Apprentice wanted to the retail Dry
Goods business. Enquire at this office.

Married, at Friends' Meeting House, Orange street,

on Fourth-day, the 4th inst. John Richardson, to

Martha, daughter of Joseph Gibbons, all of this city.

Died, at his residence in Trenton, N. J. on the 20th

ult., George Sherman, a respectable member of the

Society of Friends, in the 61st year of his age.

On the 3d ult. at her late residence in York-
town, West Chester county.New York, Phebe Under-
HiLL, daughter of the late Jacob Underbill, in the 41st

year of her age. In the removal of this dear friend,

from a militant to a fixed state—her own family and
the Society ol Friends have sustained an afflicting be-

reavement.

She was a firm believer in the christian doctrines,

as they are held by us, and much devoted to the ser-

vice of the Discipline, for which through divine grace

she was well qualified. She endured a protracted and
painful illness, with christian fortitude and resignation

-givmg abundant evidence of the strength of that

faith that overcomes the world, and that enabled her,

with christian meekness and in humble confidence, to

adopt the blessed anthem, " Thy will be done."
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SPLENDOURS OF THE EAST.
OUDE.

The King of Oude lias kept up a greatei

degree of state than his more highly descend

ed, but less fortunate, contemporary of

Delhi, and, in fact, Lucknow is the only na-

tive court throughout Hindoostan, which can

afford any idea of the princely magnificence

affected by the former rulers of India; that

of Gwalior can bear no comparison, nor are

those in the central provinces distinguished

by the pompand splendour which still charac-

terise the throne of this ill-governed king-

dom.
Like the generality of Indian cities, Luck-

now presents a more imposing spectacle at a

distance, than its interior can realise, though

some of its buildings may bear a comparison

with those of the most celebrated capitals in

the world. When viewed from some com-
manding point, the city exiiibits a splendid

assemblage of minarets, cupolas, pinnacles,

towers, turrets, and lofty arched gateways,

through which, with many windings, the river

glides, while the whole of this bright con-

fusion of palace and temple is shadowed and
interspersed with the rich foliage of trees of

gigantic growth, and redundant lu.xuriance.

But when visited in detail, the gorgeousness

of the picture is obscured by the more than

ordinary dcgTee of dirt, filtii, and squalid po-

verty, which are placed in ju.\taposition with

its grandest feature : the lanes leading from
the principal avenues are ancle-deep in mud,
and many of the hovels, which afford an in-

sufficient shelter to a swarming population,

ate the most wretched habitations the imagi-

nation can conceive.

The palace, w hich faces the Goomtee, com-
prises si,x principal courts or quadiangles,

surrounded by pavilion-like buildings. In

the first of these, which is entered by two
lofty gateways, the attendants of the court

have their apartments. Over the outer gate

there is a handsome chamber, called the No-
but Khana, or music-room, forming an orches-

tra upon a very splendid scale. The second
court, encompassed by state apartments, is

laid cut as a garden, having a well, or bow-

lee, in the centre. Round this well are pa-

vilions, opening to the water, and intended

to afford a cool retreat during the hot weather
;

the air is refreshed by the constant dripping
of iho fountain, and tlic piazzas and arpaded
chambers beyond, within the influence of its

luxurious atmosphere, are well calculated for

sleeping chambers in the sultry nights so

constantly occurring throughout the period

of the hot winds. Parallel to the second

court, and to the eastward of it, stands a splen-

did edifice, raised upon an arched terrace,

entirely of stone. This fabric, which is call-

ed the Sungee Dalaun, contains a grand hall,

surrounded with a double arcade, crowned
with a cupola at each angle, and one over the

principal front, all of copper doubly gilt. At
the extremities of the terrace there are wings,

and flower-gardens stretch along each front,

divided into parterres by walks and fountains.

A corridor extends round this court, planted

with vines, and out of three entrances, one

with a covered passage is appropriated to the

ladies. These gateways are decked with gild-

ed domes, and the mosque, zenana, and other

buildings attached to the palace, give to

the whole edifice the air of a city raised by
some enchanters. Without entering farther

into dry descriptive details, it may be suffi-

cient to say, that in no place in India can

there be a more vivid realisation of visions

conjured up by a perusal of the splendid fic-

tions of the Arabian Nights. Those who
have visited the Kremlin, have pronounced
that far-famed edifice to be inferior to the

Imambara ; and the palaces of the Hyder
Baugh, Hossein Baugh, and Seesa Mahal,

have nearly equal claims to admiration. The
hanks of the Goomtee are beautifully planted,

and its parks and gardens rendered singularly

attractive by the multitude of animals kept

in them. At a suburban palace, European
visitants are delighted with the novel sight of

a herd of English cattle, their superior size,

roundness of form, and sleek looks, offering

a strong contrast to the smaller, humped, and

dewlapped breeds of Hindoostan : the latter

are perhaps more picturesque, but the asso-

ciations connected with cows bred in English
meads, the numerous pastoral recollections

which their unexpected appearance revive in

the mind, render them, when viewed beneath

the shade of the tamarinds and banians of a

tropical clime, objects of deep and peculiar

interest.

The menageries of Lucknow are very ex-

tensive, and besides those wild and savage

animals kept for the purpose of assisting at

" the pomps of death and theatres of blood,"

n which this barbaric court delights, there

are many fierce beasti?, not intended for fight-

ing, retained merely as ornamental append-

ages. Several rhinoceroses are among the

number; they are chained to trees in the park,

but some of the tigers appear to be so ill se-

cured, rattling the wooden bars of their cages

with such vigorous perseverance, that it re-

quires rather strong nerves to approach the

places of their confinement. Delkusha (heart's

delight) is one of the most celebrated parks

belonging to the king ; it is planted and laid

out with great care and taste, open glades be-

ing cut through the thick forest, in which nu-

merous herds of antelopes, Indian deer, and
the gigantic variety of this interesting spe-

cies, the nylghau, are seen disporting. This
park abounds with monkeys, which are held

sacred ; for, though the Moslem religion has

the ascendancy, that of the Hindoo is not only

tolerated but allowed the fullest enjoyment
of its superstitions: the monkeys in this dis-

trict are under the guardianship of a party of

fakirs, who have established themselves in the

private park of a Mahomedan monarch.

The palace of Delkusha possesses no great

exterior pretensions to elegance, but it is

handsomely fitted up, and, in common with

the other royal lesidences, contains toys and
bijouterie sufficient to stock a whole bazaar

of curiosity-shops.

The pigeons belonging to Lucknow even
exceed in number those of Benares, and other

places where they are objects of reverence ;

here they are more esteemed for their beauty

than for any peculiar sanctity, and the differ-

ent breeds are preserved with the greatest

care. On the summits of nearly all the roofs

of the palaces, particularly the zenanas, these

interesting birds are seen in flocks of from
seventy to a hundred in each ; they are select-

ed for the beauty of their plumage, and each
variety is kept in a separate flock. Boys are

employed to teach them different evolutions

in their flight. When on the wing, they keep
in a cluster, and at a whistle fly oft' into the

fields of air, ascend, descend, or return home
as the signal directs. When turning sudden-

ly, and darting towards the sun, the gleam of

their variegated necks produces a beautiful

effect, and when they aligh' upon the ground,
they form a carpel of the most brilliant co-

lours and the richest design imaginable. So
great is the native attachment to the amuse-
ments which these birds afford, that it is re-

corded of some of the sovereigns of Luck-
now that, in their country e.xcursions, " they

were accompanied by their women and pi-

ordinary city is its elephants, which are main-

tained in multitudes; immense numbers, be-

long to the king, and all the nobility and rich
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people possess as many as their means will

admit. In royal processions, festivals, and
state-occasions, they appear in crowds. A
battalion of elephants, fifteen abreast, formed
into a close serried column, richly caparison-

ed in flowing jhools of scarlet and gold, with
silver howdahs, and bearing natives of rank
clothed in glittering tissues, form an imposing
sight ; but this can only be seen with full ef-

fect in the open country beyond the city.

Once within the streets, the jostling and con-
fusion are tremendous, and not unfrequently,
in very narrow passes, ladders, and housings,
or perhaps part of the roof on the verandah
of the projecting buildings, are torn away by
the struggles for precedence displayed by
phants, acquainted with their strength, and
entering with ardour into the resolves of the

mahouts to gain or maintain the foremost
places. Elephants breed in a state of domes-
tication, and young ones not larger than a

good sized pig, are frequently seen frolicking

by the side of their mothers through the

streets of Lucknow ; a spectacle fraught with

interest to the eye of an European stranger.

Camels are equally numerous, and when
handsomely caparisoned, add considerably to

the splendour of a procession. The king's

stud does not consist of fewer than a thousand
horses, many of which are perfect specimens
of the finest breeds, and considered paragons
of their kind ; these are brought out to in-

crease the splendour of his retinue, and, even
upon ordinary occasions, his suwarree ex-

ceeds in multitude and variety any European
notion of ostentatious show. When seeking
amusements at his numerous parks and gar-

dens, the king is attended by immense num-
bers of people, and spare equipages of every
description, dogs, hawks, hunting leopards,

with their keepers; and an almost endless

train of guards and domestics, both on horse-

back and on foot, form his multitudinous ac-

companiments ; and though the delight in

show, which characterises Asiatics, may be
esteemed a childish and puerile taste, and we
could wish the sovereign of so interesting a

territory to be guided by nobler aims, and to

seek higher pursuits, one can scarcely desire

that these pomps and pageantries, the relics

of old romance, should be numbered with
by-gone things.

In imitation of- European sovereigns, the

king gives his portrait set in diamonds to

ambassadors and other persons of rank, this

distinction being also bestowed upon the

aides-de-camp, and officers who have accept-

ed situations of equal honour at the court.

There is nothing very remarkable about the

audience-chamber, but the king's throne is

eKtremely splendid. It is a square platform,

raised two feet from the ground, with a rail-

ing on three sides, and a canopy supported
upon pillars ; of these the frame-work is

wood, but the casing pure gold, set with pre-

cious stones of great value ; the canopy is of
crimson velvet richly embroidered with gold,

and furnished with a deep fringe of pearls
;

the cushions, on which the king is seated, are

also of embroidered velvet, and the emblem
of royalty, the chattah, is of the same, with a

deep fringe of pearls. The king appears

literally covered with jewels, the whole of
the body down to the waist being decorated
with strings of diamonds, rubies, emeralds,
&.C. ; his crown is a perfect constellation of
gems, and overshadowed by plumes of the
bird of paradise. A native of rank stands
on either side of the throne, waving chow-
ries of peacocks' feathers set in gold handles
To the right of the throne are gilt chairs for

the accommodation of the resident and b
wife, if he be a married man ; the rank of the
British ambassador (who certainly acts the
part of viceroy over the king) being recognis-
ed as equal to that of the monarch himself

:

he is the only person permitted to use the
chattah, the chowrie, and the hookah,
sovereign's presence. The English persons
attached to the residency take up their

_

tion behind and at the side of these chairs,

standing; those in the service of the king
wearing very handsome court-dresses of puce-
coloured cloth, richly embroidered with gold.

The left of the throne is occupied by natives

of rank holding high official situations, splen-

didly attired in the picturesque costume of
the country. The prime minister stands at

the king's feet to receive and present the nuz-
zurs. These consist of money, from twenty-
one gold mohurs down to a few rupees in sil-

ver, accoiding to the circumstances of the

parties. The person ofi^ering, advances to the
throne with many salaams, and having his gift

placed upon a folded handkerchief, presents
t to the king to touch in token of accept-
ance; it is then given to the minister, who
adds it to the heap by his side. After this

ceremony, the king and the resident rise ; the

former takes from the hands of the person in

waiting certain necklaces composed of silver

riband, ingeniously plaited, which offers a

cheap mode of conferring distinction ; the

investiture is made by the king in person, and
upon taking leave, the resident is accom-
panied by the king to the entrance, where he
salutes him with a short sentence, " God be
with you !" pouring atta on his hands at the

final exit. Should the ambassador happen to

n great favour at the time, the compli-
ment is extended to all the English visitants

as they pass out. Titles of honour, khillauts,

and their accompanying distinctions, such as

an elephant fully caparisoned, a charger, or a

palanquin, are frequently conferred upon
these court-days; the nuzzur is then of pro-

portionate value, persons anxiously coveting

some grant or distinction, offering not less

than a lac of rupees ; this sum is conveyed in

hundred bags, covered with crimson silk,

and tied with a silver riband, and so solid a

proof of attachment is not unfrequently re-

warded by an embrace before the whole court,

mark of royal favour well worth the money
bestowed upon it, since any person's fortune

made in native states, who is known to

have interest at court.

The king's dinners are better than his

breakfasts ; there is an abundance of wine for

the English guests, and though the native

visitants do not partake in public, many con-

fess that they indulge at their own tables.

Nautches and fire-works conclude the even-

ing's entertainment; the latter can never be

shown off to so much advantage as in an In-
dian city, where the buildings they illuminate
are of the same fairy-like nature. No des-
cription can do justice to the scene presented
on some fine, dark, clear night, when the
Goomtee is covered with boats, of those long
canoe-shaped graceful forms, belonging to the
king, some resembling alligators, others
swans, peacocks, or dolphins, enamelled in

various colours, intermingled with gold, and
filled with a splendid company glittering in

gems and tissues. Blue lights, so artfully

disposed as not to be visible, while they clothe
the whole pageant with their unearthly
gleams, render every adjacent object distant,
ana as tde blaze of ten thousand rockets
bursts forth, palaces, mosques, and temples
seem to rise majestically during the brief
illumination. In the next moment, all is

dark save the pageant on the Goomtee, and
again minarets and domes, cupolas and spires,

spring up, silver and gold, as the marble and
the gilding catch the vivid gleams of jets and
spouts of fire ascending to the skies.

For " The Friend."

JOHN NEWTON.
The annals of biography scarcely furnish a

more striking instance of Divine grace than

is to be found in the life of John Newton.
From the lowest point of moral degradation,

in which he seemed to shed a pestilential in-

fluence on all within his reach, he was raised

by the sanctifying power of God to be a bless-

ing and an ornament to the Christian world.

He was born in London in the year 1725, of
parents respectable lliough not wealthy. His
father was many years master of a ship in the

Mediterranean trade. In the year 1748 he
went governor of York Fort in Hudson's Bay,
where he died in the year 1750. His mother
was a pious woman, who made it her chief

business and pleasure (o instruct him and bring

him up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord. She died before he was seven years of
age. His father shortly after married again,

and as neither he nor his wife weic under re-

ligious impressions, their son was left to min-

gle with idle and wicked boys, whose ways he

soon learnt. From his eighth to his tenth year

he attended school, but the sternness and se-

verity of his teacher broke his spirit, and in-

stead of making progress in his studies he

nearly forgot all his mother had taught him.

At eleven he went to sea and made five voy-

ages to the Mediterranean witii his father, who
on the fifth left him with a friend at Alicant in

in. Here he might have prospered had he
behaved well. But his sinful propensities had
gained strength, and being very wicked and
foolish he seemed determined that no one
should be his friend. About the fifteenth year

of his age he appears to have received a visi-

tation of divine mercy, under the influence of

which he began to pray, read the scriptures

and to keep a diary. But not getting deep
enough to witne.-'s a complete surrender of
his own will, these became mere formal observ-

ances, which he soon grew weary of. Hia
evil propensities again acquired dominion, he
learned to curse and swear, and became ex-

ceedingly wicked.
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He was roused from this state for a time by

being thrown from a horse near a dangerous

hedgerow newly cut ;—and again by the loss

of a companion who had engaged to go with

him on the first day of the weeic on board a

man of war. John was too late for the boat,

which going without him was overset, and his

companion with several others was drowned.
But these providential deliverances were too

soon forgotten, his heart was insincere, he

often saw the necessity of religion, as a means
of escaping eternal woe, but he loved sin and
was unwilling to forsake it. In the last of

these seasons of awakening, he spent the great-

er part of every day in reading the scriptures
;

he prayed and fasted often ; for three months
abstained from animal food, and would hardly

answer a question for fear of speaking an idle

word. This moral reformation, which conti-

nued for two years, appears never to have been
accompanied by that humility of soul that

leads to Jesus. It was eflected and supported

by that will of man which can never work the

righteousness of God. At this time he met
with and studied the Characteristics of Shaftes-

bury, which although it produced no immedi-

ate effect on his belief, operated as a slow

poison, and was no doubt one cause of his

subsequent degradation.

In 1742, his father, who intended retiring

from the sea, endeavoured to settle his

the world. A merchant of Liverpool, after-

wards a special friend to John, offered to send
him to Jamaica for some years. The vessel

not being quite ready to sail, he went down to

Kent on business, and having received an in

vitation called to visit some relations of his

mother. Here he became acquainted with
and attached to a young girl then scarcely

fourteen. Of this attachment he says, " I

lost all sense of religion, and became deaf to

the remonstrances ofconscience and prudence,

but my regard for her was always the same,

and I may perhaps, venture to say, that none
of the scenes of misery and wickedness 1 af
terwards experienced, ever banished her a

single hour from my waking thoughts for the

seven following years." ,

Determined not to be separated from her

by so great a distance and for such a length of

time, as the proposed voyage anticipated, he
did not return to his father until after the

vessel had sailed. He then went as a com-
mon sailor to Venice, and whilst gradually re-

laxing from the sobriety he had in some degree
so long preserved, was frequently pierced with

convictions, and he had also a remarkable
dream which made a strong impression upon
his mind ; but though induced to make a few
faint efforts to reform, the effects were not
abiding.

Onhisrelurij in 1742, he visited Kent again,

and staying in the same imprudent manner as

he had dofie before, so disappointed his father's

designs for his interest as almost induced him
to disown him. He was then impressed and
carried on board a man of war, where, on the

application of his father he was made a mid-
shipman. Here falling into companionship
with an infidel, he was soon lost to all restraints

of conscience, renouncing the comforts of the

gospel. Obtaining leave to go on shore hei

took the opportunity to visit Kent, by which
rash act he lost the favour of his captain. He
then deserted, but being retaken he was first

put in irons and then publicly stripped and
whipped. He was degraded from iiis rank
former companions forbidden to show him the

least favour, and having been haughty and
vain as a midshipman he was now exposed to

the insults of all. He was most miserable, but

had no friend to take his part or to listen to his

complaints. As the vessel left the English

shore he was tempted to throw himself into

the sea, but the secret hand of God restrained

him. In the passage from England to Ma
deira he deliberately determined to take the

life of his captain, for the Lord seemed to have
given him up to judicial hardness of heart, and
he felt capable of any thing.

Whilst at Madeira he prevailed on his cap-
tain to exchange him, and lie entered on
board a ship bound for Sierra Leone. Here
he was even viler than he had been before,

making it his business to tempt and seduce
others upon every occasion. He soon forfeit-

ed the favour of the captain and the mate by
his carelessness and disobedience, and feeling

assured that they would put him on bo5rd the

first ship of war they met, he determined to

remain in Africa. Finding that some of the

white slave dealers, settled on the coast, had ac-

quired considerable estates, he looked forward
to the same success. As he received no com-
pensation for his services on board the ship,

but a bill upon the owner in England, he land-

ed on the island of Benanoes like one ship-

wrecked, with little more than the clothes

upon his back.
" The two following years," says he, " of

which I am now to give some account, will

seem as aa absolute blank in my life: but, I

have seen frequent cause since to admiic the

mercy of God in banishing me to those distant

parts, and almost excluding nie from all so-

ciety, at a time when I was big with mischief,

and, like one infected with a pestilence, was
capable of spreading a taint wherever I went.

But the Lord wisely placed me where I

could do little harm. The few I had to con-
verse with were too much like myself, and I

was soon brought into such abject circumstan
ces that I was too low to have any influence.

I was rather shunned and despised than imi

tated, there being few even of the negroes
themselves, during the first year of my resi-

dence, but thought themselves too good to

speak to me. I was as yet an outcast, ready

to perish, but the Lord beheld me with mercy
he even now bid me live ; and I can only

ascribe it to his secret upholding power that

what I suffered in a part of this interval, did

not bereave me either of my life or senses."

Extracts from the Remarks of John Dickson
of Neto York, in the House of Representa-
tives of the United States on the presentation

to the House ofseveral petitionsfor the abo-

lition of slavery and the slave trade in the

District of Columbia, 2d mo. 2d, 1 835.

Mr. Speaker: On the presentation of these peti-

tions, and asking for them a ditFerent reference from
that usually given to such petitions, I propose to

few remarks. They shall be presented in that blend- consign a freeman to

edspiritof freedom and candour, truth and justice, that
I

man traps set at the ;

becomes a member of this house. I will not conceal
my own feelings, and I shall studiously avoid in.

tentionally injuring those of others. And whilst I
am opposed to, and deeply deplore the existence of
slavery in every form, and in every land, I, in com-
mon with the petitioners, disclaim all power in the
national government to control or abridge its dura-
tion in the several states of this Union. And through-
out these remarks, in speaking of slavery in this

countiy, I wish to be understood as confining my re-

marks to that portion of the country over which the
national government has ample and complete juris-

diction, and the sole power of legislation, and that is

the District of Columbia.
The petitioners complain that a portion of the peo-

ple of the District of Columbia are, without crime,
disqualified as witnesses. A freeman may commit
any crime, even murder itself, in the presence of
slaves only, and escapo conviction and punishment.
They complain that, by the laws of the District, which
are the laws of congress enacted to govern the same,
every black man, and every mulatto of every shade
and complexion, though born and nurtured in free-

dom all his days, the moment he touches the soil of
the District, is presumed a slave ; and by an ordinance
of the city of Washington, he is treated as a disor-

derly person, and required to exhibit to the mayor,
within thirty days, evidence of his freedom, and enter
into a bond with two freehold sureties, in the penalty
of five hundred dollars, conditioned for his peaceable,
orderly, and good conduct, and not become chargeable

corporation for twelve months, to be renewed
at the commencement of each year for two successive
years, or forthwith depart from the city, or be com-

'tted to the work-house until he complies with such
pisilions. Such imprisonment not toexceed twelve

months for each neglect. So that the poor black, or

mulatto may be imprisoned at hard labour in the
work-house, for the term of three years, although in-

cent, and without crime.

He may have been well educated, moral, and Indus,
trious, have exercised the elective franchise, and voted
for the highest officers of the national and stute go-
vernments, entitled to all the rights and privileges of
the white man and of an American citizen : yet in this

District he shall be presumed a slave, and in the city

of Washington a disorderly person, and compelled to

give security for his good behaviour for three years.
Mo such presumption of crime is known to the laws
ofEngland, to the civil law, or to the municipal code of

most despotic country in Europe. Ithasnofoun-
on in the law of nature, the common law, nor in
mon justice,and is contrary to the genius and spirit

ofall wise and free governments. It is a maxim that
every man is to be presumed free and innocent, found-
ed on the immutable principles of eternal justice, ac-
knowledged by all, and which can never be changed
but by that arbitrary tyranny which feels power, for-

gets right, and knows neither mercy nor justice.

The petitioners complain that, by the laws of the
District, every such free black man or mulatto, going
at large without the evidence of his freedom, is liable

to be taken up as a runaway slave, and thrown into
prison, and sold for prison fees, as a slave for life, un-
less he PROVES his freedom. Unless he proves his

freedom ! a freedom given him by a power older than
the laws which incarcerate him— older than the coun-'*

try which gave him birth—older than the primeval
days of lime, and which shall endure when this world
is on fire, and time shall be no more—by God himself.

They complain that by the laws of that part of the
District formerly Maryland, though such person be a
freeman, and prove his freedom, and shall then refuse
to pay the /ces and meards for apprehending fugitive
slaves, he may be committed to prison, and sold as a
slave for life. So that a freeman, although he does
away the before-mentioned odious presumptions of law
by clear proof, must still pay for his own illegal arrest
and false imprisonment, for being thrown into the
damps of a dungeon and shut out from the light of
day, for all the injuries, indignities and wrongs that
could be heaped upon him, or be sold as a slave, and
never more to breathe the air of freedom. Terrible al-

ternative! more afflictive to ahuman being, having the
feelings of a man, of a freeman, than death itself.

Such laws are meshes to entrap the unwary, and to

itude for life. They
of government of this re-
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public to seize and drag- into perpetual bondage a free-

man entitled to all the rights and privileges of an

American citizen. Docs such a statute blot the page

or tarnish the annals of any other repubhc on earth ?

Does it dishonour the pages of any monarchy or des-

potism now in the world? The tyranny of Cains
Vcrres, in a province of the Roman Empire, was mer-
cy when compared with such a law. Many, very
many freemen, have fallen victims to this merciless
law, and lost all dear to them on this side of the
grave.

The petitioners complain, that, by the laws of the
United States, the slave trade, in and through the Dis-
trict of Columbia, is permitted to be carried on with
distant states, and that this district is the principal
mart of the slave trade of the Union.

Sir, the foreign slave trade with Africa is condemn-
ed by tlie laws of this country, of England, of France,
and by those of almost every nation of the civilized

world, as piracy; and those who carry it on are de-

nounced as outlaws and the common enemies of the

human race. And yet we tolerate, in this District,

and at our seat of government, a traffic productive of
as much pain, anguish, and despair, of as deep atro-

city, and as many accumulated horrors, as the slave

trade with Africa.

And here there are no foreign powers to compete
with us ; wo have no rivals ; tho trade is all ours, and
the odium and the guilt all our own. The traffic was,
in former years, presented by a grand jury of the Dis-
trict as a nuisance. And as long ago as the year
1816, it was denounced by the ardent and eloquent
John Randolph, of Roanoke, on this floor, as a nuis-

ance, and as "an inhuman and illegal traffic in slaves;"

and, on his motion, a select committee was appointed
to enquire into the trade, and what measures were
necessary for putting a stop to it. The committee
were empowered to send for persons and papers ; call-

ed before them many witnesses, and took numerous
depositions, depicting in glowing terms the enormities
and horrors of the traffic, and reported them to the
house. But I do not find that any thing further was
done by that talented, but sometimes eccentric man,
or by the house.

Since that time the slave trade in the District has
increased in extent, and in its enormities. Free
blacks have been kidnapped, hurried out of the Dis-
trict, and sold as slaves. Slaves for a term of years
have been sold to the slave traders, transported to a

distant land, beyond the hope or possibility of relief;

sold as slaves for life, and their temporary has been
changed into perpetual bondage, it has been said by
a cofhmittee of this house, that the last mentioned
class may apply to the courts; that the courts are
open to them in the District.

To talk to men degraded to the condition of cattle

(their masters their enemies, conspiring with the pur-
chaser to deprive them of liberty for life, and no free-

man their friend) of courts of justice, is adding insult

and scorn to injustice, and aggravating their doom by
a mimicry of all the forms and all the tribunals of
justice.

Private cells and prisons have been erected by the
slave traders in the District, in which the negro is in-
carcerated until a cargo of slaves, of "human chat-
tels" can be completed. The public prisons of the
District, built with the money of the whole people of
the United States, have been used for the benefit of
the slave traders, and the victims of this odious traffic

have been confined within their walls. The keepers
of these prisons, paid out of the moneys of the whole
people, have been the jailers of the slave traders, un-
til their drove, their cargo of human beings, could be
completed.

The petitioners complain that a traffic so abhorrent
to tho foehngs of the philanthropist, so replete with
suffering and wo, is approved and licensed by the cor-
poration of the city of Washington, which receives
four hundred dollars a year for each license, thus in-

creasing her treasures by the express sanction of sc

odious a trade. Finally, tho petitioners complain ol

the existence of slavery in the District of Columbia
as the source of all the before mentioned evils, and
others too numerous now to detail. They conisider it

as unchristian, unholy, and unjust, not warranted by
the laws of God, and contrary to the assertion in our
declaration of independence, that " all men are creat-

ed equal."

It has been regretted by a committee of this house,
that persons without the District," as well members

of congress as others, " and having no concern with
it," should attempt to procure the abolition of slavery

and the slave trade here, and it was in the year 1829,
declared by a member of the house, in debate on this

floor,to" be meddling with matters truly other men's."
Sir, the territory is federal, and is under the care,

protection, and government, of tlie whole people of
the United Slates. Congress is the sole legislative

body for the District, to the exclusion of all others,

and here possessing undefined, unlimited, legislative

powers, selected by the people of the whole Union. The
whole Union defrays the expenses of the local Legis-
lature and of the entire territorial government, builds

penitentiaries, endowsschools and colleges, makes side

walks. Macadamized roads, canals, aqueducts, and
bridges, pays the interests on loans, and beautifies and
adorns the District by its navy yards, its arsenals, its

Capitol, and other public buildings and improvements,
and enriches it by the annual expenditure of millions.

Every member of the house may, with or without

petition, originate, bring forward, and propose to con-

gress any bill for the benefit of, or in any way con-

cerning his own immediate district, his state, or any
state in the Union. His powers for such purpose are,

and must be, co-extensive with the jurisdiction of con-
gress. The power is incident to all legislative assem-
blies, having a general jurisdiction and the power of
legislation. It is not only the right, but the duty of a
member, to watch over, and with vigilance to guard,
protect, and promote the interests of all parts of the

country. And shall it be said that he has no right and
power to propose laws for the District ofColumbia, to do
away wrongs and oppressions here, where his powers
of legislation are more unlimited than in any other part

of the Union? The idea that he cannot, seems to me
preposterous. And if a member has such right, surely

his mind may be enlightened, his attention awakened
to corruption, crimes, or oppressions here, and his pa-

triotism roused to action, by the petitions of his con-

stituents, or of the people of any other portion of his

country. In this district every member of congress,

and every citizen of the republic should feel a deep and
lively interest. They all have a voice in selecting its

rulers ; they all contribute to defray its expenses, and
they all have a deep concern in its honour and glory,

and have a right to be heard in its legislative assembly,
in all matters concerning the appropriation of money
here, or the correction of abuses, oppressions, and ty-

ranny. As the seat of their empire, under the super-

intending power of the general government, they have
a right to require that it shall be governed in accord,

ance with our declaration of independence, and the

principles of free government, and that the despotism

of Archangel and of Turkey should not prevail here.

But, sir, if it were necessary that the citizens of this

district should petition, many of tliem have petitioned

for the abolition of slavery and the slave-trade in this

district, and this fact may not be known to most of the

members of this house. I hold in my hand a petition,

taken from the files of this house, presented in the

year 1828, signed by the judges of the Circuit Court of

the District of Columbia, and more than one thousand
respectable citizens of the counties of Alexandria and
Washington, and then owning a large proportion, and
I am credibly informed more than a moiety, of the pro-

perty of this district. So that the abolition of slavery

here would be in accordance with the feelings and
wishes of a large and highly respectable portion of the

citizens of the whole district.

Sir, the petitioners ask that slavery and the slave-

trade in and through the District of Columbia may be

abolished, with their appalling train of evils. They
enter into no details, and they prescribe no terms, no
conditions. Those they very properly submit to the

discretion and the wisdom of congress. They ask that

these petitions may be referred to a select committee.

This request, I submit, is reasonable and should be

granted. The parliamentary usage of all free delibera-

tive and legislative assemblies, requires that the peti-

tion should be referred to a committee, a majority of

whom should be favourable to the prayer of the peti-

tioners. Similar petitions, for years past, have been
referred to the Committee on the District of Columbia,
and for the last ten or twelve years, I believe, a ma-
jority of the committee on the district have been from
the slave-holding states. I mean no reflection on the

speakers of the house, but mention it as a fact proper
to be known by the people. Perhaps as long as it was
a slave-holding territory, it was proper in relation to
the general business and interests of the district that
a majority of the committee, should be from the slave-
holding stales. But, sir, their early education, associ-
ations, habits, and interests, and a knowledge of human
nature must convince us that they could never view
petitions such as those now presented with a favourable
eye, and consider them without that prejudice natural
to and inseparable from the honourable, the worthy,
and the very best men.

Sir, at the session before the last, at the last session,

and the present, similar petitions from various parts

of the Union, signed by many thousands of citizens,

have been presented to this house and referred to the
committee on the District, and no report has been
made thereon to this house.

I mention this as a fact only, and do not intend to
cast any censure on the present or past committees of
the house. They may have had good and sufficient
reasons for the course they have pursued, unknown to
me. But, sir, I differ with them entirely in opinion,
as to the course they have pursued, and must frankly
declare, that on a question of so much importance, of
so great magnitude, I believe it would have been bet-
ter for the majority of the committee to have made a
report favourable or adverse to the prayer of the pe-
titioners, and thus have enabled the minority to pre-
sent a minority report. And thus would all the facts
and circumstances connected with slavery and the
slave trade in the District, and the views and reasons
of the whole committee have been published and
seen, and read by the American people. But the pe-
titions are not published—there is no report—and no
light is shed on the dark subject of slavery and the
slave trade.

A right " to petition the government for a redress
of grievances " is secured to the people. But, sir, of
what use to the people is the right to petition, if their

petitions are to be unread, and to sleep" the sleep of
death," and their minds to be enlightened by no re-

port, no facts, no arguments. Have congress tho
power to abolish slavery, and the slave trade, in the
District ? It is believed they have. Of the three
committees who have reported very briefly on the
subject, one expressed no opinion, another admitted
congress had unlimited powers, and the other ad.mit-
ted that they had by the letter, but denied that they
had by the scope, spirit, and meaning of the consti-
tution, without the consent of the people of the Dis-
trict.

By the Constitution, Article 1, Section 8: " Con-
gress is to exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases
whatsoever," over the District.

Could language give higher power, or greater
authority.' The power of congress is more unlimited
than that of legislatures of the several slates ! They
are limited in many instances by the constitution of
the United States. To the power of congress over
the District there is no limitation. It is undefined,
unlimited, and absolute, or it has no foundation and
no existence. Congress never could have received and
accepted, without a convention of the states, a ces-

sion from the slates of Marjdand and Virginia,
abridging, in the least, such unlimited powers. Con-
gress has then the same power over the subject in the
District, that the several state legislatures have in
the several states. Several of the state legislatures
have abolished slavery in their respeciive states. And
the power, 1 believe, is universally conceded to every
state legislatuie to abolish slavery and the slave
trade within its own territories. Congress must have
such power over the District, or whilst slavery may
be abolished in every state in the Union, it must be
perpetual here. We should then .have a republic,

rotten at the core, boasting of its freedom and tolerat-

ing the most cruel and odious oppressioss. But if

the consent of the people of the District be necessary,
the entire consent of the whole people must be obtain,

ed. The majority cannot act ; the majority have no
power, no will, and if they had, they have no legisla-

tive organ but congress to express it. So that by
this doctrine, whilst slavery may be abolished in the
several states, it must still be perpetual here. For
never, until human nature is entirely changed, or
until the millennium, when enslaved man will be eman-
cipated by a Power more than mortal, will all the
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citizens of this District unite in the abolition of

slavery.

And are the measures proposed by the petitioners

expedient? It is believed that they are. And hero

1 would beg leave to notice some of the objections that

have heretofore been made to their adoption. It has

been said by a former committee of this house, that
" the question must in the end, unless suffered to rest,

be productive of serious mischief, if not danger to the

peace and harmony of the Union." Not so. Slavery

here has no necessary connection with slavery in the

several states. It exists, so far as that is concerned,
under separate governments, and the action of one of
these governments in relation to slavery, has no
necessary connection with the action of the others.

Again it was said by the same committee, the ques-

tion " ereates a restlessness in the slave for emancipa-
tion, rendered incompatible with the

ntry.

!ing state of

mity may sometimes hi

object, and rivet lighter the chains it would loose, by
injudiciously interposing its good rffices, in cases

where it belongs more properly to others to act."

Sir, the petitioners claim, and I claim an equal

right to act and to be heard with any citizen of the

District or of the Republic. Strange, indeed ! if we
have only to give, give, and have not the right to

petition " for a redress of grievances," wrongs and
cruel oppressions. Shall humanity be told, shall the

hundreds of thousands who have petitioned, be told,

that her and their eftbrts, will only rivet tighter the

chains of slavery in this District ? No danger of in-

surreetion can, or will be feared in this District. The
number of whites is near five to ono of the slaves, and
considerably more than twice that of the entire black

population. The excess of the while population, the

military, the marines, the arsenals, arms and ammuni-
tion, are a complete and entire security against any
and all insurrections of the slaves in the District.

Again, it was said by the same committee, "It is

not the District of Columbia, alone, that is interested,

but a large portion of the United Slates, that must bo

affected by every movement of the kind, and particu-

larly Maryland and Virginia," and that slavery ought
not to be abolished here until abolished in

I deny that the question has any necessary

neetion whatever with the slave-holding states. The
abolition of slavery here would he productive of nc

injury to the surrounding states. It has been abolish-

ed in one state without injury to an adjoining state.

And to make the abolition of slavery in' the District

dependent upon its abolition in the states of Maryland

and Virginia, would prevent the general government
from selecting their own time for the pertbrmance of

an act of justice, too long delayed, to a much injured

class of our fellow-beings. Tlie will of the natior

government, as well as the benevolent wishes and

prayers of hundreds of thousands of humane petiti(

ers, would be dependent on the legislative acts oft

separate governmentr. The petitioners disclaim

alliance between slavery here and slavery in the

several slates; and I hope that the citizens of the

slave-holding states will not claim such alliance,

that ihcy will not attempt to make slavery her

pendent upon slavery there; and that they wil

contend that an attempt to abolish slavery in Uiis

District is a meddling with slavery in the seve

slates. Should Ihcy thus claim, and thus contend,

ought not the eight milliuns of people inhabiting the

free states to double their exertions for the abolition

of slavery in this District. But, sir, I cannot believe

they will claim such
Sir, I believe it is e.^pedient to grant the prayer of

the petitioners and to abolish slavery and the slave

trade throughout the District. They are not war-

ranted by Ihe laws of nature, or of God, and are op-

pressive and unjust—and injustice can never be tole-

rated without crime, where the power exists to cor-

rect it. And it appears to me that no one can serious,

ly doubt that congress possesses full and ample power
It will strengthen the District by the introduction of a

free population, and do much to protect it against all

future invasion. The abolition of slavery will render

the District more prosperous. Agriculture will flou-

rish ; its fields and plantations will be better cultivated

and improved. Arts and manufactures will be increas-

ed, and industry and enterprise will be doubled. The
black population will be rendered more serviceable

than they now are ; for in the same proportion that

you degrade man you destroy his usefulness. Money
would be more freely appropriated, and a better feel-

ing toward the District would exist. Greater har-

mony would prevail throughoHt the Union. The
public mind would be quieted and tranquilizcd. Tho
power of congress over slavery spent and ended, there

would bo no more petitions for the abolition of slavery

—none, none, would ask congress to interfere with

slavery in the several states.

The prayer, then, of the petitioners is reasonable ;

in accordance with the nature of man, and founded

on the principles of eternal justice. The time, the

age, the progress of liberal principles throughout the

world, seem to require of this republic the abolition

of slavery in the District of Columbia. The inquisi-

tions of Spain and Portugal have been abolished, and
slavery throughout the British dominions has ceased

to exist. The abolition of slavery has kept pace with

the march of republican principles in S. America, and
there, as sceptres have fallen from the hands of liingo

and lyrallt^, the shackles liave fSlkn from enslaved

man ; and slavery has ceased to exist, and is unknown
throughout the South American republics. It is only

known in Brazil, which is still a monarchy, and has

never assumed a republican form of government.

And shall slavery be upheld and retained by this go-

vernment, besting of its freedom and its republican

principles? Our country spent hundreds of millions

of dollars and lost tens of thousands of lives to secure

our independence and freedom from the tyranny and

oppression of Britain. And we uphold and support

at the seat of our government, personal servitude,

personal bondage, and cruel oppressions, harder to be

endured by the sufferers for one day, than years, ah

than ages, of the oppressions of Britain, by our ances-

tors. And do not our professionis, consistency, and

the honour of our country, demand freedom from per-

sonal bondage in all places under the sole legislatior

of the national government? If we refuse to grani

it, shall we not bo liable to be reproached in the fol-

lowing language of the illustrious Jefferson, when
speaking of slavery and the struggle of our ancestors

with England, " What a stupendous, what an incom-
prehensible machine is man, who can endure toil,

famine, stripes, imprisonment, and death itself, in vin-

dication of his own liberty ; and the ne.xt be deaf to

all those motives whose power .supported him through
his trial, and inflict on his fellow men a bondage, one

hour of which is fraught with more misery than ages

of that which he rose in rebellion to oppose.''

The common land, where all the legislators of this

country meet to transact the business of a groat and
the only republic, should be lovely, smiling will

peace, and blessed with the especial presence of liberty

and justice. No bondage, no stripes, no fetters, oi

chains, inflicted or fastened on man without crime

no tears and screams of the oppressed, no heart-bro-

ken lamentations, no wailings of despair for the lights

of morality and religion extinguished ; for hopes pre

sent and hopes future ruined; for all the delightful and
holy associations, and joys of domestic bliss, for I

consider the negro as man ; for all the ties of kindred,

of blood, and of nature, torn asunder and dissolved

forever, should fatigue the eye or pain the ear of

any legislator, or officer of this government, or of the

citizen of this or of any other country, who makes a

pilgrimage to this Mecca, this land of the faithful,

this, as it should be, chosen residence of freedom, to

render homage at the shrine of liberty.

From " The Farmfr's KegiBler."

BONE IWANURE-
Extract frnm a latf Vnglieh puUication

[The Long Island Star, when giving the fol-

lowing article, slates, that the farmers of Long
Island are beginning to understand the value

of bone manure. Not the least use of it has

yet been made in Virginia. Some of the in-

telligent " town farmers," who reside in

Richmond or Petersburg, might profit greatly

by the general neglect and consequent cheap-

ness of this very rich manure.]

In several of the northern, as well as some

of the midland counties, this excellent manure

has been long used, progressively increasing

in quantity from year to year, as experience

taught its value. It is not a little extraordi-

nary, that in many of the counties in the

southern part of the kingdom, the farmers

should be so long ignorant of its virtues; but

since its introduction into Berkshiie and Sur-

rey, about five years ago, with complete suc-

cess, many who were sceptical, have now be-

come warm advocates for its general use; and

ere long, the agriculturists of the counties

around the metropolis at least, will be as

loud in its praise as the experienced farmers

of Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and Nottingham-

shire.

Of the use and advantage of this manure,
we will now proceed to give a brief descrip-

tion, the result of our own experience.

No manure equals it for the turnip crop

—

Swedish, as well as all the other kinds. When
land is dressed with bone manure, plants are

rarely attacked by that dreadful destroyer of

turnips, the fly; and even when subject to

the depredation of that insect, they thrive so

rapidly that they generally grow beyond its

power of injury. It is almost needless to call

to the recollection of the farmer the fielda

which he has seen devoured by that voracious

insect, as soon as the plant appears. Now
by using bones this evil will scarcely ever

occur.

Bone manure is cheap, light of carriage,

and possesses strength and durability—no
slight recommendations.

First—It is cheap. An acre of land, how-
ever poor and barren, will produce a good
crop of turnips, by expending sixty shillings

in bone manure; and where the land is in

good condition, an CAcellent crop will be ob-

tained by using from thirty to forty shillings'

worth.

Secondly—It is light of carriage. One
wagon will easily convey one hundred and

thirty bushels. Let the average of land be

estimated as requiring twenty bushels per

acre, there will be enough in a wagon load

for six acres. With a proper drill ten or

twelve acres can be manured in one day.

Here is an immense saving of labour, at a

season of the year too, when so much is to

be done by the farmer. If dung were to be

had for nothing, and happened to be two

miles from the field, the cartage alone would

cost nearly as much as the whole amount of

the bone dressing. But dung is sold in many
parts of the kingdom at a high rate, Ihe cost

of it swallowing up not only the turnip crop,

but a portion of that crop which follows.

Where a large breadth of turnips is sown and

where there is plenty of dung on tho farm,

how frequently do wc sec the host part of the

season gone before half the turnips are sown.

The reason is obvious—Ihe cartage of this

species of manure has taken up the time.

Let us now consider, thirdly, the strength

and durability of bone manure. It is strong

enough to produce as fine, nay, a superior

crop of turnips to that produced by the richest

dung; and the crops of the three succeeding

years will be quite as good as those following

a crop of turnips from rich dung. In making
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these observations, we beg to be understood

as not depreciating the value of dung as a

manure. We admit that it is of immense im-

portance ; but we presume it will be conceded

that few farmers have as much as they wish,

and the majority have not half enough. If it

be now asked, how these deficiencies of ma-
nure are to be supplied, we answer, by bone
manure.

It would be a waste of time to enter into

the question of carrying dung from large

towns to a remote distance; but bone manure,
from its lightness of carriage, is not liable to

that objection. There is no farm, however
remote, that may not partake of its advantages.

Even the distance of twenty miles from a na-

vigable river or canal will not be deemed too

great to fetch it, seeing that one team will

draw home sufficient to dress six acres of

land. To those persons, then, who have not

as much dung as they would like to hare, and

to those who have not half as muck, bone
manure will prove inestimable.

The best method of using this dressing is

to drill it in with the seed. It may, however,

be sown broad-cast with good effect. If

drilled, it is better when the soil is well pul-

verised, to let the land remain just as left by
the drill, without being harrowed or rolled.

If the manure be used by broad-cast, ten or

fifteen bushels per acre extra should be sown.
Where land is highly cultivated, from ten to

sixteen bushels an acre drilled have been suf-

ficient to produce excellent turnips. If the

broad-cast system be practised, the bone ma-
nure must be scattered after the land is

ploughed; then let it be harrowed once, and
the seed must next be sown. The land must
then be harrowed as it may require.

For barley, or oats, the bune manure is very

good, and particularly fine for winter or spring

vetches, as well as peas of all kinds ; also for

wheat. It is still better for rye. With each

of these crops, it may be either drilled in

with the seed, or sown broad-cast—taking the

precaution of using more, should the latter

method be practised. The quantity used per

acre, according as the soil is more or less

fertile, varying from sixteen, the minimum
—to forty bushels, the maximum—an acre.

The late Sir Joseph Banks esteemed bone
manure highly for potatoes.

This manure, for the crops above enume-
rated, is adapted for all soils, except strong

clay; but the lighter, the drier, and the

warmer the soil is, the more will the good
eflPects be manifested, and come quicker into

operation.

As a dressing for grass land and young
clover, on every kind of soil, clay, a? well as

the lighter species of land, it cannot be
equallpd. The propei jjeiiuOs for using it

are, in the autumn, or very early in the spring,

taking care to have the grass short, so that the

manure may the more readily reach the roots.

If used in meadows, the best time is imme-
diately after the hay is cleared off. Fifty

bushels an acre on grass land would have a

beneficial effect, even to the tenth year. If

a hundred bushels per acre were used on
pasture lands, no manure would be required

for twenty years. It has the effect of pro-

ducing white (Dutch) clover, and other rich

herbage, in the greatest abundance, upon
which sheep and cattle thrive exceedingly.

Worn out meadows, and gentlemen's parks,

even where situated in the poorest soils, will

derive an incalculable benefit from its ferti-

lising powers.

It may be advantageously used to be mixed
up with any kind of ashes, or very rotten dung
—about two thirds ashes or dung, and one
third bones—after being mixed together,

there will a strong fermentation take place,

which will cause the former to be almost as

powerful as the bones. The bones will also

decompose, and operate more speedily, than

they otherwise would do. The horticulturists

and florists, in their several departments, will

find it excellent. No other manure will pro-

duce flowers so luxuriantly as this; and from
its easiness of carriage, it may be conveyed
into the parterre without injuring the walks.

In hot and green houses it will be found of
great use. In fact, whether used in the field

or garden, it cannot be misapplied.

For "The Friend."

MISSIONARY EFFORTS IN CEYtON.
The columns of this Journal have hereto-

fore furn'shed but little information as to the

efibrts which are now making in almost every

part of the globe to diffuse a knowledge of the

gospel among heathen nations. It is however
a deeply interesting subject. Called to the

support of certain great principles as yet ad-

vocated by no other community of Christians,

the Society of Friends has not been led to

engage in those efibrts which seem to require

the use of means inconsistent with the main-
tenance of what they believe to be primary
truths. We may not venture to enquire into

the counsels of the Most High ; and whether
the way may ever be opened for us to engage
in this field of labour, or whether it shall al-

ways be our place to exhibit the light of tiuth

within a more limited sphere, it must be the

earnest desire of every enlightened mind, that

we may not, in the hope of doing good, be in-

duced to sacrifice one tittle of those testimo-

nies in which our fathers most surely believed.

In the mean while, the success of efforts made
by men who conscientiously differ from us, and
the purity of whose motives reason and charity

alike forbid us to impugn, cannot but be a

subject of deep interest to every believer.

The blessed influence of the gospel is not

confined to those who have a knowledge of

Scripture, but the glorious effects of this

knowledge, through faith, in purifying the mo-
rals, elevating the views, fixing the desires and
animating the hopes of the heathen, must ren-

der it the ardent aspiration of every friend of
his race, that tlie nations which sit in darkness
may be brought to see this great light.

The following letter, which we extract from
" The Sunday School Journal," furnishes an
interesting account of one of the many Mis-
sionary stations in India.

FROM CEYLON.
V\^e havejust received a letter from the Rev.

Mr. Eckard, the last missionary sent by the

American Board to Ceylon, and give below

such paragraphs as are likely to interest our
readers generally. Mr. Eckard arrived in

Batlicotta on the 6th of March last, and en-

tered at once on his duties in the seminary
there, besides devoting several hours daily to

the study of the Tamul language. It will add
to the gratification of our readers to know that

Mr. Eckard was for several years a Sunday-
school teacher in his native city, Philadelphia,

and went fresh from that service to his pre-

sent field.

" You are aware that I am connected with

the Mission Seminary. It is a college where
religion and science are taught together.

There are 130 students in it, all of them na--

tives of Ceylon. Of these 56 are members of
the church, and many more profess to be con- .

verted, but are kept as " candidates" for some
time " to try their spirits," for we cannot here
" believe every spirit," nor admit members to

the church until after a long trial. More than

100 of these students can speak English. I

therefore have a wide field open, even before

I am master of their language. On an aver-*

age I spend about two hours every day with

some of the classes, instructing them either in

religion or scientific truths. The greater part

of the students are superintended by young
men, who themselves are educated in the semi-

nary. All these superintendents are, as we
trust, decidedly pious, and will probably become
preachers to their heathen countrymen. Some
of the higher classes are to be taught by Mr.
Poor, or myself, and I have to study hard to

be able to undertake the management of these

higher sciences. You must understand that

science is part of the Hindoo religion. Their
sacred books pretend to teach all sciences.

One of the most powerful modes of overturn-
ing their idolatry is to teach a correct system
of philosophy. Hence the importance of the

studies in the seminary will be manifest. If

we teach the true system of astronomy, and
prove that we have liie true system, by calcu-

lating and predicting eclipses, and explaining

how we do this, we at the same time give the

lie to their sacred books, which assei t a very

wild and extravagant system of astronomy.
So by means of trigonometrical calculations

we can prove the falsehood of some of their

assertions respecting the height of the north

star, which assertions are part of their religion.

Trigonometry iheiefore must be taught, and
in order to teach it as well as astronomy, we
have to leach algebra and geometry. Much
of this is well taught by our native assistants.

Their sacred books contain much error re-

specting the causes of thunder and lightning;

we oppose this by lecturing on electricity. An
old Brahmin, who lives near us, remarked to

one of our native preachers :
' If the mission-

aries would cease to tell us of that Jesus and
the motion of the earth, they would do very

well.' You perceive readily that our science

as well as our religion is calculated to blowup
their superstition.

" I have said enough already to show you
that I am sufficiently employed—but this is not
all. There are many villages all around,

crowded with miserable idolaters. It will not

answer to neglect these entirely. At present

I go but once a week to these villages, on
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Tuesday, for on Sunday I preach to the stu-

dents. Every Tuesday evening, just as the

hot sun sinks below the horizon, I start in one

direction and Mr. Poor in another, and Dr.

Ward in a third. We each take two native

assistants from the seminary. These pray and

preach also, and in my case one acts as an in-

terpreter; for until I acquire the language I

will be able to preach in this way only, wliicli

is a miserable way with a bad interpreter, and

a good one with such interpreters as I have,

inielligeni, warm-hearled, young Christian con-

verts, well educated both in heathenism and

Christianity. Can you imagine me at one of

these meetings ? We assemble after dark in a

house, which consists merely of posts driven

in the ground supporting a roof of large leaves

laid on palmyra rafters. The hard ground is

covered with coarse native mats. Two lan-

terns suspended from a beam partially illumin-

ate the darkness. By their gleam you may
see the dusky forms of my auditors, two or

three dozen men and boys, some almost naked,

the others with a piece ofcloth tied round their

bodies and a dirty turban on their heads. All

are seated on the mats which cover the earthen

floor. Amidst this group of pagans we speak

of Jesus and the only true God, of faith and

repentance and a judgment to come. Gener-

ally they are attentive—their eyes fixed on the

speaker as they lie in a half-reclining attitude

along the mats. They very frequently ask

questions, or make objections to what is said,

and sometimes become turbulent. Often

however they will only say "very good" at

the end of each sentence which they like.

They say it of course in their own language.

One evening a man said to me in the course

of the remarks—" Whilst I am here listening

I am very good, but as soon as I go away, all

my evil comes back again." Another on the

same occasion remarked with great earnest-

ness—" You come here and tell us that all our

old ways are bad and that we must repent, now

tell me what repentance is." When such a

question is seriously proposed by a heathen,

there is some ground to hope that he will learn

to answer it by his own experience. *
" I much doubt whether there are many

Sunday schools in America much superior to

ours at Balticotta, composed of 300 heathen

children, and taught by young men who them

selves were once heathens. The good beha-

viour of the scholars here casts shame upon

that of many children in the United States.

In the daily schools of the mission we have in

all about 2700 boys and 400 girls. The church

meinbers are in number 201 ; but there

others who, we trust, are converted, but whom
it is not safe to admit to the church until they

are well tried."

We learn from Mr. Eckard that the Britisl

government in India have given permission to

the American missionaries to establish a sta-

tion at Madura, in the presidency of Madras,

a city of a hundred thousand inhabitants, and

formerly the capital of the Tamul kings.

Messrs. Todd and Hoisington had Id^ Ceylon

and proceeded to Madura.

OCCASIONAL, THOUGHTS.—NO. XVIII.

" There was a certain rich man which was clothed

n purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every

day : and there was a certain beggar, named Lazarus,

which was laid at his gale full of sores, and desiring

to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich

man's table: moreover the dogs came and licked his

sores. And it came to pass, that the beggar died,

vas carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom :

the rich man also died, and was buried ; and in hell

he lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abra-

ham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom."—Luke xvi.

19—21.

There is much contained in this account of

Lazarus and the rich man, culuulntcd citliei

to comfoit the " poor of this world rich in

faith," or to warn those who are apparently

satisfied with the good things that this life

ds ; but it may be more profitable at the

present time, perhaps, to consider it chiefly

it regards the latter. We are told nothing

of the early history of these two individuals,

but that one was an afflicted beggar, and the

other a rich man who was clothed in purple

and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every

day ; but from the sequel, made known by

Him in whose hands are the keys of life and

death, we conclude that one, amidst his po-

verty and distress, was serving God ; while

the heart of the other was far from him. The
present is a day wherein it would seem that

there are some even in our own Society,

who are " lovers of pleasure more than lovers

of God," and like this rich man are squander-

ing the wealth committed to their keeping,

for the aggrandisement of their families, or to

gratify their own sensual appetites. 'I'hough

unlike many whom they would perhaps term
" people of the world," they are found neither

at the horse race, the theatre, the ball room,

nor the card table ; though their outward con-

duct may be correct according to man's judg

ment; though they may not, like this rich

man, be arrayed in purple, yet they are

clothed in fine linen, and fare sumptuously

every day ; and from their spirit, their con-

versation, the pleasure evidently derived from

their splendid establishments, their costly

furniture, and elegant equipages, we should

conclude that " God was not in all their

thoughts." Who does not remember that

instructive account of the moral young man
who thought he was willing to give up all

for Christ; but when he was told to part with

his idol, " to sell all that he had and give to the

poor, went away sorrowful, for he had great

possessions?" Though we would be far from
limiting the power of Divine grace, or ex-

cluding any from its eflicacy, yet we are ex-

pressly told, and we believe it to be true, that

" They that would be rich, fall into tempta-

tion, and a snare, and into many foolish and

hurtful lusts, which drown men's souls in per-

dition." Not that there is any sin in possess-

ing wealth ; but there is such a proneness in

men to make it their idol, so much in the

deference and respect which it naturally ex-

cites, to nourish pride and self-confidence,

that it is " easier for a camel to go through

the eye of a needle than for a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of heaven." Seeing

then that there is so much danger connected

th worldly property, that many who are

rich in time, become beggars in eternity, is it

not enough to alarm those who in their life-

time are enjoying so many good things, and

to bring them to a strict examination to

know, whether their accumulating treasures

are of such a kind, and spent in such a man-
ner, as not to impede their progress to a bet-

ter world? But methinks I hear one say, " 1

have amassed riches by my own industry, and

it is just that they should be spent to purchase

happiness." 1 reply, what hast thou that thou

hast not received ? Who has made the fruit

tree to blossom, and the fields to yield their

wheat? Ry whose command has thy ship been
wafted across the waters, and health and
strength been afforded thee to attend to busi-

ness in times of greatest exigency? By whose
blessing have thy honest efl'orts prospered, and
thy life and reason been preserved, while

many have been cut ofl" unprepared? Hast
thou by thy own power done all these things ?

If not—then render unto Him from whom
proceed all these mercies, the thanks due
unto Him. To those who look only at the

things that are seen, the affairs and business
of this life appear of great importance ; but
be assured the time will come, sooner or later,

when all that is worldly shall turn to dross

around us; when to feel that, amid our earthly

pursuits, we have still kept our eye steadily

fixed upon a " mansion in the heavens," will

be the only reflection that will give us any
consolation; be persuaded, then, to arouse and
shake yourselves from the dust of mammon.
The time shall speedily arrive when you
will have to say, " We wearied ourselves in

the way of wickedness and destruction : yea,

we have gone through deserts where there

lay no way : but as for the way of the Lord,

we have not known it. What hath pride pro-

fited us ? or what good hath riches with our

vaunting brought us?"—Wisdom v. 7—8.

. . . h

For " The Friend."

Believing that the careful perusal of the

accompanying extracts from " A Christian

Epistle to Friends in general," by George
Whitehead, would be of advantage to many,
their inseition in " The Friend," is respect-

fully requested.
" It is both a great grief and scandal also

to see so many of the younger sort who fre-

quent our meetings, even of Friends' children,

degenerating into pride and height of spirit,

and apparel, so nearly to imitate and border

upon the world as too many do, contrary to

the gravity, modesty, sobriety, plainness, sim-

plicity, innocence, and humility which truth

requires, in example as well as in spirit, and
which truth at first led many into; and as still

it doth lead and order them that truly love

and obey it; in which I pray God to settle

and order his people, and that no plea nor

excuse may be made to maintain pride, vanity,

or immodesty in apparel, which only gratifies

vain airy minds and spirits, and the lust of

the carnal eye, and grieves the tender, and
gives occasion of reproach and stumbling to

them that are without, and to such as are so-

berly and religiously inclined. Oh, it is pre-
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cious to keep low and humble before the

Lord, and to walk as living examples of

Christian humility ; a lowly mind is content

with low things and loves plainness.
" And this is observable, that if never so

much be truly and sincerely preached
public against pride and vanity of apparel,

&c. if it be indulged or connived at at home
in children or young persons, by parents,

guardians, or overseers, all preaching, instruc

tion, and warning, proves to them but as water
spilt upon the ground, and makes no impi

sion : whilst through such encouragement and
indulgence at home, they embrace a spirit of
pride and irreverence towards God, and disre

gard to hi^ truth and people; and thougl:

some formality and something of the form of

truth they may have, by outward education,

it is not by the work of regeneration ; for

there are but fevv in comparison that really

come in at that door; and therefore I have

had often a godly fear upon me of the spring-

ing up of degenerate plants amongst us, and

a degenerate generation to the dishonour of

truth and our holy profession, after our day.

" And, Friends, have not the faith of our

Lord Jesus Christ with respect of persons.

This was ancient and Christian counsel. So
let not the rich and high contemn the low
and mean; let not uncertain riches puff up
any, or exalt them above their brethren ; nor
any brother of high degree in earthly enjoy

ments, slight or contemn their brethren of

low degree. Some sincere hearted and ser-

viceable Friends and brethren have enjoyed
plenty of the world's goods, and yet through
losses, sufferings, and disappointments, or

others, unjust dealings by them, are brought
low in the world, and who were esteemed
when in prosperity. It would be very un
christian and sinful to slight or disesteem

them in this adversity, which is their trial.

The poor of this world who are rich in faith,

whom God hath chosen, are near unto him:
their faith is the more tried by iheir poverty

and lowness, and how soon that may be the

trial of many that are rich, they know not;

therefore it is very unsafe for any to trust in

uncertain riches, or to be exalted or lifted up
because of them; they should rather humbly
depend upon the living God, and trust in

him, and love and esteem their brethren in

truth, how mean and low soever in this world,

knowing that with God there is no respect of

persons, nor with them who truly bear his

image."

Selected for " TJie Friend."

THE MORE COXVENIENT SEASON.

Alone he sat and wept. That very night,

The ambassador of God, with earnest zeal
Of eloquence, had warned him to repent ;

And, like the Roman at Drusilla's side,

Hearing the truth, he trembled. Conscience wrought,
Yet sin allured. The struggling shook him sore.

The dim lamp waned—the hour of midnight tolled—
Prayer sought for entrance—but the heart had closed
Its diamond valve. He threw him on his couch,
And bid the spirit of his God depart.

—But there was war within him, and he sighed,
" Depart not utterly, thou Blessed One !

Return, when youth is past, and make my soul
For ever thine."

With kindling brow, he trod
The haunts of pleasure, while the viol's voice.

And beauty's smile, his joyous pulses woke.
To love he knelt, while on his brow she hung
Her freshest myrtle wreath. For gold he sought.
And winged wealth indulged him, till the world
Pronounced him happy. Manhood's vigorous prime
Swelled to its clima-t, and his busy days
And restless nights swept like a tide away.
Care struck deep root around him, and each shoot
Still striking earthward, like the Indian tree

Shut out with woven shades the eye of heaven ;

When, lo ! a message from the crucified

—

" Look unto me, and live." Pausing, he spake
Of weariness, and haste, and want of time.

And duty to his children; and besought
A longer space to do the work of heaven.—God spake again, mlifln nfre had shed its snows
On his worn temples, and the palsied hand
Shrank from gold-gathering. But, the rigid chain
Of habit bound him, and he slili implored
A more convenient season.—" See, my step
Is firm and free—my unquenchcd eye deliglit.s

To view this pleasant world, and life with me
May last yet many years, tn the calm hour
Of lingering sickness, I can better fit

For vast eternity."

Disease approached,
And reason fled. The maniac strove with death,
And grappled like a fiend, with shrieks and cries.

Till darkness smote his eye-balls, and thick ice

Closed in around his heart-strings. The poor clay
Lay vanquished and distorted—but the soul

—

The soul whose promised season never came
To hearken to its Maker's call,—had gone
To weigh His sufferance with its own abuse.
And 'bide the audit.

L. H. SiGonRNEjr.

TUB FRZHZ^D.
THIRD MONTH, 14, 1835.

It may not be known to many of our dis

tant subscriber.s, that during the session of
congress wiiich has just closed, a number of
memorials were presented from Pennsylvania,
New York, and the New England States, urg-
ing the expediency and duty and policy of abol-

ishing slavery, and the domestic slave trade, in

the District of Columbia. As it was believed
that the proposed measure is free from every
constitutional objection—that it would not in-

terfere with the plea of exclusive right reserv-

ed to the slave states to legislate on the sub-
ject of slavery, it seemed but reasonable to

hope, that all parties, not excepting slave hold-

ers themselves, would unite in the enactment
of a law called for by every consideration of
sound policy, justice and benevolence. It ap
pears however that the petitions were disposed
of in a very summary way, almost without a

hearincr. There was nevertheless, among the

members of the house of representatives, one
man, at least, of sufficient intrepidity and in

iepenilence to plead in support of the memo-
iais, and who brought to his aid an array of

facts and argument, which we could wish might
be read throughout the land. We have in the

present number inserted from the National In-

telligencer (a paper published at Washington)
of 2d month 16tb, the largest part of the

peech alluded to, and to which we solicit the

special attention of our

However justly we may condemn the folly,

e.xtravagance and pompous display in the cus-

toms of different nations, that is no good rea-

son why we should be ignorant of the existence
of these things. We have copied from the
last number of Littell's Museum an article,
" Splendours of the East," which may serve
as a specimen of oriental magnificence.

We have derived much gratification from the
inspection of several successive numbers of
The Farmers' Register, a well conducted
monthly journal published at Richmond, Va.
They contain many articles of interest and
value, particularly to persons connected with
rural occupations. On6 of these, which treats
on " Bone Manure" we have selected for to-
day, in the belief that it furnishes hints which
may be turned to account..

Friends' Reading Room Association.

A meeting of Friends to consider the pro-
priety of establishing a hbrar/ and reading
room, was held on the 10th inst. and an ade-
quate sum of money having been subscribed
to commence the institution, a constitution w^s
prepared" and adopted, and a committee ap-
pointed to report the names of managers, a
treasurer, and a clerk. The Association ad-
journed to the evening of Third day the ]7th
inst. to meet at half past seven o'clock, at the
committee room. Arch street, to receive the
report, and make the appointments required
by the constitution.

An annual meeting of the Tract Associa-
tion of Friends, will be held on the evening
of fifth day, the I9th instant, at 7^ o'clock,
in the committee room. Arch street. The
members of both sexes, and Friends generally,
who feel interested in the object of the asso-
ciation, are invited to attend.

John Carter, Clerk.
]ilada. 3d mo. 12th, 1835.

HAVERPORD SCHOOL.
The summer session will commence on the

second fouith day in the 5th mo. Applicants
for admission are requested to forward their
names to the secretary of the managers. No.
39, Market street, Philadelphia, as early as
convenient.

3d mo. 7th, 1835.

A stated annual meeting of the " Contri-
butors to the Asylum for the relief of persons
deprived of the use of their reason," will be
held at Friends' meeting house on Mulberry
street, on fourth day, the 18th of the third
month next, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Joseph Snowdon, Clerk.
Philada. Zd mo. tbth, 1835.

Agent Appointed.-

S. Windham, P. O.,

—William Cobb,Gorham,
Maine.

Died, in this city, on the 9th instant, of consump-
tion, giving a consoling evidence of peace, Edward
Hackek, son of William E. Hacker, in the 15th year
of his age.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Street, below Seventh, Philaieljphia.
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Agriculture, Soil, and Products of Middle
Florida.

Since the transfer of the Floridas by Spain

to the United States, in 1819, those countries,

in various points of view, have become objects

of increasing interest. In one of the late num-
bers of the Farmer's Register, is a letter ad-

dressed to the editor, the information con-

tained in which respecting a portion of that

newly acquired territory—the culture of su-

gar, cotton, the orange, &c., we thought

would be acceptable to the readers of " The
Friend," and therefore insert the greater part

of it.

Up'to the period of our acquisition cf the

Floridas, little was known of their internal

condition, their soil, climate, &c., and the

most contradictory opinions were entertained.

But when Middle Florida had been penetrated

and explored, and a country found possessing

a large portion of fertile lands, with a beauti-

fully undulating surface, and a climate, as it

was fondly hoped,

" Where the flowers ever blossom, the beams ever

shine;"

the most favourable impressions were made
upon the public mind; the expectations of
many were wrought up to an inordinate de-

gree, and they indulged the belief that they

would be able to unite there the various pro-

ducts of the temperate and torrid zones. Be-

sides cotton, sugar cane, &c., many iiastened

to plant the orange, not doubting that, in due
time, they would be gratified by the fragrance

of its bloom, aiid the luxury of its fruit. But,

in the full tide of experiment, " there came a
frost, a killing frost." The memorable frost

of the 6th of April, ]82ti, and those of ilie

two succeeding winters, have demonstrated to

the unwilling inhabitants of the interior of

Middle Florida, lliat, with them, the orange

cannot be produced in the open air. On the

sea coast and islands, however, no doubt can

be entertained of the practicability of pro-

ducing it, because it is produced in East Flo-

rida, in the same latitude, and on the sea islands

of Georgia, in a higher latitude.

With respect to sugar cane, the disappoint-

ments have been less signal and decisive, but

the losses far greater. Tts production and

manufacture is an expensive process, and

where any thing like a crop is attempted, a

failure is attended with serious consequences.

Tiie failures which have been experienced

here in this ci-op have resulted mainly from

want of knowledge, and want of adequate pre-

parations for " taking off the crop," that is,

for grinding and boiling the cane. In com-
mon with Louisiana, however, much loss has

resulted from the severe frosts of the last

three winters. From my own experience, and

from my observations in Louisiana and in Flo-

rida, I believe that in no part of the United

States is the sugar cane so good a crop as

cotton; Quaque ipse miserrima nidi, et quorum

parsfui. In the lower part of Louisiana, how
ever, and in East Florida, that culture may be

advantageously pursued, because there the

climate is most favourable for cane, and the

soil not so suitable for cotton. The high price

of sugar which now prevails, and which is

likely to continue, is an additional incentive to

its production in those parts of the United

States, which favour it most.

So much has, of late years, been written

and published in the United States concerning
the culture of the sugar cane, that I shall be

brief in what I have to say on this subject.

Two sorts or species are cultivated in Flo-

rida, the Otaheite or Green Cane, and the

Ribband Cane. The former attains the largest

growth; the latter is a more hardy plant, and,

therefore, better adapted to the vicissitudes of

oijr climate. The mode of planting is in drills,

from four to five feet apart; tfie cane laid

horizontally in the trench or drill, two or three

together, in order to insure a good stand. The
lime of planting may be at any time between

the first of November and the first of April,

when the temperature of the weather does not

approach the freezing point, at which times

the cane must not be taken from its beds, and
exposed to the air. Afier it has come up, it

is ploughed and hoed like cotton or Indian

corn. About the middle of October, the

grinding and boiling should be begun, as the

lower part of the canes is then fit for sugar,

and the tops for planting. But it is usual also
lO 1C=C1.0 u ,.v,rt;^., of ll.o onJiro o„„oo for

planting. When the approach of frost is

feared, the standing cane is cut off at the sur-

face of the ground, and laid in large flat beds,

or mattresses, in which situation, if the opera-

tion be properly performed, it is secure from

the effects of frost. After this the grinding

may be continued, and I have known sugar

made from cane that had lain in mattresses for

forty, fifty, and sixty days.

Fi-om the roots of the cane left in the earth,

a second crop is obtained, which is called the

" Rattoon crop," which ripens earlier and

more perfectly than the crop from the plant-

inss. It is desirable, therefore, to have one
half the crop of each year from ratloons, in

order that by mixing them, in boiling, the

gieater maturity of the one may compensate,
in a degree, for the deficiency of the other.

After severe winters, however, the rattoon

ciop has been found to fail to a greater or less

extent. In this climate the rattoons can only

be relied on for one year, and, without them,
it requires from twenty to twenty-five per cent,

of the whole crop to renew it. It is obvious

that this alone is a severe tax upon the sugar

planter.

The cultivation of cotton, which, at first,

was but a secondary object with most of the

settlers in Florida, has become the principal

pursuit of the planters.

Three sorts or species of cotton are planted

in Middle Florida. First, the common green-

seed cotton {Gossypium herbaceum), originally

from India, and the Levant. Second, the

Mexican coilon (Gossypium hirsutumf). Third,

lhesea.-\s\and coUon(GossypiumBarbadense?),
which is a native of some of the West India

islands. The two former are short staples,

the last is the long staple cotton. The modes
of cultivating and ginning the latter differs

from that of the two former, which is so well

known in all the southern states.

The sea-island cotton being a plant of larger

growth, requires more space than the two other

species. On good soils it is not unusual to see

it ten feet high. It is usual to make the beds

or ridges larger, and to hoe it more carefully

than the other sorts; but it may be doubted

whether there is any essential difference in the

plants, in this respect. It requires a longer

season to mature- its fruit than the others.

Tlie diflerence is probably about four weeks.

The short staple cottons are prepared for

market with sawgins, which do their work
with great despatch. On the contrary, it is

necessary to prepare the sea-island cotton with

roller-gins, in order to avoid breaking the

staple, and thus destroying that length offibre
which gives it its superiority over the other

sorts of cotton. Of the roller-gins, there are
oovoi a\ aci ta, diffci illg in tho modo of construc-
tion, as the foot-gin, the horse-gin, «Sic., but
all of which are slow in operation when com-
pared with the saw-gin. Again, the product
of this cotton, to the acre, is not so great as
the other. But to compensate for these dis-

advantages, the price of it, when prepared for

market, is usually about double the price of
short staple cotton. On some of the sea-islands

of South Carolina, a variety of the long staple

cotton is produced (by a few planters) which
is much finer than that which is ordinarily
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cultivated, and which commands about double

the price of the latter, and quadruple the price

of short staple cotton. The knowledge of it

was for a long time a secret, confined to a few;

but the seeds are now freely sold in the Charles-

ton market, at from two to five dollars a bushel.

At times when the prices of cottons have been

high, this fine variety has commanded a dollar

per pound, and the discoverer of it was ofiered,

by a neighbouring planter, ^60,000 for the se-

cret

!

As yet, however, the Mexican cotton is that

which is most commonly cultivated in Middle

Florida, but the soil and climate having been

proved to be well adapted to the production of

sea-island cotton, it is probable that, as the

plantations are opened, and the pressure of

out-door labour during winter becomes less,

the proportion of this cotton will be in-

creased.

The average product of this species of cot-

ton may be stated at about six hundred pounds

to the acre, though it is not unusual to obtain

as much as eight hundred pounds. Its yield

from the seed, is as one to three, while that of

short staple cotton is a little more than one to

four. During the past season, some planters

of Mexican cotton have obtained seven, eight,

and even nine bags to the hand, but the average

is probably not more than four or five.

Cotton in this climate begins to bloom during

the first week in June, and the picking may
be commenced early in August. Sea-island

cotton should be planted between the 10th of

March and the 1st of April. Short staple

cotton may be planted at any time from th

10th of March to the middle of May. The
sea-island cotton is used for the finest cotton

fabrics, and the finest sewing cotton, and it is

said to be used in France for adulterating

their silks.

Spanish tobacco has been cultivated in Flo

lida, and found to do well. Segars have been

made of it which have all the perfume of good

Havana segars. It is said to be a profitable

crop.

The olive tree {Olea Europaa) has been

tried, and found not to succeed. Col. John

Gamble imported a number of trees from M
seilles, and planted them on his estate. He
informs me that they have perished to the roots

by frost, every winter since he planted them.

And yet in the garden of my friend Dr. Wray,

of Augusta, (Geo.) I have seen a young olive

tree, which for several years, has borne the

winters in the open air. Of the European
olive, however, there are several varieties, and

that which I saw in the garden of Dr. W. is

not the one which is commonly cultivated, as

it requires a much longer period to come to

maturity. Like iIjb orange tree, me oIIvb

would probably do well on the sea coast and

islands. 1 learn that the olive has been reared

at Augustine, where oranges are also produced

in abundance.

Indian corn does welt, and the crop is easily

made. It may be planted the first week in

March, and the cultivation completed early in

June. When the spring is favourable, it may
be planted in February, and the cultivation

completed in May.
Oats and rye do well, and ought to be ex

tensively introduced to alternate with colton

and corn.

Wheat has been but little tried, and I am
unable to say with what success.

In the soil of Florida there is great diversity.

The reader, perhaps, has not to be told that a

portion of the country is occupied by

•pine barrens, as they are called. Even in

these there is great diversity, some being quite

productive, while others are extremely barren.

In the former, the pines (jnnus palustris, the

long leaf, pitch pine) grow large and tall, and
are associated with the Black Jack (Quercus
nigra) in the latter they are stunted in growth,
and are associated with the " barrens' scruD

oak," (Quercvs Cateshcei) which, in common
language, is often confounded with the " Black

Jack."

The richest uplands are the Hammocks or

Hummocks, a word which probably has its

root in the Latin humidtis, moist, or humeo to

be wet, indicating in this instance, not a wet

or swampy soil, but its contiguity to some
body of water, either a creek, river, or lake.*

Intermediate between these are the oaky

lands, which have a stiffer soil than the

others, and by many are thought to excel the

hammocks in the production of cotton. The
frequency and suddenness with which these

soils change from one to another, surprises

every observer, and baflles every theory to

account for it. Frequently after passing a

dreary tract of pine barrens, or barren sand-

hills, you come suddenly on the borders of

a hummock, which greets you like an oasis

in a desert, contrasting with the former the

fertility of its soil, and the beauty of its

numerous evergreens.

f

Marl is not rare in Florida, and the whole
country being based on a shell rock, it is,

probably, abundant, and will, in due time, be

developed. I have myself seen some very

fine specimens.

Very respectfully, yours,

H. B. Croom.
Late Lafayette, near Tallahasse, March, 1834.

P. S. With respect to fruits, I may state,

that peaches do very well, though they are

sometimes destroyed by the spring frosts-

Apples, pears, cherries, &c. have not been
sufficiently tried. The number of wild plums
in this country, is remarkable. A species

of gooseberry (Ribes rotundifolium of M
chaux?) grows wild in the hammocks, and from

the quantity of subalpine growth, it might

be inferred that this country would prove fa

* Or perhaps in allu?ion to the humidity of its at

mosphere, as the branches of the trees and their dense

foliage detain the evaporation, and keep up a degree

as tlie Long Moss, Mistletoe, Epidendrum, &c.

t Pre-eminent among these stands the stately Mag-
nolia Grandiflora, accompanied by its relative the

fragrant Magnolia Auriciilata, the Oloa Americana
Hopca tinctoria, Ilex Opaca, Prunus Caroliniana, &c.
Here too, are the Red-bud and the Beech, the elegant

Sluartia, the showy Hydrangea, and the Azalea.

These are often entwined about their trunks by those

elegant creepers, the Carolina Jessamine, the Coral

Honeysuckle, the Decumaria Sarmentosa, the luxu

riant Cissus, and the splendid Bignonias, while the

Tillandsia Resnooides festoons their branches ! Such
is a Florida hammock—the pride of Flora, and the

paradise of botanists.

vourable to the production of most of the

fruits of temperate climates. But the fact

remains to be tested. Strawberries grow as

large and as fine as I have seen them in any

country. They are now ripening abundantly:

(March 31st.)

Some corn which I planted about the 20th

of February last, came up in due time, has

been ploughed and hoed once, and is now
thrifty and promising. It is probable that

two crops of corn might be made in one sea-

son, if it were desirable to do so. But late

corn in this climate is apt to be attacked by

worms, while in roasting ear.

One of the most important and noble testi-

monies which the Society of Friends is called

to proclaim to the world, is that which res-

pects the spirituality of the gospel dispensa-

tion and the immediate sensible influences of

the spirit of truth, or light of Christ, on the

soul of man ; by which his conscience is en-

lightened, his duty manifested, his sins re-

proved, and his obedience commended. This

was a prominent and distinguishing charac-

teristic in the ministry and writings of the

early Friends, and one which involved them
in much controversy with the priests and high

professors of that day. The prevailing error

in Christendom was not a disbelief of the

truth or divine origin of the holy scriptures,

of the outward manifestation of the dear Son

of God, of his deity, or the remission of past

sins through his propitiatory sacrifice. Such
heresy was scarcely known, at that period, and
wherever it existed was viowed with abhor-

rence by Christian denominations, and by
Friends especially ; as is obvious from their

prompt disownment of one or more of their

own fraternity who had fallen into those er-

rors, as well as by the energetic and indignant

replies of William Penn to a Socinian oppo-

nent. The great error which Friends per-

ceived in most religious societies was an im-

plicit reliance on the mere assent of the un-

derstanding to those precious truths of the

Christian faith, while the all-important work
of regeneration, a real and thorough change
of heart by the cleansing and sanctify ing ope-

ration of the Holy Spirit, was neglected and

overlooked. Orthodox in their principles,

and punctual in the performance of the ex-

ternal duties and ceremonies of their respec-

tive sects, they imagined that they had at-

tained all that was to be known of the effects

of religion, not considering that it is the spirit

of Christ only which can give life or virtue to

any acts of obedience nr devotion, or presemt

them as an acceptable offering to the Father
of Spirits. Friends viewed this state of car-

nal security as dangerous to the spiritual wel-

fare of immortal souls, and they therefore

constantly and earnestly insisted on the indis-

pensable necessity of coming under the pow-
erful and humbling influences of the light of
Christ. Another prevalent idea was that the

holy scriptures were the only rule of faith

and practice—that in them every man might
find his whole duty recorded, and that he had
only to turn over their inspired pages to as-
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certain every thing necessary for him to be-

lieve and perform in order to salvation.

Frienda, on the contrary, held that though the

scriptures contained many general and par-

ticular rules which were necessary for every

Christian to obscive, yet that the clear under-

standing and import of their contents could

only be truly unfolded and applied to the re-

spective states of tiie readers by the Holy

Spirit which dictated them. Hence they de-

clared that the Spirit itself was the great and

primary rule by which each individual was to

be governed, and that the scriptures when read

under that divine influence were a correspon-

dent and concurrent rule so far as they went,

and that one would never contradict the other.

But as there nrc many things required uf tlje

Christian which he could never ascertain by

readingthe scriptures to be his special duty,

such as preaching the gospel, going to any

particular place or person to warn, exhort or

reprove them—and various matters connected

with his everyday intercourse with the world

—so they maintained the necessity of a con-

stant and humble waiting on the teaching of

the spirit of truth in the heart, that the path

of duty might be clearly seen and steadily

pursued.

In the truth of this doctrine, and its un-

speakable importance to the salvation of man-

kind, their own experience largely confirmed

theni. Previous to their belief in and obedi-

ence to it, they found no rest to their weary

souls. Many of them were among the most

serious people of the day, and highly esteemed

in the sects to which they belonged for their

extraordinary piety and religious experience

They were remarkably strict in their lives,

diligent and earnest in their devotions, and

regular in complying with the ordinances and

regulations of their several societies. But

notwithstanding all this they found sin was

still alive m their members; they could not

attain that victory over its motior)s which they

panted and longed for, nor that inward peace

and settlement which they believed was to be

experienced. They could not adopt the Ian

guage of the apostle that " the law of tht

spirit of life in Christ Jesus had made them

free from the law of sin and death ;" and were

therefore persuaded that there must be a

purer and more spiritual way than they had

yet found.

This was like the first rays of the sun

struggling with the clouds and mists of the

morning. Many strong prejudices were to be

overcome, creaturcly activity stilled, and

dependence on rites, observances and good

works broken up. Long and painful was the

conflict, and deep the exercises which many
passed through. But their hearts were se

good earnest to seek the Lord and his truth,

and he who regarded their sincerity and up

lightness led them step by step as they were

able to bear it, dispelling onecloud and doubt

after another until he brought them to the

brightness of the gospel day.

They frequented the preaching of those

who were accounted the most spiritually

minded and faithful ministers, read the scrip

lures diligently and became intimately ac

quainted with their contents, were much en

gaged in prayer, both privately and in meet-;

ingsheld for the purpose, and increased the!

strictness of their lives. Amid all this there

was still something lacking—their thirsty

souls were not satiated, and they went mourn-
fully and heavily on their way.

At length the day dawned— the spiritual

sun arose and shed his enlivening beams upon
their souls, in which they saw clearly that

that which made them uneasy amid the multi-

tude of their religious performances was no
less than the spirit of truth, the comforter,

which our blessed Saviour promised to send

his disciples to lead them into all truth ; and

that as they took heed to its motions they

should experience the accomplishment ofthose
things -which they had so long and earnestly

desired.

This was like the opening of a new dispen-

sation to them, and great was the change it

made in their views and conduct. Their for-

mer activity now became a burden to them, be-

cause they saw that, being in their own wills,

it was not acceptable to God—it diverted their

attention from the gift of God in themselves,

and prevented them from coming to a clear

sight and sense of their real conditions. They
could no longer preach, or pray, or sing, in

their own time or wills, nor run to hear this or

the other minister ; but were constrained to

keep in true stillness and silence, to wait in

humble dependence on the unfoldings of the

spirit of truth, that they might be savingly

taught the things which belonged to their soul's

peace.

Precious indeed were the fruits which re-

sulted from (his lowly, waiting, inward, state of

mind. They were not only given to see the

sad condition of man in the fall, and the ex-

ceeding sinfulness of sin, but they found that

the spirit of truth could and did give them the

victory over sin, and bring them up out of the

fallen estate into the glorious liberty of the

sons of God, and great were the joy and peace
they experienced in patiently abiding under its

refining baptisms.

It is no marvel that persons who had wea-
ried themselves in fruitlessly seeking the liv-

ing among the dead, whose souls had long

been hungering and thirsting for tiie bread and

water of life, and panting and praying for the

dawning of a clearer day, should rejoice in the

fulfilment of their desires—and in feeling the

very blessedness and glory of that which God
had been pleased to confer on them, should

invite and impress upon all the reception of

that which had wrought for them so happy a

deliverance. Hence the doctrine of the light

of Christ in the conscience as a rule and guide

to man, became a distinguishing feature of
Quakerism, and formed an important part of

the preaching of its ministers. It lies at tlie

very foundation of the profession, and is as Wil-

liam Penn says :
" the root of the goodly tree

of doctrines that branched and sprung out from

it." For while it confirmed them in the sin-

cere belief of the holy scriptures and of all

that is there recorded concerning the coming,

propitiatory sufferings, and death of the Lord
Jesus, his resurrection, ascension and mediation

with the Father, it gave them to see that a

mere assent of the understanding to these ne-

cessary truths was not sufficient for salvation,

and that it was only by yielding to the heart-

changing power of the Spirit, and being born

again from above, that they could have any

availing interest in those precious gospel doc-

trines, or realise in their own experience the

blessed effects of the coming and sufferings

of the dear Son of God.
Much as they esteemed the sacred writings,

and often as they expressed their gratitude to

a merciful Providence for preserving them
through so many dark ages and transmitting

them to us, and ever ready as they were to ac-

knowledge the comfort and instruction they

derived from them through the enlightening in-

fluences of the Spirit, still they dared not place

their dependence upon them, nor make an idol

of the Bible, as too many did. They saw that

many of the high professors were building

their religion on the knowledge of the scrip-

tures, reading and studying them a great deal,

and exalting them very highly, as the rule of
faith and life ; while they were neglecting Him
of whom the scriptures testified, and were un-
acquainted with the saving operation of that

Eternal Spirit by which they were dictated.

Their object in separating from those with

whom they had been connected in religious pro-

fession, was not to add another to the various

names by which Christians were distinguished,

nor to promulgate any inventions of their own
fancies, but to bear testimony to the spirituali-

ty.of true religion in opposition to a dry formal

lifeless profession, and to preach that great

fundamental truth which Jesus Christ and his

apostles so abundantly enforced—" except a

man be born of the Spirit he cannot enter the

kingdom of God." " If any man have not the

spirit of Christ he is none of his." " When
He the Spirit of Truth is come, he will guide

you into all truth."

I have thought it might not be improper to

call the attention of Friends at the present day
to some of the circumstances which attended

the convincement of our predecessors ; and
especially to the important fact that previous

to becoming Quakers and embracing the doc-

trine of the light of Christ, they had fully tried

the highest profession and most strict perform-

ances of religion without it, and many of them
were reckoned ornaments in the societies to

which they belonged, for the piety and con-

sistency of their lives. In a future communi-
cation I wish to make some further observa-

tions on this momentous subject.

It is one point of happiness, and perhaps

the highest that we can attain to, to knov/and

be fully convinced, that at the best we are but

poorly qualified for it; and therefore must not

expect it in this life. The generality of man-
kind create to themselves a thousand needless

anxieties, by a vain search afier a thing that

never was, nor ever will be found upon earth:

let us then sit down contented with out lot;

and in the mean time be as happy as we can
in a diligent preparation for what is to come.

Adam's Private Thoughts.

We cannot love others in a right manner,
without first loving God.

—

lb.
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For " The Friend."

An essay in the tenth number of the

Friendly Visitant, on the state of our Society

compared with former days, was peculiarly

agreeable to me. Coming from a Friend who
I suppose is more than three score and ten

years, and has had long and familiar acquaint-

ance with its most eminent members, it ap-

peared to me to be worthy of a more extensive

diffusion. To those young and middle aged
members who feel a deep interest in the sup-

port of our principles and testimonies, it is

very encouraging to find their elder Friends

able to draw such favourable conclusions re-

specting its present state. Two points in it,

however, deserve particular reflection. The
first is, that one of the greatest marks of de-

clension is excess of business. This is the

besetting sin of Quakers, their insatiate pur-

suit and love of mammon, which, while it

loads them thick with clay, brings leanness

into the soul. Another is, the importance of

parents " training up their children in the

way they should go," by instructing them in

those doctrines of religion which require a

change of heart and the practice of the Chris-

tian virtues, and above all, by their own pious

and consistent example. When children see

that their father has become rich, or that be

is making the accumulation of wealth the ob-

ject of daily desire and pursuit, that it is

almost the engrossing topic of conversation,

will they not be induced to think it is the

one thing needful, in his estimation at least?

Will not the bent of his spirit, and the sub-

ject most frequently on his tongue, educate

them to follow in the same path, and induce

them to think that nothing is worthy of com-
parison with money—especially if he is an in-

fluential member in the Society? What will

it avail if he should point them to the doc-

trines of Christ, respecting self-denial and

the strait and narrow way, if they see him
spreading his arms far and wide to compass
money, and encouraging his sons to do so

too; and perhaps holding up the sentiment
that it is not needful to keep to a small way of

business, for a man may be as worldly minded
in a little business as in a very extensive one.

They may therefore as well strike out largely

at once, get rich, and then perhaps they will

have more time and money to do good with.

Would such an example train up children in

the renunciation of the world, in the love of
humility, and in subjection to the teachings

of the spirit of Christ in the heart? If it is

cloaked up under a plain garb and frugal

mode of living, would it not tend to bring
into disrepute the profession of plainness and
simplicity, from the apprehension that these

are the mere prejudices of education, or th(

concomitants of a saving, hoarding disposi

tion? Can we expect the truth to reign ii

oui religious meetings, or " the unction which
attends the ministry," to continue, if we are
worshipping golden calves and oxen, estates

of twenty thousand to two hundred and five

hundred thousand dollars?

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.
Being lately enquired of whether the

ciety of Friends are not a declining people, I

ave been looking into the subject and con-

sidering such evidences as I am acquainted

with, which have a bearing on the question.

I find that in some respects it must be ac-

knowledged that there are marks of declen-

sion, the greatest of which probably arise

from excess in business.

Many of our business men seem to be so

deeply immersed in the concerns of this life,

as to obstruct their growth and usefulness in

the cause of religion. Prosperity, in ancient

days, was often accompanied with backsliding.

Americans have long experienced a state of

prosperity, and it would not be remarkable if

we and other professors should suffer a de-

cline in some of our members.
How well it would be for such to listen to

the solemn warning of the Almighty, to one
who was eager to procure more than neces-

sary. " Thou fool, this night thy soul shall

be required of thee, then whose shall these

things be which thou hast provided?" A
goodly number is, however, I believe, pre-

served in each of our meetings, as far as my
acquaintance extends, who are preferring Je-

rusalem to their chiefest joy.

As plainness and moderation in all things

tend to humble the creature, and prepare the

mind to carry into effect and sustain other

self-denying testimonies of the Society, it is

with regret that we are under the necessity of

acknowledging a declension from that simpli-

city which marked earlier days. Perhaps
some may excuse themselves for living in a

more expensive manner and superior style

than formerly, because they have increased

in property. Those, however, who possess

humble, sympathetic hearts, will prefer avoid-

ing all unnecessary show and needless ex-

pense, in order to have the more to bestow
on benevolent and charitable objects, as well

as to cherish in themselves the inestimable

Christian virtue, humility.

The subject of education has been at rather

a low ebb, but this interesting and important

subject has of late years received a new im-

pulse, so that there is a considerable increase

in the number of schools for literary improve-

ment of different grades, as well as for reli-

gious instruction in the Holy Scriptures.

The Society of Friends believe a change of

heart indispensable, but they think there is

much truth in the saying of the poet

—

" 'Tis education forms the common mind,
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclin'd."

They have found that the privileges and
restraints connected with membership have a

salutary influence on the young, therefore

they admit birth-right members. This may
seem to some like opening a door for the So-

ciety to become burdened with formal mem-
bers. This may be expected without a godly

care in parents to " train up their children in

the way they should go." They should be

diligently and piously instructed in those

Christian doctrines which point to a change
of heart and to the Christian virtues.

They should be frequently and tenderly

encouraged to give heed to the secret moni-

tor within their own breasts: they should be
strengthened and encouraged by the consist-

ent example of pious parents. It is greatly

to be lamented that any Quaker parent should
be deficient in either of those solemn and im-
portant duties; but it cannot be denied that

this has been the case in some instances, yet
there is cause of thankfulness that there are

more than a few who in the morning of their

days are inclined to follow the footsteps of
the flock of Christ's companions. In propor-
tion as the present revival of concern for the
literary and religious education of the rising

generation advances, we have reason to hope,
that a blessing will attend it, and that many
more of our youth will come forward with full

dedication of heart in the support of the best

of all causes.

In five of the yearly meetings out of ten,
many of ihe members have seceded. Not-
withstanding this, it is believed that the So-
ciety of Friends in America has considerably
increased in number of latter times; for al-

though some meetings have been discontinued
and others diminished, yet many new ones
have grown up which I am persuaded over-
balance that decline.

The ministers, both male and female, rich
and poor, not only exercise their gifts in
meetings where they reside, but occasionally,
as they ever have done, travel abroad over
sea and land to promulgate the doctrines of
the gospel, without reward except that peace
which passeth understanding, and which is the
result of obedience to Him who required it at

their hands, and I can perceive no material
difference in regard to the unction which at-

tends their ministry, and what 1 experienced
half a century ago, when my young heart was
at times conlrited under the preaching of that
day.

In silent meditation and waiting on the
Lord in our solemn meetings as well as under
the exercise of the ministry, ancient goodness
is at times present to tender our hearts and to
cheer and console the contrite ones. The
apostles and martyrs, however, as well as our
early Friends, doubtless experienced at times
more abundant out-pouring of the Holy Spirit.

But we should consider the gross darkness of
those times, and the great opposition to the
truths of the gospel, and of course the need
they had of extraordinary degrees of Divine
aid. Christians of the present day, whose
religion has cost them less, should be grateful

for smaller degrees of favour. Would it be
wise in us to make such comparisons between
the present and former days as to cast a gloom
over our own minds, and make the world be-
lieve that we are fast declining, and that the
high ground we have taken is untenable?

The testimonies of the Society in favour of •

a free ministry, and against war, slavery,
INTEMPERANCE, OATHS, &c. are Sustained,

and some of them not only to the sacrifice of
property, but to close confinement like crimi-

nals in filthy prisons. They still believe their

religion worth suffering for.

The ancient discipline of the Society is

sustained with very little alteration from its

commencement, and the same brotherly love

and condescension prevail, which has for

ages enabled the Society to determine all

questions in relation to its concerns by ami-

cable agreement. There is a regular and
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cordial correspondence between all the year-

ly meetings both in Europe and America, and
an entire agreement in doctrines.

While we lament the loss of the church in

the removal of many of its wortiiy and gifted

members, as well as those in younger life, it

is cause of encouragement that they have so

uniformly left satisfactory evidences of their

having obtained the object of the saints' faith.

I believe it is generally admitted by people
of information, that the Society of Friends
has been useful in the world, in calling the

attention of many to several important sub-

jects connected with the public good.

It should, however, be considered, that

those great subjects, war, slavery, and intem-
perance, which have got so much hold on the

public mind, arc only in progress. Much re-

mains lo be done before a complete reforma-

tion will be effected. There are other sub-

jects of vast importance which have made
still less advances : I will name the preaching

of females. The Friends have long expe-

rienced much consolation and benefit from a

practice in agreement with Scripture declara-

tion, " There is neither male nor female, for

ye are all one in Christ." This, as well as

other great subjects, is evidently in progress.

There is far less opposition to it than for-

merly. The celebrated John Locke justified

the preaching of gifted females, and so do
many of the pious and enlightened of different

denominations in the present time. Disinte-

rested and unprejudiced minds perceive that

it is more rational to believe that the apostle

had no allusion to preaching when he en-

joined silence on some forward, indiscreet

women, who interrupted the church with un-

reQ3onablG questions which they had better

ask their husbands at home, than to set Paul

at variance with himself, with the Prophet

Joel, with the Apostle Peter, and with the

evangelical deacon who allowed his four

daughters to prophecy or preach.

On a general view of the state of the So-

ciety, and its present prospects, I am less in-

clined to despondency than to gratitude, from

a full belief that it is not a forsaken Society,

but that the great Head of the Church has

blessed, still does bless, and is disposed in-

creasingly to bless this portion of his heritage,

until Christians of all denominations shall

enjoy a free ministry, and "swords shall be

beaten into ploughshares, and spears into

pruning hooks, and nation no more lift up

sword against nation, nor learn war any

more." C.

For "The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
(Conliliued from page 174.)

On the issuing of Ibis edict a fresh slorm of

persecution burst with unprecedented violence

on the Sdciely. Their meetings were rudely

assailed by the soldiery and constables, inno-

cent men and women beaten, kicked and iifien

seriously wounded and then dragged before a

magistrate to be committed to a loathsome

prison, for no other cause than publicly meet-

ing together to worship Almighty God.

In these cruelties and abuses George While-

head had his share. As a faithful minister of

Christ and overseer of the flock, he was found
among the foremost in facing the danger and
encouraging his brethren to stedfastness in the

performance of their Christian duty, and it

was not long ere he became the inmate ofa jail

Being peaceably met with a number of
Friends at their meeting place at Pulham-
Mary, Norfolk, while engaged in the solemn
actof prayerlo the Most High, the chief con-

stable with a company of horse and foot arm-
ed with halbcrts, pistols, swords, pitch-forks,

clubs and hedge stakes, violently rushed in

upon Ihem, and seizing several of the company
haled them before a magistrate, who ne.\t d;

sent them to Norwich castle.

He thus speaks of their imprisonment

:

" Persecution being then generally stirred

up against our Friends throughout the nation

most prisons were filled with them, because of
their religious meetings. Many of them were
committed to Norwich castle; and their meet-
ings disturbed, and broken up, from one end
of the county to the other, and likewise in the

city of Norwich ; insomuch that about thirty

were then crowded in that old nasty jail. And
there being a hole in a corner of the castle

wall, called the vice, we [viz : George White-
head, John and Joseph Lawrence and William
Barber,] betook ourselves to it, to lodge in

;

though a poor, narrow hole, without any chim-
ney in it ; yet there we got up two little beds,

and lodgsd two in each. Having an old de-

cayed stone arch over it, the rain came so
much in upon us, that we could not well keep
it off our beds, though we set dishes or basi

to keep ofl' what we could. In the cold of

winter we burnt a little charcoal in evenings,

which we found somewhat injurious and suf-

focating, having no vent for the smoke or
steam ; and in the day time, we endeavour
often to keep ourselves warm, by walking upon
the castle hill, and under the wall, being with

in the liberty of the prison ; and though it was
a cold bleak place in winter, we were glad that

we had that benefit of the air.

" Yet we chose this hole in the wall for our
lodging, partly fur the case of our other

Friends who were too much crowded in a bet-

ter room below. We had many good and
comfortable meetings together, without dis-

turbance ; several friendly persons being let

into prison to meet with us, on first-days espe-

cially ; insomuch, that at that time the prison

became a sanctuary to us; as prisons and jails

were to many of our poor innocent sufliering

Friends, when persecution was hot and perse-

cutors raging and roaring abroad ; and we
praying, and praising the Lord our God, in

prisons, jails, and holes.

" Our said Friends, William Barber and
Jolin La-wronoc, linvini; been men of note, and
captains in the Commonwealth's day, it ap-

peared in them great self denial and subjec-

tion to the cross of Christ, patiently so to suf-

fer for his name and truth's sake."

While lying in this miserable place he was
seized with ague and fever, which reduced him
so low that his life was despaired of by his

friends, though his own mind seems to have
been impressed with the belief that the Lord
had further sufferingand service for him in his

church, and that he should recover.
|

He so far improved that at the spring assizes

they were brought before Judges Windham
and Hale at Thetford; the former was very
severe in his charge to the jury, and also to

the prisoners, but Judge Hale conducted with

more mildness and moderation.
"I was called," says Geo. Whitehead, " four

times into court before the assizes were over;

and particularly questioned, for what cause I

came into that country from my own; to which
I gave the judges a sober and conscientious

account, that I was called of the Lord to

preach repentance and to bear testimony to the

truth, against liypocrLsy, sin, and wickedness.

" Being required to take the oath of alle-

giance, I told the judges, that Christ hatii com-
manded us not to swear at all, Matt. v. ; and
his apostle James, who well knew the mind of

Christ, exhorted :
' Above all things, my bre-

thren, swear not, neither by heaven, neither by
the earth, neither by any other oath; but let

your yea be yea, and your nay, nay; lest ye
fall into condemnation.' James v. 12. From
whence I inferred, if we may not swear by
any other oath, then not by the oath of alle-

giance. Therefore I cannot swear at all, nor
take any oath; either that of allegiance or any
other. The judges did not dispute the point;

but seeing thai I and the rest of our Friends,

then prisoner.?, were all of a mind in that case,

that we all refused to swear, choosing rather

to suffer for conscience, we were remanded to

the prison in Thetford."

Their refusal to take the oath was considered

an ofl^ence against the government, and a bill

of indictment was accordingly framed against

them and they remanded to prison. But they

were suffering in a good cause and were not

Ipfi without that Divine support and inward
consolation which bore up their minds above
their sufferings and enabled them even to re-

joice in tribulation, and praise the name of the

Lord that they were counted worthy to suffer

for his blessed truth sake.

George Whitehead observes

—

" Although in the time of the said assizes at

Thetford, the persecuting spirit was eagerly at

work in our adversaries, I daily felt the Lord's

power over all ; whereby I and my fellow-

prisoners were supported, strengtiiened, and
preserved in innocency and great peace, to the

praise of our most gracious God. And al-

though I could e.\pect no other, but our per-

secutors would be suffered to strengthen and
prolong our bonds, at least against some of us,

whom they designed to make terrifying exam-
ples

;
yet I was not at all discouraged, nor de-

jected in spirit, under that persecution ; but

returned cheerfully to prison, to Norwich cas-

tle, and was better every way as to my health

and strength, than when 1 came out from
thence, to go to the assizes at Thetford.

This was and is to me a memorable token

of the merciful providence of God ; and al-

though I had been very weak and sick in pri-

son in the said castle but a few days before,

and rode to Thetford assizes in a weak condi-

tion
;

yet while I was attending upon the as-

5, I was so much recovered in my health,

that my ague and fever were quite removed,

and I had not the return of one fit all the titne
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of that imprisonment ; but was restored to

perfect health, which continued for several

years after.

" Six of us, to whom the oath was tender-

ed, and that were indicted, were, with some
others, remanded to the said castle, and con-

tinued prisoners about sixteen weeks. The
rest were released ; being mostly labouring

men, farmers, and tradesmen; our persecutors

having picked out such whom they sent back
to prison, as they esteemed to be the most emi-

nent among the Quakers; as the said John
Lawrence, Joseph Lawrence, William Barber,

Henry Kettle, sen. and jun., John Hubbard,
and several others, because of their love and
kindness to their Friends, and entertaining

meetings at their houses."

After about four months' confinement they

were discharged by the king's proclamation,

and thus escaped from the hands of their per-

secutors.

The intolerant spirit of the times, however,

was not yet sated. The law for suppressing

the meeting of Friends was not entirely suited

to its unholy purposes, and finding that they

were a people not to be subdued by such

means, or swerved from their duty to their God
by the fear of men, a law was proposed to the

next session of parliament for the express pur-

pose of putting a stop to their meetings.

It provided that " if five or more Quakers
of 16 years of age or upward assembled un-

der pretence of joining in religious worship

not authorised by law," or in other words not

in the established church, the party oflTending

should forfeit for the first offence not exceed-
ing 51. for the second lOZ. to be levied by dis-

tress and sale of goods and for want of pro-
perty, imprisonment at hard labour in the

house of correction, three months for the first

and six for the second ofl^ence. And for the

third conviction they shall abjure the realm or

be transported.

This unrighteous law was referred by the

house of commons to a committee which
Friends attended on the 10th and 13th of 6th

month, 1661.—Richard Hubberthorn and Ed-
ward Burrough accompanied George White-

head, and laid before the committee the peace-

able character of the Society and its meetings,

that their religious principles were opposed to

all plots, conspiracies and fighting, and their

meetings held solely for the worship of the

Supreme Being. That to make a law punish-

ing them for such meetings v/ould be a case of

cruel persecution in violation of the great right

of liberty of conscience, and a gross breach of

the king's promises respecting toleration. Af-

ter fully exposing the cruelty, injustice, and ir-

religion of the law, and the sufliering and ruin

it would probably bring on many innocent

famiUes, they concluded by committing their

cause to the Most High, who was the refuge

of the oppressed and the refuge of the needy

in his distress.

Notwithstanding this manly and sensible re-

monstrance the committee determined to re-

port the bill, and Friends being informed when
it was to be read in the house found themselves

engaged to attend and endeavour to be heard.

George Whitehead says

—

" The day appointed, being the 19th of the

5th month, called July, 1661, Edward Bur-

rough, Richard Hubberthorn, and myself, with

Edward Pyott of Bristol, who had been a cap-

tain, went to the Parliament House, and spake

to some of the members, whom we knew were
friendly to us, to move for our admittance to

be heard in the house, before the bill was pass-

ed; for which we gave them in writing, a pro-

posal to this purpose, viz.: 'That we desired

to have the liberty that criminals are allowed;

that is, if they have any thing to say or offer

in court, why sentence should not pass against

them, they may be heard ; so we desire that

we may be heard what we have to say why the

said bill ought not to pass against us.'

" Whereupon a motion being made in the

house, and leave given that we might be
called in and heard, accordingly we were
forthwith called in before the house of com-
mons ; there being a full house, and all in a

quiet posture ready to hear what we had to

offer.

" As Edward Burrough began to plead in

vindication of the Quakers' meetings, on
occasion of the bill before them against the

same, some of the members said to him: ' You
must direct your speech to Mr. Speaker.' He
told them, he would. The point he chiefly

insisted upon was, ' that our meetings were
no ways to the terror of the people, as was
suggested in the preamble of the bill; but

peaceable, innocent meetings, only for the

worship and service of Almighty God, and as

we are required by the law of God, placed in

our hearts and consciences, which they ought
not to make any law against. No human law
ought to be made contrary to the law of God;
for if they did make any such law, it would
not hfi binding to uo to dieoboy tlio law of

God.'

"

Richard Hubberthorn spoke next, show-
ing the groundlessness of the pretence that

there was a danger of plots or insurrections

being contrived in Friends' meetings, not

only because they were open to all, and
held in public places, often in the fields,

but because their principles forbid every thing

of the sort.

George Whitehead, who was then about
twenty-four years of age, followed R. Hub-
berthorn, and thus addressed the house, viz.

" We desire you in the fear of the Lord, to

consider us as we are, an innocent and suffer-

ing people, and have been so under the seve-

ral governments, since we were a people ; as

our patience and innocency towards our per-

secutors, in all our sufferings, have plainly

manifested; for both under Oliver Cromwell
and since his days, have we endured much
hard suffering, persecution, and imprison-
ment, for our conscience ; and yet we have
not rebelled, nor sought revenge against our

persecutors; but in all our undeserved sufl'er-

ings, have committed our cause to the Lord.
" And therefore what an unreasonable thing

is it, that a law should particularly be made
against us, when we have done no evil, nor
any injury against any man's person ; nor

could any such thing be proved against us, in

respect to our meetings, that ever we were
found guilty of; so that for you to make a

law against us, tending to our ruin, and to go

about to trample us under foot, when we are

innocent and peaceable in the nation, and no
matter of fact worthy of suffering proved
against us; will neither be to the honour of

the king, nor add any thing to your security.

" Nay, what a hard thing is it, for you to

make a law to add afflictions and sad sufl^er-

ings upon us, when there are divers laws

already, whereby we are liable to suffer, as

those for tithes, oaths, and others; so that to

make another law to afflict us, when nothing

worthy of suffering is proved, seems to us

very hard and unreasonable.
" And moreover we have neither forfeited

our liberties nor abused the king's indulgence,

in any thing acted by us. And the king having
promised liberty to tender consciences, on
condition they do not disturb the peace of the

kingdom, and we not having forfeited our in-

terest therein, therefore ought not to be hin-

dered of our liberty, in matters of worship and
conscience towards God. We can prove that

our practice of assembling ourselves together,

and our principles also, are grounded upon
the righteous law of God, and agreeable to

Christ's doctrine; and we are willing to vindi-

cate and demonstrate them, according to truth,

if we might have liberty here; and that for

the satisfaction of such as oppose or scruple

them.
" In the fear of the Lord consider what you

are doing, and seek not farther to add afflic-

tion to us, lest you oppress the innocent.

However, if we suff^er, we shall commit our
cause to the Lord our God, who will, no
doubt, plead it against our oppressors."

Edward Pyott was also permitted to speak
on the occasion, which he did briefly, but in a
very Dolcmn and weighty niaiiuer, pressing OD
them that great rule laid down by our blessed
Saviour, " Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them."

G. Whitehead proceeds:

—

" We appeared and declared what was upon
our minds, in great simplicity and sincerity;

and the Lord's power and presence was with
us, and helped us in our endeavours; and I

saw clearly, that what we declared innocently
to them, had some effect upon and reached
the consciences of divers of the members,
who appeared serious and also sober in their

carriage toward us. For I afterward had inti-

mation, that some of the members did confess,

that what we had declared was very reason-
able; and if they had feared God or regarded
his counsel, and suffered him to rule among
them, they would not have made that act

against us.

" But we had only a very few in that parlia-

ment, who appeared openly to be our friends;

or friends for liberty to tender consciences in

those days; namely, Edmund Waller, sen. esq.

who was termed. Wit Waller; he was princi-

pled against persecution, and for liberty of
conscience, and always kind to us; and one
Michael Mallett, esq. who afterward was con-
vinced of the truth ; and frequented our meet-
ings even in suffering times, when our meet-
ings were kept out of doors in the streets, in
Westminster and London. And Sir John
Vaughan, then a young man, appeared also

^



for us ; and afterward was convinced of the

truth, and went to our meetings when we
were persecuted upon the conventicle act,

and was imprisoned in Newgate with our

Friends, for a little time, being taiven at a

meeting at Mile-end. He continued after-

ward among our Friends, and visited us in

prison; and though at length some of his re-

lations drew him aside, to his great prejudice,

yet he retained a kindness even when he

came to be Earl of Carbery; and continued

friendly to us, when he was an old man and

until his latter end ; not wholly forgetting

what conviction and knowledge of the truth

he received when among us.

" There were also some few more of the

members of that parliament friendly toward

us at that time, when we appeared before

them. Howbeit the majority being resolved

and bent to persecution, they passed the said

bill into an act; upon which great persecu-

tion and imprisonments followed."

Neal, in his history of the Puritans, speak-

ing of this circumstance, says: "Among
others who were obnoxious to the ministry

were Quakers, who having declared openly

the unlawfulness of making use of carnal

weapons even in self defence, had the courage

to petition the house of lords for a toleration

of their religion, and for a dispensation from

taking the oaths which Ihoy held unlawful,

not from any disaffection to the government

or a belief that they were less obliged by an

affirmation, but from a persuasion that all

oaths were unlawful ; and that swearing upon

the most solemn occasions was forbidden in

the New Testament. The lords in a com-
mittee rejected their petition, and instead of

granting them relief passed an act, wiiich had

a dreadful influence upon that people, though

it was notorious they were far from sedition

or disaffection to the government." After

mentioning the suffering state of the Quakers
at this time, he truly adds: " But this was
but the beginning of sorrows."

Communicated for " The Friend."

Fragments from an unpublished work, by
Mary Jane Graham.

" It has been too much the practice with a

well-meaning but injudicious portion of the re-

ligious world, to decry human learning, as if

it were a thing absolutely unchristian and per-

nicious. They attack it in the gross, and ap-

ply to it all that the scripture has said concern-

ing ' the wisdom of this world.' They appear

to forget that these censures apply not to the

use, but to the abuse, of human learning.

Those who ' lean to their own understanding,'
who are 'wise in their own connrils,' who set

human wisdom in the place of the Holy Ghost's

teaching—these are the wise and learned, of

whom the scripture affirms, thai the things of

the kingdom are iiid from their eyes. But the

description was never meant for the discour-

agement of those who pursue human study in

a si.mple, child-like dependence upon God.
" It sometimes happens, that the young con-

vert, full of religious zeal, and possessed with

some vague and ill-defined notions of the worth-

less, ensnaring nature of human learning, is

THE FRIEND.

led by a mistaken sense of duty either entirely

to abandon it, or greatly to slacken his eflbrts

in the attainment of it, and so (o shut himself
out from a wide field of future usefulness.";

Upon the lawfulness of study she draws
the line with great precision, and Christian

simplicity. " Does the time," she asks, 'you
now devote to study, break in upon any known
and immediate call of duty? If it does, your
way is clearly pointed out. No prospect of
future good can justify you in the neglect of
present duty. Your studies must, according
to circumstances, be wliolly abandoned, or laid

aside, till you can resume them without feeling

that conscience is drawing you another way.
" If you simply attend to your duty, and re-

solutely forego the most beloved pursuits the

moment they come in competition with it, there

is no fear that you should lose any thitig by
such conduct. He who made and preserves
your intellectual faculties, can surely enable
them to retain any thing that will be really use-

ful to you. Your small stock of knowledge
will, with his blessing, carry you further than
the acquisition of the whole circle of human
science could do without it. We may affirm

of intellectual gains, no less than of those which
are gross and tangible, that 'a little that a

righteous man hath is better than the riches of
many wicked.'

"No fancied dread of the snares and temp-
tations attendant upon human learning ought
to deter you from the pursuit of it.'—' God has

made nothing in vain. He has given us no-

thing, which we may not use to his glory. This
we admit in reference to every minor blessing,

witli which his bounty has enriched us. We
acknowledge that our health, lime, riches, in

fluence, are all entrusted to us for God's ser

vice, and capable of being used to liis glory

But do not they make a strange exception to

this general admission, who so roundly as

the utter inefficiency of human reasoning, and
of human learning ? If so many things, which
we possess in common with unbelievers, may
yet be legitimately improved to the glory ofGod;
why is the understanding to be excepted i

Why must that best and fairest of God's com-
mon gifts be sufllered to lie waste, only because
it is a common one ? None can deprecate
more earnestly than I do, the idea, that the

unassisted light of human reason can ever make
us wise unto salvation. But shall we therefore

say, that the reason takes no part whatever in

our reception of truth ? Remember that Hi

who gives you spiritual teaching is the very

same who gave you this human understanding
He gave you not the former to supersede and
overpower, but to guide and enlighten the
latter. Both are alike his gifts; and thougl
the one is inlerior to the other, and useless

without its aid, yet we must neither neglect

nor despise it. Nothing that He gives can be

worthless. So much for reason, and as for

those parts of human learning which contri-

bute to strengthen and improve this faculty,

they also are given by God; means which he
has adapted to the fulfilment of no ignoble

|)urpose. We are just as much bound to use

those instruments which Providence has placed
within our reach for the cultivation of our un-

derstandings, as we are bound to attend to the
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culture of our fields. Nay, unless we deny
that our minds are better things than our
fields, we are more called upon to encourage
the growth of the former than of the latter. If

God has given you superior faculties, and the
means of improving them, there cannot be a
more manifest token that he intends they
should be improved. The parable of the ta-

lents is never more fairly exemplified than
wiien, in the way of duty, we go and trade
with the natural abilities which our Divine
Master has distributed to us, till we can bring
Ihem back to Him with the grateful acknow-
ledgment, ' Lord, thy pound hath gained ten
pounds.' If then you are possessed of superior
powers of mind, remember, that the source
from whence they emanate is divine. Esteem
the gift very highly for the giver's sake ; and
seek to bring it to that perfection, of which
He has made it susceptible. Use your talents,

as not abusing them, keep them in the subor-
dinate, dependent station which they are in-

tended to occupy. Expect not from them more
than they are capable of performing. But ex-
pect something from them. Cannot you find

any use for them ? Take them to God. He
has large fields for their employment."

" The most brilliant fancy, the profoundest
judgment, the clearest understanding, the

most extensive learning, are, in themselves,

less than nothing. But entreat the blessing of
God upon them, and you shall find they will be
worth just so much as He pleases. The infi-

del exerts the whole force of his understanding,
blinded as it is by the god of this world, in op-
posing the doctrine of the cross. Let yours,
illumined by a beam from the Fountain of Light,
be no less unequivocally devoted to the service
of the cross. Think not the time lost that you
spend in study, if you are studying in and for

God. Do not say, ' I will lay aside the vanity
of human learning, and trust only to the divine
teaching for powers of sound argument, and
appropriate expression.' You might, with
equal justice say, < I will abandon the super-
fluous toil of ploughing my lands, and confide
in Providence lor a plentiful crop.' It is true
in both these cases that the increase cometh
from God only ; but it is no less true, that He
will have the planting and the watering to be
ours. God will not help you, if you refuse to

help yourself. The trust of the slothful is an
impious and foolhardy trust. His mind, like

his vineyard, shall be grown over with weeds."
" In intellectual, as well as in spiritual gifts,

the Spirit divideth unto every man severally as

he will." " And if meaner talents come di-

rectly from him, how much more the nobler

properties of the understanding! I am sure

He does not bestow them for nothing. Why
fold that napkin around them ? It is your
Lord's treasure. What possible right have
you to ' bury it in the earth?' Do what you
will with your own, if indeed you can find any
thing which is your own. But beware how
you trifle with what is his. He is coming, and
will expect to ' receive it with usury.' "

" Shall ' the Lord's freeman ' take no pains
to improve his talenta in his Redeemer's
cause ? Shall no good be done wilh them,
now that they are Christ's ? It is in truth a
strange doctrine, that they must lie dormant.
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because Satan has no longer any claim upon

their exertion." " Why is it, that we have

such a dread of caUing in the aid of our rea-

soning powers ? Is it not, because we look

upon reason as something of our own ? If

we reason in faith, is it not the Spirit of our

Father speaking within us, just as much as in

any other mode of addressing the unconverted ?

If we employ human means only so far as we
have the warrant of scripture, of past expe-

rience, and of present providences ; if we cul-

tivate our faculties in the humblest and simplest

dependence upon God ; surely this is neither

making flesh our arm, nor " leaning to our

own understanding."
" We ' are fearfully and wonderfully made.'

But our intellectual faculties are the surpass-

ing wonder, the crowning excellence of God's

creation. The countless worlds that are scat-

tered over the infinity of space declare the

glory of God. The magnificence which crea-

ted, the strength which upholds, the wisdom

which governs the mighty system, afford inex-

haustible matter of wonder and adoration.

But the intellect which is able to reflect upon

all this, is something far more admirable, in

which the glory of God is more greatly con-

spicuous. The original formation of reason

is not, however, more wonderful, than the im-

provement of which it is capable. A man of a

highly cultivated understanding appears alto-

gether a being of a diflferent order from one

wholly destitute of the advantages of educa-

tion. Reason, as it is the noblest of our fa-

culties, so it is the most capable of being con-

ducted to a high degree of perfection. And
God is glorified in the perfection of his works."

For " The Friend."

THE KING OF OUDE.
In the last number of " The Friend," ap-

peared an interesting account of the capital

of the King of Oude, and of the pomp and
magnificence of the monarch. Your readers

will, probably, receive gratification of a higher

description in learning that there is a prospect

of the introduction of education and its at-

tendant blessings into that kingdom, and that

the present king devotes his attention to

more important subjects than the vain parade

of his riches and rank. My information is

obtained from the following articles in the

last two numbers of the Sunday School Jour-

nal, and published by the American Sunday
School Union.

Books in Lccknow.—We have received from J. C.

Lowrie, (under date of Cawnpore, Oct. J 3, 1834,) an
order for two complete sets of our publications, in-

cluding maps, cards, &,c. for a gentleman in Lucknow,
an ancient city, 650 miles northwest of Calcutta. It

is the capital of Oude. Mr. Lowrie says, " It is one

of the interesting evidences of good to the heathen

and Mohammedan nations, that these books are going
to the court of the King of Oude. Dr. S. is influenced,

in ordering these books, by a wish to do good to a class

who come within the circle of your benevolent opera-

tions in connection with the English military at

Lucknow, and natives who are learning to read the

English language."

An Indian Book.—One of the letters from India
published in our last, mentioned that a set of our
publications was to be sent to Lucknow, the capital

of the King of Oude. We notice in the Calcutta Ob-
server a review of a volume published at Lucknow,
with this title—
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" A Collection of Moral Precepts and Reflections,

gathered from various sources, in English and Hin-

dustan, for the instruction of youth. Printed at his

majesty the King of Oude's litfiographic press."

The work is in two volumes of nearly 200 pages

each. The reviewer thinks it " bids fair to become a

standard book in the education of Indian youth." The
selection embraces not only the best moral sentiments

drawn from standard English writers, but from the

Scriptures of the Old and New Testament. It also

commends itself to the native taste by interspersing

comparisons and proverbs from their own books—for

example

:

" The good man forgives injuries, even as the san-

dal tree sheds its odours ou the man who cuts it

down."
" As the blade of wheat, whilst ungrown and empty,

holds itself proudly up, but so soon as the car is tilled

with grain bends humbly down ; so are real wisdom
and worth modest and unassuming, whilst ignorance

and folly are proud and presumptuous."

The reviewer closes the article with the following

reflections on the appearance of this work

:

" We cannot conclude without remarking, that there

is something connected with the appearance of this

book calculated to awaken pleasing reflections for the

present, and delightful anticipations for the future.

Considering the circumstances in which it has been

issued into the world, its appearance may well be re-

garded as one of 'the signs of the times.' What a

change has come over the minds of the Moslem con-

querors! Think of the time when, in the genuine spi-

rit of the Koran, which, by professing to embrace all

useful knowledge, chains the intellect, and fetters free

enquiry, a Mohammedan warrior at the head of his

victorious hordes, commanded a library stored with

the richest literary treasures to be burned:—'If it

contain any thing,' said he, ' contrary to the Koran,

it ought to be destroyed, for it will propagate false-

hood: if not, it is unnecessary, for we already have it

in the best form iu the Koran.' Contrast this with

the truly liberal conduct of his majesty, the King of

Audh, the most powerful Musulman prince in India.

For the acquirement of other knowledge besides what
the Koran contains, he has established an English

school at his canital, for the instruction of Chiistian

and Hindu youth, as well as Musulmans. For the

dissemination of other knowledge besides what the

Koran contains, he has set up a lithographic p
for the printing of works that may benefit Christians

as well as Musulmans. The book befare us is a

monument of the twofold liberality of his majesty the

King of Audh. From the predominance of Bible ex-

tracts, it may well be called ' a work on Christian

Ethics.' A work on Christian Ethics, pri-ited at the

expense, and published under the patronage, of the

greatest Musulman prince in Hindustan ! Verily, we
repeat it, this does look like one of ' the signs of th(

GOD'S COVENANT UNCHANGEABLE.

: of beings, with delight

Our eyes survey yon heavenly sight

:

And trace, with admiration sweet.

The beaming splendours of thy feet.

Jasper and sapphires strive in vain

To paint the glories of thy train;

Thy robes all stream eternal light.

Too powerful for a cherub's sight.

Yet round thy throne the rainbow shines

:

Pcxir omblom =f thy LInd doo'.gno ,

Bright pledge, that speaks thy covenant sure

Long as thy kingdom shall endure.

No more shall deluges of woe
Thy new-created world o'erflow ;

Jesus, our sun, his beams displays.

And gilds the clouds with beauteous rays.

No gems so bright, no forms so fair ;

Mercy and truth still triumph there ;

Thy saints shall bless the peaceful sign

When stars and suns forget to shine.

E"en here, while storms and gloomy shade,

And horrors all the scene o'erspread,

Faith views the throne with piercing eye

—

Exults the rainbow still is nigh.

—

Doddridge.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH, '^1, 1835.

The annual meeting of the contributors to

the Asylum for the relief of persons deprived

of the use of their reason, was held at the

committee room. Mulberry st. meeting^ house,

the 18th inst. The minutes of the Board of
Managers, and a condensed report of their pro-

ceedings for the past year, including a state-

ment of receipts and expenditures, were read,

exhibiting an encouraging state of vhe institu-

tion, and among other matters, an outline of

certain additional improvements calculated to

promote the comfort and the health of the pa-

tients. In a subsequent number we shall pro-

bably be able to furnish a filler account.

The following are the officers chosen for the

ensuing year.

Treasurer—Isaiah Hacker.
Clerk—Joseph Snowden.
Managers—Timothy Paxson, Charles Allen,

Joseph R. Jenks, William Burrough, Joel

Woolman, George R. Smith, Isaiah Hacker,
William Hillis, Stacy Cooke, Thomas Bacon,
Edward Yarnall, Edward B. Garrigues, John
G. Hoskins, John Richardson, Samuel B. Mor-
ris, Joseph Snowden, Thomas Wood, Lindzey
Nicholson.

The committee appointed to superintend

the boarding school at West-town, will meet
there on fourth day, the 1st of next month,
at 9 o'clock, A. M.

Thomas Kimbee, Clerk.

3d mo. 21st, 1835.

From Anligua—Captain Ellis, at Wilming-
ton, N. C. from Antigua, reports, that those

planters who employ the negroes by the job
are doing well with ihem, while those who
employ them by the day, complain very much.
The crop of suijar will be one-third less than

was anticpated three or four months ago, ow-
ing to the dry weather. The slaves are very

peaceable at Antigua, while at St. Kitts some
severity has been required.

Agent Appointed.—John Winslow, Port-

land, Maine.

Married, at Friends' Meeting at Vermillion, Illinois,

on the 8th of the 1st nio. last, William B. Smith, to

Edith, daughter of John Lawrence.

Died, in this city on the 4th instant, Jane Thomson,
in the 75th year of her age. We have the consoling

hope that she has exchanged the trials and afflictions

of this probationary state, for one of peace and hap-
piness forever.

on the 19th inst. Jane Humphreys, of this
city, a member of our Society, aged 76 years.

on the 28th of the 10th mo. 1834, Rebecca
Branson, wife of Jacob Branson, of Flushing, Ohio,
in the 63d year of her age—having acceptably filled

the sta lion of an elder in the Society of Friends for se-

veral years.

Departed this life on First-day, the 15th inst. after

a lingering pulmonary disease, Joseph Jones, in the
65lh year of his age—a member of Germantown par-
ticular and Frankford monthly meeting. He was an
elder and useful member of the Society of Friends, to

whose principles he was ever firmly attached^'
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liETTERS FROM EUROPE.

Paris, 9 mo. 1834.

Mt DBAR , '

At half past eight o'clock on the morn-

ing of the , I embarked on board the

steamer Apollo, at Southampton, for Havre.

As we passed down Southampton water, the

beautiful Isle of Wight, so celebrated for its

picturesque and rich scenery, lay on our right

hand. The towns of Ryde and Cowes are seen

rising from tlie water's edge up the sides of

the hills, so that almost every house may bo

distinguished from a great distance. There

the lovers of sea bathing and fresh air migrate

duiing the summer from the dense fogs and

smoke of the English cities. The shores of

England rose on our left. Many noble man-

sions, old churches with lofty spires and tow-

ers, and numerous farm houses and cottages,

those ornaments of every English landscape,

rapidly opened to view in the midst of rich

green tields and fine parks. There are feel-

ings of comfort, contentment and happiness

awakened by the sight of these neat and ve-

nerable dwellings, covered with vines and

ivy, and surrounded'by shrubbery and flowers,

which linger long in the mind and are che-

rished with delight. Never can I forget the

kindness, the genuine hospitality, the plain,

independent, respectful manners, the good
sense, and, above all, the sincere and unos-

tentatious piety, which T have found in the

" homes of England." Believe not, my friend,

that the English peasantry are oppressed and
despised, or servile and mean. They know
they constitute an important part of the na-

tion, and while they cheerfully and properly

render to their superiors in rank honour and

respect, they feel themselves free, and will

submit to no imposition. Each class is will-

ing to peiform the duties whici) belong to it as

a member of the great body of society. Hence,

envy, jealousy, and hatted, from the lower to-

wards the higher ranks are not often enter-

tained; and the former speak with pride and

pleasure of the ancient families and mansions,

the beautiful parks and rich estates of the no-

bility and gentry. They are treated, too, by

their superiors with the kindness and consi-

deration which are due to them as men, as

fellow citizens, and as co heirs of the same

blessed inheritance in the world to come.

The town and fortifications of Portsmouth,

twelve miles from Southampton, present an

imposing and formidable aspect. The day

proved clear and very calm, and though the

rolling of the boat was not great, and only

pleasant to myself, who have crossed the At-

lantic without experiencing the " horrors of

sea-sickness," yet the agitation it occasioned

in some of the passengers soon became very

apparent. The distance across the channel

from Southampton to Havre is 104 miles,

which we performed in fourteen and a half

hours, landing at the latter place about 11

o'clock in the evening. Our travelling trunks

were kept in the boat to undergo an examina-

tion by the revenue officers next morning,

and, after delivering our passports at the cus-

tom house, we were suffered to seek lodgings

for the night. I put myself under the guid-

ance of a commissionaire, who conducted me
to the Grand Hotel de I'Europe. The floors

of tile, and of wood polished with wax, were

the first new objects (hat caught my attention.

But, when in the morning I sallied forth itito

the crowded streets where silence had reigned

in the evening, and heard the confusion of

tongues, and saw a hundred " strange sights,"

I felt myself a stranger, far from my country.

The houses are principally stuccoed and paint-

ed a light colour; the streets are narrow, and

few of them have side walks or foot pavements,

the gutters being generally in the middle of

them. No bonnets or hats protected the

heads of the women from the rays of the sun;

but all, from the oldest to the youngest, and

even the children, wore tnuslin caps, of

" fashions various." One of them, known
by the name of the Norman cap, is of very

singular construction. A cylinder of thick,

white muslin, tapering a little, rises twelve

or fourteen inches above the head, at an in-

clination of about 45 degrees from a perpen-

dicular, and surmounted by a small crown.

The front of the cap fits closely to the head,

and projects over the forehead. From the

lower part, a broad wing stands out on each

side—forming altogether a fantastical coiffure;

but it is generally as wliite as snow, and welt

starched. It happened to be market day, and

great numbers of women came in from the

countty on horses and asses loaded with the

produce of the soil. They ride with their

faces to the side of the animal, and, in many
instances, a man and woman rode the same
horse—reminding me of those good old times

of which our grandfathers and grandmothers
tell us, when, instead of luxurious coaches

rolling along Macadamised roads, and loco-

motive cars on railways, they were wont to

mount the sturdy nag together, heedless,

alike, of rain and sunshine, cold and snow.

The French women are remarkable for their

industry, the neatness of their dress, and the

active part they take in all kinds of business.

They are never idle in the shops; they keep
the accounts, and are even employed as clerks

in offices and counting houses. A woman is

the principal directress in the custom house

at Havre; 1 saw her ordering the trunks to

be carried in and out, searching them herself,

and directing the movements of officers,

searchers, porters, and passengers.

Within a few hours after the arrival of a

traveller at a hotel in France, his name, na-

tion, age, and occupation must be reported by

the landlord to the prefecture of the police.

Havre is at the mouth of the river Seine, on

a low point of land, overlooked on the east

and northeast by high white cliffs. The har-

bour is accessible with almost every wind,

and will shelter 100 vessels of Ihe largest

size ; there are also three large docks, capable

of containing about 500 vessels. I went on

board the New York packets in company with

Captain N. of the British navy; he examined

them attentively, and expressed much gratifi-

cation with their architecture and elegant ac-

commodations. The only carriage entrance

to the town is by a road winding down the

cliffs of Ingouville, and through several gates.

The harbour is defended by a citadel on an

eminence to the northeast, and on the land

side the town is flanked by walls and deep

moats.

Including the suburbs, it contains about

30,000 inhabitants. Having obtained the

necessary provisional passport, in exchange

for three francs and my original passport,

which I was told would be forwarded to the

police office at Paris, to await my application,

I left Havre in a steam boat for Rouen. The
scenery of the Seine is bold, picturesque, and,

to an American eye, novel. Numerous an-

cient and populous villages present themselves

at every turn. Venerable castles, with battle-

ments and towers, crown the lofty precipices,
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or are almost hidden in the deep ravines of I drawbridge, one of them slips out, allowing

the mountains. The banks are mostly well large vessels to pass through—in a few mi-

wooded, and avenues of high clipped trees, in

the old Dutch style, are frequently seen,

forming Gothic archways of great extent,

grand and imposing, but rather too straight

and uniform for any eye but that of a soldier.

There were several English people among the

passengers, and two young Americans beside

myself. A more general and easy intercourse

prevailed amongst us than is commonly found

in an American or English steamer. I con-

versed with several of the French passengers,

and found them exceedingly polite and com-

municative. Many of the women wore no

other heed dress than a cap; and I have since

travelled a whole day and night in a Diligence

with a French girl who had no bonnet of any

description with her. There was a woman in

the boat who attracted the attention of many

by the beauty of her person and the ease and

elegance of her manners. I found she was the

governess of a family on board. When we ar-

rived at Rouen, (in about eight hours,) a man

in a rustic dress, apparently a servant to the

gentleman with whom she was travelling, met

her on the deck, and, to my surprise saluted

both her cheeks. But what was my astonish-

ment when a moment after, I saw man salut-

ing man in like manner. This was the first

time 1 witnessed a custom which, thou art

probably aware, prevails, not only in France

but in some other kingdoms of Europe. I

will leave thee to make thy own reflections

on it—as it is a matter in which every one

must be left to his liking. After the passage

money had been collected, the steward carried

his box round to receive whatever the pas

sengers chose to bestow; and then came one

of the sailors ofTering toys for sale ; such as

pincushions, purses, artificial flowers, «fcc.

the English steamers a traveller is invariably

charged with the " steward's fee," about fifty

cents, though he may not have needed or re-

ceived his services. Rouen is one of the

largest commercial towns in France; it con-

tains about 90,000 inhabitants, and is beauti-

fully seated on the Seine, in a deep valley,

the hills rising very high on the north, east,

and west, richly cultivated and interspersed

with handsome villages. The streets are nar-

row, as in most ancient cities, and the houses

lofty—each successive story projecting a foot

or "two over that below it, until the upper

stories almost meet above the centre of the

street. The same style of building may still

be seen in some old towns in England—York
and Chester for instance. The Boulevards

which run quite round the town, bordered

with noble trees, and the broad quays along

the river, form pleasant and fashionable pro-

menades and drives. There are many public

buildings worthy of notice—-particularly the

Abbey of St. Ouen, the Palace of Justice, the

archbishop's palace and the cathedral. The
last is a majestic pile of Gothic architec-

ture, built by William the Conqueror, in the

eleventh century. It has two towers, one of

them of cast iron, 410 feet high. A bridge

of boats connects the suburb of St. Sever, on

the south side of the Seine, with the city. It

rests on nineteen barges, and by elevating a

nutes the boat is replaced. A beautiful stone

bridge has been erected lately over the river

at the east end of the city. Gas works also

have been recently built in the suburb of St.

Sever for the purpose of lighting Rouen—be-

the first attempt, I was told, to introduce

gas into France. It seems strange that this

country should be so far behind its neigh-

bour, England, in the introduction of this

economical and brilliant light, with which

almost every town in Great Britain is illumi-

nated. I wish to give thee a hasty sketch of

the first first-day I spent in France, and must

therefore defer a description of the cafes,

cafe's estaminet, restaurateurs, &c. &c. until

my next. In giving my friends a {evi particu-

lars of men and things as I journey from place

to place, I trust I am in no degree actuated

by the spirit with which the journals of most

of the English tourists through my own coun-

try are fraught—a spirit in which Swift re-

presents his imaginary nations to have waged

a long and cruel war to settle the question,

whether an egg should be broken at the large

or the small end. One nation has no right to

live upon the "faults and follies" of another

—to pry into its domestic habits for evil—to

blaze abroad its little peculiarities and inter-

nal difi'erences—to introduce into the quiet

and sacred circle of individual firesides, the

rancour of national disputes, and the flame of

national animosity. The principles of indi-

vidual and family intercourse are applicable

to that of nations; and the enormity of de-

traction, injustice, and ingratitude, is not les-

sened by numbers or publicity. Yet, as one

individual may be permitted to take warning

from the follies and misfortunes of another,

and regulate his own conduct by borrowed

wisdom, so may one nation justly avoid the

rocks and shoals upon which it has seen an-

other make shipwreck of its national pros

perity or religion.

Never did I feel so deeply and sensibly the

importance of a strict religious observance of

the first day of the week, as when I first wit

sed its profanation at Rouen. There ii

more need of an anxious care to be found

in the fervent and zealous performance of our

religious duties, than to fear a too strict and

superstitious attention to them. We must, in-

deed, believe that it is possible for the soul of

man to be raised and sustained by Divine

Grace alone, above the strongest allurements

of the world and the most subtle attacks of

he enemy, to hold communion with its Maker
and experience the joys of salvation. But it

ttle becomes weak, frail man to despise or

disregard the outward means which are gra-

ciously appointed to assist him in his warfare

with the enemies of his own house, vvith the

world and the wicked one. I once felt strong-

ly inclined to relinquish the attendance of re-

ligious meetings, and withdraw alone into

some solitary spot, under the idea that I should

have nothing to divert my attention or draw

my mind from meditation on heavenly things.

But as I became better acquainted with the

nature of man, and saw the powerful influence

exerted by example and circumstances on his

conduct and affections—the apathy and un- •

concern in regard to their future well-being,

which are almost, without exception, manifest-

ed by those who neglect theybrw* of religion '

the repugnance of these to join in social

worship when it happened to fall in their way,
or to seek to commune wilh that Almighty
Being before whom they must shortly appear,
and in whose continual presence the happiness

of heaven must consist. I became convinced
of the importance, shall I say, necessity of re-

"gious association, and of fellowship with those

who are struggling and sympathizing and re-

joicing together in the blessed hope of the
gospel. The events of every day do, indeed,
show us that many live in the observance of
the outward forms of religion, who havo lost

sight of its spirit and power and end, and have
not submitted their hearts to the baptism of
the Holy Spirit; and the knowledge of these

dangers on every hand will teach us to be
"wise as serpents and harmless as doves."
My lodgings in Rouen were at the Grand Ho-

tel de Rouen, on one of" the quays—command-
ing an extensive view of the wharves, ship-

ping, quays, bridges, and the suburb of St. Sever
on the opposite side of the river. When I

arose in the morning and beheld the bustle and
activity this scene presented—heavily loaded
wagons and carts driving through the streets

—

the sailors busily employed in unloading their

vessels, and the throng pressing forward with

anxiouscountenancestotheirvariousconcerns,
Ifeltbewildered. Coulditbe the morning of that
day wliich I had always seen ushered in with

stillness and a cessation from all business, and
preserved with some degree of decorum and
religious feeling ? I wandered from one street

to another—the shops were every where open
and the goods displayed at the doors as usual

—the shrill cries of the revenduer pierced my
ears. Reaching at length the Cathedral, I

found the large open space before its doors
filled with produce from the country—meat,
fowls, apples, pears, grapes, and other fruit,

flowers in abundance, and other articles of the

market. 1 passed through them and entered

the Cathedral. A Cew miserable looking beings

were scattered about in its vast solitude, per-

forming the various ceremonies of the Romish
service, which I need not describe. As I

walked slowly around the " long drawn
aisles," the singularity of my dress drew many
an eye from beads and books and images—but

discovering in the object of their curiosity a
heretic, these apparently sincere but deluded

people would cross themselves devoutly, raise

their eyes and turn again to their ceremonies.

After breakfast 1 again visited the same place,

a much larger number were present, but they

were continually coming and going as is the

custom ; most of them were respectable in

their appearance, but there were fifty women
to one man. Neither benches nor pews are

seen in any of the Roman Catholic places of

worship that I have visited, but great piles of

chairs are provided, and those who wish to sit

or kneel on them, pay for their use a few sous,

which go into ti>e treasury of the government.

Nothing is more striking to an American in

France than the great number of soldiers which

he sees at all times and in all places. They
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are even on duly in the Cathedrals, and I have

seen the consecrated bread carried round by a

man wilii a swoid by his side. Those to whom
nature has been so bountiful, wear iniistachios

—some of a hideous letigth. This custom

also prevails very generally amongst other citi-

zens. About 12 o'clock all the places of

worship were closed and the remainder of the

day was exclusively devoted to every descrip-

tion of amuseujeiil and business. Durin<i the

morning 1 met the host in the street, carried

about by the priests, for the convenience, I

suppose, of those who had not time to pay

their devotions to it in the chapels. I saw great

numbers of women washing clothes along the

river,and in the streams of water that run

through the town. They stand in a tub which

is sunk in the earth, and dipping the clothes

into the water, beat them on a flat stone with

a wooden paddle. My curiosity gave them

offence, and when I saw unequivocal proofs

that a longer stay amongst them would bring

upon me a shower of abuse and suds, I walk-

ed away.

After viewing many other painful scenes, I

climbed to the top of a lofty hill called St.

Catharines; from which there is a magnificent

view of the city, and the surrounding villages

and mountains. The rich and beautdul valley

of the winding Seine stretched far into the

west. I seated myself amongst the ruins of

an ancient fortification—the day was clear and

calm—with mingled feelings of sorrow and

thankfulness, I looked down upon the great

city and the vast extent of country that lay be-

fore me. My thoughts flew across the " wide

waste of waters,'* and rested with my dear

friends who were engaged in the solemn duty

of worshipping their Creator; while my ears

were saluted by the discordant sounds of bells,

wheels, hammers, and all a busy city's din, thai

rose from below, and perha|)s ascended to a

forgotten, oflended and just God. In the even-

ing some of the shops were closed, but they

were generally open and well lighted. The
quays and boulevards were thronged with well

dressed people—in one part they were singing,

dancing and carousing; in another the harp

and the violin resounded. The theatres were

open, and as is usual in their vicinity in all

cities, noisy crowds stood about ihe doors and

in the adjacent cafes. My curiosity did not

of course, lead me into a theatre, and there-

fore I can give thee no account of the actors

or spectators. Such, my dear friend, are a

few of the scenes to be witnessed on a first-

day in France. They must awaken the most
painful and discouraging reflections in the

minds of those who feel concerned for the sal-

vation of all mankind.

In the days of the Revolution, when all the

institutions political and religious, of thecoun

try were overthrown, the inscription " Death

is an eternal sleep," was placed over the gates

of the cemeteries of France; but I fear the

hand which erased it and substituted" Beyond
these bounds rest the dead awaiiting the joyful

hope of imuiorlality," was not guided by the

spirit of true religion.

After spending a few more days in Paris, I

intend going into Belgium, by wayof Valen-

ciennes. 1 am, &.C. R.

For "Tlie Friciid."

JOHN NEWTON.
(Conlinuecl from page 179.)

John Newton at this linie resided on the

largest of those three islands which bear the

name of the Plantanes, and lie about two

cessive cold and wet I endured in the voyage,

and so soon after I had recovered from a long

sickness, quite broke my constitution and my
spirits : the latter was soon restored, but the

effects of the former still remain with me, as a

needful memento of the service and the wages

miles from the continent. Here he might have of sin."

been tolerably comfortable had not a black In about two months they returned, and the

woman who lived with his master as his wife, rest of the time John spent with this trader he

imbibed a strong prejudice against him. When passed chiefly at the Plantanes. His heart

there was no one at home to control her she was now bowed down, but not at all to a whole-

would scarcely allow him suflicient food to some repentance. His spirits sunk, but the

sustain life. Occasionally, however, when in
]

language of the prodigal was far from him:

the highest good humour, she would send vie- he had lost the fierceness which fired him on

tuals to him on her plate after she had dined. I

board the sloop of war, and rendered him ca-

This he received with thankj and eagerness as pable of the most desperate attempts, but he

the most needy beggar does an alms.— On one

occasion his master was absent for some time

on a trading voyage, and left John sick in the

hands of this woman. He was taken some
care of at first, but not soon recovering, her

attention was wearied and she entirely ne-

glected him. Sometimes it was with difliculty

he could procure a draught of cold water when
burning with a fever ! His bed was a mat
spread upon a board or chest, with a log for

his pillow. Upon his appetite returning after

the fever had left him, lie would gladly have

eaten, but no one gave unto him. His distress

led him frequently to go by night to pull up the

roots on the plantation and eat them, though they

furnished him no nourishment. He was oc-

casionally relieved by strangers; the very slaves

in the chain secretly brought him, at times,

portions of their scanty pittance. Whilst thus

weak from sickness and the want of food, his

mistress accused him of indolence, and caused

her attendants to insult and provoke him

He bore his master company on a second

voyage, but from a suspicion of his honesty he

was locked on deck with a pint of rice as his

day's allowance, whenever there was no ont

to watch him in the vessel. " Indeed," says

he," I believe I should have been nearly starv-

ed, but for an opportunity of catching fisli

sometimes. When fowls were killed for my
master's use, I seldom was allowed any part

but the entrails, to bait my hooks with : and

at what was called slack-water, that is about

the changing of the tides, when the current

was Etill, I used generally to fish, (at other

times it was not practicable,) and I very often

succeeded. If I saw a fish upon my hook, my
joy was little less than any other person would
have found on the accomplishment of the

scheme he had most at heart. Such a fish,

hastily broiled, or rather half burnt, without

sauce, salt, or bread, has aflTorded me a deli-

cious meal. If I caught none, I might, if 1

could, sleep away my hunger till the next re-

turn of slack water and then try again.
" Nor did I suffer less from the inclemency

of the weather, and the want of clothes. The
rainy season was now advancing; my whole
suit was a shirt, a pair of trowsers, a cotton

handkerchief instead of a cap, and a cotton

cloth about two yards long, to supply the want
of upper garments. Thus accoutred, I have

been exposed for twenty, thirty, perhaps near

forty hours together, in incessant rains accom-
panied withstrong gales of wind, without shel-

ter, when my master was on shore. The ex-

was no further changed than a tiger tamed by
hunger.

However strange it may appear, he attests

it as a truth, that though destitute both of food

and clothing, and depressed beyond common
wretchedness, he could sometimes collect his

mind to mathematical studies. Having bought
Barrow's Euclid at Plymouth, and it being the

only volume he brought on shore, he used to

take it to remote corners of the island, and
draw his diagrams with a long stick upon the

sand. " Thus," says he, "I often beguiled

my sorrows, and almost forgot my feelings,

and thus without any other assistance I made
myself in a good measure master of the first

six books of Euclid."

One day whilst he was planting some lime

or lemon trees his master and mistress stopt

to look at him. At length his master said,

" Who knows but by the time these trees grow
up and bear, you may go home to England,
obtain the command of a ship, and return to

reap the fruits of your labours ? we see strange

things sometimes happen."
This was felt as it was intended to be a

cutting sarcasm. Yet it proved a prediction,

and one of them lived to see him return in the

capacity he mentioned, and pluck some of the

first limes from those very trees.

Things continued thus nearly twelve months.

He had written to his father, at whose desire

a captain sailing from Liverpool promised to

touch and take him in. At this time with his

master's consent he went to reside with an-

other trader by whom he was treated as a

companion.

" Here," says he, " I began to be wretch

enough to think myself happy. There is a

significant phrasefrequently used in those parts,

that such a white man is grown black. It

does not intend an alteration of complexion,

but disposition. I have known several, who
settling in Africa after the age of thirty or

forty, have at that time of life been gradually

assimilated to the tempers, customs, and cere-

monies of the natives, so far as to prefer that

country to England ; they have become dupes

to all the pretended charms, necromancies,

amulets, and divinations of the blinded negroes,

and put more trust in such things than the

wiser sort among the natives. A part of this

spirit of infatuation was growing upon me (in

time, perhaps, I might have yielded to the

whole;) I entered into closer engagements

v.'ith the inhabitants, and should have lived and

died a wretch among them, if the Lord had
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not watched over me for good. Not that I

had lost those ideas which chiefly engaged niy

heart to England, but a despair of seeing them
accomphshed made me willing to rema
where I was. I thought I could more easily

bear the disappointment in this situation th

nearer home. But as soon as I had fixed my
connections and plans with these views, ihe

Lord providentially interposed to break them
in pieces and save me from ruin, in spite

myself."

The captain who had orders to bring h

home, not finding him at Sierra Leone had
given up all expectation of seeing him, and
proceeded on his voyage. In sailing along

the coast, however, the vessel was providen

tially discovered and visited by one of the ser

vanls belonging to the factory in which John
then resided. When the captain understood

that he was but a mile distant from the object

of his search, he instantly landed to deliver his

message.
" Had," says he," an invitation from home

reached me when I was sick, and starving at

the Plantanes, I should have received it as

life from the dead, but now, for the reasons

already given, I heard it at first with indif-

ference." The captain, however, unwilling

to lose him, framed a story, and gave him a

very plausible account of his having missed
a large packet of letters and papers, which
he should have brought with him; but said

he had it from his father's own mouth, as

well as from his employer, that a person lately

dead had left him £400 per annum, and added
that if embarrassed in his circumstances, h

had express orders to redeem him though it

should cost one half his cargo. Every parti

cular of this was false, nor could John be-

lieve what he said about the estate ; except,

that, as he had some expectations from an

aged relation, he thought a part of it might

be true.

The captain further promised (and in this

he kept his word) that John should lodge in

his cabin, dine at his table, and be his com-
panion, without being liable to service. Thus
suddenly was he freed from a captivity of

about fifteen months. He had neither a

thought nor a desire of this change one hour
before it took place; but, embarking with

the captain, he in a few hours lost sight of

Kittam.

The ship in which he embarked as a pas-

senger was on a trading voyage for gold,

ivory, dyer's wood, and bees' wax. Such a

cargo requires more time to collect than a

cargo of slaves. The captain began his trade

at Gambia, had been already four or five

months in Africa, and during the course of a

year after John had been with him, they

ranged the whole coast as far as Cape Lopez,
which lies about a degree south of the equi-

noctial, and more than a thousand miles far-

ther from England than the place from whence
he embarked.

" I have," says he, " little to offer worthy
of notice, in the course of this tedious voyage.
I had no business to employ my thoughts, but
sometimes amused myself with mathematics;
excepting this, my whole life, when awake,
was a course of most horrid impiety and pro-

faneness.

met so d

I know not that I have ever since
[

perhaps the foot of man had never trodden,
ing a blasphemer. Not content and which abound with wild beasts; besides

with common oaths and imprecations, I daily

invented new ones: so that I was often se-

riously reproved by the captain, who was
himself a very passionate man, and not at all

circumspect in his expressions. From the

relation I at times made him of my past

ventures, and what lie saw of my conduct, and
especially towards the close of the voyage
when we met with many disasters, he would
often tell ine that, to his great grief, he had a

Jonah on board; that a curse attended me
wherever I went, and that all the troubles hi

met with in the voyage were owing to his

having taken me into the vesse'

Although he lived long in the excess of

almost every other extravagance, he was
never, it seems, fond of drinking: his father

was often heard to say, that while his son

avoided drunkenness, some hopes might be

entertained of his recovery. Sometimes, how-
ever, in a frolic, he would promote a drinking-

bout ; not through love of liquor, but disposi-

tion to mischief: the last proposal he made of

this kind, and at his own expense, was in the

river Gabon, whilst the ship was trading on

the coast, as follows.

Four or five of them sat down one evening
to try who could hold out longest in drinking

geneva and rum alternately: a large sea-shell

supplied the place of a glass. John was very

unfit for such a challenge, as his head was
always incapable of bearing much liquor

he began, however, and proposed as a toast

some imprecation against the person

should start first : this proved to be himself.

Fired in his brain, he arose and danced
the deck like a madman, and while he was
thus diverting his companions, his hat went
overboard. Seeing the ship's boat by moon
light, he endeavoured eagerly to throw him
self over the side into the boat, that he might
recover his hat. His sight however deceived

him for the boat was not (as he supposed,)

within his reach, but perhaps twenty feet

from the ship's side. He was, however, half

overboard, and would in the space of a mo-
ment have plunged into the water; when
somebody caught hold of his clothes, and
pulled him back. This was an amazing
escape, as he could not swim, had he been
sober; the tide ran very strong, his compa-
nions were too much intoxicated to save

him, and the rest of the ship's company were
asleep.

Another time at Cape Lopez, before the

ship left the coast, he went with some others

nto the woods, and shot a buffalo, or wild
cow; they brought a part of it on board, and
carefully marked the place (as he thought)

where the rest was left. In the evening they

returned to fetch it, but set out too late.

John undertook to be their guide ; but night

coming on before they could reach the place,

they lost their way. Sometimes they were in

swamps, and up to their middle in »ater, and
when they recovered dry land, they could not

tell whether they were proceeding towards

the ship, or the contrary way. Every step in-

creased their uncertainty, night grew darker,

and they were entangled in thick woods which

which, they had neither light, food, nor arms,
while expecting a tiger to rush from behind
every tree. The stars were clouded, and they
had no compass to form a judgment which
way they were going. But it pleased God to

secure them from the beasts ; and, after so.Tie

hours' perplexity the moon arose, and pointed
out the eastern quarter. It appeared then,
that instead of proceeding towards the sea,

they had been penetrating into the country;
at length, by the guidance of the moon, they
recovered the ship.

These, and many other deliverances, pro-
duced at that time no salutary effect. The
admonitions of conscience, which from suc-
cessive repulses had grown weaker and weak-
er, at length entirely ceased ; and for the space
of many months, if not for some years, he had
not a single check of that sort. At times he
was visited with sickness, and believed him-

to be near death, but had not the least

concern about the consequences. " In a
word," says he, " I seemed to have every
mark of final impenitence and rejection: nei-
ther judgments nor mercies made the least

inpression on me."

The best way of being thankful to God for
what he gives me, is a liberal distribution of
it. Love every man for Christ's sake, and
fear none in his cause.

Adam's Private Thoughts.

God cannot be enjoyed but as he is loved,
nor loved but as he is known, nor known but
by Christ, nor by Christ but as revealed to

the heart by the Spirit.

—

Ibid.

THE CHRISTIAN'S HOPE AND TRIUMPH.
Who would not be a Christian ? Who but now
Would share the Christian's triumph and his hope ?

His triumph is begun. 'Tis his to hail,

Amid the chaos of a world convulsed,

A new creation rising. Mid the gloom
Which wraps the low concerns of states and kings.
He marks the morning star; sees the far east
Blush with the purple dawn ; he hears a trump,
Louder than all the clarions and the clang
Of horrid war, swelling, and swelling still,

In lengthening notes, its all awakening call

—

The trump of jubilee. Are there not signs.

Thunders and voices, in the troubled air ?

Do ye not see, upon the mountain-tops.
Beacon to beacon answering ? Who can tell

But all the harsh and dissonant sounds, which long
Have been—are still—disquieting the earth.

Are but the tuning of the varying parts
For the grand chorus, which shall usher in

The hasteni-ig triumph of the Prince of Peace !

Yes ; his shall be the kingdom. He shall come,
Ye scoffers at his tarrying. Hear ye not,

now, the thunder of his wheels ? Awake,
Thou slumbering world ! E'en now the symphonies
Of that blest song are floating through the air

—

Peace, peace on earth, and glory be to God

!

Conder.

The committee appointed to superintend
the boarding school at West-town, will meet
there on fourth day, the 1st of next month,
at 9 o'clock, A. M.

Thomas Kimbee, Clerk,

\ mo. 21st, 1835.
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For " The Fraud."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
ConUnued from page ]9l.

The present generation of Frienils, and

especially the younger class, cannot be loo

deeply impressed with the suHerings and

hardships uhicii the first members of the So-

ciety endured in support of their religious

principles. We live in a day of great out-

ward ease and prosperity, derive our member-
ship from a birthright, and suffer scarcely any

molestation or reproach on account of our

profession. The natural consequence of such

a state, is to produce indifference to religion,

and a light esteem of the piinoiples and testi-

monies which cost our forefathers the sacri-

fice of every thing which the world holds dear.

If we dispassionately view the present con-

dition of a large portion of our members, we
cannot but acknowledge that the complaint

of the Most High aga;nst his peculiar and fa-

voured people of old, is applicable to them.
" Jeshurnn waxed fat and kicked—then he

forsook God who made him, and lightly

esteemed tlie Rock of his salvation." How
are many, even of those who make a high

profession, " grown thick and become cover-

ed with fatness," living at ease in great

wealth ; treasuring up riches year after year

for themselves and their children, until they

are laden with them as with thick clay; others

pressing hard after, and endeavouring to equal

them as respects wealth and grandeur, while

another class, and many of them the children

of such, are running into the fashions, and

pleasures, and follies of the world. Thus we

are in danger of incurring another portion of

the complaint already referred to, the import

of which, (hough awfully alarming, is, we fear,

but too appropriate. " And when the Lord

saw it, he abhorred them, because of the pro-

voking of his sons and of his daughters. And

ty, sit as the Lord's people sit, and speak as

they speak, while at the same time the golden

wedge is found in their tents, and the spirit

of the world, and the desire after earthly

treasure is discoverable in them, the esample
of such, notwithstanding all their preceptS;

goes to strengthen that spirit which is not of

the Father, and to encourage their own child

ren, as well as otheis, to depart from the

purity and holiness of our high profession

In viewing the mournful declension which
as a leprosy has overspread our Society, affect

ing even the very head, it is consoling to be.

lieve that there are still preserved among us

those who sec and eschew these evils; the

prayer of whose hearts is that they may be of

the number of the Lord's poor, rich in faith

and heirs of the kingdom, and that whatever
sacrifices it may cost, they may be enabled

to fill up their measure of suffering and of

labour for the promotion of the kingdom of

the dear Redeemer in the earth.

That a recurrence to the faithfulness and
self-denial of our worthy ancients, and a fre

quent and serious consideration of the tribu

iated and lowly path they trod, may, under
the Divine blessing, be a means of increasing

the number of this little flock, is the princi

pal inducement for preparing these sketches

What an altered face would the Society of

Friends present, did prisons, and fines, and
whipping, and spoiling of estates, follow

the consequence of faithfully supporting our

meetings and our religion. How much less

eagerness would there be to amass riches

when they were so soon to become the prey

of persecutors; and what numbers who now
hang upon the outskirts of the Society would
renounce all connection with it, and betake

themselves to the common herd of" nothing
arians," where they rightfully belong.

The year 1662 presented a sad scene for

he said, I will hide my face from them, I will [the infant Society. Every where, meetmgs
see what their end shall be, for they are a [were broken up by violence and outrage, the

very froward generation, children in whom isj trained bands and officers taking an active

no faith."
j part in the cruel proceedings, and treating the

The obseivation is frequently made, "As
is the priest so are the people," and one of

the plaintive lamentations of the Almighty

over his degenerate peo|)le in ancient lime,

was, " O my people, they that lead thee cause

thee to err." It cannot be denied that the

e.Kample of those who stand in the responsi-

ble station of leaders of the people, must have

a powerful influence in foiming the charac-

ter of the Society. If ministers, elders, and

overseers, and those who are active in the

discipline and concerns of the church, watch

diligently against every encroachment of the

spirit of the world, and, by a strict attention to

the leadings of the heavenly Shepherd, keep

their garments undefiled, holding forth in their

daily intercourse wiih mankind the inviting

language, " follow us—for we follow Christ,"

a powerful and reaching effect would be pro-

duced upon the younger members, and many
who are now deeply entangled in ihe pursuits

and maxims, and friendships of the world,

would be set free from the bondage, and

brought to walk in the light of Ihe Lord.

But where those who fill these stations

preserve an exterior appearance of conformi-

most aged and respectable Friends of both

sexes with all the rudeness and barbarity inci

dent to the military character. The jails were
soon filled to suffocation; and foreseeing tha

the inevitable consequences must be infection,

sickness and death. Friends took a general ac

count of the prisoners in England, by which it

a|)peared that more than four thousand two
hundred of these innocent people were lan-

guishing in jail for Ihe leslimony of a good
conscience. Many of these were labouring

under serious injuries produced by severe beat-

ings and stonings, others had their clothes torn

off their limbs, or taken from them, and were
refused the liberty of getting more. Some-
times both parents were imprisoned and their

helpless babes left lo the mercy of the neigh-

bours or the kindness of their friends, lo pro-

vide them even the meanest food—husbands
and wives were often separated, sometimes in

different prisons, and many friends plundered

of their goods, until, as George Fox observes,

I hey had not a cow, horse, or swine left, a bed

to lie on, a chair to sit on, a pot to boil their

victuals, or a platter from which to feed the

children.

Some of the prisons were crowded so full

that there was not room for all to sit down at

once, a part being obliged to stand while others
sat, and in Cheshire sixty-eight Friends were
confined in one small room. It was not long
before a large number sickened, and many [I

think upwards of thirty] died in consequence
of the unwholesome atmosphere produced by
such crowding. No age or sex was regarded.
Children frcm fourteen years upward, and
aged peisons of sixty, seventy, and eighty

years were indiscriminately dragged to filthy

dungeons and holes and there locked up for

months and often for years.

Many of these sufferers were tradesmen,
shop-keepers,or husbandmen, ivhose living was
dependent on their personal attention to busi-

ness, and being thus prevented from looking
after their affiirs, and what little they had being
seized for tithes or fines, they and their families

were reduced to poverty. Sometimes nearly
the whole of the men Friends in a county
would be sent to jail, so that few or none were
left to look after the needy wives and children;

and the instances were not few v-fhere the pa-
rish officers procured the discharge of the poor-
est men, lest their families should be reduced
to starvation, and the parish be rendered
chargeable.

In London and its suburbs there were no
less than five hundred friends in prison at this

time, many of them among the common felons

who were suffered lo rob and abuse them with
impunity. Not even their private dwellings
were secure from the assaults of their perse-
cutors ; for when some Friends were seen to

enter a house, though merely on a social visit,

they would rush in after them, call it a meet-
ing, and hale them away lo prison. An in-

stance in point occurred to William Ames,
who having just arrived from Holland came to

a Friend's house in London, where he met Sam-
uel Fisher and three others of his brethren, and,
while they wereenjoying each other's company,
some musketeers broke in on them, held up
their drawn swords as their warrant, and took
them all prisoners. They were brought be-

fore Alderman Brown, who sent them to

Bridewell to be kept at hard labour.

George Whitehead spent some time in Lon-
don and partook with his brethren in the suf-

ferings of the day. He was very early sent to

prison, of which he gives the following ac-

count, viz.

" Pursuant to the aforesaid act, as was pre-

tended, my beloved brethren, RichardHubber-
Ihorn and Edward Burrough, with myself, and
many more of our faithful Friends, were haled

out of meetings, and imprisoned in Newgate,
London ; where so many of us were crowded
together, both in that called justice hall side,

and in the chapel side of the prison, that we
were hard put to it for lodging room.

" The chapel was on the top of Newgate,
where many Friends lay in hammocks crowd-
ed ; and Richard Hubberlhorn and I lay on a

pallet bed, in a little hole or closet be-

hind the chapel and opening into it, so as the

breath and steam of those that lay next us in

the chapel, came much upon us. We chose to

lodge on the chapel side, for the encouragement
ofmany of the poorer sort of Friends, who were
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there, and that they might not be offended or

troubled, as we thought they might, if we had

side, have considered the maxim, " whoso
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

taken up our lodging among the richer sort of be shed," as a recognition of the lex ialionis,

our Friends, on justice hall side. We had

many good meetings in the chapel ; and the

Lord was with us to our great comfort and

encouragement, in his name and power, for

whose sake we suffered patiently.

" It being in summer time and a hot season,

when we were thus crowded in prison, some
of our Friends fell sick of a violent fever,

whereof some died ; and were viewed by the

coroner's inquest : and when some were re-

moved out of prison, by reason of sickness,

they quickly ended their days, after their close

confinement.
" Many of us were committed for three

months' imprisonment in Newgale, being our

first commitment upon the aforesaid act: and

before the time of that imprisonment was ex-

pired, my dear friend and brother Richard

Hubberthorn was taken sick and died ; and

also our dear brother Edward Burrough, who
was detained prisoner after I was released, was
also taken sick of a fever and died ; so the

Lord was pleased by death to release both these

my dear brethren, companions and fellow la

bourers in the Gospel of Christ Jesus ; whose

death was lamented by many lender Friends,

respecting the great service which they had

done in their day
" And though I had a full share in suffering

with my friends and brethren, in those days of

hot persecution; and was carried through such

imprisonments and sufferings as ended the days

of several, yet my days have been lengthened

much beyond my expectation ; insomuch that

I have been ready humbly to enquire, ' Lord,

for what end am I so long spared alive, and

my days prolonged, when so many of thy faith

ful servants arc removed?' Whereupon He
has showed me, that my trials and service in

his church and for his people, were not yet fin-

ished ; and He has often made me sensible of

his merciful providence, in my preservation

through many trials and exercises; being sup-

ported by the word of faith and of his patience,

in the kingdoni and patience of our blessed

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; to whom be

glory and dominion for ever and ever. O!
my sou^'praise thou the Lord, my Life, my
Strength, and my Salvation ; and let all that is

within me bless his Hoiy Name

For " The Friend."

In a Tate number of this paper I observe

quotation from Grimke's notes on Dymond's
treatise on war ; in which the assertion

pears, that the precept delivered to Noah
immediately after the flood, respecting the

shedding of blood, was repealed by the eixth

commandment.
Believing, as I do, that the opinion is

roneous, and that appearing without comment
in the columns of " The Friend," avouched
by such respectable authority, it may, very

possibly, mislead some of the inexperienced
readers of this useful paper, I am induced to

offer a few observations on the subject.

I am aware that some able commentators,
with no less authority than Grotius on thei

or law of retaliation ; and that the advocates

of capital punishment frequently adduce this

passage, not as an authority only, but as a

command to visit the crime of murder with

the punishment of death. The construction

of Grotius being admitted, the opponents of

sanguinary punishment are driven to the as-

sertion that the maxim was repealed by the

moral part of the Mosaic law, or by the general

tenor of the Christian dispensation. No doubt

there are many who will admit the construc-

tion, who will not readily agree to the doc-

trine of a virtual repeal ; for a specific repeal

is certainly no where to be found.

Now if we consider the character of the

patriarch, and the situation of the world at

the time this precept was delivered; the sup-

position that either command or permission

was included in it, which a succeeding dis-

pensation was to repeal, appears, at best,

highly improbable. Noah was a just man,
and perfect in his generation ; the corrupted

race that had filled the earth with violence

was just swept away; the family who were
designed to replenish the earth anew, had the

awful example before them; it would there-

fore appear much more probable that the

precepts which were then interwoven with

the Divine benediction, siiould be consistent

with universal righteousness, than that they

should be rescinded in the laws prescribed

to the followers of Moses.
It would, in my opinion, have been a wiser

course, if our commentators, instead of

bouring to prove that the maxim was repealed,

had looked more closely into the purpart and

bearing of the maxim itself, so as to discover

whether there was really any thing in it

which the morality of the Mosaic code, or

the purer principles of the gospel dispensa-

tion, required to be revoked.

If we construe the declaration, " whoso
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed," as a command, which we are bound
literally to obey, we are involved at once ii

an inexplicable absurdity. As no difference

is expressed between the case of the man
who sheds the blood of an innocent person,

and that of the man who sheds the blood of

the criminal, they would, upon a literal con-

struction of the passage, be subjected to the

same sentence. The executioner as well as

the criminal must be put to death. A single

murder would therefore be only the beginning

of a series which must proceed ad infinitum.

To say that the precept must be understood

as applicable to the Original aggressor, but

not to the executioner, is to say that it must

be construed with a limit or modification

which the words do not express—in other

terms, it must not be construed literally.

How then must it be understood? If we con-

strue it as a command or permission to be

applied with such modifications as our under-

standings or prejudices may suggest, we then

bring the authority of Scripture to justify the

practice so generally prevalent among savage

nations of avenging the blood of a relative or

friend, by private assassination. For the trans-

fer of this right from private hands to the pub-
lic tribunals, of which Judge Blackstone so

complaisantly informs us, is not to be found
in the text. When or how this transfer was
made, we are not informed ; but before we

mit the ipse dixit of Blackstone himself, it

11 be proper to enquire whetiier the trans-

fer as well as the original right is not an as-

sumption rather than a grant?

It is not to be forgotten, that the passage

under review properly constitutes a part of

the benediction divinely bestowed upon the

fathers of the postdiluvian world. Having
given them authority over all the inferior

races of animated nature; and commanded
them to exercise that authority with mercy

—

always to take the life of the animal before

they began to feast upon its flesh; the Lord
of creation draws a broad distinction between
the lives of these races and the life of man.
" And surely your blood of your lives will J
require. At the hand of every beast will I

require it; and at the hand of man ; at the

hand of every man's brother will I require

the life of man." Does not the text thus far,

contain a solemn prohibition of the destruc-

tion of human life? A sacred hedge is un-

questionably here planted round the life of

man. The man or beast that breaks that

hedge, is declared to be amenable at the bar

of the Almighty. Does the passage which

immediately follows, revoke that prohibitioni

or transfer to human hands, the authority just

declared to belong to God himself? " Whoso
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed, for in the image of God made he
man." If this is an authority to shed the

blood of Ihe murderer, or a recognition of

the lex talionis; why has a similar passage

in the New Testament, " Put up thy sword
again into its place, for all they that take the

swoul shall perish with the sword," never been
construed in the same way ? The doctrine is

certainly the same; and the principle declared

the same. Whoever breaks the hedge which
was divinely planted round the life of man,
breaks it from about his own. The malevo-

lent passions which originally impel to the

shedding of human blood, naturally excite

their kindred passions in others, and ex-

pose the man who indulges them to the con-

sequences of his own temerity. Of this con-

sequence the first murderer the world ever

saw appears to have been fully aware—" It

shall come to pass that every one that findeth

me shall slay me." What was then the deci-

sion of the Most High 1 And the Lord said

unto him, therefore, whosoever slayeth Cain,

vengeance shall be taken on him sevenfold.

This was certainly a prohibition; and yet the

case was one which might be supposed to

justify, if a case of the kind could justify the

application of the lex talionis, blood for blood-

The victim was a brother. He was murdered,
not because he had committed an injury or

given a provocation, but because of his supe-

rior virtue. And it will hardly be asserted that

a law approaching nearer to the evangelical

standard .was prescribed for the government
of the world in the days of Cain, than when
newly washed by the waters of the flood.

Taking the passage, with its context, and
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connecting with it tlie circumstances of the

case, it appears scarcely possible to find with-

in the compass of language, a more solemn

proiiibition to the shedding of human blood,

than is here presented. E. L.

For " The Friend."

PLAINNESS OF SPEECH.
The Society of Friends from its rise, has

borne a faithful testimony against the vain

compliment and salutation common in the

world; and has steadily refused to adopt the

unscriptural names generally applied to

months and days. A careful examination of

the subject, will I think, convince the sincere

enquirer that our testimony in regard to these

things, rests on the strong and sure basis of

revealed truth. ]t was not a wish to obtain a

distinctive character by objecting to things in-

nocent in themselves, ihat led our early Friends

out of the prevalent manner and fashion of

their day; but a firm conviction, that these

stood in opposition to the purity and simplicity

of the gospel.

It was to please the pride and vanity of that

part in man, which God'scontroversy is against,

that compliments were first used. The lan-

guage in which the Creator of all things was

addressed was not thought good enough to be

applied to his creatures, who sought out for

themselves flattering titles of distinction.

Besides the corrupt source from which they

sprang, to the professors of truth it ought to

be a sufticient objection to these, that, as ge-

nerally used, they are untrue. The words Mr.

and Mrs. which signify master and mistress,

are not merely applied to persons who stand

in these relations, but indiscriminately to all.

These objections equally apply to the use of

the plural number in speaking to one person.

This practice was introduced to inflate the

vanity of man, by implying that one individual

centred in himself the importance of many.

This is incorrect and unscriptural use of Ian

guage, and is tolally at variance with the hum-

ble selfdenying spirit inculcated by the gospel

The common habit of calling days and month;

by names given to the false gods of the hea

then, and used to designate periods when the

Almighty was blasphemed by the worship of-

fered to created objects, should need no argu-

ment in a Christian land to show its impro-

priety.

Oh ! how exceedingly inappropriate do all

these vain compliments and idolatrous names
appear, when contrasted with the simple, true,

unflattering, and dignified language of the Bible.

In support of our testimony to plainness of

speech, our early Friends suffered the most
bitter persecution; but rather than violate

in the least degree, they patiently endured
stripes and imprisonment and the loss of

worldly possessions. The testimony is no less

valuable now than it was in their day; and it

is ©ur duty to maintain it with equal faithful-

ness. The support of our standard in tiiis

respect, is a less arduous duty now, than it

was formerly. We have not the same diffi-

culties to contend with that our predecessors

had. We suffer no persecution or loss of

goods for refusing to give man the honour due

only to God, by uncovering our heads. Indeed,

now so generally understood that our So-

ciety objects to these things from conscientious

motives, that our neighbours do not expect

them from us. Yet, notwithstanding this is

the case, I have been repeatedly pained and

mortified on hearing Mr. and Sir, with their

usual accompaniments, used by members of

our religious Society; and, in some instances,

by those whose appearance would seem to

indicate very different conduct. When in the

company of Friends, such persons use the

plain language, but change their speech to the

language of the world when addressing others.

There is something so mean and contemptible

in this, that it is difficult to conceive how per-

sons of even good moral standing, can be

guilty of it. It is a practical denial of their pro-

fession, and has something of the leaven of hy-

pocrisy in it. Yet I have heard some even

attempt to justify the practice, alleging that

persons of other societies do not understand

our names for days and months; and would be

offended if addressed in plain language. This

is indeed a flimsy cloak to cover inconsistency.

There are few persons so ignorant as not to

know that the week commences with the first

day, and the year with the first month; and
perhaps still fewer who would at this time be

offended, by being spoken to in Scriptural

and correct language. No reputable person

would wish to be the cause of any man vio-

lating the religious principles he professed.

The following fact will show that our mem-
bers do not always properly appreciate the

feelings of other persons on this subject. A
female of some distinction in the world, re-

marked of a person, then a member of our

religious Society, that he always addressed

lier with compliments; and added, that if he

knew how inucli this practice degraded him
in her estimation he would not continue it.

And I suppose that deviations from our pro-

fession have generally the same effect upon
the considerate of other societies.

There is another practice which has latterly

become very common among the younger

members of our religious Society, which is.

I think, objectionable. It is that of address

ing persons indiscriminately by the title of

Friend. 1 am aware that some are in the habit

of doing this who would be very sorry to

bring a shade over their profession; but un

less they are especially guarded, this word
will become a mere formal substitute for the

popular titles of the world.

Upon my mind it is a sealed truth, that

there is no other way to preserve our i

gious Society from the contagious evils around

us, but by our rallying home to the principles

that first gathered us, and the practices they

lead into. If by submitting to the influence

of the Holy Spirit, we are not drawn nearer

and nearer to this ark of safety, we shall

evitably lose ground. The current of this

world's manners and customs has always run

in opposition to the humble, self-denying

rit inculcated by the gospel; and if we are

not willing to stem it, in support of the pre

cious testimonies we are called to bear, we
shall be gradually swept away, until finally

lost in the great vortex of the world's folli

S. E,

For "Tlie Friend."

Reading lately a part of Foster's Reports,

I met with a passage in the cross examination

of S. Parsons, vol. i. p. 206, in which the

counsel, by attempting to involve the witness in

ilemma, has evinced, in himself or his

prompters, a strong bearing towards infidelity.

Question :
" Would they [the Society of

Friends] under penalty of that censure, re-

quire a belief, as to the matter, whether Judas

came to his death, by one or the other way
spoken of by two difllerent evangelists ; or

whether those who were with Paul on his way
to Damascus, when he met the light, did or

did not hear the voice, as it is difl'erently stated

in the Acts ?"

I'o find a contradiction in any historical ac-

count we must discover two irreconcileable re-

ations, which musl be, not which merely may
be, referred to the same event. Now we have

but one account any where in the New Testa-

ment how Judas came to his death. In Mat-
thew xxvii, we read. Then Judas which had
betrayed him, when he saw that he was con-

demned, repented himself, and brought again

the thirty pieces of silver to the chief priests

and elders; saying I have sinned in that 1 have

betrayed the innocent blood. And they said

what is that to us ? See thou to that. And he

cast down the pieces of silver in the temple,

and departed and went and hanged himself.

And the chief priests took the silver pieces

and said, it is not lawful to put them into the

treasury, because it is the price of blood. And
they look counsel and bought with them the

potter's field to burry strangers in. Where-
upon that field was called the fisld of blood

unto this day.

The only reference afterwards made to Ju-

das' death, as far as 1 can discover, is contain-

ed in the address of Peter to his fellow disci-

ples, as related in the first chapter of Acts.

And here it is to be observed that Peter was

not then composing a history, but calling the

attention of his brethren to a well known facit,

the circumstances of which were unquestion-

ably familiar to them all. It was therefore un-

necessary to give a circumstantial narrative of

the event; that was sufficiently understood.

He, however, took occasion to show, that even

this piece of treachery, base and abominable

as it was, had not escaped the eagle eye of

prophecy ; and, by touching upon a few pro-

minent points of the case, to exhibit in a strong

light the consequences which Judas, by his

treachery, had brought upon himself. He had

not only'forfeited his part in the ministry and

apostleship to which he had once been called;

and thus left, in that most honourable of sta-

tions, a vacancy which they were about to fill;

but had rendered himself an object of just de-

testation in the eyes of the world. The pur-

chase of the field with the reward of iniquity,

which the evangelist, in his more detailed ac-

count, informs us was made by the priests, the

apostle in his rapid outline mentions as the

work of Judas, agreeably to the well-known

maxim, " that which any one does by another,

he does himself" The essential fact that the

field was purchased with the reward of his

treason appears in both. The contempt and

aversion with which his conduct was viewed,
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even by ttiose who employed him, and before

they had satiated their thirst for blood, is clear-

ly indicated by their reply to his repentant con-

fession ; but Peter's observations exhibit a

much stronger |)iclur6 of general detestation,,

if we only suppose, what without violence to

the text we may readily imagine to have been

then a notorious fact, that after Judas in

despair had with his own hands placed on his

own head the heaviest of Jewish curses, no

one was willing to afford him the right of se-

pulture, but that his body was left suspended

on the tree till putrefaction had commenced
;

and that when he was at length cut down, to

be buried with the burial of an ass, he was
suffered to fall headlong and burst asunder by

the fall. I do not assert that this was exactly

the way it happened ; but if Matthew had

even been silent on the subject, a meaning
something like this appears to me a more ra-

tional construction of Peter's words than to

suppose that a living man had burst in pieces

by a fall. At all events, as nothing is here

positively said of the death of Judas, we may,

and unless we choose to manufacture contra-

dictions, vve must refer the apostle's description

to a period subsequent to his death.

With regard to the companions of Paul, we
find it stated in Acts ix. 7 : The men which

journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a

voice, but seeing no man. In the preceding

verses we find Paul twice spoke to the power
that addressed him, Who art thou. Lord? Lord,

what wilt thou have me to do ? May we not

reasonably suppose that his companions heard

his voice when he spoke ? And if they saw
no man, and heard no one speaking to him,

they might well be surprised. This, indeed,

without looking further, seems the natural con-

struction of the passage. If they had heard

the voice that Paul heard, and Paul's voice

too, they would have heard not a voice but two

voices; and the vision would have been as clear

to them as to Paul. In chapter xxii. -9, the apos-

tle says. And they that were with me saw indeed

the light and were afraid, but they heard not the

voice of him that spake with me. Here is no

contradiction—the first informs us that they

heard a voice, but does not tell us what voice

it was ; the second informs us what it was not

—so that one passage explains the other.

A kindred effort to invalidate the evanjreli-

cal narratives appears in the " Age of Rea-
son," the author of which charges the sacred

historians with inconsistency, because they do

not give exactly the same words as the super-

scription which Pilate affixed to the cross.

Now, why did tiiey notice the supersciiption

at all ? The Romans were in the practice of

setting up over the heads of those criminals

whom they crucified, an account of the crimes

for which the punishment was inflicted, both ai

an evidence of Roman justice, and as a warn

ing to others. But in the case before us vv(

find, that although Pilate was induced, by the

clamours of the Jewish mob, to condemn to

the infamous death of the cross, (a death usii

ally allotted to slaves and criminals of the

lowest grade,) a personage whom he had de

clared to be innocent, yet neither the accusa

tions of the priests nor the clamours of the

mob could prevail over the convictions of the

judge so as to produce a charge of guilt. And
not satisfied with this negative testimony to his

innocence, so clearly was Pilate convinced of

the superiority of his character, that he pub-

licly recognized as the King of the Jews the

sacred personage whom the turbulence of that

fatuated race had induced him to condemn.
So triumphant is truth over malice and ignor-

nce. This is the fact which tlie evangelists

have all established. In this, which appears

the really essential point in the narrative, so

far as the superscription is concerned, they ex-

actly agree. E. L.

THE FRXEKTD.
THIRD MONTH, 28, 1835.

During the session of the legislature of

New Jersey, in 1833-4, the Hicksites caused

be introduced for its consideration a bill

proposing that the property of the religious

Society of Friends in that state should be

divided between Friends and Hicksites, ac-

cording to their respective numbers. It was
not acted on at that time, but at the session

which has just terminated, a bill of similar

mport was brought forward, and its enact-

ment strenuously urged by the Hicksites,

some of whom were in almost constant at-

tendance on the members for several weeks.

Their industry and pertinacity in pushing

their suit, and misrepresenting Friends, were
untiring. The provisions of the bill were
grossly in violation of the civil and religious

rights of Friends, subversive of their disci-

pline, and calculated to deprive them of the

free exercise of their liberty of conscience.

It went to destroy trusts and contracts so-

lemnly entered into many years ago, to per-

vert property, specially devised or contributed,

to objects adverse to those for which it was
given, to break up the long existing and set-

tled tenure of the estate, and render it the

prey of designing and avaricious men, who,

for purposes of gain, might light the fires of

discord and schism, and produce a separation

in a hitherto peaceful and harmonious Society.

To these, however small their number, if they

did but profess to adhere to the principles

and discipline of the ancient Society, the bill

awarded as a premium for their labour, a rate-

able proportion of the property; and if this

was of such a nature as not to admit of a di-

vision it was to be sold at public sale in order

to give those their share. Thus the meeting

houses of the Society were subjected to the

risk of public sale, to the great scandal of re-

ligion and the sorrow of those sober persons

who regard the religious institutions of our

country as one of its strongest bulwarks. The
bill was moreover in direct contravention of

the constitution of the general government,

and unparalleled in the history of legislative

proceedings in any civilised country.

So inveterate were the feelings of the

Hicksite party, that notwithstanding all these

iniquitous features in the bill, and their often

repeated scruples about connecting chuich

and state, and resoiting to the civil arm to

support religions society, they urged the

passage of the bill by persuasion, entreaty,

and threats, and have even made it a political

question influencing their votes at elections;

thus proving beyond controversy that they
are willing to sacrifice even professed reli-

gious scruples, in order to accomplish their

unrighteous purposes against Friends.

The council consists of fourteen members,
and the assembly of fifty, and a majority of
the whole number, we understand, is neces-

sary in each house to pass a law. In the

assembly there were twenty-eight votes in

favour of the bill, and twenty-one against it

—

twenty six were requisite to carry it. In the

council five voted for the bill and six against

it—three were absent, all of whom were op-
posed to the bill becoming a law.

Had it been passed into a law it is not
probable that it could ever have been exe-
cuted, and would only have proved a fruitful

source of litigation, and served to exasperate
and prolong the painful controversy. For the
reputation of the state—for the sake of reli-

gious liberty and toleration, for the preserva-

tion of sacred trusts and private rights, and
above all, for the cause of justice and of
righteousness, we rejoice that the council
put their veto on a bill, the tendency of which
was to inflict so deep an injury, public and
individual. The meeting for sufferings pre-

sented a remonstrance against the bill, which,
with the bill itself, we hope ere long to lay

before our readers.

The letter from Paris which we have made
our leading article to day, will be read, no
doubt, with additional satisfaction by many,
from the knowledge that it is from a fellow
member and a native Pennsylvanian. While
acknowledging the obligation we are under
to our much esteemed friend for the favour,

we at the same time would express the hope
that he will be encouraged to continue his

contributions to the full extent of his sug-

gestion.

In the account last week of the meeting of
the contributors to the asylum, we omitted
the two following names, which should have
been added to the list of managers:

—

Isaac Collins, James R. Greeves.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.
The annual examination of the students

will commence on Fifth-day, 4th month. 2nd,
at 2 o'clock, P. M. and be continued daily with

the exception of First-day, until Fourth-day at

noon, when an address will be delivered by the

Teacher of the Latin and Greek languages and
ancient literature. Copies of the " Order of
Examination"' may be had at the office of " The
Friend."
The friends of the students and others who

take an interest in the institution are respect-

fully invited to be present.

3d mo. 26tb, 1835.

Died, on the 7th instant, aged 59 years, Margaret,
wife of Allen Ciapp, of this cily. Slie was a useful

and much esteemed member, and an approved minis-

ter of the Society of Friends.
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OBSERVATIONS ON SLAVERY. NO. I.

Vice is a monster of sucli hideous mien
As to be hated needs but to be seen ;

But seen too oft, familiar with her face.

We first endure, then pity, then embrace.
Pope.

Men as well as monkeys, are imitative ani-

mals ; and there are none that we are more
prone to imitate than ourselves. What we
have often seen others do, and what we our-

selves have often done, we are apt to continue

to do, with very little consideration how far

the conduct is justified upon any acknow-
ledged principle of right. Practices which
originated in a period of ignorance and dark-

ness, sometimes continue to disgrace society

when far advanced in civilisation and refine-

ment. Usages and laws which have been
transmitted from sire to son, for a long suc-

cession of ages, are sure to find advocates,

whatever may be their intrinsic absurdity, or

however illy they may be adapted to the ex-

isting state of society. Of this disposition to

adhere to usages which have nothing to re-

commend them but their age and present ex-

istence, the support afforded to the institution

of slavery, in half the states of the Union,
furnish a melancholy illustration.

Supposing the present system of slavery, if

system it may be called, totally unknown,
and that the black population in our country

had grown out of voluntary immigration;
what would be thought of the legislator who
should propose a law to reduce two millions of

them into slavery? Would not such a inan be
pronounced unfit for civilised society ; to be
shunned by every person who had a character

to preserve or lose ? Yet, if the census of

1830 is to be trusted, there are now within

the United States upwards of two millions of

the descendants of Africa, who are held in

hereditary slavery. And a large portion of

those who hold them occupy the upper ranks

in civil society; and not a few of them are

professedly the advocates and adherents of

the Christian religion. If they are questioned

by what right these people arc thus held, we
are gravely told that they are the property of

their holders. If the question is asked how

they heca.me property ; we are answered that

the law has made them such. That, said the

late John RanJuliih, \s prupcrcy which the law

has made property. The question whether the

law has made any of those now held in bond-

age, pro^er<j/ or even slaves, may probably be

examined in a future number. But admitting

for the present, that the law has made two

millions of human beings the property of

other human beings, what but familiarity

with violations of right, could embolden any

man to take shelter under such a law? Could

we suppose such a law to be just enacted,

being hitherto unknown, and that it had not

yet been reduced to practice, who would be

reckless enough to lead the way in its practi-

cal execution? What man would consent to

have it said, that but for him this odious law

would have remained a dead letter upon the

statute book; but he first reduced it to prac-

tice, and thus invited others to imitate the

example? And, let me seriously ask, where

is the essential difference between exercising

the influence of our example to introduce a

practice, and exerting the same influence to

support one which is already introduced?

Our justification, if we are justified at all,

must rest in both cases on the same basis, a

well founded conviction of the propriety of

the practice.

If we believe the declaration, solemnly

proclaimed in the face of the world, on the

force of which we assumed our station among
the nations of the earth: that all men are

created equal, that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain unalienable rights, among
which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness ; that to secure these rights govern-

ments are instituted among men ; and if we
also believe that the government under which

we live, was instituted to secure these rights,

we must conclude that a law or system of

laws, by which a sixth part of our population

are deprived of one of these unalienable rights,

is a woful perversion of the power of govern-

ment. It is of no importance whether the

authority by which slavery is upheld, is that

of the general government or of the local

Ipgialatiire ; the principle proclaimed as a

self-evident truth, and the ostensible object

of government, are the same in both; conse-

quently the power in either case, if employed
in the support of slavery, is directly destruc-

tive of its own legitimate object. If govern-

ments derive \.he\r just powers from the con-

sent of the governed, then a legal sanction to

the institution of slavery, is an usurpation,

not the exercise of a just power, or, in fact,

of any power belonging to the government.

For the very term slavery implies a privation

of the power of choice. The power therefore

is not, and cannot possibly be, derived from

the consent of the governed.

The existence of slavery, in a community
whose social system is founded on the princi-

ples above referred to, evinces a discrepancy

in the different parts of our fabric, which

must greatly endanger its permanence. It

therefore becomes the duty of those who de-

sire to maintain the system of government
according to its original design, and to secure

to the inhabitants of these United States the

utmost advantage which it is capable of con-

ferring, to use their influence, whatever it may
be, to procure the separation of this hideous

excrescence, this shameful anomaly, from the

institutions of our country.

A government can hardly be permanent,

and certainly cannot proceed harmoniously,

which has interwoven into its texture a set

of discordant principles. A republic, as well

as a kingdom, divided against itself must,

sooner or later, be brought to desolation. To
preserve the freedom of our institutions, and

to transmit to posterity the blessings of civil

and religious liberty, it is essential, not only

that the forms of a free government should

be supported, but that the principles should

be deeply implanted in the minds of the suc-

cessive generations. And how can this be

done if they are not practically maintained?

The principles promulgated in the cele-
.

brated Declaration of Independence, have

been virtually adopted by the people at large.

The congress that proclaimed them was sup-

ported by the community. The lives of the

individuals who signed that declaration, have

been held up to the admiration of posterity.

The anniversary of its adoption is celebrated

in every part of the United States. The de-

claration is publicly read, and the tongue of

the orator is employed in proclaiming its im-

portance. The Society of Friends it is true,

at least the consistent members of it, do not

take part in these celebrations. Yet they

agree, as fully as any of their fellow citizens,

to the principles of that declaration as far as I

have here quoted them. The equality of rights

with which we are endowed, and the legiti-

mate object of government, as well as the

proper source of its authority, are points to

which we entirely agree. The difference be-

tween us and most of our compatriots, relates

not to the inherent rights of man, but to the

manner of maintaining them—here then is an

important theory to which we all agree. We
may therefore consider ourselves pledged to

give effect to these principles, and, as far as

our influence extends, to reduce them to

practice. And how is that pledge to be re-

deemed ? Certainly not by indolently wait-

ing for the shackles to fall of themselves from
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the hands of the slave: nor by intemperate

denunciations fulminated against those who

in compliance with the habits and prejudices

of their education, still cling to the s}stem.

There are probably few among us who have

duly considered the consequences, moral and

political, which have flowed, and which must

continue to flow, from such a perversion of

the principles of law as this system exhibits.

To trace these consequences, and suggest the

modes of removing the evil, will be the object

of the succeeding essays. E. L.

For "The Friend."

JOHN NEWTON.
(Continued from page 1900

At length their business heing finished, they

left Cape Lopez, and after a few days' slay at

the island of Annabona, in order to lay in pro-

visions, they sailed homeward about the begin-

ning of the year 1748. From Annabona to

England is perhaps more than seven thousand

miles, if the circuits be included which are

necessary to be made on account of the trade

winds. They sailed westward till near the coast

of Brazil, then northward, to the banks of New-
foundland, without meeting any thing extraor-

dinary. On these banks they stopped half a

day to fish for cod ; this was then chiefly for

diversion, as they had provision enough, and

little expected those fish (as it afterwards

proved) would be all they would have to sub-

sist on. They left the banks, on the 1st of the

third month, with a hard gale of wind westerly,

which pushed tliem fast homewards. By the

length of this voyage, in a hot climate, the ves-

sel was greatly out of repair, and very unfit to

endure stormy weather. The sails and cord-

age were likewise very much worn ; and many
such circumstances concurred to render what

followed imminently dangerous.

Among the few books they had on board

was Stanhope's Thomas-a-Kempis : John care-

lessly took it up, as he had often done before,

to pass away the time, but which he had read

with the same indifference as if it were a ro-

mance. But in reading it this time, a thought

occurred,—What if these things should be

true ? He could not bear the force of the in-

ference, and therefore shut the book, conclud-

ing, that, true or false, he must abide the con-

sequences of his own choice, and put an end

to these reflections, by joining in the vain con-

versation which came in his way.
" But now," says he, "the Lord's time was

come, and the conviction I was so unwilling to

receive was deeply impressed upon me by an

awful dispensation."

He vjent to bed that night in his usual car-

nal security ; but was awaked from a sound

sleep by the force of a violent sea which broke

on board ; so much of it came down as filled

the cabin with water, in which he lay. This

alarm was followed by a cry from the deck,

that the ship was sinking. He essayed to go

upon deck, but was met upon the ladder by

the captain, who desired him to bring a knife,

On his returning for the knife, another person

went up in his place, who was instantly washed
overboard. They had no leisure to lament

him, nor expected to survive him long, for the

ship was filling with water very fast. The sea'

had torn away the upper timbers on one side,l

d made it a mere wreck in a few minutes
;

|

so that it seems almost miraculous that any

rvived to relate the story. They had imme-
diate recourse to the pumps, but the water in-

creased against their efforts ; some of them

were set to baling, though they had but eleven

or twelve people to sustain this service. But

notwithstanding all they could do, the vessel

was nearly full, and with a common cargo must

have sunk ; but having a great quantity of

beeswax and wood on board, which are spe-

cifically lighter ilian waier, ami providentially

receiving this shock in the very crisis of the

gale, towards morning, they were enabled to

employ some means for safety, which succeed-

ed beyond hope. In about an hour's time,

day began to break, and the wind abated ; they

expended most of their clothes and bedding to

stop the leaks ; over these they nailed pieces

of boards, and at last perceived the water with-

in to subside.

At the beginning of this scene John was

little affected ; he pumped hard, and endea-

voured to animate himself and his companions.

He told one of them, that in a few days this

distress would serve for a subject over a glass

of wine ; but the man being less hardened than

himself, replied with tears, " No, it is too late

now." About nine o'clock, being almost spent

with cold and labour, he went to speak with

the captain, and as he was returning, said, al-

most without meaning, " If this will not do, the

Lord have mercy upon us ;" thus expressing,

though with little reflection, his desire of mercy
for the first time within the space of many
years. Struck with his own words, it directly

occurred to him, What mercy can there be fur

me ! He was however obliged to return to

the pump, and there continued till noon, almost

every passing wave breaking over his head,

being, like the rest, secured by ropes, that they

might not be washed away. He expected in-

deed, that every time tfae vessel descended in

the sea, she would rise no more, and though he

dreaded death kow, and his heart foreboded

the worst, if the scriptures, which he had long

opposed, were true ; yet he was still but half

convinced, and remained for a time in a sullen

frame, a mixture of despair and impatience.

He thought, if the Christian religion were true,

he could not be forgiven, and was therefore

expecting, and almost at times wishing, to know
the worst of it.

The following part of his narrative will be

best expressed in his own words ;
" The 10th,

that is, in the present style, the 21st of March,

is a day much to be remembered by me, and I

have never suffered it to pass wholly unnotiood

since the year 1748. On that day the Lord

sent from on high and delivered me out of deep

waters.— 1 conlinued at the pump from three

in the morning till near noon, and then I could

do no more. I went and lay down upon my
bed. uncertain, and almost indifferent, whether

I should rise again. In an hour's time I was
called, and not being able to pump, I went to

the helm and steered the ship till midnight, ex-

cepting a small interval for refreshment. I had

here leisure and convenient opportunity for

reflection ; I began to think of ray former reli-

gious professions,—the extraordinary turns of
my life,—the calls, warnings, and deliverances

I had met with,—the licentious course of my
conversation,—particularly my unparalleled ef-

frontery in making the gospel history (which 1

could not be sure was false, though I was not

yet assured it was true,) ihe constant subject

of profane ridicule. I thought, allovving the

scripture premises, there never was or could

be such a sinner as myself ; and then compar-
ing the advantages I had broken through, I

concluded at first, that my sins were too great

to be forgiven. The scripture likewise seemed
to say tlie same ; fur I tiad formerly been well
acquainted with the Bible, and many passages,
upon this occasion, returned upon my memory;
particularly those awful passages, Prov. i. 24

—

3 1 , Heb. vi. 4, 6, and 2 Pet. ii. 20; which seem-
ed so exactly to suit my case and character, as
to bring with them a presumptive proof of a di-

vine original.

" Thus, as I have said, I waited with fear

and impatience to receive my inevitable doom.
Yet though I had thoughts of this kind, they
v;ere exceeding faint and disproportionate ; it

was not till after (perhaps) several years that

I had gained some clear views of the infinite

righteousness and grace of Christ Jesus my
Lord, that I had a deep and strong apprehen-
sion of my state by nature and practice ; and
perhaps, till then, I could not iiave borne the

sight. So wonderfully does the Lord propor-
tion the discoveries of sin and grace ; for he
knows our frame, and that if he were to put
forth the greatness of his power, a poor sinner

would be instantly overwhelmed, and crushed
as a molh.

' But to return, when I saw beyond all pro-
bability, that there was still hope of respite,

and heard about six in the evening that the

ship was freed from water, there arose a gleam
of hope. I thought I saw the hand of God
displayed in our favour. I began to pray ; I

could not utter the prayer of faith; I could not

draw near to a reconciled God, and call him
Father ; my prayer was like the cry of the ra-

vens, which yet the Lord does not disdain to

hear. I now began to think of that Jesus
whom I had so often derided ; I recollected

the particulars of his life, and of his death ; a
death for sins not his own, but, as I remem-
bered, for the sake of those, who, in their dis-

tress, should put their trust in him. And now
I chiefly wanted evidence.—The comfortless

principles of infidelity were deeply riveted, and
I rather wished than believed these things were
real facts. You will please to observe, that I

collect the strain of the reasonings and exer-

cises of my mind in one view ; but I do not
isay that all this passed at one time. The great
question now was, how to obtain faith ; I

speak not of an appropriating faith (of which
I then knew neither the nature nor necessity,)

hut how I should gain an assurance that the

Scriptures were of divine inspiration, and a
sufficient warrant for the exercise of trust and
hope in God.

" One of the first helps I received (in con-

sequence of a determination to examine the

New Testament more carefully) was from
Luke, xi. 13. I had been sensible, that to

profess faith in Jesus Christ, when, in reality,
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I did not believe his history, was no better

than a mockery of the heart-searching God

;

but here I found a Spirit spoken of, which

was to be communicated to those who ask it.

Upon this I reasoned tlius : if this book be

true, the promise in this passage must be

true likewise: I have need of that very spirit,

by which the whole was written, in order to

understand it aright. He has engaged here

to give that spirit to those who ask: I must
therefore pray for it, and, if it be of God, he

will make good his own word. My purposes

were strengthened by John vii. 17. I con-

cluded from thence, that though I could not

say from my heart that I believed the gospel,

yet I would for the present take it for grant-

ed; and that by studying it in this light, 1

should be more and more confirmed in it.

" If what I am writing could be perused by

our modern infidels, they would say (for I too

well know their manner) that I was very de-

sirous to persuade myself into this opinion. I

confess I was, and so would they be, if the

Lord should show them, as he was pleased to

show me at that time, the absolute necessity

of some expedient to interpose between a

righteous God and a sinful soul: upon the

gospel scheme I saw, at least, a peradventure

of hope, but on every other side I was sur-

rounded with black, unfathomable despair."

The wind being now moderate, and the

ship drawing nearer to its port, the ship's

company began to recover from their con-

sternation, though greatly alarmed by their

circumstances. They found, that the water

having floated their moveables in the hold,

all the casks of provision had been beaten to

pieces by the violent motion of the ship. On
the other hand, their live stock had been

washed overboard in the storm. In short, all

the provisions they saved e.xcept the fish

lately caught on the banks for amusement,

and a little of the pulse kind, which used to

be given to the hogs, would have supported

them but a week, and that at a scanty allovv-

ance. The sails, too, were mostly blown

away, so that they advanced but slowly even

while the wind was fair. They imagined they

were about a hundred leagues from land, but

were in reality much further. John Newton's
leisure was chiefly employed in reading, me-
ditation on the Scriptures, and prayer for

mercy and instruction.

Things continued thus, for about four or

five days, till they were awakened one morn-
ing by the joyful shouts of the watch upon
deck, proclaiming the sight of land, with

which they were all soon raised. The dawn-
ing was uncommonly beautiful, and the light,

just sufficient to discover distant objects, pre-

sented what seemed a mountainous coast,

about twenty miles oft', with two or three

small islands; the whole appeared to be the

northwest extremity of Ireland, for which

they were steering. They sincerely congratu-

lated each other, having no doubt that if the

wind continued, they should be in safety and

plenty the next day. Their brandy, which

was reduced to a little more than a pint, was,

by the captain's orders, distributed among
them ; who added, " We shall soon have

brandy enough." They likewise ate up the

residue of their bread, and were in the

condition of men suddenly reprieved from
death.

But while their hopes were thus excited,

the mate sunk their spirits, by saying in a

graver tone, that " he wished it might prove

land at last." If one of the common sailors

had first said so, the rest would probably

have beaten him. The expression, however,

brought on warm debates, whether it was
land or not ; but the case was soon decided,

for one of their fancied islands began to grow
red from the approach of the sun. In a word,

their land was nothing but clouds: and in half

an hour more, the whole appearance was dis-

sipated.

Still, however, they cherished hope from
the wind continuing fair, but of this hope
they were soon deprived. That very day,

their fair wind subsided into a calm, and the

next morning the gale sprung up from the

southeast, directly against them, and con-

tinued so for more than a fortnight. At this

time the ship was so wrecked, that they were
obliged to keep the wind always on the

broken side, except when the weather was
moderate.

Provisions now began to fall short; the

half of a salted cod was a day's subsistence

for twelve people: they had no bread, and
hardly any clothe.«=, although the weather was
very cold. They had also incessant labour at

the pumps, to keep the ship above water,

Much labour and little food wasted them fast,

and one man died under the hardships.

But John Newton had a trouble pecul

to himself. The captain, whose temper was
quite soured by misfortune, was hourly r«

proaching him as the sole cause of the cala

mities, declaring that his being thrown over-

board would be the only means of preserving

the rest. At last the wind came round to a

favourable quarter, and continued to blow so

gently that they were enabled to carry all

their sails until they anchored in Lough
Swilly, in Ireland, just four weeks after the

damage they had sustained. When they en-

tered the port their last victuals were boiling

in the pot, and before they had been there

two hours, the wind began to blow with great

violence.

Religious impressions, seemed now, through

Divine mercy, to have obtained in some de-

gree an abiding influence in his soul. Before

he reached Ireland he had a satisfactory evi-

dence in his own mind, of the truth of the

gospel as considered in itself, and of its exact

suitableness to answer all his needs, and he
was sincerely touched with a sense of the

undeserved mercy he had received. He was
still, however, but a child in religion, and

had but an imperfect knowledge of his own
heart. He did not as yet understand the spi-

rituality and extent of the law of God; the

hidden life of a Christian as it consists in

communion with God by Jesus Christ, or the

continual dependence on him, necessary for

hourly supplies of wisdom, strength, and com-
fort. These things the Lord was pleased to

discover to him gradually ; he learnt them
here a little, and there a little, by his own
painful experiences, surrounded still as he

was by the evil company and bad example be
had been conversant with for some time.

From the Abingdon Republican.

Preston and King's Salt Works and the sur-

rounding district of country.

The place called Saltville is situated in a
narrow plain of about 700 acres of land, be-
tween the Rich Valley and the North Fork of
the Ilolston, having its greatest length from the

northeast to the southwest, bounded on the

eastern side by conical peaks and ridges which
are appendages of Walker's Mountain : and
on the western side by conical peaks and high-

land intervening between it and the North Fork
of the Holston river, which washes their bases

many miles. This branch of the Holston is

declared a public highway, but has many ob-
structions, which it is believed could be re-

moved by expending $6,000, so as to be suita-

ble for batteaus and flat boats from Saltville to

its mouth at Kingsport, a distance of 65 miles
by water.

The present point of manufacturing salt is

on the bank of the river, to which for conve-
nience of timber and fuel the water is convey-
ed, about two miles, in a northwardly course,

m wooden tubes. On the opposite bank of
the river lies Little Mountain, an appendage
of Clinch Mountain, and is parallel and con-
tinuous with that mountain for hundreds of

miles, and between which lies a narrow stony

valley, commonly called the Poor Valley. The
numerous streams having their source in the

Clinch Mountain, pass through the breaks of
Little Mountain into the North Fork, along its

course. To the northwest of Clinch Moun-
tain, and parallel with it, lie Copper Ridge,
Powel's Mountain, Cumberland Mountains,
and the Log Mountains, having narrow val-

leys, and the rivers Clinch, Pouel's, and Cum-
berland, and their waters interspersing, beau-

tifying and enriching these inviting, but for the

present, neglected regions. Beyond Log Moun-
tains and the adjacent ridges in Kentucky, lie

streams emptying into the Ohio, on one of

which is the Goose Creek Salt Manufactory,

about 150 miles from Saltville.

Viewing the country from Saltville, towards

the south of Walker's Mountain, fine valleys and
fertile ridges are passed before you reach the

middle and south fork of Holston river, and

thence towards the southwest
;
passing many

tributaries, you cross the Watauga, French

Broad, Nolachucky, and the hundred streams

rising in this mountain district, and winding

their way westward, to form the broad and
beautiful Tennessee river; whilst those run-

ning from the same quarter eastwardly, com-
pose the bold and restless waters of the Great
Kenawha—all, all, adding utility and beauty,

whether to the valleys bordering on the large

rivers, or the irregular but level depressions

called coves, hemmed in all around except a

single passway, and that sometimes exhibiting

a cntnract of its little stream.

East of the New River waters, the Allegha-

ny mountain directs the streams to the Atlan-

tic, and atlfsome points you might stand with

one foot in the waters of the Atlantic, the
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other in that which wends its weary way to the

hot Mexican gulf, and the great mart of the

effective industry of the millions of people which

the valley of the Mississippi, that pap of mo
ther earth, is inviting from other exlremes to

to those parts. Standing at such a point, you
admiration would be excited, that amidst such
a boundless view of masses beyond masses, of

high parallel and irregular mountains, the ri-

vers should all find their way to their destina-

tions, without falls or other impediments to

navigation, which the skill and energies of

man, at trifling expense, may not remove, thus

adding vigour to the giant heart, the estuary

of our thousand rivers, which is to receive,

commercially cherish, and return as it were, the

vitalized fluids to all the extremities. With
amazement still heightened, would you behold

from the great White Top, (the neutral ground

of North Carolina, Virginia and Tennessee,)

the spinal Alleghany and the Blue Ridge, with

its granite cliffs and basaltic rocks, running di-

agonally athwart each other, and as if, in the

formative day of their creation, each of these

huge columns of uplifted matter had been shot

forward from the north and northeast ; and
neither having the advantage of force over the

other, a contest terrible commenced, in which
the champions, both discomfited, glanced,

each taking its own path southwardly, leaving

their cast away remnants piled fearfully " Ossa
upon Pelion, and Pelion upon Ossa," rolling

confusedly into thousands of rude shapes. But
in this field of old warring elements are every

where, as you would also perceive, evidences
presented, that the principle of order has been
passing and nestling, has clianged and given

new capacities; striking the waste " rocks with

the rod," million of springs of purest water
gushed forth ; the uptorn hills became verdant,

and all the glories of redundant vegetation do
more than honour to the silent mountains

;

thousands of choicest animals browse and revel

on the spontaneous herbage
; and man, invited

last, has made his home in these high places
;

and being far removed from the great commer-
cial haunts of luxury and vice, hope may long
rest in security that here, at least, some share

—a large share, of health, happiness, inde-

pendence and freedom will be enjoyed ? Why
do the inhabitants of these regions, so bounte-
ously fitted for their use, desert them for Eldo-
rados in the great, and labouring, and slave

holding and money-grasping west ? You have
no doubt seen the surprise of strangers on the

highway, when reachinjj in some parts of this

country (as Burk's garden with its ten thou-

sand elevated level acres) the first view of val-

leys below, in foggy mornings ; whilst on the

mountain the sun is brilliantly beaming, the

stranger's eye will be arrested with what he
supposes is a broad and lengthened lake be-

low. The deception is perfect, the very waves
are seen rolling and tempest tossed, nor will

the appearance of islands and of trees break-
ing through the mist as it evaporates, nor the

sounds of ploughmen, the screaking of iron

works, or the monotonousbeat of the forge ham-
mer, issuing from the gulf below (till then
unheard of,) dispel the optical allusion—the
rolling mist must be dispersed before he can
believe the deception.

Let the James river improvements have an

arm extended towards the Tennessee, and the

latter be improved with that spirit which has

characterized Tennessee for the last twelve

months ; or let a Macadam road be construct-

ed through this natural depression of all the

mountains, from the Atlantic to the Mississippi,

and it requires only the slightest knowledge of

things, to be convinced that in internal resources

no part of the union can vie with this, especi-

ally in minerals. Preston's salt-works are

Smyth county, and King's in Washington, and
the same counties abound in immense banks of

iron ore. In the adjoining county of Carter,

are above twenty iron making establishments

now in operation, some of which are small
bloomeries, and in some places solid masses of

ore, containing seventy-five per cent, of metal,

are exposed thirty or forty feet high, like cliffs

of rock. The counties of Green, Washing-
ton, Sullivan, Campbell, Claiborne, Ander-
son, Knox, Rhea, Hamilton in Tennessee,
Harlan, Ky., Ash, Buncomb, Rutherfoord and
other counties of North Carolina, and Mon-
roe, Giles, Montgomery, Floyd, Grayson, Pres-

ton, Wythe and other counties in Virginia,

abound in exhaustless quantities of iron, and
many of those counties have quarries of vari-

ous sorts of stone coal and innumerable seats

for water power.
In Grayson and Wythe are large bodies of

rich copper ore, not yet fully tested, and in the

latter county, lead ore of the best quality, and

worked by Col. James White and Alexander
Pierce ; what amount of lead could be made
is unknown, as the ore bank seems inexhaust-

ible, and coal in abundance, as near as Gra-

ham's forge and iron furnace. The capacity

of (he soil to produce different sorts of timber

after the first is cut off is very remarkable in this

country—those acquainted with the soil and

first growth of timber can foretell what will

be the second and third growth on land once

cultivated, or on new land.

Preston's Saltville land contains a descrip-

tion of millstones, easily quarried, which are

equal to the best French burr stones for flour

mills ; and at various points in the vicinity, and

in Russell county are quarries of various mar-

bles. In the valleys, buried in the soil, are in-

numerable rounded sandstone rocks, some of

which are flinty, others of marly ingredients,

and many such loose stones occupy theshoaly

beds of the streams; but the channels of all

streams are chiefly bedded by limestone, mica,

sandstone, and slaty formations, whose lamella

or divisions are seldom horizontal, until you

arrive at the level of the great western rivers.

You may here find ledges of rocks extending

hundreds of miles in a perpendicular posture,

occasionally broken where ridges transverse

each other ; but in the general, these ledges

are either massive and of waving configuration

and striated irregularly, or are inclined at an-

gles whose medium may be 45 degrees of the

horizon, and it would seem, that they are per-

petually sought to reach that angle, notwith-

standing such prominent failures so to do.

The declining direction is continuous through

the body of the hills and ridges generally, and

the upper plane is facing the south, as far as

parallelism with the general course of the

ridges will permit ; and in consequence of this

southern exposure of (he planes of the rocks,

in all the mountains west of the Alleghany to

the verge of those mountains east of the Mis-
sissippi, chemical nature has not the same va-

riety of surface to work upon that it has where
the upward direction of the rocks expose their

edges, on the northwardly side of the ridges
;

and as might be expected, the southern faces

are comparatively barren, whilst the opposite

side is rich and productive ; and such differ-

ences are observable even on the south side,

where deep ravines expose the broken ends of
rocks on one side, and their rather plane sur-

face on the other. This conformation holds
immense quantities of water and pours it forth
even tfn the pinnacles of the highest hills, de-
composing the ground by winter freezes and
summer drought, and adding fertility even to

the rocks ; the timber growing to enormous
sizes, by passing its roots into the interstices of
rocks. The region of North Carolina and
Tennessee, in which gold is found, about 60
to 100 miles from Saltville, borders on the pri-

mitive granite and basaltic walls that rise un-
der the Blue Ridge, and are rarely exposed on
its western face ; and in Virginia, the copper
mines of Grayson and Wythe are not remote
from similar constructions. The lead, iron,

and salt minerals, (for the basis of salt is a
mineral,) are found in, or bedded upon, lime-

stone, slate, and other rocks of the transition

kind, while stone coal, and gypsum, and sand-
stone, are evidently all of a much later forma-
tion, as they do not run under, but stop short,

on reaching masses of primitive and transition

rocks. The great upper body of the Clinch
and Cumberland mountains, and their append-
ing chains are chiefly formed of strata and ir-

regular masses of sandstone, which is undergo-
ing great changes, decomposing in some parts

and increasing and hardening in others; much
of the limestone composing the basis of these

mountains is a very coarse and impure car-

bonate. The multitude of sulphur and Chaly-
beate, hot and cold springs, and their various

medicinal qualities, in Bath, Munroe, Buncomb,
and other places that deserve to have celebrity

for their waters, exhibit astonishing chemical
changes yet going on far below the earth's

surface.— To he continued.

We judge amiss of the religious character

of those around us in many instances. The
best and wisest of men may do so. Abraham
twice mis-judged most remarkably. In So-

dom, he thought there were surely as many aS'

" ten righteous;" but he was in error. (Gen.
xviii. 32.) In Gerar, he thought " surely the

fear of God is not in this place," but he was
in error. (Gen. xx. 11.) Elijah thought he
alone was left to serve God in Israel

;
yet there

were seven thousand. From this we may learn

to be cautious in our judgments respecting the

religious state of particular places. The way
of wisdom is to do the plain duty of the hour,

without undertaking to judge of the condition

of those around us.

—

Sunday School Journal.

It is no uncommon thing for men to do good
without virtue, give without charity, and pray

without religion.

—

Adam's Private Thoughts.



For " The Friend."

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SPIRIT.

The early members of the Society of Friends

were intimately acquainted with the inward

work of the spirit; that conflict and travail of

soul in which consists the striving to enter

the strait gate and walk in the narrow way,

which the Saviour recommends. In the

course of his preaching to the people he often

enjoined them to seek, to knock, and to la-

bour, after the knowledge of salvation. But

whoever considers the nature of true religion

and the spirituality of the kingdom of heaven,

will at once perceive that none of these could

have reference to the unassisted eflxirts of

man, or to any exertions of his intellectual

powers, except as they were commanded and

influenced by the Spirit of truth. The words

of the Lord Jesus are an irrefragable argu-

ment against all such activity : " Without

me," says he, "ye can do nothing." And his

assistance is extended to the humble, waiting

soul, through the medium of his spirit.

It is true we are to strive, and to work, and

to wrestle, but all these, and whatever other

acts of a religious nature we perform, if at all

availing, must be through the immediate

agency of the Holy Spirit; because the will

of man is wholly at variance and enmity with

the laws of God. Our very nature is so op-

posed to him and his righteous government,

that we cannot even think a good thought

much less perform those acts which will be

acceptable in his sight, unless he is graciously

pleased to incline us thereto, and vouchsafe

tlie qualification which comes from himself

as the only fountain of all good.

This doctrine is so repugnant to the natu-

ral activity and independence of the human

mind, so humbling to the pride of man, who

feels the strength of his mental powers, and

fancies himself competent to do much, that

nothing less than the powerful and often re-

peated baptisms of the Holy Spirit, the " dy-

ing daily" of which the great apostle speaks,

can bring him to embrace it. Hence, many

who have known the beginning of the work of

redemption in their hearts, and been brought

to love the Lord and his cause, for want of

abiding patiently under those humbling dis-

pensations which were designed to bring

down the strong will, and disrobe the mind

of all confidence in itself and its own powers,

have grown weary of suffering, and in the de-

sire to be doing, have got before their guide,

become active in works of a religious or be-

nevolent character, and thus frustrated the

work of preparation in their own hearts, and

the gracious designs of the Most High con-

cerning them.

If the signs of the times be not very de-

ceptive, this is one of the peculiar tempta-

tions which await the visited children of our

heavenly Father in the present day. There

is something so mortifying in the state of

nothingness where self with all its acquire-

ments becomes of no reputation ; something

so humiliating in feeling that, while many

around us seem to be doing much for the

Lord, we are not only of no use, but are

stripped of all ability to be useful, and stand
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as very fools among a wise and prudent gene-

ration, that it is hard work to abide patiently

in this state all the days of the appointed

time until the change come. Our cunning

enemy is busily engaged in persuading us to

lay hold of this or the other useful or laudable

woik, and be doing something to show that

we are on the right side, because he knows

if he can only draw us out from under the

Divine hand and divert our minds from this

waiting state, how much soever our activity

may at present seem to militate against his

kingdom, in the end it will place us in his

power.

Richard Claridge, speaking of his expe-

rience soon after he was convinced of the

principles of Friends, thus alludes to the ex-

ercise he underwent on account of a disposi-

tion to activity, which suggested such thoughts

as these: " What, be idle and do nothing for

God, and thou knowest not how soon the

thread of thy life may be cut? 'Awake thou

that sleepcst and arise from the dead.' But

then it would open in me again, ' The time

is not yet come, the vision is yet for an ap-

pointed time—though it tarry, wait for it."

Wait, therefore, O my soul, and let thy ex-

pectation be only from the Lord: sink down

in the deepest poverty before him, be emptied

of all thine own notions, speculations, righte-

ousness, selfishness; and wait to be filled out

of that fulness which is in Christ. Be strip

of all false coverings, and be covered with the

spirit of the Lord."

The doctrine of the immediate, sensible

operations of the spirit of truth on the mind

has frequently been branded with the charac-

ter of mysticism, and in our own times, and

among our own members, there are those to

be met with who seem ashamed to acknow
ledge it in the extent which our Lord and

his apostles leach it, and in which it was in

culcated by our early Friends. They ac

knowledge the sanctifying influences of the

spirit, and that by some insensible process it

enlightens and assists the soul, but do not

admit that its direct and objective manifesta

tions are to be experienced as the rule and

guide of the Christian's life.

It seems surprising that this precious doc

trine should involve any more mysticism

when applied to the disciples of Christ now

than it did with respect to his immediate fol

lowers and their fellow believers. They were

directed to the Comforter, who was to lead

them into all truth—to wait until they were

endued with power from on high by the de

scending of the Holy Ghost, and to live and

walk in the spirit; nay, an eminent apostl

declares, the things of God are only to be

known by the Spirit of God. These precept

and declarations are as true now as they wen
at the time they were uttered or written, and

they apply to us with equal force as to those

who first heard them.

In tracing the effects of the operation of

the Holy Spirit on the minds of our primitive

Friends, there aie some striking features

which 1 wish to bring before the readers of

" The Friend," and although the extracts I

shall make are not adorned with the ele-

gances of modern literature, yet I trust the
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solidity and value of the matter will amply

compensate for the most careful perusal.

Speaking of himself before he became a

Friend, Isaac Pennington, says, " In the sense

of my lost estate, I sought after the Lord. I

read the Scriptures; I watched over my own
heart; I cried unto the Lord for what I felt

the want of; I blessed his name for what he

mercifully did for me and bestowed on me.

Whatever I read in the Scriptures as the way

of God, according to my understanding, I

gave myself to the faithful practice of, being

contented to meet with all the reproach, op-

position, and suffering, which it pleased the

Lord to measure out to me therein.

" But my soul was not satisfied with what

I met with, nor indeed could be, there being

pressings in my spirit after a more full, cer-

tain, and satisfactory knowledge ; even after

the sense and enjoyment of God, as was testi-

fied in the Scriptures to have been felt and

enjoyed in former times. For I saw plainly

(here was a great falling short of the power,

life and glory they partook of."

He then mentions the earnest seeking state

of his mind after this clearer knowledge of

Divine truth, and his separating from the

forms and worship of the world, and with a

few others seeking the Lord in a more sepa-

rate manner. " But there was still something

wanting, and we mistook our way," says he;

" for whereas we should have pressed for-

ward into the spirit and power, we run too

much outward into the letter and form."

Soon after this he met with some of the

writings of Friends, and became partially ac-

quainted with them personally, but looked

upon them with slight and disdain; and was

ready " to trample them under his feet as a

poor, weak, silly, contemptible generation,

who had some smattering of truth in them,

and some honest desires after God, but very

far off from the clear and full understanding

of his way and will." Yet, even in this state,

he acknowledges there was something in the

depth of his soul that owned them and their

religion as the way he had been long seek-

ing, though he despised the low and mean
appearance of the people, so contrary to his

manner of life, and therefore stumbled at the

cross, and did not receive the truth.

Some time after this he was persuaded to

go to one of their meetings, and went under

much concern of mind, and many prayers to

the Lord that ho might not receive any thing

for truth that was not of him, nor withstand

any thing which was from him. Of this

meeting he says:

" I felt the presence and power of the

Most High among them, and words of truth

from the spirit of truth reaching to my heart

and conscience, opening my state as in the

presence of the Lord. Yea, I did not only

feel words and demonstrations from without;

but I felt the dead quickened, the Seed raised;

insomuch that my heart, in the certainty of

light, and clearness of true sense, said, ' This

is he, this is he, there is no other: this is he

whom I have waited for and sought after from

my childhood ; who was always near me, and

had often begotten life in my heart ; but I

knew him not distinctly, nor how to receive
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him or dwell with him.' And then, in this

sense in the melting and breakings of my
spirit was I given up to the Lord, to become
his, both in waiting for the further revealing

of his Seed in me, and to serve him in the life

and power of his Seed.
" But some may desire to know what I

have at last met with. 1 answer, I have met

tdth the Seed.* Understand that word, and
thou wilt be satisfied, and enquire no further.

I have met with my God ; 1 have met with

my Saviour; and he hath not been present

with me without his salvation ; but I have felt

the healings drop upon my soul from under his

wings. 1 have met with the true knowledge,
the living knowledge, the knowledge which
is life, and this hath had the true virtue in it,

which my soul hath jejoiced in, in the pre-

sence of the Lord.
" 1 have met with the true spirit of prayer

and supplication, wherein the Lord is pre-

vailed with, and which draws from him what-

ever the condition needs : the soul always

looking up to him in the will, and in the

time and way, which is acceptable with him.

What shall 1 say? 1 have met with the true

peace, the true righteousness, the true holi-

ness, the true rest of the soul, the everlast-

ing habitation, which the redeemed dwell

in : and I know all these to be true, in him
that is true; and am capable of no doubt,

dispute, or reasoning in my mind about

them ; it abiding there where it hath received

the full assurance and satisfaction. And
also I know very well and distinctly in spi-

rit where the doubts and disputes are, and

where the certainty and full assurance is; and

in the tender mercy of the Lord am preserved

out of the one, and in the other."

In another essay he thus speaks of himself:
" My heart from my childhood was pointed

towards the Lord, whom I feared, and longed

after, from my tender years ; wherein I felt,

that I could not be satisfied with, nor indeed

seek after the things of this perishing world,

which naturally pass away; but I desired the

true sense of, and unity with, that which abid-

eth for ever. There was somewhat indeed then

still within me which leavened and balanced

my spirit almost continually; but I knew it

not distinctly, so as to turn to it, and give up
to it, entirely and understandingly.

" In this temper of mind I earnestly sought
after the Lord, applying myself to hear ser

mons, and read the best books I could meet
with, but especially the Scriptures, which
were very sweet and savoury to me. Y
I very earnestly desired and pressed after the

knowledge of the Sciiptures, but was much
afraid of receiving men's interpretations of

them, or of fastening any interpretation upon
them myself; but waited much, and prayed
much, that, from the spirit of the Lord, I

might receive the true understanding of them,
and that he would chiefly endue me with that

»It may be proper to stute for the information of
such as are not familiar with the language of the
early writers among Friends, tliat they used the
word Seed to denote Christ, the Saviour and Deliverer,
more particularly his spiritual appearance in the heart,
he being " the Seed of the woman," who was promised
to bruise the serpent's head.—Gen. iii. 15.
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knowledge, which I might feel sanctifying and
saving."

After this he became entangled with the

doctrine of election and reprobation, which
he imbibed among the puritans, and it occa-

sioned great doubt and anxiety of mind;
for being of an exceedingly tender and diffi-

dent disposition, he greatly feared lest, after

11 his earnestness in seeking the Lord, he
might be one of the reprobate, and thus, by
an irreversible decree, separated from his love

for evermore. He thus speaks of the state of
his mind:

In this great trouble and grief which was
much added to by not finding the spirit of

God so in me and with me, as I had read and
believed the former Christians had it, and in

mourning over and grappling with secret cor-

ruptions and temptations, I spent many years,

and fell into great weakness of body; and,

often casting myself upon my bed, did wring
my hands and weep bitterly; begging earnestly

of the Lord daily, that I might be pitied by
him, and helped against my enemies, and be
made conformable to the image of his Son, by
his own renewing power.

And indeed at last, when my nature was
almost spent, and the pit of despair was even
closing its mouth upon me, mercy sprang,

and deliverance came, and the Lord my God
owned me, and sealed his love unto me, and
light sprang within me: which made not only

the Scriptures, but the very outward creatures

orious in my eye ; so that every thing was
sweet and pleasant, and lightsome round
about me.

" But my mind did not then know how to

turn to, and dwell with that which gave me
the savour; nor rightly to read what God did

daily write in my heart; which sufficiently

manifested itself to be of him, by its living

virtue, and pure operation upon me.
" But I looked upon the Scriptures to be

my rule, and so would weigh the inward ap-

pearances of God to me, by what was out-

wardly written; and durst not receive any
thing from God immediately, as it sprang
from the fountain, but only in that mediate
way. Herein did I limit the Holy One of
Israel, and exceedingly hurt my own soul, as

I afterwards felt, and came to understand.
"That in me which knew not the appear-

ances of the Lord in my spirit, but would
limit him to words of scriptures formerly

written,—that proceeded yet further, and
would be raising a fabric of knowledge out

of the Scriptures, and gathering a perfect

rule, as I thought, concerning my heart, my
words, my ways, my worship; and according
to what 1 thus drank in, after this manner
from the Scriptures, I practised.

" This was my state, when I was smitten,

broken, and distressed by the Lord, confound
ed in my worship, confounded in my know
ledge, stripped of all in one day which it ii

hard to utter, and was matter of amazement
to all that beheld me.

" My soul remembereth the wormwood and
gall, the exceeding bitterness of that state

and is still humbled in me in the rcmem
brance of it before the Lord. Oh! how did

I wish, with Job, that I might come before

him, and bowingly plead with him; for in-

deed I had no sense of any guilt upon me,
but was sick of love towards him, and as one
olently rent from the bosom of his beloved !

Oh, how gladly would I have met with death!

For I was weary all the day long, and afraid

of the night; and weary also of the night-

season, and afraid of the ensuing day.

At times 1 would desire to pray to my
God as I had formerly done; but I found 1

knew him not, and I could not tell how to

pray, or in any wise to come near him, as I

had formerly.done. In this condition I wan-
dered up and down from mountain to hill,

from one sort to another, with a cry in my
spirit, ' Can ye tell news of my beloved ?

Where doth he dwell? Where doth he appear?'

But their voices were still strange to me; and
I would retire sad and oppressed, and bowed
down in spirit, from them.

" Now surely, all serious, sober, sensible
people will be ready to enquire how I came
satisfyingly to know the Lord at length; or
whether I do yet certainly know him, and am
yet truly satisfied.

" Yes, indeed, 1 am satisfied at my very
heart. Truly my heart is united to him
whom I longed after, in an everlasting cove-
nant of pure life and peace.

" Well, then, how came this about? will

some say. Why, thus. The Lord opened
my spirit. The Lord gave me the certain

and sensible feeling of the pure Seed, which
had been with me from the beginning. The
Lord caused his holy power to fail upon me,
and gave me such an inward demonstration
and feeling of the Seed of life, that I cried

out in my spirit, ' This is he, this is ho, there

is not another, there never was another. He
was always near me, though I knew him not
so distinctly, as now he was revealed in

me, and to me by the Father. O that I might
now be joined to him, and he alone might
live in me!' And so, in the willingness which
God had wrought in me in this day of his

power to my soul, I gave up to be instructed,

exercised, and led by him, in the waiting for

and feeling of his holy Seed, that all might
be wrought out of me which could not live

with the Seed, but would be hindering the

dwelling and reigning of the Seed in me,
while it remained and had power.

" Now thus having met with the true way,
and walked with the Lord therein, wherein
daily certainly, yea, and full assurance of faith

and of understanding is at length obtained, I

cannot be silent, but am necessitated to testify

of it to others ; and this is it,—To retire in-

wardly, and wait to feel the Lord, and his

Holy Spirit and power, discovering, and draw-
ing from that which is contrary to him, and
into his holy nature and heavenly image.
And then, as the mind is joined to this, true

life, true light, true discerning is received,

which the creature not exceeding but abiding

in is safe. But it is easy erring from this,

but hard abiding with it, and not going be-

fore its leadings. But he that feels life, and
begins in life, doth he not begin safely ? And
he that waits and feais, and goes on no fur-

ther than his captain goes before him, doth
he not proceed safely ? Yea, very safely, even
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till he Cometh to be so settled and established

in the virtue, demonstration, and power of

truth, as nothing can prevail to shake him.
" Novi', blessed be the Lord, there are many

at this day who can truly and faithfully wit-

ness, that they have been brought by the Lord

to this state. And thus have we learned of

the Lord; to wit, not by the high, striving,

aspiring mind ; but by lying low, and being

contented with a little. If but a crumb of

bread, yet if bread, if but a drop of water, yet

if water, we have been contented with it, and

also thankful to the Lord for it: nor by

thoughtfulness, and wise searching and deep

considering with our own wisdom and reason,

have we obtained it; but in the still, meek, and

humble waiting, have wc found that brought

into the death, which is not to know the mys-

teries of God's kingdom; and that which is

to live, made alive, and increase in life.

" Therefore he that would truly know the

Lord, let him take heed of his own reason

and understanding. 1 tried this ,vay very far,

for I considered most seriously and uprightly.

I prayed, I read the Scriptures, I earnestly de-

sired to understand and find out whether that

which this people, called Quakers, testified of,

was the only way and truth of God (as they

seemed to me but to pretend;) but for all this,

prejudices multiplied upon me, and strong

reasonings against them, which appeared to

me as unanswerable. But when the Lord re-

vealed his Seed in me, and touched my heart

therewith, which administered true life and

virtue to me, I presently felt them there the

children of the Most High, and so grown up

in his life, power, and holy dominion (as the

inward eye, being opened by the Lord, sees,)

as drew forth from me great reverence of

heart, and praises to the Lord, who had so

appeared among men in these latter days.

" And as God draweth, in any respect, oh!

give up in faithfulness to him. Despise the

shame, take up the cross : for indeed it is a

way which is very cross to man, and which his

wisdom will exceedingly be ashamed of; but

that must be denied and turned from, and the

secret, sensible drawingsof God's spirit waited

for and given up to. Mind, people. He that

will come into the new covena.nt, must come
into the obedience of it. The light of life,

which God hath hid in the heart, is the cove-

nant ; and from this covenant God doth not

give knowledge, to satisfy the vast, aspiring,

comprehending wisdom of man; but li\

knowledge, to feed that which is quickened
by him; which knowledge is given in the

obedience, and is very sweet and precious to

the state of him that knows how to feed upo
it. Yea, truly, this is of a very excellen

pure, precious nature; and a little of it weighs

down that great, vast knowledge in the com
prehending part, which the man's spirit and

nature so much prizcth, and presseth after.

" And truly. Friends, I witness at this day

a great difference between the sweetness of

comprehending the knowledge of things

expressed in the Scriptures, which I fed much
on formerly; and tasting the hidden life, th

hidden manna in the heart (which is my food

now, blessed for ever be the Lord my God
and Saviour)."

Report to the Tract Association of Friends.

The managers report, that during the past

year they have endeavoured steadily to pursue
the object of their appointment.

The number of 'J'racts printed during the

year is 44,000, of which 12,000 were from the

stereotype plates.

There have been three new Tracts issued,

which bear the following titles ; viz.

No. 46. The Principles of Peace exempli-
fied.

47. Account of Charles Dunsdon, of Se-
mington, Wiltshire, England.

48. Oaths : their moral character and
effects, extracted from Essays on
the Principles of Morality, by Jo-

nathan Dymond.
We have had the litter stereotyped, from a

belief that it will prove permanently and ex-

tensively useful, as it forcibly illustrates the

total inutility and pernicious tendency of judi-

cial oaths. We would recommend it to the
special attention of the members of the Associ-
ation, as adapted to general circulation among
those who may have influence in the public

councils, or on public opinion.

The number of Tracts delivered from the

Depository is 43,625, of which 15,344 have
been furnished to auxiliaries, and 28,281 to

individuals either members of the board of ma-
nagers, subscribers to the Association, or others

under the direction of a committee of the

managers. Of these last 2,688 have been fur-

nished to schools in the city and liberties, of
which number 1,128 have been distributed

amongst those for coloured persons; 1,110
have been appropriated for the seamen in the

port ; 800 placed on board steam-boats in the

river ; 240 sent to Weslfield, Indiana ; 86 to

a family of coloured emigrants to Port au
Prince ; 62 to the juvenile offenders in Prune
Street Prison ; and 246 to be distributed

the neighbourhood of Bargaintown, near Ej
Harbour, New Jersey.

The number taken by the public schools is

much smaller than in former years, owing to

a recent conclusion of the " controllers" to

exclude from those institutions all religious

tracts.

There have been 5,101 sold ; of which 533
were applied for by the captain of a ship of
war for distribution on board his vessel ; and
3,324 were taken by an auxiliary of another
tract association.*

It will be perceived that a considerable nu
her of tracts have been furnished for the use of
seamen. In lliis tlii»5 of our fellow men we
are deeply interested, and a desire has long
been felt to provide a tract adapted to their

peculiar temper, situation, and wants.

The number of tracts remaining in the De-
pository on the first instant was 39,502. This
embraces those only which are in our regular

series. Various other tracts and pamphlets, to

a considerable amount, are still on hand, and
many have been distributed during the year

with an encouraging prospect of usefulness.

This association has since auxiliary to

During the part year we have drawn on the

treasurer for 421 dollars, 63 cents.

The attention of the board having been di-

rected to the question of the best mode of

printing our tracts—whelher by stereotyping

or otherwise—the result of a careful examina-
tion proves, that when they are of such a cha-

racter as to render it probable that a large

mber will be wanted, it will be more econo-
cal to have them stereotyped.

We have received notice during the year,

of the formation of an auxiliary at Browns-
ville, Pennsylvania, under the title of 'The
Redstone Auxiliary Tract Association of

Friends."

As several of our tracts are now out of
print, and a considerable expenditure will be
immediately necessary for their republication,

we trust that the interest which has hitherto

been felt in this concern, will not be suffered

to decline, but that, through the continued
liberality of Friends, the Association may be
sustained in its silent and unobtrusive course.

Signed by direction of the managers,

Wm. Hodgson, Jr., Clerk.

Philada. 3d mo. 4th, 1835.

The following Friends were appointed to

fill the respective offices of the Association,

for the ensuing year :

Clerk,—John Carter.

Treasurer,—Marmaduke C. Cope.

Managers,

Thomas Kite, Alfred Cope,
Caleb H. Canby, George M. Haverstick,
Blakey Sharpless, William Scattergood,
TheophilusE. Beesly, William H. Brown,
William Hodgson, Jr. Nathan Kite,

Thomas Booth, John C. Allen,

Wm. M. Collins, James Kite,

Joseph Scattergood.

Wm. Hodgson, Jr., N. E. corner of Arch
and Sixth street, is the corresponding clerk
of the Board of Managers.

Communicated for " The Friend."

Numerous are the testimonies of the high-

est authority against slavery. Annexed are

a few of them :

—

Bishop Porteus. " The Christian religion

is opposed to slavery in its spirit and in its

principle; it classes men-stealers among mur-
derers of fathers, and of mothers, and the

most profane criminals upon earth."

Edmund Burke says, " Slavery is a state

so improper, so deffisJing, and so ruinous to

the feelings and ctp.acitigs of hum .n nature,
that it ought not to be suffered to exist."

Dr. Palcy says, " The West Indian slave

is placed for life in subjection to a dominion
and system of laws, the most merciless and
tyrannical that ever were tolerated upon the
face of the earth."

Dr. Burges, Prelate of Salisbury, in his

valuable treatise against the slave trade and
slavery, says, " The very existence of slavery,

as long as it is permitted, must be a heavy
reproach to this country, and a discredit to

the age which can tolerate it."

Bishop Horsley says, " What can the ut-
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most humanity of (he master do for the slave?

he may feed him well, clothe him well, work
him moderately; but, nothing that the master
can do for his slave, short of manumission,
can reinstate him in the condition of man.
John Jay, in 1785, declared, " I wish to

see all unjust and unnecessary discriminations
every where abolished, and that the time may
come, when all our inhabitants, of every co-
lour and denomination, shall be free and equal
partakers of political liberty."

FULFILMEIVT OF PROPHECY.
The testimony of modern travellers in corrobora-

tion of the truth of prophecy, is one of the most inter
esting subjects for tho student of the Bible. Dr. Keith's
late volume (the plan and some of tho very execution
of which is taken without acknowledgment from Bi-
shop Newton) has presented this subject in a very
striking light, and our now work, " The Bible is True,"
has performed this service for the young.

Since the appearance of Keith's volume, a new work
of travels has been published in Paris, which sheds
still greater light on the predictions concerning Edom
or Idumea. We allude to the journey of Messrs. La-
borde and Linant in Arabia Petrea, only a portion of
which had appeared when Dr. Keith wrote. Those
travellers are represented to have known or cared no-
thing in their researches about the declarations of the
prophets; and their testimony, like that of Volney,
is the more remarkable on account of its unexpect-
ed coincidence with the Scriptures. Tlie last London
Quarterly Review gives the following instances,
astonishing proofs of the minuteness with which the
prophets' words have been accomplished.
Among the curses on the land uttered through Jere

miah was this, " For lo, I will make thee small among
the heathen and despised among men." (xlix, 15.) La-
borde not dreaming of the text, makes this involun-
tary comment.

" The Arabs give to the ruins a ridiculous and in
decent name, as if to prove the fragility of humar
works, there was only wanted, in addition to the in-

juries of time, the derision of men."
Dr Keith was somewhat disconcerted that no tra-

vellers had mentioned that Isaiah's prophecy of the
chief cities of Edom was literally fulfilled, which de-

dares that " thorns shall come up in her palaces, net-

tles and brambles in the fortresses thereof." And he
mentions that a prickly tree is found there, which
sufficiently meets the general language of the predic-
tion. But Liborde now says expressly, the splen-
did ruins of Petra are "overgrown with nettles and
brambles."

The most amazing of these unintended illustrations
of the Bible, in the opinion of the reviewer, is the
lowing. The ruins of Edom are evidently of different
ages, showing works as late as the time of Adrian. A
sceptic might make this objection to the prophecy, as
proving that the threatened judgments did not take
place at the early period implied in the prophecies, but
that the decay was the gradual effect of many centu-
ries. But this very circumstance is explained by a
reference to Malachi, which, but for tliis account of
the travellers, would be obscure. He says, (i. 4, 5,)

" Wiiereas Edom saith, We are impoverished, but
we will return and build the desolate places; thus
saith the Lord of hosts, Thfy xhnU hiiU. but I will
throw down; * * » and your eyes shall see, and ye
shall say. The Lord will be magnified from the border
of Israel."

" The later architecture," says the writer, " is thus
not merely accounted for, but absolutely predicted

;

and we are told that the day should como when our
eyes should see this, and that the Lord should be mag-
nified

—

not from Israel, but—from the border of Israel,

Sunday

A wrathful passionate man is as Mount Ve-
suvius, hollow, and stored with combustible
matter, whieh is every now and then breaking
out, to the terror and anguish of all about him.—Adam's Private Thoughts.

A friend has handed for insertion the se

lections below ; the one written in the fervour
of true poetical feeling, and under an awful
apprehension of impending retributive justice
in regard to negro slavery—the other, com
memorative of the great emancipation act of
the British parliament; they may very pro
perly have a place together.

APPEAL FOR THE INJURED AFRICAN.

BY JEKEJUIAH n. WIFFIN.

O Thau, to whom the mournful sigh
Of sorrow and despair ascends.

Who hear'st the ravens wlien they cry,
The babe when at thy feet he bends !

More weak than is the raven's brood,

Less pure than infants though we be.

Our silent prayers for Lybia's good,
O Father ! let them rise to Thee !

By realms dispeopled, tongues struck dumb,
With the brute outrages of years.

In thy remembrance let them come

—

The negro's wrongs, the negro's tears '.

Whate'er of crime, whate'er of wo,
Europe has wrought, or Afric wept,

In his recording volume, lo

!

The angel of thy court has kept.

Yet—ere the assessing spirit stands.

Prepared to sound from shore to shore,

That golden trumpet which commands
The tyrant's scourge to smite no more :

Ah I stay his vials—with our prayer
No vengeance breathes,—in judgment break

The oppressor's galling chains, but spare

The oppressor, for thy mercy's sake.

Didst thou not form, from pole to pole,

The various tongues and tribes of earth
Erect, with an immortal soul.

Expectants of one holier birth?

And shall the nations dare to hold

In chains whom Thou hast chartered free.

Or buy with their accursed gold

The sinewy arm and servile knee ?

No : not for this didst Thou command.
With west'ring keel and sails unfurled,

Columbus o'er the waves, to rend
The curtains of that younger world.

And O, 'twas not for this, that he
Upreared thy hallowed ensign there

;

Alas ! that e'er the cross should be

The joyless herald of despair !

—

That whom thy Loved One died to save,

Man, guilty man, should hold subdued.

And plead prescription o'er tho grave.

When questioned of his brother's blood.

But Thou art righteous ; Thou wilt rise

All mighty as in days of yore,
When Israel sisfhed, as Canaan sighs,

Beneath the tasks his children Bore.

Cry not the isles themselves aloud,
" Three hundred thralling years are fled.

Since earth by tyranny was ploughed

;

The vintage of the land is red ?"

In that great day, when Afric's race

Are from their house of bondage cast,

O hide us in some peaceful place,

Till all thy wrath be overpast.

For dark, except thy mercy shine,

That later passover must be

;

Hear then our pleadings at thy shiine ;

O Father, let them rise to Thee !

Wobum Abbey, 8th mo. 9th, 1828.

THE NEGRO IS FREE.
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.

Blow ye the trumpet abroad o'er the sea,

Britannia hath triumphed, the negro is free
;

Sing, for the pride of the tyrant is broken.
His scourges and fetters, all clotted with blood.

Are wrenched from his grasp ;—for the word was but
spoken.

And fetters and scourges were sunk in the flood

:

Blow ye the trumpet abroad o'er the sea,

Britannia hath triumphed, the negro is free.

Hail to Britannia, fair Liberty's isle

!

Her frown quailed the tyrant, the slavet caugh ber
smile

;

Fly on the winds to tell Afric the story

;

Say to the mother of mourners, " Rejoice !"

Britannia went forth in her beauty, her glory,
And slaves sprang to men at the sound of her voice:

Praise to the God ofour fathers;—'twas He,
Jehovah, that triumphed, my country, by thee.

Sheffield, 1834.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH ]>IO]VTH, 4, 1835.

While it has been our desire and endeavour
to avoid all participation in the controversy
which for some time has been carried on,
with too much asperity on both sides, be-
tween the friends of colonisation and the ad-
vocates of immediate emancipation—on the
subject of negro slavery itself we assume no
neutral ground, and have ever wished it to be
clearly understood that our columns were
fully open to a free, sober, and dispassionate
discussion—loan honest and fearless expo-
sure of the enormity of the system, and sug-
gestions as to the best means for eiTecting its

total eradication. It is therefore with much-
satisfaction that we can refer our readers to

an essay on our first page, which we under-
stand is the first of a series in preparation for
this journal, and which, from our opinion of
the experience and sound discretion of the
writer, and his peculiar fitness and compe-
tency in regard to this topic, we cannot doubt
will be read with lively interest, and merit
general approbation.

Increase of the Slave Trade.—A letter from
Fernando Po of the 10th of November, says,
" Yesterday the American ship General Hill

arrived here and reported that there are to the
south of the Line 25 slavers ; in the Whydah,
to the northward of us, 12 ; in Bonny, 5 ; in

Old Calabar, 4 ; and one in the Cumaroons.
These vessels will take away about 20,000 poor
victims. I am further informed that there are
100 sail of slave vessels fitting out for the
coast."

—

Glohe-

DiED, at Fallsington, Bucks county, on the 12th of
second month, 1835, Asn, wife of Charles Burton, in
the 33d year of her age. In early life she was con-
vinced of the importance of a strict adherence to
Christian principles, and was concerned to support
the testimonies of our Society ; and when death ap-
proached, she was enabled to look forward with joy;
feeling that through the merits of her Redeemer there
was a mansion prepared for her.

— at his residence in Delaware county, on the
25th of the third month, Fkancis Wiseij:y, aged 82
years.
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LETTERS FROM EUROPE. NO. U.

Paris, 9 mo. 1834.

My dear cotisiN,

Coulil I describe the many grand, curious,

beautiful, and strange objects which continu-

ally present themselves lo the eye of a stranger

in Paris, I should find no difficulty in filling my
sheet, but thou must recollect that the ob-

ject of my visit here permits me lo take only

a passing view of them, and still less can I" af-

ford to devote many hours at the writing desk.

An agreeable French lady came to the hotel

this evening from the country, with two lively

little daughters, and a cousin, whom she has

brought to a boarding-school in the city. I

have been much amused and delighted wi'h

their sprightly artless manners, and animated

conversation. While their mother was out

they spread a table with several kinds of grapes,

pears and cakes, not forgetting a bottle or two

of excellent light wine, and when she returned,

they invited me to partake of their supper. I

did so, and have passed several hours with

them very agreeably, though my own smattering

of the French language and the awkwardness
of conversing through an interpreter lessens

my pleasure. I am now writing and talking

alternately ; whether this will have a tendency

to brighten my ideas and descriptions, thou

must decide. The manners and customs of

the Parisians, I presume, differ, in many re-

spects, from those in the departments; and

the former, I fear, will suffer from a compari-

son, in regard to domestic enjoyments and

moral rectitude. I have not, it is true, had an

opportunity of becoming intimately acquainted

with either ; but when I see the gardens of

the Tuileries, the Luxeinbuurg, and ilic PMoi:.

Royal, the cafes, the restaurateurs, and the

Boulevards, thronged with tens of thousands

from morning till midnight, eating, drinking,

dancing, singing and conversing, and am told

that these have no other home, though they may

have houses and large establishments ; 1 think

I have strong ground to believe that they know

little of what we call the comforts of home,

and the sweet, heartfelt pleasures of private

social intercourse. Yet all here is apparently

enjoyment,—all are gay and lively,—pleasure

and hilarity are the order of every day.

A citizen of Paris is quite unable to conceive
how life can be supported in the quiet, dull,

monotonous routine of English domestic liabits,

—he would feel surrounded by vacuity. But,

on the contrary, an Englishman or an Ameri-
can, with all his gravity, will readily adopt the

customs and the principles of French society.

An anecdote related by Hannah More in one of

her letters lately published in England, affords

a striking instance of the great change which
can be, and generally is, effected in the feel-

ings and the moral views, by a short residence

in Paris.

" A lady who attended her husband, who
went in an official character to France, soon
after her arrival wrote to a friend how very

painful every thing she saw and heard was to

her,—the levity, the round of pleasure, the de-

secration of the Sabbath ; in short, the whole

frivolous and vicious routine : her life was
such, that she longed to return home. They
were recalled to London about a year after.

Before her departure, she wrote to the same
friend that she was grieved to be forced to quit

a place so truly delightful, and that she should

not leave without the deepest regret, those

amiable people whom perhaps, she might see

no more ! So it is when we cultivate famili-

arity with sin.

" We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

Already do I begin to e.\perience the wither-

ing and unholy influence of the fascinating

temptations which surround me ; and I have

seen enough to convince me, that no American
parent who is acquainted with the customs, the

lone of feeling, the criterions, 1 cannot say

principles of morality which prevail, and feels

interested for the immortal liappiness of his

children, can send them here to finish their

education. I should feel it a solemn duty to

press this sentiment upon any of my friends

who would contemplate such a step. It is said,

!

that, through the operation of several causes.

a great change has taken place in the charac-

ter and habits of the French nation ; that its

longsufTerings, both nationally and individually,

have modified its former levity and thoughtless

gaiety. Happy will it be for France, if this

reformation bo pormiflpH In aAvanre. Tines

not the same Almighty Ruler and Judge who
doomed Sodom and Gomorrah to sudden de-

struction for their sins, still reign over the

kingdoms of the earth, and mark the forgetful-

ness and wickedness of man ; and have not

his judgments been signally manifested on this

nation ? There was a time when it might have

been almost literally said of France as it was of

Egypt in the day of Moses:—"There was not

a house where there was not one dead."

Paris is in the midst of a great valley, on

both sides of the Seine, which runs through it

from east to west about six miles. The width

of the river is from 140 to S'/O yards, and be-

ing from 15 to 20 feet below the surface of the

streets, it is walled on both sides with massive

stones, forming wide and beautiful quays or

avenues on each side. More than twenty
bridges are built over it, several of cast iron,

from some of which the views along the river

are magnificent beyond description ; compris-
ing the the palaces of the Louvre and the Tui-
leries, the noble gardens of the latter, the

Champs Elysees, the Chamber of Deputies, and
the Place de la Concordo, where, during the

reign of terror, the guillotine was erected and
thousands beheaded, among whom were Louis
XVL, Marie Antoinette, and Louis Pliilippe

Jo.'^eph, Duke of Orleans, father of the present

king. After a very winding course of 260
miles, the Seine enters the sea at Havre. The
tide rises but a short distance above Rouen,
and only small steamboats can run from thence

to Paris, performing the journey in about three

days. From the hills which surround Paris,

and which are covered with beautiful villages,

gardens and vineyards, many fine views are

obtained of the city. Its prevailing complexion.

is almost white ; the houses being of brick,

stuccoed or painted, or of a pale yellow free-

stone. Wood is used for fuel, and, of course,

the buildings are not so much discoloured by

smoke as in England, nor do we here inhale

the dense, offensive fogs of London, however
our moral perceptions may discover an atmo-

sphere tainted with the breath of impurity, and
dank with the mists and clouds of infidelity.

The population of Paris is about 800,000, ex-

clusive of strangers and troops,—little more
than half that of London. Fiffy years before

the Christian ei-a, Julius Caesar found on the Isle

of the Palace, which lies in the river, in the

centre of the city, a village of rude huts, inha-

bited by the fierce Gauls. This was destroyed

during the war, hut was rebuilt by Cassar, and

remained five hundred years under the Ro-

mans, through whose policy and laws a change

was soon effected in the manners of the bar-

barians. About the year A. D. 250, the Gos-

pel was first preached here, and a Christian

temple was erected and dedicated to St. Ste-

phen, (now the cathedral Notre Dame,) on the

spot where human blood had been sacrificed

by the Gauls, and an altar built to Jupiter by

the Romans. That miserable village has given

place to a city whose power and influence ars

exercised, whether for good or for evil, in an
extiaordinary manner and degree over a large

portion of the earth, through its fashions and

follies, its talents and philosophy, its literature

and language.

The streets of Paris, like those of Havre
and Rouen, are irregular and narrow, and.
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with few exceptions, art) without foot-pave

menis. The Boulevards, however, both within

and without the walls, and the quays along the

river are wide, beautiful streets, well paved

and, generally planted with trees. The drivers

of carriages and other vehicles are as carel

liero as in other cities, and foot passengers are

often in great danger, the wheels running close

to the houses, yet I saw few accidents ; one
day I raised a woman from the pavement, who
was struck down with great violence by a horse

coming suddenly round a corner. Many of the

private dwelling-houses are built around courts,

which communicate with the streets by large

gates. I do not like to see the backs of the

houses turned to the street, but this plan of

building has probably been adopted, both here

and in the east, for security. The police regu-

lations are e.\ceedingly strict, and the applica-

tion of the passport system is not confined to

travellers or foreigners. No citizen of PVance
can travel without his passport, which is de-

manded at the gates of every fortified town,

and must be annually renewed. The English

and Americans who have been used to travel-

ing from county to county, and from state to

state, with no such restrictions, and without

being questioned at every stage or two by

mustachioed gens-d'armes, think these regula-

tions very vexatious and unnecessary: how
necessary they may be to prop for a while the

present military despotism, or how justly adapt-

ed this despotism is to the disposition of the

people and the condition of the country, 1 will

not presume to judge. But I have been put

to so much trouble by the non-arrival of my
passport at the police office, and being obliged

to apply to the American minister for another,

and obtain (he signatures of thl-ee official cha-

racters, which required as many days, that 1

sincerely hope the time will never come when
it will be thought expedient to adopt the same
system in the intercourse between the states

of our Union. I was much surprised at find-

ing that duties are exacted on wine, wood, fish,

hay, straw, lime, plaster, stone, and various
building materials ; on fruits, cattle of all kinds,

and almost every article of consumption and
use that is brought into the city from any part

of France. Diligences, cabriolets, wagons,
carts, and all private carriages, are subject to

examination at the barriers or gates of the
city, of which there are fifty-six. I have fre-

quently seen an officer put a ladder against a

diligence or omnibus, and go on the top to

examine the packages. Baskets and bundles
carried by foot passengers are also examined

;

and the trunks of all passengers arriving in the

diligences undergo the same scrutiny at the
coach offices, as at the custom-bouses of sea-
ports ; but in justice to the officers into whose
hands I have fallen in France, I must say they

perform their unpleasant duties with great

politeness, and in a manner very different from
the surly and rude treatment which passengers
often find in a certain great custom'house, and
which is a disgrace to the country in which it

is tolerated. How would the good people of
Pennsylvania and the advocates of free ti-ade,

relish such a tariff as that of Paris in the city

of brotherly love ? It would be of wonderful
efficacy io satisfying a certain class of malcon-
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tents, if they were transported for a short time

to a government less mildly constituted and

administered than our own. But I wish those

of my countrymen who are blindly attached to

our excellent form of government would
member, that it can be a blessing to the country

only as long as the people are virtuous enough to

choose virtuous rulers; and that no government
can remain unjust and oppressive after the peo
pie themselves have thrown offtlie fetters of ig

norance and vice. I am reminded here of the

feelings of restraint which we experienced at

boarding school, when we had limits prescrib-

ed, which could only be passed by special leave;

and to go " out of bounds" was an offence of no

trifling magnitude. How grateful and good
you should all be in Philadelphia, and particu-

larly Street; I have not seen one more
beautiful. But,

" There is a something in the human heart,

That holds not sacred what is ever near."

It is when we look back upon the blessings

with which we have been favoured, that we are

really sensible of their value. I do not think

there is much romance in my disposition ; it is

therefore a genuine and natural feeling to anti-

cipate no ordinary |)leasure, should I be per-

mitted to mingle again with my friends at

home. But how many contingencies may pre-

vent this consummation ; what changes may
have taken place there ; how many dangers I

must yet encounter. Wilt thou say such thoughts

as these should be banished from the mind ?

Certainly not. Let them have but their pro-

per effect, and they will not only convince us

that nothing earthly can bestow happiness, and

that we have no continuing city here ; but they

will teach us to give heed to the things which

belong to cur salvation, while they can in no

degree lessen our enjoyment of the bounties of

Providence. These are truths which few be-

lieve without experience,—dear-bought experi-

ence. We may behold, as I have, the greatest

palaces, the most beautiful gardens, the rich-

est furniture, the most gorgeous displays of

royal magnificence ; and when we are told

their possessors were not happy, we wonder,

and entertain a secret belief that they might

have been. I have visited Pere la Chaise, the

Garden of Plants, Versailles, &c. but as 1 have

already trespassed on thy attention, as well as

upon the hours of my own rest, and intend

writing to to-morrow, I can now only

add that I am thy afliectionate cousin, R.

From the Abingdon Republican.

Preston and King's Salt WorJcs and the sur-

rounding district of country.

fConcluded fmm r->t>»noi )

Saltville was the property of General Wil-

liam Campbell, the hero of King's mountain,
and after his decease his only child, Sarah,

married General Francis Preston, who rented

the well and salt marsh to Wm. King, an en-

terprising young Irishman, who conducted the

business profitably, returned to Ireland for his

father and brothers and sisters, and in a few
years in partnership with the late Josiah Nichol

of Nashville, and other worthy mercantile part-

ners, on whom fortune has always smiled, had
amassed very handsome profits. Wm. King

apprized General Preston and lady, that a

tract of land adjoining thei»-s was for sale, and

advised them to purchase, as salt water could

be procured upon it, and upon their declining,

he Burchased it for about ^2,000.

King and Nichol then dug a twelve fool

square well, cribbing it with timber, and pay-

ing the Rev. Mi-. Colley about g2000 for its

expenses, until the opening was about two

hundred feet in depth. King had marked out

the spot, and declared he would go on till wa-

ter was found, and Nichol withdrawing from
the concern, on digging twelve feet deeper, the

well filled to within forty feet of the surlace of

the earth, with salt water of which thirty-two

gallons would make, on drying the salt, a mea-
sured bushel of SO lb. weight. This was on

the 6th of April, 1797, and the quantity of

water being inexhaustible, by any use made of

it, salt was reduced from ^5 to ^1 60 cts. per

bushel ; and a mors liberal rent was given

General Preston of g9,000 per annum, for his

well, which then ceased to be worked ; and
the parties continued on the most friendly

terms towards each other's welfare. William

King having in view to encourage every branch

of industry, and calculating that thereby im-

mense wealth would flow to himself, enlarged

his mercantile jjursuits, dealt with great liber-

ality, and becoming very popular, his wealth

so increased, that at his death, the 13th Oct.

1808, his jiersunal estate was estimated at

above ©ne million dollars.

Preston's and King's works were then con-

ducted by his widow now Mis. F. Smith, James
King and Wm. Trigg, as devisees of a life es-

tate; and since by Col. James White ; at pre-

sent by William King vt Co.; Mr. King be-

ing the only son living of James King and de-

visee of the estate in remainder from his

uncle Wni. King, who died without children.

Gen. Preston's and King's works in the first

lease to Col. White were rented at $30,000
each per annum, but have not been so produc-

tive of late years, as is understood.

During the year 1832, Gen. Preston not

being satisfied with the goodness of his well,

employed Mr. Anthony, an ingenious mechanic

and partner of Dubrough's, in a patent plan

of boring, to sink cast iron tubes of 5 inch

bore 218 feet or the depth necessai-y, where

was found a supply of salt water sufficient for

400 bushels of salt daily, the water being

stronger than any known, 22 to 24 gallons

producing 50 lb. salt.

The space in which good salt water can be

procured in large quantities is very small—in

the vicinity of Saltville has been expended

above $40,000 in fruitless digging and boring
by tlio ovncrn of land. Preston's new tubed

well is only 40 yards from King's, and an ex-

periment on King's land, within 40 feet of the

old well made last month, produced no water

at the depth of 270 feet, though the borings

were for many feet through the salt rock, and
partly through gyj)sum, blue and red clay and
half formed sand-stone—The formation below
the depth of 200 feet, in which salt-water is

found, seems to be on a slaty basis, at an in-

clination of about 15 degrees facing the south

east, and in King's old well, whence he has

drawn water for 40,000 bushels of salt in the
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last CO days, there are large irregular columns

of plaster or gypsutn, and a plaster roof sup-

porting the ground above, the interior clay

for 40 or more feet in some directions having

been washed away. Into these openings near

100 cords of wood were thrown, but all dis-

appeared. From all the borings and the most

careful observation, it is evident, at this place,

that both the sandstone and plaster are above,

and of more recent formation than the muriate

of soda.

The crater-like sides of the transition rocks

exposed around Sallville, at some points, into

whicii the plaster never intrudes, has given

rise to a conjecture, that at some ancient pe

riod, the plain on which stands Saltville, was
as high as the adjacent hills ; and that by a

dissolution of the saline substratum which thf

river (being lower) may have received, the up

per earth gave way, throwing the rocks into

their present disjointed state, and the surface

of all which has been leveled by the washings

from the hills, and by the imperceptible work
ings of time ; and this conjecture would seem

to be supported by the numerous bones and

teeth of the mastodon and other animals found

at any depth yet approached.

The surface of the salt water being some
thirty feet higher than the river water, has sug-

gested to Mr. Anthony, the use of a syphon,

half a mile in length to draw the water from

the well, without a force pump ; and the facil-

ity of conveying the water to wood, or more
convenient points of navigation, is now clearly

tested by its transfer in tubes two miles. Salt

at the work.s is now reduced to two cents per

pound, which will no doubt, cause more eco-

nomy to be used in its manufacture and trans-

portation ; so far, there appears, however, to

have been no advantage taken of tiie great

evaporating improvements used at the salines

in New York, or the sugar factories of the

South. At Saltville, the furnaces are trenches

dug in the earth, the kettles several inches

thick—the furnace doors large and open, and

placed under open sheds ; and in some instan-

ces streams of fresh water sweeping from the

hills, issue out of the furnace flues ; but doubt-

less the present proprietors will make the ne-

cessary improvements. The salt made is free

from all impurity, its crystals are large by

slow, and fine by rapid evaporation ; and white

and brilliant, and when thrown from the bas-

ket, soon becomes as dry as corn meal ; never
deliquescing or giving off any water, even in

the wettest weather. No settling or clarifying

process is necessary, the water being a clear

semi-transparent, somewhat whitish fluid, which
after being released from its great pressure in

the deep parts of the well, seems incapable of

holding in solution, the former quantity of sa-

line material. The slight e.xcess of muriatic

acid over the soda is united in the boiling with

some free gypsum, and precipitated to the bot-

tom, where, attaching itself to the metal and

becoming heated, additions of salt are con-

stantly made, till it endangers breaking the

kettle, and is very difiicult (once weekly) to

separate from the iron by pick-axes. In the

whole process of manufacturing this water, no

trace of iodine or bittern water is to be found

—and no species of settling or clarifying is

necessary, the sail, being deposited as soon as

milk warm, is three or four times daily ladled

of kettle.H of 96 gallons each. At present,

meadow lands, pasture and farming to the ex
tent of 2,500 acres, appears to be in use ;

ii

sawmill, two gristmills, and about 100 persons

and as many horses, compose the force of (he

place ; but as the market is limited, and not

more than four cords of wood are necessary

to make 100 bushels of salt, the apparatus of

the place is unnecessarily large and wasteful.

The gypsum-beds on the Saltville lands are

perhaps the most convenient and abundant in

the world, being only five to ten feet from the

surface of the earth, and of the very best qua-

lity. Hundreds of boats and wagons could be

usefully employed in its transportation, as the

whole lands of this interior country are admi-
rably adapted to its use.

There are few places in the world which
can vie with Saltville in beauty and novelty of

scenery—the extended meadows, ricli ridges,

high conical peaks, mountain coves, clear

springs, and the remarkable verdure covering

the soil, set off to great advantage the neigh-

bouring lofty Clinch mountain. The Chil-

howee springs are in the vicinity, and often the

summer visiters add new interest, in their pur-

suit of pheasants, deer, foxes, and other game.
The fish, mutton, and beef are superior to any

elsewhere to be found, all in the same region;

but why praise a country hardly ever thought

of abroad, except in connection with imagin-

ed mountains and wild beasts ?

From the Philadelphian.

WRECK OF THE ALBION.

We have long since determined to keep
alive in memory the loss of the ship Albion

stop it. The railings were carried away, and
the wheel which aided tliem to steer. In short,

that fatal wave lel't the Albioti a wreck. She
was then about twenty miles from shore, and
Gapt. Williams steadily and coolly gave his

orders. lie cheered the passengers and crew
with the hope that the wind would shift and
before morning blow ofi" shore. The sea was
very rough, the vessel unmanageable; and the

passengers were obliged to be tied to the

pumps that they might work them. All who
could do no good on deck retired below, but
the water was knee deep in the cabin, and the

furniture, floating about, rendered the situation

dangerous and dreadful.

" All night long the wind blew a gale directly

on shore, towards which the Albion was drift-

ing at the rate of about three miles an hour.

The complete hopelessness of our situation

was known to few, except Capt. Williams.

The coast was familiar to him; and he must
have seen in despair and horror tiiroughout

the night, the certainty of our fate. At length

the ocean dashing and roaring upon thp pre-

cipice of rocks under the lee of the ship, told

us that the hour was come. Capt. W. sum-
moned all on deck and briefly told us that the

ship must soon strike; it was itnpossible to

preserve her. We were crowded about the

forecastle, our view curtained by the darkest

night I ever beheld, surrounded by waves run-

ning mountains high, propelled by a tremen-

dous storm towards an iron-bound shore. The
rocks, whose towering heads appeared more
than a hundred feet above the level of the sea,

against whose sides the mighty waves beat

with unremitting fury, by their terrific colli-

sion gave the only light by which we were
enabled to see our unavoidable fate and final

destruction. The sea, beating for ages against

and the preservation of Wm. Everhart, of; this perpendicular precipice, has worn large

Westchester, an estimable man, whom Provi- caverns into its base, into which the waves
dence almost miraculously lescued, with eight rush violently with a sound re-echoing like

mariners, when all the other passengers were distant thunder, then running out in various

drowned. It is well for all who go down to ' '

the sea in ships to remember that the great

deep is proverbially faithless, and that safety

is of the Lord. Millions, indeed, traverse the

ocean in safety, but thousands perish in a

watery grave; and who of us is sure that such

may not be his lot ?

The editor has himself been a night on the

flood during a tremendous hurricane, when
for hours more than sixty persons were dread-

ing instant death from being dashed against a

cliff, and buried in the waters at its base: he,

therefore, and every one who has ever been in

a similar situation, can syinpathise with the

few survivors of that dreadful wreck which oc-

curred on the coast of Ireland on the night of
the 2lBt of April, A. D. 1822.

We republish the account given by Wm.
Everhart himself.

" The storm of the day, it was supposed

was over; we were near to the coast, and all

hands flattered themselves, that in a short time

they should reach their destined harbour; but

about 9 o'clock in the evening a heavy sea

struck the ship, swept several seamen from

the deck, carried away her masts and stove in

her hatchways, so that every wave which passed

over her ran into the hold without any thing to

directions, form whirlpools of great force.

For a perch or two from the precipice, rocks

rise out of the water, broad at bottom, and
sharp at top: on one of these, just at the grey

of dawn, the Albion first struck. The next

wave threw her further on the rock. The
third further still; until nearly balanced, she

swung round and her stern was driven against

another, nearer in shore. In this situation

every wave making a breach over her, many
were drowned on deck. It is not possible to

conceive the horrors of our situation. The
deadly and relentless blast impelling us to

destruction; the ship a wreck—the raging of

the billows against the precipice on which

we were driving—the sending back from the

caverns and the rocks the hoarse and melan-
choly warnings of death—dark, cold and wet;

—in such a situation the stoutest heart must
have quailed in utter despair. When there is

a ray of hope there piay be a corresponding

buoyancy of spirit. , When there is any thing

to be done, the active man may drown the

sense of danger while actively exerting him-

self; but here there was nothing to do—but

to die. Every moment might be considered

the last. Terror and despair seized upon the

most of us with the iron grasp of death, aug-
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niented by the wild shrieks of the females, ex-

pressive of their terror. Major Gough, of the

British army, remarked, that " Death, come
as he would, was an unwelcome messenger,
but we must meet him as we could." Very
little was said by others; the men waiting the

expected shock in silence. General Lefebvre
Desnouetts, during the voyage, had evidently

wished to remain without particular observa-

tion, and to prevent his being known, besides

taking passage under a feigned name, had
suffered his beard to grow during the whole
voyage: he had the misfortune before the ship

struck to be much bruised, and one of his arms
was broken, which disabled him from exertion
if it could have been availing.

"Perceiving now that the stern was higher

out of water, and that the sea had less power
in its sweep over it, I went aft; and saw that

the bottom had been broken out of the ship.

The heavy articles must have sunk, and the

cotton and lighter articles were floating around,
dashed by every wave against the rocks.

" I'resently the ship broke in two, and all

those who remained near the bow, were lost.

Several from the stern of the ship had got on
the side of the precipice, and were hanging by
the crags as tliey could. Although weakened
by previous sickness and present suffering, I

made an effort and got upon the rock, and
stood on one foot, the only hold that I could
obtain. I saw several around me, and among
the rest Col. Prevost, who observed on seeing
me take my station, ' here is another poor
fellow !' but the waves rolled heavily against

us. and, often dashing its spray fifty feet over
our heads, gradually swept those who had
taken refuge one by one auay. One poor fel

low losing his hold, as he fell caught me by
the leg, and nearly pulled me from my place
Weak and sick as I was, I stood several hours
on one foot on a little crag, the billows dash-

ing over me, benumbed with cold.

" As soon as it was light, and the tide ebbec
so as to render it possible, the people descended
the rocks as far as they could, and dropped a
rope which I fastened round my body, and was
drawn out to a place of safety.

" After witnessing the loss of all my fellow

passengers, twenty-two in number, I was thus
rescued, together with eight of the ship's crew.
It would be needless for me to bestow any en-
comiums upon the well known hospitality ol

the Irish—they could not have treated me
more tenderly if I had been a brother. Of the
passengers and crew, consisting of fifty-four,

forty-six were drowned, only eight were saved,
and of the cabin passengers, I was the only
one that escaped. Suci. a terrible wreck and
loss of lives, and, on my part, such a miraculous
preservation, excited the public sensibility

throughout Europe and America. When I
landed at Liverpool, it was diflicult for me to
get along the streets, the.peopie crowded round
in such numbers to see the only passenger
saved from the wreck of the Albion."

coaimuoicated for "The Friend." and they expressed great thankfulness to the
SCHOOLS FOR COLOURED PERSONS, association for the advantages the school had

Agent Appointed.

Frederick Staunton, Waynesville, Ohio.

The second number of the present volume
of "The Friend," contains an account of an
association among Friends in this city for the
free instruction of adult coloured persons.
This society is still endeavouring to promote
the benevolent object for which it was insti-

tuted ; the more recent operations of it are
detailed in the following abstract from the
last report of its executive committee.
A school for coloured men was opened on

the 1st of tenth month last, in the Willing's
alley school house, the use of which was again
kindly granted to us for the purpose. The
person who had filled the station the two pre-
ceding sessions was re-engaged aa teacher.
As it was thought important that the scholars,

most of whom were in the rudiments of learn-
ing, should have as much personal attention
as possible, endeavours were used to have two
assistant teachers always in attendance at the
school. The very limited number of members
of the association, has, however, rendered it

difficult to keep up the requisite supply. The
usefulness of the work in which we are en-
gaged, and the importance of efficient aid in

prosecuting it, would hold out, we should
hope, sufficient inducements to secure the
co-operation of a much larger number of
friends.

The names of 120 scholars have been en-
tered at this school ; and the number in at-

tendance has averaged about thirty. Their
orderly deportment, and the deep interest
many of them manifested in their studies,
have afforded us encouragement and satisfac-
tion. There has been a very perceptible, if

not a striking improvement in most of the
scholars—particularly in reading and arith-

metic. To the latter study they have gene-
rally paid more attention than heretofore, and
several of them have made an encouraging
progress in it.

This school was closed on the 26th of the
second month ; on which occasion several of
the scholars expressed their gratitude to the
association for affording them the means of
instruction. One of them in particular men-
tioned, that the school had proved a great
blessing to him, by enabling him to peruse
the contents of the inspired volume.

According to the direction of the associa-
tion, a school was opened in the western part
of the city, on the 15th of the tenth month
last. The use of the Adelpbi school house
on Wager street, was gratuitously afforded us
for the purpose. At the commencement of
the school a teacher was engaged to take
charge of it, but the number of scholars prov
iiig small it was soon thought utrriecessary to
continue the expense of his salary. Accord-
ingly the committee took upon themselves the
immediate oversight of the school, and con-
tinued it in the same manner until it was
closed. There were 43 names entered on the
list, and the number of scholars who attended
averaged about nine. Most of them were very
destitute of learning when they entered, but

general, and in one or two cases, even a
rapid improvement was soon perceptible. The
deportment of the scholars was exemplary;

afforded them.
The following extract from the report of the

Association for the Instruction of Coloured
Women, gives an account of their efforts dur-
the past year.

" On the 30th of ninth month, 1834, we
opened our school in Green's Court. In the
northwestern part of the city, a room in Ches-
ter street was taken for the purpose, and a
school opened there about the middle of the
lOih month.

These schools were continued in operation
from that time until the 6th of third month, to
the satisfaction of the association. During
that period 252 women have partaken more or
less of the instruction afforded—manifesting
an earnest desire to learn : and the improve-
ment of many of them has far surpassed our
expectations. Some who commenced with
their letters at the opening of the school, can
now spell and read. The improvement in writ-
ing, has also been very satisfactory. We be-
l;eve that those who have been accustomed
from their childhood, to read and write, can
form no idea of the importance of these ac-
quirements, in the estimation of these poor
women.

It has been grateful to us to witness the in-

terest they have manifested in the Holy Scrip-
tures; many of them being able to repeat a
whole chapter in the beginning of each week,
and we have believed that other advantages
than mere school leading will result from the
attendance of these schools. The reading,
and other instruction of a moral and religious

nature, has appeared to be very acceptable to
many of them.

From the preceding statements, it appears
that our united efforts have extended to 415
coloured persons more or less opportunity for
acquiring knowledge. Jt is true that the aver-
age attendance compared with the whole num-
ber of scholars has been small. But this,

however, is not generally to be attributed to a
want of interest in their studies. A large pro-
portion of our coloured population cannot give,

^however anxious to do so, a regular attendance
at school. Some of them are seamen ; and of
consequence continually liable to be called

ay
; and many others can only leave their

employment one or two evenings in tlie week.
The irregular attendance of the scholars is a
serious obstacle to their progress in learning

;

and it might in some measure be obviated, if

those who employ coloured persons in their
families, would permit and encourage them to
embrace every suitable opportunity of improve-
ment. A more general care in this respect,
would have a salutary influence on our
schools.

In conclusion, we can not but hope, that the
efforts of the association have been so blessed
that permanent benefit will result from theia.
To us, it will afford sufficient cause for thank-
fulness, if our feeble exertions can do any
thing, to hasten the coming of that day, when
Ethiopia shall yet more conspicuously stretch
out her hands unto God.

Philadelphia, 4tk month, 1836.
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GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
Continued from page 198.

If a query relative to the faithful attendance
of religious meetings, similar to that which is

contained in our discipline, had been addressed

to our early Friends during the period of their

persecutions, they might have found what many
would have deemed a sufficient excuse for ab-

senting themselves, in the cruelties and hard-

ships to which their attendance exposed them.
They went with life, liberty, and estate in

their hands, with every probability that one or
all tvould be wrested from them

;
yet such was

their zeal, and such their sense of the benefits

to be derived from the performance of this

Christian duty, that they were prepared to

part with all, rather than relinquish the public

assembling with their fellow-believers for the

purpose of Divine worship.

When we contrast the low and defective re-

plies to this important query which are now
given by most meetings, with the constancy

and diligence of our forefathers, and take into

consideration the great advantages which we
possess, exclusive of all outward molestations,

the prospect which it gives of the lukewann-
ness and unconcern of many of our members
is indeed deeply affecting. Can we wonder
that such as neglect this reasonable service,

wither in a religious sense, and become as
" trees twice dead, plucked up by the roots,"

or that the intjuence of their example is like

an infectious excrescence on the body, which
taints and corrupts those around them.

After all that we have known, and in despite

of the manifold mercies |)oured upon the So-

ciety and its members individually, if our in-

gratitude to the Author of all good ia so great,

what can we expect but that we shall dwindle

and degenerate as a people, lose the life and
virtue of religion, and fall upon the barren

waste of that mountain, where it is declared

there is neither dew nor rain, nor fields of

offering ?

In that part of George Whitehead's life

which we have reached, he dwells at some
length on the trials which he and his brethren

endured in the attendance of their meetings

for worship, and it will not, I trust, be either

unprofitable or uninteresting to the readers of
'•The Friend," if they accompany him through

a brief sketch ofsome of the scenes in which he
was a sufferer.

One means to which their persecutors re-

sorted with a view of deterring them from
assembling, was to lock up the meeting-houses
and prevent their entrance. Instead of going
away. Friends quietly stood around or near

the meeting-house doors, which attracted the

attention of passengers, and thus a large as-

sembly would soon be collected. A minister

who was present and felt his mind engaged,

would step upon a bench or chair, or other

elevated place which might be convenient, and

boldly preach the gospel to the audience in the

presence of the officers or soldiery ; the sound

of his voice would draw more hearers, and

thus a larger auditory would be gathered than

could be obtained in a house. It often hap-

pened that the speaker would be violently pulled

down and hurried away to prison, when another
would quickly take his place ; and thus four

or five, or more, one after another, would
be led away to jail, innocent sufferers for

preaching the gospel of Christ to the people.

During the existence of the conventicle act,

the holding of religious meetings in the streets

and roads became a common thing in England,
for so fully were Friends persuaded that the

performance of public worship to the Almighty
was a duty from which no human power could
exempt, or [ought to restrain, them, that they

persevered through every difficulty. The city

of London and other large places where there

were several meeting-houses, often presented
the singular spectacle of three or four or more
large peaceable assemblies of Friends, con-
vened in the streets, waiting on the I,ord in

stillness, save when some one was engaged to

proclaim the truth to the people, or when their

silent devotions were interrupted by the rude-

ness and abuse of the officers and military. It

often happened that some of the nobility or
others of the higher class riding by in their

carriages, and hearing a Friend preaching,

would stop to listen, and in some instances

the impressions thus made proved of lasting

benefit. In the great publicity thus given to

their meetings and principles. Friends found
an abundant harvest, many being convinced
and brought to join the Society. Thus the

church increased under suffering, and the fire

of persecution being too hot for the lukewarm
and insincere, it was compose<l of persons
who could say " We have left all to follow

Thee," and whose integrity and uprightness

were not to be shaken even by the loss of life

itself.

Nor was this devotion to the cause of Christ
confined to age or sex. Women of delicate

health, who had been tenderly brought up, and
accustomed to all the comforts which wealth

could procure, and to the kind and endearing
attentions of fond relations and friends, cheer-

fully hazarded their all for the sake of meeting
with their fellow-professors to worship God

;

and when rudely assailed, and beaten even to

shedding of their blood and cruelly maiming
them, they patiently and meekly endured it,

and with a noble magnanimity and fortitude

which raised them above the sense of their

own sufferings, animated and encouraged their

husbands, or children, or brethren, to con-
stancy and faithfulness under their trials, re-

joicing that they were counted worthy to suffer

for the name and testimony of Jesus.

When the parents and elder Friends were
all thrown into prison, such was the zeal and
devotedness of the children, that ihey felt con-
strained to keep up the meetings, and by the

solidity of their deportment and the contrition

which prevailed among them when met, it was
evident, not only that they were acquainted

with the nature of spiritual worship, but that

they met with the Lord himself in their re-

ligious assemblies, to their consolation and
strength. What an interesting and animating

sight to behold an assembly of children, all un-

der sixteen years of age, voluntarily convened
for the purpose of sustaining a meeting for

worship, and publicly supporting the previous

testimonies for which their beloved parents

were then lying in jail ; to see their reverent
wailing on God, their tenderness of spirit, the
tears trickling down their cheeks, till in some
instances the floor was wet with them, and to

hear the voice of supplication or praise which
some were at times engaged to put up to their

Heavenly Father, for preservation amid the
trials and afflictions which awaited them and
their dear parents, or in grateful acknow-
ledgment of that goodness and mercy which
had so marvellously strengthened them to per-
severe thus far, and to " glorify the Lord God
as in the fires."

Nor did these little warriors in the Lamb's
army shrink from suffering, but as good sol-

diers of Jesus Christ joyfully endured hardship
for his cause sake. Though the law exempted
all under sixteen years of age, yet little respect
was paid to it, and some as young as twelve
were called to prove their love and allegiance
to the Lord, by enduring the hardships of a
prison. Two boys, one about thirteen and
the other neaily sixteen years old, were haled
out of a meeting at Mile Ends, and taken be-
fore an officer. Some one who was present
suggested that they were not within the age
prescribed by law, and therefore not punishable,

but he sternly replied, " they are old enough
to be whipped, and shall be whipped out of
their religion." He accordingly sent them to

Bridewell, and had them put into the stocks,

where their bands were so pinched for two
hours, that their wrists were much swollen and
bruised. The design of this punishment was
to compel theiT) to work as criminals, which
Ihey refused to do, and also to eat any thing
at the expense of the prison, because they were
persuaded they had done no wrong, and were
illegally and unjustly sent there.

These lads were confined a long lime in the
juil, yet nothing could shake their constancy,
or induce them to forsake their religion, or
renounce their love and obedience to their

Heavenly Father ; they bore all that their per-

secutors inflicted on them with cheerfulness

and patience, rejoicing that they were counted
worthy to suffer for the name of Christ, and
addressed a letter to their friend's children,

encouraging and exhorting them to be faith-

ful in bearing their testimony for the Lord and
against all sin and wickedness.

George Whitehead gives a relation of his

imprisonment with divers other Friends, in

the White Lion prison in Southwark, for as-

sembling together in the worship and service

of Almighty God, and of their usage and treat-

ment in prison ; showing the manner in

which Friends were treated in those days,

for holding innocent religious meetings.

Upon the 3d of the fifth month, 1664, be-

ing the first day of the week. Friends were
|)eaceably met together at their usual meet-
ing place at Horslydown; according to their

wonted manner, waiting upon the Lord in his

fear. And after soiiie time, George White-
head spake to the assembly by way of
exhortation to truth and righteousness. In
the interim, a company of soldiers with mus-
kets and lighted matches in their hands,

rushed in ; and before they came into the

inner door, one of them fired a musket. Two
of thera violently pulled George Whitehead
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down, and haled him and some others out of

the meeting, and carried themselves very

rudely ;
pushing and threatening our Friends,

forcing many out of the meeting, and raging

at and pushing women when they came near

their husbands, whom they had taken into

custody. George Whitehead asking them to

show their warrant for what thsy did, a sol-

dier held up his musket over his head and
said, that was his warrant.

Then both men and women whose names
were in the mittimus with several more, some
whereof they took near the meeting house
door and others in the street, were had to the

main guard on Margaret's Hill ; where they

kept them for some time, until those called

justices came ; who asked our Friends, whe-
ther they were at the meeting aforesaid ; to

which answer was made, that they desired to

hear what evidence came against them; for

some were taken in the street, and not all in

the meeting. But they put it upon George
Whitehead to confess, if he was not present

at the meeting? To which he answered, what

evidence have you against me, and I shall

answer further ? Whereupon some of the sol-

diers were called to give evidence concerning

him, and the rest with him ; they witnessed,

that he was taken in the meeting house,

speaking to the people ; which was all the

evidence that was given against him.

George Whitehead excepted against the

soldiers, as being incompetent witnesses ; for

they came, said he, in a rude and inhuman
manner, with force and arms ; and so appre-

hended us illegally, without any justice pre-

sent or warrant for what they did ; but one
holding up his musket, said that was his war-

rant, when they took us. So that they came
in a terrifying manner among a peaceable

people, which was both contrary to the late

act and contrary to the king's proclamation
;

which prohibits the seizing of subjects by

soldiers, unless in time of actual insurrec-

tion. And by the said act, the deputy lieute-

nants and militia officers and forces, are not

required to be assisting in suppressing meet-

ings, unless upon a certificate under the hand
and seal of a justice of peace, that he with his

assistants are not able to suppress them. And
also it was told them, that no dwelling house
of any peer, or other person whatsoever, shall

be entered into by virtue of the said act, but
in the presence of one justice of peace.

Friends also complained against one of the

soldiers, for firing his musket near the meet-
ing door, in the entry, and shooting a bullet

through two or three ceilings and a dwelling
room; which bullet was found near a cradle,

where a child used to be laid; and one pie-

sent had the same to show them.

Having no counsel to appear on their

behalf, they pleaded their own cause, George
Whitehead being chief speaker, and they
managed the case so well, that the justices

were at a stand what to do with them. The
illegality and outrage of their proceedings
were made so obvious, that the justices were
unwilling the people who stood by should
hear the trial, and ordered the soldiers to dis-

perse them, that they might with the greater

safety proceed in their unrighteous measures

againt Friends.

Seeing they were resolved to proceed,

George Whitehead told them, that if they

had so much moderation as they pretended,

they needed not go to the rigour of the

law, so as to imprison them for three months;

seeing the law allowed any time not e.x-

ceeding three months, &c. But if they

would imprison them to the utmost, he de-

manded that they might have sufficient pri-

son room, and not be stifled and destroyed

by being crowded together, as several were

before, in the same prison, &c. ; for if they

were it would be required at their hands, and
God would plead their cause and call them
to account for what they had done.

After much discourse betwixt them, Friends

refusing to pay five pounds fine each, they were

committed to jail without bail or mainprize.

While the justices were committing them,

there was exceeding thunder, lightning, and

rain ; insomuch that the water was so high in

the street, that the soldiers could not get

them to prison, but kept them in the street

in the rain, and afterwards had them back to

a house until the water was fallen ; and then

they were taken late to prison, much wet.

The two keepers, viz. Stephen Harris and

Joseph Hall, after a little space, demanded of

each of them three shillings and sixpence a

week for lodging, or two shillings apiece for

the bare rooms, the best whereof overflowed

with water. But they could not yield to the

jailer's oppression, nor answer his unreason-

able demands, nor pay him down ten shillings

which he required for that first night; but

desired to be left to their liberty, and if they

received any courtesy or accommodation from
him, they should consider him as thoy found

cause ; but neither could pay for a prison nor

uphold oppression in it.

Whereupon Stephen Harris threatened them
with the common ward, where the felons lie,

and commanded them to go into it; which
they refused, as a place not fit for true men
to be in. Yet the said Harris turned them
into the common ward among the said felons;

Friends warned him not to suffer them to be

abused, but they made light of it, saying, it

is your own faults; and seemed to encourage
the felons against our Friends.

Soon after the keepers had turned their

backs, the felons demanded half a crown
apiece of each of them, swearing what they

would do to them; and because Friends could

not answer their unjust demands, they fell

upon them, searched their pockets, and took

what money they found from several of them.

And when they had so done, Stephen Harris

the keeper came to the window, and the felons

confidently told him what they had done, and
how much they had taken, and that they must
have more from them; which he did not at all

reprove them for ; and they said, they hoped
he would stand by them in what they did

;

only he made them return the cloak they had

taken from one Friend, after they had taken

his money ; and he laughed when they threat-

ened Friends and swore and cursed them;
the keepers also swore at them, and threaten-

ed to make them bow ; whereupon the felons

gave a shout, crying: "God 'a mercy, boys,

we will be upon them again," &.c.

Besides these abuses which our Friends
met withal from the jailers and prisoners, tho

ward was such a nasty stinking hole, and so
crowded with those felons, and several women
lying among them, which some called their

wives, that our Friends had not whereon to

lay their heads to rest, nor a stool to sit down
upon ; but when they were weary, were fain

to sit down on the floor, among the vermin,

in a stinking place: of which gross abuses,'

complaint being made to some of the justices

that committed them, the next night the jailer-

was made to let Friends have room to lodge

in, apart from the felons.

" A few days after my commitment to

White Lion prison aforesaid," says George
Whitehead, "another trial befel me; I was
had out of the prison, before John Lenthal,

about the plot in the north of England, 1663,
being unjustly accused by a Yorkshireman, a
sort of an attorney, to have been concerned in

that plot, because I was a Westmoreland man
born ; and though he could not make out any
proof against me, yet he persisted in his own
evil jealousy and surmise, that I was such a
person, whom he named, and said was in the

plot; affirming that my name nas not White-
head, but another name. Whereupon I was
then carried in a boat to White-hall, guarded
with musketeers, and the jailer also with us,

and there was I had into a room near the

secretary's office, where the jailer waited with

me. The lawyer, who falsely had suggested the

crime against me, went in, and after some
time a person was sent out to examine me,
and my accuser with him ; then was 1 ques-

tioned about my name, the examiner looking
in a list of names which he had in his hand

;

I gave him a just account of my name and
clearness, yet my accuser would confidently

contradict me, saying, your name is not White-
head, but Marshden, or such a like name. I

told him surely I knew my own name, as I
had declared it; presently stept in one who
seemed to be an ancient gentleman, hearing

my accuser tell me my name was not White-
head, and contradicted him, saying: "Yes,
his name is Whitehead ; he has writ divers

books, to which his name is in print ;' which
gave a check to him, and prevented further

examination.
" Howbeit this busy, false accuser went in

again to the secretary's office, and in a little

time came out, and warned the jailer not to

discharge me, until he had order from the

secretary ; but whether he had order so to .

caution the jailer, was questionable, for the

man appeared very busy against me, without
cause, or any previous linowledge of me, or I

of him ; but seeing he was so confident in

his unjust prosecution, I questioned in my
thoughts, whether he might not be suborned
to prosecute me, or did it to get himself a
name, or some reward for a pretended disco-

very. However I esteemed it best and safest

for me, to trust in the Lord my God for pre-

servation, and to be resigned to his will; and
I desired if He suffered me to be prosecuted
and tried for my life, I might have opportunity

to vindicate and clear our holy profession and
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Friends, and my own innocency also, from all

such works of darkness, as plots and conspi-

racies against king, or government ; and this

I thouglit to do, if brought to a place of exe-

cution ; nevertheless I wrote a letter from

prison to the Lord Arlington, then secretary

of state, to clear my own innocency from

those false suggestions and insinuations,

which were made against nie, about the plot

before mentioned, which was delivered to

him, and I heard no more of it afterward, but

was released out of prison with the rest, when
the three months were expired, for which we
had been committed.

For " The Friend."

INTERESTING N.VRRATIVE.

In the nth month, 1825, while at Baltimore

with Richard Jordan, we attended the meeting

on first day morning at the Eastern house in

that city, and in the course of his communica-

tion Richard related the following circum-

stance.

Whilst engaged in a religious visit to friends

in Europe, I visited an amiable and worthy

family, consisting of the parents and nine chil-

dren, residing about two miles from Dublin.

The mother, a sensible and pious Friend to

whom I was much attached, narrated to me
some of the sufferings and triaU they had to

pass through, and also their providential rescue

and preservation, during the time of Ihst aw-

ful insurrection in Ireland, in which more than

one hundred thousand lives were lost. And
siich is my confidence in the integrity of the

Friend, that I have no more doubt of the facts

than if I had myself witnessed them.

The family were dwelling at a beautiful

villa, handsomely situated and highly cultivated,

and whilst assembled one afternoon around

their peaceful and happy fireside, they were

rudely assailed by a parly of insurgents, who
surrounded the house and forced an entrance.

The leader of this band of ruffians informed

the family that they must prepare for death, as

he was determined to murder every member
of the family as heretics, and to burn their

house and property. As they were proceed-

ing to fulfil this murderous intention, a secret

compunction of mind on the part of the officer

arrested their [irogress ; and after a short de-

lay, he told them he had concluded to give

them twenty-four hours' respite, during which

they might consider his proposals—that they

would return at the same time, 4 P. M. the

succeeding day, and if they were then willing

to change their religion and become Roman
Catholics, their lives and property should be

saved ; but if not, every individual should be

murdered and the property razed to the ground.

They then withdrew.

This was a very exercising season to them,

their faith and constancy were put to a severe

test, and the iniertr.ediate period was passed

under feelings which can be better conceived

than described. The following was the regu-

lar meeting day, and the mother proposed to

her husband that the family should rise early

partake of a light repast and every member

of it repair to the meeting-place, there to min-

gle once more in social worship with their

beloved Friends before the hour of their suf-

fering arrived. Her husband, however, deem-
ed such a proceeding unwise, and they were
brought into deep mental conflict, with fervent

desires that they might be rightly guided in

this struggle between religious duly on one
hand and apprehensions for the safety of their

beloved family on the other.

They assembled the family together to de

liberate on the course they should pursue in

this painful exigency, with a degree of humble
confidence that best direction would be aflbrd

ed ; and after a season of solenm retirement

spread the subject before their children. The
excellent and amiable mother still pressed the

propriety of going to meeting, and their fa-

ther could not conceal his fears that it would

lead to greater sufiering. Their eldest son,

with Christian fortitude and magnanimity, en-

couraged his parents to go, saying, " Father,

rejoice that we are found worthy to suffer"

—

a language which greatly affected his parents,

and so slrenglhened iheir minds that they at

once concluded to make the attempt.

In the morning they accordingly proceeded

to their place of worship, takmg the public

highway, instead of going through the fields to

avoid the armed insurgents, as was usually

done ; and through Divine protection they

reached the meeting in safety. They sat with

their Friends in awful reverence waiting on

the merciful Preserver of men, and though

their minds were deeply exercised with the

gloomy prospect before them, yet a measure
of living faith was renewed in their hearts un-

der which they were strengthened to cast them-

selves entirely on Divine protection. The
meeting closed, and their minds were com-
forted and refreshed in having thus fulfilled

what they considered a religious duty. But

now a new trial commenced, in considering

whether it would be right to return home into

the power of their enemies, of whom they

were now clear, or to pursue an opposite

course, and seek a place of safety for them-

selves and children. Their faith, however,

bore them up in this time of deep proving, and

fter solidly weighing the matter they believed

it their duty to return home. The struggle,

however was severe, for nature must necessa-

rily feel keenly when our own lives and those

whom we hold most dear are at stake—but

as they journeyed onward, with minds turned

in prayer to the Lord, that portion of Holy

Writ, where it is said, " And the sons of them

that afflicted thee shall come bending unto

thee, and all they that despised thee shall bow
tlior»ooKoo Jr^niJ ut tl.v- <,<,l<,o ^f lUy rcCl, '

Isaiah Ix. 14, was powerfully impressed on

the mind of the mother, accompanied with

sucli an assurance of Divine regard and

protection being extended to them, that she

clapped her hands for joy, and expressed to

her husband and children the confidence she

felt that they would be cared for.

On reaching home they all assembled and

sat down in silent reverent waiting on that

God who careth for all his humble and obedi-

ent children, and in this state awaited their im-

pending fate. The clock struck four—but

their persecutors came not. The king's troops

had landed from England, and marched rapid-

ly into the neighbourhood, while the insur-

gents were ffying in every direction to escape

their pursuit, in less than two weeks the

same party came to the house of the Friend,

and on their knees implored the protection of
the family, to hide them from their pursuers,

and save them from the destruction which they

had so lately threatened to inflict on them.

The discourse in which the substance of the

foregoing extraordinary narrative was embrac-
ed, was delivered at a time when many deluded

persons in our society were endeavouring
to undervalue the Holy Scriptures, and R.
Jordan took occasion to show not only the

kind protecting care of a gracious Provi-

dence over his faithful children, and the divine

support vouchsafed through the immediate ope-

rations of his Holy Spirit, but also that he was
pleased to make the Scriptures of truth a

source of unspeakable consolation to his be-

lieving followers, opening and sealing them on
tiieir minds in a manner beyond the reach or

comprehension of the wise and prudent of this

world—concluding with these words! "Friends,

I am not prepared to give up the Holy Scrip-

tures."

FRIENDS' WRITINGS.
Some weeks ago we published a communi-

cation on the subject of reprinting in a perio-

dical form, a revised edition of the history,

biography, journals, and other writings of our

religious Society, in order to afford to its mem-
bers generally, and especially the youth, an

opportunity of becoming more familiarly ac-

quainted with the origin of the precious testi-

monies which Friends have to bear to the

world, and also with the faithfulness and suffer-

ings of our worthy ancients, in supporting them

and labouring for the promotion of righteous-

ness in the earth.

The object of that essay was to call the se-

rious attention of Friends on this continent to

the subject, in order to ascertain whether such

an undertaking if attempted would be support-

ed. We have received several communications

from a distance which we have concluded to

insert, in order to revive the matter in the

view of Friends.

We have reason to believe that persons qua-

lified for the service could be induced to under-

take this important work, provided it should

meet the general approbation of Friends, and

be supported with a liberafity sufficient to pre-

vent pecuniary loss. We would request our

readers to turn to the 19th number of the pre-

ooni volume of " The Friend," and give the

proposals a fresh reading.

A correspondent writes thus from Skanea-

teles, New York, vis.

For a few years past, I have been increas-

ingly thoughtful in regard to the consequences

of the course of reading practised among the

young of our Society. I was of course rejoiced

to find the subject so judiciously brought into

view in my last week's Friend. I have consi-

dered this one subject alone sufficient to pro-

duce a declension in our Society. I well re-

member when the scriptures, and other pious

writings of worthy members of our Society,
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were the principal reading of old and young
The young people became familiarly acquaint

ed with the contents of the sacred volume, and

with the history of our Society and the biogra-

phy of those excellent characters who adorned

it in its infancy. In these they were taught

not only the fundamental doctrines of the

Christian religion, but also the peculiar prin-

ciples and testimonies of the Society, in a

manner likely to make deep and lasting im-

pressions on young minds. Of later times,

there has been a vast increase of new publica-

tions adapted to every taste and condition, from
infancy to manhood. These have naturally di-

verted the attention of the young from the most
salutary course of reading, so that not a few are

comparatively ignorant of the contents of the

Holy Scriptures, and the history, doctrines, and
biography of the Society, and the evidences on
which our peculiar tesiimcnies are founded.

Besides this, the constant practice of reading

publications in which the scripture language
of thee and thou to a single person is uniformly

used, has a considerable tendency to fix this

habit in young readers, which I consider a sub-

ject of no trifling consequence. I have been
at the houses of respectable friends, and, hear-

ing the children depart from the usage of the

Society, I have endeavoured to got a know-
ledge of the books which they have been in the

habit of reading ; and I have become satisfied,

that the general habit of the young of read-

ing books written in a complimentary style,

is at least one reason for the great departure
amongst us from the plain language.

The labours of the American Bible Associa-
tion of Friends, and its auxiliaries, have a consi-

derable tendency to promote the reading of the

scriptures. I have for several years thought,

that should the attention of Friends generally

be turned to promoting the reading of Friends'

books, some measures might be devised for

that object also; and the plan suggested in

the essay in " The Friend," would doubt-

less be a considerable means of encouraging
amongst our junior members that kind of read-

ing. To select and publish such parts of the

history and other writings of Friends as are the

best adapted to the instruction of our young
people, I am decidedly of opinion might be
rendered extensively useful. It will be no
small labour to correct the present taste and
habit in regard to reading. Our country is

inundated with new publications, and a flood

of infidelity is sweeping through our borders.
Increased labours and energetic measures are
called for, from parents and from society, tend-
ing to gather and keep the lambs of ihf. flock
within the garden cMcloscd.

(Remainder next week.)

For "The Friend."

"What thoQ knowest not now, thou shalt know hereafter."

There is a secret in tlie ways of God
With his own children, which none others know,
That sweetens all he does; and if such peace
While under his afflicting hand we find

;

What will it be to see him as he is,

And pass the reach of all that now disturbs
The tranquil soul's repose ? To contemplate
In retrospect unclouded, all the means,
Bj which his wisdom has prepared his saints
For the vast weight of glory which remains!
Come then, affliction, if my Father bids,

And be my frowningfriend. A friend that frowns

Is better than a smiling enemy.
We welcome clouds which bring the farmer rain,
Though they the present prospect blacken round.
And shade the beauties of the opening year

;

That, by their stores enrich'd, the earth may yield
A fruitful summer, and a plenteous crop.

SwAIME.

THE TRZEND.
FOtTRTH MONTH, 11, 1835.

It has been our intention to introduce some account
of an occurrence, which, although to some of our
readers may seem rather out of date, yet for the
sake of others who have not the same ready access to

the means of information, we shall now proceed to
abridge from a more extended narrative. It is kno
to many that a brisk trade in human flesh is carried
by sea, between the northernmost slaveholding sta
and the southernmost ; slave labour being in much
greater demand, and the price of slaves much high
in the latter than in the former.
The principal mart for the collection and shipment

of these slaves, is the District of Colombia ; the go-
vernment of which is vested exclusively in congress.
One of the last cargoes shipped from that district,

consisting of seventy-eight individuals, was take
board the brig Enterprise, Elliot Smith, master, bound
to Charleston. Instead of reaching the port of destina.

tion, after being tossed about by winds and waves for

some time, about the 20th of the second month last

she put into Bermuda in distress. It immediately be-

came known to the inhabitants that there were slaves

on board, and accordingly, on the following day, at
the instance of the " Friendly Society" of coloured
people of Bermuda, a writ of Habeas Corpus was
served upon all the slaves, commanding them to be
brought before the chief justice, and answer for them-
selves whether they would proceed with the vessel to
her destined port and continue slaves, or remain at
Bermuda and be free.

The constable with the writ went off to the vessel,

(then lying about 300 yards from the shore,) and re.

quested to see the master, into whose hand the writ
was delivered. The master at first was inclined to be
refractory, but at length appeared in court, and pleaded
very hard, that the compliance with the writ might be
deferred till the following morning, but under existing
and somewhat suspicious circumstances the court was
peremptory; accordingly about 9 o'clock, p. m., the
whole of the slaves were marshalled into court; there
were children without a single connection with them
who had no doubt been. torn from the very arms o
their parents; there were women loo, with infants at

the breast; and altogether they presented a scene
most degrading and revolting to Christianity.
The first man called upon was desired to stand up,

and turn himself towards the chiefjustice, who plain-

ly, kindly, and very appropriately, addressed him to

this effect :—" Your name is George Hammett
; you

came in the brig Enterprise, as a slave, and it is my
duty (understanding that you were kept on board
that vessel against your will) to inform you that in this

country you are free,—free as any white person ; and
should it be your wish to remain here, instead of pro-

ceeding to the port whither you were bound to be
sold or held to service as a slave, you will bo protect-

ed by the authorities here ; and if you do decide to

remain, you will become, as I have observed, a free
p"=ni,. and will be DunisheH for any breach or break-
ing of the laws of this colony ; while, if you conduct
yourself with propriety, soberness, honesty and indus-
try, you will meet with encouragement from the
whole community—do you therefore wish to remain
and be a free person, or continue your voyage to the
vessel's destined port, and remain a slave ?"—It would
be difScult to describe the sort ofjoy and wonderment,
that was depicted upon the poor fellow's countenance,
unawed now by the perhaps worse than frowns of his
late oppressor, when he audibly and unhesitatingly
declared he would rather remain and be afree man. The
whole of them were acquainted singly with their con-
dition, and each answered singly. " When the poor
little boys, some of whom were barely si-t years old,

were kindly spoken to by the attorney-general, and said
they had no relation whatever with them, it was a most
interesting, and at the same time melancholy scene.

The whole of the slaves, save a woman and five chil-
dren, by name Ridgly, declared themselves moie desi.
rous of remaining, and being free, than proceeding in
the vessel. The chief justice gave them a parting ad-
monition, somewhat to this effect : That they were not
to suppose, because they were now free, they were not
to labour ; hut on the contrary, endeavoured to impress
upon their minds the necessity of an industrious, sober,
honest line of conduct, as by their good or evil course
of lite they must stand or fall ; and he trusted they
would appreciate, as they ought to do, this unlooked
for boon of freedom, which by Divine Providence had
been granted to them. He also observed, that too
much could not be said in praise of the Friendly So^
ciety of coloured people, who had thus generously
exerted themselves to rescue so many of their fellow
beings fi-om cruel thraldom.

The " Friends Reading Room Association,"
recently instituted, have appointed the fol-

lowing officers, viz.

Secretary—Charles Yarnall.

Treasurer—Blakey Sharpless.

3Ianagers,
Philip Garrett, Samuel B. Morris, Thomas

Evans, John Richardson, Samuel Mason, Jr.
Benjamin II. Warder, John G. Hoskins, Sa-
muel F. Troth, Jeremiah Hacker, William
Hodgson, Jr., Joseph Kite, Joseph Scatter-
good, Wm. Evans, and Samuel Randolph.

With the design of promoting the objects
of the association, the annexed circular has
been prepared and distributed to Friends
generally in this city, and a person deputed
by the managers will soon call to receive
such contributions as have been selected, or
if preferred, they may be sent to the office of
" The Friend," No. 50, North Fourth street.

CIRCULAR.
Esteemed Friend,—The Managers of

Friends' Reading Room Association, desirous
of forming a Library which shall be sufficient-

ly extensive and attractive to promote the de-
sign of the new institution, and make it the
means of interesting and improving the visit-

ers, respectfully invite contributions of Books
adapted to this purpose. They will also be
glad to receive, on loan, books which their

friends may be disposed to deposit on the
shelves, a certificate of such loan to be given
to the owner, and the books returnable on
demand.
The Managers have thought it desirable to

form a collection of specimens in the different

branches of Natural History, of articles illus-

trative of the habits of foreign nations, and
models of machinery and architecture, to be
placed in the Conversation Room. Contribu-
tions of this character will be gladly received,
and it is hoped may promote one of the ob-
jects of the institution, by encouraging the
Ucsiie fui Uie au4u;altioii of useful knowledge.

On behalf of the managers,

John Richardson, Cleric.

FRIENUS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—John

G. Hoskins, No. 201, Arch street; John
Richardson, No. 76, North Tenth street;
Thomas Bacon, No. 199, North Front street.

Superintendents—John and Leetitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 101, North Tenth street ; Dr. Charles
Evans, No. 102, Union street.
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Almost every one who knows any thing of

Paris, has heard of the cemetery or burying-

ground of Pere la Chaise. It is one of the

first interesting objects to which a traveller

will turn his steps. My desire to spend a day

among its tombs was increased by a fine view

I had of it from an eminence on the south east

of the city. It occupies 90 acres on the side

and summit of a high hill, just without the bar-

riers, on the north east of Paris, and from a

distance presents the appearance of an exten-

sive garden or park, interspersed with temples

and monuments of many forms and sizes.

Thou wilt, of course, wish to know something

of the origin and regulations of this celebrated

burying-place. About the year 1790 the in-

terment of the dead in the churchyards of the

city was prohibited, and several cemeteries

were opened near it. This is much the largest,

and was opened in 1804 ; it had been the pro-

perty of a Jesuit called Pere la Chaise, whence

its name. All classes, from princes to the

lowest of the canaille, are buried here ; but

there is a certain part appropriated for the

latter. Portions of ground may be purchased

for ever or for a limited period. Incorporated

companies monopolise the whole business of

interment, including tlie carrying of the bodies,

and the religious ceremonies ; I saw their offi-

cers carrying a coffin to the grave without the

attendance of a train of mourners, or of the

relations of the deceased. Is not this plan to

be preferred before the pompous display so

often witnessed on such occasions, even in

our own quiet city ? All funerals, however,

are not so simply conducted here ; they are

classified, and the charges are proportionate ;

being from three dollars to nearly one thou-

sand. About three fourths of the income from

the processions, &c., are made over to the

government, and appropriated to the repairing

and embellishment of churches.

In the vicinity of Pere la Chaise there are

numerous stone-cutters' shops, where the mo-
numents are prepared. Dried flowers, (xeran-

themuni) formed into rings, hearts, &c. are

sold at the shops, along the streets, and near

the gate of the cemetery ; with these, dyed of

various colours, the tombs are adorned. On
the gate is inscribed in Latin, " I know that

my Redeemer liveth, and that lie shall stand

at the latter day -ipon liis e...th ;''' on the right

side, " He that believeth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live ;" and on the left, " Their

hope is full of immortality." I spent several

hours examining the tombs and epitaphs, and

walking amongst the flowers and the cedar,

cypress, weeping willow, and horse-chesnut

trees ; for the whole is laid out in walks, and

beautifully planted. It would require many
days to visit every interesting monument and
vault, and to enjoy fully the various enchanting

views of the city and surrounding country which

several parts of the ground afford. Since its

opening, nearly twenty millions of dollars have

been expended in the erection of the tombs—al-

most seven hundred thousand dollars annually!

The doors of the tombs are generally grated,

and some have stained or painted glass win-

dows ; lamps are suspended in many of them,

and in others wax candles are placed ; wreaths

of dried flowers, artificial flowers in glass cases,

crosses, images, portraits, curtains, &c., are

tastefully arranged. In some I observed the

little chains, cups and saucers, dolls and vari-

ous child's playthings, which beionged to the

little body entombed below. In one of an

elderly lady, I saw a lapdog stufled and care-

fully placed under a cover of glass. Many of

the graves are only enclosed by slight iron or

wood palisades, but on these are cultivated

flowers of several kinds, such as roses, dahlias,

and honeysuckles. Temples and obelisks, raised

over many of the great and learned characters

of France, stand proudly pre-eminent amongst
thousands erected over those of humbler tiame.

I cannot attempt to describe them, nor would
thou be much interested. One of the first,

standing near the place of interment for the

Jews, is that of Abelard and Heloise. The
names of Delambre, Halli?, Fourcroy, Talma,
Blanchard, Kellerman, Labedoyere, Lefebvre,

the Abbe Sicard, Volney, Foy, Benjamin Con-
stant, and Beauharnais, are familiar. The
tomb of the celebrated Lavalette is very beau-

tiful. On one side is represented in sculpture,

the scene in his prison when he assumed the

dress of his wife, who remained while he
escaped, and finally reached America. The
grave of Marshal Ney, who, thou wilt recol-

lect, was shot for opening the gates of Paris

to Napoleon on his return from Elba, is sur-

rounded by plain iron palisades, and trees are

planted within them, but no monument is per-

mitted to be erected ; it was with much difli-

culty that I found it. The temple of white

Italian marble to the memory of the Russian
Princess DemidofT, is one of the most costly

and remarkable. But upon none of these

splendid mementos did I look with as much
interest, as upon a neat and simple tomb
erected over the remains of a young English-

man, who died here only two weeks ago ; I

copied the verses inscribed on it, because they

awakened very serious feelings in my breast

;

my situation probably imparted an interest to

them which thou wilt not appreciate, but here

they are :

—

Early lie left his native shore
O'er Gallia's land to roam :

He entered, but ho saw no more
His own dear native home.

His parents dear, who loved him most.
Caught not his latest breath ;

But friendship filled affection's post.

And soothed his bed of death.

What recks it where his ashes bide,

—

He who his soul received.

Enquires not where the wanderer died,

But how the Christian lived.

Ten or twelve French priests, apparently
strangers in Paris, were walking through the

cemetery ; their long black dresses, with little

collars closely buttoned under the chin, their

hats with crowns closely fitting the head, and
rims about eight inches wide, rolled up in a tri-

angular form, and their appearance altogether
was quite in character with the place ; if it did

not seem invidious, I would say that the priests

are the fattest, sleekest, and happiest-looking

men I have seen in France. I leave thee to make
thy own comments and draw thy own conclu-
sions, on the remarkable care displayed in

erecting and adorning tombs by a nation once
professCv'Jy infidel, and still, perhaps, too gene-
rally so. I wished much to visit the catacombs,
but find it is difficult to get admission, in con-
sequence of necessary repairs ; while I am on
the subject, however, I will tell thee what 1

have learned of them, though I have not seen

them. They lie under almost the whole of the

southern part of Paris, and extend under a

large tract of country beyond the barriers,

being formed in the extensive stone quarries

which were worked like the coal mines of

England, and from which, for centuries, stone

was obtained for building. These having been
long closed, were almost forgotten, when about
the year 1774, several accidents occurred,
which led to an examiniation ; and it was
found that the south of the city was in danger
of being swallowed up in the gulf below : mea-
sures were immeJiately taken to secure every
part by substantial pillars, and the position of
every street and house above was marked, so
that the workmen could travel through the quar-

ries with as much facility as on the surface. On
the very day that the inspector-general was
appointed, a house was precipitated 90 feet

into the regions beneath. Some time afler,
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the idea was suggested of converting them into

catacombs, or receptacles for the dead ; and

the necessary works being completed in 1786,

the bones were removed thither from the burial

places within the walls of the city. Visiters

hoarders, a gentleman and his wife from the

west end of London, determined to go, as they

were in Paris ; though, as they said, when at

home, they attended churcii regularly. I must
do them the justice liiey deserve, by mention-

descend by a winding staircase of 90 steps, ing that they have since expressed their regret

and after proceeding about half a mile, arrive for going, and their disgust at the scene. ¥
at the vestibule. The v/alls of this part are

Hned with bqnes from the fJoor to the roof;

the bones of the arms and legs are placed

front, closely and neatly piled together, the

uniformity of which is relieved by rows of

sculls at equal distances ; the smaller bones

are thrown behind. There is a collection of

fossil remains, mineral productions, and sjjars,

which were found in the quarries ; and also an

assemblage of diseased bones, and skulls of re

inarkable structure, scientifically arranged. In

one apartment, it is said, some enormous stones

are so nicely balanced, that they can easily be

rocked, and seem to threaten the spectators

with destruction ; but it would require great

force to displace them, and they have probably

been in this equilibrium for centuries. It is

certain that the remains of more than three

millions of human beings are entombed here,

and some estimate them at six millions. Here
He many of the victims of those disastrous times

when human blood flowed daily on the scaffold.

Alas! how blind is poor man ! What availed

it that millions of lives were sacrificed, that the

young men of France were almost cut off from

the earth, and Europe, year after year, was but

a great slaughter-house ? Was the cause of

religion, humanity, or civil liberty, advanced

one tittle ? i fear not. Did even the boasted

"three days" of 1830 achieve any thing for

France ? They added a third more to the ex-

penses of the government, confirmed the re-

strictions which previously existed on the liberty

of the press, and while they hurled one Bour-

bon from the throne, elevated another, who,

with the title of " citizen king," rules with a

rod of iron, not gilded like that of Napoleon.

I do not say that his government is unjust or

too despotic, that concerns the people of

France; but what a burlesque was it for my

their description it appears to be not a feast

only, but a general fair, at which all kinds of

amusement, gambling and rioting abound. It

is supposed nearly a hundred thousand people

were there, that day: the concourse of vehicles

and people returning in the evening, though

thousands remained all night, was almost equal

to that on London Bridsre or in Cheapside and

Cornhill on other days of the week. St. Cloud
has long been celebrated in the history of

France. The ground on which the palace is

built was obtained by a finesseof that wily minis-

ter Mazarin,for his master Louis XIV. He paid

a visit to the proprietor, and after compliment-

ing him on the beauty of his chateau, wished to

know what it had cost him. The owner, a

contractor, had expended more than a million

of livres upon it, but fearing to confess his

wealth, he replied, that it had not cost him

300,000 livres. The cardinal soon after sent

him that sum, stating that the messenger, an

attorney, was bearer of a contract for the sale

of his house, which he was politely required

to sign.

It was at St. Cloud that Napoleon put an

end to the imbecile republic, by overthrowing

the directory and the council, and placing him-

self at the head of affaiis. He was afterwards

partial to this place, and enlarged and embel-

lished it during his reign.

I find I have given thee a letter of a some-
what sombre cast ; and we should at least

linow that there is always a dark side, however
we may desire, and be disposed to look only

on the bright side of objects.

Very sincerely, &c. R.

For "The Friend."

JOHN NEWTON.
(Ciincliided from p. 293.)

A few days after John Newton landed in

honest and zealous fellow republicans to send [Ireland he had a narrow escape for his life,

messengers ofcongratulation to Louis Philippe!
I

by the accidental discharge of his fowlin.

How grievously did they mistake the signs of

the times! I have often viewed, with sorrow

and pity, the graves and simple tombs of those

poor fellows who fell and were buried at the

east front of the Louvre ; a few weeping wil-

low and cypress trees are growing around the

spot, and some tattered flags still wave over

them. An affecting incident occurred here,

which was related to me by an eye-witness.

A dog which belonged to one of the slain, re-

fused to leave his dead master, nor could he

be induced to quit the spot after the interment.

A small kennel was erected over him, and for

many months he was daily fed by those whom
his affection and faithfulness attracted to see

him. He gradually pined away and died.

On first day, the annual fete commenced
at St. Cloud, one of the royal palaces, a Cew

miles west of Paris, and at present the resi-

dence of Louis Philippe. Although there was
no Friends' meeting to attend, I did not feel

myself at liberty to spend the day in the pursuit

of such gratifications; but two of my fellow

him the command of a ship, but this John
prudently declined, considering that he should
learn obedience and experience before he
ventuied to underiake such a charge. He,
however, willingly accepted the station of
mate in a new vessel, and again sailed to the

coast of Afiica. In this voyage be visited

the scenes of his former captivity; but, being
now in easy circumstances, he was courted
by those who formerly despised him. In this

state of prosperity he seemed in danger of
forgetting the many mercies he had received,

and stood in need of another providential in-

terposition to rouse him. This he had in the

visitation of a violent fever, which hrnught
him to himself under the prospect of being
instantly summoned to another world. Under
this exercise he was enabled to turn in faith

to a crucified Saviour, and soon found, not
only his peace, but his health gradually re-

stored.

His leisure hours in this voyage, were
chiefly employed in acqiiiring Latin, which
he had now almost forgotten. This desire
took place from an imitation of one of Ho-
race's odes in a magazine. In this attempt
at one of the most difficult of the poets, he
had no other help than an old English trans-

lation, with Castalio's Latin Bible. He had
the edition in vsvm Delphini, and by com-
paring the odes with the interpretation, and
tracing such words as he understood from
place to place by the index, together with
what assistance he could get from the Latin
Bible, he thus, by dint of hard industry, made
some progress. He not only understood the

sense of many odes, and some of the epistles,

but " I began," says he, " to relish the beau-
ties of the composition; acquired a species of
what Mr. Law calls classical enthusiasm, and,

indeed, by this means, I had Horace more ad
itnguem^ than some who are masters of the

Latin tongue. For my helps were so few,
that I generally had the passage fixed in my
memory before I could fully understand its

meaning."
During the eight months they were em-

ployed upon the coast, his business exposed
him to innumerable dangers, from burning

piece so near to his face as to destroy the cor- 1 suns, chilling dews, winds, rains, and thun-

ner of his hat. He remarks, " Thus when we
think ourselves in the greatest safety, we are

no less exposed to danger than when all the

elements seem conspiring to destroy us. The
Divine Providence which is sufiicient to de-

liver us in our utmost extremity, is equally

necessary to our preservation in the most
peaceful situation."

His father sailed for Hudson bay the same
day that John arrived at Liverpool, and they

never met again. A few affectionate letters

passed between them during the short re-

mainder of his father's life, who, three years

after this time, was taken with the cramp
whilst bathing, and drowned. Though thus

prevented from partaking of parental counsel

and advice, he found in Liverpool one willing

to act a father's part towards him. This was
the owner of the ship in which he had re-

turned from Africa; the same friend who had

offered to send him to Jamaica a few years

before. This merchant now promptly offered

der storms, in an open boat; and on shore,

from long journeys through the woods, and
from the natives, who, in many places are

cruel, treacherous, and watching opportuni-

ties for mischief. Several boats, during this

time, were cut off—several white men poi-

soned—and from his own boat, he buried six

or seven people, with fevers; when going on
shore, or returning, he was more than once
overset by the violence of the surf, and
brought to land half dead, as he could not
swim. Among a number of such escapes,

which remained upon his memory, the follow-

ing will mark the singular providence that

was over him.

On finishing their trade, and being about
to sail to the West Indies, the only service

he had to perform in the boat, was to assist

in bringing the wood and water from the

shore. They were then at Rio Cestors. He
used to go into the river, in the afternoon,

with the sea breeze, to procure his lading in
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the evening, in order lo return on board

the morning with the land wind. Several of

these liltle voyages he had made; but the

boat was grown old and almost unfit for use;

this service likewise was almost completed.

One day having dined on board, he was pro-

paring to return to the river as formerly : he

had taken leave of the captain ; received his

orders: was ready in the boat; and just go-

ing to put off. In that instant the captain

came up from the cabin, and called hiai on
board again. He went, expecting further or-

ders, but the captain said, " he had taken it

into his head" (as he phrased it) that John
should remain that day in the ship, and ac-

cordingly ordered another man to go in his

room. John was surprised at this, as the

boat had never been sent away without him
before. He asked the captain the reason of

his resolution, but none was assigned, except

as above, that so he would have it. 'J'he boat,

therefore, went without him, but returned no

more; it sunk that night in the river; and

the person who supplied his place was drown-

ed ! John was much struck, when news of

the event was received the next morning.

The caotain himself, though quite a stranger

to religion, even to the denying a particular

providence, could not help being aflected
;

but declared that he had no other reason for

countermanding him at that time, but that it

came suddenly into his mind to detain him.

Returning home he repaired to Kent, and

finding every obstacle removed, he was mar-

ried on the 1st of second month, 1750.

After this he made three voyages as cap-

tain, and experienced many providential de-

liverances. As he was preparing for the

fourth, only two days before the time of sail-

ing, he was seized wilb a fit whir'h rlpprivecl

him of sense and motion. When he recovered

the physicians judged it would not bo prudent

for him to proceed on the voyage, and he re-

signed the command. As he grew better, his

beloved companion was taken ill, and for

nearly a year remained very unwell.

On her recovery John was appointed lido

surveyor, in the port of Liverpool. This office

afforded him much leisure, which he occupied

in the study of the Greek, Hebrew, and Sy-

riac. This he did to enable him to consult l!ie

Scriptures in the original languages.

Of his appointment to that station, he says:

"When I think of my settlement here, and

the manner of it, I see the appointment of

Providence so good and gracious, and such a

plain answer to my poor prayers, that I can-

not but wonder and adore. 1 think 1 have
not yet told you, that my immediate prede-

cessor in the office, Mr. C— , had not the

least intention of resigning his place on the

occasion of his father's death; though such a

report was spread about the town, without his

knowledge, or rather in defiance of all he

could say to contradict it. Yet to this false

report 1 owe my situation. For it put iMr. M.
upon an application to Mr. S— , the inenrber

for the town ; and, the very day he received

the promise in my favour, Mr. C— was found

dead in his bed, though he had been in com-
pany, and in perlect health, the night before.

If 1 mistake not, the sanre messenger, who

brought the promise, carried back the news
of the vacancy to Mr. S— , at Chester. About
an hour after, the mayor applied for a nephew
of his; but, though it was only an hour or

two, he was too late. Mr. S— had already

writ'en, and sent off tie letter, and I was ap

pointed accordingly. These circumstances
appear to me extraordinary, though of a piece

with many other parts of my singular history."

We cannot wonder that John Newton
.should have felt a strong impression of a par-

ticular Providence, superintending and con-

ducting the steps of man; since he was so

often reminded of it in his own history. The
follovvingoccurrence is one of many instances.

After his reformation, lie was remarkable
for his punctuality: and was often seen sil-

ting with his watch in his hand, lest he should

fail in keeping his next engagement. This
exactness with respect to time, it seems, was
his habit while occupying his post at Liver-

pool. One day, however, some business had

so detained hi.Ti, that he came to his boat

mucli later than usual, to the surprise of those

who had observed his former punctuality. He
went out in the boat as heretofore lo inspect

a ship; but the ship blew up just before he
r-eached her; it appears, that rf he had left

the shore a few minutes sooner, he must have
perished with the rest on board.

John Newton had for some time been look-

ing forward lo the ministry. He thought fron

his own experience ho was above most living,

a fit person to proclaim that faithful saying

thai Jesus Christ came into the world lo save

the chief of sinners. His friends encouraged
him lo apply for orders, and, although at first

refused, he was at last oi'dained deacon, by

the Bishop of Lincoln, in the year 1764. lie
was nppointca ouruic of Olney, where he re-

mained for sixteen years. lie then removed
to London, and took charge as rector of the

united parishes of St. Mary Woolnoth and

St. Mary Woolchurch Haw. It is not our in-

tention lo follow him through his long and

useful life. He is known no doubt to most
of our readers as the intimate friend of Covv-

per; in after life, he was a valued correspon-

dent of Hannah More. Our aim being chiefly

lo show the redeeming and sanctifying opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit, we v/ill conclude this

memoir with a brief notice of his close. His
decline was very gradual, his bodily powers
yielding one by one to the influence of old

age. To one sitting by his bod side a short

time before his decease, he remarked, " It is

a great thing to die; and when flesh and
heart fail, lo have God for the strength of our
heait, and our portion for ever. I know whom
I have believed, and he is able lo keep that

which 1 have committed, against that great

day. Henceforth there is laid up for me a

crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous judge, will give me at that day. 1

have been meditating on a subject, ' Come,
and hear, all ye that fear God, and 1 will de-

clare what he hath done for my soul.'" At
another time, wherr one asked him if his mind
was comfoilable, he replied, "lam satisfied

with the Lord's will." He departed on the

21st of the twelfth month, 1807, aged 82
years.

For " Tlie Friend."

The fickleness of man, and his constant

liability to run into extremes, is remarkable.
When the Hicksrles questioned the authority

of the Hilly Scriptures, or, by a subtlety pecu-
liar to the spirit of infidelity, endeavoured to

pervert and drstort their generally received im-
port, the depravity of tlie human heart, the

impotency of human reason to fathom divine

truth, and the utter helplessness of man to

raise himself out of the fall and take a single

step in the way of salvation, were very fre-

(piently and properly insisted on by ministers

and others, both of this country and from

abroad. Elias Hicks often recomm.ended the

exercise of the understanding in relation to re-

ligious principles proposed for our assent. He
would say, " Here now, when this is the case,

the things in the law of God are explained and
opened to our minds ; the rational soirl has

materials, spiritual materials, to look over and
examine whether there is any thing that is im-

prudent, any thing that is counterfeit." " Rea-
son, and truth, and the law of God, never act

contrary to t.'ie understanding given to the ra-

tional soul." " Will men grve away their rea-

son for any thing ? Will tliey give away reason,

and lake the bible ? No,—because without

tliis, their bible would be good for nothing."

Priscilla Hunt said thai reason was the star

which led the wise men to Christ.

Elias Hicks' favourite maxim, thai we are

not bound lo believe what we do not under-

stand, resounded through lire country, and
seemed lo be regarded by his adherents as an
irrefragable truth, an impregnable barrier lo

every attempt to press upon them the doctrine

of the incarnation, divinity, and meritorious

death of our blessed Saviour. Friends resisted

tiKS dogma of scepticism ; they declared there

were many things we were bound lo believe

which we could not fully comprehend, both in

the natural and spiritual world; and that in

relation to the mysterious truths of the gospel,

the Christian felt bound lo believe them as re-

vealed by the Holy Spirit to holy men formerly;

bill that faith, and the spiritual discerning by
which these truths were lo be rightly under-

stood and made availing lo salvation, was the

work of divine grace, the light of Christ Jesus

in the heart. They rejected all dependence

upon the reason or understanding of man, how-
ever cultivated, to fathom divine things, and
contended that it was the office of the Holy
Spirit to reveal and give a right knowledge of

them ; that a dependence upon human reason

was a great cause of the blindness and unbelief

which prevailed in some, 'i'his was considered

lo be in accordance with the doctrine of the

apostle, " What man knoweth the things of a
man, save the spirit of a man which is in him ;

even so the things of God knoweth no man, but

tire spirit of God ; now we have received not

the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is

of God, thai «e might know the things that are

given to us of God ; which things we speak,

not in the words which man's wisdom teachelh,

but which the Holy Ghost teachelh, comparing
spiritual things with spiritual. But the natural

man reccipeth not the things of the spirit ofGod,

for they arefoolishness unto him ; neither can

he know them, because they are spiritually dit-
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cemed." When the gospel was first preached,

the Jews required a sign, and the Greeks

sought after wisdom ; and Christ crucified was

a stumbling-block to one, and foolishness to

the other. The Greeks were the learned

and accomplished scholars of that day, and yet

salvation by Christ was an absurdity to ihem,

though they heard the doctrine preached by

those who wrought miracles, and who doubt-

less pleached it as correctly and powerfully as

they wrote of it in their epistles. In reference

to them the apostles quoted the passage which

says, " It is written, I will destroy the wisdom
of the wise, and will bring to notliing tJie under-

standing of the prudent;" and then gives this

practical comment,—" For ye see your calling,

brethren, how that not many wise men after the

Jlesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are

called ; but God hath chosen thefoolish things

of the world, to confound the wise; and God
hath chosen the weak things of the world to

confound the things that are mighty ;' and

base things of the world, and things which are

despised hath God chosen, yea, and things

which are not, to bring to nought things that

are, that no fiesh should glory in his presence."

1 Cor. i. 19 to 29. The drift of this doctrine

is evidently to show that reliance upon the

most cultivated understanding to believe and

to search out and to comprehend the things of

God is fallacious ; that he will not grant to

human powers to grasp or even to receive these

things, independent of the revealing power of

his Spirit, in order that no flesh should glory

in his presence. Christ confirms this doctrine,

and I think it is the only instance in which it

is said he rejoiced, when he said, " I thank

thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that

thou hast hid these things from the wise and
prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes

;

even so, Father, for so it seemelh good in thy

sight."

Since the direct collision with Hicksism has

subsided, are not some in danger of turning

about, and adopting the sentiment that " the

intellectual faculty is to be cultivated, not only

for the purposes of this life, but for those of

eternity,'" to enable us to obtain and communi-
cate a right understanding of the Scriptures.

Would not this pave the way for the opinion

that we are to rely upon the sagacity of a cul-

tivated intellect to discover the meaning of

Scripture ; and that wise and learned men will

understand them better than the most pious who
are not learned ; and consequently, that lite-

rary acquirements are essential to salvation ?

In creating a dependence on human efforts,

would it not imperceptibly weaken our faith

and confidence in the teachings of the Great

Minister of the sanctuary, and gradually steal

away our hearts from him. When wise and

learned men teach us to cultivate our under

standings for the purposes of eternity, and to

enable us to understand the Scriptures, is it

not a proof how easily, with all their know-
ledge, they may overlook the doctrines the

Scriptures themselves inculcate, and set up an

idol of their own to admire. Since the sacred

writings declare that God hath chosen the

foolish things of the world to confound the

wise, and that he will bring to nothing the

understanding of the prudent, that no flesh

may glory in his presence. Would not this

system make it needful to send some to Cam-
bridge, or Oxford, or other colleges to furnish

us with cultivated teachers to expound the

Scriptures to the poor ignorant members,
vho have but little time or means to become
earned ? One disadvantage, however, might
probably result from this. Every commenta-
tor fancies he sees improvements which can

be made upon the present version of the

Bible, and by frequent changes and opposite

interpretations, the common people might
be placed in doubt which to receive, and the

present translation be brought into discredit.

By this means the character of the Bible as a

rule would be unsettled, and instead of exalt-

ing it as the only permanent written standard

of doctrine, these cultivated intellects might

endanger its authority altogether.

True it is, that with all the guards we can

command, knowledge has a strong tendency

to puff up the possessor with the idea, that it

gives him a great advantage, even in religious

matters, over the man who is comparatively

ignorant. The Holy Scriptures speak of a

path which the vulture's eye hath not seen,

nor shall the lion's whelp go up thereon.

This seems to have an allusion to the inade-

quacy of the keenest human sagacity to dis-

cover this holy way, and to convey the idea

that natural strength is not permitted there

—

but the wayfaring man, though a fool, shall

not err therein. When 1 am weak, then am
I strong, said the great apostle. We have

the sentence of death in ourselves not to

trust in ourselves, but in God that showeth
mercy. Nevertheless a moderate share of

school learning is useful, and ought to be
placed within reach of all, but not as neces-

sary for the purposes of eternity. Tho Isam-

ing which is acquired in the school of Christ,

under the operation of his rod, and of his

staff—crucifying the old man with his evil

deeds and thoughts, and preparing the soul

to put on the new man, which, after God, is

created in righteousness and true holiness, is

that which is adapted to the purposes of

eternity, and all other will be little better

than sounding brass, or a tinkling cimbal.

JOEDAN.

THE FRXEM-D.
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In regard to the article headed " Friends'

Writings," concluded from last week, it may
be well to remark, that, besides promoting a

more general perusal of these works in the

families of Friends, important advantages

would arise from using them as occasiona'

reading books in our schools. The want of

something of this kind has long been sensibly

felt and lamented. In some schools it is the

practice to read a short narrative from Youth
ful Piety, or a portion of Holy Scripture, at

the close of each session of the school, the

children meanwhile sitting in silence, and at

some of these seasons undoubted evidence

has been given of the salutary impressions

thus made.

A condensed history of the rise of the So'

ciety of Friends, the origin of its testimonies

and the sufferings of our predecessors in sup-

port of them, and also some of their journals,

would form a valuable and instructive variety

in this course of reading, and might be made
the means of bringing our young Friends to

an early and more familiar acquaintance with

our religious principles and testimonies. With
this object only in view, the proposed re-pub-

lication of Friends' writings appears of much
mportance, especially when we consider the

great number of schools which have been
commenced by Friends since the separation,

and the moderate cost at which they might

be supplied with the books.

YOUTHFUL. PIETY.
A new edition of " Examples of Youthful

Piety, principally intended for the instruction

of young persons, by Thomas Evans," has

just been issued from the press. This inte-

resting and valuable work is enriched by the

addition of several recent narratives, exhibit-

ing the power of religion in supporting the

mind under the pain and languor of disease,

d furnishing it with a solid hope of future

happiness in the prospect of death. Among
these are accounts of Sarah Lidbetter, Eliza-

beth Fletcher, Anna Maria Boyce, Hannah,
H. Hartshorne, Isaac Alexander, and Lydia
S. Rogers.

The salutary impressions which are made
the minds of children by the perusal of

such accounts, often giving a direction to the

habits of the mind even at a very early period,

which continues to operate through life, ren-

ders such a work a valuable auxiliary in the

process of religious instruction ; and we
should be glad to find that every family and
school of Friends was liberally supplied with
it.

The present edition contains about one
third more matter than the preceding, and
may be had at the same prices, viz : single

copy 62i cents, dozen ^6, hundred g45.
For sale by Kimber &. Sharpless, No. 10
south Fourth street, Uriah Hunt, No. 101 Mar.
ket street, Nathan Kite, No. 60 north Fourth
street, and Mahlon Day, Pearl street, N. Y.

Barclay^s Memoirs of the People called Qua-
kers, in Scotland.

Nathan Kite has just published, as volume
five of Friends' Family Library, Memoirs of

the Rise, Progress and Persecutions of the

People called Quakers, in the North of Scot-

land. By John Barclay.

The sixth annual meeting of the Bible As-
sociation of Friends in America, will be held

in Mulberry street meeting house, east end,

on second day evening, the 20th instant, at

half past seven o'clock. Friends interested

in the subject of the meeting, are invited fo

attend. Daniei. B. Smith, Secretary.

No. 2, of Observations on Slavery, has come to hand,

but not in ti.-ne for insertion to-day ; we shall assign

it a place in our next. Several other communications

have been received, and are under consideration.

Died, in this city, on the 13th instant, in the 23d

year of her age, Edith Sharpless, of East Bradford,

Chester county.
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Por " The Friend."

BARCLAY'S APOLOGY.
It will be admitted by persons of reflection,

that every member of a religious society

should be acquainted with the principles

which he is supposed to profess. We often

hear the recent schism of the Hicksites attri-

buted to ignorance in this respect. Had the

children of Friends been thoroughly imbued

with their own tenets, a larger number, it is

supposed, would have been preserved from

the contagion of unbelief, and consequently

from separation. I believe, however, that it

was not altogether owing to ignorance, but

also an unwillingness to live and act in ac-

cordance with what they knew. Still a tho-

rough acquaintance with the doctrines which

have been preached and most surely believed

by the Society from its rise, is important, and

if duly regarded, will, under the enlightening

influences of the Holy Spirit, have a preserv-

ing effect. The clearest and most cogent

work on our religious faith is, the " Apology

for the true Christian Divinity, as the same

is held forth and preached by the people

called in scorn Quakers," &c. It is the most

comprehensive work written by Robert Bar

clay, and was published in Latin, Dutch, and

English. William Penn remarks, respectin,

it, "In fine, the book says so much for us

arid itself too, that 1 need say the less ; but

recommend it to thy serious perusal, reader

as that which may be instrumental, with God's

blessing, to inform thy understanding, con

firm thy belief, and comfort thy mind about

the excellent things of God's kingdom. To

be sure thou wilt meet with the abused and

despised Quaker in his own shape, complexion

and proper dress : so that if thou art not one

of them, thou noedest not longer follow com-

mon fame or prejudice against a people,

though afllicted from the first, yet not for-

saken to this day : ever blessed be the name

of the most high God, for he is good, for his

mercy endures for ever." The Society has

officially referred strangers to this work as

containing its faith and doctrines; and, from

the accounts which we have from time to

lime, no work ever written by Friends has

convinced more persons of the soundness of

our religious principles than the " Apology."

It is not uncommon for those whose minds

had been brought into much uneasiness with

formal prayers and singing, sprinkling with

water, and eating a piece of bread, and sip

ping a little wine, as religious acts, when

they have met with that excellent work, at

once to own the doctrines, as agreeing with

the manifestations of truth in their minds.

At an early period of life, and shortly after

the work of Divine Grace commenced, the

book was recommended to me by a worthy

Friend. I found it deeply interesting, and

very explanatory of the principles of the

Christian religion, and the operations of the

Holy Spirit in bringing the soul out of bond

age to sin, as well as of the redemption which

the Saviour wrought for man in the prepared

body without us. The universal offer of sal-

vation to all men by and through Christ,

whether they have the Holy Scriptures or not,

or whether they have ever heard the outward

tidings of the gospel or not, is therein clearly both patriarchs, prophets, and apostles. Which

established. He who was the true light that! revelations of God by the spirit, whether by

lighteth every man that cometh into the! outward voices, and appearances, dreams, or

world, is held forth as the immediate means' inward objective manifestations in the heart,

of salvation to all; and thus we are not left} were of old the formal object of their faith,

to conjecture wjiether it is possible for the
j

and remain yet so to be; since the object of

heathen to be saved without the Scriptures, or the saint's faith is the same in all ages, though

without sending missionaries to them. " For held forth under divers administrations. More-

as, through the oflence of one, judgment came over, these divine inward revelations, which

upon all men to condemnation, even so by we make absolutely necessary for the build-

the righteousness of one, the free gift, the ing up of true faith, neither do nor can ever

grace of God, the light of Christ, came upon contradict the outward testimony of the

men to justification." We have no diffi- Scriptures, or right and sound reason. Yet,

culty in believing that those who never heard from hence it will not follow, that these di

of Adam, are as much affected by his fail as

those who have heard of him; and why the

professors of Christianity may not as easily

credit the inspired penman in asierting that

the free gift of the Holy Spirit is as exten-

sively offered to all, it is difficult to perceive.

The object, however, of this essay is to

urge the members of our religious Society to

make themselves well acquainted with the

Apology, both those who have read it and

those who have not. I have been told that

after a long argument between David Sands,

an eminent minister of New York Yearly

Meeting, and a preacher of another profes-

sion, in which the latter failed to overturn

the positions which the former held, David

advised him to read Barclay's Apology. I

know thy principles, (said he,) but thou dost

not understand mine, and canst not therefore

argue with effect against them. Read the

Apology—read it twice through, and when
thou art well acquainted with my principles

thou wilt be better prepared to argue upon

them. The man did so, and according to

David's wishes became entirely convinced of

the truth and soundness of the doctrines there

inculcated, which cured his cavilling disposi-

tion.

The second and third propositions of the

Apology treat on two subjects which have al

ways excited much interest; Immediate Re
velation and the Holy Scriptures. As they

convey a clear and concise view of Quaker
doctrine without any kind of equivocation, or

concealment, much like the clearness of a

mathematical demonstration, I would propose

they should be revived. Some of the modern
dissertations on Friends' views, tend to lead

back to outward formal acts which Friends

once renounced, so that I feel sometimes

like the man spoken of in the New Testa

ment, who having drank old wine does not

straightway desire new, for he saith the old

is better.

Immediate Revelation.

"Seeing no man knoweth the Father but

the Son, and he to whom the Son revealeth

him; and seeing the revelation of the Son is

in and by the spirit, therefore the testimony

of the spirit is that alone by which the true

knowledge of God hath been, is, and can be

only revealed ; who, as by the moving of his

own spirit, he disposed the chaos of th'

world into that wonderful order in which it

was in the beginning, and created man a

ing soul, to rule and govern it, so, by the

revelation of the same spirit, he hath mani

fested himself all along unto the sons of men

ne revelations are to be subjected to the

test, either of the outward testimony of the

Scriptures, or of the natural reason of man,

as to a more noble, or certain rule, or touch-

stone. For this divine revelation, or inward

illumination, is that which is evident and clear

of itself, forcing, by its own evidence and

clearness, the well disposed understanding to

assent, irresistibly moving the same there-

unto, even as the common principles of natu-

ral truths«do move and incline the mind to a

natural assent : as, that the tehole is greater

than its part : that two contradictions can nei-

ther be both true, nor both false."

The Holy Scriptures.

" From these revelations of the Spirit of

God to the saints have proceeded the Scrip-

tures of truth, which contain,

" 1. A faithful historical account of the

actings of God's people in divers ages, with

many singular and remarkable providences

attending them.
" 2. Aprophetical account of several things,

whereof some are already past, and some yet

to come.
" 3. A full and ample account of all the

chief principles of the doctrine of Christ, held

forth in divers precious declarations, exhorta-

tions, and sentences, which, by the moving of

God's spirit, were at several times, and upon

sundry occasions, spoken and written unto

some churches and their pastors.

" Nevertheless, because they are only a de-

claration of the fountain, and not the fountain

itself, therefore they are not to be esteemed

the principal ground of all truth and know-
ledge, nor yet the adequate primary rule of

faith and manners. Yet because they give a

true and faithful testimony of the first founda-

tion, they are, and may be esteemed, a se-

condary rule, subordinate to the spirit, from

which they have all their excellency and cer-

tainty. For as by the inward testimony of the

spirit, we do alone truly know them, so they

testify, that the spirit is that guide, by which
the saints are led into all truth; therefore ac-

cording to the Scriptures, the spirit is the

first and principal leader. Seeing then that we
do therefore receive and believe the Scrip-

tures, because they proceeded from the spirit,

for the very same reason, is the spirit more
originally and principally the rule; according

to the received maxim in the schools: that

for which a thing is such, the thing itself is

more such."

If any man have not the spirit of Christ, he

is none of his. Those who live under his go-
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vernment, will ever entertain a high value for

the Holy Scriptures, and rejoice with grateful

hearts when he opens them to their under^

standing. They will never be influenced to

undervalue them by his spirit, nor will they

be led by it to exalt them above, or substitute

them for, that which dictated them. They
contain all the fundamental principles of

Christianity, and are the only fit outward test

of doctrines. But they cannot give power to

become the sons of God, to worship him
spirit and in truth—to pray unto him, or to

walk with acceptance before him. They are

often used by the Holy Spirit in the work of

salvation, but it is the spirit that quickeneth

and availingly applies them. They cannot

inform a man what is his station in the church

—what he is to do in that station, or where,

or when, his service is required—whether to

speak or keep silence—nor can they enable

him to judge of the prophecies of others, if

the words are sound—to detect wolves

sheep's clothing. These are prerogatives of

the Holy Spirit, immediately acting upon th

attentive, devoted mind. • S.

Fnr " The Friend

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SPIRIT.

One of the obvious effects of the work of

the Holy Spirit was the quietude and seltle-

inent of mind into which it led our worthy

Friends. They loved retirement and mental

introversion—the bustle and commotion of the

world, whether in politics, religion, or business,

was painful to them. Contented with a little,

and abhorring covetousness, ihey lived in a

manner so plain and simple that a small busi-

ness supplied all their wants, leaving their

minds unincumbered with anxious cares, and

their time at liberty fnr the service of the

church, or for waiting on God in retirement.

In the closet of their own hearts and the

mighty change wrought there by theopower of

Him who sits as a refiner and purifier of silver,

they found an ample theme for profitable me-

ditation, while sweet communion with a re-

conciled God and Father through Christ

Jesus was a source of unfailing and holy en-

joyment. They did not suffer their minds to

rove abroad in search of pleasure or employ-

ments, but diligently labouring in their own
vineyards, and co-operating with the measure

of divine grace sown there, tliey grew to be

experienced Christians, living and fruit-bear-

ing branches of the true vine.

This gathering home into our own hearts,

and keeping to the secret operations of the

Holy Spirit there, is much wanting in our

Society at the present day, and the work of

true religion will never prosper among us,

either as a body or individually, unlil it be-

comes the concern of each one.

Our ancient friends prized above every

thing else the manifestations of truth in their

hearts, and so fearful were they lest their

minds should be defiled, or in any way dis-

qualified for receiving its blessed visitations,

that they were exceedingly watchful against

every thing which had a tendency to divert or

draw them out unprofitably. They saw that

the spirit which actuated many even of the

high professors, was at variance with the low-

liness and humility of the cross of Christ, and

with that entire separation from the maxims
and policy of the world to which they were
called, and they, therefore, were very careful

of going unnecessarily into their company, or

joining hands with them in any of their

schemes, however plausible. They felt that

they were called to come out of the world
;

not only out of its grosser pollutions, and

corruptions, but out of its religions and wor-

ships, and that their safety consisted in dwell-

ing alone, and not being reckoned among
the nations.

Thus they were made a serious, retired,

heavenly minded people—not captivated with

the riches, or pleasures, or honours, which so

many around them were eagerly pursuing, nor
indulging in vain or needless conversation

;

but their words were few and seasoned with

grace—their hearts imbued with love to God
and man—and their affections set on heaven
and things above. These blessed fruits of
the spirit, even righteousness, peace, and joy,

in the Holy Ghost, made them as lights in the

nation ; and as they faithfully followed the

leadings of their heavenly guide, it pleased

the Lord eminently to bless their labours in

gathering souls to himself, and spreading

the knowledge of his truths in the earth.

At the present period of extraordinary ac-

tivity in things ostensibly of a religious cha-

racter, it behoves Friends often to recur to

the origin of our Society, and to those Chris-

tian principles by obedience to which our
predecessors were led out of the forms and
ceremonies of an outside religion, and brought

to sit down under the free teaching of Christ

Jesus the shepherd and bishop of their souls.

Amid the multitude of engagements which
challenge our attention and engross our
lime, we are in danger of drowning the " still

small voice" which speaks within, and ne-

glecting the salvation of our own souls.

Were we brought under the powerful convic-

tions for sin, which all must feel before they

can receive the gift of repentance, and anx-

iously concerned to work out our own salva-

tion with fear and trembling, we should find

enough at home to employ our time and at-

tention, in co-operating with the spirit of

Christ in our hearts. And when, through

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, our sins

were washed away, and tlie great work of re-

generation perfected in iis, through the re-

peated baptisms of the Holy Ghost and fire,

we should be j)repared as vessels meet for

our Lord's use, but still not daring to enter

on any religious services but as he was
pleased to lead and qualify us therefor. In

this slate of reverent dependence and waiting

on God, we should experience a growth from

one degree of strength and stature to another,

until at length we should attain the state of

strong men in Christ Jesus, capable of sus-

taining our portion of those bonds and aflflic-

tions which remain to be endured for the

body's sake which is the church.

It is for the purpose of calling home the

attention of our members, and especially of;

the younger class, to this inward, heart work,

that I have been induced to revive some of

the experiences of the early Friends, believing

the way of truth is the same now that it was
then, and that no new or easier path has been,

or ever will be, discovered.

John Crock, an eminent minister in the

Society, who was convinced about the year

16o4, under the mitiistry of William Dews-
bury, gives an interesting and instructive ac-

count of the exercises and tossing of his mind
before he became acquainted with the spiritu-

ality of the gospel dispensation, from which I

select the following passages.

" About ten or eleven years of age I went
to London, and there went to several schools,

until I was about seventeen years of age
; in

all which time I wa? not without much trouble

and exercises in my mind ; notwithstanding I

lived in a wicked family, and amongst those

that scoffed at all strictness in religion, yet I

would get into some by-corner, and pray and
weep bitterly, from the sense of my own sins,

and would often reprove my school-fellows and
companions for their wickedness ; I often walk-

ing alone by myself in some secret place ; when
they would be at play and pastime. Thus I

passed away my youthful days, in reading, and
praying cfltimes when trouble was upon me,
which I was seldom free from whole weeks,

more or less, either in the night or day time
;

but all this time I did not mind hearing of ser-

mons, being little acquainted with any that fre-

quented such exercises, until I went to be an
apprentice, about the 17th year of my age.

" About this time I was placed in a parish

in London, where was a minister, who was in

those days called a Puiitan, where 1 came ac-

quainted with those young people that frequent-

ed sermons and lectures, so often as we had
any liberty from our occasions, being appren-
tices

; yet trouble grew upon me more and
more, as I grew in knowledge and understand-

ing of the things of God ; and still 1 applied

myself to reading the Bible, and other good
books, and prayed often, insomuch, that those

in the family where I was an apprentice, took

much notice of it, and would stand in secret

places to hear me, though I then knew it not.

"Thus I continued professing, and praying,

and hearing, and reading, and yet I could not

perceive any amendment in myself; hut the

same youthful vanities drew away my mind
when opportunities offered, as before ; which
was never much to outward gross profaneness,

but only to idle talk, and vain company, in

mis-spending my time, and minding prido too

much in my apparel, and such things, for all

which I was condemned ; as also for wearing
long hair, and spending my money in vain,

which I thought might have been better em-
ployed, if 1 had bought some good books, or

been charitable to the poor. And thus I con-

tinued, running lo lectures when I had any
time allowed me by my master from my occa-

sions, which I endeavoured to get, by doubling

my diligence in the day time, and also from my
sleep in the night time, that so I mig lit more easi-

ly gain opportunities of my master ; all which I

employed in private meetings and lectures, going
after any eminent man I heard of, which by
this time I had obtained the knowledge of, by
much acquaintance with constant hearers of



and frequenters of private fasts and
meelings.

"Tlie mintsters then commonly preached by
marks and signs, how a man iniglit know him-
self to be a child of God, if he v/ere so ; and
how it would be with him if he were not so

;

which made me sotretime to conclude, I had
saving grace, and by and by to conclude, 1 was
but an hypocrite: and thus I was tossed up
and down, from hope to despair; and from a

sign of grace in me one while, and then pre-

sently to a sign nf an hypocrite and reprobate
again ; so that I could not toll what to do with

myself, or whether it were best to go to church,
or stay at home ; for I couhl get no rest, or
lasting peace, by all my hearing and running
up and down.

" In this extreme misery I continued, keep-
ing it to myself, mourning in secret, until one
morning, as I was solitarily sitting, lamenting
my present state; on a sudden, there sprang
in me a voice, saying, Fear not, O thou tossed

as with a tempest, and not comforted, I wil

help thee ; and although I have hid my face

from thee for a moment, yet with everlasting

loving-kindness will I visit thee, and thou shah
be mine ; fear not, for I am pacified towaids
thee, and will never leave thee nor forsake

thee, saith the f^ord, the mighty God.
" Whereupon all was hushed and quieted

within me, so that 1 wondered what was be
come of the many vexations, tormeijting ftars

and thoughts thatjust before attended me; here
was such a calm and stillness in my mind for

a pretty time; so that it was brought to my
mind, that theie was silence in heaven for half

an hour; and I was filled with peace and
j

like one overcome ; and there shone such
inward light within me, that for the space of
seven or eight days' time, 1 walked as one taken
from the earth. .

In this time, I saw plaiidy,

and to my great comfort and satisfaction, that

whatever the Lord would communicate and
make known of himself, and the mysteries of

his kingdom, he would do it in a way of purity

and holiness ; for I saw then such a brightness

in holiness, and such a beauty in an upright
and pure righteous conversation, and close cir

cumspect walking with God in an holy life, al

though I had before obeyed to the uttermost
that I could, yet I could not get peace thereby,
nor find and feel that acceptance and justifica-

tion before God, as I did at this time when it

sprang freely in me, that, as it were, all religion

lay in it truly so, and all profession besides, or
without it, were as nothing in comparison of
this co:)imunion. For I remember, while I

abode and walked in that light and glory
which shone so clearly in my mind and spirit,

there was not a wrong iliuught appearing
or stirring in me, but it vanished presently,

finding no entertainment : my whole mind and

soul was so taken up with that glorious light

and satisfactory presence of the Lord thus ma-
nifested in me.

" After this, I perceived an abatement of the

glory, and I began to read and peiform duties

as 1 had done before which for about eight

days' lime, 1 could not perfi)rm so formally as !

did use to do before (1 was so filled with jnv

and peace), but with much more livingncss

and zeal, faith and confidence than before,
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vliich caused many of my acquaintance to ad-

nire my gift in prayer, and upon all occasions
to put me upon that duty.

"in two or three years time after this, I

began to gather scriptuies into my mind and
memory, what from hearing of others, and my
own studies, which occasioned me to dwell
more without, and less within ; so that by de-

grees, the knowledge in my natural understand-
mg and judgment began to outgrow and over-

top the sense of my inward experiences ; at

last, having little besides the remembrance
(now a great way ofi') of those things which
once were lively and fresh, growing up in me,
as if it had always been spring time in my
heart ; my inward parts were like a winter,

all retired out of sight, as into a hidden root

:

and many questionings about the way o^ wor-
ship, and ordinances of the New Testament
began to arise in my mind, judging myself,

that now the Lord had done so much for me
I could not be but chargeable with unlhankful-

ness for his mercies, if I did not now seek
out the purest way of worship, that I might
enjoy all his ordinances in the purity of
them."

After going among various sorts of profes

sors, and trying with whom his spirit could
unite, he at length joined wilh some independ-
ents whose views were similar to his own

—

" and, at times," says he, " we had many re-

freshings together, while we were kept watch-

ful and tender with our minds inwardly re-

tired, and our words few and savoury." But
not pressing forward in the spiritual life, he
acknowledges that they grew formal, became
divided and shattered in their minds, and fell

into " much uncertainly and instability." In

this state he was not forsaken, but bad
many checks and reproofs in his conscience,

yet knew not whence they came, and some-
times the distress and trouble of his spirit

would induce him to fly to his former religious

duties, as prayer, reading, &c. for relief.

But not finding that peace which he greatly

desired, he was templed to doubt the reality

of religion, which brought great conflict and
anguish on him, so that he went sorrowing
and mournful. In this situation he went to

hear William Dewsbury, and thus speaks of

the meeting :

—

" Being providentially cast where he was
declaring, I heard him ; and his words, like

pears, pierced and wounded my very heart
;

yet so, as they seemed unto me, as balm also,

healing and comforting, as well as searching,

and piercing ; and I remember the very words
that took tlio deepest impression upon me at

that present, speaking of several slates and
conditions of men and women ; such words
passed from him qs implied iho miaerable life

of such, who notwithstanding their religious

duties or performances, had not peace and
quietness in their spirits ; who through the

want of an understanding where to know and
find a stay to their minds, to exercise them at

all times, and in all places, were like children

to and fro, and frighted with every cun-

ning craftiness of men, to promote their own
opinions and ways. This I knew was my own
condition at that time, as well as the state ofldccasuin

many more poor shattered people, compassing | my wisd
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ourselves about with the sparks of our own
kindling, which did but procure us sorrow,
when we came to lie down and be still, and
commune with our own hearts, having nothing
inwardly to feed and stay upon, but either for-

mal duties which |)erished wilh the using, or
disputable opinions about Christ, and doctrinal
things, in the natural understanding and memo-
ry

; but wanted a spiritual understanding of that

which might then have been known of God
within. This afterward I came to know and be-
hold, as iheappearanceof the tried corner-stone
laid in Zion, most elect and precious unto them
that believed in him; whereby 1 understood
certainly, that it is not an opinion, but Christ

Jesus, the power and arm of God, who is the

Saviour, and that felt in the heart, and kept
dwelling there by faith ; which differs as much
from all notions in the head and brain, as the

living substance difiereth from the picture or
imago of it.

" But all this while, there was little of the
outward form of truth regarded by me, until I

heard the same person declare the word of
truth again : and then I began to see that all

knowledge was nothing, without practice and
conformity to what I knew; then began the

truth, like the little book, to be bitter in my
inward parts, because I did not yield obedience
unto what I was convinced to be my duty ; as

to lay aside all superfluities in apparel, words
and carriage, which was hard for me to do,

being then in commission as justice of the

peace. But by degrees, I was brought out of
all consultations in this respect, by sore and
sharp terrors in my conscience ; for all my

and evils, which I saw to be many and
great, as well as secret and hidden, which, by

light in my own conscience, I came to see
more and more through the exercise of my
mind ; for all my sins were but as fuel, which
he wrath and indignation of the Lord took
hold of.

I saw that now the axe was to be laid to the
root of the tree, and that there was an evil nature

to be consumed in me, which had borne sway
long, notwilhstanding my profession of religion;

nd tiiat my superfluity in apparel, words, and
many other things, did but feed and keep alive

that nature, and so |)ro!ong the fire to my own
misery therein. And of this sort I saw plainly

was speaking 'you' to a single person, and
putting off" uiy hat after the customs and
' shions of the world, «fcc. I reasoned, must

all be left and put away, or that fleshly worldly-

nature and part in me could not wholly die,

and 1 be perfectly delivered from it ; because

I saw that these thing's, together with using

many words out of God's l^ar, were but as

food, to nourish, and feed, and keep alive that

re and [)art in me.

But how strongly the reasoning part with-

stood me, in the parling with these and other

things, none knows, but those that have been
xercised in the like manner ; neitiier can I

express the multitude of ways and arguments
which the devil used to keep me in tliose for-

ities and observances; and so much tho

e, because of my great acquaintance,

hiough some public employment, and other

And yet the difficully to part with

and knowledge (in which I had
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profited beyond many my equals) I found to bel heeded and forgotten, I should not have ven-

the erealestoftribulations that I passed through, tured to expose the opinion and fears of

before I could enter into the kingdom of God, A young and unknown Member.

viz. to be, as it were, beheaded for the testi-

mony of Jesus ; for I found by certain experi-

ences, that until man be truly crucified with

Christ, he cannot bear a true testimony for

Christ ; for it is but a bearing witness to him-

self, which is not true ; but after he is truly

crucified with Christ, and risen with Christ,

then if he bear witness of Christ, his witness is

true ; hence is understood aright that faithful

saying, viz. For the testimony of Jesus is the

spirit of prophecy. After a long and sharp

fight of afflictions, and deep exercise in my

heart and conscience, I at last gave up to be a

fool for Christ, and as one beside myself
"

the Lord."

For " The Friend

FRIENDS' WRITINGS.
(Concluded from page 216.)

The following communication is post

marked Aurora, New York

:

To the Editor of" The Friend:

Though the writer of this reside

remote part of the country, yet the pages of

" The Friend" are not unknown to us, but

very welcomely received, and read with much

interest by many in our neighbourhood.

The interesting communication, in a late

received number, (the 19th,) respecting th^

circulation of Friends' books, so accorded

with my sentiments on this subject, that with

out waiting to hear the opinions of others, I

wished to express ray cordial approbation of the

plan proposed for their more general distribu

tion, and I hope it will obtain the immediate

attention of Friends, believing that if some

active and efficient persons should undertake

a periodical, exclusively devoted to this pur-

pose, lasting benefit would result from it.

Though the actual want of them has not

been much realised here, yet there are many

families in this section of the country, and

doubtless in many other places, who have few,

if any, in their possession, and I am persuaded

ihat could some of the controversial parts be

omitted, and other abridgments judiciously

made, with useful remarks occasionally inter-

spersed to excite the attention of the reader,

great interest would be added, and not only

might they be more generally diffused, but

many persons would be induced to read them,

in this new and pleasing form, who, having

now sufficient access to them, suffer them to

lie neglected, deeming them tedious and un-

edifying.

I ask, why is this subject permitted to

slumber? Occasionally we hear the idea sug-

gested that some young Friends are not sup-

plied with books containing the history and

doctrines of their own Society, and that others,

after glancing over some controversial pages,

turn away to seek amusement (or perhaps

edification) elsewhere, but what measures

are taken to remove the evil ?

My object in these remarks was simply

to direct the attention of the readers of " The

Friend," to the communication above alluded

to, for had I not feared the call would be un

In another communication the subject

thus noticed :

—

At a meeting of the Young Men's Read-

ing Association of Friends, (for promoting a

knowledge of the writings of Friends and

other religious authors,) held in Venice,

Cayuga county. New York, the 22d of third

month, ISS.?,

The plan for furnishing a supply of Friends'

writings, proposed in the article headed

"Friends' Books," in No. 19, of the eighth

volume of "The Friend," was considered

and warmly approved by the association. We
are decidedly of opinion, that if the plan there

proposed should be acted upon, and members

of the Society of Friends should co-operate

in patronising such an effort, and the most

interesting and excellent parts of the approv-

ed writings of Friends should be extensively

circulated, it would, by promoting a more

thorough knowledge of the history and prin-

ciples of the Society among the younger class

of members, prove a permanent blessing not

only to themselves, but to the Society of

Friends at large. We are the more confirmed

in this belief, by the fact that many young

persons are deterred from reading the writings

of Friends, and especially some of the earlier

authors, on account of their voluminous size:

and their diffuse and often heavy style ;
but

by omitting such parts, and selecting the

most instructive, impressive, and animated

portions, these writings would not only be-

come much more accessible to all, but far

more interesting to the younger part of tho

Society, and consequently would be more

and make a deeper impression on the

mind.

Extracted from the minutes of the Association,

J. J. Thosias, Secretary.

A correspondent nearer home writes thus

:

The communication relative to reprinting

Friends' books was in accordance with my
views. It is a subject that has arrested my
feelings for a length of time, believing a

great loss is sustained from the scarcity and

unwieldy size of these valuable writings, par-

ticularly to our young Friends, who, I doubt

not, would value and more highly prize the

testimonies and principles our ancestors suf-

fered so much for, were they better acquainted

with these proofs of their attachment to the

causo of their bloesed Redeemer. And when

the query respecting the attendance of reli-

gious meetings is answered so low, my mind

invariably concludes that if our dear young

Friends were more conversant with the hard-

ships and persecutions their forefathers un-

derwent in establishing these meetings, they

would feel bound to attend them. By pre-

senting these works in a more attractive form

many of our testimonies would be brought

afresh to view, for which they keenly felt the

privation, not only of the comforts, but even

the necessaries of life, while we, professing

to be directed by the same unerring guide,

are even indulging in the luxuries and extra-

vagances of^he world. The Society needs to

be frequently reminded of the simplicity and
self-denial that marked the footsteps of our

worthy predecessors, and if a plan could be

3ted to place their writings within the

reach of most of our members 1 should re-

joice. Mary Dudly, in reflecting on this sub-

ject, thus writes:

I often think inherited or obtained trea-

sures have blinded the spiritual eye of many,

who are descended from those sons of the

morning, as it respects our little community,

to whom great things would have been bur-

densome ; and earnest are my desires that

worldly prosperity may not be allowed to

settle in a state of dangerous ease, lest the

language formerly uttered in the Lord's name
should be applicable, ' They that depart from

me shall be written in the earth.' " M.

RETIREMENT.
" He wa3 there alone," when even

Had round earth his mantle thrown

;

Holding intercourse with heaven,
" He waa there alone."

Then his inmost heart's emotion

Made he to his Father known ;

In the spirit of devotion.

Musing there " alone."

So let us from earth retiring,

Seek our God and Father's throne

;

And to other scenes aspiring.

Train our hearts alone.

Thus when time its course hath ended.

And the joys of earth are flown.

We, by hope and bliss attended,

Shall not be " alone."

BOWRING.

BRIEF HINTS.
" Like the rivers, time is gliding;

Brightest hours have no abiding;

Use the golden moments well

:

Life is wasting,

Death is hasting;

Death consigns to heaven or hell."

From Ihe Christian Watchman.

THE ABSENT WIFE.
" Domestic love ! to thy white hand is given

Of earthly happiness the golden key."—Ceolt.

But she is absent ! she who was to me
The light and music of my happy home.

It was her smile that made this house so gay

;

Her voice, that made it eloquent with joy.

Her presence peopled it. Her very tread

Had life and gladness in it. But 'tis gone !

And silence fills her place, and solitude

Spreads like a shadow o'er the very walls !

And not a place, chair, book, is what it was,

A moment since, when she my love ; was here.

Alas I how fondly do we concentrate

Our happiness in one beloved form I

A human form, how perishably frail

—

On that one life we stake our earthly joy.

In that one life, we live. It is our world.

That gone, our sun is darkened ; and the scene.

Of late so full of beauty and of bliss,

Is rife with desolation.—From the midst

Of the dark ruins of our withered love,

Methinks there comes a voice in imisoii

With thine, Eternal Father!—;in thy word

—

" Set your affection upon things above—
Lay up your treasure there—and not beneath

—

Earth is too treacherous for so vast a trust
!"

Newton.
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OBSERVATIONS ON SLAVERY. NO. 2.

And one shall say ijnio him, What are those wounds
in thino hands? And ho shall answer, Those with
which 1 was wounded in the house of my friends.

—

Zech. xiii. 6.

It has been wilii the cause of anti-slavery

as with that of religion, it has sometimes suf-

fered more from the indiscretion of its advo-

cates, than from the malignity of its open

enemies. It is sorrowfully true, that not a

few of tl»se who, of latter time, have pro-

fessedly espoused the cause of the African

race, have treated the subject in a way which

is much more likely to rouse the passions,

than to convince the understandings, of that

class of citizens whom it is particularly im-

portant to gain. When a cause, essentially

good, is urged with vehemence, and intem-

j,ci.iie zeal, while opponents are enraged,

men of cool and sober judgments are kept

aloof by the manner in which it is presented

to them. Of the numerous writers who have

laboured to emancipate the African slave,

very few, indeed, appear to me to have ma-

naged the cause so judiciously as John Wool-
man. In the works of that estimable man,

on the subject of African servitude, we find

no strains of impassioned eloquence, nothing

calculated to awaken the passions, either of

the friends or enemies of the cause. Main

taining, with unflinching firmness, the stan

dard of Christian morality, he does not foiget

that the master, as well as the slave, is a man
and a brother. Though he bears a faithful

testimony against oppression, yet his manifest

freedom from every angry feeling, no less

than the force of his arguments, opens his

way to the understanding and the heart.

Those who patiently read his writings, if they

should even fail to be convinced by his rea-

sonings, can hardly fail to admire and love

the man. And a favourable opinion of an

advocate must unavoidably produce a bias in

favour of his cause. It is a subject of serious

regret that among the many who have openly

espoused the same righteous cause, so few

have imbibed the spirit of John Woolman.
One of the CDnsnquences, which the sup-

porters of the slaveholding system have la

boured to attach to its abolition, and vvhici;

they have often dressed up as a Scaramouch
to frighten the timid and credulous, is a com-
plete amalgamation of the two races. And
the countenance, recently given to this doc-

trine, by some professed abolitionists, has

been eagerly seized by those who are inimi-

cal to the general improvement of the Afri-

can race. As might have been foreseen,

they have endeavoured to confound the amal-

gamation of the races with the abolition of

slavery, and to make the latter appear as a

necessary consequence of the former. In a

late trial, in a neighbouring slate, where the

question at issue was the validity of a will, in

which a considerable sum was bequeathed

l-Qr the purpose of establishing a school for

the instruction of coloured children, upon a

plan nearly resembling the Fellenburg sys-

tem; the terrors of amalgamation were hung
out, in the most appalling colours, to alarm and

bewilder the court and jury. The identity

of abolition and amalgamation was a point

strenuously urged, on the part of those inte-

ted in diverting the bequest from the de-

clared and obvious design of the testator.

And the support given to this doctrine by

some who ought to have known better, was
not overlooked.

Not wishing, at this time, to discuss the

question whether an amalgamation of the

races would be an evil or not, I shall briefly

and at once inform the reader, that I am not,

and never was, an amalgamationist. My edu-

cation and general habits of thought are op-

posed to it ;
yet, I have been from the earliest

period of recollection an abolitionist. In my
intercourse with the friends of abolition, the

subject of amalgamation has seldom compa-
ratively been brought into view. As there

has, of late, been so great an effort to wed
these characters, or to make them appear

identical, it may, perhaps, be well to enquire

who are the teal efficient advocates and pro-

moters of amalgamation. If we look into the

lives of those who have most powerfully vin

dicated the rights of the African race, either

by the pen, in courts of justice, or in the hall

of legislation, do we fiiid them niinglins

amalgamation, either theoretic or practical,

with their doctrines, or with their practice?

Did Sandiford, Say, Woolman, Benezet, Mif
flin, or IJoudinot, in this country; or Sharp,

VVilberforce, Clarkson, Dilwyn, Buxton, ir

England, or any of those countless labourers,

whose joint exertions have at length swept

the curse of slavery from the British domi
nions, ever advocate amalgamation in tlieoiy

or promote it in practice? If anyone can

point me to an instance of a real efficient ad-

vocate of the cause of abolition, having mar-

ried a wife of the African race, 1 shall freely

acknowledge that I have received information

which is perfectly new to me. If a few in-

temperate defenders of African rights have
chosen to profess an opinion in favour of im-

mediate amalgamation, the union of such a

doctrine with that of abolition appears to me,
in the present state of society, quite as absurd
and unnatural an amalgamation as that of the

races. It is, however, even with these vi-

sionary theorists, nothing but a theory. For
which of them has proved tlie sincerity of his

profession by espousing an African wife? It

is true the attempt to tack amalgamation to

the skirts of emancipation is not new. It is

an old expedient for rendering a cause odious
which sober argument must assail in vain. In

the first congress, 17S9-90, several petitions

for the abolition or restriction of the African
slave trade were received; one of which was
from our yearly meeting, signed by 535
Friends. In a speech opposing the petition,

Jackson, of Georgia, used expressions to this

import: "Though the Quakers may choose
to intermarry with them, there are others

among us who will choose to preserve their

race unsullied." He, however, did not give

any case of such intermarriage. No doubt
he had the best possible reason for the omis-

sion—he had none to give. It would appear
as though the danger of amalgamation was
like the principles of Des Cartes, capable of
explaining any thing that is, or any thing that

is not. Is a petition presented for abolishing

the slave trade ? Amalgamation is called up
to oppose it. Is a legacy left to educate co-

loured children in the common elementary

branches? Amalgamation again rears its gob-
lin form to prevent the application of the

bequest.

Who then are the real amalgamationists ?

The answer is important, it is easy, and it is

general. The slaveholders. In all ages, and
among all nations where personal slavery has

been tolerated, amalgamation has attended, as

the shadow follows the substance. A slave

trade was prosecuted in the time of Henry the

Second, between England and Ireland, in

which the masters and slaves were of the

same colour. If we wish to learn whether
amalgamation accompanied it or not, we may
find the case stated in terms sufficiently clear

in Henry's history of England. " Upon ar-

riving at the Cape of Good Hope," says Vail-

lant, " we are surprised at the multitude of
slaves, whom we see there as white as the Eu-
ropeans. And yet the whites have never been
reduced to slavery in ;his country ; the slaves

there on the contrary have always been of

Ethiopian origin. From the masters and Ethi-

opean slaves, hr.ve sprung a race which whit-

ening further and further in each generation,
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have finally become exactly similar to those

who hold them in slavery."* If we look back

at the slavery recently existing in the British

West Indies, or to that still maintained in our

southern states, we still find amalgamation its

constant attendant, in its most disgusting and
degrading form. For the advocate of slavery

to raise an outcry against amalgamation, is

something like the conduct of the highway-

man who, when an alarm was made, began to

cry stop thief ! louder than any of them. It is,

however, rather more ridiculous, because it

does not even serve as a trick to conceal his

real character.

If we agree that amalgamation is an evil,

let us act rationally in our eflx)rts to check its

progress. Lei us exert our greatest energies

in the removal of its most active cause. The
evil is not to be prevented by holding the co-

loured race in bondage, nor by enacting laws

to prohibit their instruction in science and lite-

rature. Let them enjoy the rights to which

as members of the human family, and objects,

equally with ourselves, of redeeming grace,

they are unquestionably entitled. Let their

children enjoy the benefits of education. Let

them be taught to respect themselves ; and to

see that the colour of the skin is no impedi-

ment to their rising into respectability in life.

Let us labour not only to extinguish slavery,

but to remedy the evils and remove the degra-

dation which slavery has produced. These

are probably the most effectual means that

can be devised and executed, to arrest the

progress of amalgamation. As things are now
among us in this non-slaveholding community,

intermarriages between the different races sel-

dom occur, when the parties are respectable.

Where such marriages do occur, tlie greatest

share of respectability is likely to be on the

side of the coloured person, for the white com-
plexion would be deemed a counterpoise to a

considerable share of merit. But if the cha-

racter of the coloured race were sufficiently

raised, they would unquestionably piefer com-
panions of their own race, to those of inferior

merit though of a fairer hue. And if "some
fifty or an hundred lustrums hence," when
slavery shall be known to posterity only as one

of the vices which disgraced their half civil-

ized ancestors ; when the prejudices which

slavery has engendered shall have passed away
and been forgotten, it should be discovered

that there is no natural antipathy between per

sons whose ancestors, fen or twenty genera

tions back, emigrated from different sides of

the Mediterranean, it may be safely left to the

people of that day to decide wliether the two
laces shall then like kindred drops be mingled

into one, or whether they shall still preserve

their native caste. At all events, perplex our-

selves as we will, they will decide for them-

selves ; and we may be assured no witch of

Endor will be engaged to disturb the repose

of the grave, for the purpose of enquiring what
advice we may be disposed to give on the sub

ject. E. L.

,
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THE FRLBND.

In our twenty-fifth number, (28th ult.,) we
noticed under the editorial head, the applica-

tion made by the Hicksites to the legislature

of New Jersey, at its late sitting, for a law-

compelling a division of the property of the

Society. We iiave obtained a copy of the bill,

originally presented, the remonstrance pre-

sented by the meeting for sufferings in this

city, and other papers connected with the sub-

ject, which we lay before our readers. It is

proper to observe, that the bill underwent

such modifications in the lower house, as con-

fined its provisions entirely to the Society of

Friends, and expunged that part which went

to dissolve the jurisdiction of the Yearly Meet-

ing of Philadelphia over its members.

STATE OF NEW JERSEY.

An Act relatire to the unincorporated Reli-

gious, and other Associations, in this state.

Whereas, Almighty God is the only Lord
of conscience; and no man, or number of

men, on earth, hath or have power to rule

over men's consciences in religious matters

and whereas, it is the duty of the state of

New Jersey to protect, as well the religious

as the civil rights of her citizens, from all fo-

reign interference or control, direct or indirect

—Therefore,
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Council and

General Assembly of this stale, and it is here-

by enacted by the authoiity of the same, That
the rights, estates, properties, and privileges,

of the members of any unincorporated rel

gious, or other association, in this state, shall

not be hurt, endamaged, or in any way affect-

ed, by any division, secession, or separation

which has occurred, or may hereafter occiir

or exist, in any unincorporated religious, oi

other association, with which they may have
been, now are, or shall hereafter be connect-

ed in any other state, kingdom, or country;

nor shall any such division, secession, or

paration, alter, affect, change, or impair the

civil or religious riglits of any member or mem
bers of such unincorporated religious or other

association in this stale, by reason of his, her.

or their adherence, or non-adherence, uniting

with, or dissenting from, any or either of the

parties in such division, secession, or separa
tion; and that the rights, estates, property,

and privileges, of the members of such un-
incorporated religious, or other association

in this state, shall be held and enjoyed accord
ing to the constitution and laws of this stale

and shall not be prejudiced, affected, or de
termined, by the acts of other members of the

same association, or of any other association,

with which they may be connected, or be sub
ordinate to, out of this state, any law, rules

usages, acts, or regulations, of such unincor-

porated religious, or other association, to th(

contrary in any wise notwithstanding.

Sect. 2. And be it enacted. That in case

of any division, secession, or separation, now
existing, or hereafter to arise, in any unin
corporated religious, or other association, ii

this state, on conscientious grounds, where
both parties profess to adhere to the faiih, d

cipline, constitution, and government of such
association, when in unity, that then, aod in

such case, the personal estate, of whatever
kind, of such association, held or possessed

by such association when in unity, or by any
'

other person or persons, body politic or cor-

porate, for or to their use, or in any way in

trust for them, shall be divided between the

parties, in such division, secession, or separa-

tion, equally and rateably.in proportion to the

number of members of such association, who
shall join or attach themselves to either of the

said parlies, in such division, secession, or se-

paration, in the same manner as if they had

been equal partners in the said personal estate;

and in case the said members of the said asso-

ciation cannot, in such division, secession, or

separation, agree on the division of the said

personal estate of the said association, by them
possessed when in unity, that then, and in

such case, it shall and may be lawful for any
member or members of either parly, for and
in behalf of himself and themselves, and his

and their associates in such division, secession,

or separation, to exhibit a bill in chancery
against any member or members of the other

party in such division, secession, or separa-

tion, and their associates, for a division of

such personal estate so held or possessed by
the said association when in unity, in the same
manner as if they were partners; and there-

upon the same proceedings may be had, and
relief given, and decree made, as in justice

and equity, and according to the ppurse and
practice of the court of chancery;;' ought to

be made; always having regar'd to the relative

number of the members belonging to the said

parlies in such division, secession, or separa-

tion, and the continuance and preservation of
the same trusts, uses, and purposes, upon and
for which such personal estate was theretofore

held and possessed; and that the members of
the said party in such division, secession, or
separation, to whom the same, or any part
thereof, shall be decreed, shall hold the same
upon the same trusts, and for the same uses
and purposes, so far as regards the members
of the said association connected with them
in the said division, secession, or separation,

as the sarue was held by the said association
when in unity.

Sect. 3. And be it enacted. That in case
of any division, secession or separ-ation now
existing, or hereafter to arise, in any unincor-
porated religious or other association in this

state, on conscientious grounds, where both
parties profess to adhere to the faith, disci-

pline, constitution and government of such
association when in unity, that then and in

such case, the real estate, of whatsoever
kind, (excepting burial grounds,) of such as-
sociation, held, possessed or owned by such
association when in unity, or by any other
person or persons, body politic or corporate,
for or to their use, or in trust for them, shall
be divided between the parties in such division,

secession or sepai-ation, equally and raleably,
in proportion to the number of members of
such arsociation, who shall join or attach
themselves to either of the said parties, in'

'

such division, secession or separation, in the
same manner as if they were tenants in com-
mon, of the said real estate; and in case tlie

[

said members of the said association cannot.



on such division, secession orseparalion, agree

on the division or partition of tlic said real es-

tate, so as aforesaid held, possessed or owned
by them when in unity, that then and in such

case, it shall and may be lawful for any mem-
ber or members of either party, for and in be-

half of himself and themselves, and their as-

sociates, in such division, secession or sepa-

ration, to exhibit his or their bill in the court

of chancery, against any member or members
of the other party, in such division, secession

or separation, and their associates, for a divi-

sion or partition of such real estate, so held,

possessed or owned by the said association

when in unity, in the same manner as if the

members of the sqjd association were tenants

in common of the said real estate; or in case

that the said real estate is so circumstanced,

that division or partition thereof cannot be

made, without great prejudice to the owners,

for a sale thereof or a decree, that the same

may be held and owned by the one party, on

their paying to the other their proportion of

the value thereof, to be ascertained according

to the course and practice of the said court,

as to the said court shall appear equitable and

just; and thereupon, the same proceedings

may be had and relief given, and decree made,

as in justice and equity, and according to the

course and practice of the court of chancery

ought to be made, always having regard to the

relative number of members belonging to said

parlies in such division, and the continuance

and preservation of the same trusts, uses and

purposes upon, or for which such real estate

was therefore held, possessed or owned; and

the members of the party in such division, se-

cession or separation, to whom the said real

estate, or any part thereof, or the proceeds of

the sale thereof shall be decreed, shall hold,

possess and enjoy the same, upon the same!

trusts and for the same uses and purposes, sol

far as regards the members of such associa-

tion, connected with them in such division,]

secession or separation, as the same was held,

|

possessed or owned by such association when

in unity.

Sect. 4. And be it enacted. That in case

of any such division, secession or separation,

the burial ground or grounds of such associa-

tion when in unity, shall- forever remain free

and common for the burial of the members of

either party, and their descendants, the same
as if no such division, secession or separation

had been made.
Sect. 5. And be it enacted, That the said

complainant or complainants, in any such bill

of complaint, shall make his or their affirsivi-

lion, to be annexed to the said bill of com-
plaint, that the division, secession or separa-

tion staled in the said bill, so far as respects

the said complainant or complainants, was

made on conscientious grounds, and not for

the purpose of appropriating the real or per-

sonal estate of such association to any other

trusts, uses or purposes, than those originally

intended in its creation; or to destroy the faith,

constitution, discipline, and government of

such association, but in truth, and in good

faith, for the causes set forth in such bill of

complaint; and that it shall not be necessary

to name all the parties associatefd witii the

THE FRIEND.

complainants or defendants in the said bill;

but that it shall be sufficient to designate them
as the associates of the said respective parties;

and that a copy of the subpccna issued in the

said cause, shall be served upon the president,

clerk or head officer of such associatiop, with

whom the defendant or defendants in said cause

may be connected, together with a copy of

the said bill, at least ten days before the re-

turning thereof; and that any of the members
of such association, may appear and defend

the said suit; and if in the course of the said

proceedings, it should become expedient to

ascertain the number of members of such as-

sociation, connected with the said parties re-

spectively; and any member thereof, shall be

under the age of twenty-one years, such infant

shall be counted with the party, to which his

or her father belongs, if he is living, and if

not, to that which his or her mother, if living,

belongs; and if she also be dead, with the

party to which his or her guardian belongs.

To the Legislative Council and General As-
sembly of the State of New Jersey.

The remonstrance of the Religious Society of

Friends in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, «fcc.

respectfully showeth,

That your remonstrants have been deeply

affected with concern, in reading a bill intro-

duced for your consideration, relative to unin-

corporated religious and other associations in

the state, the provisions' of which, if enacted

and enforced, appear to tfieni calculated to pro-

duce dissension and schism in such aocieties, by

giving to seceders whatever their number may
be, a legal interest in the estate of the body

from which they have voluntarily separated

themselves. Where the property is valuable, we
apprehend, that under the operation of such a

law, strong temptations would be presented to

unfaithful, ambitious, or designing members,
to form a party, scatter discord and animosity

in a hitherto peaceful community, and thus

produce a schism ; whilst, to cover their inten-

tions, nothing more would be requisite than to

"profess" that they "adhere to the faith, dis-

cipline, constitution and government of such

association," though the very act of separa-

tion implies that they differ from it, at least in

someof these respects. A powerful incentive

to dissimulation will thus be furnished, the

rights of the members who faithfully adhere to

the original compact violated, and the peace

and harmony of unincorpoiated associations

may be made a prey to the caprice or ill-hu-

thour of every discontented or unruly mem-
ber.

We would therefore respectfully suggest,

wlielher the enactment of such a law would
not infiicta fatal blow on religions, benevolent,

and other valuable institutions already existing

in the state, and present an insuperable bar-

rier to the formation of others, alike calculat-

ed to advance the prosperity and moral and

religious welfare of her citizens. Some of

these institutions are of ancient origin, and

possess funds given to them in trust, at differ-

ent periods, by pious and benevolent individu-

als, under the full confidence that they would

be appropriated faithfully to the purposes for
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which they designed them, and by the parties

and their successors, to whose care they were
entrusted. But should the provisions of this

bill become a law, not only will such trusts be

rendered insecure, but a barrier be opposed to

the sources of charity, by the great uncertainty,

whether the fimds designed to be contributed

to valuable and praise-worthy objects, may not

be perverted to those of an opposite cha-

racter.

The bill draws a broad and deep line of de-

marcation between those societies which are

incorporated, and those which either from
choice, or from causes beyond (heir control, or

from obstacles arising out of the very nature

of their constitution, have not become corpo-

rate bodies, and thus, we believe, infringes that

section of the constitution of the state, which
prohibits any preference being given to one
religious society over another. Moreover, it

is calculated to impair the liberty of conscience,

and to violate the religious rights of those citi-

zens who hold that it is wrong to blend civil

and religious concerns, by accepting of corpo-

rate powers, in a society capacity. Such
would be subjected to great insecurity, in the

tenure of their property, and made the prey

of designing persons, contrary to the princi-

ples set forth in the preamble to this very bill,

which says, " No person or peisons ought,

upon any pretence whatsoever, to be called in

question, or in the least hurt or punished, either

in person, estate, or privilege, for the sake of

his opinion, judgment, faith, or worship towards

God, in matters of religion, but ought, at all

times, freely and fully to have and enjoy his

and their judgment, and the exercise of their

consciences in matters of religious worship."

The religious Society of Friends being an
unincorporated body, the law, if enacted, must,

of course, bear directly and with injurious force

upon its members, and instead of " protecting

as well their religious as civil rights," as free

and peaceable citizens, will violate both; and
we respectfully submit, that to enact a law,

placing the tenure of our property on a differ-

ent and more precarious basis than that of

other Christian professors, would be to punish

and mulct us for our religious opinions.

The first section of the bill provides, that

the religious or civil rights of persons, shall

not be affected by their secession from, or ad-

herence, to any unincorporated religious asso-

ciation with which they are, or may have been

connected, out of the state. This appears to

your remonstrants to be a direct interference

of legislative power, with the rights and privi-

leges of religious societies, and an attempt to

dissolve the compacts into which the members
have voluntarily entered, and by v;hich they

are held togl'ther. Every religious association

has the unquestioned right to make such regu-

lations for its internal government, as the be-

nefit or conscientious belief of the members
may dictate; and so long as these do not vio-

late the rights, or injure the persons or estates

of others, we apprehend that no legislative body

has the right (o annul or control them. The
Society of Friends is a voluntary association of

persons, for the purposes of religious improve-

ment and benefit, and for promoting the cause

of righteousness and virtue in the earth. None
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are compelled to join it, nor to continue mem-
bers any longer than is agreeable to their

wislies. In common with other similar asso-

ciations, they have a system of church govern-

ment conforming to their religious faith, and
to tiie promotion of those objects for which
they became united in one compact. Tiiis

system was adopted by the voluntary consent
of the members, who thereby agreed to hold
their rights in the Society, on the terms and
conditions contained in that code of rules and
system of government, it was a mutual con-

tract and agreement between all the members,
and we respectfully suggest, that if a part of
those members afterwards become dissatisfied

and secede from the contract, it cannot be
competent for any legislature to enact laws
sanctioning such a violation of a contract, so

lemly and deliberately entered into, under the

most sacred obligations. It would be an act

of oppression to those members who stood

faithful to the original agreement, would vio-

late the rights they held under that agreement,
and tend to break the bonds of good faith in

every unincorporated association.

The Yearly Meeting of Friends now held in

Philadelphia, for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Delaware, and part of Maryland, was origi-

nally held in Burlington, New Jersey, and in-

cludes members of the Society residing in parts

of each of those states. By a voluntary agree-
ment among themselves, and with the unity of
the meetings of Friends in other parts, they
determined to associate under one common
head, having the power to make rules for the
government of the whole, and whatever rights
any of the members hold in the Society, grew
out of, and are dependent upon, this organiza
tion, made and adopted by their common and
free consent. But should the bill now before
you for consideration become a law, the direct

effect of it must be to annul this compact in a

legal point of view, and to dissolve the subor-
dination and union which ought to be main-
tained in every religious body.

Is it competent, or is it wise for the legisla-

ture to act thus ; to weaken the authority of
religious societies, destroy their internal regu-
lations, and throw down those salutary barriers,

which, with great care and labour, they have
erected against the inroads of irreligion and
misrule ? We would respectfully, but earnest-
ly intreat the legislature to pause and reflect

before they pass a law, the operation of which
must be so prejudicial to the great cause of re-

ligion and virtue.

A most extraordinary and unprecedented
feature in the bill is, that its provisions are re-

trospective, as well as prospective. It reaches
not only to divisions which may hereafter
arise, but to those which have already taken
place, and hence must affect all unincorpo-
rated associations, in which secessions have
occurred, even though they may have been
long since litigated, and determined by the
highest judicial tribunals in tlj'esbite. The
effect of this would be, to tea,ir_jipen again
wounds which have been closed—to elicit

new subjects for controversy, and new sources
of discord and litigation, and thus produce a
state of angry feeling and animosity, repug-
nant alike to the peace and prosperity of civil
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and religious society. In its retrospective

features, as well as in the effect it must have,
to dissolve and annul long settled contracts,

the bill is directly opposed to the 10th sec
tion of the 1st article of the constitution of
the United States, which expressly declares,

"No state shall pass any bill of attainder

ex post iacto law, or law impairing the obliga-

tion of contracts." By the second section of
the sixth article, it is declared that " the con-

stitution and the laws of the United States.

which shall be made in pursuance thereof.

shall be the supreme law of the land, and the

judges in every state, shall be bound thereby,

any thing in the constitution or laws of any
state to the contrary notwithstanding." We
trust the legislature will perceive that the

bill if passed into a law, must be in direct

opposition to this salutary guard, and the en-

acting of it, would only be presenting new
cases for litigation, and a worse than useless

expenditure of time and money. And further,

we submit for its serious consideration, whe-
ther it is not dangerous both to the rights of

the citizens, and the stability of the civil and
religious institutions of the state, as well as

adverse to the constitution of the United
Stales, to subject causes which have long

since been settled by the highest judicial au-

thorities, to renewed litigation, under a law

passed many years after such decisions had
taken place.

Much of the property held by the Society

of Friends, is incapable of partition, as con-

templated by the 2d and 3d sections of the

bill. It has been conveyed to the Society, in

trust for the use of its members, to be enjoyed

by them only so long as they continued mem-
bers; and the idea of a partition of such trusts,

is foreign to every principle on which they

were created. To attempt such a partition,

would be to violate the terms of those trust?,

and to subject the property to division and
subdivision, as often as discontented mem
bers might choose to sever themselves from
the body holding such trusts, and set up un-

der a new organization.

In cases where property could not be di-

vided, this law authorises the seceders to file

a bill in the court of chancery for the sale of

it, or for a decree that the same may be held

and owned by them, on paying to those who
adhere to the religious compact, their ad-

judged proportion of the value thereof. Thus
places for divii;e worship, may be publicly

advertised and put up for sale, as often as the

party holding possession may choose to divide

and subdivide, to the great scandal of the^'

cause of religion, and persons of tender con-
science, who could not acknowledge the au-

thority of such a law, by paying for property

which already belonged to them, nor receive

any compensation for the relinquishment of

it, would be deprived of their rights, and the

property placed in possession of those, who
by their own acts relinquish and forfeit all

right to control and use it.

In some small unincorporated associations,

one third or one fourth of the members se-

ceding, their number would probably not ex-

ceed three or four adults. If they could claim

partition of the estate, we see no reason why

two might not also demand it; and however
fair their professions might be respecting!
their faith and intentions, it is easy to per-
ceive, that donations or bequests, designed
for specific uses, by being frequently distri-
buted among successive separatists, may be
placed in a condition, where there would be
no security for their application to the ori-
ginal purposes, or that they would not be to-
tally lost.

Besides the tendency of this bill to destroy
the principles which have ever governed the
tenure and application of trusts, notwithstand-
ing the guards which it proposes to throw
around them, another very serious conse-
quence, which in our opinion must flow from
Us operation, is the prejudicial influence it
will have upon the cause of religion and mo-
rality at large. Religious societies are formed
for the worship of Almighty God, and for the
mutual help and benefit of the members, in
answering the great design of their creation.
Persons of the same faith, associating to-
gether with sincere desires, to attain These
all-important objects, are deeply sensible of
the necessity of unity and harmony. Any
thing that unsettles their fellowship, and cre-
ates division and dissention amongst them,
directly destroys the advantages of such asso-
ciation. Hence according to the understand-
ng, which they believe they have received
from the Holy Spirit, and the doctrines of
Holy Scripture, they fix the terms of their
communion, and form such rules for the in-
ternal regulation of their own afl^airs, and to
promote the design of congregating together,
as appear proper and requisite.
Any member, or members violating this

compact, which under the most solemn" con-
sideration they have thus voluntarily entered
into, forfeit all claims to membership, and
consequently to a participation in the benefits
it confers. And nothing can be more evident,
than that those who continue faithful to their
communion, have the right to declare, that
such have broken the bonds of church fellow-
ship, and are no longer members of their
community. The eminent John Locke, writ-
ing on toleration, says, " No man bv nature is
bound unto any particular church o'r sect, but
every one joins himself voluntarily to that so-
ciety, in which he believes he has found that
profession and worship which is triply accept-
able to God. As no man is bound to any
church against his particular conscience, nei-
ther is any church bound to any man, against
jhat rule and order established therei'n, ac-
cording to its collective conscience. 1 hold
that no church is bound by the duty of tolera-
tion, to retain any such person in her bosom,

after admonition, continues obstinately to
ofl'end against the laws of the sogiety. For
these being the condition of comlfllunion, and
the bond of the society, if the breach of them
were permitted without animadversion, the
society would immediately be thereby dis-
solved." ^
Now we believe that the tendency of the

present bill, will be to foment division and
schism in religious societies, and thus instead
of their being the means of promoting the
honour and worship of God, and the spiritual
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welfare of the members, it will render them
theatres of strife and contention, and ill-will,

which must be destrnctive of the peace and

stability of the government, as disgiaceful to

the cause of religion itself. And while it

encourages schism and separatioji, it virtually

nullifies the authority to disown the seceders,

by placing them on the same ground as if

they had continued in full fellowship and

membership. Such an interference on the

part of the legislature with the discipline of

any church or religious association, it apoears

to us, would be an invasion of its just rights,

a violation of the conscientious principles ofi

the members, and subject them to a species

of persecution, under colour of law, and thus

discourage the union of pious persons for the

woiship of the Supreme Being, and the spread-

ing of the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ.

Under a serious conviction that the bill, if

enacted and enforced, will overturn the long

settled principles of law and equity which have

hitherto governed the sacred application of

trusts, and endanger the cause of religion, it

is our sincere desire that a measure of Divine

Wisdom may influence your deliberations on

this very important subject, and that you may
reject the bill, and thereby spare the citizens

from the injurious consequences which must

flow from it.

Signed in and on behalf of a meeting of

the rcpiesentativcs of the Religious Society

of Friends commonly called Quakers, in

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &c. held in Phila-

delphia, the 3d of second month, 183.5.

Jonathan Evans, Clerh,

For "The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
Conunued from page 215.

Scarcely had our honoured friend been dis-

charged from the White Lion prison, ere he was

again arjested while engaged with his bielhren

in publicly worshipping the Almighty. On the

16th of 8th mo.itli, 1664, while preaching the

gospel in the Bull and Mouth meeting, near

Aldersgate, London, a company of men armed
with halberts came into the meeting and shut

the door after them, e.xcluding many persons

who wished to be present ; the halberdiers

stood quietly for above an hour, lirlening to

George's sermon; when one of them made an

atten)pt to pull him down, but desisted witliout

accomplishing his purpose. In a little time

the mayor came in, and a rude fellow violently

haled George down and thrust him near the

door where -the mayor was. Alderman Ri-

chard Brown, of notorious persecuting memo-
ry, then came rudely into ihe meeting, railing

and deriding Friends, and threatenmg with

abusive iansiuage to send thein to Bridewell.

George Whitehead e,\horted him and the

mayor to he moderate and civil toward Friends,

but it had little efiect, for they put him and a

number more Friends into the street, and after

keeping them standing there for some time,

sent forty-five of them, viz. twenty-nine men,

and si.xleen women, in small companies to

Newgate, without any warrant or legal pro-

ceeding.

The rage and malice of their persecutors

were so great that they seemed to be in haste to

have thera banished, and with this view, made
the terms of their imprisonment shorter, that

they might the sooner incur the sentence for

the third olTence against this wicked law, which
prohibited the worship of the Supreme Being.

The priests, magistrates and judges ap-

peared to be in league with each other, and
even where there was nothing found against

Friends but merely assembling in silence,

they continued to construe it into a breacli

of the law, and make it a ground for fine

and imprisonment. At the Hertford assizes,

Judge Bridgman in charging the jury told

them, they " were not to expect direct evi-

dence against the Quakers for any thing they

said or did at their meetings, for they might
speak to each olher though not with articulat-

ed sounds, as by a cast of the eye, a motion ol

the head or foot, or a gesture of the body."
When jurymen were foimd sufficiently ho-

nest and independent to act with fairness

toward the prisoners, altempts were made by

the judges to overrule the verdict, or awe them
hy threats into a compliance with the unholy
purposes of persecution.

This may be illustrated by the views of some
of Ihe jurymen, on the trial of a number of
Friends in London, for meeting for worship in

other manner than is allowed by the Liturgy
and practice of the Church of England.

" 'I'he jury, in the first instance, brought in

their verdict, that four of the prisoners were
not guilty, and the rest they could not agree
on. The judge (Hyde) being much displeased,

sent them out again with fresh instructions
;

they returned with this \erd'\c\, gvilly of meet-

ing, but not of fact. The judge enquiring

what they meant by not guilty of fact, the jury

replied :
' Here is evidence that they met at

the Bull and Mouth, therefore we say guilty of

meeting ; but no evidence of what they did

there, and therefore we say, not guilty of meet-
ing contrary to the Liturgy of the Church of

England.' The judge asked some of the jury,

whether thoy did not believe in their con-

sciences, that they were there under colour

and pretence of worship ? To which one of

them replied :
' I do believe in my conscience,

(hat they were met to woiship in deed and in

truth.' Another said ; 'My lord, I have that

venerable respect for the Liturgy of the Church
of England, as to believe it is according to Ihe

Scriptures, which allow of the worship of God
in spirit ; and therefore I conclude, to wor-
ship God in spirit is not contrary to the Litur-

gy ; if it be, I shall abate of my respect for

it.' "

—

Gough, vol. Z, page 129.

Such decision and good feeling were but
rarely met with in the juries of those days

;

who in general united with judges and inform-

ers, in the illegal application of unjust laws.

The king and the legislature, the judges and

the people, were combined together to oppress

tender consciences, in the support of the idol

of uniformity ;—who can wonder that such a

nation was ripe for heavy calamities !

It was observable, as well as memorable,
that as the rulers and government in those

days were often warned of the impending judg-

ments of God, if they would not desist and leave

oft' their persecutions; so when they were mak-
ing haste to have us banished out of 'the land»

and especially out of the city of London and

suburbs thereof, in the years 1664 and 1665,

and for that end the jails were often filled and
crowiled, whereby many innocent persons suf-

fered death ; God was pleased even then, in the

year 1665, to hasten his heavy judgment and
sad calamity of the great plague or raging pesti-

lence upon the said city, and some olher places

in Ihe land, whereby many thousands of the inha-

bitants died ; sometimes above six thousand in

a week, of all sorts, both of good and evil, men
and women, besides innocent children. Though
the calamity was common to all classes, yet

wero the righteous taken away from the evil

to come, and it went ill with the wicked ; but

for all this they would not return to the Lord
;

neither would the cruel persecutors repent of

their abominable cruellies, but persisted therein

as far as they could ; disturbing our meetings
and imprisoning, until they were frightened

with the plague. Even in this time there were
many of our innocent Friends confined in jails,

which seemed no small piece of baibarity and
inhumanity, especially when the contagion so

greatly prevailed in the city. I have told some
persons in authority of this cruelty, to manifest

what mercy their church then showed us, and
that men of moderation or any compassion
would be ashamed of such cruelty.

In Ihe year 1665, and in that very summer
when Ihe plague and mortality were so great,

the persecutors in London were busy to send

away Friends whom they had sentenced for

banishment, and closely detained in prison in

order thereto.

The first Friends they shipped to send away,

were Edward Brush, Robeit Hayes, and James
Harding ; who on the twenty-fourth day of the

first irionth, 1665, were early in the morning,

wilhoiit any timely warning, hurried down from
Newgate to Blackfriars stairs by the turnkeys,

and from thence to Giavesend, and there

forced on shipboard ; the said Edward Brush
being a very aged man, and a citizen of good

repute among his neighbours and many persons

of quality, yet was thus sent away and banish-

ed from his dear wife and child. But a more
lamentable instance of the persecutors' cruelty

in this undertaking was, that the said Robeit

Hayes being taken fasting out of prison, and

weak in body, having been under a course of

physic, was carried forlh upon the water to

Gravesend, the season being very cold ; and

having no outward refreshment or relief aflbrd-

ed him by Ihe way on the water, within a very

short time after he was put on shipboard he

died there ; and his body was brought up to

London and buried in our Friends' burying

place.

I knew this Robert Hayes ; he was a very

innocent, loving man, a good like person, had

a fresh, comely countenance, seemed healthy

and in his prime and strength when first impri-

soned. I was very sorrowfully afi"ected, when I

heard how quickly he was despatched out of

Ihe world by that shameful cruelty and inhu-

man usage, inflicted upon him by those merci-

less persecutors.

Edward Brush and James Harding were
sent to Jamaica, where they were prosperous
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and lived in good circumstances. Edward
Brush, a^ before mentioned, was an aged man
at the time of liis banishment, and left behind

him a beloved wife and only child ; but aged

as he was, he survived the term of his exile,

returned to his country, and died at home in

peace.

On the 18th of the second month, 1665,

seven more of our Friends were taken out of

Newgate and carried to Gravesend, and there

put on shipboard lor banishment, as the others

were before.

Not many days after those Friends were

embarked, one of the grand persecutors was

suddenly cut off by death, namely Judge Hyde ;

who, it is said, was seen well at Westminster

in the morning, and died in his closet, about

noon.

About this time the plague began to in-

crease more and more, and the first that was

known to die thereof in the city, was within a

few doors of the said Edward Brush's house.

The plague increased, until of that and other

distempers there died eight thousand in a

week in and about the city of London. Oh !

the hardheartedness, cruelty, and presumption

of our persecutors ; who in that lime of the

great calamity and mortality, in the 5th month,

1665, took fifty-five men and women, of our

Friends, out of Newgate, and forced them on

board the ship called the Black Eagle, which

lay some time at Buggby's Hole ; and the sick

ness being in Newgate, whence they were car

ried out to the ship, the distemper broke out

among them when so crowded, that the most

of them were infected ; insomuch that about

twenty-seven of them soon died on shipboard,

some at Buggby's Hole, and the rest beyond

Gravesend.

I visited these Friends and had a meeting

with them when on shipboard ; and the Lord

my God preserved me both from the distemper

and from banishment, wherein I do humbly

confess his power and special providence, to

his own praise and glory alone.

Having some times of respite between my
imprisonments, before the sickness in London,

1 travelled to visit our Friends in the country,

and sometimes into the northern counties ; and

near the beginning of that summer, 1665, when
the pestilence was begun in London, I was in

the county of Surrey, and having a meeting at

John Smith's house at Worplesdon, his brother

Stephen Smith and his wife, &c., came to the

meeting ; where Stephen and his wife were

convinced of the truth, which the Lord enabled

roe to declare, and livingly to demonstrate, at

that time, as at many other times and meet-

ings.

I soon came to London, and my lodging

was at the house of William Travers, tobacco-

nist, in Watling Street.

It was a time of great calamity and sorrow,

to many thousands of all sorts ; and that which

added to our Friends' affliction was, the hard-

ness of our persecutors' hearts, their cruelty

and barbarity in imprisoning and detaining

many of them both in Newgate, London, and

in the White Lion prison in Southwark, after

the plague was greatly broken forth, and many
people were swept away thereby.

I had not then freedom to leave the city, or

Friends in and about London, in that time of

great calamity, no, not when the mortality v/as

at the height ; but was concerned and given

up in spirit to stay among them to attend

Friends' meetings, to visit Friends, even when

many of them lay sick of the contagion, both

prison and in their habitations. And in all

that time the Lord preserved me by his power,

from that infectious distemper ; which mercy

I esteemed great and wonderful, and hope ever

thankfully to remember, in a living sense of

the same Divine Hand which upheld and pre-

served me.
And although it was judged the prisons

were then infected and poisoned with the con-

tagion, I was freely given up to suffer imprison-

ment ; and on first-days took my night-cap in

my pocket when I went to meetiiigs, not

knowing but I might be apprehended and

committed to prison. However, the Lord gave

me faith to be resigned to his will, either to

live or to die for his name and truth's sake

and through all those dangers and difficulties,

to bear my testimony in faithfulness to his

blessed power and light of righteousness ; and

He thereby sustained and wonderfully pre-

.scrved my life, when the cry and sound of

mortality was round about us, from one end

and side of the city to another.

As the contagion and sickness increased

many of our persecutors were so terrified, that

their hands were for some time weakened; yet

still many of them were so hardened that they

were resolved to proceed against us unta ba-

nishment ; as when Pharaoh saw there was

respite, he hardened his heart, so did our per-

secutors, when the calamity did not come up-

on themselves : though they saw how it was

abroad in the world, greatly destroying the in-

habitants thereof: for it was observed in the

weekly bill, that when the plague was most

hot and violent in and about London, seven

thousand one hundred and sixty-five died there-

of in one week ; and in that year, 1665, of the

same distemper, sixty-eight thousand five hun-

dred and ninety-six, according to the yearly

bill.

I was then deeply concerned in my spirit

for our Friends to visit both such of them as

were sick in prison and out of prison, even

when some of them were very near death ; be-

ing often in great suffering and travail of spirit,

with earnest prayer and fervent supplications

to God for them, who were sufferers by im-

prisonment and this visitation, that God would

appear for them and plead their innocent

cause, and afford them speedy help and deliver-

ance. Being then a witness of that love which

casts out fear, through the great mercy and

love of my Heavenly Father manifested in his

dear Son, I was not afraid to visit my friends

when sick and in infected prisons. The Lord

did support and bear up my spirit in living

faith, true and fervent love, above the fear of

death or the contagious distemper, and my life

was resigned and given up, in the will of Him
who gave if, for my friends and brethren ; for

whose sake true Christian love would engage

us to lay down our lives to save theirs, if re-

quired of the Lord so to manifest our unfeigned

love one for another; and the Lord gave us

great consolation, comfort, and courage ; hav-

ing received certain testimony and evidence in

our hearts, of thp love of God which we did-

partake of in Christ Jesus, from which we be-

lieved no wrath of man, no persecutions, cala-

mities, nor distresses should separate us.

In those times of severe trials, those ques-

tions and answers given by the apostle, Rom.
viii. 36, &c. were often remembered :

'• Who
shall separate us from the love of C h Asl 1 Shall

tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or fa-

mine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? As it

is written : For Thy sake we are killed all the

day long ; we are accounted as sheep for the

slaughter. Nay, in all these things we are

more than conquerors through Him that loved

us : Ibr I an> persuaded, that neither death nor

life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,

nor things present, nor things to come, nor
height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

shall be able to separate js from the love of

God, which is in Christ Jesus, our Lord."

For " The Friend."

MISSIONS.

The present period is so remarkable for the

number and extent of missionary undertak-

ings, that it has frequently been styled " the

age of missions"—and while the different reli-

gious societies around us are actively eng?.g-

ed in promoting these efforts, there are those

who cannot understand why Friends decline

co-operating in them. There is something

peculiarly attractive in the self-devotion, the

fortitude, and patient perseverance amid un-

numbered hardships and difficulties, which

characterise those who voluntarily renounce

their kindred and country to enter on those ar-

duous labours in a foreign clime; and the nar-

ratives of their sufferings and privations; of

dangers encountered, of deliverances vouch-

safed, and of the results flowing from their

zealous efforts, produce an effect on the

mind, especially of young persons, little less

exciting than the highly wrought tales of ro-

mance. All these accompaniments are cal-

culated to win our favour and elicit our ap-

plause, and care is necessary lest the warmth
of imagination and feeling disturb the sober

exercise of a sound discretion and judgment
which ought ever to be preserved in examin-

ing a subject of so much importance.

In reviewing the grounds on which the So-

ciety of Friends rests its objections to a coa-

lescence with other Christian professors in

missions, it is important that we should ap-

proach them with a calm and dispassionate

mind, free from all excitement or preju-

dice, lest, under the influence of a momentary
impulse, we should hastily form "an opinion

which would not bear the scrutiny of mature
deliberation, nor stand the test of revealed

truth.

Whoever calmly considers the character

which the Society has long sustained, the

views which it entertains respecting the call

and qualification of a gospel minister, or its

belief in the spirituality of the Christian reli-

gion, must, we think, be satisfied that neither

bigotry nor sectarianism, a lack of Christian

benevolence, nor yet a supine indifference to

the welfare of souls or the spread of the Re-
deemer's kingdom, ought to, or can fairly, be
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inferred from the conscientious obligations

whicii Friends feel as regards supporting or

encouraging missions in the manner in whici)

they ordinarily originate and are conducted.

It may be proper to premise that the writer

entertains no unkind feehng toward the minis-

ters of any religious denomination. lie be-

lieves tliere are among them disciples of the

Lord Jesus, who have entered on the sacred

office of tlie ministry in the persuasion that

they were divinely called to it, and with sin-

cere desires for the salvation of their fellow

men. He doubts not but among these may
be found men, who, uninfluenced by the love

of distinction, or popularity, or by prospects

of temporal reward, go forth on missionary

errands under apprehensions of religious duty,

and labour in their vocation, with the hope of

gathering souls to Christ—and that it may be
consistent with the will of the great Head of

the Christian church at times to bless the la-

bours of those, he freely admits.

But while ready to concede all this, and to

commend these servants 'o '''ii' Lord and
Master to whom they must stand or fall, he

fully believes that it would be directly at va-

riance with the acknowledged principles of

Friends to unite in their engagements, or con-

tribute to their support. We believe that it is

the prerogative of Christ alone to call, and
qualify, and ordain the ministers of his gospel,

to teach them what to speak in his name to

the people, and to appoint to each the sphere

of his ministerial labours. He did so in the

case of his immediate disci[)les and apostles,

informing them that without Him they covld

do nothing, and although they had the benefit,

not only of the Jewish Scriptures, but of his

own blessed example and instruction during

ail the period that they consorted with him,

yet, when about to leave in their charge the

promulgation of that gospel which he had

sealed with his own precious blood, he com-
manded them " not to depart from Jerusalem,

but to wait for the promise of the Father, for

they should be baptised with the Holy Ghost
not many days hence; and should receive

power after that the Holy Ghost was come
upon them, and then should be witnesses for

him to the uttermost parts of the earth."

The great apostle to the gentiles declares

that hi? ministry was not of man, neither did he

receive it of man, neither was he taught it but

by the revelation of Jesus Christ, and that the

things which were thus freely given of God to

him and his fellow believers, they preached,

not in the words which man's wisdom teach-

eth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth.

We find also that in fulfilling their minis-

terial duties, they were guided by Divine di-

rection as to the places where they should

labour. Thus when the chief counsellor of

the Ethiopian queen was lo be converted to

Christianity, Philip received a Divine com-

mand to arise and go toward the south, and as

the chariot approached the Spirit said to him.

Go and join thyself to this chariot. When
the devout Cornelius was to be more perfectly

instructed in the way of life and salvation,

Peter was directed to arise and go with the

messengers, nothing doubting. While the

church at Antioch ministered to the Lord and

fasted, the Holy Ghost said, " Separate me
Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto 1

have called them: and when the brethren had
prayed with them, they sent them away." It

is remarkable that the sacred iiistorian, in

speakitig of their departure, repeats the cir-

cumstance of their being thus supernaturally

selected, as if to render it doubly emphatic,

and assigns it as the reason of their going, for

he observes, " So they, being sentforth by the

Holy Ghost, departed unto Seleucia." While
Paul and Silas were prosecuting their apostolic

mission, by the Divine blessing on which, the

churches were established in the faith and in-

creased in number daily, they were arrested

in their intended course, and " forbidden of

the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia,"

and " after they were come tolllyria, they as-

sayed to go into Bilhynia, but the Spirit suf-

fered them not." So when the church in

Macedonia required the fostering care of

these faithful servants of the Lord Jesus, Paul

was favoured with a vision from heaven to di-

rect him, and "immediately they endeavoured

lo go thither, assuredly gathering that the

Lord had called them to preach the gospel

unto them."
Numerous instances might be adduced of

similar import, but these are sufficient to

establish the fact, that not only v;ith reference

lo the call to the ministry, but the manner and

place of exercising it, the apostles and primi-

tive believers waited for, and depended en-

tirely upon, the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

The Society of Friends believe that as this

was necessary for those eminently gifted men,
it is no less so for all true Christian ministeis

at the present day,—that no man can preach
the gospel unless called of God, as were the

apostles, taught of Him the mysteries of salva-

tion, and immediately directed by the Holy
Spirit, when, where, and what to declare to his

auditory. Such can say of a truth, " Though
I preach the gospel, I have nothing to gloiy

of—for necessity is laid upon me, yea, woe is

unto me if I preach not the gospel."

If now we compare these scriptural views

with those which obtain among the generality

of other Christian professors on the same sub-

ject, we should find a wide and irreconcilable

difierence. Jlany who assume the office of

the ministry, not only make no pretensions to

a divine call thereto, but totally deny that im-

mediate and sensible communication of the

will of God through the Holy Spirit, by which

alone the knowledge of such a special call

could be obtained. The necessity of pursuing

some avocation which may yield a livelihood,

and a concurrence of circumstances consider-

ed favourable to this calling, or the mere arbi-

trary will or fancy of parents, are frequently,

and indeed, mostly, the occasion of entering

on this responsible office. I am aware that

there are those who profess to believe them-

selves divinely called to the station ; but their

views when examined, are extremely vague

and inconsistent, amounting lo very little more
than the answer given by no less a dignitary

than a bishop, when asked the meaning of

that part of the liturgy where the candidate

for the ministry declares himself moved
thereto by the Holy Ghost ; his reply was,

that the candidate was moved to become
a priest just as the enquirer was to become
a tailor. Indeed a moment's reflection must
convince any impartial mind, that those who
reject the doctrines of the immediate guidance
of the Spirit of Truth, cannot, in any clear or

scriptural sense, believe in a divine call, spe-

cially extended to any individual, either to as-

sume the ministerial functions, or lo direct his

labours to any particular place or country.

No less discrepancy appears, between our
views and those entertained by other denomi-
nations, as to the qualifications of ministers.

The study of divinity, and a knowledge of an-

cient languages, are generally considei ed neces-

sary preparatives, and with a profession of
religion and a moral life, and a participation of
the ordinances, (so called,) are the only requi-

sites for ordination or license. The ministra-

tion of the word also, is viewed as a more
eSort of the intellectual powers of man, with-

out immediate direction or suggestion from
the Spirit of Truth ; consequently, the minis-

ter may prepare his sermon beforehand, either

from his own memory and ingenuity, or he
may borrow from the industry of others, and
thus deliver to the people as the word of the

Lord that which is the mere production of hu-

man contrivance and imagination. No pre-

tence is made to divine impression or influence

to suggest matter adapted to the states of tlie

auditory, and the idea of seeking or waiting for

it in silence is ridiculed and rejected. That
silent, reverent waiting on the Lord, which
constitutes so delightful and profitable a part

of our devotional exercises, and which is pe-

culiarly fitting a dependent and helpless crea-

ture, is entirely set at naught. Tiie minister

engages to preach whenever the congregation
assemble for worship ; it is part of his contract

with them, and whatever may bo the frame of
his mind, however foreign from so solemn a
service, still it must be performed. Prayer is

likewise made with similar views ; whether the

sacred sceptre be stretched forth, and the

spirit of supplication poured out, or otherwise,

the petition must be offered, without reference

to the immediate motions of that blessed Spi-

rit which helpeth our infirmities, and teacheth

how to pray aright.

With respect to a call to any particular

place, it generally consists either in an invita-

tion from the congregation, or the choice of
the minister, arising from a preference to the

people or location, or what is often no less at-

tractive, a larger pecuniary compensation.

An important testimony held by the Society

of Friends is that against a hireling ministry, and

it is one which no other religious denomina-

tion that I am acquainted with, fully maintain.

We believe that the gift of the gospel ministry

is freely conferred on those whom Christ calls

and ordains for the service, and that agreeably

to his own declaration, having freely received,

they are to give freely, and to exercise the gift

bestowed under his own immediate direction,

without receiving any pecuniary reward. But
the ministers of other denominations, so far

from this, decline the exercise of their func-

tions entirely, unless they are paid : thus mak-
ing the preaching of the gospel to depend on

money, and depriving all those of its be.nefit who
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may be too poor to pay for it, unless the cha-

rities of others are called forth to purchase it

for them. That man who has been ordained

from ahove to the ministry, and whom the love

of Christ constrains to preach the glad tidings

of salvation to sinners, who feels the dignity of

the office, the vast importance of the subject,

and the awful responsibility which rests on

him, dare not withhold and be silent, merely

because man may decline paying him what he

considers an adequate salary for his services.

Yet if we admit the views which obtain among
professors generally, such must be the result,

and the preaching of the gospel may be sold

and bought.

In stating these views the writer wishes

to be distinctly understood as laying down
the general rule only. He is aware that there

may be cases which form exceptions to many
of the objectionable opinions he has noticed,

though even the most enlightened, pious, and

spiritually minded, entertain sentiments upon
several of these points entirely incompatible

with the views of Friends.

Another important view of this interesting

subject remains to be noticed. When our

blessed Lord, by the exertion of his almighty

power, miraculously rose from the dead and

ascended up on high, ho not only led captivity

captive, but also gave gifts unto men. In the

uncontrolled operations of the Holy Spirit,

these gifts are dispensed to the members of

his church for its edification and comfort,

without respect to age, sex, or rank in life,

but simply according to the will and appoint-

ment of the ever blessed Head. There are

diversities of gifts but the same Spirit, and
that one self-same Spirit divideth to every

man severally as He will. Of these gifts we
have good cause, both from Scripture autho-

rity and our own experience, to believe, that

the Christian ministry is poured out on botii

male and female, according to the evangelical

prophecy recorded by Joel, and referred to by

the Apostle Peter at that memorable afi'usion

of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost.

"And it shall come to pass in the last days

(said God) I will pour out of my spirit upon
all flesh, and your sons and your daughters

shall prophesy, and your young men shall see

visions, and your old men shall dream dreams:

And on my servants, and on my handmaidens,
I will pour out in those days of my spirit, and

they shall prophesy."
Where an assembly is reverently waiting

upon and worshipping the Lord, it may be

consistent with his counsel, by the immediate

agency of the Holy Spirit, to move upon the

hearts of several to declare his will to the

people by way of public ministry, or vocally

to address him in prayer on behalf of the as-

sembly. The apostle carries out this Chris-

tian liberty to an extent commensurate with

that of the congregation itself, " for," says

he, "ye may all prophecy one by one, that

all may learn and all be comforted."
But the principles held by nearly all pro-

fessions, except Friends, are entirely at va-

riance with these views, and restrict the ope-

rations of the Holy Spirit, and the dilTusion

of its precious gifts, to extremely narrow
limits, and even subject them to the arbitrary

dictation and will of man. No man may
preach or pray in the public assemblies for

divine worship, unless he has studied for the

ministry and been ordained or licensed, and

the female sex are totally excluded from all

participation in the sacred functions. What-
ever, therefore, may be the exercises of pious

persons present, however strong and clear

the Divine command inwardly communicated,
to preach or pray, they are forbidden to obey

—the appointed minister only must address

the Most High, or exhort the assembly.

A calm and unprejudiced consideration

of these unscriptural views and practices,

must satisfy our minds that their tendency is

not only to lessen the dignity, destroy the

usefulness, and lower the standard, of the

Christian ministry, but to circumscribe the

operation of the Holy Spirit and submit the

government of Christ in his church to the

will and wisdom of fallen men—to make the

preaching of the gospel of life and salvation

dependent on human learning and pecuniary

considerations, and to lay waste the S[iirituality

and purity of the religion of Jesus Christ.

The observations here made on the minis-

try generally, are applicable to the selection,

ordination, and preaching of missionaries;

and they constitute sound and Scriptural rea-

sons why Friends cannot unite in encouraging

or promoting their labours, nor yet attend on

the preaching of those who remain at home.
The whole system is at variance with our

view of the gospel dispensation, and of that

ministry which Christ Jesus appoints in his

church, and therefore cannot be countenanced
by us, without a direct and palpable violation

of our acknowledged principles.

In a future number I propose to make some
further observations on the subject.

J. G.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH, 25, 1835.

This being the week of our Yearly Meet-
ing, our arrangements, in accordance with

our own convenience in regard to a regular

attendance, have been such, that the paper

will go to press somewhat in advance of the

usual time; consequently we shall defer to

next week what may appear requisite or ex-

pedient to say in reference to the interesting

occasion, and its attending circumstances;

contenting ourselves for the present, merely

with observing, that the meeting is large, and

that we have the acceptable company of seve-

ral, ministers and others, from most or all of

the yearly meetings on this continent.

It is well known that the subject of slavery

has latterly undergone much discussion in

some parts of the United States, in which we
have apprehended too much intemperance

has, at times, appeared. The evil, indeed,

exists to a most affecting and disgraceful ex-

tent; but hard words, and resentful feelings,

instead of convincing the slaveholder of the

iniquity of slavery, may produce a counter

action in his mind, terminating in the resolu-

tion to resist any means employed to abolish
it. Sevei-al essays on the subject have of late

been offered for insertion in this Journal, and
we wish it to be understood, that while we
are disposed to encourage a dispassionate and
Christian development of this enormous evil,

we cannot lend the columns of this paper for

the purpose of arraying one advocate for the

African's rights against another, or giving

currency to epithets and sentiments which
may create hostile and angry feelings.

If our sheet for this week contain less

variety than usual, our readers will find a full

equivalent in the importance of some, and
the instructive tendency of other parts of the
matter. The remaining papers connected
with the insidious attempt of the Hicksites
to obtain a law favourable to their wishes in

the state of New Jersey, will appear in our
next.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

An annual meeting of Haverford School
Association, will be held in the committee-
room of Friends' meeting house on Arch
street, on second day, the 11th of fifth month
next, at four o'clock, p. m.

George Stewardson, Secretary.

Philadelphia, 4th mo. 25th, 1835.

A stated meeting of the Female Branch of
the Auxiliary Bible Association of Friends in

Philadelphia quarterly meeting, will be held

on the 30th inst. at 4 o clock, P. M., at the

Depository, No. 30, North Fourth street.

Acfent Appointed.—Job Sherman, Newport,
Rhode Island.

The tolls received on the Schuylkill Na-
vigation, for the week ending April 11th,

amounted to gl0,896 35,

—

Am. D. Adver.

Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal.—When this

important work is completed, the communi-
cation from Lake Erie to the ocean, by the

way of the Pennsylvania canal, Harrisburg,

Lancaster, and Columbia rail road, will be
from four to six weeks earlier in the spring,

and four weeks later in the fall, than by any
other route, as a rcfei-ence to the map at the

Exchange will siiow.

—

ib.

Married, on fifth, day the 16th inst. at Friends'
meeting- house, Hoishani, Charles H. Shoemaker, of
ClieUcnham, to Mary S. daughter of Arnold Boone.

in Friends' meeting-, at Providence, R. I.,

on the 16th instant, Samuel J. Gdmmere, to Abby,
youngest daughter of John Griscom, all of Providence.

Died, on the 13th ult. at his residence in Hector,
Tompkins county. New Yorls, Jesse Mekeel, in the
5Ist year of his age, of a lingering illness, and but a
few days' confinement, breathing his last as one fall-

ing into a sweet sleep. He was an elder, and an ex-
emplary and useful member of the Society of Friends,
ajid has left a good savour behind him.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
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OBSERVATIONS ON SLAVERY. NO. 3.

"If I build again those things which I destroyed, I

make niysolf an offender."

It is a remarkable circumstance, that a peo-

ple so proud and jealous of the blessings of

freedom as those of the United States un-

doubtedly are, should tolerate such an anoma-
ly in their system as personal slavery. Tliat

slavery should be suffered to exist in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, over which the general

government possesses exclusive authority, is

certainly a stain upon our national character.

The circumstances of that porlion of our terri-

tory appear to me to demand a greater share

of public attention than they are accustomed

to receive. Being under the exclusive juris-

diction of congress, and the authority of that

body being derived from the people at large,

it is tinquestionably our right and our duty to

see that the legislation there should be founded

on the principles of immutable justice. If we
really are wiiat we profess to be, the most free

and enlightened nation on the globe, that dis-

trict ought to be a model of government,—

a

place where the principles on which we as-

sumed our station among the nations of the

world, should be maintained in all their parts,

where no local usages should be permitted to

tarnish the lustre of our free inslitulions.

Let us suppose some learned brahmin, a

Rhamohun Rhoy, or other inhabitant of the

east, educated in all liie superstition and idola-

try of his native land, to be induced to read

the New Testament ; and from a careful ex-

amination of its contents, to become convinced

of the tnillis of the Christian religion ;—let

us imagine such a one, sickened and disgust-

ed with the abominations, religious, moral,

and polilical, which paganism had introduced

and maintained in the land of his birth, to

extend his enquiries to the west, where pagan-

ism has been driven from civilised society, and

the doctrines of the gospel been universally

received. He would probably find in the po-

litical establishments of Europe, to whatever

part of it he might direct his enquiries, some-

thing which he could not easily reconcile with

the precepts of the New Testament : the con-

sistency of privileged classes and hereditary

nobility with the declaration, one is your mas-

ter, even Christ, and all ye are brethren, would

perhaps not be very obvious to him. Possibly

he might be at a loss to discover in what way
tied and salaried clergy, exacting their

tithes from those who never attended upon
their ministry, could be proved to be the suc-

cessors of those disciples who were sent forth

to preach the gospel, under the injunction,

" freely ye have received, freely give." Nor
is it improbable that the union of church and
state, might appear incompatible with the de-

claration, " My kingdom is not of this world.''

But if his enquiries should extend beyond the

Atlantic, and the people of these United Slates

be brought into view, here he would find the

natural equality of man loudly proclaimed by

the highest authority of the nation; the una-

lienable right which every man possesses, to

use and enjoy the gifts which his Creator has

bestowed upon him, would here be seen en-

graved on the pillars of our political fabric.

He would learn that our government was
established for the express purpose of secur-

ing to ourselves and to posterity, the enjoy-

ment of these unalienable rights. That no

hereditary nobility existed here ; that all the

officers of government held their stations, di-

rectly or indirectly, from the choice of the

people at large. That our legislatures them-

selves, equally with their fellow-citizens, were
subject to the laws which they enacted. And
finally, that no ecclesiastical tyranny was ad-

mitted here, but every man was allowed to

worship the God of the Christians in such

manner as might correspond with the persua-

sion of his own mind. He would very natu-

rally conclude, that here at last the principles

of the gospel were interwoven into the system
of society ; here the doctrines of the New
Testament were reduced to practice ; here

was a national system, framed by a Christian

community, in an enlightened age, to perpetu-

ate the blessing of civil and religious freedom

to themselves and their posterity.

Under this view of the subject, it would not

be surprising if our eastern sage should incline

to share with us so valuable an inheritance.

And where, but to the very centre of civilisa

tion, the district which enjoyed the presence and
protection of the general government, the p

culiar inheritance of congress, in whose leg

lation nothing was permitted to control the

operations of the united wisdom of the land,

could he go to see, in its brightest colours, the

cynosure of human institutions. Let us view

him safely arrrived in this western paradise,

acquiring as rapidly as imagination can follow

him, a knowledge of the laws and usages of

the district. Let him learn that the prisons

were chiefly employed to receive and secure

the victrms of a traffic in the persons of men,

—

that thousands of slaves were annuallv collect-

ed in the surrounding country, and secured in

the prisons of that district ; that when a cargo
was concentrated, they were shipped ofiT to a
distant section of this republic, to be sold like

horses or hogs to the highest bidder ; that the

keepers of these prisons were paid for their

services out of the public treasury; that the

victims of this cruel traffic were not criminals,

but the descendants of people who, in former
times, were torn from their native soil, and
sold in this land of Christianity and equal
rights ; that the trade by which these slaves or
their ancestors were brought here, was now pro-

hibited by the authority of congress ; and that

every American citizen who was found en-

gaged in the traffic, and every man of any
nation foimd employed in an American vessel

engaged in its prosecution, was denounced as

a pirate, and executed as an enemy to the hu-

man race ; that notwithstanding this denuncia-

tion of the trade, the slavery which sprung
from it was still maintained in half the states

composing our confederated republic ; that

the trade of which the district of Columbia
was the centre, was entirely legal ; that peti-

tion after petition for its abolition had been
presented to congress, but that even a respect-

ful hearing was scarcely afforded to them
;

that any man found in the northern part of
the district, whose features and complexion
betrayed an African origin, was liable to be
seized as a fugitive slave, and in case he could

not prove his title to freedom, to be sold into

slavery ; that when thus arrested, if he should

prove himself legally free, he was compelled to

pay the expense of his detention and trial, or,

in case of refusal or inability, was liable to be
sold as a slave. Our eastern visiter learning

all this, if ho could have patience to learn it,

must conclude that what he had heard of our
liberal principles and free institutions, was
false as the Arabian Nights Entertainments, or

that we were the most inconsistent people

on the face of the globe ; our Christianity

must appear hollow and carious; and he would
probably hasten back to the land of his na-

tivity, if not to the idolatry in which he was
educated.

Adverting again to the principles announced
in the Declaration of Independence, we ob-

serve, that the right of dissolving our connec-
tion with (he mother country, was avowedly
deduced from the right to personal freedom

;

that the latter was declared to be unalienable,

and derived immediately from the Creator him-

self. That celebrated declaration was closed

with these pathetic expressions, " And for the

support of this declaration, tcith a firm reli-

ance on the protection of Divine Providence,

we mutually pledge to each other, our lives,

our fortunes, and our sacred honour." Now,
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on what was that reliance founded, but upon

a conviction of the justice of the cause ? and

whence this conviction, but an unwavering

belief that the principles announced were per-

fectly correct ? And what did they pledge

themselves to support ? Surely they did not

limit the pledge to the renunciation of British

authority; the principles on which that renun-

ciation was founded were certainly included.

Had these patriot statesmen been charged with

a design to claim these rights themselves, but

to deny them to others ; had they been told

that these principles were intended to apply to

the present emergency, but to be totally re

nounced and denied when the power of op
pression fell into their own hands, can we
doubt that they would have repelled the charge

as a malicious impeachment of their sacred

honour ? When tlie people at large supported

that declaration, they unquestionably adopted

the principle as well as the conclusion. They
assumed it with all its consequences and re-

sponsibilities. How then can we evade the

conclusion, that where the power of the gene
ral government extends, there they are pledged

to give practical effect to principles so repeat-

edly and solemnly declared. The power of con-

gress is the power of their constituents. Let
the people at large, or a majority of them, de-

clare that slavery shall not be tolerated within

the district of Columbia, and the shackles must
fidi from the hands of the slave. Let them
declare that the slave trade shall cease wher
ever the laws of congress are competent to its

annihilation, and the metropolis of the union
will cease to be the centre of that odious

trafBc. This requires no violence; the peace-

ful yet decided expression of the public will is

all that the case requires. The manner of its

accomplishment would necessarily be the sub-

ject of deliberation, in which ample room
would be found for the exercise of sound dis

cretion. But unless we mean to desert and
renounce our principles, the question of the

final extinction of slavery appears already set'

tied ; our own declaration contains its unqua
lified condemnation. The people of the free

states must commence the work, if it is ever

to be peacefully accomplished. To wait for

those of the south to lead the way in this mo
mentous engagement, would be, I fear, like

the conduct of the clown who waited for the

waters of the Severn to pass, so as to allow

him to cross on dry ground.

If the fathers of our independence could

rely on the protection of Divine Providence,

in their arduous contest for the establishment of

their own freedom, surely we may rationally

hope for the same protection when we are la-

bouring to extend it to others. Difficulties

may present, but what great object was ever

accomplished without exertion ? The slothful

can always find a lion in the way ; and no
doubt in this case some roaring might bt

heard. But " sound kills not," and threaten'

ing, however loud, is nothing but sound. A
work of Christian benevolence, prudently ma
naged, and steadily pursued, can hardly fail of
success

;
political consistency and religious

duty require the effort. Let not a timid policy,

and the terrors of our own creation, deter us

from the performance of our duty. E. L.

LETTERS FROM EUROPE.

' The Friend.'

NO. IV.

Paris, 9m-). 1834.

My dear E.

I visited, a few days ago, the palaces and

royal gardens at Versailles, and as I viewed
them during many hours with wonder and

astonishment, could exclaim with the Queen
of Sheba, that the one half had not been told

me. By recollecting the beauty and extent

of our capitol at Washington, and comparin;

its trifling cost with that of the Chateau de
Versailles—one hundred and seventy-five mil
lions of dollais—thou wilt see that but an
imperfect idea can be formed of the wonder
ful extent and magnificence of the latter

We first entered the chapel—a large room
;

lace are particularly beautiful. A dispute

arose between Louis XIV. and Louvois, re-

specting one of the windows, and Le Notre,

the architect, decided in favour of the former.

The minister was so greatly incensed that he
resolved to make himself more necessary

than ever to his master, and involved him in

the war of 1688, which made his throne totter

to its basis. The garden or park of the Petit

Trianon is laid out in the English style, where,

instead of grand, but fatiguing uniformity,

a succession of new and unexpected objects

charms and astonishes the beholder. The
most interesting object in the Petit Trianon,

is the chamber of the unfortunate and com-
paratively excellent Josephine. It is quite

small, and entirely lined with white and pale

blue satin ; the bed is small also, and the

the walls and ceilings are covered with gild- 1
curtains, made of gauze figured with gold,

ing, sculpture and rich paintings, and the floor i
are supported by two gilded pillars,

is composed of marble mosaic work, far more I intended to visit Malmaison, where Jo-

beautiful than any I have seen elsewhere, sephine resided after the divorce, but it is at

The opera room for the entertainment of the! present in the possession of a private gentle-

court is also very gorgeous with sculpture, '
man. Notwithstanding the extraordinary ex-

gilding, and paintings; and in size is about! tent, magnificence and beauty of the palaces

the same as our hall of representatives. The
i

and gardens of Versailles, 1 imagine icw can
grand gallery is nearly aOO feet in length, and view them without experiencing painful im-

is said to be one of the most remarkable in

Europe for the beauty of its paintings; but of

the morality of some of them I can say little.

The view from the western front of the palace

overwhelms one by a combination of the

amazing grandeur which nature has bestowed,

pressions. The whole is a vast and splendid
solitude—something is wanted every where;
it is like a deserted home—we look in vain

for the cordial welcome ; there is no life or
reality about it; yet, I do not know that I

was ever before so suhlirnely affected by any
with all that the art, and taste, and desire of; scenery in which the hand of man was con-
man could obtain for two centuiies past, spicuous. But as I walked from grove to

Every thing is on a grand scale—from the! grove, and saw new objects of delight and
terrace, which is forty or fifty feet above the! admiration, I felt that my pleasure would be
grounds around, the country gradually de- doj^Wed could I sAare it with some dear friend,

scends for several miles into a rich and beau-i We are thus taught that perfect enjoyment
tiful valley; then hills arise in the distance; cannot be derived from all that earth can be-
the whole scene variegated with forests, lakes,

|

stow. When I stood at the foot of the awful
and verdant fields. Avenues, several miles Niagara, and looked upward at its descending
in length, radiate from the palace towards torrent; and when I sat upon the heights

every point, through the closely planted parks above, and beheld the mighty river hurrying
of lofty trees. Statues, fountains, artificial grot- 1

onward amidst foam and thunder, and plung-

tos and cataracts, and parterres, every where | ing into the fearful gulf below, my soul was
delight the eye and the imagination. The

|

involuntarily raised to the Great Author of
ornngerie c<jntains about eleven hundred all things—my swelling heart sought relief in

trees, beautifully arranged; they re from
fifty to four hundred years old, and some
have attained a great size, though the tops

are clipped to make them uniform. In the

winter the trees are drawn on wheels into

the vaults under the terrace. The Grand
Trianon and the Petit Trianon are two exten-

sive palaces a mile from the Chateau de Ver-

sailles, in the gardens, or as they would be the confines of reason, it will descend
called in England, parks. The Grand Trianon
consists of a ground floor only; it is built of

beautiful marble, and though originally in-

tended merely for collations, was afterwards

tears, and I had most feelingly to adopt the

language of the psalmist,—" Great and mar-
vellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty;
just and true arc thy ways, thou King of
saints." Yet in the midst of all this intensity

of feeling, this sublime enjoyment, such is

the constitution of the mind of man, that, as
if fearful of being carried in its flight beyond

stinctively, and niingle with some earthborn
thoughts. The Jardin du Roi, or, as it is

usually called, the Garden of Plants, was the
next object I visited. This is on the south

occupied as a royal residence, and remains bank of the Seine, at the eastern extremity
furnished as Napoleon and Maria Louisa left of the city. It was founded by Louis XIII.,

it. There would scarcely be an end to the 'in 1626, covers eighty-four acres of ground,
examination of the splendid furniture and or- and is enriched by the contribution of travel-

naments, the paintings, vases. Gobelin tapestry lers and of botanists employed to collect spe-

and curious sculpture. The walls of the em- cimens from every quarter of the earth. It is

press' bedchamber are covered with mirrors, ! not a botanical garden merely, but contains

and the bed itself is superb. Napoleon's, also a menagerie, an aviary, and many large

chamber is also shown, and his bed, in which buildings appropriated to collections in the

no one has slept since he left it in 1813.
|

mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms.
The flower gardens connected with this pa-|The enclosures for the animals are, as much
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as possible, formed to suit tlieir native state

and habits—the goats have rocks to climb;
the bears their trees, and the elephant was
enjoying the luxury of a bath in a deep pool

within his precincts. Here I first saw the

giraffe or cameleopard, a beautiful animal of

very singular form. As its name implies, it

approaches the camel in shape, and the leo-

pard in colour. Its fore legs arc nearly twice
the length of the hind ones, and though his

neck is remarkably long, he cannot put his

nose to the ground without opening his fore-

feet very widely and advancing one of them
much forward. When he stood with his head
raised, we supposed it was nearly eighteen

feet high.

The cabinet of natural history contains one
of the largest collections in the world. The
botanic gallery is stored with every kind of

wood, bark, roofs, &c. and has 25,000 kinds

of plants. There are 12,000 anatomical pre-

parations in the cabinet of anatomy, compris-

ing the skeletons and organs of all kinds of

animals, and every race of men. One of the

enclosures in the garden exhibits every va-

riety of soil and cultivation to ascertain their

comparative value and qualities ; another con-

tains standard specimens of fruit trees and all

the vegetables which are used as food by
man. Every description of fence, hedge and
ditch is used for the several enclosures. The
botanic department contains 6500 kinds of

plants, all distinctly labelled. The green

and hot-houses are rich with the productions

of every clinic, and the whole establishment

is an ornament to the city, and an honour to

the nation. Like all other public and benevo-

lent institutions in Paris, this is open to the

citizens almost every day, and to strangers at

all times on showing their passports. The mar-

ket of flowers deserves the notice of strangers.

It is held throughout the year on a broad quay,

on the south bank of the river, in the centre

of the city, having four rows of beautiful

trees and two fountains. I never saw a more
beautiful sight than this presented the bright

morning I visited it. Eveiy flower of the

season was there in profusion, both in bou-

quets and in pots, and great taste was dis-

played in the arrangements.

The hotel at which I lodge, being near the

gardens of the Tuileries, I frequently walk

through them, both in the day and evening,

observing the thousands who are generally

found there, and enjoying the singular beau-

ties of the place. Strange as it may seem, it

is true, that one may find the seclusion and

solitude of a forest in the centre of Paris.

This is in the extensive park of elm and horse-

chestnut trees in the middle of the gardens. In

front of the palace, is the private garden of

the king, only separated from the public walks

by a sunk wall and a low iron railing. Flow-

ers in endless variety, are cultivated, along the

borders of the alleys, and though all classes

and hundreds of children walk amongst them,

nothing is injured. P^very evening about sun-

set, the military band comes out of the palace

into the Grand Alley, and with the first sound

of the music, thousands of well dressed peo-

ple are seen advancing towards the spot from

every quarter. I am no amateur in music,

having never learned a tunc, but I am not in-

sensible to its charms and powers, and cer-

tainly never in my life did I listen to such de-

lightful and animating sounds as the citizens

of Paris here enjoy. I often walk through
the garden of the Palais Royal, but (he cha-

racter of this is quite different from those of

the Tuileries and Luxembourg. The palace

itself (the private property of the king) is

converted into an immense bazaar of little,

but elegant shops, salerooms, restaurateurs,

cafes, and those celebrated establishments,

called the dens or hells of the Palais Royal,
which are licensed for gambling, and every
other species of vice. The garden is a paral-

lelogram of seven hundred feet by three hun-

dred within the palace, and being planted with

trees and flowers, and ornamented with foun-

tains and numerous lamps, it presents, on a

fine evening, one of the mo.*t enchanting
scenes imaginable. The cafes, both here and
throughout the city, are magnificent establish-

ments. They are generally lined with mirrors,

almost from the floor to the celling. On the

side of the room opposite the door, on a rais-

ed platform, sits the mistress of the house,

richly dressed, engaged in sewing, and in di-

recting the various operations of the servants.

In the evening, the room is brilliantly lighted,

and two or three handsome girls sit with the

mistress—this has a. fine effect, and is no doubt

very eflective in attracting customers. A
stranger is at a loss to know how so many es-

tablishments of this kind are supported, but he

soon discovers that a large portion of the peo-

ple live at thorn and the restaurateurs'. They
take furnished lodgings; in the morning go to

a cafe for their breakfast, then stroll about or

go to their business. At a convenient time,

or when the appetite becomes solicitous, tliey

step into an eating house, and take a seat at

a small table. A bill of fare, frequently con-

taining two or three hundred dishes, with the

prices marked, is handed them; they select

such as they prefer, and pay accordingly.

Being no epicure, and ignorant of the nume-
rous dishes, I prefer the table d'hote; though

even there, I have had my plate changed
twelve times, and scarcely made a dinner. In

the evening, they return to a cafe, or cafe

estaminet and billiards, (where smoking and

gambling are allowed,) and take their coffee,

read the papers, chat with their friends, play

cards, &,c., and at midnight, return to their

solitary lodgings. In the evening, the coffee

lis drunk very strong and without milk—

a

small glass of brandy being poured into it in-

stead. But in the morning, French coffee is

a rich and delightful beverage, not to be found
elsewhere, and as unlike tlie raw, washy li-

quid called cofliee in English and American
hotels, as the vin ordinaire of Paris is unlike

the sparkling champaigne. In the first place,

it seems there is an art and mystery in burn-

ing the coffee, which the French understand;

this is an operation they perform every morn-
ing, and I frequently see it over little furnaces

in the streets. The coffee is then ground fine,

and a small portion of boiling water is poured

on, which after remaining long enough to ex-

tract the aroma or fine flavour, that would

be destroyed by boiling, is drawn off' and re-

served. Water is again poured on the coflfee

and sufficiently boiled; the first portion is then

added, and a cup composed of one part of

this, and two parts of boiled milk, with a suf-

ficient quantity of sugar, forms the celebrated

French coffee. I have scarcely a minute to

spare, but I must say a word about the dens.

They are licensed by the government, and pay

more than a million of dollars annually into

(he city funds. This system is justified or ex-

cused in the opinion of the French, on the

principle, that it is necessary to give vent

with tlie least possible danger to a passion in-

herent in human nature; yet the ministers have

frequently promised to abolish it. Great order

is observed in the rooms, and there are per-

sons appointed to stand at the doors, and pre-

vent the entrance of notorious individuals and
young men under twenty-one years of age.

With a curiosity not, perhaps, altogether jus-

tifiable, I one evening entered a room, having
passed the inspection of the bouledoque, and
was politely asked to take a seat. 'I'his I of

course declined, and after watching for a few
minutes the operations of the party, consisting

of one or two hundred, withdrew. It was
here, that the talented Colton, author of La-

con, and a clergyman by profession, spent

many of the last years of his life. He was a

veteran gambler, deeply versed in all the se-

crets of the art. Many attempts were made
by his friends to draw him from his degraded

and dissipated career, but without success.

During the prevalence of the cholera, in 1832,

he retired to Fontainebleau, to avoid it, .-^nd the

next night shot himself 1

Aff'ectionately thine, R.

The following are the remaining papers

relative to the application by the Hicksites to

the legislature of New Jersey, to which re-

ference was made in " The Friend" of last

week.

Reasons assigned hy the applicants for the

necessity and propriety of passing the bill

now pending before the legislature, entitled

" An Act relative to the unincorporated Re-
ligious Society of Friends."

Previously, and at the time the separation

took place, it must be admitted that all the

members of the Society were vested with

rights in the Society's property, such as meet-

ing houses, school houses, burial grounds,

poor and school funds, «fec. none of which

has ever been surrendered—And by the 19th

section of the constitution of New Jersey, it

is declared, that " No protestant, inhabitant

of this colony, shall be denied the enjoyment

of any civil right, merely on account of his

religious principles." Now, it is well known,
that the only pretext set up by the orthodox

party, consisting of about 2100 members in

this state, for depriving the other portion of

the Society, consisting of about 3896 mem-
bers in this state,* of their constitutional civil

rights to the property of the Society, is doc-

trines and opinions, which the applicants for

the said bill deem to be unconstitutional and

* See statement of the number of members, in Gor-

don's Gazetteer, page 83.
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unjust ; and, doubly so, inasmuch as the mi-

nority are attempting to deprive the majority

of their constitutional, civil, and just rights

and privileges. The applicants are, there-

fore, not asking the legislature to vest them

with rights—they allege they are already con-

stitutionally vested—(and, therefore, no ex

postfacto principle contained in the said bill,)

but to protect them in the enjoyment of those

rights, which are attempted to be wrested from

them, as you see, by the remonstrance pre-

sented from a body out of this state—and to

provide a mode of separating those rights

from the orthodox party. We are peaceable

citizens—and contribute our proportion, in

common with other citizens, towards the sup-

port of the civil government, and support our

own poor members from becoming chargeable

to the public ; and, therefore, we have a right

to claim, and do claim, at the hands of the

legislature, protection in the enjoyment of

our constitutional, civil, and just rights. The

court of appeals, after hearing the testimony,

most earnestly recommended to the parties to

use every effort in their power to effect an

amicable adjustment of all their differences,

according to the dictates of the light within;

(which, no doubt, would be to do as we would

be done by.) The vice chancellor of New
York has also most earnestly recommended,

in substance, the same thing. And it is well

known, that the applicants, and that portion

of the Society to which they belong, have

always been willing to adjust them in accord-

ance with the said advice; and it is as equally

well known that the orthodox party have al-

ways refused. And it must now be manifest

to the legislature, by the remonstrance pre

sented from a body in another state, that they

are determined not to take any of their advice

or counsel; and hence the greater necessity

for legislative action to protect us from the

dictation and control of a body in another

state, that from whence that remonstrance,

signed by Jonathan Evans, Clerk, was manu

factured, professing to be the representative

body of the Society of Friends for Pennsyl

vania, Delaware, Maryland, and New Jersey

—but it is only the representative body of

the orthodox party in the Society, which party

is a small minority of the whole yearly meet

ing. See a statement of the numbers in 2d

volume of the testimony, page 461-2, taken

since the separation, by which it appears

there was 7344 orthodox, and 18485 Friends.

Hence it appears, that that remonstrance is

from a meeting composed of the minority.

And they very gravely ask the legislature not

to interfere in protecting the majority of the

members in this stste, in the enjoyment of

their civil rights, from the grasp of their iron

hand, but to leave them at their mercy and

control. If they can deprive the majority of

the members in this state of their civil and

constitutional rights, cannot they deprive the

whole, and take the whole of our property

and funds, which we have raised from our

own resources, to educate our children and
support our poor, (see the mode of raising! Friends, after a long and laborious investiga

funds, in 2d vol. of testimony, page 411-12,)] tion by the judges. The seceders appealed to

and take the funds to Pennsylvania? We trust i the court in the last resort; and there the de-

the legislature will not sanction this minority cision was also against them. The late chief
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principle ; contrary to which they hold their

seats here; nor refuse to protect their citizens

in the enjoyment of their civil rights, which

they have acquired by their industry and fru-

gality, and give them up to the mercy and

control of a body out of this state—they might

as well give them up to the control of a body

in a foreign kingdom. We ask not to be

protected from being denied religious fellow-

ship and communion with them, but to pro-

tect us in the civil rights.

On behalf of the Society of Friends in New
Jersey.

Benjamin Davis,

Charles Ridgwat,
Isaac Stephens,
Chakles Stokes,

Thos. C. Sterling.

To the Legislative Council and General As-

sembly of the state ofNew Jersey, now in

session.

We respectfully represent that we have seen

a paper purporting to be " Reasons assigned

by the applicants for the necessity and proprie-

ty of passing the bill now pending before the

legislature, entitled ' An act relative to the

unincorporated religious Sociely of Friends,'
"

signed by Benjamin Davis, and others.

The first reason assigned in said paper is,

that previous to, and at the time of the sepa-

ration, all the members of the Society were

equally vested in the Society's property; "none

of which," the paper says, " has ever been

surrendered." But the truth is this—that the

property then belonged to the Society, and not

to individuals; and when it was given or sub-

scribed, it was given to the Society, to be con-

trolled and managed, and used by the Sociely

for the purposes lor which it was given. There
was no individual right thereto. And it has

always been a rule and usage of this Society

that where one or more individuals decease or

become disowned, they thereby become di-

vested of all interest in the Society's property;

which rule or usage is in full accoi-dance witii

the practice of other religious societies and

associations. It is believed that no principle

of law is better known and established in this

state, or in the United Slates, than that where

a secession takes place in a religious society,

those members who adhere to the ancient or

original doctrines and discipline, or constitu-

tion, retain and hold the property of such so-

ciety, under their management and control,

for the same uses and purposes for which it

was originally designed. This principle is in-

corporated into the discipline and usage of the

Society of Friends; and the benefit of its ap-

plication has never heretofore been denied

them. Unless this great piinciple be now dis-

regarded, the property must remain under the

control of that part of the Society who ad-

here to its original doctrines and support its

discipline and order.

To settle this question, a suit in chancery

was instituted, and both parties beard at the

investigation. The decision was in favour of

justice, in his decision, declares explicitly, that

the yearly meeting which assemblies at Arch
street, is, and that which meets at Green
street, is not, the yearly meeting of the Society

of Friends.

But the seceders have said, (see A. Lower's

cross examination, Foster's Reports, vol. 1,

page 381) that this is a question of doctrines,

spiritual concerns, ifec, and, as such, cannot

be enquired into or judged of, by temporal

courts. But we allege and say, that the ques-

tion has also been examined by spiritual tri-

bunals, and by them a like decision has been

given.

It is a well known facl, that there are five

undivided yearly meetings of the Society of

Friends; three in America, and two in Eu-
rope, who have all had the state of the case

represented to them, and each has determined

that the Society whom we represent, is the

original Society of Friends, with whom they

have unity and fellowship, and continue to

correspond; and that those whom the present

applicants represent, are the seceders; and

they decline to correspond with them. This

ought for ever to determine the question of se-

cession. What stronger evidence can be pro-

duced that they are the seceders, than the

decision of the courts aforesaid, and of the

said yearly meetings, all uniting in one opi-

nion? We, therefore, consider this question

settled by the authority aforesaid, and that the

property of the Society is legally vested under

our care and control, for the uses and pur-

poses for which it was originally designed, and

any law to divide the property, and give part

to others, would be to legislate from the So-

ciety its vested rights, and subject property

to be divided and subdivided, that was never

meant or intended to be divided.

The paper considers it great injustice, that

the property of the Sociely should be enjoyed

by a "small minority," as they are pleased to

call those whom the remonstrants represent,

and says that those whom the applicants for

the bill represent, are 18,485, and the remon-
strants but 7,344, and in this state that the

former are .3,896, and the latter but 2,100.

But let it be observed, iliat the account given

by Gordon (to whom they refer) in his his-

tory, is taken from their own exaggerated

tements—the correctness of which we pro-

test against^and refer to a statement made
from an accurate examination of the names
of the individuals, as exhibited by the respec-

tive meetings of which they were members.
See 2d vol. Foster's Report, pages 404, and
495, which will show very different results.

Within the bounds of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, there were eleven quarterly meet-

ings, and from an accurate enumeration made
in six of them in 1829, it appears that there

were 7,241 Friends, 6,123 seceders, and 88

undecided or neutrals; and that in New Jer-

sey, there were of the Friends, (minors in-

cluded with their parents,) 2,972, and of the

seceders, 3,344.

But our view of the case is, that numbers
have nothing to do with the subject; and such

have been the decisions of the courts of this

state: but if it had, we believe there was a

majority of adult members of the Society of
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Friends in the state of New Jersey, at the

time of the separation, who remained with the

Society, and did not go with the seceders.

And take the wliole Society of Friends in

America, there are a much greater number
than there are of tlie seceders.

One other claim which the signers of the

paper make to the property of the Society of

Friends, is, that they maintain their own poor,

and pay their proportion of taxes to govern-

ment. This we do also; and believe that in

the secession, the poor were mostly left with

us to support. This, therefore, has nothing

to do wiiii determining the question which js

the Society of Friends.

They in the paper above referred to, are

understood to deny or disclaim subordination

to any meeting which holds its ses.sions out of

the state. This position is itself evidence that

they have departed from the discipline and

order of the Society of Friends, and thereby

have become seceders; for it is a long esta-

blished principle in the discipline of the Phi-

ladelphia yearly meeting, that the quarterly

and monthly meetings, in New Jersey, as well

as elsewhere, within its bounds, are subordi-

nate to that yearly meeting. They are repre-

sented therein, and the discipline by which

they are governed and regulated, issues there-

from. And we consider that any act of the

legislature of New Jersey, abrogating, or in

any way impairing that subordination, is a di-

rect interference with the internal regulations

and discipline of our religious Society, and is

in effect, mingling the aflairs of church and

state, in violation of the constitution.

The paper closes with asking the legislature

to protect them in their " civil rights." While

we accord to every man his civil rights, v,e

contend that he can have no right to control

the uses of property belonging to a religious

society, after he lias forfeited membership in

it. A member of the Society of Friends pos-

sesses no individual, or separate, rights in the

property of the Society, as a citizen of the

state. His rights are altogether dependent

upon his membership, and his membership de-

pends upon his conformity to its principles and

rules. When he violates these, he is taken

under dealings for his transgressions. If he

remains obdurate, lie is disowned, and must

lose his right of control, as well as place, in

the body. This principle governs all religious

associations, as far as we are acquainted with

them. The property is a trust estate. It is

not a joint stock, capable of partition amongst
the members, and must therefore be held and

applied by the Society to the purposes for

which it was created.

Many members of the legislature appear to

be impressed with the idea, that the present

bill, if passed into a law, will have the effect

to settle all differences. But we entertain a

very different view, and believe its effect will

be to increase litigation, and promote dissen-

tion, and also be the means of wresting from

our care the small portion of the property of

the Society remaining in our possession.

We therefore desire, that the legislature

will not pass the present bill, but leave us to

be judged, and our difficulties settled by the

existing tribunals, acting on the long establish-

ed and general principles of law and equity,

Any act which would deprive us of having the

rights of our Society settled by the same law
that is applied to other societies, would, we
respectfully submit, be most unjust and op-

pressive.

Signed on behalf of the committee repre-

senting the four quarterly meetings in New
Jersey.

Samuel Craft,
JoHU Evans,
Benjamin Coopkr,
David Clarkk.

Dalcd Trenton, 2d mo. 14, 1835.

For " The Friend."

HICKS ON SCRIPTURE.
A periodical paper has lately been establish

ed at Poughkeepsie, in the state of New York,
with the significant title of " The Herald of

Reason and Common Sense, and Advocate of

Equal Rights and Free Discussion." From th

hasty examination we have given to a few of

the numbers, it appears (o be devoted to the

cause of infidelity and Hicksism. The Holy
Scriptures are assailed with the same weapons
which were used by Paine, Volney, Carlisle,

and Hicks, and attempts similar to theirs are

made to discredit the sacred truths of the

Christian religion. The first number contains

a letter from Elias Hicks to Nicholas Hallock,

of Utica, dated "Jericho, 2d month 16th,

1825," which the editor introduces to his

readers, with these remarks:

—

" Having been allowed the privilege of tran-

scribing and publishing the following letter

from Elias Hicks to Nicholas Hallock, of Uti

ca, we insert it in our first number, with pe-

culiar satisfaction, not only on account of its

rational views of mentalfreedom, or the right

of every man to the use of his own judgment,

reason, and common sense, but as an appro-

priate commencement of the subject alluded

10 in our prospectus, relative to the causes ol

the late schism in the Society of Friends."

It is a fact well known, that since the sepa-

ration took place in the Society of Friends,

and the Hicksites have become a distinct

body, by which the legal queslion as to the

right of property has been raised, and its

termination made to depend on the religious

doctrines of the respective claimants, the

Hicksites have studiously endeavoured to con-

ceal their dissent from the principles of the

Society of Friends, and to express their views

in terms approaching as nearly as possible to

those used by the latter, roundly and perti-

naciously asserting that they hold the an-

cient and settled doctrines of the Society.

This attempt at deception has not sat very

pleasantly on the minds of some of the more
honest of them, who preferred the candid and

open avowal of their real sentiments, to any

pecuniary advantages which might be obtained

by the assumption of false colours.

Time, however, which is a great revealer

of secrets, is gradually bringing to light the

evidences of their departure from the profes-

sion of Friends, and adding new proofs to the

mass already accumulated in support of the

incontrovertible fact, that the difficulties in

!
which our peaceful Society was thrown, ori-

ginated in the deep rooted and cherished infi-

delity of the founder of the new sect.

The letter to Nicholas Hallock is one of
these proofs, which but for the congeniality

between Hicksism, and the objects of the He-
rald of Reason and Common Sense, would
probably have slumbered in concealment much
longer. The sentiments it contains respect-

ing the Bible, are so consonant with those of
other infidel writers, that we are not at all

surprised that the editor of the Herald hails

the publication of them, with " peculiar satis-

faction," especially when we find him offering

in another number of the same paper, the use
of a library of " liberal philosophical books and
periodical publications," among which he enu-

merates the works of Volney, Paine, Voltaire,

Holbach, Kneeland, Carlisle, and Owen, the

Free Enquirer, and Elias Hicks' sermons and
letters.

The following paragraph from the letter,

goes fully to prove E. H.'s infidelity on the

subject of the sacred Scriptures. To his friend

Hallock, he declares,

" There is certainly a very great inconsis-

tency in the professed belief of far the greater

part of the inhabitants of Christendom, and
indeed many in our Society, all which has

been produced through blind traditions, in

which they have been driven to believe, that

not one sentence in the book called the Bible,

however inconsistent with reason and truth, is

to be called in question, but to be taken on
trust, right or wrong; although if rightly ex-

amined under the guidance of truth and right

reason, ma7iy incongruities and errors would
be discovered, and many very fatal ones,
as it respects the true interest of mankind.
For if it is not so, from whence has arisen all

the strife, different sentiments and opinions,

animosities, quarrels, wars, bloodshed, and a
flood of other evils; all which arise principally

from the different views and opinions that men
have about what is contained in the history of

the Bible, and which disturbances will never

come to an end, until the Bible is brought down
to its right standard, as all other books, a
mere history ofpassing events, and which every

man has a right to read, and consider, and
judge of, as he does of other histories, and

when this comes to be the case, the Bible will

be more generally read, and become more use-

ful than it has ever yet been."

A more complete denial of the inspira-

tion and divine authority of the Holy Scrip-

tures, can scarcely be found in the pages

of any deistical writer, than is contained in

the above paragraph. It was by preaching

these and other correspondent doctrines, tend-

ing to the entire rejection of Christianity, that

Elias Hicks introduced discord and dissention

into the Society of Friends, drew off a party

devoted to himself and his pernicious notions,

and finally rent asunder those bonds which had

held the Society, as a united and harmonious

body, for nearly two centuries.

Yet when it suits the cupidity or interested

views of the leaders of his sect, they hesitate

not to deny that he ever held or promulgated

such sentiments as are contained in the letters

to Hallock, Willis, Shoemaker, and Irish, or
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in his published sermons. Thus, in a bill filed

in chancery in New York, in 1834, they de-

clare their opinion respecting the Bible, in

these words, viz:

—

"They also believe in the inspiration and

divine authority of the Holy Scriptures; and

that they are ' profitable for doctrine, for re-

proof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness; that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unlo all good works.'

To Christ alone they give the title of the Word
of God, and not to the Scriptures, although

they highly esteem those sacred writings, in

subordination to the Spirit from which they

were given forth; and they hold with the apos-

tle Paul, that ' they are able to make wise

unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ

Jesus.'
"

After thus stating the belief of the Society

on this subject, they go on to reply to the

bill filed in the same court by Friends, and in

order to vindicate E. Hicks from the charge

of denying the inspiration and divine authority

of the'Holy Scriptures, the divinity and atone-

ment of our Lord Jesus Christ, &lc., they say—
" And these defendants deny, that the said

Elias Hicks, to their knowledge or belief, ever

did, at the time or times stated in the said bill

of complaint, or at any other time or times, or

in the manner therein alleged, or in any other

manner, attack or oppose, or endeavour to

undermine and weaken the faith of any of the

members of the said Society of Friends, in

the fundamental doctrines of the said Society

—or that he ever laid claims to superior illu-

mination in spiritual matters—or that he thus

succeeded in destroying the faith of any of the

members of the said Society, in its fundamen-

tal doctrines; or gained them as converts to

opinions of his own, which were in opposition

to those professed by the said Society of

Friends, as is, as these defendants verily be-

lieve, most untruly and unjustly alleged, in the

said bill of complaint."
" And these defendants further answering

deny, that they, or that to their knov^ledge or

belief, the said Elias Hicks, or those mem-
bers of the said Society of Friends, with

whom the said Elias Hicks or these defend-

ants are, or at or before the time of the sit-

ting of the yearly meeting, held in the city

of New York, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-eight, or at any time

since, were in unity, ever have departed from,

or ceased to maintain and adhere to the fun-

damental doctrines of the said Society of

Friends; or professed to entertain opinions

repugnant to such fundamental doctrines; or

that they deny, or have ever denied the divini-

ty of Jesus Christ the Saviour, or the atone-

ment through him, or the divine inspiration or

authenticity of the Holy Scriptures.

" And these defendants further answering

deny, that the said Elias Hicks, to their know-
ledge or belief, at the time stated in the said

bill of complaint, or at any other time, held

and maintained, and publicly, in the meetings

of Friends, or elsewhere, proclaimed and

preached, or in conversation and by corre-

spondence, inculcated the doctrines stated and

set forth in the said bill of complaint, and as

is (as these defendants verily believe) untruly

alleged in the said bill of complaint. But
these defendants admit and say, that the said

Elias Hicks before and at the time of the sit-|

ting of the said yearly meeting, held in New|
York, in the year one thousand eight hundred

and twenty-eight, and ever afterwards, until;

the time of his decease, was deemed and held'

an approved minister in good standing. And
that not only before and until the ^said sitting

of the said yearly meeting, in the year one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, his

preaching had been, but that the same after-

wards continued to be, received with accept-

ance and approbation."

When we contrast these declarations, with

those which E. H. so frequently made in his

letters and sermons, directly contrary to the

sentiments which are attempted to be forced

upon him in this bill, and reflect that the sub-

jects have undergone a long and ample judi-

cial investigation, during which a mass of tes-

timony was adduced, proving the unsoundness

of himself and his followers as respects the

Christian faith of the Society of Friends, that

two of the highest legal tribunals pronounced

them seceders and not entitled to the name
or property of the Society, we are at a loss to

conceive greater efTrontery, than is exhibited

in the attempts which they still make to deceive

the public mind, and pass themselves off as

Friends.

Even some of their own adherents are as-

tonished and ashamed of the unjust claims and

false colours thus set up for them. One of

these, writing to his brethren, relative to the

foregoing bill, and the refusal of the vice-

chancellor to grant an injunction, says in the

same paper

—

'' Nine Partners, \stmo. nth, 1835.
" To the honest and sincere members of the

Society of Friends, designated Hicksites.

" Dear Friends,—I also am a member of

your and our Society. I am a sincere believer

in those explanations of doctrine which led

the orthodox to differ with, and separate from

us, and I call upon you, as you love the prin-

ciples which have led to your enfranchisement,

not to rejoice at the late decision of the chan-

cellor, in relation to the application of the New
York orthodox Friends for an injunction, ifec,

until you know on what grounds and under

what colours the victory was won—but to de-

mand that the response, answer, or whatever

may be the legal term for the creed, or bill of

doctrine, or confession of faith, that was plead

to, in the said case, and between which and

the orthodox creed, the chancellor could see

no difference worth contending about. I have

not seen it—but, if what I have heard of it is

true, it is a gross misrepresentation, and our

Christ has been sacrificed, betrayed for gold,

as assuredly as ever Jesus of Nazareth was.

I know, friend editor, that the insertion of this,

may subject thee to some censure from those

who have managed (his concern, if the suspi-

cion here cast upon them is well founded.

But can they complain at our calling for light,

if the Irue doctrine of our Society is in that

bill set forlh by the best ability and most ac-

knowledged authority? Will it not be profita-

ble? Will it not be desirable for us to have it

in this authoritative and judicial form? If, on

the contrary, it is rendered dark, mystified,

arhbiguous, and in orthodox terms, unqualified

with a rational explanation—then indeed we
demand it, in order that the evil may be nipt

in the bud—that, if so soon we have to fight

our battles over again, there are those who
value the truth more than father, mother,
house, or land. It is a well known fact, that

the orthodox have not so much impugned the

terms we make use of in expressing our faith,

as the explanations of the actual meaning of

the texts quoted. But, in the document called

for, I am informed from high authority, that

our faith is set forth in quotations from some
ancient Friends' writings, that even an ortho-

dox would blush to adopt without qualifica-

tion."

We are not at all surprised at this language,

—any candid or honest member of the Hicks-
ite society, who values the profession he makes
and prefers the magnanimous avowal of his

opinions to cowardly or interested conceal-

ment, must view with disgust and disapproba-
tion, the cloak oforthodoxy which is assumed in

this bill—assumed too forno other purpose than

to palm themselves off for what they are not,

and thus to obtain legal possession of the

property of the Society of Friends.

It has always been the policy of infidelity to

substitute bold assertion and obstinate dog-
matism, for sound argument and substantial

proof. Addressing the passions I'ather than
the judgment, and fortifying itself with posi-

tions which it is the desire of wicked men to

believe, its converts are generally found among
the ignorant or depraved. For infidelity, no
less than bigotry and priestcraft, is the enemy
of scripture truth, of sound knowledge, and
pure morality. In every contest which has
yet occurred between its votaries and the ad-

vocates of Christianity, the latter has glori-

ously triumphed; and it will continue to tri-

umph, notwithstanding the proud boasting of

its antagonist, until the kingdoms of this world
become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his

Christ. We most cordially adopt the follow-

ing observations of a late writer:

—

" How high soever infidelity may rear her
haughty crest, or however her votaries may
vaunt tlieinselves over the humble Christian,

one thing is certain; her reign has ever been
short. For the religion of Jesus Christ, and
for the doctrines of the Bible, we have nothing
to fear. We repose ourselves, in reverent

confidence, upon the unfailing promises of
God, who has solemnly assured us, that tkej/

shall prevail. Much as the freethinker boasts

of his enlightened views, and liberal senti-

ments, and free enquiry, he has never yet been
able to stand the test of fair investigation.

The Bible has stood the storms of ages, and
the cavils and criticisms of unbelievers, who
could summon to iheir aid the richest stores of
human learning; but their greatest ingenuity,

sharpened by the most inveterate malice^ has

only served to show the impregnable strength

of the basis upon which it is founded. It still

stands; and it will continue to stand, when all

the flimsy systems which have been arrayed

against it, shall have mouldered away into ir-

reparable ruin, and the remembrance of them
be blotted out from under Heaven."
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COMMUNICATION.

Our Yearly Meeting convened in this city,

at the usual time, and was largely attended

—

the men, during the several sittings, nearly

filled the floor of the east room in the Mul-

berry street house, and a considerable number
sat U|) stairs—the women occupied the whole

of the large west wing, and were often much
crowded, even with the accommodation of

many additional scats.

A variety of interesting subjects engaged

the attention of Friends, and an extraordinary

stillness and solemnity prevailed throughout

the sittings—the deliberations wore conducted

with brotherly love, and the conclusions adopt-

ed with great unity and harmony. An unusual

number of plain young persons attended,

whose orderly deportment and interest in the

concerns of Society were truly encouraging,

and we could not but notice that there was

much less going out than is common on such

occasions.

The want of a more lively zeal for the due

attendance of all our religious meetings, the

worldly mindedness of many who assume our

high profession, the disposition manifested by

some to indulge in the vanities and fashions of

the world, to join with its friendships and

policy, and connect themselves with associa-

tions of a mixed character, formed for lauda-

ble purposes, whereby they expose themselves

to great temptations to baulk our Christian tes-

timonies and dissipate their religious strength,

were sources of much lively exercise to

Friends, and elicited pertinent advice. The
oppressed and degraded condition of our bre-

thren of tlie African race awakened the ten-

der sympathies of the meeting, with desires

that our members might avail themselves of

every fit opportunity for pleading the caiise of

these injured people in the meek and gentle

spirit of our compassionate Redeemer. The
Society has always held, in relation to this mo
mentous subject, that it is a Christian duty,

emanating from that universal love which com-
prehends the whole family of mankind, and

supported by the blessed precepts of the gos-

pel, which teach us to do to others as we
would they should do lo us. It was much de-

sired that Friends might keep to this simple

ground, and in their endeavours to promote

this righteous cause, stand wholly disconnect-

ed from all associations, founded upon other

views and principles, or involving political or

sectional feelings.

An interesting report from the committee

on the civilisation of the Indians was read,

showing that this feeble and destitute remnant

of the original proprietors of the soil on

which we now live, peeled and robbed as they

have been, are in a much moie comfoitable

condition than when they first claitned the no-

tice of the yearly meeting, nearly forty years

ago, and that under the fostering care of

Friends their numbers are considerably in-

creased.

The report of the committee who have

charge of the boarding school at Wesltown
presented a gratifying account of the good

order and harmony which prevail there; and

of the facilities it offers for acquiring instruc-

tion in the usual branches of an English edu-

cation, and in the Greek and Latin languages.
At no former period have the arrangements
and opportunities tor improvement been more
promising, or the religious care exercised

over the pupils more encouraging in its

efl^ects.

The testimony which Friends have so long
borne against the use of spirituous liquors,

engaged the consideration of the meeting; and
if those few members who do not fully support
this testimony, could have felt the painful con-
cern, or heard the persuasive yet cogent re-

marks, which their unfaithfulness occasioned ii;

the collected body, we think this pernicious

article would soon be banished from their

houses, and its employment for any other than

chemical or medicinal purposes, be unknown
among us.

Another important subject was brought into

view, by reading the nr/mutes of the meeting
for suflerings. It appears, that a member
of the Society in England has published a

work, entitled '• A Beacon to the Society of
Friends," in which, under the pretext of warn-
ing them against the infidel opmions promul-
gated by Elias Hicks and his followers, he
has advanced sentiments incompatible with the

belief of Friends that the light of Christ in

the conscience is the primary rule of faith and
practice, and in its universality and saving
efficacy; that the Holy Scriptures are a se-

condary and subordinate rule, and that silent

waiting in stillness on the Lord is necessary
for the renewal of strength and a right quali-

fication for performing religious services. An
attempt is also made in tiie work, to represent
the views of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, on
the subject of the light of Christ, as being
consonant with those of the writer. A num-
ber of these books having been sent over to

this country and circulated among Friends
here, the yearly meeting was introduced into

much exercise, that its members might be
preserved from embracing any of these un-

sound and dangerous opinions, which are

contrary to the ancient and acknowledged
principles of our Society. It has ever fully

believed in the fundamental doctrine of the

immediate influence of the Spirit of Truth
on the soul of man, as the great rule of the

Christian's life, and the only means whereby
we can be brought to the saving knowledge
of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.
This precious doctrine is connected with a

belief in, and a reverent esteem for, the Holy
Scriptures, and of all that is testified in them
concerning the coming and offices of the Lord
Jesus for man"s salvation, and his oneness
with the Father; and while Hicksism erred
on the one hand by pretending to the Spirit,

and denying the other parts of this harmoni-
ous whole, the Beacon admits these, and re-

jects the immediate communications of the

Holy Spirit. The Hicksites pretended to

exalt the Holy Spirit, but it was in opposition

to the scriptures, and the divinity and atone-

ment of our blessed Saviour—the Beacon, on
the other hand, exalts the latter at the ex-

pense, and 10 the disparagement of our lead-

ing doctrine of the direct and sensible opera-

tions of the light of Christ. True Quakerism
is distinguished from both these delusions, by

including a fiim belief in the inspiration, di-

vine authority, and excellence of the Scrip-

tures of Truth, in the divinity, the outward
coming, propitiatory sufferings, and death on
the cross of the dear Son of God, his resur-

rection, ascension into heaven, advocacy and
mediation—justification from past sins, by
living faith in him—and his second coming
in the hearts of mankind by his Holy Spirit,

as the leader, guide and sanctificr of all

those who faithfully obey and follow him.

The doctrine contended for by our early

Friends, and held by the Society to the pre-

sent day, includes both the outward and the

inward ; and is not the revelation of any new
matter in opposition to the ancient gospel, as

preached by our blessed Lord and his apos-

tles, but the renewed revelation of the eternal

way of truth, whereby its precious doctrines

are livingly sealed upon the undeistanding

and practically applied to the soul of the

humble believer, thereby effecting the great

work of justification, sanctification, and per-

fect redemption, through the spirit and power
of our Lord Jesus Christ. This doctrine is

very fully set forth in the extracts, prepared

by the meeting for sufferings in 1833, and
the following quotation will serve to confirm

the views I have taken.

" The Son of God cannot be divided from
the least or lowest appearance of his own di-

vine light or life in us, no more than the sun
from its own light: nor is the sufliciency of

his light within set up or mentioned in oppo-

sition to him, or to his fulness considered 'as

in himself or without us ; nor can any mea-
sure or degree of light received from Christ,

be properly called the fulness of Christ, or
Christ as in fulness, nor exclude him from
being our complete Saviour. And where the
least degree or measure of this light and life

of Christ within, is sincerely waited in, fol-

lowed and obeyed, there is a blessed increase

of light and grace known and felt ; as the

path of the just, it shines more and more un-
til the perfect day; and thereby a growing ia

grace, and in the knowledge of God, and our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, hath been and
is truly experienced.

" Wherefore we say, that whatever Christ

then did, both living and dying, was of great
benefit to the .salvation of all that have be-
lieved, and now do, and that hereafter shall

believe in him unio justification and accept-

ance with God; but the way to come to that

faith, is to receive and obey the manifestation

of his divine light and grace in the con-

science, which leads men to believe and va-

lue, and not to disown or undervalue Christ,

as the common sacrifice and mediator. For
we do affirm, that to follow this holy light in

the conscience, and to turn our minds, and
bring all our deeds and thoughts to it, is the

readiest, nay, the only right way, to have
true, living, and sanctifying faith in Christ,

as he appeared in the flesh; and to discern

the Lord's body, coming, and sufferings

aright, and to receive any real benefit by him
as our only sacrifice and mediator ; according

to the beloved disciple's emphatical testimo-

ny, ' If we walk in the light, as he (God) is

in the light, we have fellowship one with
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another, and the blood of Josus Christ his

son cleanseth us from all sin.'

" By the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ

without us, we, truly repenting and believing,

are, through the mercy of God, justified from

the imputation of sins and transgressions that

are past, as though they had never been com-
mitted : and by the mighty work of Christ

within us, the power, nature, and habits of

sin are destroyed; that as sin once reigned

unto death, even so now grace reigneth

through righteousness unto eternal life, by

Jesus Christ our Lord."

It is proper to state, that the morning meet-

ing of London, the body to whom by the dis-

cipline of that yearly meeting, the examina-

tion of proposed publications is entrusted,

entirely disapproved the Beacon, as an un-

sound and pernicious book ; and our yearly

meeting in the feeling of religious concern

for the welfare and preservation of the mem-
bers, issued a pertinent minute of advice on

the subject, to go down to the subordinate

meetings.

An interesting and instructive memorial for

our dear deceased friends, William and Han-
nah Jackson was read, which revived those

feelings of near unity with them, which had

so long been felt and cherished by many of

our members.
After a sitting of remarkable quietude and

solemnity, and a season of silent retirement,

rendered deeply impressive by the recollec-

tion that many were probably about to part

from each other for the last time, the meeting
concluded on sixth day evening, the 24th ult.,

under a humbling sense of the goodness of

the blessed Head of the church, in gracious-

ly manifesting his presence amongst us.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.
This institution was founded by an association of

Friends, and opened in the tenth month, 1833. " Its

object is to combine sound and liberal instruction in

literature and science, with a religious care over the

morals and manners, thus aflbrding to the youth of

our Society an opportunity of acquiring an education

equal in all respects to that which can be obtained at

colleges, without exposure to those associations which
are apt to lead them away from the simplicity of our re-

ligious profession." The results have thus far been high-

ly satisfactory. Under the immediate government of

Friends of distinguished ability and experience, ini

'

ed to the full discharge of their arduous duties by
ardent desire for the successful prosecution of the i

dertaking, the institution has, it is believed, achieved

the object of its founders. More students having pre-

sented themselves than was originally calculated on,

the managers, believing that the school offers to

Friends an opportunity for the liberal and religious

education of their children, which has long been

wanted, and being desirous of still farther extending

its usefulness, have made provision for the accommo-
dation of an additional number. The following infor-

mation is submitted for the government of parents

who may propose to avail themselves of its benefits.

The school is situated in Haverford township, De-
laware county, in a pleasant and remarkably healthy

neighbourhood, about eight miles from Philadelphia,

and is easy of access, by the Columbia railroad, and
otherwise. Friends of Radnor monthly meeting have

erected a new meeting-house, within a few hundred
yards of the school. The school-house stands upon
elevated ground, commanding a fine prospect, and con-

tains very superior accommodations for the students,

each of whom has a chambet to himself But whilst

great attention has been paid to neatness and comfort,

useless ornament and extravagant expenditure have
been studiously avoided. For as it b the anxious de-

sire of the managers that the students should be

brought up in that plainness and simplicity which is

alone cons- stent with the religious profession of

Friends, so they have been careful to guard the esta-

blishment from the appearance of ostentation or

luxury.

Instruction in the principles and testimonies of

Friends is believed to be of primary importance, and

forms [part of the regular duty of the superintendent

and one or more of the teachers. A full course of in-

struction will occupy a period of four years, and the

students are arranged, according to their acquirements,

in one of four classes, viz. the Third Junior, Second
Junior, Junior, or Senior. There are two sessions in

the year ; the winter session of six months, commenc-
ing on the second fourth day in the tenth month, and
the summer session of four months, commencing on

the second fourth day in the fifth month. An exami-

nation of all the students will take place at the end of

each, preparatory to a new classification for the ensu-

ing session. The course of study embraces the Greek
and Latin Languages, Antiquities, Ancient and Mo-
dern Literature, History, Composition, Logic, Rhe-

toric, Criticism, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy,

Chemistry, Botany, Physiology, Intellectual and Mo-
ral Philosophy, Political Economy, and the Evidences

of Natural and Revealed Religion. The qualifications

for admission into the third junior class, are English,

Latin and Greek Grammar, Geography, Algebra as

far as Simple Equations, Latin as far as Ccesar, and

the Gospel of John in the original Greek. But as

many parents may be inclined to avail themselves of

the advantages which Haverford affords, whose c'
"

dren have not made the requisite progress in all these

studies, an Introductory School has been formed, ua
der the care of separate teachers, in whicli Reading,

Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Algebra, Grammar,
and the elements of the Greek and Latin Languages
are taught.

Sensible of the importance of this Introductory De
partment, as that in which habits of attention are to

be formed, and the foundation laid for the acquisition

of sound learning, the managers, with the aid of the

council of teachers have recently re-organised it, and
believe that it may be safely recommended to parents,

the course of Instruction being adapted tu the futu

studies of the pupil, and the whole being subject

the frequent revision of the teachers in the higher d
partments.

The following are the officers of the Institution;

John Gummere,—Superintendent and Teacher of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.

Samuel Gummere,—Assistant Teacher of Mathema-
tics and Natural Philosophy.

Daniel B. Smith,—Teacher of Moral Philosophy,

English Literature, &c.
William Dennis,—Teacher of the Latin and Greek

Languages, and Ancient Literature.

William Gummere,—Assistant Teacher of the La
tin and Greek Languages and Ancient Literature.

Benjamin H. Deaco.v,—Teacher of the Introductory

School.

The school possesses a valuable library, cabinet of

minerals, and otiier objects of natural history, and a

copious collection of philosophical and chemical a

ratus, for the purpose of illustrating by experiment

the lectures upon the physical sciences. The terms

for board and tuition, including washing, are two

hundred dollars per annum, payable as follows,

S60 at the commencement, and S60 at the middle of

the winter term ; and §80 payable at the opening of

the summer term. The Text Books which may be re

quired will be furnished by the superintendent at whole

sale prices. It is particularly desirable that parents

who propose to send their sons to the school, should

be prepared to do so at the opening of the terms,

admissions at a later period have been attended with

considerable disadvantage not only to the institution

but to the students themselves. For further informa.

tion, application may be made to John Gummere, Su
perintendent, at the school, or to the undersigned. No
39, Market street, Philadelphia.

By direction and on behalf of the Managers,
Charles Yarnall, Secretary.

Philadelphia, 4mo. 1835.

An apprentice wanted to the drug business.

Enquire at this office.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH, 2, 1835.

We refer our readers to the communication
on another page, for the fulfilment of our

implied engagement last week, respecting the

yearly meeting. It was our intention to have

introduced at the present time some infor-

mation in relation to the sixth annual meet-

ing of the Bible Association of Friends in

America, but necessity obliges us to postpone

it another week.

The following notice has been handed to

us for insertion. It is known to many of our
readers, that the sole object of this associa-

tion is the education of coloured children

settled in Liberia, including a largo number
of the unhappy victims of the slave trade,

who have been rescued from ships engaged
in that atrocious traffic, and placed by their

captors under the protection of the govern-

ment of Liberia.

Ladies'' Liberia School Association.—The
annual meeting of the Ladies' Liberia School

Association of this city, will be held in the

lecture room of the Franklin Institute, May
5th, at Tj o'clock, p. m.

The anntial report will be read. All per-

sons favourable to the promotion of education

in Africa, are invited to attend.

An annual meeting of Haverford School

Association, will be held in the committee

room of Friends' meeting house on Arch
street, on second day, the 11th inst., at four

o'clock, p. M.

Geohge Stewaedson, Secretary.

A stated meeting of the male branch of

the Auxiliary Bible Association of Friends in

Philadelphia quarterly meeting, will be held

on the evening of second day, the 4tb inst.,

at half past 7 o'clock, in the committee room,

Arch street. John Carter, Secretary.

A stated meeting of the Concord Auxiliary

Bible Association of Friends, will be held at

Friends' meeting house, Concord, on second

day, the 11th inst., at 11 o'clock, a. m.

Jesse J. Maris, Secretary,

Died, 1st of third month last, in the 63d year of her

age, Elizabeth Hibberd, a member and minister of

Goshen monthly meeting, Chester county, Pa.

According to her own account, she was favoured in

very early lifo with the tendering visitations of divine

love ; yielding to wliich, and endeavouring to live

under its sanctifying power, she was enabled to de-

rive instruction and consolation from the unerring

Fountain of Wisdom, and to feel its happy effects at

the close of life, saying, " I believe my work here is

all done, and I have nothing to do but die : Lord Jesus

be pleased to come: thy servant is ready."

at her residence in Ohio, on the 7th of 3d mo.

last, Tamer Kenworthy, a respectable member of

Clear creek monthly meeting of the Society of

Friends, in the 93d year of her age. She left a hus.

band with whom she had liied seventy years, besides

many descendants.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Streel, below Seventh, Philadelphia.
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I was lately present at a discussion which
took place, respecting an essay published in

" The Fiiend," a few weeks since, on the

subject of reading the writings of pious mem-
bers of other religious denominations. Op-
posite views were taken of the matter, and

while the correctness of the writer in " The
Friend" was maintained on the one hand,

he was on the other censured, as narrow and

contracted in his opinions. The argument
drew my attention, and I will endeavour to

present to my reader, as briefly as I may, the

thoughts that have occurred to me.
The original ground of our Society, was

dissent from the tenets of all existing reli-

gious sects. George Fox, and his associates,

believed that certain doctrines were lost sight

of, or trampled under foot by others, and as

they conceived them to be essential parts of

the Christian faith, they associated for the

purpose of maintaining their peculiar views.

This is the brief history of the origin of most
of the sects which have arisen in the Chris-

tian world. As professors of the same com-

mon faith in the revelation by Jesus Christ,

they may be regarded as constituting one

great family. The love and charity, how-

ever, which embrace every member of the

true or universal church, are most deeply felt

towards those with whom we are most closely

united in sentiment. If this close union be

the offspring of vital religion, if the doc-

trines in which we thus agree, and in which

we differ from other professions, be felt to be

essential parts of our faith—the existence of

the Society in its original purity will be main-

tained by cherishing those doctrines. They
will not be dry and abstract articles of belief,

they will be embodied in our practice, they

will be made dear to our affections. In edu-

cating our children, we must seek to render

these doctrines venerable and lovely in their

eyes—we must convince their understanding

of their truth,—we must early habituate them

to their practice.

It was profoundly remarked by a writer in

an early number of the Edinburgh Review,

that " it is impossible to arrive at any know-

ledge of a religious sect, by merely detailing|

the settled articles of their belief; it may be

the fashion," continues he, " for such a sect

to insist upon some articles very slightly, to

bring forward others prominently, and to con-

sider some portion of their formal creed as

obsolete. As the knowledge of the jurispru-

dence of any country can never be obtained

by the perusal of volumes which contain

some statutes that are daily enforced, and
others that have been silently antiquated, in

the same manner the practice, the preaching,

and the writing of sects, are comments that

are absolutely necessary to render the perusal

of their creed of any degree of utility." The
truth of this very remarkable passage is still

more apparent, when we include in the com-
ments, the state of education. In looUing

round upon the fiimilies which constitute the

Society, are not the opinions, the habits, the

associations, the pursuits of the younger
members—an index almost unerring, not

more of what than of how they have been
taught ? In one family, the precepts of the

parents have been contradicted by their prac-

tice. In another some of our testimonies

have been scarcely noticed, ot altogether ne-

glected, or openly decried. In how few have
they all been commended to the affections

and the understanding by an uniform consist-

ency of life, and a gentle and skilful care in

their enforcement?

Jonathan Dymond has given us a standard

of the principal virtues and vices in the scales

of moral law and public opinion. Suppose
we were to form one of the Quaker testimo-

nies in the days of Fox and Barclay, as com-
pared with the nineteenth century-—as exist-

ing in the mind of John Woolman, and of thy-

self—courteous reader I We might take those

points that are touched upon in the queries

of the book of discipline, and suppose the

number in the original scale to be twenty.

What a falling off should we have to confess

in some of them, if we fixed the numbers in

the other scale by impartial observation of

geneial practice, rather than by the spaae

they occupy in our sermons and treatises.

The occasion of this slow and silent change
of character is a deeply interesting subject of

enquiry. It is no doubt of a complex nature,

springing from the combined operation of va-

rious distinct causes. Among them, 1 am
inclined to place the one which forms the

subject of this essay.

Our books are our companions—the com-
panions of those hours of silence and thought

in which the deepest and most lasting im-

pressions are made. At the period of life

then, when the character is forming—the af-

fections susceptible, and the apprehension

quick, rather than the judgment solid, it is

of the utmost importance that the associates,

both men and books, which arc to shape our
futiireCourse of action and opinion, be right-

ly chosen. In the extreme cases, no one en-

tertains a doubt on this point. What would we
say of the sanity of the parent who should ex-

pect to enamour his son with ourpacific princi-

ples, by giving him little else to read than

military memoirs and heroic poems; or to

render him indifferent to theatrical allure-

ments, by the study of Shakspeare, or the lives

of Garrick and Siddons ?

'I'o take our peculiar views of Christian

doctrines, is it to the memoirs of John Rich-
ardson and John Woolman, or to those of

Lcgh Richmond and Henry Martyn, that we
shall send him to acquire just notions of the

true nature of silent worship, and the pecu-
liar qualifications for gospel ministration?

Not that I would undervalue the piety of these

admirable men ; but if we are right in our
views, and if those views are worth preserv-

ing, neither Legh Richmond, nor Henry
Martyn, are the models by which the religious

sentiments of a young Friend should be form-

ed. For it is to be observed, that on many
of these points the difference between us doe.s

not consist in the mere omission of a certain

doctrine, but on another being taught in its

place ; as on the great subject, for example,

of the ministry and worship.

On the Holy Spirit and the Scripture, this

difference of opinion gives a cast and com,
plexion to all that is written. Not only the

phraseology, but the very meaning of the

terms in use differs; and no one who is ac-

quainted with the influence of familiar terms
in modifying the sentiments, can refuse to

admit, that the theory to the language of

which we are most accustomed, is that in fa-

vour of which we are already, it may be un-

consciously, biassed. To me, this appears

to be a sufficient reason for placing our own
religious books in the hands of our young
persons, and for restraining them from the

habitual perusal of the writings of other

sects.

There are, it is true, religious writings that

belong to the whole Christian world, and that

shine as the stars of the firmament. But they

are few in number, and I know not that other

sects have produced a greater portion of these

catholic books than our own. As far as my
own observation extends, the popular reli-

gious works of the day generally fall much
below this elevated character, although they

may be highly useful within a particular

pale.

The religious reading of some of our young
people, is very much confined to these popular
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books, as if there were little or nothing in

the annals of our own Society, to attract

attention, to warm the affections, to enlighten

the understanding, or to kindle the piety.

Little do these persons know of the value of

the treasure which they thus pass by—of the

influence already shed abroad—the growing
and widening influence of the light that has

emanated from our Society.

The remarks which I have made are, I

think, sufficient to show, that until our prin-

ciples are established, and our afFgctions fixed

upon them, great care should be used in the

choice of religious books. A mature and

disciplined mind extracts honey like the bee

from every flower ; and hence it is, that per-

sons of well settled principles may have their

piety warmed, and their attachment to their

own faith confirmed, by the very books that

are calculated, insensibly to alienate from it

incautious and susceptible minds.

Shall I not be warranted in appealing to ex-

isting facts, for the general truth of these

observations?

MONT BLANC.

The following account relative to the most
celebrated feature of the Alps, is taken from a

late number of the Edinburgh New Philoso-

phical Journal ; a few paragraphs of inferior

importance, for . the sake of brevity, being

omitted. It will probably not the less engage
the attention of our readers from the fact, that

~it was written by a Friend, as indicated by the

dating.

Ascent to the Summit of Mont Blanc.

16th— 18th op 9th month, 1834.

On reaching the Col de Balme, on the 15th,

in passing from Martigny to the priory of Cha-
monix, Mont Blanc presented itself for the

fi[st time. It came suddenly and magnificently

into view in its whole extent. Though inferior

to Chimborago in its elevation above the sea,

Mont Blanc is to be considered as the higher

mountain of the two; as it rises 12,300 feet

above the valley of Chamonix ; Chimborago
not more than 11,600 above the plain of Quito.

There is another important feature in Mont
Blanc ; its line of perpetual snow is nearly

7000 feet belozb the summit ; that of Chimbo-
raqo only 2400, according to Humboldl.
On my arrival at the priory in the evening,

guides were consulted as to the probable prac-

ticability of an ascent. It was objected, in

the first place, that the season was too far

advanced, and secondly, that some snow had

recently fallen, which had not had time to

harden; as a consequence of the first obstacle,

that the days were too short, and that the fis-

sures had probably widened ; of the second,

that the way would be rendered not only more
difficult, but more dangerous also, from the

recent snow lightly covering the smaller cre-

vices. On the other hand, the weather had
never perhaps presented a more favoura

opportunity, the moon was nearly full, I was
in excellent " training," from having lately

climbed some of the heights in Switzerland
;

and additional interest was giv.en to the under-

taking, from the lapse of four years since the

ast ascent : which, according to a list seen at

the priory, was made by my countryman, Gapt.

E. B. Wilbraham, in 1830.

Taking all circumstances into consideration,

I concluded to make the attempt : and having

procured six guides, I set out the next morn-

ing (16th), at half past 8 o'clock. Tiie occa-

sion appeared to create quite a sensation in

the valley, as well among the strangers who
were there, as among the inhabitants ; and in

consequence, a number of persons assembled

at the Union Hotel, to witness our departure.

Passing through the pine wood, eastward of

the Buissons glacier, we reached successively

the Chalet de la Parraz, Pierre Pointue, and
Pierre a I'Echelle : the latter point by 12 at

noon. Here we overtook some men, employed
by the guides to carry thus far part of the

baggage, consisting of wood, charcoal, extra

clothing and blankets, with several culinary

utensils, and provisions for three days. After

accompanying us a short distance, they took

their leave, and returned to Chamonix. Se-

veral chamois were now seen, for a few mo-
ments, passing fleetly over the rocks just above
us. We dined at this spot, and soon after-

wards entered upon the ice, at the foot of the

Aiguille du Midi.

Crossing the glacier de Buissons, and oblique-

ly ascending, we proceeded, in a southwest di-

rection, to the Mulets, an isolated chain of

rocks, on one of which we hoped to pass the

night.

The difficulties usually met with in crossing

the glacier have been particularly described

by several preceding travellers, who have been
up the mountain.* On this occasion, the great

width of the fissures, as had been anticipated

constituted a principal one ; often compelling

us to retrace our steps, or to pass by ridges of

uncertain solidity, on each side of which there

yawned an abyss of tremendous and unknown
depth.

The immediate approach to the Grand Mu-
lct having become intercepted by an almost

perpendicular wall of solid ice, we found it an
exceedingly laborious task to reach it. How-

* The following is a true picture :
—" It was the

avalanche alone that we had hitherto to fear, but now
new dangers arose, from the crevices, those deep clefts

in the ice formed by the constant movement of the
body towards the valley, which separates immense
parts of it. The higher masses, meeting with some
slight opposition, remain stationary; the lower, pro-

ceeding in their course, widen the breach ; and thus
throughout the whole glacier, in every direction, are

formed tremendous fissures." ****»" We
were surrounded by ice piled up in mountains, crevices

presenting themselves at every step, and masses half

sunk into some deep gulf; the remainder raised above
us seemed to put insurmountable barriers to our pro-

ceeding
; yet some part was found where steps could

be cut with the hatchet, and wo passed over these

bridges, often grasping the ice with one hand, while
the other, bearing the polo, balanced the body, hang-
ing over some abyss, into which the eye penetrated, and
searched in vain for the extremity. Sometimes we were
obliged to climb up from one crag of ice to another,

sometimes to scramble along a ledge on our hands and
knees, often descending into a deep chasm on the one
side, and scaling the slippery precipice on the other."

—

Narrative of an Ascent to the Summit ofMont Blanc, on
the 8th and 9th of August 1827, by John Auldjo, E$q.

of Trinity College, Cambridge, 2d edition.—A volume
which I recommend to those who may desire to see a
more particular account.

ever, at length two of the guides with the

greatest difficulty gained the rock : and then,

by means of cords, drew up the rest of the

party, as well as the baggage. In this peril-

ous undertaking, the guide who took the lead,

in ascending the ice cliff, did so by a circuitous

course, secured with a rope held by those be-

low; as a false step would certainly have other-

wise proved fatal, from the proximity of a pre-

cipice, over which he must have fallen. Our
pioneers on this, and indeed on all occasions,

where the greatest coolness, intrepidity, expe-

rience, and judgment were required, were
Joseph Marie Couttet, and Michel Balmat.

Of these brave men I cannot speak too highly;

without them, the undertaking would undoubt-

edly have proved a failure, at this as well as at

all other difficult parts. Couttet, the principal

guide, had been up eight times before; he was
one of the four swept away by an avalanche in

Dr. Hamel's attempt of 1 820, and the only one
of them whose life was saved. These remarks
respecting the guides may be of service to

some future traveller ; and having mentioned

two of them, I may as well give the names of

the rest. They were, Pierre Tairraz, who
had been up three times; Frangois Desplan
and Simon Tournier, each up once before

;

and Jean Tairraz, up for the first time. They
all had their good qualities, and each of them
had an opportunity of rendering me assistance

in difficult and dangerous places, and per-

formed his part in the most faithful manner.
The one last named, is a courageous, enter-

prising, and very obliging guide, whose atten-

tions, during our sojourn upon the rock, con-

tributed much to my personal comfort.

Having at length gained the Grand Mulet,
rock, but at a point much lower down than

usual, and as it appears by a memorandum
which Couttet afterwards handed me, with a

degree of difiiculty that he had seen equalled

on no former occasion, a long and dangerous
climb was required, over its almost perpendi-

cular layers, to bring us to that part proposed

as our resting place for the night, a narrow
ledge, usually selected, as being out of the

reach of avalanches. We reached this spot

by half past six. It consisted in a flat surface,

of a few square feet, forming a sort of open
shelf, on the southwest side of the rock ; its

margin a precipice. Our batons, inclined

against the rock, served as rafters for the roof
of a little cabin, which was completed with

canvass ; tv/o or three blankets having been
spread on its floor. I found the height of the

barometer here, at three quarters past six

o'clock, to be = Eng. inches 21.235; the at-

tached thermometer = 46°.50F. A fire was
made at a short distance from the tent, and
we supped with good appetites around it. At
nine o'clock, having tripled some parts of our
clothing, and provided particularly for the feet,

we crept into our cabin, and soon found, that,

lying very closely together, we were sufficiently

warm.
Awaking at twelve, I got up, and regretted

to find that two of the guides, Couttet and J.

Tairraz, were lying in the open air, from want
of room in the tent. The cold, however, was
not intense ; for a thermometer which at nine

o'clock indicated 39° F. had risen to 42°; a
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smart breeze from Ihe soutliwest having en-

tirely subsided. At half-past one a. m. the

thennoineter had again fallen to 41°. It was
a brilliant night. The full moon had risen

over the summit of the mountain, and shone
resplendent on its snowy surface. The guides

asleep, I stood alone at an elevation of ten

thousand feet; just below me, lay piled, in the

wildest confusion, the towering masses of ice

we had been climbing, and whose dangers we
had narrowly escaped; around and above, was
a sea of fair but treacherous snow, whose
hidden dangers we had yet to encounter. The
vale of Cbamouny was sleeping at the foot of

the mountain ; and, interrupted only by the

occasional thunder of an avalanche, the pro-

foundest stillness reigned. The scene was
exquisite : and I remained contemplating it,

until, at the end of an hour and a half, the re-

collection of the coming day's fatigues ren-

dered it prudent again to take repose.

At five on the morning of the 17ih, we left

the Grand Mulet. Proceeding at first across

the icy valley, that lay between us and the

Dome du Gouttet, we reached almost the base

of the latter; and then ascending more direct-

ly, often by a zig-zag course, arrived at the

Grand Plateau by nine o'clock: another great

stage of the journey being thus accomplished.

The newly fallen snow, from a foot to eigh-

teen inches in depth, had rendered the way
fatiguing: it had been needful for our leader

to ascertain the safety of every step with the

baton, and we had proceeded in a line united,

two or three together, with cords, following

carefully the same track. Latterly our way
had lain over vast fields of snow, but the early

part of it had presented scenery even more
magnificent than that of the preceding day.

Chasms of unfathomable depth,—towers of

ice,—caverns with almost crystal walls,

—

splendid " stalactites" guarding the entrance.

Such scenes live in the memory, but cannot

be adequately imparted by word. No wonder
if I often turned, and turned again, not know-
ing how to leave them.*

Very difierent feelings, however, soon took
the place of the admiration which this scene-

ry had excited. Difficulties occurred, that it

required all the experience and intrepidity of
Couttet and Balmat to otercomc. At one
point, indeed, it was found absolutely impos-
sible to proceed further in the same course;

and, from the top of a block of ice, obstacles

were discovered requiring an extensive change
of route. After having been foiled in several

attempts to proceed in other directions, we
commenced a long ascent that aflTorded the last

forlorn hope. Four years having elapsed since

Mont Blanc was last ascended, we knew not

but that from the shifting nature of the snow
masses, changes had occurred to render the

undertaking hopeless; and, thus dispirited, the

labour of the way was felt to be much more
arduous. The ascent of this part having at

length been gaine<l, a great fissure next pre-

sented, that would certainly have obliged us

to return but for a bridge of snow, or rather

* The blue-green colour of the ice, when occurring
in large masses, is here seen on the grandest scale; a
phenomenoifnot less interesting than beautiful.

of ,ice, discovered at some distance. We if all but frozen, on which account the footing
made lor it,— it bore us over, and our hopesi became doubly insecure. This ascent brought
brightened. But we had now to pass some us above the'Hochers Rouges; the next, a
very treacherous ice, among holes covered up slope of 28° lo 30°, apparently not very diffi-
with recent snow, concealing the dangers of cult, was to lake us to Ihe summit,
the track. On reaching the Grand Plateau, But we had now reached an elevation where
however, we telt pretty confident of success,! I had to verilV the testimony of preceding Ira-
as the dilTiciilties that then lay before us were! vellers, by experiencing the exhaustion, con-
not expected lo be insurmountable, in the ex-|se<iuent on very slight exertion, in an atmo-
isling state of the weather: and we therefore

j
sphere whose density is so excee'dinaly reduc-

sat down to breakfast ut this spot in very good
j

cd. This inconvenience had not been fell, by
^P'/''^-

. ,. ,
i

me at least, before arriving at this point (about
Ihere are three plains of snow, called the' 14,700 feet above Ihe scaj, and 1 had not ob-

firsf, second, and third plateau. The third is served it in any of the guides. Only a few
the highest or Grand Plateau. It was on the
second or middle one that De Saussure, with
eighteen guides, passed the second night in his
ascent in 1787. Speaking of il, he'says it is

90 toises (= 575 English feet) higher than the
Peak of Tenerifl^e.

We left the Grand Plateau before 10 o'clock
Above it are the Rochers Rouges, where the
fatal avalanche occurred in Dr. Hamel
tempt of 1820. De Saussure's course lay lo
the west of these rocks: we went eastward of
them, by the new route discovered in 1827
when my countrymen C. Fellowes and W
Hawes ascended, and by which a very danger
ous part is avoided.

Great dryness of the skin was now observ
ed; ihirsi became intense, and it seemed
scarcely possible even to alleviate it. Not bi

ing disposed to give up the prospect around
me, a veil that had been taken was not used;
and this omission perhaps was the cause of
some decutication of the face, and not a little

soreness around the lips and nostrils, which
occurred a few days after. Possibly this ex-
cessive desiccation of the face might be pre-
vented, by using some unctuous matter during
the journey. The inconvenient glare of the
snow is obviated by the use of green specta-
cles, which indeed were found almost indis-

pensable.

A dipterous insect was found dead on the
snow, at about 1500 feet below the summit,
and a living hymenopterous one 300 feet high-
er; both having probably been carried up by
the wind.

Two large birds were seen at a distance
passing over the shoulder of the mountain,
from Piedmont lo Savoy.
Our progress after leaving Ihe Grand Pla-

teau, at first obstructed by Ihe passage of
some very formidable cliflfs of ice, had latterly

been itnpeded only by the depth of the soft

snow; but now we reached the foot of a de-

clivity of 35° to 40° with the horizon, and
many hundred feet in length. It was the
" epaulc droite" of the summit. The snow here
had hardened sufTicienlly to prevent our ad-

vancing a single step, without holes being first

cut with the hatchet; yet it had not become so
hard as to render firm the footing thus obtain-

ed. It was found continually giving way; and
when we had reached a tolerable height, this

became exceedingly dangerous. In no part of
the ascent were the cords, by which I was at-

tached to the guides, more serviceable than
here. Our progress, too, was so slow, that

I sufl^ered not a little from the cold; a keen
breeze prevailing at the time. My feet felt as

steps could now be taken at a time; and these
became both fewer and slower. Two or three
deep inspirations appeared sufficient at each
pause to enable me lo proceed; but, on mak-
ing the attempt, I found the exhaustion return-
ed as before. I even felt a degree of indiffer-
ence, which a sight of the summit just within
reach did not suflice to remove. Slight faint-
ness also came on, so that I had at last to sit

down for a few minutes: when a little wine
having been taken, one more effort was made,
and ataquarterpasttwoo'clock westood on the
highest summit, having been seen to reach it,

as we afterwards found, both from the valley
of Chamonix and from Mont Breven op-
posite.

After a few minutes of rest on the summit,
all the exhaustion, faintness, and indifference
had ceased, and I felt fully prepared to con-
template the magnificent and all-repaying pros-
pect around and beneath: but of which, as it

would be vain here to attempt any description
of a panorama whose centre is the highest
point in Europe, 1 shall say little more than
that it was not obscured by a cloud. As, how-
ever, the nearer objects, at such an elevation,
are necessarily much diminished, distant ones,
by the human eye, can be but indistinctly

traced. 1 dwelt with peculiar satisfaction on
the host of inaccessible aiguilles, projecting
darkly through seas of snow, immediately
around and forming, indeed part of the range
of Mont Blanc, their summits now lying at

our feet. There were pointed out to me the
Maritime Alps, the chain of the Jura from
end to end, the Lake of Geneva, the Buet,
the Gemmi, the St. Gothard, the Furka, the

Matterhorn, the beautiful Mont Rosa, the

chain of the Appenines, Mont Cenis, the

mountains of Tuscany, and other heights, with

the valleys and plains between. All Ihe moun-
tains of the Bernese Oberland, the Finsler-

aar-horn, and the Jungfrau, together, form-

ed but an inconsiderable portion of the mighty
whole.

The height of Ihe mountain, according to

the calculation of De Saussure, is 14,700
French, or 15,666 English feet (one French
foot being == 1.06575 English). The extreme
summit is a ridge nearly 200 feet in length, its

direction east and west; the slope of the north

side forming an angle, estimated by De Saus-
sure (in 1787) at 40°-50°; that on the south
15°-20°. This estimate which applies to the

covering of snow, may be considered as not

materially different at the present time.

I found the height of the barometer to be
= 17,052 English inches, the attached tber-
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mometer indicating 32° F., suspended, and

screened by the incasing wood from the sun

rays; a breeze blowing from the south.

De Saussure found the boiling point of wa-

ter at the summit of Mont Blanc to be 68°,993
R. (= 187°,234 F.) Naturally wishing to

repeat this interesting experiment, I had a fire

lighted in a chauffer, provided for the purpose.

With the aid of bellows, our materials, wood
and charcoal, were kindled with less trouble

than had been anticipated; (Couttet assuring

me that this had never been done before.) In

a culinary utensil of water, in full ebullition,

I immersed a thermometer, which I had pro-

cured at Chamonix (my own thermometer
having been broken), and carefully observed

the height of the mercury when it ceased to

rise. 1 am sorry, however, that I am pre-

vented from here inserting the temperature in-

dicated. The scale was found to be loose, and

the graduation very inaccurate, as since dis-

covered on comparing it with a standard. It

did not bear the maker's name.

The report of a pistol twice fired, was found

very feeble. It raay be worth noticing, in

connection with the subject of sound, that

when within a few hundred feet of the summit,

in ascending, the snow being hard and its sur-

face glossy, and some of the guides consider-

ably in advance, the creaking noise produced
by the points of their batons in the snow, as it

reached me, could be compared to nothing but

the distant lowing of cattle.

While on the summit, Couttet fetched me
specimens from the Rochers Meridionales, the

highest rocks on its south side. One of these

is a granite; two are sienites, consisting of a

blackish hornblende and while felspar, in inti-

mate aggregation; the fourth is hornblende,

with veins of asbestus; and the fifth a com-
pound of hornblende and felspar, one of the

" Rochers a bulles vitreuses" of De Saussure,

who attributed to lightning the glassy bubbles

presented by their surface.

In our way down I procured specimens of

the Derniers Rochers, two little masses of

granite or prologine, projecting through the

snow near the middle of the last slope, and
therefore very near the summit on its north

side. Fragments, doubtless the effect of light-

ning, lay around them on the snow. The fel-

spar, generally whitish, forms about three

fourths of the mass; the quartz is gray, with a

tinge of violet; and chlorite and talc occupy
almost exclusively the place of mica. De
Saussure has given a most minute description

of the composition of these—the highest rocks
which at that time had been examined by na-

turalists;—he stated also the dimensions of one
of them, to enable future travellers to ascer-
tain whether the snow continued to deepen on
the summit. From what I recollect, this rock
projects just about as much now, as it did at

the time of De Saussure's visit, which was
nearly half a century ego.

I intend sending specimens of all these rocks
to Professor Jameson, for the Royal Museum
of Natural History in the University at Edin-
burgh. They are interesting, as being the
highest visible rocks in Europe.
The observations of others were verified re-

garding the blackish blue colour of the sky.

particularly in and near the zenith, as seen

from these lofty regions. I was particularly

struck with the depth of this colour, when in

a valley many hundred feet below the summit
with high walls of snow around. It appears
to result fron) the simultaneous reception of

rays from the snow, for when the latter were
purposely excluded from the eye, the tinge of
black more or less completely disappeared. To
make this observation, I lay on my back, anc

closed ray eyes fur some moments; then open-

ed iliem on the zenith, the snow being shut

out from view by a cylinder formed with both

hands. I do not find a shade in " Werner'i

Nomenclature," corresponding with the co
lour, as seen either with or without the snow
and of course it is not easy to speak from re-

collection on this subject; but probably an ap
proach to the blackest tint observed might be
made by taking from " Pansy Purple" a littl

of its carmine red, and adding a very little

more of raven-black. As viewed without tht

snow, " China blue," with the addition of ?

very little more of Prussian blue, might per

haps represent the colour. It did not insensi

bly pass into the pale whitish-blue of the hori

zon, but, what deserves remark, terminated

by a well marked border at some ten degrees

above it.

We had all left the summit by half past

three; several of the guides having descended
sooner, a few hundred feet, to a more shelter-

ed situation. One of them had headache, pro-

bably from some brandy he had taken. The
rest individually assured me that they were
perfectly well, and they all said that their

breathing had never been affected while at rest

on the summit. Observations on the pulse of

several had been made in the valley, with the

ntention to repeat them on the top of the

mountain; but in prosecuting the other objects,

it was forgotten. I may remark, that I did

not find it needful to take any stronger drink

during the journey, than wine, a little better

than the " vin ordinaire," or table beverage
of the country. Lemonade was found very

refreshing. No inclination was felt to eat while
the summit. I have already mentioned that

unquenchable thirst was experienced.
The descent, in parts impeded by its steep-

ness, and on tliis account attended with not a

ttle danger at the " epaule droite," was, upon
the whole, very rapid—the guides sometirt;es

sliding down fields of snow, supported by their

batons; and, as Ihe steel points with which
my shoes were armed prevented me from fol-

owing their example, I was sometimes drawn
after them wilh cords in a silting posture. In

passing over a dangerous part we had crossed
n the morning, 1 slept wilh one foot into a

hole concealed by snow, and communicating
wilh a cavity of unknown depth. This shows
the necessity of two or three persons beino-

constantly attached together with cords.

We returned to the Grand Mulct by a quar-
ter past six, i. e. in lillle more than one fourth
of the time it had taken to ascend from this

rock to the summit. It was afterwards found
that a spectator, a near relative of mine, de-
scending from the Breven, had, with the as-

sistance of a glass, counted us—seven in num-
ber—into these our quarters for the night.

The scene at sunset, both on this and the pre-
ceding evening, was splendid, the sun's disk
appearing, as noticed by others, very much
smaller than when seen from lower regions.

At half past six o'clock, the barometer was
= 21,225 inches, English, its attached ther-

mometer being = 44° 37 Fahrenheit.

A fire was again made, the cabin re-cori-

structed on the same ledge as the preceding
evening, we supped, and retired to rest. Two
of the guides again passed the night without a
shelter (but without sustaining any harm). Had
a storm arisen, it is probable that we should
all have done the same, for a gust of wind
would have blown away the batons and sheet
which formed our cabin.

The next morning, ISlh, on this rock, the
barometer, at a quarter past six, stood at
21,198 inches, English, the a«afAed thermo-
meter being = 39° 87 F. Specimens were
collected of the plants within reach. Among
them were Aretia alpina, Saxifraga bryoides,
Poa laxa and nemoralis, with several lichens
and mosses not yet determined. Specimens
also were taken of a micaceous rock occurring
here, containing iron pyrites; also of gneiss
with asbestus. A small bird was observed on
the rock, which, however, I did not see. We
were gratified, just before starting, with the
sight of a splendid avalanche, which occurred
at a distance, as estimated by one of the guides,
of " une demiheure," (= IJ mile English,)
and in a few moments a shower, resembling
sleet, that resulted from it, reached us.

We left the Grand Mulet at half past seven
A. M., and retraced our steps as nearly as pos-
sible across the glacier; here and there, by a
shorter passage, saving part of the distance.
At the foot of the Aiguille du Midi, numerous
fragments of ice, very newly fallen, covered
the ground for a considerable distance, and
we hastened over it in dread of more.
Having safely re-crossed the glacier, all se-

rious danger was past. The undertaking had
been particularly well-timed: it was not until

De Saussure's third attempt, and after he had
contemplated the ascent for six-and-twenty
years, that he succeeded ; and the indefa-
tigable Bourrit was obliged to return at^re dif-

ferent limes, and never accomplished his ob-
ject.

It was very interesting to me, just before
reaching the valley, to meet with Jacques Bal-
mat, an old man of 73, who in an attempt to
ascend this mountain in the year 1786, having
passed a night alone and unsheltered in a
storm upon the snow, discovered a way—pro-
bably the only way of reaching the summit,
and the same year conducted Dr. Paccard to
It. He was De Saussure's principal guide in

1787, and has been surnamed " Mont Blanc."
Between three and four o'clock in the after-

noon, we arrived at the Priory, not having
met with any accident, and having had three
days without a cloud. The barometer brought
down from Mont Blanc stood at 26,918 Eng-
lish inches at five p. m., the attached thermo-
meter = 71° 37 F.; hence I found that it had
sustained no injury, and that the observations
taken at the summit, &-c., might be relied on.

Martin Bakey.
Heidelberg, 1st of lllh month, (Nov.) 1834,



THE TIMES.

The present period is one wliicli calls loudly

on the members of our religious Society to

pause and examine seriously the ground on
which they are standing. Not only are we
threatened with trials from within, but dangers

and temptations of a very alarming character

assail us from without. The e.\terisive internal

improvements carried on in this country have
poured a flood of business into the eastern

cities, which promises to raise their citizens to

affluence in a short space of lime. The extent

of trade now prosecuted is beyond all parallel,

and many of our members seem as completely

absorbed in it as though it was the sole object

of life. We hear of sales amounting to an

hundred thousand dollars a week ; of such a

press of business that storekeepers can liardly

take time to eat or sleep, and of some whose
devotion to the god of this world is so entire,

that even the nights are spent in prosecuting

business, and the dawn of the returning day

finds them packing goods. It would be well

for such to reflect that they must take time to

die, and if the message should come in the

midst of these busy scenes of mancy making,

in what condition would the soul be for its en-

trance into the world of spirits ? There will

be no such business there to amuse or employ
it,—no stocks to rise or fall,—no goods to

buy or sell,—no money to make or to hoard.

How little qualified for spiritual enjoyment or

participation in the unseen glories of the eter-

nal world, will those be who live and act in the

spirit wiiicb now so generally prevails, and
whicii seems sweeping like a flood through

our country.

Our ancient Friends had a testimony to bear

against a great business and great accumula-
tion of this world's goods ; such tilings were a

burden to them, because the temper and ha-

bits of their minds were attuned to higher and
nobler strains ; their affections and hopes were
set on heaven, and their thoughts and pursuits

tended thitherward. This continual breathing

toward " the house not made with hands," pro-

duced a godly iiidifference to inferior objects,

and preserved them out of the spirit in which
worldly men carry on their operations. Such
is always the effect of a full surrender to the

transforming power of divine grace, for the

Christian religion is the same now as it was
then, and the positive command of Christ as

obligatory on his followers at this day as it was
when it first fell from his sacred lips, " Lay
not up for yourselves treasures upon eaith."

But without looking back to the days of

the first Friends, a great change has taken

place in our Society even in fifty years,

and mournful are the consequences resulting

from it. Things are now to be done on a

grand scale, and the business which half a

century ago would have awakened the fears of

Friends, and probably been the occasion of a

visit of caution or reproof, is now looked upon
as a poor, contemptible little traffic, scarcely

worthy of notice. We hear from some of high i

standing frequent conversations on the great

business that their sons or their friends are

doing, accompanied with laudatory expres-

sions, calculated to impress others with the
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idea that in order to be men of business, they
must do likewise. Instead of evincing sorrow
or concern that so many of our amiable young
men are burying themselves in their stores, and
losing all interest and all capacity for useful-

ness in the concerns of Society by their eager
devotion to trade, a satisfaction "is often be-

trayed while talking over the business svhich

such are doing, that goes to settle them at

ease.

We have a query which enquires whethei
Friends keep to moderation in their trade oi

business, but with many it seems to have be
come obsolete, and moderation is taken to

signify as much business as a man can do with
his own means if he has any, and with all the
means of other persons which he can get into

his possession. This evil is one of no small

magnitude, and the prosjiect of a cure is the

more discouraging, because the very head
heart of society are to a certain degree afl^ecl-

ed with the malady. It ought not to be con
cealed, that the golden wedge is found in many
a tent where the Babylonish garment would
professedly be abhoried. Let the heads of the

tribes imitate the example of Joshua and the

elders of Israel, on that memorable occasion

when they were smitten before their enemies,

—when with weeping and supplications they

fell upon their faces and besought the Lord
because of this calamity. This entire prostra

tion and close selfscrutiny would develop to

many a state of mind of which they are scarcely

sensible, so currently do they pass among their

brethren ; and should it happily lead to a re-

formation at home, what blessed effects might

we not anticipate from the inffuence of such

an example !

Who can look over the company of young
men in our larger assemblies, endowed with

excellent intellectual abilities and of good
moral characters, and see how many of them
are swallowed up in trade, and not feel his

heart saddened by the picture ? What a noble

army would they make on the side of truth

and its testimonies, did they love Christ as fer-

vently as they are intent upon their bales and

counters ! Our Society then would never want
helpers, nor its burdens and services as now
rest on the shoulders of" the little few."—Ah,
no ! their meat and their drink would be,

to do their master's will instead of being en-

grossed in worldly business, and a blessed, glo-

ious, and enduring reward would follow them
through time and beyond the grave.

~ut some will say, I will try to do all I can

for the Society, whicli I really love, and I will

keep my large business going also. If thou

canst, thy powers must be stronger than the

est of tlie fallen race. No man can serve

two masters ; and where thy treasure is, there

thy heart will be also. The engrossing eff'ect

of these large concerns is such, that the mind
will almost certainly become leavened with

them, and a temper and feeling produced en-

tirely foreign to that in which the Lord's work
can only be performed. Great wealth is at-

tended with great temptations. It leads to

luxurious and expensive habits,—to customs

inconsistent wiih the simplicity and plainness

of our Christian profession, and in the hands

of those who have children, often induces them
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to soar above the Divine Witness in their own
hearts and to trample the cross of Christ un-
der foot as a despicable thing.

In contemplating these mouinful but com-
mon results, what pious parent, who regards
the everlasting welfare of his beloved oflTspring,

could deliberately bow his knees to the great
Disposer of events, and ask that his children

should be entrusted with riches ? With the pro-
spect that he must soon leave them in a world
abounding with so many temptations and
snares, to steer their course unaided by the

counsels of his experience and prudence ;

would he wish to impose on them the fearful

responsibility and hazardous risk of the steward-
ship over earthly treasure, or would he not

rather adopt the prayer of Agur, " Give them
neither poverty nor riches ?" Yet how many
parents who profess to be mainly solicitous for

the spiritual prosperity of their families, are en-

couraging and aiding their sons in carrying on
a business far beyond the moderation which
the gospel enjoins, themselves meanwhile ac-

cumulating estates of so great an amount that

each one's portion would be more than ade-

quate to supply all the wants of a self-denying

Christian. It is by the influence of such ex-

amples that the desire for wealth is promoted
in the Society, a degree of importance and
respect attached to it which gives it an undue
weight even in meetings for discipline, so that

in some cases the standard of true judgment is

sorrowfully lowered, and persons introduced

into activity in religious matters for which the

weight of their pockets rather than their spirits

must have recommended them.

Let us beware ere it be too late. Love of

money has long been the easily besetting sin of

our Society, and the peculiar circumstances of

the present times expose us to aggravated
temptations on this hand. What numbers has

it shorn of their spiritual strength, rendering

them mere nominal members, having the form

of godliness without the power, and tainting

all their activity in religious things.

But there is yet balm in Gilead, and a physi-

cian there whose skill is capable of curing

even this inveterate malady ; and as the bap-

tisms of the Holy Ghost and fire are permitted

to make a clear separation from the world and
its spirit, under every form which it assumes,

the Society may yet be thoroughly purged from

the leprosy, and " its righteousness go forth

with brightness, and the salvation thereof as a

lamp that burneth." J. R.

For"Ttie Friend."

FAITHFUtNESS IN ALL, THINGS.

In reading the lives of members of our re-

ligious Society, eminent for close walking

with God, like the holy men and women of

old time, we perceive they were remarkable
for tenderness of conscience. This arose

from the fervency of their desire to know the

11 of their heavenly Father, and by the help

of his Holy Spirit, to be found in all things

acting conformably to it. As this desire wa.s

sincerely cultivated, they were favoured to

know the voice of Christ, and with strength

to take up the cross and follow him. Their

steady faithfulness was rewarded with an
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increase of light and heavenly fervour, by

which they realised the saying of the psalmist,

" In thy light shall we see light." Many of

their scruples led them into a course of action

very reverse from what others deemed per-

fectly proper. They felt restrained from many
things which even professors of the same reli-

gion practised without any apparent compunc-
tion. This daring to differ from others, in

matters thought to be of Utile moment, sub-

jected them to the character of very contract-

ed persons, stiff, and bigoted, and making
religion of things which nobody else thought

it had any connection with. While this self-

denial drew upon them the contempt and

scoffs of the proud, as being weak and silly,

they went forward in the faith and persever-

ance of the saints, knowing Him in whom they

believed. They not only knew his voice when
he spoke peace and consolation to their anx-

ious souls, but no less so when he called for

some beloved object, on which their affections

were placed with inordinate attachment, or

commanded the performance of a duly which
deeply mortified the pride of their hearts. In

this path, while they renounced many things

which might be esteemed lawful, but which

they saw were not convenient and expedient

for them, because their Master forbid them,

they grew in the hidden life, and attained to

a deep and firm establishment in Christ Jesus,

their teacher and leader. As their affections

and their thoughts and hopes fixed on things

which are above, they treated even the com-
forts and enjoyment which the world affords,

and which many eagferly pursued, with a holy

indifference, using them only as needful to

sustain health and strength to answer the great

design of creation. By this means they experi-

enced great degreesof^ redemption, and became
lights in the world, and as a beautiful compact
city, elevated above surrounding objects, they

could not be hid. However vain and frivolous

persons may at times have despised and ridi-

culed their singularity, yet their undeviating

adherence to the convictions of truth extort-

ed even from these a testimony to the superior

excellency of their religion, and the consist-

ency of their lives with it. Thus they grew
from the state of children, to that of men in

Christ, living and walking in the Spirit, which
instructed them in their respective duties, and
also in his will concerning the church.

John Woolman, describing his progress, says,
" I was now led to look seiiously at the means
by which I was drawn from the pure trulh,

and learned this, that if I would live in the

life which the faithful servants of God lived in,

I must not go into company as heretofore in

my own will ; hut all the cravings of sense

must he governed by a divine principle. In
times of sorrow and abasement, these instruc-

^ lions were sealed upon me, and I felt the

power of Christ prevail over selBsh desires, so
that I was preserved in a good degree of stea-

diness." " I found no narrowness respecting
sects and opinions, but believed that sincere
upright hearted people, in every society who
truly love God, were accepted of him. As I

lived under the cross, and simply followed the
openings of truth, my mind, from day to day,
mu more enlightened ; my former acquaint-

ance weie left to judge of me as they would;
for I found it safest for me to live in private,

and keep these things sealed up in my own
breast. While 1 silently ponder on that change
wrought in me, I find no language equa"

nor any means to convey to another a clear

idea of it. I looked upon the works of God
in this visible creation, and an awfulness co-

vered me; my heart was tender and often con-

trite, and universal love to my fellow creatures

increased in me; this will be understood by
such who have trodden in the same path,

Some glances of real beauty may be seen in

their faces, who dwell in true meekness.
There is a harmony in the sound of that voice,

to which divine love gives utterance, and some
appearance of right order in their temper and
conduct, whose passions are regulated; yet

all these do not fully show forth that inward
life to such who have not felt it; but this

white stone and new name, is known rightly

to such only who have it. Now, ihoiigh I had
been thus strengthened to bear the cross, I still

found myself in great danger, having many
weaknesses attending me, and strong tempta-

tions to wrestle with; in the feeling whereof,

I frequently withdrew into private places, and
often vj'ah tears besought the Lord to help

me, whose gracious ear was open to my
cry."

Afler engaging with a person to tend his

stoie, he says; " At home I had lived retired;

and now having a prospect of being much in

the way of company, I felt frequent and fer-

vent cries in my heart to God, the Father of
mercies, that he would preserve me from all

taint and corruption ; that in this more public

employment, I might serve him, my gracious
Redeemer, in that humility and self-denial,

with which I had been, in a small degree, ex-

ercised in a more private life." " Shortly

after my settlement here, I was visited by se-

veral young people, my former acquaintances,

who knew not but vanities would be as agree-

able to me now as ever; and at these times, I

cried to the Lord in secret for wisdom and
strength; for I felt myself encompassed with

difficulties, and had fresh occasion to bewail
the follies of time past, in contracting afamili-
arity with libertine people : and as 1 had now
left my father's house outwardly, I found my
heavenly Father to be merciful to me beyond
what I can express. By day, I was much
amongst people, and had many trials to go
through, but in the evenings I was mostly

alone, and may with thankfulness acknowledge,
that in those times, the spirit of supplication

was often poured upon me; under which I was
frequently exercised, and felt my strength re-

newed."
To make provision for ourselves and for

those who are dependent upon us, is a Chris-

tian duty, as far as we have the ability. If our

desires are limited by the will of our heavenly

Father, though we may have difficuUies to en-

counter, yet with proper exertion, and his

blessing, this will be attainable without the

necessity of sacrificing conscientious scruples.

Though such may not be entrusted with riches,

heavenly treasure will be laid up, and, walking
in the fear of the Lord, their love to his law,

and to his restraining power, will increase, un-

til there will be no desire to depart from it.

The blessed inward treasure which will be
given them, the white stone and the new name,
will be their delight, and will satisfy their

souls with fatness, while those who disregard
his divine intimations, and whose chief con-
cern is to " buy and sell and get again," will

be in danger of perishing with famine and
leanness of soul.

" About the twenty-third year of my age,"
continues J. W., " I had many fresh and hea-
venly openings, in respect to the care and pro-

vidence of the Almighty over his creatures in

general; and over man as the most noble
amongst those which are visible. And being
clearly convinced in my judgment, that to
place my whole trust in God was best for me,
I felt renewed engagements, that in all things
I might act on an inward principle of virtue,
and pursue worldly business no further than
as truth opened my way therein."

Again he says, " My mind, through the
power of truth, was in a good degree weaned
from the desire of outward greatness, and I

was learning to be content with real conveni-
ences, that were not costly; so that a way of
life, free from much entanglements, appeared
best for me, though the income might be
small. I had several offers of business that

appeared profitable, but did not see my way
clear to accept of them; as believing the bu-
siness proposed would be attended with more
outward care and cumber than was required
of me to engage in. 1 saw that a humble
man, with the blessing of the Lord, might
live on a little: and that where the heart was
set on greatness, success in business did not
satisfy the craving; but that commonly with
an increase of wealth, the desire of wealth
increased. There was a care on my mind so
to pass my time that nothing might'hinder me
from the most steady attention to the voice of
the true Shepherd."

This is the safe path to walk in, and those
who will give heed to the requirings of the
Lord, will still find that he leads in the strait

and narrow way, and that therein true and
unmixed peace can only be found. S.

For " The Fri^d."

Heathen Termsfor Months and Days.

My attention was lately called to the con-
versation which John Churchman held with a
hairdresser at Norwich, England, upon the

use of the vulgar names given to the seven
days of the week; and on perusing it, I

thought an advantage would arise from insert-

ing it in " The Friend." Perhaps it will be
information to some of our own members, as
it was to that stranger; and if it should give
rise to a train of reflections as advantageous
to them, the benefit will be worth the trouble

of reprinting. Persons of all professions

call the days of the month by the numerical
terms of first, second, third day, &c., and
why it should be a mark of less sound sense

to use the same appellations in speaking of

the days of the week, requires more sagacity

than I possess to discover. The objections to

the vulgar mode given by our friend, appear

to me to be valid, and those who think it their
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duty to endeavour to Christianize pagans,

ought at least to clear themselves of all ves-

tiges of respect for the worship of heathen

gods. W.

Before my going to Holland, I was at the

shop of a barber in this city several times <o

be shaved; the second time I was there, I

had to wait awhile for my turn, he having nn
assistant ; and when others were gone, out he
told me he was sorry I had to wait, and hop
ed he should have my custom, and that if I

would come on Saturdays and Wednesdays in

the forenoon, 1 need not wait; but in the af-

ternoon others came. I asked him what days

of the week those were which he called Sa
turday, and Wednesday? He seemed to won
der at my ignorance, but knew not how to

tell me otherwise ; I said, I do not read in the

Scriptures of any days so named; he replied,

that is true ; for what reason then, said 1,

dost thou call them so ; because it is a com-

mon custom, said he ; suppose then, said I,

that we lived in a heathen country among
infidels who worshipped idols, should we fol-

low their customs because common ? He re-

plied, by no means ; I then said, if 1 have

understood rightly, the heathens gave the

days of the week those names. I never heard

that before, said he, pray for what reason ? I

answered, they worshipped the sun on the first

day of the week, and named it after their

idol, Sunday; the moon on the second day of

the week, so came Monday, and the other

days after other idols, for they had many goiis;

third day they called Tuesday, after their idol

Tuisco ; and after the idol Woden, fourth

day they called Wednesday, and fifth day
after their idol Thor, they called Thursday

;

from Friga, Friday ; and after Saturn, they

called the seventh day, Saturday; and as 1

believe in the only true God, and Jesus Chiisl,

whom he hath sent, and expect eternal life

by no other name or power, I dare not for

conscience sake, own the gods of the heathen,

or name a day after them ; but choose the

names which the days were called by, when
the Most High performed his several works of

creation, viz. first, second, third, and so on,

which is scriptural, most plain and easily un-

derstood.

He seemed somewhat affected with the in-

formation, and I desired him to enquire into

the matter for himself, and not to think that

I designed to impose upon him ; the next
time of my going to his shop, he showed me
some papers whereon he had began to learn

algebra, and asked me how I liked it ; I said

it might be useful to some, but that I could

take up grubbing or follow the plough with-

out studying algebra, as he might also shave

a man, &c., without it; besides I found it a

more profitable and delightful study to be

quietly employed in learning the law of the

Lord, written in mine own heart, so that 1

might walk before him acceptably.

On my return from Holland to Norwich, a

man ran to me in the street, putting a paper

into my hand, and immediately left me, whom
I soon found to be this barber; the letter con-

tained an innocent child-like acknowledg-
ment to me for my freedom with him, as is

before mentioned, in language rather too

much showing his value for me as an instru-

ment; and believing him to be reached by
the love of truth, and in measure convinced
of the principle thereof, I thought it best to

leave him in the Lord's hand for further in-

struction, to learn by the immediate teach-

ings of the Holy Spirit, that his love might
be centred on the true beloved of souls ; for

want whereof many are hurt, looking out-

ward and growing in head knowledge, seek-

ing the esteem and friendship of man, from
whom we are to cease, his breath and life be-

ing stopped at the Lord's command.
I mention this passage with a view to stir

up my friends of the same holy profession, to

let their language in words be the real lan-

guage of truth to all men, in purity of spirit,

and not to name the days of the week or

months, after the heathenish idolatrous cus-

toms, saying for excuse, that they to whom
they speak do best understand them, and it

saves them any further explanation, which
excuse is far from proceeding from a disposi-

tion apt to teach, and letting the light of

truth shine as they ought. "JSeither do tnen,"

said our blessed Instructer, " light a candle
and put it vndcr a bushel ; but on a candlestick,

and it giveth light to all that are in the house."

Matt. v. 2L Nor doth the Lord enlighten

his candle, that is ihe spirit of man, with the

pure knowledge of truth, that we should

cover it, either with an easeful disposition to

save ourselves trouble, or hide the work
thereof, under the covering bushel of worldly

saving care, after the gain and treasure of

this world ; but that it may stand on the can-

dlestick, and thereby crown those who are

thus favoured with the holy light, that as a

city set on an hill, they cannot be hid.

The corrupt language of " you" to a single

person, and calling the months and days by

heathen names, are esteemed by some to be
little things; but if a faithful testimony in

these little things, was blessed in the instance

before mentioned, even to the raising an

earnest enquiry after the saving knowledge of

God and his blessed Son, whom to know is

eternal life; perhaps such who baulk their

testimony to the pure talent of truth given

them to profit withal, may one day have their

portion appointed with the wicked and sloth-

ful servant: see Matt. xxv. 24, 25, &,c.

For " The Friend."

In a discourse preached at the consecration

of St. Mary's church, in the city of Burling-

ton, December 2.Sd, 1834, by the Bishop of

New Jersey, the following accoirnt is given of

the origin of that place of worship. " In the

year 1702, the Rev. Mr. Keith, and the Rev.

Mr. Talbot, were travelling preachers in these

countries, fr-om the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel in foreign parts; and as the

sober Quakers of New Jersey agreed with

ny of their brethren at Philadelphia, in

thinking that Ihe written word of God, and

instituted means of grace ought to be

more attended to, they were induced by hear-

ing some sermons from Mr. Keith, and Mr.

Talbot, to enquire what was the doctrine of

the church of England. In a little time, a
considerable congregation gathered themselves
together, resolving to receive the church of
Enoland worship."

The " Rev. Mr. Keith," here spoken of, is

George Keith, and as the statement made by
Bishop Doane conveys the impression, that
" the sober Quakers" were members of our
religious Society, at the time spoken of, viz.

1702— it is proper to say, that (he Keithian
separation took place ten years before, in

16£2; and that there is no account of any sub-

sequent separation or withdrawing from our
communion in such numbers as to attract at-

tention. The sober Quakers alluded to, were
no doubt those who had seceded with George
Keith, some of whom, according to Ed-
wards, on his return to America, nine or ten

years afterwards, as a missionary, again joined

him. The reader is referred to a copious ac-

count of the Keithian schism, in the third vo-

lume of " The Friend," for a full refutation of
the bishop's statement, and of the calumnies
which have been hitched to it by others.

A Constant Reader.
Burlington, bth mo. \st.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.

This institution was founded by an associa-

tion of Friends, and opened in the tenth month,
1833. "Its object is to combine sound and
liberal instruction in literature and science,

with a religious care over the morals and man-
ners, thus affording to the youth of our Society"

an opportunity of acquiring an education equal

in all respects to that which can be obtained

at colleges, without exposure to those associa-

tions which are apt lo lead them away from
the simplicity of our religious profession." The
results have thus far been highly satisfactory.

Under the immediate government of Friends

of distinguished ability and experience, incited

to the full dischar-ge of their arduous duties by
an ardent desire for the successful prosecution

of the undertaking, the institution has, it is be-

lieved, achieved the object of its founders.

More students having presented themselves

than was originally calculated on, the mana-
gers, believing that the school offers to Friends

an opportunity for the liberal and religious

education of their children, which has long

been wanted, and being desirous of still farther

extending its usefulness, have made provision

for the accommodation of an additional num-
ber. The following information is submitted

for the government of parents who may pro-

pose to avail themselves of its benefits.

The school is situated in Haverford town-

ship, Delaware county, in a pleasant and re-

markably healthy neighbourhood, about eight

miles from Philadelphia, and is easy of access,

by the Columbia railroad, and otherwise.

Friends of Radnor monthly meeting have

erected a new meeling-house, within a few
hundred yards of the school. The school-

house stands upon elevated ground, command-
ing a fine prospect, and contains very superior

accommodations for the students, each of

whom has a chamber to himself. But whilst

great attention has been paid to neatness and

comfort, useless ornament and extravagant
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expenditure have been atudiously avoided. For

as it is the anxious desire of the managers that

the students should be brought up in that

plainness and simplicity which is alone con-

sistent with the religious profession of Friends,

so they have been careful to guard the esta-

blishment from the appearance of ostentation

or luxury.

Instruction in the principles and testimonies

of Friends is believed to be of primary import-

ance, and forms part of the regular duty of the

superintendent and one or more of the teach-

ers. A full course of instruction will occupy

a period of four years, and the students are

arranged, according to their acquirements, in

one of four classes, viz. the Third Junior, Se-

cond Junior, Junior, or Senior. There are

two sessions in the year ; the winter session of

six months, commencing on the second fourth

day in the tenth month, and the summer ses-

sion of four months, commencing on the

second fourth day in the fifth month. An ex-

amination of all the students will take place at

the end of each, preparatory to a new classifi-

cation for the ensuing session. The course

of study embraces the Greek and Latin

Languages, Antiquities, Ancient and Mo-
dern Literature, History, Composition, Logic,

Rhetoric, Criticism, Mathematics, Natural

Philosophy, Chemistry, Botany, Physiology,

Intellectual and Moral Philosophy, Political

Economy, and the Evidences of Natural and

Revealed Religion. The qualifications for ad-

mission into the third junior class are English,

Latin and Greek Grammar, Geography, Alge-

bra as far as Simple Equations, Latin as far as

Caesar, and the Gospel of John in the original

Greek. But as many parents may be inclined

to avail themselves of the advantages which

Haverford affords, whose children have not

made the requisite progress in all these studies,

an Introductory School has been formed un-

der the care of separate teachers, in which

Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography,

Algebra, Grammar, and the elements of the

Greek and Latin Languages are taught.

Sensible of the importance of this Introduc-

tory Department, as that in which habits of

attention are to be formed, and the foundation

laid for the acquisition of sound learning, the

managers, with the aid of the council of teach-

ers have recently re-organised it, and believe

that it may be safely recommended to parents,

the course of instruction being adapted to the

future studies of the pupil, and the whole be-

ing subject to the frequent revision of the

teachers in the higher departments.

The following are the officers of the Institu-

tion.

John Gujimehe, Superintendent and

Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Philoso

phy.

Samuel J. Gtjmmere,—Assistant Teacher
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.

Daniel B. Smith,—Teacher of Moral Ph
losophy, English Literature, &c.

William Dennis,—Teacher of the Latin

and Greek Languages, and Ancient Litera.

ture.

William Gummere,— Assistant Teacher of

the Latin and Greek Languages, and Ancient
Literature.

Benjamin H. Deacon,—Teacher of the In-

troductory School.

Benjamin Hardy,—Assistant to the Su-

erintendent in the care of the students.

The school possesses a valuable library, ca-

binet of minerals, and other objects of natural

history, and a copious collection of philoso-

phical and chemical apparatus, for the purpose

of illustrating by experiment the lectures upon
the physical sciences. The terms for board

and tuition, including washing, are two hun-

dred dollars per annum, payable as follows,

) at tlie commencement, and ^60 at

the middle of the winter term; and ^80 paya-

ble at tlie opening of the summer term. The
Text Books which may be required will be
furnished by the superintendent at wholesale

priees. It is particularly desirable that parents

who propose to send their sons to the school,

should be prepared to do so at the opening of

the terms, as admissions of a later period have

been attended with considerable disadvantage

not only to the institution, but to the students

themselves. For further information, applica-

ion may be made to John Gummere, Super-

ntendent, at the school, or to the undersign-

ed, No. 39, Market street, Philadelphia.

By direction and on behalf of the Managers,
Charles Yarnall, Secretary.

Philadelphia, 4mo. 1835.

Fnr " The Friend."

FiOWERS.
" Consider the lilies of the field."

Ye beatiteous things—I love to stray

Among jou in your verdant beds,

And see you shake the dews away.
As joyous wave your brilliant heads.

I call you joyous—for I hold

That ye are joyous—that ye feel

Delight in living— that the mould
Affords ye many a savoury meal.

The voice of music birds employ,

To speak the full heart's happiness ;

But in your case, exuberant joy

Bursts forth perhaps in pomp of dress.

Yes, clad in beauty's brilliant robe,

To every eye enjoyment giving ;

And scattering fragrance round the globe,

Ye doubtless feel delight in living.

'Twas said by one, that ye have wasted,

Unseen, your sweets on desert air ;

Because, alas ! by man untasted.

Though bird, beast, insect might be there.

Oh ! modest and profound decision !

That man alone your worth observes

—

As though nought else was blest with vision,

Or system of olfactory nerves.

Pray how knew he, that all man misses,

Is wasted on the desert air ?

Or that the bee-like bird, that kissesj

The blossom, sees no beauty there.

But there's no desert—air and earth

With hum of sentient being rings

—

The spot that gives a flow'ret birth

Is quickly found by insect wings.

Yes, beauteous things, I love to stray.

Among you in your verdant bed

—

To mark your Heaven ordained array,

And breathe the sweetness round you spread.

And oft, among you when I wander,
Will serious thought expand her wings,

And, taught by you, my spirit ponder
On higher and on holier things.

Proofs of our heavenly Father's love,

Who clad you in a garb so fair

—

Ye bid mejiope, I too may prove
' An object of his guardian care.

Ye bid me hope that he who wrought
Such glorious robes for fading grass,

Will not cast off, if humbly sought.

His creature of a nobler class.

And as, at spring's awakening breath.

Ye glow in new-burn radiant dyes;
Lo, from the wintry sleep of death,

Ye bid me hope that I may rise.

Burlington, 1835.

THE FRZEND.
FIFTH MONTH, 9, 1835.

The sixth annual meeting of the Bible Association

of Friends in America, which occurred on the even-
ing of second day, the 20th ult., at the Mulberry
street meeting house in this city, was perhaps the
largest which has taken place since the formation of
this interesting institution,—the ground floor of the
east wing being completely filled with the assembled
company, constituted of old and young, male and fe-

male. Reports were read from twenty-seven auxilia-
ries.viz.—from within the limits of New York yearly
meeting, seven ; of Philadelphia, seven ; of North
Carolina, three ; of Ohio, three ; of Indiana, six

;

and one from VassaJborough, Maine, within the
bounds of New England yearly meeting. Delegates
from several of these auxiharies attended.
The annual report of the managers and the state,

ment of the accounts of the treasurer were read, ex-
hibiting proofs of attention to the objects of their ap-
pointment, satisfactory and encouraging. The reading
of these elicited divers pertinent remarks from indi.

viduals present, setting forth the importance and ex-
tensive benefits resulting from the operations of the
associaiton, and stimulating to further persevering ex-

ertions. An abstract of the report was directed to be
printed for distribution among the members, which we
shall probably insert, as soon as a copy can be obtained.

-The officers appointed for the ensuing year, were as

follows :

—

Clerk.—T>a.md B. Smith.
Treasurer.—Henry Cope.
Committee of Coirespondence.—John Paul, Thomas

Evans, and Isaac Collins.

Managers.—Thomas Stewardson, Samuel Bettio,
Timothy Paxson, Thomas P. Cope, Othniel Alsop,
Jasper Cope, Abraham L. Pennock, Joseph Snowden,
Thomas Kimber, Thomas Bacon, Thomas Wood,
John Richardson, George [Stewardson, Benjamin H.
Warder, Charles Yarnall, John G. Hoskins, Bartho-
lomew Wistar, George Williams, Isaac Davis, Lind-
sey Nicholson, Abraham Hilyard, Samuel B. Morris,
Blakey Sharpless, and George R. Smith.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—John

Richardson, No. 76, North Tenth st.; Thos.
Bacon, No. 190, North Front st.; Timothy
Paxson, No. 158, North Front st.

Superintendents.—John and Lsetitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians.—Dr. Robert Mor-
ion, No. 101, North Tenth st.; Dr. Charles
Evans, No. 102, Union st.

An annual meeting of Haverford School
Association, will be held in the committee
room of Friends' meeting house on Arch
street, on second day, the 11th inst., at four

o'clock, p. M.

George Stewardson, Secretary.

A stated meeting of the Concord Auxiliary
Bible Association of Friends, will be held at

Friends' meeting house. Concord, on second
day, the 11th inst., at 11 o'clock, a. m.

Jesse J. Maris, Secretary,
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OBSERVATIONS ON SLAVERY. NO. i.

An unjust laW is no law.

It was observed n a former number, that
the assertion is f.equently made, that the
slaves are property, because the law has made
them property. I purpose in this number to

examine the question, whether the law has
made those now held in servitude in this

country, either property or slaves.

What is law ? " Law," says Burke, " is be-
neficence acting by rule." Law in this coun-
try may be defined as the will of the majority
expressed by their proper representatives, for
the promotion of the general good. It is

laid down by Blackstone as essential to the
validity of a law, that it should not violate
the divine law, or be inconsistent with the
revealed will of the Deity. If we admit the
correctness of the doctrine, that all men are
created equal, and endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights, among which
are life, liberty, &,c. we need not spend much
time in the enquiry, whether law, as abov
defined, could make any class of people slaves.

In the process of converting freemen into
slaves, we should look in vain for beneficence
acting by rule, or for a declaration of the
public will acting for the general good ; and
still less, if less than nothing could possibly
be, should we find any thing like a conformity
to the Divine will, in the act of depriving any
part of the rational creation of their unalien-
able rights. And we must remember that

when we assert that the law has made them
property, we tacitly admit that they have not
always been property. In other words, we
virtually declare that they were free, until the
law made them slaves. It would be a curious
speculation to trace the process by which a
freeman could, upon any acknowledged prin-

ciples of law, be converted into an hereditary

slave. Let those who insist that the law has
made the slaves property, show us how and
where the law originated ; by what legislature

it was enacted, and what were its provisions.

I assert, without fear of contradiction, that no
legislative act, originating slav^, can be
found. ^

If we look to the common law for our au-

thority, the only sanction, or semblance of
sanction which it affords, is to be found in
the villenage of the middle ages. Now it is

a remarkable circumstance, that it was essen-
tial to that species of servitude that it should
have existed time immemorial in the paternal
line. No man could be held as a villein, if

any one of his ancestors in the direct paternal
line could be proved to have been free.
Slavery, or villenage, could not exist at all,

unless it had already existed so long in the
paternal line that its origin was unknown. It
must have commenced nobody knew when or
how. In other words, the law recognised no
principles in which the condition could ori-
gmate. The law, traced hack as far as legal
learning could trace it, must find the family
in question in a state of servitude, and it

merely recognised, as an existing institution,

what it found already established. It did not
create the condition. It did not malic a family
slaves. Its operation was to break down, not
to support, the system which it found exist-
ing. This villenage did not grow up under
the laws of England, but was coeval with, or
anterior to their formation ; the growth of
barbarous ages, which the improvements of
law were eont'nnally reducing within narrower
limits, until the condition became at length
unknown by the deaths and emancipations of
those who were once its objects.* If there-
fore the English villeins were at any time
the property of their lords, it was not the law
that made them such. The law was employed,
for centuries, in pealing away that property,
and never ceased till it had annihilated it en.
tirely.

The introduction of negro slavery into this

country, like the commencement of villenage
in England, was anterior to any legislation on
the subject. In 1620, a Dutch ship from the
coast of Guinea, sailed up the James river
and sold twenty negroes to the planters as

slaves. t The demand for tobacco encouraged
ts cultivation, and gave a stimulus to the
commerce in slaves. Little is now known
respecting the expedients adopted to recon
cile the planters to the traffic; but from what
appears in the transactions of a subsequent
period, there can be no doubt that fh

groes were represented as the victims of a
more degrading servitude in their own coun
try—as prisoners of war, or criminals, who, if

not purchased by Europeans, would have been
massacred in their native land. At all events,
heir slavery was not considered as originating,
and in fact did not commence, in this country

they were brought here as slaves. Their

* F. Hargrave's argument in case
set. Af. Obs. p. 310.

t Robertson's History of Amerii

ise^ I

^001

negro Somer-

k9.
,

slavery commenced with the importers, or
with some preceding claimants. The notion
that, by becoming the slaves «f a Christian
community, they might be converted from the
errors of paganism. to the Christian faith, ap-
pears to have had its influence with the early
planters of Virginia and Maryland. The opi-
nion was extensively adopted, that the slaves,
when they were converted to Christianity, be-
came free—not that any law declaring them
free was supposed to exist; but as there was
no law for holding them in slavery, it was ap-
prehended that the courts, in case the ques-
tion should be submitted to them, would de-
clare the Christian negro free.

The earliest legislation which appears on
ihe subject of slavery, bears date more than
forty years after its introduction into Virginia.
It was a law of Maryland, dated in 1663. It
recognises slavery as then existing among
them, and declares that children born after
the passage of the law should follow the con-
dition of their fathers. The slavery which
it authorises is founded _on a previously ex-
isting slavery. Thj^Mkas repealed a few
years afterwards, ^^^BtIS, another was
enacted, declaring ^^^llren to be born of
slaves also slaves diW^fe. This is a le-
gislative decision of"e manner in which
slavery already established shall operate on
the offspring of slaves.

In the laws of nearly all the governments
out of which the United States have grown,
we may find provisions relative to slavery,
but we still find them refer to it as an exist-
ir.g inslitiifinn. Thp law find."?, or supposes
the persons in question already in the con-
dition of slaves, and prescribes the effects
and incidents of that condition. A law of
Virginia, dated in 1679, for the encourage-
ment of soldiers, declared that such Indian
prisoners as should be taken in a war then
existing, should he free purchase to the per-
sons taking them. As Indian prisoners were
generally massacred, this law was probably
designed to prevent the effusion of blood, by
giving the victor an interest in the life of the
prisoner. It may perhaps have added a few
to the number of slaves, but did not properly
originate slavery. That was previously es-
tablished, and this law merely added to its

victims a few conquered Indians, who would
otherwise have been, in all probability, but-
chered on the field. This law continued in
force only eleven or twelve years.

The conclusion to which we are brought is,

that slavery did not originate from any system
of laws, or grow out of the regular operations
of the government, but sprang up amidst the
turmoil and confusion of war, where the im-
provements of civilized society were either

v\>V^



unknown or disregarded. Such was unques-

tionably the origin of villenage, as well as the

slavery of the ancients. The slavery of the

African race seems to have combined all the

abominations of those which preceded it. The
wars of Africa among the native chiefs ; the

invasion of the unsuspecting villagers by the

European traders; the practice of kidnapping;

the mockeries of justice ; have all been em-

ployed to feed the odious traffic to which the

slavery existing among us is owing. In the

commencement of this traffic, its true cha

racter was little known, except to those

who were engaged in it. Had the peopl

large been apprised of the horrors of the

trade, and the abominable means by which

the victims were obtained, it is not likely that

a market for slaves would have been found

among the early settlers of this country. When
the traffic was once introduced, and th

pie inured to the practice of purchasing and

holding its victims as slaves, the exposure of

the evils of the system could not make so

strong an impression on public feeling, as it

would have done before the commerce, and

its consequent slavery, had become interwoven

with the interests and habits of the commu-
nity. Yet notwithstanding the interests in-

volved in its support, and the habit of regarding

its victims as an inferior race, when the cha

racter of this trade was fully exposed, the go

vernments of the United Stales and Great

Britain did not long continue to tolerate it.

The African slave trade is now denounced as

piracy; and the trader employed in conveying

the African slave fjj|H|^own country to the

western world, is t^^^^Li enemy to the hu

man race. Yet td^^^Katlcal traffic is the

slavery of these Un^BRtes indebted for its

existence. The right oT property, so confi

dently claimed, in the persons of the negroes

has no other foundation.

So far is it from being true that the law has

made these people property, that the laws

of the United States have announced in the

most emphatic manner the opposite doctrine,

When congress dpr.larpH the African slave

trade piracy, and ordered the slaves imported

contrary to law to be seized and placed in the

custody of the marshal, for the purpose of re-

storing theii) to their native country, they cer-

tainly declared in substance, if not in words,

that these slaves were not the property of their

piratical importers. Who would now assert

that our government had by this act divested

any class of their rights ; had stripped the

traders of their property ? If these slaves

were not the property of the importers after

this law was enacted, by what law were they

such before the enactment ? If the slaves

when first imported were not the property of

those who imported and sold them, by what

law, or by what legal process did they be-

come the property of those who bought them ?

Complaints have been very justly made of

the hardship to which the free coloured person

is exposed in the district of Columbia, in con-

sequence of the laws enacted by the local

governments previous to the session, and not

repealed by congress. Coloured persons of free

condition are no doubt often consigned to slavery

by the application of the laws in that district
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That such laws should be allowed in that section

of our country is certainly a disgrace, and the

subject loudly demands the attention of the

community. But even in this case the laws

are the result, not the origin of slavery.

If slavery is to be maintained, though it was

not established by law, or if the laws are to

protect the master in the possession of what

he calls his property, the presumptions of law

as well as its direct enactments, must be ex

pected to conform to that end. If the mass of

the coloured race in any portion of coun

try are slaves, the presumption will be that

one whose condition is unknown is a slave.

To this presumption the legislation of slave-

holding states, and the sentiments of the peo-

ple, are moulded. The operation of such laws

and such prejudices, must be exceedingly op-

pressive to those coloured persons who are

free. They are however the concomitants of

the system. This, we may observe, is not an

excuse for those oppressive laws, but an argu-

ment against the practice which leads to their

enactment. If there were no other arguments

against the institution of slavery, the necessity

which it seems to impose upon those who up

iiold it, to resort to sucli oppressive measures

in Its support, would be an unanswerable ob

jection to its continuance.

In short, the African slave trade originated

with a set of lawless adventurers ; was prose

cuted without regard to the laws of God oi

man ; the slavery which grew out of it neither

asked nor obtained the sanction of law, till it

had become incorporated into the habits of the

people ; and when at length the attention of

the legislatures was drawn to the subject, it

was recognised as an institution already formed;

the slaves were acknovvledged to be wliat the

habits of the people anterior to the action of

law had made them. Where rapine and vio-

lence had placed them, the laws, for a time,

permitted them to remain. But the operation

of the laws, bad as they were, and bad they

continue to be, has subjected the authority of

the master to some restraint. The boasted

right of property has been placed under some
limitations. The descendants of Africa enjoy,

in all parts of the Union, some protection from

law. They arerfftwhere now what the lawless

traders originally deemed them, the absolute

unqualified property of their holders. And a

majority of the original states have declared

that the institution of slavery shall not be re-

cognised within their limits. The law in those

states has declared that slaves are not, and

shall not be held as property. Violence and

rapine converted freemen into slaves—made
man the property of man,—but the law has

been employed in lightening the fetters of the

slave ; and where it has produced its full

effect, has converted slaves into freemen.

E. L.

If any man takes a tenth, or fifth part from

his stock to give to the poor, the remainder

will be a weightier seed for producing an in-

crease, than if the whole had been untouched.

But then this is a delicate affair. To give,

chiefly with a|^xpectation of the increase, is

traffic, and n^B""'''y-—^" -^d^^-

Communicated for " The Friend."

LETTERS FROM EUROPE. NO. V.

Paris, 9mo. 17, 1834.

In my peregrinations through Paris, I have

constantly remarked the neatness of the dress

of the lower classes of people, and the society

of beggars. A dirty, ragged, person is rarely

seen, and I think there are ten beggars in Lon-

don to one here; a few miserable looking crea-

tures are generally found about the doors of

the churches, but " the poor, the lame, and

the blind," have comfortable accommodations

in the numerous hospitals, for which this city

is so justly famed. ^g^
My opinion of the comparat||S6beauty of

the English and French women, is rather

changed in favour of the latter. Their com-
plexion is n,ot as fair as that of the English,

but their handsome persons, bright eyes, the

lively, animated expression of their features),

and their easy address, fully compensate for

the absence of a delicate skin. Many o( the

French women are engaged in laborious occu-

pations; they work with the men in the fields

without bonnets, attend the markets, carry

great burdens, and may often be seen at the

corners blacking boots and shoes. What a

picture is it to see a great, rough, giant of a

fellow, standing with one foot on a bos, and
a woman brushing away at his boot! The
duties of a barber's shop would be rather less

out of character, and I have actually seen wo-
men engaged in them, and why should they

not be ? St. Pierre states it as a fact, that

the nobility in France are bilious and parched

in complexion, and perceptibly uglier than the

other inhabitants of the same district; and he
ascribes it to their living with each other in

the perpetual jealousy of rank, and with their

g|ex
n^Kia

neighbc of an inferior order, in a state of

unremitting hostility for the maintenance of

their prerogatives. The affections and har-

monies of the soul, as well as the feelings of

a contrary character, seldom fail to be im-

pressed on the features; and on this principle,

beauty of face, or loveliness of expression, is

of no trifling importance. Every nation has

certain distinguisliing forms of the face—how
this variety of features originated or is pre-

served, I shall not stdp to enquire— but does

not our observation induce the belief, that the

beauty of classes and of families is materially

affected by their condition in life, and the na-

tural or acquired habits and complexion of

their minds? Where moral beauty exists, how-
ever harsh or homely the features may be, it

will diffuse over them a loveliness and dignity,

far surpassing natural symmetry of features.

The disposition of children may be traced in

their countenances, but man learns to wear
the disguise that will suit his purposes.

" There's many a brow that wears a smile

Above a heart of care,

There's many a laughing eye conceals

The writhings of despair

:

We would not that the world should see

The bosom's dark recess,

We would not that the world should know
Its utter loneliness."

We see|fc-e but few marks of great indivi-

dual wealtn; nor do the miseries of abject po-

verty continually stare us in the face. The
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Tillages around Paris are very pleasantly si-

tuated, and contain many beautiful houses, but

there are few that can be compared with the

thousands of large, substantial mansions and
elegant i^ardens which surround London, and
are thickly scattered over England. I hope
thou wilt not think I make any of these com-
parisons invidiously; I merely state facts, and
leave you to study them, so that when I re

turn, you may edify and instruct nie by youi

sage conclusions.

I met yesterday with three English Friends
from Bristol, who had just arrived. Oi
whose health is precarious, is going to Italy to

spend the winter, or perchance to draw his

last breath, " to close his eyes and shut out

day for ever," far from bis home. Like my-
self, however, he would leave no sorrowing
wife, nor would his last moments be embitter-

ed by the thought that he was casting upon
a cold and selfish world, those who were
dearer to him than his own life, ft is no tri-

fling responsibility which a physician assumes,
when he advises a patient to leave his country

and quiet home, where his comfort is studied

by all around him, and throw himself upon the

" tender mercies" of mercenaiy strangers.

In the afternoon we visited together, the

celebrated museum of the Louvre. Napo-
leon, in the prosecution of his design of mak-
ing Paris the capital of the world, depo-
sited here all the valuable and curious antiqui-

ties and works of art, that came within his

grasp in the several countries into which he
led his victorious armies; but when, at last,

in the midst of his banquet, the handwriting
appeared upon the wall and the diadem fell

from his brow, they were restored to their

rightful owners. The halls nnd galleiics atill

contain, however, a vast collection of statues,

antiquities, paintings, models of machines,

&c. The principal gallery is a quarter of a

mile long and thirty feet wide; stored with

ancient vases and busts, and 1250 paintings;

many of the last of great size and beauty, from

the pencils of the greatest masters in France,

Spain, Italy, and Germany. Truth compels
me to say, that from too many of them, as

well as from some of the statues which adorn
the royal gardens, an American, or an Eng-
lishman, must turn away with disgust and feel-

ings of wounded modesty. If thou remembers
the description Lavalette has given of the man-
ners and fashions during a certain period of

the revolution, thou wilt not be surprised to

learn that every thing of that character has not

even yet been withdrawn from public gaze. A
mere catalogue of the collections in this mu-
seum, would fill a volume; 1 need not, there-

fore, attempt to describe them in a letter.

Water is introduced into Paris by several

aqueducts; some of which are several leagues

in length, and that of St. Gervais was form-

ed six hundred years ago. The Philadelphia

plan of supplying every house, by means of
pipes and hydrants, is not generally adopted,

but the works are progressing. There are

one hundred and eighty-nine public fountains

in the several quarters of the city, which afford

an abundant supply of water; but the citizens

who do not live near them, must purchase
from the water carts or carriers, who are con-

tinually traversing the streets. It was one of prove beneficial, as a desire to obtain the
these water carts that was converted into the Holy Scriptures is increasing, and they may
infernal machine, from which Napoleon was so' now be found in many bookstores, though only
remarkably preserved by the furioiis driving of a lew ye.irs ago scarcely a single copy could
an inebriated coachman. It is calcidaled that be procured in Paris. The hospital Hotel
more than a million of dollars is annually paid

,
Dieu, is the most ancient, having been found-

for water by the inhabitants of Paris. Some| ed in the seventh century; it stands near the
of the fountains are curious and beautiful I old cathedral, Notre Dame, and is one of the
structures, and a few are of ancient date, cleanest and best regulated, containing one
The designs of some are not a little fantasti-

:
thousand beds. Of the first si.\ hundred pa-

he water spouting from the mouths of tients admitted during the prevalence of the
various animals. On one is a satyr, pressing

a wine skin, whence the water flows; which
he offers with an air of derision to the crowd,
who are supposed to expect and prefer the

gift of Bacchus. Water carriers, and other

cholera in 1832, otdy ope survived, and of the
first thousand only five. The hospital of the
EnfansTrouves, is for children who are brought
under the age of two years. They are admit-
ed day and night, and no questions are asked;

persons, are always to be seen around them! the child being placed in a box communicating
with their buckets and pitchers, and, as fa

I have observed, a very good feeling, and
a commendable degree of patience, exist

;

though, doubtless, many an angry debate may
be witnessed. I had heard so much of the

temperance of the French, that I was not pre-

pared to see the numerous dram shops which
abound in every part of the city, and particu-

larly near the barriers. The name by which
they signify brandy, and which is the burden

with an interior apartment, a bell is rung, and
it is taken in. The average number of chil-

dren received annually, is between five and
six thousand: they remain until they are twelve
years of age, and are then sent to the orphan
asylum, or placed out as apprentices. The
effect or influence of such an establishment

cannot be otherwise than pernicious on the

morality of the people; but 1 suppose the wise
men of France, having found it impossible to

of thousands of signs, is eau de vie, or u;ater I suppress the evil, have concluded to regulate

of life! I have seen only a few persons m
toxicated. The consumption of Paris in 1832
was more than thirteen millions of gallons of

wine, 612,000 gallons of brandy, nearly two
millions of gallons of beer, and great quanti

ties of cider and perry—population 800,000
There are numerous drinking houses without

the walls, where the rabble resort in crowds,

and what is sold in them, is not included in

the above quuntitics. It was the intention of
Napoleon, to or<

where once stood the Bastille, of such horrible

celebrity in the history of France. The water

was to have flowed from the trunk of a huge
bronze elephant, which, with the tower on his

back, would have been seventy-two feet high.

I saw the full-sized plaster model in the Place

de la Bastille. The present government is

erecting a bronze monument instead of it, si-

milar to that in the place Vendome, which is

on the plan of the pillar of Trajan, at Rome.
The column in the Place Vendome, was erect-

ed by Napoleon to commemorate the exploits

of his army in the campaign of 1805; it is

built of stone, one hundred and thirty-five feet

high, and covered with bronze, in the form of

a spiral band, representing in bas relief, the

principal actions during the war. The metal

employed, was furnished by 1200 pieces of

artillery, taken from the Russian and Austrian

armies, and its weight is 360,0001bs. A statue

of Napoleon surmounted the pillar, previous

to 1814, when it v.'as destroyed by the allied

army. The popular feeling, however, in 1833,

raised another, which now crowns the summit.

Although statues, triumphal arches, monu-
ments, &c., which serve to decorate only,

abound in Paris, it can aldo boast of a great

number of noble institutions. There are not

less than thirty-five hospitals and houses of re-

fuge for the sick, aged, infirm, blind, &.C.,

and there are also many benevolent societies.

A protestant Bible and tract society have been

and it is hoped their labours will

It. The Bicetre is a hospital for men seventy

years of age and upwards, and contains two
thousand two hundred beds. The Sal-petriere

is for women of the same class, and is of great

extent, being two thousand feet in length, and
upwards of one thousand in breadth, and con-

taining between five and six thousand inmates;

of whom one thousand are insane, and gene-
rally five or six hundred afflicted with epilepsy

and cancer. At the Royal Institution for the
Rlind, ninety boys and gii-la receive instruc-

tion by means of characters in relief, in read-

ing, writing, arithmetic, geography, <fcc., and
are maintained at the public expense for eight

years. The honour of inventing the invalua-

ble system by which the deaf and dumb are
enabled to enjoy the benefits of society and
education, is claimed foi- the Abbe de I'Epee,

who devoted his time and fortune to the esta-

blishment of this noble and truly benevolent

institution. He was succeeded by the Abbe
Sicard, and the present director is the Abbe
Borel. Eighty pupils receive gratuitous in-

struction, ten are admitted as half boarders,

and ten as three quarter boarders, the govern-

ment contributing about thirteen thousand dol-

lars per annum for their support.

The prisons and prison discipline of Paris,

like those of several countries, have been

greatly improved within a few years; and the

deep interest this government takes in the sub-

ject, has been manifested by its sending com-
missioners to the United States, for the pur-

pose of inspecting the prisons there. The
plan of solitary or separate confinement, is not

yet adopted, but the prisoners are classified

according to their age, sex, and crimes, and
the debtors are separate from the criminals.

There is a House of Refuge for culprits under
age, conducted on the same principles as that

in Philadelphia.

The contrast which exists between several

traits in the English and French characters, is

very striking; but perhaps in no instance is it
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more so, than in the taciturnity of the former,

and the loquacity of the latter, in a stage coach

or omnibus. When in London, I rode a great

deal in the omnibuses from the bank, near the

centre of the city, towards every quarter,

frequently five or six miles; and I rarely heard

any talk between persons who were acquaint-

ed, and never between those who were not,

except when I took the liberty myself of ask-

ing a few questions for information. One day,

in riding from St. James's, I met with two

French gentlemen, one of whom was ahemark-

ably fine looking man. He very soon made
some remark which led to the discovery that I

was an American, and then no Yankee could

excel him in inquisitiveness. Among many
other questions, he asked, whether 1 was a

married man, and finding the contrary, said

he supposed I intended taking a wife home

with me, at the same time politely offering to

furnish me with an introduction to an accom-

plished sister of his in Paris. He probably,

from my dress, mistook me for a military offi-

cer, as is frequently the case here; or, if he

had chanced to see the court dress, he might

have supposed I was a high functionary of our

government—a senator or minister plenipoten-

tiary. 1 have found incessant talking in the

various vehicles here, and on one occasion, in an

omnibus going out to Passy, several young men
sang and iiuzzaed at their loudest key, hailing

all we met; this is the only instance of impro-

per conduct I have seen in riding. Franklin

resided at Passy, during his mission to the

court of France, and one of its streets is ho-

noured with his name. My landlady offered

me a ticket the other evening, to attend the

opera, and I had no litBe difiicully in making

her comprehend my reasons for declining to

accept it. She had, probably, never before

entertsined the faintest idea, that there could

be any impropriety in theatrical exhibitions,

and she appeared to be entirely ignorant, not

only of the principles, but even of the exist-

ence of our religious Society. Even in Lon-

don, where there are six meetings of Friends,

I do not doubt, but there are tens of thousands

of persons who have never seen a Friend. In

Paris, we are almost as rarely seen as Turks

in Philadelphia, and in some parts are viewed

with the same curiosity. Wooden shoes are

generally used by the lower classes of people:

they appear very clumsy and inconvenient, but,

laying aside other considerations, they are cer-

tainly to be preferred on the score of econo-

my, especially on these rough pavements. 1

am sometimes startled by a loud pattering of

footsteps behind me, and' am at a loss for a

moment to know whether they belong to bi-

peds or quadrupeds, but, on looking round, I

find a number of children coming at a full

trot, having just broken loose from a school

or manufactory. There are shops for the sale

of wooden shoes exclusively, where they may
be had of all sizes, but, unlike every other

article of dress, they appear to be of one

fashion—the same, probably, unchanged for

centuries—and entirely destitute of ornament;

a most inexplicable anomaly, thou wilt say, in

France.

Some of the large public institutions are

lighted with gas, but lamps are used in the
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streets—suspended over the centre, as they

are in Spring Garden District, Philadelphia,

with a small chain or rope passing down the

walls of the houses into a small box, which is

kept locked. Many of the large streets are

brilliantly lighted from the windows of the

splendid shops and cafes; other parts of the

city are but dimly lighted, though not more
so than Philadelphia. There is an establish-

ment here called the Morgue, where unknown
persons who are found diowned, or meet with

accidental death in the streets, are placed for

a time limited by the state of the bodies, to be

recognised by their friends. They are laid on

inclined marble tables, with their faces towards

the public, in a room separated by a glass par-

tition from the spectators. From three to four

hundred corpses are annually exposed here.

Among the numerous improvements which

Napoleon planned and executed, may be rec-

koned the Abattoris, or slaughter houses, that

he caused to be erected in the suburbs of the

city, having suppressed those in the interior.

They are extensive buildings, and such is the

care taken by the introduction of sluices to

preserve cleanliness, that no disagreeable

smell is found in them, and one could hardly

suspect the purpose for which they are used.

I have visited, in the intervals of my more
important engagements, many other interest-

ing places, such as the Bourse or Exchange

;

several of the churches, Notre Dame, St.

Roch, the Pantheon, Madeleine, &c. the

corn market, an immense circular building, in

the construction of which no wood was used;

but I must reserve something to talk about

when 1 return, and 1 expect to leave Paris

to-morrow morning for Brussels, 240 miles,

having secured a seat in the Dilisonoe- l^j'o

two great coaching establishments of Paris,

the Messageries Royales, and Lafitte, Cail-

lard & Co. are places of considerable interest.

We enter a spacious court through a large gate-

way from the street; on one side are large

buildings for the protection of the enormous
diligences from the weather, &;c. and the other

sides contain the offices at which the seats

are taken, having the names of the several

countries and districts over the doors, as

England, Spain, Italy, Belgium, <ltc. Travel-

lers are continually departing ; others are ar-

riving from every quarter of the globe, revenue

officers are searching the trunks, the con-

ducteurs are swearing, postilions cracking

their great whips, and there is all the bustle

of arrival and departure ; to all this, however,

I have become so accustomed that it no

longer discomposes me. There is no con-

fusion in the passengers entering the dili-

gences, for the doors are kept locked until

the conducteur calls over the names of the

passengers, who then take their seats (which

are all numbered) in the order they had pre-

viously chosen them.

I called one day at the house of a gentle-

man for whom I had a letter of introduction,

and met with a young man who addressed me
in English, but with such a strong French

accent, and so many idioms of the French

language, that I did not suspect he was an

Englishman, as I found him to be ; having

resided only one year here. His situation is

such that be seldom sees one of his country-
men, and he expressed great pleasure in

having an opportunity of conversing in his

native tongue; I was also glad of his com-
pany to Charonne and other places. In that

village I saw a large cannon ball half inserted

in the wall of the second story of a house,

with " 1814" painted in large figures near it;

signifying that it was lodged there during the

events of that year. As I walk through the

various public places of the city, I can hardly

realise the feeling that I am in the midst of
those scenes, where occurred the remarkable
events which filled the world with horror,

dread and astonishment; but some little cir-

cumstance like this sometimes brings them
strongly before the mind, and awakens many
a sad reflection. Alas, what times were those,

when "they crowded the scaffold with all

their country held of genius or of virtue, and
when the peerage and the prelacy were ex-
hausted, the mob-executioner of to-day be-
came the mob-victim of to-morrow. No sex
was spared, no age respected, no suffering

pitied ; and all this they did in the sacred
name of liberty, though in the deluge of hu-
man blood, they left not a mountain top for

the ark of liberty to rest on."
I must acknowledge the great satisfaction

I have several times enjoyed in the company
of Joseph Grellett, brother of our valued
friend Stephen Grellett. I believe he is him-
self a member of our Society : he is about to

leave Paris on account of ill health.

Upon the whole, as a city, I prefer Paris to

London, though, possibly, fine weather, in

which, every one knows, cities are seen to

the greatest advantage, has rendered my judg-
ment partial. As n place nf residonce I

would certainly prefer London, for, though a
man of the world may luxuriate in Paris,

there is no soil here for the growth of Qua-
kerism. Farewell, and forget not thy R.

Method of Preventing the Salivating Effects

of Clover Hay.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Hanover, December 2d, 1833.

The correctness of your views, as express-

ed in your address to the patrons of the Re-
gister in the last number, in relation to its

ultimate success, 1 think cannot be doubted
by any one who will reflect on the subject;

and although I believe it has already awakened
a spirit of improvement amongst us, which I

trust will not soon expire, yet it is evident that

it cannot accomplish as much for the farming
interest of the slate, as its editor, and every
other patriotic citizen may wish, and of which
it now gives so fair a promise, unless it shall

become the medium of communication be-
tween the practical fanners of our slate, and
the vehicle of plain practical information. I

feel assured that there is a valuable store of
knowledge in the possession of our farmers,

on the different subjects which are connected
with the cultivation of the soil: and why should
it be kept locked up? 1 hope your appeal will

not be unheeded, but that every one who is

practising good plans of any sort, will let hia

neighbour profit by his experience.' Many I
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have no doubt, are restrained by a false sense
of modesty, from communicating useful infor-

mation, because they do not write in a hand-

some style. The plain common sense men of
the country, are those whose communications
I conceive would be most valuable. In ac-

cordance with these views, I frequently, during
the last summer, intended enquiring through
the Register, if any farmer knew a remedy for

that quality, which we frequently find in clover

bay, that produces salivation in horses. In-

stead of asking for information, I tried an ex-

periment, the result of which, being success-

ful, I will now give you to be published if you
think proper.

About the middle of June, 1 cut a parcel of

clover hay, which I cured very well, and flat-

tered myself, would be fine food for my plough

horses during the hot weather of July; but to

my great surprise, a bundle which could be

grasped in one hand, would produce saliva-

tion, when eaten by a horse or mule. 1 never

knew the first cutting of clover hay to have

that eflect before. After some reflection, I

determined to salt it—which I did in the fol-

lowing manner. 1 had a bed of hay spread

out, lying loosely about three feet in depth,

which having become very dry, 1 sprinkled

with water, using a large watering pot, that

the salt might dissolve; I then put as much
salt on it as I thought it would take without

making it unpalatable. I went thiougJi the

whole bulk in that way, sprinkling water and
then salt, as nearly as 1 could guess, about a

peck to the thousand pounds of hay. I did

not use any of this hay for some weeks, but

when 1 did try it, I found it had lost its sali-

vating quality entirely. I have since used the

whole quantity without its producing aaliiation

in the slightest degree. I suppose it might
have been safely used as soon as the salt had

time to be diffused through the bulk of hay.

The second crop of clover generally produces

salivation, and from that cause we are pre-

vented from using it for hay; but it is some-
times much more abundant than the first crop,

and it is desirable to use it for hay. I intend

trying next season some of the second cutting,

to ascertain if salt will have the same effect

on it.

Edmd. Fontaine.

From the New England Farmer.

Preparation of Foodfor Swine and Cattle.

It has been observed by an English writer

on agriculture, that an apparatus for steaming
food for cattle should be considered as a ne-

cessary appendage to every arable and dairy

farm, of a moderate size. It has been long

known that many sorts of roots, and particu-

larly the potato, become much more valuable

by undergoing this sort of preparation. And
it is equally well known that when thus pre-

pared they have been employed alone as a

substitute for hay, and with cut straw both for

hay and corn, in the feeding of horses as well

as other animals. To a farmer who keeps

many horses or cattle, or even swine or poul-

try, the practice of boiling their food in steam

is so great a saving and advantage, that it de-

serves the most particular attention. Though

potatoes have often been given raw to both
horses and cattle, they are found to be infinite-

ly preferable, when cooked by steam, as they

are thereby rendered much drier, and more
nutritive. This has been long since shown by
the experiments of Wakefield of Liverpool,
who, in order to ascertain it, fed some of his

horses on steamed, and some on raw potatoes,

and soon found the iiorses on steamed potatoes

had greatly the advantage, in every respect.

Those on the steamed potatoes looked perfect-

ly smooth and sleek, while the others were
quite rough.

The following description of a root steamer
is from the " Farmer's Assistant:"

STEAM BOILER.
This is an implement that no farmer or

planter should be without, as potatoes, parti-

cularly, are nearly doubled in value, for feed-

ing and fatting, when boiled. Turnips and
other roots, and pumpkins, are also much
improved, as food for cattle, by a similar pro-
cess.

Boiled clover hny is found very good for

keeping swine during winter; and we are of
opinion, that if fed to milch cows during that

season, it would greatly improve the quantity

of their milk, and keep them in better order,

than when fed dry to them. We believe this

to be well worthy of a fair experiment, by hav-

ing a vat, or box, to hold the hay, sufficiently

large for the purpose.

A steam-boiler is commonly made by setting

a kettle, holding twelve gallons or more, in a

furnace, of brick or stone; and over this a

hogshead, with one head taken out, and the

other bored full of holes, is set so close that

the steam of the kettle, when boiling, can only
rise through the holes, and iliunue ootciiU

among the articles to be boiled in the hogs-

head, and pass oflf at the top. In this way a

hogshead full of potatoes will be nearly as

soon boiled, as a small part of them only

could have been, if placed in the kettle under-

neath.

As the kettle must be so closed as to pre-

vent any steam passing off but through the

bottom of the hogshead or vat, a pipe or tube

must be set in one side, through which, with

the aid of a tunnel, the water is to be poured

into the kettle, as often as occasion may re-

quire. When poured in, the lube is to be

stopped, with a plug for the purpose.

Grain of all kinds may be steamboiled to

great advantage, for feeding and fatting cattle;

but, in that case, it is requisite to have the

bottom of the hogshead covered with a cloth,

to prevent the grain running down through the

holes.

By experiments which have been accurately
made in Pennsylvania upon Indian corn and
potatoes used for fatting swine, it was found
that they increased in weight one third faster

on the boiled than on the unboiled food; or, in

other words, they gained three pounds when
fed on the former, where they only gained two
pounds when fed on the latter. We are fully

of opinion that steam boiling food, for feeding

or fatting all sorts of cattle, generally increases

the value of the food, as much as forty or fifty

per cent.

We are induced to lay this down, as a ge-

neral rule, that all kinds of food, whether for

man or beast, is more or less improved in its

nutrimental qualities by being boiled. This is

evidently the case in regard either to grain or
roots; and we believe that every kind of vege-
table matter, even green grass itself, will be
found much improved, as a food for cattle,

when it has been sufficiently subjected to the

operation of the steam boiler. But whether
the additional expense thus incurred would, in

all cases, be found overbalanced by the addi-

tional value thus given to the food, must de-
pend on the results of experiments to be fairly

and properly made.

From Parke's Chemical Essays.

On the Importance of Chemistry, as connected
with Agriculture.

Were I addressing myself to the father of a
family, I would say,— is your son born inopu-
lence; is he an heir to an extensive domain,

—

make him an analytical chemist, and you en-
able him to appreciate the real value of his
estate, and to turn evei-y acre of it to the best
account. Has he a barren tract of country,
which has been unproductive from generation
to generation; he will then carefully explore
it for hidden treasures, and will probably not
explore in vain. By analysing the minerals
which he discovers, he will ascertain with fa-

cility and exactness what proportion of metal
they contain, and which of them may be work-
ed to advantage. Thus he will operate on
sure grounds, and be prevented from engag-
ing in expensive and unprofitable undertak-
ings.

Chemistry will teach him also how to im-
piovc the cKi^JEotetZ parts of his estate; and by
transporting and transposing the difl%rent soils,

he will soon learn some method by which
each of his fields may be rendered more pro-
ductive.

The analysis of the soils will be followed by
that of the waters which rise upon, or f3ow
through them; by which means he will disco-
ver those proper for irrigation; a practice, the
value of which is sufliciently known to every
good agriculturist.

Should he himself occupy the farm, become
himself the cultivator of his own estate; he
must of necessity become a chemist, before
he can make the best of his land, or put it

into a high state of cultivation, at the smallest

possible expense. It will be his concern, not

only to analyse the soils on difl'erent parts of
his farm, but the peat, the marl, the lime, and
the other manures, must be subjected to expe-
riment, before he can avail himself of the ad-

vantages which ihey possess, before he can be
certain of producing any particular effect by
their means. The necessity of analysis to the

farmer is evident, from a knowledge of the

circumstance, that some kind of lime is really

injurious, and would render land, which had
been hitherto very productive, actually sterile.

1 allude here to the magnesian limestone,

which is common in many districts in England,
particularly at Breedon in Leicestershire,

where the calcareous earth contains fifty per

cent, of magnesia. But, as the Earl of Dun-
donald has remarked, sueh lime will be ex-

•
I
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treraely useful on what are called sour soils

or such as contain sulphate of iron from the

decomposition of martial pyrites, as the mag
nesia will unite with the acid of that salt, anc

form sulphate of magnesia, (Epsom salt,)

which greatly promotes vegetation.

Besides a knowledge of the first principles

of chemistry, will teach him when to use lime

hot from the kiln, and when slacked; how to

promote the putrefactive process in his com
posts, and at what period to check it, so as to

prevent the fertilising particles becoming

effete, and of little value. It will also teach

hira the difference in the properties of marl

lime, peat, wood ashes, alkaline salt, soap

waste, sea water, &.c. ; and consequently,

which to prefer in all varieties of soil. A
knowledge of the chemical properties of bodies

will thus give a new character to the agricul-

turist, and render his employment rational

and respectable.

For "The Friend."

John Churchman, in his account of a visit

to Great Britain, about the middle of last

century, relates, that, when in Norwich, he

went several times to a barber to be shaved.

It frequently happened that others were there

before him, and he in consequence was oblig-

ed to wait for his turn. The barber told him,

if he would come on Saturdays and Wednes-
days, he need not wait. John enquired of him,

what days he called Saturday and Wednesday.
The barber appeared surprised at his ignor-

ance, but seemed quite at a loss how to inform

him better. John asked why he called the

days by those names. Because, said he, it is

common. But said John, supposing thou wast

in a country where the worship of idols was
common, would that be a good reason why
thou shouldst do it? O no, said he, by no

When the test of the thing being common,
was applied hypothetically to a case which, in

fact, was not common, a simple barber ap-

pears to have discovered at once that the fre-

quency of the practice was no justification of

it. And surely it requires no great penetra-

tion to perceive that, however common that

excuse is, it is totally defective when applied to

any practice which cannot be defended upon
other grounds. In other words, it is no ex-

cuse at all, when applied to any conduct which
is not proper in itself. Yet how many things

can we discover, in the conduct or language

of men, which admit of no other defence, and
are practised for no other reason. If we pro-

perly regard the declaration of our Saviour,

respecting the broad and the narrow way, and
the numbers who respectively pursue them,

the very circumstance that the practice is

common, may well lead us to scrutinise it with

some share of suspicion; and at all events to

induce an examination, whether we have any
better reason for its adoption, than

Custom, whicb all mankind to slavery brings.
That dull excuse for doing silly things.

When George Fox was called to proclaim
the doctrines now held by his successors in

religious profession, he believed it his duty to

avoid many things which were common, and

to practise others which were not common. The stiffness of sentences in which the pro-

His object evidently was to perform his duty,; noun thov, with its accompanying verb in the

both towards God and man, without regard to

the common usages of his day. His depar-

ture from the practices which were common
exposed him not only to contempt and derision,

but to absolute suffering, from professor and

profane.

The familiar use of you to a single person

proper form is used, has been sometimes ad-

vanced as an objection to the correct phraseo-

logy. If this is admitted as a reason for de-

viating from the form of sound words, it will

serve as well to excuse one deviation as an-

other. This reason is sometimes given for

the substitution of you. And without the

was common then as v;ell as now; but he tells, least inclination to censure the conduct of

us that he was commanded to use thee and
j

Friends, in this particular, I would suggest

^/iou to all men and women, without respect
|

the enquiry, whether the motive for one of

of persons. A conviction that he was so these substitutions is not nearly allied to that

commanded, was unquestionably his reason

for adopting the practice; yet 1 do not find

that he was accustomed to assign that reason

to those who opposed him on the subject. He
urged the example of Scripture, and the

grammatical correctness of the words which

he used. In a controversy with a priest, who
questioned him on the subject, and expressed

his contempt by pronouncing him and his

friends fools and idiots for using these terms,

he argued the case upon the principles of|

grammar, and the usage of the translators of

the Scriptures, without any allusion to a spe

cial command. And the argument was found

sufficient for the case. See page 69, vol. 2,

of his journal. W. Edmondson, at one time,

when conversing with a military man, address-

ed him with a thou; upon which he threatened

to cleave his head if he thoiCd him a second

time. But, William observes, when the turn

of discourse required it, he thou'd him again.

These, and numerous other instances which

might be cited, serve to show that those early

ministers of this Society were careful to hold

fast the form of sound words, and not to mince
their expressions in compliance with the no-

tions of others.

Probably few of us would now choose to

assert, as G. Fox did, that we have been di-

•inely commanded to use the plain language,

yet there unquestionably are many among us,

who consider ourselves religiously restrained

from conforming our language to the common
usages of the world. If we act, in this case,

upon principle, why do we not support it more
firmly? Would not George Fox and his co-

temporaries, have given away half their argu-

ment, if they had done as many of us now
do, in their use of the personal pronouns ?

How would they have urged the example of

Scripture, if the use of thou had been exclud-

ed from their mouths ?

And why do Friends of this day so gene-

rally substitute the ungrammatical form thee,

in place of the proper nominative ? Perhaps

we may find the reason given by the barber

the best we can assign, because it is common.
It is also common among other people to speak

of Saturday and Wednesday. If Friends gene-

rally, would adopt and maintain the true

Scripture language, that would then become
common among us; and we should avoid the

appearance of ignorance in relation to our

mother tongue, which attaches to our present

practice. And I am not sure, but the impro-

per use of the pronoun may have contributed

to fix upon us the imputation of general ignor-

ance, and to strengthen the opinion, that we
are unfriendly to the improvement of the mind.

of the other. Probably a fear of singularity,

and an aversion to the appearance of strictness

and giavity in our ordinary discourse, lie at

the bottom of the practice. If the proper
use of the word thou, where the order of lan-

guage requires it, actually gives an appearance
of solemnity to discourse, this circumstance
seems to me an argument in its favour. As a
plain dress is sometimes found to be a restraint

on the follies of youth, so a manner of speak-
ing vVhich partakes of solemnity may possibly

furnish a useful intimation to the person who
uses it, to be careful that the gravity of the

manner should not be disgraced by the light-

ness of the matter. If we we were duly at-

tentive to the apostolic injunction, to let our
words be few and savoury, and seasoned with

grace, we should not find the English lan-

guage, correctly spoken, too formal or too

grave for the communication of our thoughts.

E. L.

For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAl THOUGHTS NO. XIX.
" Is not ihi.'i the fast that I have chosen, to loose the

the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens,
and let the oppressed go free, and that ye break every
yoke ?" Isaiah, Iviii. 6.

In reading some remarks in a late number
of " The Friend," comparing our Society as
it is at present with its state in former times,

it struck me that there were two things in

which it has for some years been gradually
declining; I mean the individual testimony of
its members against war and slavery. 'Tis

true, as a Society, we do not countenance
these things, but how few are there, compared
with the whole, who in their conversation and
transactions with those who endeavour to pal-

liate such evils, will maintain a decided and
consistent deportment ? With regard to the

subject and sin of slavery, particularly, this

declension is conspicuously apparent. Though,
as respects this subject, our Society, in its

practice as a body, still shines, yet it has ceased
to be a burning light; for while we have kept
as it were one root of this great tree uncover-
ed, the others have been spreading broader,
and wider, and deeper in every direction.

Whereas, if we had continued faithful to this

great cause, if we had used our influence, by
our conversation, our pens, and every other
means that we possess; if we had been untir-

ing in our efforts to take the part pf those

injured people who are the subjects of such
cruel oppression in our own country; I cannot

'

but think, that, ere this we would iiave been
like the leaven (hat would have leavened the,

whole lump; and that those bitter, deep rooted,
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and fast growing prejudices, which we entertain-

ed against our brethren and countrymen, who
have inherited a darker siiin than ours,—would

long before this have been shaken. It is con-

fidently asserted, and I believe it to be the

case, that slavery is now viewed with less ab-

horrence by the inhabitants of the northern

states, than it was fifteen years ago. Owing
to the more frequent intercourse with our

southern neighbours, to the oft repeated as-

sertion, that " slavery is a necessary evil," and
one which it is "dangerous to intermeddle

with," and that the coloured people, if free,

would be unable lo take care of themselves;

owing to these causes, and to the criminal silence

on the part of those who, on account of their

high and Christian profession should always

be found taking the side of the oppressed

—

almost all classes seem to have become indif-

ferent, and to have ceased to feel as they ought
in this great cause of humanity. It is now no
uncommon thing to hear our own members, in

conversation on this subject, ask the question,

" Why, what should we do with the blacks if

they were all liberated?" Surely it argues

great want of faith in Him, wiio has given to

us to do our duty—and told us to leave the

consequences, to be thus reasoning on the sub-

ject. What did our early Friends do, and
what have all true Christians done, when they

have been thoroughly convinced of sin? Have'
they not forsaken it, and endeavoured to in-

duce others lo forsake it, and left the conse-

quences in better hands than their own? even

in His, who has ever promised to take care of

those who do righteousness for its own sake.

Oh I for a Woolman, and a Benezet, in these

our days. Cannot, will not, our Society yet

arise and shake herself from the dust—and

come forth with increased energies in this great

work? The call has gone forth !—-the Iruinpet

has been blown—slavery is binding its chains

faster and closer upon our countrymen, and

are there none that will come forth and lift up
their voice against it? None, that will take

the part of the injured and oppressed, against

increasing pride and avarice? Are there none
who, like Howard and Wilberforce in Britain,

and Woolman and Benezet in our own coun-

try, will give their talents and influence, to

open the prison doors, to loose the heavy bur-

den, and let the oppressed go free ? . . . h

For "The Fiieiid."

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, gentle-

ness, &c. ; if we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in

the Spirit."

The subject of the emancipation of the co-

loured people from a state of bondage, and in

many instances of cruel suffering and oppres-

sion, has for a long course of years claimed

the attention, and aroused the energies of our

religious Society, both in an individual and

collective capacity ; and although their efforts

for effecting the freedom of this degraded por-

tion of our fellow creatures may not have been

crowned with much apparent success, further

than to clear their own hands and to prohibit

the members from holding slaves, yet they have

stood in the community as the friends of the

negro, and their ears have been open to his

distresses.

But, latterly, two parties have arisen in

these United Slates, who, while they admit that

freedom is their natural and undoubted right,

yet differ in sentiment with respect to the best

mode of accomplishing this very desirable, this

highly important end ; the one is in favour of

assisting tiiem to reach a country where thoy

may enjoy the rights and privileges of freemen,

be their own legislators and governors, educate

their children, and cultivate their own soil.

Those who take the other side, are in fa-

vour of their enjoyment of the blessings and
privileges of our common country, and are

disposed to submit to all the consequences
which may result from their immediate en-

franchisement, and the full possession of equal

rights.

Now, without entering upon the merits of

the question, as it is viewed by its respective

supporters, I wish to make a few remarks up-

on the subject, merely in relation to the influ-

ence which it appears to me to have upon our

members.
In discussions between the abolitionist and

the colonizationist, I have observed consider-

able earnestness and warmth of argument, so

much so, as to occasion an apprehension, that,

instead of promoting the best interests of the

man of colour, some amongst us might become
the supporters of a party ; and thereby en-

danger the existence of that Christian fellow-

ship which is the great bond of religious com-
munion, and destroy that brotherly freedom
and confidence, which those who are engaged
in the promotion of truth and righteousness,

ought to cherish toward each other.

liCt us continually keep in mind, that how-
ever good our cause, if it be not advocated in

a spirit of condescension and forbearance, we
are in danger of sowing the seeds of disagree-

ment and discord, instead of disseminating the

precious fruits of the Holy Spirit, which would

lead us " to undo the heavy burdens, to let the

oppressed go free, and to break every yoke."

Amicus.

For "The Friend."

The doctrine of the Spirit and the necessity

of being governed in all things by its holy in-

fluence, is no where perhaps more beautifully

and clearly portrayed, than in the following

extract from the introductory remarks, prefix-

ed to the seventh edition of Joseph John Gur-
ney's " Observations on the Distinguishing

Views and Practices of the Society of

Friends."
" There is probably no body of Christians

by whom these precious truths have been more
clearly advanced, than by the Society of
Friends. It has always appeared to them, that

the free and immediate teaching of the Spirit

of Christ is the main characteristic of that

new covenant which was established in the

world by his propitiatory death. It seems, in-

deed, to have been the chief business intrusted

to them, in the church of Christ, to wean men
from an undue reliance on an outward minis-

try, and from all merely human systems in re-

ligion, and to lead them to the feet of Jesus.

Rightly have they deemed it to be the highest

privilege of the Christian believer, to draw-

near to the Father of mercies, through his be-
loved Son, to wait on God, in the silence of
all flesh, and to be guided and governed in all

things by his Holy Spirit.

" It is under this guidance, as Friends have
always believed, that the disciples of Jesus are
enabled to apply to particular occasions, the
^e?icr«Z rules of God's law; and that even in

temporal matters which, more or less, involve
their spiritual interest, they may be led along in

a path of safety. Christ, their divine teacher,
cannot be removed into a corner—his light

shines in their consciences. If they patiently

wait upon him and pray for his spirit, he will

from time to time arise for their help ; he will

guide them with his ' counsel,' and make his
' way' straight before their face.

" But if this be true respecting our common
course of life and duty, who shall deny that it

is also true in relation to the particular ser-

vices into which we may be called for the be-
nefit of the church? It is on scriptural autho-
rity, that Friends have always asserted that no
voice can lawfully call into these services, but
the voice of the Holy Spirit; and that nothing
can truly qualify for the performance of them,
but the Lord's anointing. I wish to take the
present opportunity of expressing my conti-

nued conviction of the immense importance of
this Christian principle, which appears to me
to have been far too much neglected in the
professing church of Christ. I am, indeed,
well aware that we have no reason, in the pre-

sent day, to expect either miracles, or those
extraordinary measures of inspiration, which
were bestowed on the apostles; for these pro-
bably have already served their purpose in the
establishment of Christianity in the world.
But we are surely authorised in expecting the
enlivening visitations of an omnipresent Sa-
viour, the perceptible guidance of his Spirit in

the path of duty, and the pouring forth of that
divine influence, which can alone prepare us
for the Lord's service, and rightly suggest and
direct the ministry of the gospel. Through
the efficacy of this principle our Society first

arose; and if we would continue as a people,

to live and grow in the truth, we must adhere to

it with unalterable firmness. ' The anointing'

v;ill yet do wonders for us, if we are faithful

to its monitions, and submissive to the various

crosses and mortifications into which it leads.

Nor are we left without an adequate motive to

such a course of faithfulness and obedience.

The love of Christ constraineth us ; we are

bound by every tie of duty, honour, and gra-

titude, to devote ourselves to the service of
that adorable Redeemer, whose we are, be-

cause he has bought us with his own blood.
" Here I must be allowed to express my be-

lief that a humble reliance on the teaching of
the Spirit, and a diligent use of the sacred
Scriptures, were the means of leading our
forefathers into all those distinguishing views
and practices which are described in the pre-

sent volume. If this be true, and surely we
have abundant reason'for believing it to be so,

what is to be our course? Shall we turn our
backs on our high Christian views of the spi-

rituality of true worship ? Shall we return to

ceremonial and figurative rites? Shall we
make way in our meetings for a ministry
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which one man may prepare and another ap-

point? Shall we cease from our testimony

against all pecuniary corruption in the church?

Shall we forget the sweetness and solemnity

of true silence ? Shall we surrender our Sa-

viour's standard of the yea and nay, and no

longer refuse an oath when expediency is

supposed to demand it? Shall we, after all

our peaceable professions, recur to the war-

fare of the world ? Shall we forsake our sim-

plicity in dress and language, and break down
a hedge which so usefully protects many of

our beloved young people from the vanities

of the world? In short, shall we renounce

that unbending adherence to the rule of right,

by which our forefathers were distinguished?

Shall we exchange a child-like obedience to

the Shepherd's voice for the mind which is

ever ready to criticise and to argue ? If such,

through the wiles of Satan, should be our

course, how awful and affecting must be the

consequence ! The gracious purposes for

which we were raised up to be a people, will

be frustrated through our want of faithful-

ness ; and by forsaking our own place and

sphere of duty in the fold of Christ, it is but

too probable that we may, in the end, fall

from Christ himself, and become wanderers

in the barren wastes of an empty profession

But if, on the contrary, we are bold in the

Lord to answer these questions in the nega
tive—if we resign ourselves, through every

loss and cross, to the disposal of our Holy
Head, and diligently endeavour to ' keep'

all his ' testimonies;' if we resolve to follow

the Lord's spirit in all things—we may reve-

rently believe that he will preserve us unhurt.

The humble hope may then arise, that hi=

own eternal power will again be known to

abound amongst us; and that many living

witnesses to the truth will yet be raised up,

within our borders, to the praise of his glo

rious name.
" In conclusion I would express my earnest

desire that we may be enabled more and more
to commend our religious Society in secret

and fervent prayer to God. Let us pray that

we may be taught of him, to open our hearts

and understandings to the whole truth as it is

in Jesus—that we may stand with immove
able steadfastness on the foundation of the

apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself

being the chief corner stone, and that on this

foundation we may be built up a spiritual

temple, which shall ever bear the inscription

oi Holiness unto the Lord."

Stock Speculations.—It is to be regretted

that the prevailing excitement has induced

many young business men, ignorant of such

operations and without capital to sustain the

reverse to which they are incident, to embark
in stock speculations. An instance of this

kind illustrative of its tendency has been men
tioned tp us. A gentleman, smitten with the

mania and seduced into temerity by trivial sue

cesses, sold or engaged to sell a large amount
of certain stock on time. The stock mean-
while rose, and the disappointed and appalled

speculator found that a compliance with his

engagement must be attended with bankruptcy

uin and disgrace. There appeared, however,

to be no escape, and bitterly repenting his

folly in leaving, a safe business to gamble in

Slocks, he determined to confess his difficulties

to the gentleman with whom he had bargained,

and endeavour to procure a partial remission

of the contract. The gentleman, after listen-

ing with patience to his story, read him a se-

vere rebuke on the impropriety of risking his

business, the support of his family, and his own
credit, on speculations for which he had nei-

ther the knowledge nor the capital requisite,

and then tore up the contract, and released

him, on a solemn promise that he would never

again dabble in stocks.

—

Phil. Gazette.

THY
For " The Friend."

Win. BE DONE.
" I am a mystery to myself; to all

;

Save to my God ; thence is it that I feel

Such a propensity on heaven to call ;

Since He who comprehends alone can heal.

Oh ! Saviour of the world ! Do not thou steel

Thyself against my pleading. Call to mind
When even Thy will with agony did reel;

And, though by hope supported, and resign'd

From thought that on thyself the destinies of mankind
Hung—Thou criedst, ' Father, let it pass away,
This cup from me !' Yet on thy bidding waited

Legions of angels ; and eternal sway,
And endless triumphs, and delights unsated,

Claimed thy acceptance when the pang abated.

OA, think on me .' Tm friendless ! 1 am, poor .'

I with importunate distress am mated

;

Nor have I hope, however I endure,

That any charm awaits, my agonies to cure.

Oh Being most compassionate I (for such.

Crush me to atoms, I will think thou art !)

Do not, I pray thee, let it seem too much
To mitigate the anguish of my heart.

It is not freedom, to be what thou wiliest
Dut hii. tu will Lliat wUicli lliuu ought'st lo bu

;

And that man whose volition is the stillest.

That man whose will moves in accordancy
With His who dwelleth in eternity,

He is the freeman. And well called the bard
All ' slaves' but those who bend to this decree ;

And with devoutly passionate regard,

Witness this Trulh sublime, to be its own reward."

L D.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH, 16, 1835.

We transfer from papers of recent date the

two paragraphs below, relative to the opera-

tion of the British abolition act in the West
Indies. That from Bermuda is particularly

important, from the high authority with which
it is stamped ; and both are corroborative of

the fact, that hitherto the scheme, in general,

works well—none of the frightful conse-

quences which were predicted or apprehended
have been realised. One thing appears very

certain—that in those islands where abolition

was disencumbered of the apprenticeship sys-

tem, the measure has succeeded best.

Bermuda.—Papers have been received by the Bril-

liant at the port of New York, to the 30th April.

The legislature of the colony convened the STth. The
governor, pro tempore, in his speech at the opening
of the session, said:

—

It affords me much gratification to be able to state

that the great measure of granting unqualified eman-
cipation to the slaves, which engaged the attention of
the legislature during its last session, has been fol-

lowed by no interruption of the public tranquillity.

Since the abolition of slavery, there has been no per-

ceptible increase either of crime or vagrancy in this

community, and I confidently hope that the liberal

course so unanimously adopted by the legislature of
Bermuda, will tend to the general prosperity of the

colony.

The Slaves op Barbadoes.—We subjoin a para-

graph from the Bridgeton Barbadian, of the 11th ult.

It conveys cheering intelligence as to the operation of

the emancipation act. The philanthropists of this

country are awaiting with the deepest interest, the

results of the experiment which the British legislators

have ventured, with regard to slavery in the West
India Islands ; and although we still have strong

doubts as to the favourable termination of that expe-

riment, it is gratifying to every human mind, to find

that thus far the negroes have conducted themselves
with much more propriety than was anticipated, and
that all the predictions of revolt and massacre that
were uttered by those opposed to the measure, are yet
to be verified

:

" After all the gloomy anticipations and predictions

of, we believe, a majority of slave proprietors, of ruin
to West India property—by the abolition of slavery,

.

the prospect of future prosperity brightens every day.
We may at any rate hazard this opinion as to the
value of property in our own island. There may be
here and there some trifling exceptions to the general
rule : but we think we can safely pronounce that the
apprenticeship system is working as well as any rea-

sonable man could expect. We are not aware of any
serious interruption to the old routine of labour on the
plantations, except those which are rendered impera-
tive on both master and servant, by the new law. No
information has reached us of any material resistance

to the laws on the part of the labourers. The crop of
sugar is advancing as fast as ever it did. The season
for manufacturing sugar, is always, though the most

borious, yet the most cheerful and animating period

of the negro's life. The crop having been commenc-
ed unusually early, there have already been shipped
upwards of five thousand hogsheads, about three hun-
dred tierces, and about four hundred barrels of sugar,

besides a considerable quantity of molasses. There
must be great confidence felt in the safety and stabi-

lity of West India property, since we heai that seve-
ral estates have been lately sold in this island at a
considerably higher price than the proprietors would
have taken for them, while the measures of govern-
ment were uncertain, and threatening in their cha-
racter. We trust that the prospect is also brightening
throughout the other colonies ; our only fear is for the
colony of British Guiana. There, we confess, matters
wear a gloomy aspect."

It may be well to explain, that the com-
munication under the signature E. L. in which
a passage in the Journal of John Churchman
is commented on, was received after the arti-

cle in our last number, wherein the same
passage is quoted, was sent, to the printer

:

the coincidence of course was accidental.

Died, on the 3d of ninth month, 1834, in the 70th
year of his age, Jared Comstock, an elder in the So-

ciety of Friends, and a member of Adrian monthly
meeting, Michigan, of whom, it may be said, he was
a father tenderly affectionate, a good example, and of

good report, as a neighbour, peaceable, obliging, kind,

—having entertained strangers, relieved the afflicted,

and was diligent in good works, sound in the faith of
the gospel as possessed by our ancient Friends; and
as he lived, so he died, in that hope which is as an
anchor to the soul, both sure and steadfast. Being
sensible of the approaching period, he dropped many
weighty expressions relating thereto, as its being a
serious thing to commune with death, and that his

only hope was in a crucified Saviour—not in works
of righteousness that ho had done, but in the mercies
of Him who was declared to be " The Lamb of God
that taketh away the sin of the world ;" this is the
substance of a few of his last words, which, together

with the patience and resignation that he manifested,

furnishes his surviving friends and relations with a
well grounded hope that he has entered the

of everlasting rest.
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JAMES PEaiBERTON.

The second number of the seventh volume
of The Miscellany, by John and Isaac Comly,
contains a sketch of the life of our late wor-

thy friend, James Pemberton, long a useful

member and elder in the Society of Friends

in this city.

The introductory paragraph of this biogra-

phy, contains this just remark:—" By a proper
delineation of the lives of such as have shone
with lustre on the stage of life, we render an
important benefit to mankind ; we prove that

the principles which have produced such be-

neficial ed'ecis, are kot " cunningly devised

fables." l-"' '"'•^ »"<! eitcbaian/liil, exhibiting in

their fruits and eftects, e.xaiiiples ana cnaiac-

ters that stand as landmarks or beacons, to

guide our course of survivors jtiM safety, along

the stream of time, amid the storms and tem-

pests of human life."

The excellent character of James Pember
ton is then depicted in glowing colours, repre-

senting him chiefly in a religious point of

view, as an example of many Christian vir

tues, the exhibition of which, in his long and

useful life, is very properly ascribed to the re

ligious principles which he professed. I wa;

naturally led to look with considerable interest

for the delineatioa of those principles which
produced sucli valuable results; and as the

closing scene of the life of such a man is often

the best commentary and index of his previous

course, 1 hoped to find, in the account of his

death bed expressions, a development of the

principles which he most highly valued, and by

which he had been governed.

My interest on this subject was increi

from the circumstance of having been kindly

noticed when a very little boy, by James Pem
berton, and presented by him with a book,

and from having, some time after, read an in

terestipig memoir respecting him, prepared by

Joseph Gurney Bevan, frotn materials furnish-

ed by the family. 1 was surprised at the mea-

greness and brevity of Comly's account of

his last illness, and was induced to search

for that of J. G. Bevan, and by comparing

the two, I find the following important poiiils

are omilted by John Comly. They will be

found in the tenth part of Piety Promoted,
London edition, p. 271, and seq. The ac

count of the close of his life is thus intro-

duced.
" In short, he seems to have walked use-

fully and honourably through life; and to have

descended calmly to the borders of the grave;

and yet, in surveying the unknown region

which lay beyond it, he dared not to trust, for

a peaceful establishment in it, on any of his

former works of righteousness. All his de-

pendence was on his Saviour: and that he found

to be an anchor to his soul."
'' Within somewhat less than a month be-

fore his end, he had a fainting fit. After he

was come to himself, he remarked how awful

it was to be on the verge of eternity. ' But,'

continued he, ' we have a Mediator, an Inter-

cessor. My mind has, for some time past,

been unusually impressed with the vast import-

ance of the Redeemer's mediation. I have

never before seen it with the same clearness.

I aiTi free from pain, of body or mind. The
prospect of my change is awful; but after all,

[ have nothing to trust to, but the merits of

my Redeemer.' "

Again—
" 1 lie lollo'.ving day he saiJto aTrieticT, 'It

is a great consolation to be free from a guilty

conscience at such an hour as this: and that,

I believe, I am. We have all fallen short, far

short, of the glory of God; but we are under

his mercy who carelh for us. There is one

thing which is not enough inciilcatf-d in out

meetings,—the mediatorship of the Son, our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: and I have

never seen this so manifested, as in my pre-

sent indisposition.' He then adduced some
texts of Scripture relating to this subject, with

remarks on them: as ' No man cometh to the

Father, but by me.' 'It is a great mercy,'

said he, ' that God, in his wisdom, has ap-

pointed such wonderful means for the redemp-

tion of mankind.' ' We have a high priest,

touched with the feeling of our infirmities.'

' Not,' he observed, ' such a high priest as is

ordained by man; but a high priest who is

i-eally touched with a feeling of our infirmi-

ties. This mediation of the Son, with the

Father, is a great mystery.'
"

On another occasion

—

" To a particular friend that day, he said,

' I am the way, the truth, and the life. No
man cometh to ihe Father, but by me.' And
he told his disciples, before he suffered, not to

be troubled. ' Ye have believed on my Fa-

ther, believe also in me. In my Father's

house are many mansions. If it weie not so,

I would have told yoti.' He is indeed the

alpha and the oiriega, the beginning and the

end, the first and the last. VVhafa blessed

company are already gone there before me !

I feel the time of my own departure draws

nigh.' As he was holding the hand of his

visiter, on taking his leave, he said, ' I love

thee, and all them that love the Lord Jesus in

sincerity. Farewell.' These were the last

words, which he spoke on a religious subject.

The next day he put off mortality."

Here are important principles avowed and

enforced in language too plain to be misun-

derstood—principles lying at the very basis of

all Christianity, and of too great moment to

be omitted in a narrative of such a scene, un-

less designedly done. The wiiter of Comly's

account, whoever he may have been, could

not be ignorant of James Pemberton's avowal

of those doctrines, for he appears himself to

have been an eye and ear witness of a part of

those instructive communications. "We
were listening," says he, " perhaps for the last

time, to the lessons of wisdom, which fell from

the lips of this venerable champion of right-

eousness, whose zeal for the promotion of

practical religion did not forsake him, even

in his declining moments, but seemed rather

to increase as he was about to take a last fare-

well of earthly objects."

Why tnen, f would ask, are we not rurnish-

ed with the whole of those ^'lessons of wis-

dom," and why are they garbled and mutilated

for the purpose of omitting the full avowal of

the faith of that good man, in some of the

most important doctrines of the Christian re-

ligion? John Comly could not be ignorant

of the injustice thus done to the religious

character of James Pemberton, and why,

did he suffer a garbled and unfair narra-

tive to find a place in his miscellany? The
reply is obvious, they disbelieve and reject the

doctrines which James Pemberton avows in

the suppressed passages, and anxious to prop

the tottering and disjointed fabric of their se-

parate society, by pretending to venerate and

approve the course of such a man, they dis-

honour his name and memory, by associating

them with their periodical, and in violation of

all candour and propriety, suppress those parts

of his dying sayings, which prove to a de-

monstration, that he would have viewed their

anti-christian scheme with abhorrence.

It is thus, while this work professes to be
" designed for the promotion of piety, and vir-

tue, and to preserve in rememhrance the cha-

racter and views of exemplary individuals,"

it is subserving the cause of irreligion and

dishonesty, by misrepresenting the charac-

ters and religious principles of many worthy

Friends, who have long since descended to

the grave, and are not now here to vindicate

their injured and aspersed reputation. There
is an assumed tone of moderation and sanctity
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in many parts of the work, which are calca- the vices of the system did not escape him.

lated to deceive the unwary, and while cau- In 1671, he visited several of the West India

tiouslyavoidingthedirectavowalofanyglaringjlslands—of his labours in Barbadoes, he gives

infidel principles, its aim is to strip the cha-

racters of the dead of all that would mark
them decisively, as bearing a noble and con-

sistent testimony against the unchristian and

destructive principles of E. Hicks.

Could access be obtained to the manuscript

accounts of other Friends, whose names they

have foisted into their book, and which are as

much out of place and keeping, as "jewels

in a swine's snout,"—we have no doubt they

would reveal as gross garbling and suppres-

sion as this of James Pemberton; and could

these worthies rise from the grave, and see

the unholy alliance into which their names are

forced, we believe they would lift up their

voices and cry aloud against the iniquity, both

of the principles of Hicksism, and the ("

honest means thus taken to uphold them.

G

n account from which the following is an ex

tract:—" Respecting their negroes, I desired

them to endeavour to train them up in the fear

of God, as well those that were bought with

their money, as those born in their families,

that all might come to the knowledge of the

Lord; that so, with Joshua, every master of

a family might say, As for me and my house,

we will serve the Lord. I desired also, that

they would cause their overseers to deal mildly

and gently with their negroes, and not use

cruelty towards them, as the manner of some
hath been and is ; and that after certain years

of servitude, they should make them free.''

As the Society of Friends took up the case

of enslaved negroes as a religious duty, their

exertions in the cause were made under the

same kind of feeling in which they originated.

The support of their testimony in this particu-

lar, did not require the sacrifice of any other

testimony which had been previously held.

And where Friends have maintained their ori-

ginal ground, and supported the cause with

the meekness of the Christian, they have made
their way in spile of the most obstinate preju-

dices. It is no reflection upon the integrity of

other professors, to say, that Friends are more
likely to advance the cause by acting very

much alone. In the support of any cause,

particularly one which is so nearly allied as

this is to morality and religion, we must un-

Vol. 2, p. 134. In this advice, we perceive avoidably be greatly influenced by the princi
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ON SLAVERY.

It is a remarkable circumstance that a num-

ber of improvements which have been inter-

woven into the system of civil society, and

become a species of political faith, were first

distinctly advocated by the early members of

the Society of Friends, particularly by George
Fox. If we trace the progress of this extra

ordinary man, in the commencement of his

ministerial labours, as exhibited in his own
graphic, but simple narration, we shall readily

perceive that the evils of civil, no less than the
t^vji.uptlono of religious aociety, woro v-lcaii^

opened to his penetrating mind. On a supei

ficial view of the subject, it must appear

strange that a youth, so little acquainted as he

was, with the world, or with books, should so

quickly discover the errors, both in opinion

and practice, which had received the sanction

of ages. But adverting to the principles by

which he was guided, in the formation of his

opinions, as well as in the regulation of his

conduct, we could hardly look for a different

result. It is not only a religious, but a philo-

sophic truth, that the righteous have been in

all generation, the light as well as the salt of

the earth. Those who, like Enoch and Noah,

have walked with God, have always been en-

lightened beyond the general mass of their

cotemporaries. The light which has beamed
upon their minds directly from the Fountain of

Perfection, has never failed to be reflected

upon others. Those sacred truths which weie

first secretly opened to them come to be pro-

claimP'r on the house top. What is unfolded

by the counsels of Divine Wisdom, is found,

when examined by the understanding to be

perfectly defensible upon rational grounds, and

entirely consistent with the purest maxims of

wisdom. What the understanding, unaided

by superior illumination, could not have dis-

covered, it may, when the discovery is once

made, readily comprehend.
On few subjects are these truths more strik-

ingly obvious than on that of negro slavery.

Although George Fox passed nearly all his

time where this evil was almost unknown, yet

something like the apprenticeships which the

British parliament has recently introduced.

The period of servitude, if this advice had

been followed, would have been a time of pre-

paration for the enjoyment of freedom. And
the subjection, which was here tolerated,

would have been rather a system of guardian-

ship than of slavery. In his letter to the go-

vernor and council of Barbadoes, he inculcates

the necessity of extending a religious care

to the " Negroes, Tawnies, and Indians," in

the families of the islanders; reminding them

that an account would be required of them by

the Judge of quick and dead. The view taken

by George Fox, was evidently a religious

one.

When the attention of John Woolman was

first drawn to this subject, the practice of

slaveholding obtained among Friends as well

little consideration among the people at large.

But the tender mind of John Woolman was

impressed with a conviction, that the thing was

radically wrong. In his mind, it was entirely

a religious concern; as such he disclosed it to

others; and he soon found coadjutors who em-

braced the cause on similar principles. Their

labours were stimulated by religious considera.

tions. They, no doubt, supposed that the

emancipation of their slaves was a sacrifice

of pecuniary interest for the sake of religious

principle. Hence, in tlieir labours for the

accomplishment of this object, the principles

of justice, not of interest, were held up to

view. As far as I can discover, slavery was

not considered impolitic, any further than as

its injustice might be expected to provoke the

divine displeasure, until Friends had agreed

upon its expulsion from among them. What
the sagacity of Adam Smith discovered as e

theory, and the experience of some who libe

rated their slaves confirmed as a fact, that

slave labour was more expensive than free,

does not appear to have entered into the esti-

mates of those who first espoused this right-

eous cause. The slave trade was denounced,

because of its injustice and cruelty, without

any accurate knowledge of its impolicy, as

subsequently exposed by the researches of

Clarkson. It was enough to know, that sla-

very and the slave trade were totally irrecon

cileable with the principles of the gospel, to

engage the united efforts of real Christians for

their extinction

pies which we hold, and the general course of

conduct which has grown out of them. When
persons, whose religious principles are widely

different, engage in the support of a common
cause which has any connection with their

respective tenets, they must sometimes clash

with each other, unless thej agree to compro-

mise some points in which they cannot agree.

The greater the difference of opinion, the

more frequently must this occur. Now it may
be fairly questioned, whether there are any

two societies of Christian professors, who
differ from each other in so many important

practical points, as the Society of Friends do
from them all. It must then happen, that when
we join closely with others, in the pursuit of

objects confessedly benevolent, we are very

likely to be brought into a situation in which

we must dissent from our colleagues, or abate
o<,moth;ng fvora our roligious prmCiplCS. To
differ about the means, when we agree in re-

gard to the end, is not pleasant; and is there

not reason to fear that, in the case in question,

we may give up our scruples, by little and lit-

tle, till a serious inroad may be made upon
some of our peculiar testimonies. People of
other professions and different principles, may
advance this cause in their own way, and we
may cordially desire their success, but I am
convinced that we shall best consult our own
safety and the interests of the African race,

by acting either separately, or in a society

capacity, very much detached from others;

and that we may generally profit by the exam-
ple of Woolman and Benezet.

E. L.

To the Editor of" The Friend."

Annexed is a copy of an epistle from the

meeting for sufferings in London to the seve-

ral meetings for suffisrings appertaining to

the yearly meetings of Friends in America,
on the subject of slavery, which I presume
thou wilt consider deserving an early insertion

in " The Friend." I think it is written in a

spirit calculated to do good, and will be likely

to induce many to seek further information

on the subject.

Many members of our Society are much
unacquainted with the horrors of American
slavery, and with the awful extent to which
the domestic slave trade (which is but a little

remove from the foreign slave trade in cruelty,

and full as criminal,) is carried on, and there



is consequently a great apathy on the subject,

instead of ardent desires and zealous co-ope-

ration for the relief of over two millions of

our fellow beings now in bondage in this

country ; to which may be added, the heart-

rending fact that more than two hundred in-

fants are daily born in these United States,

doomed to wear the galling chains of slavery.

J. VV.

Portland, Me. 1835.

To the several Meetings for Sufferings in

America.
Deak Friends,—In the recollection of the

long and deep interest which has prevailed

in our religious Society, both in this country

and in America, on the subject of the aboli-

tion of the slave trade and of slavery, we
have felt a warm desire that our dear Friends

on your side of the Atlantic may be encou-

raged to consider, at the present eventful pe-

riod, the course which it may be right for

them to pursue on behalf of the long injured

sons of Africa, and their descendants.

The striking combination of circumstances

which hastened the final measure of our

government for the abolition of British colo-

nial slavery has been very instructive; they

were circumstances which could not be

brought to bear on the subject by the wisdom
and contrivance of man. We believe at the

same time that a blessing has lested upon the

Christian efforts which have been employed
for the utter termination of slavery within

the dominions of great Britain, and hence we
are led to encourage you in your desires to

act faithfully yet wisely at the present im-

We are well aware, dear brethren, that
there are difficulties in America to whicn we
never have been subjected. It is much easier

to raise the voice of compassion and justice

on behalf of our fellow subjects in distant

colonies, than when brought so immediately

in contact with slaves, or the free people

of colour, as is the case with you. Still the

principle is the same, invariable in its cha-

racter, that we are all, whatever be our co-

lour, the children of our gracious heavenly
Father, the purchase of one merciful Saviour,

all alike the objects of that blessed redemp-
tion which comes by Jesus Christ.

These considerations have powerfully pre-

vailed in hastening the termination of British

colonial slavery, may it be so in America!
In the warmth and freedom of brotherly

love, we entreat you fearlessly to avow these

sentiments, to take your stand upon the un-
compromising righteousness of the law of
Christ, to suffer no considerations of expe-
diency, no apprehension of commercial or

political difficulties, to divert you from your
purpose, to assert that freedom, political and
religious liberty to their full extent, are the

unalienable rights of slaves and free people
of colour, equal with the white men ; that

• they have an undoubted right to enjoy their

.freedom in the place where Providence has

given them birth. We apprehend that great

and in some points independent power is

vested in the legislatures of your respective

states
; you may therefore see it right to make
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a renewed and a full avowal to them, as well

as to the Federal government, of the un-

changing principles of equity and justice with

which the continuance of these evils is in-

compatible; and in those states where slavery

still exists, to ask for its speedy and utter

termination under wise and just regulations.

We do not forget that the circumstances of

our dear Friends in the several yearly meet-

ings, are widely different ; in some slavery

is abolished; in others it exists in all its

enormities. We feel much for those who
live amongst the slaves, and desire that they

may continue to look unto God, and to trust

in Him in the midst of all their difficulties.

To those who are exempt from this cala-

mity, we would submit, whether they are not

called upon to plead the undoubted right of

the free people of colour to all the privileges

of citizens of the state,—to being treated as

equals in civil and religious society. To ad-

mit and act upon those views in the free

states, appears to us likely to contribute to

the abolition of slavery in those parts of the

Union where it still exists. Much has been

done in this country by improving the tone

of public feeling on the subject of slavery,

and by a general diffusion of correct Christian

sentiments among the people at large. We
mention these things in love, without attempt-

ing to suggest to you any specific course of

conduct.

To avow and to advocate to the full extent,

in all parts of the United States, the senti-

ments which we have advanced, may, by
some, be thought to be endangering public

peace ; the evil may be considered of such a

magnitude that human efforts cannot remove
it. But, dear brethren, ms flio ir..,^ „fj, ..,.;-„

aiiu equiiy wtiiLin Christianity teaches, is

honestly upheld and followed in the spirit

which becomes the followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus, we have abundant cause to

believe that He who ruleth over all, will bless

the efforts of those who are thus engaged.

As they move in reliance upon His goodness
and mercy, and withhold not that which their

hands find to do, they may humbly yet con-

fidently commit their cause to his all con-

trolling power, whilst delay, or the adoption

of a lower course of proceeding, may hasten

those vory troubles which even now might be
averted. Under any circumstances, accept

our warm encouragement to seek for strength

to do right, and boldly to plead the cause of

the oppressed, and to urge the total removal
of this guilt from a nation where civil liberty

is so fully partaken of, and so highly prized

by those who enjoy its blessings.

In conclusion, we would further add, that

in thus treely communicating our views we
write in much Christian love and sympathy, j

We offer them to your serious attention,

being well assured of the deep and lively in-j

terest which our dear brethren and sisters in
'

America have long felt, in the termination of

slavery. May the Lord be pleased to guide

your deliberations by his council, and qualify

you to act to the honour of his great and ever

blessed name. !

In the love of the gospel we are your af-

fectionate friends and brethren.
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Signed in and on behalf of our meeting for

sufferings, held in London the 7th of third

month, 1834, by

George Stacy, Clerk.

P. S. It will be very acceptable to us to

receive any information connected with the

foregoing epistle which you may incline to

transmit to us.

For" The Friend.'

DANIEL STANTON.
Many of the most eminent members in the

Society of Friends, both ministers, elders, and
others of substantial religious experience and
weight, have been elevated to the character
which they held from obscure condition in life.

The great Shepherd of the sheep, who is om-
nipresent, and is no respecter of persons, has
had his eye upon them, and though very des-

titute of the outward means of instruction and
improvement, compared wilh some others,

they have been vLsited by his inshining light,

and through obedience to its searching power
brought out ofobscurity and set among princes.

To some of this description, extraordinary
gifts have been intrusted, by which the church
has been adorned as well as edified, and the

great Giver honoured. Such instances should

encourage those who may be under doubt and
fear on account of their outward circumstan-
ces, either from their poverty, their parentage,

or their want of learning, or from peculiar

trials, to put their trust in him, in whom are
hid all the treasures of wi.sdom and knowledge,
and who will abundantly supply all their needs
for the service to which he may appoint
them.

An instance of this kind, was Daniel Stan-
tf>n rxf tliic ^\ty „,!,« k„„—- ~„ .„.;_, „i ...:

nister of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and much
beloved among his brethren. His father was
lost at sea before his birth, and his mother
died when he was a child, and being left with-
out brother or sister, he underwent many
hardships both of body and mind. Several
years previous to his apprenticeship, he lived

with an uncle in New Jersey, without an op-
portunity of attending any place of worship;
but he says, the " Lord was pleased to ope-
rate on his mind, that he was made to dread
and fear the great Almighty Being; and he
was convinced that God is a spirit, and that

they who worship him, must worship him in

spirit and truth." Through the knowledge of
God, thus revealed by his spirit, he was re-

proved for sin and transgression, and dreaded
to speak evil words, or to do that which was
wrong, and was brought to mourn and seek
for mercy and pardon lor sin. In the time of
these tendering visitations, he was favoured
wilh a sight of many things pertainin^_to god-
liness. He saw clearly, that if he would be
a disciple of Christ, he must take up the cross

daily, to that which displeased his heavenly

Father, although it was hard to his natural

disposition to become slain to the recreations

and pleasures of this life. He cried fervently

to the Lord, and thought much upon a future

slate of existence. He heard of many forms

of worship, but had no opportunity of meet-

ing with any people for that purpose, which

occasioned him great trouble of mind. At
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length being on a visit to a relation, he pre-

vailed with bira to accompany him to New-
town meeting, where he was powerfully visited

and contriled under the baptising ministry of

John Estaugh. This was a day of joyful tid-

ings to his hungry and seeking soul, and the

counsel and instruction communicated proved

like bread cast upon the waters, that was

found after many days. He went from this

meeting well satisfied with this mode of wor-

ship, and continued earnest in spirit, that he

might obtain further knowledge of the blessed

truth. His exercise of mind, and the sorrow

and mourning he passed through, were great,

that he might do that which was rigiit in the

sight of tlie Searcher of hearts, and progress

in the regenerating work of religion.

After continuing with his uncle till near his

sixteenth year, he became anxious to learn a

trade, having little to depend on for a liveli-

hood, but the labour of his own hands; as the

small estate left by his mother was lost to him,

excepting a sum less than twenty pounds. He
came to Philadelphia, and went on trial to a

ship carpenter, but was soon dissatisfied with

the trade and the wicked company he was sub-

jected to in the yard. In these trials he was

sustained by the power of divine grace at

work in iiis heart, and comforted in attending

the meetings of Friends on first day, where he

was often favoured to hear the (ruth declared

in demonstration of the spirit and power. He
was scoffed at for his diligence in this duty,

but was mercifully enabled to bear revilings,

and the deep distress which fell to his lot. At

an evening meeting, having seated himself near

the door, Benjamin Kidd, a minister from

England, came in and took a seat a short dis-

in supplication, he regarded it as a mark of

divine favour to him, in the deep travail of

soul he was then passing through on several

accounts.

Finding his present business very unsuitable,

he returned to his uncle, but receiving a pro-

posal to learn the trade of a joiner, he came
back to the city and served an apprenticeship,

till about the twenty-second year of his age,

with a Friend, who had noticed him during

his stay at the ship yard. Here he experienc-

ed the renewed extensions of divine goodness,

in preserving him through various exercises,

and drawing him into a communion and close

vyalking with God. His understanding was

opened to see the necessity of using few words

of watchfulness and prayer, and plainness of

speech and clothing. He chose retirement,

rather than the company of those whose con-

versation was out of the fear of their Creator,

greatly desiring tiiat a clean heart and a right

spirit might be renewed in him. He wished

the work of reformation to be effectually car-

ried forward, and the nearer he kept to the

blessed truth and what it manifested, the

greater strength and dominion he experienced

over the defilements of the world. The coun

tenance and consistent example of faithful

Friends bad a great effect on his mind, ant

as he was further enlarged in heavenly expe

rience, he went frequently to their meetings

and beholding the sitting of the servants, and

the attendance of the ministers, he could say

as the queen of the south, that one half had

not been told him, and that one greater than

Solomon was in the midst of this people.

Praised," he says, " be his great name, even

the name of Christ, our dear Lord, that great-

ly appeared in power and majesty in Sion in

those days, to the tendering of my heart and

spirit before him, time after time, and not only

eminently visited my soul, by his glorious light

and truth, but sent many of his servants among
us, from far and near, filled with gospel rain,

to the watering the heritage of God; and the

Lord, the master of our assemblies, was pleas-

ed to fasten their testimonies as nails in a sure

place."

It is well for those who have been fully con-

vinced of their Lord's will respecting them,

and the need of the church for faithful labour-

ers, to enquire what they are doing with their

Lord's money or talents—whether they are

occupying them according to his designs, or

whether their oxen, their farms, their mer-

chandise, or their domestic comforts, have al-

most entirely engrossed their time and talents.

Do we find our religious meetings, such wa-

tering tendering seasons, as described by that

devoted servant—and tlie messengers running

to and fro, filled with gospel rain, to water

and refresh the flock—are young men and

young women patiently abiding the operations

of the Lord's preparing power, to make them
labourers in his field, or are they swallowed

up with their worldly avocations, their literary

pursuits, and their pleasant recreations, while

the house where their fathers worshipped is

in danger of becoming a dry and waste place?

These are questions of serious and all im-

portant moment. May they be timely laid to

After many seasons ot mercirui viouaiiv^u,

as well as repeated baptism, under the refining

power of the Holy Ghost and fire, in which

he was favoured to become an experimental

witness of the Lord's gracious dealings with

the children of men, and to taste and handle

of the good word of life, a weighty concern

came upon this Friend, to open his mouth as

a minister of Christ, in the assemblies of his

people. Being, as lie thought, one of the

meanest in this world, and an apprentice lad,

it appeared to him a great and weighty work,

and reasonings arose in his mind against it,

not knowing how his master would treat him,

and whether it would receive the unity of

Friends, " they being," lie says, " a great and

wise people in this city, and gifted with a sight

of spiritual things beyond my low capacity, as

well as zealous for the cause of God in their

day. 1 waded for a considerable time through

much trouble and sorrow of spirit, lest I

should go too fast, or before my Divine Guide;

for they who go before they are sent, cannot

profit the people, or have peace in themselves;

and peace to me, and to do the will of the

Lord, was what 1 most desired. Ob ! the

earnest prayers that were in my heart, that I

might be rightly directed in all things, to the

honour and praise of my blessed Lord and

Master. A degree of his mighty power would

lay such constraints upon me, that for Sion's

sake, I could not rest; and for Jerusalem's

sake, I could not hold my peace; so that after

many powerful influences of the divine wordf
at about the age of twenty years, I appeared
in a kvi words in prayer, at an evening meet-
ing in Philadelphia; and after this, sometimes
in a few words by way of testimony, as they

were put in my heart, in a great deal of fear

and dread of the Almighty Being. Friends

bore with my appearance with much tender-

ness, and the ministry of those who were
largely gifted in the mysteries of the kingdom,
and like scribes well instructed thereto, tliat

could bring out of the treasury things new
and old, would correspond with what I had to

say in the fear of the Lord; which blessed

helps, together with the evidence of peace
in my own breast, gave a confirmation to my
mind, that I was in the way of my duty."

About the time our friend came forth in the

ministry, the day spring from on high power-
fully appeared amongst Friends.^ in this city,

and several others were raised up in the same
blessed work and cause, so that it seemed like

a fiesh outpouring of the Divine Spirit, on the

church in this place. " The plainness, zeal,

and pious example of many Friends in tiiose

days," Daniel Stanton says, " made them as

lights in this city, and instructers to me, to

follow them, as they followed Christ; and as

I kept inward before the Lord in his fear, he

was pleased to reveal his blessed mind and will,

in things concerning the gospel ministry, which
is not to be receivedfrom man, nor in the will

of man ; but by the revelation of Jesus Christ

;

and as I grew in the gift communicated to me,

he was pleased to give me an open door in the

hearts of his people
;

praised be his great

name for ever more !"

continued with his master as a journeyman,
uiiul nis death. For the purpose of visiting

his relatives and attending to some business,

he went into Nev/ England, having a certifi-

cate of the approbation of his friends. On
returning to this city, he sought for divine

counsel where to settle himself, and it appear-

ing more proper to continue where he had

been so graciously dealt with by his Heavenly

Parent, he resumed his trade in the capacity

of a journeyman; after which he rented a shop

and set up for himself, humbly desiring the

blessing of the Lord upon his industry, that

he " might have what was needful, as food

and raiment, and do justly, love mercy, and

walk humbly with God." " The abundant

mercies and blessings, wherewith he was gra-

ciously pleased to make way for me, both in

things spiritual and temporal, were and are

gratefully remembered by me, his goodness

and peace being as a stream of living water

to my soul, when favoured to drink thereat."

He worked diligently at his trade, when at

home, keeping; close to religious meetings,

which the good presence of his Lord and Mas-

ter many times overshadowed, and thereby

was not only refreshed in spirit, but found his

mind better qualified to attend to the necessary

affairs of life. When the motions of truth

would spring in his heart to visit other meet-

ings, he freely gave up to go, in which be

found great satisfaction, and the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace, with the faithful

Friends of that day. To the Shepherd of
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Israel, lie attributes his qualification for labour,

and gives iiini the praise. His fear was a foun-

tain of life; as well as unspeakable pleasure

in his setting out in the world, of which all

that are athirst may drink without money and

without price. He rose from an obscure con-

dition in life, obtained his living by the labour

of bis hands, and seeking first the kingdom of

God, and the righteousness thereof, he was
not only blessed with those outward things,

necessary for this life, but gradually grew in

grace and in the knowledge of his Lord and

Saviour, till heattained to the station of a father

in the church. He manifested his love and

concern for the young people, by his parental,

affectionate notice, especially of those who
were desirous of becoming the Lord's chil-

dren, his house being open to them, and his

conversation and counsel instructive and help-

ful. He was zealous against those who had

the form, but whose actions proved they were
destitute of the power of godliness, yet much
desired that his fellow professors might walk

as our predecessors did, in meekness, humility,

and godly simplicity, and plainness, vnder the

guidance of the same Holy Spirit. He often

fervently cautioned those pursuing the world

and grasping earthly treasure, of its liability

to frustrate the purposes of divine visitation,

and reminded those who in their small begin-

nings were lowly and humble, that on attain-

ing the comforts of life, they should not set

their afl>:ctions upon things below, but remem-
ber their origin—and the simplicity in which

they had been educated. His concern was
great, that those who had the glad tidings of

the gospel to publisli, might be true examples

to deliver, by a circumspect life and conversa-

tion, not letting their minds out after the gains

and profits of this world. His history fur

nishes encouragement to the poor and friend

less, who possess few outward advantages, to

keep close to the secret attractions of the

Friend of publicans and sinners, who loved to

mingle with the obscure and the neglected,

the ignorant and the unlearned, that by the

renovating power of his grace, they may be
prepared to be inslructed in the mysteries of

godliness, and made shafts in his quiver to

bring down pride, and exalt and magnify the

power and wisdom of the lowly Son of God.
S.

For "Tlie Friend."

MISSIONS.

Even if we set aside the unscriplural mode
of selecting, ordaining and sending forth those

professed ministers of the gospel, and their

erroneous views of the requisite qualifications

for exercising the functions of this sacred

office, there are other insuperable obstacles

to prevent Friends from co-opcraling in mis-

sionary labours.

Those who are sent forth by the different

religious societies, bind themselves by the

most solemn obligations to preach the doc-

trines held by their respective seels, and con-

sequently many opinions must be pressed on

the belief of their ignorant auditors which we
hold to be inconsistent with the simplicity and
spirituality of the Christian religion.

They would be told, that in order to be
saved, they must submit to the rite of water
baptism,—that the sprinkling of a little water
in their faces, or the immersion of the feet or

the whole body in that element, washed away
their sins and initiated them into the church
of Christ ; that the eating of bread and drink-

ing of wine was the communion of saints, and
the participation of the body and blood of
Christ, which imparts eternal life to the soul

;

that the Bible is the word of God and the

bread of life, and that salvation is to be ob-

tained by reading and following its precepts ;

that the knowledge of its contents are abso-
lutely necessary to salvation, and that all those

whom the providence of God or the wicked-
ness of man have placed beyond the reach of
this knowledge, are consigned to endless per-

dition. The great Christian doctrine that the

grace or Spirit of God which brings salvation

hath appeared unto all men, teaching them,
that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts,

they should live soberly, righteously, and godly

in this present evil world, would probably be
entirely neglected, or if touched upon at all,

it would be in terms so ambiguous and inde-

finite as not tD convey to the poor pagan the

glad tidings that tiiis spirit is given to him as

the messenger of God's love to his soul, the

guide and rule of his life purchased for him by
that ignominious death on the cross which his

compassionate Saviour suffered for his sake.

I think I am warranted in saying that minis-

ters of other societies, if faithful to their views,

would be conscientiously bound to preach
these dogmas to the objects of their missions

;

and I am no less safe in the assertion that
<M01.U ^^.r>c,; =lnr^l 17',;„.,.1 1-1. ..m.I, „„„.,1 ^ir,.

cerity and scrupulousness, be religiously con-
cerned to withhold his aid and countenance
from the dissemination of such views in the

name of Christianity. We acknowledge that

every member of Christ's church must be in-

itiated into it by baptism, and that this opera-
tion is essential to salvation, but we dare not
believe that this is done by the affusion of ele-

mentary water. It is not the putting away the
filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good
conscience toward God, produced by a sub-
mission of the whole will and affections to the
purifying process of that baptism with the

Holy Ghost and with fire which Christ himself
introduced, by which the heart is both cleansed
and changed, and all things made new and all

things of God. This is the regeneration or
new birth which our blessed Lord pronounced
essential to an entrance into the kingdom of
heaven, and which will be found to he so in

the experience of every soul. We believe that

many of our fellow professors of the Christian
name greatly deceive themselves by the suppo-
sition, that because they have submitted to the

outward Jewish rite of water baptism, they are
therefore members of Christ's church ; and
resting in this delusive opinion, are induced to

neglect the inward work of redemption and
sanctification through the heart-cleansing bap-
tism of the Holy Spirit, comparable to a re-

finer's fire and fuller's soap. And if this be
one of the errors of Christendom, which it is

to be feared is settling many in a false security,

how sorrowful is the reflection that a "doctrine

tending to produce the same fatal effects should

be propagated among the benighted inhabit-

of heathen countries. What estimate of

the Christian religion must a pagan form when
he is gravely told by its reputed ministers,

that if he professes to believe the Bible and is

sprinkled in the face with water, he is thereby

made a member of the church of Christ, and
that without these he must be eternally lost.

If he opened the Bible, which he is told is to

be the only rule of his faith and life, and read

any one of those strong passages where the

absolute necessity and complete sufficiency for

salvation of a thorough change of heart by the

powerful operation of Christ's spirit is set

forth, would he not be forcibly struck with the

obvious contradiction ? and when he found

the eminent apostle to the gentiles declaring

that he was not sent to baptise with water, but

to preach the gospel, and even thanking God
that he ba[)tised so few as he did, (only two
or three,) might he not well be inclined to ad-

vise the missionary to return home and learn

his own religion better before he assumed the

responsible oflice of teaching it to others.

When he adverted to the solemn declaration

of the same apostle, that there is but " one
Lord, one faith, and one baptism," to the tes-

timony of another, that the " baptism which
doth now save us, is not the putting away the

filth of the fle?h, but the answer of a good
conscience toward God," lo that of John the

forerunner when contrasting his own element-

ary and Jewish rite, with the inward and
effectual office of Christ the Saviour, he says
" I indeed bajitise you with water unto repent-

ance, but he that coineth after me is mightier

he shall baptise you with the Holy Ghost and
withfre ; whose fan is in his hand, and he will

thoroughly purge his floor and gather the
wheat into the garner, but he will burn up the
chaff with unquenchable fire;" and that "he
(Christ) must increase, but I (John) must de-
crease ;" by which their respective dispensa-

tions are typified. I say, when he considered
all these, and recollected that the missionary
taught only water baptism, he might very na-

turally conclude that he was even less of a
Christian minister than John, and had need to

le taught the very rudiments of the doctrines

of Christ.

No less discrepancy is a[)parent in the

views of Friends and those of other societies

on the subject of the supper. We believe, ac-

cording to the words of our Lord himself, that

he is the living bread which came down from
heaven : that if any man eat of this bread he
shall live for ever, and that " except we eat

the flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood,

we have no life in us." But we cannot admit
the assertion that the participation of the out-

ward bread and wine constitutes this eating

and drinking of the body and blood of Christ,

which imparts eternal life to the soul, since

this would involve the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation as taught by the Romish church, and
which all proleslants agree in denying. More-
over we know that many partake of the out-

ward bread and wine, whose lives and conver-

sation give abundant evidence that they are

not partakers of eternal life ; and as the act of
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eating the flesh and drinking the blood of the

Son of Man is necessarily accompanied by that

state in which eternal life is enjoyed, it fol-

lows as a consequence that the eating of the

outward supper is not what our Lord alluded

to in those memorable expressions above quot-

ed. Wicked men may conform to the outward

ceremony, but they cannot partake of the true

communion of saints, which is an inward and

spiritual act, whereby the soul feeds on Christ

as its life and nourishment. This is a deep

and solemn mystery, which the wisdom of man
cannot fathom or explain, but is known in the

experience of every redeemed and sanctified

Cliristian. But many of the professed disci-

ples of Christ in the present day stumble at it

as the Jews did in the days of his personal ap-

pearance, saying " how can this man give us

his flesh to eat," and even his immediate dis-

ciples murmured and said, " This is an hard

saying, who can hear it." To those the reply of

our blessed Saviour may properly be addressed,

" It is the Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh pro-

fiteth nothing ; the words that I speak unto

you, they are spirit and they are life."

The words of Christ have a spiritual mean-

ing, and allude to that inward communion of

which he spoke in the Revelations, when re-

proving the formality and lukewarmness of the

Laodicean church, " Behold I stand at the

door and knock ; if any man hear my voice

and open the door unto me, I will come in to

bim and will sup with him and he with me."
But man in his carnal wisdom, which is

ever averse to the spirituality of the gospel,

has substituted for this real participation of

Christ's supper, the outward ordinance of
breaa ana wine, wnicn is nui a ounsuaa in-

stitution. For if we recur to the accounts

from which all denominations pretend to de-

rive their authority for this rite, we shall find

that it was not a new institution, but that out

Saviour partook of the Jewish passover sup-

per with his disciples, conforming therein to

the Mosaic law, as he did with respect to the

rite of circumcision and water baptism. He
ate the last solemn passover with his beloved

followers on the evening previous to his igno-

minious death, and foreseeing the tenacity

with which they would adhere to the observ-

ances of those legal rites, in the sacred obli-

gation of which they had been educated, he

endeavoured to turn their attention to the

memorable and important event which was

about to take place, and, in the figurative

language of the times and country, repre-

sented his body and blood which ere long

were to be offered and shed for the sins of

mankind, under the symbols of the bread and

wine which they had met to eat. The fair

and clear inference from a comparison of all

the narratives appears to be simply this—that

as his disciples had been wont to celebrate the

passover as a memorial of the deliverance of

the children of Israel from the house of

Egyptian bondage, so under the more glorious

gospel dispensation, then newly ushered in,

as often as they kept that feast, they should

eat the bread and drink the wine in com-
memoration of the death which he was about

to suffer. In confirmation of this view the

Apostle Paul reproving the Corinthians for

their excesses at the social meals, of which

they were accustomed to partake, and refer-

ring to the grave and solemn manner in

which our Lord and his disciples celebrated

the last passover, recites the words differently

from the evangelists, " After the same man-

ner also he took the cup when he had supped,

saying, This cup is the new testament in my
blood : this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in

remembrance of me." I have looked in vain

in the New Testament for any evidence that

Christ, in thus eating the passover, designed

either to set up any new ceremony in his

church or to enforce it as a standing obliga-

tion on his followers through all ages. Of
the three evangelists who mention the eating

and drinking of the bread and wine, Luke is

the only one who attaches to it the words,

This do in remembrance of me," and John,

though very minute in describing other events

which took place on that memorable occasion,

wholly omits the circumstances of the bread

and wine. If the eating of the passover was
designed by our blessed Saviour to have the

important bearing which has been attached

to it by the professing Christians in the apos-

tacy from the spirituality of the gospel, and

had the evangelists and apostles understood

it as a divine ordinance, essential to salvation,

and of lasting obligation on the church of

Christ, it is scarcely within the range of possi-

bility that when writing under the immediate
plenary inspiration of the Holy Ghost they

would have omitted to notice so important a

fact. When we reflect how clear, plain, and
ndisputable, the essential precepts of the

gospel are laid down by our Saviour and his
QisuipicB, we snouiu tiaiuiunj' CApeut, uii a

subject of this magnitude and interest, for the

most positive injunction, and the most plain

and circumstantial directions.

It is the more remarkable that so large a

part of professing Christendom should have

magnified the simple narrative of facts into a

standing and imperative ordinance, while at

the same time they overlook and disregard

other circumstances detailed with equal mi-

nuteness, and possessing stronger claims to

the character of a divine injunction. It was

on the same occasion that our blessed Lord
condescended to set an example of humility

to his disciples by washing their feet, and af-

ter completing this humble office, he said

to them, " Know ye what I have done to

you? Ye call me master and Lord, and ye

say well, for so I am. If I then, your Lord

and master, have washed your feet, ye also

ought to wash one another's feet—for I have

given you an example that ye should do as I

have done unto you." If mere words of com-
mand imposing a duty on his disciples consti-

tuted the establishment of a perpetual ordi-

nance in his church, we have here all that

could be asked to render it obligatory on

Christians to the end of time to wash one

another's feet. But not only most commenta-
tors on the text, but all societies of profess-

ing Christians, I believe with one exception,

unite in the opinion that these words do not

contemplate the institution of washing each

other's^ feet as a Christian ordinance, and the

same rule of construction applied in the other

case precludes every shadow of authority for

the standing obligation of the passover supper

or bread and wine.

Entertaining these views, and believing in

the absolute necessity of a daily participation

of the true spiritual communion in order to pre-

serve the soul alive unto God, and being con-

vinced that the stress laid on the Jewish rite

is a great hindrance to the enjoyment of the

substance of true religion, the Society of

Friends cannot, nay, dare not, for conscience

sake, uphold those who obscure the bright-

ness and glory of this gospel day, and obstruct

the spiritual growth and enjoyment of Chris-

tians, by going back to the divers washings

and carnal ordinances of the outward and le-

gal dispensation. In another number I shall

conclude the subject with some remarks on
the Holy Scriptures, and a few general ob-

servations.

For "The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.
NO. I.

It has occurred to me, that a series of ex-

tracts from the epistles of Friends, of former
years, would prove interesting and instructive

to the readers of " The Friend," aflibrding

evidence, that the religiously concerned mem-
bers of our Society, have uniformly had the

same great objects in view, the exaltation of
the kingdom of Christ, the redemption of their

fellow professors from the spirit of the world,

and a faithful maintenance of the Christian

testimonies entrusted to us. I propose making
such selections occasionally, and believe the

series cannot be better introduced, than by a
part of the Epistle of 1764. settina: forth the
Fise or ine cocieiy, uie prmdlples ^vnicn go-
verned its early members, the concern of the

faithful in that and the preceding age, and the

means by which alone we can be preserved a
people to the praise of him who hath " called

us out of darkness into his marvellous light."

From some peculiarities of style, I presume
the epistle was written by Samuel Foihergill;

it is signed by his brother John, the celebrated

physician, as clerk to the yearly meeting, and
well deserves our serious attention in the pre-

sent day, as an important testimony to the
" inicard manifestation of grace and truth,

v/hich came by Jesus Christ, for effectual re-

demption." T.

" When, by the permission of Divine Provi-

dence, about the middle of the last century,

these nations were made as a field of blood,

and terror and distress filled every corner of
the land ; the Lord Almighty having secretly

wrought, by the spirit of his Son in the liearts

of the people, to prepare them for further ma-
nifestations of his light and truth, many were
shaken from all earthly dependences, and en-

gaged to look, for succour and support, to

that arm of power which made and sustains all

things. In this day of general distress, a cry

arose in many minds on this wise :
' Lord,

who shall show us any good ?' and a longing

desire was raised after the way to rest and
peace.

" High and specious professions of religion

and godliness, were often rendered subservient

to temporal advantages, and the interests of
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ambition ; and many of them were crying,

" Lo, here is Christ, and lo tiiere ;" to the

turning aside of Iho feet of the simple, and

leading them astray from the alone help.

" Wearied in the multitude of professions,

and having compassed a mountain in the wi

derness, they sat down in sorrow unprofited,

having unavailably sought the living among the

dead.
" In this day of humiliation, anxiety, and

godly sorrow, it pleased the Lord to visit many
of their souls, by the manifestation of a divine

principle in their own minds, which discovered

to them their states, and gradually revealed (he

rock of strength and salvation, on which they

might build with security, and obtain durable

riches and righteousness, which they had vain-

ly sought in the multiplicity of forms and tra-

ditions.

"Through the word of his power in their

hearts, the Lord begat in them an hunger and
thirst after substantial virtue, and raised the

language of a life, whereof he is the immediate

author, and which ever seeks a food corre-

spondent to its own nature, which is heavenly.
" Being, through the light of the day-spring

from on high, made truly sensible wherein all

sufficient help and wisdom consisted, and
where it was revealed, they were inwardly

gathered to wait for, and feel after its holy in-

fluence upon their minds, as a lively, power-
ful manifestation and searcher of the heart,

whence they knew it to be the light of life :

and dividing asunder between the precious and
the vile, betwixt the son of the bondwoman and
the son of the free, they also experienced it to

be the word of truth.
" Uniior Iho tlo^ooJ influonoo of tllis IllUSt

glorious, powerful word, they witnessed victo-

ry over their spiritual enemies, and a gradual

advancement in the saving knowledge of

Christ, as delivered for their offences, and

raised again for their justification ; becoming
also, in their experience, the author of eternal

salvation, made of God unto them, wisdom,
righteousness, sanclification and redemption

;

and, in them, the hope of glory.

" Being thus favoured to partake of the hid-

den manna from his hand, whom God the

Father had sealed as the feeder and shepherd

of his flock, they withdrew themselves from
the formality of outward profession, which
their experience had taught them to be vain

and fruitless, and assembled together in his

name, to wait for his power who had called

them, and to know the fresh renewings of that

life which was their strength.

" Being thus engaged, he who had merci-
fully regarded them in the day of their dis-

tress, when they cried to him in the bitterness

of their captivity, graciously extended the

joy of his salvation to their souls ; having

brought them out of an horrible pit, out of

the miry clay, he set their feet upon a rock,

he established their goings, and put a new
song into their mouths.

" This heavenly virtue of the word of eter-

nal life, thus wrought to the sanctification of

individuals, and prepared many of them, as

chosen vessels, to bear the Lord's name, and
publish, from living experience, the power
and all-sufficiency of that truth, in which they

had most surely believed. They were sent

forth, in the demonstration of the spirit and

with power, to call to others who were asking

the way to Zion; to preach good tidings to

the meek; to bind up the broken hearted; to

proclaim liberty to the captives, and the open-

ing of the prison to them that were bound.
Thousands who were waiting for the consola-

tion of the Israel of God, heard and received

the glad tidings of the gospel, and were,

through their effectual ministry, turned from
darkness to light, and from the power of Satan

to God.
" Not only to the poor, the humbled en-

quirer, was the visitation of heaven extended;

but it became also a day of the trumpet, and

of the alarm against the strong towers and
fenced cities of many, who at first despised

the simplicity of a message they could not

comprehend in their natural wisdom. The
principal tendency of their ministry was to

gather the minds of mankind into an inward

dependence upon and feeling after the quick-

ening spirit, the second Adam, the Lord from

heaven, that they might thereby receive power
to become the sons of God, serve him in new-
ness of life, and worship him in the beauty of

holiness.
" Under this engagement of mind they as-

sembled together in solemn silence, to wait

for the manifestation of divine light and life,

which often was gloriously revealed to their

inexpressible joy, the enlargement of their

number, and their support under the trials of

a stormy day of grievous persecution, which

was raised against them on account of the

exercise of a good conscience towards God,
and for assembling to worship him in spirit

and truth.

" With abundant evidence, that they had
not followed cunningly devised fables, but in

the holy certainty of the power and preva-

lence of this ever blessed gift, our worthy

ancestors in the truth finished their course,

having overcome through sufferings, and died

in the Lord.
" It hath pleased Him, whose cause these

worthy instruments were concerned to pro-

mote in their day, to raise up a succeeding

generation to testify, from experience, to his

saving powerful truth, by which our forefa-

thers were supported; and a remnant are

made living witnesses of the virtue and suffi-

ciency thereof.

" As many whom the Lord our God hath

called by his grace, who through the obe-

dience of faith have been brought to fellow-

ship and communion with us, have been
made to eat of this spiritual bread, and drink

of the same fountain which is opened for

sanctification and refreshment.
" Dearly beloved Friends, descendants of

an highly favoured and faithful people, we find

it weightily upon us to revive in your minds,

and on those who by convincement have been

brought into communion with us ; what it was
by which we were raised up to be a people,

and have hitherto been preserved ; even the

inward manifestation of grace and truth, which

came by Jesus Christ for efl^ectual redemption;

the stay, strength, and succour of the true

Christian ; the foundation God hath laid for

all ages to build upon, as a rock against which
the gates of hell can never prevail.

" The immediate extendings of power and
wisdom from on high; the instrumental minis-

try established by the master of our assemblies;
the Christian labour e-xercised amongst us in

administering line upon line, precept upon pre-

cept
; the deej) and anxious concern of many

amongst us yet preserved alive to God, and
zealous for his honour, even travailing as in

birth for the formation of Christ in many souls,

are all united to recommend and enforce this

principal object, that we may be gathered to

God, and to the word of his grace, spiritually

revealed as the bruiser of the head of the ser-

pent, a light to enlighten, a saving help to de-

liver, and unchangeable truth to direct, in our
pilgrimage through this life, to an everlasting

rest in glory.

" Having thus briefly reminded you, by what
means and for what end we were first raised

up to be a people, we earnestly recommend it

to your serious attention, and beseech you, be-

loved Friends, to dwell near to the word of
life, by which you will be enabled to adorn the
gospel of Christ, and to show forth his salva-

tion lo those in whom an enquiry after the
way to the kingdom is raised ; thus the neces-
sity of more particular advices may be pre-

vented, and by and through you, the testimony
of the everlasting gospel be exalted lo the ho-
nour of God, and the spreading of his saving

health to others; that walking in his pure wis-

dom, you may shine as the brightness of the

firmament, and having been instrumental to

turn many to righteousness, as stars for ever
and ever."

For " The Friend."

" The number of acres held in Ireland by the Irish

protestant church, exceeds the number of persons
professing that creed.

" In England 26 prelates administer to about six

millions ont of a population of eleven millions.
" In Ireland 18 prelates administer to about half a

million, out of a population exceeding seven millions,

of which six millions are Roman catholics.

" In England several bishops receive only £2000 or
£3000 a year.

" In Ireland none receive less than £4000 and some
£15000.

" The total quantity of profitable lands attached to

the sees and glebes in Ireland, is about 000,000 acres,

valued at so many pounds sterling income, and more
than sufficient to support all the cliurch establishment,

while the wastes would be valuable sources for the

poor. Yet in addition to the above lands, the English

government have the hardihood to wish to saddle tbe

people of Ireland, who are thirteen fourteenths of them
catholics, with an additional burden of £000,000 in

tithes '."—A. D. A.

" According to the ecclesiastical commission in

England, the net income of all the bishoprics of Eng.
land and Wales amounts to one hundred and fifty

thousand pounds sterling, about seven hundred thou-
sand dollars. The number of bishops is twenty-four,

and there are two archbishops. So that if this sum
were equally divided among them, the annual income
of each, would be about thirty thousand dollars. It

is, however, very unequally divided, the three bishop-

rics of London, Durham, and Winchester, having
disproportionately large salaries attached to them, and
the two archbishops having extra allowances, besides

other inequalities. The London Examiner proposes,

that the incomes of the bishops be equalised and cut

down to fifteen thousand dollars, and those of the

archbishops to twenty-five, sums ample, says the

editor, for all suitable purposes,—and which we on
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this republican side of the Atlantic, cannot but think
more princely than prehitical."

—

Bait. A

We should suppose that for the prize of

thirty thousand dollars a year, candidates for

the ministry would by r.o means be scarce in

England. When we recollect the toil which
those will endure, who aspire to the presiden-

cy of the United States, where only twenty-
five thousand dollars is the pecuniary emolu-
ment, we may easily imagine that persons
who have the honour and profit chiefly in view,

would undergo severe labour at home, and
many privations abroad, if they can render
themselves sufficiently conspicuous and cele-

brated, to hope to reach an archbishopric.

It is a favour to be released from such an anti-

christian system, so evidently the reverse of
the state of the primitive Christian church,

where the fishermen Peter, James, and John,

and Paul the tent-maker, held stations, at

least equally dignified in a Christian sense,

with any bishop or archbishop, who has ever

appeared since, but whose religion taught them
that the gospel was neither to be obtained nor
preached for money. Fifty thousand dollars

are annually wrested from the Society of

Friends in England, by an ecclesiastical esta-

blishment, of which they form no part, and
in whose administration they do not partici-

pate. To maintain the testimony against a

system of hiring and paying for pj-eaching is

a Christian duly, both by those who directly

feel its oppressive yoke, and by those who live

in a government, of which it forms no part.

And members of the Society of Friends, in-

stead of regarding the peculiar testimonies of

its founders with indifference, have cause to

be thankful, that they have been released from

the bonds of a ceremonial religion, and that the

firmness of those enlightened men, in keeping

to plain Scripture principle and practice, has

presented them with the liberties which they

may now enjoy, at least in this country, with

little molestation. R. J.

VERSES.
" TRULY THIS WAS THE SON OF GOD." Matt. SXVii. 54.

Yes, " this was the Son of God"—
'Tis for man he bears the rod ;

Earth and skies arc veiled in grief,

Man alone shows unbelief.

" 'Tis finish'd."—Through creation's bound
Fly, O fly, triumphant sound !

" 'Tis finish'd !" Heaven transported sings ;

" 'Tis finish'd !" Earth re-echoing rings.

" 'Tis finish'd 1" Through the realms of wo
The hated accents sternly flow :

" 'Tis finish'd !" Man, the traitor, lives

;

The ransom's paid, and God forgives.

" 'Tis finish'd !" Yes, the toil is o'er.

The wond'rous toil the Saviour bore
;

From death's dread jaws the sting He draws,
And on the Cross achieves his cause.

Sing the Cross—O, badge of shame !

Be Staif of Glory now thy name ;

Sing the Cross, for o'er thy tree.

What triumphs crown'd blest Calvary !

" 'Tis finish'd 1" The mysterious plan.

The mighty destiny of man.
Angels had gazed, with bafiled skill,

And time but travelled to fulfil.

" 'Tis finish'd !" All the vision high.
That rapt of old the prophet's eye

;

And still with ecstasy shall break
O'er the last martyr's flaming stake.

" 'Tis finish'd I" See the Victor rise,

Shake off" the grave, and claim the skies.

Yo heavens ! your doors wide open fling ;

Ye angel choirs ! receive your King.

" 'Tis finish'd I" But what mortal dare
In that triumph hope to share ?

Saviour, to thy Cross I flee

;

Say " 'tis finished," and for me !

There I'll sing the Cross ! the Cross

!

And count all other gain but loss ;

I'll sing the Cross, and to thy tree
Cling evermore, blest Calvary !

J. MASON GOOD.

Tis:o FRzssa-D.
FIFTH MONTH, 23, 1835.

A few days ago was returned to us by mail,

one of our papers issued on the 2d instant,

hich had been duly forwarded to a subscri-

ber of several years' standing, in one of the
southern states. On the margin of the first

page was written, whether by the postmaster,
or the subscriber himself, does not appear, the
following words:

—

No LONGER A SUBSCEIBEK.

—A Slaveholder.—

*

To this was affixed a mark, pointing to a
corresponding one placed against the article

on the same page, " Observations on Slavery,"
No. 3; obviously intimating that the discus-

sion of that topic was the ground of the with-
drawal.

While it is our intention, honestly and fear-

lessly, according to our humble capacity, to

stand in defence of truth and justice on every
proper occasion, without regard to any effect

this may have upon our subscription roll, we
have noted the above circumstance, not with

the least disposition to question the right of

any subscriber to decline, whenever he may
wish to do so. We exhibit the fact, merely
as an evidence, and a most striking one, of
feverish excitability prevalent in the south, in

respect to every thing relating to negro sla-

very. It would seem that slaveholders are

resolved to set themselves against all attempts
at a free discussion of that subject, and hencs
it is notorious, that from a dread of a diminu-
tion in their circulation, almost all our public

journals are closed to such articles. In the

present instance it is the more remarkable, as

the series of essays referred to, so far as they
have proceeded, address themselves to the un-
derstanding, rather than to the feelings—are
distinguished for cool, candid, dispassionate

reasoning upon principles and facts, and the

manner of them is altogether so bland, and
exempt from every semblance of harshne.°s,

that we had supposed no liberal minded per-

son, even though a slaveholder, could object

to a perusal of them, or take offence at any
thing which they contain.

But if occasionally we may lose a subscri-

ber for steadily adhering to the course pre-

scribed to ourselves, this is often more than
counterbalanced by circumstances of an en-
couraging nature. By the same mail which
brought back our repudiated sheet, we re-

ceived two communications from different

* Consequently not a member of our Society.

portions of the state of Ohio. One of these
enclosing the money for two new subscribers,

thus remarks:—" 1 think there is increasing
interest taken in ' The Friend,' in our neigh-
bourhood latterly, and likely I shall send two
or three more names as subscribers." The
other letter, after mentioning an amount of
money enclosed in payment of several sub-

scriptions due for our paper, says:

—

" I shall be glad to render any service that

I can at any time in promoting the great

cause of truth and righteousness, which I

think the publication of "The Friend" has
been instrumental in doing. I have been
well satisfied with its contents ever since the

first commencement of the publication, at

least on the general scale; I am willing to

say, that after devoting as much to the con-
cerns of our own Society as has been done,
which I do most heartily unite with, the next
subjects which I feel the deepest interest in,

are intemperance, slavery, and war, the three
most crying evils, in my opinion, that ever
afflicted the human family. I put intempe-
rance first, because I believe it produces
more bitter distress than' all the rest. We
are glad to hear from the West Indies as

often as we can; there is one more subject

that I feel free to mention, and that is educa-
tion. I rejoice to find that our Society is

taking so deep interest therein as it appears
to do of late."

We subjoin a short extract from a recent
letter from an esteemed Friend in one of the

eastern states :—" I have long thought ' The
Friend' ought to be much more generally

taken by members of our Society than it is,

ana thOUgU my lime is inucli uuoupieJ, I am
willing to render what assistance I can to

promote its circulation." He afterwards adds:
" It is now the case, that those of our mem-

bers who are seeking information, respecting

slavery as it now exists in our country, are
vnder the necessity of taking papers, edited

out of our Society, and I have rejoiced that

some medium existed, through which correct

information could be obtained; but it would
be much more congenial to my own feelings,

and I trust to the feehngs of many olliers, if

it could be obtained through the medium of
" The Friend," and I have long and often

hoped, that its conductors would find it to be
right to furnish more information for its co-

lumns, on this momentous subject.'"

We admit the general propriety of the hint

by Indicia, and trust it will have its use in re-

ference to the future.

Married, on the 14lh inst. at Friends' Meeting
House, Wilmington, William Hodgso.\, Jr. of this
city, to Elizabeth, daughter of Ashtnn Richardson,
of Ashley, near Wilmington, Delaware.

Died, in Eordentown, New Jersey, on the 2d inst.
Dr. Edward Taylor, late of East Branch, a much
esteemed member of the Society of Friends, and for
some years the excellent Superintendent of its Asy-
lum for the Insane, near Philadelphia.
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From the United Service Journal.

Narrative of the Loss of the Earl of Eldon hy

Fire.

On the 24ili of August, 1834, I embarked
on board the ship Earl of Eldon (of London,
600 tons. Captain Theaker) at Bombay, with

a view of returning to my native land, on fur-

lough. She was the finest and strongest ship

in the trade, and any insurance might have
been had on llie chances of her successfully

resisting the winds and waves; but who can
foresee their fate even for a day? Site was
cotton loaded, and as the number of passen-

gers was small, the S[)ace between decks was
filled chock up with cotton bales, screwed in

as compact and tight as possible, so as to

render it a matter of more difficulty to take

them out than ic Iiaii been to put theo) in. It

unfortunately happened that the cotton had

been brought on board damp, during heavy

rain, and had not been dried in the warehouse
previous to its being screwed; as this opera-

tion is performed by a very powerful compres-

sion, it is not unlikely that fire damp might be

generated in the same manner as in a hay

stack, when it had been stacked damp. The
number of individuals on board was forty-five,

including three ladies and an infant, and the

captain and his crew.

On the 26th of September, after a series of

baffling winds, and calms, and heavy rains,

with squalls of wind, we got into 9° 27' S.

lat., Hnd between 70° and 80° E. long., and

the trade wind appeared to have fairly caught
hold of our sails. We began now to antici-

pate our arrival at the cape. On the morning
of the 27lh, I arose early, about half past five,

and went on deck. T found one of my fellow

passengers there. We perceived a steam ap-

parently arising from the fijic liatol.wojr. 1

remarked to H. that I thought it might be

caused by fire damp, and if not immediately

checked, might become fire. The captain

came on deck, and I asked him what it was.

He answered, steam; and that it was common
enough in cotton-loaded ships when the hatches

were opened. I said nothing; but the smoke
becoming more dense, and beginning to as-

sume a different colour, I began to think that

all was not right, and also that he had some

idea of the kind, as the carpenter was cutting

holes in the deck, just above the place whence
the smoke appeared to come. I went down
to dress, and about half past six, the captain

knocked at my door, and told me that part of!

the cotton was on fire, and he wished to see

all tiie cabin passengers on deck. We ac-'

cordingly assembled, and he then staled the

case to be this: that some part of the cargo
appeared to have spontaneously ignited, and
that he proposed removing the bales, until they

should discover the ignited ones, and have

them thrown overboard, as also those which
appeared to be in the same damaged condi-

tion; and that it being necessary, in his opi-

nion, to do this, he deemed it his duty to lay

the matter before us. We, of course, sub-

mitted every thing to his judgment, and he

ordered the hands to breakfast as quick as

possible, and to work to discover the source

of the fire. This having been done, he said

that there did not appear to be immediate dan-

ger, and that he hoped we might be able to

avert it altogether. However, at eight o'clock,

the smoke became much thicker, and began

to roll through the after hatchway—the draught

having been admitted forward, in order to en-

able them to work. Several bales were re-

moved; but the heat bcgtm to be intolerable

below. The smoke rolled out in suffocating

volumes, and before nine o'clock, we disco-

vered that part of the deck had caught fire

—

in short the men were obliged to knock off'

work. The captain then ordered the hatches

to be battened down, with a view to keep the

fire from bursting out, and to hoist out all the

boats, and stock them, in case of necessity.

This was done, and about half past one, the

three ladies, two sick passengers, an infant,

and a female servant were put into the long

boat, with 216 gallons of water, 20 gallons of

brandy, and biscuit for a month's consump-
tion, together with such pots of jam and
preserved meats as we could get at, and the

day's provision of fresh and salted meat.

It was now about two o'clock. The hatches

were then opened, and all hands set to work
to endeavour to extinguish the fire. The main
hatcii being lifted and a tarpaulin removed,
there was a sail underneath, which was so hot
tliot tho mon oould hnrdly reniuva it; when
they did, the heat and smoke came up worse
than ever; and it being now known, from in-

spection, that the fire was underneath that

part, orders were given to hoist out the bales

until the inflamed ones could be got at; but

when the men laid hold of the lashing to in-

troduce a crane hook, they were found to have

been burned through beneath, and came away
in their hands.

The case now appeared to be bad indeed.

However, we cut a bale open, and tried to

remove it by handfuls, but the smoke and heat

became overpowering, so that no man could

stand over it, and water only seemed to have
ihc effect of increasing it in the quantities we
dared to use; for had the captain ventured to

pump water into the ship, to extinguish the fire,

the bales would have swelled so much as to

burst open the deck, and have increased so

much in weight as to sink the ship; so that

either way, destruction would have been the

issue. Under these circumstances, perceiving

the case to be utterly hopeless, the captain

called us together on the poop, and asked if

we could propose any expedient likely to avail

in extinguishing the fire and saving the ship,

as in that case " we will stick by her while a

hope remains." It was unanimously agreed
that all liad been done that could be done.

The men were all perfectly sober, and had
been indefatigable in their exertions; but one
and all seemed to be coolly and positively of

opinion that the case was hopeless. The heat

was increasing so much that it became danger-

ous to leave the poop. The captain, therefoie,

requested the gentlemen to get into the boats,

told off and embarked his men, and at three

o'clock, he himself left the ship, the last man,
just ns tiie ilimes were bursting through the
quarter deck. We then put off, the two boats

towing the long boat. The ship's way had
been previously stopped, by backing her yards.

When we were about a mile from the ship, she

was in one blaze, and her masts began to fall

in. The sight was grand, though awful. Be-
tween eight and nine o'clock, all her masts
had fallen, and she had burned to the water's

edge. Suddenly there was a bright flash, fol-

lowed by a dull, heavy explosion. Iler powder
had caught. For a few seconds her splinters

and flaming fragments were glittering in the

air, and then all was darkness, and the waters

had closed over the Earl of Eldon !

Such was the prospect now before us

!

There were in the long boat the captain and
twenty-five persons, including an infant, four

months old. The size of the boat twenty-three

feet long, by seven and a half feet broad. In
each of the others ten individuals, including

the officer in charge. One of the boats had
some bags of biscuit, but the chief provision

was in the long boat. We were, by rough
calculation, above 1000 miles from Rodrigue,
and 460 from Diego, the largest of the

Chagos islands; but to get there we must have
passed through the squally latitudes we had
just left, and be subject to variable winds, and
heavy weather, or calms, neither of which we
were prepared to resist. Seeing then that our

stock was sufficient, we determined on trying

for Rodrigue. About eleven o'clock, having
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humbly committed ourselves to the guickncej morse—there was a pang to think what those —clean linen, and a plentiful dinner; and it

of that Providence in whom we alone had liope,^ would feel who were expecting my return; and was ludicrous to see the manner in which fish,

we accomplished rigging the boats, and were! that night we certainly did not look forward to .fowl, pork, biscuit, wine, and brandy disap-

under sail. We carried a lantern lashed toj another day! Speared before us. At length, however, we
our masts in the longboat, to prevent the Wet, crushed, and miserable, the night pass- came to a general conclusion, that eat more

other boats from losing us during the night; ed away, and the day broke at last; and
|

we could not. They shook us down four or

and when day broke, sent them sailing in all i though the weather was still very bad, I again 'five beds in the outhouse, and we tumbled

directions around, to look out for ships. While felt that hope which had never entirely desert- into them, and enjoyed what we had not known
the wind was light they could outsail us, but ed me. A tremendous sea came roaring down, i

for the last fortnight, a sound sleep,

when it became strong, and the sea very high, and I held in my breath with horror. It broke
j

J hope the sense of our miraculous preser-

the difference was rather in our favour, as the right over our stern, wetted the poor women; vation dwells deeply on our mind. My feelings

weight and size of the long boat enabled her to their throats, and carried away the steers-' on landing, were so intense that I could

to lay hold of the water better.

On the third day of our boat navigation, the

change of the moon approaching, the weather

began to wear a threatening aspect, but as we
were in the trade, we did not apprehend foul

or contrary winds. In the course of the night

it blew fresh, with rain. We were totally

without shelter, and the sea dashing its spray

over us, drenched us, and spoiled a great pan
of our biscuit, though we happily did not dis-

cover this until we were nearly out of want of

it. The discomfort and misery of our situa-

tion may be more easily imagined than describ-

ed. There was a large water puncheon in the

boat, on the top of which I slept nearly all the

time we were in the boats. The ladies were in

the stern of the boat, and H., myself, and the

doctor, together with a Bombay lieutenant, in

the body of it with the men.

In the course of the next day, the weather

grew vi'orse, and one of our small boats

which was Mr. Simpson, the second mate,

with nine others, was split by a sea. She
came alongside, and we put the carpenter into

her, who made what repairs he could, but with

little hope of her answering. We then pro
ceeded to fasten a spray cloth of canvass alon;

the gunwale, having lashed a bamboo four feet

up the mast, and fixed it on the intersection

of two stanchions at the same height above

the stern. The spray cloth was firmly lashed

along this, so as to form a kind of half pent

roof; and had it not been for this imperfect

defence, we must have been swamped, and

we still shipped seas to so great an extent, that

four men were obliged to be kept constantly

employed in baling to keep her clear of wa
ter. Toward evening it blew hard, with a

tremendous sea; and not thinking the other

boat safe, we took in the crew and abandoned I past two it appeared more strongly. We th

her. We were now thirty-six persons, stowed 1 lay to until daylight. I attempted to compose
as thick as we could hold, and obliged to throw I myself to sleep, but my feelings were too

overboard all superfluities. We had but eight strong, and after some useless attempts, J sat

inches of clear gunwale out of water.

This night I shall never forget, but to de-

scribe my feelings I am incapable. Our situa-

tion was awful—one wave might overwhelm

us, and there would not have been a vestige

left to tell the tale of the Earl of Eldon. The
remembrance of all I held dear, of all the

passages of ray past life, crowded together on

my mind. I felt parted from this world, and

yet I could not divest myself of a certain feel-

ing which told me we should be saved. I re-

commended myself to Him, without whose
permission the waves had no power to hurt us,

and resigned myself to meet death; and when 1

thought of the short struggle that might usher

us into eternity, it was no longer with calmness

—but there was a regret mingled with re-

man's hat. The captain then cried out in a :
restrain my tears. No human skill in such

tone calculated to inspire us with confidence— peril could have availed us: it was the hand of

he afterward told me his heart did not re-echo] the Almighty goodness alone that withheld us—"Thai's nothing, it is all right, bale away,; from destruction; and when we consider it,

my boys." He never expected us to live out' and look back upon the facts as they stand re-

that night, but, harassed as he was in mind and
j

corded, and with the full knowledge that

body, he gallantly stood up, and never by word

or deed betrayed a feeling that might tend to

make us despair. He stood upon the bench that

livelong night, nor did he ever attempt to sleep

for near forty-eight hours.

The morning broke and passed away, and

after the change of the moon the weather be-

gan to moderate, and we enjoyed a compara-
tive degree of comfort. VVe had three small

meals of biscuit, and some jam, tfec, and three

half pints of water, per day, with brandy if we
liked it. The men had one gill of spirits al-

lowed them daily. Thus we had enough for

necessity, and I incline to attribute to our hav-

ing no more the state of good bodily health

we enjoyed. We had plenty of cigars, and

whenever we could strike a light we had a

smoke, and I never found tobacco such a lux-

ury. The ladies were most wretched, for they

could not move; and any little alteration in

their dress was only to be made by spreading

a curtain before them. Yet they never uttered

a repining word.

On the thirteenth evening we began to look

out for Rodrigue. The captain told us not to

be too sanguine, as his chronometer was not

to be depended upon after its late rough treat-

ment. The night fell and I went forward to

sleep, and about twelve was awoke by the cry,

that land was right ahead. I looked and saw
a strong loom of land through the mist. The
captain had the boat brought to for an hour,

then made sail and ran towards it; and at half

me down and smoked with a sensation I had

long been a stranger to. With the first light

of dawn, Rodrigue appeared right ahead, dis-

tant about six miles. By eight o'clock, we
were all safely landed. A fisherman, who came
off to show us the way through the reefs, re-

ceived us in his house and proceeded to feed

us, and in the mean time sent to tell the gen-

tlemen of the island of our arrival.

Two of ihem came down immediately, and

having heard our story, said we had been mi-

raculously preserved, and told us off in two

parties, the married men to one, and the sin-

gle to the other. The crew were taken inland

and encamped. They gave our bundles to

their negroes, and took us in their houses,

where every thing they had was set before us

were thirteen days and nights exposed to the

violence of the winds, and waves, and weather,

in an open, leaky boat—often for days and
nights completely drenched, and never com-
pletely dry, and that with this we should all

(with the exception of those who were before

sick) have landed safe, and rather improved

in health than otherwise—these things show
the hand of a Providence that watches over

us, though we often forget it; and that man
who could coldly say that our escape was sur-

prising, without attributing it wholly and solely

to the true cause, I should consider little better

than a heathen.

T. T. AsHTON, Madras Artillery.

January 30, 1835.

Visit to the Egg-Hatching Ovens of Cairo.—The
hatching oven consists of a suite of small square chain-

bers, or cells, arranged on either side of a small pass-

age, in which they onen ; the doorwuy, wlien there
are eggs wnhln, teing closed with mats. In somR of
the chambers the eggs had been newly put in, and
were perfectly white; in others, having already under-

gone many changes, they exhibited a dirty yellow co-

lour; while in several cells, the embryo having been
warmed into life, had shattered its prison, and was
emerging through the broken shell. Nothing is more
common than the process of incubation, which, in fact,

falls under the eye of every man ; and the principle of
the Egyptian hatching ovens, in which a heated at-

mosphere performs the office of the hen, is also gene-

rally understood ; yet I could not behold without admi-
ration a thick stratum of eggs, acted upon by an in-

visible fluid, bursting into spontaneous motion, rolling

against each other, cracking, opening, and disclosing

each an organised and animated being. As soon as

the chickens are out of the shell, they are carefully re-

moved into the passage, which is divided into numer.
ous compartments by small ridges of clay ; from whence,
when a few days old, they are drafted off into cooler

quarters. The passage, at the time of our visit, was
filled witli chickens ; of which there must have been
many thousands, not more than one day old, chirping,

moving about, and nestling against each other. Stones

placed at intervals, like stepping stones in a brook,

enabled us to traverse the several compartments. A
number of low subterranean cells, in which an equal
Leiuperaiuie Is malmalned by fires nf dung, communis
cate a sufficient heat to the batching rooms by apertures
in the floor. Few persons can endure, for any length
of time, the intense heat of these ovens. We were
glad to make our escape ; and, on issuing forth into the
streets, after making our saucy Arab a handsome pre-

sent, we found the atmosphere of Cairo, at noon, cool
and refreshing. Respecting this process, many erro-

neous ideas are prevalent in Europe. It has been sup-
posed that the secret, as it is termed, is known only to

the inhabitants of a few villages in the Delta, who, dis-

persing themselves over the country in autumn, under-
take the management of such eggs as are entrusted to
their care; but there is no secret in the matter, and the
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eggs are thus hatched by the inhabitants in all parts of

Egypt. In the oven we examined there were at least

twenty cells, each, perhaps, containing five thousand

eggs ; so that, should they all take, one hundred thou-

sand chickens would be produced in twenty-one days

;

or one million seven hundred tliousand per annum,
supposing the process to go on without intermission.

Two hundred similar ovens, kept in constant operation,

would therefore hatch, in the year, three liundred and
forty millions of chickens ! so that were this practice

introduced into England, it would very speedily reduce

the price of poultry.

—

Si. John's Egypt.

Dogs.—The Australian dog never barks ; indeed, it

is remarked by Gardiner, in a work entitled "The
Music of Nature," that " dogs in a state of nature never

bark ; they simply whine, howl, and growl : this explo-

sive noise is only found among those which are domesti-

cated." Sonnini speaks of the shepherd's dogs in the

wilds of Egypt as not having this faculty, and Colum-
bus found the dogs which he had previously carried to

America to have lost their propensity to barking. The
barking of a dog is an acquired faculty—an effort to

speak, which he derives from his associating with

man.

—

Bennett.

In the advertisement of a London exhibition, it is

announced that " a single flea will perforin the Her.
culean task of moving 5000 times it own weight, by
drawing (on a miniature representation of the Liver-

pool and Manchester Railway) the first train, with the

mail, consisting of a steam engine, coal wagon, and six-

teen wagons."

Relative Saline Quality of the Waters of the Atlantic

and Mediterranean.—A remarkable proof of the rela-

live degrees of salt held in solution by the waters of
the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, is af-

forded by the condition of the boilers of H. M. steam
packet Carron, which has recently arrived at Wool-
wich, after an attendance of a few months upon the

fleet in the neighbourhood of Constantinople. Owing
to the extensive impregnation with salt of the waters
of the Mediterranean, it would appc.ir that a deposit

of solid salt, to the extent of one eighth part of an
inch per diem, is found at the bottom of the boilers.

This deposit is further stated to be greater in one

week in the Mediterranean, than the entire deposit

found in six months in the boilers of the steam pack-

ets which ply from Falmouth to Lisbon. In conse-

quence of the extraordinary deposit of salt, it is found

that the fuel carried out for feeding the furnaces, is

exhausted much sooner, from the greater thickness of

the solid medium between the water and the fire. The
bottoms of the boilers also are much more rapidly de-

stroyed by the heat. To remedy these incon%'enien-

ces, no other method has yet been adopted than that

of very frequently letting off the steam, for the pur-

pose of cooling and opening the boiler for the removal
of the saline incrustation by the hand. But, on the

contrary, this operation is productive of an extraor-

dinary loss of time, a period of sixty hours being ge-

nerally required for the purpose, and this long deten-

tion occurring of necessity afler a performance of

only a few days. Therefore, so serious and pecul

a disadvantage to steam navigation, upon a sea which
conducts us to so many great nations upon its shores,

and even to all our possessions in the East, is weller
titled to the consideration of the chemists and eng:

neers of this country. The only chemical preparation

which has as yet been attempted for the purpose
dissipating this saline deposit, has been found to hi

so corrosive an effect upon the metal of the boiler,

that the remedy has proved to be worse than the dis-

ease.

—

Foreign paper.

Slavery in Missouri.—Several of the leading' Mis-

souri papers are advocating the gradual emancipation

of the slaves in that state. They propose that the con

vention, which has been called for the purpose of re

modelling the constitution, shall provide, that all such

blacks as may be born before a given time shall be

slaves for life ; that those born after a certain period

shall be slaves for a given number of years ; and that

those born afler a period more remote shall be free at

their birth. They place the question entirely upon
grounds of expediency.

For " The Frieiiil."

INDIAN CORN.
Having been assured by Isaac Newton, a

respectable and intelligent farmer of Delaware

county, Pennsylvania, that he has found the

following to be an efiectual mode of prevent-

the ravages of the cut-worin, on the young
corn plants, the writer has thonght it worthy

of being inserted in the pages of " The
Friend," even at this late period of the sea-

son. As many of its readers are engaged in

agricultural pursuits, he hopes that the plan

II receive a fair trial, and the result be com-
municated in due season.

I. N. first tried the experiment three years

go, on twenty rows of corn, and found it to

answer completely, whilst other parts of the

field |were injured by the worm. Equal suc-

cess has attended the application, both last

ear and the present season.

His method is to mi.\, intimately, fine salt

with the ground plaster of Paris, in the pro-

portion of half a bushel of the former to two

bushels of the latter; the mixture is then to be

passed through a sieve, and a small portion

sprinkled ovei each corn hill, just about the

time the young shoots begin to peep through

the ground, in a similar quantity to that which

farmers generally use when they plaster the

hills.

The object of the plaster is to dilute the

It, which it would be difficult to apply un-

mixed, without danger of killing the young

shoots. B.

For " The Friend-"

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
Cont.nuoJ from page -JiU.

In consequence of the plague prevailing in

London, the parliament was convened this

year at Oxford. The joint calamities of war

and pestilence, which distressed the city

and nation, seemed to have made no profit-

able impression on the members of this par-

liament, so as to incline them to a better

temper towards the nonconformists. As if

the sufferings of every class of the people

were not sufficient, and the evil of non-

conformity was the only sin of the nation,

they proceeded to enact a fresh penal law,

commonly known by the name of the " 0.r-

ford Jive mile act ;" which received the royal

assent, October the 31st, 1665. It recjuired

all parsons and others in holy orders, who had

not subscribed the " Act of Uniformity," to

swear that under any circumstances, it was

unlawful to take up arms against the king,

and that they would not at any time endeavoui

any alteration ofgovernment in church or state.

Those nonconformist ministers who would
not subscribe this oath of passive obedience.

were forbid under a penalty of forty pounds;

except in passing the road, to come within

five miles of any city, town corporate, or bo

rough that sends burgesses to parliament, or

within five miles of any parish, town, or place

wherein they had, since the passing of the

act of oblivion, been parsons, ifcc. or where

they had preached in any conventicle. They
were also rendered incapable of teaching any

public or private schools, or of taking any

boarders to be instructed, under the same
penalty.

Though this act was principally aimed at

the presbyterians and independents, who had

formerly enjoyed the ecclesiastical emolu-

ments, and many of them suffered severely

from it; yet it was also frequently employed
against the poor Quakers, by tendering

them the oath ; and thus, though from
their peaceable principles they could readily

declare that they held it unlawful to take up
arms against the king, or to subvert either

urch or state, yet as they would not swear

to it, they were frequently committed to pri-

son.

The prevalence of the plague had but

ittle influence in checking the persecuting

pirit. As to outward appearance, "One
event happened to the righteous and the

wicked;" men hardened their hearts, and

did not seek to propitiate the Divine favour

by amending their ways. Indeed, it would
appear that the persecutors were disposed

to attribute the calamity to the prevalence

of unorthodox notions, rather than to the

corrupt and vicious practices which were
spread like a leprosy over the court and the

people.

During these. great trials, George White-

head's faith appears to have been unshaken ;

and he addressed two affectionate and encou-

raging epistles to his friends, whose spirits

were saddened and cast down under the af-

flictions of the times; the latter written after

the heat of the contagion was over.

The next year, after the city and suburbs

of London were so greatly thinned and de-

populated by the plague, the dreadful fire be-

gon, and broko out in Pudding Laiio, over

against the place where the monument stands;

whereby, in a few days' time, a very great part

of the city, within the walls, was burnt down
and the habitations consumed, except a few
streets and parts of streets; to the great amaze-

ment, terror, and distraction of the inhabit-

ants ; who were forced to flee for their lives,

with what goods they could save, into Moor-
fields and the out parts, and there to lie

abroad with their goods for several nights

and days; the country bringing in bread, &c.
for their relief. Oh! my soul greatly pitied

the inhabitants, when I saw them lie in the

fields, in that poor mournful condition.

One passage I may not omit by the way,

because it has been misrepresented and false

reports spread about it, viz. one Thomas Ib-

bott, or Ibbit, a Huntingdonshire man, came

to London two days before the fire, in great

haste, being on a sixth day of the week, and

alighted off his horse with his clothes loose,

(supposed by some to be a person under dis-

traction or discomposure of mind, as I under-

stood by divers,) and very much hastened or

run through the city, toward Whitehall, in

such a like posture as many of the inhabitants

were forced to flee from the fire, when they

had scarce time to put on or fasten their

wearing clothes about them. Such a sign he

appeared to be, and told his vision which

he had before, that the city would be laid

waste by fire, according as I was informed;

for I saw him not until that day's morning

when the fire was broken out. But the even-

ing after the said Thomas Ibbott had passed
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through the city, I met with some women
Friends at the Bull and Moutb, near Alders-

gate, who gave me a pretty full account of

him; how he had been with them that day,

and told them his vision of the fire and mes-

sage to London ; and that to them he appeared

very zealous and hot in his spirit, when he

told them thereof; and they were afraid he

was under some discomposure of mind, which

made them somewhat question or doubt of

what he told them.

I was not at that time without some se-

cret fear, concerning this Friend Thomas
Ibbott, lest he might run out, or be exalted

by the enemy into some conceit or imagina-

tion or other, especially when he saw his vi-

sion come to pass the next morning. It vvas

when the fire had broken out as aforesaid,

from the place where it began, and early in

the morning was got down to the bridge and

Thames-street, the wind easterly and so high

that it drove the fire more violently and irre-

sistibly before it, blowing great flakes over

houses and from one to another.

Also in a letter of his, a few days before

the fire was over, he mentioned the true

number of days when the fire should be

accomplished;. so that he had a certain vi-

sion and discovery given him in that par-

ticular. And to show that there remained a

sincerity in the man, when his mind came to

be settled, he wrote a letter to some Friends

in London, wherein, after remembering his

love to G. W. J. C. and S. H. he hath these

words following, viz.

" I dare not much stir up or down any

ways, for people's looking at what was done,

lest the Lord should be offended, farther then

my own outward business lies.

" I have been much tempted and exercised;

yet through mercy have found help in the

needful time. Whatsoever slips or failings

Friends saw in me, in the time I was with

them, I would have none take notice of; for

I was under great exercises, and often run

too fast, which the Lord in his due time gave

me a sight of. In the love of my Father,

farewell, " T. I."

When the city was burnt down and laid in

ashes, we held our meetings on the fourth day,

weekly, near Wheeler street ; our usual place

the Bull and Mouth, being then demolished

by the fire, at which place our meetings had

been most disturbed; and at other out parts,

ofT and about the city, we kept our meetings

at the usual times and places, as at the Peel

in St. John's street, Westminster; Horsly

down, on Southwark side ; RatclifT, Devon
shire-house, Old Buildings; and then had

some respite and ease from violent persecu-

tion and disturbance for a time, until the city

came in a great measure to be rebuilt.

Yet still the persecuting spirit and design

of persecution remained in our adversaries :

so many of them as were not cut ofi" by the

plague took no warning thereby, nor by the

subsequent consuming fire which had laid

waste the best part of the city.

Though the Lord our God was pleased to

give our Friends in London faith and courage,

as well as resolution to build our meeting

house in White-Hart court, by Grace-church
I

street; yet we were not then without expecta-
j

tion of further persecution and suffering, for

meeting in tiiat as well as other places in and

about the city. And so it came to pass after

the said meeting house was built; our meet-

ings were frequently disturbed, especially on

first days of the week, by the trained bands

and informers ; and many of us by force

haled out, and our meetings often kept in the

street, where sometimes we had opportunities

openly to declare the truth and preach the

gospel, as well as publicly to pray to Almighty

God; yet not always sufiered so to do, but

often in the very time violently pulled away,

whilst in the exercise of the gospel ministry ;

and likewise when we have been in solemn

prayer to Almighty God, we have been laid

hold on and violently taken, and many of us

had to the Exchange, and there kept under a

guard of soldiers until the afternoon ; and

then had before the mayor, who would be

ready to fine or imprison us, or otherwise to

bind us over to appear at the sessions, or

rather to take our words to appear, if he was

a person of some moderation towards us: and

the latter obligation we rather chose, that

was, conditionally to promise we would ap-

pear if the Lord pleased, rather than be bound
by recognizance or bond to appear ; because

commonly in their recognizances they would

put the words, " and in the mean time to be

of the good behaviour." But we could not

assent to be so bound ; because we knew they

would interpret our religious, solemn meet-

ings a breach of "the good behaviour;"
which meotinga wc could never yield to He.

cline.

But as for me, my share has been impri-

sonment oftener than liberty upon parole or

promise, being more cautious of being any

ways ensnared thereby, contrary to my Chris-

tian liberty and testimony, than of imprison-

ment or outward confinement ; which was

not only my own care, respecting my inward

peace and liberty in Christ Jesus, but it was

also the care of all faithful Friends and bre-

thren in those days, to keep out of all such

snares as would infringe that liberty. We
chose rather to expose our persons to be

trampled on in the streets by our persecuting

adversaries, if permitted, than bow down our

souls at their command. Isa. li. 23.

Although, in those suffering times, I was

much concerned to attend our Friends' dis-

turbed meetings in and about London, yet at

sundry times I had a concern laid upon me to

visit our Friends and their meetings in the

county of Surrey, particularly on that side

where our dear Friend Stephen Smith and his

family lived; they having not long before

that time, in great love, received the truth

through my testimony; and I visited and

had divers good and blessed meetings in

those parts, both at Stephen Smith's house

at Purbright, and other places towards Guil

ford ; where the Lord was with me, helpec

and comforted me in his work and service,

as at other times and places.

George Whitehead apprehending that his

post in serving and suffering for the cause he

had espoused, was, in future, likely to be
chiefly in London, he thought of entering into

the married state and settling there ; and in

the year 1669, he married Ann Greenwel, a

widow residing in London; wlio, it appears,

was a person much esteemed for her piety

and attachment to the cause of truth, of which

she had been one of the first receivers.

She was considerably older than her hus-

band ; but the connection appears to have fur-

nished a true help-meet to him, until her death

in the year 1686. He remained a widower
two years, during which he had some doubts

whether he should marry again; but having

earnestly sought the Lord to direct him
aright, he felt freedom to enter again into the

married state ; being also encouraged in the

step by his friends ; and made proposals to

a Friend of the name of Ann Goddard, " an
honest and virtuously inclined maid ;" who
was considerably yoimger than himself, arid

of whom and their connection he says: "She
was an ingenious and careful wife ; and we
were mutually comforted together, in true

love and tender affection. We had but one
child, which the Lord took away, it dying in

the birth. Howbeit the Lord so sancti-

fied that and other disappointments and af-

flictions to us, in this lower world, that He
gave us faith and patience to bear them, and
to look above, beyond all external objects of
delight, and afllictions here below, which are

but momentary, to an eternal inheritance in

his heavenly kingdom. Glory to his excellent

name for ever!"

From the New Monthly Magaziue.

THE TRKASURES OF THE DEEP.

What bid'st thou in thy treasure-caves and cells.

Thou hollow-sounding and mysterious main ?

—

Pale glistening pearls, and rainbow-coloured shells.

Bright things which gleam unreck'd of, and in vain.

Keep, keep thy riches, melancholy sea,

We ask not such from thee !

Yet more—the depths have more. What wealth untold
Far down, and shining through their stillness, lies '.

Thou hast the starry gems, the burning gold.

Won from ten thousand royal argosies.

Sweep o'er tliy spoils, thou wild and wratliful main.
Earth claims not these again

!

Yet more—the depths have more. Thy waveshave roll'd

Above the cities of a world gone by.

Sand hath fill'd up the palaces of old

—

Seaweed o'ergrown the halls of revelry.

Dash o'er them, ocean, in thy scorniul play,

Man yields them to decay !

Yet more—the billows and the depths have more.
High hearts and brave are gather'd to thy breast

—

They hear not now the booming waters roar

—

The battle-thunders will not break their rest.

Keep thy red gold and gems, thou stormy grave

—

Give back the true and brave !

Give back the lost and lovely—those for whom
The place was kept at board and hearth so long

—

The prayer went up through midnight's breathless

gloom.

And the vain yearning woke 'midst festal song.

Hold fast thy buried isles, thy towers o'erthrown

But all is not thine own I

To thee the love of woman hath gone down

—

Dark flow thy tides o'er manhood's noble head.

O'er youth's bright locks and beauty's flowery crown;
Yet must thou hear a voice—Restore the dead.

Earth shall reclaim her precious things from thee

—

Restore the dead, thou sea J
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Sixth Annual Report of the Bible Association

of Friends in America, read at the annual

meeting held on the evening of the twentieth

offourth month, 1835.

To the Bible Association of Friends in America.

The managers, about to surrender tlie trust

committed to them, submit the following sum-
mary of the transactions of the past year.

Within that period 940 Bibles and 1338 Testa-

ments have been issued from the Depository

—

including 328 Bibles and 369 Testaments for-

warded for gratuitous distribution. Tliere now
remain on hand in sheets, 658 school, and

2297 reference Bibles, and 706 Testaments

—

and bound, .302 school, and 515 reference

Bibles, and 1065 Testaments.

Our receipts fiora auxiliaries have been as

follow:—From the Au.xiliary Association with-

in the limits of New York yearly meeting,

^483 16; Philadelphia ^376 87; N. Carolina

%\bQ 20; Ohio %Ab; and Indiana $\bG 54;

making a sum total of $\ 167 77. From an-

nual and life subscribers, and donations, the

sum of g 1495 06 cents has accrued, while the

sales of Bibles and Testaments have amounted

to $902 43. The payments during the year

have been—for paper, printing, binding, rent,

salary of agent, and incidental expenses,

$2557 63, and towards the fund for the pur-

chase of the Depository, $2004 80. At the

date of our last report the fund for the pur-

chase of the building occupied by the Asso-

ciation amounted to $6224 78—it has since

been increased to the sum of $8681 76, nearly

all of which is securely invested and bearing

interest.

Our Biblical Library has during the past

year been enriched by the very liberal dona

tion from " The British and Foreign Bible

Society" of copies of the Bibles or Testaments

issued by it in thirty-nine different languages

as well as by a number of copies of the Holy

Scriptures from other sources.

Numerous complaints having reached the

managers, that the Bible without references,

designed for the use of schools, has been found

too unwieldy for that purpose, and the want

of a good edition of the Scriptures in a port-

able form printed with a distinctly legible type

having long been felt, the board has concluded

to procure a set of plates of a size adapted to

supply this want: they have selected for this

purpose, a very beautiful Oxford copy in the

hope that its greater convenience, as well as

the reduced price, will promote the more gene

ral use of the Bible in our seminaries, while

the neatness of the execution will render it

acceptable to Friends for their private reading,

The plates are expected to be completed dur

ing the ensuing autumn, and an edition wil

shortly after be issued.

The Board has been advised of the forma-

tion of but one auxiliary association during

the year. It has, however, learned with muc!

satisfaction that the aid of women Friends has

in many places been enlisted, either by forming

female branches of the auxiliary associations

or by meeting jointly with the men. In what

ever way it may be thought most adviseable to

effect this object, the managers are satisfied

that much good has already been done by this

co-operation. The influence which females

exert in society, and the opportunities of pri-

vate enquiry which they possess, render their

assistance highly desirable : and it is not

doubted, that when the usefulness of their la-

bour is understood, there will be little difliciilty

in calling into active exertion a much larger

number of that sex which has contributed so

much to promote the best interests of the

community. The attention of the managers
having been drawn to the destitute condition

of many of our fellow members in relation to

the supply of the sacred volume, it was con-
cluded that the sum of money which had been
contributed by six auxiliary associations, to

wit: Bucks, Pa.; Salem, N. J. ; New York;
Farmington, N. Y.; Concord, Pa.; and Had-
donfield, N. J., in aid of the general purposes
of the association, should be appropriated to

the supply of Bibles for gratuitous distribution

through the agency of those auxiliaries within

whose limits the greatest deficiencies appeared
to exist. 212 Bibles and 350 Testaments
were accordingly forwarded in the tenth month
last: principally to associations distantly locat-

ed, and under circumstances presenting strong

claims upon the sympathy of their friends.

These books having been detained on the way,

owing to accidental and other causes, suflicient

time has not elapsed since they reached their

destination to enable all the auxiliaries to

v;hom they were sent to apprise the managers
of their distribution. Their receipt has, how-
ever, been gratefully acknowledged by several,

and their proper distribution confided to com-
mittees appointed for the purpose. One of

these associations, to which 20 Bibles and 40
Testaments were sent, reports that they were
immediately distributed, and that there are

still several families who are destitute. It ap-

pears from the reports of most of our auxiliary

associations that the zeal which prompted their

early enquiries into the wants of Friends with-

in their respective limits has too much declined,

yet the evidence is sufliciently clear that very

few neighbourhoods possess a sufficient supply

of the Scriptures, and that in many places a

large number of Friends are still destitute of

entire copies; and many more, of those, which
are easily legible. When it is considered how
rapidly the number of Friends in the western

part of the continent is increasing, how many
emigrate from other states under circumstances

which render necessary the strictest economy,
and how numerous are the cases of young per-

sons commencing life with little to depend up-

on but the produce of their daily labour, it will

not appear extraordinary if, notwithstanding
tlie supply of Bibles whicli has been furnished,

the present actual want should be as great as

at the fust. The information in the possession

of the managers is not, for the reason which
has been adverted to, suflicient to determine
whether this be actually the case; but there is

affecting evidence that the proportion of the

number of copies to that of individuals who can
read, is in many places exceedingly small. A
number of the distant auxiliaries state that they

do not possess the means to supply the defi-

ciency known to exist. Others again report

that their means are so small that they have

been discouraged from enquiry into the wants

of Friends within their limits. One states,

that there are 270 members of our Society

esiding within the limits of three monthly
meetings, who can read, and do not possess a

copy: and that there are three other monthly
meetings within their boundaries, in which the

deficiency is probably as great: they add,
" We believe a considerable number of the

members of our Society do not feel themselves

in circumstances to advance the money for a

Reference Bible without denying themselves

some of the necessaries of life;" yet, they also

inform us, that there is an increasing demand
for Bibles. Another auxiliary states, that

there are some families of Friends within

our limits not supplied with the Holy Scrip-

tures, but the number is not known. One
monthly meeting includes 114 individuals out

of 196 members capable of reading, who do
not possess a copy." Another auxiliary ac-

knowledging with gratitude the donation of
Bibles, states that there are 820 families of
Friends within its limits; that their funds have
hitherto admitted of the gratuitous distribution

of very few Bibles; that there are still some
families destitute; and, they estimate the num-
ber of readers who have no copy at 1640.
The managers might swell this paper with
further extracts from the reports communi-
cating the same affecting details, but they

deem it unnecessary. Enough has been said

to excite the sympathies of those who place a
just estimate upon the Holy Scriptures

—

enough to stimulate us to renewed exertions

to supply a want, which, if permitted to con-
tinue, must so injuriously affect the well-being
of a large portion of our fellow-professors.

The expenses attendant upon the proposed
edition of the New School Bible, will require
a considerable addition to our funds, and as
all the reports concur in representing the

schools in most neighbourhoods as especially

deficient in copies of the Scriptures, it is highly

desirable that the Board of Managers should
have it in their power to supply that deficiency

in places where Friends are not able to ad-

vance the money. In order to provide the

amount required for these purposes, we affec-

tionately invite the auxiliary associations to

raise contributions to be placed at the dis-

posal of the Board about to be appointed.

On reviewing the proceedings of this asso-

ciation, the managers, while they are deeply

affected with the consideration of how much
remains to be done, have yet reason to rejoice,

that they have been permitted to effect so

much. Upwards of 10,000 copies of the

Bible, and 8000 Testaments have been printed;

a large proportion of which have been distri-

buted. The excellence of these editions, the

valuable selection of marginal references, and
the low price at which they have been sold,

have, it is believed, much increased the facili-

ties for the study of the Scriptures, and been

the means of calling the attention of Friends

to the importance of this study, when pursued

under right direction. Nor do the managers
deem it a consideration of no importance that

re-prints of our reference Bible have been

made in several instances; thus contributing

to the dissemination of sound scriptural know-

ledge throughout our country. Tlie formation
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of 33 auxiliary associations, located in almost

all parts of the continent where Friends are

found, whose object it is, not only to dissemi-

nate the Scriptures, but to promote the dili-

gent perusal of them; the appeals which have

in various forms, been made by the parent as-

sociation, and the exertions of our correspond-

ing members to excite Friends every where
to a just sense of the importance of this work,

have not failed to foster that high regard for

the sacred writings, which has always been a

characteristic of our religious Society.

While, therefore, we are aware of the dis-

couragements under which many of our aux-

iliary associations labour, in consequence of

the difficulty of bringing together Friends who
are widely separated, the little which it seems

to be within their ability to accomplish, the

disheartening effect produced by the evidence

of existing difficulties, which it is not in their

power to remove—we would animate them to

renewed efforts by the consideration of what

has been done—we earnestly call upon those

associations within whose limits deficiencies

exist, to examine again and again the situation

of their respective neighbourhoods, and make
their wants known—we entreat those who be-

lieve their own deficiencies supplied to provide

the means of furnishing the Scriptures to the

destitute in other places. We call upon our

Friends every where to unite with us in pro-

moting a work to which we are incited by

Christian charity and a sense of Christian re-

sponsibility.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the

Board of Managers.

Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

Philadelphia, ith mo. llth, 1835.

For "Tie Frienil."

The Society of Friends believe that the

Scriptures of truth are divinely inspired re-

cords of the dealings of the Almighty with

man under the different dispensations of his

all wise providence, of many remarkable his-

torical facts respecting nations and individuals,

and of those precepts which in his goodness
to mankind he has been pleased to impart for

their instruction and observance—of the glo-

rious coming of the dear Son of God and Sa-

viour of the world, our Lord Jesus Christ, of

what he did and suffered on behalf of a fallen

and lost race, and of tlie doctrines and com-
mandments of that blessed gospel which he

introduced into the world.

Believing them to have been written under

the immediate guidance of the Holy Ghost,

we hold them to be in this sense, the words

of God or his declaratory word to man,

—

that it is the duty of all those who have access

thereto, diligently and seriously to read them,

and reverently to believe their sacred contents,

and that for any who are so situated, to deny
or disbelieve their divine testimony, is a sin of
high grade.

We have full faith in the declarations which
they contain respecting themselves, that they

are profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness;

that the man of God may be perfect, thorough-

ly furnished unto all good works; and that they

are able to make wise unto salvation through

faith, which is in Christ Jesus.

But while sincerely and cordially assenting

to all these truths, we cannot call the Holy

Scriptures " the word of God," nor the only

or primary rule of faith and life, nor yet admit

that salvation is dependent on a knowledge of

their contents. Ciirist Jesus alone is the Word
of God, by whom and for whom all things

were created; and whose glorious prerogative

|

it is to enlighten and guide his rational crea-i

tion. As he is the word of God, so also he

is the light of the world—the true light which

enlighteneth every man that cometh into the

world, that they may not walk in darkness,

but have the ligiit of life.

This divine light or spirit of Christ, we be-

lieve to be universally dispensed to all man-

kind, in such degrees as may be necessary for

their redemption and salvation—that where

much is given, much is required; and on the

contrary, those to whom this light shines ob-

scurely and in a limited degree, if faithful to

the little made known to them, are accepted

in the sight of God, according to what they

have, and not according to what they have

not. In this view of the moral government of

God over mankind, we see the predominance

of perfect justice, placing all on equal ground,

as regards the possibility of salvation. Those

nations from whom he has seen meet to with-

hold the knowledge of the Holy Scriptures,

are not to be judged by a law which they have

not, but by the inward law written by the fin-

ger of the Most High on the tablet of their

hearts. Those among ourselves who are deafj

mutes, and such as have not sufficient learning^

to enable them to read the Scriptures, un-j

doubtedly labour under great disadvantages,

and are deprived of a most precious source of,

consolation and instruction. But to argue

j

from thence, that they could not be saved,
i

which would be the case if the Bible wasj

essential to salvation, would be harsh andj

unjust, representing our compassionate hea-

venly Father as more unmerciful than men.

It would, moreover, be making the salvation

of immortal souls dependent upon contingen-

cies; and to condemn a man to eternal tor-

ment, we should only have to deprive him of

the opportunity of learning to read, or by other

means, to place the sacred volume beyond his

reach.

Meanwhile we should consign to endless

perdition all the millions of those nations,

whom neither the Bible, nor the sound of the

gospel vocally uttered, has ever reached, and

thus blot out of the book of God's mercy by

far the larger portion of the human family.

Such an idea is too monstrous to be admitted

for a single moment, by any who are really

imbued with the universal love which the gos-

pel breathes, yet it is the inevitable result of|

the assertion, that the knowledge and belief!

of the Bible is essential to salvation.
|

Christ Jesus, and not the Bible, is given forj

a light to lighlen the gentiles and for God's

|

salvation to the ends of the earth; and where!

he shines by his Holy Spirit in the hearts of|

men, he is the grand and primary rule of their I

faith and conduct—the guide to their feet and
|

the lamp to their paths, by which they will be
safely led through all the difficulties and dan-

gers of this sinful world, to a glorious inherit-

ance among the saints in light. It is easy,

therefore, to perceive how great is the con-

trariety between the views preached by the

missionaries of other denominations, and those

which are conscientiously entertained by the

Society of Friends, and as he who does a thing

through the instrumentality of another is

equally responsible as though he were himself

the agent, I cannot perceive any material dif-

ference between Friends contributing their

money to hire missionaries to preach those

erroneous views in the name of Christianity,

and holding and promulgating them among
their own fraternity. Great is ihe importance
of holding forth a clear testimony to the pu-
rity and spirituality of the gospel dispensation;

for in this day of great and increasing activity

on religious subjects, there appears to be no
small danger that the fundamental truths of
Christianity, which require repentance and
amendment of life, a thorough regeneration
of the whole man in his pursuits, motives, af-

fections, and thoughts, by the operation of
that all powerful word, or spirit of God, which
is as a fire and a hammer breaking the rock
in pieces, will be buried and overlooked amid
the multitude of outward acts, which are con-
si(Jered the evidences of a religious spirit,

though they may be performed by those who
are dead in trespasses and sins, and enemies
to the cross and government of Christ.

Let the missionaries of every denomination
pursue the tenor of their way, unmolested by
each other, and where any good is done and
the kingdom of our blessed Saviour promot-
ed, 1 trust we shall all lejoice, without waiting
to consider whether it was done by our own
Society or another. We desire not to abridge
others of their liberty of conscience in the

pursuit of those measures which they believe

to be their duty, nor yet to condemn them for

dissent from us, and while we freely concede
to them this Christian liberty, we feel embold-
ened to ask the same for ourselves.

'i'he views I have taken of this interesting

subject are not new—they have long been en-

tertained and acted upon by the Society of
Friends, and are coincident with the following

sentiments of Catharine Phillips. About the

year 1791, the methodist society in England
became deeply interested for the black popu-
lation of the West India Islands and Africa,

and missions were set on foot for the purpose
of preaching the gospel to them, and giving
them literary instruction. From these pro-
ceedings. Friends generally withheld their aid,

and Catharine Phillips wrote and published a
small pamphlet, explanatory of the reasons
which influenced the members of our Society

in their course. From this tract, the following

extracts are taken, viz:

—

" As some religious persons may miscon-
ceive the reasons which prevent Friends from
freely contributing (when called upon) to the

expenses of the methodist missions to the

West India Islands and Africa, to instruct the

negroes in Christianity; 1 have been induced
to point out so many of them for their infor-

mation, as may, I hope, convince impartial
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minds, that they are not therein actuated by a

spirit of bigotry; but, on the contrary, of re-

ligious caution, lest they should any way con-

tribute to build again those things which the

Spirit of Truth has destroyed in their religious

Society."
" As it appears to Friends, that some of the

principal leaders among the inethodisis en-

i

deavour to lix the people in the observance ofj,,,,, support, as i

forms and of ineflicacious ceremonies, which, ceremonies whicli

in the apostatised stale of the Christian church,
I tian church; yet the true light will discover

them to be but the ciiaiT, from which Chri«l

purge his own spiritual church. There-
fore, religious minds should beware how they

hold fast or support that which he hath ap-

pointed to be denied, as being, under his pure
il tlispensailon, unclean unto them and

not to be touched.

the observance of what themselves acknow-|

ledge to be non-essentials, Friends cannot

unite Willi ihem herein; because in Christ's

church nothing can remain, by his appoint-

ment, which is inefficacious.

" All that is of human appointment, or

which is retained of the former dispensations,

must be come out of: and let human reason-

support, as it may for a time, the useless

emain in the nominal Chris-

were styled religious ; they cannot therein

unite with them. For out of all these did ihe

Divine Spirit of truth lead their zealous and

pious predecessors, in their beginning as a

people; and it does still convince the truly en-

lighlened among them, that, instead of esta-

blishing the mind in the holy fear of God, and

in a steady dependence upon him, they tend

to deprive Him, in part, of the honour of his

own glorious work in the soul, by leading to a

degree of reliance upon the ' weak and beg-

garly elements' for assistance to perfect them

in righteousness, and on ' the creature more

than the Creator, who is God, blessed for

ever: Amen,' say the souls who humbly wait

upon him, and witness his Son revealed in

them by his Spirit, to be their King, Priest,

and Prophet; tiieir 'alpha and oinega;' the

beginner and ender of his own glorious work

of sanctification; by whom they are washed

with the ' washing of regeneration, and renew-

ing of the Holy Ghost;' and their souls are

fed with the bread of life, and refreshed with

the new wine of his heavenly kingdom.
" These, seeing that the end is come upon

the shadowy dispensations of the Mosaic law,

and of John the Baptist, can no longer touch

nor taste with them; knowing that when their

appointed use in their season was fulfilled, they

were to cease, and that Christ's spiritual dis-

pensation of light, grace, and truth, must

stand alone and be exalted upon the top of all

mountains of high profession. This is con-

firmed by the answer given to those peculiarly

favoured disciples, who, seeing Christ's trans-

figuration upon the mount, and ' Moses and

Elias talking with him,' vvej-e overcome with

the glory they had beheld; and Peter requested

of him allowance to ' build three tabernacles,

one for him, one for Moses, and one for Elias,'

who is John the Baptist, not knowing what he

said; he not having seen to the end of all that

was to be abolished. But the instruction from

God, was, ' This is my beloved Son, in whom
I am well pleased, hear ye him.' Thus, the

Father condescended immediately to testify

to his own last and most glorious dispensation

of grace and truth, through his Son to man-
kind, appointing him their infallible and free

teaciier; not then leaving it to himself to tes

tify to his own office, although ' in him dwell

eth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.'

" Under a sense of the awfulness of thii

merciful manifestation of the will of the Fa-

ther, my mind is humbled; and desires ar

raised that the Son, through his own ])ure

Spirit of light and life, may instruct and

gorate awakened minds, to the perfecting of

them in true holiness of faith and practice

"When men set bounds to this holy Spirit

Friends have been instructed, that Christ

as the holy, living, wise head of his church,

hath the sole power and right to purify, qua-

fy, call, send forth, direct, and assist his

ministers, who, by Ihe immediate operation of

his Spirit upon their spirits, are made in their

respective measures ' able ministers of the

New Testament, not of the letter which kill-

eth, but of the Spirit which giveth life.' These,

f obedient to him, are sent where he pleaseth,

speak at his command, and keep silence when

he seeth meet to appoint silence; even in the

solemn assemblies and seasons set apart for

worship; wherein the attention of both minis-

ters and hearers should be abstracted from

man, and fixed upon that pure spiritual teach-

er, whose constant language in the soul is,

woRsiiir God: and, in holy silence, living ac-

ceptable worship is performed unto him; al-

though at other seasons, the master of these

solemn assemblies appoint his ministers, whe-

ther they are ' apostles, prophets, evangelists,

pastors, or teachers,' to speak in bis name,

uiid, agreeably to their respective gifts, ' mi-

nister in the ability which he giveth;' and en-

gage them verbally to supplicate and praise

God, the fountain of all good. And as in

Christ Jesus ' there is neither male nor fe-

male,' and ' his Spirit was poured forth upon

both sexes,' to qualify for these services; so,

among Friends, liberty is given to women
to speak ' as the Spirit giveth utterance;

many of whom have spoken or prophesied

' to the edification and comfort of their bre

thrcn.'

" Now as Friends believe in, and experience

this pure spiritual ministry and worship, and

have been commanded to testify against its

contrary; and for obedience to God therein

have suffered much; they cannot unite with

the human appointments in any society, where
by their ministers are directed how and when
to preach and pray, where to go, and among
what people to labour; any more than with

the human wisdom, which seeks qualifications

to minister from human learning and ordina-

tion from men. They acknowledge that hu-

man learning may be made useful under divine

direction; but they know that he who chose

and qualified poor illiterate fishermen, to

preach his gospel ' in the demonstrationof the

I

Spirit, and of power,' is able to do so still.

of wisdom, and endeavour to fix the people in And if he call these who have not school learn-

ing into his service, 'tis not for them to seek

thereby to be perfected therein.
'• 'I'hey believe, that ministers should not, in

any degree, be excited to engage in the mi-

nistry by a view to worldly interest or honour,

and that Christ's commands to his ministers is

yet in force, ' Freely ye have received, freely

give;' therefore, they appoint no maintenance
their ministers ; nor contribute thereto

otherv.'ise than when they are engaged in gos-

pel labours, to afford them such necessary ac-

commodation, as they may be free to accept;

or, if they are poor, and cannot provide for

themselves and families, minister to their

wants, as they maintain their other poor.

Many ministers among them labour with their

hancfs to provide for their necessities; and
others, accounting it more honourable to give

than to receive, as did the primitive gospel
ministers, do give liberally to their poor bre-

thren in their various stations and to other
charitable purposes, as well as expend much
in the course of their labours, in the exercise
of their ministry.

" From the foregoing premises, it must ap-

pear that Friends cannot, consistently with

their own principles, freely unite with the

leaders of any society who establish the rites

and ceremonies of the church of England, and
the maintenance of its ministers by tithes; the

payment whereof, the truly conscientious

among Friends cannot submit to: because

those being a part of the Levitical law, are

ended in Christ; as is the observance of all the

ceremonies of that dispensation, which were
but a ' type or figure of those purely spiritual

things which were to come,' and have been
revealed and experienced under Christ's dis-

pensation of light and life.

" They lament, that the reformation from
the apostatised Romish church, which has
made some progress in this nation, did not go
forward to the full accomplishment thereof;

although many laid down their lives to effect

it, so far as they had seen, and are, doubtless,

numbered with the glorified spirits perfected

through sufferings. Some of these faithful

martyrs testified against things which yef re-

main in the church of England, and which its

ministers seek to uphold; but which must be
destroyed when Christ by his pure Spirit pre-

sides, and the ' chaff is burnt up by the un-

quenchable fire' of his divine love and power:

which will effectually separate betwixt the pre-

cious and the vile, betwixt what pleaseth and
serveth God and what doth not, although it

may be practised under a religious show."
" 1 might enlarge, but hope I have said

enough to exculpate Friends from just censure,

for not contributing to the expenses of the be-

fore mentioned missions; but am inclined here

to add, that some enlightened minds of both

clergy and laity of the church of England
have lamented that such observances should

remain therein as tend to shade the lustre of

its fundamental principle, and prevent many
from uniting with them in the outward mode
of worship.

" Should the constraining power of gospel

love engage ministers among Friends to visit

the negroes, and endeavour to turn them from

darkness to light, and from the power of Satan
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unto God, that they may, through Christ, re-

ceive remission of their sins, and an inherit-

ance among those who are sanctified ; the

expenses attending their labours would be
cheerfully borne, either by themselves or their

brethren and sisters; and they conceive this

should be the case with the various religious

societies which take part in this work.
" And, inasmuch as all ministers who con-

scientiously labour among the negroes may
not see alike in some points, yet may all of
them concur in labouring, that they may attain

the necessary experience of faith in Christ,
and regeneration through his Spirit; each of
them should be careful not to invalidate the
labours of others, nor strive to fix the negroes
in observances which will not profit them:
ever bearing in mind the following apostolic

injunctions, as necessary to be observed by
every gospel minister, viz: ' Grudge not one
against another, brethren, lest ye be condemn-
ed; behold the judge standeth before the door;'

and ' above all things put on charity:' which,
as it is pure love to God and men, will engage
to labour simply for the settlement of these

poor ignorant people in what is really profitable

and necessary to be believed and practised.
" That the universal love of God, manifested

in and through his Son Christ Jesus, the alone
Mediator and Advocate with him, the Father
for the whole bulk of mankind, may be preach-
ed in the demonstration and power of the Di-

vine Spirit to the poor negroes, and be by
them believed and received, in the love of the
unrnixed gospel of peace and salvation, is the
desire of Cathaeine Phillips.

For " The Friend,

Cassandra Webster on the Use of Plain
Language.

Among the papers of a Friend lately de
ceased the following remarkable account was
found, and thinking the publication of it may
be useful as one among a cloud of witnesses
to the propriety of using the plain Scripture
language, according to the example of the
holy *ien of old, of Christ Jesus and his

apostles, I send it for insertion. It is worthy
of observation that not a religious member of
our Society is to be found who has not found
it their duty to take up the cross in this re-

spect, and one of the first requisitions made
by the Holy Spirit, from those who are
brought under concern for their souls' wel-
fare, and are looking toward Friends, is a

conformity to the Scriptural simplicity of
our profession in dress and address. Let
those who are disposed to slight or under
value those precious testimonies ponder these
things. The narrative is as follows, viz.

Cassandra Webster's account of a remark
able suffering she underwent before she was
made willing to take up the cross in using
the plain language of thou and thee, which
for many years she had seen to be her duty,
yet had not given up to it, nor was she joined
in society with Friends until a few years be-
fore her death, her parents having professed
with the church of England.

She was a woman of considerable natural
endowments and good education, and some

time after her marriage to her second hus-

band, she had occasion to write to an eminent
lawyer on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, to

whom she had entrusted some business. On
sitting down for the purpose, she felt a re-

newal of those impressions she had so often

before felt, and a fresh call to faithfulness

therein. She begged to be excused for this

time, and to be permitted to write in the

customary style to this man, who was of some
account in the world ; yet felt condemnation
therefor ; but strove to get over this, not be-

ing willing to take up the cross now, but pro-

mising herself that this should be the last

time she would be disobedient. As she sat

in her chair under this mental conflict and
reasoning, she waa suddenly smitten with to-

tal blindness, not being able to discover any
object around her, in which condition she
remained about two hours. During this time
her strong will was broken down, the pride
of her heart humbled, and entire resignation
to the Lord's disposal being mercifully af-

forded, she humbly implored Him who had
thus smitten her, to restore the use of her
eye sight; making covenant with him that if

he would graciously condescend to recover
her, she would be faithful to his requiring
now, and through his blessed assistance be
obedient in future. After being brought to

this resolution, her sight gradually returned
to her, and she proceeded to write her letter

in the plain mode adopted by Friends; she
continued steadfast in that respect ever after-

ward, to the end of her days, and desired her
niece, Elizabeth Coale, to preserve an ac-
count hereof as a testimony on her behalf to
the plain language, for information and warn-
ing to others not to depart therefrom.

For " The Friend."
" Extensive Bishopric.—His majesty of Great Bri-

tain, pushing his authority, as the potentates of that
kingdom are ever wont to do, over every portion of
the globe, has created a new bishopric, which is to
comprehend pretty much the whole of the southern
hemisphere, including Calcutta, New South Wales,
and Van Diemen's Land, the seat of which is to be
at Sydney. It has been offered to Archdeacon
Broughton."—Poui. A. D. A.

Is this to be the result and the rev/ard of
missionary operations among the heathen 1—
Are they to be converted to a round of cere-
monies and called Christians, for which they
are to be saddled with an annual impost of
thirty thousand dollars to support an English
bishop? K.

TUB PHIEEffD.
FIFTH MONTH, 30, 1835.

A Friend of North Carolina, has transmit-

ted for insertion, the following—"Believing,'

says he, " that the information would be in-

teresting and acceptable to most of the readers

of ' The Friend.'"

The law-suits commenced some years ago,

at the instance of Jacob White's adininistra

tors, against David White, Josiah NiciioJson,

and John C. White, in the superior court of
Perquimans county. North Carolina, to reco

ver the possession of a number of people of

colour, who were transferred by the said Jacob

White, in his life time, to the trustees of the

Society of Friends, has been finally deter-

mined and settled, on a basis not easily to be
shaken. At the fall term of said court, those

cases were tried, and judgments rendered
against the defendants in all the cases, and the

value of the slaves assessed at eight thousand

dollars; from which judgments, the defendants

appealed to the supreme court, (the highest

tribunal in the state,) and that court decided

the law favourable to the defendants, on the

statute of limitation, and ordered a new trial.

The matter is now finally settled by compro-
mise between the parties, and dismissed from
the docket, by eacii party paying their own
cost: this was cheerfully agreed to by the de-
fendants, as they had by that decision obtained
all they liad contended for, (the right of pos-
session, until the people of colour could be
sent to free governments.) And the records
of the supreme court will serve as a sure de-

fence against all future claimants, where the
possession has continued for three years.

Thomas Ruflin, chief justice, in delivering

the opinion of the court, in his reasoning upon
the statute of limitation, among other strong
language, gives the following :

—" He who
withholds my slave upon the allegation that he
is a freeman, holds him adversely to me, and
ousts my possession; if this be continued for

three years, it does not, indeed, make him a
freeman, but it bars my action for the deten-

tion or the conversion."

As we do not claim for this journal, the character

of a newspaper, in the ordinary sense of the phrase,

it is but seldom that we introduce allusions to the po-
litical occurrences of the day ; we, nevertheless, have
partaken with others in the solicitude occasioned by
the threatening aspect of things between this country
and France, during the past year ; and for the sake
of those of our readers living in remote situations, we
subjoin the following :

—

" IMPORTANT NEWS—AMERICAN INDESINITY BILL PASSED.

"New York, May 25.

" At two oclock this morning, our Pilot boat reach-

ed the city, having boarded the packet ship Napoleon
at sea. She sailed from Liverpool on the 26th ult.f

" The news is of the highest importance, and will

be hailed with joy in every part of the United States.

On the 18lh of April, the great and protracted debate

on the American Indemnity Bill, was brought to a
close in the French Chambers, when the ministers

triumphed by a much larger majority than was even
contemplated. The whole bill was carried by 289
against 137. The question not to pay interest, was
also lost. A clause was inserted, by consent of mi-
nisters, not to pay the money until satisfactory expla-

nations are made. This we view as a mere plaster

to smooth over the wounded honour of France, and
which will be got over very easily."

.

We have been requested to mention, that

Darby meeting commences at ten o'clock,

during the summer, and until the last first day
in the yth inonth, inclusive.

The committee to superintend the boarding

school at Westtown, will meet in Philadelphia,

on sixth day, the 12th of 6th mo. at three

o'clock, p. M. T. Kdiber, Cleric.

Married, at Friends' meeting house,

on the 19th instant, John Stanton Gould, son of
Stephen Gould, of Newport, R. I., to Mary Ashbt,
daughter of the late \Vm. Ashby, of Stockport, N. T?.
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LETTERS FROM EUROPE. NO. VI.

Brussels, 9mo. 21s*, 1834,

My dear cousin,—Tliy letter of

came to hand on the eve of my departure

from London. I then wrote a short answer,

promising another ; to wiiich I now devote

an unoccupied hour, and shall be glad if I

can in some measure repay thy kindness.

Travelling rapidly from one place to another,

harassed by various difficulties, and lookin

with some anxiety to the accomplishment of

a particular object, I feel myself very inca

pable of making close observations, or de

scribing such interesting objects as fall undei

my notice. With the exception of a " Lon
don cold,." which I left on the other side of

the Channel, my health has been good, and

this is a blessing for which I often feel thank-

ful, when in some other respects, in common
with all other men, I feel the tribulations of

this life pressing heavily upon me.

I left Paris at eight o'clock, on the morn-

ing of the 18th, and arrived here at eight, in

the evening of the 19th, having travelled

thirty-six hours, only stopping long enough
to take our meals hastily; the loud rumbling

of the heavy wheels of the diligence over

the roughly paved roads still rings in my ears.

The weather was oppressively warm, and

during the first day we suffered much from

the dust. A French diligence is a huge ve-

hicle, very different from our stages, and the

English coaches, but resembling the railroad

cars, being divided like them into three com-
partments. The first or front, called the

coupe, carries three passengers, and is pre-

ferable to the others on account of the better

opportunity it affords to view the country

—

the price of a seat in this, is of course higher

than in the others. The second or interior,

and the last, or rotonde, carry each six pas-

sengers. The conducteur's seat is in front

on the roof, and several passengers sit behind

him under a gig or calash top ; and again be-

hind them the baggage is placed. The car-

riage is strong and heavy, and certainly better

adapted to rough roads than lighter vehi-

cles. Five horses are generally used, though

seven are occasionally found necessary in

hilly districts. They are heavy, clumsy ani-

mals, but well fed and apparently very hardy;

their manes and tails are large and bushy, and
bear few marks of shears, or currying comb.
They are driven by postilions, who are chang-
ed at every stage, while the conducteur, like

the guard of the English coaches, proceeds
through the whole route. A fixed sum is

paid in addition to the price of a seat, as a

gratuity to the postilions and conducteur;
thus all the burden of the English custom of
paying fees to the coachman and guard is im-
posed, without ensuring any of its advan-
tages. The harness of a diligence, or of a

French post chaise, would be viewed by an
English coachman with the greatest contempt.
Two or three of the traces are chains ; some
are ropes, others twisted raw hide, and per-

haps one or two may be made of leather.

One of the horses is graced with a bridle,

another has only a rope tied about his jaws,
but a leathern halter or two may generally bo
found amongst a team. The traces are of
difl'erent lengths, so that the horses are not
evenly harnessed, but one is several feet be-
fore his fellow, and thus all go together,

belter skelter. The postilion 't CL.uipped
with a great whip, which he is incessantly
cracking, and with a pair of huge loiig boots
that he can with difficulty drag along.

The posting establishment throughout the

kingdom, is under the immediate direction of

the government, and no one can furnish

horses to travellers, but appointed postmas-
ters. If the business were open to Individ

enterprise, it is likely the whole concern
woulti soon wear a differ'^nt aspect. All the

roads I have travelled in France and Belgium
are very wide, and generally straight; having
a pavement fifteen or twenty feet wide in the

centre, formed of stone blocks, about eight

by ten inches in size; on each side of this

is a summer load. Trees of various kinds
are planted along the borders, frequently dou
ble rows on both sides, with gravelled o
paved foot paths between them. The face of
the country from Paris to the Belgian fron

tier, is for the most part gently undulating
and well wooded ; the soil is varied, but ge-
nerally light and rather sandy, though some
districts are exceedingly fertile, and the cul-

tivation is, upon the whole, good. The towns
and villages have a very ancient aspect, and
little business or improvement is to be seen
in most of them ; the chateaux of the noble-

men and gentry are generally neglected and
decaying.

To one who is accustomed to see the fences

and walls of America, and the hedges of

England, the almost total absence of both in

France and Belgium, conveys the idea of a

vast common or uninhabited prairie. The
boundaries between the farms are marked by
corner stones only, and the fields generally
lie open to the roads. Few cattle are seen
grazing, and they are attended by a shepherd ;

indeed, excepting in the meadows, there is

little grass to be seen ; the land being princi-

pally planted with potatoes, turnips and grain.

The people live in villages, and thousands of
acres of well cultivated land may be seen to-

gether, without a house or barn upon them.
Seeing few barns, 1 was puzzled to know
what the farmers do with their grain ; but
found they thresh it in the fields, and then
deposite it in the walled towns. This state

of things probably originated in the continual
liability to be plundered during the numerous
devastating wars, of which for centuries this

beautiful and fertile country has been the seat

and the victim.

From the Belgian frontier to Brussels, there
is a succession of beautiful hills and valleys,

and the cultivation is excellent : some of the
rich valleys, interspersed with comfortable
stone and brick houses and large barns, sur-

rounded by fine orchards, strongly reminded
me of the Great Valley in Chester county,
Pennsylvania. The Flemish horses are re-

markably large, and a team of them, with
their great shaggy manes, enormous collars,

turned point downwards, and high Jiames,

with wings, surmounted by sheepskins dyed
various colours, drawing a large towering
wagon, like a moving warehouse, is really

quite a formidable looking procession. Many
of the gigantic carthorses of London and Li-

verpool are imported from Flandcis.
For many miles north of Paris, we passed

extensive vineyards ; the vintage is abundant
and now ripening: during the three last

weeks, I have probably eaten as many grapes
as in all my life before. I have found them
quite wholesome, taken before breakfast,

throughout the day, and late in the evening.
Thou must not imagine a vineyard in France,
to be a succession of elegant lofty arbours,

in the shade of which we can walk, with the

delicious grapes hanging in festoons over our
heads. Picture to thyself a large field of ;)oZe

beans, planted four feet apart, and growing
about the same height, and thou wilt have a
pretty good idea of vineyards, such as they
really exist.

At the intersectionsof roads, and frequent-
ly by the road side, images of our Saviour
are placed on high crosses, often in the midst
of three trees ; many of these large and old.

Small edifices, five feet by six, or eight by
are also numerous by the road side, con-

tainmg images of the Virgin Mary, and the

child Jesus, and of various saints, which may
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be worshipped through a latticed door or win-

dow. I saw no person in the act, but from

the appearance of the paths around them,

they are evidently much visited. Priests in

their singular dress are met every where, but

1 have not observed the people offering them
any particular marks of respect or obeisance,

whether from the want of all religious feel-

ing, or merely from the absence of supersti-

tious veneration, I know not. At the corners

of the streetfs, in towns and villages, it is

common to see images of their patron saints.

Many of the towns through which I have

passed, are surrounded by double walls of

great thickness, and deep moats filled with

water on the outside, and between them. The
entrances are winding between the walls,

passing over several drawbridges, and through

several gates.

Cambray, Valenciennes, and Mons, may be

mentioned as most strongly fortified. Their

high walls, deep ditches, massive gates, and

the long gloomy arched ways, through which

we enter, convey the idea of great strength,

but I confess they do not excite, in my breast,

sensations of a particularly pleasant charac-

ter. Valenciennes is celebrated for the siege

it sustained during the revolution. Early in

the morning of the 19th, we passed throagh

Cambray, which is surrounded by a beautiful

and highly cultivated country. Poppies are

grown in large quantities through this district,

for the manufacture of opium. I viewed this

old town with the greater interest, from its

having been the residence of the pious Fe-
nelon.

We breakfasted at Valenciennes, our pass-

ports, as usual, being demanded at the gates,

and taken to the police office to be registered.

The commissionaire, who returns them to us

at the hotel, expects afranc for his trouble,

from each person. Beets are raised in great

abundance in the vicinity of this town, for

the manufacture of sugar.

On our arrival at the Belgian frontier, a

regular examination took place of our pass-

ports and baggage, but no smuggler being
found amongst us, we were suffered to pro-

ceed after an hour's detention. It is said,

there is a great deal of smuggling along the

frontiers, by means of large dogs, which are

trained for the purpose. My fellow travellers,

during the first day, were two Frenchmen,
and a French girl ; we could converse very

little, as they were entirely ignorant of the

English language, but they talked together

not a little, and sometimes with such extreme
earnestness and violent gestures, that I was
apprehensive they would come to blows or

pulling noses. They supposed that I was an

Englishman, hut on learning my nation, they

showed great anxiety to obtain information

respecting America. They asked, whether
the Americans were catholics or protestants,

and to which sect I belonged ; and one of

them taking hold of my coat, wished to know
whether I was a priest.

On the 19th, we dined at Mons, in the
neighbourhood of which 1 observed many coal

mines. There an old gentleman and two girls

entered the diligence, and their company
proved both amusing and annoying, during

the remainiler of the journey. The old man
talked and joked, and laughed incessantly, and
the girls laughed and screamed, until they

could laugh no longer, and then one of them
changed her tune, and wept.

Brussels is pleasantly situated, on rising

ground on the Senne; the houses are general-

ly high and well built, many of the streets are

wide and clean, and the Boulevards, particu-

larly on the south side of the town, are spa-

cious and well planted with fine trees. It is a

favourite place of residence with the English.

The park is extensive, and the trees, being
very large, it affords a most agreeable retreat

during this extremely warm weather; the citi-

zens accordingly flock thither by thousands.
During the severe contest that took place here
in the revolution of 1830, many of the trees

were perforated by bullets, and otherwise injur-

ed, and the houses around and near the gates

were shattered. There are several beautiful

public buildings in the park, and at one end
is the palace of King Leopold. Disappointed
in his expectation of sitting on the throne of
England, by the death of his wife, (the prin-

cess Charlotte, daughter of George IV.,) he
has accepted a crown which is not without

thorns. I passed through his estate, called

Claremont, a few miles south of London,
where, if he had consulted his ease, instead

of his ambition, he would have remained with
his fifty thousand pounds sterling per annum,
from the English government; which, however,
he still receives.

The town house of Brussels is a Gothic
edifice, with a lofty tower, from which there

is a grand view of the rich picturesque coun-
try, and th.e many villages around. The tower
is awkwardly placed ?iear the centre of the

building, by a mistake of the architect, who,
it is said, on discovering his error, hung him-

self. There is a good botanic garden here,

beautifully situated, and containing a very

large green-house, particularly rich with tro-

pical plants.

Yesterday afternoon, I rode out to Louvain,
six leagues, thiough a charming country. The
road is straight, but hilly, and bordered with

fine trees; the prospects are extensive, and
embrace many pretty villages, with their lofty

spires and towers; the houses are neat and

permanent; the gardens well kept; the land

exceedingly fertile, and the cultivation very

superior. It is no matter of astonishment that

King William of Holland feels some reluct-

ance at parting with his Belgian subjects and
their fat lands; but from the military prepara-

tions which every where meet the eye, it is

evident that the Belgians are quite in earnest

in their rebellion. I am, however, inclined

to believe, that the people care very little whe-
ther their king be called William or Leopold,

and that they would be glad to live quietly un-

der either. It is the ambition of the few that

involves the many in war and misery,—that

ambition, which " with the sword point dip-

ped in blood, writes desolation over a smiling

land." This country is peculiarly adapted to

the operations of large armies, by its great

productiveness, and the facility with which

they can march in every direction, without ob-

struction from hedges, walls, or ditches. The

affairs of Holland and Belgium are still un-

settled, and no intercourse is permitted be-

tween the kingdoms; it was my intention to

proceed to Rotterdam, but I could not obtain

a passport, without going round several liun-

dred miles by way of Rhenish Prussia.

An hour or two ago, I was walking near

the old cathedral, St. Gudule, when I heard

the rolling of drums not very distant, and at

the same moment the people began to issue

from the door of the cathedral in a dense mass.

As they came forth, the sound of the music

met them, and with one accord they rushed

towards it; an army of several thousands was
marching through the city, to the frontiers of
Holland, oppressed by the heat, and covered

with dust. I walked through this ancient

building yesterday; it was built in the eighth

century, and contains a curious carved pulpit,

several large windows of painted glass, exe-

cuted in the fifteenth century, representing

various scripture scenes; some fine paintings,

«fec. A large monument is erected in the

middle of it, to the memory of the citizens

who fell in the revolution of 1830, and flags,

and other trappings of war, are placed over

it, and throughout the interior. How strangely

inconsistent does it appear to one who, by
education and conviction, is taught to believe,

that war is totally incompatible with Christiani-

ty, thus to behold temples which are dedicated

to the worship of God, filled with the trophies

of bloody battles, and the monuments of war-

riors. It would be difficult for an American,

at home, to conceive the splendour of these

old churches—their rich marble chapels and
monuments, the profusion of gold and silver

ornaments, crucifixes, images, candlesticks,

altars, paintings, &.C., and the beauty and sur-

prising grandeur of the architecture.

Both the Dutch and the French languages

are commonly spoken here; the signs and the

names of the streets are put up in both, and
at the table, we have English, French, and
Dutch, at the same time; oui, oui, oui; yaw,

yaw, and yes, rapidly falling from the lips of

the same person, as he converses in these se-

veral languages. Last evening, when I arrived

in Louvain, I could get no interpreter, though

I stopped at the principal hotel, but I soon

found the residence of Dr. V. M., to whom I

had a letter of introduction; to my great dis-

appointment he was absent. In returning to

the hotel, I thought I must spend a solitary

evening, having no one to converse with; but

two elderly gentlemen soon entered, and spoke

to each other in French, and in Dutch to the

servants. I addressed one of them, and found

he was an Englishman—the other also spoke

English, though a Frenchman. We not only

passed an agreeable evening together, but sat

up till a very late hour—the conversation turn-

ing on America and American politics, the

bank, slavery, internal improvements, &c.
Louvain is perfectly Dutch in the character

of its buildings, and was formerly a place of

great trade, but at present its manufactures

and trade are almost confined to its beer, of

which large quantities are sent into every part

of the kingdom, and even into France. It is

not particularly agreeable to my taste, and
perhaps needs the tobacco pipe to give it proper
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zest. I arose early this morningf, and rambled

around the town; it contains many old build-

ings,—the town house is of very curious ar-

chitecture, and the church of St, Pierre has

one spire five hundred and •hiity-three feet

high, and two, four hundred and thirty each

—

all of stone. In one place of worship that I

entered, I saw several priests sitting in their

white robes in their confessionals, with their

poor dupes kneeling and confessing their sins

through a small lattice.

All the English who come to Brussels, visit

the lield of Waterloo, which is nine miles

south. A young Englishman, with whom I

visited several places of interest, went out

there this morning (first day), but I thought I

could spend the day more profitably and satis-

factorily, in some other manner, and a part of

it in writing to thee. The sailors say, " there

is no Sunday off soundings:" and 1 fear tra-

vellers are too apt to disregard or forget the

proper observance of it. As a spot celebrated

in the history of the present day, and to live

in the annals of the world, 1 should view the

field of Waterloo with much interest; and had

time and circumstances permitted, would have

visited it,—not, however, with the pride of an

Englishman, nor in a spirit that pants for fame

and glory. I am not certain that France gain-

ed any thing by the fall of Napoleon, or that

Europe did; and not being a believer in a di-

vine right inherent in the house of Bourbon,
to reign over the people of France, nor look-

ing upon Napoleon, (bad as he was) as an
usurper, for sitting on a throne prepared for

him by the convulsions and extraordinary cir-

cumstances of the times, and believing that

every nation has a right to choose its own form
of government, and its own rulers, I never

thought the kings of Europe acted justly, or

in accordance with the rights of nations, when
they combined to restore the Bourbon dy-

nasty.

I suppose you have almost forgotten me by

this time; occurrences may sometimes take

place to remind you, that such a person once
lived amongst you. He who leaves his coun-

try and early associates, and wanders in fo-

reign climes, may form new ties and attach-

ments, and almost forget the home of his youth

in the midst of novelties and the continua

change of scene and pursuits;—much more
easily are the absent forgotten by those who
" live amidst their native plains," and who
cannot be long sensible of the loss of one from

amongst many. The broken circle is soon

closed, or filled by another. Is it not a me-
lancholy reflection, that the memory of the

absent and the dead passes so quickly away;
but why is it melancholy? because we do not

like to think that'we shall ourselves be th

forgotten. This tendency of the mind to fc

get the past, in the enjoyment and pursuits of

the present, and the hope of the future, con-

sidered in its practical operation and effects.

under the ever varying circumstances and

mutable condition of man, evinces the bene

volence of his Creator.

Great preparations are making for the grand

fete in commemoration of the revolution of

1 830, but / shall not stay to witness the rejoic-

ing, having already taken a seat for Ghent

from whence I intend going to Bruges and
Ostend, and thence by steamer to London.
Most affectionately remembering you all at

, I am, (Sic. 11.

Errata.—In tho last letter, for ''society of beg-

gars," road " scarcity" &.c. ; and for " Abaltoris"
read " Abattoirs,"

For " The Friend."

SELECTIOXS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. II.

The first epistle that has come down to us,

was issued by the yearly meeting of 1676, and
is almost wholly upon the sufferings of Friends.

The faithfulness of those early believers, to

the discoveries and leadings of the Holy Spirit,

subjected them to many cruel persecutions,

fines, and imprisonments, and a few sealed

their Christian testimony with their blood. The
Society being brought into sympathy with its

affiicted members, exhortations suited to ex-

isting circumstances were issued from time to

time, one of which is given below, under the

date of 1683.

The stedfastness of these devoted servants

of Christ, before many years had elapsed, pur-

chased for Friends a period of comparative
ease; the religiously exercised members of

that day, foreseeing that the enemy of all

righteousness would endeavour in a time of

prosperity, to draw out the affections of the

professors of truth, after the perishing object:

of the present life, put forth the solemn admo.
nition, inserted under the date of 1688, and as

future occasions called for them, many affec

tionate warnings followed, against giving way
to a worldly spirit, some of which will be
found under the respective dates of 1 794, 1 732,

and 1737.

These cautions can never become unneces-

sary, for the enemy is continually busy, and
by suffering their minds to be drawn out after

large accumulations, some of our members
have suffered the same loss, as to their spirit-

ual state, against which our worthy predeces-

sors were concerned to lift up the warning
voice, and it is only by abiding under the cross

of Christ, which crucifies to the world, thai

we can be preserved a spiritually minded peo-

ple, to the praise of the great Head of the

church, and our own advancement in the way
of life and salvation. T.

The wonderful mercy and goodness, and

power, and blessed presence of the eternal

immortal God, hath been manifest this year

in all our meetings, and Friends wonderfully
preserved by his special divine providence in

this difficult and suffering time. The Lord cur
God is worthy to have all the praise, glory,

and honour; for his presence and power was
manifest beyond words ! Blessed be his name
for ever. And therefore that all may walk
worthy of his blessings and mercies ! And
that all may keep and walk in Christ Jesus,

the sanctuary! For in him is peace and safe-

ty; who destroys the destroyer, the enmity,

and adversary. For Clirist is your sanctuary

in this day of storm and tempest; in whom
you have rest and peace. And therefore,

whatever storms and tempests do or should

arise within or without, Christ your sanctuary

is over them all; who has all power in heaven
and earth given unto him; and none is able to

pluck his lambs and sheep out of his Father's

or his hand, who is the true Shepherd: nei-

ther are any able to hurt the hair of your head,

except it bo permitted by his power for your
trial. And, therefore, rejoice in his power; the

Lamb of God, who hath the victory over all,

both within and without. He by whom all things

were made, and is over all; the first and the
last; the Amen; and the faithful and true wit-

ness in all his, males and females; the heaven-
ly rock and foundation for all the believers in

the light and all the children of ti)e day to build

upon, to stand sure. *

1688.

As it hath pleased God to bring forth a day
of liberty and freedom to serve him, in which
he hath stopt the mouths of the devourers, in

a great measure, for his name's sake; O there-

fore let every one have a care so to use this

liberty, as the name of God may be honoured
by it; and not an occasion taken by any, be-
cause of the present freedom, to launch forth

into trading and worldly business beyond what
they can mannge honourably, and with repu-
tation, among the sons of men, and so that

they may keep their word with all men, and
that their yea may prove yea indeed, and their

nay may be nay indeed; for whatever is other-

wise Cometh of the evil one. And such who
make themselves guilty by thus dishonouring
God, and the holy profession of his name and
truth, such are for judgment by the truth; and
the judgment of truth ought to be set over
them; that the truth, and those that abide and
walk in it, may be clear of their iniquities.

1724.

Whereas, in this time of general ease and
liberty, too many under our profession have
launched forth into the things of this world
beyond their substance, and capacities to dis-

charge a good conscience in the performance
of their promises and contracts, as well as
their just debts, to the great scandal of our
holy profession, and involving of themselves,
their families, and others in great sorrow and
inconveniences: it is therefore our earnest de-

sire, that all Friends every where be very

careful to avoid all inordinate pursuit after the

things of this world, by such ways and means
as depend too much upon the uncertain pro-

babilities of hazardous enterprises; but rather

labour to content themselves with such a plain

way and manner of living, as is most agree-

able to the self-denying principle of truth which
we profess, and which is most conducive to

that tranquillity of mind ihat is requisite to a
religious conduct through this troublesome
world.

1732.

We find it our duly to remind our respective

members of the remarkable uprightness and
honesty of our Friends in the beginning, in

their commerce and converse. How exact

were they in performing their woids and pro-

mises, without evasive excuses, and insincere

dealings! how careful not to involve them-

selves in business which they understood not,

nor had stock of their own to manage ! how
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circumspect not to contract greater debts than
they were able to pay in due time ! which
brought great credit and reputation to our re-

ligious Society. But with sorrow we observe,
that, contrary to their example, and the re-

peated advices formerly given by this meeting,
particularly in the years 1729 and 1731,
against an inordinate pursuit after riches, too
many have launched into trades and business
above their stocks and capacities; by which
unjusti6able proceedings, and high living, they
have involved themselves and families in trou-

ble and ruin, and brought considerable loss

upon others, to the great reproach of our holy
profession.

We therefore recommend to Friends, in

their respective quarterly and monthly meet-
ings, to have a watchful eye over all their

members; and where they observe any defi-

cient in discharging their contracts and just

debts in due time, so as to give reasonable
suspicion of weakness or negligence, that

Friends do earnestly advise them to a suitable

care, and necessary inspection into their cir-

cumstances, in order that they maybe helped;

and if any proceed contrary to such advice,

and by their failure bring open scandal and
reproach on the Society, that then Friend

THE FRIEND.

m evenings and stormy days'in the winter, with-
j
one in inoculating, another in transplanting

out cost. For ordinary baskets the osier is ! fruit trees—how is he rewarded ten-fold for his
used with the bark on; but for neat house

j

labour in beholding his efforts crowned with
baskets they are pealed. The best way to di- 1 success—to say nothing of the profits and en-
vest them of the bark, is to cut, sort and tie Ijoyment to be derived therefrom. I am in-
the osiers in small bundles, say early in March, clined to believe, that an orchard of well
and place the bundles in a pool of stag- [selected fruit, where we are not contiguous fo

good market for it, might be made profitable
nant water; and, at the season the leaf buds
are bursting, the bark will readily strip off.

Tiie osiers may then be laid up to be used
when leisure will permit. A well made osier
basket is worth three or four made of splits.

We have them which have been in wear years,

and are yet good. To give them firmness and
durability, a good rim and ribs, of oak, hick
ory or other substantial wood, are necessary.

Transplanting Evergreens.—In reply to

the enquiry, " What is the best season for

transplanting evergreens?" we state the last of
May, in this latitude, or when, in any place,

the new spring's growth begins to shoot. If

they can be taken up and removed with a ball

of earth about their roots, they may be trans-

planted at almost any season. But this can
seldom be done, unless the plants are grown

nursery; for here they are generally fur-

nished with a large number of fibrous roots
justifiably may and ought to testify against such to which the earth adheres, which forest trees
offenders. seldom no<;sess. Evergreens require a con-

1737.

Dear Friends; it is with much sorrow and
grief of heart we have still occasion to remind
you of the advices so lately delivered in our
yearly epistles; namely, to keep out of the

extravagant fashions and customs of the world;
and not to launch further into trade and busi-

ness than you are capable of managing, and
carrying on with roputafion and credit among
men, and without prejudice, loss, or detri

ment to any. We are fully persuaded, that if

Friends every where had a due respect and
regard to this one precept of Christ, viz.

" Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness;" which is the indispensable

duty of all his followers to observe; we should
have little or no occasion for the repetition of

such advices. Let therefore, we earnestly

beseech you, the precept of our blessed Lord
and Master, and Holy Head, be duly consi-

dered and put in practice; that, by ordering
our conversations agreeable to our profession,

we may show forth the praise of him that has
called us. So shall we witness the promise to

be fulfilled. "Them that honour me," saith

the Lord, " I will honour."

From the Albany Cultivator.

The Osier Willow is worthy a place on
every farm, because it takes up very little

ground, requires very little care, and furnishes

the best materials lor baskets, which are in-

dispensable to the farmer. This, like ail the

willows, is readily propagated by cuttings.

Where it has taken good root, its shoots, in

good ground, grow from four to eight feet in

a season. These shoots should all be taken off

every winter, unless very large willows are
wanted, and the number is thereby annually
increased. The art of fabricating baskets from
them is easily acquired, and may be practised

seldom
slant supply of food to sustain their foliage. If

they are removed when in a quiescent state of
growth, the mouths or roots are necessarily

diminished, and the plant is apt to die before
the requisite supply is obtained. But if re-

moved after the sap is in circulation, fewer
roots will furnish a supply, and new roots be-
come sooner formed. To prevent evaporation,
from which the greatest danger arises, the
ground about newly transplanted evergreens
should be well mulched with coarse wet litter

from the barn yard, and a pail of water may
be occasionally thrown upon it, when the wea-
ther is dry.

Value of Fruit—Good fruit will be ad-
mitted by all, to be one of the almost indis-

pensable comforts of life. Then why do so
many farmers neglect to procure it—when,
with a little pleasure (I will not call it trouble)
in grafting and inoculating, it could be so easi-

ly effected. Many farmers live—or rather get
along, from year to year, without making any
efl!brt to accomplish so desirable an object.
To such, these remarks are directed, (for to

none others would they apply) in order to sti-

mulate them to action. And as this month is

the season for transplanting fruit trees, I pre-
sume none will neglect to obtain a supply, and
those of the most approved kinds. We should
always be well provided with young trees, par-
ticularly the peach,—as this is a short lived

tree at longest,—that, as the old ones decay,
we may replace them, and thus keep our stock
good. I have noticed, with regret, that many
peach orchards are suffered to decay, and
some have entirely disappeared, without a sin-

gle effort of the proprietors to replenish them.
Surely so delicious a fruit is worth paying the

utmost attention to. What incalculable benefit

may be derived from a little attention—for in-

stance, if a farmer spend one day in grafting.

in fattening our pork. If farmers would keep
an accurate account of the expense of fatting

their pork in the usual method of feeding corn,

1 think they would readily find that they were
losing money. Hence the necessity of devis-

ing some cheaper method. I purpose to make
an experiment with boiled apples, mixed with
a given quantity of meal. Will some other
farmers make some experiments of this kind,
and communicate the result?

Geo. Willets.
Skaneateles, Onondaga Co.

Durable Whitewash.—I am enabled to

certify the eflicacy of marine salt in fixing

whitewash made of lime. In the year 1795,
when I was director of the naval artillery at

the port of Toulon, I was commissioned to

ascertain the utility of a method proposed by
the master painter of that port, M. Maquilan,
for whitewashing the ships between deck, and
likewise their holds, in a durable manner, by
means of lime. Our report was in favour of
this process, which consists in saturating wa-
ter in which the lime is slacked with muriate
of soda, (common salt.) The whitewash pro-

luccd by it is very permanent, does not crack,
nor come off upon one's hands or clothes.

The experiment was made only on wood. It

ppears from M. St. Bernarde's account, that
it succeeded equally well on v.alls.

—

Annales
des Arts et Manvfactures.

Extract of a letter received by the paclist ship
Orbit, from a planter of inucli respectability, in the
island of Jamaica, to his friend, a gentleman in the
city of New York, dated 18th ultimo.

" My dear sir—Your respected favour of the 24th
February, with a parcel of newspapers of your active

and favoured city, are duly received, the perusal of
which have afforded me much satisfaction. I am
sorry, however, to find that the accounts I observe in

some of them are so very incorrect respecting- the
conduct of the negroes, and the aspect of the country
in general, as, by those representations it would ap-

pear, that the island was all in confusion—the estates

and plantations all destroyed—horror and dismay star-

ing us in the face, dreading- butchery and bloodshed
at every step—but I am happy to say, it is not only
far, but altogether otherwise. We are all, God be
praised, quite well and happy,—my negroes conduct-
ing themselves with every propriety and decorum, and
I never had less trouble with, or more work done by
them."

Metallic Pens.— It is but a shert time since metal-
; pens were introduced into general use. But the

demand for them is now astonishingly great, and is

every day increasing. It is computed that the quan-
tity of steel consumed in Great Britain during tha
last year in the maufacture of pens amounted to one
hundred and twenty tons!—each ton producing
1,900,000 pens—raakinga total amounlof 228,000,000.

The committee to superintend the boarding
school at Westtown, will meet in Piiiladelphia",

on sixth day, the 12th of 6th mo. at three

o'clock, p. M. T. KrsiBER, Cleric.
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From Uie Annual Monitor, 1835.

OBITUARY.

Hannah Tuorp, wife of Joseph Thorp, of

Halifax, England, died 25th of 1 mo. 1834,

aged 26.

Tliis valuable young Friend was the daugh-

ter of Samuel and Rachel Fielden, of Lancas-

ter, and was born the 5th of 4th month, 1808.

When about two years of age, she was de-

prived of a kind and judicious father, who
perished in attempting to cross the Ulverston

Sands. Thus left, the " only child of her

mother, and she a widow," she became to

her the source and centre of many a tender

care and anxious solicitude,—increased by her

having, at various intervals, several dangerous

attacks of illness.

She was very thoughtful and given to se-

rious reflection; and, having early yielded to

the visitations of her heavenly Father's love,

it is evident that these seasons of bodily afflic-

tion were remarkably blessed to her. In re-

ference to one of these occasions, she makes
the following remarks: " 8mo. 5, 1827. On
this day I returned home, after spending nine

weeks in tiie country; during several of which

I was suffering from a severe attack of rheu-

matic fever. This must be classed amongst

the afflictive dispensations; yet, like many of

its fellows, it contained much of mercy min-

gled in Ihe cup, which calls for unfeigned

thankfulness to the Giver of all good." And,

after mentioning the " unremitting exertions

of her dear mother," and the sympathy and

kindness of her friends, slie adds: " Whilst

recording all these mercies, I must not in si-

lence pass over the comfort and support I was
sometimes favoured with in the hours of suf-

fering. Secret and consoling were the visita-

tions of Divine love, and never do I remember
feeling such humble confidence that a protect-

ing, merciful Providence would order all things

aright. Thus confiding, all fear or anxiety

.seemed to vanish, and peaceful composure

was ofien graciously vouchsafed. That these

were visitations of my heavenly Father's love,

I must ever believe. He was pleased to ma-
nifest himself, not as an oflTended, angry God,
but as a merciful and compassionate Saviour,

drawing me unto himself, and saying unto me:
' Give me tliine heart.' And O ! may He
enable me to render unto Him that which is

so evidcntljv his due: may 1 give it unto Him
to purify and make it fit for the habitation of

his Spirit."

•" 8mo. 11, 1827. First day. On returning

home I quite hoped to be removed from the

list of invalids, and to be able once more to

be restored to the privilege of assembling at

meeting with my friends: after being deprived

of it for several montlis, I hoped I should

know its value. It is, however, deemed ad-

visable for me to submit to confinement a little

longer; and to this I must yield. This morn-

ing the thought struck me that millions of

voices would be offering up their prayers and

praises to tlie God of heaven, and that, from

many hearts, would rise the incense of adora-

tion; and most consoling was the reflection,

that though prevented from outwardly uniting

with the large family of professing Christians,

the prayer uttered in secret, and the sigh

breathed from the heart of Ihe solitary ones,

would yet ascend to the throne of grace; and

though I trust I am feelingly sensible, that in

my own individual capacity, I am absolutely

as nothing in the scale of creation; yet, as one

of those for whom the Son of God suffered

and died,—as one of those for whom he ever

livelh to make intercession with the Father,

—

and as one of those to whom he graciously im-

parts the blessing of his Spirit, I must feel

that even my soul is of value in the sight of its

Creator. How wonderful is the plan of re-

demption ! which can raise the mind from the

lowest depths of nothingness and humiliation,

to the consoling consciousness of possessing

an interest in the counsels of Omnipotence."

There is but little of incident to relate of the

early days of our dear Friend, these being

chiefly passed in the retirement of home, under

the pious care and example of her surviving

parent, towards whom her heart often over-

flowed with affection and gratitude: to these

feelings towards all her friends, she was re-

markably susceptible; and love to the whole

family of man formed a striking feature in her

interesting character. Taught in the school

of Christ, and humbly depending upon the

quickening and enlightening influence of his

Spirit in her own heart, her views of divine

truth were remarkably clear and comprehen-
sive. She was anxious that her faith in Christ,

as the great sacrifice for sin, might ever be

accompanied by a practical submission to the

sanctifying power of his Spirit; enabling her

to press after obedience to the commands:
"to be holy in all manner of conversation;"
" to be perfect, even as our Father who is in

heaven is perfect."

In order to promote her own advancement
in the way of holiness, she was in the habit of

occasionally noting down her feelings and im-

pressions, on subjects which claimed her at-

tention. This she evidently did with great

simplicity of view, without any attempt to

imitate that style of religious sentimentality

which is not, perhaps, one of the least dan-

gerous among the besetments of the present

day. On this point she was indeed particular-

ly guarded, " sincerely desiring," to use her

own words, " to be possessed of a really prac-

lical piety; that hers might not be a religion

to be left in the closet, or laid aside with her

Bible; but one that might effectually regulate

her conduct, and be with her in all the inter-

course oi daily life." It is thought that the

following additional extracts from her memo-
randums may not be uninteresting to the

reader.
" 11 mo.' 22d, 1829. It is a truly humbling

thought, that if the secret of our hearts could

be revealed to those whose good opinion we
most prize, they would perhaps be almost rea-

dy to turn from us with disgust; unless, in-

deed, they are of the number whose intimate

acquaintance with their own hearts, has taught

them to look with an eye of pity on the weak-

ness and failings of others. This is the school

in which real charity will be learned; and I

believe it will rarely be found that they who
are thus deeply read in their own hearts, are

severe in their censures of others: they know

too well, that in judging others they will con-
demn themselves."

" Imo. 1st, 1830. It is with no common
feelings that I have here written the first date

of a new year. It has reminded me that one
portion of time is gone for ever, bearing an
unalterable record ; and that another un-

written page is now before me, affording me
an opportunity of inscribing on it, characteis

which will better bear the scrutiny of con-

science than the last. It seems to say: 'There
still is hope;' and I turn with willingness from
' the thing.? that are behind,' trusting I shall

find more satisfaction in the future. I well

know there is nothing in Tzit/sf//" that can en-

courage this hope; for even the wisdom deriv-

ed from experience, valuable as it is, is wholly
insufficient to direct our steps aright; and if

we depend only on it, whatever good resolu-

tions we may form, we shall find that we are

indeed ' strong in purpose, but frail in power.'
Happily, however, we are not left to ourselves;
and the conviction of our own inability cannot
be too strongly impressed on the mind, if it

lead us to apply in faith for divine assistance.

This I feel is the point to which I must direct

my attention. I must endeavour to be more
diligent in ' watching unto prayer;' must seek
for daily supplies of strength to overcome the

temptations which daily assail. Enable me,
O Father ! thus to look unto Thee: impress
on my mind an abiding sense of thy continual

presence; and be pleased to enable me often

to draw nigh unto Thee in spirit, to supplicate

thy blessing, to implore thy pardoning mercy,
and to seek thy divine direction and gui-

dance."
" 1st mo. 8, 1830. Humiliating and pain-

ful as are the reproofs of conscience, which,
alas ! I daily feel, I cannot but think that it is

a comfort to be able to feel them: it seems a
proof that we are not quite given up; that

there is still some spiritual life left; and while
there is life there must be hope. I believe, if

we duly consider it, we should place this

swift witness against evil, foremost in our list

of blessings; it surely is the spirit promised by
the Saviour, which should ' reprove the world

of sin,' and lead us unto righteousness; and
as we attend to its monitions, we shall, I doubt

not, experience both these effects. We shall

not only hear its voice, accusing us of the sins

we have committed, but warning us against

those we are in danger of committing; and as

we are willing to be thus led by it ' from evil,'

it will assuredly ' guide us into all truth.' Oh

!

then, may I more and more prize this secret

monitor, and beware of hardening my heart

against its reproofs, and thus, in the language

of an apostle, of ' quenching the spirit.'
"

"2mo. 21, 1G30. From the situation in

which I am placed, I am mercifully exempted
from temptations to great and glaring crimes.

Our actions, though really free, are yet regu-

lated in a great degree by example, and notions

of propriety; and there are kvt temptations

to violate them: but in our minds, in the region

of thought, we are left to ourselves; and there

we may sin unreproved, indeed unsuspected,

by those whose censure would quickly follow

an error of conduct; and therefore it is here

that I must be especially vigilant, and above
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all things seek earnestly for the assistance of

that Spirit, which alone has the power [rightly]

to influence the heart, and render its ' medi-

tations acceptable' in the sight of the Al-

mighty."

jfn 1830, she was united in marriage to Jo-

seph Thorp; and the serious manner in whicl

.she viewed this important subject, will be best

described in her own words:

—

" 3mo. 1829. ' What man is he that fear-

eth the Lord? Him shall he teach in the way
that he shall choose.' Psalm 25. I am some-
times ready to be amazed at the condescen-

sion of my heavenly Father, who, notwith-

standing my earthly and wandering mind, is

yet pleased at times to show mo such glimpses

of his love, as to induce me to repose all my
confidence in him. At times like these, the

language of the psalmist is unspeakably com-
forting, since I do trust I am earnestly desi-

rous of being one of those who ' fear Him.'

This confidence has tended to allay many an

anxious solicitude; to calm many a painful fear

in reference to a subject of greater importance

than ever before came under my consideration;

and I will still hope and believe, that He will be

pleased to direct our steps aright; that He will

show his will and good pleasure concerning

us, and give us strength to perform that will.

Without this confidence, how dark would be

my views; how restless would be my feelings;

how unsatisfactory my conclusions ! But with

it, though I cannot yet see my way clear, I

can still believe, that in the right time I shall

hear a voice in my heart saying: ' This is the

way; walk in it.' O ! then, to be enabled to

walk therein, and novi to be preserved from

running before this heavenly Guide is, I trust,

my sincere desire. If it be right in thy sight,

O Father ! thou wilt bless it, and remove all

obstacles; but if not, sufier me not to take

one step in it contrary to thy will. And if, for

the trial of our faith, and to prove the since-

rity of our professions of allegiance to Thee,

thou shouldsl see meet to continue the cloud

which has seemed to hang over us; yet be thou

_
pleased to make this contribute to our further

sanctification, to our eternal well-being."

With this pious reference to the divine will,

she entered the married state; and was en-

abled to fulfil its various duties with meek pro-

priety.

The birth of a son in the year 1832, became

a source of new and sweet interest; and a

memorandum, found since her decease, will

show how great was her anxiety, that the pa-

rental trust might be duly fulfilled; and how
serious and judicious were the views with

which she regarded the education of her infant

boy.
" 1833, llrao. The plan of keeping a mo-

ther's diary has been suggested to me by an

excellent little American publication, ' The
Mother at Home;' and in commencing it, it

is with the intention of recording any incident

or observation which seems likely to assist me
in training my precious child to future useful-

ness and happiness; an object to which I de-

sire to give my most serious and anxious at-

tention. Any remark or advice I may meet
with in the course of reading, must here be
entered; for, feeling the importance and diffi-

culty of the trust committed to me, 1 am di

sirous of availing myself of every assistance

in my power. Above all, may 1 constantly

bear in mind my need of divine direction; and

being sensible how much I ' lack wisdom,' may
I be more and more concerned to ' ask it of

God.'
" My little boy is now nearly a year old,

—

a time at which much may be done in the way
of discipline. I have endeavoured to incul-

cate the principle of obedience, which, I am
convinced, forms the only foundation for real

ly good government; and to this point I must
direct my attention, that the habit may
formed, and the conviction fully impressed on
the child's mind, that a command must be

obeyed.
" I have not been much with children at an

early age, and it may be ignorance of others,

as well as parental fondness, which makes me
ready to suppose he shows rather uncommon
intelligence. However this may be, that his

mind is rapidly opening is very evident; and

whilst I would guard against the feeling of

pride, I desire to encourage that of gratitude

to Him who has committed this treasure to

our keeping. And it is only through his as-

sistance that I hope to be enabled to bring

him up in the nurture and fear of the Lord,

which is the one great end to which all edu-

cation, and all discipline, should be directed."

In the 1st mo. 1834, she was visited with

an attack of the rheumatism, which was at

length attended with highly inflammatory

symptoms; and she suffered acutely through

nearly the whole of her illness, which she was
enabled to bear with much Christian patience

and fortitude. It became, however, indis-

pRnsahlf! to prpservfi the greatest stillness, and
even to abstain as much as possible from con-

versation. The communication of her senti-

ments and feelings were thus very much re-

strained.

About four days before her decease, she

requested her attendant to call her husband,

who had retired into an adjoining room to rest.

On going to her bed side, she, with much so-

lemnity of manner, spoke as follows:—
" Joseph, my dear, I want to speak to thee.

I feel very poorly; and I believe 1 shall not be

restored to thee: and if I am not, I believe it

is intended to answer a great end;—and if it

is to be so, if the lifting of my hand would
alter it, 1 dare not do it. I believe there is a

little place provided for me within the pearl

gates. I hope I am not deceiving myself; I

believe I am not; and I believe I am truly en-

abled to say: ' Thy will be done.'
"

In a subsequent part of the day, she ex-

pressed concern, that she had distressed her

husband by what she had thus felt drawn to

say; but added, "I felt very serious." At
another time she said: " O ! Joseph, this is a

mercy in disguise."

During her illness she was often heard calm-

ly, and in a subdued voice, uttering the words,
" Peace—peace, be still !" evidently endea-

vouring to realise the precious and tranquillis-

ing influence of that " peace which passeth all

understanding."

It may justly be said of her, that she was of

a " meek and quiet spirit, and in her tongue

was the law of kindness." Yet how frequent-

ly did she mourn her spiritual languor !—how
often did she deeply lament her many deficien-

cies ! She trusted not in any work or right-

eousness of her own, but in the mercy of God
in Christ Jesus, and in that alone. And in

being thus early removed from this earthly

scene, we may reverently believe, that the

work was cut short in righteousness; and that

she was permitted joyfully to receive the end
of her faith, even the salvation of her soul.

For " The Friend."

THOMAS BROWN.
In the primitive Christian church, not many

wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not
many noble were called; but the foolish things

of the world were chosen to confound the

wise; and things despised, and things which
are not, to bring to nought things that are;

and there can be no good reason to doubt, or
to deny that they may be selected by the same
unerring Hand, to accomplish his purposes at

this day. The most extraordinary display of
divine power in the church has often been
exhibited in those whose acquirements were
rather below, than above mediocrity. Such
instances not only show the Divine determina-
tion, that no flesh shall glory in his presence,
but while the results cannot be attributed to

human^effort, they prove that supernatural aid

is still immediately extended. When an im-
proper reliance is placed on the wisdom of
man, the necessity, or the communication of
spiritual aid is either doubted or disregarded,
and, consequently, performances which are
made under such circumstances fail to edify
the church, and bring glory to its adorable
Head. Even amongst those who are the ser-

vants of Christ, and true believers in the doc-
trine, that without his immediate aid they
can do nothing, he sees fit at times to use a
comparatively mean instrument to accomplish
that, which in some respects, more noble and
dignified members could not effect, because
he did not, on that occasion, delegate the
power to them. An instance of this kind, we
have in the meeting held to reconcile some
obstinate schismatics, where the counsel and
labour of Wm. Pennand Robert Barclay, men
of superior endowments, failed to produce an
efl^ect, which followed the testimony of John
Steel, and which induced Wm. Penn to ac-
knowledge, that it was not the wisdon:) of the
north, nor the eloquence of the south, but
the mighty power of God, through a plough-
man. This power is the life of all religious

performances, whether it be the silent meet-
ing, or those in which words are used as the
medium of communion.
Among the extraordinary cases which have

been handed down from the elder to the junior
members of Society, for the purpose of dis-

playing the goodness and condescension of the
Great Head of the church, that of Thomas
Brown of this city holds a conspicuous place,

was born in Barking, in the county ofH
Essex, Great Britain, on the 1st of the "9th

month, 1696, and came to this country at an
early age, with his parents, who remained
some time in Philadelphia, and then removed
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to Plumstead, in Bucks county. Here he

came forlli in liie ministry of the gospel, re-

specting which, his friends say, it " was liv-

ing, deep, and very edifying." After this, he

returned to Philadelphia, where he pursued

the business of biscuit baking, involving him-

self no further in worldly concerns, than was

necessary to procure an honest and simple live-

lihood, lie was a man of no literary acquire-

ments, but though possessed of little talent or

inclination for the pursuit of learning, or the

concerns of this world, yet it was evident his

mind was much engaged in divine contempla-

tion, which was his chief delight, and through

(he extendings of the love of God, at times

favoured with extraordinary views of his ma-

jesty and glory, and the redemption and purity

to which the church was designed to attain.

His conduct and conversation were innocent

and edifying, while his general mien was sim-

ple and unattractive. When he rose to speak

in a religious meeting, he pronounced a few

words, and stood a long time silent, proceed-

ing so very deliberately, that strangers to him

at first formed unfivourable anticipations of

the result. But as his mind became warmed
and expanded with the gradual openings of the

divine gift, he was exalted much above him-

self, in which he seemed to be favoured to

stand as upon the mount of God, and through

the celestial intiuences of that light and life,

which his divine Master clothed him with, was

enabled to set forth in language much beyond

his common use, the excellent things of God,

and to produce a very reaching and heavenly

influence upon his audience. One of the

elderly Friends of this city, speaking of liiff

long after his death, said, with much emo
tion, " he seemed in Iiis preaching, as i

he would have taken us all up into heaven with

him." Others who were either not members

or made no profession of religious discern

inent, would refer to his case as irrefutable

proof of the continuance of divine revelation;

the excellency of his language and the sublimi-

ty of his matter, being so much beyond his

customary conversational powers, and the ta

lents he possessed. A stranger, on business

in this city transiently, attended the Market

street meeting, to which Thomas Brown be-

longed. He preached the gospel in such a

powerfully convincing manner, that the per-

son remarked to a Friend, that the minister

must be a very learned man. The Friend re-

plied, not at all—but the visiter could not be

convinced that this was not the fact, until he

accompanied the Friend to Thomas Brown,

and by conversation found the statement of his

want of learning to be correct.

Though heretofore a disbeliever in the con-

tinuance of revelation to the church since the

apostolic age, he could not but admit the evi-

dence of it in this case, and it is said that he

became fully satisfied on that point, after at-

tending another meeting on a subsequent visit,

in which he again felt the heart stirring power

of the gospel, through this simple instrument,

unadorned by the literature and oratory of the

schools.

Notwithstanding he was thus favoured to set

forth the dignity and excellency of the Chris-

tian religion,, with divine energy and authority

to the awakening of the indolent and the re-

freshment of the v;eary soul, his friends testify

that he " was very attentive that those heights

should not detain him beyond his proper gift,

but to close in and with the life, which made
ministry always acceptable to the living and

judicious."

He travelled but little, except attending

some of the neighbouring meetings. Respect-

one of these excursions, he says; " 1756,

eighth month, 9th, I went to Concord quar-

terly meeting, but found no cause to espouse

the cause of God, in a public manner that day.

The next day, went to the youths' meeting at

Kennet, which was to great satisfaction. My
soul was so bended towards the people, that I

could scarcely leave them, being engaged in

a stream of the ministry, to extol the divinity

of that religion that is breathed from heaven,

and whic!) arrays the soul of its possessor with

degrees of the divinity of Christ, and entitles

them to an eternal inheritance; also introduces

a language, intelligible only to the converted

souls which have access to a celestial fountain,

which is no less than a foretaste of eternal joy

to support them in their journey towards the

regions above, where religion has room to

breathe in its divine excellences in the soul.

Here it is instructed in the melody of that ha

monious song of the redeemed, where the

morning stars sing together, and the sons of

God shout for joy."

On the 19th of the same month, he says,

" I visited Gwynedd meeting, when in waiting

in nothingness before God, without seeking,

or striving to awake my beloved before the

time, by degrees my soul became invested

with that concern that the gospel introduces,

with an opening in tliese words; ' I think it

may conduce to my peace to stand up, and

engage in a cause dignified with immortality,

and crowned with eternal life.' The subject

raised higher and brighter, until my soul was
transported on the mount of God in degree,

and beheld his glory; where I was favoured to

treat on the exalted station of the redeemed
church, which stands in the election of grace,

where my soul rejoiced with transcendent joy

and adored God. Returned home in peace."

These memorandums contain a practical

exemplification of the necessity and advantage

of silent patient waiting upon the Minister of

ministers, to know his will and for ability to

do it. How utterly incompetent is man to

reach those exalted views of the divine excel-

lency, and of the spouse of Christ, whatever

may be his talents, or to preach the gospel,

without the enlightening influences of the Holy
Spirit. The apostles could not preach it, with-

out this power and authority. Men of talent

and learning, which are to be properly esti-

mated in their place, may deliver eloquent and

accurate discourses on Christian doctrine, and

yet fail to preach the everlasting gospel. But

persons who do not possess those natural or

acquired powers, cannot of course exert them.

In expounding the truths of revelation, or set-

ting forth the wonders of redeeming love as

ambassadors of Christ, they have nothing to

rely on, but the help of their Lord and Mas
ter, renewed from season to season; and no

thing else can be relied on with benefit, by

any, whether learned or unlearned, in this

momentous work. This does not by any means
render needless the cultivation and improve-

ment of the mind by suitable education. When
natural talents, or artificial acquirements are

sanctified by the power of Grace, they are often

made subservient to promote the good cause.

But where this power is manifest in those who
have not been furnished with such advantages,

it is more striking, and raises the acknowledg-

ment, that the ability comes from a divine

source, to which alone the praise must be as-

cribed.

The redeemed state of mind which this

Friend was favoured with, appeared to accom-
pany him to the close of life. Conversing

with some of his friends, he said, " I am fine

and easy, and don't know but what I may re-

cover; but if I should, I expect to see many
a gloomy day, but nevertheless, I am willing

to live longer, if I might be a means of exalt-

ing religion, that the gift bestowed on me
might shine brighter than it hath ever yet done,

or else I had abundance better go now. For,

I think, I have shone but glimmeringly, to

what I might have done, had I been still more
faithful, though I cannot charge myself with a

presumptuous temper, nor wilful disobedience;

but I can say, it has often happened with me,

as with the poor man at the pool of Bethesda,

whilst 1 was making ready, another has stepped

m. lam sensible that my gift has been dif-

ferent from some of my brethren. I have

not been led so much into little things, but I

am far from judging them.
" I have often to pass through the valley of

the shadow of death; and have experienced

the possibility of a soul's subsisting the full

space of forty days, without receiving any
thing, only living by faith, and not by sight;

provided they keep upon the foundation of
convincement and conviction, and not turn

aside to take a prospect of the world, and de-

sire to draw their comfort from visibles. They
will bo supported by an invisible, yet invinci.

ble power; for he will be sure to appear, and
when he doth appear, at times doth rend the

veil from the top to the bottom, with an invi-

tation, ' Come up hither, and behold the bride,

the Lamb's wife.' Then the soul will have to

enjoy, and see things beyond expressing; my
tongue can do little at setting it forth. The
soul will be filled with holy admiration, and

say, ' Who is she that looketh forth as the

morning, fair as the moon, clear as the sun,

and terrible as an army with banners?' Al-

though the soul has at times to behold the

glory, splendour, and magnitude of the true

church, or spouse of Christ, yet these extraor-

dinary sights are but seldom, not often. Though
I have had, at times, cause to espouse the

cause of God, yet there are times that the

soul is so veiled, and surrounded with tempta-

tions and fiery trials, and all out of sight, that

I have wondered that I was made choice of.

But I have experienced, that they that would

reign with Christ, must sufi^er with him; I

never expect to get beyond it, while I am cloth-

ed with this clog of mortality. People may
have a regular outside, and be diligent in at-

tending meetings, and yet know little or no-

thing of it; for formality and externals are
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nothing. Religion is an internal subject, sub-
sisting between Christ and the soul. I don't
confine it to our name, but amongst the differ-

ent names there are that my soul is nearly
united to, who are in a good degree, I do be-
lieve, in possession of that religion which is

revealed from heaven. And I am in the faith,

that there will be them raised up, that will
shine as bright stars, and religion will grow
and prosper, and the holy flame rise to a greater
height than it hath ever yet done. I can say,
with the holy apostle, ' I have nothing to boast
of, save my infirmities;' yet, thus much I ven-
ture to say, that if I die now, I die a lover of
God and religion."

Such instances should teach us not to des-
pise men of low degree, who, though wanting
many of the qualifications and ornaments
which others possess, may, nevertheless, be
favoured with near access to the fountain of
light and life, showing that Jesus is not asham-
ed to tabernacle with them. They also prove
the blessed advantages of redemption from the
world, and a life of constant devotion to the
love of God, in which divine knowledge of his
purity and glory is vouchsafed to the ardent
soul, and a strong desire imparted to it, for
the redemption and salvation of others. Such

. as these who have been faithful in the little

committed to their charge, are made rulers
over much, and become wiser in things per-
taining to Christ's kingdom, than many of
their superiors in other respects. They fur-
nish encouragement to those who are alike
circumstanced, to use the strength they have,
by which they will find it to increase, and the
defects which they labour under and cannot
avert, will not be permitted to hinder them
from occupying that sphere in the church mi-
litant, which the all-wise Director allots to
them.

The testimony of this spiritually gifted man,
that there will be a succession of devoted men
and women to maintain the holy cause of pure
vital religion, should animate those, who are
ready to falter with weakness and gloomy ap
prehension, to gird up their loins; and putting
their trust in the same invincible power which
strengthened the hands of their fathers to war,
and their fingers to fight, they should labour
to keep the faith, and to fulfil every service
which they are called unto. It is possible to
fall into the habit of underrating the value of
our religious profession, and the influence
which our own Society exerts upon the world,
till we may despise our birthright, and lose all

capacity to accomplish the purposes of Infinite

Wisdom, in raising up such a people. If one
shall chase a thousand, and two put ten thou-
sand to flight, whose confidence is in the Rock
of ages, surely many thousands of such faith-

ful followers of the Lamb, may do much in

making war with the kingdom of antichrist,

and in pulling down the strong holds of sin

and Satan, both within and without. Nothing
will be found wanting, where there is unre°
served dedication to Him, and a steadfast
union amongst the soldiers of this warfare.
He whose vesture was dipped in blood, and
hath on his thigh a name written, which is

King of kings, and Lord of lords, will obtain
the victory, and those who patiently fight un-

der his sacred banner, will partake in the glory
which shall be hereafter revealed, as well
in the sweet rewards of unmixed peace, as
they are pursuing, though often faint, in tlie

toils of this heavenly warfare. S,

For "The Friend."

If the writer in the last number of " The
Friend," who uses the signature K., be ac-
tuated simply by an interest in the natives of
the countries alluded to, he will be glad to
learn that his fears are groundless. The
bishops and inferior clergy of the eastern
dioccsses, do not derive any part of their
maintenance from the converts to Christiani-
ty. Their salaries, which are small indeed,
compared with the enormous sum mentioned
by K., are paid by the East India Company
On another point, this writer's apprehensions
are, in my opinion, as unfounded. He who
will consent to examine the evidence on the
subject, with an unprejudiced mind, will, I

think, be satisfied that thousands in those
countries have been converted., not to a round
of ceremonies merely, but from a round of
idolatrous and licentious practices to the mo-
rality, and in very many cases, to the living
faith of the gospel. The evidence upon
which this assertion rests, is, in itself, full of
interest, and might be easily adduced, were
it thought suited to the pages of this paper.
As members of the Society of Friends, and,

what is of more importance, as those who are
convinced of the correctness of its testimo-
nies, and especially of that in relation to the
ministry, we cannot in anyway, support mis-
sions as conducted by Christians of other de-
nominations; yet we should rejoice that any
part of our fellow men have been reclaimed
from the peculiar vices, and the cruel and
degrading rites of heathenism, and be grate
ful for the evidence which is thus afforded
of the power of Christian principles, even
though they be imperfectly exhibited, in ele-
vating the character and subduing the fierce-

ness of man in a state of nature ; and in the
exercise of that charity, without which the
highest spiritual endowments are declared to

be of no avail, we shall find nobler motives
for the devotion of a life to the instruction
of idolaters, than the prospect of temporal
elevation, or pecuniary reward. R.

God of evening's yellow ray,

God of yonder dawning day.
That rises from the distant sea,
Like breathings from eternity;
Thine the flaming spheres of light,

Thine the darkness of the night,
Thine the golden tints of even,
God of angels! God of heaven I

God of life that fade shall never !

Glory to thy name for ever I

TIES Tm.1SISIS.
SIXTH MONTH, 6,

For " The Friend.-

Having met lately with the following extract, I
have deemed it worthy of insertion in "The Friend,"
if the editor should see fit to publish it.

G. A.

THE PALMER'S HTMN.
Lauded be Thy name for ever.

Thou of life the Guard and Giver.

Thou can'st guard thy creatures sleeping,

Heal the heart long broke with weeping.

God of stillness and of motion,

Of the rainbow and the ocean,

Of the mountain, rock, and river.

Blessed be thy name for ever.

I have seen thy vvond'rnus might,
Through the shadows of the night.

Thou who slumberest not, nor sleepest.

Blest are they thou kindly keepest

!

The information which has reached us, in
lation to the yearly meeting of Friends of

New York, which took place in the past
week, will not enable us to furnish more than

brief notice. We learn that the several
important concerns which came before it, was
conducted with much harmony, and that
through the favour of the blessed Head of the
church, renewed qualification was received
for salutary counsel and admonition, calcu-
lated to stimulate one another to greater de-
grees of faithfulness in the support of our
several religious testimonies. The meeting
concluded on the afternoon of sixth day, the
29th ultimo, having been in session five davs,
exclusive of the meeting of ministers and
elders, which as usual, convened on the se-

venth day preceding.

The annual meefing of the New York Bi-
ble Association, in connection with the Bible
Association of Friends in America, occurred
on the evening of second day of the same
\yeek, on which occasion, we understand, a
lively zeal and earnestness was prevalent, to
extend the benefits of that most valuable in-
stitution.

The name of Samuel Taylor, Pelhara, U.
C, was accidentally omitted in giving our
last list of agents. He was appointed in the
sixth month of last year; and we respectfully
desire that he may continue to act for us in
that capacity.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Visiting Managers for the month.—Timo-

thy Paxson, No. 158, North Front st.; Isaac
Collins, No. 129, Filbert St.; Samuel B. Mor-
ris, No. 2, York Buildings.

Superintendents.—John and Lstitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians.—Ht. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 101, North Tenth st.; Dr. Charles
Evans, No. 102, Union st.

Died, on the 1st instant, Mary Taylor, (relict of
Samuel Taylor) of this city, in the 85th year of her

e.

She was an approved elder in our religious Society,
havmg maintained her integrity and allegiance to the
cause of truth, in a time of peculiar trial, and conUn-
ued unshaken in her faith in the doctrines of the gos-
pel to the end of her days.

Through protracted weakness and infirmity of body,
the vigour of her mind was preserved ; and she was
sustained and cheeered in the humble liope of everlast-
ing rest and peace.

at his residence in Adams, Massachusetts,
David Aldrich, a minister in good esteem, a member
of East AVhosaac monthly meeting, in Easton quarter,
belonging to New York yearly meeting, in the 69th
year of his age, after a protracted sickness, which he
bore with Christian fortitude.
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We mentioned a new London work in the

last number of the Port Folio, entitled Howi-
son's European Colonies, but can scarcely

hope to convey in a few extracts a perfect

idea of its philosophical cast and variety of

informations. We venture, however, to copy
the following :

—

CORAL AND CORAL ISLA^'DS.

Perhaps of all the agents that are gradually

and silently effecting changes upon the sur-

face of our planet, the most universal and
important is the insect which produces coral.

The South Pacific and the Indian Oceans,

and the Arabian Gulf, present us with various

examples of its stupendous powers; and others

are daily making their appearance upon the

suiface of the sea, in the shape of reefs and

islands, which bewilder and impede the navi-

gator; who, guided by the charts of his pre-

decessors, is astonished to encounter shallows

and soundings, and even dry land, and trees,

and animals, and human beings, in places

where he expected to find nothing but fathom-

less depths and an unbroken horizon. If we
reflect that coral islands are often discovered

in isolated masses in the deepest parts of the

ocean, we shall obtain some faint idea of the

vast quantity of material which enters into

their structure, and of the magnitude of the

labours of those insects which are the instru-

ments of their formation. The coral island

must have its foundation in the bottom of the

ocean, from whence the little molluscous ar-

chitects must raise it in successive layers till

it reaches the surface of the waves, even
should the depth be thousands of feet or fa-

thoms. What an insignificant proportion then

must the visible extent of any coralline archi-

pelago bear to the mass of matter which lies

concealed under water, and forms its basis

and foundation I And it is well worthy of

remark, that the insects in question seem to

observe a kind of economy in their architec-

ture, and never make the infeiior part of

their structures broader, or perhaps so broad,

as their upper surface is intended to be ; for

deep water is almost always found at the edge

of a coral reef; which proves that it does not

rise from its foundation in the shape of a py-
ramid, but that it is actually from top to bot-

tom a vast pillar or column of the same thick-

ness. Pt'ron, a French n;u(ical man, has

even supposed that coral islands are some-
times raised upon slender stalks, which bear

no greater proportion to the extent of their

surface, than the stem of a mushroom does

to the circumference of the vegetable grow-
ing upon it; and that when a violent tempest

occurs, the stroke of the waves may break the

coral pillar, and occasion the instantaneous

submersion of the island which it supported.

In this way we may explain how navigators

have often searched in vain for reefs, shal-

lows, and breakers, which had been observ-

ed and reported to exist by their prede-

cessors.

The coral structure having been raised to

a level with the surface of the ocean, the

molluscfe necessarily suspend their labours,

because it is only under water that they can
carry these on. But, nevertheless, the still

half submerged island acquires in the course
of time an increase of elevation from other

sources. Shells, and sea-weed, and various

marine exuviae, are detained and entangled

by its rugged surface, which gradually be-

comes fit to support vegetation. The cocoa-
nut, which, owing to its buoyancy and its

protecting shell, is of all other fruits or seeds

the best able to float long upon the waves
without injury to its powers of germination, is

soon accidentally thrown upon the coral

island, where it sows itself, and becomes a

tree. It seems very certain, at least, that

the palm species appears upon recently emerg-
ed lands within the tropics before any other

form of vegetation, and that it can exist and
flourish in places where no other plant would
grow; and, as it abounds upon most of the

islands and coasts of the torrid zone, the ex-

tensive dispersion of its fruits by the waves
is a thing that must necessarily happen. Sir

George Staunton, in describing his voyage in

the Eastern Ocean, says, " The coral rocks

above the surface on which vegetation flou-

rished were many of them so small as to con-
tain each only a single stem, like a vessel's

mast, the whole of thorn presenting to a dis

tant view the appearance of several fleets of
shipping."

LEPROUS SLAVES LEFT IN THE INDIAN OCEAN.
Navigators, in visiting detached islands, or

groups of islands, occasionally observe that

their inhabitants are distinguished by some
physical peculiarity from any neighbouring
people; and they find themselves at a loss to

explain the cause of a thing, which perhaps

depends upon some antecedent circumstances

of no very distant date, and of a naturernot
likely to be suspected. The obscure island

of Diego Garcia, in the Indian Ocean, will

most likely be found to contain a singular

race of people by any European ship that may
happen to touch tliere, owing to the two fol-

lowing occurrences, the last of which can be
known to very few individuals now alive.

Towards the end of the last century, the

French, then in possession of the Mauritius,

on several occasions, sent the leprous slaves

of that colony to the island of Diego Garcia,
both in Older to prevent the disease being
communicated to others, and to aflxjrd those
affected with it the means of living entirely

upon turtle; a kind of diet which is reputed
to be very efficacious in restoring such per-

sons to health. At this time an English mer-
chant brig was driven by strong gales close to

Diego Garcia, and came to anchor within a

small distance of it. She was manned chiefly

with Lascars, or Indian sailors ; and when
the weather had moderated, she sent a boat
on shore for water, and two of them were
despatched into the interior of the island in

search of a spring. In the course of their

ramble they fell in with a small colony of
lepers, consisting of eight or ten persons,
both male and female, and spent a little time
amongst them, and then returned to the boat
and related their adventure. No sooner was
the master of the brig informed of it, than
apprehensive of leprous contagion, he posi-

tively refused to take the Lascars on board,
and they were carried back into the island by
force, and left there, while he pursued his

voyage, and never saw or heard more of them.
I learned these particulars at the Cape of
Good Hope, from the individual who was the
first officer of the vessel at the time that this

occurred, (about 1792 ;) and it is probable
that no European has since visited the island,

which is surrounded by dangerous reefs, and
quite out of the usual track of ships. The
progeny arising from the intercourse of the
Madagascar and Mozambique slaves, and the

two natives of Ilindostan, would in all like-

lihood present some singularities of feature

and form ; but when it is considered in addi-

tion that leprosy renders white the skin of
black or swarthy people, and that this pecu-
liarity is communicated, though in an inferior

degree, to their children, it is easy to conceive
that the present population of Diego Garcia
(if it really has any) must wear a singular
physical aspect, and must differ very mate-
rially from that of the other islands in the
Indian Ocean.

PHOSPHORESCENCE OF THE OCEAN.
But if the Indian Ocean generally wants

animation during the day, it often presents a
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scene of redeeming splendour at night; for

no where is that beautiful phenomenon, the

phosphorescence of the sea, to be observed

in such brilliancy or under so great a variety

of forms. When the wind blows fresh, the

waves are crested with long serpentine wreaths

of fire, and the ship is surrounded with con-

centric luminous zones, and seems to be forc-

ing her way through a burning flood. Some-
tiq||s starry lights and comet-shaped bodies

gl^^ in her track, and sometimes a sudden
and continuous blaze illuminates a considera-

ble portion of the sea around her, and the

eye is never weary of watching the changeful

glories of this nocturnal exliibition, which is

observable in a partial degree in the calmest

weather; for then every fish that happens to

be swimming within a few yards of the sur-

face of the water, is surrounded by a lumi-

nousness which distinctly marks its course,

and even indicates its size and form.

The phosphorescence of the ocean is a

subject which has long engaged the attention

of naturalists, and various causes have been
assigned in explanation of it. Some insist

that it depends upon electricity; while others

ascribe it to the diffusion of animalculas ca-

pable of emitting light. The first theory ap-

pears quite untenable ; and the second may
be considered to be so likewise, except when
it is applied to tiioso instances of frequent

occurrence, and above described, in wliicli

the sea presents a variety of starry and defin-

ed luminous forms. These are evidently pro-

duced by zoophytes, holothurise, and medusae;

but that general phosphorescence of the wa-
ters of the ocean, which exists in a greater

or less degree at all times and in all latitudes,

and which wears the appearance of innumer-
able sparkling points, has been satisfactorily

proved by Bory St. Vincent, to arise from the

vast quantity of putrified animal substances

which are diffused throughout the body of

the ocean, and which emit a phosphorescence
when agitated either by the breaking of the

waves or by the passing of a ship. The
phosphorescence is always greatest in the

neighbourhood of the equator, because ani-

mal decomposition goes faster on there than
in temperate or cold regions ; but it is impos-
sible to doubt that it does goon everywhere,
and that it is capable of producing the effect

in question ; while, on the other hand, the
existence of phosphorescent animalculae has,

in most instances, been assumed without any
evidence ; for sea-water, in a high state of

luminousness, it is well known, is often found
to be absolutely destitute of any inhabitants

of the kind.

.AUSTRIAN SALT HUNES.
Visiters were formerly let down and drawn

up through the shaft by a rope fastened to a

chain ; but since the emperor—a great tech-

nologist, an especial amateur and patron of

all manufactures and mechanism—visited this

mine some years ago, a staircase has been
contrived, the steps being for the most part

cut out of the salt-bed, and boarded over.

After we were clad in miner's frocks, aa a

protection against the moisture of the salt

srystals, and provided with mine-lights, we
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began our journey in long lines. Ten stair-j 7 improved, and 38 without any apparent
cases, each of three flights of nine steps— i change. Of the latter number, a large pro-

to wit, 270 steps—lead to the first story. The portion were cases of long standing previous

skilfully vaulted roofs of these immense halls! to admission.

—in working out which care is taken to leave By the treasurer's report, a balance was
as much of the salt-rock as is necessary to due to him on the 1st of 3d mo. of g46 72.

support the arch—are magnificent; and the; The sum which has accrued for board of pa-

reflection of the mass of torches and miner's; tients, is ^8,727 74, from contributions and
lamps, carried by a company of more than

j

donations, $503, including a legacy of jj 100,

fifty persons, from the millions of salt crys-i received from the executors pf Elliston Perot,

tals, produced a splendid effect, especially asj deceased; the whole amount of expenditures

the most interesting points were further illu-j for all purposes, is ^8,31 1 32.

minated by stationing there people with large The produce of the farm is reported by the

pine torches, and lighting small fires upon! superintendent to be as follows, 27 wagon
the lofty projections of the salt-rock. The! loads of hay, 175 bushels of oats, 140 bushels

effect was indescribably grand and beautiful. 1 of corn, 150 do. of potatoes, 39 do. of wheat,
A passage by water in the second story isiand 9 hogs weighing 1901 pounds,

peculiarly interesting. The lake, which is By the annual report of the attending phy-

prettvdeep, winds through two immense rock
j

sicians, a statement is exhibited of every case
caverns; and the effect of the boat, with its

abundant lights, as it turned from the one
cavern to the other, illuminating the dark
walls, whose crystals sparkled like diamonds,
was inost striking. Amongst the most re-

markable points is a waterfall, which, pictur-

esquely beautiful, pours over a monstrous
rock; this was duly lighted with pine torches;

and we standing thirty fathoms below, upon
the staircase beside the falling water, enjoyed

a magnificent sight. In the loftiest hail a

chandelier has been fashioned, and left in the

proper place; it has an admirable effect. But
what is iTiost beautiful is a chapel, with all

its appurtenances—as altar-piece, lights,

flower-wreaths, images, &c., which may be

really termed a work of art. It is only a pity

that these works of art are so short-lived, dis-

solving away in a very few years. The greatest

surprise still awaited us. By the direction,

and at the expense of Prince Lichtenstein,

what is called the ball-ioom, an inmionse ob-

long, very lofty, with polished walls and
smoothed floor, was illuminated with colour-

ed lamps, and adorned with transparencies,

that had been used at the time of the empe-
ror's visit. These halls are in number more
than a hundred. The number of the work-
men, with their [superintendents, &.C., ex-

ceeds a thousand ; and the yearly sale of salt

—which is divided into four sorts, the crystal-

clear, in veins, and the greenish, gray, and
black, in layers—amounts to upwards of a

million and a half of hundred weights.

Behr's Travels in the East of Europe.

Friends' Asylum, near Philadelphia, Eigh-

teenth Annual Report.

In conformity with the directions of the

contributors at their late annual meeting, the

Managers of the Asylum submit the follow-

ing account of the state of the institution, and

of their proceedings since their last report.

There reinained in the house on the first of

the third month, 67 patients; the number un-

der care at the last annual report was 43.

Since that time 45 have been admitted, and

31 have been discharged, or died. Of those

who have been discharged, 10 were restored,

4 much improved, o improved, and 5 without

improvement. Of the number remaining in

the house, 8 are restored, 4 much improved,

under care. The average number of patients

for the past year, has been 51 1-6, showing a
very considerable increase in the number of
admissions over any preceding year; it conti-

nues to be a matter of regret to the managers,
that in many instances the afflicted subjects of
insanity should not have been placed under
their care at an earlier period of the disease,

it frequently happens tliat applications for ad-

missions into our asylum, are not made until

the most promising period for recovery has
elapsed. The practice of prematurely remov-
ing patients by their friends, whilst under a
course of treatment, which afforded reason-
able hopes of tlieir restoration, is also cause
of mucli concern to the board. The necessi-

ty of devising some more eflicient means for

the recreation and employment of convalescent
patients, has long claimed the attention of the
managers, and from much valuable and inter-

esting information recently obtained by a com-
mittee appointed by the board; the managers
trust it will shortly be in their power to extend
the benefits of intei-esting and useful occupa-
tion to most of the afflicted objects of their

care.

The authority given by the contributors at

their annual meeting in 1834, for the mana-
gers to receive as patients into the asylum,
those who wete not members or professors

with the Society of Friends, has been acted
upon, and while no inconvenience has been
felt by the other inmates, the usefulness of the

institution has been extended, and its funds
improved.

The permission to receive such persons as
patients was continued, by the contributors at

their late annual meeting, which we trust will

enable the managers more widely to extend its

general utility.

The asylum continues under the care of
John C. Redmond and wife, whose attention
to the arduous duties devolving upon them is

satisfactory, the general health of the family

has been good, and the success which, under
the blessings of an overruling Providence, has
attended our efforts to resloi-e this afflicted

class of our fellow creatures to the use of their

reason, has fully equalled that of any former
period.

Annual Report of the Attending Physicians.
" Since the date of our last annual report

lo the managers, forty-five patients have been
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admitted into the asylum, which, witii furty-

three remaining in tlie institution at the close

of the preceding year, amount to eighty-eight

patients wlio have been ihe subjects of our

care during the twelve months; showing an

increase of twenty-two over the last year; the

average for the same time being 31 1-6. This
considerably exceeds the number of those who,
during any former year, have participated in the

benefits of the inslitulion.

" But notwithstanding the number of pa-

tients admitted during the last year, is more
than double that of the year ending 3d month,

1834; yet it will be observed, that the propor-

tion of cases considered as recent is much less.

This arises partly from a change in the classi-

fication of the cases, from that observed in

our two lust reports. The present being made
in conformity with that adopted by other in-

stitutions, in order to facilitate a more accu-

rate comparison as to the result of the treat-

ment pursued in each; and partly from a more
strict examination of those cases, stated by the

friends of the patient to be of recent origin:

for it is of no unfrequent occurrence, that cer-

tificates granted by physicians, and represen-

tations made by the friends of the patient, re-

lative to the commencement of the malady,

have been found on examination to be erroneous.
" The classification now adopted, is nearly

that of the York Retreat: we have introduced

an additional class, including patients whose
disease is of more than twelve montlis stand-

ing, and less than two years.

FIRST CLASS.

Patients whose disease is under three months duration

and the first attack, ... 6

Restored, ... 4
Much improved, . . .1
Improved, (since recovered) . 1 6

SECOND CLASS.

Patients whose disease has been of longer durat

than three months and within twelve,

Restored, ... 4
Much improved, . . .4
Improved, ... 2
Died, . . . .3
Stationary, . . . 3 16

THIRD CLASS.

Patients whose disease is of more than twelve monthi

standing and within two years, . . i

Restored, ... 1

Much improved, . . .3
Improved, ... 1

Stationary, . . . 2 !

FOURTH CLASS.

Patients whose disease is of more than two years

standing, .... 58
Restored, ... 9

Much improved, . . .2
Improved, ... 5

Died, . . . .4
Stationary, . . . 38 1

RECAPITULATION.

Patients in the Asylum, 3d month, 1834, 43
Received since, . . . 45—88
Of whom there have been discharged or

died, . . . .31
Leaving at present in the Asylum, 57—88
Of those patients discharged there were

Restored, . . . .10
Much improved, ... 4
Improved, . . . .5
Died, .... 7

Stationary, .... 5—31
Of those at present in the house, there are

Restored, . . . .8
Much improved, ' . . , 4
Improved, . . . .7
Stationary, . . . 38—57—1

Last year there were fourteen cases under
nonths admitted; ei^jht of which resulled

in restoration. This year the same number
of the same class have been received, with ten

restorations. The cause of the disparity in

the proportion of recent and chronic cases, re-

ceived during these two years, is the admission
into the institution of those not in membership
or profession with the religious Society of

Friends, to which class the privilege of enter-

ing the asylum, had heretofore been restricted.

As soon as this cliange became known, a con-

siderable number of cases were placed under
r care, which were of long standing, and

had been under treatment in other places, but

whose friends were anxious to avail themselves
of the asylum, as soon as its doors were thrown
open for the reception of such patients. It is

not probable that this disproportion will exist

future, but a considerable number of the

chronic cases received during the past year,

being aged and infirm, it will be a necessary

consequence, should they remain in the insti-

tution, that the proportion of deaths among
them yearly, will be greater than if the n^jm-

ber of our patients was made up in the usual

proportion of young and old.

" Of the fifty-seven patients now in the in-

stitution, there are six over seventy years of

age; seven, between sixty and seventy; eleven

between fifty and sixty; twelve between forty

and fifty, and but four below thirty.

" Seven deaths have occurred among the

patients during the past year, being nearly

eight per cent. Four of these weie patients,

who had been inmates of the asylum, from six

to eighteen years. Of these four, one (No.

3.) died of pleurisy, at the age of 74. One
(No. 149,) of cancer of the stomach. One
(No. 218,) of consumption of the lungs; and

one (No. 274,) of pneumonia. The other

three deaths occurred among patients, receiv-

ed since the last annual report. One (No.

376,) died of consumption of the lungs, under

which she was labouring when admitted. One
(No. 390,) of inflammation of the brain, ac-

companied by epilepsy, aggravated by a jour-

ney of several hundred miles, in a state of

great mental excitement; and one (No. 406,)

of scrofula.

" During the past year, the general health

of most of those patients, who are old resi-

dents in the asylum, has been good. Many
of them have been afflicted with mental de-

rangement, during a long course of years
;

but excepting that afiection of the brain, which

prevents the right exercise of reason, the ma-
jority of them enjoy a large share of health

and strength. Four of them are in a state of

idiocy. There are still several remaining in

the asylum, who are subject to periodical at-

tacks of insanity, all of whom, however, are

now well and generally usefully occupied.
" It cannot be too repeatedly or too urgent-

ly presented to the attention of all who may
have friends or relations afflicted with mental

derangement, that while it is now universally

admitted by those who have investigated the

subject, that this deplorable malady is equally,

with other diseases of the human system, un-

der the control of proper medical treatment,

the proportion of cures being as great, yet it

is also proved by experience, that the chances
of a cure being effected, are immensely in-

creased or diminished, according as the patient

is promptly, or at a late period of the disease,

placed under proper restraint and treatment.

It is, therefore, a matter of much regret, that

it so frequently happens, the subjects of this

distressing calamity, are not placed in any in-

stitution provided for their reception, until the

most promising period for recovery is passed
by, and very often the energies of the patient

exhausted by unrestrained indulgence, or un-
availing remedies.

" In comparing the number of recent cases
admitted into our asylum, with those received
into other institutions, it should be borne in

mind, that in consequence of its distance from
the city, it is an extremely rare occurrence
that persons in the acute stage of mania-a-potu
aie brought to it. So that this class of pa-
tients, who so frequently swell the reports of
cures in the other hospitals, scarcely ever
come under our care.

" Robert Morton,
" Charles Evans.

" Pkilada. 3d mo. \st, 1835."

DREADFUt EARTHQUAKE IN CHIU.
Destruction of the city of Conception, and its port

Talcahuana.—By the ship Coral, Capt. Whitten, ar-

rived at New Bedford, in 85 days from Talcahuana,
we learn the melancholy fact of the entire destruction
of the cities of Conception, and Talcahuana, by an
earthquake, on the 20th of February. A gentleman,
who was an eye witness of this terrible calamity, de-
scribes it as follows :

" The morning of the 20th was clear and serene,
but it will prove an ever memorable day to the mise-
rable people, now inhabiting the border hills in this
vicinity. The first shook commenced at 20 minutes
past 11 o'clock, and lasted with but slight intermission
lor 47 minutes, causing the hills and valleys to rise
and fall like the waves of the ocean. During the con-
tinuance of the first shock, which was much the most
severe, I expected to be destroyed every moment— it

was almost impossible to keep upright.
" Talcahuana is completely deniohshed—the build-

ings were not only shaken down, but the ruins of
houses, stores, &c., were completely swept away af-

terwards by the sea, which retired about 15 minutes
after the first shock, leaving the shipping entirely dry,
at anchor in the harbour—it came in again in about
two minutes, tn the height of 25 feet above the usual

k, overwhelming the whole place. Men, women,
and children fled for the mounta but many were
overtaken and swept to the ocean by the recedii „
waves, which completed the entire destruction of the
town, depriving hundreds of people of their second
garments—many who were in good circumstances are
now completely destitute. Furniture of all kinds was
carried away with the houses; not even leaving a
vestige to inform the owner of the situation of his for-

mer residence. It would require an eye witness to

be made acquainted with the complete destruction of
the town by this awful calamity.

" Conception, a city containing about 25,000 inha-
bitants, is one complete heap of ruins—the houses be-

ing chiefly built of brick. There is not one solitary

building left standing within the limits of the city,

and for leagues around. The shock came from a
southeast direction, and in its way destroyed every
thing. A number of small towns have been heard
from—Chilian, Sales, Aimadeau, Lingus, Envas,
Pcusul, St. Carlos, Vallaya, and Armylos, were de-

stroyed.
" 'J'he number of lives lost could not be correctly

ascertained. A new cathedral, building in Conception,

buried twenty workmen in its ruins. There were

but two American ships in the harbour of Talcahuana

at the time, besides the Coral—the Milton, and the
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Nile. A small schooner was driven from her anchor-

ing, and drifted over the town.

The New Bedford Gazette describes the dreadful

catastrophe in the following nic

" The shocks continued, (three or four every day,)

up to the time the ship left. On the 22d, a large por

tion of the island of Caracana, at the mouth of thf

bay, was swallowed up. The 5th of March, it wai
stated there, that from 25 to 30 towns, besides many
small villages between Conception and the Cordille-

ras, were scenes of complete ruin. From four to five

hundred lives were lost just in that section of coun-
try—but the extent of the suffering is not yet known;
probably thrice that number have been buried in the
ruins.

" The condition of the people who formerly inhabit-

ed spacious and convenient dwellings, where now not
even a brick is left to mark the spot, is one of the ut-

most suffering. The poor people, who lived in the
country in small reed huts, have suffered but little.

Their houses withstood the shocks, and to them is

preserved a roof for shelter. Those who fled to the

hills, erected little shantees, on tiie spots of land least

broken up, and were compelled to be constantly at

work procuring the food necessary to satisfy hunger,
** The scene during the first shock was appalling.

The trembling of every thing around—the boiling ol

the sea, as when water is healed over a fire—the earth
opening wide, giving forth the most terrific

and labouring with internal fires. Buildings tottering

in every direction,—and whole blocks of brick dwe"
ings rock to their foundation. In their fall they mc
others, and all, as if locked in death, sink, ;Witli

tremendous crash, into the gaping earth, leaving no
trace of their existence save memory, and the smoke
and ashes which arise from the confusion. The scene
was one of thrilling and awful sublimity

" When the first intimation of the breaking up of
the convulsed earth was received by the inhabitants
of the cities and towns, they, struck with horror, ran
into the middle of the wide streets, and knelt in fer-

vent prayer to God, to save them from the threatening
destruction. Our informant, who was among the
number, says, that he saw families run from their
doors, and just as they left their thresholds their
buildings, mostly of brick, came tumbling down after

them. It is a most fortunate thing for the people of
the country, that the shock came at mid-day. Had it

taken place in the middle hour of night, they would
have been compelled to flee for safety without even
the one suit of clothes they now have, making their
sufferings much greater.

" It is a matter of history, that between the years
1520 and 1752, five great earthquakes occurred in
Chili. That on the 15th of March, 1657, destroyed a
great part of the capital ; that on the 18th June, 1730,
drove the sea against the city of Conception, and over-
threw its walls ; and that on the 26th of May, 1751,
completely destroyed that city, which was again in-

undated by the sea, and levelled with the ground all

the fortresses and villages, lying between lat. 34 and
40 south. The shocks continued at intervals, more
than a month. Not an individual human life, how-
ever, was lost on this occasion, except some invalids,
who were drowned in Conception. In 1751, Concep-
tion was rebuilt on the north side of the river Biobio,
about a league from the sea."

The subjoined letter from a gentleman at Talca-
huana, received at the Exchange News Room, con-
tains interesting particulars :

—

" Talcahuana, March 1, 1835.
" On the morning of Friday, the 20th February,

1835, about 20 minutes past 11 o'clock, \

ed by one of the most awful earthquakes, ever

res, &c., were afterwards swept away by the sea,| brethren," hold forth the right hand of fellow-
ch retired about fifteen m.nutes -^f'^^^Jhe^fi^rs^tj 3,,ip ,„ ^^e sincere believer in, and hunibleshock, leaving the shipping lying at anch(

harbour entirely dry. It came in,

of 25 feet above the leve

pla

rwhelming the whole
. Men, women, and children fled to the moun

tains, but many were overtaken and swept to the
ocean by the returning waves, which completed the
destruction of the town, depriving hundreds of fami-
lies of a second garment, many of whom were in

good circumstances, but are now destitute. Furniture
of all kinds were swept with the houses, not even
leaving a vestige to inform the owner of the situation
of his former habitation ; and it would require an eye-
witness to be convinced of the immense devastation
it has caused."

The New Bedford Mercury adds the following par-
ticulars :

" A number of Americans, principally mechanics,
were located at Conception. Talcahuana is situated
in lat. 36, 42 N. Ion. 73, 06 E., being the port of Con-
ception, and a place of considerable business. It has
been the general resort of American whale ships for

several years past—the harbour being one of the best
on the coast. The town is situated almost on a level

with the sea, large hills rising in the rear. The in-

habitants, when the Coral left, were in a most deplo-
rable situation.

" Capt. Paul Delano, (formerly of New York,) who
is known to many of our citizens, and to every one
who has visited Talcahuana, has lost his littie pro-
perty, and was compelled to take shelter on board
the shipping—his beautiful residence—the home of
our countrymen, whether in prosperity or adversity,
is completely swept away, and himself and lady nar-
rowly escaped with their lives. No individual, not
holding an ofEcial station fram our government, ever
rendered more substantial benefit to his countrymen,
than Captain Delano. Many of the perplexing and
useless revenue laws of the country have been re-

pealed through his instrumentality. Mr. Andros, an
honest and honourable gentleman, who has done the
supplying agency business of late years for whale
ships, lost all his property.

" The view from the shipping in the harbour, dur-
ing the different shocks, is represented by an eye-
witness as awfully grand and terrific. The unusual
trembling and agitation of the ship—the convulsions
md heavings of the mountains and plains, as far as
he eye could extend—the sight at a distance of the
bigoted and awe.stricken catholics, fleeing, they knew
not whither, for safety—the violent rushing of the wa-
ters over the ruins of a thickly populated town, sweep-
ng the wrecks of the demolished habitations of the
•ich and poor, into one common chaos of ruin, was
calculated to impress the mind of the beholder with
wonder and astonishment, at the power of an over-
ruling and wise Providence."

to a height !

^°""^^^'" "^ ^ crucified Lord, however he may
"

' differ from us in his outward mode of worship

For " The Friend."

Let brotherly love continue," was an in-

junction of one who knew its value, and felt

mportance— it was a command designed
not to be limited to one church or congrega-
tion, but was of general application to all who
professed to be followers of the Lord Jesus,

otherly love, kindness, charity, and forbear-

ance, are terms which meet the eye in almost
every page of the New Testament. This love

morning was caliTi and
memorable date to the i

to, and

^''•jof the brethren was considered by our great

tie, as an indisputable evid

rene, and win prove an ever! '"S passed from death unto life—how inex-

ny miserable souls, who fled! pressibly important 's it, then, that amid all

now inhabiting the barren hills. The first I the conflicting feelings and contrariety of opi-

?he mom?^ ^^Z' ^T '°i°"'?fil"'*..
''""' """''"^ nion which now agitate the Christian church,the mountains and valleys to roll like the waves of the ,, ,, ,^ ^ • . l

sea, during the severity of the first shock, (which ^^al this one mark of a regenerate nature be
was so great that a person could scarcely keep up- maintained among us inviolate,—let us che-
right.) I looked around fur a moment to meet my rish every budding of this " plant of heavenly
fate, but am spared to be thankful, and may consider growth," and continually guard against the ap-myselfoneof the fortunate in making mv escape from u c .i, J . i- t ii i

the faUing, but now prostrate, ruins Talcahnan" i

P''°^'='' °^ ^^^ destroyer, which would lay

the port of Conception, is completely demolished. It! waste our goodly inheritance of Christian
wasnotonly shaken down, but the fragments of houses, I graces. Let US with "unfeigned love of the

and this it appears to me, may be accom-
plished, without compromising any of those
precious testimonies, which Friends, as a So-
ciety, believe themselves called upon to main-
tain. Oh ! let us carefully avoid treating with
lightness, the doctrines and practices of other
professing Christians—doctrines and practices

held conscientiously—and supported with up-
rightness of intention. If the groundwork of
Christianity is maintained, viz. faith in our
Lord, and in his atoning sacrifice—may we
not bid each other God-speed, and go on our
way rejoicing, without bitlpr reflection or sar-
castic remark, on those who may differ from
us in the course pursued for the attainment of
eternal life—thus, may we seek ability to put
on the whole armour of God—that our light,

calm, steady, and unobtrusive, may shine be-
fore men, that they, seeing our good works,
may glorify our Father, who is in heaven.
When we look around us, and find the great

'

variety of opinions honestly held by believers,

as regards Christian duty, all professing to de-
rive their creed from the same source, even
the written word, surely we should learn cha-
rity; and charity, we are taught to beheve, will

conceal the weakness of our brother.

Oh ! how much I desire, that every secta-
rian feeling should be suppressed—and the
great object of our pursuit, be the extension
of the Redeemer's kingdom—if this were the
case, we should rejoice in its accomplishment,
through whatever instrumentality it may be
effected—then, indeed, would brotherly love
continue and increase among us.

B y.

Injluence of the Stomach.
The emotions of the mind have a powerful

influence upon the stomach. Let a person
who is going to sit down to dinner with a good
appetite, receive a piece of news, either ex-
ceedingly joyful or exceedingly distressing, his

appetite goes in a moment. Children who are
about to set out on a journey, it is well known,
cannot eat. This, when 1 was a child, used
to be called being " journey-proud." On the
other hand, a blow upon the stomach will

sometimes take away life instantly; a drink of
cold water, when the body has been very hot,
has often had the same effect. Attend to your
companions when on a journey a-foot; as their
stomachs grow empty, how sullen and silent
the whole party becomes; let a crust of bread,
a httle cheese, a glass of ale or wine betaken,
and cheerfulness immediately reigns, even long
before any nutriment has had lime to reach the
general circulative system. These things all

show the general sympathy between the sto-
mach and every other part of the body.

Carbutfs Clinical Lectures.

.^The humble, meek, merciful, just, pious,
and devout souls, are every where of one re-
ligion, and when death has taken off the mask,
they will know one another, though the divers
liveries they wear make them strangers.—Pen».
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For "The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. III.

As it is evidently the design of the Almighty,

that parents should act as dslegaled shepherds,

in training the youthful mind to liabits of vir-

tue, sheltering it from evil, and by directing

it to an inward attention to the voice of Cinist

Jesus, the great Shepl;erd and Bishop of souls,

to prepare it both for present and future hap-

piness, it is not to be wondered at, that the

early Friends, men of comprehensive views,

and ripe in religious experience, should have

had their attention called to contemplate the

importance of a guarded education of the

children, and that they should have been con-

cerned earnestly to press upon parents the

fulfilment of the weighty trust committed to

them. We find at so early a period as 1688,

an interesting exhortation to this effect, and
evidences of such a concern have been con-

tinued to our own times, which harmonious
exercise claims the serious attention of all who
fill this important station.

It is not only the design of the Most High,
that parents should educate their children, but

in fact they do so, either for evil or good, whe-
ther they design it or otherwise. The exam-
ple of a parent, his conversation, his associates,

the spirit which actuates him, the nature of

his pursuits, all bear directly upon the youth-

ful mind; and this consideration shows the

importance of the right discharge of parental

obligation, and the necessity which rests on

parents, not by precept merely, but pre-emi-

nently by example, to " train up a child in

the way he should go," and by the blessing of

the Highest on such a pious care, there will

be ground to hope that many of the youth will

be brought to feel the importance of a life of

early dedication to the cross of Christ, pre-

paring them for civil and religious usefulness,

for the true enjoyment of those lawful com-
forts which a bountiful Providence has dispens-

ed, and fitting iheni, under the sanctifying

influence of the Holy Spirit, for " an inherit-

ance incorruptible and undefiled, and which
fadelh not away." T.

1688.

We do entreat and desire all you, our dear

Friends, brethren, and sisters, that are parents

and governors of families, that ye diligently

lay to heart your work and calling in your ge-

neration for the Lord, and the charge com-
mitted to you ; not only in becoming good
examples unto the younger sort, but also to

use your power in your own families, in the

educating your children and servants in mo-
desty, sobriety, and in the fear of God, curb-

ing the extravagant humour iii the young ones,

when it doth appear, and not to indulge it,

and allow of it. For you are set in your fa-

milies as judges for God, and it is you that

must give an account of the power committed

to you. And when you see a libertine wanton

spirit appear in your children or servants,

that lusteth after the vain customs and fashions

of the world, either in dressings, habits, or

outward adornings, and craves your assistance

and allowance, without which it cannot get

forward, while they are under your govern-

ment; O then look to yourselves, and discharge

your trust for God, and for the good of their

souls, exhorting in meekness, and command-
ing in wisdom; that so you may minister and
reach to the witness, and help them over iheir

temptations, in the authority of God's power.
And when they feel themselves helped and de-

livered, their souls will bless God for you, and
you will reap the comfort of your labour.

1715.

And that our children may be preserved

from the wiles of Satan, as much as in us lies,

let a godly care and concern be upon the

minds of all parents to watch over them, with

supplications to the Lord, that they be not

drawn away from the innocency, simplicity,

and plainness of the way of truth; and labour,

in a sense of truth, to reach the witness in

them, that they may feel in their own spirits

a degree of fear and reverence towards God;
and instruct them to follow his counsel, and
obey his voice; as the tribes of Israel were re-

quired of God to teach his precepts diligently

unto their children, Deut. vi. ver. 7. '' And
thou shall teach them diligently unto thy chil-

dren, and shalt talk of them wlien thou sittest

in thine house, and when thou walkest by the

way, and when thou liest dov/n, and when thou

risest up." So be ycu concerned to acquaint

them how the Lord led you from one degree
of faithfulness to another, in a denial of the

world's corrupt ways, language and customs;
which while we (in disobedience to him) walk-

ed in, we could not enjoy true peace: but as

we bore the cross, and bowed to his will, we
had an evidence of acceptance with him. And
be careful, that none of you, by a neglect

herein, become examples unto them to depart

from the Scripture language, wherein is true

propriety of speech.

1735.

Forasmuch as a true Christian practice, and
every branch of it, is the fruit and efl^ect of

the inward sanctification of the heart by the

spirit of Christ, for which we are frequently

to wait on him in all humility and lowliness of

mind, we tenderly advise, that every thing

tending to obstruct or divert the minds either

of children, or those o( more advanced years,

from this good exercise, may be carefully

avoided, and taken out of the way. And it

being evident that the glory and vanity of the

world, and the pleasures and diversions of it,

are of this nature and tendency, we therefore

advise, that all parents and masters, in the

first place, be good examples to their children

and families, in an humble and circumspect
walking, and with all plainness of habit and
speech, which is agreeable to the cross of

Christ, the example of our ancient Friends,

and the frequent advices of this meeting. And
also that they be very careful not to indulge

their children in the use and practice of things

contrary thereunto; for we are sensible that,

by such habits, of how little moment soever

some may think them, the tender minds of

children, while very young, being lifted up
and drawn aside from the simplicity of the

truth, a foundation is early laid for those un-

due liberties so justly complained of. For a
love and delight in such things, imprudently

indulged at first, grows up with them, and
becomes strengthened more and more into

confirmed habits; and thus some have become
enemies to the cross of Christ, and forsaken

and opposed the way of truth; which possibly

might have been prevented by parents doing
their duty, in being good examples, and not

cherishing the seeds of vanity and folly in their

children, but, on the contrary, prudently dis-

couraging every appearance of evil in them;
which necessary duty we earnestly recommend
to their serious consideration and practice.

1748.

Our advice and exhortation is, that all mas-
ters of families, parents, guardians, and tutors

of children, would frequently put in practice

the calling together of their children and
household, to wait upon the Lord in their fa-

milies; that, receiving wisdom and counsel from
him, they may be enabled seasonably to ex-

hort and encourage them to walk in the wav
of the Lord; to exercise themselves in reading

the Holy Scriptures, and in observing the du-

ties and precepts of holy living therein re-

commended; admonishing them to keep to

that plainness and simplicity in apparel, speech,

and behaviour, which the spirit of truth led

our forefathers into, and which becomes the

humble, self-denying followers of Holy Jesus.

Also that they would use their endeavours to

restrain the youth committed to their charge,

from frequenting play-houses, and other public

places of diversion, by showing them the evil

tendency thereof, and the danger of their

minds being drawn aside thereby, from a solid

and serious attention to the great duty of life,

the practice of true religion and virtue.

1767.

As next to our souls, our offspring are the

most immediate objects of our care and con-

cern, it is earnestly recommended to all pa-

rents and guardians of children, that the most
early opportunities may be taken, in their ten-

der years, to impress upon them a sense of

the divine being, his wisdom, power, and
omnipresence, so as to beget a reverent awe
and fear of him in their hearts; and as their

capacities enlarge, to acquaint them with the

Holy Scriptures, by frequent and diligent

reading therein, instructing them in the great

love of God to mankind through Jesus Christ,

the work of salvation by him, and sanctifica-

tion through his blessed spirit. For though

virtue descendeth not by lineal succession, nor

piety by inheritance, yet we trust, the Almigh-

ty doth graciously regard the sincere endea-

vours of those parents, whose early and con-

stant care is over their offspring, for their

good; who labour to instruct them in the fear

of the Lord, and in an humble waiting for,

and feeling after those secret and tender visi-

tations of divine love, which are afforded for

the help and direction of all. Be ye therefore

excited to a faithful discharge of your duty.

Be examples to them in your meetings, your

families, and your employments, of a diligent

humble watchfulness, and steady regard to

that holy principle in yourselves which you re-
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lend to their observance. Be careful not
|
dividual Christians, the work of righteousness

to indulge them in any thing of an cvi

dency. Keep them wljile young, out of tlie

vain fashions, the corrupt customs, and unpro-

fitable conversation of the world ; training

them up in that commendable simplicity and

plainness of speech, habit and manners, prac-

tised by our Lord, and his faithful followers;

and, as they ripen in age, guard them against

the reading of plays, romances, and other

licentious publications, of a nature prejudicial

to the promotion of true Christianity; likewise

against the public pastimes, and pernicious

diversions, of the age; all which are the in-

ventions of degenerate and corrupt spirits, and

strongly tend to draw the incautious mind i'rom

a sense of religious duty, to bring it into a

state of alienation from the love of God, and

to deprive it of that inexpressible comfort and

delight which attends the daily exercise of re-

ligion and virtue.

1800.

Ye parents, be ye solicitous to discharge

our important and awful duty, with scrupu-

jus attention. It is often too late lo warn the

youthful mind of danger, when your own ne-

gligence or indulgence hath suffered your off-

spring to deviate from that path of simplicity,

in which you have thought yourselves bound

to walk, and in which you have found peace.

If you fail to suppress the early beginnings of

undue liberty, how can you expect a blessing

on your endeavours, when further deviations

at length arouse your attention; and how, hav-

ing failed to rule your own houses well, can

you expect duly to " take care of the church

of God;" by performing that too much ne-

glected duty of private admonition therein ?

There were of old those who brought children

to Christ, in the days of his flesh; and now
the religious parent can breathe no warmer
aspiration for them, than when he spiritually

commends his tender offspring to the protec-

tion of his Lord. But see, Friends, that you

encourage no propensities in them which pre-

vent a union with him. Restrain them, we
beseech you, from associating with those

whose influence and example lead away from

his law; and be especially careful that you in

troduce not among them, publications, which

are either wholly, or in part, repugnant to the

faith, as it is in Jesus. Let it be your own
daily care to endeavour after closer communion
with him, and to walk in meek submission to

his commands : so may you gain, over the

minds of the youth providentially placed under

your care, that ascendency which arises from

the united effects of sound judgment, truest

love, and a good example.

Fnr " The Friend."

The passages which follow, have occurred

to me ic my late reading, and may serve to

diversify the pages of " The Friend;" some
who are sickened with the frequent, but ne-

cessary exhibitions of " Man's inhumanity to

man," or pained by the perhaps somewhat
overwrought delineation of the doctrinal errors

of our fellow believers, may dwell with plea

sure on the proofs here afforded, that whatever
be the degree of knowledge vouchsafed to

is peace, and the effect of righteousness, quiet-

ness and assurance for ever.

TRAITS OF CHRISTIAN CHARACTER.
John Smith, of Cambridge. From this spi-

, together with tlie rest of Christian graces

that were in him, there did result a great se-

renity, quiet, and tranquillity in his soul

:

which dwelt so much above, that it was not

shaken with any of those tempests and storms,

which used to unsettle more low and abject

nds. He lived in continual sweet enjoyment
of God: and so was not disquieted with scru-

ples and doubts of his salvation. There was
always discernible in him, a cheerful sense of

God's goodness, which ceased not in the time

of sickness. Jebb.

Bishop Benson. He was, from his youth

to his latest age, the delight of all who knew
him. His manner and behaviour were the re-

sult of great natural humanity, polished by a

thorough knowledge of the world, and the

most perfect good breeding, mixed with a

dignity, which, on occasions that called for it,

no one more properly supported. His piety,

though awfully strict, was inexpressibly amia-

ble. It diffused such a sweetness through his

temper, and such a benevolence over his coun-
tenance, as none who were acquainted with

him can ever forget. Bad news, bad health,

d naturally bad spirits, were so totally sub-

dued by it, that he not only seemed, but in

reality was, the liappiest of men.
He looked upon all the world calls import-

ant—its pleasures, its riches, its various com-
petitions—with a playful and good-humoured
kind of contempt, and could make persons

ashamed of their follies, by a raillery that

never gave pain to any human being. Of vice,

he always spoke v/ith severity and detestation;

but looked on the vicious, with the tenderness

of a pitying angel. His turn was highly soci-

able: and his acquaintance very extensive.

Wherever he went, he carried cheerfulness

and improvement along with him. As nothing

but the interests of Christianity and virtue,

seemed considerable enough to give him any
lasting anxiety, so, on the other hand, there

was no incident so trifling, from which he
could not raise amusement and mirth.

Joseph Alleine. It is his highest excellency,

in my eyes, that he attained to a right tempera
ment of the Christian religion, suitable to the

glorious hopes of faith, and to the wonderful

love of the Redeemer. And, when most
Christians think they have done much, if they

can weep and groan over their corruptions,

and can abstain from the lustful pollutions of

the world, in the midst of many doubts and
fears,—love and joy, and a heavenly mind
were the internal part of his religion: and the

large and fervent praises of God, and thanks-

giving for his mercy, especially for Christ, and

the spirit and heaven, were the external ex-

ercises of it. He was no despiser of a broken

heart; but he had attained the blessing of a

healed, joyful heart. And, oh ! how amiable

it is, to hear the tongue employed, seriously

and frequently, in that which it was made for;

and to see a man passing, with joyful hopes,

toward immortality! Oh ! did Christians, yea,

ministers, but live, with the joy, and gratitude,

and praise of Jehovah, which beseemeth those

that believe what they believe, and those that

are entering into the celestial choir,—they

would, then, be an honour to God and their

Redeemer; and would win the world to a love

of faith and holiness; and make them throw

away their worldly fool-games, and come and

see what it is, that these joyous souls have

found.

But when we show the world no religion,

but sighing and complaining, and live a sadder

life than they; and yet talk of the glad tidings

of Christ, and pardon, and salvation: we may
talk so, long enough before they will believe

us, that seecn no more to be believers our-

selves; or, before they will leave their fleshly

pleasures for so sad and dreadful a life as this.

Baxter.

What is the church of God under the new
agreement or covenant ? It is a company of

living stones, quickened by God, and knit to-

gether in the unity and fellowship of his spirit,

to worship God together in his spirit, and
offer up unto him spiritual sacrifices, ac-

ceptable to God by Jesus Christ. How are

these stones joined together 1 By the Spirit of

life, which begets them all in one nature, and
knits them together in that nature—by the in-

ward circumcision—by Christ's baptism, which

is the baptism of fire and of !iis spirit, which

burns up the old earthly nature, and so bap-

tises them into one new living body, suitable

and fitting to their head, which is the fountain

of life, and distributes life through all the

body, according to its capacity, need and
service.

" Upon what is this church built ? Upon
the rock or foundation of God, which God
hath laid in his spiritual Zion, which rock is

Christ. For other foundation can no man lay,

than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.

Nor other rock did the Lord ever choose for

his church to be built upon ; nor hath any

other rock sufficient strength to bear up the

building against the storms and stress of the

powers of darkness, which it often meeteth

with, even every member in its travels. After

it is once built upon the Rock, the gates of

hell press hard upon it, but abiding on the

Rock, it feels the strength and preservation

of the Rock. For as they cannot prevail

against Christ, so neither can they prevail

against that which is built upon him. But if

there be a going forth from the strength and
preservation, there is a liableness to be made
a prey. And the promise is not absolutely

and perpetually to that person or congregation

which is received or let into the truth, but to

that person or church which abideth in the

truth unto the end. The Jews were safe in

the faith and obedience of their covenant; and

the Christians, or Christian churches, are not

safe but in the fiith and obedience of theirs.

For if they walked not humbly with the Lord,

and in his fear, which keeps the heart from

departing from him, and in the faith whereby

they stand, they were to be cut off from their

church-state, as well as the Jews were from

theirs, as the Apostle Paul expressly tells the

church at Rome. Rom. xi. 21, 22.
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" Was the cliurch always to be a gathered

company ? or was there a possibility of their

being scattered ? 'J'here was a possibility, yea,

a certuinly, if they grew corrupt in doctrine

and practice, and kept not the fiith. For the

Lord God intended a pure building, a spiritual

building, fit to olTcr the spiritual sacrifices.

1 Pet. ii. 3. An holy people, separated from

the world. 2 Cor. vi. 17, in which he might

dwell and walk. If therefore any church de-

l)art from the spirit, and life, and power of the

apostles, and mix again with the world, losing

their own proper pale which fenced from the

world, lliey soon lose that which makelh them

a church of God, and so becotne a synagogue

of Satan."

—

Pennington.

" Ye are kept by the power of God through

faith unto salvation. Can any thing preserve

a soul or church, but God's power ? And doth

God preserve any soul or church, but in the

way he hath appointed ? A church is like a

garden, needs digging, dressing, watering and

sunshine, to cause it to thrive and flourish.

Do not weeds easily spring up in a garden ?

Yea, ranker weeds than in common ground,

which spread apace and overrun it faster, if it

he not looked to and kept by the gardener.

Read the figure, and understand. Are not

spiritual weeds as corrupt and spreading as

the outward ? Are they not like leaven ; have

they not a poisonous, infecting nature in them?
' Know ye not,' saith the apostle, 'that a little

leaven leaveneth the whole lump.' If but one

root of bitterness spring up in a church, it

may defile many, and trouble the whole. And
as one corrupted person, so also one corrupted

church, may infect and poison many more.

Yea, was it not thus in the apostacy ? When
it once got head, did it not break in and over-

flow apace ?"

—

Pennington.

ANTIPATHIES TO ANIMALS.

Many men have strange antipathies to ani-

mals. Some of these are accountable, as de-

pending upon form; others, profoundly niyslc-

rious in the why and the wherefore. Some
ladies full into hysterics at the approach of a

spider. Snakes are generally objects of fear,

rather than antipathy, from the deadly power
which some of tlie species [)ossess; but why a

beautiful lizard, a sleek mouse or rat, should

be objects of antipathy, it is difl^icnlt to con-

jecture: elegant in form, and harmless, they

might at least be looked upon with compla-

cency. The sight of a rat has been known to

throw even ihc male sex into convulsions.

Claude Prosper Juliot de Crebillon, a name
conspicuous in the annals of French literature,

was confined in the Bastile, in pursuance of

the caprices of one of the old Bourbon satraps,

who often shut up in dungeons the men of the

age most conspicuous for talents, and who
were known to promulgate unsavoury truths.

One night, Crebillon felt what he thought to

be a cat reposing by his side in bed: glad of

such a companion in that silent mansion,

where to many a prisoner " hope never came,"
he stretched out his hand to caress it; but it

ran away. The following day, when seated at

his dinner, he saw, through the " darkness

visible" of his cell, an animal squatted, vis-

a-vis^ on his table, and was soon able to per-

ceive that it had a long slender tail, and was
not a cat, which at first lie imagined it to be,

but an enormous rat. He had an unconquer-

able antipathy to rats; and, springing from his

seat, cried aloud with terror, and overturned

his table; the noise brought in a turnkey, who
found him pale, and nearly senseless; and it

was a lori^ time ere he recovered himself,
j

This animal had been the companion of a pre-

ceding prisoner, uho had tamed it; and soj

well did the horrible solitude of the Bastile

operate in removing the antipathy of Crebillon

to these creatures, that at length he beciirne

reconciled to its company, and even shared

his provisions with it. The case of Crebillon

may serve as a useful hint for ellecting the

cure of most other antipatliies to animals.

Many men have also strange antipathies to

cats; and so strongly does the sight of them

aflect some individuals, that their whole frame

becomes agitated. A striking instance of this

kind came within our own personal knowledge.

The late Captain Logan, of Knockshinnock,
in Ayrshire, had such an unconquerable aver-

sion to all cats, that he would not remain in

the room with one on any account whatever.

We have known ladies to expostulate with him

on the affectionate and harmless dispositions

of their grimalkins, vowing that they would

touch nothing larger than a rat; but their elo-

quence was invariably lost on the captain, who
lent a deaf ear to all their pleadings.

He could delect immediately the presence

of a cat I'rora smell, even although he could

not possibly see it in the room, being under a

sofa, or some such place; and he uniformly

insisted on its being turned out of the room,

before he would compose himself to enter into

conversation.

On one occasion, while his regiment was
stationed at Tynemouth, we happened to ac-

company the captain to pay a visit to the fa-

mily of General 11 . We found several

visiters in the house besides the family. Among
the rest was the late Sir C G , then

commanding the northern district of England,

and some officers of his staff. When deeply

engaged in a political conversation on the

events of the times, the domestic cat, a frolic-

some young animal, came scampering into the

room, when the gallant captain started from

his seat, and mounted a chair with all possible

alacrity, to the no small astonishment of all

present, as none of them were aware of his

dread of cats. Every body supposed the cap-

tain had been seized with a sudden fit of lu-

nacy; the ladies bounced up, several made
their way towards the door, and even the two
patriot generals and the staflf-oflicers seemed

to entertain doubts as to their personal safe-

ty; and, in particular, we noticed Sir C
G keeping an attentive watch on the

handle of the captain's sword. In short,

every countenance but our own bore marks of

anxiety, and we laughed outright, to the no

small displeasure of the general's lady, who
thought it no joke, and entreated us to pacify

our friend.

We must mention, that Captain Logan was

then a man of about thirty years of age, six

feet one inch in height, and of a very athletic

form; so, to be subjected to the grasp of such

an individual was no joke, as the general's

lady expressed herself; but as we knew the

poor captain was quite compos and harmless,

we enjoyed the joke amazingly. The old ge-

neral entreated of him to come down, while

the captain obstinately refused until puss was
dismissed. The general in vain tried to con-

vince him of her innocent intentions, which
increased the convictions of all present that

the captain was cracked. By this time all the

ladies had made good their retreat, and some
of the younger ones stood peeping in at the

door, with the handle in their hand, in case of

the captain trying to follow them. Tilings

beginning to assume a serious aspect, we lift-

ed puss, and rung the bell for a servant to re-

move it out of the room, after which the cap-

tain descended, and in a few minutes resumed
his wonted coolness. An explanation follow-

ed, and this irresistible infirmity of the cap-

tain's was felt by those who witnessed the lu-

dicrous scene, more with pity than contempt;

and vve will venture to say, tliat such was the

impression which was made at the time, that

none who witnessed it will over forget the

scene.

The inhabitants of Britain, in the mass, are

haters of toads and frogs; while it is well

known that in France there is a species of the

latter animal which is cons:dered a delicate

article of food; thus verifying the old proverb,

(hat " what is one man's meat, is another's

poison."

There are not in nature two more harmless

animals than the toad and frog; the idea which

generally prevails, that the former is poison-

ous, is all a fable; and a dread of these crea-

tures is instilled into us by the folly of nursery-

maids, who hand it down with great care from

one generation to another. There have been

various instances of individuals making pets

of these animals, and they have been reward-

ed for their attentions by watching the singular

manner in which they take their food, and prey

upon insects and worms, and also from some
curious experiments which have been tried

with them.

The tree-frog, which is a native of America,

France, Germany, and Italy, and many other

European states, has been kept by Dr. Town-
son, who had them in a window, and appro-

priated to their use a bowl of water, in which

they lived. They grew quite tame; and to

two which he had in his possession for a con-

siderable time, and were particular favourites,

the doctor gave the names of Damon and Mu-
sidora. In the evening, they seldom failed to

go into the water, unless the weather was cold

and damp; in which case they would some-

times abstain from entering it for a couple of

days. When they came out of the water, if

a few drops were thrown upon the board, they

always applied their bodies as close to it as

they could; and from this absorption through

the skin, though they were flaccid before, they

soon again appeared plump. A tree-frog, that

had not been in the water during the night,

was weighed, and then immersed; after it had

remained half an hour in the bowl, it came

out, and was found to have absorbed nearly
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half its own weight of water. From other

experiments, it was discovered that these ani-

mals frequently absorbed nearly their whole
weight of water, and that, as was clearly

proved, by the under surface only of the body.

They will even absorb water from wetted

blotting paper. Sometimes they will eject

water with considerable force from their bo-

dies, to the quantity of a fourth part, or more,
of their weight. Before the flies had disap-

peared in the autumn, the doctor collected for

his favourite tree-frog, Musidora, a great quan-

tity as winter provision; when he laid any of

them before her, she took no notice of them;
but the moment he moved them with his

breath, she sprang upon and ate them. Once,
when flies were scarce, the doctor cut some
flesh of a tortoise into small pieces, and mov-

ed them by the same means; she seized them,

but the instant afterwards rejected them from

her tongue. After he had obtained her confi-

dence, she ate from his fingers dead as well as

living flies. Frogs will leap at the moving of

any small object; and, like toads, they will

also soon become sufficiently familiar to sit on

the hand, and submit to be carried from one

side of a room to the other, to catch flies as

they settle on the wall. This gentleman, ac-

cordingly, made them his guards at Gottingen,

for keeping the flies from his dessert of fruit,

and they performed their task highly to his sa-

tisfaction. He has seen the small tree-frog

eat humble-bees, but this was never done with-

out some contest. They are in general oblig-

ed to reject them, being incommoded by their

stings and hairy roughness; but in each at-

tempt the bee is farther covered with the viscid

matter from the frog's tongue, and, when thus

coated, it is swallowed with facility.

Chambers' Ed. Joum.

Memory ofthe Bullfinch.—Tame bullfinches

have been known (says Buffon) to escape

from the aviary, and live at liberty in the

woods for a whole year, then to recollect the

voice of the person who had reared them, and

return to her never more to leave her. Others
have been known which, when forced to leave

their first master, have died of grief. These
birds remember very well, and often too well,

any one who has injured them. One of them
having been thrown down with its cage, by

some of the lowest order of people, did not

seem at first much disturbed by it, but after-

wards it would fall into convulsions as soon as

it saw any shabby dressed person, and it died

in one of these fits, eight months after its first

accident.

—

Bechsteiri's Cage Birds.

Natural Flowers in Winter.—To produce

these, some of the most perfect buds of the

flowers it is wished to preserve, such as are

latest in blowing, and ready to open, must be

chosen. Cut them off with a pair of scissors,

leaving the stem about three inches long;

cover the end immediately with Spanish wax,
and, when the buds are a little shrunk and
wrinkled, wrap them up separately in paper,

and place them in a dry box. When it is de-

sired to have the flowers to blow, take the

buds over night, cut off" the sealed end of the

stem, and put the buds into water wherein has

been infused a little nitre or salt, and the next

day you will have the pleasure of seeing the

buds open and expand themselves, and the

flowers display their most lively colours and

breathe their agreeable odours around.

Cost ofa Railway Act—The parliamentary

costs of passing the act of the Southampton

railway appear, by a published account, to

have amounted to nearly £20,000.

An industrious and virtuous education of

children, is a better inheritance for them than

a great estate.

—

Spectator.

ON HOME.
Momiily Magazine.

BY JOSIAH CONDER.

That is not home, where day by day,

I wear the busy hour away:
That is not home, where lonely night

Prepares me fer the toils of light

—

'Tis hope, and joy, and memory, give

A home in which the heart can live

—

These walls no Ungering hopes endear.

No fond remembrance chains me here

;

Cheerless I heave the lonely sigh

—

Eliza, canst thou tell me why?
'Tis where thou art is home to me.

And home without thee cannot be.

There are who strangely love to roam,

And find in wildest haunts their home

;

And some in halls of lordly state,

Who yet are homeless, desolate.

The sailor's home is on the main.

The warrior's on the tented plain.

The maiden's in her bower of rest.

The infant's on his mother's breast

—

But where thou art, is home to me,
And home without thee cannot be.

There is no homo In halle of pride,

They are too high, and cold, and wide.

No home is by the wanderer found

:

'Tis not in place : it hath no bound :

It is a circling atmosphere.

Investing all the heart holds dear ;

—

A law of strange attractive force.

That holds the feelings in their course.

It is a presence undefin'd,

O'ershadowii the mind.
Where love and duty sweetly blend

To consecrate the name of friend ;

—

Where'er thou art, is home to me.
And home without thee cannot be.

My love, forgive the anxious sigh

—

I hear the moments rushing by.

And think that life is fleeting fast.

That youth with health will soon be past.

Oh ! when will lime consenting give

The home in which my heart can live?

There shall the past and future meet,
And o'er our couch, in union sweet,

Extend their cherub wings, and shower
Bright influence on the present hour.

Oh ! when shall Israel's mystic guide.

The pillar'd cloud, our steps decide,

Then, resting, spread its guardian shade.

To bless the home which love hath made?
Daily, my love, shall thence arise

Our hearts' united sacriiice
;

And home indeed a home will be.

Thus consecrate and shared with thee.

Departed this life, at his residence at Marlborough,

Ulster county, New York, Foster Hallock, a valuable

member and elder of Marlborough monthly meeting,

in the 69th year of his age.

on the 13th of fifth month, Elizabeth Ro-
BERTS, late consort of Samuel Roberts, in the 75th

year of her age, an elder and valuable member of
"

' ithly meeting.
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The eighteenth annual report of the mana-
gers of Friends' A.sylum near Philadelphia,

instituted for the benefit of persons afflicted

with insanity, which we have inserted today,
(see our second page,) presents in several re-

spects, highly interesting particulars, and me-
rits an attentive perusal. We note with par-

ticular satisfaction the contemplated additional

arrangements for the recreation and employ-
ment of the patients, more especially those in

a state of convalescence; and all the circum-
stances enumerated in the report duly consi-
dered, the proportion of entire restorations is

truly encouraging, viz. ten out of fourteen of
the recent cases admitted during the past year.

The remarks contained in the report of the

intelligent attending physicians, in relation to

the facts that this deplorable malady is equally,

with other diseases of the human system, under
the control of proper medical treatment, and
that the chances of a cure being eflTected are

immensely increased or diminished, according

as the patient is promptly, or at a late period

of the disease, placed under proper restraint

and treatment, deserve the very serious consi-

deration of relations and others, having any

concern in the guardianship of persons under
mental alienation.

The Georgia Recorder states that the pro-

posed treaty, providing for the removal of the

Cherokee Indians, which had been referred

back to them for their final approval, has been
met by an uncompromising opposition on the

part of the Indian council held at Red Clay.

—

Paulson's Am. D. Advertiser.

The Richmond Compiler remarks upon the

extravagantly high prices which are ofl^ered for

slaves, in consequence of the profits now made
by the culture of cotton in the southwestern

states, that Mr. Malone, of Alabama, was in

Virginia, offering ^700 each for men from 18

to 25 years of age, aud ^300 each for girls of

similar ages.

—

Ibid.

FRIENDS' READING ROOM.

The rooms will be opened for the admission

of subscribers and visiters, on second day even-

ing next, the 13th instant, at 7 o'clock, and
continue to be opened at that hour every even-
ing, (except first day,) until further notice.

The friends of the institution generally are in-

vited to call and view the premises. The room
down stairs is to be used as a conversation

room; in the room up stairs conversation is

not admissible.

Entrance on Appletree alley, second door
above Fourth street. Subscribers will be
furnished with their tickets shortly.

Agent Appointed.—Nathaniel Adams, Can-
terbury, Orange county, New York.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Street, below Seventh, Pkiladelphii
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THE PHEXOaiENA OP VISION.

In the pliysical construction of man, the

great Author of our being has most striiiingly

displayed his infinite skill and wi.sdoni, by the

fabric and adaptation of the organs of the

external senses to the execution of their re-

spective and peculiar offices. It is by tlie

agency of these instruments, that we become
acquainted with the objects which surround

us, and, through their action upon the brain,

receive our knowledge of the world, and are

able to fulfil our relations in it, and to each

other.

But wiiile the senses perform so indispens-

able a part in the animal and intellectual eco-

nomy. Olid are constantly administering to our

perceptions and gratification; how few take

the trouble to investigate, or even pause to

reflect upon the elaborate mechanism of the

organs employed, and the inimitable art with

which they are adapted for tlie reception of

impressions, to modify and combine them, and

transmit them in regular succession to the

seat of sensation and thought. To the unin-

structed or unreflecting individual, nothing

more seems necessary, in order that he may
behold external objects, than the eflbrt to di-

rect his eyes towards them; that he may as-

certain the solidity of the bodies within his

reach, than to stretch forth his hand and lay

it upon them. lie inhales the fragrance of the

dewy mead, listens to the melody of the grove

or the thunder of the cataract, and dreams not

that all these delightful sensations are the re-

sults ol agents of the most subtile nature, act-

ing by complicated laws upon an organisation

the most refined and curious: nay, that this

but the first step to perception, to coniple

and retain which, a series of changes must

intervene, and many intellectual operations be

performed.

Of the five senses, there is no one through

which the mind derives more signal advantage

and pleasure, than that of sight, it being the

intermediate source through which we acquire

a larpe portion of our knowledge of the pre-

sence, situation, and colour of the objects

which surround us; and as the structure and

functions of its organs admit of being brought

into more close comparison with the works of

human art, than those of either of the other

senses, they have been the subject of peculiar

interest and sinrly

The organ of vision is the eye: and so com-
plicated is the contrivance, and so exquisite

the workmanship displayed in its construction,

that it has been styled by some physiologists,
'• the master-piece of divine mechanism." But
though its organisation is complicated, yet its

action is characterised by great simplicity.

It is," says Arnolt, " in its simplicity so per-

fect, so unspeakably perfect, that the search-

ers after tangible evidences of an all-wise and
good Creator, have declared their willingness

to be limited to it alone in the midst of mil-

lions, as their one triumphant proof."

Of the structure of the eye, and the phy-

siology of sight, I propose giving some de-

scription; preceding it, however, with a few
observations upon the properties of light, and

some of the laws which govern its motions;

as upon them most of the phenomena of vision

depend.

What light really is, remains unknown, but

it is supposed to be an emanation, or some
thing which proceeds from bodies, by means
of which w© 3r»«f>ublecl i'l see therii; niid two
hypotheses have been suggested, respecting

its origin and propagation. According to the

theory of Nevvtcn, it consists of extremely

minute particles, emanating from all luminous
bodies, moving uniformly in straight lines, and

with a prodigious velocity. According to

that propounded by Descartes, it is supposed
to resemble sound ; being produced by an

elastic fluid, difi'used through all nature and

excited to action by the luminous source.

Both of these suppositions ore liable to objec-

tions, but the former is now generally receiv-

ed. Whatever light may be, it is emitted in

all directions from every point in the surfaces

of luminous and visible bodies, and the

tides which succeed each other in a straight

line form what is called a ray of light. It is by

these rays proceeding from bodies eil her directly

or by reflection, and striking upon tiie eye, that

we are enabled to see them. Thus, when
lighted candle is brought into a room, the

flame is seen by the rays of light emitted di

rectly from it; but the ol)jccl3 in the room are

seen by the light which they receive either di

reCtly or indirectly from the candle, and again

thrown back to the eye. The velocity with

which light moves is almost inconceivable;

coming from the sun to the earth in eight mi
nutes; which is at the rate of about two hun
dred thousand miles in a second : it would,

therefore, make the circuit of our globe in

the time which it takes a person to wink.

When light falls upon a body, part of it is

reflected or driven back, and part enters the

body and is either lost within it, as in opaque
bodies, or is transmitted through it as in trans-

parent onee. The reflection of light is go-
erned by certain immutable laws. As tliesc,

however, are not particularly concerned in

he mechanism of the organs of vision, I shall

not dwell upon them; but as that sense is ma-
terially influenced by the refraction of rays of
light in their passage through the eye, and the
hole structure of the organ displays, in the

most striking manner, the exact correspond-
ence which exists between the construction of
lifierent parts of the human frame, and the
physical laws which the great Creator has es-

tablished, I must say a few words respecting
some of the changes which light undergoes in

being transmitted through transparent bodies.

Whenever a ray of light passes through a
body, unless it falls upon its surface perpen-
dicularly, it is bent, or made to deviate from
a straight course, and this deviation is greater

or less, according to the density of that body.
This is the reason why an objsct under water
appears in a place different from that which it

really occupies; and a stick, one part of which
is immersed in water, appears bent at the
point where it enters. J f the light proceed
from a rarer to a denser medium, as from air

into water, it is refracted towards the perpen-
dicular; on the contrary, if it proceed from a
denser to a rarer medium, as from water into

air, it is refracted from the perpendicular.
This change of direction in the course of rays

of light, is materially influenced by the shape
of the bodies through which they pass. If the

body has parallel surfaces as in our window
glass, the refraction of the ray on enteiing, is

corrected by that which occurs on its passing

out: that is, the bend which takes place upon
its passing out of the air into the glass, is ex-

actly counterbalanced by that made when it

passes from the glass into the air again. But
if the surfaces of the medium (glass for in-

stance) be convex; that is, shaped like the

outside of a watch crystal, then the rays of

light falling upon one of these surfaces and
passing through the glass, will be refracted so

as to come to a point, or focus, behind the

opposite side; and this point will be nearer to

the glass, in proportion to the distance of the

object from which the rays of light come. If

the surfaces of the transparent body are plain,

but inclined towards each other, as in the

common prism, the refraction of a ray of light

in passing into it at one surface, instead of be-

ing compensated for by the change made at

emerging, as when passing through the win-

dow glass, is increased in consequence of the

[losition of the surface through which the ray

escapes.
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In speaking of light iieretofore, I have con-

sidered it as a simple substance or fluid; but

Newton, to whom science in its varied depart-

ments is so greatly indebted, has conclusive-

ly demonstrated that each ray of while light,

such as is given ofl" from luminous bodies, is

in itself composed of several differently co-

loured rays, each of which possesses proper-

ties peculiarly its own. It is not here neces-

sary to enter into a description of the various

experiments, by which that great philosopher

discovered and proved this singular fact. Suf-

fice it to say, he found that a ray of white light

consists of a red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

indigo, and violet coloured ray, each differing

in their refrangibility. This decomposition of

light explains the cause of the different colours

of bodies. When light falls upon a body, it

is, as I have before observed, either all re-

flected, or thrown back from the body, all ab-

sorbed, or some of the component rays reflect-

ed, and some absorbed. If all is reflected,

the colour is white; if all is absorbed, it is

black; if it reflects the red ray and absorbs

the remainder, the colour is red; if the green

is reflected and the others absorbed, it is green,

and so of the rest; and all other colours than

the primitive, are formed by the mixture, in

various proportions, of the rays reflected: so

that no substance can be said to have a colour

in itself, but merely possesses the property of

sending off to the eye, some of the coloured

rays of light. It is supposed that the particu-

lar arrangement of the molecules of any body,

is the cause of its reflecting different rays of

light: but how this arrangement produces its

effect is unknown.

I have before observed, that the rays of

light passing through a medium with convex

surfaces, are brought to a point or focus, be-

hind it. They do not, however, all meet pre-

cisely in one point; those which pass through

the lens near its edges, meeting a little in front

of those which go through the centre. This

variation constitutes what is called " the aber-

ration from sphericity," and in common lenses

produces some confusion; which, however, is

obviated in our optical instruments, by placing

an opaque body perforated in the middle, an-

terior to the lens, so as to allow the light to

strike only on the centre of the glass, and

thus have all the rays brought to the same

point. It will be seen, that this is accom-

plished in the eye by the iris, the perforation

through which is called the pupil. The differ-

ent rays of light vary in the degree in which

they are refracted by the same body, the violet

being the most, and the red the least bent out

of the straight course: hence, a body viewed

through a lens, will appear more or less tinged

with different colours. This dispersion of the

constituent rays, is called " the aberration of

refrangibility," and the inconvenience result-

ing from it, is obviated by combining transpa-

rent bodies of different densities, the varying

dispersive powers of which shall compensate

e*ch other, and show the body seen through

them in its proper colour. Glasses thus con-

stituted, are called " achromatic." There is

a peculiar structure in the eye to obtain the

same effect.

CTo be continued.}

For " The Friend."

-CountyDeal Boatmen.—George Pliillpotts.-

of Kent.

The eighth article of the last number of

the London Quarterly Review, is on the sub-

ject of the late alterations of the Poor Laws.

The general purport of the article will, per-

haps, be sufficiently indicated, by quoting

the following introductory remarks:

—

" On the day the Poor-Law Amendment
Act passed into a law, it occurred to us, that

were we to go personally to any spot where

it might be determined to bring the new code

al uuoe into operation, we sliuuld be enabled

calmly to review the old condemned law in

Is full operation, as well as the first strife,

struggle, or conflict between it and its infant

antagonist. The practical working of the act

might possibly prove so different from the

theoretical intentions of its framers, that on

a point of vital importance to all classes of

our society, but especially to the poor, we
resolved to judge for ourselves, and gravely

to form our opinion on a strict, impartial ana-

lysis of facts.

" With this serious object in view, we ac-

cordingly accompanied the Assistant Poor

Law Commissioner who first sallied forth on

his official errantry, into one of the most

troublesome districts in the country. For

four months we never left him for a moment
—in fact, we were his shadow. We inspect

ed every poor-house in East Kent—attended

all his public meetings of magistrates, parish-

officers, and rate-payers—observed how and

why he divided the whole of East Kent into

unions—remarked by whnt assistance he suc-

ceeded in effecting this object, as well as ob-

taining the consent in writing of the guar-

dians for the dissolution of all the old existing

unions. We pored over his calculations

sifted his data, studied his reports : we list-

ened to the sturdy arguments occasionally

raised against him—and with equal imparti

ality we listened to his replies. By convers

ing with the magistrates, yeomen, parish-offi

cers, peasantry, and paupers, we made our

selves acquainted with public opinion as well

as private interests, and it will now be our

endeavour to lay before the public, in the

unpretending form of a few unconnected

notes, a short review of these proceedings."

The writer proceeds to develope a variety

of curious and interesting information, in re

lation to the pauper system, and its operation

in the county of Kent ; but our object will

be limited to a few extracts, delineaiive of

the character and habits of a singularly hardy,

adventurous, half amphibious race of human
beings, inhabiting the Kentish coast,

ing a brief, but highly graphic description of

the county of Kent, which, it will be remem

bercd, forms the most projecting part of ihe

southeastern coast of England, on the straits

of Dover.
" Having been assured by various classes

of people as well as convinced by documents,

which have already been submitted to our

readers, that the Deal boatmen were in a state

almost of famine, the assistant commissioner

felt it his duty to look with considerable at

|tentioninto their case. 'How they manage

to live,' said the overseer of the parish, ' God
only knows .'' ' lean solemnly assure you they

are starving,' exclaimed one of the magis-

trates. ' Its them floating lights that govern-

ment has put on the Good'in sands which has

ruined 'em,' observed a short, fat, puffy shop-

keeper, a radical advocate for what he called

the freedom of mankind. Finding that all

in different terms corroborated the

same evidence, we strolled down to the beach

d endeavoured to get into conversation with

the boatmen themselves, but from them we
could not extract one word of complaint.

Yet their countenances told plainly enough
what their tongues disdained to utter—in

short, it was evident that they were subsist-

ng on low diet.

" Dressed in blue jackets and trowsers,

they were sitting before their houses of call,

loitering in groups on the beach, or leaning

against the boats, while their tarred canvass

clothing, apparently stiff enough to have

walked alone, was hanging against the low

clinker-built hovels which sheltered their best

sails, oars, &c., from the weather. Except-

ing a wind-bound fleet, riding at anchor, with

heads, like cavalry horses, all pointing the

same way, there was not a vessel in sight,

and their prospects altogether, certainly, did

appear about as barren as the shingle under

their feet. ' I am afraid you are badly off

now-adays, my men?' said the assistant

commissioner to four able-looking seamen

who were chewing (instead of tobacco, which

they would have liked much better) the cud

of reflection. He received no answer—not

even a nod or a shake of the head.
" Finding there was no wisdom in the mul-

titude, we returned to the inn, and having

previously learnt that George Phillpotts was

one of the most respectable, most experienc-

ed, as well as most daring of the Deal boat-

men, we sent a messenger for him, and in

about twenty minutes the door of our apart-

ment opened, and in walked a short, clean-

built, mild-looking old man, who, in a low

tone of voice, very modestly observed that

he had been informed we wished to speak

with him.
" At first we conceived that there must

have been some mistake, for the man's face

did not look as if it had ever seen danger,

and there was a benevolence in it, as well as

a want of animation in his small blue eyes,

that appeared totally out of character with his

calling. His thin white hair certainly show-

ed that he had lived long enough to gain ex-

perience of some sort, but until he answered

that his name was Phillpotts, we certainly did

think that he was not our man.
"'Well, George, what shall it be?' we

said to him, pointing to a large empty tum-

bler on the table. He replied that he wag

much obliged, but that he never drank, at all,

unless it was a glas.s of grog or so about ele-

ven o'clock in the morning; and strange as it

may sound, nothing that we could say could

induce him to break through this odd arrange-

ment. As the man sat perfectly at his ease,

looking as if .nothing could either elate or

depress him, we had little difficulty in ex-
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plaining to him what was our real object in

wishing to know exactly how he and his cona-

rades were faring. On our taking up a pen-

cil to write down his answers, for a moment
he paused, but the feeling, whatever it was,

only dashed across his mind like the spray of

a sea, and he afterwards cared no more for

the piece of black lead, than if it had been

writing his epitaph.
" In answer to our queries, he stated that

he was sixty-one years of age, and had been

on the water ever since he was ten years old.

He had himself saved, in his lifetime, off"tiie

Goodwin Sands, rather more than a hundred

men and women ; and on this subject, no

sooner did he enter into details, than it was

evident that his mind was rich in pride and

self-salisfaction. Nothing could be more cre-

ditable to human nature, nothing less arro-

gant, than the manly animation with which

he e.xultingly described the various sets of

fellow-creatures, of all nations, he had saved

from drowning. Yet on the contra side of

his ledger he kept as faithfully recorded the

concluding history of those, whose vessels, it

having been out of his power to approach,

had foundered on the quicksands only a few

fathoms from his eyes. In one instance, he

said, that as the ship went down, they sud-

denly congregated on the forecastle like a

swarm of bees ; their shrieks, as they alto-

gether sunk into eternity, seemed still to be

sounding in his ears.

"Once, after witnessing a scene of this

sort, during a very heavy gale of wind, which

had lasted three days, he stretched out to the

southward, thinking that otiier vessels might

be on the sands. As he was passing, at a

great distance, a brig, which had foundered

two days before, with all hands on board, its

masts being, however, still above water, he

suddenly observed and exclaimed, that there

was something ' like lumps' o<i the foremast

which seemed to move. He instantly bore

down upon the wreck, and there found four

sailors alive, lashed to the mast. With the

greatest difficulty he and his crew saved them

all. Their thirst (and he had nothing in the

boat to give them) was, he said, quite dread-

ful. There had been with them a fifth man,

but ' his heart had broken ;' and his comrades

seeing this, had managed to unlash him, and

he fell into tiie breakers.

" In saving others, Phillpotts had more than

once lost one or two of his own crew; and in

one case he explained, with a tear actually

standing in the corner of each eye, that he

had lately put a couple of his men on board a

vessel in distress, which in less than ten mi-

nutes was on the sands. His men, as well as

the whole crew, were drowned before h

eyes, all disappearing close to him. By ii

considerately pushing forwards to save his

comrades, his boat got between two banks

sand, the wind blowing so strong upon them

that it was utterly impossible to get back.

For some time the three men who were with

him insisted on trying to get out. ' But,' said

Phillpotts, who was at the helm, ' I told
'

my lads, we're only prolonging our misery, the

sooner it's over the better!' The sea was
breaking higher than a ship's mast over both

banks, but they had nothing left but to steer

right at their enemy.
" On approaching the bank, an immense

wave to windward broke, and by the force of
the tempest was carried completely above
their heads; the sea itself seemed to pass

over them, or rather, like Pharaoh, they were
between two. ' How we ever got over the

bank,' said Phillpotts, who, for the first time
in his narrative, seemed lost, confused, and
incapable of expressing himself, ' I can tell

no man !' After a considerable pause, he
added, ' It was just God Almighty that saved
us, and I shall always think so.'

" On the surface of this globe, there is no
where to be found so inhospitable a desert as

the 'wide blue sea.' At any distance from
land there is nothing in it for man to eat;

nothing in it that he can drink. His tiny foot

no sooner rests upon it, than he sinks into

his grave ; it grows neither flowers nor fruits;

it oilers monotony to the mind, restless mo-
tion to the body; and when, besides all this,

one reflects that it is to the most fickle of the

elements, the wind, that vessels of all sizes

are to supplicate for assistance in sailing in

every direction to their various destinations,

it would almost seem that the ocean was di-

vested of charms, and armed with storms, to

prevent our being persuaded to enter its do-

minions. But though the situation of a vessel

in a heavy gale of wind appears indescribably

terrific, yet, practically speaking, its security

is so great, that it is truly said ships seldom
or ever founder in deep water, except fromj

accident or inattention. How ships manage
to get across that still region, that ideal line,!

which separates the opposite trade winds of

each hemisphere ; how a small box of men
j

manage unlabelled to be buffeted for months
up one side of a wave and down that of an-

other ; how they ever get out of the abysses

into which they sink ; and how, after such

pitching and tossing, they reach in safety the

very harbour in their native country from

which they originally departed, can and ought
|

only to be accounted for by acknowledging]

how truly it has been written, ' that the spirit

of God moves upon the face of the waters.'

" It is not, therefore, from the ocean itselfthat

man has so much to fear ; it can roar during

the tempest, but its bark is worse than its bile
;

however, although the earth and water each

aflford to man a life of considerable security,

yet there exists between these two elements an

everlasting war, into which no passing vessel

can enter with impunity; for of all the terrors

of this world, tliere is surely no one greater

than that of being on a Ice-shore in a gale ofi

wind, and in shallow water. On this account,

it is natural enough that the fear of land is as

strong in the sailor's heart as is his attachment
i

to it ; and when, homeward bound, he day af-[

ter day approaches his own latitude, his lovei

and his fear of his native shores increase as the

distance between them diminishes. Two fates,

the most opposite in their extremes, are short-
[

ly to await him. The sailor-boy fancifully;

pictures to himself that in a few short hours be

will be once again nestling in his mother's'

arms. The able seaman better knows that it^

I
may be decreed for him, as it has been decreed

for thousands, that in gaining his point he
shall lose its object—that England, with all its

verdure, may fade before his eyes, and
' While he sinks without an arm to save,

His country bloom, a garden and a grave !'

" We suppose that it is known to most of our
readers that there exists, on the shores of Deal,
a breed of amphibious human beings, whose
peculiar profession it is to rush to the assist-

ance of every vessel in distress. In moments
of calm and sunshine, they stand listlessly on
the shore, stagnant and dormant, like the ocean
before them ; but when every shopkeeper
closes his door, when the old woman, with her
umbrella turned inside out, feels that she must
either lose it or go with it into the air ; when
the reins of the mail-coachman are nearly
blown from his hand, and his leaders have
scarcely blood or breeding enough to face the

storm ; when the snow is drifting across the

fields, seeking for a hedge-row against which
it may sparkle and rest in peace ; when whole
families of the wealthy stop in their discourse

to listen to the wind rumbling in their chim-
neys

; when the sailor's wife, at her tea, hugs
her infant to her arms ; and, looking at its fa-

ther, silently thanks heaven that he is on shore
;—THEN has the moment arrived for the Deal

boatmen to contend, one against another, to

see whose boat shall first be launched into the

tremendous surf. As the declivity of the beach
is very steep, and as the greased rollers over
which the keel descends are all placed ready

for the attempt, they oijy wait a moment for

what they call a " lull," and then cutting the

rope, the bark, as gallantly as themselves,

rushes to its native element. The difficulty of

getting into deep water would amount some-
limes almost to an impossibility, but that word
has been blotted from their vocabulary ; and
although some boats fail, others, with seven or

eight men on board, are soon seen stretching

across to that very point in creation which one
would think a seafaring man would most fear-

fully avoid—the Goodwin Sands. To be even

in the neighbourhood of such a spot in the

stoutest vessel, and with the ablest crew that

ever sailed, is a fate which Nelson himself

would have striven to avoid ; but that these

poor nameless heroes should not only be will-

ing but eager to go there in a hurricane in an

open boat, shows very clearly, that, with all

his follies and all his foibles, man really is, or

rather can be, the lord of the creation, and that

within his slight frame their beats a heart ca-

pable of doing what every other animal in crea-

tion would shudder to perform. The lion is

savage, and the tiger is ferocious, but where

would their long tails be, if they were to find

themselves afloat with English boatmen ?

" It must be evident to our readers, that the

Deal boatmen often incur these dangers with-

out any remuneration, and in vain, and that

half a dozen boats have continually to return,

their services after all not being required. So
long as a vessel can keep to sea, they are

specks on the ocean, insignificant and unno-

ticed ; but when a ship is drifting on the sands,

or has struck, then there exists no object in

creation so important as themselves. As soon

as a vessel strikes the sand, the waves in suc-

cession break upon as they strike and pass her.
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Under such circumstances, the only means of

getting her afloat is for the shore-boat to come

under her bows and carry ofF her anchor
;

which being dropped at some distance to wind-

ward, enables her to haul herself into deep wa-

ter. To describe the danger which a small

open boat experiences even in approaching a

vessel to make this attempt is beyond the power

of any painter.

" Of all the most unwieldy guests that could

seek for lodging in a small boat, a large ship's

anchor is perhaps the worst ; to receive or

swallow it is almost death—to get rid of it or

disgorge it, is, if possible, still worse. When
a vessel, from bumping on the sands, has be-

become unable to f]oat, its last and only re-

source is to save some of the crew, who, lashed

to a rope which has been thrown aboard, are

one by one dragged by the boatmen through

the surf, till the boat, being able to hold no

more, they cut the only thread on which the

hopes of the remainder had depended, and de-

parting with their cargo, the rest are left to

their fate."

" We need hardly observe to our readers,

that the county of Kent is one of the most

favoured regions on the surface of the habit-

able globe. Situated between the steep Sur-

rey hills and the flat land of Essex, its undu-

lating surface enjoys a happy medium, alike

avoiding the abrupt inconvenience of the one

landscape, and the dull insipidity of the other.

Its villages, and the houses of its gentlemen

and yeomen, shaded by the surrounding trees,

are scarcely perceptible ; and from any emi-

oence, looking around in all directions, there

is a tranquillity in the scene which is very

remarkable. It seems to be a country with-

out inhabitants,—it looks like Paradise, when
Adam and Eve were asleep. Its hop-gardens,

in the winter season, resemble encampments
of soldiers ; its orchards ornament the rich

land, as its woods do the barren. Little is

seen in motion but the revolving sails of white

windmills, which, on various eminences, are

industriously grinding the produce of the sea-

son's harvest. The low, unassuming, flint-

built village church possesses, in its outline

and architecture, an antiquity and a simpli-

city peculiarly appropriate to its sacred ob-

ject, while the white tomb-stones, and the
dark gnarled yew trees which surround
seem to be silent emblems, speechless preac
ers, of death and immortality."

" Among the churches of Asia, how many
of them were wanting ! Ephesus, though she
had much good remaining in her, yet she had
left her first love, and had fallen from her first

slate and works. Pergamos had Ihem which
held the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which
thing Christ hated. Thyatira, she likewise
suffered the woman Jezebel, which called her-

self a prophetess, to teach and seduce God":
servants. Now this she ought not to have
done, the churches having the Spirit, the holy
anointing, to try spirits and prophets by; yea,
to try apostles, which will faithfully discover
which are truly such, and which are not.
Sardis had a name that she lived, but was
generally dead, there being but afew names

left in Sardis, which had not defiled their gar-

ments. Laodicea was lukewarm; neither cold

nor hot-—in the profession, in the form and ap-

[learance of trutrvj but without zeal, without

life, without power. Now being in this state,

having the form and appearance of all, she

judged herself rich, and increased with goods,

and to have need of nothing. This, indeed,

is a pleasant state in man's eye, but very loath-

some to God. This church seemed to have all,

but indeed, had lost all, and wanted the gold,

the raiment, and the eye-salve; and so was

wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and naked.

In this declining state, some fellfrom the doc-

trine of truth, giving heed to seiiuciHg' spirits,

and doctrines of devils. Some from the fel-

lowship and worship; it being the manner of

some to forsake the assembling themselves to-

gether, which the church when first gathered,

was very diligent in. Some held iheform of
knowledge and profession, but fell from the life

and power. Yea, many ways, did the wolfish

false spirits drive and scatter from the flock,

as they could get entrance into men's minds."

Pennington.

Let us be careful to take just ways to com-
pass just things, that they may last in their

benefits to us.

—

Penn.

TUB FRSEMD.
SIXTH MONTH, 30, 1835.

We fully concur in the sentiment generally

entertained, as we believe, by the experienc-
ed and substantial members of the Society of
Friends, that we cannot, consistently with ou
avowed principles and testimonies, join with
other religious denominations in their mis
sionary enterprises. This, however, does not
hinder us from taking a lively interest

every sincere effort to extend the influence of

the gospel of Christ, either at home, or in

distant lands, although not in every respect
conducted in accordance with our views of
the requisitions of that gospel ; neither does
it prevent us from highly estimating the sa

orifices and devotedness of such men as Ca
rey, Morrison, Martin, Gutzlaff, the pious and
gifted Heber, and many others. We confess
at the same time, that our interest in those
operations is in proportion to the deg
with which they conform to the spirit of the
instructions delivered by Jesus himself to his

disciples, "freely ye have received, freely

give," &c., and, therefore it is, that we re-

gard with particular partiality, the labours of

the little community of United Brethren
commonly called Moravians. The subjoined
extract, taken fiom the Christian Advocate
and Journal, contains information concerning
that people, which we think will be accept
able to our readers.

" The ancestors of the Moravian brethren had been a
church of martyrs and confessors for many years be.

fore the reformation, being the genuine followers of the
Bohemian witness of the truth, John Huss, who in the
year 1415 sealed his testimony of the gospel with mar-
tyrdom. They were the first who employed the art of
printing for the publication of the Bible in a living
tongue; and when Luther, Calvin, and their coadjutors,
arose to testify more successfully against the prevail-

ing errors of the day, the brethren submitted to them
their tenets and discipline, and received assurances of
cordial approbation. But as the reformation did not
extend to Bohemia and Moravia, they had to suffer re-

newed persecutions until, toward ttie close of the seven-

teenth century, they ceased to be publicly known as a
church ; and their bishop, John Amos Comenins, pub-
lishing a history of the brethren, bequeathed these me-
morials to the Church of England. Subsequently the m
church of the United Brethren was revived by somefjj

emigrants from Moravia, who, in 1722, found an asy-

lum on the estates of Count Zinzendorf, a pious noble-

man in Lusatia. There tliey built a village named
Herrnhut, which is now their principal settlement, and
from whence they have gradually spread to other coun-

tries on the continent of Europe, to the British Isles,

and to North America.
" When the Moravian exiles scarcely amounted, to a

few hundred souls, the missionary spirit was poured
out upon them with such constraining influence, that
within eight or nine years they sent missionaries to
the West India islands, to Greenland, to the natives of
North and South America, to Lapland, Algiers, Gui-
nea, tlie Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, and subsequently
to Tartary, the Nicobar islands, to Persia and Egypt.
Some of these attempts proved abortive ; but after a
century of humble yet persevering labours, attended
by the blessing of the Great Head of the church, with-
out whom we can do nothing, the United Brethren now
have more or less flourishing missions in the following
countries :

—

Missions
Com- Sta. Mission- No. ofCommu-

In Greenland 1733 "i 95° lisaO
"""'840

Labrador 1770 4 31 895 320
N.Am.among Indians 1734 2 8 349 70
Danish W. I. islands 1732 7 36 9,435 4.000
Jamaica 1754 7 19 4,496 1,450
Antigua 1756 5 22 13,836 5,110
St. Kitts 1775 3 10 4,840 1,150
Barbadoes 1765 2 6 1,603 300
Tobago 1790 1 4 253 18
Surinam, S. America 1735 1 14 3,353 1,200
South Africa 1736 6 30 3,699 1,060

42 214 44,479 15,518

Of the above 9,715 are Greenlanders and Esquimaiut:
349 are Indians of various tribes; 38,216 are negroes
and people of colour ; 2,099 are Hottentots and other
natives of South Africa.

The address inserted on another page, from
the meeting for sufferings of New York, and
which received the sanction of the late yearly
meeting in that city, may be read with in-

struction in other divisions of the Society of
Friends, than that for which it was especially

designed.

Those of our subscribers who do not wish
to bind the seventh volume of this journal,
will confer a favour by returning the first four
numbers, as by some means those numbers
have come out short, and we are unable to
complete the volume for several persons who
have applied. Direct, editor of Friends' box,
Philadelphia P. O.

Agent Appointed.—Stephen Jones, Junii
Palermo, Maine.

Died, on the 3d instant, Ruth Wills, daughter
of George Wilson, of Wilsonsville, Pa. The deceas-
ed was one of the very few of the little meeting of
Monallen, who remained attached to Friends' prin-
ciples, during the sifting of the spirit of separation
which so afilicted our Society.
A few minutes before she e.xpired, to her surviving

parent she said, she never felt the Lord so near her
before ; and if strength was afforded, she would like
to tell her father of her feelings. But nature was ex-
hausted, and in this precious frame of mind she ex-
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HANNAH 3IURRAY,

RELICT OF LINDLEV MURRAY.

For diligent and useful employment of time,

and t/ie gilts bestowed by a beneficent Provi-

dence, under peculiar discouraivenients, the

Jate Lindley Murray may uell rank among the

most eminent examples. The following obi-

tuary notice of his amiable and pious widow,
Jaken from the Annual Monitor of the present

year, is instructive, and will be read, no doubt,

with much interest by many in this Ijer native

country. She died at Holdgate, near York,
(England) 9tli mo. 25th, 1834, at the advanc-

ed age of 86.

Hannah Murray's inaiden name wnsDolison.

She was united to her beloved and valued hus-

band, in bonds of the tenderest ailection, for

fifiy-nine years, and survived him more than

eight yeais, making the whole period of her

residence in England, nearly fifty years.

—

Lindley and Hannah Murray were married in

early life. He thus speaks of tlieir union in

his journal: " About the twentieth year of my
age, I conceived a strong attachment and af-

fection, fur a young woman of personal at-

tractions, good sense, a most amiable disposi-

tion, and of a worthy, respectable family,"

&c. " We have lived together more than

forty years; and through the whole course of

that period, she has been to me a truly excel-

lent and aflfectionate wife. In all our varied

conditions of life, I have received from her the

most unequivocal proofs of attachment, and
solicitude for my welfiire. During my long
confinement, on account of bodily infirmities,

she has cheerfully met our privations, tenderly

sympathised with roe, and been cordially dis-

posed to forego her own ease, to afford me
assistance and comfort. She has, indeed, been
a great blessing to me; and I have abundant
cause to be dcei)ly thankful to God for this un-

merited favour, and its continuance to the

present time." And on the forty-second an-

niversary of their union, in one of his written

testimonials of love to his dear partner, he
says: " When the time comes, whether sooner
or later, that we must part, may the survivor

be blessed with the hope and faith, that a little

time will reunite us in the blessed abode,

where we shall have, with purified afTections

and enlarged minds, to sing the praises of our
God and Saviour, through the endless ages of
eternity."

Hannah Murray was, indeed, as the pre-

ceding passages intimate, a striking example
of conjugal affection and duty. Her natural

disposition was amiable; but we believe it may
truly be said, that her character and conduct
in this respect, were sustained by Christian

principle. Her constant attention to her hus-

band confined her, during the last ten or fif-

teen years of his life, to the two apartments
to which the state of his health almost exclu-

sively limited him. This exclusion from the

external air appeared to become, in lime, al-

most essential to her own freedom from severe

indisposition. Such a close and constant in-

tercourse, no doubt rendered the prospect of
Bsparation unusually distressing; but when the

event occurred, it was very instructive to ob-

serve how those Christian principles, which
had sustained her in the exercise of her con-

jugal duties, supported her under the severe

privation of her beloved partner. Her sorrow,

though deep, was borne with patient, and al-

most cheerful acquiescence; and she evidently

felt a mournful satisfaction in having been per-

mitted to be the survivor, inasmuch as her

husband had been spared the pain and priva-

tion which he must have suffered from her

prior removal.

It was scarcely to be expected that the ha-

bits of confinement which her afTection for

her husband had so long enjoined, and made
even pleasant, would be materially changed
at the advanced age of seventy-eiglit; but so

soon as the occasion for those habits was re-

moved, she began to take air and exercise;

and gradually inured herself to the practices

ol' other persons in tolerable health. So com-
pletely, indeed, was this the case, that she

several times walked from Holdgate to York,
to attend our i-eligious meeting; the privilege

of which she highly prized, but was frequent-

ly prevented from attending on a first day,

from her reluctance to interfere with the du-

ties and privileges of others on this day of

rest.

Consideration for others was indeed a strik-

ing feature in the conduct of both Lindley and
Hannah Murray. Secluded as, in some re-

spects, their hoitse necessarily was, it was
always open to the wants and real interests of
their friends and neighbours, and of the poor
in general. They watched, with sedulous and
Christian care, against the encroachment of

those habits of self-indulgence and self-devoted-

ness, which are so apt to creep upon invalids

and to contract and deaden the best feelings

of the heart. Sympathy and charity were,

perhaps, no where in more active exercise

than at Holdgate; and if we were asked the

secret of their exemption from many of the

usual weaknesses of their condition, we should,

without hesitation, declare it to be—" The
Power of Religion on the Mind." It was
this, to revert more immediately to our lately

deceased friend, which regulated and sustain-

ed her. Those who visited her, heard her

much more frequently refer to the trials and
privations of others, than to her own.
Our dear friend's income, after her hus-

band's decease, was certainly ample ; but

would not have been deemed by many more
than sufficient for the support of such an es-

tablishment as her station required. But the

Christian simplicity which pervaded all her
habits, left her at liberty to devote a large por-

tion of her means to the good of others. Her
charities were both of a public and private

kind; a very considerable sum was annually

distributed amongst worthy persons with whom
she was acquainted, who were in straitened

circumstances, or under any peculiar difficul-

ties: the poor around her partook largely of

her help, and the sympathies of lisr heart ac-

companied the liberality of her hand: she was,

however, dij^criminating and judicious in her

charities. But the most strikmg featuies in

the character of our beloved friend were sim^

plicity, humility, and cheerfulness.

She felt a lively interest in the spreading of

Divine Truth, and in the increase of piety an^
virtue every where ; but especially was her

heart warmed with any indication of spiritual

improvement amongst the members of her own
meeting; for whom she felt, in the bonds of

Christian love, almost a maternal solicitude:

having occupied for many yearo, the station of

an elder in the church.

To a person thus habitually living, death

could not present himself as a king of terrors;

yet when brought low by a severe attack of
diness, as she was in the second month of the

present year, the clouds of doubt were per-

mitted to hang over her future prospects. The
perfect holiness of God, and the exceeding
sinfulness of every violation of his law, in

word, thought, or deed, pressed with the most
lively force .upon her mind, and made her
deeply feel that she had no hope but in mercy,
and almost to fear, whether that mercy could
be extended towards her. It was a time of
deep searching of heart, of humiliation, and,
we may perhaps be allowed to add, of further

purification. Imbued as her mind was, with
the gracious promises of the gospel, this stale

of suspense, a stale in which the sense of full

forgiveness was not granted her, continued for

a long period; and was deeply distressing.

Yet it was evident that through all, her mind
was stayed on her God; and the lesson was
power-fully read to others: " If the righteous

scarcely be saved, whei-e shall the ungodly
and the sinner appear?" At length she was
permitted to behold her Saviour, as gracious

and merciful, and fully to rely on the truth of
his faithfulness.

To a friend, who visited her shortly after

the change in her feelings, she expressed, in

very warm and strong terms, her sense of the

love of the Saviour, to such an unworthy crea-

ture as she esteemed herself to be; expressing

the deepest gratitude for the hope which was
now as an anchor of the soul, both sure and
steadfast; saying, that her " hope rested only

on mercy—mercy to a sinner." She had never
been in the habit of much expression in regard
to her religious feelings; nor was her practice

much altered by the near approach of death.

Her simple, humble character was still most
conspicuous

;
yet the following expressions,

made at various times to some of her nearest

friends, may serve further to show the tenor

of her feelings, after the preceding very trying

dispensation: "I now believe I shall not be

cast away, (but it is through the love and mer-

cy of a crucified Saviour;) and that He will

receive me." " The cloud which has been in

my way is quite removed." " All is removed;
there is now nothing in the way; my sins are

all pardoned. Ol what happine.ss! all through
infinite condescension and mercy." Respect-

ing the long season of severe conflict slie had
passed through, she added: " It has been my
first prayer that it might suiBce; and now it is

graciously answered." On its being intimat-

ed, that her prospects of a future state must
be bright, seeing she was so anxious to be

gone, she said: " Through unmerited mercy
in Christ Jesus, I have a hope of being ac-

cepted. My unworthiness is great indeed."

Her long protracted illness of seven months,
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was marked by the most gradual, yet percep'.i-

Jije, increase of weakness, without any acute

suffering. During the state of restlessness

which prevailed in the last day or two, she

uttered the following ejaculations: "Holy joy
" My Lord ! my God ! my Saviour I hel

help, help mc to believe." " Why art Thou
so long in coming? My merciful heavenl
Father; so gracious !"

On the last seizure, she said to some friends

who were sitting beside her bed, with a most
expressive placidity of countenance, and with

a tone of voice not to be soon forgotten
" Come to see me die;" and not very long

after, " I shall be happy !" After which
sweet sleep of several hours' continuance su

ceeded, and without any alteration but a slight

change in the breathing, her prepared spirit

was granted that release which she had

often and so fervently solicited, not only, we
have cause to believe, that she might be freed

from the remaining shackles of mortality, but

also that her anxious attendants might be li-

berated; for whom she expressed, on many
occasions, the most tender solicitude, and the

most grateful feelings for their affectionate

kindness.

Though many very deeply feel the loss of

this dear Friend, yet she being gathered as

" a shock of corn cometh in its season" into

the heavenly garner; perhaps we cannot con-

clude this little memoir more appropriately,

than with the following lines, written by the

late Bishop Heber on the death of a Chris-

tian.

" Thou art gone to the grave,—but we will not deplore
thee;

Though sorrows and darkness encompass the tomb,
The Saviour has pass'd through its portals before

thee;

And the lamp of his love is thy guide through the
gloom.

Thou art gone to the grave,—we no longer behold

Nor tread the rough path of the world by thy side

;

But the wide arms of mercy are spread to enfold thee,

And sinners may hope, since the Sinless has died.

Thou art gone to the grave,—and, its mansion forsak-

ing,

Perhaps thy fried spirit in doubt lingered long

;

But the sunshine of heav'n beam'd bright in thy wak-
ing,

And the song which thou heardst was the seraphim's
song.

Thou art gone to the grave,—but 'twere wrong to de-
plore thee.

When God was thy ransom, thy guardian, thy guide

;

He gave thee, and took thee, and soon will restore

thee,

Where death hath no sting ;—since the Saviour hath
died."

Acclimated Plants.—It is not possible for an inform-
ed person to walk, during the early summer months,
in the vicinity of our "great towns, without being
struck with the daily increasing number of our accli-

mated plants. The heliotrope, fuchsia, verbena, tri-

phylla, many species of geraniums, and others, may
be seen growing luxuriantly in the open air, of wliich
starved specimens were formerly nursed in green-
houses. Bushman (" Study of Nature") adds many
examples of useful as well as ornamental plants;
among others, he mentions that the tetragonia ex-
pansa, or New Zealand spinage, introduced by Sir
Joseph Banks, only in 1772, and treated as a green-
house plant, is now, in the neighbourhood ofExmouth,
so abundant, that it has become quite a weed.

For "The Friend." I would then probably be considered as a dead

certain quality in Christendom.^'o"^"
, „ o ,, ^ ^ , , . ,

' Paul—" Such are false apostles, deceitful
workers, transforming themselves into the
apostles of Christ. And no marvel, for Satan
himself is transformed into an angel of light.

Therefore, it is no great thing, if his minis-
ters also be transformed as the ministers of
righteousness ; whose end shall be according
to their works. Do I seek to please men?
for if I yet pleased men, I should not be the
servant of Christ. Having begun in the Spi-
rit, are ye now made perfect by the flesh?

When ^°^ '""^^ y® again to the weak and beggarly

there is a manifest difficulty in overcoming a
elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in

- iu?,: bondage? Ye observe days, and months, and

There
that passes very currently under the name of

charity, of which every sect possesses a share.

The, use to which it is generally applied,

is to palliate or conceal error, and for this

purpose it is a most convenient agent. If a

person gratifies himself in things which the

Bible seems to be against, it is remarkably
ingenious in giving such a construction to

the text, as to make the deviation appear in-

nocent, and even allowable, considering the

changes which have been constantly taking
place, since the Bible was written

stern scripture precept, it pleads very patheti . . , r- -j ^ ,

- humanitv
t'^es, and years. I am afraid of you, lest I

cability of
^'^'"^ bestowed upon you labour in vain. Nowand expresses doubts of the practicab

complying with such commands. It appeal:

to the voice of the majority for the correct-

ness of its decisions, and as the proportion
of Christians is very small, who advocate the
possibility of being made free from sin in this

life, its prudence never permits it to urge
that point on any occasion. Mingling very
generally with the refined and politer circles,

it is extremely complaisant, accommodating
itself to the sentiments of others, and rather
than give offence, often assents to opinions
which, in other company, it admits to be
doubtful. It pays great court to riches and
learning, rank and talents, and exercises a

special feeling of tenderness for the few aber-
rations which it may discover among these
classes, while it takes great delight in pub-
lishing their mighty deeds. In becoming
" all things to all men," it would claim to be
of apostolic date, and is no less famous for
its credulity than antiquity, in " believing all

things," which accord with its wishes and
fancies. It softens down the severities of
scripture doctrine, and relaxes the obliga-
tions which the ancient Christians believed
their religion imposed, so that on being fully

acquainted with its wonderful properties, we
may be led to suppose, that the same ratio

of improvement was anticipated in the na-
ture and character of the Christian reli-

gion, which steam power and railways effect

in mechanics and agriculture. Of course a
good deal of change would follow in the pro-

fessors of this reformed Christianity. They
would not be that uncouth, blunt, and un-
bending race which the world has heretofore
deemed them ; but their pliant, affable and
amiable manners, would pass for indisputable

evidences of true brotherly love, and genuine
charitable feeling towards all men.

Much of the language of the old Christians

would become obsolete. It would be regard-

ed as extremely harsh, and better adapted to

an uncultivated state of society, than to the
delicate ears of modern polite Christians.

Should a few be scattered up and down, who
might occasionally let such terms slip, they
would be marked as uneducated, contracted,

and requiring the aid of some modern Pris-

cillas or Aquillas, to instruct them more
perfectly in the new dialect. The following

specimens of the expressions and sentiments
of old fashioned, plain spoken Christians,

the spirit speaketh expressly, that in the lat-

ter time some shall depart from the faith, giv-
ing heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of
devils; speaking lies in hypocrisy; having
their consciences seared with a hot iron. For
the time will come, that they will not endure
sound doctrine ; but after their own lusts,
heap to themselves teachers having itching
ears ; and they shall turn away their ears from
truth, and shall be turned unto fables. But
though we, or an angel from heaven—preach
any other gospel unto you, than that which
we have preached unto you, let him be ac-
cursed. As we said before, so say I now
again, if any man preach any other gospel
unto you, than that ye have received, let hinn

be accursed. Holding faith and a good con-
science, which some having put away, con-
cerning faith, have made shipwreck, of whom
is Hymeneus and Alexander, whom I have
delivered unto Satan, that they may learn not
to blaspheme." John.—" If there come any
unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive
him not into your house, neither bid him God
speed."

Upon the latter texts, Robert Barclay re-
marks. " For seeing it is so, that in the true
church, there may men arise and speak per-
verse things, contrary to the doctrine and
gospel already received, what is to be the
place of those that hold the pure and ancient
truth ? Must they look upon these perverse
men as their brethren ? Must they cherish
them as fellow members, or must they judge,
condemn, and deny them? We must not
think the apostle wanted charity, [genuine,
not spurious,] who will have them accursed ;

and that gave Hymeneus and Alexander over
to Satan, after that they had departed from
the true faith, that they might learn not to
blaspheme. In short, if we must preserve
and keep these, that are come to own the
truth, by the same means they were brought
into it; we must not cease to be plain with
them, and tell them when they are wrong;
and by sound doctrine, both exhort and con-
vince gainsayers. If the apostles of Christ of
old, and the preachers of the everlasting
gospel in this day, had told all people, how-
ever wrong they found them in their faith and
principles, our charity and love is such, we
dare not judge you, nor separate from you ;

but let us all live in love together, and every
one enjoy his own opinion, and all will be well.
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how should the nations have been, or what

way can they be brought to truth and right-

eousness? Would not the devil love this

doctrine well, by which darkness and igno-

rance, error and confusion, might still conti-

nue in the earth unreproved and uncondemn-
ed ? If it was needful then for the apostles

of Christ in the days of old to reprove, with-

out sparing to tell the high priest and great

professors among the Jews, that they were
stubborn and stitfnecked, and always resisted

the Holy Ghost, without being guilty of im-

position and oppression, or want oi true love

and charity ; and also for those messengers

the Lord raised up in this day, to reprove and

cry out against the hireling priests, and to

tell the world openly, both professors and

profane, that they were in darkness and ig-

norance, out of the truth, strangers and aliens

from the commonwealth of Israel; if God
has gathered a people by this means, into the

belief of one and the same truth, must not

they, if they turn and depart from it, be ad-

monished, reproved, and condemned, because

they crucify afresh unto themselves the Lord
of glory, and put him to open shame ? It

seems the apostle judged it very needful they

should be so dealt with, when he says, ' there

are many unruly and vain talkers and deceiv-

ers, especially they of the circumcision, whose
mouths must be stopped,' &-c. Were such a

principle to be received or believed, that in

the church of Christ, no man should be se-

parated from, no man condemned or exclud-

ed the fellowship and communion of the body,

for his judgment or opinion in matters of

faith, then what blasphemies so horrid, what
heresies so damnable, what doctrines of de-

vils, but might harbour itself in the church

of Christ? What need then of sound doc-

trine, if no doctrine make unsound ?"

Anarchy of the Ranters.

A Communicationfrom the Meetingfor Suffer-

ings, to the quarterly, monthly, and prepa-

rative meetings of Friends, within the limits

of the Yearly Meeting of New York.

D£AB FeIENDS,

In some of the recent sittings of this meet-

ing, our minds have been seriously impressed
with the consideration of the nature and im-

portance of the subjects confided to us by the

discipline, attended with solicitude tliat we
may so dwell under the sanctifying influence

of the Holy Spirit, as to be " quick of dis-

cerning in the fear of the Lord," and faithful in

the performance of such duties as are con-
nected with the responsible station that we
fill.

Under such feelings, our minds have been

drawn toward our dear friends in the various

parts of the yearly meeting, we trust, in gos-

pel solicitude. Christian sympathy, and bro-

therly concern, desiring that " grace, mercy
and truth may abound amongst you."
The solemn charge to one of the early

Christian churches appears to be of universal

application, and highly deserving our most se-

rious attention—" Be watchful, and strengthen
the things that remain, that are ready to die.

for 1 have not found thy works perfect before
God."
Our profession, high and holy as it is, sup-

poses, and requires a stale of great watchful-

ness, conformably to the injunctions of our
holy Redeemer, " What I say unto you I say

unlo all, watch, watch and pray, lest ye enter

into temptation."

The history ofour religious society is fraught

with instructive testimony to the faithfulness

of our early friends, our honourable forefa-

thers in the truth, in this respect. Their
watchfulness, and humble attention to the un-
foldings of the Divine Spirit, as contained in

the holy scriptures, or immediately revealed

in their own minds, was a conspicuous trait in

their character—" having received the truth in

the love of it," they ceased to be conformed
to this world ; and were happily transformed
by the renewing of their minds, thus proving,

what was the good, and acceptable, and per-

fect will of God concerning them. And having

done all to stand amidst such sulferings, im-

prisonments, whippings, &c., as are unknown
to us, they were established on the sure Foun-
dation, the Rock of Ages, Christ Jesus our

Lord, and through divine grace have trans-

mitted to us a patrimony more valuable than

the treasures of this world.

It would be wise in us, their successors in

religious profession, and the advocates of the

same Christian doctrines, seriously to enquire

how far our practice is conformable to their

excellent example; how far we are maintaining

that degree of watchfulness that the gospel

enjoins, and are thus made instrumental in

" strengthening the things that remain, and are
indend ready Ui die."

Had all the members of our religious So-

ciety maintained an humble, watchful, and de-

pendent state, the afflicting and desolating

storm that has so fearfully swept over us,

would doubtless have been averted. Humility
and a reverent trust in the Lord Jesus Christ,

could not have furnished materials for such a

tempest; and as the same cause will continue to

produce like efiects, let us, dear Friends, often

advert to the instructive language of inspiration

and suitably apply it to ourselves—" Thus saith

the Lord, let not the wise man glory in his

wisdom, neither let the mighty man glory in

his might, let not the rich man glory in his

riches; but let him that glorieth glory in this,

that he understandeth and knoweth me, that I

am the Lord, that exercise loving kindness,

judgment and righteousness in the earth, for

in these things I delight, saith the Lord."
In consequence of the separation in the So-

ciety that necessarily took place, from the state

of things alluded to, the painful recollection

whereof must still be too fresh and vivid to

require description, Friends in most places are

brought into trying circumstances on divers

accounts, and we tenderly sympathise with

them.

In their little stripped meetings and solitary

abodes, encompassed with weakness and sur-

rounded by discouragements, they probably
feel their situation to be difficult, and so indeed

it is; but let us consider, and be cheered in

the recollection, that however great our trials

and conflicts may be, a humble and patient

reliance on Him who was touched with a feel-

ing of our infirmities, and who knows how to

succour and support, is the most sure, and in-

deed the only efl'ectual remedy.
When confiding in the everlasting Arms we

are the most sensible of our own helplessness,

and a natural propensity to a wayward course;
and prepared availingly to hear, and obey the
command, " Shake thyself from the dust, and
sit down, O Jerusalem; loose thyself from the
bands of thy neck, O captive daughter of
Zion."

It has been said, that no association, ei-

ther civil or religious, can long sustain itself,

that does not frequently recur to first princi-

ples—that is, where the persons agreeing to
the compact, do not often advert to the foun-

dation upon which it rests. If this position be
correct, (and it will scarcely be controverted,)
it is of vital importance that the members of
our religious Society should cultivate an inti-

mate acquaintance with its history, its Chris-
tian doctrines, and peculiar testimonies, as one
of the means, that, with the blessing of Heaven,
are calculated to give life and stability to the
body, and consistency to its members.
We are aware that true Christian knowledge

is mainly obtained through the immediate in-

fluence and operation of the Holy Spirit, " for

if any man will do his will, he shall know of
the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether
I speak of myself." And while, therefore,

we afiectionately and pressingly urge an in-

crease of deep reverent attention to this blessed

influence, we would also encourage Friends
every where, and of all ranks, gratefully to

appreciate those secondary helps that we are
mercifully favoured with. Of these, we need
scarcely say, the Holy Scriptures hold a pre-
eminent place; hence it has been the concern
of the Society from its rise, to impress the

duty, and show the benefit of reading and me-
ditating on the history and doctrine contained
in the sacred volume, as being able to make
wise unto salvation, through faith in Jesus
Christ. And while we add our feeble tribute

to their excellency, and express our desire that

their doctrines and precepts may be more gene-
rally believed and obeyed even in the Society
of Friends, we avail ourselves of the present

opening to communicate the concern that has

prevailed in this meeting relative to a more
general and intimate acquaintance with the

writings of Friends.

There can be no doubt that great benefit

would result from a proper attention to this

subject, and it is to be feared that weakness
and apathy have been induced from the want
of it, and that other, and much less profitable

reading has too generally been substituted.

If indeed, it is important that our members
should be acquainted with the history of the So-
ciety, comprehending its rise, progress, Chris-

tian doctrines, ])eculiar testimonies, and the

great sufferings of our early Friends; surely

it must be necessary for us to read the books
that contain this information; hence we feel

it to be an especial duty, to urge the necessity

of an increase of religious concern on this

account. The history, and doctrinal works of

Friends, should be familiar to us. If they were
so, we can hardly suppose that so many
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amongst us would trample with seeming im-

punity on the testimonies that have been pur-

chased at so de:ir a rate, and depart from the

plainness of speech and apparel, and the gene-

ral moderation, that so conspicuously adorned

our primitive friends. While dwelling on this

interesting subject, we cherish the hope, that

if Friends can be persuaded to view it in ils

true light, as a religious duty, that they will

oflen feel their minds drawn, not only to indi-

vidual but also collective reading in families

of the Holy Scriptures and the approved writ-

ings of Friends. A concern which there can

be no doubt would have a salutary influence

in drawing our minds from the grovelling cares

of this life, and be happily instrumental in in-

ducing the junior members of the Society to

accept the pathetic invitation " O taste and see

that the Lord is good; blessed is tiie man

that trusleth in him:" thus procuring to the

body through unmerited mercy, an increase of

that spiritual strength we so much need, and

of that influential faith that works by love,

which while it purifies is the strong bond of

Christian fellowship.

It scarcely need be said, that, in the present

state of things, our young Friends are pecu-

liarly subjected to trials, and assailed by tempt-

ations, owing to local causes, and the small-

ness of our number in many places; (his inte-

resting class are much at a loss for suitable

society; and under these circumstances, in the

ardour of youthful feelings the temptation is

strong to assimilate with such as offer little

hope of benefit.

Hence they stand much in need of the sym-

pathy and fostering care of their parents and

friends, to prevent if poaeible the blighting in

fluence of improper associations; and perhaps,

in. no way can this tender and sympathetic

care be more availingly exerted than in a hum-

ble and honest desire to imbue their minds

with correct views, not only of the Christian

doctrines and their individual application, but

of the grounds of our religious and peculiar

testimonies; and this may be done even at an

early age.

If we wish our children to become useful

members of the Society, attached to its prin-

ciples, and disposed to follow the example of

its consistent members, we must feel bound by

the most sacred obligations, to" train them up

in the way they should go," looking with hum-

ble confidence to him whose hand is full of

blessings, in the hope " that when they are old,

they will not depart from it." An abiding

sense of the high responsibility that attaches

to parents, and the recollection that the solemn

enquiry will be made, " What hast thou done

with the lambs committed to thy care," cannot

fail to stimulate to diligence in the discharge

of our parental duty; and can scarcely fail to

procure a blessing on our feeble, but sincere

efforts. And what greater joy can a godly

parent have, than " to see hiscliildren walking

in the truth." And surely, no greater joy can

the children have, than such a course will give

them.

To our young Friends, we would aflfection-

ately address the language, " Seekest thou

great things for thyself? seek them not." The
world promises much, but its promises are

fallacious; suffer yourselves then to be govern-

ed by the liiiiiling power of truth, yield your

hearts unto Him who died for you, that you

might live, so will you be mercifully preserved

from the vanities of the world ; retire often

into yourselves, and listen attentively to the

voice of that blessed Teacher, that cannot be

removed into a corner. Such introversion

will increase your faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ, incline you to love the Holy Scriptures,

to acquaint yourselves with the writings of our

early Friends, and furnish you with that moral

and Christian courage, that will not only en-

able you to resist the temptations with which

you may be assailed, but to cleave steadfastly

to the Society, of which you are members,
and in which you enjoy many valuable privi-

leges, adorning our profession by the plainness

of your habit and address, and the general

consistency of your conduct. To you, your

elder Friends are looking with intense solici-

tude; do not disappoint the cheering hope,

that instead of the fathers will be seen the

sons, and instead of the mothers the daugh-

ters, who through obedience to divine grace,

shall have been prepared for the Lord's work
and service.

In conclusion, dear Friends, permit us to

express the solicitude we feel, that by increas-

ing dedication of heart to the blessed cause of

our holy Redeemer, we may indeed realise the

state described by the beautiful and sublime

language of the Psalmist, " Let mount Zion

rejoice, let the daughters of Judah be glad,

because of thy judgments. Walk about Zion,

and go round about her; tell the towers there-

of. Mark ye well her bulwarks, consider her

palacsB; that ye may tell it to the generation

following. For this God is our God for ever,

he will be our guide even unto death."

Signed on behalf, and by direction of the

meeting for suflTerings, held in New York, the

2d of 3d month, 1835.

Samuel Paksons, Clerk.

Liberated Slaves.—A writer in the Cincin-

nati Journal says: " From a recent investiga-

tion, there are, as nearly as can be ascertained,

1,129 emancipated slaves in this city ; 476 of

this number have purchased themselves at the

total expense of ^215,618 62, averaging for

each ^432 77. ff any one wishes to know
what slavery is, let him go and sit by the side

of these persons, and listen to their tale of

suffering and wo. If he doubts whether slaves,

if liberated, can take care of themselves, let

him here learn what perseverance and self

denial is, as he looks at the desperate strug-

gles of these people to buy their own bodies

and those of their children. And let it be re

membered, that these efforts are made while

crippled and loaded with the disabilities of si

very and negro prejudice. Many of them a;

now trying to buy their friends, whom they liavc

left behind. From the same investigation, it is

ascertained that the above number of indivi-

duals have 163 parents, 68 husbands and wives,

346 children, and 1,569 brothers and sisters,

who are still treiiAling beneath the frowns of

a task-master; am they appear to feel in re-

gard to them just as other people feel."

" Christ is not of the world, and he leads

out of the world; out of its vanities, ways,
customs, fashions, &c. A man cannot serve

Christ and the world. Can any man be born
of the Father, be begotten by him o\it of the

spirit of the world, and yet l;ve in that, walk
in that, which is not of the Father, but of the

world; which came from the worldly part,

nourisheth and pleaseth the worldly part in

man, but pleaseth not tiie Father? Can that

tnan who is not of the world, but of the Fa-

ther, do any thing that upholdeth the lust of

the flesh, the lust of the eyes, or the pride of
life, either in himself or others? Doth not

the spirit of the Lord, where it is hearkened
to, draw out of these, out of all things which
are of these? Therefore consider well what
it will cost, and how hard it is to follow Christ;

that thou, who desirest to be the Lord's,

mayest receive help and strength from him to

be faithful—that in his strength thou mayest
overcome all that stands between thee and
life, that so thou mayest receive the crown,
and inherit the kingdom which is prepared for,

and given to, the faithful, who labour and
fight not in vain; but gain ground and conquer,
yea at length become more than conquerors,

through the mercy, love, might, and power of

the Lord."

—

Pennington.

INFANTINE ENQUIRIES.
BY WILLIAM PENKYCOOK BROWN.

" Tell me, O mother ! when I grow old,

Will my hair, which my sisters say is like gold.

Grow gray as the old man's, weak and poor,

Who asked for alms at our pillared door ?

Will I look as sad, will I speak as slow.

As he, when he told us his tale of woe ?

Will ray hands then shake, and my eyes be dim ?

TrII me. O mother ! will I grow lilje him ?

" He said—but I knew not what he meant

—

That his aged heart with sorrow was rent.

He spoke of the grave as a place of rest.

Where the weary sleep in peace, and are blest

;

And he told how his kindred there were laid.

And the friends with whom in his youth he played

;

And tears from the eyes of the old man fell.

And my sisters wept as they heard his tale !

" He spoke of a home, where, in childhood's glee.

He chased from the wild flowers the singing bee;

And followed afar, with a heart as light

As its sparkling wings, the butterfly's flight

;

And pulled young flowers, where they grew 'nealh the

beams
Of the sun's fair light, by his own blue streams ;

—

Yet he left all these through the earth to roam !

Why, O mother I did he leave his home ?"

" Calm thy young thoughts, my own fair child !

The fancies of youth and age are beguiled ;

—

Though pale grow thy cheeks, and thy hair turn gray.
Time cannot steal the soul's youth away !

There's a land of which thou hast heard me speak.
Where age never wrinkles the dweller's cheek

;

But in joy they live, fair boy ! like thee

—

It was there the old man longed to be !

" For he had hope that those with whom he played.

In his heart's young joy, neath their cottage shade

—

Whose love he shared, when their smiles and mirth
Brightened the gloom of this sinful earth

—

Whose names from our world had passed away.
As flowers in the breath of an autumn day

—

He had hope that they, all suffering done.

Encircled the tlirone of the Holy One !

" Though ours be a pillared and lofty home.
Where Want with his pale train never may come.

Oh ! scorn not the poor, with the scorner's jest.

Who seek in the shade of our hall to rest

;

For He who hath made them poor may soon
Darken the sky of our glowing noon,

And leave us with woe, in the world's bleak wild I

Oh ! soften the griefs of the poor, my child !"
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The subject of the present sketch was by

birth an American, and, like his contempora-

ry and countryman Benjamin. Franklin, whose
philosophical pursuits were somewhat akin to

his own, he deserves the attention of our

youthllil readers, from the circumstance of liis

having risen by application, and the strength

of his genius, from an obscure station in so-

ciety, to take an honourable place among the

most distinguished men of his day.

David Riilenhouse, whose name has been

celebrated in the annals of astronomical

science, was born near Germantown, Penn-

sylvania, on the 9lh of April, 1732. His fa-

mily, which was of Dutch extraction, were
the first who engaged in the n>anufacturc of

paper in this country. The father of David

Rittenhouse abandoned the occupation of a

paper-maker, when about twenty-nine years

of age, and commenced the business of a far-

mer, on a piece of land which he had pur-

chased in the township of Norriton, about

twenty miles from the city of Philadelphia. It

seems that he very early designed his son for

this useful and respectable employment. Ac-
cordingly, as soon as tiie boy arrived at a suf-

ficient age to assist in conducting the affairs of

the farm, he was occupied as a husbandman.

This kind of occupation appears to have com-
menced at an early period of his life. About
the fourteenth year of his age, he was employ-

ed in ploughing in his father's fields. His

brother Benjamin relates, that while David

was th<is engaged at the plough, he (the in-

formant), then a young boy, was frequently

sent to call him to iiis msals; at which times

he repeatedly observed, that not only the fences

at the head of many of the furrows, but even

his plough and its handles, were covered over

with chalked numerical figures. Astronomy
was a favourite pursuit. He also applied him-

self industriously to the study of optics, the

mechanical powers, &c., without the advan-

tage of the least instruction. About the se-

venteenth year of his age, he made a wooden
clock, of very ingenious workmanship; and

soon after, he constructed one of the same

materials that compose the common four-and

twenty hour clock, and upon ihe same princi-

(>Ies. He had, much earlier in life, exhibited

proofs of his tneclianical genius, by making,
when only seven or eight years old, a complete

water-mill ij^miniatuie.

With mony vofuablo troita of characlpr, the

elder Rittenhouse had no claims to what is

termed genius. Hence he did not properly

appreciate the early specimens of talent wliicli

appeared in his son David. He was for some
time opposed to the young man's earnest de-

sire to renounce agricultural employments, for

the purpose of devoting himself altogether to

philosophical pursuits, in connection with some
such mechanical profession as might best com-
port with useful objects of natural philosophy,

and be most likely, at the same time, to aflbrd

him the means of a comfortable" suHStstelTO.

At length, however, the father yielded his own
inclinations, in order to gratify what was ma-
nifestly the irresistible impulse of his son's

genius. He supplied him with money to pur-

chase, in Philadelphia, such tools as were
more immediately necessary for commencing
the clock-making business, which the son then

adopted as his profession. About the same
time, young Rittenhouse erected, on the side

of a public road, and on his father's land, in

the township of Norriton, a small but commo-
dious workshop; and after having made many
implements of tlie trade with his own hands,

to sU|,p!y the deficiency in his purchased stock,

he set out in good earnest, as a clock and ma-
thematical instrument maker. From the age

of eighteen or nineteen to twenty-five, D.

Rittenhouse applied himself unremittingly,

both to his trade and his studies. Employed
throughout the day, in his attention to the for-

mer, he devoted much of his nights to the

latter. Indeed he deprived himself of the ne-

cessary hours of rest; for it was his almost

invariable practice to sit up at his books until

midnight, sometimes much later.

When the father established his residence at

Norriton, and during the minority of the son,

there were no schools in the vicinity at which

any thing more was taught than reading and
writing in the English language, and the sim-

plest rules of arithmetic. Young Riltenhouse's

school education was therefore necessarily

bounded by very narrow limits. He was in

truth taught nothing beyond those very cir-

cumscribed studies which have been named,
prior to his nineteenth year. The zeal with

which he pursued his studies, will be seen from

the following e.\tract of a letter, written in

September 1756, being then little more than

twenty-four years of age. " 1 have not health

for a soldier" (the country was then engaged

in war,) " and as I have no expectation ol

serving my country in that way, I am spend-
ing my time in the old trifling manner, and
am so taken with optics, that I do not know
whether, if the enemy should invade this part

of the country, as Archimedes was slain while

making geometrical figures on (he sand, so I

should die making a telescope."
It was during the residence of Rittenhouse

with his father at Norriton, that he made him-
self master of Sir Isaac Newton's Principia,
which he read in the English translation of
Motte. It was here, likewise, that he became
acquainted with the science of fluxions, of
whicl) sublime invention he believed himself
for a while to be the author; nor did he know
for some years afterwards that a contest liad

been carried on between Sir Isaac Newton
and Leibnitz, for the honour of that great and
useful discovery. D. Riltenhouse's early zeal
in his practical researches into astronomy,
prompted him lo desire the greatest possible

accuracy in the construction of time-pieces,

adapted to astronomical purposes; and unit-

ing, as he did, operative skill with a thorough
knowledge of the principles upon which their

construction depends, he was enabled, by his

own mechanical ingenuity, to gain a near ap-

proach to the perfection to which the pendu-
lum-chronometer may be brought.

Thngrent nccuracyand exquisite workman-
ship displayed in every thing belonging to the

profession which Rittenhouse pursued, ^hat

came through his hands, soon became exten-
sively known in that portion of the United
States where he lived. This knowledge of his

mechanical abilities, assisted by the reputation

which he had already acquired as a mathema-
tician and astronomer, in a short time procur-
ed him the friendship and patronage of some
eminent scientific men. In mechanics he was
entirely self-taught. He never received the

least instruction from any person, in any me-
chanic art whatever. If he were to be con-
sidered merely as an excellent artist, in an
occupation intimately connected with the sci-

ence of mechanics, untutored as he was in any
art or science, he would deservedly be deemed
an extraordinary man.

In the year 1767, among other things, he
contrived and made a very ingenious thermo-
meter, constructed on the principle of the ex-

pansion and contraction of metals by heat and
cold respectively.

About this time he also made a very inge-

nious orrery. Though no description in words
can give an adequate idea, yet we subjoin a

part of the philosopher's own account of it.

•' This machine is intended to have three faces,

standing perpendicular to the horizon; that in

the front lo be four feet square, made of sheet

brass, curiously polished, silvered, and painted,
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in proper places, and otherwise properly or-

namented. From the centre arises an axis,

to support a gilded brass ball, intended to

represent the sun. Round this ball move
others, made of brass or ivory, to represent

the planets. They are to move in illiptical

orbits having the central ball in one focus; and

their motions to be sometimes swifter, and

sometimes slower, as nearly according to the

true law of an equable description of areas as

possible, without too great a complication of

wheel-work. The orbit of each planet is like-

wise to be properly inclined to those of the

others; and their aphelia and nodes justly

placed; and their velocities so accurately ad-

justed, as not to differ sensibly from the tables

of astronomy in some thousands of years.

" For the greater beauty of the instrument,

the balls representing the planets, are to be

of considerable bigness, but so contrived that

they may be taken off at pleasure, and others,

much smaller, and fitter for some purposes,

put in their places.

" When the machine is put in motion, by

the turning of a winch, there are three indexes

which point out the hour of the day, the day

of the month, and the year answering to that

situation of the heavenly bodies which is theie

represented: and so continually, for a period

of five thousand years, either forwards or back-

wards."

Another most important service which he

rendered fiDr the world was, the observation

of the transit of Venus over the sun's disc,

which took place on the 3d of June, 1769.

There had been but one of these transits of

Venus over the sun, during the course of

about one hundred and thirty years preceding

that of 1769: and for upwards of seven cen-

turies, antecedently to the commencenipnt of

that period, the same planet had passed over

the sun's disc, no more than thirteen times.

The next transit of Venus, will take place on

the 8th of December, 1874.

The great use of the observation of the

transit of Venus, is to determine the sun's

parallax, or apparent change of its place.

Only two of these phenomena have been ob-

served since the creation of the world, and

the first had been seen by only two persons

—

Jeremiah Horrox, and William Crabtree, two
Englishmen. As the time approached when
this extraordinary phenomenon was to mani-

fest itself, the public expectation and anxiety

were greatly excited. The American Philo-

sophical Society appointed thirteen gentlemen,

to be distributed into three committees, for th

purpose of making observations. Dr. Ewing
had the principal direction of the observatory

in the city of Philadelphia; Owen Biddle had

the charge of superintending the observations

at Cape Henlopen, and D. Rittenhouse those

at Norriton, near his own residence, on an

elevated piece of ground, commanding a good
range of horizontal view. It was completely

furnished with the necessary instruments, ow'

ing very much to the liberality of some scien-

tific gentlemen in England.
" We are naturally led," says Dr. Rush, in

his eHlogium, " to takfe a view of our philoso.

pher, with his associates, in their preparations

to observe a phenomenon, which had never

been seen but twice before, by any inhabitant

of our earth, which would never be seen again

by any person then living, and on which de-

pended very important astronomical conse-

quences. The night before the long expected

lay was probably passed in a degree of soli-

citude which precluded sleep. How great

must have been their joy when they beheld the

morning sun, and the ' whole horizon without

a cloud !' for such is the description of the day

given by D. Rittenhouse, in his report to Dr.

Smith. In pensive silence and trembling anx-

iety, they waited for the predicted moment of

observation; it came—and brought with it all

that had been wished for, and expected, by

those who saw it. In our philosopher, in the

instant of one of the contacts of the planet

with the sun, there was an emotion of de

light so exquisite and powerful, as to induce

fainting; such was the extent of that pleasure

which atlends the discovery or first perception

of truth."

The observations of D. Rittenhouse, were
received with great favour by the whole philo

sophical world. Ludlam, one of the vice-pre-

sidents of the Philosophical Society in London
and an eminent astronomer, thus writes :

—

" No astronomers could better deserve all pos-

siflfc encouragement : whether we consider

their care and diligence in making their obser-

vations, their fidelity in relating what was done,

or the clearness and accuracy of their reason-

ing on this curious and difficult subject. The
more I read the transactions of your society

(the American Philosophical,) the more I ho-

nour and esteem the members of it. There

is not another society in the world that can boast

of a member such as D. Rittenhouse; theorist

enough to encounter the problems of deter-

mining, from a few obBorvationa, the orbit of

a comet, and also mechanic enough to make,
with his own hands, an equal-altitude instru

menf, a transit-telescope, and a time-piece."

Rittenhouse now pursued an honourable and
distinguished career as an astronomer. As e

testimony of the high sense which the legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania entertained of his ma-

thematical genius and mechanical abilities, it

presented him the sum of three hundred

pounds. In 1791, on the death of Dr. Frank
iin, he was elected president of the American
Philosophical Society, and in 1795, he was
elected a member of the Royal Society of

London. But he did not live long to enjoy

his distinguished honours. He died in June,

1796, soon afler his entrance upon his sixty-

fifih year. He was a very modest and unas-

suming man, and in this strikingly resembled

Sir Isaac Newton, for whose character and

works he had the highest veneration. His

usefulness, though great, was considerably

circumscribed by his want of an early educa-

tion. In consequence of this, he felt an un-

becoming diffidence in his own powers, and

failed to commit his discoveries and thoughts

to writing, which, in a published form, would

doubtless have eminently increased liis useful-

ness, and the honour of the country which

gave him birth.

For " The Friend."

THE PHENOMENA OF VISION.
CContinued from page 290.)

The form of the human eye is nearly sphe-

rical, the slight aberration from that shape,

arising from the projection of its most ante-

rior and transparent part, called the " cornea."

This globe, or eye-ball, as it is commonly
termed, is formed by three concentric coats,

investing each other, named the sclerotic, and
choroid coats, and the retina. Enclosed with-

in these, are four refracting bodies: the cor-

nea, and three which are denominated hu-

mours, viz. the " aqueous," " vitreous," and
"crystaline" humours. In the interior of

the eye, just anterior to the crystaline lens,

is the " iris," having an aperture in its cen-

tre—the pupil. These different parts demand
a more particular notice. The sclerotic, which
is the outermost coat of the eye, and gives

shape to the organ, is a thick, dense, and
strong membrane, extending round about five

sixths of the ball, and may be considered as

representing the tube of a telescope. Its ex-

ternal surface affords a place for the insertion

of the muscles, which are intended to move
the eye, and as it is tough and resisting, it is

manifestly and admirably adapted for the pro-

tection of the internal parts of the organ.

Immediately within the sclerotic coat, com-
pletely lining it, and consequently having the

same shape, is the choroid, which is a soft,

thin membrane, composed principally of the

nerves and blood-vessels, intended for the

nourishment and support of the eye. This
coat is impregnated, and overspread on its

internal surface, with a dark coloured pig-

ment or paint, resembling indigo. This sub-

stance, the colour of which is indestructible

and uninfluenced by light, answers the same
purpose as the black paint, with which the

inner side of the tube of a telescope is

covered, in order to absorb the rays of light

which strike against the sides ; and which, if

reflected, would produce confusion of vision.

In some cases, as in the " albino," this paint
on the choroid, is light coloured, and the

consequence is the peculiar appearance of the

eye, from which the name albino is derived ;

and an incapacity for seeing distinctly, when
the light is clear and vivid. These two coats,

the sclerotic ^nd choroid, are perforated in the

posterior part of the globe, by the optic nerve,

which, immediately upon passing through
them, expands into a thin, soft, delicately

reticulated membrane, called. the "retina."
This third and last coat of the eye, does not
lay in immediate contact with the dark pig-

ment or paint, of which I have just spoken;
but is separated from it by a highly delicate

membrane recently discovered, and now sup-

posed to perform a most important function

in the phenomenon of vision. Upon this

membrane, the nerve is spread out, beingr

perfectly transparent during life, and having

its surfaces mathematically even and smooth.

The parts of the eye which are employed
for the refraction of light, are either transpa-

rent bodies, or fluids, contained in capsules,

which give them shape. I have said, that the

coats of the eye, extend round but about five

sixths of the globe. The deficiency is ia
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the front part, and the aperture is filled up

by the cornea ; which is a transparent convex
membrane, composed of several thin lamina,

laid one upon another, and so tough as to re-

semble horn, from whence it takes its name.

So closely is it united with the sclerotic or

outer coat of the eye, that for a long time it

was considered to be the same with it, and

made transparent, in order that it should ad-

mit the entrance of light. But modern ana-

tomists have discovered that it is a substance,

altogether different, and united to the scle-

rotic, as a watch crystal (which it exactly

resembles in shape,) is fitted to the rim of the

case. It is the segment of a sphere of much
less diameter, than the globe of the eye, and

consequently is more convex, and projects

slightly beyond it. As it is situated immedi-

ately in front, it is absolutely necessary that

it should be perfectly transparent, so as readily

to transmit the rays of light. The lamina, or

thin plate, of which it is composed, are there-

fore kept moist and pellucid, by a clear fluid

secreted between them, the abundance of

which in health gives, in part to the eye its

brilliancy, and its deficiency in illness and

death, causes it to look dim, and somewhat
opaque. The aperture left by the coats of

the eye, being filled by the cornea, we have

now a hollow sphere, about an inch in dia-

meter from front to back, and seven eighths

of that distance in any other direction. The
inner surface of this hollow ball, as far as to

where the cornea is inserted, is as we have

seen, lined with the transparent nervous mat

ter called the retina, spread equally over a

thin pelucid membrane, which reposes upon

the painted choroid ; and all are enclosed

within the thick strong sclerotic. The pos-

terior five sixths of the cavity within is filled,

with a perfectly clear fluid, closely resembling

melted glass, and hence called the vitreous

humour. This substance is enclosed in

delicate, thin, transparent sac, named the

hyaloid membrane, which sends out from its

inner surface, prolongations of its own sub-

stance, forming throughout the fthole mass, s

vast number of cells, which support the humour
and prevent it from being readily shook or

disturbed. As the vitreous humour enclosed

in its membrane, lays immediately contigu-

ous to the retina, it is of course convex be

hind, but the membrane or case containing it,

when it arrives in front, separates, and

ceives between the two lamina a body which

is of the greatest importance in the function of

sight. This is the crystaline lens, a sub-

stance of crystaline appearance and lenticu-

lar shape—whence its name. This lens mea-

sures about an inch and a third in circumfer-

ence, and is about two and a half lines thick

in the centre. It is enclosed in a complete

sac of its own, and its posterior surface

much more convex than the anterior, so that

while occupying its proper place, between

the lamina of the hyaloid membrane, it causes

a depression in the vitreous humour; and

thereby makes the anterior surface of that

refracting body, concave. The crystaline

lens is composed of numerous concentric

eliplical lamina, laid upon each other, like the

scales of an onion, which increase in density

from the circumference to the centre, and

which arc all kept moist and bright, by a pe-

culiar secretion with which they are constant-

ly bathed.

In the gradually increasing density of these

scales or lamina we see one of those beautiful

contrivances (if that word may be used when
speaking of the v/orks of the Deity) by which

he adapts his own workmanship to meet the

requisitions of the laws which he has esta-

blished. Had all parts of the lens been of

equal consistence, the rays of light in passing

through it would have experienced the " abe-

ration of refrangibility,'' (explained in the for-

number) and the beauty of vision been

marred ; but by this simple means in conjunc-

tion with others, to be hereafter noticed, that

evil is avoided. The space between the outer

surface of the crystaline lens and the internal

concave surface of the cornea, is filled with

the aqeous humour, which is perfectly trans

parent, and almost as fluid as water ; and

which, when lost by accident, or evacuated by

a surgical operation, is rapidly regenerated.

The space which it occupies is divided into

two apartments, denominated the anterior and

posterior chambers of the eye. This division

is efliected by the iris. The iris is the part of

the eye seen through the cornea ; and accord

ing to the particular colours reflected from

which, the eye is said to be blue, black, gray,

hazel, &c. In its centre is an opening call

ed the pupil, which in man is always circular

and through which alone the rays of light can

reach the lens within the eye. In this particu

lar, its use resembles the diaphragm of a spy

glass which is placed immediately before the

lens in order to prevent the rays of light from

falling too near its edges, which would pro-

duce an "aberation of sphericity," and there-

by eflect an obscure image. The iris performs

this important duty in the eye, by diminishing

the surface of the crystaline lens, on which the

rays of light impinge ; so that by passing

through the lens only near the centre, they may
meet at the same focus on the retina. To effect

this, the iris is situated in the eye precisely at

the place where it can best fulfil the office,

and yet admit the greatest possible quantity of

light ; viz. at the junction of the sclerotic coat

and tlie cornea. Here, (which is also the

point where the choroid coat and retina termi-

nate,) there is a projection which may be com-

pared to a slightly elevated rim, in which the

iris is fitted ; the surface of adhesion is called

the ciliary ligament. The iris itself is a cir-

cular membrane, standing without attachment

except at the external edge, and moving with

entire freedom in the aqueous humour which

fills the space on both sides of it. Recent
anatomical investigations have decided this

membrane to be muscular and composed of

two sets of fibres ; the outermost, radiating

or extending from the circumference towards

the centre ; and the inner, circular, and con-

centric. It is these minute muscular fibres

which give the iris the power of dilating the

pupil, when there is little light ; and contract-

ing it when there is much. The nerves which

preside over the action of these muscles, ap-

pear to be derived from the retina, and are

therefore sensible only to the stimulus of light.

The pupil consequently contracts, or dilates in

obedience to the impressions which are made
on the seat of vision ; so that the quantity of

light admitted through it into the chamber of

the eye, is just that, requisite to make a dis-

tinct imago upon the retina, whilst by its ex-

quisite machinery, the pupil under all its

dimensions, retains its exact circular shape.

I have said, that the choroid coat terminates

where the iris is set in the ciliary ligament,

or rim. But from the anterior margin of that

coat, there is a prolongation of its inner

membrane, which is beautifully folded upon

the internal surface of the iris in plaits, from

sixty to eighty in number, making that sur-

face resemble the disk of a radiated flower.

The use of these beautiful appendages, which

are called the ciliary processes, is not yet

determined. They are covered with the same
pigment as the choroid coat, which, showing
through the iris, gives, as I have before ob-

served, the variety of hues to the human
eye.

These then, are the several parts concern-

ed in the formation of the eye. When we
come to examine the manner in which each

performs its office in the " phenomena of vi-

sion," we shall find the whole organ con-

structed, upon what are denominated, strict

oj)tical principles : and perfect for the forma-

tion of an image by the refraction of light.

Each part producing its proper eff"ect upon

the pencil of light, transmitting it for the

action of another, that to a third, and so on-

ward : and each progressive movement de-

pendent upon the minute and perfect adjust-

ment of this delicate and complicated appara-

tus. The discovery of the principles which

regulate these operations, and the imitation

of the means by which the effects are pro-

duced, have long been considered among the

most useful of the achievements of science,

and the triumphs of art.

(To be continued.)

DREADFUL TORNADO.
About five o'clock, on the afternoon of 19th inst,

a tornado passed over the town of Piscataway, about

two miles from New Brunswick, which destroyed

every house but two. The current of wind proceeded

towards the city of New Brunswicli, and made dread-

ful havoc in that place, destroying nearly fifty houses

in Liberty, Richinond, and Schureman street. The
most melancholy part of the accident, is the death of

several persons.

Extract of a letter from New Brunswick.
" Wc were visited last evening by a whirlwind and

water spout, which has done considerable damage.

Two persons certainly killed, and several wounded.

Dr. Janeway's house, among others, much injured.

The storiTi extended, to Middlebush, three miles from

here, where much damage was done, and also to Pis-

cataway—one half the village is destroyed."

The New York Commercial Advertiser of the 20th,

has the following additional particulars :

—

The storm, (a perfect whirlwind) commenced at

Middlebush, about four miles from Now Brunswick,

where it did much damage—thence to Piscataway, a

neat little village, situated on the Raritan, distance

about three and a half miles from New Brunswick,

consisting of about twenty dwellings, all of which

were destroyed, with the exception of three. It then

entered New Brunswick, by Church, Neilson, Schure-

man, and Burnett streets, carrying destruction before

it. We have not been able to ascertain the names of

the occupants or the sufferers.
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As near as we can ascertain, fifty dwelling houses

are destroyed, and a vast number much injured.

Tliree persons were killed, and from one hundred to

one hundred and fifty wounded. Tlie names of the

killed are, the widow Van Arsdale, Henry Booraein,

Esq , an officer of the navy, and a son of Judge Boo-
raem, and a youth named Bayard, son of Dr. Bayard.
We have heard of many narrow escapes, but have

not time to detail them. A wagon and pair of horses
were proceeding up one of the streets, when the storm
approached—it was so violent that the horses refused
to proceed. The gentleman, seeing the danger, sprung
from the wagon, and as soon as he reached the ground,
the wagon was torn loose from the horses and broken
to atoms.

A letter which we have seen, says, " From Griggs'
downwards, a considerable distance, there is scarcely
a house left standing. Many of the houses also in

Liberty and Richmond streets, are either prostrated or

unroofed."
The mcthodist church was greatly injured, and the

roof of the bank blown off.

At the top of the hill, the large houses built by Dr.

Janeway, in the occupancy of the Kiikpatrick family,

were unroofed.

Captain Fisher, of the Napoleon, saw the storm ap-

preaching as he was going up the Raritan, and so por-

tentous did it appear, that he brought the boat to,

under the lee of the bank.

DESTRUCTIVE TORNADO.
T.he city ofNew Brunswick, (N. J.) was the scene,

on the afternoon of 19 th instant, of a most desolat-

ing tornado, which swept over its western section,

causing nmch destruction of property, and, we re-

gret to add, depriving several individuals of life. On
the receipt of the intelligence here, says the New
York Gazette, we immediately proceeded to that

place, for the purpose of ascertaining the particulars

of this melancholy disaster, and now present our
readers with the result of our enquiries and observa-
tions :

—

As far as we are able to learn, the whirlwind or

tornado, first made its appearance with a falhng of

ice, in the township of Amwell, near a place called

Ringgold's, and taking an erratic zig-zag course, spent
its fury over Staten Island, in the neighbourhood of

Eossville, and on the bay, by another fall of large

irregular shaped pieces of ice. Its first approach to

New Brunswick, was from the northwest, passing

over Middlebush, about three miles from that place,

where the dwelling and barn of John French were
laid prostrate with the earth. It thence passed over

the farm of David Dunn, about two miles and a half

from New Eruuswick, whose dwelling was unroofed,

and the barn and other out buildings were razed to

the ground. The out houses attached to the premises

of J. G. VVyckoff, in the same vicinity, were also de-

stroyed. The next building which felt its elfects, was
the dwelling of Theophilus Holkham, about one mile

from New Brunswick, the roof of which was blown
off. The barns of James Fisher, and Abraham Blau-

velt, in the outskirts of the city, were next blown
-down, and a small dwelling belonging to Mr. Prevost

was nearly destroyed, and the wife of Tunis Silcocks

badly injured. The tornado had now reached the

hill, " where," according to the New Brunswick
Times, " it remained apparently fi.ted for a minute or

two, presenting the appearance of a jiillar of fire,

—

its base resting on the earth, and its top reaching a

mass of black clouds. It then took an eastern course,

threatening Albany and Church streets, but suddenly

changing its direction, swept across the town lot, to-

wards the dwellings of B. Myer, Mrs. Deare, Prof.

MClelland, Rev. John Croes, L. Kirkpatrick, Esq.,

Mrs. Kirkpatrick, and Rev. Dr. Janeway, tearing the

roofs off some, making literal wrecks of the barns
and out-houses, and either uprooting or twisting off

the largest trees—in some instances carrying the lat.

ter twenty or thirty paces. It then crossed to the
buildings at the head of Patterson, Liberty, Bayard,
and Schureman streets, unroofing the house of Mrs.
Harrison, leveling the store of Mr. Little, and bury-
ing beneath the falling timbers, Nicholas Booraem,
Esq., and his eldest son, Henry. Both were extri-

cated a short time after—the son in a dying state, in

tvhich he lingered until 9 o'clock, when death reliev-

ed him from his sufferings—the father is not danger-

ously hurt. A young lad, about eight years of age,]

son of Captain Baird, was also killed near this spot.l

a rafter Irom the blacksmith's shop having struck!

him immediately above the eyes, and almost severed

his head. The tornado now swept with increased

force across George street, down Liberty, Schureman,
and New street, crossing Nelson to Burnet street, a

quarter of a mile in distance, down to the river, un-

roofing or tearing off the tops of the houses, and
sweeping the lower doors and windows from their

fastenings. Schureman and Liberty street, from top

to bottom, may be said to be a complete mass of ruifis,

as is likewise part of Burnet street The mcthodist

church, a brick edifice, is damaged beyond repair,

having been unroofed, and the eastern and southern

walls blown down; and the rear wall of the catholic

church, also of brick, is drove into the body of the

building."

The course of the tornado is accurately described
above, and we now proceed to give a more particular

account of the injury sustained by the principal suf-

ferers, together with their estimated losses, and also

the names of all whose property was more or less af-

fected.

The large dwelling of Dr. Janeway, at the junc-
tion of George street and the Trenton and New Bruns-
wick turnpike, was completely unroofed ; all the out-

buildings razed to the ground, and the beautiful trees

surrounding the house, twisted off or torn up by the

roots. His loss will not fall much short of §3000.
The dwelling of Littleton Kirkpatrick, was also un-

roofed, and all the out-houses domolislied. Estimated
loss $1000. His mother's house was partly unroofed,
and other damage.
The large pottery establishment, occupied by Mr.

Newell, and belonging to the estate of E. G. Mackay,
at the corner of George and Liberty streets, was en-
tirely destroyed ; loss $2500.
The dwelling of James Bishop, corner of Schure-

man and Burnet streets, was unroofed, and several

storehouses, containing a large quantity of corn, were
totally destroyed. Probable loss between S3000 and
S4000.
The buildings of Richard Vooihees, coachmaker,

in Schureman street, were entirely demolished, with
nearly the whole of their contents, consisting of finish-

ed and unfinished work, tools, &c. Loss about S4000.
Under the ruins of this building were found, the life-

less remains of widow Catharine Van Arsdale. Staats

lie ruins, veryVan Dusen was also found under the i

much bruised; his life was providentially saved by
carriage wheel falling across his body, and thus shel-

tering it from the pressure of the ruins.

Three dwelling houses also, in Schureman street,

the property of Nicholas Wyekoff, were very much
injured. Loss 82000. Two dwellings at the corner
of Neilson street, belonging to widow Mary Furman,
were unroofed and walls much damaged. Loss §1500.
The dwelling of Isaac C. Slelle, in Schureman street,

was completely unroofed, and garden, fence and shrub-
bery destroyed. Loss SIOOO.

On Burnet street.—Dr. Van Dusen's dwelling un-

roofed ; storehouse and stable razed. Loss $1000.
Three or four dwellings, the property of Staats Van
Dusen, unroofed, and storehouse demolished. Loss
about S2000. Charles Dunham's dwelling unroofed,

and otherwise injured ; several storehouses and out-

buildings, on the wharf, blown down. Loss from S3000
to S4000. The dwelling and out-buildings, including

a storehouse, belonging to Brush and Probasco, all

destroyed. Loss S2000. Two dwellings, the proper-

ty of Dr. Tliomas Fitch, unroofed and other injury.

Loss SIOOO. The dwelling and cabinet workshop of

Matthew Egerton, unroofed, »Vc., and a warehouse in

the rear demolished. Loss from $1000 to $2000.
The Lancasterian school in Schureman street, be-

longing to the corporation, was damaged to the amount
ofSoOO.
Schureman street.—F. F. Randolph's workshop

completely demolished. Loss S500 to $1000. Two
dwellings belonging to Matthew L. Egerton, were
unroofed and otherwise injured. Loss §700. Widow
Cornell's dwelling unroofed and workshop destroyed.

Loss S500. Two dwellings, the property of widow
Vreedenberg, damaged to the amount of 8600.

Property belonging to the following named indivi-

duals, was also more or less inj ured :

Schureman street.—Miss Rachel Randolph, Waller
M'Henry, J. W. Stout, Widow Stotoff, Mr. Rolph, .Mr.

Eldridgc, Widow Mary Dunham, A. Agnew, Widow
Van Dorcn, Asa Applegale, E. L.Hardenberg (Mayor,)
Adam Huyler, Borden M. Voorhees.

Burnet slreet.-Evert Egerton, Widow James Rich-
mond, John Hatfield, Henry Frazer, John Hicks, Jas.

B. Cos, John Quick, Michael M'Curlogue, Joseph C.
Griggs.

New street—Dr. F. Richmond, Ambrose F. Ran-
dolph, Peter Wyekoff, Judge Hance, Widow Davies,

Kstale of Robert Boggs, John Taylor, Mrs. John Clark,

Mrs. Hagernian, Aaron Hayden.
Neilson street.—Henry Sanderson, H. H. Chitten-

den, Clara Rogers, Jacob Wyekoff, John Bray, jr., Dr.
Launy.

Prince street.—Rev. Mr. Janes, D. W. Vail, Jona-
than Ackerman.

George street.—Mr. Ackerman, Ralph Voorhees,
Solomon Freeman, Wm.^feunhom.

Liberty street.—Beniar^S Clark, Mrs. Van Liew,
Carret Nevius.
Henry and James Richmond, on Richmond street,

and Mr. Mesereau, on the Trenton and New Bruns-
wick turnpike.

From the above details, we feel safe in stating, that
the number of buildings destroyed and injured, can-
not fall short of one hundred andjifly, and that the
loss of property may be estimated at one hundred
thousand dollars.

Besides those who lost their lives, as above record-
ed, several persons were seriously injured, and many
others slightly. Among the former, were Nicholas
Wyekoff, master mason ; a son of widow Harrison,
aged about twelve years—severe contusion on the
head

; son of widow Norman, aged ten—thigh bro-
ken ; and a son of Otis D. Stewart, about six—arm
broken.

Among the extraordinary occurrences which took
place on this melancholy occasion, the fate of the son
of Win. G. Dunham (a small lad) was the most singu-
lar. He was taken off the pijzza of the house, corner
of New and George streets, carried in the air, a dis-

tance of 300 yards, and landed on the wharf at Burnet
street, having only sustained a slight injury in one of
his arms. On being questioned as to his feelings, he
stated, that he lecolleeted passing through the lop of
a willow tree, and that the sensation produced by be-
ing carried up in the whirlpool, was like that of being
pulled in contrary directions.

A bedstead was taken from the third story of a
house in Schureman street, carried a distance of 200
yards, and landed in Burnet street, without having
sustained the slightest injury. A carpet bag and some
bedding, were carried from the garret of Dr. Jane-
way's house to the river, a distance of nearly half a
mile. Suine of the roofs were conveyed across the
river and canal, into the woods, where they were col-

lected together by a party of Penobscot Indians, who
vvere living there, fbr the purpose of erecting shan-
ties. A cow nas killed in the street, which a woman
had been milking a few seconds before.

After leaving New Brunswick, the tornado passed
down the river a short distance, then took a course
across the river, and passing over the farm of James
T. Dunn, tore up several Irees by the roots, laid all

his outbuildings in ruins, without doing the slightest
damage to his dwelling. It then passed down to the
farm of Joel Randal, and carried away part of the loof
and gable end of his dwelling. Thence its course was

wick. Here, every building, except two in the place,
including the episcopal church, was demolished. We
regret to add, that Thomas W. Harper, of New York,
was killed by being struck on the head with a beam.
We understand that Mr. H. had just received the deed
of some property which he had been purchasing, and
that his visit to Piscataway, was for the purpose of
making some arrangements respecting it. He was a
silversmith, residing at 31, Rose street, and has left

a large family.

The tornado then passed on towards Perth Amboy,
where one building was destroyed, and spent its fury
on Staten Island, as stated above.

Having gone through with the details of this me-
lancholy affair, we now present oar readers with the
remarks of a Iriend, who was an eye witness of the
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whole scone, ami wliicli will enable tlicm to form a

correct idea of this awfully sublime spectacle. He
says,—The first intimation I had of the tornado's ap-

proach, was the wind blowings in from both sides of

the house in which I was sitting. Immediately the

cry of fire was raised—I ran to the corner of the

street, and perceived in a"\vesterly direction, at about

half a mile's distance, a black column moving onv/ard,

not very rapidly, which had something of the appear-

ance of a smothered fire, and was mistaken for it. I

saw what it was, and ran into the house and closed

all the windows, before it reached us. The whole

atmosphere was filled with fragments of timber, &c.
—in a moment the house opposite was unroofed, as if

it had been covered wflh paper. The house in which
I was, being at the edge of the current, escaped un-

injured, save that a rafter from the roof of a house,

about half a mile distant, thirty feet long, struck the

edge of the window, tearing awajthe brick work and
demolishing the sash.-.and passed into the wall of the

room. The track of the tornado was from northwest

to southeast, and from a minute investigation of its

effects, does not appear to have been of the nature of

a whirlwind, ordinarily so called. The violence ap-

pears to have been produced not from a whirling mo-

tion, but from two currents rushing towards each

other—at the same time having an onward motion.

In the centre of the track, the force appears to have

been upwards, with something of a whirling move-

ment. The facts which substantiate this opinion are

these. In the town, wherever a building has been

moved, if it was at the edge of the current, its direc-

tion vms inwards; if at the centre, onwards. But

these cfiects are more strongly marked in the woods,

where the direction of almost every tree accords with

this statement—at the extreme edge, the trees are

nearly at right angles with the course, sloping more as

you proceed towards the centre, where there is some
confusion, but the direction is almost invariably with

the current.

A gentleman of our acquaintance, who happened to

be in New Brunswick during the tornado, remarked to

us, that previous to its commencement, the atmosphere

was uiiUsually iieavy, and respiration was with the

greatest oppression. There was, said he, many a mys-
terious dread, or supernatural feeling of something
uuosual about to occur.

WJien the intelligence of the disaster reachedPrince-

ton, several of the professors of the college immedi-

ately proceeded to the scene of devastation. They
made a minute examination of the spot visited by the

tornado, and will doubtless furnish the public with an

interesting scientific statement on the subject of this

occurrence,—the like of which has never before oc-

curred in tills latitude.

As some persons may be disposed to doubt the ac-

count respecting the lad Dunham, we will merely

state, that during a whirlwind which occurred in Bur-

gundy, in 1755, the particulars of which are given by

Abbe Kichard, it is stated, that " two men were enve-

loped in the whirlwind and carried to a distance, with-

out experiencing any injury ; a young shepherd was
lifled high in the air, and thrown upon the banks of

the river, yet his fall was not violent, the w
having placed him on the verge where it ceased to

act." The case of the shepherd is precisely similar to

that of young Dunham, and in fact the whole
of the above-mentioned tornado, which took place

the town of Mirabeau, bears a surprising similarity

the one we have just related.

The Emancipated Slave.—The following

anecdote was related at the late meeting of the

Ami-Slavery Convention in Boston, in reply

to the assertion, that the slaves wojIcI be un

able to lake care of themselves, if set free,

and therefore it would be wrong to emanci

pate them. The incidents occurred a few

years since. A young slave in Kentucky, who
was reputed to be the son of his master, was

told that if he would earn three hundred dol-

lars, and pay it to him, he should be free. He
applied himself witli great industry, and in a

comparatively short time, earned the money.

and bought his freedom. He had, during his

slavery, become a skilful cabinet maker; and

he imiiiedialely went to Cincinnati, to get

work at his trade. After applying to a consi

derable number of cabinet makers, most of

whom refused him at once, he found an Eng-

lisliman, who was willing to employ him, par-

ticularly after discovering that he was a very

skilful and ingenious workman. But he thought

it necessary to consult his journeymen on the

subject, which be did, representing the case

as favourably as he could, and even proposing

to lit him up a place to work in, separate from

lein. But they positively refused to have him
employed, hinting, that if he was, they should

require the payment of their bills and leave

liiin. They said that (hey would not work for

I man who would employ a negro in his shop.

Driven thus from his trade, the coloured man
vent to the landings and obtained employment
n unloading boats, and other heavy work;

and being active and industrious, he made good

es, and was after a while, able to set up

for himself. He succeeded well, and is now
master undertaker in Cmcinnati; and he has

several tiuies, in the course of his business,

given employment to some of the very jour-

neymen who formerly refused to admit him to

the shop where they worked.

Christian Watchman.

Strength of Iron.—E.^periments made
discover the resistance to tension possessed by

malleable iron, have, as might be expected

produced various results. In the greater num-

ber of cases, 30,000 pounds to the square

inch has been given; and in none, when tli

material was sound, under 40,000 pounds; s

that about 60,000 pounds may be taken as the

average; and accorditig to Tredgold, no ma-

terial, as Emerson had previously concluded

should be put to more than a third or even a

fourth of the weight that would break it. Gc
netally it is admitted, that besides the little

interruption caused to the flow of the current

by means of piers, and the slight interruption

caused to the navigation of a river, as well

the saving of time, that one half of the iron

may be considered sufficient for the construe

lion of a bridge on the suspension principle,

that would be necessary for one of the ordi-

nary plan. According to experiments made
in Russia in 1824, to determine the tenacity

of iron, it was found that the best iron sup

ported twenty-six tons per square inch, with

out being torn asunder; whereas the worst iron

gave way under a tension of fourteen tons to

the square inch.

Discoveries and Inventions ofthe Italians.—
In the list of nations which have contributed to

the advancement of the arts and sciences, &c
kw stand more eminently conspicuous than

the Italians. The inestimable value of the

compass was first made known by an Italian,

and by an Italian is also to be attributed the

invention of the barometer and the pendulum

The sublime science of astronomy was unveil

ed to mankind on bringing into use of the

telescope by an Italian. The motion of the

earth round the sun was dscertained by an Ita

lian, and to the Italians we are likewise in-

debted for the idea of that valuable source of

instruction and ainusement—a newspaper.

The gravity of the air and animal electricity

ivere each discovered by an Italian, and the

first of those charitable asylums, foundling

hospitals, was erected by an Italian. The im-

portant science of Algebra was introduced

tito Europe by an Italian, and the idea of

iterary and scientific academies was derived

from tiiose of the Italians. The soul inspiring

art of painting, as well as that of sculpture,

received a new impulse at the hands of an

Italian; need we mention the immortal name
of Michael Angelo? And lastly, the wondrous
discovery oC America is due to the enterprising

spirit of an Italian.

That light which comes from the same Spi-

rit which the Scriptures came from, cannot
teach things contrary to the Scriptures. But
man, who hath taken the tools of his under-

standing, and formed images and likenesses

out of the Scriptures, I mean invented mean-
ings a-nd senses, and judged these agreeable

to the Scriptures, he must needs judge that,

which is contrary to these, as contrary to the

Scriptures. Whereas the truth is one in it-

self, and agreeth with whatsoever is true in

this age, or in former ages, and differs only

from that which is not true. And we know
that there is that true unity with that Spirit,

from which the Scriptures came, and with the

Scriptures, and with one another, in that light

which the wisdom of man cannot despise, as

hath not been in any age since the apostacy,

until now.

—

Pennington.

Selected for " The Friend."

THE SOUND OF THE SEA.

Thou art sounding on, thou mighty sea.

For ever and the same !

The ancient rocks yet ring to thee,

Whose thunders nought can tame.

Oh '. many a glorious voice has gone
From the rich bowers of earth.

And hush'd is many a lovely one
Ofmournfulness or mirth.

The Dorian flute, that sigh'd of yore

Along thy wave is still;

The harp of Judah peals no more
On Ziou's awful hill

:

And Meinnon's lyre hath lost the chord
' That breathed the mystic tone.

And the songs at Rome's high triumphs poured
Are with her eagles flown.

And mute the Moorish horn, that rang
O'er stream and mountain free.

And the hymn the leagued Crusaders sang.

Hath died in Galilee.

But thou art swelling on, thou Deep

!

Through many an olden clime.

Thy billowy anthem ne'er to sleep

tJntil the close of lime.

Thou liflcst up thy solemn voice

To every wind and sky.

And all our earth's green shores rejoice

In that one harmony !

It fills the noontide's calm profound,

The sunset's heaven of gold;

And the still midnight hears the sound
Ev'n as when first it roU'd.

Let there be silence, deep and strange.

Where crowning cities rose I

Thou speak'st of one that doth not

So may our hearts repose.
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For " The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. IV.

Our last selections exhibited the concern

of the Society for those who fill the highly

important station of parents. We proceed to

a subject standing in entimate connection.

The extracts now offered manifest its solici-

tude for the youth, to whom it offers the

most affectionate entreaties to submit to the

Lord's power, to embrace a life of self-denial,

bearing the daily cross, as the sure and only

path to present and everlasting peace

The welfare of this interesting class has

ever been an object of deep interest to all

who desire the prospeiity of our Society, in

asmuch as their happiness depends on the

friends to overflow with joy and thanksgiving

to the author of all our mercies, and the

church of God to magnify his name, for the

continuance of his goodness to his people

from one generation to another ! Whilst the

ungodly and disobedient, and such as, con-

trary to the tender entreaties and admonitions

of their parents, counsel of their friends, and

dictates of the spirit of truth in their own
hearts, give the reins to their unruly passions,

and indulge themselves in rioting, wanton-

ness, and excess, too often wound their pa-

rents with grief and affliction, become them-

selves a reproach to their Christian profession,

and render their own lives short and raiser-

able, attended with such reflections as tliese,

" How have I hated instruction, and my heart

despised reproof, and have not obeyed the
choige they make in becoming the friends kojcg of my teachers, nor incl

and followers of the Lord Jesus, and because
! to them that instructed me !"

ined mine ear

Oh, that all

our faithful standard bearers are comparative- such may return unto the Lord, whilst the
ly few. In the common course of events,! jay of his gracious visitation is extended unto
the places of many of our valued elder! them! who delighteth not in the death of a
Fnends in the visible church, shall soon sinner, but willeth the salvation of all.

know them no more ; and to the youth alone 1771.
we can look for a succession. No wonder And, dear young Friends, we fervently
then the evidences of their submission to the and affectionately entreat you, keep your
Divine Hand affords comfort to those who hearts with all diligence. Guard against
can have no greater joy, than to behold the '

.
. . - . ....

children walking in the truth
;
presenting to

those who travail for the prosperity of Zion,

and the enlargement of her borders, the

cheering prospect, that through an abiding

under the sanctifying and qualifying power ofj jance and humble care
the Holy Head of the church, from amongst
the visited youth, "judges" shall be raised
" as at the first, and counsellors as at the be-

ginning." T.

1734.

Seeirig it is very evident that evil

every act of unfaithfulness to the divine wit

ness, and especially beware of closing in with

the first temptations thereunto. Keep within

the bounds of known duty, and the tender

restrictions of truth. In this state of vigi-

preservation, peace

and safety will accompany your steps. Your
minds, being circumscribed within the bounds
of truth and righteousness, will be properly

exercised in your respective duties, in the

sight of God and man, and employed usefully

in your several vocations, abhorring idleness,

for of idleness springs folly ; vice ensues

;

munications corrupt good manners," we think
i

dishonour, wretchedness, and ruin are its

proper to recommend with much affection to! fruits; which bring affliction on families, and
our young Friends, that they be very careful

j

undeserved reproach on our holy profession.

to avoid all such company as, by a light and
j

Keep close therefore to the heavenly princi-

vain conversation, would tend to alienate: pie in yourselves. This will preserve your

their minds from the love of virtue and so- [feet from evil." Shun all those who would
briety.

I

lead you into the broad way, as your most
1751. dangerous enemies. Deviate not from the

Dearly beloved young Friends, we, in much; strait and narrow path which leads to life-

affection and tenderness, exhort you, above
all things, to give diligent heed and attention

to the voice of the spirit of Christ speaking
ill the secret of your own consciences, re-

proving for evil, and speaking peace when
you do well. For this, as it is closely and

into the pernicious amusements, and ensnar-

ing vanities of a licentious age. Be strong,

and quit yourselves like men, in the too much
neglected cause of morality and religion.

1802.

Beloved young Friends ; submit, we
reverently regarded, will not only season your seech you, with readiness to the restraints of

minds with an holy fear and dread of offend- i your religious parents. As you accustom
ing the great majesty of heaven and the whole, yourselves to bend indue subjection to the

earth, and thereby be a mean of preserving] powsr of truth in your own hearts, such re

you from the vices, vanities and allurements straint will become less irksome, as also it

of this world ; but will also influence you to

seek after, and pray earnestly for, that " wis-
dom which is from above, in whoso right

hand is length of days, and in her left are
riches and honour." Happy are the youth
who thus give up their names to serve the
living God with full purpose of heart ! How
inexpressible are the blessings, which those,
who are thus early devoted to serve the Lord,
do bring upon themselves! And how do
they cause the hearts, of their parents and

will be less necessary. Many of you, we are

persuaded, are no strangers to the voice of

wisdom speaking in secret, and saying, when
you are disposed to turn to the right, or to the

left hand, " This is the way, walk ye in it."

Many inconveniences, evils, and occasions

for sorrow of heart, may be avoided, by hear-

ing and consulting the holy witness in your-

selves. It will sometimes gently arrest you
in the prosecution of your purpose, when you
may not distinctly see the cause. But it is

wiser than we, proceeding from that pure in-

telligciice to which all things and all events

are known. O! then, mind its secret checks:

and we are at this time particularly engaged

to recommend you to consult the witness, ere

you venture upon the perusal of the specious

publications with which this age abounds.

In this way, dear children, keep your hearts

" with all diligence ;" lest ye enter into temp-

tation.

1807.

Before we conclude, we are disposed to

turn our attention to you, dear youth, who
are rising up to manhood. To you we would

extend a tender, yet an earnest invitation.

We are interested in your happiness, the

church will have need of your help, and there

is nothing that we desire more for you, than

to see you advancing, in ranks of righteous-

ness, to the Christian warfare. And your
qualification will lie in humility and meek-
ness, seeing it is the meek whom the Lord
teacheth his way. (Psalm, xxv. 9.) But, dear

young men, in this very meeting we have
been made to lament, because so many of

you evidently prefer the gratifications of na-

ture which is corrupt, and which tends to

corruption, to the cross of Christ which cor-

rects its hurtful propensities, and to " the

grace of God that bringetii salvation." (Tit.

ii. 11.) Many of you have a degree of love

to our holy cause. Why then will you pursue

a line of conduct which tends to lay it waste?

Do not despise the counsel of experience.

Many have tried the path which some of you
tread, and have found it lead to distress

;

and happy are tiiose whose course is interrupt-

ed, and who do not persist in their progress,

before it leads to final distress.

But though we thus speak, there are also

many of our beloved youth, who are rising

and risen into a state of maturity, of whom
" we are persuaded better things,—and things

that accompany salvation." (Heb. vi. 9.)

Dear young Friends, of whatever rank, sex,

or station, it is cordial to behold you, it is

cordial to salute you in the fellowship of the

gospel, and to bid you God speed. Hold on
your way, turn not aside to tlje right hand or

the left. You may have tribulation, but be

of good cheer : your holy Leader hath over-

come the world. (John, xvi. 33.) Thus,

when some of those who now address you

shall be beheld no more in this scene of con-

flict, but, "if they continue faithful, will par-

take of the joy of their Lord, and of your

Lord, and you may stand in their places with

holy firmness, be a blessing to succeeding

generations, and " show forth the praises of

Him who hath called you out of darkness into

his marvellous light." (1 Pet. ii. 9.)

All prayer and supplication must be in the

Spirit; yea, it must be always in the Spirit,

which speaks in the heart to God; and makes

the intercession, or it is no prayer. If a man
speak ever so much from his own spirit, with

ever so much earnestness and affection, yet it

is no prayer, no true prayer, but only so far

as the Spirit moves to it, and so far as the Spi-

rit leads and guides in it.

—

Pennington.
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For "The FrienJ."

The subjoined was lately found among some
old papers.—I have never seen another copy
in print. Rutty, in his " History of Friends

in Ireland," mentions, that Benjatnma Padiey,

from London, paid a religious visit to this na-

tion in 1715. I have not been able to ascer-

tain any thing further respecting her.

" A SUBSCRIBEK IN IRELAND."
4 mo. 23, 1835.

A Warning to the People called Quakers.

" Yet once more," said the Lord, "I shake
not the earth only, but also the Heaven, and
this word, once more, signifieth the removing
of those thmgs that are or may be shaken,"

(as of things that are or may be made,) " that

those things which cannot be shaken may re-

main."

This testimony has been upon my mind for

some time to deliver, and, as I sat waiting

and considering, the most proper method seem-
ed to me to be, to commit it to writing for

divers reasons, some of which follow.

1st. I take it to concern the church in ge-

neral.

2d. It is more apt and likely to be forgot,

if delivered by way of testimony.

For these reasons, and for some others not

mentioned, 1 committed it to writing, and
leave it as a Warning to the People called

Quakers, both young and old; lor it is my firm

belief, the Lord will try the foundations of

men of all sorts and professions, yea, he will

fulfil his words, " Yet once more I shake not

the earth only, but also heaven;"—there will

be great tribulations and trials upon the inha-

bitants of the world, and all their foundations

will be proved; for the Lord is grieved with

the wickedness of the people, with the pride,

covetousness, and hypocrisy of those that pro-

fess his name and truth, and he will shake all

their false trusts and confidence in which they

have been securing themselves, both in tem-

porals and spirituals, and none will be able to

stand, but such who are on the rock, Christ.

All people will be proved, even the very elect,

and they will suffer loss who are not on the

true foundation. I therefore warn you all.

Friends, unto whom this may come, to take

heed to yourselves, and see what foundation

you are upon, for it will not serve your turn

to make a profession of the Holy Truth; if

you are not established upon it, you will cer-

tainly suffer loss;—iheiefore, I entreat you, to

examine your hearts and see your standing;

see what you are settling upon, what you are

making your chiefest delight, and as it were,

your heaven, your joy and confidence, in

which you are trusting; for you will be shaken

out of it, if it be a false rest, whether it be

in temporals or spirituals; former experiences,

self-righteousness, or whatever else is not on

the right foundation, however fair and plausi-

ble soever it may appear, will be removed,

and you will be stripped of all, and left empty,

poor and miserable. Wherefore look to it,

and take warning, and do not slight this ex-

hortation, because it comes from a poor in-

strument, for lassure you, it has been a burden
on my mind for several months past;—I have

weighed it, and as Gideon did, entreated that

I might be permitted to prove whether it was
really from the Spirit of Truth, or only an
imagination; and I have been favoured with a

sight and sense in such a manner, that I no
longer dare to doubt; it is now fi.\ed and seal-

ed upon my spirit, that I no longer forbear

acquainting you, lest the blood of any should

be required at my hand.

The Lord Almighty, if it be his blessed will,

make this exhortation and warning effectual,

to the bringing many of his people near unto
himself, is the fervent desire of his humble and
afflicted servant, and a true well wisher of his

church.

Benjamina Padley.

Fnr " The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
Continued from page 208.

The unrighteous law for the suppression

of conventicles expired in 1667, and although
there were other laws in existence which were
made to bear on the Quakers and other dis-

senters, yet during the years 1067 and 1668
they were permitted to hold their religious

meetings with less molestation than for some
years previous. The great encouragement
which the conventicle act held out to wicked
informers being withdrawn by its expiration,

a time of comparative ease and exemption
from plunder ensued, and the infant Society
after all its sufferings and trials, was strength-

ened and encouraged.

The fire of persecution had been hot, and
the conflict too severe to be maintained except
by the sincere and devoted, many of whom,
honourable for their works' sake, and emi
nenlly endued with the gifts of the Holy Spirit

had witnessed a good confession before their

oppressors, and nobly sealed with their blood
that blessed cause which they had espoused
But He who guards his church as the apple of

his eye, and makes even the wrath of man sub
servient to the furtherance of his ov/n glorious

purposes, in thus calling home from the field

of their arduous labours his patient and faith

ful servants, was pleased to raise up others

no less able and devoted to fill their places

Among these were Robert Barclay and Wil
liam Penn, of whom the former embraced the

principles of Friends in 1667, and the latter

in 1668, renouncing the riches, honours and
pleasures of a vain and inconstant world
forsaking the polished and fashionable circles

in which they had moved with eclat, to asso.

ciate themselves with the despised and perse,

cuted Quakers, having their eye fixed on that

eternal recompense laid up in heaven for the

righteous.

The awful visitations of pestilence, fire and
sword, with which the nation had been i

deeply afflicted, appeared to have little infi

ence in softening the minds of men toward
those who differed from them in religious

opinion; and though the fires of bigotry were
smouldering for a season, yet it was only to

break forth again with aggravated fury.

Licentious extravagance, corrupt pleasures,

and wanton amusements pervaded the court

and spread their poisonous influence among

the people, tainting with corruption the repre-

sentatives of the nation, and even the clergy
itself. Vice, with open and unblushing face

stalked through the land, becoming more bold

and impudent from the familiarity with which
it was received, until religion and virtue were
discountenanced and ridiculed, and forced to

seek an asylum from the fury and violence of
their antagonist. At such a period it is not

strange that a people holding sentiments so
strict and scriptural against conformity to the

world, should meet with a harsh reception,

and draw down the malice of those who were
lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God

;

and hence wo may account for many of the

hardships, and much of the .scorn and con-
tempt which ihey experienced.

In the year 1670 the conventicle law was
revised and re-enacted, with the following ad-

ditional provisions, viz. " that if any justice of
peace refuse to do his duty in the execution of
this act, he shall forfeit five pounds ; and se-

condly, that all the clauses of this act, shall be
construed most largely and beneficially for the

suppressingof conventicles, and for the justifi-

cation and encouragement of all persons to be
employed in the execution of them."

George Whitehead observes that the avow-
ed object of this act was, " To prevent and
suppress seditious conventicle.^ ;" but the ob-

vious design was, to force a general conformi-
ty to the Liturgy and practice of the Church
of England. And the agents chiefly employed
in this work, were a company of loose, idle,

profligate, and mercenary informers; let loose

to seek honest people's ruin, by making great

havock and spoil ujjon their goods. And
these worthless creatures often boasted to the

poor conscientious sufferer.s, that tliey were
servants to the king and church ; and that

they would make them leave their conven-
ticles, and conform.

The informers were encouraged in their

proceedings by persecuting magistrates ; and
were stimulated also by their own desire of
gain; being eniitled to a third part of the fines

on conviction, for which the testimony of two
of them, on oath, before one magistrate, was
sufficient. George Whitehead justly observes,

that " such partial prosecution, conviction, and
punishment, against free born Englishmen as

this act imposed, were expressly contrary to

the great charter, and to the common law and
justice of England, and destructive of their

properties and birth-right."

Whilst the proceedings of the government,
in direct opposition to the king's declaration

on his return, could not but excite some feel-

ings of just indignation in the minds of the

sufferers ; it is quite clear from their history,

that they were never led into any political

combinations or opposition to the government.
Like the early Christians, their only arras

were prayers and patience ; and their firm

stand for liberty of conscience, by meekly en-

during whatever the support of it exposed
them to, at length obtained what, in all proba-

bility, more violent proceedings would liave

sought in vain.

Neale very justly observes, in regard to the

new conventicle act, that " the wit of man
could hardly invent any thing, short of capital
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punishment, more cruel and inhuman." " It

is eviden*.," he says, after repelling the impu-

tation of seditious conduct on the part of the

dissenters, " that the act was levelled purely

against liberty of conscience, and was so se

verely executed, that there was hardly a con-

venticle to be heard of all over England.

Great numbers were prosecuted on this act,

and many industrious families reduced to po-

verty.

" The behaviour of the Quakers was very

extraordinary, and had something in it that

looked like the spirit of martyrdom. They
met at the same place and hour as in times of

liberty, and when the officers came to seize

them none of them would stir ; they went al-

together to prison ; they staid there till they

were dismissed ; for they would not petition

to be set at liberty, nor pay the fines set upon

them, nor so much as the prison fees. When
they were discharged they went to their meet-

ing-house again as before ; and when the

doors were shut up by order, they assembled

in great numbers in the street before the

doors, saying, they would not be ashamed nor

afraid to meet together in a peaceable manner

to worship God ; but in imitation of the pro-

phet Daniel, they would do it more publicly

because they were forbid. Some called this

obstinacy, others firmness ; but by it they car-

ried their point, the government being weary

of contending against so much resolution."

—

History of the Puritans, vol. 2, page bb2.

It was soon after the passing of this act, that

the celebrated trial of William Penn.and Wil-

liam Meid took place, for meeting for religious

worship in Grace-church street, the doors of

the meeting-house being closed against them.

(To be conlinued.)

Communicated for " The Friend."

FRIENDS' READING ROOjJIS.

The rooms recently fitted up by Friends'

Reading Room Association, in the building

occupied by the Bible Associaticm of Friends,

were opened for the admission of subscribers

and the friends of the institution generally, on

the evening of the loth inst. ; at which time a

considerable number attended who appeared

pleased with the neat arrangements and am-
ple accommodations. To those who have not

been so circumstanced as to be able to inspect

them, it will be interesting, perhaps, to know
what facilities the institution affords for the ac-

complishment of the objects of its formation.

The room in the second story is large and

well ventilated, and is furnished in a neat,

plain and appropriate manner ; it is appropri-

ated exclusively for reading. The number of

volumes, including a few which have been

deposited on loan, is almost 1,000 ; maps of

the World, Europe, Asia, Africa, South
America, the United Slates, and Palestine,

are suspended around the room, with charts

of various kinds, furnishing useful informa-

tion in a concise and attractive form. An
herbarium containing a great variety of the

plants found in the vicinity of our city, both in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has been kind

ly deposited by a friend, which to the student

of botany will be found a valuable auxiliary to

his pursuits. In the lower room, in which

only conversation is admitted, are placed cases

containing a considerable variety of natural

productions, such as minerals, shells, fossil re-

mains, birds, &c. ; as also a valuable cabinet

of insects, at present only a loan. These it is

hoped, may form the nucleus for a large col-

lection of such objects, which will not only

afford subjects of interesting conversation and

investigation, but will have an influence in in-

ducing the cultivation of a more intimate ac-

quaintance with the various sciences of which

they are illustrations. There is also in this

room, deposited by a friend, the model of a

steam engine, the beauty and admirable work-

manship of which must be seen to be appreci-

ated ; it is to be hoped that the interest which

it has excited will encourage those engaged
in the construction of machinery, and others,

to deposit like specimens of ingenuity and me-
chanism, as well as other products of the arts,

which cannot fail to be the means of producing

in the minds of the younger visiters a love for

that species of knowledge which is of practi-

cal utility, and the acquisition of which more
than almost any other, strengthens and invi-

gorates the mind.

It is, however, to be remarked, that useful as

this institution is likely lo be in promoting the

objects alluded to, it will fall short of achiev-

ing a very important part which its patrons

and founders designed, that of facilitating the

intercourse of the younger wilh the older and

religiously concerned members of our Society,

unless the latter class are willing to devote a

little time to it, (and it will require but little,)

and sacrifice a small portion of the comfort of

Iheir firesides, which it cannot be doubted

they would be willing to do, if they could but

know what an important influence their judi

cious counsel, example and conversation mig'.

have upon the moral as well as religious cha

racter of their younger fellow members.

THB TRISIffB.
SIXTH MONTH, 27, 1835.

The yearly meeting of Friends for New
England, held in Rhode Island, commenced
on seventh day, the 13th instant, with the

meeting for ministers and elders, at Ports-

mouth ; the meeting for business convening
on the following second day, at Newport. It

was large, and several Friends from other

yearly meetings, attended with the customary
credentials.

The subject of a religious, guarded edu-

cation, was brought into view by answers to

the queries, and a strong desire was felt that

Friends might be increasingly engaged to

promote this important and interesting con-

cern, by a lively exercise in their own fami-

lies and neighbourhoods.

An encouraging report from the committee
to aid the feeble and reduced remnant of the

Penobscot Indians, was produced and read,

calculated to excite the sympathy of Friends

for this destitute and afflicted class of our

fellow men, and the committee was encourag-

ed to continue its attention and care over

them. The difficulties under which our bre-

thren in North Carolina are labouring, as re-

spects the people of colour under their care,

and their removal to free governments, where
they may enjoy their natural rights of liberty,

being brought before the meeting by reading

the minutes of the meeting for sufferings, the

consideration of the subject resulted in the

appointment of a committee to solicit, during
the sitting of the meeting, voluntary contri-

butions tov.ard their aid. This case was met
with promptitude and liberality, and upwards
of thirteen hundred dollars were collected

from the members in attendance. A minute
of advice, expressive of the exercise of the
meeting on several important subjects, which-
had engaged its attention, was directed to be
forwarded to the subordinate meetings. After
a session marked by the prevalence of bro-
therly harmony and condescension, the meet-
ing closed on sixth day, the 19th instant, at
one o'clock.

Friends' Select Schools.

We are requested to stale, that in conse-
quence of ill health, Thomas Booth has been
obliged 10 relinquish the care of the boys'
school in Orange street, and that Charleg
Atherton has been appointed to supply his

place, as principal teacher. lie will have the
immediate charge of the mathematical, and the
general supervision of the other departments.
—The elementary school continues to be
taught by Daniel Tatum; and the Latin and
Greek languages, by William Jacobs.
As these schools are organised, it is believ-

ed they will be found to have strong claims
on the continued confidence and support of
Friends, as affording to their children a libe-

ral and useful course of instruction, while
tliey as;e sheltered from many temptations, to

, -lich they would be unavoidably exposed, in

any other than select schools.

The Slave Trade.—Notwithstanding the vi-

gilance of the British cruisers on the coast of
Africa, the slave trade seems to be carried on
with great vigour by the Spanish and Portu-
guese—or we should rather say, by pirates,

perhaps of all nations, who sail under the flags

of Spain and Portugal, but own allegiance to

none. Since the capture of the Formidable,
noticed in this paper about a month since, a
schooner, with three hundred slaves on board,
has been taken by the Pelorus, a Portuguese
brig named tiie Aturvide, by the Lynx, and
the Rosamond, a small schooner, by the same.
The Aturvide had on board four hundred and
ninely-four slaves, and. the Rosamond, forty-

eight. The Buzzard, after capturing the For-
midable, resumed her station off Old Calabar,
where, at the date of the latest advices, she
was looking out for a Spanish barque, with
seven guns, and seven hundred slaves, bound
to the Havana, of which information had been
given.—iV. Y. Com. Adv.

Died, in Philadelphia, on fourth day, the 24th inst.

Joshua Kite, son of Thomas and Edith Kite, aged
19 years.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
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Dear ,

Again I have the pleasure of addressing

thee, from this great city, the mart of all the

earth; and, indeed, it is not the least of my
enjoyments to retire into my quiet chamber,

where the confused noises of the city can

scarcely reach my ears, and here, forgetting

the anxieties and pursuits of the day, hold

communion, in imagination, with some dear

absent friend.

I wi-ote to , at Brussels, on the 21sf,

and the next morning came to Ghent, through

a piplurcsque and well cultivated country.

Ghent is a large, well built town—the houses

plastered or stuccoed, and painted a light co-

lour, like all other towns I saw in France and

Belgium; and, like many others in those coun-

tries, it appears to be quite complete andjinish-

ed—very unlike our American cities, which

are always in an unfinished stale, and subject

to continual improvements and splendid addi-

tions ! Between Brussels and Ghent, hops

are grown in abundance, and this being the

season for picking them from the vines, the

people were busily engaged at it, in large

buildings, erected for the purpose.

Several canals pass by Ghent, intersecting

the country in every direction, and their banks,

planted with trees, afford deligiitful walks for

the citizens. Great attention is given on the

continent, to the establishment of public walks

and gardens in the towns, and they are cer-

tainly very desirable, both in regard to the

promotion of health, and as a strong attrac-

tion from improper places of resort.

Almost every town has a botanic garden

also ; that of Ghent I visited, but it is less

luxuriant than some, being too much within

the town. An old cathedral there, exceeds

any 1 have seen, in the splendour and richness

of its altars, chapels, and monuments. The
venerable appearance of the interior of many
of these ancient edifices, is almost destroyed

by a coating of whitewash.

Ghent is not strongly fortified by walls; I

walked over the ruins of an old castle and for-

tification, which were taken, I believe, by the

great Duke of Marlborough, from the Span-
iards. They are of great extent, but no part

remains entire, excepting the church, some
of the arched foundations, built of bricks, and
a watch tower, 'i'hey are now mounted with
a few cannon, and a single sentinel. It was
my custom to walk through the suburbs, and
most retired parts of towns, to observe the

occupations and mode of living of the poorer
class of people; and I was often amused by
the curiosity my " Quaker costume" excited
amongst them. Sometimes, on looking back,
I found the doors and windows filled with
smiling faces, gazing at the outlandish dressed
stranger. In passing through one town, where
the diligence stopped a quarter of an hour, I

essayed to take a walk, keeping on my travel-

ing cap ; but finding a number of children

were collecting and i^ollowing me, though at

a respectful distance, and fearing they might
increase to an inconvenient degree, I liioughl

it prudent to return. On no occasion, how-
ever, did I meet with any incivility; on the

contrary, I am happy to acknowledge many
nstances of disinterested kindness and atten-

tion.

The morning I left Ghent, while I was yet

my chamber, the cathedral clock struck the

hour at which I was to start; quite startled at

this, I quickly consulted my watch, and found
it hair an hour earlier. On enquiring, I was
told it was an old custom for the clocks to

strike the full number of strokes, both at the

hour, and a half hour before it. They are

preceded, and the quarters are also indicated,

by a chime of bells, continuing several mi-

nutes. This has a very agreeable effect, par-

ticularly during the stillness of night. Between
Ghent and Bruges, there is a great deal of

fertile and highly cultivated land, but as we
approach the sea coast, the soil becomes poor

d sandy; the trees are stunted, and we pass

through large tracts of broom and hazel. Buck-
wheat and turnips are the principal crops; the

former I saw no where else on the continent.

'i'he houses in Belgium are mostly brick,

roofed v.'ith tile, and they appear so neat and
comfortable, and the land, as I have before

bserved, is so generally fertile and well cul-

tivated, that I was unable to discover why
there are so many beggars. The children

seem to be well trained, and no doubt, think

they have a just claim on the attention and
purses of travellers. Six or eight, from five

to fourteen years of age, are generally run-

ning by the sides of the diligence, giving place

at the end of a mile or two,"}o a new set, and
waiting for a returning vehicle to run back

n. They utter the most piteous com-
plaints and cries of " Ah, misericorde, mise-

ricorde,'' and turn somersets, for the amuse-

ment of the passengers. This feat is performed
with great dexterity, by both boys and girls;

they put their heads to the ground while run-
ning, and then turning completely over, alight

on their feet, frequently repeating it with as-

tonishing rapidity.

As we approach Ostend, the face of the
country becomes perfectly flat, and is inter-

sected by numerous ditches and canals. The
town is small, but compactly built—the streets
little above, if they are not rather below the
level of the sea—and it is surrounded by im-
mense walls and ramparts. The docks for

the shipping (there being no harbour,) com-
municate with the sea by sluices, and vessels
can pass in and out only during half-tide.

There is a furious surf, and in the evening, as
I was walking on the ramparts, the waves
came rolling in, and beat against them with
an astounding roar. The wind was blowing
fresh from the sea, and as I had taken my
passage in a steamer for London, to start at

two o'clock in the morning, the scene awak-
ened those sensations of awe and peril, with,

which I always embark upon the " world of
waters." Sadly lost, indeed, to all- sense
of his situation as a poor, helpless be-
ing, dependent upon the goodness of his Cre-
ator, and liable every moment to awaken in

an awful eternity, must that man be, who can
view with indifierence, the immensity, the
beauty, and the terrific swellings of the sea,
and cast himself thoughtlessly upon its trea-

cherous waves.

During the wars of the French revolution,

an English fleet made an unsuccessful attack
upon Ostend. The town was set on fire in

several places, and the shipping was a little

damaged, by shells thrown from the bomb
vessels; a landing was also eflected to the

north by the troops, who partially injured the

basin, gales, and sluices of the Bruges canal,

which at that time was of great importance to

France: but when they attempted to return on
board the ships, they found the surf so high,

as to render it impossible. The governor of
Ostend, collecting all his force, sallied out^.
upon theiTi, and after an obstinate contest,

took them all prisoners. I spent the evening
very pleasantly at the hotel, with several in-

telligent Englishmen, and having obtained
from the proper authorities, the requisite per-
mit to depart, went on board the " Lord Li-

verpool," and " turned in," to a comfortable
berth, which I had taken care to secure.

About two o'clock in the morning, I was
awakened by the roaring of the engine, and
going above, found the boat was hauling out

of the dock; in a few minutes we were rolling

over the waves and through the surf in fine

style—the night was clear and moonlight

—
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just such an one as lempls us to forego our

accustomed rest, for the pleasure of contem-

plating the bright expanse of waters, anil

reading " the rich star-studded page of night."

Soon after I went on deck in the inorniug, a

young man suddenly appeared at the top of

the cabin stairs. We stood motionless, and

looked at each other a few moments with as-

tonishment and doubt; he was one of my fel-

low passengers across the Atlantic, and we

had not seen each other since we landed in

Liverpool. There is a peculiar pleasure in

unexpectedly meeting a familiar face, after

encountering strangers for many weeks, and

we shook hands with a cordiality, which nei-

ther of us, perhaps, had lately felt. That

spirit of commercial enterprise, which has

contributed to raise Great Britain to be

queen and arbitress of nations, led him to the

city of Mexico, where he resided four years

To engaging manners, and a mind stored with

general knowledge, from which in his convet-

sation, he seemed to <lravv at pleasure, he add-

ed some eccentricities, and a few of the per

nicious" effects of a too indiscriminate inter

course with the world. Amongst the subjects

of discussion during our voyage, which the

presence of a Friend, with six individuals of

six nations suggested, was that of war. He
always supported my arguments against the

custom, with great earnestness and sincerity,

not onJy on the ground of its impolicy, but

also of its incompatibility with the spirit and

precepts of the Christian religion ; and yet,

with the singular inconsiste.Tcy of many ho-

nourable men, he had fought a duel in Mexico.

Our passage across the Channel proved very

pleasant, the day was remarkably calm, yet

we had some rueful countenances amongst us,

occasioned by those peculiar sensations which

afflict some poor mortals upon the water. I

hailed with delight, the shores of Old England,

as they once more gradually rose from the

and about eleven o'clock, a. m., we entered

the mouth of the Thames—once called the

noblest river in the world. The passage up

to London, sixty miles, was, as I had antici

pated, full of interest. The country on the

north side of the river is rather low, but on

the south, it is high and very beautiful. At

the mouth of the river, I counted one hundred

and fifty-four vessels in sight at one time, and

from thence to London bridge, there is an in

creasing succession of vessels of all sizes

(jertainly many hundreds, and including boats

several thousands. It requires great care and

^ skill to guide a steamboat safely through such

an extraordinary concourse of vessels, moving

in every direction. Upwards of a hundred

steamboats ply on the river, many of them

running to other ports of Great Britain, and

to the continent. The average number of

vessels of every description, engaged in the

river and docks, is estimated at 13,444; of

which ,^,000 are barges, employed in loading

and unloading ships, and 5,300 are small craft,

engaged in the river trade, and for carrying

passengers; and 1 ,200 revenue officers are

constantly on duty.

Gravesend, the first port in the Thames, is

twenty-two miles below London; it is a small

town; but, affording an agreeable trip from

London, and good accommodations for bath- across the channel, strewing the shores with

ing, it has become a place of great resort. wrecks, I should feel thankful for my preser-

Greenwich, so well known as the meridian] valion. I came to my former lodgings—the

whence astronomers make their calculations,
|

only Friends" boarduig house in London,

—

is five miles below London, on the south or
|

John Burtt's, No. 12, Liverpool street, Bish-

Kentish side of the river. On one of the cu- opsgate—where I would recommend Friends,

polas of the Royal Observatory, a ball is daily

ated to the top of a pole, and the instant

the sun passes the meridian, it is dropped to

the bottom, showing the exact hour of twelve

lo those who observe it, for miles around.

The hiUs and parks surrounding Greenwich,

are remarkable fur the beauty of their scenery,

and the hospital, one of ttie most beautiful

buildings in England, presents a magnificent

view as we pass up the river. It was com-
menced by Sir C. Wren, under the direction

of Charles 11., (on the site of an ancient pa-]

and others, coming to London, if they wish to

study quiet and economy.
In reviewing my rapid tour on the conti-

nent, I must confess I saw more than I eJE-

pected, of the sorrowful effects of infidelity

and papistical darkness and ignorance. Such

a view of superstition and forgetfulnessof God,

may be of essential benefit, yet I would be

unwilling to tiust myself lon^ within the poi-

sonous atmosphere— its deadly effects are al-

most certain. I have heard it argued, that by

ixing with the world, becoming familiar with

lace which had long been a royal residence.) its temptations, and seeing its iniquities in all

and was completed in the reign of George II.
|

their deformity, we are convinced of the truth

It was afterwards appropriated as a hospital' and necessity of religion, of the loveliness of

for disabled seamen, and the widows and chil-j virtue, and are strengthened to walk in their

dren of those who are killed in war. Thepaths. But all experience is against this; it is

number of persons residmg within the walls, refuted by a single question,—have not more

is 8500, and there are 32000 out-pensioners.

Deptford, one mile west of Greenwich, con-

tains the government dock yards; extensive

ictualling yards, for the supply of the navy;

two hospitals for decayed pilots and masters

of ships, and their widows; and a large ma-

nufactory of warlike instruments. On oui

right hand, a mile or more from the river, a

forest of masts appears to rise-from the dry

ground; these are in the East and West India

docks, which have been excavated at an im-

mense expense. They lie across the narrow

part of the Isle of Dogs, which is formed by

great circuit of the river, with which they

communicate at each extremity, thus saving a

distance of several miles. They occupy

together, about eighty acres, and will contain

nearly one thousand ships of heavy burden,

A little higher up, and quite within the city,

on the same side of the river, are the London

docks, occupying thirty-four acres, and St.

Katharine's dock. Surrounding all these, are

warehouses of astonishing extent, for deposit

ing the cargoes.

I ought to have mentioned Woolwich, which

is on the south side of the Thames, a fe

miles below Greenwich. Here is the royal

dock yard, half a mile in length, and employ

ing upwards of one thousand persons. The
arsenal occupies one hundred acres, and con-

tains the artillery, shots, mortars, shells, and

other warlike apparatus and engines of de-

struction, belonging to the army and navy.

As we approach the city, a vast canopy of

smoke is seen suspended in the atmosph

we begin to enter it, and catch a glimpse of

lofty spires, towers, and monuments, and then,

towering above them all, the grand, gloomy,

and majestic dome of St. Paul's. The contrast

between the clear atmosphere of the cities on

the continent, and the dense fog and smoke of

London, is remarkably striking, when we come
immediately from one to the other. We land-

ed at five o''clock, making fifteen hours' pass-

age; the same time in which I crossed from

Southampton to Havre a month ago; both

passages were uncommonly pleasant, and when

I consider the heavy gales that often sweep

been led into the " broad way," by the influ-

ence of bad examples and evil communications,

than have been warned by them to flee to the

rock of safety ? A traveller may see much
to convince him, that the world is full of trou-

ble, that misery abounds, that all beneath the .

skies is " vanity and vexation of spirit," and

that " we have no continuing city here;''' and

if he yields not to the dissipating effects of

continual change, and to the alluring tempta-

tions which often meet him, and which, in a

foreign kind, he will find doubly difficult to

withstand, he may return with a heart grateful

lo the Pieserver of men, and strengthened to

pursue the path that lies before him, whether

it be through the midst of trials and adversity,

or of prosperity and worldly honour. After

all, however, I believe the quietness and re-

tirement of AoOTC, joined with useful and some-

what varied employment, to be the condition

most favourable to the exercise of habitual

devotion, and to a growth in religion, or the

regeneration of the heart.

I cannot doubt, that the " hour" passed in

walking from , was pleasantly spent,

and wish to hope, I may some day have the

pleasure of walking with you ; but many a

boisterous wave rolls between thee and thy

unworthy . May He who " rides

upon the whirlwind and directs the storm,"

be our support and guide through the storms

of this life, and lead us to those blessed re-

gions, where we shall never have to say

—

Farewell. • •

Very sincerely, thy ,
R.

Grammarfor the Blind—We were happy to receive

a copy of a Grammar for the Blind, prepared by Dr.

Howe, and printed at the New England Asylum. It

is a matter of congratulation, indeed, to see the work

of providing them a library going on so fast ; and to

learn that our benevolent societies are ready to ap- i

propriate liberally to this object. Are there no indi- \

viduals ready to do so ? Is there no one, for example,
j

who will pay for an edition of stereotype plates of

Gallaudet's admirable Book on the Soul—or some of

the little abstracts of Scripture History? We should

be happy to transmit any thing which may be sent ua

for these purposes.

—

Annals of Education^
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There have already been inserted in "The
Friend," some extracts from a course of

essays, published in Cliambers's Edinburgh

Journal, under the title of " Popular Inform-

ation on Science." From one of these,

under the head, " Luminous Meteors," we
take the following.

THE RAINBOW.

This beautiful arch of many colours, at-

tracted the attention of mankind in the ear-

liest ages. In the mythology of tlie ancients,

it was deified in the person of Iris, who was

represented with wings variegated with all its

lovely hues, and supposed to be the favourite

messenger of the gods.

" On equal wings she poised her weight.

And formed a radiant rainbow in her flight."

This liis was worshiped both by the Greeks

and Romans. We learn, also, that the rain-

bow was worshiped by the Peruvians, when
the Spaniards airived in South America. The
Romans assigned to it a very fanciful use :

they imagined that it drew up the waters from

the eaith to the heavens. Hence Ovid ob-

varios induta colores

s, alimentaquc nubibus adfert.'

" Nuncia Junon;

Concipit Iris aqi

The cause of the variety of colours exhi-

bited by the rainbow was not understood,

yntil Sir Isaac Newton had demonstrated the

composition of light. In the Scripture, after

that God had spoken of the rainbow as a co

venant between heaven and eaith, we read

that he said, " It shall come to pass, that

when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the

bow shall be seen in the cloud." It is now
known that a single white solar beam consists

of several ditTerent coloured rays, which,

combined together, produce the white light.

According to Sir Isaac Newton's discovery,

there are seven primary rays, of the follow-

ing colours: red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

indigo, violet. But recently Sir David Brew-

ster—whose name is an honour to his coun-

try—has shown that four of these seven co-

loured rays are compounded of the three

otheis. Thus the intermixture of the red

and yellow rays produces the orange-colour-

ed ray— the combination of the yellow and

blue produces the intermediate green—and

the combination of the red with the blue pro-

duces the indigo and violet rays. Properly

speaking, therefore, there aie only three pri-

mary rays in a sunbeam—the red, yellow, and

blue; and these, by certain degrees of inter-

mixture, produce the seven distinct colours

referred to by Sir Isaac Newton. We have
elsewhere shown, that a cloud consists of a

Tast number of watery globules, which float

together in the regions of the atmosphere.

When such a cloud opposite the sun is falling

in rain, the spectator, having his back turned

to the sun, beholds a reflected arch of light

of many hues; for the white rays of light,

having been decomposed by the watery glo-

bules, exhibit these varied colours. Some-
times, instead of forming a complete semi-

circle, spanning the azure vault, only a part,

or segment, of the arch appears. Not un-

frequently two rainbows are seen at the same

time, and as many as ^ix, seven, and even

eight, have been simultaneously observed.

A magnificent phenomenon of this descrip-

tion was seen by William Scoresby, at Brid-

lington Quay, at five p. m., on the 12lh of

August, IS'ie, during a brilliant sunshine,

and a heavy partial shower, that passed across

from the north to the southeastern part of the

town. Both the first and second bows were

complete arches, descending to the ground

on the left, and to the surface of the sea on

the right hand. The colours were of extra-

ordinary brilliancy. Within the arch of the

first bow, were no less than three, if oot four

supernumerary bows, in close and regular

order, progressively diminishing in intensity,

so that the last was scarcely discernible. The
first bow consisted of the ordinary colours,

reckoned from the outside, viz. red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. Im-

mediately in contact with the interior violet,

succeeded the supernumerary stripes of dif

ferent colours, consisting most obviously of

green and purple, or violet, in regular suc-

cession, and the whole gave the impression

of one continuous and splendid canopy, re-

ceding fiom the effects of distance into indis-

tinctness. Occasionally, from the reflection

of the rays from the surface of the sea. rain-

bows have appeared in an inverted position,

or, as it were, turned upside down ; but such

a phenomenon as this is of very rare occur
rence. The reflection of the sun's light on
the watery particles constituting a fog, has

kewise been known to produce a rainbow,
r, as it might with greater propriety be term

ed, a fogbow. The academicians, Bouguer
Godin, and La Condamine, when standing
on the very elevated mountain of Pambamar
a, in Quito, saw their own images reflected

n a very light fog, and surrounded by severa

concentric circles, ornamented with the co
lours of the rainbow. The intense fogs

which prevail in the polar regions at certain

seasons, occasionally rest upon the surface of
the water, and reach only to an inconsider-

able height. At such times, although objects

situated on the water can scarcely be observ
ed at the distance of one hundred yards, yet

the sun will be visible and eff"ulgent. " ITn

der such circumstances, (says Captain Scores

by,) on the 19th July, 1813, being at the

topmast-head, I observed a beautiful circle of

about 30° in diameter, with bands of vivid

colours depicted on the fog. The centre of

the circle was in a line drawn from the sun
through the point of vision, until it met the

visible vapour in a situation exactly opposite

the sun. The lower part of the circle de
scended beneath my feet to the side of thf

ship; and although it could not be a hundrec
feet from the eye, it was perfect, and the

colours were distinct. The centre of the co
loured circle, was distinguished by my own
shadow, the head of which, enveloped by a

halo, was most conspicuously portrayed. The
halo, or glory, was evidently impressed on
the fog ; but the figure appeared to be a sha

dow on the water; the different parts of

which became obscure in proportion to their

remoteness from the head, so that the lower

extremities were not perceptible. I remain-

ed a long time contemplaiing the beautiful

phenomenon befoie nie. Notwithstanding the

n was brilliant and warm, the fog was un-

commonly dense benealh. The sea and ice,

thin sixty yards of the ship, could scarcely

be distinguished. The prospect thus circum-

scribed, served to fix the attention more

closely on the only interesting object insight,

hose radiance and harmony of colouring,

added to the singular appearance of my own
ge, were [>roduclive of sensations of ad-

miration and delight."

Rainbows are occasionally produced by the

moon's rays being in like manner reflected

d refracted from a falling cloud ; but such

inbows arc not of very frequent occurrence,

and the aich they form is generally very pale

and indistinct.

fhe rays of the sun falling on the spray of

billows, or on the vapours of vast cataracts,

produce frequently the appearance of rain-

bows. This, amidst all its terrors and subli-

mity, throws a kind of fearful beauty over the

waters of Niagara. It is also often observed

over the Alpine torrents.

For ' The Friend."

THE PHENOMENA OF VISION.
(Continued from page 209.)

ofore proceeding further in the examina-
tion of the lunctions of those parts of the eye

which have been described, it will be proper

to complete this slight sketch of its anatomy
by a short description of the princi[)al parts

belonging to, and about it, which are exterior

to the ball, and designed for its motion, lubri-

cation, and protection. We shall see in the

structure of this apparatus, the same manifest-

ation of infinite skill and wisdom, the same
order and beauty, which render the eye itself

a subject for admiration and eulogy. In the

first place, the cavity in which the eye is lodg-

ed is formed by parts of seven distinct bones,

each of which, while located so as to perform
other important duties, lends one of its sur-

faces, so hollowed out as to make up a strong,

deep, colloidal cavity, called the orbit, pre-

senting its base outward and forward. The
external edge of this hollow cone, is turned
inward, so as to form a bony ridge on the in-

ner margin: its greatest diameter, therefore,

is just within the base, from whence it gradu-
ally decreases to the apex, where there is an
opening for the admission of the optic nerve,

and the vessels which supply the eye with

blood. The whole surface of this cavity is

smoothly overlaid with its appropriate mem-
brane. Within this, so placed as to have the

fore part of the ball protected by the bony
rim, the eye reposes and revolves upon a
cushion of cellular membrane and fat, sub-

stances admirably adapted to afford it both rest

and motion. As it is the central part of the

retina which is endowed with the greatest

share of sensibility to light, it is necessary that

the images of objects to be viewed should fall

upon that part. To eflect this, the eye is pro-

vided with six muscles, situated within the

orbit; by means of which, it is capable ofhaving

its axis directed instantly to objects, wher-

ever they may be placed. Their arrangement is

easily understood. Four of them, arising from
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the margin of the aperture, llirough which the

optic nerve and vessels pass to the eye, pro

ceed in a straight course, slieatiiing the tender

nerve and vessels with their flesh}' bodies, and
terminating in broad tendinous expansions,

vvhicli are inserted into the sclerotic coal: one
on the upper part of the ball, to turn the eye

upwards, one on the lower part, to turn it

downwards, and the two others on either side,

for performing liie lateral motions to the right

and left. The other two muscles are intend-

ed to rotate the eye ball upon its axis, and
when they both act at the same time, they draw
the eye forward. As there is sufficiency of

room in the external angle or corner of the

socket, to accommodate it; the body of onp

of these oblique muscles (as they are called)

is lodged there; and sends down its tendon

under the ball, to rise and be inserted high up

on its opposite side; consequently, when con-

traction takes place, the ball will roll down-

wards and inwards. But there is not space

enough in the internal corner to lodge a mus-

cle which would be of sufficient size to per-

form the duty required, and an expedient is

resorted to, for obtaining the desired motion,

r.llhough the muscle itself is located, so that

the contraction of its fibres is directly the re-

verse of it. Its body is lodged in the poste-

rior part of the orbit, where it is secure and

out of the way, and advancing a little forward,

it is converted into a long round tendon, which

arriving at the margin of the inner angle of

the eye, there passes over a cartilaginous

troclea, or pulley, then turns backwards, and

becoming flat and wide, is inserted on the up-

per outer part of the ball. This mechanism,

simple as it is, most strikingly displays contri-

vance. There being no room for its accom-
modation in the corner of the eye, where the

function of the muscle is wanted, there is no

other situation, in which it could be so conve-

niently placed, as in the orbit; and in no other

way could its tendon act counter to the con-

traction of its fibres, than by the interposition

of the pulley, around which it plays freely.

Before leaving the muscles, there is one curi-

ous fact, connected with their action, which is

worthy of being noticed. It is, that the four

straight muscles, act only under the direction

of the will, while the oblique, beside obeying

the will, also give the organ involuntary mo-
tion. Hence, while we are awake, we give

the eye whatever direction we wish, but at the

approach of, or during sleep, or while any

other cause exists, vvhicli destroys volition, the

straight muscles relax and cease to act, while

the oblique, of their own accord, roll the ball

upwards; whereby the transparent cornea is

securely lodged under the projecting bony rim

and the upper lid, and there kept moist by the

tears. The ttirning up of the eyeballs, which

is generally regarded as an expression of

agony, is, therefore, but an indication of the

existence or approach of insensibility. For
the further protection of the eye, we have the

lids, which defend it from external violence,

wipe its transparent surface, and exclude the

light during sleep. The structure of these two
bodies is the same; the upper being the larger,

and covering about three fourths of the ante-

rior portion of the organ. We often judge of

the size of the eye, by the separation between
the lids. But this is incorrect, as it merely

indicates the greater action of the muscles,

which open them widely, and thereby uncover

a larger portion of the ball. There are four

distinct layers in each lid. The outermost is

the common integument, or skin; which here

is very thin, delicate, and semi-transparent,

and yields readily to the motions of the lid.

Immediately beneath this, are the muscular

fibres employed to produce the motion

quired; then a plate of cartilage, which keeps

the lid extended, and in a position adapted to

the globular form of the eye, and lastly, a thin

membrane, lining the internal surface, and
uniting tlio npper part of the lid to the eye
ball. At the internal angle or corner of the eye

the lids are fastened to the bone by a small

round band, or ligament, and at the external

by cellular membrane. To raise and support

the upper lid, a muscle is provided, which

ays along the roof of the orbit, and sends its

igament forward, to be inserted over the ex

ternal surface of the cartilage; while to close

the eye, a large muscle, commencing at the

riternal corner, passes all round it, to have its

fibres brought back, and inserted near the

point of starting. The contraction of this

muscle would draw the lids together, like the

mouth of a purse with strings, but the resist

ance of the cartilaginous bodies prevent

wrinkling, and bring the lids smoothly toge-

ther. The membrane which lines the lids, after

spreading over their whole posterior surface,

passes from thence to the ball of the eye, and

covers its anterior half; including the cornea:

when it arrives at the edge of the latter, it be-

comes transparent. Thus lining the eye and
ts lid, it closes all access to the socket; and

being smooth, highly polished, and constantly

lubricated, permits free motion of the parts.

As the important office devolves upon this

membrane, of giving immediate warning of

the slightest danger threatening this delicate

organ from the intrusion of foreign bodies, it

)piously supplied with nerves which endow
it with exquisite sensibility, as is manifested by

the pain occasioned when a particle of dust

rests upon it. The margins of the lids are

fringed with hairs, called the eye-lashes,

which are so curved in opposite directions, as

to touch, but not to interfere with each other,

hen the lids are clo.sed. They guard the

eye from the entrance of foreign substances,

and shade it from too strong impressions of

light. Within the body of the lid, there are

large number of small glands, which secrete

an unctuous substance, and by openings so

small as to be scarcely visible, pour it out

along the whole of its internal edge, which

t anoints, and thereby prevents the overflow-

ng of the tears. Thus constituted, the lids

cover the eye during sleep, preserve it from

the contact of particles floating in the atmo-

sphere, defend it from sudden shocks by their

nstantaneous closure, moderate the force of

I too brilliant light, and, by their habitual

motion, tertned winking, which occurs at

nearly regular intervals, preserve its delicate

front from the effects of long continued con-

tact with the air. Situated upon the ridge

above, and overhanging the eye, is the eye-

brow, an arch of hairs, which have their

loose ends inclined obliquely outwards, and
which being covered with an oily matter, pre-

vent the sweat and moisture from the fore-

head from descending into and irritating the

organ below. The length and colour of the

hair which fringes the lid, and the arch of

the brow, add materially to the beauty and
expression of the human countenance.
To complete and perfect this complicated

and beautiful apparatus, there is added a self-

supplying fountain, which sends forth its pel-

lucid streams over the whole anterior surface

of the eye, to wash away whatever is oflTen-

sive, and bestow upon it its peculiar bril-

liancy. The manner in which this is accom-
plished, is as follows. Situated in a slight

depression, just within the upper and outer
part of the orbit, is an oval body, about the
size of a small almond, which being copious-
ly supplied with blood, secretes therefrom
the tears. From this gland, there pass off

six or seven ducts or canals, so small as

scarcely to admit the point of a fine bristle,

which, running parallel with each other,

pierce through the intervening substance and
open at equal distances upon the inner side

of the upper lid, just below where the lining

membrane passes from it to the eye. Through
these conduits the tears are poured, and mix-
ing with the fluid secreted by the lining •

membrane, are spread by the act of winking
over its whole surface, to effect the objects

which I have before mentioned. Having per-

formed this, it is necessary that some way
should be provided for their escape ; other-

wise they would soon accumulate and over-

flow the lid, or dim the sight. To prevent
this evil, there are two small orifices, which
can readily be seen, situated near the inner

angle of the eye, one in the upper, the other

in the lower lid, looking towards the ball,

which are respectively the commencement of

two ducts or waste pipes laid immediately
beneath the skin covering the cartilages, each
of which are about half an inch in length.

These pipes having got deep into the inner

corner of the eye, there open into a little

sac, from which this culvert is continued by
a perforation made through one of the bones
forming the upper part of the nose, within

which it terminates. The same membrane
which lines the lids is continued through the

whole 'course of the pipe. After the tears

have performed their office upon the eye, they
naturally lay along the margin of the lower
lid. The lids in closing meet first at the outer

corner of the eye, and their junction proceeds
ong the line of their outer edges towards

the inner corner, until the contact is com-
plete. By this means the tears are carried

onwards and accumulated at the point where
the lachrymal ducts (as the waste pipes are

called) have their openings. Into these they

are drawn by the force of capillary attraction,

and passing first into the little sac in the cor-

ner of the orbit, they descend from thence

into the nose, there to be carried off by eva-

poration. During sleep, although the outer

margins of the two lids are in close contact,

the inner are slightly separated : a channel is

thereby afforded for the flowing of the tears
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towards the place of escape. This closes the

slight sketch ot' the appendages of the eye,

(the " tutamina oculi," as they are denomi-

nated.) To direct and perform their lespec-

tive functions, the most exquisite sensibility

is required; a sensibility entirely different

from that of the optic nerve or retina, which
receives no impression but that which is de-

rived from light. Upon this part of the sub-

ject, I shall quote the observations of the ce-

lebrated Charles Bell. " A nerve possessed

of a quality totally different from that of the

optic nerve extends over all the exterior sur-

faces of the eye, and gives to those surfaces

their exquisite sensibility. Now it sometimes
happens that this nerve is injured and its

functions lost, the consequences of which

are very curious,—smoke, and ofTensive par-

ticles which are afloat in the air rest upon the

eye: flies and dust lodge under the eyelids

without producing sensation, or exciting ei-

ther the hydraulic or mechanical apparatus

to act for the purpose of expelling them. I

have seen many instances of the eye being

thus destroyed for want of sensibility to touch;

and it has been curious to remark upon these

occasions, that when the hand was waved, or

a feather brought near the eye, the person

winked, yet he did not shut the eye on rub-

bing the finger across the ball, or cutting it

with a lancet. In those cases, when vision

gave notice of danger to the organ, the pa-

tient winked to avoid it ; but when the point

touched the eye or its lids, the sense of touch

gave no alarm, and was followed by no action

for the protection of the organ."

In my next, if I have not already exhaust-

ed the patience of my readers, I will proceed

with the physiology of vision.

From the St. Louis Commercial Bulletin.

Petrified Buffalo.

This extraordinary curiosity was discovered

about two years since, by some trappers be-

longing to Captain Bent's company, lying on

the side cf one of the beaver dams of the Rio
Grande of the North (a stream emptying itself

into the Gulf of California,) whose waters, it

is said, possess the petrifying qualities to an

eminent degree, its shores abounding in speci-

mens of various animal and vegetable produc-

tions in a petrified state. The petrified bufTalo

is described by those who have seen it, to be

as perfect in its petrifaction, as when living,

with the exception of a hole in one of the

sides, about four inches in diameter, around

which the hair has been worn off, probably by

the friction of the water, in which it must
have lain for ages past, to have produced such

a phenomenon. The hair on the hump and

shoulders, neck, forehead, and tail, though

concreted into almost a smooth surface, may
be easily discerned. The horns, eyes, nostrils,

mouth, and legs, are as perfect in their stone,

as in their pristine state.

The country in which this rare specimen

was found, is inhabited by the Euteaux, a rov-

ing tribe of savages, who subsist, a great por-

tion of their lives, on insects, snakes, toads,

roots, &c. This tribe being particularly hos-

tile to the whiles, renders the acquisition of

this curiosity an undertaking not a little ha-

zardous; notwithstanding this, and many other

difficulties to be surmounted, such as distance,

expense, &,c., our enterprising citizen, Cap-
tain Charles Bent, contemplates procuring
and bringing it to the United Stales with him, on
his return from Santa Fe, during the ensuing

autumn. We heartily wish him success in his

praiseworthy undertaking.

Emancipation.—Thomas Iligginbotham, of

Amherst county, Virginia, who died in Fe-
bruary last, left a will in which he directed

that his slaves, about filly in number, should
all be free, provided ihey should be willing to

leave the state; if not, that they should have
tlie privilege of selecting owners, among his

brothers and sisters. A correspondence con-

cerning them, has taken place between T.
Higginbolham's executor, and the officers of

the Colonisation Society. A letter from the

executor, dated on the 23d of April, states,

that all the servants, except one man, two
women, and two children, have elected to ac-

cept their freadoin, oh the terms prescribed by

the will. A farther communication on the

subject is expected by the society.

A gentleman in Buckingham county, A'ir-

ginia, now deceased, left twenty-three slaves,

with directions in his will, that they should be
hired out, until his debis were paid, and then

be free. His debts have been paid, and appli-

cation has been made on behalf of his execu-
tor to the Colonisation Society, enquiring whe-
ther it will send them to Liberia, on certain

terms which are staled.

A gentleman in the neighbourhood of Jones-
borough, is willing to liberate four, perhaps
^ve slaves, on condition of their going to Li-

beria; and the society has been applied to, on
the subject.

A gentleman in Tennessee, not long since

died, possessed of twenty slaves, whom he ma-
numitted by his will. His heirs contested this

clause of the will, and it has been judicially

decided, ihat the slaves should be free, on con-

dition of their going to Liberia.

African Repositoryfor June.

Pride of aCow.—A correspondent informs

us that, while on a visit at ihe country-house

of a lady, it one day happened that they were
passing the cow-house, just at the time when
the dairymaid was driving home the cows to

be milked. They all passed in quietly enough,

with the exception of one, which stood lowing

at the door, and resisted every effxirt of the

dairy-maid to induce her to enter. When the

d was interrogated as to the cause of this

obstinacy, she attributed it to pride ; and,

when surprise was expressed at this, she ex-

plained that, whenever any other of the cows
happened to get in before her, this particular

cow would seem quite affronted, and would

not enter at all, unless the others were turned

out again, and she had an opportunity of walk-

ing in before them. This statement having

excited curiosity, and a wish to ascertain its

accuracy, the maid was desired to redouble

her exertions to induce the cow to enter; on

which she chased the animal through every

corner of the yard, but without success, until

she at last desisted from want of breath, de-

claring that there was no other remedy, than

to turn out the other cows. She was then

permitted to make the experiment; and no
sooner were the others driven out, than in walk-

ed the gratified cow, with a stately air, her

more humble-minded companions following

meekly in her train.

Connecticut School Fund.—The school fund

of Connecticut amounts to g'3,019,920 09
chiefly invested in bonds and notes secured

by mortgage. We are sorry to see that this

state has imposed a new tax on those who are

striving to advance in the higher branches of

education, by requiring them to do military

duty. What a school for a young student is

the parade ground !

—

Annals ofEducation.

It strikes me that Collins's,Ode to Evening,

which is, in my opinion, a beautiful composi-
tion, might suit for the columns of "The
Friend." C.

ODE TO EVENING.
If aught of oaten stop, or pastoral song.

May hope, chaste Eve, to sootlie thy modest ear,

Liftc thy own brawling springs,

Thy springs, and dying gales ;

O nymph reserved, while now the bright-hair'd sun

Sits in yon western tent, wliose cloudy skirts,

With brede ethereal wove,

O'erhang his wavy bed ;

Now air is hush'd, save where the weak-eyed bat

With short shrill shriek flits by on leathern wing;
Or where the beetle winds
His small but sullen horn,

As oft he rises 'midst the twilight path,

Against the pilgrim borne in heedless hum :

Now teach me, maid composed.

To breathe some soften'd strain.

Whose numbers, stealing through thy darkening vale,

May not unseemly with its stillness suit

;

As, musing slow, I hail

Thy genial loved return!

For when thy folding-star arising shows

His paly circlet, at his warning lamp
The fragrant hours, and elves

Who slept in buds the day,

And many a nympli who wreathes her brows with
sedge,

And sheds the freshening dew, and, lovelier still,

The pensive pleasures sweet.

Prepare thy shadowy car.

Then let mo rove some wild and heathy scene

;

Or find some ruin, 'midst its dreary dells.

Whose walls more awful nod
By thy religious gleams.

Or, if chill blustering winds, or driving rain,

Prevent my willing feet, be mine the hut.

That from the mountain's side,

Views wilds, and swelling floods.

And hamlets brown, and dim-discover'd spires ;

And hears their simple bell, and marks o'er all

The dewy fingers draw
The gradual dusky veil.

While Spring shall pour his showers, as oft he wont,

And bathe thy breathing tresses, meekest Eve '.

While Summer loves to sjiort

Beneath thy lingering light;

While sallow Autumn fills thy lap with leaves

;

Or Winter, yelling through the troublous air,

ASrights thy shrinking train,

And rudely rends thy robes ;

So long, regardful of thy quiet rule.

Shall Fancy, Friendship, Science, smiling Peace,

Thy gentlest influence own.
And love thy favourite name I
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For "The Friend."

SA-TIlXBIi BOWNAS.

Samuel Bownas was born in the year 1676.

His father died when he was an infant, but

he was favoured with the care and counsel of

an excellent mother. Although many times

tendered by her affectionate counsel, his time

was mostly spent in a light and trifling man-

ner, until about the twentieth year ot his age.

" But one first day," to use his own language,
" being at meeting, a young woman, named
Anne Wilson, was there and preached ; she

was very zealous, and fixing my eye upon
her, she, with a great zeal, pointed her finger

at me, uttering these words with much power,
' A traditional Quaker, thou comest to meet-

ing as tiiou went from it, and goest from it

as thou came to it, but art no better for thy

coming, what wilt thou do in the end?' This

was so pat to my then condition, that, like

Saul, I was smitten to the ground, as it might

be said, but turning my thoughts inward in

secret, I cried. Lord what shall I do to help

it? And a voice, as it were, spoke in my
heart, saying, look unto me and I will help

thee ; and I found much comfort that made
me shed abundance of tears. I went home
with a heavy heart, and could neither eat nor

sleep as I used to do, but ray work never

succeeded better in my hands, than it did at

this time, nor my mind never less in it ; but

my conduct as well as countenance was much
altered, so that several of the family were

doubtful that I should fall into a kind of

lancboly distraction; but I longed for the

meeting day, and thought it a very long week
When the time of meeting came, my mind
was soon fixed and stayed upon God, and I

found an uncommon enjoyment, that gave me
great satisfaction, my understanding being

opened and all the faculties of my mind
quick, that I seemed another man ; a div

and spiritual sweetness abiding with i

night and day, for some time, and I begar

see and understand the Scriptures, and the

nature of preaching the doctrine of the gos

pel in the power and spirit, plainly seeing a

difierence between a preacher of the letter

and of the spirit, which till then, I was wholly

ignorant of, and unacquainted with, not hav

ing before that the least degree, that I could

perceive, of divine understanding; but then

upon looking back, and considering what I

had heard such and such Friends preach

which at the time I did not understand, but

now 1 understood it clearly, which was a

plain demonstration to me, that all divine

knowledge is from divine light, which we
cannot comprehend, until we are assisted to

do so, by a visitation from heaven." Shortly
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was under so much concern, I could neither

eat nor drink ; we called to pay for what we
had, and gave the landlord charge of our

horses and bags, whereby he suspected that

we were going to preach ; he took me by the

hand, and begged that we would not go inio

the street, but preach in his house, and he

would have his family together, and they

would hear us. I looked steadily upon the

poor man, who trembled very much, telling

him, we thought it our place and duty to

preach to the inhabitants of the town ; and

thinkest thou, (said 1 to him,) we shall be

clear in the sight of God, whom we both feai

and serve, by preaching to thee and thy fa-

mily, what we are required to preach to the

people in the town 1 The poor man I found,

was smitten in himself, and his countenance

altered greatly, but he made this reply; Is

this the case, sir ? I said it was. Then, said

he, go, and God preseivcand bless you; but

I fear the mob will pull down ray house, for

letting you have entertainment, and kill you

for your good will. I bid him not fear ; for

He whom we served, was above.the devil, and

that not a hair of our heads should be hurt

without his permission. He then seemed

pacified to let us go, and followed at a dis-

tance to see our treatment. The chief street

was very broad, with a considerable ascent,

and near the head of the ascent, was a place

made to cry things on, to which we then

walked, where we paused a little; but I had

nothing to do there at that time ; returning

back to the market cross, which was at the

foot of the hill, for that had an ascent of

three or four steps, and a place to sit on

all made dark, and were strongly fastened up
with deals. We had been but a short time
there, before a messenger came to ofl^er us
liberty, on condition we would depart the

town witliout preaching; but we could make
no such agreement with them, and so we told

the messenger. A little after he was gone,

1 wrote the following lines to the provost.

"It is in my mind to write these (cw lines to

thee, the prtivost of this town of Jedburgh,
to let thee understand, that our coming with-

in thy liberties, is not to disturb the peace of

your town, nor to pieach false doctrine or

heresy, (as is by your teachers maliciously

suggested, whose interest it is, as they sup-

pose, to malie the people believe it,) but in

obedience to our Lord Jesus Christ, whose
servants we are, for he hath bought us with
his most precious blood; and we are no more
our own, but his that has bought us, whose
power is an unlimited power, and all power
is limited by him, so his power is not to be
limited by any other power; therefore, we
his servants dare not limit ourselves, or pro-
mise any man we will do this, or that, but
commit our cause to him, as his (the Lord's)
servants did of old, knowing that if we please

him, he can deliver us, but if not, we can
make no promise to any man on this account,

because we ourselves know not what he has

for us to do ; and, therefore, we endeavour
to stand clear from all engagements, ready to

do what he requires at our hands. But, I

must tell thee, that the manner of our impri-

sonment looks very rigid and uncommon in

these times of liberty, so far below a Chris-

tian, that It is hardly humane, that we should

the top, where we sat down ; but we had not be here detained as evil doers, before we are

sat long, before a man came to us, with a examined, or any breach of law appeals

bunch of large keys in his hand, and took against us. Doth your Scotish law judge

me by the hand, and said, I must go into the

tolbooth. I asked him, for what ? he said, for

preaching, I told him we had not preached.

Ay! but, quoth he, the provost has ordered

me to put you into the tolbooth. For what ?

I again replied. I tell you, for preaching. I

told him, 1 did not know, whether we should

preach, or not ; but it was soon enough to

make prisoners of us, when we did preach.

Ay ! says he, I ken very weel that you'll

preach, by your looks. Thus we argued the

matter, he endeavouring to pull me up, and

I to keep ray place, and when he found I was

not easily raoved, he turned to my companion,

who likewise was unwilling to be confined,

and then he went to Samuel Robinson, our

guide, who was easily prevailed on to go ;

and the easier, for that he had been there but

the week before, with two Friends, John
Thompson and Thomas Braithwaite, both of

our county of Westmoreland. By this time

after this, he was called to the work of the' we had a large assembly, and Samuel Robin

ministry, but seldom appeared for a year or son supposing we should have a better con

two. In the year 1701, he made a religion:

visit to Scotland. Whilst at Jedburgh, a

town not far distant from Edinburgh, the fol-

lowing occurrences took place, which are

thus narrated by him. " When we came to

the town, the landlord at the inn v('ould not

give us entertainment; but we went to an-

other inn, and the landlord took us in. We

veniency to preach to them in the prison

the Friends aforenamed had the week before,

we were conducted there, just by the cross,

where we held the parley, and put in at the

door ; but Samuel Robinson soon saw his

mistake, for the week before, the windows
of the prison were all open, nothing but th

nrun before it hears him? if so, it is very
unjust indeed, and looks very hard, that the

king's subjects may not have the liberty to

walk in your streets as elsewhere, which was
all we did, besides silting down on the mar-
ket cross, in a thoughtful sense of our duty
to God, not opening our mouths, but to hira

that violently forced us into confinement;
nor do we know that we should have spoken
to the people in the way of preaching at all :

but that is the work of our master, and we
must wait his will and time, to know both
when and how to do it; therefore, if thou
ihinkest to keep us until we promise thee,

or any of thy officers, not to preach in your
streets, it will be long that we must abide
here : therefore, I desire thee to take the
matter into Christian consideration, to do as
thou wouldst be done unto, and give thyself
liberty to tliink for what end the magistrate's
sword is put into thy hand, that thou mayest
use it right, lest thou shouldst be found one
of those that turn justice backwards, so that

equity cannot enter. This is from one that

wisbeth thy welfare and salvation.

" Samoel Bownas."
" When I had writ this, it was very hard to

persuade any one to carry it to the provost,

for now they were so atfrighted about having

any thing to say or do with us, that they durst

iron grates in the way, the windows beingjoot appear to talk with us; and whether he

called for some refreshment, but my mind very large for the sake of the air, but nowjhad it or not, I cannot be certain. The next
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day, (here was a country gentlenmn came
into (he town, and sent bis servant to invite

us to his house, to which we replied, we
know not yet, wlien we shall have our liber-

ty ; but desired our thanks might be return-

ed to his master, for that kind invitation: he'

replied, we should soon be at liberty, (or his

master was gone to the provost; knowing
they had no pretence to keep us there. Ac-
cordingly, in less than two hours after, we
were set at liberty, and went to the inn, to

refresh ourselves. The town was very full

of country peo[de, it being market day, and
we went to the maiket cross, which was so

much surrounded with people selling their

ware, that there was no room for us, withoiit

great damage to them : we, therefore, after

a short pause, walked up the street, to the

place before named, and the streets and bal-

conies being filled with people, with the

sashes and casements open, and crowded with

spectators, some computed the number to be

above five thousand, but such guesses at

numbers are uncertain; but there I stood up
and opened my mouth, being full of the power
and spirit of grace, saying, ' Fear the Lord,

and keep his commandments, who by his ser-

vant said, I will put my laws in their minds,

and write them in their hearts ; and 1 will be

to them a God, and they shall be to me a

people. Now, if you be obedient to this

law, you will do well, and thereby become
the people of God ; but if disobedient, you
will lie under his wrath and judgments.'
With more, distinguishing between the hap-

piness of them that obeyed, and the unhap-
piness of the disobedient. Then I stepped
dovvn, in expectation that my companion
might say somewhat, but he was willing to

be gone; and I was concerned to" step up

again, and kneeling down, was fervently

drawn forth in prayer; but after 1 had begun,

two men came and took me by the arms, and

led me down the street praying, and by the

time we came to the foot of the ascent, I

had done praying: after which, I took a view

of the people, who showed great respect in-

deed ; but 1 was conveyed to the prison door,

where was a sentry of two soldiers, who
stood by, and heard what 1 said to the offi-

cers that brought me there, which was to this

efTect : 'That the day before, 1 was forced in

there against my will, and contrary to law,

but that 1 would not now go there again, with-

out first being examined by the provost, or

by their priest and elders of their church, or

other chief officers of the town, and if then

any thing did appear, that I had broken any
law, or done any thing worthy of imprison-

ment, having a mittimus setting forth my
crime, I would willingly sufTer, and not re-

fuse going there ; but without such an exa-

mination, I refused to go there again, unless

forced to it by violence, and that I hoped
they would not be guilty of.' At which one

of the soldiers, taking his musket by the

small end, advancing the butt, said, ' His

countryman had spoken right, and what he

said was according to law and justice, and
ought to be observed as such ; and, therefore,

if you will take him before the provost for

examination, you may, but if not, touch him

that dare.' At this bold attempt and speech,
they both left me." No further disturbance
took place, and they left the town the next
morning.

To the accounts inseited in our last number
of the remarkable and destructive tornado,
which recently passed over a part of New
•Jersey, we add the following graphic, aiid

somewhat more piiilosophical, description of it.

From the New York Evening Stjtr.

A'oles on ike Tornado^ which occurred in New Jersey^
on Iht l\)th of June, 1835.—While on board Iho steam,
boat JVapoleon, at about half past five o'clock, r. m.,

being within six or seven miles of New Brunswick,
my attention was called to a most singular appearance
in a northwesterly direction. A very dense and low
cloud was resting like a curtain, in the centre of
which was a dark and well defined inverted cone,
which seomed to unite with another cone on the sur-

face of tho earth, while at one of the e.xtrcmities of
this cinud, a smaller one iiaving a flocculent appear-
ance, also approached near to the earth. The invert-
ed cone had been apparently formed by currents of
wind passing in opposite directions, from the north-
west and south. Suddenly, tho well defined charac-
ter of these united cones was changed, and there
arose a column, spreading at the top, in all directions,

but principally to the east, which might be well com-
pared to the eruption of a volcano. A vast body of
smoke, as it seemed, rose up through the centre of
the column, and again deseendod.lbrming, as it were,
an upward and downward current. The opinion now
became general, that it proceeded from the eonflagra-
liori of some large building, caused by the lightning,
a vivid flash or l«o of which had preceded the forma-
tion of tho cones. Bui in a (ew minutes, the dense
column was dissipated, and we could distinctly ob-

serve a gyratory movement of the wind, as was prov-

ed by the manner in which dust and fragments of
timber were carried upward in its course. Onward
;. swept with great velocity, until another dark and
well defined cone was again formed, which for a short
time remained stationary; and then gave place to tho
eruptive appearance and gyratory movement previous-

ly described. These alternations continued, although
much less distinctly characterised, and the whole va-

nished from our view. .

On approaching New Brunswick, we every where
witnessed the devastation which the tornado had pro-

duced; but it was in this city alone, that its mighty
power was fully exhibited.

From the facts which I have collected, there can
be no doubt that the cone above described, was form-
ed about three miles west ofNew Brunswick, and re-

mained stationary for some minutes; but when the
second movement was produced, a dense cloud com-
pletely overshadowed the city. Darkness followed,

and a few slight, bnt distinct explosions, as of the

luffing of sails, were heard. The heat of the air be-

came very oppressive, and here, as with us, these sin-

gular appearances were ascribed to a rapid and ex-

tensive conflagration. Under this impression, the
alarm bells were rung, and the firemen repaired to

their engines ; but although all eyes were turned to-

ward the west, no one could fix on the exact spot to

which effort was to be directed. All doubt, however,
was soon dispelled by a tremendous rush of wind,
which nothing could resist. Men were thrown down,
buildings of wood and brick were unroofed and
completely demolished, and large trees torn up by the

The a filled with fragments of wood and
brick, while clouds of dust enveloped the whole city.

The movement of the wind rendered almost inaudible
the crash of timbers, v.'hich must have been simul-
taneously produced. Many o( the inhabitants, who
had watched the appearance of the column, were ap-

prised of the coming danger, and fled to the cellars

of their dwellings lor safety ; and in several cases,

where the doors of the building were firmly closed,

they escaped with little or no injury, though in the

midst of destruction. In a moment the storm had

passed the city, and crossing the river, swept along in
a direction somewhat north of east, laying waste the
villages of Piscataway, about three miles distant, then
Inclining somewhat to the south, assumed an easterly
course, passing over Perth Amboy, and thence to the

I will only add a few words concerning the cause of
'.his remarkable phenomenon. The tornado, for so I
think it must be denominated, seems to have taken
its rise about three miles west of this city, where the
inverted cone or funnel was formed by the meeting of
opposing cur.-ents of air, as belbre mentioned.
That this funnel was some minutes forming, is evi-

dent, both from what we witnessed on board the Na.
poleon, and from the concurrent testimony of hun.
dreds of our citizens. From ten to fifteen minutes is
the length of time which has been generally assigned
to tho interval which transpired between the first ap-
pearance of this singular cloud, and its passage
through the city. If this inverted cone may be com-
pared to that of the tube which forms the water spout,—and it certainly at first greatly resembled that phe-
nomenon,—we may suppose that there was a rapid
current established from the earth.to the cloud; whe-
ther caused by opposite electiical conditions, or by
the formation of a vacuum, I shall not at present stop
to enquire. This upward movement, indeed, is indi-
cated by the occurrences which succeeded, and by
many facts which have since been ascertained. Among
these may be mentioned, the unroofing of those houses
tovvhich the air found access through the doors and
windows, and the lodgment of some of these roofs,
nearly in front of the houses to which they belonged,
and others in a straight direction, at some distance.
A boy was taken up near the point where the tornado
entered the city, and subsequently found near the
river, having been carried through the air at least
an eighth of a mile. And what seems almost incre-
dible, he sustained scarcely any injury. This upward
movement was distinctly observed at a distance, and
it was this which gave what may be called, the se-
cond stages of the phenomenon the appearance of a
volcanic eruption. At the same time, also, there was,
undoubtedly , a gyratory motion which characterised the
progress of the tornado, and to which the devastation
is In ho mainly ascribed. This motion Was not only
distinctly visible, but is tendered evident by the ap.
pearances in the city of New Brunswick, and its vi-
cinity. According to my measuremeut, its track
through the city, was about two hundred yards.
Near the circumference of the supposed circles, was
the line of the most destructive force of the wind.
Several buildings remain quite uninjured in their
centres. The situations of the prostrated trunks of
trees on both sides of the Raritan, seem to confirm
this opinion.

I have thus endeavoured to give a few facts, con-
cerning this truly interesting, and, in our latitude,

very rare phenomenon, and should you think them
worthy of publication, they are entirely at your ser-

vice. Yours, &c.
Lewis C. Beck, M. D.

New Brunswick, June 20, 1835.

TERRIFIC HAIL, STORM.
The .lillowing account of a terrific hail

storm on the Bosphorus, is from " Letters

on Conslantinople,"—attributed to Commo-
dore Porter.

We had got perhaps a mile and a half on

our way, when a cloud rising in the west, gave

indication of approaching rain. In a few mi-

nutes we discovered something falling from the

heavens with a heavy splash, and of a whitish

appearance. I could not conceive what it

was, but observing some gulls near, I suppos-

ed it to be them darting for fish; but soon after

discovered that they were large balls of ice

falling. Immediately we heard a sound like

rumbling thunder, or ten thousand carriages

rolling furiously over the pavement. The
whole Bosphorus was in a foam, as though

heaven's artillery had been discharged upon us
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and our frail machine. Our fate seemed in-

evitable, our umbrellas were raised to protect

us; the lumps of ice stripped them into rib-

bons. We fortunately had a bullock's hide in

the boat, under which we crawled and saved I means nor leisure for much

ourselves from further injury.

It was the most awful and terrific scene that

I ever witnessed. Balls of ice as large as my
two fists, fell into the boat, and some of them

came with such violence, as certainly to hai'e

of dress ! The frequent changes of fashion
[

pons with which to combat the African slave

also involve much useless expense of money 1
trade,—the idea of putting an end to the slave

and precious time. Till this passion for ,
trade, by stationing a few armed ships on the

change is corrected, ladies can neither have coast, we deem visionary—and serves, we
mprovement hink, only one good purpose; that is, it ex-

ilieir systems of education and household :
poses the vanity of the attempt: it serves

management. But we see this tight lacing; only to show in a degree, to what an enor-

has been, in some measure, corrected, by
|

mous extent the traffic in human flesh is pro-

reasoning on the subject, and we do not de-^secuted on the coast. Slavers possessing the

spair. Allow ladies the privileffe of reason- same cunning as men-of-war men, watch an

broken an arm or leg, had they struck us in ing, and they must become more reasonable,
j

armed v

those parts. One of them struck the blad^

an oar, and split it. Tlie scene lasted, may

be, five minutes; but it was five minutes of

the most awful feeling that I ever experienced.

When it passed over, we found the surround-

ing hills covered with masses of ice, I cannot

call it hail; the trees stripped of their leaves

and limbs, and every thing looked desolate.

We proceeded on our course, however, and

arrived at our destination, drenched and awe-

struck. The rain had not extended so far as

Candalia, and it was diflicult to make them

comprehend the cause of the nervous and agi-

tated condition in which we arrived; the Reis

Effendi asked me, if I was ever so agitated

when in action? I answered no, for then 1

had something to excite me, and human means

only to oppose. He asked the master, if lie

ever was so affected in a gale of wind at sea?

He answered no, for then he could exercise

his skill to disarm and render harmless the ele-

ments. He asked him, why he should be so

affected now? He replied, " from (he awful

idea of being crushed to death by the hand of

God, with stones from heaven, when resist-

ance would be vain, and where it would be

impious to be brave."' He clasped his hands,

raised his eyes to heaven, and exclaimed, God
is great I

Up to this hour, late in the afternoon, I

have not recovered my composure: my nerves

are so affected as scarcely to be able to hold

my pen, or communicate my ideas. The
scene was awful beyond all description. I

have v/itnessed repeated earthquakes ; the

lightning has played, as it were, about my
head; the wind roared, and the waves have at

one moment, thrown me to the sky, and the

next have sunk me into the deep abyss. I have

been in action, and seen death and destruction

around me in every shape of horror; but I

never before had the feeling of awe, which

seized upon me on this occasion, and st

haunts, and I feel will ever haunt me.

Anti-Corset Societies.—Two societies of

this kind have been formed, and are success-

fully going on, putting down the wicked

slavery to fashion, which destroys so many
females. One of these societies is in Peter-

borough, N. Y., and was formed a year ago.

All the ladies in the village, but three, signed
the pledge. The other is at Atkinson, Me.,
and consists chiefly of the pupils of a board-

ing school. There are many "family" asso-

ciations of this sort in our country, and the

number is rapidly increasing. What a great

point will be gained in the improvement of
social and domestic life, when reason, com-
fort, and health, are consulted in the fashions

Ladies' Maga
as closely as they can possibly

!
watch him, and take advantage of every

^^ movement : no sooner is the armed vessel

„ .
, ^ ^ I

out of sight, than they cram their human
It 13 the nature of true faith to beget an^^ -^ ^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ commit their safety to

holy fear of ofl^ending God, a deep reverence. |^^ ., ^^ ^^^ ^^^^g,^ ^^,y^-^^^ j^ ^j^^^j ^j.

to his precepts, and a most tender regard to
.^ays superior, and nine times out of ten, are

the inward testimony of his Spirit, astha^by
^^^ deceived, even though they should be pur-

sued. Liberia is a standing evidence, thatwhich his children, in all ages, have been

safely led to glory. For as they that truly

believe, receive Christ in all his tenders to

the soul, so, as true it is, that those who re-

ceive him thus, with him, receive power to

become the sons of God ; that is, an inward

force and ability to do whatever he requires

—strength to mortify their lusts, control their

affections, resist evil motions, deny them-

selves, and overcome the world in its most

enticing appearances. This is the life of the

blessed cross of Christ, and what thou, O,

man, must take up, if thou intendest to be

the disciples of Jesus. Nor canst thou be

said to receive Christ, or believe in him,

whilst thou rejectest his cross. For as re-

ceiving of Christ is the means appointed of

God to salvation, so bearing thy daily cross

after him, is the only true testimony of re-

ceiving him ; and, therefore, it is enjoined by
him, as the great token ofdiscipleship, "Who-
soever will be my disciple, let him take up

his daily cross, and follow me."

—

Penn.

THS FRIESND.
SEVENTH MONTH, 4, 1835.

We have just received several numbers of

the Liberia Herald, up to the 31st of the first

month last—a paper published at the town of

Monrovia, West Africa. We perceive that

its editorship has been transferred to Hilary

Teage, in the place of John B. Russwurm,
dismissed : for what cause does not appear.

It is pleasing to observe that the subject of

temperance, and the formation of temperance

societies, occupy a prominent place in the

columns of this journal. The following ar-

ticle, apparently editorial, will be interesting

to many of our readers, as exhibiting the

views entertained there in regard to the in-

fluence of colonization, on the slave trade,

and the introduction of civilization and Chris-

tianity:

—

" Arrival of Emigrants.—Arrived in our

harbour, on the 18th inst., the brig Bourne;

of Baltimore, Md., Captain Gantiame, having

on board fifty-four emigrants, destined foi

Cape Palmas. We are, indeed, happy to see

that the patrons and friends of that newly es-

tablished settlement, are still prosecuting their

object with vigour. We regard colonies

along the coast, as the most important wea-

slavers cannot breathe in a moral atmosphere,

their detestable traflic shuns the abodes of

fair and legitimate trade, as the blear-eyed bat

the blaze of noonday; hence vee conclude that

one colony, established on the principles of

temperance and peace, sustaining in their pu-

rity, the moral and religious institutions of the

mother country, is worth a dozen scores of

men-of-war. Apart from this, there is an-

other advantage of colonies, which has not as

yet been mentioned. If ever Africa is to be

civilized and Christianized, it is to be done by

colonies. They are the points from which
the rays of light are to diverge, to the benight-

ed sons of Africa. A moral and industrious

colony, prosecuting honourable and legitimate

trade, appeals to the selfishness of the natives,

and attacks them on the side of their avarice;

and we, who have had much intercourse with

them, know that avarice and imitative curiosi-

ty are predominant features in the African

character. But in our rage for the plantation

of colonies, prudence ought to guide our steps,

and direct our movements. We should be

cautious, that we do not turn our attention to

the establishment of another, ere the former

has taken sufficient root, to progress towards

maturity, without the continual attention of

the fostering hand that first planted it. The
moment a colony begins to flag, or ceases to

progress, that moment, the influence it exerts

on the minds of the natives is unfavourable.

How soon do we hear them say, (in reference

to some trader, perhaps, with whom they

were accustomed to deal) ' first he be ray

friend, he have money;' (was rich.) ' this time,

he be poor fellow: I loolj 'tother friend.' They
naturally think, that the stamina—the princi-

ple of that system cannot be good, which does

not continue progressing."

Our readers, we think, will concur with us,

in the expression of acknowledgments to the

writer of^ the article on the phenomena of

vision. The clear, familiar, and attractive

manner in which the complex and wonderfully

curious subject is treated, renders it easy of

comprehension to almost every one, and the

interest deepens as the article proceeds.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Street, below Seventh, Philadelphia.
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We have derived instruction and entertain-

ment from the perusal of a book entitled " A
Popular Guide to the Observation of Nature"

&c. by Robert Mudie, author of the British

Naturalist ; and which forms No. LVIf. of

Harpers' Family Library. There is often a

difficulty in detaching portions of a work from

the context, as both the beauty and the force

of a passage in a great measure are destroyed

by being thus insulated ; and especially so, in

respect to a work like the present, wliich to

be duly appreciated, should be read carefully

and consecutively. The following extracts,

however, may be given as specimens of thi

author's manner, and which we think will be

admitted to be not only pleasing but eloquent

The Love of Country is the Love of Nature—Instances of it in Mountaineers.—It

impossible to imagine a happier combination

of qualities and circumstances than when that

which is of the greatest use to us, at the same
time aflfords us the greatest pleasure ; and if it

so happen that that pleasure, instead of palling

upon the appetite, becomes the more exquisite

the more heartily and the longer it is enjoyed,

then the happiness thence arising may be con-

sidered as the very best that human beings can

enjoy. That is the case with the observation

of nature : nothing can be more useful than

that, for it is the source of all that we know
;

nothing can afTord higher pleasure, for it is the

source of all that we can enjoy :* and we can

never tire of it—it never can pall on the appe-

tite, because it is always healthful and invigor-

ating in the pursuit, and new at every step we
take, and at every moment we live. It brings

us a two-fold pleasure : it saves us from misery,

and it affords us direct happiness ; and there

is scarcely an ill in life for which there is not,

if we could find it out and apply it, a balm

in the creation around us. The Author of

that has so tempered the productions of the

earth and the waters, and the changes and the

appearances of the atmosphere, to the wants

of man in every zone, from the burning equa-

* These remarks of the author of course must be

understood as distinct from Revelation and the conso-

lations of religion Ed.

tor to the icy pole, that, amid all the varieties

of season and climate, the man who knows
and loves his country (and knowing it he can-
not but love it), thinks his own country the

very best ; and would migrate m sorrow from
the ice-clad rocks of Labrador to the perpetual

spring and unchanging verdure of the Atlantic

isles. The Bedouin, who careers over the

sandy plain, fleet as the whirlwind, carrying his

handful of dates for his day's repast, and
marching twenty miles to the palm-encircled

pool, at which he is to quench his thirst, would
not give up the joy of the wilderness for the

fattest plains and the most gorgeous cities. He
iias known nature, and seen the working of

nature's God, in the desert, and beyond that, or

higher than that, the very excess and perfection

of man's working cannot give him pleasure

And who are they, whose ancestry in their

present localities stretches backward till its

fading memorials out-measure not only all that

has been written, but all that has been erected

in brick or in marble, or in the aged granite

itself—the primeval father of mountain and of

rock ? Are they the inhabitants of fertile

plains, spreading wide their productive bosoms
to the sun, rich in flocks and herds, thronged
with villagLS, and joyous with ciiies and pa-

laces ? I trow not. They are the men of the

mountains ; and if there is love of country

upon earth, you will find it where there is only

a mountain pine, a mountain goat, and a moun-
taineer, as fast rooted and as firm footed on the

rock as either. Ask of the mountains of your
own country ; and Snowdon shall answer to

Ben-Nevis, and Wharnside shall respond to

gray Cairngorm, " We have known our peopi

for a thousand years, and each year of the

thousand they have loved us the more. Our
summits are bleak, but tliey point to heaven

;

they are hoary with eld, but the hope of

mortality breathes around them." Glance
your eye over Asia, and you shall find, that

while conquest and change of race have
swept the plains of Euphrates and Ganges
like floods, and the level steppes of Siberia

like the north wind, Caucasus and Himmalaya
have retained their people, and their tuneful

cliff's echo the same language aa they did in

the days of the patriarchs. And who, too, had
footing on the Alps before the Swiss, or on
the Pyrenees before the Basques ; and how
long did the expiring sounds of the Celtic lan-

guage wail among the Cornish rocks, after the

lowlands of England had become Roman,
Saxon, Dane, and Norman, by turns, and the

mingling of a fivefold race had given to the

country the most capable population under the

sun ? Turn whithersoever we will, on the sur-

face of the globe, or in the years of its history,

the discovery is ever the same. The Pheni-

cians were once great in northern Africa, and
the Egyptians mighty by Nilus' flood; but
where now are the ships of Carthage, the
palaces of Memphis, or the gates of Thebes

;

or wlierc are the men by whom these were
erected, or the conquerors by whom they were
laid waste ? The cormorant sits solitary on
those heaps by the Euphrates, where the con-
queror of Egypt erected his throne

; the Goth
and the Hun trod with mockery over the tombs
of the Scipios

; and the turbaned Arab has
erected his tent over the fallen palaces of Nu-
mantia

;
but the cliffs ^of Atlas have retained

their mhabitants, and the same race which
dwelt there before Carthage or Rome, or
Babylon or Memphis, had existence, dwell
there still, and, shielded by the fastnesses of
their mountains, the sword will not slay them,
neither will the fire burn. Every where it is

the same. If we turn our observation to
the west :—the plains of Guiana, and Brazil,
and Mexico, and Peru, and Chili, and Para-
guay have been rendered up to the grasping
hand of conquest ; and, because of the gold
and the silver they contain, the thickly serried
Andes have been held by the skirts : but the
red Indian is still in his mountain dwelling

;

and in spite of all that fanaticism, and avarice,
yet more fell, have been able to accomplish,
in the very passion and intoxication of their
daring (and they have been dreadful in those
sunny lands), Chimborazo looks down, from
'lis lofty dwelling among the earthquakes, on
the huts of his primeval inhabitants ; and Ori-
zaba yet mingles his smoke with that of fires
kindled by the descendants of those whose
ancestors tenanted his sides before Mexico
was a city, or the Aztec race had journeyed
into central America.
Now, whenever the globe speaks in unison

from every point of its surface, and history
brings testimony from its every page, we may
rest assured that there is more tha°n common
instruction in the tale ; and, therefore, we
should read and meditate upon it with more
than ordinary attention. And why is it, that
man not only clings with the greatest pertina-
city to those places of the earth to which, as
we would say, nature has been the least boun-
tiful, but also loves them with the most heart-
felt affection, and acquires an elevation of
mind, a determinedness of purpose, and ajoy-
ance of spirit in them, more than in places
which abound far more in the good things of
this world ? The facts are certain and abso-
lute

;
for there is not one exception to them

;

and therefore the lesson that they teach us
must be wisdom. It is wisdom, too, which
bears directly upon our present object ; and it

is wisdom which is soon learned.

It is simply this : that in those wild and,
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as we would call them, barren places, man's
chief occupation and converse are uiih na-

ture : whereas, in richer places, where there

is more to tempt worldly ambition and worldly

enterprise, art is his chief occupation, and be-

comes by habit his chief enjoyment. Now up
to a certain point, and that as high as you
please, so that it is not exclusive, the practice

of art is highly commendable
; and people can

never make too many useful things, make them
too well, or be too diligent, or take too much
delight in the making of them. It is that at-

tention to art which has made our country
what it is,—given to the humblest of our cot-

tagers comforts for which the chiefs and kings

of some tribes would be delighted to change
their kingdoms and thrones. Not only that,

but which, in absolute comfort, and in that

greatest of all comforts, the means of acquir-

ing information, has placed the peasant of the

present day in circumstances more favourable

than those of the peer two centuries ago
;

which has now rooted itself firmly throughout

the country, and is like a goodly tree, ever

verdant and ever fruitful, rearing its top to the

lieavens, and spreading its boughs to the utter-

most ends of the earth. Well should we love

that, and dear to us all shonld be that country,

those fathers, and those institutions which have

brought it forward, and preserved it for our
use.

The Charm of Nature—If we examine the

matter aright and carefully, we shall find that

at all ages, and under every circumstance of

life, it is really nature which sweetens our cup,

and that, skilfully used, there is no gall in life

so bitter as that nature cannot turn it into

honey. Look at a little child on the meadow,
no matter though it has been born in the very

heart of a city, and seen nothing but brick

walls, and crowds, and rolling carriages, and
pavements, and dust ; let it once get its feet

upon the sward, and it will toss away the most
costly playthings, and never gather enough of

the buttercups, and daisies, and other wild

flowers which prank the sod. And if it shall

start a little bird, which bounces onward with

easy wing, as if it were leaping from portion

to portion of the sightless air, how it will

stretch its little hands, and shout, and hurry on

to catch the living treasure, which, in its young
but perfectly natural estimation, is of more
value than the wealth of the world. And if

the bird perches on the hedge, or the tree, and
sings its sweet song of security, " the little

finger will at once be held up by the little ear,"

and the other hand will be extended, with the

palm backwards, as if a sign were given by

nature herself for the world to listen and ad-

mire. Infants, are, in truth, our schoolmasters

in the study of nature ; and though we might

feel our experience compromised in learning

wisdom of them, there is no reason why we
should turn our wisdom into folly, by refusing

to learn a little happiness. Grant that age
and gravity are as wise as you will, the palm
of happiness must be awarded to early youth,
to those sportive days and nights of sound re

pose, before the business of the world has
come upon us, and absorbed all our attention

Now, as the aim and object of all that we do
is happiness why, should not we make the hap

piness of our youth a store through life, and

an increasing store, as well as our knowledge?

Our bodily activity and pleasure have their

periods : they wax and lliey wane, just as is

the case with matter and all the qualities of

matter ; but happiness, like knowledge, is in

the mind, and they should strike hands like

twin-biothers at our birth, and never quit us,

or gain upon each other, till they bring us to

those regions in which both shall be in maturty,

and our bliss perfect.

The Captives—Cheerfulness of blind peo-

ple.—The value of things never strikes us so

forcibly as when we are deprived of them
;

and if we were to think liow sad an inroad
would be made upon our happiness were we
deprived of only a small portion of nature, or

of one of those senses which were given to us

for the purpose of knowing it, we would prize

senses and their objects far more than we do.

It is a dismal thing for an innocent man to be
cooped up within the four walls of a dungeon
for life, with only a little glimmer of reflected

light coming through the grating, and never to

behold the direct light of the sun. But even
in that situation the man may study nature

;

there is that reflected glimmer fading off into

the darker tints : there are the different spots

and the colours they reflect ! and the motes
are dancing even in that dim light ; and the

spider is busy in the corner ; and, it may be,

that tilings which a man in the free air would
call loathsome are crawling about the floor.

But the solitary man can make all these lowly

things his kingdom ; can claim brotherhood
with the spider, the snail, and the lizard ; and,

if his heart has been true to nature and to

man, he will kneel down and thank Heaven as

fervently for its bounty, when the morning
gives him the first dawning of that streamy
light, as if he beheld the sun rise on the sweet-

est valley in England, and could call all that

valley his own : and, let but one drop of the

bitter waters of remorse for wrong done, fall

in the rich man's free and full cup, and he
would give the solitary all his wealth for an
exchange of feeling.

We would consider it a piece of the most
wanton cruelty to build up the little grating-

the dim light to the captive ; but even that

would not deprive him of the pleasure of

nature : even then he might " touch the earth

and, by so touching, his mind would rise up and
wrestle with the giant, and he conld seize hap
piness in the dark. It is a common observa

tion, that blind people are always cheerful
;

and the fact is nearly as general that they are

all musical. Now, as these are general truths,

like all general truths, there is instruction in

them : and it is instruction that any one may
obtain without the form or intricate prepara

tion of any thing that can be called learning oi

science. It is delightful to look on the glowinc

heavens and the green earth ; and as there are

few things more calculated to afibrd us pleasure

than our sight, so there are kvf things that

we suffer more by neglecting or using im-

properly. But from the proverbial happiness

of the blind, and their fondness for music, it is

extremely probable that all nature becomes to

ihem as if it were one vast musical instrument.

Nor is there any doubt that sounds convey to

them the notions of form and distance, in a

manner as intelligiule to the mmd as that

which those who have the advantage of sight

receive through that medium. Strange as it

may seem, too, the touch of blind people may
be so educated as not only to distinguish one
colour from another, but to distinguish dif-

ferent depths of shade in the same colour.

Human perception is a very curious matter :

nd the different senses so co-operate with

each other, and they are all so linked with

nature, that it is difficult to say within what

imits we could confine that which any one of

them might reveal to us, though we were de-

ived of all the others.

LADY HESTER STANHOPE-

We translate the following history of this

mysterious woman, from the Notes of a Tra-
eller, by Alphonso de Lamartme, member of

the French academy, as published in the Cour-
rier des Etats Unis.

Lady Hester Stanhope, the niece of Mr.
Pitt, aftei' the death of her uncle, quitted Eng-
land and traveled over Europe. Young, beau-

tiful, and rich, she was every where received

vith the attentions and the interest which her

ank, her fortune, her intelligence and her

beauty might be expected to excite. She con-

stantly refused to unite her fate with that of

her worthiest admirers, and having passed

several years in the principal cities of Europe,

she embarked with a numerous suite for Con-
stantinople. The motives for this expatriation

have never been known. By some it has been

attributed to the death of a young English

general, who was killed at this period in Spain;

and for vvhotn Lady Hester is said to retain in

iter heart to the present day, the most tender

regret. Others suppose it to be owing mere-

ly to the taste for adventure, which belonged

to the enterprising and courageous character

of this young person. Whatever it may be,

she set out and passed several years in Con-
stantinople, and finally embarked for Syria in

an English vessel, taking with her the greater

part of her property, and jewels of immense
value, together witii presents of all kinds.

The ship was overtaken by a tempest in the

Gulfof Macri, on the coast of Caramania, op-

posite to the Isle of Rhodes, and struck on a

rock some miles from the shore. The vessel

went to pieces in a few moments, and Lady
Stanhope's treasures were buried |in the sea

;

she escaped barely with her life, and was car-

ried on a piece of the ship to a little desert

island, where she passed twenty-four hours,

without food and without assistance. At last

some fishermen of Marmoriza, who were seek-

ing for the spoils of the wreck, discovered her,

and conducted her to Rhodes, where she

made herself known to the English consul.

This deplorable event did not cool her zeal :

she went to Malta, and from there to England.

She collected the wreck of her fortune, turned

into money a part of her landed estates, loaded

another ship with money and presents for the

countries she intended to visit, and set sail.

The voyage was prosperous, and she landed

at Latakie, the ancient Laodicea, on the coast

of Syria, between Tripoli and Alexandretla.
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She estdblisiied herself in ihal neiglibouihood,]

studied Aialjic, siirroundf^i) hprsellwith people
who could facilitale for her an intercourse

wilh the different Arabian tribes, Druzes and
Maroniles, of the country, and prepared, ^as I

was then doini;. myself,) to make journeys of

discovery into the less accessible parts of
Arabia, of Mesopotamia, and of tlie desert.

VVIieii she became familiar with the lan-

guage, the costume, the manners, and the

customs of the country, she organised a nu-
merous caravan, loaded camels with rich pre-

sents for the Arabians, and traveled over every
part of Syria. She stopped at Jeriisale(n, at

Damascus, at Aleppo, at Balbec, and at Pal-

myra. It was at this last station that numer-
ous tribes of wandering Arabs, who had assist-

ed her in visiting these ruins united round her

tent, to the number of forty or fifty thousand,

and charmed with her beauty, hergrace, and her

magnificence, proclaimed her Queen of Pal-

myra, and delivered firmans to her, by means
of which it was agreed, that any European,
protected by her, might come in safety to

visit the desert and the ruins of Balbec and
Palmyra, provided he engaged to pay a tribute

of a thousand piasters. 'I'his treaty still exists,

and will be faithfully executed by the Arabs, if

they receive positive proof of the protection of

Lady Stanhope.

On her return from Palmyra, she escaped

being carried away by a numerous band of

Arabs of a different tribe, and enemies to those

of Palmyia. She received timely notice from
her own people, and owed her security and
that of lier caravan to a forced night march,
and to the swiftness of her horses, who traveled

over an incredible opace of ihc desei t in twen
ty-four hours. She returned to Damascus,
where she resided some months, under the

protection of the Turkish pacha, to whom she

had been strongly recommended by the Porte.

After a wandering life in all the countries

of the East, Lady Hester Stanhope finally fixed

herself in an almost inaccessible solitude on

one of the mountains of Lebanon, near to

Saide, the ancient Sidon. 'I"he Pacha of St-

John d'Acre, Abdalapacha, who had a great

respect for her, and devotedness to her, grant-

ed to her the remains of a convent, and the

village of Digioun, inhabited by the Druzes.

She built there several houses, surrounded by

a wall of enclosure, like our fortifications of

the middle ages. She made artificially a

charming garden, in the Turkish fashion, in

which besides a fruit and flower garden and
grapery, are kiosks enriched with sculpture

and arabesque paintings, water running in

marble fountains, jets in the middle of the

pavements of her kiosks, together with orange,

fig and citron trees in abundance. There
Lady Stanhope lived for several years in a

truly oriental style of luxury—surrounded by

a great number of European or Arabian dro-

gomans, a numerous train of women and black

slaves, and in relations of friendship and even

of political alliance with the Porte, with Abda-
lapacha, with the Emir Boschir, sovereign

of Lebanon, and especially with the Arabian
scheiks of the deserts of Syria and Bagdad.

Soon her fortune, which had been still con-

siderable, diminished from the derangement of

her atTairs caused by her absence from Eng-
land, and she found herself reduced to thirty

or forty thousand francs income, which is still

sufficient in this country for the train which
Lady Stanhope is obliged to keep up. Mean-
time those persons who had accompanied her

from Europe either died or left her; the friend-

ship of the Arabs, which could only be main-

ed by presents, began to cool, her inter-

course with them became less frequent, and
Lady Hester fell into the comjilele solitude in

which I found her. But she still exhibits the

same heroism and the same energy, with all

the constancy and resolution which have al-

ways inarljpfl lipr charnflpr. She never thinks

for a moment of retracing her steps, she never
gives a look to the world and to past times.

She does not bend under neglect, or misfor-

tune, or the prospect of old age and the for-

getfulness of the living. She will remain
alone where she now is, without books, with-

out journals, without letters from Europe,
without friends, without even servants v.ho'

are personally attached to her. She is sur-

rounded merely by some negresses and some
black slave children, a few Arabian peasants

to take care of her garden, her horses, and to

attend to her personal safely. It is generally

believed in the country where she resides, and

my intercourse with her inclines me to the

same opinion, that the supernatural strength

of her mind and of her resolution is found not

merely in her own character, but also in high

raised religious ideas, in which the illumina-

tion of Europe is confounded with some of the

oriental forms of fjith, and added to this the

wonders of astrology. Whatever it may be,
Lndy Slonli,jjJe i= a groat name in tbc EaSl,

and a great astonishment to Europe. Finding

myself so near her, I felt a desire to see her,

her ideas of solitude and meditation had so

much apparent sympathy with my own
thoughts, that I felt very glad to ascertain how
near we have approached each other.

Lady Hester was apparcnily fifty years old.

She has features which cannot be spoiled by

age. Freshness, colour, grace, vanish witli

youth, but when beauty is on the form itself,

in the purity of its lines, in dignity, majesty,

in the thought of a man's or woman's face,

beauty may change at the different epochs of

life, but it does not pass away. Such is that

of Lady Stanhope—she wore on her head a

white turban, on the forehead a band of purple

woollen cloth, which fell on each side from
the head to the shoulders ; a long yellow cash-

mere shawl and immense Turkish robe of

white silk with floating sleeves, enveloped her

whole person in its simple and majestic folds,

and through only one opening on the bosom,
which was left by the first tunic, was made
visible, a second robe of embroidered Persian

stuff, which reached the throat and was there

fastened by a pearl ornament. Turkish

boots of yellow morocco, embroidered with

silk, completed this beautiful oriental costume,

which she wore with the freedom and grace

of a person who had never from her youth

worn any other.

I was conducted through an arbour of jes-

samine and rose laurels to the gate of her gar-

dens. A table was laid for M. Parseval and

myself; we dined very quickly, and she only
waited until we had risen from the table, be-

fore she sent Leonardi to tell me she was wait-

ing for me : 1 hastened, and found her smok-
ing a long oriental pipe—she ordered one to

be brought tome. 1 w;is already accustomed
to see the most beautiliil and elegant women
of the East smoke, and I therefore was not
shocked at her gracious and careless attitude,

nor at that odoriferous smoke which escaped
in light columns from the lips of a beautiful

woman, and interrupted the conversation with-

out chilling it. Wc conversed a long time in

this manner, and always on the favourite sub-
ject, on ilie only and mysterious theme of this

extraordinary woman, this modern magician,
recalling exactly the flimous magicians of an-
tiquity—this Circe of the deserts.

It appeared to me that the religious doc-
trines of Lady Hester were a confused, though
a skilful mixture of the different religions in

the rnidst of which she has condemned lierself

to live. Mysterious as [the Druzes, of whom
she alone, in the world, perhaps knows the
mystical secret—resigned as a Mussulman,
and fatalist as he is, with the Jew expecting a
Messiah, and the Christian professing the ado-
ration of Christ, and the practice of his chari-

table morality. Add to that the fantastic

colours and the supernatural reveries of an
imagination tinctured by the East, and heated

by solitude and meditation, some revelations

perhaps of Arabian astrologers, and you may
form some idea of this sublime and fanciful

compound, which it is more easy to call mad-
ness, than to analyse and understand. No,
this woman is not insane. Madness, which
Inscribes iiself in but too evident a manner in

the eyes, is not written in her beautiful and
direct look. Madness which always betrays
itself in conversation, which it is ever inter-

rupting by sudden disorderly and eccentric
starts, is not to be detected in Lady Hester's
conversation, which while it is elevated, mys-
tical and cloudy, is always sustained, connect-
ed and powerful.

If I were obliged to pronounce, I should
say that it is a voluntary madness, which is

studied, which knows itself, and which has its

reasons for appearing madness. The power-
ful admiration which her genius has exercised

and still continues to exercise over the Arab
people, who surround the mountains, proves

that this pretended madness is only an instru-

ment. To the inhabitants of this country of

prodigies, to these men of the rocks and de-

serts, whose imagination is more dark and
coloured than the horizon of their own sands

or seas—the word of Mahomet or Lady Stan-

hope is necessary. They want the commu-
nion with the stars, prophecies, miracles, the

second sight of genius. Lady Stanhope un-

derstood this at first, by the high reach of her

truly superior understanding ; and then per-

haps, like all beings endowed with powerful

intellectual faculties, she has succeeded in

seducing herself, and has made herself the first

convert of the symbol she has created for

others. This is the effect this woman pro-

duced on me. She cannot be judged or class-

ed in a word ; she is a statue of immense

dimensions. I shall not be surprised if at
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some not distant day she realises a part of tlie

destiny which she promises herself—an empire

in Arabia, a throne in Jerusalem. The least

political commotion in the region which she

inhabits miglit raise her even to that.

" I have," said I to her, on thi^ subject, " but

one reproach to make to you ; it is that you

have been too timid with events, and that you

have not pushed your fortune where it migiit

conduct you.
" You speak," said she to me, " like a man

who still believes too much in human will, and

not enough in the irresistible power of destiny

—my own strength is in that ; I await it—

I

do not invoke it, I am growing old, I liave di-

minished considerably my fortune, and am
now alone and abandoned on this rock of the

desert, a prey to the first bold fellow who

would wish to force my gates, surrounded by

a band of faithless servants and ungrateful

slaves, who rob me every day, and sometimes

threaten my life. Lately I owed my salvation

only to my dagger, of which I was forced to

make use to defend my bosom against the dag-

ger of a black slave whom I had brought up.

Ah ! well, in the midst of all these tribulations

I am happy, I answer every one witii the sa-

cred word of the Mussulmen, Allah Kennim,

the will of God, and I await with confidence

the future, of which I hav3 spoken to you, and

of which I should wish to inspire you with the

certainty you ought to have.

The name of Bonaparte was mentioned, as

usual, in the conversation.

" I thought," said I to her, " that your fana-

ticism for this man would put a barrier be-

tween us."
" It is only his misfortunes aiid iny pity fbr

him which makes me an enthusiast in his

cause," said she. " It is the same with me,"

I replied, " and so we understand each

other."

I could not explain how a religious and

moral woman should adoie strength alone

without religion, without morality, and without

liberty. Bonaparte was a great reformer, no

doubt; he reformed the social wori.d, but be

did not consider sufficiently the elements of

which he remodeled it. He moulded his

statue with the clay, and with his personal in-

terest, instead of cutting it out of divine and

moral sentiments, out of virtue and liberty.

The night passed away in this manner, in

conversing freely and without aflTectation, on

the part of Lady Hester, on every subject

which springs from a word, and leads by

chance to a conversation. I felt that no cord

was wanting to that elevated and firm under

standing, and that every string in this instrument

gave its proper sound, full and strong, with

the e.xception perhaps of the metaphysical

string, which too great tension and solitude

had falsified or raised to a too high key for

mortal understandings. We parted with a

sincere regret on my part, and an obliging ex-

hibition of regret on hers.

" No adieus," said she, " we shall often

meet again in this journey, and oftener still in

other journeys which you do not now project.

Go to rest, and remember that you leave a

friend in the solitudes of Lebanon."
She held out her hand, I laid mine on my
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heart after the Arabian fashion, and we de-

parted.

Curious Fads regarding Vegetable Repro-

duction.

It has long been known that crows, and

other birds and animals, deposit seeds in the

earth, from whence trees and plants are pro-

duced. Robinson, in his Natural History of

Westmoreland and Cumberland, says, that

" birds are natural planters of all sorts of

trees, disseminating the kernels upon the

earth, till they grow up to their natural

strength and porfootinn." Hfi *p11s "S, " that

early one morning he observed a great number
of crows very busy at their work, upon a de-

clining ground of a mossy surface, and that

he went out of his way on purpose to view

their labour. He then found that they were

planting a grove of oaks. The manner of

their planting was this : They first made little

holes in the earth with their bills, going about

and about till the hole was deep enough, and

then they dropped in the acorn, and covered

it with earth and moss. The young planta-

tion," he adds, " is now growing up to a thick

grove of oaks fit for use, and of height for

the crows to build their nests in. On telling

the circumstance to the owner of the ground,

who observed the acorns to spring up, he took

care to secure their growth and rising. The
season was the latter end of autumn, when

all seeds are fully ripe."

It is surprising how many different means
nature adopts in perpetuating the duration of

animal and vegetable life. Edwards justly

icinaiko, that even tKo di^ughto of autumn
continue to increase and propagate seeds and

plants. These sudden and long-continued

droughts occasion deep chinks and cracks in

the earth, wherein are deposited the seeds of

trees, and the larger plants that require depth

for their growth, and are at the same time

placed beyond the reach of animals which feed

on them.

The seeds of the common broom grow in

little pods, which, when fully ripe, and ready

for diffusion, are scattered by a beautiful con-

trivance of the contraction of the edges of

the pods, which suddenly bursts them open

and, forcing the internal surface outward,

throws the seeds to a considerable distance

from the parent plant. But for this wise pro-

vision, they would be choked under the old

plant for want of air and light.

Mice also bury a great number of seeds for

their winter store, many of which vegetate.

Some seeds, such as those of the thistle, are

provided with a kind of down, by which, as

with wings, they are carried, with the help of

the wind, to great distances, and others fix

themselves on the ground by means of glutin-

ous substances attached to them.

The South Sea Islands, which have been

raised to their present elevation above the

ocean, are entirely the production of myriads

of minute polypi or worms, which construct

the diff'erent kinds of coral. These coral for-

mations are first covered by sand, and then by

marine substances ; then with the excrements

of birds, in which are undigested seeds, that

spring up and flourish in the deposits which

have been formed on the reefs.

Some plants are migratory, while others are

fixed to particular localities, from which they

never wander. In Hampton Court Park,

there is a small pink, which inhabits a par-

ticular mound of earth ; and although it has

long been known on that spot, yet it has never

extended beyond it.

It is curious to observe the influence which

particular soils have on different flowers.

Whoever has attended to the cultivation of

tulips, must have noticed, that, by planting

them on too rich a soil, the colours will spread;

and others which have steadily remained of one
colour in some particular soil, will, on being
removed to another, break into a variety of
colours. If the common field primrose is

taken up, and the root separated, and planted

in another soil, the blossom loses its brilliant

yellow hue, and becomes of a pale brown
chocolate colour.

Perhaps one of the most extraordinary

phenomena connected with vegetable life, is

the tendency of plants to follow light, which
seems so necessary to their health, and even
their existence. This makes them display

what Blumenbach calls real motion. In the

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences at Boston, there is an excellent

example of this tendency described.

In the spring, a potato was left in a cellar

where some roots had been kept during the

winter, and which had only a small aperture

for the admission of light at the upper end of

one of its sides. The potato, which lay in

the opposite corner to the aperture, shot out a

runner, which first ran twenty feet along the
ground, then crept up along the wall, and so

through the opening by which light was ad-

mitted.

Providence, ever mindful of the wants of
the human race, has endowed those plants

which are of the greatest importance to man-
kind either with the property of adapting them-
selves to a great variety of climates, or, when
confined to any individual climate, of flourish-

ing there in almost any kind of soil. This is

the case with several species of grain, the

potato, &c., and that valuable plant, the cocoa.

Palm vegetates vigorously in sandy and stony,

as well as in the richest earth.

Many plants, common duckweed for ex-

ample, are not firmly attached to the ground
by their roots, but can change their situations

at certain seasons of the year, sinking at one

time to the bottom, and at others coming to the

surface of the water.

—

Chambers^ Ed. Jour.
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For "The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

No. V.

The holy scriptures are an invaluable trea-

sure, and we ought to be deeply impressed

with gratitude to the Author of all our bless-

ings that his providence has preserved to us

these precious records, which are able to make
wise unto salvation through faith, which is in

Christ Jesus. The Society from an early

period has been earnestly engaged to press

upon its members their diligent and serious

perusal, and to warn against the introduction

into their families of publications which have

a tendency to indispose the youthful mind for

relishing the sacred tl-nlha r.f rprlpmption

Whilst too many continue to neglect these

advices, to their great loss, who still need the

warning voice, an opposite error is to be

avoided. It is possible to study the scriptures,

to speak well of them, and to store our memo-
ries with their contents, and yet not to be seek-

ing for ourselves, with a solicitude proportion-

ed to its infinite importance, that spiiitual

religion to which they bear witness.

"Search the scriptures," said our Saviour

to some high professors in the day of his per-

sonal appearance, " for in them ye think ye

have eternal life ; and they are they which tes-

tify oftme ; and ye will not come to me that ye

might have life." Some searchers of the scrip-

tures in modern limes may be in the same dan-

ger, mistaking the means for the end. The
scriptures are a testimony to the truth as it is

in Jesus, but if we would experience the benefit

thereby designed for us, we must come to him,

we must deny ourselves, take his yoke upon us,

and meekly follow hiai in the icgcnoiation.

May we then peruse the holy" scriptures

with minds reverently turned to Him " who at

sundry times and in divers manners spake in

time past unto the fathers by the prophets, and

who hath in these last days spoken unto us by

his Son," waiting for the illumination of the

Holy Spirit, under whose influence they were

at first given forth, that thus we may come to

know the things that belong to our peace, and,

by faithfulness to the unfoldings of heavenly

light, be built upon that foundation which

gtandeth sure.

1709.

We recommend it«as an incumbent duly on

Friends, to cause their children to be fiequcnl

in reading the holy scriptuies, and in observ-

ing to them the examples of such children as

in scripture are recorded to have early learned

the fear of the Lord, and hearkened to his

counsel ; instructing them in the fear and

dread of the Lord, planting impressions upon

their spirits of reverence towards God, from

whom they have their daily support ; showing

them they ought not to offend him, but love,

serve, and honour him, in whose hands all

blessings are. And as their hearts are sea-

soned with truth, and made good, good fruits,

agreeable to truth, will appear, to the honour

of God, and the comfort of their tender pa-

rents ; who ought to watch over them, that

they be not careless of going to meetings,

where the Lord's power iiath often broke in

upon children, and given them early tokens of

his future favour. For hereby he hath brought

many to know the God of their fathers ; and

the hearts of many have been inclined sincere-

ly to desire that he might be their God also,

and their guide all the .days of their lives.

1753.

This meeting considering that some in the

present age do endeavour, as well by certain

books, as a licentious conversation, to lessen

and decry the true faith in our Lord and Sa-

viour Jesus Christ, even that precious faith

once delivered to his saints ; which by the

mercy of God, is also bestowed upon us ; do
therefore earnestly advise and exhort all pa-

rents, masters and mistresses of families, and
guardians of mimjis., thot tUcy piciro«t, nss

much as in them lies, their children, servants,

and youth, under their respective care and

tuition, from the having or reading books or

papers, that have any tendency to prejudice

the profession of the Christian religion, to

create in them the least doubt or question con-

cerning the truth of the holy scriptures, or

those necessary and saving truths declared in

them; lest their infant and feeble minds should

be poisoned thereby, and a foundation laid for

the greatest evils.

1728.

Inasmuch as the holy scriptures are the ex-

ternal means of conveying and preserving to

us an account of the things most surely to be

believed concerning the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ in the flesh, and the fulfilling the

prophecies relating thereto ; we therefore re-

commend to all Friends, especially elders

in the church, and masters of families, that

thpy would, both by example and advice, im-
press on the minds of the younger a reverend

esteem of those sacred writings, and advise

them to a frequent reading and meditating

therein. And that ministers, as well as elders

and others, in all their preaching, writing, and

conversing about the things of God, do keep

to the form of sound words, or scripture terms;

and that none pretend to be wise above what

is there written, and, in such pretended wisdom,

go about to explain the things of God in the

words which man's wisdom teaches ; but, on

the contrary, that you would at proper times

and seasons, when you find your minds rightly

disposed thereunto, give the youth to under-

stand, that the same good experience of the

work of sanctification, through the operations

of the spirit of God, which the holy scriptures

plentifully bear testimony to, is to be witness-

ed by believers in all generations, as well as

by those in the first ages of Christianity ; in

which case, some account of your own expe-

rience will be helpful to Ihem. And this we
recommend oa tlic most offcctual means for

begetting and establishing in their minds a firm

belief of the Christian doctrine in general, as

well as the necessity of the aid and help of the

operations of the holy spirit of 'God in the

hearts of men in particular, contained in that

most excellent book the bible; and for the pre-

serving them from being defiled with the many
pernicious notions and principles, contrary to

such sound doctrine, which are at this time

industriously dispersed in the nation, to the

reproach of the Christian profession in general.

1732.

We tenderly and earnestly advise and exhort

all parents, and masters of families, that they i

exert themselves in the wisdom of God, and in

the strength of his love, to instruct their children

and families in the doctrines and precepts of

the Christian religion contained in the holy

scriptures ; and that they excite them to the*

diligent reading of those sacred writings,

which plainly set forth the miraculous concep-

tion, birth, holy life, wonderful works, blessed

example, meritorious death, and glorious resur-

rection, ascension, and mediation of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ; and to educate their

children in the belief of those important truths,

as well as in the belief of the inward manifesta-

tion and operation of the spirit of God on their

own minds, that they may reap the benefit and
advantage thereof for their own peace and
everlasting happiness, which is infinitely pre-

ferable to all other considerations. We there-

fore exhort, in the most earnest manner, that

all be very careful in this respect; a neglect

herein being, in our judgment, very blame-

worthy.

1769.

There having been for many years past, a

great circulation of vain, idle, and irreligious

books and pamphlets, tending to lead the mind
away from sober and serious duty, to infect the

inexperienced and unwary, with notions which

promote infidelity and corruption, and to

alienate their attention from the spirit of God,

under whose influence and holy keeping alone

is safely ; we earnestly request that parents

and all others who have youth under their tui-

tion, will keep a constant eye over them, and
Q=. muoli o3 poooiblo guard thorn against, and
prevent 'hem from wasting their precious time

upon such unprofitable and pernicious read-

ing; that they inure them to the frequent and
diligent reading of the sacred writings, which
through divine goodness are afforded to us, for

our " instruction in righteousness, and that we,

through patience and comfort of the scriptures

might have hope."

1807.

We believe there is an increased attention

in Friends in various parts, not only to pro-

mole in their families the frequent reading of

the holy scriptures, but to make it the employ-

ment of a portion of time daily. We com-
mend this jjractice, and we believe that if the

heads of families are careful in cultivating the

seed of truth in themselves, there will be so

little danger of the custom becoming formal,

that it will not unfrequently be the means of

quickening the minds of those concerned in it:

more especially if a subsequent pause be al-

lowed; in order that the sacred truths which
have been read may have time to make their

due impression on the mind; or that the mind
(nay have time to rise in secret aspiration after

a blessing.

I have observed a prevailing disposition in

some of considerable eminence in the Socie-

ty, and in a great many others, to cry up

mightily for peace and charity, the mainte-

nance of unity, and not to press any thing

very closely, lest the peace of the Society
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should thereby be endangered; although per-

haps the things urged cannot well be objected

> to upon any other principle than groundless

fears, and a faint-hearted mind not yet quite

upright to God, nor wholly redeemed from the

praise of men, as there is an unwillingness to

displease them, though in maintaining the

Lord's cause. " For if I yet pleased men,"
said Paul, " 1 should not be the servant of

Christ." What makes me take notice of this,

is, that I have seen a great snare in it, wrong
things suffered to remain and prevail under

it, and the fire of primitive zeal against undue
liberty too much quenched. We have no

such exar&ples in the prophets, or in Christ

a:nd his apostles, of indulgence ant] winking
at wrong things ana false ease. They, in

their concern to testify against such things,

had no fear of breaking unity, nor disturbing

the quiet and peace of any people, let their

rank or station be what it may. Had this

noble spirit of ancient zeal been more gene-

rally exercised in plain dealing, and speaking

the truth one to another, the mournful declen-

aion, so justly complained of amongst us as a

people, would not have so generally prevailed.

—Joltn Griffith.

Whitley was the next meeting I attended,

being on first day, where I had very close,

laborious work. An earthly lofty spirit had

taken too much place in some of the profes-

sors, the tendency whereof is, by darkening
the understanding and blinding the judgment,
to account various weighty branches of our

Christian testimony small, trifling things.

Here the flesh that warreth against the spirit

having the aaeendeni^y, ifa language is qiiito

opposite thereunto. The flesh saith, there is

little in dress; religion doth not consist in

apparel ; there is little in language ; there is

little in paying tithes, &c. to the priests

;

there is little in carrying guns in our ships to

defend ourselves, in case we are attacked by

an enemy. To which, I think, it may be

safely added, there is little or nothing in peo-

ple who plead as above hinted, pretending to

be of our Society ; for if they can easily let

fall the before-mentioned branches of our

Christian testimony, I am fully persuaded
they will maintain the others no longer than

they apprehend it will suit with their tempo-
ral interest. 1 have often wondered why such
continue to profess with us at all. They are

not really of us, who are not concerned to

maintain those principles and testimonies the

Lord hath given us to bear.—John Griffith.

From the Christian Advocate anii Journal.

ON SKEPTICISM.

Few subjects, perhaps, stretch themselves
over a wider range than skepticism. It is

one of the most conspicuous features in the

pursuit of moral and intellectual science. It

is connected with the contemplations of the
philosopher, with the plans of the moralist,
and with all the efforts of human genius.
Allow us to glance, for a moment, at the ety-

mology and origin of the term ; for with this

its present acceptation is not in every point
synonymous. In the ancient schools of learn

ing it appears that there were various classes'

of philosophers, who studied physical, intel-

lectual, and moral science. Some of these

were dogmatists, peremptory and absolute in

their mode of teaching, as their name implies—" Aoyiio., that which seems right, from Aoxtu,

to think. The opposite of these were the

Pyrrhanists, or skeptics, from crxtB-To/iai, to

contemplate, examine, consider,—to look out,

forward, around." They advanced their opi-

nions subject to future examination, affirming

nothing as certain, and professing to found

their opinions on examination and experi-

ence, in opposition to the dogmatic sects.

These sects existed previous to the establish-

ment of the Christian dispensation, and the
cciiii was then contmed to human theories.

In the present day it is confined to a certain

class who reject the Christian system as un-

authentic and spurious. The modern skeptic

exalts human reason as the sun of moral and

intellectual excellence, pervading by its power
the whole realm of science, and comprehend-
ing, by a sort of omniscience, the deep arcana

of all existences. It is not, perhaps, easy to

conceive the origin of skeptical principles in

the human mind. In some cases skepticism

is voluntary. The Christian revelation is

placed as a sun in the moral hemisphere, and

shines with brilliancy upon men of all cha-

racters and circumstances. The individuals

upon whom its glorious light falls are pos-

sessed of all the usual inlets of knowledge
and information. The demonstrations which
Scripture brings with it of its divinity, its

purity, and its beneficial tendency, are alike

comprehensible to men of ordinary and gigan-

tic intellect. If the light of heaven fall not
upon uiiy, ii jimsc Be because they wilfully

intervene some opaque object which inter-

cepts its radiance, or because they willingly

descend into some subterranean depth which
their own infidelity and obduracy have cre-

ated, or by some process of mind known only

to themselves, while possessed of the senses

of living men, they stand before the fair face

of creation, and arrive to the insane conclu-

sion, " There is no God."
But this skepticism must also be regarded

as judicial:—as the well-merited result of

men being left to the darkness they prefer,

to the moral adumbrations of intellect which

they invoke. The doubters and rejectors of

revelation have shown, in innumerable in-

stances, the possession of vast powers of in-

tellect; and on the other hand, to show that

intellect presents no insuperable obstacle to

the reception of divine and heavenly truth

men of the most gigantic intellect have been
numbered among the humble followers of

Jesus of Nazareth. The raoet lofty geniuses

that ever this world knew have embraced the

Christian revelation. They have humbly re

ceived it as Heaven's best gift to man— as

demanding implicit confidence—as " worthy

of all acceptation." Its " only foundation"

has been the ground of their hope ; by its

precepts they have been guided, by its pro

mises supported, and by its divine power ul

tiraately and finally saved. Acting upon the

great truth, " Quid est supra rationem, non

est contra rationem," they have found no in

tellectual difficulty in believing its most sub
lime and mysterious truths. The mighty
intellects of Bacon, Boyle, Selden, Newton,
Locke, Addison and Clarke, have humbly
bowed before the bright and glorious lumi-

nary of Christian revelation. Again, there

have been men possessed of mighty minds,

which, well directed, like a moral Archime-
des' lever, might have moved the world; who
have professedly at least examined the sacred

records, and pronounced them figments of

enthusiasm and chimeras of fancy. Boling-

broke, Shaftesbury, Voltaire, Volney, and

Hume, were all men capable of minute in-

vestigation—their names form a constellation

of aenius—yet we see the miasma of skepti-

cism stretching itself over and eclipsing their

brightness ; and, instead of the intelligence

and splendour which should have defined
their moral altitude, there is only the wither-

ing and chilling darkness of the " magnitude
of minitude." May we not read, in the his-

tory of such men, how God pours contempt
upon the prostitution of human genius? and
learn that the apostolic declaration is eternal

truth, " Professing themselves to be wise they

became fools." But, after all, what has skep-

ticism done? It has plunged its victims into

misery and ruin. " It has taken away the

Saviour, and we know not where it has laid

him." It has deprived thousands of a price-

less pearl, and given them in its place a pass-

port to the unalterable destiny of the lost.

But it has not impaired the beauty and excel-

lence of the Divine system. It has cast up a

smouldering smoke which has hidden the sun

fro.m the eyes of its followers, while, rendered

more glorious by contrast, that same sun has
shone in tenfold glory to all besides. Chris-

tianity is not an orb which derives its force

and splendour from the glimmering intellect

of man ; it is not an ephemeral production,

destined to sparkle for a day, and then return

to its own nonentity. The evidences of reli-

gion are more powerful, more convincing,

than the most demonstrative mathematical
truth. There is a God. Every leaf of the

forest, every blade on earth's green carpet,

every living and breathing thing, declares it

in a language not to be mistaken. His truth

shone upon the earth when inert matter heard

and obeyed the voice of Jehovah, and arose

in mighty majesty froiji chaotic confusion,

when " the morning stars," and " the sons of

God," joined in one sublime chorus of praise

and adoration. The same truth still shines

in innumerable rays on all beings; it lights

up in beauty the material and intelligent cre-

ation, and it is to a wandering and erring race,

" A light to shine upon the road,

That leads us to the Lamb."

Why then, O why should men be deceived or

ruined? Light is come into the world, and
light and immortality are brought to light by

the gospel. If men would know the truth,

—

if they would find the way of peace,—if they

would dauntlessly meet the last enemy with

an assurance of victory, let them " look into

the perfect law of liberty, continue therein,

be not forgetful hearers but doers of the word,

and they shall be blessed in their deed."
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SAMUEL BOWKAS.

(C'oniinued from rage 311.)

In the year 1702 he ciiine to America, and
shortly after his arrival met with George Keith
who displayed inucli bitterness towards him.

At an appointed meeting at Hempstead on
Long Island, one Wm. Bradford at (he instiga-

tion of Keith attended and took notes of
Samuel's discourse : with a view of taking

some advantage at his doctrine. From these

notes they made out a deposition which was
sworn to before two justices who caused
to be arrested and committed to prison, under
the charge of speaking scandalous lies of,

and reflections against the church of England
as by law established, and other misdi

ours by him done and spoken at a public

meeting at Hempstead. He remained ii

prison three months before a session of th(

court took place. The bill of indictment, of

which he could never get a copy, being sent to

the grand jury, they returned it next day en

dorsed ignoramus. The chief justice being

very angry at this result, endeavoured by

threats to intimidate the jury, but they remain
ing firm, he changed his manner and requested

they would take back the bill and reconsider

it, which after some time they consented to do.

The next day they returned the same ver-

dict ;
on wnich the chief justice in great

wralh charged them with obstructing the

course of justice. The foreman replied

—

" Why ? because we cannot be of the same
mind the court is ; we would have you to

know that we desire no other but that justice

may take place." 'J'he jury remaining firm

and refusing to alter their verdict, it enraged
the judge to that degree that he commanded
the sherifT to keep Samuel more close than

before. He was accordingly put in a small

room made of logs which had been protested

against asan unlawful prison two years before.

In reflection upon the expedient to which
this devoted man had recourse in his imprison-

ment, to avoid becoming " chargeable," in-

struction may be derived. It is not difiicult

to perceive how such men could get along
and even prosper in their temporal concerns,
who could thus promptly avail themselves of
opportunities for honest industry, in the midst
of persecution, and the multiplied impedi-
ments and privations with which they had to

contend.

To return to the Journal he says : " Find-

ing myself more closely confined than before,

and not knowing when or how it would end, I

began to be very thoughtful what method to

take, not lo be chargeable to my friends ; and
as I was full of thought on my pillow about

the matter, it came into my mind to try if I

could learn to make shoes ; and applying to a

Scotish churchman in the neighbourhood, one
Charles Williams, a good natured man, I made
a proposal to buy a pair of shoes of him, cut

out for me to make up, and to give him the

same price as if made, withal desiring him to

let me have materials and tools to go on with

the work, requesting that he would be so kind
Bs to show me how to begin and proceed in

it ; I acquainted him with my reason for

ourable in you ; and admilled that if I could
get my bread with my own hand, it was most
agreeable to Paul's practice ; accordingly
next morning he brought me leather cut out,

with materials and tools to work with, and
with his direction I closed one of the upper
leathers before he left me, and he put it on the

last for me, and by night I finished that shoe
;

which when he came to see, he admired it was
so well done, showing me how to mend the

faults in the next, which I finished the next day;
he then supposed I had done something at the
trade before, but was mistaken ; and when I

would have paid him, he refused it, and told

me he would not take any money of me ; so I

proposed, that if he would give the leather, 1

would give the work ; and so by consent we
gave the shoes to a poor honest man who
did go on errands for us both. I then had
more work of him, and he was so pleased with

it, that he would allow me half-pay for making
it up, and was so forward to advance my wages
in a few weeks, that unless I would take full

pay, he cheerfully told me, I must look out for

another master. I as pleasantly replied, I did
not desire to change. Well then, replied he,

I sell the shoes you make for as much as any
of the like sizes made in the shop. I made
such improvement in the business that I could
in a little time earn fifteen shillings a-wcek.
This new trade was a great service to me, by
both diverting body and mind ; and finding I

now could supply my own wants with my own
hands, it gave nie great ease indeed.

I had in this time of confinement sundry
visits

; one was by an Indian king, with three
of his chief men with him. This Indian with
his attendants came to visit mc, and ataid some
time, enquiring the cause of my confinement:
an account of which I gave them as intelligibly

as I could, finding that they understood Eng-
lish better than they could speak it. The con-
ference was mostly between the king and me,
the rest but seldom putting in a word. The
king asked if I was a Christian ? I toid him
I was. And are they, said he. Christians too,

that keep you here ? I said they professed
themselves to be so. Then he and his com-
pany showed their admiration that one Chris-
tian could do thus lo another. Then ho en-
quired concerning the difTerence between mo
and them. I replied, it consisted of sundry
particulars, among others, that they held it

lawful to kill and destroy their enemies ; but
we cannot think that good and right in us

;

but rather endeavour lo overcome our enemies
with courteous and friendly offices, and kind-
ness, and to assuage their wrath by mildness
and persuasion

; and bring them to consider
e injury they are doing to such as cannot in

conscience revenge themselves again. He
assented that this was good. But who can do
t ? said he : when my enemies seek my life

low can I do other than use my endeavour to

destroy them in my own defence ? my answer
was, that unless we were under the govern-
ment of a better spirit than our enemies, we
could not do it; but if we are under the go-
vernment of the good spirit, which seeks not
to destroy men's lives, but to save them, and
teaches us lo do good for evil, and to for-Jj ,. J . :

->
.v,....,..v,a uo iL. uu guuu lui evil, aim lo lor-

doing. He replied, it is very honest and hon-| give injuries, then we can submit to Providence;

'putting our trust in the great God lo save us
from the violence and wrath of our enemies.
The king said, indeed this is very good ; but
do you thus when provoked by your enemies?
I said sundry of our friends had done so, and
been saved from the rage of their enemies,
who have confessed our friends to be good
men. Aye, said he, they are good indeed

;

for if all come into this way, there would then
be no more need of war nor killing one an-
other to enlarge their kingdoms, nor one
nation want to overcome another. I then
asked him, if this was not a right principle,

and what would much add to the happiness of
mankind ? They all four said it was very good
Indeed

; but fourod few would embrace this

doctrine. I said, all things have their begin-
nings, and 'tis now our duty to embrace this

truth, hoping that others by this example may
do the same. They lifted up their eyes in

token of assent, showing by their words their
desire that this good spirit might prevail in

the world : Then, said they, things will go
well."

After being confined nearly a year, Samuel
was set at liberty by proclamation ; the grand
jury still refusing lo bring in a bill against him,
at which result both friends and others rejoiced
exceedingly.

From llie Maine Wesleyan Journal.

FRUITS OF THE TEMPERANCE REFORM.
L. M. Sergeant, of Boston, related the fol-

lowing interesting anecdotes at a meeting of
the New England Conference Temperance
Society, in Lynn, a week or two since :—

/

Being in a country village, a friend wished
him to make a visit lo one of his neighbours,
and narrowly observe the appearance of things
about the house, «fcc. They entered a very
neat little cottage, with a small but well cul-
tivated garden in front of it, and found the
lady at her wash-tub. There were two child-
ren, clean and well dressed, playing around
the room; every thing wore the air of peace
and comfort. After a short visit, he started
to return, and met the husband and father at
the door; his wife and children received him
with much affection; he had just come from
the grocery and brought home some tea and
molasses, and a couple of tracts for the child-
ren. Three years ago that man was a poor,
miserable drunkard ; his children were in
rags, and his wife well nigh broken-hearted.
One morning the cries of his wife, who had
been cruelly beaten by him, aroused and
brought in the neighbours, who were fre-

quently obliged to interfere to arrest his sa-
vage treatment of her, when a lady present,
provoked beyond endurance, said to the in-
jured woman, " Why don't you fly away and
leave the cruel wretch to himself?" " What,"
replied the poor woman, looking with tears
upon her ragged children, " What would be-
come of poor little Charles and Mary?" That
night there was to be a temperance lecture
in the neighbourhood, and this man was per-
suaded to attend. He went, and an arrow
reached his heart. He had bought a jug of
rum, but promised not to drink a drop of it

till he had heard the lecture, when, instead
of drinking it, while surrounded by a com-
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pany of his drinking companions, he delibe-

rately poured its contents upon the ground,

and the next morning signed the pledge.

That man and his wife are now both mem-
bers of the church of Christ.

In a border town in Massachusetts, said

Mr. S., resides a man who was an excellent

mechanic and an estimable citizen ; but he

became intemperate, poor, and withal very

abusive to his family ; frequently beating and

kicking his wife and children. His eldest

son, becoming weary of his father's conduct,

and disheartened at his prospects, resolved on

being a sailor; from this son Mr. S. received

the history of the family, and gave it in his

own words. " Our hmico," caid he, " had

become a little hell ; peace and quietness

were banished. My father often abused mo-

ther and the children. I was discouraged,

and determined to go to sea, and mentioned

my resolution to my father to obtain his con-

sent. He appeared very angry, and demanded

my reason for wishing to go; I told him 1

could not bear to stay at home and see him

use my mother so any longer. At this he

was greatly enraged, and forbade my leaving

home. I however left, and shipped as a

green hand for a voyage to China. It was a

three years' voyage, and but for a desire lo

see my mother and sisters, I wished it were

thirty years instead of three ; as it was, they

were three long, tedious years. 1 returned,

and soon started for my native village. I

reached it in the evening, and the first light

that met my eye was that of the store where

my father used to buy his liquor. I went in

and found its former occupant there, and im-

mediately enquired affor my father. Your
father, said he, very coldly, has become a

cold water man. On farther conversation, I

learned that there had been a temperance

movement in the village, and that the town

had refused to grant licenses for the sale of

ardent spirits. I soon left the store, and

made my way to my father's house, reflecting

upon the grocer's remark

—

your father has

become a cold wafer man—but did not know
how to understand it. I reached the house

and heard a full, strong voice, which I imme-
diately recognized as my father's. I heard

my mother too, but it did not sound as it used

to when father scolded at her. After waiting

a few minutes I gently opened the outside

door, and heard my father's voice distinctly
;

he was engaged in prayer. He prayed for

the family, and for an absent son at sea. As
soon as he concluded, I stepped in, and the

next moment I was locked in the arms of my
father, mother, and sisters. I looked around

—how every thing had altered. I looked

for the rum jug in its accustomed place on

the table, but instead of it I saw the opened
Bible. My father is a reformed man—

a

Christian.

Died, at his residence in this city, on the 5th inst..

Dr. Thomas C. James, late Professor in the Medica"
Department of the University of Pennsylvania, in the

70th year of his age.

, on the 3d inst., at her residence, Eleanor
HosKiNS, of this city, relict of the late Raper Hoskins
in the 74th year of her age.

From " Poetical Aspirations, by William Anderson."

TO A WILD FLOWER.
In what delightful land,

Sweet scented flower, didst thou attain thy birth ?

Thou art no offspring of the common earth.

By common breezes fann'd.

Full oft my gladden'd eye,

In pleasant glade or ri%'er's marge has traced,

(As if there planted by the hand of taste,)

Sweet flowers of every dye.

But never did I see,

In mead, or mountain, or domestic bower,

'Mong many a lovely and delicious flower.

One half so fair as thee !

Thy beauty makes rejoice

My inmost heart. I know not how 'tis so

—

Quick coming fancies thou dost make me know,
I^or n-agrauuc ia thy voice.

And still it comes to me,
In quiet night and turmoil of the day.

Like memory of friends gone far away,
Or, happily, ceased to be.

Together we'll commune,
As lovers do, when, standing all apart,

No one o'erhears the whispers of their heart.

Save the all-silent moon.

Thy thoughts I can divine,

Although not uttered in vernacular words ;

Thou me remind'st of songs of forest birds ;

Of venerable pine ;

Of earth's fresh shrubs and roots;

Of summer days, when men their thirsting slake

In the cool fountain, or the cooler lake,

While eating v/ood-grown fruits.

Thy leaves my memory tell

Of sights, and scents, and sounds, that come again.

Like ocean's murmurs, when the balmy strain

Is echoed in its shell.

The meadows in their green
Smooth-running waters in the far off ways.
The deep-voiced forest, where the hermit prays.

In thy fair face are seen.

Thy home is in the wild,
'Mong sylvan shades, near music-haunted springs,

Where peace dwells all apart from earthly things.

Like some secluded child.

The beauty of the sky.

The music of the woods, the love that stirs

Wherever Nature charms her worshippers.

Are all by thee brought nigh.

I shall not soon forgot

What thou hast taught me in my solitude;

My feelings have acquired a taste of good.

Sweet flower ! since first we met.

Thou bring'st unto the soul

A blessing and a peace, inspiring thought

:

And dost the goodness and the power denote

Of Him who formed the whole.

THB FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH, 11, 1835.

The desire to furnish our readers with

whatever is important for them to know in

regard to the subject of negro slavery, is a

sufficient apology for introducing the two
following articles of intelligence. The first

and fourth of the Kentucky resolutions com-
prise interesting admissions for a slave-hold-

ing community, even trammelled as they are

with the absurd and contradictory character

of the third.

From the Cincinnati Journal.

Gradual Emancipation in Kentucky.

Long since we expressed an opinion, that

a large majority of the people of Kentucky

are friendly to a system of gradual emancipa-

tion. This opinion was gained by personal

acquaintance and correspondence, with many
of the leading men of the state. The follow-

ing, from the Lexington Observer and Re-
porter, develops a movement on this subject:

Convention.—At a large and respectable

meeting of the citizens of Shelby county,

held at the court-house in Shelbyville, Ky.,
on Saturday, the 23d of May, in conformity

with notice previously given, to discuss the

expediency of taking the sense of the voters

of this commonwealth, as to the propriety of

calling a convention to form a new constitu-

tion, Major Samuel White being called to

the chair, the following resolutions were
ofTered, and after considerable discussion,

adopted without a dissenting voice :

Resolved, That the system of domestic
slavery as it now exists in this common-
wealth, is both a moral and a political evil,

and a violation of the natural rights of man.
Resolved, As the opinion of this meeting,

that the additional value which would be
given to our property and its products by the

introduction of free white labour, would in

itself be sufficient, under a system of gradual

emancipation, to transport the whole of our
population.

Resolved, That no system of emancipation
will meet with our approbation, unless colo-

nization be inseparably connected with it,

and that any scheme of emancipation which
will leave the blacks within our borders, is

more to be deprecated than slavery itself.

Resolved, That it is believed by the pre-

sent meeting, that the time has arrived for

the people of Kentucky to call a convention,

with the view of providing for the prospective

emancipation of slaves, and for other purposes.

Negro Voters.—It appears by the following letter

published in the Fayetteville Observer, that free ne-
groes possessing a certain amount of property are
entitled to vote in North Carolina, but that the conven-
tion sitting at Raleigh are likely to alter the constitu-

tion so as to take away their right.

" Raleigh, June 14, 1835.

" The poor free negroes have gone by the board, and
the next election will aflbrd them the last opportunity
which they will ever have of exercising the right of
suffrage in North Carolina. Strenuous efforts were
made to except from the sweeping disfranchisement
those of them who might possess a freehold of S550,
clear of incumbrance; but in vain. The majority,

though very small, was inexorable. If no other con-
siderations had availed, it seems to me that Louis
Sheridan, of Bladen, John C. Stanly, of Newbern, and
William Smith, of Raleigh, should have plead trumpet
tongued in behalf of the more respectable portion of
this degraded class.

" There is, so far as we can learn, a general feeling

of regret in this community at the total disfranchise-

ment of the free coloured people. There are a few,
some eight or ten, of that class, in Fayetteville, who
have every qualification of intelligence, respectability,

usefulness, and property, to entitle them fairly to the
exercise of this high privilege. We should have no
objection to an increase of the property qualification

to 8500, but we do think that those who possess such
a freehold, which is seldom or never obtained except

by the worthy, ought, for the sake of justice and good
policy, to be distinguished from the others. It would
hold out an inducement to many of the proscribed

class to reform their Uves, and might in time work a
radical change in the character of this class of our
population. We trust that when the convention comes
to act finally on this question, the result will he differ-

ent from that stated above."
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INSECTS.
KO. I.

The economy and natural history of insects,

as developed by the indefatigable investiga

tions of Reaumur, the Hubers, and other dis

tinguished naturalists, constitute an interest

ing and delightful study : indeed, I know of

no branch of natural history which is calcu
lated to impress us with more ennobling and
lively ideas of the great power, wisdom, and
goodness of Him v/ho has endowed tiie ob-

jects of it with such surprising and wonderful
instincts. Although the exercise of them is

often so detrimental to our interests, and an-

noying to our comforts, as is known by the

destruction of our crops, and the injury we
sustain in various ways by those vi'hich at-

tltck our persons and infest our houses; yet

the benefits we derive from their labours far

overbalance these ; and notwithstanding the

greater portion of the fruits of their industry

may be viewed as luxuries, they are of im-

mense importance, and in the present ^ate
of society, of indispenable utility.

Insects, properly so called, are certainly by

far the most numerous portion of the animated
creation; they may be said, without hyper-

bole, says an eloquent writer, to have esta-

blished a kind of universal empire over the

earth and its inhabitants : this is principally

conspicuous in the injuries which they occa-

sion; for nothing in nature that possesses, or

has possessed, vegetable life is safe from their

inroads; neither the cunning of the fox, nor
the swiftness of the horse, or the deer, nor
the strength of the buffalo, nor the ferocity

of the lion or tiger ; neither the armour of the

rhinoceros, nor the giant bulk or sagacity of

the elephant, nor even the authority of impe-
rial man, who boasts himself to be the lord of

all, can secure them from becoming a prey

to these despised beings. The air affords no
protection to the birds, nor the water to the

fish ; insects pursue them all to their most
secret conclaves and strongest citadels, and
compel them to submit to their sway. Flora's

empire is still more exposed to their cruel

domination and ravages; and there is scarcely

one of her innumerable subjects, from the

oak, the glory of the forest, to the most mi-

nute lichen that grows upon its trunk, that is

not destined to be the food of these next* to
nonentities, in our estimation. Notwithstand-
ing their insignificant size, they appear (says
the same author) to have been nature's fa-

vourite productions, in which, to manifest
her power and skill, she has combined and
concentrated almost all that is either beauti-
ful and graceful, interesting and alluring, or
curious and singular. Although this will be
acknowledged by all who have observed them
minutely, we are accustomed from our very
childhood to regard them witli disgust and
abhorrence, and devote them by one uni-
versal ban to proscription and execration, as

fit only to be trodden under our feet and
crushed ; so that before we can persuade our-
selves to watch their movements and investi

gate their instincts, we have to remove from
our minds prejudices deeply rooted, and of
long continuance. Another reason for thi

total neglect which the great majority show
to them, is, that being among the most minute
of nature's productions they do not readily

catch the eye, and when they do, mankind
general are so apt to estimate the worth and
importance of things by their bulk, that be-
cause wo usually meahure ifieiii by the duo
decimals of an inch instead of by the foot oi

yard, they are deemed too insignificant parts

of the creation, and of too little consequeiice
to its general welfare, to render them worthy
of any serious attention or study. With a

view of affording the readers of " The Friend"
an opportunity of judging what small founda-
tion there is for such prejudices and miscon-
ceptions, I propose abstracting a portion of
the history of those which exhibit the most
striking instincts, referring them for a more
detailed description to the works of the au-
thors already mentioned, and to a systematic
dissertation upon them, entitled, " An Intro-

duction to Entomology," by Kirby &; Spence,
which they will find full of interesting facts,

and, perhaps, some may think, improbable
stories described in a lively and fascinating

style, such as is seldom met with in works of
like character.

ANTS.
Among these minute specimens of the ani-

mated creation, none seem to be endowed
th more wonderful and extraordinary traits

of character than the ants. They live in so-

cieties composed of myriads in the most har-

monious manner, exhibiting traits of affection

and feeling in their intercourse with each
other which would do honour to our own
species. These communities are composed
of three classes—males, females, and neuters;

domestic operations, and appear to be actuated
in the care and concern they evince towards
those under their protection, by the most ex-
quisite sentiments of maternity, unalloyed by
passion—living, thinking, and acting, from
their birth to their death, solely for the off-

spring of another, with a disinterested devo-
tion truly astonishing.

In the warm days, which occur from the
end of the seventh to the beginning of the
ninth month, and sometimes later, the habita-
tions of the various species of ants may be
seen swarming with winged insects; these
are the males and females, preparing to quit
for ever the scene of their nativity and edu-
cation. The prudent workers, or neuters,
are taught by their instincts, that the exist-
ence of their community depends upon the
presence of a sufficient number of females

;

and for this reason all of them are not per-
mitted to abandon their old habitations, the
wings of a selected number being clipped by
their future servants, by whom they are care-
fully watched until they commence deposit-
ing eggs. When this period arrives, the
female becomes the object of the tender care
of the neuters, and as a mother she receives
those attentions which she would in vain have
solicited under other circumstances.

A court composed of from ten to fifteen

individuals, says Huber, continually follow
her ; she is unceasingly the object of their
care and caresses; they conduct her by the
mandibles through the difficult and steep
passages of the formicary, nay, they some
times even carry her about their city—she is

then suspended upon their jaws, the ends of
which are crossed, and being rolled up like

the tongue of a butlerlly, she is packed so
close as to incommode the carrier but little ;

when they let her down others surround and
caress her one after another, tapping her on
the head with their antenna;. In whatever
apartment (says Gould) a queen condescends
to be present, she commands obedience and
respect—an universal gladness spreads itself

through the whole cell, which is expressed
by particular acts of joy and exultation. They
have a particular way of skipping, leaping,

md standing upon their hind legs, and pranc-
ng with the others. These frolics they make
use of both to congratulate each other when
they meet, and to show their regard for the

queen. She is generally encircled with a
cluster of attendants, who, if you separate

them from her, soon collect themselves into

body and enclose her in the midst; nay,

even if she dies, five or six labourers rest

near her, and for some days lick and brush
the latter of whom, commonly called workers, her constantly, either with a hope to revive
have the charge and management of the whole} that little particle of cherished dust, or as a
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tribute of their instinctive love for the de-

parted. The whole life of the ant exhibits

so many traits of this affection, as to satisfy

us that the imprisonment and mutilation which

she undergoes at the hands of her faithful at-

tendants, are dictated alone by that instinct

which prompts them to continue their kind,

and are such as to fully compensate her for

the deprivation of her liberty.

HUBER.

The following pleasing and graphical ac-

count of an excursion to a region of country,

singular for its geological arrangement and

highly picturesque features, first appeared in

the " Washington Republican and Farmer's

Journal," a paper published at Jonesborough,

I'ennessee. We have reason to believe it

was written by a member of an interesting

family which some twelve or fifteen years

ago emigrated to that state from the neigh-

bourhood of this city, and as would appear

from inspection of the copy from which we
print, has been revised and corrected by the

author for insertion in " The Friend."

TRIP TO THE ROAN MOUNTAIN.

That region of country in which the Kana-
wa, Watauga, Holston, and Nolachuckey,

have their sources, and find their vvay into

the Ohio, on the northwest, and the Catawba
and the Yadkin on the south and east, is one

of peculiar interest.

The great length of the rivers which here

have their rise, particularly those that run

north and west, alike remarkable for their

sinuous course and vast fall, prove conclu-

sively that the general elevation of this coun-

try is superior to any within the limits of the

United States. In addition to this general

elevation, rise a succession of lofty moun-
tains, forming one vast bed between the great

valley of Tennessee, and the low country

south of the Blue Ridge in North Carolina.

Interspersed throughout these mountains are

to be found a number of beautiful valleys, or

basins of land, called coves; of one, I will

give an outline description. The Unaka
valley stretches along northeast, and south-

west, having the Buffalo and other moun-
tains for its boundary on the north, and the

Unaka mountain range on the south, averaging

about a mile in width, and fourteen in length.

Nolachuckey river, after making one of the

roughest passages through the Unaka moun-
tain that can well be conceived, breaks into

the Cove, as it is generally called, in a trans-

verse direction; and after a few gentle winds,

as if wishing repose, dashes again, though
with less violence, through the Buffalo range
into the more level country below the moun-
tains. Two bold and limpid creeks from each
extreme of this valley and both of one name
(Indian Creek), find their way into the river

in its passage through it.

It was from near the eastern termination
pf this valley, that our party of five mounted
our" horses on the morning of the 17th of
September, 1834, at day break, for the pur
pose of visiting the Roan mountain, twenty
five railes distant, in the state of North Caro-

lina. We had heard glowing descriptions of

the Roan, and set forward in high spirits, and

full of expectation. After a ride of five miles,

we reached the limestone Cove; thence our

way lay over the Iron Mountain, on the top

of which runs the line between the state of

North Carolina and Tennessee, and by two
o'clock, after a hard ride and a laborious

ascent of the Roan, we found ourselves enter-

ing the bald ground in ecstasy of delight, yet

distant almost a mile from the top.

A magnificent and extensive prairie, over

which were scattered groves of balsam trees,

shrubbery, a confused medley of plants with
beautiful flowers, and bushes loaded with
choice whortleberries, was amongst the at-

tractions which greeted us upon emerging
from the dwarf forest, into this happy elysiimi.

Skirting along the edge of the prairie, towards

the summit, upon the southern slope by which
it is ascended, we found a suitable place to

encamp near a spring, and after unsaddling

our horses and turning them loose, we pro-

ceeded at once to gratify our sharpened appe-

tites, from the stores brought with us. We
now gave ourselves up .to enjoyment, and a

stroll, and were all impatient to gain the top

of those dark and stupendous cliffs that crown
the summit of the mountain. But every thing

here was new, and many appearances de-

ceptive. We could not grade the mountain,
or measure distance with the eye to any cer-

tainty, as we found it steeper, and the distance

greater, than we anticipated ; and, as we gave
vent to our feelings in involuntary shouts on
entering the prairie, here they were redou-

bled, though in this my little narrative can
hope to give the rcoclcr'but a fsint ontlinfi of

the scene that now burst upon us. Ascend-
ing on the southeastern slope, immediately
before, and almost beneath us on the opposite

side, an immense abyss, of almost perpendicu-
lar depth of more than a thousand feet, pre-

sented itself suddenly to our view; and it was
with a strange mixture of feelings, that we
contemplated this vast galf, whose upper
termination was bairicadoed by those precipit-

ous granite cliffs, on which we stood. Raising
our eyes at length from this fearful depth, our
vision wandered in the distance over the great

valley of Tenne.ssee, uninterrupted by a single

cloud. Over the tops of the Iron, the Unaka,
the Stone, and the Buffalo mountains, the

numerous farms of this romantic and undu-
lating valley presented themselves with singu-

lar advantage, in giving a finish to the im
mense landscape before us. In this landscape,

the insulated and well marked chimney-top,
Bays, and Holston mountains, reared their

heads as a sort of landmarks by which we
could be guided, in pointing out the different

settlements to each other. Along the whole
front of the back ground range of mountains,
lay the Clinch, with its general uniform light

and singular protuberances of its summit.
Mocqueson Gap, which cuts that mountain to

its base, was clearly distinguished. Beyond,
Powel's mountain, of Indian memory, met our
view ; and finally, the Cumberland seemed to

close with the sky, and' give bounds to this

vast and interesting prospect, peculiarly inte-

resting and delightful to one who has found

a home for yeais in this valley, whose rivers'

creeks, cascades, mountains, cliffs, and ca-

verns, are familiar to him, and in his rambles,

has wandered more than once over the moun-
tains now mentioned, and from the most dis-

tant, whilst gazing from some lofty point,

could distinguish the very station we now
occupy. The unwearied and delighted eye, .

so much gratified with this northern prospect,

naturally turned to the south. Here, too,

range after range presented themselves, as

far as the eye could reach. The Blue Ridge
lay immediately before us about twenty miles

distant, and extending along on our right and
left, until obscured by the horizon from viovv.

A little on our right rose the Black mountain,
a point of that ridge, in frowning grandeur, to

a height perhaps not inferior to that of the

Roan. On our left, many most picturesque

points were exhibited, among which are the

Hawksbili, the Table, and the Grandfather,
the two former having their names from the

singular rocks that crown their summits, and
the latter justly celebrated for its height, as

well as supplying from its bosom the sources
of all those streatHS mentioned in the outset

of this article. Still further on our left is the

Whitetop; on which corners the states of
Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee.
Beyond the Blue Ridge, the Linville, South
mountain, King's mountain, together with

numerous others, filled the bounds of our vi-

sion. On account of the great depression of

the country below the ridge we cannot catch

a view of the beautiful valley of the Catawba,

but Tow river like a silver thread can be de-

scried, winding its serpentine course among
the niimfiioiis mountains and ridges uhich
lay betvveen the Iron mountain lange, and the

Blue Ridge, adding much to the beauty of this

southern prospect.

We must now return from the wide excur-

sions wc have been taking over distant moun-
tains, to the one that forms the more particu-

lar subject of our notice. Before doing so,

however, I will mention a remarkable geolo-

gical fact, in relation to this range of mourr-

tains. In the southwestern part of Virginia,

the Alleghany and Blue ridge come together,

and cross each other: and from that point

southwest, it devolves on what is called the

Blue ridge, but in truth, the Alleghany, un-

changed in character, to divide the eastern

and western waters.

From the great natural observatory on which
we have our station, I will now endeavour to

give a sketch of the top of the mountain. It

is chiefly a prairie, which is estiinated to be
about seven miles in length, and averaging

three quarters in width, extending along in a

northeast and southwest direction. The
northern slope is for the most part extreme-

ly precipitous; comprising the abyss above
spoken of formed by a valley maintaining

pretty much its level up to the mountain,

from which, almost perpendicularly, rise vast

piles of granite, to its summit. The southern

slope has a gradual descent to the valley of

Tow river, and from the edge of the prairie

to the foot is a continuous forest. About
half way up on our ascent, we noticed the

timber began to get crooked and scrubby
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which disposition continuos to increase, until

finally bordering the prairie near the top, it

is not more than twelve feet in height, and is

composed chiefly of beech, sweet birch and

buckeye, bearing all the marks of extreme
old age. It is almost as even on top as though
it had been shorn, and edges the prairie, in

straight lines and short angles, at some places

advancing, and at others receding, with almost

the regularity of cleared fields bordering a

wood. In advance of this dwarf forest, in

places, are groves of the balsam tree, as they

are here called, from their yielding a balsam
which is collected from blisters filled with it

in the bark of the tree; it is an evergreen,

and a most beautiful tree. 'I'liere are two
other varieties of pine that associate with the

balsam tree, which almost rival it in beauty,

neither of which I can name; for it is with

shame I confess that our party possess but a

small share of botanic knowledge. The bald

ground, as the mountain people call the

prairie, is in places covered with grass, and

others with a confused mi.\ture of herbs,

plants, and shrubs, to the most of which we
were entire strangers. We noticed, however,

the strawberry vine in abundance, the first of

which ripens in August. The common goose-

berry of the gardens, and the whortleberry,

flourish here in great perfection : we found

the bushes of the latter loaded on the seven-

teenth and eighteenth of September, two
months after the regular season in the valleys

below. Before taking leave of this part of

the mountain, I will mention a phenomenon
that attends it. Owing to the form of the

valleys and surrounding mountains, there is

almost always a strong wind blowing up the

abyss, and over the clitis; and as we had been

told that a hat could not be thrown over the

precipice, one of our company tried the ex-

periment, which resulted in (to him) an agree-

able confirmation of the assertion. We now
set out again on our ramble along the top of

the mountain in quest of new matters of inte-

rest, sometimes clambering some lofty point,

sometimes pausing to admire a balsam grove

or some insulated tree, or perhaps to gather

their balsam, or the more inviting whortle-

berry. We at length arrived at a depression

in the mountain, where the northern slope is

more gradual, and here fiut a short distance

from the top broke out two bold springs

whose waters found their way into rivers in

opposile directions. Seeing these springs, as

well as several others, are so near the sum-

mit, it is diflicult to conceive, that they could

be supported alone by the moisture retained

in the earth above their level, from rains, or

the mist and clouds by which the mountain

is so frequently capped.

The simple elegance of the balsam tree,

with its fanlike boughs, and rich green, stands

unrivalled: and when combined in a grove,

with a clean and splendid carpeting of light

green moss contrasting finely with the dark

green of the thick and interlocked boughs

above, forms one of the most splendid sylvan

scenes that can well be conceived.

Whilst my companions were engaged in

gathering balsam on the environs of one of

these groves, I for the first time penetrated

its interior; it happened to be a place where
rock was piled on rock, and the whole covered
with this singular, long, and soft moss ; a de-

scription of this delightful shade were vain :

so, reader, until you can enjoy a ramble in the

Roan, I must leave it to your imagination to

finish the picture, but recollect you may fancy

boldly.

We now returned to our camp, and soon
made considerable inroads on the venerable

forest of beech and birch, to supply our fire

for the night, and at once piled on a number
of these trees, that were no doubt hundreds
of years old. Night closed down upon us,

but not in gloom. The full moon rose in all

her grandeur, shedding her S(jft light around
us, whilst our fire blazed high and cheerfully

against the rock before which we were seated,

partaking of our suppers, making observations

on what wc had seen, and planning for another

day. After passing a comfortable night rolled

in our great coals before the fire, though oc-

casionally reminded by the rushing wind, and
the howling of wolves around us, that we were
not in the habitation of man, the morning
found us out upon the prairie, lost in adtnira

tion, at a new and unexpected scene,, that

presented itself beneath us, in the valleys of

Tow and Cain rivers. In the course of the

night the mist had settled in these valleys

and gave the appearance of an extensive lake

studded throughout with islands formed by

the crest of some insular mountain or lofty

point of a ridge appearing above its surface.

On the surface of this, to us beautiful lake

the silver beams of the full moon played

with a rich and most happy effect: forming a

strikingconti-ast with the dark gloom of its sur

rounding mountains ; from this splendid pros

pect, together with that of the glory of the ris

ingsun, we turned to our camp, made an early

breakfast, and started for the cliffs; where we
were met by the wind with increased violence

and piercing cold. The scene was now con-

siderably changed. Clouds lay around the

horizon, and obscured the most distant moun-
tains from view; whilst others in long stra-

tunis, hung over the valley of Tennessee,

apparently without motion. Around and be

nealh us, a stratum of clouds was moving
with rapid motion from west to east. Si

rounding objects no longer loomed as on the

previous day, and we could now determine

with some precision, the relative heights of

the surrounding mountains. In this we were

greatly aided by the lake of mist, which still

slumbered without motion in the valleys;

presenting a surface which to all appearance

was exactly horizontal. In addition to this, the

stratum of moving clouds [jassed in straight

lines from one mountain to another, and those

that before appeared higher than the Roan
now showed themselves decidedly lower. We
all now waited impatiently for the clouds to

strike us, as we felt anxious to be placed in

so novel a situation : nor were we long in

suspense. They came up the abyss, and

passed us literally on the wings of the wind
;

sometimes striking the point we occupied

suddenly shut all objects from view; and as

quickly passed away, leaving the eye at liberty

to roam over valley and mountain, or fathom

the gulf at our feet; others passing on our
right obscured the rays of the sun, but quickly

vanished from our sight down the southern

slope of the mountain, leaving above an un-

clouded sky. But by far the most interesting

phenomenon, was produced by those that

passed on our left. The lofty mass of rock
upon which we were perched, together with

its occupants, and even a gun held by one of
the party, was most plainly delineated on
every cloud that passed on that side; and ex-

actly over the shadow with ourselves in the

centre, appeared a beautiful arch with all the
colours of the rainbow, though somewhat less

brilliant, and often one of fainter hue encir-

cled the other. Tlie rainbow appeared to

be about fifty feet in height, and described
rather more than half a circle: as it was be-
tween seven and eight o'clock, this beautiful

appearance to be on a line with the sun, and
our station, was necessarily below us, over
the abyss. We were suddenly roused from
further observation of these beautiful pheno-
mena, by the alarming fact that our hoi'ses

were turning an angle of the dwarf forest, a
short distance from the path by which we
ascended. We now had a run of a mile; and
caught them just as they were about to take
the path to descend the mountain.

In pursuance of previous plans, we now
saddled our horses for a ride to the north-

eastern extreme of the mountain. Soon after

setting out on this excursion, whilst each
was leading his horse from patch to patch,

and bush to bush, in quest of whortleberries,

we unthoughtedly separated, and wandered
far from each other: at length four of us met
at one of the springs before mentioned, where
it was agreed, two should go in search of the

lost one, and the others await their return.

The atmosphere of this elevated region, is

incapable of conveying sound any distance,

and our perplexity was greatly increased by
a dense cloud that now veiled the mountain.
After a considerable ride in search of the

wanderer, oar halloos were at length answer-

ed, and by repeated shouts he was guided to-

wards the place of rendezvous, when we pre-

sently saw him emerging from the clouds in

his descent of the mountain, a giant in ap-

pearance riding his equally gigantic horse:

and there wanted but little superstition or

fancy, to have made him some spirit of the

mountain, coming shrouded in mist to drive

us from his domains. Objects are here mag-
nified generally, but the effisct is powerfully

increased when seen through the mist; and

in other instances than the one just mention-

ed aflxjrded considerable interest and amuse-
uiuiit. After the natural rejoicing over our lost

friend, we continued our ride; and amongst
the numerous objects that attracted our at-

tention, the snowbird, though small, was not

amongst the least interesting. In the lofty

mountains of this region it has its summer
home ; and this, must be to them a paradise.

They riot in these cool and delightful shades,

flit out upon the prairie, where, in the seed

of a profuse growth of grass and plants, they

find an abundance of food, and (what I pre-

sume suits them well) are enveloped in clouds

for weeks together. They make their nests
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upon the ground, or some little projection of

rock, raise their young, and on the approach

of winter, in the flight of an hour, can gain

some neighbouring vale, or in that of a few

days, the barn yard of some Jersey or Penn-

sylvania farmer. Of the geology of the coun-

try we have had in view, 1 will here briefly

remark, that a person with an eye to this sub-

ject, passing from north to south, on approach-

ing the Cumberland mountain by the way of

Big Sandy river, is struck with the abrupt

rise of the mountains from the narrow vallies

of this stream and its tributaries, and the

depth to which these streams have cut: in-

deed, so trifling is the fall, that flats can be

run up through these mountains, to the very

foot of the Cumberland. The rock formation

is principally a loose sandstone, together

with slate, shale, and stone coal, and near

the top of the Cumberland mountain exten-

sive cliflfs of limestone unexpectedly present

themselves: on the southern side of this

mountain the formation is pretty much the

same to the valley of Clinch river, although

the features of the country are widely diflir-

ent: the mountains rise more gradually, and

have extensive tracts of table land upon their

summits. The valley of Clinch abounds with

limestone, containing an abundance of marine

organic remains. In this valley nature has

shown off her handy work in an eminent

degree in her lofty and picturesque cliflis,

numerous and extensive caverns, and the

magnificent natural bridge of Scott county,

Virginia: which is considered by many, not

a less object of curiosity, than the far famed
natural bridge of Rockbridge county in the

same state. On approaching the southern

side of the valley of Tennessee, no traces of

organic remains are discovered ; the forma-

tion is transition ; and the rocks are principally

compact limestone, sandstone, grey wacke, and

slate : together with extensive banks of brown
iron ores. On reaching the mountains bor-

dering upon North Carolina the primitive

formation takes place; which continues at

least one hundred and fifty miles southeast

;

including the gold region, and offering as

splendid a field for the mineralogist, as could

be desired. After taking a survey of the

vallies of Watauga and Doe river from some
points towards the eastern end of the moun-
tain, we determined to return and descend :

to this resolution we were rather hastened by

fair prospects of being soaked with rain

which, by the time we reached the foot, be

gan to come upon us. We determined, how
ever, to hredls, for home, and arrived in our
quarters in the cove, some time in the night,

weary, wet, and hungry. X. Y. Z

Abridged from a leitei

In the month of December 1826, the writer,

in company with another gentleman, being on
his way from Louisville to Nashville, took oc-

casion to visit this cave. Its entrance was in

a deep declivity of a hill. The dimensions of
the mouth are about forty feet in height by
fifty in breadth, decreasing gradually for the
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first half mile, till the cavern is no more than

ten feet in height and as many in breadth: at

which place a partition has been erected, with

a door of convenient dimensions, for the pur-

pose of protecting the lights of visiters. There
is at this place a current of air passing in-

wardly for six months, and outwardly for the

remainder of the year. Sufficiently strong is

it, that, were it not for the door which has

been made, it would be impossible to preserve

an open light. It is called the mouth as far as

this place, oh account of its being the extent

of the influence of daylight, which here ap-

pears like a small star. Formerly, when the

cavern was first discovered, this part was
nearly filled with earth, which has been re-

cently manufactured into saltpetre.

Having prepared ourselves with a sufficient

quantity of provision, oil, and candles, and
taking two persons as guides, we took our last

view of the daylight, and proceeded forward,

closing the door behind us. Immediately we
found ourselves in thick and almost palpable

darkness; the whole of our four lights spread

but a feeble radiance about us. Such is the

height at this place, that we were hardly able

to discover the top; and to see from one side

to the other was utterly impossible. From
this place extended several caverns, or, as

travellers have named them, rooms, in differ-

ent directions. This part of the cave is called

the " first hopper." The soil at the bottom
of the cave is very light, and strongly impreg-
nated with salt. The sides and top are formed
of rock. We proceeded forward, passing se-

veral rooms on our right, and one on our left,

until we arrived at the second hopper, a dis-

tance of four milps from the mouth. About
a mile in the rear of this, was pointed out to

us by our guide, the place where the celebrated

mummy was found, which is now exhibiting

in the American Museum of New York. It

was found in a sitting posture, by the side of

the cavern, enveloped in a mat, and in a com-
plete state of preservation.

We next entered the room denominated the
" haunted chamber." It is nearly two miles

in length, twenty feet in height, and ten in

breadth, extending nearly the whole length in

a right line. The top is formed of smooth
white stone, soft, and much resembling the

plastering of a room.
There is a small quantity of water constant-

ly (though almost imperceptibly) falling from
above, vi'hich, in the course of ages, has worn
out I'rom the stone at the top of some beauti-

ful pillars, which extend to the bottom of the

room. They have the appearance of being

the work of art. In one of them, there is

formed a complete chair, with arms, which has

received the name of " arm-chair."

By this side is a clear pool of water,

strongly impregnated with sulphur. The sides

of the room are likewise elegantly adorned
with a variety of figures, formed from the

stone at the top, and coming down upon the

sides of the cavern, like icicles in the winter,

from the eaves of buildings, the'reflections of

our lights upon them forming a most brilliant

appearance. At the end of this room we de-

scended a kind of natural staircase, to the

depth of near three hundred feet, in many

places affording room for only one person to

proceed. Here we found a beautiful stream
of pure water, winding its way along between
the rocks. The situation of this part of the

cavern is rendered really awful, from its be-

ing associated with a variety of names that

travellers have given it. The portrait of his

Satanic majesty is painted here upon the rock,

and a large flat stone, resting its corners upon
four others, is called his dining-table. A
short distance from this is a place said to be
his forging shop. On the whole, they are

admirably calculated to frighten the coward-
ly. We return to the main cavern, and re-

sume our course, climbing over rocks that
had evidently fallen from above, and passing
a number of rooms on our right and left.

With much exertion we reached the place
denominated the " six corners," in conse-
quence of six rooms or caverns here taking
different directions. Not having time to ex-
amine these, we proceeded to the first water-
fall, about two miles farther, over a level

plain. The track of persons who might have
preceded us for ages, was as plainly visible

in the sand as when first made. There is no
air stirring that would move the slightest

feather, or prevent the impression of a foot-

step from remaining for centuries.

We now directed our course to the chief
city, about one mile farther. A large hill,

situated in the centre of the cave, would have
exhibited a most commanding prospect, if the

darkness had not obstructed our vision. One
of us, however, standing upon the top, with a

light stationed at different parts of its base,

obtained a novel and interesting view of the
r-.avfirn. There is an echo here that is very
powerful, and we improved it with a song,
much to our gratification. We started for-

ward again, travelling over a plain of two
miles extent, and about the same distance
over the rocks and hills, when we arrived at

the second waterfall. The water here dashed
into a pit below of immense depth. A cir-

cumstance occurred here that had nearly

proved fatal to one of us. The sides of the

pit are formed of loose rocks, and we amused
ourselves by rolling them down, in order to

hear them strike the bottom. Such is the

depth of it, that a minute elapsed before we
could hear them strtke, and the sound but
very faint. One of our party venturing too

near, for the purpose of rolling a stone, start-

ed the foundation on which he stood, and
was precipitated down about twenty feet,

with the tumbling stones; but fortunately a
projecting rock saved him from destruction.

This put an end to all our amusements; and be-

ing much fatigued with a travel of twenty-four
hours on foot, and seeing no fairer prospect
of finding the end than when we co.mraenced,

Vfe concluded to return. We accordingly

took up our line of march, returning the way
we came. After being forty-two hours ab-

sent from the light of day, we again found
ourselves at the mouth of the cavern, and
gave ourselves up to a refreshing sleep.

There are a number of pits of great depth,

in different parts of the cave, which make it

necessary to be very careful in exploring it.

There is danger also of taking some unex-
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plored room, and becoming so lost as not to

be able to find the way out. This is, how-

ever, obviated by the precaution that has been

taken, as far as has been explored, to place

the figure of an arrow at the entrance of every

room, pointing to the mouth of the cave. Care

should always be taken to preserve the lights,

as it would be impossible for any one to find

the way back in darkness, fartlier than the

first hopper. We found the names of ladies

inscribed at the farthest points we reached
;

and our guide remarked that they were the

most courageous visiters he had. For three

miles from the mouth, the sides and top of

the cavern are covered with a remarkable

quantity of bats, hanging down from the top

in the form of bee-hives, from two to three

feet thick. They are in a torpid state, and

are seldom known to fly. There are about

twenty different rooms that have been disco-

vered, and but three of them that have been

explored to the end. This vast cavern is ap-

parently hollow beneath, from the sound that

is made by walking through many of the

rooms. It would probably take months to

explore to the end of all the rooms that have

been, and which remain to be discovered.

The moving of some few obstructions, at a

trifling expense, and lighting of the cavern,

would enable a stage to go with safety to the

second waterfall, a distance of fifteen miles.

For " The Friend."

PHENOMENA OF VISION.
(Continued from page 309.)

According to one of the fundamental laws

of optics, rays of light, while transmitted

through a medium of the same denRity, pro-

ceed in straight lines. If, therefore, a hole be

bored in the window-shutter of a darkened

room, through which alone light is allowed to

enter, so as to fall upon a white sheet placed

to receive it, it is evident that each ray sent ofi'

from the objects outside, which passes through

the aperture, will illuminate a difl^erent part of

the sheet, and consequently, the whole exter-

nal scene will be faithfully represented upon it

;

each point of the images preserving among
themselves the same relative situation which

the diflferent points of the objects do in nature.

As, however, but few of the rays of light sent

off by the objecis outside, could pass through

this small aperture, the images produced by

them would necessarily be faint ; and if, to

remedy this, the aperture is enlarged, although

the images would become brighter, yet the

numerous rays of light crossing and interming-

ling with each other, will so spread them and

mar their outlines, that the picture becomes
confused. But if in the enlarged opening we
place a double convex lens, (which, according

to a law of optics before mentioned, bends the

rays of light passing through it, so as to bring

them to a focus,) then the luminous cones pro-

ceeding from the diflerent objects outside the

house, will converge within, so that a beauti-

ful miniature but distinct image of each, will

be formed. This constitutes the well known
instrument called a Camera Obscura. The
organ of sight is constructed upon the same
principles, and the mode of operation is exactly

similar, modified and adjusted, however, so as

to combine within itself a degree of perfection,

as an optical instrument, which can never be

reached by the utmost exertions of human art.

Experience and observation demonstrate, that

the formation of a perfect image upon the reti-

na at the bottom of the eye, is necessary for

distinct vision ; and accordingly, the cornea,

aqueousand vitreous humours, and chrystalline

lens, are, as [ have already shown, a series of

refractive bodies, so constituted and placed, as

to concentrate the lun^inous rays, and form

upon the retina a faithful delineation, in minia-

ture, of the external scene. That this is actu-

ally the case, is easily demonstrated by direct

experiment, although, when we consider the

vast number of objects which may be contain-

ed in the field of vision, the smallncss yet ex-

actness of the picture which must be f()rmed,

seems almost incredible. If we take the eye

of an ox, for instance, and carefully dissecting

off the back part of the sclerotic coat, and

scraping the choroid so as to expose the trans-

parent retina, place it in an aperture in a win-

dow-shutter of a darkened room, the images

of all those objects so situated as to send part

of the rays of light reflected from them through

the pupil of the eye, will be distinctly seen,

traced with the most admirable delicacy and

precision upon the retina.

In order to elucidate the manner in which

the rays of light passing from any object to the

eye, are so concentrated as to form its correct

representation upon the expansion of the optic

nerve, let us suppose the organ to be directed

towards the figure of a man. As has been ob-

served in a previous number, light is sent off

in all directions, from every point in the surfa-

ces of vioiblo boUieo, and movco in ciraight

lines. It is obvious that those rays of light

which proceed from the diflerent points of the

figure, and fall upon the transparent cornea,

can alone be subservient to vision. Those

which fall upon the white of the eye, are re-

flected, as are likewise a part of those which

strike the cornea ; these latter give rise to the

image which we observe when we look directly

into the organ ; and also produce its brillian-

cy. Those rays which enter the cornea, pass-

ing from the air, a rarer into a denser medi-

um, are refracted and made to converge

towards a focus behind it. Thus a large num-

ber of rays emitted from the respective points,

and which had diverged widely from each

other, are, by passing through the cornea, and

arriving in the anterior chamber of the eye,

brought near together again. The direction

of the light after passing the cornea, is towards

the pupil, but a considerable portion is arrested

in its course by the iris, and being reflected

back, displays the colour of that body. The
convergence of the rays, hov/ever, gives occa-

sion to the entrance of a much greater number

of them through the pupil, and necessarily in-

creases the intensity of the light. In passing

through the two chambers containing the aque-

ous humour, the light undergoes but little

change; but when it arrives at the chrystalline

lens, it is subjected to the most important

modification. This body, in consequence of

its density, and the convexity of its anterior

and posterior surfaces, possesses a much high

er refractive power than the cornea and aque

ous humour. Its eflecl, therefore, is to render
the rays which come through the pupil still

more convergent, thereby increasing the inten-

sity of the light, and directing it towards the

bottom of the eye. The rays of light passing

off" from the point observed, having undergone
in their course, thus far, a series of changes,

all calculated to bring a large number of them
to a focus, and thereby render the point dis-

tinct, it now becomes necessary that they

should be spread out upon the sentient e.xtremi-

ty of the optic nerve, which alone is capable of
receiving any impression from them. The
vitreous humour is, as we have before seen, of

sufficient consistence and hulk to support and
give a large extent to the retina ; but it pos-

sesses less refractive power than the chrystalline

lens, and consequently, the rays of light, upon
passing into it, diverge again from each other

;

but the posterior surface of the lens so modifies

this divergence, as to bring all the oblique rays

to a focus, and consequently gives a represen-

tation of the point from wliich they proceed.

What is here said of the rays coming from one

radiant point, applies equally to all others, so

that there must necessarily be formed upon the

retina at the bottoin of the eye, an exact image
of the body before it. The choroid coat which

lays behind the retina, and is covered with its

black pigment, completely arrests and absorbs

the rays of light which may strike against it.

It is important to observe that, as the rays of

light which proceed from the upper part of an

object, unite, after their refraction by the hu-

mours of the eye, upon the lowe?- part, and

those from the lower upon the upper part of

the retina, consequently, the picture or repre-

cpnialinn of the object is inverted.

Before leaving the subject of the refraction

of light in the eye, I will just observe—ex-

periment proves that the relative proportion

and situation of the humours are precisely such

as is necessary to bring the rays of light to

the proper foci upon the retina ; and that

when, by accident or a surgical operation, the

most minute portion of either the aqueous or

vitreous escapes, or when any part of the cor-

nea is removed or obscured, or the chrystalline

altered, the image no longer has its distinct-

ness, but is badly defined and slightly illumi-

nated. We may now see another of the many
points in which the eye possesses a superiority

over the camera obscura. The expansion of

the optic nerve occupies at least two thirds

of the circumference of the eye-ball, it being

of obvious importance that it should have as

much space as possible ; and its spherical

shape adapts the retina for receiving every

portion of the images produced by refraction;

whereas, had they been received upon a plane

surface, as they usually are in the camera

obscura, a considerable portion of the image

would have been indistinct. I have in a

former number observed, that a great dif-

ficulty which opticians have to contend with

in the construction of their instruments is the

" aberration of sphericity." Nature in form-

ing the human eye has solved this difficulty by

simple but effectual means. They have been

already pointed out when describing the iris

and chrystalline lens. The " aberration of re-

frangibility" produced by lenses of the same
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density dispersing the different coloured rays

of a pencil of white light ; and which con-

sequently impairs the distinctness of the image,

and painls it in various hues, even when the

object is itself colourless ; is perfectly re-

medied in the eye, by the nice adjustment of

the densities, and consequent refractive powers
of its different humours ; they being so exactly

proportioned, that the dispersion of one is

counteracted by the convergence of another,

and the ray of light is brought to the proper

focus on the retina in its original integrity.

According to the known laws regulating the

transmission and refraction of light, the focus

at which the rays are concentrated behind a

lens is situated nearer or further from it, in

proportion to the distance of the object from

which they are sent off. Rays issuing from

points placed at a small distance from the eye

enter it widely spread or diverging from each

other ; while those from objects at a much
greater distance, enter altnost parallel with

each other. Hence., if the refracting bodies

retained their relative position, the rays differ-

ing so much upon entering, could not come to

the same point behind them, and every object

would have to be brought to the same distance

from the eye before it could be distinguished by

it. But the usefulness of the organ requires that

it should recognize, with equal distinctness, ob-

jects which are within a few inches, and those

removed at the distance of miles : it, therefore,

has bestowed upon it the power of so altering

its own internal arrangement, as to make the

point of concourse of the rays from bodies

situated at different distances, always fall criti-

cally upon the retina. It is true, objects may
be ao closely approximated lo the pyp. n= 'o

become indistinct in consequence of the focus

falling behind the retina ; and there is a limit,

beyond wiiich they are no longer visible, be-

cause of the light from them being absorbed

before reaching the retina, or so feeble as not

to make the necessary impression ; but in gen-

eral, the organ accommodates itself so as lo

meet every exigency, and faithfully responds

to the will, by portraying the scene towards

which the attention may be turned. So mi-

nute is the alteration necessary to attain this

end, that the means by which it is effected, for

a long time eluded observation; and after being
the subject of much controversy, the mode of
its accomplishment is not yet determinately

settled by physiologists. It, however, is pretty

generally conceded, that the necessary change
consists in the approach and recession of the

cornea and lens to and from the retina, precisely

as we lengthen or shorten the distance between
the glasses of a telescope, and in the contrac-

tion and dilatation of the pupil, ft may be re-

collected, that the muscles which move the

eyeball, are so inserted around it, that if they

all contract together, the ball will be compress-
ed so as to change its globular shape. Now,
when we are looking at an object near the eye,

we are conscious of an effort, which is the re-

sult of the contraction of these muscles ; the

eye-ball is (if I may use the expression) squeez-
ed by them, whereby the cornea is rendered
more round and prominent, the cbrystalline lens

underneath is pushed forward, and the axis of
vision (as the depth of the eye is called)

elongated. At the same time, the minute mus-

cles of the iris are thrown into action, and the

pupil so contracted as to exclude the most di-

vergent rays of light, which, if admitted, might

mar the distinctness of the image.

The object, then, of the whole complicated

apparatus which I have endeavoured to des-

cribe, is, to form the images of external objects

upon the retina, Which we have seen is the

expansion of the optic nerve. As before ob-

served, these images are inverted, and the

question has been repeatedly asked, how is it

that we see the object in its proper position ?

Philosophers have vainly puzzled themselves

in endeavouring to explain a difficulty, which
does not exist except in their own imagina-

tions. While some have taught that we do

originally see every thing upside down, and

that touch corrects the error so effectually,

and at so early a period, that we soon become
unconscious of the delusion ; others have sup-

posed that we rectified the inverted impression

by reference to the position of our own bodies,

and thereby place them in the same relation to

ourselves as if they were erect. But the grand

error in all these speculations arises from sup-

posing, that the mind, which alone takes cogni-

zance of the impression, looks, as we do, upon
the scene depicted on the retina ; forgeltmg

that it requires no iriterior eye to regard the

image, but refers the impression immediately

to the part of the object producing it, so that

if the lower part of the retina is impressed by

a ray from the upper part of a body, or vice

versa, the mind recognizes it as the. nerve re-

ceives it, and no error can exist. How ex-

tremely sensible to tlie irritation of light, must
thp rcllnn nf ll.o liiiman eye be, when we con
sider with what subtilty of touch, and accura-

cy of delineation, every part of an extensive

landscape is depicted upon its minute surface,

not only in their proper situation, but with all

their varied tints. "Few spectacles" (to use

the words of a recent author), " are more cal-

culated to raise our admiration than this deli-

cate picture, which nature has, with exquisite

art, and with the finest touches .of her pencil,

spread over the smooth canvass of this subtle

nerve ; a picture which, though scarcely occu-

pying a space of half an inch in diameter, con-

tains the delineation of a boundless scene of

earth and sky ; full of all kinds of objects, some
at rest, and others in motion

;
yet all accu-

rately represented as lo their fornw, colours,

and positions, and followed in all their changes,

without the least interference, irregularity, or

confusion. Every one of those coimlless and
stupendous orbs of fire, whose liglit, after trav-

elling immeasurable regions of space, at length

reaches our eye, is collected on its narrow
curtain into a luminous focus of inconceivable

minuteness ; and yet this almost infinitesimal

point shall be sufficient to convey to the mind,'

through the medium of the optic nerve and;

brain, a knowledge of the existence and posi-

tion of the far distant luminary from which thai

light emanated. How infinitely surpassing all[

the limits of our conception, must be the intel-

ligence and power of that Being, who planned

'

and executed an instrument, comprising within
1

such limited dimensions, such vast powers asj

the eye, which takes cognizance at once, of

the nearest and most distant objects, the most
minute portion of matter, and bodies of the

largest magnitude."
(To be coulmued )

For "Tije Friend."

Amidst the declension from primitive purity

and zeal, which is too manifest in religious

society, it affords an agreeable relief to recur

to the lives and sentiments of those who have

preceded us but a few yea is, and v/ho gave

evidence that the head of the church kindled

in their hearts an ardent love for his cause.

In every generation characters of this descrip-

tion will be found. The more fervent their de-

votion to his service, and Ihe greater the con-

trast between the purity and self-denial of their

lives, and the degenerated religion of many of
their contemporaries, the more difficult will

have been their path. But according to the

day so has their strength been. A kw of this

description are often made a great blessing in

the church, both by maintaining its principles

and discipline, and stirring up the same zeal

in others. At a period of very general laxity,

John Churchman, John Griffith, Joseph White,

and several others, animated with a lively ex-

ercise of spirit for the honour of truth, and the

welfare of the Society, made extensive visits to

the declining churches, and through tiie power
and wisdom furnished by the Great Head, be-

came instrumental in restoring order and pro-

per engagement in many meetings for the sup-

port of our Christian testimonies, and a course

of conduct consistent therewith. Their faith-

fulness quickened others, and the fruits of it

drew fortli acknowledgments to the mercy and
kindneas of tho Shepherd of Israel, not only

for putting them forth, but in going before

and blessing tiie work in their hands. Can
we not believe that were the membeis of So-
ciety who take the principal management of
its affairs sufficiently loosened from the world,

and devoted to the service of Christ, he would
raise the same godly care to investigate the

condition of meetings, and stir up a righteous

concern to support our testimonies and disci-

pline, and to visit Friends in their families, in

order to restore and preserve the self denial

and simplicity which become the followers

of Christ ? Are we not too generally slumber-

ing at our posts, or suffering ourselves to be
diverted from the one thing needful, by mat-
ters of an outward, or speculative nature?
Certain it is that an exercise of soul for their

own salvation, and the evidence in their

countenances that they have been with Jesus
in this all important work, is discoverable in

too few. The engagements of time and sense,

and a profession of religion which imposes
the least bar to such gratifications, seems to

suit the popular appetite of the present day.

But religion, like its great Author, is the same
yesterday, lo-day, and for ever. We can nei-

ther alter its nature nor weaken its obliga-

tions. It is no time-serving thing. The
conditions of eternal life will not be changed
to suit the ever varying taste of unregenerate

man. " Strait is the gate, and narrow is the

way that leadeth unto life, and few there be
that find it." " If any man will come after

me let him deny himself, take up his cross
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daily and follow me." Christ made himself

of no reputation amongst men, and so must

his followers be willing to sacrifice theirs,

whenever it comes in competition with their

allegiance to him.

Respecting the concern for the restoration

of order, and the administration of the disci-

pline under the influence of divine wisdom,
John Griffiths remarks :

—

"Great and marvellous hath been the Lord's

condescension and goodness, manifested for

our help and preservation many ways ; one
whereof I cannot well omit a short remark
upon, viz. ihe reviving of ancient zeal for the

promotion of discipline and good order, wliicli

I find is almost general throughout the society,

that spirit of sound judgment, and the burning

of that holy fire, which the Lord doth kindle

in the hearts of the faithful, has never been

wholly extinguished, since we have been a

people ; though in some places, through the

neglect of many, it hath burned rather faint

and languid. This has of late been much
augmented, and the number of those who will

not take bribes (that is, through favour and

affection pervert judgment) increased. I pray

God, for his great name's sake, and his peo-

ple's preservation, this good work may pros-

per 1 Public ministiy, though a great blessing,

lielp, and comfort to God's people, may be

shunned, evaded, and turned ofTby individuals:

but the church cannot easily lose ground, imder

a godly, impartial administration of sound

judgment, and dealing in the way of good

order and discipline, as this brings judgment
home. Thou art the man. Here individuals

must condemn the evil, or be disunited from

the body, that it may siot be infected or en-

dangered by their defection."

It is a striking fact, that the sound substan-

tial members of our Society have ever main-

tained the same sentiments respecting the

character of its founders, and the degeneracy

from the testimonies which they bore, in

every period of its existence. There have

been always those raised up, who were made
quick of discernment in the light of the Lord,

and emboldened to expose defection in prin-

ciple and practice whenever it has occuired.

The subjoined account, and the interesting

remarks connected with it, given by John
Griffith, confirm this opinion.

" 1 went from Kendal to Lancaster. The
quarterly select meeting for ministers and

elders was first held ; wherein our ancient

friend James Wilson bore a noble, evangelical

testimony, to the instruction, edification, and

great comfort of friends. Next day was held

their quarterly meeting for discipline, in which,

through the efficacy of divine power, 1 had

some open weighty service. 1 cannot well

forbear remarking the great satisfaction and

pleasure I had at this meeting, in beholding,

and having the acceptable company of three

honourable, worthy, ancient friends, viz. James
Wilson, Lydia Lancaster, and Grace Cham-
bers; who, I think, all bore living and power-

ful testimonies therein, in a very affecting

manner, to the holy efficacy of that everlasting

truth which had been with them all their life

long. Oh ! it was a time of much humbling
encouragement, to see their greenness and

fruitfulness of old age. I looked upon (hem relish or taste for the substantial truths of the
as patterns of primitive times and friends, gospel, in a plain simple dress; nor to read
There is something wonderfully great and ex-: books, holding forth the same, unless they find

cellent, seen only by those eyes which the Lord some delicacy in the style and composition,
hath opened, in the native simplicity of the: An honest substantial minister may wade into
truth, and that estate into which it gradually

j

the several states of people, in order to bring
brings a man, who, in a total denial of self,

j

forth suitably thereunto, in the native simplicity
hath fully given up to be formed by it. This: of the truth, and his labour herein be seen,
I take to have been very much the case with gladly owned and received, by the circumcis-
Friends in Ihe beginning, which rendered them
so very obnoxious to the spirit of the world

;

than M'hich, there is nothing more opposite to

a redeemed state : so that the more any are
drawn out of the corrupt ways and spirit of
the world, the more they are haled by it.

This is obvious, when we consider the treat-

ment which Christ our Lord, in whom the

Godhead dwelt bodily, met with. If many
in profession with us are nearer in unity anO
peace with ihe woild now, than our friends

were formerly, let it not be understood as a

(oken of their advancement in the nature and
spiiit of true religion; but the contrary, viz.

that they are fallen nearer thereunto, and be^

come more like it in spirit, though somewhat
difTerent as to the exterior part of religion,

which the world cares not much for, when
finds that in the main we are making advan
towards them. Our friends formerly delivered

themselves in ministry and writing, in a plain,

simple style and language, becoming the cause
they were sincerely engaged to promote

;

chiefly aiming to speak and write, so as to

convey the power and efficacy of the pu
truth, to that of God in the consciences of

men. It is no small glory to the righteous

cause we are engaged to promote, that it has

made such a mighty progress in the world,
upon a better foundation than that of human
helps and learned accomplishments. The
very first and most eminent instruments raised

to propogate the same, were illiterate men<

1 Cor. cap. i. ver. 2d, 27, 28, and 29. May
these things be weightily considered by al

those who seem to aim at seeking credit tc

the Society, by means of those outward embel
hshments, from which our worthy ancient:

were wholly turned, to seek and wait for that

living power and holy authority, which alone

is able to carry on the work of man s redemp
tion to the end of time : the departure from
which opened the door eff'ectually for the

apostacy to overspread ; then human wisdom
and learning became, in the estimation of de
generate Christians, essentially necessary to

make ministers of the gospel. But the early

ministers and writers in the Christian church
became very eminent another way, as we have
great reason to believe most of them were illi-

terate men; and such of them who had attained

human learning, when the [)ower of the gospel

was inwardly revealed, laid all such accom-
plishments down at the feet of that power, to

whom every knee must bow, and every tongue

must confess : so that we find them counting

all that as dross and dung, to which men, in

their corrupt wills and wisdom, give the high-

est place for usefulness, as above hinted. And
I think, some amongst us fall very little short

of the same disposition of mind, though they

do not care to own it in words ; for I have

divers times observed, some have but little

ed in heart and ears, where his lot is cast; yet

the sort of people amongst us above mentioned,

of which I fear there are many, do not know,
nor much regard him, scarcely thinking it

worth their while to attend the meetings such
a one is engaged to visit. But if Ihsy hear of
one coming who is noted for learning and elo-

quence, though perhaps far short of the other

in depth of experience, what following after

him (Yoiii ultcting to meeting ! Enough, if

the instrument is not pretty well grounded, to

puff it up with a vain conceit of itself, and to

exalt it above measure. Some have with sor-

row observed, much hurt has been done
amongst us, by such great imprudence. I

have often seen reason to conclude popularity
and common applause is no safe rule to judge
of the real worth of a minister. Therefore,
when I have heard much crying-up of any in-

strument, I have been apt to doubt its safe

standing, and holding out to the end; which it

cannot possibly do, if the same desire prevails

to speak, as there is in such people to hear.

I am persuaded, if such keep upon a right

bottom, they will at times find it their duty to

starve and disappoint such cravings after

words."

Although the practice of holding meetings
for discipline on first day, or in the afternoon
of other days of the week, may not now ob-
tain, yet some useful hints against the haste

which may be sometimes felt to go through
with the concerns of a meeting, in as little

time as possible, may be derived from the

following, taken from the same journal.
" From thonce I went to Coothill, and the

20th was at their first-day meeting, wherein I

was largely concerned in a close rousing testi-

mony. I was very sharp against the inordi-

nate love of the world, which, and other un-

due liberty, seemed to me to have almost laid

that meeting waste. Their monthly meeting

of business was held that day, which to me
was another token of their little regard to the

great cause of religion and virtue, that they

could not find it in their hearts to bestow an-

other day for transacting the weighty affiirsof

the church, which I have always observed to

be the case, where Friends are really alive in

religion, and not narrowed up by the love of
the world. It hath often appeared wonderful
to me, how the professors of truth dare offer

such an indignity to the infinite being, and his

awful work, as to put it off until it suits them
best, and when they are likely to suffer the

least disadvantage in that respect to their out-

ward affiiirs. What is pointed out by Ihe of-

ferings under the law, being of the first year

and without blemish ? And what is meant by

oftering the first-fruits to the Lord ? Oh, how
ungratefully do some act, as if any thing, or

any time, was good enough to offer him ! I

have observed in some places, though I can
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with comfort say, it was but in very few,

that they hold their monthly and quarterly

meetings in the afternoon, and having thus
limited themselves for time, they seem as if

they could spare but little of it in silent wait-

ing, to seek the Lord's blessed assistance, and
in faith to look for the pouring forth of the
holy spirit promised in this gospel day. But
I have observed thern to enter on the business
as they have come out of the world; moving in

these weighty affairs in man's natural abilities,

whereby darkness reigns, and the glorious
light and life of truth is obscured, and they
come to be so benighted, as to see no neces-
sity to wait for it. Thus all living zeal, anc
every qualification for carrying on the Lord's
work is lost, and vain man thinks he can do
without it. I am well assured, by living ex
perience, as well as the practics truth hath

led Friends into in all places (a few excepted)
that it is the indispensable duty of our Society

every where, to dedicate a week-day, viz. 8

day when they are not debarred by the laws of

the land to follow their outward business, for

transacting the weighty affairs of discipline

and good order ; and to meet in the fore-part

thereof, men and women together, then and
there to wait upon the Lord, for the virtue of
his holy spirit; and when they have thus wait

ed a proper time, then the men and women in

their separate apartments, with awful fear, and
a weighty care upon all their minds as in the

presence of the Lord, to proceed in their re-

spective parts of this great work; which is the
Lord's, and cannot possibly be profitably done
but by his immediate assistance. This 1 leave
upon record, as my well-grounded testimony
for God and his church."

For " The Friend."

ON THE DEATH OF FELICIA HEMANS,
WHO EXPIRED A FEW WEEKS SINCE AT DUBLIN.

' Oh for Ihy wings—Ihou Dove .'

t\ow sailing by with sunshine on thy breast,
That borne like thee above,

I too might flee away and be at rest !
"—F. H-

And thou didst wish for the dove's azure wings,
And longed to reach those peaceful courts above,
To rest thee by the " streams that do make glad,"
The fair and glorious city of our God !

Thy spirit has gone forth
The dim and shadowy portals now are pass'd.
And thou hast trodden the dark vale of death.
But didst thou, in that dread, tremendous hour.
Lean on the stafFof the True Comforter ?

Was thy dying breath received in Josus' bosom.
And thy stay on the alone Mighty Helper ?

Did the hoarse dash of Jordan's waters
Bring to thee no fear ? We hear not of thy hopes—
We know not of thy views beyond the grave.

Tidings came that sufferings keen oppressed thee,
Pain and long-sickness wore thy body down,
And Fancy, from her airy realms, returned
To make researches there—no more forever !

—

Her flowers were withered, and her pinions drooped.
She came to leave her mistress never more.
She had oft roamed 'raid Nature's loveliness,
And by the sunny streams, and woodland glens :

And 'inong (jld England's castles and her towers,
Her ivied ruins, and her moss-grown walls,
Her mouldering abbeys, and her ancient haJls,
She gather'd up her stores.

She had not seen our mighty rivers,
Our roaring cataracts and far stretching woods,
Our mountains, and our everlasting hills,
Our lovely valleys, and our forest scenes.
But wander'd over Britain's classic ground,
And bore to thee her treasures. * » »
Thou didst arrange with all maternal care

The flowers of Poesy thy child had found.
And she would gather thee new stores again ;

—

And over Greece and fair Italian scenes
Thy wayward million sped her tireless way.
And as I said—with lowly drooping wings,
And gems bedimm'd and clouded, she came back.
Her rainbow plumage soiled in the dust.

But did she 'mong lier treasures ever bring
Aught that could glad thee in Ihy dying hour 7

Was the great pearl of richest price unfound

—

And quite neglected for her glittering gems ?

Thy spirit has gone forth

Thou didst lie down in the bright hours of spring ;

The fair anemones, and violets,

And all the sisterhood of gentle flowers

That do make up " the jewelry of Nature,"
Were sweellr blooming in their lovely haunts.
Earth with her blushing honours thick about her
Look'd as a bride in splendid robes attired ;

The wild-birds in the woods were caroling,
The little waterfalls and pebbly brooks
Did foam and murmur in the breezy shade

;

And in her leaty covert the lorn dove
Did mourn for the return of her dead love.

And through the air there were sweet melodies
My pen cannot describe.

—

Oh !—Earth is very fair—and yet her charms
Are very fragile : the worm doth linger
Very near the root of her enjoyments;
And often when they seem about to bloom,
And when they look " too glorious for decay,"
Just in that hour the canker-worm destroys.
And, gifted Hejians !— thou didst love to dwell
In the wide halls of imagery; and 'mong
Her many fragrant bowers, and crystal grots
To have thy pleasant dreamings ;—but thy dreams.
Thy dreams of chivalry, and young romance,
Thy gems of Fancy, and tiiy flowers of thought,
Oh ! what are they to thee ?—or what to us ?

Our airy castles must descend to dust,

The loftiest and most gifted minds boic down.
And all our brightest fabrics come to nought

;

" They build too low who build beneath the skies !"

F. A.
Philadelphia, Glh month, 1835.

TISH FRim^S.
SEVENTH MONTH, 18, 1835.

In the death of one so pre-eminently con
spicuous throughout the nation for his virtues
and his talents, his high judicial attainments,
and his inflexible adherence to the soundest
principles of justice and of law, as was the
late John Marshall, Chief Justice of the Uni
ted States, we are unwilling to remain silent

amid the almost universal expression of re

gret, re-echoed from every quarter, near and
remote, of this widely extended country. He
came to this city in declining health, for the
purpose of medical advice and assistance,
hich, however, proved unavailing, and h

closed his valuable and illustrious life at hi

lodgings in Walnut street, on the evening of
the 6th instant. His remains were conveyed
to Richmond, Va. for interment, and we may
not perhaps better close this brief notice,
than by copying the preamble to the resolu-

tions unanimously adopted at a general meet-
ing of his fellow citizens at that place on the

10th instant:—

The people of the city of Richmond, feeling in
common, as they well believe, with their fellow citi-

throughout the nation, the profoundest venera-
tion for the memory of the late John Marshall, Chief
Justice of the United States,—having united during

ife in the universal sentiment of admiration of
his great abilities, respect for his exalted public vir-

tues, confidence in his wisdom, and gratitude for his

services in so many honourable and important sta-

tions throughout his long and useful life, and espo-
cially in the high judicial office which he filled for
more than thirty-four years—and knowing, from
their closer intercourse with him, better than any
other community can know, the virtues that adorned
his private character ; the amiable simplicity of his
manners, his unaffected modesty; his cheerful and
happy temper; his habits of self-denial; his warm
benevolence towards all men ; his active beneficence
and unbounded charity, not only prompt when sought,
but ever seeking objects of kindness—feeling, there,
fore, that though this whole nation may join with
them in equal veneration of the wise statesman, the
just judge, and the blameless patriot, none can have
felt such love for the man as they have felt, or can
mourn his loss as they mourn it."

The timidity of F. A. may take courage
from the promptitude with which we have
entertained her offering. Should more such
" occasionally walk forth from their retire-
ment," we shall be glad to afford them an
asylum.

Huber may be informed that we are pleased
with the manner in which he has treated his
subject thus far, and hope he will not hesitate
to complete the series to the extent of his
plan.

FRIENDS' BOOKS.
There has long been a scarcity of the

writings of the early members of our Society,
and considerable attention has lately awaken-
ed to the subject, and an increasing desire
manifested to procure and read thern. It

seems that a similar interest has been excited
among our brethren in England, and our va-
lued friend William Allen, of London, has
published a number of volumes in a very
neat and convenient form and good clear
type, under the title of Friends' Library.
Nine vols, octodecimo are published, but the
second, (containing Thos. Chalkley's Jour-
nal,) is sold out. A few copies of each of
the other numbers have been received in this

country, and for sale at Nathan Kite's book
store, No. 50, North Fourth street, at very
moderate prices. They are well worthy of
the attention of Friends. Volume first is

Jno. Woolman's Journal—volume third, con-
tains the Journals of Jno. Richardson and
James Gough. Volume fourth is the Journal
of William Edmundson. Volumes fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth, comprise Sewell's His-
tory of Friends, and volume ninth includes
the lives of Gilbert Latey, Christopher Story,
and John Banks. The whole eight volumes
may be purchased for three dollars and eighty

cents,—or the volumes may be bought
singly.

Agent Appointed.—Micajah Bailey, Wil-
mington, Clinton county, Ohio.

Married at Friends' meeting house. Upper Spring- \

field, Columbiana County, Ohio, on fifth day the Sd
stant, Septemus C. Sharpless of Salem, son of Ben-

jamin and Amy Sharpless, of Fulling Spring, Pa. to
Sarah daughter of John and Miriam Negus of the
former place.
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INSECTS.
ISO. II.

The Language of Ants.

Previous to proceeding further in our ac-

count of the interesting and wonderful traits

of the ant, it will be proper to remark, in or-

der that the facts related illuslrative of their

instincts may not be discredited, that they

have been derived from actual examination by

H. P. Huber, and others; the former, from

whose account they have been principally

taken, invented a kind of ant hive so con-

structed as to enable him to observe their

proceedings without molesting them ; and
his observations have been confirmed by
othor naturalieU oaiitle.! to tlio fulltit con-

fidence. The fact of animals of any kind

living in communities, would seem to imply

the necessity of their having some means
of communicating their wants and fears and
other feelings necessary for their protection

from danger and starvation. That ants, in

common with other insects who live in so-

cieties, have the means of communicating in-

formation of various occurrences, and use a

species of knowledge which is mutually under-

stood, will appear evident from the following

facts. If those at the surface of a nest are

alarmed, it is wonderful in how short a time

the alarm spreads through the whole nest. It

runs from quarter to quarter, the greatest in-

quietude seems to possess the community, and
they carry with all possible despatch their trea-

sures, the larva and pupae, down to the lowest

apartments. The legs of one of M. Ruber's
artificial formicaries were plunged into pans

of water, to prevent the escape of the ants :

this proved a source of great enjoyment to

these little beings, for they are a very thirsty

race, and lap water like dogs. One day when
he observed many of them tippling very mer-

rily he was so cruel as to disturb them, which

sent most of them in a fright to the nest; but

some more thirsty than the rest continued

their potations. Upon this, one of them that

had retreated returns to inform his thoughtless

companions of their danger; one he pushes

with his jaws, another he strikes, first upon

the belly, and then upon the breast, and so

obliges three of them to leave off their ca-

rousing and march homewards, but the fourth

more resolute to drink it out, is not to be dis-

comfited, and pays not the least re<rar(l to tliR

kind blowB iviili wljjoli I. is <,-«:. poci, Solicitous

for his safety, repeatedly belabours him; at

length, determined to have his way, he seizes

him by one of his hind legs, and gives him a

violent pull; upon this, leaving his liquor, the

loiterer turns around, and opening his threat-

ening jaws with every appearance of anger,
goes very coolly to drinking again; but his

monitor, without further ceremony, rushing
before him, seizes him by the jaws, and at last

drags him oflTin triumph to the formicary.
The language of ants is not confined merely

to giving intelligence of the approach or pre-

sence of danger, it is well known that they
give each other information when they have
discovered any store of provision. Bradley
relates a striking instance of this. A nest

of ants in a nobleman's garden discovered a

closet, many yards within the house, in which
conserves were kept, which they constantly

attended till the nest was destroyed. Some
in their rambles must have first' discovered
this depot of sweets, and informed the rest of it.

It ia ro!iiarkQl>le that tliey always wont to it

by the same track, scarcely varying an inch
from it, though they had to pass through two
apartments, nor could the sweeping an<i clean-

ing the rooms discomfit them, or cause them
to pursue a different route. Ligon's account
of the ants in Barbadoes affords another con-
vincing proof of it. " We sometimes kill a

cockroach and throw him on the ground and
mark what they will do with him; his body is

bigger than a hundred of them, and yet tliey

will find the means to lake hold of him and
lift him up, and having him above ground away
they carry him, and some go by as ready as-

sistants, if any be weary; and some are the

officers that lead and show the way to the hole

into which he must pass; and if the van cou-
riers perceive that the body of the cockroach
lies across and will not pass through the hole

or arch through which they mean to carry
him, order is given and the body turned end-
wise, and this is done a foot before they come
to the hole, and that witliout any stop or Stay:

and this is observable, that tlicy never pull

contrary ways." These, and other facts which
might be adduced, render it certain that ants

have a language of dumb signs, the organs of
which are the antenuEe, supplying the place of

voice and words. When the military ants,

which will be noticed in a future number, go
upon their expeditions and are out of the

formicary, previously to setting off, they touch

each other on the trunk with their antennae

and forehead—this is the signal for marching;

for as soon as any one has received it he is

immediately in motion. When they have any
discovery to communicate, they strike with
them those that they meet in a particularly

imprcsiive manner. If a hungry ant wants to

be fed, it touches with its two antennae, mov-
ing them very rapidly, those of the individual

from whom it expects its meal; and not only
ants understand this language, but even aphides
and cocci, insects which will be shown hereaf-

ter to be of great importance to our pigmy
race, as they stand in the same relation to

iheni as our mdch cows do to us, yield their

sacharine fluid'at^the touch of these imperative
organs. The helpless larva: also arc informed
by the same means when they may open their

mouths to receive their food. Next to their

language, and scarcely different from it, are
the modes by which they express their affec-

tions and aversions. Whether ants, with man
and some larger animals, experience any thing

like attachment to individuals, is not easily as-

certained, but that they are sensible of the full

force of the sentiment of protection or the love

of the community to which they belong, is

evident from the whole series of their proceed-
ings, which all tend to promote the general
good. If any of tiieir fraternity falls into dis-

tress or difficulty, they»are sure of the sympa-
thy of their companions. M. Latrelle once
cut off the antenns of an ant; one of its com-
panions, evidently pitying its sufferings, and the

loss of a member as dear to the owner as the

pupil of our eye to us, was seen to approacii

it, and after caressing the sufferer pour into

the wound a drop of a liquid from its own
mouth.

The satisfaction they express at meeting
after absence, is said to be very striking, and
gives some degree of individuality to their at-

tachment. M. Huber, having taken an ant

hill from the woods, placed it in his glass hive:

finding that he had a superabundance of ants,

he allowed some of them to escape, and these

formed a nest in his garden. Those which

were in the hive he carried into his study and
observed their habits for four months, after

which period he placed the hive in the gar-

den, within fifteen paces of the natural nest.

Though the time they had been separated was
equal to one fourth of their existence as per-

fect insects, during which they had had no
communication with each' other, they imme-
diately recognised their former companions,
they caressed them with their antennae, and
taking them up in their mandibles, led them
to their own nest. Presently others arrived

in crowds and carried off the fugitives in a

similar manner: and venturing into the arti-

ficial ant hill, in a few days caused such a de-

sertion that it was wholly depopulated.
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They appear to be intent upon the promo-

tion of each other's welfare, and are ready at

all times to share wilh their absent brethren

any good thing they may chance to discover,

and those that go abroad feed those which re-

main at home. M. Huber, for a particular

reason, having produced heat by means of a

flambeau in a certain part of an artificial

formicary, the ants that happened to be in

that quarter, after enjoying it for a time,

hastened to convey the welcome intelligence

to their companions, whom they even carried

suspended upon their jaws to the spot, till

hundreds might be seen thus laden with their

friends.

H0BER.

From Chambers's Edinburgh Journal,

THE POLISH JEW BOY.

Poland is the chief modern seat of the

scattered Jewish race ; for while those inte-

resting people were persecuted throughout

every part of Europe, the noble sympathising

Pole gave them refuge, and treated the.-n as

men and brethren. Under this kind protec-

tion, the Jews in time multiplied, and their

hamlets soon rose to the condition of popu-

lous villages and towns, presenting to the

modern world the spectacle of a second Ju-

dea. These Polish Jews were permitted to

govern themselves by their own laws, which

they did in its fullest extent, adopting all the

Mosaic and Rabbinical ceremonies, and even

dispensing with surnames, according to an-

cient usage. They also adhered to their own
peculiar costume, and continue to do so.

Their bodies are covered with a tightly fitted

black silk robe, fastened with a band and

tassel round the waist; on their head they

wear a skuli-cap, both in and out of the

house, a rigid Jew never having his head un-

covered, as, like other eastern people, he re-

quires to say prayers and graces on many
occasions, and is obliged, when addressing

the Almighty, to wear his hat upon his head;

a long flowing beard, and a stafl', complete

the outline of their appearance. Napoleon

made many innovations on the Jewish cus-

toms, though with little advantage to him-

self. He enrolled the young men into ca-

valry and infantry troops, making them take

surnames, and insisting that they should never

wear the costume of their race. This mixing
with tiie natives of other territories contri-

buted to enlighten the Jews, but war gave

them an insight into the riches of the neigh-

bouring countries, and made them anxious to

participate in that wealth, which they endea-

vour to do by the only means left within their

power. Being prevented by the illiberal and

odiously selfish laws of most Christian powers
from devoting their attention to ordinary pro-

fessional pursuits, or trying to gain distinc-

tion and opulence by any of the common
modes in practice, they have in this, as in

every other instance, devoted their abilities

to various mercantile avocations, generally

dealing in articles of great value. The way
in which the industrious young Jews set out

upon their wanderings is in no small degree
affecting. After procuring the blessing of

their parents, which, in general, is all that they

have to bestow, they leave their native homes

at the tender age of thirteen, and in Scripture

phiase, girding up their loins, they address

themselves to their travels into far countries;

in search of what fortune may be pleased to

reward them with. A certain portion of man-

kind are still disposed to hoot and persecute

the Jews, and to allow them no good property

whatever ; but we defy any civilised nation

to produce such striking instances of intre-

pidity, honest industry, and humility, as are

here exemplified. The circumstance of boys

of thirteen years of age voluntarily abandon-

ing the houses of their parents, to depend for

their support on their own unassisted, unad-

vised efforts, among total strangers, is quite

unparalleled in the history of the most chi-

valric people which the earth ever produced.

We, no doubt, find Italian and Swiss boys

wandering over most parts of Europe, but, it

will be remarked, it is chiefly in the charac-

ter of mendicants, or something nearly allied

to it; while the Jew boy sets forth with the

determination to pursue some branch of lu-

crative industry, requiring no small degree of

ingenuity and wisdom. It may be mentioned,

that the Jews become of age on the Sabbath

after they attain the age of thirteen. On this

solemn occasion, they read a portion of the

Scriptures aloud in the synagogue, and dedi-

cate themselves to their Maker, by swearing

to keep the commandments. After the cere-

mony, the morning is celebrated with a break-

fast party. At thirteen, the young Jews are

required to wear phylacteries every morning

while at their devotions. These consist of

two long stripes of leather, one bdng made
to fit the head, the ether for the left arm,

with large knots, emblematic of Almighty

God. Inclosed in this knot are the ten com-

mandments, and the prayer, "Hear, O Israel;

the Lord our God is one God," &c.

These observations on the conditions and

manners of the Polish Jews, are preliminary

to the following account of the history of

one of them, named Joshua Mendelsohlm,

who emigrated in the manner we have men-

tioned, and speedily raised himself from indi-

gence to affluence, simply by perseverance

and successful speculations in valuable arti-

cles of commerce. We give the account

nearly in his own words, as he related it to a

friend.

" Well, den, when I did come first to be a

man at terteen years of age, den I did have

all de grand desire to go away to seek my
fortune ; so I did go to my fader and moder
for der blessings, and they did give me dem,
and I did ask my fader for his assistance, and

he did say unto me. Mine dear son, all dat I

can give you is a clean shirt, and may the

God of Israel bless you : den I did leave mine

own country widout one farding, and my goods

did consist of mine clothes on my back, and

my prayer-book, and my phylacteries. I did

not know vere I should go ; but my feet did

take me to Frankfort; and behold der was de

grand fair, and 1 did look me about, and I

was astonished to see such quantities of fine

merchandise ; so I did stand for a long while

admiring de goods. Now, when I did stand

looking, a shentleman did ask me if I was a

Jew. I say, yes. He den ask me if I be
honest, and I say, yes, also. He den took

me for to assist him in selling his merchan-
dise, and was much satisfied, and he did give

me about two pounds in dis country money.
Oh, dis was a grand beginning of my fortune.

So I did consider me what to buy, and, as

luck would have it, I did buy all cornelian

stones, but could not sell dem again ; so 1 did

take me to Italia ; den I did show dem to an

honest catholic jeweller, and he did give me
twenty pounds. I was den very glad of dis

great sum of monies, and did lay out the

whole on cameos. I next went again to

Frankfort, and was so fortunate as to sell

dem for one hundred pounds. I now did
buy all mine monies in stones, and took them
again to Italia; but dish time I had a large box,
which cause der customhouse oflicers to stop

me, and fake away all mine riches, and put
me to jail. When I was brought to der judge,

they did search me, and found only my phy-
lacteries ; and de judge ask me what I do wid
dese tings, and I told him they were for me
to use when I pray to mine God. And he,

being a good catholic, say to me, you be a

good Jew man; and he did give me all pack
my goods, which I sold for dis time two hun-
dred pounds. After dis I went to Turkey,
and dat was very good luck; for a Turk did

show me a bag full of green and pink stones,

and he ask me to puy dem. I did not know
the value of dem ; but for a grand specula-

tion, I did say, if I make my fortune, I do; if

I lose, I no worse den when I set out. So I

did make a prayer, and he did sell me dem
for mine own price, two hundred pounds. He
ask me three hundred ; but I say, I have no
more riches. So the Turk gave me the whole
for my price. I now took my bag of green
and pink stones to a person dat was a judge,

and he say, they be all emeralds and rubies,

and worth a great sum. So I did sort dem,
and went to Genoa, where I did never go be-

fore, and showed dem to a Jew broker, and
he ask me mine price. I say, he must show
dem to the diamond-merchants, and they must
put der highest price, for I did not let him
know dat I did not know the value of dem.
The Jew broker came next day, and tell me he

can get £2000 for one parcel, and, if sent to-

morrow, he will pay dem. As soon as I left

de Jew broker, I jump for joy at mine good
luck, and did tank mine God for his goodness
to de poor Jew boy. When next day did come,
I did take all the monies, £2000, for a part

of mine precious stones ; and out of gratitude

I did take for mine wife the broker's pretty

daughter Rachel. So dis all over, I pay me
a visit to all der grand cities, and did sell

more and more of mine emeralds and rubies

for very much monies."

To bring this autobiographical sketch to a

conclusion, it has to be added, that after these

various speculations, Joshua ventured on deal-

ing in diamonds, in which he was still more
successful. He has thus pursued a lucrative

traffic in precious stones for many years, and
is now one of the richest men in Europe.

His home is at Genoa, where his wife and fa-

mily live in the first style, with carriages and
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other luxuries of the most expensive descrip-

tion. Yet lie still pursues his unvarying

avocations, almost in his original humble
condition. He travels through every conti-

nental country, and visits all the principal

cities in his professional capacity. He also,

in general, carries about his person property

to the amount of £100,000 and upwards

precious stones, all of which are stowed in

about fifty ditTerent pockets in various part;

of his dress.

From Ihe Liiiiifield Reporter.

i»L4^L'RITIUS.

EDUCATION OF THE LIBERATED SLAVES.

In the newspaper called Le Cerneen, ou

Petite Revue Africaine, under date Port

Louis, August 19, 1834, there is an article

on the education of the liberated slaves; or

rather upon the religious instruction that

ought to be imparted to them.

The writer thinks that as the great mass of

the proprietors are Roman catholics, the

dogmas of that church ought to be taught
;

that inconvenience would arise from two re

ligions being inculcated ; that there is an

objection to the protestant religion, on ac

count of the number of sects into which its

professors are divided, while the catholic

recommended by its unity., and the pomp and
imposing ceremonies with which it is attend

ed, calculated a.s he thinks to make a striking

and beneficial impression upon these ignorant

people. The idea it seems has been enter
tained of importing a number of ecclesiastics,

under the name of Freres de la Doctri

Chretienne, to whom it is proposed to confide

the moral and elementary education of the

apprentices ; these it seems are proposed to

be sent for from France, through the assist

ance of the English ambassador there. The
writer says, " They would be content with

the most moderate salaries ; they speak the

French language ; and are besides subjected

to the discipline of a hierarchy by the

ance of which it would be easy to set bounds
to any exuberance of zeal : a precious advan
tage, which the protestant missionaries do not
possess, who have no other rule, than their

own judgments and will."

Whilst we are advocates for the most per-

fect religious liberty, wo should be grieved
to see an importation of priests into the Mau-
ritius for the purpose of perpetuating spiritual

slavery, ahet bodily slavery had been abolish-

ed; the fact is, that in this and all that were
formerly slave colonies, the system of in.struc-

tion of the British and Foreign School Society
as taught at their central establishment in the
Borough Road, London, is superlatively ap-

plicable : for while it does not interfere with

the religious doctrines of any denomination
of Christians; and at the same lime that it

teaches in the most economical and effectual

manner the elements of useful knowledge, it

trains up children in the habits of order, sub-

ordination, morality, and virtue—it makes
them acquainted with tiieir duties to God and
man, and instructs them in those fundamental
principles of revealed religion, in which all

real Christians, whatsoever may be their de

nomination, agree. Hence schools upon tlii:

system are open to all, with this great advan
tage, that they tend to prevent that sectarian

animosity so prevalent, where children whose
parents are of different religions have not had
the opportunity of mixing together:* we all

know that the friendships contracted between
boys at school, have sometimes had a bene
ficial influence upon ihem in after life. The
means for training teachers at the Borough
Road establishment have been recently

much increased, that persons destined for

schools in any part of the world, may be
taught the system, free of expense, if pro-

perly recommended to the committee, and
deemed suitable, they being supported by
their friends during the period necessary for

their instruction, which is generally three or

four months.

JAMAICA.

The British and Foreign School Society have
given j£50 towards the erection of school
rooms at Spanish Town, which now include
accommodation for an infant school, and
trustees are appointed in England and Ja-

nraica.

It is with great pleasure that we inform
our readers, that the Mico fund of £117,000,
is vested in trustees, with power to apply it

in promoting education in all our West In-

dian islands, upon a liberal and comprehen-
sive plan.

RESEARCHES INTO CENTRAL AFRICA, FROM THE
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

Sydney Herald, June 23d, 1834

We stated some time ago, that a society at

Cape Town had been instituted with a view
to promote researches, and an expedition of

discovery into central Africa from that colony.
Some apprehensions were entertained that

funds would be wanting to carry this desira-

ble object into execution. It now appears
that the colonial and home governments have
lent their aid in a most liberal manner for the

purpose, and there is every reason to expect
that the interior of that immense continent

will be explored, not from the Mediterranean
or the Cape Coast, but by penetration from
the colony of the Cape of Good Hope. We
present to our readers the following ver-y in-

teresting extract from the Sou/k American Ad-
vertiser, from which a correct idea may be
formed of the present state of proceedings.
The expedition will be conducted on a scale

of unusual magnificence, and the objects of
scientific research nre not forgotten:

" Below wo give a report of the proceedings of the
Association for exploring Central Africa,' at their
meeting held on Saturday last.

"The committee of management in their report

tated, for the information of the Association, that the

subscriptions and shares now amount to the sum of

We accept this remark as applicable to the grea
mass of children, and not as interfering with th^

3 and internal regulations of any particular reli

gious denomination.

—

Ed.

X759, of which £480 have been paid into the hands
of their treasurers. It appears, however, that to equip
the e.\pedition in a proper manner, an additional sum
ot X450 is absolutely necessary ; and we arc happy
to state that, before the meeting separated, the sum
of £114 was subscribed, and no doubt is entertained
of their success in raising £336, before the departure
of the expedition. Thus, on the important head of
Funds, the expedition may be considered as perfectly
successful.

" The committee also express their obligations to
Sir John Herschell, who, in compliance with a request
transmrtted to him, selected and purchased in Lon-
don, for the use of the expedition, the following in-

struments, namely :—a five inch sextant, three hori-
zontal self-registering thermometers, two common
thermometers, two Daniell's hygrometers, one sym-
presometer, two pocket compasses, two prismatic
azimuth compasses, and two telescopes with leathern
cases and slings, which are hourly expected to arrive

;

and a raouniain barometer fitted up with cistern
heads, which Sir John Herschell brought with him
for greater security, having procured a careful com-
parison of its zero point with the standard at Somer-
set House.

" The Board of Admiralty have also forwarded for
the same object two chronometers, and have given
directions to the Astronomer Royal at the Cape, to
place at the disposal of the committee, a sextant, a
reflecting circle with mercurial horizon, and a mag-
netic intensity instrument.

" From their own funds, the committee have
purchased five wagons, and have ordered eight spans
f trained oxen of twelve each, to be procured and

held in readiness on the frontier. They have also
dered six double-barrelled fowling pieces from Lon-

" They have also accepted the gratuitous services
of a gentleman as a surveyor, who is well qualified to

the expedition in that capacity ; and of another
who undertakes to act as superintendent of the trading
'epartnient.

" They think it probable that, before the departure
f the expedition, a draftsman will arrive from Eng-

land; but should they be disappointed in this, they
have the satisfaction of knowing that an individual of
the party is capable of discharging this important
duty if required.

" Although this expedition has been undertaken by
private individuals, the countenance and support given
to it by three successive governors of this colony, and
the assistance afforded to it by the Board ofAdmiralty,
cannot fail to satisfy the world at large, that the ends
in view are of a public nature, and of a character just
and honourable.

" The African continent is in truth a term for a
thing unknown. We have approached its shores ; we
have seen a little, and a very little of its extremities

;

but its central regions, occupying a space larger than
the area of Europe, are still to us involved in total
darkness. Within that space, too, we recognise the
sphere of nature's greatest activity. On the north,
and on the south, we have a large share of both tem-
perate zones in their most happy latitudes ; and be-
tween them an immense extent, from east to west, of
that vast division of the globe's surface, where the
grand agents of organized production, heat and mots-
ture, perform their most splendid miracles.

" Into this field the expedition referred to is about
to penetrate,—with the good wishes of all classes of
men for its

Amid ihe various objects of deep solicitude,

which miiSt frequently occupy the thought,
and excite the benevolent effort of the philan-
thropist, none appears more worthy of his

nterest, than the extension of those benign
principles of the gospel, which, were they ge-
nerally admitted by Christian nations, would
exempt ihem from that immense arrrount of
crime and suffering, in which they have been
from age to age involved by war.
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The Society of Friends has uniformly evi-

denced its full persuasion, that wherever the

genuine spirit of Christianity prevailed, it

would infallibly produce " peace on earth, and

good will towards men." For more than a

century the sentiments and example of this

Society appeared to be alike unheeded, and

the false splendour which arrayed the con-

quests of heroes, and the short-sighted policy

which directed the councils of empires, veiled

the brightness of that celestial light, which had

dawned on Christendom. The clouds that en-

veloped it, are now, however, gradually dis-

persing, and many thousands of our fellow-

Christians of various denominations, are pre-

pared to unite in diffusing the principles of

peace. Would it not be well for those who
have long faithfully upheld them, to consider

whether something more than a mere refusal

to assist in propeUing this mighty engine of

destruction and misery; even something more

than a patient endurance of such legal penal-

ties as may be consequent on this refusal, be

not now called for ; whether they have not a

very important part to take in active co-ope-

ration with the Christian efforts of those who
publicly maintain that all war, offensive o^ de-

fensive, is utterly repugnant to the precepts of

Christ and his apostles? Of the labours and

success of the peace societies, we have recent

ly received the most satisfactory reports. In

our own beloved country, where this impor-

tant work commenced in 1826, there exist about

twenty-seven peace societies, and thirty corre-

sponding stations. In the United States, where

during the same year, public attention was

first turned to this subject, there are about 100

societies, comprising many of the most influen-

tial and distinguished individuals of that vast

country. The Count de Sellon, well known
throughout Europe, has lately established a

similar society at Geneva. The funds of these

various associations are gradually augmenting,

and the proceeds are expended in the printing

and circulating of tracts, &c. Our American

brethren are engaged with an energy propor-

tioned to the importance of the object, in

obtaining signatures to petition civilised go-

vernments, to organize a system of universal

arbitration, or a council of nations, to which

all contending raonarchs might refer their

causes of dispute, instead of subjecting them
to the iniquitous decision of the sword.

From an interesting report of the Hiberni-

an Peace Society, which held its annual meet-

ing during the 12th month last, we find that

in Ireland the same righteous principle finds

its advocates. A false estimate of national

honour, and the selfish policy of interested

men, will doubtless oppose a powerful barrier

to the adoption of measures, by which nations

rnay secure their rights without an appeal to

arms: but let us not be dismayed at the mag-

nitude of the difficulties to be overcome ; the

mightiest revolutions in the moral world have

been effected by slow degrees ; and every

effort derives the most substantial encoura

inent from the immutable declaration of the

volume of truth, that the day shall arrive

when " nation shall not lift up sword against

nation, neither shall they learn war a/iy

more."

TlIS rRSEMI>.
SEVENTH MONTH, 25, 1835.

By the kindness of a much respected friend,

we have been put in possession of the first

four numbers of a monthly publication of

sixteen octavo pages each, bearing the title

of " The Lindfield Reporter, or Philanthropic

Magazine: .being a Repository for hints and

suggestions calculated to promote the com-

fort and happiness of man." It is intended

as a substitute for a little work entitled the

Philanthropic Magazine, which has been for

some time suspended, and, as we understand',

to be edited by the srime person, William
Allen, of Plough court, Lombard street, Lon-

don ; a Friend whose character is known and

appreciated by many in this country. It is

printed at the School of Industry at Lindfield

benevolent institution, combining labour with

literary instruction, in which the editor has a

principal concern. As some of our readers,

possibly, rnay be induced to subscribe for the

work, we subjoin an extract from the notice

prefixed to No. 1, issued in the first month
last:

—

" In order to be secured against loss, the editor

wishes to obtain 80 subscribers, at 10s. each, per an

nuin ; every subscriber will be entitled to five copie

of every number
;

(it is possible that occasionally it

may be found necessary to publish an additional sheet,

which will be charged separately.) The object of this

work will be, to give brief notices of philanthropic and

benevolent e.xerlions in all parts of the world ; with

extracts from letters of foreign correspondents—ac-

counts from the West Indies of the working of the

apprenticeship scheme—efforts for the education of

tho people of colour—progress of the measures now
taking to proraoto the abolition of negro slavery in

France, North America, and other countries—state of

ry in the colonies of Spain—abolition of the pu-

nishment of death—amelioration of the criminal code

notice of the spread of vital Christianity^ as the

foundation of all human happiness and prosperity, in

every part of the world—progress of attempts to put

down and discourage every thing tending to demoral-

isation—importance of allotments of land to the poor

the country—success of measures to afford employ-

ments to able bodied poor men, at fair wages, so as to

render them independent of parish assistance—occa-

sional notices of the temperance and peace

&c. &c. &c."

a widow and two children, with the prospect

of a third. They were entirely dependent

upon his exertions for support, and her case

has excited so much commiseration in the

town, that the managers of the theatre, pro-

posed acting a piece for her benefit: on learn-

ing their intention, however, she declined ac-

cepting their kindness, from conscientious

motives, choosing rather to put her trust in

Him, who has commanded us to seek first his

kingdom, than avail herself of bounty arising

from a source her conscience disapproved.

Through the kindness of a friend in this

country, some pecuniary relief was promptly

sent to her and gratefully received—indeed

the touching circumstances of this bereaved
mourner, left at the age of 26 in such an af-

fecting situation, call for the sympathy and
kind offices of those who have the privilege

of being able to mitigate distress. It is pro-

posed to appropriate a portion of the money
sent, to the purchase of a glove-loom, by means
of which she hopes in future to do much to-

wards the support of herself and her orphan
children. She is the sister of Justine Bene-
zet, the young person who has the charge of
the Orphan Asylum at Nismes, which she has

conducted in a very satisfactory manner, both

as it regards the welfare of the institution,

and her own conduct as a consistent Friend.

A most valuable invention has lately been made by
James Hamilton, of New York, which will be the
means of saving an Immensity of labour in this coun-

try. It is a machine furfelling Irees. The New York
American gives from the New York Mechanics' Ma-
gazine a description of it, accompanied by a drawing.

This machine requires very little more space for use

than is required for the swing of an axe, and may be

used in almost any situation in which a man can use
It may be moved from tree to tree by one

man, who can with it cut through a stem of two feet

diameter in five minutes: two men will, however, work
it to more advantage. It is so constructed as to admit
of saws of different lengths acfording to the size of the

tree. A committee of the American Institute at New
York, commend it in strong terms. It cuts the stumps
uniformly of an equal height, and at least a foot nearer

the ground than is usual, whereby the most valuable

part of the timber is saved, besides all the after labour

of squaring the end. The costol the machine is about

fifty dollars, and it is believed that with it two men
can fell as much timber in a given time as twenty cm
with the a.TO.The matter contained in the numbers re-

ceived, is of a character truly interesting and

in accordance with the plan as above de-

veloped. Several of the articles we have in-

serted in our present number, and others are

held in reserve for future occasion. The fol

lowing from the number for second month, is

calculated to awken attention and sympathy

:

A very affecting circumstance has re-

cently occurred at Nismes, in the south of

France, which has plunged the little company
there, professing with the Society of Friends,

great distress.

Jules Benezet, a young man of amiable

and excellent character, and generally be

loved, was assassinated in the eleventh month
last, between Nismes and Calvision, robbed, —

r

,- -

and his body thrown into a ditch of water. [agent of this paper,

He was a commissaire, and was frequently —

—

i^s?

engaged in passing between Nismes and Con- Died on the nioriiing of the 12th inst. at her resi-

genies. The dreadful act is supposed to
l^^e\ti::iZ,tZl^^^^^^^^

been perpetrated between 7 and 8 o clock in h. Newbold, wife of Clayton Newbold, Jr. and daugh-
the evening. The poor young man has left' ter of Joseph Trotter, of this city.

Cold Water.—It is stated in the scientific tracts,

that those persons who exclusively confine themselves

to brushing their teeth daily with pure cold water,

without any regard to the thousands of articles os-

tensibly prepared with cost, to arrest the progress of

caries in teeth, with very few exceptions, preserve

them in the highest state of organic perfection.

A staled meeting of the Female Branch of

the Auxiliary Bible Society Association of

Friends in Philadelphia Quarterly meeting

will be held on the 30th inst. at the Deposi-
tory, No. 50, North Fourth Street, at four

o'clock p. M. II. Paul, Secretary.

WANTED—Two apprentices to the Drug
Apothecary business. Apply to the
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For " The Frii-iid."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

No. VI.

The beneficence of our heavenly Father is

apparent in all iiis commands. Those which

seem most directly to concern liis own glory,

are, nevertheless, intimately cormected with

the good of his creature man. Worship is

due to him as the author of our being, and

he requires it of every conscious intelligence.

The command is of universal obligation,

" Thou shall worship the Lord thy God, and

him only shall thou serve." Great is the

benefit resulting to us from obedience to

this injunction. Awakened by the Holy Spi-

rit to a. sense of guilt and danger, brought to

feel the need of a Redeemer, and that there

is no access for sinful man to his Creator,

but through the Mediator, who ever livelh to

make intercession for us, we account it our

highest privilege to bow in prostration of

soul ; being made sensible of his divine call,

we are enabled to respond to it: "When
thou saidst, seek ye my face, my heart said

unto thee, thy face, Lord, will I seek." Those

who thus seek, will, in his own time, find him

to their unspeakable consolation, and e.xpe-

riencing their spiritual strength renewed in

waiting on the Lord, they will be prepared

for the due discharge of every relative and

social obligation, as well as strengthened to

endure those trials which are inseparable

from a probationary state.

The Society has always been concerned to

encourage its members in the performance of

this incumbent duty, and to declare its un-

doubted persuasion, that those who are pre-

pared rightly to fulfil it, will also be found

in the practice of secret retirement, waiting

for their Lord to manifest his heavenly pre-

sence, and replenish their souls with nourish-

ment and strength. May we be thus fervent

in spirit, serving the Lord, not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together, as the man-

ner of some is, and if at times in our reli-

gious gatherings we should be left to feel our

own weakness, and be reduced to a state of

great poverty and desertion, let us not be too

much cast down; these dispensations are per-

mitted to seal upon our minds the important

truth, that of ourselves, without Christ Jesus

our Lord, we can do nothing. Let those

then who are frequently thus tried, and are

sometimes almost ready to give out, remem-
ber that help is laid upon one that is mighty,

and in his fear keep to inward exercise, and
they will experience him in his own time to

appear " as the light of the morning when the

sun riseth, even a morning without clouds."

T.

1723.

Are there not fervent desires in your souls,

that those whom the Lord hath given to be

yours, may also be the Lord's, and with you
enjoy of iiis abundant blessings? Then be

concerned to keep them to a constant, sea-

sonable, and orderly frequenting as well of

week-day as of first day meetings; instruct-

ing them to have their minds staid in the di-

vine gift; to wait upon the Lord therein, to

receive a portion with you of his spiritual fa-

vours; that they, from the tendering virtue

of the Holy Spirit, may be engaged in heart

and mind to walk worthy of so great grace;

and, in a holy zeal, to honour God, submit to

bear the cross, endure the shame, and become
public witnesses for him amongst the sons of

men.
1740.

And, dear Friends, we tenderly advise and

exhort you, that, in all your assemblies for

the worship of Almighty God, you wait to

feel your hearts influenced by his power, and

in patience and humility possess your souls,

depending on Christ alone for instruction

;

who, whether immediately by his spirit, or

in.xtrumentally by hia servants, is the teacher

of his people himself; on whose spirit only

ought our whole trust, expectation, and de-

pendence to be. And as you are found

humbly waiting for his teaching, without ex-

pectation from man, he will administer com-
fort to your souls, either immediately or in-

strumentally, as it shall seem good to him,

who never faileth those who put their trust

in him. And all such, from the experience

of the blessings and comforts they receive,

will have a due esteem and regaid for those

through whom they find them conveyed
;

ascribing nevertheless the praise and glory of

to him alone, whose instruments they are;

and who, by his own power and spirit, work-
eth either with them, or without them, ac-

cording to his good pleasure, in the various

manifestations of his infinite wisdom and
goodness towards the children of men.

Beware, therefore, that you assemble not

in a mere formal and customary manner; but
let both preacher and hearer labour to gather
their minds inward to the Lord, that every

one may witness him who is the master of

our assemblies to go before them, and put

them forth in their respective services. The
immediate teaching of the Holy Spirit is the

foundation of all gospel worship and ministry;

and those who depend entirely thereon, shall

not be disappointed, through the failure or

absence of instrumental means. Wherefore,

we beseech you, wait in silence, with rever-

ence and singleness of heart, in all your
meetings, that you may witness the incomes
and refreshing influences of the Holy Spirit,

by which you will be " strengthened in the

inward man," and be made to grow and

flourish as " trees planted by the rivers of

water," which bring forth their fruit in due
season.

1744.
In all your religious meetings for the wor-

ship of Almighty God, let your minds be sea-

soned with an awful sense of real and true

devotion, and be ye exemplary to the flock of

Christ. Let the solemn gravity of your de-

portment be such, as may demonstrate to

others that you are in earnest in the great

duty of waiting upon and worshipping God
in spirit; that serious and tender hearted en-

quirers may be encouraged to come and par-

take in your assemblies of that inward and
spiritual consolation and refreshment, which
the Lord is graciously pleased to impart unto

the souls of such as are humbled in his sight.

and approach his holy presence with rever-

ence and fear.

1765.

It is not enough for us to meet in order for

public worship, when we find little or nothing

else to do. The Lord Almighty requires the

first fruits, the prime of our service, and will

not accept the refuse, either of our time or

talents. If we prefer worldly pursuits, or idle

amusements, at such times when we ought to

be solemnly engaged in this great duty, may
it not be justly said, that " we follow after

lying vanities, and forsake our own mercies'?"
" Where two or three," saith our Lord, " are

gathered together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them." In these words he, by
implication, invites us, not only to meet one
with another, but in so doing, with himself
also. Shall the King of kings and Lord of
lords, condescend to offer his divine presence
for our good, and shall we, his dependent
creatures, set so light by his inestimable

kindness, as, either wilfully or negligently, to

let slip those precious seasons wherein we
might receive his blessed assistance, so ne-

cessary to our help and salvation ?

Shall the poor perishing gratifications of

sense and self-love, or any inconveniences of

a trivial nature, be sufiered to prevent our
dutiful attendance upon him, in whom alone

stands our everlasting interest? Shall a cloudy

sky, a little wet, a little cold, a little ease to

the flesh, a view to a little earthly gain, or

any common incident, furnish an excuse for

declining this duty, and thereby depriving

ourselves of the blessed advantage, often

vouchsafed to the faithful, of enjoying hea-

venly communion together in spirit, with the

Lord of life and glorv ?

1770.

The " manifestation of the spirit is given
to every man to profit withal." The way to

profit by it, is often diligently to retire unto
it. As it appears inwardly, it calls for an
inward retirement, and an abstraction from
earthly objects, imaginations, and attachments.

For in the silence of all that is of the flesh,

the still small voice of the truth, the divine

word nigh in the heart, is heard ; and by hear-

ing, with due observance, true faith is pro-

duced. " For faith comes by hearing, and

hearing by Christ, the word of God." He is

the author, as well as the finisher of the true

Christian's faith; the faith of the operation

of God, which works by love, to the purify-

ing of the heart, and overcoming of the world.

This engages to frequent waiting in stillness

upon the Lord, for the renewal of strength.

This keeps the mind at home, in its own pro-

per place and duty, and out of all unprofitable

association and converse, whether amongst
those of our own, or other professions. Much
hurt may accrue to the religious mind by long

and frequent conversation upon temporal mat-

ters, and especially by interesting ourselves

too much in them; for there is a leaven there-

in, which being suffered to prevail, indisposes

and benumbs the soul, and prevents its fre-

quent ascending in living aspiration towards

the fountain of eternal life.

1800.

They who are obedient to this universal
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injunction of our Saviour, " Watch," are pre-

pared for the due fulfilling of every duty; and
eminently so, for that most essential one of

worship. How many feel themselves languid

when assembled for this solemn purpose, for

want of a previous preparation of heart ! The
mind crowded with thoughts on outward
things, in approaching the place for public

worship, and resuming them with avidity on
its return, is not likely to fill up the interval

to profit; and to such, their meeting together

may prove a form as empty, as any of those

out of which, we believe, truth called our
forefathers, and still calls us. If we truly

succeed them, as witnesses for the truth, we
must look beyond forms to that which is the

life of all true religious performances: so we
may become fitted in our several stations, for

the Lord's service, the promotion of the cause

of righteousness on earth.

1803.

That the assembling of ourselves for the

purpose of expressing our sense of depend-

ence on our great Creator is a duty, most if

not all of us acknowledge, by stated or occa-

sional attendance at some of the times ap-

pointed for worship. But too many content

themselves with an attendance once in the

week, on the day when business is suspended;

and even of that day, the greater part is de-

voted to what is called relaxation. Thus little

as it is which is meant for sacrifice, that little

has cost them nothing. And how many

—

how many even of those who are far removed
above indigence—seldom, if ever, leave their

outward pursuits, to join with their brethren,

on other days of the week ! The want of a

due and diligent attendance at the usual

times, is productive of many evils. It often

deprives the mind of opportunities of instruc-

tion and consolation ; and thus leaves it more
liable to be drawn aside from the right way,

by the spirit of the world; if leads naturally

to the neglect of other religious duties ; and

it tends to occasion indifference in those to

whom the influence reaches, by its baneful

example. But the habitual neglect of reli-

gious meetings, in any of our members, as it

is thus the cause of many evils, hath also

itself a cause. This, dear Friends, we should

search out, if we wish to have the remedy
applied. And to what cause can we ascribe

it, but to a want of hunger and thirst for that

spiritual refreshment, which is yet, blessed

be the Lord, to be known in the meetings of

his humble and dependent servants? Now if

we feel not this hunger and thirst, is there

not reason for us to be alarmed : and may we
not justly fear, that we are spiritually sick?

And truly, notwithstanding the excuses of

such as yet acknowledge public worship to

be essential, and the specious semblances of

reasoning of such as attempt to set aside a

constant obligation to it, experience has
taught us, that a neglect of meetings both in-

dicates and produces indisposition of mind;
and tends to lay waste religious society.

Wherefore, we once more beseech the remiss
of the present day, to lay these things to heart,

and strive for amendment ; and we again press
it upon such as are themselve
they do not neglect any gentl

duty, to admonish a brother or a sister for

whose remissness they may feel concern.

The following epistle has been handed for

insertion in " The Friend," in the persuasion

that the salutary advice which it contains

may be of service on this side of the Atlantic.

John Pease, we understand, is a minister well

esteemed in England.

TO FRIENDS IN IRELAND.

Dear Friends,—Having been permitted

in company with my dear wife, and in the

love of the gospel, very generally to i

you, not only in your meetings for worship
and discipline, but also in many of your dwell-

ings, the prospect of separation is sensibly felt,

It may not be much that remains with me to

impart, but I am encouraged thus to unfold

it, and to bid you unitedly farewell in the

Lord.

Reviewing the situation of Friends in this

land, those feelings of deep interest which
from place to place attended me, have been
renewed :—In the larger meetings exposed
to those temptations with which cities abound
in the country often few and far from one an

other—each situation has its attendant diffi

culties; yet, at all times comparatively few
in number, how wonderfully have Friends

been preserved amidst many changes and

dangers, so that they are a distinct and un

ted people to this day. Under the belief that

the Most High has had gracious designs ir

this display of His goodness, may all be stea

dily engaged in attending to the great work
of the soul's salvation, seeking for ability,

through best help, to aeelet in tlio mai

nance of those views of the simplicity, purity,

and unchanging nature of Christianity, which

were so dear to those who first bore our name.

Founded, as I believe our Christian testimo

nies to be, in the wisdom of the great Head
of the church, and conformable with the d'

vine will, as developed in the Scriptures of

Truth, with what earnestness do I desire that

they may all be maintained in this land, and
every where, in living faith, with that humility

which becomes our frailty, and that magnani
mity graciously aflforded to the true believer

A quiet abiding in them has ever been the

consolation of the upright hearted amongst
us; it has, under the divine blessing, sweet-

ened the social circle, and, in humility may
we add, rendered us a blessing to others.

Then hold fast, dear Friends, the profession

of your faith without wavering : commit to

your beloved offspring those views of the

truth as it is in Jesus, which are assuredly

accepted amongst us; and may they be faith-

fully and honestly displayed, until the uni-

versal church shall not only confess in part,

or to some of our principles, but, if it be the

divine will, assent to all their leading fea-

tures. I remark the exercise of your yearly

meeting of last year, as evinced by the mi-

nutes which it issued ; the subjects to which
they allude are worthy of your continued and

close attention ; they have been read from
Jiligent, that] house to house, and in other ways you have

ntimation of
|
been visited. May you remember that the

more abundant the labour, the louder the

call for fruit; and may those especially, who
have been recently made sensible of the re-

newed visitation of heavenly love, freely yield

themselves to the search after true wisdom.
Time is a gift, for the right occupation of

which we must all render an account: ex-

amine, dear friends, into your every day me-
thods of using it. There are certain duties

which devolve upon all, whilst clothed with

mortality; diligence in the pursuits of busi-

ness is the right allotment of many ; but are

your outward occupations so arranged in time,

manner, and extent, that they leave room
and inclination for engagements of infinitely

higher importance? How lamentable to con-
sider the hours daily frittered away by many!
consumed upon things which yield no useful

result ! whilst a small portion of them would
in some instances supply the time which is

not now found for religious duties. Often look
into your association and converse among-
men: is it that which becomes the followers

of Him who was " undefiled and separate

from sinners?" Such is our natural weakness,
that example often affects us when we sup-

pose it impossible ; the quickness of our reli-

gious and moral perceptions is decreased be-

fore we can believe it so; and whilst thus

affected by our intercourse with those who
are not living in the fear of the Lord, their

writings have often an equally certain, though
more insidious operation. Are there not in-

dividuals among you now mourning over the

time spent in the perusal of the lighter publi-

cations with which this age abounds ; con-

scious, when too late, that a sort of morbid
sensibility, and a mind enfeebled for the in-

evitable duties of increasing years, is the just

reward of slighted counsel? Let the hours
which some have been devoting to such read-

ing, be henceforth dedicated to the perusal of

the Holy Scriptures, and the writings of our
early Friends—not that I would exclude pub-

lications, which have a directly useful ten-

dency, such as those which elucidate the

works of creation, the discoveries of scieWe,

or the page of history—and a firmer tone of

mind, and that increase of suitable subjects

for conversation, which many so much desire,

will soon be the result. -Whilst adverting to

some of the preceding topics, I am reminded
of the continual proneness of our nature to

unite with the world, its customs, and prac-

tices. Charily for all is the pretext for doc-

trinal assimilation, whilst the assumed unim-
portance of little things is made the passport

into external deviation. It were better, dear

friends, ever to remember, that the standard

of Christian doctrine cannot be lowered, and
that the most trivial disobedience to the mani
fested will of God is weakening to the follower

of Jesus. Would it not be safer ever to eye

our holy pattern, and his precepts? assured

that the nearer we approach Him, the nearer

we must approach all his true followers; and
that it is in his spirit we are united in the

bond of peace.

Let us endeavour to live every day of our

lives in the fear of the Most High, seeking to

maintain a solemn sense of his presence,

through the Holy Spirit: but upon the first
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day of the week, oh ! that this feeling may
be very tliligentiy sought.* Surrounded by

many who are well nigh strangers to their

incumbent duty in this respect, may Friends

every where guard against the least contami-

nation, seeking to be good examples to those

whose advantages have been so incomparably

fewer. The attendance of our meetings in a

quiet and pious frame of mind, greatly aids

in the due performance of united public wor-

ship ; it tends to render permanent those im-

pressions, which are yet, at seasons, graciously

permitted upon those occasions, inducing

steady desire so to occupy the remainder of

the day, that all the benefits attendant upon
its institution may be fully realized. And
may all our dear Friends remember, that Irom

being pre-eminently dedicated to the service

of the Lord, all secular, social, and family ar-

rangements should, as much as possible, be

made subservient to this great object.

I have been comforted in observing the

care of your different quarterly meetings over

their monthly meetings, and its results. 1

desire the encouragement of faithful Friends

every where, who may be employed in such

service. Surrender your time and talents

freely to this labour of love : remember that

the cause and the strength are His, to whom
all power belongs: He will not forsake you:

the reward of his devoted servants is sure:

to Him be all the praise. 1 rejoice over the

recent dedication of some of our younger

brethren and sisters : Rlay the eyes of the

fathers and the mothers be upon them indi-

vidually for good ; tenderly alive to their

exercises and discouragements; and, made
sensible of this, may they be additionally sti-

mulated freely to share, accorduig to their

ability, in the cares and burdens of the day.

And, dear young Friends, whilst favoured

with right zeal, may humility and patience

ever be your garments, when brought to act

with those who, from many years of expe-

rience, and a life of dedication, have proved

themselves worthy of honour for ihc work's

sake. In childlike simplicity attend to the

pointings of your divine Master : If the work

be his, it will, in due time, prevail, and his

sincere-hearted servants will own you in it.

Shun that spirit which is more quick to see

where others miss their way, than tremblingly

alive to its own errors. And beware of rest-

ing in the enquiry—" And what shall this

man do?" Are there any of the living mem-
bers of the church, who have not some sphere

of usefulness—who may not in one way or

other, be employed in her service? Seek to

stir up one another to love and to good works,

ever bearing in mind that the beautiful sym-

metry of the building can only be promoted,

in proportion as each stone is hewn, squared,

and polished by the Great Master Builder.

How precious are the faith and the hope of

the gospel ! How lively, yet how lowly, is

that mind in which Christ reigns! How close

the daily attention to the sanctifying opera-

d of one da; being more holy

as we understand the writer's

day especially set apart for reli-

e.\emption from worldly engage-

tions of the Spirit of Truth! And how steady
the endeavour to follow, under its influence,
" peace with all men, and holiness, without
which no man shall see the Lord." To seek
for ability to contemplate in reverence and
fear, that great sacrifice which was offered

for the sins of all men without the gates of

Jerusalem ; to labour after a true and living

faith in which to apply this all-important truth:

to desire and rejoice in the spread of the king,

dom of the Prince of Peace; to be alive to

every thing which tends to the present or

eternal well-being of our fellow men—highly

become the Christian. " If ye then be risen

with Christ, seek those things which are

above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand
of God." But these, dear friends, are among
the mysteries hid from the wise and prudent,
and revealed unto babes: as babes may you
seek to know them—ever remembering, that

the sacrifices of God are a broken and a con-
trite heart: And may " the very God of peace
sanctify you wholly," through Jesus Christ

our Lord.

I remain, dear friends, under renewed feel-

ings of that love which, I believe, induced
me and my beloved partner to visit you.

Your affectionate friend,

John Pease.

Duhlin, M offifth, month, 1834.

For" The Friend."

REBECCA SCUDAJ>10RE.

Having receritly met with a short biographi-

cal notice of Rebecca Scudamore, mention-

ed in the journal of Mary Dudley as her
" beloved and most intimate friend," some
passages are so descriptive of the work of

divine grace, that I have selected them for the

Friend. Under whatever name it may be
professed, true religion has its origin, and
constantly draws its support from the Holy
Spirit in the heart. Doubtless our responsi-

bility increases with the advantages, whether
outward or inward, which we possess; but the

saving influence of those exiernal means which
are divinely ordained, depends upon their ap-

plication by that spirit, in its regenerating

process upon the soul. What renders the pre-

sent account peculiarly interesting, is the

confirmation it aflbrds of the inward silent

progress of the power of Truth upon the

mind, as so much testified of by our primitive

friends, and many faithful practical believers,

both in our own and other Christian societies,

since that day. Notwithstanding .«lie was
connected with those who regarded some out-

vard ceremonies as binding on them, her
eliance was wholly placed on the Lord Jesus,

as her teacher, king, and high priest, in whom
we have redemption and sanctification through

his blood, and by tlic washings of regeneration

and the renewings of the Holy Spirit, which
he hath shed on us abundantly for that great

purpose. When our early friends first preach-

ed the everlasting gospel of life and salvation,

as declared in the Holy Scriptures, and power-
fully manifested in their souls, they were led

to direct the people to their Lord and Saviour,

as he was revealing himself by his light and!

grace within them ; and they also enforced
the necessity of waiting for the renewed mo-
tions of his spirit to qualify for every good
word and work. That they had become ex-

perimentally acquainted with its teaching,

they often gave evidence, both by the clear-

ness and precision with which they depicted

the condition of their hearers, by which they

were pricked to the heart ; and many of them
powerfully convicted and eflectually converted,

and also by the remarkable predictions deli-

vered by some of them. Nothing inferior to

the immediate revelations of this divine spirit

could have so certainly guided them, and
clothed them with such divine authority.

Rebecca Tliornhill, afterwards Scudamore,
was born ihc C5lh of January, 1729, in Bris-
tol, where her father was a surgeon of consi-
derable eminence. Her mother was endowed
with an extraordinary good understanding,
improved by more than usual literary educa-
tion, though unhappily imbibed principles of
scepticism and infidelity, which learning and
good abilities too frequently furnish weapons
for defending. But it pleased God to dis-

cover, and she became fully convinced, that

reason unrenewed, is really a slave to the

human will, that therefore her book-learning
must yield to a higher instructer, and that it

was mere foolishness when compared to that

wisdom which is to be derived from above, the

source of all true wisdom and knowledge.
That her immortal part, the soul, ought to

have her chief concern, and to provide for its

eternal safety, ought to be her principal busi-

ness in this world ; and finally, she became a
sincere and real convert, embracing the truth

as it is in Jesus. Riding one day with a par-

ticular friend, whilst they were conversing on
the subject of religion, one of them asked
Rebecca, who was then little over five years
old, what she thought of it. She answered
that she was like Mary Magdalen, she loved
much for she had much forgiven. Such an
answer from a child surprised them, and they
enquired what she had to be forgiven. She
r-eplied, her sins had been great, tfial she had
prayed and had found peace. On this decla-

ration, her mother was quite in a rapture,

and taking Rebecca in her arms, caressed her

with great delight* R. S. relating this cir-

cumstance a short time before her death,

said, that such was the peace she enjoyed, she

remembered its sweetness to that very day.

Early in her twenty-fourth year she married,

and entered into a full participation of the en-

joyments of the fashionable world.
" Our intimacy," says her biographer,
commenced in 1757, about four years after

her marriage, and I had the frv.our of being
much in her company, which was the most
agreeable and pleasant I had ever met with.

Her mien and manner were very engaging,
naturally of a sprightly and cheerful disposi-

tion, always preserving an equanimity oftemper,
even on very trying occasions, though no one
possessed quicker or more exquisite sensibility.

Her amiable qualities, good sense, and engag-
ing demeanour, endeared her to all her very

extensive and polite acquaintance, with whom
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we often met at assemblies, and other placeslof it in my spirit, such as is never to be for- 1
alteration in her dress, leaving off wliut was

of public amusement, conforming to the cus-lgotten. And as she had never been taught I merely ornamental and superfluous, hut she

toras and fashions of the times ; which render-

ed our company acceptable, and indeed afford

ed some pleasure, though na real satisfaction

For amidst all our gaiety, each of us felt at

intervals, though too, too much unheeded and

neglected, a monitor within, a desire after

God, an attraction, that I believe every man
and woman hving is forced to feel, whether

he will or no. For it is a truth, God hath a

certain power within the human heart, which

is watching every opportunity of saying some-

thing, either of the vanity of the world, or the

guilt or consequences of sin, that without

arguments rises up in the soul, and would be

doing some good to it, if not quenched and

resisted by the noise and hurry either of plea-

sures or business. This divine monitor was

felt at intervals, amidst all our gaiety, un-

avoidably creating some uneasiness, and forc-

ing many a sigh. Nevertheless neither of us

pretended to any other than a little head

knowledge, merely the external, or shell of

religion ; and pharisee-like, a decent outside

appearance was strictly observed. My friend

was as partial to the presbyterian, with which

she then was connected, as I was to the esta-

blished form of worship, in which I was edu-

cated ; and our differences in opinion would

now and then occasion little disputes, at which

my zeal, so foolish was I and void of under-

standing, would sometimes be rather over-

heated, but she was moderate ; so that our

controversy always ended in good humour,

without the least breach between us.

About seven years after marriage, she ex-

perienced a fit of illness, which was much
apprehended tended to a decline. This and

previous convictions brought on serious reflec-

tions, and a recollection of the promise she

had -made of giving herself up to God, which

attended her both by day and by night. This

happened in 1759, in which year I accompa-

nied my friend and her husband to Weymouth,

in hope of benefiting her health ; he left us

in a few days, but we continued there six

weeks. Her mind was now brought under

very deep convictions, and religious awaken-

ings, though not from any thing she heard

from without, but wholly and solely from an

invisible divine power secretly operating with

in; and her attention was s» entirely fixed on

what she felt, that all inclination for consort-

ing with the company was taken away. We
kept only to ourselves, frequently spending

many hours together on the sands near the

sea-shore, She kept a small bible in her

pocket, on purpose for frequent.perusal; being

fully satisfied that the Lord was carrying on

a great work in her soul, she yielded to it,

patiently submitting to the scourges of con-

science, though it often threw her into the

greatest agonies; and when at our lodgings,

would fall prostrate on her knees, and, amaz-

ing now to recollect, she was at this early

period, so evidently led in the imvard path,

that she would at seasons frequently continue

on her knees from one to two hours at a time,

in silent prayer, when I waited by her side
;

and though it was irksome to my nature, and

painful to my body, yet I felt the happy effects

by any human means, to seek and wait for did not consider this as a matter essential;

divine help in silent prayer, it may with much yet from the knowledge she had of the human
truth be affirmed, and cannot be too much ad- heart, in its unregenerale stale, she considered ,

mired, that the Lord alone was herein her it safer, as a woman professing godliness, to j|

hepherd, and the inspiration of the Almighty adorn herself in modest apparel, it being well j
her leader and herguide. It is likewise won- knowii that finery in dress is too apt to sub- «

derful to reflect, that the Holy Spirit began

now to operate so powerfully, by teaching

and illuminating her mind, and opening to her

the Scriptures, insomuch that many passages

she would at this time, to my great astonish-

ment, often explain to me in a most beautiful

and edifying manner.
The day was now fi.\ed for onr leaving

Weymouth. We set off early in the morning,

and the following day reached Pensford about

12 o'clock at noon, where we continued until

the cool of the evening, the weather being

very hot. After refreshing ourselves, we re-

tired to a room above stairs, intending to rest

on a bed, but at that instant a variety of con-

flicting passions so deeply and violently agi-

tated my poor friend, that she could take no

rest, but threw herself on the bed, continuing

in an agony of prayer for the space of five

hours, during which she said she had now a

clear view of the sufferings that awaited her,

and which she was then going to encounter
;

adding, that should she prove unfaithful to the

discoveries, which in mercy had been made to

her mind, dreadful would be the consequence.

I can never forget what I myself then felt.

She Lad by this lime entirely won me over to

the side of religion; though as yet 1 knew very

little of the evil which lay undisclosed in my
own heart. [ had even enjoyed at seasons, a

view of the felicities of an eternal world, which

she had been enabled to set forth in such a

manner, that I mistakenly conceived nothing

could ever have effaced its memory. But

liov/ discouraging to so young a beginner was

the distress of my dear friend, now before my
eyes. In this situation we arrived the same

evening at Bristol. Her husband soon per-

ceived an alteration in us both ; instead of our

former gaiety, lightness and trifling, an unac

customed seriousness and solemnity; and, as he

naturally might, he enquired the occasion, and

remonstrated. But my dear friend, with no

less than the courage of a soul divinely ani-

mated, boldly declared the alarming views she

then had of an eternal world, and of the indis-

pensable necessity of becoming anew creature;

in order to attain true peace here, and ever-

lasting happiness hereafter; that she could no

longer think of living to please herself, but to

please Christ, who liad died for her, and tak

ing her husband by the hand, entreated him, in

the most endearing and tender manner,

unite with her in this one thing needful. lie

really was affected and wept, but the impres-

sion'soon wore off. From this time I have

abundant cause to believe she never deviatec

from following her Redeemer, in humility, pa-

'tience, resignation, and self-denial, she having

previously sat down and counted the cost;

and like unto his dear disciples in all ages

hath at length, through much tribulation, en

tered his kingdom.

At this period, R. S. made a considerable

finery

ject the wearer to self-esteem; self-denial and

bearing the cross being what she was called

to, and in which she resolutely persisted, not-

withstanding the many arguments that were

d for dissuading her from it. This was
net from humour, but a noble magnanimity of

soul, being assured by Christ himself, that if

he confessed him before men, he would con-
fess her before his. heavenly Father. Her
husband finding her thus resolute, became very
uneasy, called in her friends, some of whom
she highly esteemed and loved, to try whether
arguments would prevail; and in this instance

she acted a severe self-denying part, in oppos-
those who were labouring, as they thought,

for her good. But she defended herself and
the cause of religion, against all their rhetoric,

in such weighty terms, composure of mind,
and dignity of expression, that her very op-
posers, who charged her with errors andj
delusion, were cither silenced, or acknowledg-
ed the truth of what she advanced. No ex-!
ulting on het part at the advantage gained!
over her opponents ; a modest reserved-

ness was natural ; but the apostle's exultation-?

may truly be applied to her: "In all these -

things we are more than conquerors through |
him that loved us." in short, she boldly

ssured her friends, that by divine assistance,

she was fixedly determined to make no altera-

tion, or to know any thing, according to Scrip-

ture language, but Jesus Christ and him cru-

cified, and that it would be her endeavour to

follow him in the regeneration. Her husband

readily acknowledged, that his wife conducted
herself as to the concerns of this world, with

the disposition of a lamb, but in the concerns

of religion she acted with the boldness of a

lion.

Departed this life on the 14th of 4mo. 1835, Lewis j
Evans, in the 32d year of his age, a member of Sads-

1

burg monthly meeting. He was an example of plain- |
ness, sobriety, and filial affection, and though endow-
ed with qualifications above the common grade, yet
he was modest and unassuming, choosing rather to

e from the world than to be seen or applauded by
The disease which terminated his earthly career

was of a lingering nature; throughout the course of
which, he at seasons manifested deep concern for the
welfare of his immortal soul; desiring that if it should
please Him who doeth all things right to cut short the

thread of his existence, he might be prepared to enter

one of the mansions prepared for the righteous.

Although it was evident he underwent deep con-

flict of mind, yet on being asked a short time before

his close if he felt prepared for the change, he an-

swered " That he had been disobedient, but through

the mercies of his Saviour, he hoped to be at rest."

After which he said little, but passed away quietly,

furnishing his deeply tried friends with the consoling

hope, that this great loss was his eternal gain.

Died, on the 18th ult. John H. Willits, of Catta-

wissa, Pa., aged 27 years, an exemplary member of

the Society of Friends.
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Wars of Ants.

So far as the history of the ants has pro-

ceeded they have appeared to be amiable and

affectionate little beings, congregating to-

gether for the most laudable purposes, and

apparently actuated, in their intercourse with

each other, by those feelings which, in hu-

man society, are regarded as the highest vir-

tues, and which entitle the possessor to the

esteem and ad.-niration of the community.
We are now, however, obliged to exhibit

them in a less amiable light, and behold these

pigmy creatures susceptible of the highest
emotions of anger, and evincing the most

unconquerable courage—under the influence

of which, it makes no difference to them
whether they attack a mite or an elephant;

and man himself instils no terror into their

warlike breasts.

Causes of dissension arise between nests

situated not far distant from each other, which

light the flame of war, and which, no doubt,

are as important to tliem as those which urge

human armies to slaughter, and military he-

roes to struggle for victory. To them a few
square feet of dust is a territory worth con-

tending for, and the acquisition of which is

of equal magnitude and importance as a river

or a mountain to an emperor. Their droves

of aphides are as valuable to them as the

flocks and herds which cover our fields; and
the body of a fly, or a beetle, a single grain

of wheat, or a few straws, are objects sufficient

to cause myriads to contend in deadly strife,

and leave the surrounding earth thickly

strewed with their lilliputian carcasses.

" Ifwe wish to behold (says P. Huber) regu-

lar armies wage war in all its forms, we must

visit the forests in which the fallow ants esta-

blish their dominion over every insect within

their territory : we shall there see populous

and rival cities, and regular roads diverging

from the ant hills lil^e so many radii from a

centre, and frequented by an immense num-
ber of combatants of the same species, for

they are naturally enemies, and jealous of

any encroachment upon the territory which
surrounds their capital. It is in these forests

I have witnessed the inhabitants of two large

ant hills engaged in a spirited combat! two
p;iipaes could not havo brought into tlie field

a more numerous or more determined body
of combatants. The rival cities were situated

about a hundred paces from each other, and
alike in extent of population; what occa-

sioned their discord I cannot pretend to s'ay.

Both armies met half way from their respective

habitations, and the battle commenced; thou-

sands of ants took their stations upon the

highest ground and fought in pairs, keeping
firm hold of their antagonists by their mandi-
bles ; while a considerable number were en-

gaged in the attack, others were leading
away prisoners ; the latter made several in-

effectual endeavours to escape, as if aware
that upon reaching the camp a cruel death

awaited them. The field of battle occupied
a space about three feet square : a penetrating

odour exhaled on all sides ; and numbers of

dead ants were seen covered with venom.
The ants, composing groups and chains, laid

hold of each others legs and pincers, and
dragged their antagonists on the ground

;

those groups formed successively. The fight

usually commenced between two ants, who
ing each other by the mandibles, raised

themselves upon their hind legs, to allow of

their bringing their abdomen forward and
spurting their venom upon their adversary

;

they were frequently so wedged together,

that they fell on their sides, and fought a

long time in that situation in the dust: shortly

afterwards they raised themselves, when each
began dragging its adwjrsary: but when their

force happened to be equal the wrestlers re-

mained immovable, and fixed each other to

the ground, until a third came to decide the

contest. It more commonly happened that

both ants received assistance at the same
time, when the whole four, keeping firm hold

of a foot or antenna made ineffectual attempts

to win the battle. In this way they sometimes
formed groups of six, eight, or ten, firmly

locked together; the group wa? only broken
when several warriors from the same republic

advanced at the same time, and compelled the

enchained insects to let go their hold, and

then the single combats were renewed : on

the approach of night each party retired gra-

dually to their own city. On the following

day, before dawn, the ants returned to the

field of battle—the groups again formed, the

carnage recommenced with greater fury than

on the preceding evening; and the scene of

combat occupied a space of six feet by two :

the event remained for a long time doubtful
;

about mid-day the contending armies had re-

moved to the distance of a dozen feet from
one of their cities, whence I conclude, that

some ground had been gained ; the ants fought
so desperately that they did not even perceive
my presence; for though I remained close to

them, not a single combatant attempted to

climb my legs, seeming to be wholly absorbed
in finding an enemy to wrestle with. During
this furious warfare, the ordinary operations
of the two colonies were not suspended, and
in the immediate vicinity of the ant hill the

usual order and tranquillity prevailed. On
that side alone on which the battle raged,

were seen crowds of the colonists running to

and fro, some to join the army, and some to

escort prisoners. This war terminated with-

out any disastrous results to the two repub-
lics. In fact, it appeared that its duration

was shortened by long continued rai.Ts, which
compelled each of the belligerents to keep
within their walls, and the warriors ceased to

frequent the road which led to the camp of

the enemy."
The most wonderful part of this singular

detail is, the faculty which enables each to

know his own party, more particularly when
the combatants on both sides are, to our
senses, alike in form, size, and colour, yet it

rarely happens that two of the same side at-

tack each other, and when this occurs, says

Huber, " those which are the objects of this

temporary error caress their companions with
,

their antennae and readily appease their anger.

There can be no doubt of the existence of

a principle in animals which at all times

causes them to build their habitations after a

distinct fashion, and impels all of the same
species to the performance of certain acts in

a similar manner, but in the management of

these battles there seems called into exercise

a faculty so analogous to reason, that it would

be diflicult to draw the line of distinction

—

they march and countermarch, retreat, dis-

tinguish between friend and foe, take prison-

ers, in short, do almost all that man would

do under similar circumstances. These wars

may have been accidental, perhaps were not

of frequent occurrence, and might not have

occurred to one community out often. They
are not conducted alike in all cases, but are

obviously modified according to the character

of their enemy, and the ever varying circum-

stances of time and place. This is very re-

markable in the very species whose wars we
have been describing, for when they attack

the sanguine ant, their tactics are very differ-

ent. Instead of the open, fair, field contest,

they adopt a system of ambuscade and strata-

gem, awaiting their enemy a short distance

from their nests, and advancing upon them in

a body, without separation. Their enemies.
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the sanguine ants, also vary their manoeuvring

according to the circumstances under which
they are placed ; for when they find they are

likely to be overpowered by numbers, they

despatch a messenger to their nest to inform,

their brethren of the need in which they stand

for assistance, when a number sufficient for

the emergency are immediately despatched
from the sanguine city, who advance in a

body and surround the enemy. Huber states

that he has witnessed- instances of this kind

every day for several weeks—the ant hills be-

ing in the same hedge, but at some distance

from each other, and the combats were re-

newed every day.

It will be recollected that it is only the

workers, or neuters, who compose their ar-

mies or govern their colonies, and it does not

appear, from any account I have consulted,

that any one of these has more influence or

authority than another; they appear to be as-

sociated together on principles of the most
perfect equality, and their discipline is such

that an order from a chief or commander is

entirely unnecessary to acquaint them with

their duty, or to require them to do it. Con-
sidering this fact, it is certainly very remark-

able that they should be able to perform all

their duties, either social or national, with

such admirable uniformity. It would perhaps

be too much to say that in time of peace they

are regularly drilled and exercised, better to

prepare them for defending their habitations,

or retaliating the aggressions of their ene-

mies ; yet it would seem, from the following

account, that the games of mimic war which
they are occasionally known to play, might
serve for that purpose. " I visited" says

Huber, " one of the faHow ant hills, exposed
to the sun and sheltered from the north : the

ants were heaped on one another, enjoying

the temperature of the surface of the nest;

none of them were -at work. This immense
multitude of insects presented the appearance
of a liquid in a state of ebullition, upon which
the eye had some difficulty in resting; but

when I examined the conduct of each ant, 1

saw them approach each other, moving their

antennae with astonishing rapidity : with slight

movements of their fore feet they patted the
lateral parts of the head of the other ants.

After these gestures, resembling caresses,

they were observed to raise themselves on
their hind legs by pairs, struggle togeth

seize each other by a mandible, foot or

tenna3, and then immediately relax their hold
to recommence the attack. They fastened

on the thorax or abdomen, embraced and
overthrew each other, then raised themselves
by turns, taking their revenge without pro-

ducing any mischief. They did not spurt

their venom as in their hostile combats, nor
retain their adversary with the obstinacy
which they manifest in their serious quarrels.

] frequently visited this ant hill, which almost
always presented the same spectacle, but I

never saw any quitting it wounded or maimed,
thus there is reason to believe that, industrious
as they are, the ant has its hours of repose,
and its seasons for enjoyment ; its serious
duties,, and its pleasurable gambols."

HUBBB

Formerly, almost all the European residents

of India were mighty hunters ; but, in the pre-

sent day, though there are quite enough to

keep up their ancient reputation, the slaughter

of wild animals is not so general or so absorb-

ing a passion as it used to be, when the com-
pany's territories were surrounded by the

courts of native princes, who were accustomed
to take the field against the furred and feather-

ed rangers of the forest, with all the pomp and
circumstance of war. Parties of gentlemen
from Calcutta are in the habit of spending a

part of the cold season amid the wildest jun-

gles of Bengal ; but their cortt-ge, though ex-

ceedingly numerous, and the havoc they make,
though sufficiently great to satisfy any reason-

able person, are nothing compared to the dis-

pla3B of former times. The amusements of

Cossim Ally Khan, the nawab of Bengal, in

1761, afford a strong contrast to the habits

and pursuits of his degenerate representative.

The fame of his exploits still survives in the

memory of the people, and their scenes are

pointed out with no small degree of exultation.

In one of his grand hunting-parties, his re-

tinue, including a body guard of cavalry, con-

sisted of not fewer than twenty thousand per-

sons. The officers of his army and household,

and his European guests, were conveyed to the

theatre of action on elephants, camels, and
horses, or in palanquins. The hunters were
armed with spears, bows, arrows, and match-
locks, and they were accompanied by grey-

hounds, hawks, and cheetahs. The scene of
the chase was one of the most beautiful which
the splendid landscapes of Bengal can present.
Between the Ganges and one of Ihe ranges of

hills, which spread themselves along the fron

tiers of the provinces, there is a wide tract of

country, diversified with rocks, woods, lakes,

heaths, and rivulets, and abounding with every

sort of game; hither the nawab and his party

repaired, and, forming an extensive line, rous-

ed up the denizens of the field as they advanc-

ed, and letting the hawks fly as the wild-fowl

sprang up, and loosening the greyhounds and
cheetahs upon the deer' the spear and match-
lock-men attacked the wild hogs, while otiiers,

mounted upon elephants, marked out the still

more ferocious animals, and brought them down
with a two-ounce ball. The nawab was one
of the most active of the party ; sometimes he
rode in an open palanquin, carried on the

shoulders of eight bearers, with his shield,

sword, gun, bow, and quiver, lying beside him
;

sometimes he mounted on horseback, and at

others, where the grass and bushes were high,

he got upon an elephant. After the diversion

had been carried on for three or four hours,

and to the distance of twelve miles, the nawab
and his guests repaired to their encampment,
where a sumptuous repast was served up for

their entertainment.

Hunting-parties, upon so grand a scale,

are now rare in India, even amongst native

princes, and though the imagination can scarce-

ly fail to be dazzled by an assemblage of twen-

ty thousand men, with their picturesque ac-

companiments of stud and equipage, scouring

through, the woods, and across the plains, in

search of the noblest species of game, such
scenes of barbaric splendour would soon be-

come exceeding tiresome. The truest enjoy-

ment of field-sports is offered to small parties

of Europeans, who blend intellectual tastes

with the love of the chase ; who, while sojourn-

ing in the forest, delight to make themselves

acquainted with the manners and habits of its

wild tribes, and who, not entirely bent upon
butchery, vary their occupations by devoting

themselves to botanical or geological pursuits.

The period usually chosen for these excur-

sions is from tlie beginning of November until

the end of February, a season in which the

climate of Hindostan is delightfully temperate,
the ail- perfecily serpne, and ttie sky often with-

out a cloud. Some verdant spot, shaded by
adjacent groves, and watered by a small lake
or rivulet, is selected for the encampment. An
Indian jungle offers so great a variety of beau-
ties, that there is no difficulty in the' selection

of an appropriate scene. A natural lawn,
sloping down to a broad expanse of water,
shaded by palm-trees, whose graceful, tufted

foliage forms so striking a feature in Oriental

scenery, or beneath the canopy of the cathe-

dral-like banian, stretching its long aisles in

verdant pomp along the plain, or in the neigh-

bourhood of a mosque, pagoda, or stately tomb,
whose numerous recesses and apartments offer

excellent accommodation for such followers of
the party as are not provided with other shelter.

There is no danger of being in want of any of
the comforts and conveniences of life, during

a sojourn in wildernesses, perchance as yet un-

trodden by the foot of man, or so long desert-

ed as to leave no traces of human occupation.
Wherever a party of this kind establishes itself,

it will bo foUo-vvcd by native shop-keepers, WllO

make themselves very comfortable in a bivouac
beneath the trees, and supply the encampment
with every necessary which the servants and
cattle may require. European stores are, of
course, laid in by the /cAansama^s of the differ-

ent gentlemen, and unless the sportsmen and
their fair companions-^—for ladies delight in

such expeditions—determine upon living en-

tirely upon game, sheep and poultry are brought
to stock a farm-yard, rendered impervious to

the attacks of savage beasts. Every part of the <

surrounding country swarms with animal life
;

in the upper provinces, insects are not very

troublesome during the cold weather, nor are

reptiles so much upon the alert ; in Bengal,
however, the cold is never sufficiently severe

to paralyse the musquitoes, which are said then

to sting more sharply, and to cherish. a more
insatiate appetite, than during the suHry part

of the year. The inconveniences arising from
too intimate a connection with lizards, spiders,

and even less welcome guests, are more than

counterbalanced by tlie gratification which in-

quisitive minds derive from the various novel-

ties which present themselves upon every side.

The majestic appearance of the trees, many
of them covered with large lustrous flowers, or

garlanded with creepers, which attain to an
enormous size, must delight all who possess a

taste for sylvan scenery. • In some of the jun-

gles of India, the giant parasites of the soil ap-

pear, as they stretch themselves from tree to

tree, like immense boa-constrictors, and the
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blossoms they put forth, at intervals, are so

large, and cluster so thickly together, as to sug-

gest the idea of baskets of flowers hanging

from a festoon : the underwood is frequently

formed of richly-flowering plants ; Ihe corinda,

which is fragrant even to satiety, and scarcely

bearable in any confined place, loading the air

with perfume, while the d/tag, with its fine,

wide, dark green leaves, and splendid crimson
vase-like flowers, contrasts beautifully with

other forest-trees, bearing white blossoms,

smaller but resembling those of the camellia

japonica.

So magnificent a solitude would in itself af-

ford a very great degree of pleasure and in-

terest to contemplative minds ; but both arc

heightened by the living objects which give

animation to the scene. Though wild hogs

are most abundant in plantations of sugar-

canes, which is their favourite food, and which

imparts to their flesh the delicious flavour so

highly esteemed by epicures, they are also to

be found in the wildest and most uncultivated

tracts. The roebuck, musk, and hog-deer,

conceal themselves amidst the thickest heath

and herbage, and the antelopes and large deer

rove over the plains. All these animals, how-
ever, seek the thickets occasionally, and they

are fond of resorting to the tall coarse grass,

which attains to the rankest luxuriance in the

levels of the jungle, and is the favourite lair of

the tiger and the hyena. Panthers, leopards,

bears, and the beautiful tiger-cat, are likewise

inhabitants of these hiding places ; and in the

neighbourhood ofRajmhal, the Deyra Dhoon,
the Terraie, &c., rhinoceroses and wild bufili-

loes are added to the list. Amid the smaller

and more harmless creatures which haunt the

jungle, one of the prettiest and most interest-

ing is the fox ; its size scarcely exceeds that

of an English hare ; the li[nbs are slender, and

it is delicately furred with soft hair, generally

of a bluish gray. It has not the ofliensive smell

of the reynard of Europe, its food being prin-

cipally grain, vegetables, and fruit. The pas-

sion of the fox for grapes was by no means a

flight of fancy on the part of our old friend

jEsop, who showed himself well acquainted

with the habits of the Asiatic species. They
burrow m holes, and prefer the side of a 1

ock, where the grass is short and smooth, to

the wood, and there they may be seen, in

morning and after sunset, frisking about and

playing with their young. They afford e.xce

lent sport, when hunted; for, though not stron

or persevering, they are fleet and flexible, and

make many efforts (by winding in successive

evolutions) to escape '.heir pursuers. Jackals

are almost as common as crows, in every part

of India ; but notwithstanding their numbers,

and the great desire which they evince to make
themselves heard, there is some difficulty in

getting a sight of them, except when the moon
is up, and then they seek concealment in the

shadows, gliding along under covert, with

stealthy movement, like some dark phantom,

or when the prospect of a banquet upon some
newly slain victim lures them from their retreat

in open day.

However bare and solitary the place may
be, the instant any animal falls to the ground,

exhausted by wounds or disease, it is imme-

diately surrounded by troops of two-legged
and four-footed cormorants, who do not await
its last gasp to commence their attack : four

or five hundred vultures will be assembled, in

an incredibly short period of time, in places

where they are not usually to be found, when-
ever a bullock or a deer has fallen a sacrifice

to a tiger. Upon these occasions, if the right-

ful master of the feast should be in the neigh-

bourhood, and choosing, as often is the case,

to delay his meal until sunset, the jackalls and
the vultures, cowering close to the spot, await
with great patience the moment in which they

may commence their operations, without giving

offence, taking care to remove to a respectful
distance, when the tiger, who is said to ap-
proach the dead carcass in the same cautious
and crouching manner as when endeavouring
to steal upon living prey, makes his appear-
ance upon the scene.

It is affirmed that whenever tigers roam or
couch, multitudes of birds collect and hover
about them, screaming and crying, as if to

create an alarm, and it is also said that pea-

cocks are particularly allured by the tawny
monarch of the wood, and that, wlien he is

perceived by a flock, they will advance towards
him immediately, and begin, with their usual

ostentatious pomp, to strut around him, their

wings fluttering, their feathers quivering, and
their tails bristly and expanded. Native sports-

men, who always prefer stratagem to open
war, take advantage of this predilection, and
painting a brown cloth screen, about six feet

square, with black spots or streaks, advance
under its cover, which is placed fronting the

sun. The pea-fowl either approaches the lure,

or suffers the fowlers, who are concealed be-

hind it, to draw near enough to their mark to

be quite certain of not missing it. A hole

the canvass enables them to take an accurate

aim, and the ruse is always successful.

Strange instances of the fascination of ani

mals are recorded, by which it would appear
that, under its influence, the most active and
timid rush into the danger, which we should

suppose they would be most anxious to avoid.

The power which serpents possess over birds,

squirrels, &c., is well knov^n, and those who
have visited unfrequented places, have had op'

portunilies of witnessing the effect of novel

sights upon the .shyest denizens of the waste.

When the line of march of large bodies of

troops has led across sequestered plains, they

have attracted the attention of herds of deer

grazing in the neighbourhood. When startled

by the humming murmuring noise made by the

soldiers in passing, they have stood for some
time staring, and apparently aghast with as-

tonishment, with their eyes fixed upon the pro-

gressive files, whose glaring red uniforms and
glittering muskets might well inspire them with

fear. At length, in his bewilderment, the lead-

ing stag, striking the ground, tossing his ant-

lers, and snorting loudly, has rushed forward

across the ranks, followed by the whole herd,

to the utter dismay and confusion of the sol-

diers, the frightened deer bounding over the

heads of those files who were taken too much
by surprise to halt, and make way for them.

Incidents of a similar nature have occurred

more than once, and they serve to give inter-

est and variety to a march across some of
those apparently boundless [ilains, which
stretch to the horizon on every side, and are

not of unfiequent occurrence, in the thinly,

peopled districts of Hindostan.
The birds, in many places, are to be seen

literally in myriads ; water-fowl especially con-
gregate in the greatest abundance and variety,

their numbers almost covering the lakes and
jheels, when resting upon the water ; and form-

ing thick clouds, when, upon any alarm, they

rise simultaneously upon the wing. The mar-
gin of the stream is surrounded by storks and
cranes. The species of both are numerous,
and the gracefulness of the shape of many can
only be exceeded by the beauty of their plu-

mage. 'I'he crested heron, whose snow-white
tuft is an emblem of sovereignty in India, and
the only feather which the religious prejudices

of the Rajpoot princes permit them to wear,
is one of the loveliest creatures imaginable

;

its eyes are of bright scarlet, and, amidst many
competitors in beauty, it shines cons[)icuous.

There are no pheasants in the woods of Ben-
gal or Behar ; but they are found upon the con-
fines of Assam, Chitlagong, and the ranges of
the Himalaya. In Nepaul, and particularly

about the Rlorung, they are large and beauti-

ful, more especially the golden, the burnished,

the spotted, and the azure, together with the

brown argus-eyed pheasant. '1 here are seve-

ral varieties of pea-fowls, black, white, and
gray, in addition to the common sort ; and
though there are some districts in India, styled

for distinction, More-bunje, " the place of pea-

cocks," they are so conmion all over the coun-

try, that it would be almost difficult to find a

woodland haunt where they do not abound.
Tliey are certainly not prized in India accord-

ing to their merits, either as an ornamental
appendage, or as an addition to the board.

Some Europeans have only been reconciled to

their admission at table, by an account which

has reached them of their appearance at the

lord mayor's state-dinners in London : Anglo-

Indians, generally speaking, being exceeding-

ly unwilling to judge for themselves where

their gastronomic taste can be called in ques-

tion. Nevertheless those who, where native

productions are worthy of praise, entertain no

absurd prejudices in favour of exotics, are glad

to have an opportunity of repeating the justly-

merited claims to distinction of the pea-chick,

as an article of provender.

High as are the merits of this fowl, however,

in its happy combination of the game-flavour

of the pheasant with the juiciness of the tur-

key, it must hide its diminished head before

the glories of the florikin ; the flanderkin of

feudal banquets, and the peacock's early rival

at the baronial feasts of the Montacutes and
the Courtenayes. The florikin is nearly, if

not quite, as large as a turkey, and the plumage
on the back is not unlike that which distin-

guishes the monarch of our poultry-yard ; but

the cock is furnished with a much more
splendid crest. A tuft of fine black velvet

feathers, which usually lies smooth upon the

back of the head, can be erected at pleasure,

and, when spread out, adds greatly to the no-

ble appearance of the bird. Its favourite har-

bour is in the natural pastures which edge the
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extremities of swamps, and the borders of

lakes, always in ihe neighbourhood of marshy

ground, but not far distant from the uplands

In consequence of this clioice of situation, and

the variety of food which it presents, its flesh

acquires a peculiarity unknown to other birds;

the legs, which are while, resemble in flavour

those of a pheasant, while the breast and the

wings bear a similarity to the wild-duck : epi

cures pronounce the whole to be delicate, sa-

voury, and juicy beyond all comparison. This

fine bird is not sufficiently common in India to

pall upon the appetite ; it is found in Bengal,

and in the neighbourhood of the hill-district;

but, in many parts of the upper provinces, it

will be searched for in vain.

(To be continued.)

From the Lindfield Reporter.

PUERTO RICO.

An Account of the Present State ofPuerto Rico, compri-

sing numerous original Facts and Documents, illus-

trative of the state of Commerce and Agriculture,

and of the condition, moral and physical, of the va-

rious classes of the Population in that island, as com-

pared with the colonies of other European powers

demonstrating the superiority of the Spanish i"

Code, and the great advantages of Free over i

labour, Sjc. By Colonel Fli.ntek, of the get

Staff of the army of her Most Catliolie Majesty, and
Knight Commander of the royal order of Isabel the

Catholic.

This would be deemed a most valuable book
at any time ; abounding as it does, in accurate

statistical accounts, and most important flicts:

but at the present crisis of our West India

Islands it is invaluable, as it aflibrds undeniable

proof of the truth of the assertion of the friends

of humanity, tiiat slave labour is more expen-
sive to the planter than free labour would be,

and that on the average of estates cultivated

by slaves, the capital does not obtain more
than three per cent interest in favourable cir-

cumstances, and in others not one shilling.

We are informed that Col. Flinter is by
birth an Irishman, that he has been in the ser-

vice of Spain between twenty and thirty years,

that at different times he has visited most if

not all the West India islands, and passed
many years of his life in the island of Puerto
Rico, where he was high in office. The limits

of our work will permit us to do little more
than to recommend this volume strongly to all

those who have estates in our West India isl-

ands, and to all the advocates of the rights of
the poor Africans. Our remarks and quota-

tions must be confined to the ninth chapter,

which we consider the most important one of

the whole work, as it goes to show the supe-

riority in point of profit, as well as on higher

considerations, of free, over slave labour.

It has long been known that slaves under
the Spanish Code, were incomparably better

treated than those in the English, French,
Dutch, and Danish West India islands ; and
that facilities were granted to them for pur-
chasing their freedom. The gratifying results

of this humane policy of the Spaniards is strik-

ingly displayed in the work before us—the ef-

fects produced by allotments of crown lands,

by the government, to free labourers, are thus
described.

'• It has been observed generally, that the

free blacks in the West Indies are naturally

indolent, and reckless about the morrow ; but

this indolence arises from their position in so-

ciety—from the want of stimulus to exertion.

The motives and the means of industry must

be supplied, before we can expect the blacks

to be industrious. Previously to the distribu-

tion of the crown lands, Puerto Rico was
miserably poor, and the free blacks were in-

dolent and vicious ; since that wise measure
was adopted in 1815, and since the captain

general ordered churches to be built in every

village throughout the island, these people

have become more orderly and industrious.

When the poor whites and free blacks lived

in isolated huts, associating only with their

own families, and with neighbours as wretched

as themselves, they resembled the naked sa-

vages on the banks of the river Oronoco. They
are nov/ enrolled in the militia, and are obliged

to appear in the villages on Sundays ; and as

by continual exhortations, the curates have

induced their families to attend divine worship,

they all go more decently clad than heretofore,

each person being anxious to appear to the

best advantage. Hence, ngw wants have

sprung up, and they have been obliged to be-

come more industrious than formerly, conse-

quently more land is cultivated by individual

labour than at a period when there was no sti-

mulus to industry."

" Free labourers, both white and coloured,

form a considerable and most useful portion

of the agricultural population of the island of

Puerto Rico ; of this class, formerly a great

number had no lands of their own to cultivate,

until the Spanish government, with a wise

provision, issued an order for the distribution

of the crown lands, to be made without any

tax, or retribution among those who should

apply for them, with no other proviso or in-

junction than that the lands so given should

be cultivated : for otherwise the owner could

not alienate them either by sale or donation,

and that on a complaint being preferred of

their not being put into a state of cultivation,

they would revert to the crown. Formerly
this portion of the population, who are mostly

whites, lived like a wandering horde of Arabs,

strolling from place to place, without any fixed

abode, or regulav employment ; and were a

nuisance to the community: they now apply

themselves to the cultivation of the soil ; they

bring up their children in comparative afflu-

ence, they are comfortably lodged in thatched

cabins, impervious to the heavy rains of the

Tropics ; their dwellings are surrounded by

patches of land, well fenced in, where they

cultivate abundance of ground provisions, plan-

tains, fruit and coffee trees, besides they rear

pigs and poultry, and all of them with few ex-

ptions, possess one or tuo cows, which fur-

nish milk to their families ; and in general they

have one or two horses, to ca.-ry the surplus

of their provisions to market. This salutary

change in the habits of these people, as well

n the habits of active industry, to which
the free peopleof colour are now inured who
have land of their own, or who hold it as te-

nants, has been effected by the rigid enforce-

ment of the laws, instituted against vagrants

in the Spanish colonies, declaring to be such,

all free labourers, who do not sow a sufficient

quantity of provisions to maintain themselves

and families, or who cannot make it appear to

the proper authorities, that they derive their

subsistence from day-labour on the lands of

another. In a population of 400,000 souls,

scarcely a vagrant, in the strict sense of the

word, is at present to be found among the la-

bouring classes. A stranger with a bag of

gold might travel alone and unarmed, from one
end of the island to the other, without being

robbed or molested. The greater number of the

inhabitants who live in the country, sleep at

night with their doors open, without any ap-

prehension. Robbery and assassination have
given way to habits of peaceful industry. Large
sums of government money are every month
transported from the custom houses on the

coast to the treasury of the capital, some-
times a journey of three days, with no other

escort than the man who conducts them on
horseback, armed only with a whip ; yet never,

in any one instance, has an attempt been made
to attack the treasure so slightly guarded.

Since the year 1828 many thousands of
acres of crown land have been granted to

the inhabitants—many hundreds of acres have

been cleared of wood, and are now trans-

forined into fields of rice and provisions, plan-

tains, groves, and pasture lands, and in every

part of the island, in the towns, in the villages,

among the mountains, and in the valleys, nevv

houses have been built, and every part of the

colony exhibits pleasing objects at every step

to convince the observer of the active indus-

try, and the rapid advancement which accom-
panies free labour.

For about a shilling sterling of daily wages,
a free labourer will work in the field from
sunrise to sunset, in Puerto Rico, and on a

moderate calculation will perform more work
during that time than two slaves.

The author, by a minute calculation, for

which we must refer to the work, shows in

a most satisfactory manner, that three fourths

of the produce consumed in, and exported

from the island, is cultivated by free labour.

In the year 1832, the island produced

260,000 cwt. of sugar, and of this it appears

by his calculations that 205,000 cwt. at least

must have been the produce of free labour.

In like manner all the horned cattle are reared

by free labourers, and there are upwards of

100,000 cattle on the island: almost every

man who possesses a cabin and a bit of land

has also two or three cows, to give milk to

his family, which with plantains, sweet pota-

toes, and cassada bread, constitutes their chief

food. There were on (he island in 1832,
about 80,000 horses, 1200 mules, 600 asses,

7000 sheep, and 5000 goats, the greater part

of which are reared bv the free peasantry ;

also 80,000 cwt. of rice, 45,000 cwl. of In-

dian corn, 700 cwt. of pepper, and many
other minor productions, the principal part

of which are cultivated by free labour. In

confirmation of the position that free labour

is cheaper than slave labour, the author re-

marks, that it is only necessary to observe

the progressive advance of agriculture in

Puerto Rico, since the period when the crown
lands were divided—which may be considered
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as the commencement of free labour in that

colony. In 1810, the value of produce export-

ed amounted only to 65,672 dollars of 4s. 6d.

each ; and in 1832 it exceeded three millions

of dollars. In 1810 the island only produced

3,796 cvvt. of sugar, and in 1832 it produced
414,663 cvvt.

I shall now endeavour to show, says the au-

thor, by the experience of other countries, that

if the slaves were located on the estates of

their former masters, as free labourers, if each
family had a piece of land allotted to it for cul-

tivation on paying a moderate rent, the planter

might still raise sugar and coffee at less ex-

pense and with less risk than by the work of

slaves. In the island of Margarita, formerly

Jjelonging to Spain, now forming a part of the

Republic of Colombia, all the sugar cane rais-

ed is by free labour, and all the sugar and mo-
lasses made, and rum distilled, are produced

by free labourers, I speak not from hearsay.

I have visited that island—I have been on every

plantation—and I have observed the exertions

and the industry of the free labourers. A friend

of mine, an Englishman, Doctor Emery, rented

an estate in Margarita, in the year 1824, from

the Colombian government ; it was called the

Estancia, and is situate in the centre of the is-

land, in the valley of Paraguachi. When the

island was in possession of Spain, the estate

belonged to a convent of monks, and on it

v/ere from fifty to sixty slaves. The republi-

cans drove the monks off the island ; the able

bodied slaves, in order to obtain their freedom,

enlisted in the victorious army, and the estate

became the property of the new government.

The lands were divided among a great many
poor persons, who paid a rent in kind, and the

whole was rented to one person, wlio received

the rents of the under tenants, and paid go-

vernment a certain yearly sum. When I visit-

ed Margarita in June 1827, there were up-

wards of one hundred families living on the

lands, each with a comfortable cottage, a field

of cane, Indian corn, and plantains, aH most

carefully cultivated ; they worked for a shilling

a day on the property of the landlord, and the

young men who had no family to support, hir-

ed themselves as labourers by the month, for

about a pound sterling. They made sugar,

distilled rum, and performed all the laborious

work, formerly done only by slaves ; thus the

landlord had his cane planted and cut without

any trouble, and each tenant cultivated his plot

of land with care, for on his industry depend-

ed the comforts of himself and family. I have

heard old and intelligent neighbours say, that

the estate, thus cultivated, produced consider-

ably more than when in possession of the

monks, and worked by slaves. The popula-

tion of Margarita may amount to about 27,000

individuals : and with regard to their conduct,

the author says, I have never seen a more quiet

or orderly set of people ; no person would have

imagined that so many slaves could have been

reduced to indiistry, merely by letting them

have an equality of rights and privileges with

their fellow-men. The author goes into detail-

ed calculations of the expenses of working a

sugar estate with slaves, and the value of the

crop ; but for those calculations, notwithstand-

ing their great importance, we have no room.

They prove however the main position most
clearly—that slave labour is dearer than free

labour : and he thus concludes this very im-

portant chapter : " 1 beg it may be well un-

derstood that the profits arising from an estate

so established are calculated under the most

favourable circumstances, for I believe that

there is not a single estate on the island which

cultivates sugar only, by slaves alone, that can

pay one shilling of interest for the capital; the

proof of this is, that all the large sugar estab-

lishments, on the south coast, which are work-

ed exclusively by slaves, having no pasture

lands, and furnishing no other products, are

involved in debt and difficulties, while those on
the north coast, where there is a mixture of

free labour, unless in particular cases, where
there has been great mismanagement, are free

from debt. It is well known that the free la-

bourers in the Spanish colonies work twice as

much as slaves in the same tim.e, and that the

cost of a slave, in food, clothing, and interest

upon his purchase, is nearly a shilling a day :

while the free man charges no more for his la-

bour ; therefore if the planters, by proper ma-
nagement, by liberal conduct, and supported by

government, can convert their now unwilling

and refractory slaves into free labourers, the

advantages resulting to themselves will be great

indeed. It is a false idea to suppose that free

men will not or cannot work at the elaboration

of sugar ; such an hypothesis is erroneous. It

has been practically refuted by every man who
has been in Puerto Rico, Colombia, or Mar-
garita. I have not the smallest doubt remain-

ing in my mind, that the sugar plantations

may be cultivated by free labourers in every

part of the West Indies ; I mean by the slaves

being converted into free labourers, and by

land being given to them at a low rent. By
the prudent execution of such a measure, the

slaves may become useful and happy members
of society ; and I am convinced that the plant-

ers will ultimately find emancipatioji to be

their true interest, and that the wealth and

commerce of the West India colonies will be

amazingly increased by a policy, at once hu-

inane, liberal, and just.

Tiie luminous statements and important facts

detailed in this volume, abundantly show how
unnecessary was that alarm of danger from an

immediate act of justice which induced the

miserable shift of the apprenticeship clause, in

the act of the British Parliament for the aboli-

tion oi slavery ; the sooner that clause is re-

pealed the better; it is unjust in principle, and

we hope and trust that it will be found utterly

impossible to carry it into practice : the plant-

ers ought not to be suffered to touch a shilling

of the compensation money, but on the con-

sideration of their giving up the apprenticeship.

The slave-holders in the southern states of

North America may take a lesson from the ex

ample of Puerto Rico, which may prove of

great practical benefit to them. They may see

the possibility of locating their coloured popu-

lation as agricultural labourers, and by just

and wise regulations gradually free themselves

from the imminent risk and danger they are

daily encountering, from three millions of men
whom they are unjustly holding in bondage,

and who may suddenly take the resolution of

breaking their chains upon the heads of their

oppressors.

The lesson should not be lost, either, upon
the government of this country in the case of

Ireland ; where a miserable population is in

too many instances ground down by rackrents

and goaded to desperation by ecclesiastical

requisitions, too grievous to be borne. Are
there no crown lands in Ireland, which might
be let on fair terms to a fine warm-hearted
people, who would doubtless prove themselves

mdustrious, if they had an opportunity for pro-

fitable exertion : and be it ever remembered
that no human beiLig will exert himself with-

out an object : give the poor Irishman an ob-

ject and a chance of success, and let us see

whether Ireland will not realise what has been
effected in Puerto Rico : make allotments of
crown and waste lands at moderate rents, and
under such just and wise regulations as it

would be in the power of government to en-

force, and then, instead of being disgusted and
horrified by accounts of murder and rebellion,

we should be gratified in beholding the rising

prosperity of the sister kingdom, the increasing

security of person and property, and the gra-

dual advancement of the mass of the population

in the scale of civilization.

For " Tlie Friend."

R. SCUDAMORE AND S. YOUNG.

The selections from the account of Rebecca
Scudamore, given in the last number of " The
Friend," exhibit a resolution and firmness

becoming the concerns of the immortal soul,

which are but too rarely .met with, even in
'

those who have been as fully convinced of

their importance. So easy is it to throw off

the clearest convictions, and persuade them-

selves, that at a future day ttfose requisitions

shall be complied with, when some favourite

object is attained, or more convenience is

found to enter upon the duties of devotion to

an Almighty Creator. But how uncertain is

it that such divine visitations will be renew-

ed ! and equally so, that life will be prolong-

ed to sucl^a period ! That the heart hardens

by disobedience, and the disposition to relin-

quish the lo've and pursuit of the world and

its delights diminishes, is confirmed by the

experience of every day. This estimable

person, though she never joined the Society

of Friends, entertained many views accordant

with its principles, particularly in relation to

a reliance on the inward guidance of the spirit

of her Divine Master. Simplicity in attire ap-

peared to her required by the nature of true

religion, and the restraints w'hich it imposes.

She discovered a striking sense of the exer-

cise iMary Dudley was under previously to her

union with Friends, and counselled her to

faithfulness in the use of the plain language.

M. D., describing her situation at that time,

says:

My complaint threatened my life, being

consumption, but I felt no ways anxious re-

specting the termination. 1 was weaned from

all creatures, but felt beyond all doubt, that

f life was prolonged, were there no Quaker

on earth, I must be one in principle and prac-

tice ; but being determined, if the work was
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of God, he himself should effect it; 1 read

not any hook of their writing. Being utterly

unable to go from home, 1 attended no place

of worship, and conversed with very few, ex-

cept my beloved and most intimate friend,

Rebecca Scudamore, and even to her were

my lips sealed respecting the path pointed

out to me ; but after hesitating and shrinking

many weeks from using the plain language,

wherein the cross was too great to be resign-

edly borne, she told me her fixed belief that

I ought to use it, and that my disobedience

caused her great sufTeTing, or to that effect.

I then told her I was convinced of its being

required, but that if giving my natural life

would be accepted, I was ready to yield the

sacrifice. My health grew worse, and every

act of transgression increased my bodily

weakness ; until feeling all was at stake, in

the very anguish of my spirit, I yielded ; and

addressing my beloved and hitherto affection-

ate mother, in the language of conviction,

ray sufferings grew extreme through her oppo-

sition ; but never may my soul forget the

precious influence then extended ; the very

climate I breathed in was sweet—all was

tranquil and serene, and the evidence of

Heavenly approbation, beyond expression,

clear: so that this tempoiary suffering from

mistaken zeal, seemed light, comparatively;

and indeed all was more than compensated

by future kindness, when light shone about

that dear parent's dwelling."

Sarah Young, the writer of the biographical

sketch of R. Scudamore, after concluding the

account of their return from Weymouth, sus-

pends (he history of her friend, and proceeds

to relate the events which befel herself before

she was established in a religious life.

"My company," she says, "being now
equally as unacceptable to many of our for-

mer acquaintance, as was that of my friend,

we parted in about a week after our arrival

from Weymouth, leaving her to encounter

the trials already begun, and I returned to

my friends in the country, visiting her at

intervals, for the space of four months; after

which I was unhappily separated from her

during several years. And now reader, per-

mit me to take thy attention to what more
particularly concerns myself alone. On part

ing with ray dear friend, she charged me not

to lose the grace 1 had received ; observing

that if 1 took heed more would be given.

She also recommended my appropriating two

hours every day, at such seasons as were most

convenient for waiting upon God in silent

prayer ; also to read the Scriptures and other

books, that might inculcate, promote, and

tend to the keeping of God in all my thoughts.

During a few months her advice was observ-

ed ; but my relations, remarking that my mind
was hereby led to invifard retirement and
recollection, became alarmed. They hit upon
a scheme, formed a party, and insisted on my
joining them in a journey. I objected, but

they were determined, and I must comply
We accordingly repaired to the place of des

tination, a gentleman's house in Oxfordshire.

Here every amusement was contrived for

spending our time in dissipation; everyday
some new scheme for pleasure invented ; and

as a carriage was kept, visiting or visited by

the neighbouring gentry, of which there was

an abundance, filled up every moment. In

vain I attempted to keep my hours of retire-

ment, an effectual bar being fixed for prevent-

ing it. A young gentlewoman slept with

me; I felt shame at appearing to pray, or

retire in her presence, and truly her gaiety

and merry songs diverted every serious reflec-

tion. I soon caught the spirit, and entered

into all their mirth, becoming altogether as

dissipated as my associates, though often

—

often cast a wishful glance at the happy mo-

ments I had heretofore enjoyed, but were

now departed. In short, I seemed fully to

enter into all the poor enjoyments this world

could afford ; I soon commenced acquaintance

with a female of superior rank to the other,

as well as to myself. With her I ran into all

the giddy rounds of folly and vanity, that

balls, plays, concerts and other amusements,

could afford; though in the midst I truly felt

a vacuum, an unsatisfied want; yea, I did

really feel a hunger after a better life ; and,

blessed be God, these poor gratifications did

never totally extinguish it. I even seemed

to myself like a person always in disguise,

and acting a part that did not belong to me ;

for thoughts of futurity, of heaven and hell,

would involuntarily obtrude. Ah I little do

the deluded compliancers with fashionable

follies and vanities, conceive what pangs they

must sooner or later endure, and what work

they are making for bitter repentance, by

acting against the laws of God, and the dic-

tates of their own consciences ; for con-

science, the voice of God within, will speak

and will be heard, amidst the career of sin

and pleasure. I can solemnly aver, I iievei

found rest to my soul, until I totally surren

dered. An awful consideration, that man
possessing an immortal spirit, originally ere

ated in the image and likeness of his God
(wofully indeed departed from it), that man
should, notwithstanding, only live to eat and

drink, and sleep and wake, laugh and trifle

sin—and die ! Melancholy reflection—that

the disordered passions and propensities of

depraved human nature, should prove the rea

tormentors, if not the murderers of his soul

Amongst the many horrors my mind now
experienced at intervals, I will mention one

that occurred amidst the splendour of an as

sembly ; it was that I saw the day of judg

ment, with all its tremendous circumstances

attending, clearly represented to my mind
Lamentable to relate, I continued in this

miserable, artificial kind of life, until the yea

1765, when I returned home, for the purpose

of preparing to attend the nuptials of my last

mentioned companion. But here I was ar-

rested ; I had now time for retirement, though

at first retirement felt very unpleasant,

flection, however, would obtrude; and I now
perceived, fully perceived, my past misguided

conduct had been all vexation of spirit, and

at length I came to this conclusion, surely

there is a happiness to be enjoyed, far supe

rior to any I have lately pursued. I even

resolved once more to seek what I had for-

merly, in some measure, possessed. It was

then represented, I must now totally forsake

thefanciedfelicities I had been lately engaged
in, and by Divine assistance, I actually deter-

mined. The intended preparation was en-

tirely dropt. My late acquaintance sent letter

after letter, which were all unanswered ; and
herein I committed no small degree of vio-

lence to my own nature. My mind came
under much conflict and considerable suffer-

ing ; and having now forsaken my worldly

friendships, 1 really seemed as if left in a
desert. At this important moment, the mercy
of God brought to my relief a religious person,

who furnished me with William Law's " Spirit

of Prayer, and Spirit of Love." This was a

memorable instance of Providence. These
books were tile happy means of bringing my
feet into that path from whence I had so de-
plorably departed ; may it never be forgotten.

I beg leave to transcribe a passage from which
I found a most singular blessing. It was 33
follows: "All depends upon thy right sub-
mission and obedience to this speaking of
God in thy soul. Stop, therefore, all self-

activity, listen not to the suggestions of thy

own reason, lun not on in thy own will, but
be retired, silent, passive, and humbly atten-

tive to this new risen light within thee.

Open thy heart, thy eyes, and ears, to all

its impressions. Let it enlighten, teach,

frighten, torment, judge, and condemn thee

as it pleases; turn not away from it, hear all

it says, seek for no relief out of it ; consult

not with flesh and blood, but with a heart full

of faith and resignation to God, pray only this

prayer, that God's kingdom may come, and his

will be done in thy soul. Stand faithfully in

this state of preparation, thus given up to the

spirit of God, and the work of thy repentance
will be wrought in God, and thou wilt soon
find, that he that is in thee is much greater

than all that are against thee." These words
made deep impressions, and no words could
have been more suitable to my situation.

1 now spent two years in retirement, pass-

ing through many a sore conflict, until at last

my soul, through mercy, enjoyed in some
degree, that peace which the world could
neither give, nor with all its conflicting trials

take away. During this long interval, I had
not so much as written to my dear friend

Scudamore, and, indeed, avoided all occasions

that were likely to bring me in her way. I

wrote divers letters, with a design of sending,

but my heart always failed, and they were as

often destroyed. I felt a shame, and even a
thought of her brought conviction with it.

Nevertheless, I afterwards heard, she used
tell her religious acquaintance that she had a
friend whom she tenderly loved, that had for-

saken her, and was gone into the world, but
she was assured, in her own mind, she would
have her again, and that with an increase of

grace. This, without doubt, was an answer
to her prayers. At the expiration of my two
years' retirement, a friend of mine wanted to

consult Counsellor Scudamor^ on an affair in

the law, and desired my company. I could not

refuse, though I felt exceeding great reluc-

tance ; my ingratitude to his dear wife having

justly caused me to expect severe reproaches.

But how was I disappointed—I was received

with open arras, and with an affection not
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unlike the prodigal returned to ills father.

Such unexpected reception quite overwhelm-

ed me. VVe drank tea togelher ; she invited

me to another interview speedily, which was
gladly complied with the next week, and our

friendship was happily renewed. This was

in 1767, after a separation of seven years;

since which I have scarcely ever been in her

company without edification or comfort. Va-

rious dispensations of Divine Providence have

since then been my lot; and as the invisible

leader of souls is marvellous in his conduct
and procedure, so in particular it lias been
towards me ; and under a deep conviction of

its propriety, I was led to join a Christian

community, with which my friend was not

connected ;
yet this, and an alteration after-

wards in my situation by marriage, did not

lessen me in her esteem, nor her in mine.

We became of one heart and of one mind, if

possible, in a higher degree than ever before;

and she was the happy instrument of strength-

ening and assisting me in the best of interests.

The following was received after my return

and first interview:

"My dear Miss Weston's kind epistle

proved a most pleasing one to me. It not

only contained an account of spending her

time much to her own satisfaction, but also of

reaping spiritual advantage from it. Be as-

sured your happiness is very nearly connected

with my own, desiring to join in rendering

thanks for every thing, that through divine

favour, is a means of promoting it. It is a

pleasing reflection, that we are soldiers, both

engaged in the same spiritual warfare, and I

trust, are daily marching towards victory and

a crown, through Ilim that hath loved us ; and

I hope one day to give all that praise which

is due to so divine a captain and a conqueror.

Of this hope, I have some sninll glimmering,

which, as the "apostle speaks, makes me in

some measure, steadfast in believing and in

hoping, for that happiness and that glory,

which lie within the veil, prepared for every

faithful soldier in Christ Jesus. I^ make no

doubt of this being my friend's faith and hop^

also, in a much larger degree; earnestly dc'

siring it may daily increase. Yours, &c.
R. S."

After my marriage.—" I cannot help re

questing my dear Sally Young, to spell that

heart language my pen follows, when it de-

clares a truth of the last importance ; which

is that the only.life we are allowed to live on

earth, is the life of faith, and that it grows

much better under difficulties, than when the

concerns of this world go on smoothly. I

know of no sweeter entertainment that God
can afford his poor children, than to convince

them that the best of this world is an abun-

dant too poor a diet for them to feed upon
;

it is his method of causing them to have the

greater relish for that marrow and fatness

which is alone to be derived from Christ, and

which they are always to live upon, which is

no less than on the Fountain itself. What
can come amiss to that soul, which Ch
undertakes, by all things, to bring to himself?

For this he died ; and this is the grand pur.

pose of every trial. Upon this ground it is

the Spirit saith, ' Rejoice when ye fall into

divers temptations.' My dear, let us choo?e

the eternal God for our portion, then shall

we have enough. Our cup will be brim-full.

Let us soar above, disregarding all outward

comforts and consolations, which seem only

to obstruct our communion with the Autlior

of true blessedness. I entreat my dear Sally,

whenever she is favoured to breathe fervently

for spiritual blessings for herself, to remem-
ber her poor, weak, unworthy, loving

R. S."

From Chambers' Edinburgh Journal.

POPULAR INFORMATION OH SCIENCE.

Parhelia, or mock suns—paraselence, or mock
moons.

The parhelia, or mock suns, vary considera-

bly in appearance, and in their relative posi-

tion to the accompanying halo, being some-

times observed at the spot where one halo

meets, or bisects another ; and sometimes

within the circumference of the principal halo,

while it is itself surrounded by smaller halos.

Thesfi mock suns have usually a stream of

white pyramidal light, extending like the tail

of a comet from them, and they vary much in

the intensity of the light they exhibit. " A rare

and curious phenomenon (says Tyler) was ob

served on the lltli of January last. The
weather had been mild for a number of day

previous, and on that day the thermometer
ranged from 23° to 30°. The atmosphere was
so hazy that a shadow was but faintly visible,

the haziness being most dense near the soutL

horizon, but growing rarer, and finally disap-

pearing a little north of the zenith. The first

appearance was a brilliant parhelion, lis form nt

first was nearly circular, and its apparent diam

eter a little greater than that of the true sun

Its light, which was a brilliant white, was sc

intense as to pain the eyes. In a few moments,
another parhelion, of equal brightness, appea

ed at the same distance on the east side of the

sun, and at the same altitude. When first seen,

it appeared a little elongated vertically, and

slightly coloured. Both these parhelia retain-

ed their size and appearance for a few mo-

ments, and then began to lengthen in a verti-

cal direction, and show the prismatic colours

with considerable brilliancy. Directly above

the sun appeared, at the same time with the

parhelia, a coloured arc, having its centre ii

the zenith, and its convexity towards the sun

The exterior was red ; the other colours were
merged into each other, but the blue and green

were predominant, though faint."* " I do

not recollect (says Captain Scoresby) to have

observed these phenomena rnore than thrice.

The first occurred on one of my earliest voy-

ages to the fishery, and passed off as a wonder-

ful appearance, without inducing me to minute

the particulars. I perfectly recollect, however,

that there were two or three parhelia, and four

or five coloured circles. The primary one

encompassed the sun, the remainder had their

centres in its circumference ; and some of its

intersections exhibited the splendour of the

parhelion. Some of the circles almost equalled

in their colours the brilliancy of the rainbow,

* American Journal, vol. xxi. p. 189.

a grand arch resembling which was also at the

same time displayed in the opposite quarter.

The other two instances occurred on the pas-

sage. The one when outward bound, April

14, 1807, latitude G4° or 65°, consisted of se-

veral parhelia, which, accompanied by colour-

ed circles, and arcs of circles, and succeeded
by a lunar halo, toi;ether with the aurora bo-

realis, proved the harbinger of a tremendous

tempest. The hist phenomenon of this kind

which I saw appeared on the passage home-
wards in 181 1. It consisted of a large circle

of luminous whiteness, passing through the

centre of the sun in a direction nearly parallel

to the horizon, intersected in various places

with coloured circles of smaller dimensions.

At two of the intersections of the coloured

with the white circle, were exhibited brilliant

parhelia of an irregular form."* Such are the

singular and peculiarly striking phenomena
which frequently occur in those dreary regions,

which appear to have been set apart for the

reign of eternal solitude : in the bare attempt

to explore which, many of the most enterpris-

ing British navigators have only hazarded their

lives to encounter greater and greater dilficul-

lics, until they arrived at length to insurmount-

able barriers to farther progress.

Paraselenas, or mock moons, have been in

like manner occasionally seen, and are certain-

ly not less interesting. Hevelius, in the year

1660, described several of such at Dantzic.

On the 1st December, 1819, many were ob-

served by Captain Parry, at the distance of

214° from the moon. One of them was close

to the horizon ; another perpendicularly above

it ; other two on a line parallel to the horizon.

" Their shape was like that of a comet, the

tail being from the moon. The side towards

the moon was of a light orange colour. During

the existence of these mock moons, a halo or

luminous ring appeared around the moon, and

passed through all the mock moons, at which

instant two yellowish-coloured lines joined the

opposite mock moons, and formed four quad-

rants, bisecting each other at the centre of the

circle. These appearances varied in bright-

ness, and continued above an hour."t Many
similar instances of such phenomena might be

cited, but the truth is, that all descriptions,

however, correct, must be inadequate to con-

vey the actual impressions such appearances

excite. The aspect of the heavens, under the

most common and frequent circumstances, to

a contemplative mind, gives rise to the most

serious and elevated reflections : but when the

sun, and moon seem to change their wonted

colours—when halos or glories unlocked for

break around and encircle them—when the

sun and moon are reflected in false images

amidst the bright and dazzling exhibition of

other extraordinary phenomena, mankind na-

turally pause to gaze and wonder ; the philoso-

pher, admiring not less the effect, examines

into the causes of the apparent prodigy ; while

the ignorant spectator, " planet-stricken" by

the first survey, tuj-ns within himself to yield

only to the suggesUons of an ignorant and de-

lusive imagination.

» Scoresby 's Account of the Arctic Regions, p. 392.

t Parry, Op. Cit.
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The truth is, that all philosophical investi-

gations, even into the most strange and eccen-

tric phenomena of nature, vi-hile they enlarge

our ideas, and reconcile us to, at first singular

anomalies, inspire us wiih a stronger and
higher confidence in the wisdom manife
throughout creation ; for who, as a "poor child

of doubt, whose hope is built on reeds," can
walk with confidence through paths along
which every successive step plunges into deeper
and deeper darkness ? We naturally, after sur-

veying the appearances and the effects of such
phenomena, are anxious to examine into thi

causes by which they are produced ; and it

will, as a general principle, be found that the

most apparently complex ends are generally

by nature effected by the simplest means. Here
we find no difficulty. Already it has been ex

plained how the intervention of a cloud, or

any modification of invisible vapour, may re-

flect entire, or break down into its elementary

rays, the white light proceeding either from

the sun or moon, and to this we owe the ap-

pearance ofsuch halos, parhelia, or paraselense.

In a former article in this series,* we explain-

ed wherefore a very intense degree of cold

always exists in the higher regions of the at-

mosphere ; and this, aggravated by the cold

which is produced in wintry seasons, occa-

sions minute angular pieces of ice to float in

the higher strata of the air, which refract in

all directions the rays of the sun or moon.
" Tlie production of halos (says Sir David
Brewster) may be illustrated experimentally

by crystallising various salts upon plates of

glass, and looking through the plates at a can-

dle ; when the crystals are granular, they will

produce the finest effects. A k\v drops of sa-

turated solution of alum, for example, spread

over a plate of glass, so as to crystallise quick-

ly, will cover it with an imperfect crust, con-

sisting of flat octahedral (eight sided) crystals,

Bcareely visible to the eye. When the observer,

with his eye placed close behind the smooth
side of the glass plate, looks through it at a

luminous body, he will perceive three fine halos

at different distances encircling the source of

light."! That such crystals of ice, analogous
to the crystals formed by the alum on the glass,

exist disseminated through the atmosphere,
there is no doubt ; and that, owing to their

angular forms, they will refract the rays of the

sun andnioon round them, is equally obvious.

Accordingly, the existence of such particles of
ice in the atmosphere, at the time when such
halos occur, must be expected, and, should

such be concomitant, will render the explana-

tion perfectly satisfactory. In the arctic re-

gions, the existence of such particles of ice

floating about in the atmosphere, is proved by
the sense of touch, by their pricking the skin

like needles, and raising blisters on the face

and hands ; and at these very times, such halos,

parhelia, and paraselenae, are of most frequent
occurrence. In winter, when such frost-smoke
occurs, these phenomena are often seen ; but
in summer, when this does not occur, such

* See articles of Popular Information on Science,
on the Atmospliere.

t This experiment is so easily made, that we warmly
recommend it to our young readers. See Sir D. Brew-
ster's Optics, Lardner's Encyclopsedia, p. S77.
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halos and mock suns and moons are seldom
visible. In the temperate regions, such ap-

pearances only arise during the colder months
of the year, when such crystals of ice exist in

the higher regions of the air, and are not ob-

served during summer. Lastly, halos, proper-

ly so called, seldom or never occur in the tor-

rid zone, where such crystals of ice are less

likely to occur than in the temperate regions.

Accordingly, without entering into any minute
account of the speculations which have been
broached conceriiing the minute forms of the

prisms of ice necessary to produce modifica
tions in the extent and character of these halos,

we may conclude this article, proposing to con
sider in our next the appearances and causes

of other luminous meteors, the consideration

of vvliich we hope will not be unacceptable to

the readers of the Journal, with whom it has

been our wish to traverse the paths of science,

not as a task of heavy labour, but as a recrea-

tion from graver pursuits, saying, with the im-

mortal Milton,
" How charming is divine philosophy !

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose.
But musical, as is Apollo's lute.

And a perpetual feast of ncctared sweets,
Where no crude surfeit reigns-"

FIELD FLOWERS.
[by THOMAS CAMPBELL.

Ye field flowers ! the gardens eclipse you, 'lis true,

Yet, wildlings of nature, I doat upon you,
For ye waft me to summers of old,

When the earth teem'd around me with fairy delight.

And when daisies and buttercups gladden'd my sight,

Like treasures of silver and gold.

I love you for lulling me back into dreams
Of the blue Highland mountains and echoing streams,

And of broken glades breathing their balm ;

While the deer was seen glancing in sunshine remote.

And the deep njellow crush of the wood-pigeon's note

Made music th.it swecten'd the calm.

Not a pastoral song has a pleasanter tune
Than ye speak to my heart, little wildlings of June

;

Of old ruinous castles ye tell,

Where I thought it delightful your beauties to find.

When the magic of nature first breathed on my mind,
And your blossoms were part of her spell.

Ev'n now what affections the violet awakes

;

What loved little islands, twice seen in their lakes.

Can the wild water-lily restore :

What landscapes I read in the primrose's looks.

And what pictures of pebbled and minnovvy brooks

In the vetches that tangled their shore.

Earth's cultureless buds, to my heart ye were dear.

Ere the fever of passion, or ague of fear

Had scathed my existence's bloom
;

Once I welcome you more, in life's passionless stage.

With the visions of youth to revisit my age.

And I wish you to grow on my tomb.

TISE I'UmK'S.
EIGHTH MONTH,

It seems to us indisputable, that in a lite-

rary point of view, and as respects richness

and an agreeable variety, of the whole cata-

logue of magazines both in Europe and
America, Littell's Museum of Foreign Lite-

rature, Science and Ait, now published by
Adam Waldie, in this city, is decidedly the

most attractive. In point of cheapness, too,

it has the advantage of most others. True it

is, that it is altogether made up of selected

matter, and that a latitude is therein indulged,

which, were we to be consulted, would be

circumscribed within narrower bounds; yet
for the most part, good taste at least predomi-
nates in the separation of the wheat from the
chaff, in choosing from nearly the whole
range of British JMagazines, Reviews, &c.
From the June number, which completes
Vol. 26, we derive the article "Indian
Sports," taken from the Asiatic Journal. The
title may seem rather out of keeping with the

general character of our journal, but the

piece possesses much interest for the insight

it furnishes into oriental scenery and life.

There are no ihcidents of more importance
in relation to the change of circumstances in

the British West India possessions, than the
measures in operation for extending the benefits
of instruction, religious, moral, and literary, to

the coloured race. The following from the
Lindfield Reporter will interest our readers.

Thefollowing communication has been received

from Nevis.
" It was with much gratification and pleasure I re-

ceived your school report, and the circular letter with
which it was accompanied. I was at the very time
considerably perplexed to find out means for support-
ing our schools, which are rapidly enlarging in this
island, and promise great usefulness. The Methodist
Society has here three Sunday schools, one week-night
adult school, and an infant school commenced in
Charlestown about seven months since. They contain
altogether 630 scholars, of whom 480 are slaves. It is

almost incredible the effect the proposed alteration in
the civil condition of the slaves has made upon them 4
in this colony. Their desire for religious instruction

*

is intense. By hundreds they have pounced in upon
us the last year, so that we have sometimes been al-

most at our wit's end to know what to do with them.
Our infant school is one of a very interesting charac-
ter. At its commencement the Wesleyan missionary
and his wife searched every poor cottage in the town.
We found nearly a hundred infants to commence with,
some of whom were altogether without clothing, being
the children of the poor free people, whose parents had
unhappily sunk into the depth of poverty and vice.

The school is held in Wesleyan chapel, immediately
under the eye of the missionary, and promises to be
productive of much moral and religious advantage. If
you can, through the medium of your invaluable insti-

tution, afford us any help, you will relieve our minds
of a burden, and cause our hearts to sing for joy. If
you could send us more books, or help our infant

school, or furnish us with slates, books, &c. for a writ-

ing school which we are just setting on foot, you would
I am sure, (I humbly hope I may be allowed to say so,)

be furthering effectually the grand object which your
benevolent and useful institution has in view. There
never existed in tliis island such favourable openings,

and such a favourable period for religious instruction

and education as now. If we had the means we could,

I have no doubt, immediately double both the nuinber
of our schools, and of our scholars also.

I am, &c. &c. H. B. Britten. '

Wesleyan missionary.

A stated tneeting of the Male Branch of the
Auxiliary Bible Association ofFriendsin Phila-

delphia Quarterly meeting, will be held on the

evening of second day, the 3d inst- at 8 o'clock,

in the committee room, Arch street.

John Caktee, Secretary.

Died, on the 8th of the 1st month, 1835, James Tat-
LOCK, in the 93d year of his age.

, on the 17th of the 6lh month, Jemlmah Cox,
wife of Aaron Cox, in the 40th year of her age. Both
members of Blue River Monthly meeting of Friends

[n Washington county, Indiana.
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INSECTS.
NO. IV.

Ants' Expeditions to capture Slaves.

The habits of ihe Formica Rufescens, called

by Huber the amazon or legionary ant, are
still more surprising than those whose proceet
ings have been described—it is actually found
to be a slave dealer, making regular predatory
expeditions for the purpose of attacking the
nests of other species, whose young they kid-
nap and convey to their own habitations, where
they are reared and required to perform all the
domestic duties of the republic, while tbeir
masters repose in sloth and indolence. A cir-

cumstance apparently so improbable, e.\traor-

dinary, and out of the usual course of. nature,

is well calculated to excite incredulity, and dis-

pose us to attribute its origin to imperfect ob-
servation, in which the illusions of the imagi-
nation had been mistaken for the sober dic-

tates of reason and judgment ; but incredible

and wonderful as it may seem, the testimony
of Huber, confirmed, as it is, by Professor
Jorine and I.alreille, furnishes evidence of its

truth, of such a character as to leave no room
for scepticism.

P. Huber was the first to discover this ano-
maly in nature, and appears, from the remarks
by which he connects its announcement, to be
fully sensible of the impression it was calculated
to make ; for he says—" My readers will per-
haps be tempted to believe '.hat I have suffered

myself to be carried away by the love of the

marvellous, and that in order to in)part greater
interest to my narrative, I have given .wav to

an inclination to embellish the facta I have ob-

served. But the more the wonders of nature

have attractions for me, the less do I feel in-

clined to alter them by a mixture of the reve-

ries of imagination. I have sought to divest

myself of every illusion and prejudice, of the

ambition of sajiing new things, of the prepos-

sessions attached to perceptions too rapid,

and the love of system, and the like, and I have
endeavoured to keep myself, if I may so say, in

a disposition of mind perfectly neuter and rea-

dy to admit all facts of whatever nature they

might be, that patient observation should con-
firm."

These insect slave dealers, like their pro-
totypes of the human race, are of a light liue,

and to render the coincidence still more re-
markable, those of the species they devote to
slavery, are so dark as to entitle them to the
epithet negro. The former are courageous,
armed and lazy, while the latter are remarka-
ble for their industrious and peaceable charac-
ter, and are totally harmless.
Huber ascertained that Ihe time which the

legionaries sally fojlh on such expeditions was
from two in the afternoon till five, but more
generally a little before five o'clock, provided
the weather was fine, and the temperature 67°
Fahrenheit in the shade. During the other
part of the day, they appear to do little, but
at this hour they become restless, assemble on
the outside of the city, move round it in cir-

cles : a signal is then given, which they pass
from one to the other, striking as they proceed,
with their antenna; and forehead, the breasts
of their companions

; these in their turn ap-
ptoach those advancing, and communicate the
same signal, the object of which is probably to
excite ttieir martial ardour, to give the word
for marching, or to indicate the route they are
to pursue. After these preliminaries are ended,
they commence the march—the column be-
comes organized, and not a single legionary
remains near the garrison. The advanced
guard usually consists of eight or ten ants, but
no sooner do these get beyond the rest, than
they move back, wheeling round in a semi-cir-
cle, and mixing with tfte main body, while
others succeed to their station. With such an
organization and discipline, Huber saw an
army of legionaries set forth to attack a negio
city—having found one, they fell upon it with
their usual impetuosity, and triumphantly en
tered it after a very feeble opposition. One
division soon returned laden with the youn^
of the assailed ant hill ; a second detachment
not meeting with equal success, separated from
their companions, and marched in a body upon
another negro establishment, where they were
abundantly successful, after which the whole
army formed two divisions, and marched to
their nest with their booty. Huber, arriving at

their nest before them, saw a great number of
the very same species which they had gone
forth to attack ; he raised up a portion of the

building, and upon still perceiving more, con-
jectured that it was one of the encampments
which had already been pillaged by the legion-

aries, but was soon set right by the arrival of
the very army he had been watching, laden
with the trophies of victory. The return of
the legionaries excited no alarm ; on the con-
trary, the negro ants were seen to approach

the warriors, caress them with their antennce,
offer them nourishment, as is the custom
among their own species, while the legionaries
consigned their prisoners to them to be carried
to the interior of the nest. In this manner the
same negro colony was observed to be attack-
ed three several times. The last time, how-
ever, the invaders had to undertake a siege in
regular form, for the negroes, as if conscious
of their weakness, lost no time in throwing up
trenches, barricading the several entrances, and
re-inforcing the guard of the interior, in order
to provide for future safety. With the same
view they had brought together all the little

pieces of wood and earth within reach, with
which they had blocked up the passage to their
encampment. Upon discovering these defen-
sive preparations, the legionaries at first hesi-

tated to approach, but rambled about or re-

turned to the rear till sufficiently re-inforced
;

but at length upon a signal given, they rushed
forward in a body, with great impetuosity, and
began to demolish the barricades with their

mandibles and feet. When they had thus made
a suflicient breach, they entered into the inte-

rior by hundreds in spile of the resistance of
the poor negroes, and carried off their remain-
ing property.

The negro ants are not the only species sub-
jugated by the legionaries; the more warlike
and powerful communities of the mining ants
are often successfully attacked. The result of
the victory over them is precisely similar to the
case already detailed, but in consequence of
the persevering courage and valour of these,

they are obliged to employ a different mode of
warfare. In one of these excursions, Huber
says, they proceeded like a torrent along a
deep hollow, and marched in a more compact
body than ordinary, till they arrived at a nest

of miners, which they intended to attack—as

soon as the invading army began to enter the

subterranean city, the miners rushed out in

crowds, and whilst some fell upon the invaders

with great spirit, others passed through the

scene of contest, solely occupied in bearing off

the larvas and pupte to a place of safety. The
surface of the nest was for some time the thea-

tre of war. The legionaries were often de-
spoiled of the pupa; they had captured, by the
miners, who darted upon them with fury, fight-

ing body to body, and disputing the ground
with an exasperation he had never before wit-

nessed. The legionary army, however, gained
the victory, and recommenced its march in

good order, laden with booty, but instead of
proceeding in file, it now maintained close

rank, forming a compact mass, a precaution

more necessary as the courageous miners has-

tened in pursuit, and continued to harass their

march to within ten paces of their citadel.
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performed in the open air in India. Under the

shelter of some brushwood, the spits turn mer

rily and rapiflly over chaicoal fires ; an oven

is constructed for the baking department, and

all the beneficial effect of hot hearths, for stews

and other savoury compounds, are produced

with the greatest ease and facility. All that

can be attainable within the range of fifty or

sixty miles, is brought into the camp upon the

heads of coolies, glad to earn a few pice for

their daily bread, and indifferent to the obstruc-

tions which may beset their path. The multi-

tude of followers, attendant even upon a small

encampment, precludes the possibility of any

dreary or desolate feeling ; the habits of the

people are in unison with the scene ; they are

quite as happy under the umbrageous and

odoriferous canopy of a lope, as they would be

in the marble chanibersof a palace. Agipsey-

life appears to afford them the truest enjoy-

ment, and the scattered groups which they af-

ford in the glades and openings of the forest,

the blazing fires, cheerful songs, and the ma-

jestic and picturesque forms of the elephants

and camels glancing between the trees, make
up a panorama, which the eye of taste can

scarcely tire of contemplating, and which, once

seen, can never be forgolten.

Living in a jungle encampment presents the

best opportunity of becoming acquainted with

the habits and manners of the elephant, which

its domestication can permit. The mahouts

live in the most intimate association with the

huge animals entrusted to their care ; they

have each an assistant cooly, part of whose

business it is to prepare and bake the ca

for the evening meal. A fourth of the number
he appropriates to himself, after going througl

the ceremony of asking the elephant's leave, i

piece of etiquette performed in dumb show
and which the sagacious animal seems perfect

ly to comprehend. The cooly feeds his com
panion, standing under the trunk, and putting

each morsel into his mouth ; an act of super

erogation, but one in which native courtesy

or as it may be called officious zeal, delights

The khidmutghars, who wait at table, will stir

the tea for their masters, and would cut the

meat upon their plates, if permitted, to show
their diligence by such minute attentions.

Though Ihe gift of speech is denied to the cle

phant, he not only appears to understand all

Ihat is said to him by those with whom he is

intimately acquainted, but also to possess the

power of making his own sentiments and opi-

nions known. He can be incited to extraor-

dinary attempts by praises and by promises,

and when sweetmeats, of which he is inordi-

nately fond, are held out to him as the reward
of successful exertion, he cannot be disappoint-

ed of the expected treat without danger. The
mahouts converse with their charges as if they

were rational beings
;
perhaps the difference

in intellectual acquirements is not very great

between them, and where a strong friendship

has been contiacled, the elephant will refuse to

admit of a successor in the office. Upon the

dismissal of his keeper, an elephant, who had

always been exceedingly gentle and tractabl

suddenly changed its character and became
unmanageable. Vain were all the efforts made
to soothe and reconcile it to its new associates.

During these combats, be says, the pillaged

ant hill presented in miniature the spectacle of

a besieged city ; hundreds of the inhabitants

being seen to quil it, carrying of}" tlieir young

to preserve them from the enemy. The great-

er number mounted the neighbouring plants,

bearing the young tn their mandibles, and

others hid them under thick bushes—when the

danger appeared to be over, ihey brought them
back to Ihe city, and barricaded the gates, near

which they posted themselves in great force to

guard the entrance. Immediately after the first

sally, Ihe legionaries departed, and [iroceeded

towards another colony of miners of^ consider-

able extent, and threw themselves in a body

upon one of the galleries indifferently guarded,

but their number not permitting them to enter

all at once, the mining anls that were without

precipitated themselves upon the invaders, and

whilst they were engaged in desperate combat,

their fellow-citizens, losing, perhaps every hope

of defending their abode, and the little ones

confided to their care, carried them off, took

flight in every direction, and literally covered

the ground to a considerable distance—the

contest became every moment warmer between

the assailants and the assailed. Legionaries

and miners attacked each other impetuously,

and often in the excess of their fury, deceived

as to their object, fell upon their companions,

whom, however, they soon released. It was

only by their address, the rapidity of their

movements, and the use of their sting, that the

legionaries were finally enabled to disengage

themselves. These contests last but a short

time, often in less than a quarter of an hour

the cities of these unoffending creatures were
ransacked, and the objects dear to them as our
children to us, snatched for ever from their care

and protection.

HUBEE.

From the Asiatic Journal.

INDIAN SPORTS.

(Concluded from page 340.)

The woodcock is not an inhabitant of south-

ern Asia, but snipes are exceedingly abun-

dant ; and there is one variety, the painted

snipe, which attains a very large size, and
which compensates for the absence of tiie for-

mer-mentioned bird. The jungle-fowl per-

forms the same duty for the pheasant, wheie
that is not to be found, and in some places

the speckled poultry of Guinea, which have
wandered into the woods, and bred there, are

discovered in a wild slate. It is one of the

most agreeable amid the numerous enjoyments
of forest scenery, to see the hens and chickens
sculking and scudding between the bushes, and
to hear the crowing of the jungle cock. The
black and the rock partridge form very accept-
able adjuncts to the table, whilst every variety

of pigeons maybe had lor the trouble of killing

them.

A camp-dinner for a hunting parly is not
only an exhilarating, but a very interesting

Hieal. The most elaborate pic-nic provided
for eifitechampitre, in England, where people
are put to all sorts of inconveniences, and
must content themselves with a cold collation,

is nothing to the luxurious displays of cookery

After the stritggle of several weeks, the attempt

was given up, and tlio discharged servant being

again re established in his office, the elephant

resumed its former demeanour, and returned

quietly to its duty.

Elephants, though sometimes tempted to fly

the abodes of man, and roam in freedom

through the wilderness, never forget those per-

sons to whom Ihey have been attached during

their state of servitude. One, which had re-

joined a wild herd, when encountered by a

hunling-parly, which was accompanied by the

mahout who had formerly had the charge of

him, suffered Ihe man to mount upon his neck,

and, nothwithslanding the experience he had
gained of the sweets of liberty, returned at

once to all his old habits. They are subject,

however, at least a few, whose tempers are not
particularly good, to fits of caprice and fero-

city. It is astonishing with what ease and dex-
terity they can hook in, with that unwieldy-
looking limb, the hind-leg, any object with

which it comes in contact. Upon some slight

provocation, an elephant has been known to

ensnare the unlbrlunale cooly in attendance in

this manner, and it is an expedient which is

resorted to with infinite effect upon the attack

of a tiger in the rear : the beast is speedily

kicked to death, when once he is drawn within

the range of those enormous feet.

The courage of the elephant is also liable

to ebbs and flows ; sometimes, at the sight of
danger, especially on the sudden appearance
of a tiger, he will lake to flight, rushing wildly

through the woods, and endangering the safety

of the hunters on his back, by the violent col-

lision of Ihe howdah against Ihe branches of
the trees ; at other times, be will run into the
contrary extreme, and charge upon the tawny
brute, by falling on his knees, and endeavour-
ing to pin the tiger down with his tusks. This
operation, which renders the howdah a very
untenable position, is often followed by ano-
ther of a still more hazardous natuie ; the ele-

phant is apt to roll over upon its side, iti order
to crush the foe by its weight, and in thi.s event
the sportsman has a good cliance of being

thrown into the clutches of the tiger, while all

the guns go overboard, of course. The courage
of an elephant should be of a passive nature,

and those whose good qualities have been im-
proved by training, stand firm as a rock, sus-

taining the first burst of a tiger, uproused from
his repose, with imperturbable coolness.

When an elephant has exhibited repeated
proofs of cowardice, its dastardly conduct is

punished by the degradation of being reduced
from the honoursof conveying the castle on its

back, to the burthen of the baggage. It is not

insensible to this disgrace, nor will a caparison-,

ed elephant deign to associate with its brethren

of Ihe pad. No animal is better acquainted

with its claims to dislinclion, or prouder of the

splendour of its array, and the difference of
the bearing between those decked in flowing

jhools, riclily bordered with gold, and bearing
the silver howdah, or canopied* ainbarry, oft

their backs, and the humble beast of burthen,

whose housings are of the meanest description,

and whose load confers neither honour nor dig-

nity, is very striking.

The care which elephants take of their
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trunks in an encounter with wild beasts, shows

how conscious they are of the value of that

important instrument ; sometimes they will

erect it over their heads hke a horn, and at

others pack it into the smallest possible com-
pass.

'J'lie elephant's partiality for sweetmeats has

been already noticed ; it is acquired in plan-

tations of suyar cane, and is universal. A cu-

rious instance of this attachment to confection-

ary, and the method pursued to gratify it by an

elephant in its savage state, is upon record. It

chanced that a cooly, laden with jaggery, a

coarse preparation of sugar, was surprised

a narrow pass, in the kingdom of Candy, by a

wild elephant. The poor fellow, intent upoi

saving his life, threw down the burthen, whici

the elephant devoured, and being well pleased

with the repast, determined not to allow any

person egress or regress who did not provide

him with a similar banquet. The pass occur-

red upon one of the principal thoroughfares to

the ca[)ilal, and the elephant, taking up a fc

midable position at the entrance, obliged every

passenger to pay tribute. It soon became ge

nerally known that a donation of jaggery wouU
ensure safe conduct through the guarded portal

and no one presumed to aitempt the passag(

without the expected offering.

The elephant is fond of petting and protect-

ing some infeiior animal ; it often takes a fancy

to a little dog, and the latter, speedily becom
ing acquainted with the value of such a friend

and ally, indulges himsolf in all sorts of imper-

tinences. His post, a very secure one, under

the shelter of the elephant's body, enables him

to attack and annoy any thing that happens to

come in his way ; he rushes out to the assault,

and when likely to get the worst in the en-

counte:-, flies back to his place of refuge, and

barks defiance at his adversaries. Sometimes

the sarus, a tall bird of the crane species, which

is often domesticated in an Indian compound,

is taken into favour ; but instances of similar

friendship, betweers aninaals of very different

habits and species, are not at all uncommon.
A terrier dog, a Persian cat, and an antelope,

brought up together in the family of an officer,

who was accustomed to divide his caresses

amongst them, lived with each other in the

greatest harmony and alTection. During his

residence in Calcutta, he was in the habit of

spending the whole morning abroad, and of

returning about sun-set lo dress. His four-

footed favourites wore acquainted with the

hour in which they might expect to see him,

and the trio always came in a body to meet

and give him welcome : the cat cared nothing

about change of place, being f)erfeclly satis-fjed

to accompany her master in all his travels,

and feeling quite at home wherever he and the

dog were to be found.

A party of Europeans, encamping in a jun-

gle, will speedily discover their powers of at-

traction by the number of carrion birds drawn

to the spot by the scent of the slaughter in

their firm-yard. The acuteiiess of the smell

of these creatures has already been remarked;

at the most extraordinary distance, they seem

to be perfectly acquainted with every matter

which can interest them, and solitary bunga-

lows, where, on ordinary occasions, the kites

and crows are allowed to collect the ofliil un-

molested, will be certain of a visit from vul-

tures, whenever any thing worthy of attention

is to be had. The argeelah, or butcher-bird,

though sometimes inhabiting solitary places,

prefers a large cantonment lo the jungle ; they

are always to be seen where European soldiers

are quaiterecf, but scarcely think it worth their

while lo visit small stations garrisoned by na-

tive troops, the few English officers in com-
mand not killing enoiign provision to satisfy

their inordinate appetites. Their nosis are,

however, almost invariably found in remote
and thinly peopled tracts; the country retire-

ment, at the breeding season, lor the fashiona-

ble visitants of the metropolis of Bengal, being
the neighbourhood of Comniercolly. It is not

generally known, that the marabout feathers,

by some supposed to be the iributeof the pad
dy-goose, are in fact furnished by this disgust-

ing looking animal, whose coarse ragged attire

gives no promise of the delicate beauty of the

plumes so much in esteem in France anr

England. They grow in a tuft under the tail

and are not visible except upon close inspec

lion. The men who get their bread by the sale

of these feathers, conceal the fact as much as

possible, under the idea that it would detcrior

ate their value. As the argeelah is protected

by law in Calcutta, the people, who collect the

|)lumes, visit the place of their retirement for

the purpose, and give its name to their mer
chandise, which is sold under the appellation

of Cominercolly feathers. The tuft is easil)

extracted, and it sometimes happens that, whet
an adjutant, as the bird is commonly called, is

caught upon some high terrace or rooftop
where the depredation cannot come under the

surveillance of the authorities, he is robbed of
the valuable appendage : it is only necessary

to Catch him by the feathers under the tail
;

the first struggle to be free leaves them in the

hand of the marauder. Excepting the heron's,

there are no other Indian plumes so highly

prized, and as an article of commerce the

marabouts are the most important.

In enumerating the amusements afllirded by

a jungle, that supplied by the monkeys mu^t
not be omitted. In topes where particular

tribes have taken up their quarters, they are

innumerable, and upon the least alarm keep
up an incessant discord and chatter amidst the

branches. The frolics and gambols of these

animals, when viewed at a distance, are highly

diverting ; but it is by no means desirable to

come into close contact with a troop ; their

fierceness being quite equal to their cunning,

they have been known to attack a single hunts-

man, and so far to get the belter of him as to

deprive him of his gun. Young men can
scarcely withstand the temptation of having a

pop at them, either to scare them from some
act of depredation, or out of mere wantonness,

nd they are not slow to perceive the cause

of their alarm : after the first .consternation,

)ccasioned by the report of a fowling-piece,

has subsided, they are apt to resent it upon
the person of the offenders. They will shake

he boughs over his head, grin, and chalter

through them, and a (ew of the most daring

beset the path, and with some hundreds

to back them, in the event of an assault, the

battle is best avoided, since its issue would be
rather doubiful. The extraordinary venera-
tion with which the monkeys are regarded by
the Hindoo natives of India, prevents the ex-

tirpation, which their exploits amongst the

corn and other plantations seem to render ne-

cessary, as a measure of precaution. Monkeys,
it is said, are not bad eating, and there appears
to be a sufficient number tosu|)ply the bazaars
of a district during a scarcity of grain, while
the woods and plains swarm with more legiti-

mate objects of the chase, an<l there are no
game or forest laws to prevent the ca|)lure.

There is no part of the world, perhaps,
which produces game in greater plenty or di-

versity than Bengal. Besides fifteen species
of deer, including the antelope, the roe-buck,
the rcddecr, the small moose-deer, the hog or
bristled deer, and the musk-deer, there are
wild hogs, hares, several kinds of common par-
tridge, quails, which at a particular season
have been compared to flying pats of butter,

peacocks, ortolans, and black-partridge, wild-

geese, wild-ducks, teal, widgeon, water-hens,

cranes, storks, and siiii)es of sundry shapes,

colours, and sizes ; the florikin, before mention-

ed, though not in such abundance as the others,

and the jungle fowl. A great variety of fish

is also supplied from the lakes, jheels, tanks,

and nullahs: the latter are caught in large

quantities, either with nels, or by a still more
simple contrivance, that of placing large bun-
dles of ru?hy hushes in the water over-night.

Water-fowl are caught in Hindoostan by peo-

ple who either wade or swim into the lakes,

with an earthen pot over their heads, or the

artificial representation of a duck, made to fit

on hke a cap. Thus disguised, they are ena-

bled to get so close to the objects of their pur-

;-uit as to pull them by their feet under water,

and to deposit them in their game-bag : the

manoeuvre is effected by expert persons with

very little di-turbance to other flocks upon
the lake, and so easily as to allow them to sell

the produce of their day's sport at a very low

price.

For "The Friend."

AGE OF laiFROVEMENT.

We are frequently reminded that the present

is an age of improvement. On every side we
behold the triumph of art. Mechanical inven-

tions unknown to our fathers attest the inge-

nuity of our cotemporaries. In the application

of mechanical force, it is astonishing what ef-

fects may be produced by extremely simple

means. By the lever and screw the strength

of a man may effectually resist a force a thou-

sand times its own. The hydrostatic a[)para-

tus called a Brahma press, acted upon by
the weight of a common sized man, may ex-

ert a force e(|ual to the weight of an ordinary

ship, with all its freight on board.

Now would it not be well for some of those

mprovers of the arts to apply their inventive

skill lo the improvement of the operations of

d ? While the most elastic substances in

nature are condensed by the judicious applica-

tion of mechanical force; and ihe most distant

parts of our country brought virtually into con-

tact, by rail roads and locomotive engines
;
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can no expedient be devised for the condensa-

tion of thought? That some invention of this

kind is desirable, is evident from the tenuity of

thought exhibited in the usual conversation

which abounds. If it is from the abundance of

the heart that the mouth speaiis, what kind of

stores must we imagine supply the current of

our familiar discourse ? The producer of the

soil shows the care or negligence of the own-
er ; and the productions of intellect in like

manner attest the kind of attention which is paid

to its improvements.

Let the same assiduity, which has added so

astonishingly to the supply of our physical

wants, be directed to cultivation of mind, and
improvement of the heart, and the general

character of our familiar intercourse will pro-

bably be as much changed as the face of the

country. L.

Affectionate and grateful feeling among the

Emancipated Slaves of Jamaica.

By an article in a late paper it appears, that

two baptist ministers, Knibb and Burchell,

who had previously been engaged among the

negroes in Jamaica, returned in the tenth

month last to their congregations in that

island, after an absence of some months in

England. The following is the interesting

description given by one of tliem of the man-
ner in which they were welcomed by their

people, lately emancipated from slavery.

The people saw me as I stood on the deck
of the boat. As I neared the shore, 1 waved
my hand; when, being fully assured that it

was indeed their minister, they ran from every

part of the bay, to the wharf. Some pushed

off in a canoe, into which I got, with my fa-

mily, and soon landed on the beach. Verily,

we were nearly pushed into the sea by kind-

ness. They took me up in their arms—they

sang—they laughed—they wept ; and I wept
too. " Him come—him come for true !"

On they rushed to the chapel, where we knelt

together at the throne of mercy.

The following morning we started by land

for Falmouth. As I entered, I could scarce

contain my feelings; nor can I now. I was,

and am, completely overcome. They stood

—

they looked—" It him ! it him ! for true !"

Soon the news spread, and from twenty and
twenty-five miles distant they came. In the

evening, we held a prayer-meeting. The
chapel was crowded. As I set my foot on the

threshold, they struck up, quite unexpectedly,

" Kindred in Christ, for his dear sake,

A hearty welcome here receive."

* * * As we entered the centre of the

town, we were recognised by one who had

been a very stanch friend in our difficulties ;

he took off his hat, and greeted us most cor-

dially ; this excited the attention of the ne-

groes in the market; and one of them recog-

nising us, exclaimed—" Bless God, and him
come for true 1 Massa Burchell, him come
for true !" Others now joined him, and began
clapping their hands; when the whole multi-

tude, consisting of three or four thousand,

waving their hands and hats, set up their

shouts, and made the whole town resound
with their thundering huzzas. I now endea-

voured to press on to our house ; but the

negroes, leaving their baskets and the mar-

ket, followed us. I drove hastily forward,

fearing they would surround us, and take out

our horse ; which I have since found they

would have done.

When we reached the house, we were im-
mediately surrounded ; the yard and the street

were crowded. Every one was trying to shake
our hands, or lay hold of us in some way.
When we alighted, the throng crowded upon
me—some taking one hand, some the other:

some threw themselves on the ground. The
whole scene was such as I cannot describe.

The whole of Saturday, the 22d, was spent

in receiving the congratulations of the people,

whose remarks were frequently affecting.

Many threw themselves down at my feet, and
wept aloud. Some looked at me, and then

said—" Hi, massa, and it you for true ! and
you for we, Massa Burchell ! and me see you
with me own eye ! Blessed God!"—and then

burst into tears. After speaking to a party,

and shaking hands, I was compelled to re-

quest them to leave, in order to give place to

others; when one said, " No, massa; me no
go—me no able to believe yet—and is.it

massa Burchell for true?" Another said

—

" Now, massa, me know dat God him true—
him hear for we prayer—but him take him
own time—and him work him own way—but

him do every ting quite good." I could fill

a sheet with their interesting sayings. One
poor, afflicted negress came down from the

country, a distance of twenty miles, the next

Saturday, the 29th ; and when she saw me,
looking on me, as the tears rolled down her

face, she said : " Massa ! me hear you come

—

and me hungry for see you—and me cry for

see you—me take two days for walk for see

you—and now me believe—God, him too

good—me now willing for die—for now me
know me God him true."

I had no idea whatever of such a reception.

I knew my friends, and knew that they would

be truly glad to see me ; but I had not the

most distant idea of such a manifestation of

feeling.

The following dialogue took place at the rail road

depot in this town lately :

—

" Sure, an' shall I be after riding on the rail road

this blessed day ?"

" Yes, if you please."

" Plase your honour, an' what's the price of the

tackcts ?"

" One dollar."
" An' surely, how long shall we be going to Bos-

ton ?"

" One hour."
" Och, botheration to you, if I'll be aflher giving

you a dollar for one hour's ride, when I can ride three

hours in a stage for a dollar an' a quarter."

—

Lowell

Courier.

Lord Loughborough.—It is very well known that

by the laws of England the Chancellor is held to be

guardian uf the persons of all such individuals as are

said to be no longer of sound mind, and good dispos-

ing memory ; in fine, to have lost their senses. Lord
Chancellgr Loughborough once ordered to be brought

to him a man against whom his heirs wished to take

out a statute of lunacy. Ho examined him very at-

tentively, put various questions to him, to all of which
he made most pertinent and apposite answers. "This
man mad !" thought he ; " verily he is one of the

ablest men I ever met with." Towards the end of

the e.xaniination, however, a scrap of paper, torn from

a letter, was put into Lord L.'s hand, on which was
written in pencil, " Kzekiel." This was enough for

such a shrewd and able man as Lord Loughborough.

He forthwith took his cue. " What fine poetry," said

the chancellor, " is in Isaiah !" " Very fine," replied

the man ;
" especially when read in the original He-

brew." " And how well Jeremiah wrote!" "Surely,"

said the man. " What a genius too, was Ezekiel !"

" Do you like him ?" said the man : " I'll tell you a

secret— 1 am Ezekiel !"

TUB f-rxunh.

EIGHTH MONTH, 8, 1835.

- From information received, we are enabled

to state that tiie Yearly Meeting of our bre-

thren in Great Britain convened at the usual

time in the 5th month last, and continued ita

sittings by adjournments until the 30th of that

month. Many important subjects claimed its

attention, which were resulted generally in a

satisfactory manner. Among these was the

continuance of the abominable traffic in our

fellow-men, carried on by vessels under Span-

ish and Portuguese colours, in direct violation

of existing treaties, and it was concluded to

petition the courts of Great Britain, Portugal

and Spain, on the subject.

The body of Friends appeared heartily uni-

ted in desire to maintain the ancient doctrines

and testimonies of the Society, and we think

a pleasing evidence of this is furnished by tlie

fact, that the printed general Epistle, briefly

but clearly setting forth the long settled testimo-

ny of the Society to the spirituality of the gospel

dispensation, was unanimously adopted by the

meeting. This epistle we have inserted (o-day,

and will, we think be perused with much satis-

faction by our readers generally. A written

epistle, designed more especially for their own
monthly and quarterly meetings, cautioning

their members against being drawn away by
those who would weaken their faith in the im-

mediate teaching and sensible influences of the

Holy Spirit, as the primary rule of faith and
practice, was also issued with much unaui-

tnity.

Bundles and parcels for the pupils at

Haverford School njay hereafter be deposited

at the Counting House of Evans & Wilson,

lumber merchants, northwest corner of Cal-

lowhill and 12th

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

Visiting Managersfor the month.—Charles

Allen, No. 180, South Second street; William

Burrough, No. 11, Vine street; Joseph R.
Jenks, No. 5, Vine street.

Superintendents.—John and Laetitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians.—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. 10), North Tenth St.; Dr. Charles

Evans, No. 102, Union st.

Resident Physician.—Dr. Robert. R. Por-

ter.
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For "The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. VII.

It will be perceived that several of the cau-

tions given below against an undue extension

of trade and business, are connected with inti-

mations of the danger of incurring bankrupt-
cy; this peril still in some measure attends,

more particularly the young and inexpe-
rienced ; but it is not the only evil to which
men of business are exposed. It is probable
in the present day channels, so far as regards

losses, have been discovered for extending
business and amassing wealth, but which
may nevertheless greatly hazard the best in-

terests of the immortal soul. If the mind be

let out on schemes of accumulation ; if, in

the words of the apostle, we " will be rich,"

we shall assuredly " fall into temptation and

a snare," which, if not recovered from by the

grace of our holy Redeemer, may lead to

"destruction and perdition."

How emphatic the exhortation, " Having
food and raiment, let us be therewith con-

tent;" how imperative the command of Christ,

" Seek yc first the kingdom of God and the

righteousness thereof;" and how encouraging

the promise to those who in simplicity obey

it, that to them all things necessary shall be

added. It is not designed to withdraw us

from a moderate and prudent attention to

our lawful callings; this is good for both

mind and body; but the point to be aimed at

is, whilst " not slothful in business," to be
" fervent in spirit, serving the Lord."

For want of due attention to the restrain-

ing influence of the cross of Christ, many
have bent the energies of their minds to the

acquisition of large estates, in the pursuit of

which, religious obligations have been too

much lost sight of, meetings for divine wor-

ship and church discipline neglected, the

spiritual welfare of children disregarded, and

a way opened for an approximation to the

world in its principles and manners.

May the exhortations now presented be
perused with a serious mind; let us remem-
ber that here we are but strangers and pil-

grims; that the gospel of Christ is designed
to point out the way to a richer inheritance

than this world can offer us, and to enable us

to ' provide ourselves bags wiiich wax not

old, a treasure in the heavens which faileth

not, where no thief approacheth, neither

moth corrupteth; for where our treasure is,

there will our heart be also." T.

1692.

It is advised and earnestly desired, that the

payment of just debts be not delayed by any

professing truth beyond the time promised

and agreed upon: nor occasion given of com-
plaint to those they deal with, by their back-

wardness of payment where no time is limit-

ed: nor any to overcharge themselves with

too much trading and commerce beyond their

capacities to discharge a good conscience

towards all men: and that all Friends con-

cerned bo very careful not to contract extra-

vagant debts, to the endangering the wrong-
' ing others and their families; which some

have done, to the grieving the hearts of the

upright: nor to break their promises, con-

tracts, or agreements, in their buying and
selling (or in any other lawful affairs), to the

injuring themselves and others, occasioning

strife, contention, and reproach to truth and
Friends. And it is advised that all Friends
that are entering into trade, or that are in

trade, and have not stocks sufficient of their

own to answer the trade they aim at, be very

cautious of running themselves into debt,

without advising vvitli some of their ancient

and experienced Friends among whom they
live; and more especially such trading as

hath its dependence upon sea adventures.
17^4.

Whereas, in this time of general ease and
liberty, too many under our profession have

launched forth into the things of this world

beyond their substance, and capacities to dis-

charge a good conscience in the performance
of their promises and contracts, as well as

their just debts, to the great scandal of our
holy profession, and involving of themselves,

their families, and others, in great sorrow and
inconveniences: it is therefore our earnest

desire, that all Friends every where be very

careful to avoid all inordinate pursuit after

the things of this world, by such ways and
means as depend too much upon the uncer-

tain probabilities of hazardous enterprises;

but rather labour to content themselves with

such a plain way and manner of living, as is

most agreeable to the self-denying principle

of truth which we profess, and which is most
conducive to that tranquillity of mind that is

requisite to a religious conduct through this

troublesome world.

1732.

We find it our duty to remind our respective

members of the remarkable uprightness and
honesty of our Friends in the beginning, in

their commerce and converse. How exact

were they in performing their words and pro-

mises, without evasive excuses, and insincere

dealings! how careful not to involve them-
selves in business which they understood not,

nor had stock of their own to manage ! how
circumspect not to contract greater debts

than they were able to pay in due time

'

which brought great credit and reputation to

our religious Society. But with sorrow we
observe, that, contrary to their example, and
the repeated advices formerly given by this

meeting, against an inordinate pursuit after

riches, too many have launched into trades

and business above their stocks and capaci-

ties; by which unjustifiable proceedings, and
high living, they have involved themselves
and families in trouble and ruin, and brought
considerable loss upon others, to the great

reproach of our holv profession.

1788.

The continuance of covetousness and of

earthly-mindedness in many, calls upon us to

endeavour to awaken such as are infected

with it, to a sense of what they are pursuing,

and at what price. The Great Master hath

shown the unprofitableness of the whole

world, compared with one immortal soul, and

yet many are pursuing a delusive portion ofi

it, at the expense of their souls' interests.

But were all thus awakened, what place would

he found for extensive schemes in trade, and

fictitious credit to support them? To mix
with the spirit of the world in the pursuit of

gain, would then be a subject of dread ; and

contentment under the allotment of Provi-

dence, the sure means of preservation.

1802.

In times of outward prosperity there are

snares to be avoided, as well as duties to be

fulfilled. One of those snares seems to us to

be a too eager, and therefore unlawful, pursuit

of lawful things. Such a pursuit prevents

the mind from rising in living aspirations to

God, the giver of every good and perfect

gift, indisposes it for duly assembling with
his devoted servants to wait upon him, and
worship him; and causes " the volume of the

book" of sacred Scripture—that record of
truth which was written aforetime for our
instruction—to be but seldom perused. Such
a pursuit also, if general< spreads devastation

over religious society. But, Friends, we en-

treat you, " Seek ye first the kingdom of

God, and his righteousness, and all these

things," said our blessed Redeemer, speak-

ing of necessary things, "shall be added
unto you." Then would your assemblings

together be seasons of heavenly consolation;

your hearts would be enlarged in that gospel

love, that knows no bounds to its desire of

human happiness; you would covet that

others might partake with you of the enrich-

ing joy; and ye would be careful that not

any trifling impediment prevented the due
attendance of your own families. " Come,"
would ye say by your example if not in

words, " Come and let us go up to the moun-
tain of the Lord, and to the house of the

God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his

ways, and we will walk in his paths." " Come
and let us join ourselves to the Lord in a per-

petual covenant that shall not be forgotten."

1805.

Now, dear Friends, hear, we beseech you,

the word of exhortation. What hinders the

advancement of our Society in its Christian

progress; seeing the holy High Priest of our

profession is willing to lead us to complete

sanctification ? What, but the carnal mind,

operating in various and in specious forms?

We do not tax all who embark in large con-

cerns in trade with an undue desire after

riches; but we much fear that the effect,

which their schemes are likely to have upon

themselves and their connections, as affecting

their condition both religious and civil, is

not duly regarded. The love of money is

said in Scripture to be the root of all evil ;

and we believe it may be shown, that honest

industry and moderation of desire are roots of

incalculable benefit to the humble Christian.

1810.

We would mention one subject which at

this time has been under our notice; a cau-

tion to all, to use moderation in their manner
of living; and in this way to seek relief from

the increasing expense of the times in which

iwe live, rather than by engaging in more ex-

tensive, and often hazardous schemes in trade.

By these latter means, the mind becomes en-

cumbered and unfitted for religious service,
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yea, often for religious thought, and for

breathing daily after the spiritual riches,

which are to be enjoyed in close communion
with God. And let us beseech you to con-

sider, how distant from the state which en-

deavours to stand resigned to give up all, if

required, is that which indulges itself in ease

to the full extent of its power; or is endea-
vouring by multiplied adventures in trade, to

acquire that power, which it covets for the

purpose of worldly enjoyment. We believe,

however, and we are glad in believing, that

there are numbers who act upon soundei
principles than these; who knowing, as saith

the apostle, that " the fashion of this world
passeth away," are really desirous of using
" this world as not abusing it."

For " The Friend."

GEORGE WHITEHEAD.
CContinued from page 304.J

On the 5lh day of the 4lh month, 1670,

Friends being met as usual in a peaceable

manner, at their meeting-house in Grace-

church street, London, and George Whitehead
being moved publicly to pray to God, in time

of prajer was laid hold on by some of the sol-

diers, pulled away, and haled out of the meet-

ing ; as was also John Bolton, an ancient citi-

zen, for declaring the truth to the people.

They were both had to the Exchange, and
there kept si.x hours; after which, according

to order, they appeared at Guild Hall, before

Sir Joseph Sheldon, &,c. Whereupon George
Whitehead called tor their accusers, to have
them face lo face.

Some of the soldiers being called lo give
evidence, George Whitehead warned them to

take heed what ihey swore ; and he also warn-

ed Joseph Sheldon, and the rest with him, to

do nothing but what they could answer fur be-

fore the great God, who would judge right-

eously : for, said ho, " we apprehend that we
are taken contrary to law, even to this present

act, viz. by soldiers, where there was no re-

sistance made by any of us ; we desire to be
heard."

Joseph Sheldon said : " If you be illegally

convicted, you may make your appeal :" en-

deavouring to stop George Whitehead from
pleading.

George Whitehead. " I desire to be heard,
&c." But being interrupted several times, he
said ;

" I require you in point of justice to hea

me, being a free-born Englishman, &c."
Whereupon they did a little permit him.

George Whitehead. " We would not have
you that are our judges, in the mean time to

prejudice your own consciences, by an illegi

conviction ; nor to do any thing but as you will

answer the great God ; for we have a tender-

ness to your consciences."

Joseph Sheldon. " Well, we must answer
for v.hat we do : lake you no care for that;

&.C.

The witnesses being upon iheir oaths, one
affirmed that George Whitehead was preach
ing oi teaching when they took him.

Joseph Sheldon commanded the witnesses t(

be pone or depart.

George Whitehead. " I desire the witnesses

may stay till I have answered." But Joseph

Sheldon urged them still to depart.

George Whitehead. " They have absolutely

forsworn themselves ; for I was not preaching

nor teaching when they took me."'

A person that stood by the justice said :

" You were praying when liiey took you."
George Whitehead. " Take notice ; this

man has spoken truih ; but the witness has

forsworn himself, in saying that 1 was preach-

ing,'" &,c. Nevertheless the clerk wrote down,
George Whitehead an ofi'ender ; but what
judgment was given by the justices against

liim or John Bolton, they did not hear, either

of fine or imprisonment al thai time. The Lord
iv.n<! plpn«ed ooniccimes lo toucli tlie con-

sciences, even of some of the magistrates and

our adversaries, whereby they were stopped in

their proceedings, and prevented from running

us to the extreme severity and penalties of the

persecuting laws.

On the 26th day of the 4th month, 1670,

being the first day of the week. Friends being

again assembled in their meeting place afore-

said, in White-hart court. Sir Suinuai Starling,

then lord mayor, and so(ne oihers, having or-

dered a priest to be there, he read common
prayer, and preached a sermon in the gallery;

seeming to preach up and excite to love, ac-

cording to these Scriptures of Paul, Ephes. v.

2, and iv. 2, 15, &c. The commendation of

love, &c. being the priest's chief subject ; but

contraiy thereto, in Ihe time of his preaching,

the soldiers being present to guard him and
disturb us, were rude and abusive to divers of

our friends, for spenking a few words to ti

priest, to show him how contrary their acticms

were to his preacliing ; ihouiih he did not re-

buke nor stop them from their rudeness and
violence to our friends, women as well as

men.
A great concouise of people were present

at the meeting ; many to attend ihe priest,

and many out of curiosity and novelty, to hear

and see what work the priest and his company
would make ; for it seemed a very slrange

ihirg, to see a minister of the Church of Eng-

land stand up and read common prayer, say

or sing their service, and preach in a Quaker's
meeting, deemed an unlawful conventicle ; and
therein to preach up love and charity, and at

the same time to be attended and guarded with

a company of soldiers, to apprehend and per-

secute the Quakers, for an unlawful meeiino

or conventicle at the same time and place.

After sermon was ended, George Whitehead
stood up and preached the gospel of peace and
love, to show how contrary thereto persecution

was, &.C. Whereupon the people present were
quiet and still, and gave audience ; and the

meeting was in a peaceable posture for a little

time, until two rude fellows, with the soldiers

following them, violently pulled George White
head down, and by their force pushed down
some women present, and carried him to the

mayor's and kept him a while in his yard. His
name and some fnlse information against him
being carried into the mayor, he quickly sent

out a warrant to commit him to the compter,

then in the gatehouse at Bishopsgate, for

making a disturbance, &c. until he should

find sureties, or was delivered by law ; and

this wilhout first calling in or admitting

George Whitehead to be heard in his own de-

fence.

But George Whitehead obtaining a sight of

the warrant of commitment, desired to speak

with the lord mayor himself, which some of his

officers made way for; wheieupon George
Whitehead told the mayor, that there was a
mistake in the warrant, which was that charge

against him for making a disturbance, &c., for

there was no such ihiug ; he made no disturb-

ance, but contrariwise, quieted the people by

seasonable advice and counsel. To which the

miiyor said, he would examine further into it

after evenina prayer ; but in the mean time
sent George Whitehead to the compter at

Bishopsgate, and in the evening sent for him
again

; and then said to George Whitehead :

" Your women have disiiirl)ed the minister ;"

asking him further : " Do they not disturb

you ?" George Whitehead answered : " That
there was a concourse of people of all sorts,

many not being our friends, who made a ntiise;

but for our women, some did speak something
as they might judge it their duty ; and proba-
bly some Ihoughl they might, seeing the priest's

hearers did speak ; the priest one sentence and
they another, that is, in their versinles ; and
when they cried. Lord have mercy upon us,

some of the women did cry, 'Woe to you hy-

pocrites.'
"

After other discourse between George
Whitehead and the mayor, the constable and
another wilh him were sworn ; and all that

they could tesiify was, that he stood up and
preached after their minister had ended ; but

what he preached they could not tell. The
mayor said : If tiie minister had done all, it

was a conventicle, and I must fine you twenty
pounds. And then afier he said, forty pounds.

George Whitehead said : " If I had preach-

ed sedition or discord, against either ihe go-

vernment or peace of the nation, if that could

be made appear against me, I might justly suf-

fer by this law ; being entitled, an act to pre-

vent and suppress seditious conventicles. But
seeing the witnesses cannot tell what I did

preach, I may signify the substance and ten-

dency thereof, viz. a necessity being laid upon
tne, woe iiad been unto meif 1 had not preach-

ed the gospel ; and it was no other than the

gospel of peace and salvation by Christ Jesus,

that I preached ; to exalt the power of godli-

ness, directing people thereunto in Christ,

that they might not remain under empty and
lifeless, or dead forms of professions," &c.
The mayor said :

" I believe both you and
others do good, or have done good wilh your
acting," &c.
The mayor said: "Well, I must fine you forty

pounds, this being the second ofli'ence
;
you

were convicted before Sir Joseph Sheldon once
before."

George Whitehead. " Must I suffer for

preaching the gospel of peace, as if I had been
preaching sedition ? This is strange : doth

the law make no difference ? Besides, I was
not convicted according to this law before Jus-

tice Sheldon ; for it was there made appear,

that the witnesses forswore themselves against

me, as some there that stood by testified
;

for he swore that he took me preaching,
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when many could lesliCy, as some there did

affirm, that I was praying, and not at that lime

preacliing.

Muyor. " But were you on your knees with

your hat off, when tliey looic you ?"

George Whitehead. " Yea, I was ; and the

meeiiug was in a reverent posture of prayer,

the men with their hats off; and the soldiers

pulled me down when I was praying."

Mayor. " However, you were in a religious

exercise," &;c.

George Whitehead. " If praying to God
must be accounted a religious exercise not al-

lowed by the Liturgy
; yet 1 do not understand

that praying is included in that clause, which
mentions preaching or teaching, &c. As
where it i?said :

' 'I'liat every person who shall

take upon him to preach, or teach in any such

meeting, assembly, or conventicle, and shall

thereof ba convicted as aforesaid, shall forfei'.

for every such first offence, the sum of twenty

pounds. ' Now here is no praying mentioned
;

therefore 1 desire thy judgment,whether |)reacii-

ing or teaching can be meant praying ?"

Mayor. " No, praying is not (here men-

tioned ; however your conviclion is recorded,

you may make your appeal."

George Whitehead. " To whom shall I make
my appeal, but to those that wrong mo?"

Mayor. "I must do according to law ; I

must fine you forty younds."

George Whitehead. " Then I must be fined

for preaching the gospel of peace, as if I had

been i)reaching se(liti(m : by this it is all a case,

to preach sedition or the gospel of peace. But
such a law as makes no difference between
preaching sedition, and preaching the gospel

of peace, 1 must deny, as being both against

reason and against God. And God who
judges righteously, and by whom actions are

weighed, will judge between thee and us in this

thing."

I do not remember that the fine threatened

upon this pretended conviction, was ever levied

upon my goods ; though divers oilieis were to

great excess.

THE EPISTLE

From the Yearly Meeting, held in London, by

adjovrnment.i, from the 9.0th of the ffth
month, to the SOth of the same, inclusive,

1835; to the quarterly and inouthly meet-

ings of Friends in Great Britain, Ireland,

and elsewhere.

Dear Friends,—We consider it to bo a

cause for humble thankfulness that we have

been again permitted to assemble as a reli-

gious body, and to conduct the concerns of

the Society in biotherly love. In the flowing

of this love we again address you, and tender-

ly salute you all in the name of our Lord Je-

sus Christ.

Epistles have been received, as in former

years, from our friends in Ireland and North knoweth the things oi

America, which have been very acceptable

to this meeting; and we have felt satisfaction

in maintaining a friendly intercourse with

our beloved distant brethren.

The sense which we have now been per-

mitted to enjoy of the overshadowing wingofj

dence that we ate, as a church, built on that

foundation than which no other can be laid,

which is Jesus Christ.

Our forefathers in the truth were, as we
believe, remarkably visited with the day-
spring from on high; and under the fresh

and powerful influences of the Holy Ghost,
wore enabled to proclaim among men, the
purity and spirituality of the gospel of our
Redeemer.
They professed to be instructed in no new

truths; they had nothing to add to the faith

once delivered to the saints; they cordially
acknowledged the divine authority of the
Holy Scii[)tures; they were deeply versed in

the contents of the sacred volume ; and they
openly confessed that whatsoever doctrine or
practice is contrary to its declarations must
be " accounted and reckoned a delusion of
the devil." But it was evidently their espe
cial duty, in the Christian church, to call

away their fellow men from a dependence on
outward forms, to invito their attention to

the witness for God in their own bosoms, and
to set forth the immediate and perceptible

operations of the Holy Spirit.

It was given them to testify that this Divine
influence was to be experienced not only in

connection with the outward means of reli-

gious instruction, but in the stiiving of the

spirit with a dark and unregenerate world
;

and in those gracious visitations to the mind
of man, which ate independent of every ex-
ternal circumstance.

Nothing could be more clear than the tes-

timony which they bore to the eternal divinity

of the Son of God, to his coming in the flesh,

and to his propitiatory offering, on the cross,

for the sins of the world ; and they rejoiced

in the benefits of the Christian revelation, by
which these precious truths are known to

mankind. They went forth to preach the

gospel, under a firm conviction that in con
equence of this one sacrifice for sin, all men
are placed in a capacity of salvation. And
hey called on their hearers to mind the light

of the Spirit of Christ, that they might be
thereby convinced of their transgressions;

and led to a living faith in that precious

blood through which alone we can receive

the forgiveness of our sins, and be made par

takers of the blessed hope of life everlasting.

We wish to assure our dear ft lends, every

where, that we still retain the same unalter-

able principles, and desire to be enabled,

under every variety of circumstances, steadily

to uphold them.

While ue are anxious that all our members
should exercise a daily diligence in the pe-

rusal of the sacred volume, we would earnestly

invite them to wait and pray for that divine

immediate teaching. »hich can alone effectu-

ally illuminate its pages, and unfold its con-

tents to the eye of the suul. " For what man
man, save the spirit

of man which is in him? even so the things

of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of
God." As this is our humble endeavour, the

various features of divine truth will be gra-

dually unfolded to the seeking mind. We
eech you, dear Friends, carefully to avoid

these have ever been found to be the nurse
of error. The truth as it is in Jesus forms a
perfect whole; its parts are not to be con-
trasted, much less opposed to each other.

They all consist in beautiful harmony; they
must be gratefully accepted in their true
completeness, and applied with all diligence
to their practical purpose. That purpose is

the renovation of our fallen nature, and the
salvation of our never-dying souls.

How precious is it to remember that in the
prosecution of this great object, the humble
Christian is strengthened, by the indwelling
of the Holy Ghost, for his race of righteous-
ness, and is furnished with an infallible in-

ward guide to true holiness. The pride of
his heait is broken down by a power beyond
his own; his dispositions are rectified; and
now he can listen to that still small voice of
Israel's Shepheid, in the soul, which guides
to the practice of every virtue. We beseech
you, dear Friends, not to rest satisfied with a
mete notion of this blessed doctrine, but to
apply it, with all watchfulness and diligence,
to your daily life and conversation. Thus
alone can we escape from the spirit of the
world, with all its covetousness and vanity,

maintain the true simplicity and integrity of
the Christian character, and finally perfect
" holiness, in the fear of God."
The distraints made on our members, dur-

ing the last year, for tithes and other eccle-

siastical demands, amount to upwards of
twelve thousand eight hundred pounds; and
one Friend is now suffering imprisonment in

the jail at Carlow in Ireland, in consequence
of his conscientious refusal to pay tithes.

In communicating this information, we
wish to remind you, that one important re-

sult ofjthe immediate influence of the Spirit,

is the distribution of gifts in the church for

the edification of the body. The testimony
which, as a Society, we have long borne to
the freedom and spirituality of the Christian

ministry, is, we trust, increasingly understood
in the world, and never was the steadfast

maintenance of it more necessary than at

present. Let us never forget that there can
be no right appointment to the sacied office,

except by the call of our Lord Jesus Christ,

nor any true qualificaticm for the exercise of
the gift, except by the direct and renewed
influences of the Holy Spirit. Let us not

fail to bear in mind that these influences are

not at our command, and that unless they are

distinctly bestowed for the purpose, no offer-

ings, either in preaching or prayer, can ever

be rightly made in our assemblies for divine

worship.

We entreat our dear Friends not be weary
or ashamed of their public silent waiting up-

on God. It is a noble testimony to the spi-

rituality of tiue worship—to our sense of the

weakness and ignorance of man, and of the

goodness and power of the Almighty. May
our dependence, on these occasions, be placed

on that gracious Saviour, who promised to be

will) his disciples when gathered together in

his name! May we be found reverently sit-

ting at his feet; and in the silence of all

flesh, may we yet know Him, to teach us

Divine Goodness, has afforded a renewed evi-l all partial and exclusive views of religion, for] who teacheth as never man taught ! In order
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to experience his great blessing, it is abso

lutely necessary that we should guard against

a careless and indolent state of mind, and

should maintain that patient and diligent eX'

ercise of soul before the Lord, without which
our meetings cannot be held in the life and
power of tiuth.

We would remind our young friends who
have received a guarded and religious educa
tion amongst us, that they can never be living

members of the church of Christ without bap
tiam. And what is the baptism which can
thus unite them in fellowship with the body

"

"not the putting away of the filth of the

flesh," or the performance of any external

rite ;—it is " the washing of regeneration

and renewing of the Holy Ghost." Never
forget, we beseech you, that vain be the ad

vantages which you have derived from the

teaching of your fellow-men, unless you are

truly botn of the Spirit, and become new
creatures in Christ Jesus.

While we confess our continued conviction

that all the ceremonies of the Jewish law

were fulfilled and finished by the death of

Christ, and that no shadows, in the worship

of God, were instituted by our Lord, or have

any place in the Christian dispensation, we
feel an earnest desire that we may all be par-

takers of the true supper of the Lord. Let
us ever hold in solemn and thankful remem-
brance, the one great sacrifice for sin. Let
us seek for that living faith, by which we
may be enabled to eat the flesh of the Son of

Man, and drink his blood. For, said our
blessed Lord, "Except ye eat the flesh of

the Son of Man, and drink his blood, ye have
no life in you." Thus will our souls be re-

plenished and satisfied, and our strength re

newed in the Lord.

We are solicitous that Friends, every where
may be encouraged to cultivate a greater

depth of religious experience : that they may
avoid all evil surmisings, all party spirit, all

unholy zeal ; that they may be clothed in the

meekness and gentleness of Christ, and
abundantly endued with that precious charity

which is the bond of perfectness.

The unity which, as a Society, we have
long enjoyed, is indeed attended with many
advantages, both civil and religious. It is a

means of strength, and a source of much hap-

piness ; and we would exhort all our members
to watch unto prayer, that they may be en-

abled, by the grace of our Holy Head, to pre-

serve it inviolate.

May " the God of all grace who hath called

us unto his eternal glory by Christ Jesus, af-

ter that ye have suffered awhile, make you
perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle you. To
him be glory and dominion for ever and ever.

Amen."
Signed, in and on behalf of the meeting,

by Samuel Thke,
Clerk to the Meeting this year.

By the last accounts from the coast of Africa, no
less than 17 Spanish and Portuguese slavers were
waiting at Wydah to take in their cargoes of human
flesh, which they would soon be enabled to do, as the
British admiral Campbell had been obliged to goto the
succour of the colonists of the Cape of Good Hope, in
their war against the Kaffres.

—

Am. D. Adv.

For "The Friend."

JOSHUA EVANS,
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY.

As you sometimes insert memoirs of an
cient Friends, and 1 believe profitably so, I

am induced to offer for your consideration
the propriety of publishing the following, or

such modification thereof as you may deem
proper, retaining the substance.

Being at New York Yearly Meeting for

1835, 1 lodged in the same house, and had
frequent conversation with Joseph Hoag. 1

asked him if he ever knew Joshua Evans; he
said he knew him well, for Joshua was many
times at his house, and he travelled some
time with him in the course of his religious

labours; and in those parts, long after his

service was accomplished, Joshua was called

and spoken of as the Man of God; and when
thus spoken of, it was generally known and
understood who was alluded to by this title

Joseph Hoag further observed, that he went
with Joshua to a meeting some distance, at a

place where but few Friends resided ; the
meeting was large, and composed chiefly of
those not members of the Society of Friends,

some of whom were of the upper classes of
society in that place. After a considerable
time of silence, Joshua rose, and in a very
simple manner observed, in substance, as fol-

lows :
—" Suppose a person, eminent for wis-

dom amongst you, was about to perform a
long and important journey, with only one
horse and a wagon, and when about to enter
on his journey was to harness the horse be-

hind the wagon ; would you not all think it a

very silly proceeding? and would you not, if

he was your friend, remonstrate against the
measure, and consider it foolishness in the
extreme ? And if he still persisted in his

course, would you not believe he was not
tional, and that he would never accomplish
his undertaking?" with more to the same
purpose. Joseph Hoag observed, that h
himself at the time became concerned, and
much at loss to ascertain what Joshua would
make of the case, or what comparison he was
about to draw from the premises. After thus
treating the subject until the assembly ap
peared to be astonished, and, he believed
thought the old man a fool, Joshua recited

the text, " Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you," and said, " this

was an admonition or command of the blessed

Saviour himself, but people generally, instead

of adhering to the admonition, or obeying
the command, sought first the things of this

world and the glory thereof, and appeared to

be under an apprehension that the kingdom
and righteousness of Gcd would be added,
without their care or concern ; but when or

how it was to be attained to, was a matter of
indiflerence, although they thought, or would
say, it was desirable. And in this careless

and unconcerned state, many were summoned
to appear before the great Judge who had
given the command ; and that too, in many
nstances, before the kingdom of God and
the righteousness thereof had been sought
for, or much attended to," with much more
to the same import ; also observing, that such

were more unlikely to accomplish the design
of their creation, and be saved with an ever-
lasting salvation, than the man would be to

accomplish his journey with his horse behind
the wagon ; and for his part he believed that

such a course was more unwise, and mani-
fested more folly than that, and would pro-

duce more confusion and bitter disappoint-

ment in the end. The assembly appeared to

appreciate the comparison, and feel the im-
portance of the subject, became solemnised,
and, before the discourse closed, were mostly
so tendered (hat the tears flowed plentifully,

and a most solemn meeting it was; and was
remembered ^nd spoken of for many years
after; and the speaker, as before observed,
very commonly called the Man of God. The
memory of the meeting was fresh in the mind
of the narrator of the circumstance, and he
trusted would not be eradicated therefrom
while he remembered any thing. L E.

6th mo. 5th, 1835.

REMINISCENCE.
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY,

Remembrance of the dead survives
The slain of time, at will,

Those who were lovely in their lives.

In death are lovelier still.

Unburthen'd with infirmity,

Unplagued like mortal men,
Oh ! with what pure delight we see
The heart's old friends again !

Not as they sunk into the tomb,
With sickness-wasted powers,

But in the beauty and the bloom
Of their best days, and ours.

The troubles of departed years
Bring joys unknown before

;

And soul-refreshing are the tears
O'er wounds that bleed no more.

Lightnings may blast, but thunder
Earth's ravaged face renew,

With nectar fill the cups of flowers.
And hang the thorns with dew.

Remembrance of the dead is sweet;
Vet how imperfect this.

Unless past, present, future, meet,
A threefold cord of bliss !

Companions of our youth, our age,
With whom through life we walked,

And, in our house of pilgrimage,
Of home beyond it talked.

Grief on their urn may fix her eyes.
They spring not from the ground ;

Love may invoke (hem from the skies.
There is no voice nor sound.

Fond memory marks them as they were.
Stars in our horoscope

;

But soon to see them as they are.

That is our dearest hope.

Not through the darkness of the night.
To waking thoughts conceal'd,

Bnt in the uncreated light

Of Deity reveal'd.

They cannot come to us, but we
Ere long to them may go;

That glimpse of immortality

Is heaven begun below.
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NO. V.

^Conduct of Ants to their Slaves.

^ 0ne of tiiG most reraa.rkah!e circumstances

cotinecletl with the expeditions, which tbrnied

the subject of tlie preceding number, is, tlial

the ants, eager as they have been shown to he

to procure captives, arc never known to take

lfl|fe adult members of tlie negro communities,

^mit those only in the larvce or pupte state, or

Bin otiier words, in the helpless days of infancy,

Pbefore they can have formed any associations,

or iiiibibed any notions that would render one

place or society jnore dear to them than an-
* .5MTC.- ; nor inj-thcy ersr-begin llieir predatory

wariare before the end of the 5th, or beginning

of the Cth month ; if they commenced at an

earlier period to purloin the young negroes,

they might "secure a large supply of captives,

' but then they would principally consist of males

and females, which if taken would be totally

destroyed williftut being of any benefit to their

captors, to whoTT. neuters alone are servicea-

ble". Nature has ordained, that in the ant-hills

destined to pillage, the males and females shall

be produced earlier than those of their assail-

ants, and it is only after their own males and

females have emerged into the perfect state,

that the instinct which prompts them to steal

t(jajroung of others begins to operate. Huber
distmctly ascertained, and Latreille has con-

firmed the discovery, that the legionary ant-

hill contains male, female and neuters of their

own species, but never negro males and fe-

males.

After having become acquainted with the

manner in which these marauders obtain their

victims, the reader may be curious to know

how they fare while in bondage, whether they

are treated with kindness, or whether they la-

bour under as galling a yoke as their fellow

bondsmen of our own species. Singular as it

may seem, the relation between them does not

appear to be such as subsists between a task-

master and his servant, but a strong attach-

ment is mutually felt, showing that Providence,

when gifting these creatures with an instinct

so extraordinary, and seemingly so unnatural,

has not lendcred it a source of misery to the

objects of it; and on the part of the negro, ex-

hibiting an instance of the power of education

and association in moditying instinct, as it

completely «bK*«r»t(;s i.T thetn all antipathy to

anot^)er species, to whom, under other circum^
stances, they evince the greatest enmity. The
cily of thg stranger becomes, by means of these

influences, the only one with which they are

familiar, and, knowing perhaps no difTerence,

they ?.xercise the same faculties, undergo the

same exertions, as if they had never been cap-

tured. " Developed," says Hnber, " in the ene-

my 3 encampment. the afterwards become
ouse stewards and auxiliaries to the western

tribe with whom they are associated. Brought

up in a str;%ge nation, not only do they live

socially with their captors, but bestow the

greatest care upon their larvae and pupae, their

males and females, and even evince the same
regard lor themselves, transporting them from

one part o/ tiie colony to another, going in

search of provisions (or them, building their

habitations, forming as occasion requires new
galleries, and fulfiiliiTg the duties of sentinels

by guarding the exieriijr of their common
abode, apparently n^^nce suspecting that

ti.ey iive Aviuf tliv';de JRy4nsecl3 uJiich kidnap-

ped them in their helpless and unconscious in-

fancy. Whilst the negro ants are engaged in

these laborious employments, their masters

rest tranquilly at the bottom of their subterra-

nean city, till the hour fixed for their expedi-

tions arrives; reserving their strength, courage

and skill in tactics, for the purpose of bringing

in from some adjacent colony, hundreds of

pupa;, which they confide to the charge of their

slaves." There can he no doubt that these

creatures have the ability to work, but they

have evidently a great dislike to it; and when
they obtain slaves to do that for them which

they ought to do themselves, they relinquish

every domestic duty; and when not in active

service in the field, to which alone they seem

to have a fondness, they become as helpless as

infants.

Huber, anxious to prove whether when de-

prived of their faithful and affectionate ser-

vants, who grudge neither labour nor pains

In providing for thoii- lazy rnQstois, (hey would

arouse themselves to exertion, and perform

the necsssary duties to prevent themselves

from starving, isolated them to ascertain how
they would proceed. " I enclosed" he tells us,

" thirty of the legionary ants with several pupa;

of their own species, and twenty piip.-E belong-

ing to the negroes, in a glass box, the bottom

of which was covered with a thick layer of

earth." He placed a little honey in the corner

of their prison, and cut ofTall association with

their auxiliaries ; at first they appeared to pay

some little attention to the larva;: they carried

them here and there, but presently replaced

them. More than one half of the legionaries

died of liunger in less than two days. They
*ad not even (raced ou' a dwelling, and the

few individuals still in existence were languid

and without strength. Commiserating their

condition, he gave them one of their negro
|A|unts; this individual, alone and unassisted,

eMtilished order, formed a chamber in the

earth, gathered together the larva-, extricated

several young ants that were ready to quit the

condition of pupfe, and, in a word, preserved

the life of the remaining legionaries. In order
to obtain a more intimate knowledge of the

facts, the same observer of nature opened and
deranged an ant-hill, in which the negroes and
amazons dwelt together ; in doing so the as-

pect of their city was so alteret' as not to be

recognised by the masters of it, andtiiey were
seen wandering at random over its surface.

'I'he negroes, however, appeared to be well

acquainted with the new localities of the nest,

and relieved them from their embarrassment
by taking 'them up gently in their mandibles,

and conducting them to the galleries already

pierced. An amazon was frequently seen to

apjiroac!: a nsgro and play upon iis head witli

its antennae, when the latter immediately seized
'

the former in its pincers, and deposited it at

one of the entrances; the amazon ant then un-

rolled itself, caressed once more its kind friend,

and passed into the interior of the nest ; now
and then the negro lost its way, and wandered
about, carrying the amazon. "I observed one,"

continues Huber, " after seveial ineffectual

windings, take the precaution of laying its bur-

den upon the ground, the amazon remaining

on the same spot until the negro returned to

its assistance, which, having well ascertained

and examined one of the entrances, resumed

its load, and bore it to the interior." If the

entrance to any gallery happened to be ob-

structed, and the negro ant wished to intro-

duce by that way one of the legionaries, it

quickly deposited its load, and began clearing

away the impediment, which was no sooner

efiected, than the amazon was again taken up

and carried into the nest. It often happens
that tho ant hill is not sufficiently commodious:
in tills case the negroes alone decide upon the

expediency of a removal, and choose a spot

for the new dwelling; they set about building,

and as soon as the works are sufficiently ad-

vanced, appear eager to conduct the legiona-

ries to the new city; for this purpose each ne-

gro takes up an amazon, which it carries to

the chosen spot, so that a long line of these

faithful creatures may be seen extending all

the way from the old to the new town ;
their

charges are then deposited at the various
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.•' entrances, when other negroes come out, wel-

come their arrival, and usher them into the
'

interior of their new abode. Huber in one of

••his experiments, was witness to a similar

scene ; -be put the greater portion of the inha-

bitan^i)f a mixed colony into a woollen bag,

whypfb'ad a wooden tube glazed at the top

fittecnnto its mouth, and communicating with

a glass formicary. On the following morning

some of the negroes were seen leaving the bag

and traversing the tube ; the second day they

commenced carrying each other, till at length

there was barely room for the crowd of pas-

sengers going and returning. When he found

they had thus begun to establish themselves,

he separated the bag and scattered those which

still remained in it about his study, as \yell as

the remainder of the nest which he brought

from the field. Immediately the negroes who

were already settled eagerly carried all t|^^
that were thus scattered about the floor ^m
the formicary, both their own companions and

the legionaries, and turned over every clod of

earth to extricate pupae and larvce accidentally

buried, similar in some degree to the dogs

which extricate travellers engulfed in the

snows of the Alps. The legionaries as usual

took no active part in these labours : but the

negro ants appeared very solicitous to conduct

them into the interior of the nest ; and some-

times when one did not know what to do, it

would implore the assistance of a negro, which

was always most willingly accorded. In eight

days the formicary was completely peopled,

when it was placed out of doors : and next

day the legionaries actually made an exped

tion, and returned with a rich booty of negro

pupas from a neighbouring colony. The for

raicary was so constructed, tiiat by raising the

shutters with caution ho could see every thing

that was going forward in the interior, and he

ascertained in this way most of the facts which

have been detailed.

HUUER

From the LiiirtfieU Reporter.

Colonies for the Poor at Fredericle^s Oord in

North Holland.

The great experiment commenced in the

year 1318, by the Societe de Bienfaisance, in

Holland, consisting of 30,000 subscribers of

6s. each per annum, with a view to enable the

poor to support themselves by the cultivation

of the soil, notwithstanding its partial failure in

some instances, is upon the whole fulfilling the

expectations and the hopes of the friends of

humanity
; it has certainly proved that an in-

dustrious man may support himself and his fa-

mily in great comfort by cultivating .orjvpn acres

of land, not only paying rent, taxes, and the

interest of the little capital required, but gi

dually repaying all that had been advanced.
The proprietor of the schools of industry at

Lindfield in the course of a journey on the

continent in the year 1832, paid a short visit

to a part of this interesting establishment, in

company with an intimate friend : and the fol

lowing notes of what relates to the colony are
taken from his private Journal.

" On the 20th of 7th month (July,) we left

Amsterdam for ZwoU
;

passing through the

depot for limber, we came upon an excellent

road paved with cliftkers, and as even as a rail-

way : the land on each side the road, which a

few years ago was a heath, and the road itself

a deep sand, is cultivated in fields or patches

of wheat, oats, &.c. Proceeding twelve and a

half miles we arrived at Naarden, a strongly

fortified place. We noticed in passing through

the villages of Laren and Emmeness the de-

lightful progress that was making in planting

trees, and reclaiming the heath, and making it

produce crops, though the soil seems very poor

d sandy. The habitations in this district are

widely scattered, and the population, half ca-

tholic, and half protestant, live on good terms
^ith each other. Passing a royal palace<and

ti good inn at Zoosdyk, we arrived at Amers-
foort, a large place nearly nineteen miles from

Naarden ; hence on the road to Nykerk, we
see many very large sheds for drying tobacco,

and pass large fields of it in a vigorous ^tate,

planted in rows upon ridges : from Nykerk to

Harderwyk is twelve miles of excellent road,

paved with clinkers: much of the country is a flat

barren heath, but many parts of it are cominc

into cultivation in corn, potatoes, and buck
wheat: proceeding twelve miles fairer through

a well cultivated country, containing a large

quantity of horned cattle, we arrived at El

burg, a fishing town on the Zuyder Zee : be-

tween this town and Zwoll, a large place aboui

twelve miles farther, we continue to meet with

cultivated. patches ; which seem to indicate

that the land is not absorbed wholly by great

landed proprietors, as in .many parts of Eng-
land and Ireland, but appears to be distributed

among industrious sm#l fa rmers ; about three

miles before we come lofcwoll, we cross the

river Yssel in a ferry boat ; here is a good inn,

the Huf van Holland, which is also the coach-

oflice ; at each of the stages from Amsterdam
to this place travellers may be well accom-
modated ; as the colonies lie out of the high

road, it will be better to hire a carriage from

this place. From Zwoll to Meppell, four-

teen miles, we pass through the villages of

Roevecn and Staphorst, amidst extensive

marshes, which support large herds of cattle
;

we noticed a great number of bee-hives ; and
it being hoy harvest we met many strong men
with scythes, who come annually from the

neighbourhood of Munster to mow the grass

they do twice as much work, in the same time,

as a Dutchman, and for the same wages per

day ; they aie weavers in winter, and tlius sub
sist by agricultural and handicraft labour, a;

recommended in " Colonies at Home."
Meppell is a large place containing about

6,000 inhabitants, who carry ©n a trade
corn ; tlifiy have also manufactories of bed
ticking and sackcloth : from Meppell we travel-

led eleven miles to Steenwyk, through a flat open
country, where they cut much turf for fuel

from the bogs ; on some parts of v/hich, good
crops of potatoes and corn are obtained ; this

shows what might be done in Ireland. As we
approach Steenwyk, we meet with beautifully

cultivated fields of wheat, potatoes, buckwheat
&c., the latter is universally cultivated in all

these parts : here we turn off into a deep sandy
road, on which a carriage can only proceed

at the rate of about two or three miles an hour:

so that although the beginning of the Colony
at Frederick's Oord, is only five miles from

Steenwyk, it took us more than an hour and a

half to get there : passing through an avenue
of trees, we come to a large inn, where there

are good accommodations. Having suitable

letters of introduction we were respectfully re-

ceived by the governor, who kindly accompa-
nied us to several of the cottages : they are

not built close together, but scattered about,

over an extensive plain, as far as the eye can

see. The colony is nine miles in length, in fact

there are three : 1, Frederick's Oord, 2, Wil-

belmina's Oord, and 3, William's Oord. Oord
signifies place. In this part alone there are
304 cottages, consisting of a living room, of
36 square yards, with recesses in the walls for

beds, like the berths in a ship ; the heads of
the family sleep in a berth on one side, and the

children.in two berths on the other, one above
another, the upper for boys, the lower for girls:

adjoining, is another large apartment destined

for cows, pigs, &c. &,c. The cost of these

cottages is about 500 florins, or £43 sterling.

The first cottage was built in the summer of

1818, by General Van der Bosch, a person of

great talent and experience, who began the «

colony, and under whom it flourished for seve-

ral years ; but he being sent by his govern-

ment to Batavia, the establishment received a

check ; but the report circulated of the general

failure of the plans is utterly false. Each cottalfcl

has attached to it three and a halfmorgens,equm
'

to seven English acres of land. We observed

that in some places they were suffeiiiig from ^
not keeping a sufficient number of cows and
pigs. The soil is exceeding light and sandy,

yet they obtain roots of mangel wurzel of six

pounds weight, cabbages from two to three

pounds. Kohl Rabbi succeeds well ; they

seemed to have no idea of the artificial glasses,

except red clover : we saw fine crops of pota-

toes, however, where there had been heath only,

the year before. The report on the state of
morals was very satisfactory ; they have four

schools in these parts, in which' about 300 chil-

dren are taught under six or seven inslructers;

they might save much money and lime, and
teach faster, by adopting the plans of the British

and Foreign School Society.

About one fourth of the population are

catholics, the whole concern is managed upon
a regularly organized plan ; an account is kept

for every peasant, in which he is made demor
for what he receives from the society, and
credited for the produce. If any one neglects

his farm, the society supplies the deficiency,

and charges it to the tenant's account ; there

are of course directors, sub-directors, book-
keepers, and a variety of officers, whose sala-

ries constitute a main article in the charges:

a quarter-master is placed over every twenty-

five families, a sub-director over every hundred
families, whose business it is to see that the

four quarter-masters under him perform their

duty.

When the subscribers in any district have

contribuled 1,700 guilders, or £141 13s. ster-

ling, they are entitled to put in one family. The
orphan house at Veenhuizen is upon a very

large scale, but we had not time to go there.
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In the autumn of the next year, 1633, thej and land, is furnished will) a printed paper, in rector's

colony was visited by a member of the ag

cultural employment society, of London : an

account of which is published by Dean and

Munday, Threadneedle street, London, in an

interesting pamphlet of 32 pages, entitled a

Visit to the Dutch Home Colonies, from which

we shall make a few extracts.

It is essential upon these plans that the

cattle should be kept upon the soiling system,

that is, have their food cut, and carried to

Ihem. The writer states, " It was found, from
the results of several accurately conducted ex-

periments, carried on for some years, and most
minutely recorded, that this quantity of land in

grass was insufficient ; that one moiety of th

spinning-house, a school and
which is clearly staled, the duties to be per-, church for protestants and catholics ; all which
formed, the sums to be repaid to the society fori were raised and completed by the combined
the farm and the stock, and the regulations; and properly directed labours of the colonists,

which must be observed till the repayment is! some of whom had previously been a burden
completed, as also the annual rental to tliem and an incumbrance to the community- The so-

afterwards. At the same time the new cottage ciety also possesses an establishment at a place

seven acres must be kept in grass ; nnd thatj ly deducted from tli

tenant is provided with an account book, on
the first part of which is written a list of the

cows, sheep, tools, flax, wool, and furniture,

supplied to him at first, or afterwards ; and on
the other part he sees set down, once a week,
a statement of the sums which himself, or any
of his family have learned, and what they have
paid ofl' towards liquidating their expenses of

establishment; a certain portion being uniform

irnmgs, while it is lefi

three cows, and three sheep, or a number of

the latter equivalent to any deficiency in that

of the former, (reckoning ten sheep as furnish-

ing as much manure as one cow,) besides a

pig for the cottage family, were essential to

the full success of the plan. The system row
pursued, therefore, is to lay down three acres

and a half in grass, to sow one acre with,

what they call wheat, but which is really rye
;

and plant one acre with potatoes, usually

after a crop of green cut rye ; the remaining

acre and a half being appropriated to the

culture of flax, mangel-wurzel, clover, cab-

bages, and such other vegetables as the

cottager may think most advantageous. About
a quarter of an acre was always observed to

be laid out as a kitchen garden ; extending in

"front and on each side of the dwelling house
;

frequently planted with fruit trees, and some-

times inclosed by low hedges."

The qtiantity of grass which may be obtain-

ed in one season of several successive cuttings,

by using fluid manure after each cutting, has

amounted to three hundred and fifty pounds to

the rod, and in some cases to four hundred,

which would be sufficient to keep a moderate

sized cow for four days.

The increasing of the quantity ofland in grass

appears to have been a recent improvement,

from which some great advantages were found

to result.

1st. The cottager, though he had not much
more than half the quantity of land he at first

had to dig, sow, weed, «Stc. yet, owing to the

extra amoimt of live stock kept, and the larger

quantity of manure consequently made, he had

been enabled, from the less land, ^nd with less

labour, to obtain as much, and oftentimes

more produce, than wiien a larger portion of

his little farm was kept under the spade.

2d. The cottager had not now to purchase

from the society, eitlicr hay for his cattle ir

the venter, or manure for his land ; of whicl

articles usually one, and sometimes both, were,

under the first system, required to be bought

;

and it was found that the management of two

or three cows gave no more trouble to the fe-

males of the family, than one, except the addi-

tional time occupied in milking.

On surveying the live stock the writer gene-

rally found only two cows in milk and one

dry.

Fluid manure was carefully preserved in pits

covered with reeds to keep out

Each family, on being admitted to a cottage

to their own option to pay more, or lay out the

surplus in articles of utility, which can only be

procured from the directors in the colony. The
cottagers also liquidate a part of the expenses

of their establishment, by delivering such por-

tions of their produce as they can spare, after

providing for the necessary consumption of

their families and live slock, and for this they

are allowed the market value of the surrounding

districts, the amount being entered to the credit

in the account book.

Whenever a family has repaid the expenses

of their establishment, which at most is £76
thoy have a right to quit the colony ; and take

with them, or sell, their live slock and other

moveable property, as ihey please ; or they

may continue there, if they prefer it ; in which

case they are bound to pay the society a rent

of fifty guilders, or £4 13s. 4d. ?. year, to

keep their house and barn in due repair, anc

the land properly manured. The directo

stated that many were entitled to leave their

cottages, but that few had done so, and he did

not think many would, as they could live com
fortably, and save money.
The society assists the colonists by furnish

ing them with work which is ahcays paid for
by the piece, and not by time : this regulation

has been found most essential.

In speaking of the schools, the writer was
gratified in observing the cleanliness and cheer-

fulness of the children, their great number
and the respect and affection, not fear or ap

prehension, with which they appeared to regard

their teachers. The school hours of attendance

were about the same that are usually observed

in this country ; but children of different sexes

and ages attended at different parts of the d;

so that the school accommodated, and the

master taught, a greater number of scholars

than if the same children attended all day

Parents were required to send all their chil

dren, from four to twelve years of age, to school

at the appointed hours, according to their a;

and sex. They were taught spelling, readin

writing, arithmetic, the history of Holland, and

singing sacred music by notes, all at the ex

pense of the society. Religious instruction i:

given two days in each week, by clergymen of

the same religious tenets as their parents,l!e Ilia

what it may, tiie government paying such cler

gymen their salaries. At a little distance from

Frederick's Oord is the colony of Willii

Oord, consisting of 169 crtiages, with seven

acres of land to each, together with a subd

called Waterecn, for educating and instructing

about sixty boys in agriculture, &c. From ihis

seminary they intend to supply the different

settlements with efficient agricultural directors.

They have another and a larger establish-

ment called Veenliuizen, in which twelve hun-

dred poor orphan children are boarded and

educated, who, for the greater part, earn their

own subsistence by agriculture, and the trades

connected with it ; manufacturing their own
tools and implements, growing the materials

for their own clothes, and making thetn up.

At this establishinent, the society have about

two thousand acres of the same kind of heath

and bog land, as at Frederick's Oord, of which

they have brought nine hundred acres into ex-

cellent cultivation. Besides the large building

required to accommodate so many children,

nine farm houses have been erected, afier llie

same fashion as the cottages and barns at

Frederick's and William's Oord : though of

larger dimensions. Each farm contains fifty

Dutch morgen of land, (about one hundred

English acres) and is under the management
of a farmer and his family, residing in the farm

house, who, by practising the soiling system,

are enabled to keep twenty cows, one hundred

sheep, and two horses, on the hundred acres.

These farms are usually cultivated on the same

plan, viz. 40 acres in grass, 16 in potatoes, 20

in clover, and the remaining 24 in various kinds

of grain.

Ten years only have elapsed since the com-

mencement of this great orphan asylum, and

it is more than probable, that in less than ten

years more, the other eleven farm houses will

be built, and the rest of the land (1 100 acres)

brought into cultivation. And these beneficial

purposes will be in a great degree effected by

the labour of orphan children, who thus not

only contribute so essentially towards their

own support, but from the useful education,

and industrious habits they are acquiring, bid

fair to become most valuable members of so-

ciety.

Besides these the society has yet another esta-

blishment for one thousand destitute men and

women, who from being unmarried or other

circumstances, or from confirmed habits of

indolence and carelessness, are rendered unfit

objects for the settlement of cottages of Fred-

erick's or William's Oord. They are placed

therefore, under management similar to the

large establishment for children, from which

it is but a short distance, and from the road

leading to which, its principal buildings and

the little farm houses belonging to it, of which

twenty-one are visible from one spot, form a

pleasing and interesting spectacle.

The manner of bringing up the orphan chil-

dren at Veenhuizen appeared most admirable.

In this asylum, all but those of tender age con-

tributed to their own support ; every one being

employed during some hours every day in

either agriculture, gardening, carpentering,
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weaving, baking, &.c. or in domestic, labour,

knitting, seuing, making clothes, cooking, &c.

according lo their respective ages, sex, and

strength ; and thus they assisted to prepare

among themselves every thing required for

their own use, or for the use of the colony.

To these setllenienls are attached plain

churches, for both protestanis and catholics,

with dwelling iiouses for their clergymen, wiio,

judging from the conduct and demeanour of

the settlers, must be men who labour sincerely

and earnestly in their vocation. Their salaries

'are paid by the government ; there are no

tithes ; and the society's lands and property

are exempted from taxes of every kind.

The harmony that exists between catholics

and protestants, in this country, as well as in

several other parts of the continent, forms a

striking and pleasing contrast to that sectarian

bitterness which is the bane and disgrace of

Ireland.

We strongly recommend this little work of

Dean and Munday's, from which we have so

largely quoted, to the attentive perusal of every

philanthropist, as it contains in a small com-

pass, the essence of much larger publications

on the same subject.

In our next we purpose to give a short ac-

count of the institution at Ommershans for va-

grants and criminals.

INTERPRETATION OF PROPHECY.
'• Whatever tends to facilitate the enlightened

study ofscripture prophecy isconfessedly valua-

ble to devout men, as it strengthens the gene-

ral evidence of Christianity, enlarges the sphere

in which the human mind may contemplate the

communications of the Supreme Intellect, and

guards against those evils which have so often

resulted from the intrusion of inconsiderate and
incompetent speculators into this department

of enquiry. Lord Bacon, in his 'Advancement
of Learning,' wished to have a ' history of pro-

phecy,' wherein ' every prophecy of Scripture

might be sorted with the event fulfilling the

same, throughout the ages of the world, both

tor the better confirmation of faith, and for the

betterillumination of the church, touching those

parts of prophecies which are yet unfulfilled :'

and though much has been done in this depart-

ment since his times, much undoubtedly re-

mains to be accomplished. It is of the great-

est consequence to have some clear notion what
proi)hecies refer to ages past, and have reach-

ed their consummation, and what remain un-

accomplished ; to know what predictions relat-

ed to the more immediate interests of the Jew-
ish people, at or near the limes in which the

])rophets wrote, and which of them belong

more comprehensively to the future and per-

manent interests of the church of Christ. Such
a distinction is '.he more necessary on account

of the wild theories of certain recent specula-

tors upon unfulfilled prophecy, who mix and
confound together subjects which have no na-

tural connection, heedlessly applying prophe-
cies and denunciations which have already met
their accomplishment, (as in the case of Egypt,
Moab, Tyre,) to the future overthrow of the

papal nations, and the downfall of Antichrist

and infidelity. In ail former times the study of

the prophecies was supposed to require ade-

quate learning ; some fixed principles of bibli-

cal criticism ; an ability to estimate the force

of evidence ; a capacity to discriminate be-

tween predictions which have and those which
have not received their completion ; a mode-
rate acquaintance with geography and chrono-

logy ; together with sucii an estimate of the

proper province of reason, and of tne necessa-

ry hmils of human understanding, as might
prevent a rash and peremptory decision, upon
points concerning which the angels in heaven

are declared, by our Lord himself, tojiave no

precise knowledge, and 'w bich the Father hath

reserved in his own power.' But, in tlie pre-

sent day, these obvioua pre-requisites seem to

have been voted utterly useless ; the safe rules

W'hich guided better understandings have been

thrown lo the winds ; ignorance has assumed

the tuition of ignorance, and presumption has

uttered its bold anathema, where piety ought

to have been content to pray, and patience to

wait. Some men seem to approach the sure

word of prophecy in pretty much the same
spirit as that in which Alexander applied to

the priestess and the oracle of old—lo dictate,

not to entreat ; to decide rather than to con-

sult ; determined to find, or to force an answer

:

or, as Saul enquired of the pythoness of En-
dor, apparently not at all concerned whether
the inspiration came from above or from below.

The immediate effect of the very superficial

writings of such persons, wc regret to say, has

been to attach discredit to the whole subject

of unfulfilled predictions ; to weaken the faith

of the devout ; to point the sneers of the pro-

fane ; to give to those wiio call themselves

philosophical unbelievers what they deem a

triumph, and, in a word, to put the study of

prophecy many degrees more backward than

it was before."

—

Eclectic Review.

THE FAMLY STATE.

An extract from the Erery Day Christian, hy T. II.

Gallaudef.

To render the family state what it should be,

pains must be taken, constant and unwearied,

by the heads of tiie family, to make it the scene

not only of subordination and good order, but

of improvement in interesting useful know-

ledge, and of rational innocent enjoyment.

Home, to be an attractive spot to the buoyancy

and cheerful vivacity of youth, must be made
pleasant and delightful. It must have a hal-

lowed charm shed over it : so that, even amidst

the novelties and fiscinations of the fresh, and

fair, and beautiful world around him, the son,

the clerk, the apprentice, may turn to it at all

hours with fond anticipations ofhis quiet joys.

Are effectual means used by parents and heads

of families to make it so ?

The table may be spread with wholesome

and agreeable food, dealt out in liberal abun-

dance to those who surround it. But it not

unfrequentiy happens, that during the whole

meal, there is a profound and demure silence
;

no kindly greeting of interest, no smiles of

countenance, no pleasant tones of voice to wel-

come the inmates of the household ;—no cheer-

ful and improving conversation ; no remarks or

enquiries, to draw it forth, on the part of the

diffident ; no innocent sportiveness, at proper
times and occasions. Such seasons recurring

thrice daily, and more than a thousand times

a year, might be made greatly subservient to

the imprevenrent and rational enjoyment of

the family, lo the cultivation of the kind of-

fices of courtesy among its members ; a subject

surely not lo be neglected in the education of

youth ; to the inculcating of the impoitant les-

son that our happiness is best promoted when
we make common ^tock of it, and to the en-

twining round the hearts of all the ties of domes-
tic afiijction. But such frequently recurring sea-

sons, full of these golden opportunies, are thus

often lost, and worse than lost;—for they will

be regarded as seasons of constraint and gloom,
and made as short and hurried as the demand
of appetite or the gratifications of the palate

will permit.

And so they are made fo a very great ex-

tent ; and lo such an extent, tiiat it has become
a national characteristic and reproach. In in-

curring this reproach we sacrifice the domes-
tic advantages and enjoyments that have been
mentioned ; the occasion of teachmg our chil-

dren many useful lessons of politeness, of kind-

ly feeling, and of the minor morals; l!ie bene-
fits, by no means to be overlooked, of that more
healthful exercise of the digestive organs which
slower and a more deliberate eating will pro-

duce—and those agreeable associations, not of
an animal but an intellectual kind, which might
be shed around the family board, and which
would lend no ineffectual aid in rendering home
delightful.

All this may be regarded by some frugal

housewife, or some calculating man of busi-

ness, avaricious of time, because time is mo-
ney, as a small affair. But the affections of

a group of children and youth, and of clerks

or apprentices, if this^will aid in securing them

to the parents- and heads of the family, are

worth something more than dollars and cents

—and as trifling as the means employed in

doing this may seem, let it be remembei-ed,

that life is made up of little things, and that

many small and delicate links' must be put

together to form the golden chain of domestic

love.

Improved Lock.—The Yankees are ever

producing something new. A lock has been

recently invented in Boston, which, wilh a

simple key,«may be so changed as to open in

a different manner every day in the year. The
inventors ofl^er a reward of fifty dollars to any

one who will unlock it, and further propose to

place it on a trunk, and depcsit therein one
ilioHeond dollars against any one willing^to ha-

zard a like sum—on condition that it shall be
opened in the course of one year, by the most
experienced lock-picker, the whole sum shall

be forfeited. Moreover, the key will be placed

in the hands of the pei-son accepting the wa-
ger, and the trunk unlocked every day in his

presence.

—

Late Paper.

Our reliiiion consists neither in willing nor

running, but in waiting on the spirit and power
of the Lord, to work all in us and for us—

.

Pennington.
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The tbllouing Testimony conceiniiii,' Re-

becca Byicl, (formerly Youn^,) was printed by

direction of ilie l.ite Yearly Meeting of Friends

in London ; a copy of winch has been handed

lo us for insertion in " The Friend," accom-
panied with the few lines vvliich precede.

Having been a good deal-with our late l)e-

loved friends Deboraii Darby and Rebecca
Young, when in America, particularly in a

visit to the families of one of the monthly

meetings in this city, it may not be unaccepta-

ble to those who have little knowledge of them,

to mention, that their labours were truly evan-

gelical. Rebecca, though of a feeble consti-

tution, and liius seemingly unlit for arduous

service, yet her zeal for promotion of the cause

of truth, and her deep concern for the everlast-

ing well-being of her fellow probationers, en-

gaged her to labour almost unremittingly in

endeavouring to accomplish the work wliich

she believed was, in Divine wisdom, assigned

as her duty. Her ministry was not with ex-

cellency of speech, or with enticing words of

men's wisdom, but really in demonstration of the

spirit and of power, searching the hearts, and

opening the condiiioii of many of the audience ;

thus giving them in measiiie to see and feel the

preciousness of the life of righteousness, and

under this solemn covering, cimvicling them of

their own unfaithfulness and wilful disobedience

to the wooings and strivings of the Spirit of

Christ for their recovery and establishment in

the patii of perfect rectitude and solid peace.

J. E.

A Testimony from the Monthly Meeting of
Shiifteshury and Slierhorne, in the County

of Dorset, respecting Rebecca Byrd, of
Marnhull, deceased.

It having pleased the Lord to take from

amongst us our beloved friend, Rebecca Byrd,

we linnk it right to give forth the following

testimony respecting her.

She was a woman that feared the Lord from

her youth, and, in her love to Christ, she took

up her cross daily, denied herself, and followed

him. She was remarkable fur the constancy

of her faith in the immediate teaching of the

Holy Spirit, and was deeply attentive to its in-

timations, during the course of her walk in

life. It was given her to build on the founda-

tion of the prophets and apostles, Jesus

Christ himself being the chief corner stone
;

and we believe that he, in whom she trusted

as her strength and her redeemer, was with her

to the end of her days.

As a minister of the gospel of the grace of

God, she was sound in doctrine, weighty, and

scriptural. We believe her to have been faith-

ful to her calling, and patient in waiting for

the renewing of the Holy Ghost ; and both in

her early dedication, and in advanced life, care-

ful not to move, either in her travels abroad,

or in the appointment of meetings, or in the

exercise of her gift generally, without an evi-

dence of the quickening virtue of the Spirit of

Christ putting her forth, and engaging her in

his service. Unity amongst the believers was
especially valuable to her. She was constant

in her friendships, and to the poor in her own
neighbourhood she was kind and considerate

;

and, in pioportion to her means, which were
never very abundant, she endeavoured to ad-

minister to their relief, even by abridging her-

self of some personal comforts.
Our dear friend was the daughter of John

and Jane Y'oung, of Shrewsbury. In iier very
early years she was the subject of serious reli-

gious impressions, which were sometimes in-

duced by the ministry of friends who visited

her fathe»'s family, and at other times by the

immediate influences of Divine love.

We have received but few particulars of that

period of life which elapsed between her child-

iiood and the twenty-fourth year of her age,
about which lime she was awakened lo deep
religious Ihoughtfulness, and to a sense of many
transgressions. The hand of the Lord was
heavy upon her for a season. She souglit in

prayer for restoration to his favour; and very

earnest was her engagement of mind, that in

all things she might be brought into conformi-
ty to the Divine Will. She was gradually

drawn into separation from her former com-
panions ; and in her waiting before the Most
High, she had clearly to see that lie was pre-

paring her for the work of the ministry. A
prospect of this line of religious service had, it

appears, been opened to her in childhood ; but

whilst her mind was occupied with youthful

vanities, it had been much obscured. Being sub-

sequently humbled in the presence of her Lord,
and in great measure crucified to the world, the

call was renewed, and she was made willing lo

obey the requiring. Iler first appearance in the

ministry was in 1784, in the twenty-sixth year
of her age. In this dedication of herself to the
service of CIm isi, slie i.ut only enjoyed the unity

of friends, but was also favoured with that

peace of mind which had become precious to

her above all other things. She was very soon

engaged lo travel abroad in the work of the

gospel ; and before the close of that year, she

became the companion of our beloved friend

Deborah Darby, in a visit to the principality

of Wales. They were closely united in the

fellowship of the gospel of Christ ; and from
that time to the death of our said friend, in

1810, they were, with little intermission, em-
ployed in the same service, visiting most parts

of Great Britain and Ireland ; and in the year

1793 they were engaged in a visit to Friends in

North America, in which arduous service they

were absent three years.

In the year 1800 she was married to our

dear friend William Byrd, of Marnhull, and
became a member of this monthly meeting

;

and in company with her husband, subsequent-

ly to the decease of Deborah Darby, she con-

tinued to make proof of her ministry, not only

in our own Society, but also extensively among
those of other denominations, in various parts

of this nation, Scotland, and Ireland. Her
ministry was exercised in much watchfulness,

and deep humility ; and its tendency was not

only to gather the people to Christ, that he

might become their Saviour from sin, but that,

taught of him, they might be brought to a clear

understanding of the spirituality and pcacoable-

ness of his kingdom. Having passed through

many conflicts of spirit, and being kept alive to

a sense of her own infirmities, she was prepar-

ed to sympathise with those who were in tempt-

ation, and tried with doubt and discourage-
ment. To the weary, the heavy laden, and
those who were in tribulation atid depression,
it was often given her to speak a word lor their

comfort, and the strenglhening of their fiith.

Whilst attending the yearly meeting of
1829, she was seized with an afiection of apo-
plexy, from which she was so far restored, as
to be frequently and acceptably engaged in her
own meeting, and in our monthly and quarter-
ly meetings, in the attendance of which she had,
during her health, been very exemplary, and
eminently serviceable.

For about two years previous to licr decease,
she was tried with much bodily sufl'ering ; and
although confined at home, and Jiving in a
situation much secluded from intercourse with
friends, it was evident that her love to the c-iuse

of Christ, and her interest in the welfire of our
own Society, and the progress of true religion

in the world at large, were in nowise abated.
For the youth amongst us, she had long felt an
affectionate and ardent solicitude ; and it might
be truly said, that she had no greater joy than
to behold the children of her friends walking in

the truth. Her concern fjr our young people
is so fully expressed in the following paper,

which, though without date, appears lo iiave

been written in the course of her illness, it is

thought desirable to insert it.

" Often, very often, of later time, when not

well enough to move amongst my friends as

heretofore, my mind has been led to remember
some of my younger friends with earnest de-

sires, that it may please my Heavenly Father
to extend his gracious visitations to their souls,

even as he was mercifully pleased to extend
them to my soul, when young in years, so that

all within me was bowed under the sense of his

mercy and love in calling me, an unworthy
creature, who had often turned a deaf ear to

his secret wooings and strivings— in calling rae

into a strait and narrow way, even the way of
the cross ; which for a season was bitter to me.
and I was ready to conclude, 1 never could

yield my neck to such a yoke. But oh ! his

boundless goodness in softening and melting

my heart, until it became willing lo obey, and
cheerfully submit lo be accounted a fool

amongst my former associates ; and when this

submission was brought about, then to fill my
mind with a sense of his goodness, so that I

could joyfully follow him in that way, which
before had a[)pcaredso narrow that I had con-

sidered it im()ossible to walk therein. The
sense of the love and mercy which was at that

day extended to me, humbles my spirit while I

record il, and raises living desires, that the

same gracious power may so draw, and so

strengthen many minds in this day, as to en-

able Ihein to forego every pleasant picture, or

creaturely orospect, and lo leave all that is be-

hind ; and ^_-'v^mplicity of heart to yield to the

secret intir' t)s of the Heavenly Visitant, who
would de; . ^oLntifully with them, and make
them lambs of his pasture, and sheep of his

fold ; clothing them from time to time with

every requisite for the warfare unto which ho

is pleased lo call them. And thus servants

and handmaids will be raised up to succeed

those who may be shortly called from works

to rewards ; some of whom, though now much
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unfitted for active service, can thankfully ac-

knowledge that they have not served a hard

master ; and therefore strong are their desires

that a succeeding generation may wisely give

up their names to be enrolled as advocates in

his blessed cause."

Her state of mind at this time may be inferred

from the subjoined extracts from her private

memorandums.
" Tenth monlh, 19th, 1832. Serious

thoughts of death almost constantly attend me,

night and day
;

yet death does not appear in

prospect to have any sting. I hope this does

not arise from stupefaction, though much
mental weakness is my companion, but from a

humble trust that mercy and peace await me."
'• Twelfth monlh.—O that I could sing of

mercy and judgment, as some have often done !

But I am poor and empty
;
yet my heart craves

good. Help, Lord ! if it be thy will, and suffer

me not to despair, however tried ; for I have

loved thee and thy truth, even from a child.

Oh ! that in old age I may not forget thee, v. ho

wast the dew of my youth, and my helper in

time of trouble.
'^ Third month, 12th, 1833.—Since the

twelfth month last, I iiave been wholly confined

to the house, and much to my chamber and

bed ; v;i(h great pain both day and night : many
of the latter have been nearly sleepless. O that

I could be satisfied that patience has had its

perfect work ! One only knows my conflicts

of mind and body—may his compassion not

fail."

Her sufferings continued to increase, and she

was often afflicted with very acute pain, and at

limes involved in mental conflict, by the with-

drawing of that sense of the presence of her

Saviour which had been her joy and song in

the course of her Christian pilgrimage. In this

time of trial, her faith did not fail ; she cried

unto the Lord in prayer, and we believe her

prayer was granted, and that He to whom she

desired to commit the keeping of her soul, in

his ever-watchful care and love, was with her,

and assisted her endeavours to stay her mind

on him. One evening, when very ill, and think-

ing that perhaps she might leave this state of

being before the morning, she wished he

friends to know that, although her sufferings

were very great, she did not murmur ;
neither

had she a murmuring thought. Speaking of

her religious service, she frequently said, that

she knew of nothing that she had left undone

that was required of her, and that she felt no

condemnation. And on another occasion,

sending a message to one for whom she was re-

ligiously exercised, she said, " Tell her," al-

luding to her own state of rnind, " it is all

peace within, and I ain waiting to be wafted

away to the Lord Jesus, where I wish her to

come to me." Within half an ho|'r of her de-

parture, though it was not consid|£t d by her at-

tendants that her end was imtn^sdlaiWy at hand,

her husband, who for many weeks' had been

confined to his chamber, with much weakness,

was assisted to her bed-side. On enquiring

how she felt herself, she said she had no pain

of mind, the pain of the body only, and that

" her peace was made." She spoke but 1

after this interview, and quietly expired on the

morning of the 24th of the 5th mouth, 1 834

the 76th year of her age, and was interred at

rnhull, the 1st of the 6th month. A minister

about fifty years.

Read, approved, and signed in our Monthly

Meeting, held at Shaftesbury, the 31st of 3d

monlh, 1835, by men and women Friends.

At a General Meeting for Dorset and Hunts,

held at Poole, the 2nd of 4th month,

1335—
The foregoing Testimony, respecting our

beloved friend, Rebecca Byrd, has been read

amongst us ; and this meeting, in lively remem-
brance of the consistency of her Christian con-

duct, her humility and watchfulness, and the

faithfulness with which she laboured amongst
us, and lier devotedne.ss to the cause of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to the end of

her days, cordially unites therewith.

For '\Tlie Friend."

REBECCA SCUDAMORE.
In the year 1759, the account left R. S.

encountering the difficulties which presented

on entering a life of dedication to her Lord

and Saviour. She would gladly then have

given the right hand of fellowship to those of

the community with which she had been con-

nected, but was not so happy as to find any to

whom it was agreeable. Her soul became
greatly exercised, and truly hungered for the

bread that alone satisfies; she inclined, and

her husband, who had opposed her religious

views, granted her permission to frequent the

established church, and at one of its places of

worship in Bristol she attended during the

remainder of her life, uuiil confined by ill-

ness. Those doctrines contained in its liturgy

which inculcated the necessity of regenera-

tion, she fully adopted ; believing in divine

inspiration, and that, without God, we cannot

think a good thought, or do any thing that is

good; and that the Christian must be engaged

in prayer for the daily renewings of the Holy
Spirit—that it may in all things direct—that

he may obey its motions and experience it to

be his ruler and guide. Her reading was

principally confined to the Bible, which she

esteemed the book of books, and it was her

daily companion. Her progress in the work

of inward purification, and the knowledge of

the truths of the gospel, will appear by the

following extracts from her letters:

—

1761. " Oh my dear friend, I am indeed

in the deeps of affliction. My soul is ex-

ceeding sorrowful. My God, I cry day and

night unto thee ! I call to mind my past mer-

cies and deliverances, yet am not comforted.

Lord, hear my prayer, that conieth not out of

feigned lips. Submit my will to thine, how-

soever afflictive it be to flesh and blood, and

sanctify these great suflTerings, that I may be

brought nearer to thee, my Saviour, my God,

and my all in all."

" I have indeed experienced, that of walk-

ing in darkness and seeing no light; and my
sins like a host have encamped. against me ;

and unbelief, like a mountain, hath obscured

all my bright prospects. Oh that I may come
forth from this fiery furnace, as gold purif

bearing the image of the Son of Man. Surely

he never forsook any that trusted in him; his

mercy cannot forsake rae, for he died for

sinners."
" I have experienced that Jesus the captain

of our salvation, thanks be to his tender mer-
cies, hath supported, under all the trials he is

pleased to exercise me with. I am sensible

resignation is the duty called for at present.

Blessed Jesus, grant me that grace. May pa-

tience have its perfect work, and may thy

will be done. Oh that I could praise him for

being pleased in the least degree to bend my
unruly will. His grace has indeed taught me
not to entertain the least hard thoughts under
this painful dispensation. But my dear friend,

you are sensible, even grace does not render
us insensible to very great sufferings. Bless
him, my dear friend, that the heavens wear a
fairer aspect, that he has calmed the tempest;
and when my dear Jesus, the sun of righteous-

ness, is pleased to shine forth, may my glad*

dened soul spring forth with joy inexpressible,

to meet him whom my soul loveth."

1762. " Permit me to speak of the grace
which sweetly leads to the enjoyment of di-

vine communion and intercourse with our
God. Prayer brings us into the presence
chamber. Oh, let us always live in this

chamber; and when business calls off our
thoughts, let us silently steal a look. He will

certainly meet us. Oh, the unspeakable satis-

faction to find him near ! How shall I find

language to express his goodness; and how
much your Jesus longs to bestow himself,

with his best of blessings upon you. O! do
but look to him, whether cold or dead, only

look to him just as you are. All your unfit-

ness should not in the least discourage; it is

his glorious work to help, and he delights to
do it. Oh, that the prayers of one so unworthy
as myself, might prevail for your receiving

every needful blessing. Remember, we rely

upon an Advocate, whose blood always pleads,

and who has given us this sweet promise, that

if we ask, we shall receive."

The phraseology of R. S. differs in some
respects from that of a Friend, but the senti-

ments and language of the two succeeding
letters so strongly resemble those which we
are accustomed to hear, that they might well

be adopted by the most spiritually minded
amongst us. Silent waiting, and the internal

operations of the divine spirit, are unequivo-
cally advocated, sustaining the Christian doc-

trines of Barclay and Penn, who, as true be-

lievers in the gospel of Christ, insisted upon
the efficacy and essential importance of the

immediate communications of the Holy Spirit,

and the duty of patiently waiting upon the

Lord for it.,, Abraham, Moses, Job and David
were acciistoraed to silent, reverent waiting
for the apJSearance of the God of their lives,

that they might be permitted to commune
with him. Every truly humbled soul that

maintains its allegiance to the King of kings,

cannot approach his presence, but with awe
and holy fear, waiting for the stretching forth

of the sceptre of approbation, and the divine

intimation to make known its requests unto

him. The most extensive doctrinal preten-

sions will profit but little, if this steadfast

contrited waiting upon the Lord is abandoned.

Christ's communications to the soul are spirit
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and life, and without the inward feeding upon

his riesii and his blood, we cannot be par-

takers of the divine nature, nor bring forth

fruit to the praise of his Heavenly Father, as

branches of Him who is the true vine. Ex-

cept ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and

drink his blood, ye have no life in you. This

must be inward and spiritual. Those who
are soaring above the gentle inshinings of the

light of Christ, and treating it as unworthy of

their regard, may pronounce the doctrine

mysticism, or quietism, or whatever may suit

a vain and exalted mind, but it will, never-

theless, be supported by the testimony of

holy men, and of the Lord Jesus, and his

apostles, and by the experience of every faith-

ful and liumble follower of the Lord, to the

end of the world."

1763. " How shall such vile dust as I am
write on so sublime a subject—the secret ope-

ration of the Holy Spirit in our souls, and of

that inactive, silent, humble prostration of

soul, that appears, if I may use the expression,

as it were annihilated in its own eyes, in or-

der perfectly to cease from all actings of its

own, that God, alone, may be its actor and

mover. You must read my heart to know
what it means on this subject; my pen is un-

able to declare it. There, O my dear Jesus,

do thou by the continual operation of thy

blessed Spirit, deepen these truths in my
heart, and may they bring forth fruits of

righteousness, that may evidence the indwell-

ing of the blessed Spirit, in me, thy poor sin-

ful servant. And O that the time for his

glorious appearance to take away all sin, was

arrived ! Dear Saviour, hasten thy coming, or

give greater patience to wail fo^ thy coming.

"Oh, my friend, we should not live at so

low a rate. Are not our souls, think you,

like the dead bodies of the two prophets

spoken of in the Revelations, that continued

dead, until the Spirit of Life entered into

themi Then they lived indeed. If Jesus

doth but speak the word, the same Spirit of

Life shall show forth the like divine woncRfr

in our souls. Oh, let us be often looking to

this blessed Author and Finisher of our faith;

at loast, let us be as those that are waiting

for their Lord, it is his sweet work to bless

us u ith that grace of /nimble, patient waiting

;

* and who knows but he may surprise us, with

his glorious appearance, when we least ex-

pect. I am assured his coming forth will be

like a blessed bridegroom indeed. Its glory,

is not to be described. Then will the ever-

lasting doors be opened, and the King of

glory shall have an entrance— the everlasting

gate's will lift up their heads. To your watch

tower, my dear friend—to our watch tower

—

methinks some sweet signs of his appearance

f are already to be seen. Way you soon arrive

to the summit of your desires, by increasing

in all spiritual knowledge and understand

ing."
" How happy are they, who, being led and

guided by the Spirit of Truth, are enabled to

walk according to its unerring directions.

Have not such souls that unction from above,

the apostle declares, that teachelh all things,

without the necessity of outward teaching]

Certainly they are those blessed, peculiarly

blessed souls, in whom Christ Jesus is a well
j

of water, springing up into eternal life, and
to whom he is a never ceasing spring of com-

1

fort and blessedness. Shall we not then i

watch and 2)ray, and strive to partake of such !

an inestimable privilege? And should we;
meet with ever so great difficulties, yet should

we not be discouraged; for Infinite Wisdom
sees it necessary to purge and purify his

children by the sorest of trials, that their

dross may be cleansed and done away. These
are comfortable words— ' our light afflictions,

which are but for a moment, shall work for

us, an exceeding and eternal weight of glory.'

Words sufficient to animate, comfort, and

strengthen the weakest believer. My God
knows his grace, teaches me to aspire after

no less than to be led and guided by his bless-

ed spirit. I would, cost whatever it might,

that I was moulded into the likeness of my
Redeemer, Jesus Christ. It is my earnest

desire, that such a disposition was fully wrote

in me, so as to keep back nothing, that my
God may require ; and that all his dispensa-

tions, whether of prosperity or adversity, may
serve to answer that one grand purpose."

R. S.

" As it was in the days of the apostles,

when some were crying up Paul and Apollos,

and so forth, he judged them as carnal ; and

exhorted them and admonished them, that

their faith should not stand in men, nor in

the words of man's wisdom, but in the power
of God. He said he would not know the

speech of them, but the power amongst them,

for the kingdom of God is not in word, but

in power. So it is to be now. Every one's

faith must stand in the power of God, and

net in men, nor their speeches upon the good
words. For we have seen by experience,

when they begin to cry up men, and their

faith stands in them, such as would have

people's faith to stand in them, love popu-

larity, and bring not people's faith to stand

in the power of God. Such cannot exalt

Christ, and when such fall, they draw a great

company after them."

—

George Fox.

In his confinement at Bayonne, John Grif-

fith remarks, " We were very much imposed

upon on account of provisions, and our money
went very fast. Not being quite without fear,

if they should discover we had sufficient, some
other way might be found to get it from us

we made enquiry whether any could be found

willing to supply us with money, and fake

our draft upon London, allowing them a pre

mium. We soon found they were very will

Society, such reputation hath the real pos

session of the truth gained our Friends, far

and wide ; but to our sorrow, the bare pro-

fession of it, in divers mournful instances of

late, hath produced quite the contrary effect.

So that there hath been reason to fear the

great credit gained by our worthy predeces

sors for justice and punctuality, is in dangei

of being in some measure lost to the Society

by the misconduct of some of their descend,

ants. They told us that divers of the people

called Quakers had been amongst them, but

they were not like us. That they looked upon
us to be the precise stiff Quakers, but those

who had been there before behaved in a com-

plaisant manner, not sticking at the punctilio

of the hat, &c. We let them know, that our

behaviour in these respects was no other

than what is consistent with our principles
;

that we could not answer for those who were
hypocrites, professing one thing and practising

another. W'e could discover, that upon all

occasions, they seemed to have a greater de-

pendence on our veracity than that of the

est of our company ; and, upon the whole,

showed us full as much, if not more kind-

A peaceful profitable old age—" In Virgi-

nia, near James River, I met with an aged

Friend, whose name was William Porter. He
was ninety-two years of age ; and had then a

daughter two years old. Some years after, 1

saw him, and he was weeding Indian corn

with a hoe. He was then about a hundred
and six years of age, and had upwards of

seventy children, grandchildren, and great

grandchildren. We went, (divers Friends,)

to see him, and he preached to us a short but

very afl'ecting sermon, which was, as near as

I can remember, verbatim thus : ' Friends,

you are come to see me in the love of God.
God is love, and those that dwell in God
dwell in love. I thank God I feel his divine

life every day and every night.'

" He lived to see his above mentioned

daughter married, and died aged one hundred

and seven years."

—

Thomas Chalklcy's Jour-

nal.

O, what a great snare bright genius and ex-

tensive natural abilities are to some, when they

are deluded by Satan to trust in them, and
presumptuously imagine they are sufficient to

answer every purpose for guidance and help,

not only in temporal, but spiritual things, with-

out supernatural and_divine aid immediately

communicated. I have met with no state more

at enmity, nor in greater opposition to the

truth ; nor from whose spirits more pain and

distress is to be met with, than from those

worldly-wise and self-sufficient people, who no

doubt would deride this observation ; or any

thing else that asserts an inward sense of things.

They are very much out of the way of being

reached unto and helped ;' therefore they are

in great danger of being left alone, that they

may wander and perish. I sincerely wish that

the tender hearted, both youth and others, may

be preserved from the infection nf that poison

,-.f napa ivliioli is uniJer iheir tongues. John.

Griffith.

" It became indisputably clear to my un-

derstanding, that it is altogether impossible

to administer, in a feeling effijctual manner,

to people's several states, unless we are bap-

tised thereinto. Well adapted words, and

sound doctrine, as to the general appearance,

may without much difficulty be attained, see-

ing we have the Holy Scriptures and many

other good books, containing the principles
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of truth, and the Christian experience of the

Lord's people: yet all this delivered with

the tongue of men or angels, will prove an

empty fruitless sound, without the power and
demonstration of the spirit of Christ, who en-

ables his upright hearted ministers to search

all things, yea, the hidden mystery of iniquity,

as well as the deep things of God, even as

he led his prophet Ezekiel to look through

the hole in the wall, that the most secret

abominations may be brought to light, and

testified against.

—

Ibid.

" We do not read in the revelations of the

locusts coming upon the earth, until the

smoke arose out of the bottomless pit and

darkened the sun and air. And whenever

the children of men shall, in a general way,

turn to the light of the Sun of Righteousness

in their own liearts. Mystery Babylon, the

mother of harlots, must fall, and her merchants

will be wholly rejected. All their abominable

craft will be fully discovered. Great will be

(heir torment, fear and distress, in that day !

The Lord Almighty hasten the time, for his

own name's sake, when all craft, violence,

and shedding of human blood may be at an

end; and righteousness cover the earth, as

water covers the sea.

—

Ibid.

Can I do any thing towards my own salva-

tion ? Of thyself thou canst not ; but in the

power of Him that worketh both to will and

to do, thou mayst do a little at first : and as

that power grows in thee, thou wilt be able

to will more and to do more, even until

nothing become too hard for thee. And
when thoa hast conquered all, sufl'ered all,

perfornred all, thou shalt see, and be able

u'dderstandingly to say, thou hast done no-

flijng; but the eternal virtue, life and power,

bath wrought all in thee.

—

Fennington.

HEAVEN IN PROSPECT.

BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.

Palms of glory, raiment bright,

Cro\i'ns thai never fade away,
Gird and deck the saints in light.

Priests and kings and conquerors they.

Yet the conquerors bring tlieir palms
To the LamT) amidst the throne,

And proclaim in joyful psalms,

Victory through his cross alone.

Kings for harps their crowns resign,

Crying, as they strike the chords,
" Take the kingdom, it is thine,

King of kings, and Lord of lords I"

Round the altar, priests confess,

• If their robes are white as snow,

'Twas the Saviour's righteousness.

And his blood that made them so.

Who were these ? On earth tlicy dwel

Sinners once of Adam's race,

Guilt, and fear, and suffering felt.

But were saved by sovereign grace.

They were mortal, too, like us

;

Ah! when we, like them, shall die,

May our souls, translated tlius.

Triumph, reign, and shine on high !

'III3 mSSSg"D.

EIGHTH MONTH, 15, 1835.

We have in former volumes, and perhaps

more than once, inserted information respect-

ing the religious visit of James Backhouse and
his companion George Washington Walker, to

the settlements in New Holland : and subse-

quejitlyj relative to the embarkation of Daniel

Wheeler, with his son as a companion, on a

visit of a like nature to some of the islands in

the Pacific Ocean. The following account,

from the Lindfield Reporter of the third

montli last, will doubiless be interesting to

our readers :

" It is well known to the members of the Society of
Friends, that Daniel Wheeler, one of their body, be-

lieving it to be his religious duty to pay a visit in the

love of the gospel to the inhabitants of some of the

islands in the Pacific Ocean, laid his concern before

his friends, assembled in their meetings for disci-

pline, and obtained certificates of their concurrence in

his views; his son Charles Wheeler considered it his

duty to accompany his father, and his offer was ac-

cepted. The ministers of the Society of Friends
rcceii'e no salary whatever—only when their duty
leads them to abandon their means of getting a liveli-

hood, and they travel with a certificale from the

monthly and other meetings witiiin which they re-

side, their necessary expenses arc borne.
" The arduous nature of the religious engagement of

Daniel W heeler and his son, rendered it necessary in

tlje view of some of their friends to purchase a small
vessel for the voyage; which was accordingly done;
and the Henry Freeling, a vessel of about 100 tons,

was provided, and fitted up by private subscription.

After a long detention at the Mother Bank, which, in

some striking instances appeared to be providential,

they sailed on the loth of 3d month, {March.) 1834,
and touched at Rio do Janeiro, wliich they left at the
Jatter end of the 5t,h month, {?,Iay.) and finding tlie

season so far advanced as to render it imprudent to|

attempt the passage by Cape Horn, they stretched

over towards tlie Cape of Good Hope : and after a
tremendous passage of about fifteen weeks, in which
they encountered many terrible storms, and were sub^

jected to great hardships, they arrived, together with
their ship's company, safe and in good health, at Van
Dieman's Land on the 10th of the 9th month, 1834.

" In a letter, dated Henry Freeling, River Derwent,
9th montli, 27th, 1834, Charles Wheeler writes thus

to a friend.

" ' Although a very short lime remains before our
parcel must be sent to the post, 1 cannot suffer it to

leave us, without addressing a few lines to thee, and

must necessarily occupy a number of days, and the
equinoctial gales, which are now blowing with great
violence, render it undesirable to move till a favoura-
ble alteration takes place in the weather.'

" Daniel Wheeler and his son were comforted on
meeting at Hobarton with James Backhouse, a minis-
ter of the Society of Friends, who, with his companion,
George Washington Walker, also a member, have been
engaged in religious labour for about three years in
those parts. They were in usual health.

" Farther letters hnve been received, dated Hobar-
ton, 21st of lOlh month, {October,) 1835; by which it

appears that while the vessel was preparing for her
voyage to the islands of the Pacific, the Friends were
engaged in gospel labour ; and in about fourteen days
from the above date, hoped to proceed on their way,
taking with them as far as Port Jackson, James Back-
house and G. W. Walker, who, having closed their
religious service in Van Dieman's Land, are about to
visit South Holland."

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

The school for boys on Orange street, un-
der tlie care of Charles Atherton, and that for

girls in Morris' court, superintended by Hannah
Alien, will be re-opened on second day, the

24th of the present month.
These schools offer many advantages for the

religious, guarded education of youth in the
useful branches of learning, and it is believed
parents may place their children there with the

confidence not only that their liierai-y instruc-

tion will be sedulously attended to, but a watch-
ful care extended over their morals and deporl-

nient.

3S>"

Vi'ESTTOWN SCHOOL.

no explanation; il will, perbajte, in some degree assist

thee in realising the storiig|r character of otir passage,

though it can never convey an adequate idea of the

series of dangers and providential deliverances which
we have experienced i our voyage has indeed been a

complete succession of wonders, and although, in an
outward sense, one of a severely trying nature, yet

the supporting and protecting care of the Great Ruler

of the winds and waves has been so bountifully dis-

pensed, that to murmur would be the height of ingra-
t:t„Hi. nn niir pnrLs; His meicics have been indeed
extended to our little company in a spiritual as well

as a temporal point of view, and I trust that lasting

I

benefit will result to some of our number. O that our

[Divine Master may enable us to walk humbly and

faithfully before him through all the trials and diffi-

culties which may y^remain to be traversed, relying

I

on his omnipotence and mercy alone 1—My father's

I papers, forwarded by this mail, will enter more parti-

I
cularly into circumstances ; and I will only adinow-

I

ledge, with gratitude, the many divine favours of
'< which we have been recipients ; and for which I de-

j

sire to bless the name of tlie Lord. The time of our

I
probable departure towards Tahiti is yet uncertain

;

several little repairs are making to the vessel, which

A suitable Friend to teach the Latin and
Greek langUHges, and one to leach reading, are

wanted in the boys' school at Wesltown. Ap-
plication may he made to George Williams,

Henry Cope, Thomas Kimber, or Thomas
Evans.

Bundles and par-eels for the plipi^ at

Mftyerford School may hereafter be depo9)&d
at the Counting House of Evang & Wistar,

lumber merchants, northwest corner of Cal-

lowhill and Twelfth streets.

Nofe.— In some of the impressions last week,

Wilson was put fur Wistar in this nolice, by

mistake.

Erratum in last ii'cck's " Friend."

In the first paragraph of the introductory re-

marks to selections from London Epistles, No.
VIr. 9th line—for the words, so far, read

safer.

nd Ihii r a short illness, lit her resi-

dence in Brunswick, Maine, on the 30th ult. Anna
Hacker, widow of Jeremiah Hacker, (formerly of Sa-

lem, Massachusetts,) in the 92d year of her age. She
was for more than 50 years a member and highly

esteemed elder of Durham monthly meeting of Friends.

It may be truly said of this " Mother in Israel," that

her " adorning" was " that of a meek and quiet spi-

rit," and llie comfortable assurance rests upon" the

minds of her surviving friends that her end was peace.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Street, beloip Seienlh, Philadelphia.
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!
being inserted in tlie tender bark of a tree or

j

shrub, is em|)lo_ved without intermission in

absorbing tlie sap, which, after it has passed
tiirough the di<^e.«tive system of the insect, is

discharged by tliese organs. Wlien no ants
iiappen to be at hand to receive this treasure,

the insect ejects it to a distance by a jerking
motion, which at regular intervals they give
their bodies. When the ants, however, are
in attendance, they carefully watcli the emis-
sion of this preciot;s fluid, which they imme-
diately suck down the moment it is exuded.
The ants not only consume this fluid when
voluntarily ejected by the aphides, but, what
is still more surprising, they know how to

make them yield it at pleasure, or in other
words, to milk them. On these occasions
the antennae of the ants discharge the same

nstinct are far [functions as the fingers of a milk maid; with
hey pat the abdomen of the

For " The Friend."

INSECTS.
KO. VI.

Milch Cattle of Ants.

Unique and unparalleled in the animal
kingdom as the history of the ant may ap-

pear, the wonders of the

from being exhausted. We have shown the! these organ
afTectionate interest and concern which they aphis first on one side and then on the other,

manifest towards each other, and the unwea-
j

a little drop of the much coveted juice imme-
ried attention they pay to their young. We.diately e.xudes, which the ant conveys to its

have beheld them in "battle array," under mouth with great eagerness. When it has
the influence of martial ardour, defending; thus exhausted one, it proceeds to another,
themselves from the assaults of their enemies, I and so on until it is satiated, when it returns

piUagin^r llfcir jocighbotirg, subjugatirrg their to its nest. With the cocci ot gall insect they

young, and reducing them to the condition of
I

have recourse to similar manoeuvres, and with
domestic slaves; but another trait in their I

the same success, only when milking them
manners remains to be told, which may be the movement of the antenna over their bo-

^onsidered more wonderful and singular, if
j

dies resembles or maybe compared to the

Bbossible, than anv which has been stated, thrill of the finger over the kevs of a piano
•t: '

"
liat ants should keep and feed certain other

insects, from which lliey procure a fluid in the

same manner as we obtain milk from our

cows, is certainly as extraordinary as that

they should irave slaves to wait upon them,
and perform the more arduous duties of their

colonies.

It has long been knou-n that a connection
subsists between ants and two insects called

aphides or plant lice, and cocci or gall in-

sects, which frequent almost every thing of a

vegetable nature. In the proper season of

the year, any one, who may choose to be at

forte.

The most singular part of this branch of

the natural economy of these sagacious crea-

tures, is, that they make a property of these

cows, for the possession of whith, as has al-

ready been stated, they contend with great

zeal, and use every means in their power to

retain the exclusive use of them to them-
selves. Sometimes the aphides inhabiting

the branches of a particular tree, or the stalks

of a particular plant, are thus appropriated,

and if any vagrant ants attempt to share their

reasure with its true owner, they exhibit

the pains of watching the proceedings of every symptom of uneasiness and anger, and
jilmost any species of ants which are com- employ all their eflTorts to drive them away,
mon in this vicinity, may see them upon the Some species of ants go in search of these

.trees and shrubbery upon which the aphides
j
aphides on the vegetables where they feed;

fabourjd, attending upon them with as much
j

but there arc others, the yellow ant especially,

fidelity as a milk-maid upon her dairy. Lin- who are more domestic in their habits, and

nsBus and other naturalists have, from this
j

like to have all their conveniences and com-
and other cii-cumstances, denominated these! forts within the precincts of their own habita-

insects the milch cattle of the ants, and the
j

lion, for which purpose they collect large

term will be shown not to be inapplicable. The ' herds of a kind of aphis that derives its nutri-

substance which they yield, and which mav
well bo called milk, is a saccharine fluid, said

to be little inferior to honey in sweetness,

and issues in limpid drops from the body of

the insect by tWo tubes, doubtless contrived

for the putpose. The sucker of the aphides

ment from the roots of grass and other plants

which are transported from the neighbouring

roots, it is siifiposed. by subterranean galle-

ries excavated for the purpose, and leading in

all directions from the nest. These they do-

mesticate in their habitations, sharing their

care and solicitude equally with their own
joflspring. On turning up the nest of the
[yellow ant, Huber one day saw a variety of
laphides either wandering about in the differ-

ent chambers, or attached to the roots of
[plants which penetrated into the interior.

jThe ants appeared (o be extremely jealous of

I

their stock of cattle; they followed them
'

about and caressed them, whenever they
wished for the honeyed liquid, which the
aphis never refused to yield. On the slightest

appearance of danger they took them up io //

,

their mouths and gently removed them to a'
~

more sheltered and secure spot. \\'hen it is

recollected* that from them they receive al-

most the whole nutriment both of themselves
and larva;, and that their wealth and prosperity
are in proportion to the nurrrber of their cattle,

we cannot be surprised at the anxiety and
care they feel for them. Indeed, no pastoral-

people could evince more, in guarding the

herds which constitute their dependence.
Other species which do not gather the aphides
together in their own nest, still appear to re-

gard them as private property : they set senti-

nels to protect their places of resort and drive
away intruders, and when the branch on which
they are feeding is conveniently situated they
construct around it a tube of earth or some
other material. In this enclosure, or kind of
paddock, formed near the nest and generally

communicating with it, rhey not only preserve
them from interlopers, but from the natural

enemies of the aphis; the form of these en-

closures seem to be almost as various as those

which farmers constrirct for the protection of
their cattle, depending in great measure upon
the circumstances of locality. Huber ob-

served that the brown ant bailt a chamber
around the stem of a thistle in such a way
that the stalk passed through the centre, so

that from their ant hill they had only to climb
the thistle stalk in order to enter this cattle

fold, which was suspended in mid air. The
interior, smooth and compact, was entii-ely

formed of earth ; it contained a large family

of milch cows, sheltered from the inclemen-
cies of the weather, and protected from their

enemies. These edifices are not always con-

structed near the bottom of the thistle stalk
;

once Huber saw one at the height of five feet

from the ground. "These proceedings," he
says, " are by no means common; we cannot
attribute them to an habitual routine." Some
ants receive their food from the a|)hide3

which suck the juices of the common plan-

tain, and these at first take their station near

the flower of the plant: as soon as the flowers

wither, they take shelter under the radicle

leaves: u|)ori which the ants, which before

had climbed up to them, now surround them

fl^S

y-'o3

n
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\j^nam.l1S wall, and making a covered gallery,

way ,rff communication between their nest

1^ iddock, extract food from them

In winter, ants would be exposed to the

horrors of famine, did they riot rely for food

on these insect cows; for though they become
torpid when exposed to intense cold, yet for

the most part, the depth of their nests pre-

serves for them a temperature sufficiently

high to prevent this contingency. Their

aphides are then p'astured, if we may use the

term, on the roots of tlie plants which pene-

trate the interior of the nest, and furnish an

abundant supply of milk, of wiiich their

Jiecpers are so fond ; and not only is the full

grown animal kept, but its eggs are watched

and guarded with that care and solicitude

which warrant us in supposing that the ant

knows and appreciates their real value. It is

of great consequence to them that the hatch-

ing of the eggs of the aphides should take

place as early in the spring as possible, in

order to ensure an early supply of food for

their colony, and with the view of hastening

this event, they moisten them .with their

tongues, and expose them at proper periods

to the influence of the sun, and deposit them
in the warmest parts of their dwelling.

HuBEK.

On Natural Fountains and Artesian Wells.

I have been so much interested in perusing

a paper on the above subject, by the cele-

brated French naturalist Arago, originally

published in the " Annuaire pour Pan 1635,"

that 1 am induced to attempt a hasty sketch

of its contents for " The Friend."

Artesian wells are perpendicular borings

into the ground, through which water rises

from various depths, above the surface of the

soil, producing a constant flow or stream.

They arc particularly useful in districts where
natural springs or rivers are scarce, or where
the usual surface water is not of good quality.

Various have been the theories respecting

the cause of springs, and the power of raising

the water in these wells; but the most natural

opinion, and that which appears at present to

be generally received, is,lhat rain water, having
found its way through the pores or fissures of

the soil and superincumbent rocks, at length

encounters some bod of rock which it cannot

penetrate, and is forced upward through any

small aperture it may find, by the hydrostatic

pressure of its own weight. An opinion has

prevailed with some eminent men, among
whom we may mention Aristotle, Seneca,

Descartes, &c., that the internal heat of the

earth was constantly elevating large quanti-

ties of vapour towards the surface, which was
condensed by the greater coldness of the soil

or rocks near the surface, and poured forth in

the form of water. The cliief consideration

on which the advocates of this doctrine took

their stand, was the alleged existence of co-

pious springs at the very summit of certain

mountains. The hill of Montmartre, near

Paris, was brought forward as an eminent in-

stance, having a spring not above fifty feet

below the very top. It was maintained that

the supply which constantly fed a spring so

situated, could only come from beneath in

the stale of vapour. Upon minute examina-

tion, however, it was found that the part of

the hill higher than the spring, and which
consequently might transmit its waters by

mere percolation to the orifice, was nearly

600 yards long, by about 200 broad, which,

according to the average quaritity of rain fall-

ing at Paris, would even supply a much larger

volume of water than annually issues from the

spring. A fountain on the celebrated MonI
Ventoux in Vaucluse, at an elevation of more
than 5000 feet, was also adduced; but the

summit of the mountain is found to be 600
feet above the spring. It would probably

be found, on close examination, that other

springs, said to be on the summits of moun-
tains, are similarly situated. V.'e are, then,

brought back to the theory that rain water

collects in the fissures and cavities of certain

rocks, by filtration through the soil of tlie

surface, and that too in such abundance that

its own weight, in some situations, forces it

upwards so as to form natural fountains; or

when the surface is bored the same result is

pioduced by means of human skill. It is

well known that there are, in the subterranean

regions, many vast cavities capable of con-

taining enormous quantities of water. The
famous rock of Torghat, in Norway, is pierced

from one end to the other by a straight gallery

150 feet high, and more than 3000 feet long.
'• How insignificant," says Arago, " in com-
parison of this, are all the arches of man's
formation."

Tlie cavern of Guacliaro, in the valley of
Caripe, in South America, described by Hum-
boldt, has for its vestibule a vault seventy-two

feet high by eighty feet wide. This cavern

maintains all the dimensions of its vestibule,

and in a uniform direction, for 1455 feet.

Along the whole of this extent a river thirty

feet wide finds a channel in its floor.

The cavern of Adelsburg, in Carniola, into

which the river Poick engulfs itself, and in

which the water appears and disappears a

gi-cat many times, has been already traced by

the curious throughout an extent of six miles.

A large lake, which can only be crossed in a

boat, has hitherto prevented its being further

explored.

In Saxony, the grotto of Wimalborg commu-
nicates with the cavern of Cresfeld, which

extends to the length of many leagues.

In addition to the above we may mention

the various extensive caverns in our own
country, the chief of which is the celebrated

mammoth cave in Kentucky, which is said to

extend for several miles. 1 have myself visited

two caverns in the peak country of Derby-

shire, England, of enormous dimensions. The
" Peak's hole," is a cave composed of a series

of spacious and lofty subterranean halls, con-

nected by narrow and low passages, through

which runs a stream, which in one part of its

course is navigated by a small boat : and the

celebrated Speedwell lead mine has revealed

to us a vast cavern, in the very heart of the

mountain, so lofty that rockets have not been

able to find the top. From this cavern a

violent cataract falls with a tremendcJis rpar •

into a fathomless abyss. " As an ex.'U|fi^e<;f

a remarkable vertical interrnptioii^cj^V^bn-

tinuity in the crust of the globe, we may
cite," savs Arago, " on the authority of Pon-
toppidan, a certain gap, not far from Frederik-

shal in Norway, in which the descent of a

stone seems to last for two minutes. If we
were to suppose that this descent was effected

without interruption ; that the stone did not

rebound from side to side, and that it was

never arrested, now on one side of the de-

scending wall, and now on the other, these

two mirjutes would give us, for the total depth

ofthisclcft of Frederikshal,moreth.an 12,000
feet; that is, almost 1200 feet more than the

height of the highest peak of the Pyrenees."

But probably some allowances should be

made for obstructions and rebounding?.

Not only rivers and cataracts, but also im-

mense sheets of water are found in the sub-

terranean regions, particularly in some of the

secondary and tertiary formations. It seems
probable that the fountain ofVaucluse, which,

at its issuing from the rocks, forms a real

river, and pours forth 28,000 cubic feet of

water per minute, must have for its never-

failing sources an immense body of water.

But the most striking example of a subterra-

nean sheet of water, is that of the Lake Zirk-

nitz, in Carniola. This lake is about six

miles long by three broad. Towards the

middle of summer, if the season be dry, its

surface (above the ground) rapidly falls, and

in a few weeks is completely dry. The open-

ings by which the waters retire beneath the

soil may then be distinctly perceived, some-

times quite vertical, and in other^laces bear-

ing a lateral direction towards the caverns

which abound in the surrounding mountains.

Immediately after the retreat of the waters, all

the extent of the surface which they covered

is put under cultivation, and in two months4|
the peasants are mowing hay, or reaping mil^
let and rye, in the very spot where, some time

before, they were fishing tench and pike. To-

wards the end of autumn, and after the rains

of that season, the waters return by the same
natural channels which had opened a passage

for them at the time of their departure. Singu-

lar peculiarities have been remarked as be-

longing to these different openings in the

earth : some of them supply nothing but wa-

ter, while others pour forth fishes of various

sizes; and a third class supply subterraneous

ducks. These ducks, at the moment that the

water floats them to the surface, swim with

perfect facility; but they are completely blind,

and almost naked. The faculty of sight, how-

ever, is speedily acquired; but it is not till

after two or three weeks that their feathers,

which are black, except on the head, are so

grown as to allow them to fly. Valvasor

visited the lake in 1637. He himself caught

a great number of these ducks; and saw the

peasants catch individuals of the Mustela jlu-

viatilis, which weighed two or three pounds,

tench of from six to seven pounds, and pike

from twenty to thirty, and even forty pounds

weight. An Italian traveller during the pre-

sent century describes the lake as still furnish-

i.ng these blind and naked ducks, and it is in
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these waters also that the Proteus anguiims

is found, an arjimal which has to a great de-

gree excited the attention of naturalists.

Tliere are instances where the passage of

subteiranean water courses must extend for

even hundreds of miles. Such are the foun-

tains of Lillers, in Artois, which throw up

their waters in the midst of an immense

I)lain. At the bottom of the ocean, also,

there are springs of fresh water, which are

sometimes projected vertically to the very sur-

face. '• The water of these springs," says

Arago, "comes evidently from the land, by

natural channels, which originate higher than

the surface of the sea." A few years ago, a

gentleman named Buchanan, a passenger in

one of the ships of an English fleet, which

was becalmed in the Indian ocean, discovered

an abundant spring of fresh water, at the dis-

tance of 1:2.5 miles from Chittagong, and

about 100 miles from the nearest point of the

neighbouring coast of the Junderbunds. Here

then is an instance of a subterranean channel

of water of more than a hundred miles extent.

Arago accounts in the following manner

for the phenoaienon of ebbing and flowing

springs. Those springs, it is well known,

vary in the quantity of their wateis, with the

ebb and flow of the tide; and there are in-

stances of artesian wells also having this cu-

rious characteristic. Thus at Fulham, near

the river Thames, there is an artesian well,

about :jOO feet deep, which supplies at one

time eighiy gallons, at another sixty per mi-

nute, according as the tide is high or low.

Arago supposes that the body of water sup-

plying springs of this nature has also a much
larger outlet, passing into tide water, between

high and low water level: of course a high

tide chokes up this large outlet, and impedes

the egress of water from the subterranean re-

L. servoir to such a degree as materially to in-

Hjbrease the pressure upon the smaller outlet

^i^r fountain.

We cannot leave this subject without ex-

tracting a few statements of the depth of

some remarkable founts, and of the amount

of water poured forth by certain of them.

The works undertaken in search of coal,

near Saint Nicolas d'Aliermont, not far from

Dieppe, in France, have developed in the

strata through which they passed, seven suc-

cessive great bodies of water at different

depths, and all rushing with great force to

the surface. The lowest of these was 1030

feet deep. The fountain of Cheswick, in the

Duke of Northumberland's park, projects its

water about a yard above the surface of the

soil, and comes from the depth of 5S2 feet.

A fountain between Bethune and Aire, in the

If^Pas-de-Calais, France, coma^ from a depth of

461 feet, and projects its water seven feet

above the ground. The artesian well, which

t supplies the cavalry barracks at Tours, is fed

l.by a body of water which was found at the
*

;fiepth of 259 feet, and pours forth 537 gallons
'
'per minute; and the wSter of another well,

attached to a silk manufactory, springs from

a depth of 273 feet.

The waters of a fountain in the monastery

of Saint Andre, two miles from Aire in Artois,

rise eleven teet above the ground, and furnish

nearly two tons per minute.

An artesian well at Bagos, near Perpignan,

supplies 333 gallons per minute; and one in

the copper manufactory of iVlerton, in Surrey

(England) issues 200 gallons in the same
time.

At the village of Goueliern, near Bethune.

four wells have been sunk in a meadow to

the depth of 120 feet. The waters which

i.^sue from them are united to turn a flour mill,

and to serve various agricultural purposes.

At Saint Pol, there is another mill, the

only moving power of which is the water

from five projecting fountains.
"

At Fontes, near Aire, the waters of ten

artesian wells are made to turn the mill-stones

of a large mill, and aluo to blow the bellows

and beat (he hammers of a nail manufactory.

The well in a silk manufactory at Tours,

which is sunk to the depth of 430 feet, pours

237 gallons of water per minute into the

troughs of a wheel of twenty-one feet diame-

ter, which works the looms of the manufac-

tory. And at Tooting, near London, the

artesian well of an apothecary puts a wheel

of four feet diameter in motion; anti this sets

a pump to work, which raises water to the top

of a house three stories high. H.

EMIGRATION.
BY THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD.

I know of nothing in the world so distress-

ing as the last sight of a fine, industrious, in-

dependent peasantry, takit>g the last look of

their native country, never to behold it more.

I have witnessed several of these scenes now,

and I wish I may never witness another ; for

each of them has made tears burst every now
and then into my eyes for days and nights,

and all the while in that mood of mind that 1

could think about nothing else.

But the little affecting story J set out with

the purpose of telling is not begun yet. 1

went the other year to see some particular

friends on board the gallant ship Helen

Douglass, for the British settlements of Ame-
rica. Among the rest was Adam Haliday, a

small farmer, who had lost his farm, and whom
I had known intimately in my young days. He
had a wife, and, I think, nine sons and daugh-

ters; but his funds being short, he was obliged

to leave his two oldest sons behind, until they

themselves could procure the means of follow-

ing him. An old pedler, whom I think they

named Simon Ainslie, was there distributing

little religious tracts among the emigrants

gratis, and perhaps trying to sell some of his

cheap wares. The captain, and he, and the

owner of the vessel, myself and some others,

were standing around the father and sons,

when the following interesting dialogue took

place :

—

"Now, Aidee, my man, ye're to behave

yousel,and n(rt be like a woman and greet. I

canna bide to see the tears comin' papplin,

ower thae manly young cheeks; for though

you an' Jamie wad hae been my riches, my
strength, an' shield in America, in helpin'

me to clear my farm, it is out o' my power

to take ye wi' me just now. Therefore be

good lads, an' mind the thing that's good.

Read your bibles, tell aye the truth, an' be
obedient to your master.^ ; an' the next year,

or the next again, you will be able to jojp

your mother an' the bairns an' me, and we'll

a' work thegithor to ane anailher's hands."
" I dinna want to gang, father," said Adam,

" until I can bring something wi' me to help

you. I ken well how you are circumstanced,

an' how ye hae been screwed at hame. But
if there's siller to be made in Scotland in an
honest way, Jamie an' me will join you in a

year or twa wi' somnlhing that will do ye
good."

By this time poor little James's heart-was

like to burst with crying. He was a fine boy,

about fourteen. His father went to comfort
him, but he made matters only the worse.
" Hout, Jamie, dinna greet that gate, man, for

a thing thai canna be helpit," said he. " Ye
ken how weel I wad hae likit to hae had ye
wi' me, for the leaving ye is takin the pilh

out o' my arm. But it's out of my power to

take ye just now—for, as it is, before I win
to the settlement, I'll no hae a siller sixpence.

But ye're young an' healthy, and stout, and
gin ye be a good lad, wi' the blessing o' God,
ye'U soon be able to join your auld father and

mother, and help them."
"But since friends are partit, an' half o'

the globe atween them, there's but a small

chance that they ever meet again," said poor

James, with the most disconsolate look. " I

wad hae likit to hae gaen wi' ye, and lielpit

ye, an' wrought wi' ye, an' leev"d an' dee'd

wi' ye. It's an awfu' thing to be left in a

country where ane has nae hame to gang to

whatever befa' him."
The old man burst into tears. He saw the

prospect of helpless desolation that preyed

on his boy's heart, in the event of his being

laid on a bed of sickness. But he had no re-

source. The boat came to the quay, in which

they were about to step—but word came with

her that the vessel could not sail before high

tide to-morrow—so the family got one olher

night to spend together, at which they seemed

excessively happy, though they lodged in a

hay loft.

Having resolved to sail with the Helen

Douglass as far as the point of Cumberland, I

attended the next day, on the quay, where a

great number of persons were assembled, to

take a farewell of their friends. There were

four boats lying ready to take the emigrants

onboard. The two brothers embraced their

parents and sisters, and were just parting,

rather decently, when the captain, stepping

out of a boat, said to Haliday, " Sir, your

two sons are entered as passengers with rne,

so you need not be in such Q hurry in taking

farewell of them."
" Entered as passengers !" said Haliday,

" why the poor fellows hae nae left them-

selves a boddle in helpin to fit out their mo-

ther an' me; how can they enter themselves

as passengers?"
" They are entered, however," said the

captain, " and both their fare and board paid

for to Montreal, from which place you can

easily reach your destination; but if any more

is required, I am authorised to advance that

likewise."
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" An' vvha is tlie generous friend that has

done this," cried JHaliday, in raptures, the!

(ears streaming from his eyes. " He has

strengthened my arms and encouraged my
heart, and rendered me an independent man
—at once, tell me wha is the kind good man
—was it Mr. Hogg ?"

The captain shook his head. " 1 am de-

barred from telling you, Mr. Haliday," said

he, " let it suffice that the young men are

franked to Montreal. Here are bolh their

tickets, and there are their names registered

as paid."
"-*! winna-set my fit aft' the coast of Scot-

land, sir," said Haliday, " until 1 ken wha has

done this generous deed. If he should never

be paid mair, he can be nae the waur o' an

auld man's prayers night and morning—no, 1

winna set a foot into the boat—I winna leave

the shores of auld Scotland till 1 ken wha my
benefactor is. Can I gang away without

kenning wha the friend is that has rendered

me the greatest service ever conferred on me
sin' I was born ? Na, na ! I canna, captain

—

sae ye may just as wecl tell mo at aince."
" Then, since I must tell you, I must," said

the captain ;
" it was no other than that old

packman with the ragged coat."
" God bless him! God bless him!" fell, I

think, from every tongue that was present.

The mother of the young men was first at the

auld pedler, and clapping her hands about his

neck, slie kissed him again and again, even
maugre some resistance. Old Haliday ran

and took the pedler by bolh hands, and with

ecstacy, mixed with tears and convulsive
laughter, said, " Now, honest rnan, tell me
your direction, for the first money that I can
either win, or beg, or borrow, shall be sent to

reimburse you for this. There never was
sich a benefit conferred on a poor father an'

mother, sin' the world stood up. An' ye shall

hae your money, good auld Christian—ye
shall hae your siller!" exclaimed both the

young lads.
''

" Na, na, Aidee Holiday, say nae mair
about the payment just now," said the pedler,
" d'ye ken, man, I had sundry very strong mo-
tives for this— in the first place I saw that you
could not do without the lads—an' mair than
that I am coming up among my countrymen
about New Dumfries an' Loch Eiry, to vend
my wares for a year or Iwa, an' I wantit to

hae a house at ony rate where 1 wad be sure
of a night's quarters. I'll call for my siller,

Aidee, an" I'm sure to get it, or value for't

—

and if I dinna ca' for't be sure never to send
it. It wad be lost by the way, for there's
never siller reaches this frae America."

I never envied any man's feelings more
than I did the pedler's that day, when all the

grateful family were hanging around him and
every eye turned on him with admiration.

From " Fragments from the Notes of a Traveller."

Curious Account of Animal Sagacity.

" The king of our monkeys was, however,
the ugliest of all ; but certainly nearer to hu-
manity than any I ever met with. 1 do not
mean in formation, but, if I may so express
myself, in intellect ; for he appeared to think
and act, as if he could foresee results, and was

more ingenious in mischief than any wild

school-boy, who prides himself in being the

torment of his companions. We made ac-

j

quaintance very suddenly, and to me disagree-

ably, for I had not till then conquered the

foolish aversion with which these animals al-

ways inspired me. It was a dead calm, the

wheel was lashed, and all, save myself below

—

nolliing round us but sea and sky; and I had

sheltered myself with a book, in a corner pro-

tected from the equatorial sun ; suddenly, and
without noise, something leaped upon my
shoulders, and the tail, which encircled my
throat, convinced me that Mr. Jack was my
assailants My first impulse was to beat him
off, in which case I should probably have re

ceived some injury; but, fortunately, 1 sat per-

fectly still, and twisting himself round, he

brought his face opposite to mine, and stared

at nie. I endeavoured to speak kindly to him,

upon which he grinned and chattered, seated

himself on my knees, and carefully examined
my hands ; he then tried to pull off my rings,

and was proceeding to a bite for this purpose,

but I gave him some biscuit which happened
to lie beside me ; and, making a bed for him

with a handkerchief, lie settled himself com-
fortably to sleep : and from that moment we
were sworn allies.

" The amusement afforded to me and others

by Jack, made him tolerated, where his mis-

chievous propensities would otherwise have

condemned him to perpetual confinement. He
was often banished to :in empty hen-coop, but,

as this made no impression on him, I always

tried to prevent the punishment, which he

knew so well, that when he had done wrong,
he either hid himself or sought refuge near

me. Much more effect was produced on him

by taking him within sight of the panther, wlio

always seemed most willing to devour him.

On these occasions I held him up by the tail

in front of the cage, but long before 1 reached

it, knowing where he was going, he pretended

to be dead ; his eyes weie closed quite fast,

and every limb was as stiff as if there were no
life in him. When taken away he would open
oi.e eye a little, to see whereabouts he might

be; but if he caught a glimpse of the cage, it

was instantly closed, and he became as stilTas

before. He clambered into the hammocks, stole

the men's knives, tools, handkerchiefs, and even

the niglit-ciips off their heads ; all of which
went into the sea. When biscuit was toasiing

between the bars of the caboose, and the dried

herbs boiling in the tin mugs, he would rake

the former out and carry it away, and take out

the latter, and trail it along the planks ; if he

burnt his paws he desisted for a day or two;
:ind he often regaled the parrots wiili the bis-

cuit, biting it in small pieces, and feeding them
with the utmost gravity. At other times he
would knock their cages over,.lick up the

ter thus spilled, eat the lumps of sugar, and
pull the birds' tails ; and in this manner he
killed a beautiful green pigeon belonging to

the steward, a specimen of which I never saw
in any collection. For this he was flogged

and imprisoned three days ; and half an houi

after he was let out, I met him scampering
round the deck with the two blue-faced mon
keys on his back, whom he often carried about

in this manner. When he thought fit to ride,

he would watch behind a cask on the days the

pigs were let loose, dart on their backs as

they passed, dig his nails into them to keep
himself on, and the faster they ran, and the

more they squealed, the happier-he seemed to

. His most important misdemeanors, how-
ever, were performed to the injury of his fel-

"ow-monkeys, of whom he was very jealous,

riie smaller ones were very obsequious to

him, and when he called them by a peculiar

noise, they came, hanging their heads, and
ooking very submissive ; and, in one week,
the two admitted below were drowned out of

:r malice. I saw him throw the first over-
board, and the poor thing swam after us some

;, but the ship was going too fast for even
a rope to be effectually thrown out, in the
hope he would cling to it. During one of the
calms we so often met with, the men had been
painting the outside of tlie ship, and, leaving
their pots and brushes on the deck, went dovvrs

to dinner ; no one was above but myself, the

helmsman, and Jack. The latter beckoned
and fcoaxed a black monkey to him ; then,

seizing him by the neck, took a brush full of
white paint, and deliberately covered him with
it in every direction. The helmsman and I

burst into a laugh, upon which Jack, dropping
his victim, flew up the rigging into the main-
top, where he stood with his black nose be-

vveen the bars, peeping at what was going on
below. The little metamorphosed beast began
licking himself, but the steward being sum-
moned, he washed him with turpentine, and
no harm was received. Many attempts were

~

made to catch the rogue aloft, but he eluded
all; and wben he was driven down by huno-er,

he watched his opportunity, and sprang from
one of the ropes on to my lap, where he knew
he should be safe. I fed and interceded for

him, so he escaped with only a scolding, which
^

he received with an appearance ofshame vvhicUH
in him was highly ludicrous." ^P

We had the pleasure of attending a most in-

teresting examination of a coloured infant

school, a few days since at the Musical Fund
Hall, Philadelphia. Seldom have we witnessed

a more lovely or instructive scene—so delight-

fully impressed with the beauty and sublimity

of Christian charity.

Here were one hundred children collected

from the courts and alleys of a degraded and
much neglected portion of our city—neatly

clad, with smiling faces and orderly demeanour,
answering with the greatest accuracy questions

on science, history and religion, and exhibit-

ing, in their whole deportment, a singular spe-
'

ciinen of early intellectual developement and
moral Iraintng. ^^
And this was 811 the (rnh of one man's bene-

ficence ! A single individual originated and
iias supported this school for four years and a

half—having committed its management to a

board of fqpr ladies, who generously superin-

tend and conduct its operations ; he regularly

discharges the bills of expenses as tliey are

presented to him quarleily— while, vvitd true

liumility, he conceals his name from the public,

and contemplates in secret the results of his

charity

—

Colonization Herald.
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Fof'TlieFricna."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. VIII.

The vvholo tenor of the gospel of Christ, the

precepts aiitl practice of our holy Redeemer
and his apostles, are so decidedly in opposition

to the spirit of war, that it is truly cause of

wonder thatlilfen can be found, with the New
Testament in their hands, and professing to be

Christians, who vindicate the unrighteous prac-

tice.

The arguments in its favour re.-t partly on

the dictates of self-preservation, the first law of

nature, and [)artly on the law of retaliation, no

less natural to the unregenerate man. The
first is obviated by the consideration that true

Christians are not governed by the law of na-

ture, but the law of grace, and they are esta-

blished in the fdilh that the providential care

of our Heavenly Father extends to his whole

rational creation, and that he can enable his

dear children either patiently to suffer for the

testimony of a good conscience, or fulfil in

theit experience tlie promise, " when a man's

ways please the Lord," when he walks in

obedience to the manifestations of the Divine

will, "he maketh even his enemies to be at peace

with him."

The law of retaliation is brought into view

in those words of our Lord, "an eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth ;" but he who came
to introduce a perfect code of moral law, and

to set a perfect example of moral rectitude, as

well as to "die for our sins, the just for the

unjust, that he might bring us to God," re-

plies to all reasonings founded on the principles

of our unrenewed nature, "but I say unto

you, that ye resist not evil ;" and he gives this

compendium of the means whereby die per-

fection required of his disciples may be attain

ed : " Love your enemies, bless them that

curse you, do good to them that hate you, and

prav for thcr.i which despitefuUy use you, and

persecute you ; that ye may be the children of

your Father which is in heaven ; for he maketl

his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and

sendeih rain u|)i>n the just and upon the un

jOst ;" concluding his admonition on this sub

jeet with this pointed and practical direction,

" be ye therefore perfect, even as your Fathei

which is in heaven is perfect."

In relation to its testimony to the peaceful

reign of the Messiah, the Society has earnestly

and repeatedly called the attention of the mem-
bers to first princijdes, and at the present day,

when our fellow-professors of other denomina-

tions are awakening to a consideration of the

subject, it is no time for us to relax ; let us then

be firm in our adherence to the standard of

the Prince of Peace, and steadfast in the belief

that the day is approaching when, according

to ancient prophecy, mankind shall abandon

their long cherished liostilities, and gathering

to the Sliiloh of God, " nation shall not lift up

sword against nation, neither shall they learn

arms, or fighting, may be maintained ; it being! ment. Some people then must begin to fulfil

a doctrine and testimony agreeable to the

ture and design of the Christian religion, and
to the universal love and grace of God. This
testimony we desire may he strictly and care-

fully maintained, by a godly caie and concern

in all to stand single and clear therein ; so shall

we strengthen and comfort one another.

1744.

As it has pleased the Lord, by the breaking

forth of the glorious light of his gospel, and

the evangelical promise, and cease to learn

war any more. Now, Friends, seeing these

things cannot be controverted, how flo we long

that your whole conversation be as becomelh
the gospel ; and that while any of ua are pro-

fessing to scruple war, they may not in some
parts of their conduct be inconsistent with that

profession ! With this view we are concerned
to renew our caution of the year 1798, namely,
We desire afresh to press upon all our rneni-

the shedding abroad of his holy spirit, to ga- bers, the necessity of a peaceful and innocent
tlier us to be a people to his praise, and to demeanour amongst men ; and especially, let

love, not only one unto another, but

to the whole creation of God, by subjecting us

to the government of his Son, our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace ; it

behoveth iis to hold forth the ensign of the

Lamb of God, and, by our patience and peace-

able behaviour, to show that we walk in obe-

dience to the example and precepts of our

Lord and Master, who hath commanded
" to love our enemies, and to do good even to

them that hate us." Wherefore we entreat all

who profess themselves members of our socie-

ty, to be faithful to that ancient testimony,

borne by us ever since we were a people,

against bearing of arms and fighting ; that, by

a conduct agreeable to our profession, we may
demonstrate ourselves to be real followers of

the Messiah, " the peaceable Saviour ; of the

increase of whose government and peace there

shall be no end."

1797.

We feel not inclined, thou;jli war yet con-

tinues to desolate th^ earth, to repeat our ad-

vices on tbnt heul, c" to resume the subject

further than to remark how thiinkful we ought

to he, ill that wo are still permitted to meet to-

gether, as we have done at this time, in brother-

all be careful not to seek or acce|)t profit by
any concern in the preparalion so extensively

making for war ; for how reproachfully incon-

sistent would it be, to refuse an active compli-
ance with warlike measures ; and, at the same
time, not to hesitate to enrich ourselves by the

commerce and other circumstances dependent
on war!' Friends, it is an a-wful thing to stand

forth to the nation as the advocates of inviola-

ble peace ; and our testimony loses its efficacy

in proportion to the want of consistency in

any. And we think we are at this time pecu-

liarly called to le,t our light shine with clear-

ness, on account of the lenity shown us by
government, and the readiness of magistrates

to afford us all legal relief under suffering.

And we can serve our country in no way more
avaiiingly, nor more acceptably to Him who
holds its prosperity at his disposal, than by con-

tributing all that in us lies to increase the

number of meek, humble, and self-denying

Cliristians.

1809.

We are inclined also, dear Friends, to draw
your attention to the root of our testimony

against war. It is no other than Christian love,

d that righteousness which produces peace,

ly fellowship and mutual condescension
;

| quietness, and perpetual assurance, as its na-

whilst the world around us is tossed with the I ^ral fruit. This draws the mind away from

tempest of discord. O Friends, may we con- those passions and desires, in which are laid

sidor it as an incitement to suffer every thing, ti,e foundations of contest. Let us then fre-

war any more. T.

1730.

It hath been a weighty concern on this meet-

ing, that our ancient and honourable testimony

against Friends being concerned in bearing of

which tends to contention, to be eradicated

from our hearts ; and, under the influence of

the heavenly Iliisbandinan, to cultivate with un-

wearied issiduity and jjatience, all tliose dispo-

sitions wliic!) miike for peace ; things whereby

we may edify one another; yea, things by whicli

we may evince !o our fellow men at large, that

we are really redeemed from the spirit of con-

tests, and truly the <lisclples of a merciful Re-

deemer ; whose holy, pure, and undefiled reli-

gion is a system ol universal love.

180-1.

Since we hist met together in this city, the

dreadful alarm of war has increased ; and, see-

ing we believe no people have a deeper sense

of the calamity which war entails on mankind,

and th(? reproach it is upon the Christian name,

we may, without the imputation of viewing it

singly as it concerns ourselves, inform you of

our present feelings on the subject. Our gene-

ral scruple to bear arms is well known ; and

truly we are satisfied that our testimony in this

respect is a testimony for Messiah, of whose

reign it is the glory, that " the wolf and the

lamb shall feed together." Most, if not all,

people admit tho,,$ranscendent excellency of

peace. All who adopt the petition, ' Thy king-

dom come," pray for its universal establisli-

quently examine our hearts, yea, let us prove

our own selves, and see how far the seed of

contention withers, and a resignation to suflTer

is cherished there. And since, as we have

mentioned, some of our young men /lare suffer-

ed, and more may probably suffer, imprison-

ment, we are deeply desirous that they may

walk consistently with their testimony in every

respect : showing by their conduct that they

truly follow a Master, who was holy, harmless,

undefiled, and separate from sinners.

For " The FriLnd."

" Seekest thou great things for thyself? Seek them not.''

The enemies which surround those who
have entered the strait and narrow path are

numerous and powerful. Satatt is loth lo

lose any of his subjects, and fails not to pre-

sent allurements, or to stir up his agents to

entice from it those who have commenced

their heavenly journey. While the mind is

vigilant, and in goqji earnest to sufl'er nothing

to deter it from pursuing the path of duty, his

devices are detected, and through divine

strength, defeated. The greatest danger

seems to arise after sacrifices have been

made, and some victories obtained. From
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the persuasion which he insidiously trans-!

fuses into the mind, that obstacles considered

impassable have been surmounted and consi-|

derable progress now gained, tlie inexpe-

rienced and unwary traveller is sometimes

induced to relax his watchfulness a little, and

perhaps take a rest from conflict. But as

" Satan finds some mischief still for idle

hands to do," he soon finds objects either

lawful in themselves, or unlawful, to attract

the attention and imperceptibly steal away
those feelings of devotion and love to God,
which had been the chief source of delight.

Though the good remembrancer recalls to

recollection the earnest desires after truth,

which led into covenant to part with all for

its sake, yet, having become captivated with

other things, too many plead excuses to stifle

the voice of the reprover or palliate their un-

faithfulness. Some flatter themselves, that

having taken up the cross in several things

which were hard to bear, the main part of the

work is effected, though they may never have

been more than ancle deep in Jordan. They
have changed their dress, language, manners
or mode of living, and appearing as professed

followers of Christ, consider themselves as

consistent members of society. They do not

intend to act contrary to its principles; they

wish to pursue business with moderation

;

but having relaxed in circumspection and

fear, and looking at the example of others,

who are accumulating treasure by unremitting

exertions, they become gradually drawn into

the vortex, and finally conclude that it is the

proper path to usefulness, and greatness, and

happiness in this world. Once set out with-

out due refeience to the restraining, circum-

scribing limits which the truth would present,

a course of worldly, not heavenly reasoning

is adopted, by which they suppress one doubt

after another which He who visited them by

his grace raises in the heart, until at last fears

and scruples, which they formerly cherished,

are either forgotten, or treated as visionary.

The more they increase in riches, the less

time they have to attend to religion. Busi-

ness, which should furnish means to liberate

them for its all important duties, has so in-

creased that they cannot possibly neglect it,

or find time for the other.

From the operation of such causes, it is no
uncommon thing to see amongst us some
of the most worldly men that are to be found.

Trace back the history of such persons a few
years, and we may find they were once pro-

mising young men. They had been power-

fully visited, brought under conviction, and

in part converted, and their friends fondly

anticipated their aid in the cause of religion.

But what aire they now? Monuments of the

fascinating, 4)enurnbing effects of the love of

wealth and worldly greatness. Some acquire

much, and retain it for the great injury if not

ruin of themselves and their children. Others,

after reaching a high point of respectability

in the eye of the world, experience sore and
disgraceful reverses; losing property and re-

putation, and sometimes shortening their days
by disappointment and chagrin. Instances of

this description have not been few. Perhaps
they thought to advance the general weal

—

improve the country, promote the prosperity

of the place where they resided, or furnish

employment and sustenance for numerous

dependents. But had they sought first the

kingdom of God, and the righteousness there-

of, and kept this uppermost in their thoughts

and pursuits, they might have been favoured

to discover, that that was not the sphere de-

signed by their Lord for them to move in.

How small is the number of those who amass

riches, and retain the contrite humble spirit

of Him, who was low of heart, and had not

whereon to lay his head ? No marvel that he

exclaimed, "How hardly shall they that have

riches enter the kingdom of heaven." Their
treasure is too frequently on earth, and where
that is, the heart will be also.

Though the subject is often brought into

view, it seems to produce little effect on

those who have become enamoured of mam-
mon. The only probable hope of doing any

good is, by warning those who are yet tender,

of the certain danger which awaits them if

they forsake the truth, for the love of this

present world. Yet how affecting it is to see

the time, and talents, and energies of men,
wholly devoted to worldly objects; and how
many there are, who appear to take little in-

terest in any thing, but what subserves their

selfish purposes and advantage. Absorbed in

business or pleasure, or in husbanding their

treasure, even their oicn salvation seems to be

forgotten, or very much disregarded. While

such instances create mournful sensations in

reflecting minds, they must exert a pernicious

influence on young persons. How has the

inordinate prosecution of business almost ex-

tirpated the Quaker character in some places.

Where a large body of devoted men and wo-

men once honoured their profession, and ex-

alted the Christian name, by their godly cir-

cumspect lives, dry, formal professors, are

not unfrequently, almost the only representa-

tives of the society now found. This result

is not confined to cities. In many country

situations, where exfierienced gifted Friends

formerly resided, and drew together large

congregations, little starved meetings barely

sustain the name, and sometimes occasion a

doubt whether the truth is more advanced

than retarded by them. This has not been
produced by the schism laerely, but it is to

be feared that the love of other things than

the blessed truth has taken the ascendency,

and briars and thorns have sprung up, instead

of the fruits of the Holy Spirit, and choked
the good seed. Are we not in danger of in-

curring the denunciation pronounced against

Israel, respecting whom the Almighty said,

" What could have been done more to my
vineyard that I have not done in it? Where-
fore when I looked that it should bring forth

grapes, brought it forth wild grapes ? And
now go to : 1 will tell you what I will do to

my vineyard: I will take away the hedge
thereof, and it shall be eaten up ; and break

down the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden

down. And I will lay it waste; it shall not

be pruned nor digged; but there shall come
up briars and thorns; Infill also command
the clouds that they rain no rain upon it."

Are there not many who appear to be in this

condition, insensible of the descending of

heavenly rain, and, like branches cast forth

and withered, neither pruned nor digged

about, and consequently unable to bring forth

fruit to the praise of the great Husbandman?
Will not the Lord take from such the precious

gifts and privileges which he had granted, and

give them to others who will gratefully re-

ceive and improve them to hlis honour, and

their own everlasting benefit ? Has he not

planted amongst us ' the choicest vine," and

can we suppose ihat his mercies and favours

may be slighted and even despised with im-

punity ? S.

A Brief Memoir of Mary Anne Cdlame. with

some account of the Institution at Lode, in

Sivilzerland. By J. <Sf M. Yeardley, {two

of the Committee appointed for the care of
the establishment.)

Since it has pleased the Most High to take

unto himself the excellent foundress of the In-

s^titution for poor children near Lode, in Swit-

zerland, we think it may interest those who
have kindly contributed to its support, to re-

ceive a short account of its present slate, with

a few particulars relative to the life and death

of our beloved, departed friend, Mary Anne
Calame.

Slie was blessed with pious parents, and her

father evinced great benevolence of character,

cherishing this disposition early in tiie minds

of his children. Mary Anne was endowed
with great susceptibility ; and, although ex-

tremely quick and lively, was of a deeply re-

nective turn of mind. Drawn by the cords of

heavenly love, into a serious contemplation of

her state by nature, she was convinced of the

necessity of being redeemed from evil, and
very early became acquainted with the voice

of the true Shepherd, and was often brought

into deep contrition of soul before him. Un-
der this sweet influence, when she was re-

proved by any of her friends for the little faults

natural to her age, she would melt into tears,

and retain the impression very long on her

mind. Evincing but little taste for the trifling

pursuits of her companions, she soon unfolded a

remarkable capacity for accomplishing what-

ever she undertook, with a peculiar talent for

drawing. For some years she was afflicted

with illness, which was so sanctified to her

soul, that she was brought to living faith in

our Holy Redeemer ; and through giving up
her whole heart into his Divine hand, she was
strengthened by his Holy Spirit to resist the

snares and temptations which surrounded her.

When enabled again to mingle in society, she

was so highly appreciated for her universal

kindness and superior talents, that the jealousy

of others was often excited. This she met
with Christian humility, and strove by her at-

tentions to remove it from their hearts.

Tlie extreme sympathy she felt in the suf-

ferings of her fellow creatures, from whatever

source, was extended to all within her sphere;

the animals also partook of her tender care,

and she exhibited such a talent for arrange-

ment, order, and propriety, in her own affairs,

that she was mostly at liberty to enter into the

concerns of others.
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Thus, the poor and the helpless became the

princi[)ai objects of her atlentive care : she not

only visited them, and gave them support, but

her deep interest in their welHire caused lier

to enter into the particuhirs of their wants and
miseries.

'I'he result of these visits was a stroni,' con-

viction, that the want of education on Christian

principles, was one great source of their vices

and distress, with a belief that their condition

misrht be, in some measure, amehorated. It was
then she received an impression, that it was
her relig-ious duty, to seek to withdraw at least

a few of the chihiren of vicious parenis, from
the baneful inlliierice of their example, and

slie bejian with only_^i'6, asking al first about

a farihing a month from all who surrounded

her, which small sum she thought would make
the subscription general.

The first two farthings were brought to her

by her little niece, who had begged them of

her mamma for her aunt's poor children; and

it seems as if a blessing rested upon this infant

offering, seeing that for nearly twenty years

this institution has been a refuge for the poor

from vice and misery, and that the number of

children has been continually augmenting till

the present time, when tico hundred and fifty

are nourished, clothed, and educated, by be-

nevolent contributions.

The particulars of this asylum, and the way

in which it is conducted, have been already

published in a pam|)lilet entitled, " Faith and
Benevolence exemplified in an Institution for
poor Children, at Lode, in Sivitzerland," to

which we refer ; but as it has been visited by

several Friends since that time, we would give

an extract from Stepljen Grillet's letter, and u

few particulars from a still later visit which we
paid to our dear friend, within a short time of

her decease.

A letter received from Stephen Grillet,

dated Yverdun, 4th of 1 llh month, 1832, con

tains information respecting the state of the

establishment, which, it is believed, will prove

highly gratifying to many, and induce them to

cherish the feeling of continued interest in its

support.

EXTRACT FKOM STEPHEN GRILLET S LETTER.

" In company with Mary Anne Calame, I

went to her Orphan Institution. Slie has now
about 250 children in her family, which con-

tinues to he supported by acts of charily ; and

it is marvellous hoiv, time after time, when in

the greatest need, su[iplies have been furnished.

She feels much indebted to Friends in Eng-
land. I wish those, who have so liberally con-

tributed to it. could see its excellent order and

extensive usefulness. All the children love her

as a mother—she speaks to them and treats

them as such. The school for little ones has

interested me much ; they were at their little

works, for industry is a special branch of their

education.
" The very little ones, about two or three

years of age, were unravelling old silk ; the

others, up to five and six yoars, were at their

knitting, whilst a blind wo nan, knitting also,

spoke to them in a familiar and very kind man-

ner, putting to such as she calkdout by name,

various questions in the Scri|)tures, and even
in Roman history and geography. It was as-

tonishing how readily these little ones answer-
ed her questions, without ceasing from their

Work
; and perfect silence prevailed, none

speaking but the one whose name was called

upon. What has given me special comfort is,

the marks that some of these children bear that

they have known soinelhinsj of llie dear Re-
deemer's love. The whole family were collect-

ed together, children and assistants, as well as

servants. I had a precious opnortunily with

them : many of their young minds manifested
that they felt what was communicated :—once,
particularly, when I enquired if some of tliem

felt not at times that which prompted them to

wish for some corner privately to seek the

Lord, and pour out their prayers to him,

Mary Anne Calame told me, it was only the

day before that some of the girls had asked for

the use of a corner in the garret, not occupied,
and enquiring of them for what purpose they

wanted it, with some hesitation and tender-

ness they said, they wished to have a little by-

place to retire to, for they felt as if they must
in that way seek and pray to the Lord. Mary
Anne has given them the use of the closet in

a chamber she has at the institution.

" In the evening I had another meeting in

the village at her house, where those who are

in the practice of meeting with her came, and
some others also. Her own family is large

—

Marguirite Zimmerlin is her intimate friend,

with whom she has been in near union for

eighteen years, and forms one of the domestic

circle."

VISIT OF J. AMD M. YEABDLEY.

We visited this institution in the 8th month,

183.0, and found dear M. A. Calame rather

oppressed with the weight of the concern, yet

still full of faith and daily dependence on her

great and holy Helper ; we felt much synipa-

thy with her and her precious companion, M.
Zimmerlin, and were favoured to be refreshed

together under a sense of Divine love and

mercy.

Dear M. A. C. appeared then to have a pre-

sentiment that she should not remain very long

in mutability ; expressing, with submission, her

desire to ' depart and be wilh Christ ;' and it

was very sweet to be permitted, when in her

company, to believe, that whenever that mo-
ment arrived the change would be glorious.

A i'ew young women were still educated for

governesses in the house of M. A. C, and

there were 250 children in the Asylum, which

appears still to be regulated in a very agree-

able manner. Wo had religious meetings willi

the various classes, and were comforted in par-

taking again of the sweet influence, which per-

vades the mind on visiting this institution.

The dear childien appeared remarkably

cheerful, happy, and full of afl'ection for their

benefactress. We were informed that, although

many of them have been taken from the most

depraved class in society, yet, that very few

instances had occurred since the asylum was
provided, of any having been sent away as in-

corrigible ; some of the vagabond boys, unac-

customed to restraint, have at times runaway,
but it seems as if they had been still the ob-

jects of providential care, since they were
brought back in a belter dispositon of mind,

and with good desires for the future. One of
them, aged twelve years, fled to Neufchatel,

where, not knowing what to do, he addressed
himself to a friend of M. A. Calame's, who
sent him back with a nolo, iiitreating that he

might be forgiven. This intercession was un-

necessary ; for his adopted mother no sooner

saw him arrive, tl.an, imitating the father of
the prodigal son, she ran to meet him, and
embraced him many times ; afterwards came
her admonitions, but these were so full of ten-

derness, that the boy was suflicienlly punished

hy the shame and regret he felt in having caused
pain to his tender benefactress.

" We had a very affecting parting with our
beloved friend, and were never permitted to

behold her again. A striking proof of her

presentiment respecting her death is afforded

by the following circumstance :—One of her

friends sent her a card, greatly desiring she

would write something upon it by way of re-

membrance. She had been made an instru-

ment of much religious instiuction to him, as

she had to many others within her influence.

After some time she returned the card wilh a

tomb drawn upon it, under the branches of a

tree
; the inscription was " Jusqu, ici, el au

dela. M. A. C This he received some months
before her death, and when she was in usual

health.

She was seized with dysentery on the 17th

of 10th month, 1834, from which she believed

she should never recover. Although at times

in great agony of body, her soul was filled with

enriching peace. She had much conversation

with her beloved friend, M. Zimmerlin, and
committed the institution to her superintend-

ence ; encouraging her to believe she would

be strengthened for the task. For twenty

years they had been bound to each other in

the closest bonds of friendship and religious

unity of spirit, so that she considered it would

be a blessing to the asylum to have it con-

tinued on the same foundation upon which it

had been raised ; daily dependence upon the

providential care of Him who is a Father to

the fatherless. She imparted counsel to the

various individuals of her household, and had

interviews wilh several others interested in the

cause ; and being perfectly sensible to the end,

the words which fell from her lips were a

source of comfort and support under the heavy

afiliction which awaited them. A little before

the closing scene she asked for some grapes,

and not receiving them immediately, she quick-

ly added, " they are not here ! Well ! I shall

soon gather fresh grapes in the yjeyard of my
Lord and Saviour." ^

She continued only five days from her first

attack ; and, a short time before her death, was

favoured wilh perfect ease of body, truly enjoy-

ing the prospect of lier speedy release, that she

might for ever be united unto Him, " whom,
not having seen, she loved," and had endea-

voured to follow and obey, according to the

manifestations of his will in the secret of her

soul ; and although deeply sensible of her many

failures and infirmities, she could rely wilh firm
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dependence upon her beloved Lord and Sa-

viour, and through his propitiatory sacrifice,

offered for her sins, she was prepared to meet

him with "joy unspeakable and full of glory."

The day of her interment proved extremely

wet, yet the company of mourners was unpre-

cedented in the small town of Lode. Many
friends came from a distance, and after her

own immediately family and household, she

was followed by her 250 weeping children,

with their masters and mistresses, not any of

whom could be persuaded to remain at home,
notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather;

the inhabitants of the place also generally at-

tended, and many hearts were deeply prostrat-

ed before the Lord.

M. Zimmerlin is remarkably supported, and

enabled by her Divine Master to continue the

institution on the same footing upon which it

was established ; and the family of her dear

deceased friend seem very desirous of aflfbrd-

ing her every assistance, as well as several

other persons who reside near, and are inter-

ested in the cause. There is also a committee
nominated by M. A. Calame, composed of

those friends who have rendered service to the

funds of the institution, and who are very de-

siious that it may still claim the attention of

the benevolent in this country, reverently be-

lieving that a blessing is still in it.

EXTRACT FROM THE WILL OP MARY ANNE

" I, Mary Anne Calame, the undersigned,

desiring, in that solemn day, when it shall

please God to take rne to Himself, that all

things which He has condescended in liis great

mercy to confide to tny care, may be left in

order, in security, and protected from being

injured by any person whatsoever :

—

" 1 declare, in the presence of God, that I

give the establishment lor poor children at

Billodes, near Locle, and all that it contains,

into the hands of a committee, nominated as

under, in that confidence which comes from

above, that in their hands it will be continued

and directed on the same basis upon which it

has been founded—that of faith and love in

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Upon
that faith which has accompanied the steps

which He has been pleased to mark out for

tne, and upon which He has showered down
so many blessings, notwithstanding my nume-
rous failings and infirmities.

" I bequeath also to them the funds which

may remain at my death, of whatever kind,

with the liberty given to me to use them as 1

thought best for the benefit of the institution ;

excepting what may be due to some of the

committee iwho hold shares in the new houi

and the moveables in it.

" This deed is made of my own free w
uninfluenced by any person, according to my
conscience, and I desire that no public or pri

•vate authority may, at any time, or under any
pretext, exercise any right or interfere with the

object of this institution, which is designed

solely for the purpose of bringing up miserable

and destitute children in the religion of Jesus

Christ, of whatever nation or denomination
they may be, regarding all men as ray brethren,

and believing myself called upon to fulfil to-

wards all the precepts of my Lord and Sa-

viour, who has commanded us to care for the

orphan and the destitute.

" I desire, therefore, that this establishment

may be continued after my death to the glory

of God, and fotthe well-being of the souls who
do and mny hereafter inhabit it ; recommend-
ng them all to liis divine protection ; hoping

and praying that all- who labour in the cause

may do it .with the same end in view, and in

the same spirit, looking unto Jesus, who will

be their recompense ; and 1 implore that the

benediction of the Eternal God may rest upon
them all. Amen.

" Mary Anne Calame."

Locle, 1th cf September, 1 829.

LINES OJf PASSING THE GRAVE OF MV
SISTER.

On yondor shore, on yonder shore,

Now verdant witli the depth of shade,

Beneath the white-armed sycamoro,

There is a little infant laid.

Forgive this tear. A brother weeps.

'Tis there the faded flowret sleeps.

She sleeps alone, she sleeps alone,

And summer's forests o'er her wave ;

And sighing winds at autumn moan
Around the little stranger's grave,

As though they murmured at the fate

Of one so lone and desolate.

In sounds that seem like sorrow's own.
Their funeral dirges faintly creep

;

Then deep'ning to an organ tone,

In all their solemn cadence sweep,

And pour, unheard, along the wild,

Their desert anthem o'er a child.

She came, and passed. Can I forget,

How we whose hearts had hailed her birth.

Ere three autumnal suns had set,

Consigned her to her mother earth !

Joys and their memories pass away.
But griefs are deeper ploughed than they.

We laid her in her narrow cell.

We heaped the soft mould on her breast

;

And parting tears, like rain-drops fell.

Upon her lonely place of rest ;—

-

May angels guard it :—may they bless

Her slumbers in the wilderness. .,

She sleeps alone, she sleeps alone,

For, all unheard, on yonder shore.

The sweeping flood, with torrent moan,
At evening lifts its solemn roar,

As, in one broad, eternal tide.

The rolling waters onward glide.

There is no marble monument.
There is no stone, with graven lie,

To tell of love and virtue blent

In one almost too good to die.

We needed no such useless trace

To point us to her resting place.

She sleeps alone, she sleeps alone.

But, midst the tears of April showers,
The genius of the wild hath strown.

His germs of fruits, his fairest ilowers.

And cast his robe of vernal bloom,

In guardian fondness, o'er her tomb.

She sleeps alone, she sleeps alone

;

But yearly is her grave-turf dressed,

And still the summer vines are thrown,
In annual wreaths, across her breast.

And still the sighing autumn grieves.

And strews the hallowed spot with leaves.

Flint.

The Infant School under the care of the

Association of Women -Friends, will be re-

opened on the 24th instant.

TISS ruinsfD.

EIGHTH MONTH, 22, 1835.

A person who professes not to be a member
of the Society of Friends, intiuded himself, in

violation of the rules of courtesy and good
breeding, into the late Yearly Meeting of
Friends in London, and has published a pre-

tended account of its proceedings. This ac-

count has been re-|)rinted in this country by

the Hicksites, and widely circulated. As it \a

grossly defective and perverted, we deem it

proper to put Friends on their guard by in-

serting the following official notice of its un-
fairness:

—

Having noticed i

r oftlieCliris

the last ni ber of the Christian
rticle headed " Quakers' Yearly

Meeting," I am instructed to observe that all meet-
ings for discipline of the religious Society of Friends,

are held exclusively for the benefit of their own body,
and not open to any who are not members of tliat re-

ligious Society. It may be further remarked, that,

in order to prevent any one from continuing in our late

Yearly Meeting, in ignorance of this fact, notice of
the select character of tl)e meeting was publicly given
by the clerk of the meeting, both at the commence-
ment and in the progress of its business.

Under these circumstances, any one not a member
of the religious Society of Friends, vvlio attended, and
obtained this information, did it in violation of the

rules of common courresy, and of the rights of distinct

bodies of religious professors, in conducting their re-

spective concerns.

There is no intention of entering into any discus-

sion which affects the accuracy of the report furnished

to the Christian Advocate, any further than to say,

that it is strikingly partial and incorrect.

The subject having been animadverted upon by the

editor, in the leading articlg, it is expected that lie"

will, in common fairness, fe^ himself bound to give

the above a prominent place in his paper.

William MANL'Ey,

Recording Cleric to Ike Society of Friends.

Devonshire House, Houndsditcli, oth of 6th m. 1835.

In No. IS of our seventh volume, we copied

from the Annals of Education, an interesting

account of the Asylum for Poor Children at

Locle, in Switzerland, under the care of Mary
Anne Calame. This amiable woman, who, in

her humble walk through life has furnished so

lovely an example of purity and singleness of

purpose, has lately been called away by death

from the scene of her Christian charities and

labours. A small pamphlet containing a brief

memoir respecting her, together with some
extracts from her letters, &.C., has been pub-

lished in England, which it is our intention to

insert entire, and accordingly, the memoir is

given to-day—the extracts being intended for

our next nuinber.

The committee charged with the care of

the boarding school at Westtown, will meet
there on fourth dny, the 2d of next month, at

9 o'clock in the morning.

The visiting committee will meet at the

school, on seventh day, the 29th instant..

Thomas Kimber, Clerk:

8th mo. 22, 1835.
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INSECTS.
NO. VII.

Habitations of Ants.

The habitations of ants vary according to

the species wiiich construct them. The nest

of the large red ants (F. Rufa) is wholly com-
posed of small apartments, of different sizes,

communicating vvitii each other by means of

galleries, and arranged in separate stories,

some very deep in the earth, others a consi-

derable height above it ; the former for the

reception of the young in cold weather and
at night, the latter adapted to their use in

the day time. In forming these, the ants

mix the earth excavated from the bottom of

the nest, with the other materials of which

the mount consists, and thus give solidity to

the whole. Besides t!ic avenues which join

the apartments together, other galleries, vary-

ing in dimensions, communicate with the

outside of the nest at the top of the mount.

The habitations of these ants are sometimes

as large as a small hay-cock, but they are

mere molehills in comparison to the enor-

mous mounds which other species, apparently

of the same family, but much larger, con-

struct in warmer climates. Malonet states

that in the forests of Guinea he once saw ant

hills which., though his companions would not

suffer him to approach nearer than forty paces

for fear of his being devoured, seemed to

him to be fifteen or twenty feet high, and
thirty or forty in diameter at the base, as-

suming the form of a pyramid, truncated at

one third of its height: ^d Stedman, when
in Surinam, once passed ant hills six feet

high, and at least one hundred feet in circum

ference.

The nest of Formica Brunnea of Latreille

is composed wholly of earth, and consists of

a great number of stories, sometimes not

fewer than forty, twenty below tlie level of

the soil, and as many above, which last fol

lowing the slope of the ant hill are concen
trie ; each story, separately examined, exhi

bits cavities in the shape of saloons, narrower

apartments and long galleries which preserve

the communication between both. In con-

structing these immense citadels they employ
ft clay, only scraped up when suthciently

moistened by a shower. Different labourers!

convey small masse? of this ductile material

between their mandibles, and with the same
nstruments they spread and mould it to their]

will, the antenna; accompanying every move-
ment. These cities, while building, present

[

a most interesting spectacle. " In one place,"

says Huber, " vertical walls form the outline,

which communicates with different corridors

by openings made in the masonry; in another!

we see a true saloon, whose vaults are sup-

ported by numerous pillars: and further on'

are the cross ways or squares where several i

streets meet, and whose roofs, though often ,

more than two inches across, the ants are

under no difficulty in constructing, beginning
the side of the arch in the angle formed by

two walls, and extending them by successive

layers of clay till they meet: while crowds of

masons arrive from all parts with their particle

of mortar, and work with a regularity, har-

mony, and activity which can never enough
be admired. So assiduous are they in tlieir

operations, that they will complete a story

with all its saloons, vaulted roofs, partitions,

and galleries, in seven or eight hours. If

they begin a story and for want of moisture

are unable to finish it, they pull down again

all the crumbling apartments that are not

covered in.

Another species make their habitations in

the trunks of old oaks or willow trees, gnaw-
ing the wood into numberless stories, more
or less horizontal, the ceilings and floors of

which are about five or six lines asunder,

black, and as thin as a card; sometimes sup-

ported by vertical partitions forming an in-

finity of apartments, which communicate by

small apertures: at others, by small light cy-

lindrical pillars furnished with a base and ca-

pital, which are arranged in colonnades, leav-

ing a communication perfectly free throughout

the whole extent of the story. These immense
works, greater, compared with the size of the

architects, than the pyramids of Egypt, or the

tunnel under the Thames, are accomplished

by minute insects, unassisted by any mecha-
nical inventions, which so niucli facilitates the

labour of man in all his great undertakings.

The advantages which they |)ossess of com-
manding the aid of countless numbers, stimu-

lated as they all naturally are by a patience

which never flags, and a perseverance and in-

dustry which surmounts every difliculty—en-

ables them to perform their herculean tasks in

comparatively a short time.

This quality of perseverance in ants is

strikingly illustrated by an anecdote which is

related of the celebrated conqueror, Timour,

who, it is said, being once forced to take
shelter from his enemies in a ruined build-

ing, sat alone many hours ; desirous of divert-

ing his mind from his hopeless condition, ho
fixed his observation upon an ant which was
carrying a grain of corn (probably a pupa^)
larger than itself, up a high wall. Number-
ing the efforts that it made to accomplish
this object, he found that the grain fell sixty-

nine times to the ground, but the seventieth

time it reached the top of the wall. "This
sight," said Timour, "gave me courage at

the moment, and I have never forgotten the
lesson it conveyed."
The industry of the ants even exceeds that

of the bees, for the ants not only employ
each moment of the day in incessant labour,

but are also engaged at nights, almost with-

out intermission, unless hindered by excessive

rains. This fact, asserted long ago by Aris-

3, and admitted by Gould and Huber, is

confirmed by some observations which Kirby
ade for that purpose. " My first," he says,

were made at nine o'clock at night, when
1 found the inhabitants of a nest of red ants

(Myrmica Rubra) very busily employed. I

repeated the observation, which I could con-
veniently do, the nest being in my garden, at

various times from that hour till twelve, and
always found some going and coming, even
while a heavy rain was falling. Having in

the day noticed some aphides upon a thistle,

I examined it again in the night, at about
eleven o'clock, and found my ants busy milk-

ing their cows, which did not for the sake of
repose intermit their suction." At the same
hour another night, he observed the little

negro ant engaged in the same employment
upon an elder; and states, that being desirous

of ascertaining the accuracy of M. Huber's

statement that the hill ant (F. Rufa) shut

their gates, or rather barricade them every

night and remain at home, he visited a nest

of tliem situated not far from his residence, ac-

companied by a friend, and, to their surprise

and admiration, found the ants at work, some
being engaged in carrying their usual bur-

thens, sticks and straws, into their habitations,

others going out from it, and several were
climbing the neighbouring oaks, doubtless,

to milk their aphides. The number of comers
and goers at that hour, however, was nothing

compared with the myriads that may always

be seen on these nests during the day. It so

happened that their visit was paid while the

moon was near the full, so that whether this

species is equally vigilant and active in the

absence of that luminary, yet remains uncer-

tain.

Kirby states he once saw two or three

horse ants hauling along a young snake, not
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dead, which was of the thickness of a goose

quill, and St. Pierre relates that he was highly

amused with seeing a number of ants carry-

ing off' a Patagonian centipede, which tiiey

seized by all its legs, and bore along as work-

men do a large piece of timber. Mothing, it

is stated, can divert these creatures from any

purpose which they undertake to accomplish;

a species which is found at Sierra Leone,

march in columns that exceed all powers of

numeration, always pursuing a straight course,

from which nothing can cause them to deviate:

if they come to a house, or other building, they

storm or undermine it : if a river cross their

path, they will endeavour to swim over it,

though millions perish in the attempt. In

Paraguay the ravages which they commit are

of a very serious character: the account states

that they flock in vast companies to the sacks

of wheat, and carry off by degrees many
bushels; they entirely strip fruit trees of their

leaves, unless a cow's tail is twisted round the

trunk to hinder their ascent, and eat away

crops so completely that one would suppose

they had been cut with a sickle, if meat is

left, either dressed or raw, in an apartment, it

will soon be blackened with swarms of ants.

They devour all sorts of trash, the very car-

casses of beetles, loads, and snakes. In the

•dead of night they issue forth from the wall

or pavement in immense armies, get upon the

beds, and unless the inmates instantly make
their escape they will be stung all over. This

happens so frequently in the Guarany colo-

nies that they are obliged to burn candles at

night, for lighted sheets of paper are the only

means of driving tnem away. "The Portu-

guese have an old saying that 'the ants are

queens of /razil.' Cenatnly" this account

states, " we have found them sovereigns of

Paraguay. There may be said to be more

trouble in conquering these insects, than all

the savages put together: for every contriv-

ance hitherto devised serves only to put them

to flight, not banish them effectually."

HCBEE.

The subjoined interesting and instructive

tiarrative is from the London Christian Ob-
server. Some slight changes in the language

have been made.

The Path of Duty is the Path of Peace and
Safety.—Psalm xci. 11, 12.

S , a country gentleman and magistrate,

resided at B , in the vicinage of Cork.

Early in the last century, a prisoner, charged

with sheep-stealing, was brought to his house;

and while S was engaged in writing a

committal, and the bailiffs in making the ne-

cessary preparations for carrying forward the

prisoner, the latter was placed, for safe cus-

tody, in a yard enclosed by a lofty wall. In

this yard a child, son to S , and after-

ward father to the lady who related to me
ttiis anecdote, was amu.sing himself with some
childish sports. The prisoner was in early

youth. He had but just entered upon his

vicious career, and his feelings and fears were
not yet extinguished and rendered callous by
habitual crime. He sat down upon a stone

in the yard, placed his head between his

knees, and wept bitterly. The child was
immediately arrested in his play by this pite-

ous spectacle, and, with all the veneration

which deep sorrow secures from every feel-

ing mind, diew near to the sufferer, and
timidly enquired why he wept. The prisoner,

hunted down by all, sinking in depair, and
perhaps catching at the slender hope which
the sympathy of the magistrate's child held

out to him, lokl, with all the pathos of real

wo, the tale of his sorrows, and wrought
powerfully upon the feelings of the child.

His first reply was a rapid and earnest en-

quiry, " Why don't you run away from them?"
Tne man pointed to the lofiy wall and locked
door, and said, " How can I ?" This difii-

cully the child at once overruled by saying,
" I will let you out ;" and, without wailing a

reply, ran quickly into the house. I will not

say he stole the key, for he never thought of

any objection against his using it, but quite

the contrary : in the most perfect simplicity

and good feelinsj he took it, unobserved, from
the table at which his father was writing the

committal ; unlocked the wicket, through

which, with a hurried step and parting bless-

ing, the prisoner quickly escaped ; and when
the committal was made out, and the bailiffs

were ready, the object of all these prepara-

tions had safely fled.

Years, too, fled rapidly. The child be-

came a man, and put away childish things.

He substituted—I fear it may be said of those

days—the foxhunt and carousal, those rational

enjoyments of manhuod, for the top, and ball,

and hoop, the simple sports of childhood ; and
may it not be said of any days, until the mil-

lennial, the heavy and up-iull drag of worldly

business and wordly cares, for the alternating

business and relaxation, tears and laughter, of

the school-room and the play-ground.

In the course of business, the son, who had

now succeeded to the property of his deceased

father, had a large engagement to meet at the

Cork bank. Disappointed by tenants, the ut-

most provision which he could make for it in

the country fell short of its amount, and he

found it imperatively necessary to get into

Cork the night before the bill was payable,

that he might make arrangements to prevent

its being dishonoured. He arrived at Mallow
as the day closed. At that lime the road be-

tween Mallow and Cork was infested by a

desperate gang of highwaymen, and robberies

of an intrepid and ferocious character were of

frequent occurrence. The experiment of

traveling this road at night, and with a large

sum of money, was most hazardous ; but

credit was at stake, and there was no alterna-

tive. He arrived safely at White Church, a

ruin within about five miles of Cork, and

there, at an angle in the road, was stopped by

a footpad, who, with a pistol to his breast, de-

manded his purse. He frankly told his cir-

cumstances, but an appeal or remonstrance

was unavailing. Money and credit were now
gone : and perhaps at this moment S
might have thought with a sigh upon the care-

less and disengaged hours of childhood, and
deemed its peaceful calm but ill compensated
by that independence of manhood after which

It so intensely breathes, with all the vexitio

cares and harassing turmoil which manhood
brings along with it.

It was a moonlight night, occasionally

dimmed by floating clouds. Just as the rob-

bery was completed, and the highwayman,

looking lip, commanded him to go forward,

the moon suddenly emerged from behind a

dark cloud, and shone full upon the face of

S . The highwayman for a moment
looked upon the countenance with an intense

and searching gaze, and then abruptly de-

manded, " What is your name?" This was
to S no gratifying recognition. He had

succeeded his father in the magistracy as well

as estate, and discharged its duties with zeal

and efliciency. The thought naturally at

once rushed into his mind, " This is some
felon who has been brought before me and

punished, and, if he recognises, will assuredly

murder me." He was just about to give a

false name, when tfie better thought was sug-

gested, " I am under av.ful circumstances :

if I am this moment to pass into eternity, let

it not be with a lie upon my lips : ' My name
is Spread.' " The highwayman, as if trans-

formed by some magic spell, in manner,

accent, and feature, and with a voice, whose
softened and subdued tone seemed to make a

faint appeal to the memory of S , asked,

with feeling and respect, '• Do you remember,
sir, the prisoner that you let out of your

father's yard at Ballycanna, nineteen years

ago ?" S did not immediately recollect

the circumstances, but they were soon recall-

ed to his memory. The highwayman said,

"I, sir, am the man whose life you that day
mercifully saved." He returned liim his

puis,e. He said, " This would little avail

you : there are six men at different points on
the road between you and Cork, that, if a
traveller escapes one, another may meet and
secure him." In answer to some questions

of S , he confessed it not at all improba-
ble, that if he were found empty, and the ac-

count of his previous robbery not credited by
the next who stopped him, lie might be mur-
dered. He walked by the side of S 's

horse ; conducted him safely through the

gang to the turnpike at Blackpool, in the

suburbs of Cork ; and, at parting, compelled

him to receive gold sufficient to complete his

engagement at the bank. S gave him
much advice, and many promises of protec-

tion and security if he would abandon his evil

course ; and he promised, that, when he

could exiricate himself with safety at once to

his comrades and himself, he would break off

from the confederacy, and place himself under
S 's protection.

Had S followed that first impulse of
the natural heart, which would have led him
to withdraw himself by falsehood from the

protection of Providence—had he rejected

the monitor within, which told him (con-

science echoing the word of God) that

" Whosoever would save his life shall lose it
;

but whosoever will lose his life in this world

shall keep it until life eternal"—what then

would his benevolence have effected ? It

would have resuscitated a viper to sling him.

It would have nerved the paralysed arm which
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was to rob liiin of property, of credit, perhaps

of life itself.

This iinecdote furnishes, as appears to me,

a powerful and pleasing illustration of the im-

portance of placing ourselves continually, as

Scripture directs, with Christian simplicity

and rectitude of principle and conduct, under

the [)roteclion of a good Providence ; and, in

every critical emergency, endeavouring to

realise by faith the presence and the guardian

care of God. It teaches and encourages us

never to withdraw ourselves from that charm-

ed circle within which all things work together

for good, and whose limits and immunities the

Apostle thus describes :
" Who is he that will

harm you, if ye be followers of that which is

good ? But, and if ye suffer for righteousness'

sake, happy are ye ; and be not afraid of their

terror, neither be troubled : but sanctify the

Lord God in your hearts—having a good con-

science."

Brief Notice of the Lfe and Character of
Jonathan Hutchinson, late of Gedney, Eng-
land, in an Epistle to a friend.

" Who can view the stately pillars gone,

Those firm supports of virtue's weighty dome,
And not unite in tributary tears ?"

bth of 5th Month, 1835.

My DEAR Feiend,

Thou hast been informed of tlie loss which
the church, and an extensive circle of piivate

friends have sustained, by the decease of my
beloved relative, Jonathan Hutchinson ; and
thy knowledge of the virtues that adorned his

cliaractcr may enable thee to form an esti-

mate of the magnitude of this loss to his be-

reaved family, and to all who had enjoyed the

privilege of his intimate and truly instructive

acquaintance.

In my last letter, I expressed an intention

of furnishing thee with a brief notice of the

life and character of this exemplary individual;

and I shall now endeavour to perform the task,

in the best manner that my limited opportunity

will allow.

Jonathan Hutchinson was the son of John
and Lydia Hutchinson, of Gedney, in the

'county of Lincoln, where, on, or near the

spot which his ancestors had occupied more
than three centuries, he was born in the se-

cond month, 1760. He was an only son, and
had but one sister, (Lydia, the wife of William
Curlt, of Fulbcck,) between whom and him-
Felf a tender attachment subsisted until the

decease of the former, which took place only

about ten months previous to his own.
By information derived from this branch of

his family, it appears, that in his youth he pos-

sessed a lively disposition, somewhat impatient

of control; and, judging from selections which
he made from some of our best authors, he

seems, at this period, not only to have had a

considerable relish for intellectual pleasures,

but, also, to have laid the foundation of that

correct and delicate taste, for which he was
afterwards so justly admired.

Ardent in the pursuit of knowledge, and
unsuspicious of the poison which is too often

concealed in a certain class of specious publi-

cations, he became, at an early age, unsettled

and sceptical in his opinions; and in this dark
and cloudy day, the principle of truth in his

mind was so awfully obscured, that afterwards,

during his Christian course, I believe, he rare-

ly adverted to it without that feeling of humble
gratitude, which a sense of his happy deliver-

ance was calculated to inspire.

He was cautious in speaking of his religious

experience, and, when referring to this portion

of his history, appeared to be fearful of dis-

closing more than might lend to edification
;

but, when unfolding as much as he considered
himself justified in doing, he would intimate

that the darkness of such a slate could scarce-

ly be conceived by those who had not experi-

enced its terrors ; and, under a tender solici-

tude for the welfare of young persons, he
would make solemn and instructive allusions

to the sufferings in which, by an injudicious

course of reading, he had been so deeply in-

volved.

The following memorandum impressively

records his feelings, some years after the

spiritual darkness above-mentioned had yield-

ed to the cheering beams of the Sun of Right-

eousness. It was written, and partially circu-

lated, with the hope of its proving serviceable

to others, and includes a stanza from Beattie,

to which I have frequently heard him allude,

as containing, in some measure, an epitome of

his own history.

" It is very probable, that the stanza an-

nexed may correspond, in no inconsiderable

degree, with the experience of many ; but it

has been found to be highly descriptive of the

progressive changes of one individual, who,
though born and educated in the Society of

Friends, yet, from an unwillingness to submit
to those reasonable restraints which a con-

sistency with their principles requires, a con-

duct in many instances opposed thereto, and
an injudicious reading, became, in early life,

deeply entangled in the snares of scepticism

and irreligion.

" This circumstance he is willing to dis-

close, from the hope that a knowledge of it

may induce some to seek, by the same effica-

ciousmeansofcontrition and prayer, a like hap-

py result to that which he has had the benefit

and the consolation to experience ; a change,

both in judgment and practice, almost as great

and as marvellous in his own eyes, as if one
had risen from the dead.

" It may, perhaps, be further encouraging
to those who have arrived at the ninth or

eleventh hour of their day, to be told, that the

change alluded to was not, in the present in-

stance, fully efliected until the subject of it had
passed what is generally considered the meri-

dian of life, and had nearly lost hope of recon-

ciliation with his God.
" He is now living, but, conscious that

though thus favoured, his warfare is not yet

accomplished, and that it must be by a watch-

ful perseverance to the end that a prize im-

mortal can be obtained, he deems it consistent

with the diffidence which these considerations

appear calculated to excite, to conceal his

name.

' 'Twas thus by the glare of false science betrayed.

That leads to bewilder and dazzles to blind.

My thoughts wont to roam from shade onward to
shade,

Destruction before me, and sorrow behind.
O ! pity. Great Father of Light, then I cried,

Thy creature who fain would not wander from thee I

Lo ! humbled in dust, 1 reliii(|uisli my pride ;

From doubt and Irom darkness Thou only can'st

And durltncss and doubt are now flying away;
No longer I roam in conjecture forlorn

;

So breaks on the tiavellcr, faint and astray.

The bright and the balmy clTulgence of morn.' "

Adverting to this memorandum, in a letter

to a near relative, who desired to possess the

autograph, he thus ex|)resses himself " Thou
art quite welcome to the paper which thou
hast kept. Should I hold out to the end, and
finish my course in peace, it may serve thee

to look over at a future day, as a short history

of not a very short pai t of a journey, in which,

alas ! were many wearisome and painful steps.

' O ! the dark diiys of vanity ! While here
How tasteless 1 and how terrible when gone !'

"

After a season of deep mental suffering, the

important change here mentioned was cora-

inenced, by a ray of light and hope being un-

expectedly vouchsafed lo his agonized mind.
The time, the place, and other circumstances,
attending this event, were never to be forgot-

ten while the retentive faculty remained. He
was, at the moment, supplying food to part of
the cattle on his father's farm; and, in strains

of reverent gratitude fiave I heard him relate

the dealings of Divine Goodness with him on
this memorable occasion. Perceiving within

himself a feeling of tenderness, and yielding to

the power from which it had emanated, his

humbled, but, as yet, partially enlightened soul,

poured forth its coinplaint, and ventured to

prefer its petition to that Almighty Being,

from whom he had so long stood aloof, and
of whose very existence, even now, the enemy
of all good atteinpled to insinuate a doubt.

" As a father pitieth his children, so the

Lord pitieth them that fear him;" and with

an increase of this fear, my beloved relative

seems to have experienced a corresponding

increase of consolation. But, deeply did he
lament in after life, that, as an ox unaccus-

tomed to the yoke, he was yet unwilling wholly

lo resign himself to the guidance of Him, who
had seen Ins atHictions, and had graciously

made bare his arm to deliver him from a bond-

age incomparably more fearful than was in-

flicted by Pharaoh in the days of old. This

neglect of his Redeemer's love, while it ren-

dered a succession of fiery baptisms necessary,

long obstructed tiis progress towards that glo-

rious liberty which Divine Truth alone can

give ; and which, however he might despair of

it, he ardently longed to enjoy.

Amongst his severest trials in early life,

perhaps, the loss of an amiable female, to

whom he was under a marriage engagement,

may be regarded as one of the most powerful

means by which the Divine Hand operated on

his mind. He had cherished a virtuous at-

tachment, and was on the point of marriage,

when the death of his friend so suddenly cut

off" all his brightest earthly hopes, that, after

the commencement of the attack, he had little

more than time lo reach the object of his

affection, before her eyes were closed for
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ever. By this awful stroke, he appears to

have been drawn nearer to Him who is "the|

way, the truth, and the hfe ;" and being nowl

prepared, by painful experience, to form a

more correct estimate of temporal enjoymentej

than heretofore, his affections were inoreas-l

ingly placed on things above ; but, although,]

through the divine blessing on the means em-
ployed to reduce the opposing unregenerate'

nature, he was, to a consideraole extent, made,
willing to take up his daily cross, and to de-

spise the shame, he was not yet able (practi-

cally at least) to count all things but as dross,

that he might win Christ ; and, greatly as he

was then beloved by his friends, for many
valuable properties, it was not until about tlie

forty-fifth year of his age, that he made that

full surrender of himself which was due from

liim to his Creator, and essential to the peace
of his own mind.

At this period, he was favoured with a

remarkable visitation, during a solitary ride

between Lincoln and Gedney ; and, cordially

accepting the oflers of redeeming love then

graciously extended, he bowed in reverent

submission to the will of his Creator, whom he

now joyfully acknowledged as his " Lord and
his God."

He, who knows what is in man, and who
seeks, in all his merciful dispensations, to re-

deem iiim from the sin and n)isery consequent

on his fall, led his now obedient follower, step

by step, from one degree of strength to an-

other, "after the counsel of his own will;" so

that they who mourn his loss have no hesita-

tion in believing, that, through the atoning

blood of Christ, this once benighted traveller

became a monument of mercy, and a pillar in

the temple of his God, to go no more out.

Referring in a letter to what has just been

related, he thus feelingly expresses himself:

" The visitation of divine love and mercy
which thou wast favoured with in thy lonely

journey, appears to have been a very precious

one indeed, and has reminded me i.nuch of

that which (as perhaps I have before told

thee) about fourteen years ago, as I was
riding alone on the highway, completed, as I

am willing to hope, a conversion which had
previously been most unstable and wavering

;

or rather, shall I say, which rescued me from
the jaw of the lion, and paw of the bear, and
placed my poor soul in a capacity to endea-
vour to know and to do the will of God.
Since that eventful crisis in my spiritual his-

tory, I think I have never absolutely turned

my back on the way which appeared to be
cast up for me, nor wilfully departed from my
God; though I have had some conflicts, and
have yet at times so feelingly to deplore the

remaining weaknesses of my nature, that even
this very morning 1 could only find access to

the footstool of mercy by loathing and abhor-
ring all that could properly be called myself,
as in " dust and ashes." But, what a favour
it is, when, even through the deepest humilia-
tions, peace is restored to the sorrowful or
" wounded spirit."

Thus disciplined in the school of Christ, he
who had been forgiven much, also loved much.
Glory to God, and good will to man, became
his predominant principle ;—a plant of the

Lord's right hand planting, which, in due

time, brought forth fruit to his praise ; for

having known the terrors consequent on sin,

as well as the peace which is permitted to

flow as a river into obedient souls, he felt

deeply solicilous on behalf of those whose spi-

ritual or temporal interests were endangered,

by unwatchfulness, or inexperience ; and to

such, of various ages and stations in life, he

became an able counsellor, and a faithful

friend.

Many, indeed, who now mourn the loss

which his death has occasioned, can bear

grateful testimony to his unwearied exertions

for their advancement in the paths of safety

and peace.

As a man of deep penetration, whose reli-

gious knowledge had been matured by large

experience of the warfare carried on in the

human mind between the two principles of

light and darkness, his communications were
highly valued by that section of the church in

which his lot was cast ; while, to an extensive

circle of private friends, his presence was in

no common degree acceptable. To the aged
it was animating, and to the middle-aged it

was instructive and pleasing ; but, looking

with peculiar interest towards those on whom
the affairs of society mustspeeddy devolve, his

mind was affectionately drawn towards the

rising generation.

To the youth he loved to address himself

;

and to this nnportant class, both on solemn
religious occasions, and during the hours of

^cial enjovmeiit, he rendered himself particu-

larly attractive. His lively recollection of the

feelings incident to their age ; his charitable

allowance for imintentional failings ; his dis-

criminating judgment, and unceasing courte-

sy, while they commanded admiration, soften-

ed, enlarged, and edified the hearts of his

juvenile friends. If they were of a literary

turn, his knowledge of the best authors fur-

nished him with subjects congenial to their

taste. If conversation of a more general cha-

racter prevailed, he enriched it with the ob-

servations of a Christian philosopher, and was
admirably qualified to give an improving di-

rection to what might otherwise have dege-

nerated into trifles. If rural affairs were pre-

ferred, as a practical agriculturist he would
often prove interesting, and seldom failed to

secure their attention. If they enjoyed the

beauties of nature, he enjoyed them also, in

no ordinary degree, and willingly imparted the

fruits of his careful observation and pious re-

flection.

In these conversations, which f have often

listened to with delight, his own admiration of

a beneficent Creator, as discovered in the rich

variety of his works, habitually led him to ex-

cite a similar feeling in the minds of others. A
shell, a stone, or a seemingly insignificant

plant, furnished him with subjects on which
instructively to dilate; for he loved to lead his

hearers from created beauty, to reflect on that

Perfection which was without beginning, and
will have no end.*

The productions and operations of nature

he viewed as so many evidences of a wise and
beneficent Being, who, though perpetually op-

posed by his rebellious creatures, has merci-

fully designed and provided for the happiness
of all.

Possessing such sentiments, it may easily

be supposed, that the rural avocations to
which he had been trained, inspired him with
pleasures unknown to those of less cultivated

minds. Through the fine old ashes in front

of his windows, (which he sometimes appro-
priately denominated the trees of his forefa-

thers,) how often have I seen him gaze, with

solemn admiration, on the splendour of a set-

ting sun; or behold, with similar emotion, the

magnificence of a starry sky ! With a vivid

recollection of the hours that we have spent
amidst the scenes of his nativity ; the conver-
sations that we have held ; and the sympathy
which, in seasons of trial, we have enjoyed
together ; thou, my dear friend, wilt not be
surprised at my selecting a characteristic pas-
sage from one of his letters, couched in the
following touching expressions :

—

" Advancing," says he, " as I am in years;
increasing, as I feel myself, in certain infirmi-

ties; and willing, as I sometimes think I should
be, to quit, in the right time, a world which
(sin excepted) is so worthy of its Divine Crea-
tor, and so mercifully adapted by him to the
probationary condition of its principal inhabit-

ant:—yet, whilst thus it is with me, I am not
insensible to the various objects of beauty, ex-

cellence, and accommodation, wherewith I am
surrounded ; and of which, as at the present

juncture, 1 am often a. solitary spectator-

When thus viewing, and.calmly soliloquizing,

(for rapture is long left in the distance of for-

mer days,) on ' scenes so wondrous fair,' I

sometimes remember, with a degree of sweet
and soothing pleasure, how we have walked,
and talked, and admired them together."

With a pious reference to the Great First

Cause, and a just sense of the honour due un-
to his name, he loved to direct his attention to
these visible demonstrations of an invisible

hand ;
and lamenting the apathy of sordid or

insensible minds, he seemed to desire that,

with himself, every rational being,

" With filial confidence insptrM,

Might lift to Heav'n an unpresumptuous eye,

And, smiling, say— ' RIy father made them all.'

"

* I recollect one instance, in particular, of his happy
mode of addressing the juvenile mind. A child hav-
ing picked up a shell, for the mere pleasure of destroy,

ing it, almost immediately crushed it under his foot;

upon wliich a brief but effective remark, from the
subject of this notice, so forcibly impressed his young
visiter with a conviction that he had wantonly de-

stroyed a specfmen of skilful contrivance for the ac-

commodation of an inferior link of creation, that a
train of new ideas was awakened, which ultimately
led to such an investigation of the works of nature, as
Ibrty years afterwards had not ceased to afford much
rational delight.

(To be continued.)

HAVERFOKD SCHOOL.
The examination of the students of Haver-

ford school, will commence on fifih day, ninth

month the 10th, and terminate on fourth day,

the loth. Parents and others interested in

the institution, are respectfully invited to at-

tend. Copies of the order of the examination

may be obtained at the school, and at the

office of " The Friend," No. 50, North Fourth
street, after the 6th proximo.
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A Brief Memoir of Mary Anne Calame. tcith

some account of the Institution at Lode, in

Switzerland. By J. <^ M. Yeardley, (two

of the Committee appointed for the care of
the establishment.)

(Concluded from page 3G8.)

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Lode, 9th Month, 1829.

The Lord bless thee, my beloved friend,

for the consolation which has flowed from
thy pen. The hands which presented thy

precious lines are very dear to us.* They
are pursuing the same heavenly route with

you, and we bless God for having been made
acquainted with the.ii. They will tell thee

themselves in what state they have found our

large family, now consisting of 236 persons.

The God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob

still watches at the door of this asylum which

he has prepared for his children, and which

is blessed more and more, so that nothing

seems wanting. Thanks to that infinite

bounty which day by day sends what is ne-

cessary for us. How shall I be sufficiently

humbled with the benedictions of my God !

What, again forty guineas! Oh! that his

name may be praised and exalted amongst

us, and that the deio from above may refresh

and make fruitful the benevolent Friends

who have contributed to the well-being of

these children of Providence. Our prayer

ascends, through Divine Giace, for blessings

upon them. I am pleased with the plan of

putting the rest into the bank as a reserve.

May the Father of the fatherless guard it for

them in the lime of need ! and I can only say

Amen to the wisdom of this provision.

Our Friends B have had a religious

meeting of about thirty persons—silence pre-

ceded the prayer and exhortations, and I

trust that the opportunity will be blessed.

These, thy dear friends, dwell in our hearts,

and our best desires will accomp|J|y them.

They presented me, on parting,"With the

little book, containing an account of your

excursion to our mountains, and your pre-

cious visit to the institution, when your de-

parture cost us so much ; surely your benevo-

lent views in tracing those lines liave been

answered and blessed, to the good of our

establishment. I have also received the little

" wreath," and all are accepted with love and

gratitude. * * * * Yes, my beloved

friend, 1 do wish to walk more and more by

faith, and to live to accomplish the holy will

of my God. May thy love for me induce thee

to unite in asking this of the Lord for me,

for he will grant the requests of those who
are united in him.

It appears to me that the little flock at the

Institution gs^on well: some make progress,

and a blessing rests upon them, nolwiihataml

ing the eflbits of that enemy who is never

quiet; but when we lean upon the " Rock of

Ages" for support, the waves break them-

selves at his feet before they reach the poor

dependent child who is prostrated there.

The awakening atNeufchalel appears to aug-

ment, but there are not many who devote

* Some friends who visited this Institution in a

journey to Italy for the health of some of the family.

themselves to spiritual religion. Ask for usi

the true life, and that our desires may arise'

with yours in silence before the Lord.

Lode. Gth Month, 1830.

Beloved Friend,—My heart is full of grati-

tude to Him whom [ desire to love, for the

letter which thou hast sent me, so full of en-

couragement to follow Jesus wheresoever He
may be pleased to lead us, which has also

strengthened our faith in causing us to see

his unbounded love for our large family by
again assisting its funds through your means.
* * * * We are sensible of His love in

enabling us to persevere, and to come before
His throne of grace in order to obtain mercy,
desiring that He may be '' made unto us wis-

dom, and righteousness, and sanctification,

and redemption."

Alas ! my dear friend, what shall I say to

thee respecting myself ? deep conflict is often

my portion, and I only find peace in looking

unto Him who " hath borne my sins in his

own body on the tree," and thus paid the

price with his precious blood ; desiring in

this ocean of divine love to be purified from
every defilement, end be prepared for admis-

sion by this His free grace unto the marriage

supper of the Lamb. I am at present in a

state of dryness and desertion, and under a

weight which makes me sigh for heavenly

rest. While I feel the importance of the

days still granted to me here below, in order

that the great work of sanctification may go
forward, I am sensible that without this un-

merited mercy, I should become " a cast-a-

way." I am thankful for that love which
still enables thee to bear me upon thy heart,

and be assured thou yet livest in mine amidst

all its infirmities. May God bless thee out

of Zion for all thou hast done for my children,

who continue very numerous. My health has

been much impaired, and the enemy has taken

advantage of this period of weakness to shake

my faith in the advancement of the work, that

the Lord has begun in my soul ; but the Great

Physician has put his hand upon me, and I am
much better in health. I have been absent

for a short time at the baths of Baden on ac-

count of indisposition, and some friends have

been with me and dear M. Zimmerlin, who
has particii)ated in my sulTerings—maythe
Lord reward her !******

'J'he little meetings held in silence are

continued here and at Neufchatel, and some
of our friends are made sensible, that at times

it is more blessed to listen to the voice of the

true Shepherd than to speak. The little flock

persevere in the divine life, thanks to our

gracious Helper ! The wife of our friend

D , who s.nf beside thee in the meeting

you held with us under our own roof, has

now entered the eternal world. For some
time she was afflicted with serious illness,

during which her soul made great progress

in piety, so that she was enabled to sacrifice

every thing here below with joy, and we be-

lieve is now at rest with her Saviour. She
was so helped under her infirmities, that those

nights that would have been nights of anguish,

were times of refreshment and rejoicing.

The resignation of her husband is edifying,

and ho is increasingly precious to us. One
of our under-masters has also entered into

his heavenly rest ; he was ill some time, and
(lied we believe in the Lord; he rejoiced to

depart, and his last moments were spent in

addressing those who surrounded his bed
;

and his concluding words were, "Farewell,
I go to Jesus Christ." The rest of our large

family are in health, although the angel of
death has thus entered into our asylum, we
have still to praise the Lord for the multitude
of his mercies. ***** May your
life and health be preserved, and may all

your paths be directed by the Holy Spirit. I

commend myself, and those who sui round
me, to your prayers; and resign my pen un-
der a feeling of love and unity which shall

never know an end.

M. A. C.

Lode, M Month, 1831.

We have not e.xchanged a letter for some
time past, yet, my beloved friends, are we
daily with you, and our silence is only exte-

rior. I trust also, that in idea, you some-
times journey in the mountains of iVeufchatel,

where your friends maintain for you such true

afl^ection.

1 have felt thee, my beloved friend, at

times near to my soul, which has had to pass

through a desert land; but thanks to the

Lord I am in some degree delivered, and the

peace of Jesus again renders me happy in

the midst of the daily trials I am called to

experience. One, at the present time, is the

state of want to which my large family is re-

duced ; so that I have been obliged to-day to

borrow a small sum, in order to pay the bill

for bread for my children, after having emp-
tied my own purse ; but calling to mind what
the Lord has reserved in tiiy hands, 1 have
decided to draw for it, and this will relieve

me for a time from the state of trial in which
the Divine Master has thought fit I should be

placed.

I cannot have the advantage of the inte-

rest of the legacy until the fifth month.* The
question was,—what is to be done until that

time ? for in the sorrowful state of commercial
affairs in our mountains, our work aflibids no
means of support for my 2.36 children; not-

withstanding, I have been able to provide till

the present moment, and this is the fiist lime

since we met that I have come short in my
means. The Lord, blessed be his name ! has

not suffered me to fall into distrust. I have

had regard to His infinite bounty, and the

remembrance of what your kindness has kept

for me in England, has been brought lo my
mind with this encouraging language, "Con-
fide in the Lord thy God." For some time
past provisions have been very dear, and all

our resources from industry have nearly

ceased. The lace produces nothing for us,

and all the sewing and knitting is necessary

for the use of the house; so that, like the

young ravens, my children wait for their

nourishment from their heavenly Friend. In

* A legacy left to the Institution at this time of

£100 per annum.
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the midst of these trials, I have had to endure!

blame, calumny, and contradiction, of every
[

sort: these strokes are hard to the natural

part, but very good for the soul; and in be-

ing enabled to bear them, I bless the Most
High, endeavouring to rest in true silence

and tranquillity before Him who has given

me to comprehend that it is His divine will

that the work of sanctification should be ef-

fected in us. In this total surrender of myself

I have found peace, desiring nothing but that

the will of our Divine Master may be accom-
plished in us and by us to the glory of his

name. It is thus that my friend M. Zimmer-
lin and I go on from day to day; these pass

quickly over, yet it seems to me that the day

of heavenly rest is long in coming, for " bless-

ed are the dead who die in the Lord ;" but I

dare not ask for this sooner, since it is doubt-

less in the Lord's mercy, that he keeps us

here below ; and I feel sensibly that 1 am
very far from being dead to all earthly things.

May the Lord put it into thy heart to ask in

thy retired moments that thy poor friend of

the mountains may become so passive in the

Divine hand, that He may perfect this work
to his own eternal glory.

My large family is blessed. Every year

it improves sensibly; the exterior is in order,

and I trust the interior is kept in dependence
upon Divine Help—the instruction well con-

ducted, and the education as good as can be
expected in such a multitude, yet far below
my desires, as also the interior, for it is writ-

ten, " The King's daughter is all glorious

within, &c.;" but I must give up all unto
Hira who only can perform His own work

—

to Him confide my charge, for He is faithful

to guard it. Nothing has been altered in my
paternal abode; We continue well and live

in peace. My health, which has been deli-

cate, is now re-established ; I have resumed
my labours, and regained almost all my
strength, blessed be the Author of all good 1****** I put the bill of

exchange in circulation this day for £40
sterling. Be persuaded, my dear friend, that

it is from urgent necessity. Without these

helps I should have been obliged to send
away many children. Bless God with me,
that he has thus provided for the well-being
of poor and destitute orphans. M. A. C.

Lode, Gih Month, 1831.
Dear and Precious Friends,—May the

peace of our Lord Jesus be jour portion now
and for ever!—It is time that I inform you
of £40 more, which the Lord has sent me
by your means. This gift has arrived in the
time of great need, and will be a source of
good to many. Express for me the feelings

of deep gratitude which flow from my heart

to those Friends who have contributed so

largely toward the support of my great family;

may they receive the blessing reserved for

those who care for the little ones !

Thanks be to God the Institution goes on
well ; the peace of Jesus reigns more and
more in it, and the health of the children,

who were ill, is improved ; my own health
also, which has been delicate, is now nearly
re-established, so that I am again able to re-

sume my occupations, and I bless the Author

of all good, who has given me a little more
time in order that the great work of regenera-

tion may be effected in me. I have daily to

mourn over my unfaithfulness, and can only

commit myself just as I am into the hands of

Him, who alone is faithful, exposing my in-

firmities to the sunbeams of His righteous-

ness, that I may be healed, and that through

this work of unmerited mercy His name may
be glorified.

Wc go on pretty well at the Institution

with respect to the outward, but some of us

feel more and more the necessity of sitting

like Mary at the feet of Jesus, that our
strength may be renewed, and there is much
unity of spirit amongst us. Our friends at

Neufchatel are some of them still in great

activity; others, more retired in spirit, are

removed into the environs, where they seek

solitude and the Divine guidance. May this

last be the desire of us all !

My dear friend, M. Zimmerlin, says that

time and distance does not at all weaken her

affection for you ; her health is pretty good,

but her spirit often oppressed in sympathy
with mine, under the cares of our large fa-

mily; if the Lord enable you, pray for us.

Our beloved friend, F. P. has left us, but we
hear from her every week. It appears to me,
that the Lord has pointed out a thorny path

for her, yet she evidently advances in it to-

ward the kingdom of heaven. A path like

this is often a means of checking the activity

of our nature, and enabling us to dwell more
under a sense of the Divine presence. She
says this path is a mercy to her, and she

blesses the Author of all good for all his dis-

pensations. She desires to salute you, and

adds, that she feels more and more united to

you in spirit. Our friends in German Switzer-

land, whom you visited, persevere and appear

to grow in that knowledge which is life eter-

nal. This flock is guarded by the Lord, so

that the troubles which have agitated our

country have been sanctified to them, and

made a means of increasing their faith, and
enabling them to take up their cross, and

produce the fruits of righteousness. We are

tranquil at present, and enjoy more liberty of

conscience than heretofore, and the religious

awakening continues to increase, thanks to

Divine goodness !

Let us ask of the Lord that his light may
shine over all, that it may. arise and .^hine in

every heart; and, O! ask for me, my beloved

friend, that I may live for Christ alone, to

accomplish his holy will, that Christ may so

live in me, that I may breathe for him alone.

When not sensible of his love 1 am languid,

and powerless, my desires turn again to the

earth,—this slate of exile ! O that I might
live alone unto Hrm, who is " the way, the

truth, and the life !
' I have at length been

put into possession of the legacy of the now
ever blessed S. P., and the income amounts
to £100 per annum

;
yet so great is the ex-

pense for flour only in the Institution, that

this pays but a small part of it. The Lord
who has seen meet to confide to my charge

this large family, will give me the means for

its nourishment.

May our holy Redeemer rule and reign in

our hearts ! May all crowns be cast down at

his footstool, and may the bonds which unite

us to each other in hira, never be dissolved

in time or in eternity.

Maky Anxe Calajhe.

For " The Friend."

The remarks on the inordinate pursuit of

the things of this world, contained in the last

number of "The Friend," were designed to

introduce some cases of the constancy and

zeal of the early Friends, in suffering for

their religion. A scrupulous adherence to

the doctrines of Christ in discharging all

their religious duties, superseded every other

consideration with thein. They felt the obli-

gation to provide for their own families, and
were remarkably cared for, when prevented

by force from fulfilling this duty
;

yet, being
crucified to the world, and the world to them,
neither its profits, honours, or pleasures, could
draw them from their fidelity to their divine

Lord and Lawgiver. Robbed and imprisoned,

the temptations to engage in extensive trade,

could not, at the period of persecution, have
been great, and consequently the oppor-

tunities for amassing wealth must have been
rare. But their history, I think, gives no
reason to suppose, that when at liberty, they

did not with others enjoy their proportion of

the comforts of life. In printing and spread-

ing religious books, travelling in the work of

the ministry, building meeting houses, and
relieving those who were impoverished by
distraints, they must have been liberal in dis-

bursing their means. If all these necessary

ends were accomplished, under such extraor-

dinary embarrassments, proof cannot be want-

ing that we need but little here below, and
that that little can be obtained, not only

without infringing on higher vocations, but
even wn« many obstacles to encounter. If

they partook of the gifts of Providence, re-

lieved their poor, and met every expense
which civil and religious society required,

with the very limited means they possessed,

what absolute necessity is there, that Friends

should now be a very rich people 1 Happi-
ness is not increased by wealth. It is not

wanted for the cause of religion. This flou-

rishes best where there is neither poverty nor

riches. It seems like a mere delusion, to ex-

haust every moment of life, in acquiring
what is never enjoyed—for little else than
the love of it, or the empty name of possess-

ing it. What benefit can it be to a man to

possess an estate, one half the income of

which he never uses, nor permits any one to

use? To lay it up for the chi'dren, is either

to doubt their capacity to provide for them-
selves as he has done, or to distrust Provi-

dence in blessing their lawful exertions.

Inherited estates often make drones, or pro-

digals of the heirs; and in such instances,

they prove more like a curse than a blessing.

With what a catalogue of diseases, and in-

firmities, real or imaginary, men who rapidly

accumulate estates, or have never laboured
for their own bread, are often afflicted. Had
they been compelled to work in a moderate
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way for their own subsistence, as every able

person ought, they would probably have been
much more useful in the creation. And if

every one performed his portion of duty, la-

bour would be more equalised, a proper inde-

pendence of spirit maintained, and in this

healthful action of body and mind, more ra-

tional views would be entertained of the value

of wealth, and the folly of laying up treasure

on earth more clearly seen and felt. But what
is of the greatest importance, the mind being
free from useless anxiety after riches, it

would be left at liberty, and be in a belter

condition to answer the design of the Creator,

in placing man in this stale of existence. In-

stead of being buried in bales and boxes of

merchandise, buying and selling, planting and

building, bonds and mortgages, stocks, and

interests of every kind, it would rise above

.all undue attachment to these perishable

things, and seek after the knowledge of the

only true God and Jesus Christ whom he has

sent, which is life eternal.

Tlie history of Friends for the year 16S4,

consists principally of wanton robberies com-
mitted upon their estates, and imprisonments

for the conscientious support of tiie doctrines

of the New Testament, in discharging the

duty of public worship, or for refusing to take

oaths, and maintain a hireling ministry. In-

formers of reprobate character, and vindictive

judges and jurors combined to lay them under

suffering, inflicted in the most aggravating

manner. Disturbances created by persons

with whom they had no connection, were
also made the pretence for persecution after

persecution, till many were completely spoiled

of their goods and estates, and subjected with

their children to grievous hardships. Wm.
Kenway, of Bridport, being fined five pounds

for a meeting there, the informer and consta-

ble broke into his house, kept possession two
days and nights, eating and drinking*"- is pro-

visions, and burning up his fuel. 'I'hey car-

ried off every thing movable within and with-

out doors, and threatened that if he brought

any goods into his house, they would also

take them, and he was in consequence com-
pelled, in the winter, to remove his family

out of the town. Neither age, nor sex, nor

infirmity, moved the merciless magistrates, or

informers to compassion. Five women were
taken from a meeting at Ipswich and carried

before the bailiff', who committed them to

prison ; three of them were nearly eighty

years of age, and one of these old Friends

also blind, so that she was led between two
men to the bailitrs house. Not unfrequently

the informers prosecuted on mere conjecture,

and levied heavy fines on persons, for meet-

ings which they had not attended. Two of

them in Leicestershire distrained fines of

some Friends for a meeting they had not

been at; and seeing another Friend in the

road, they swore before the justice what they

only imagined, and obtained a warrant to rob

him of four cows. Amongst the numerous
prosecutions and plunderings, the cases of

John Fox and Richard Banks exhibited a

degree of unrelenting barbarity, which we
should suppose r.ould hardly be tolerated in

a Christian government. A meeting being

sometimes held at the house of the former,

by one distraint after another for fines of

twenty pounds a month, they stript him of

almost every thing, taking away even the

meat, his casks of beer, tearing up the floor

matting, and removing a copper furnace, and

abusing him with profane language, because

he denied the assertion contained in the war-

rant, that there were more than five persons

beside the family at the meeting. About two'

weeks after, hearing the poor man (made so|

by their rapine) had procured some bedding
and other necessary articles for his family,

they returned, and threatened the officers!

that if they left any thing in the house to the
[

value of a penny, it should cost them five!

pounds a man; upon which they swept oft" all !

they could find. This faithful Christian was
compelled with his wife and children, to seek

lodgings amongst those who would receive
j

them, having no way of accommodating them-

1

selves, and the hardships to which they were'

subjected in the depth of winter, brought on

heavy colds.

Richard Banks was prosecuted in the eccle-

siastical court to excommunication. The in-

former turned the threshers out of his barn,

and nailed up the granary and barn door. He
came again in the night after the family had

retired to bed, turned his cattle out of the

stables, and the ground being covered with

snow, some of the calves perished ; tore

away the hedge from his hay stack, and put

his own cattle to eat it. The poor man had

about two hundred sheep, to which this hard

hearted persecutor laid claim, and thus de-

terred others from purchasing them. After

contesting this claim, and nearly one third of

the flock dying, the owner was compelled to

let the prosecutor take them at his own price,

which was about one third the value. Per-

ceiving he was not likely to enjoy any rest,

R. Banks took a farm twenty miles distant,

whither he was pursued by this wicked man,

and he and his wife arrested, separated from

their children and family, and taken to prison.

On the way Richard solicited only two days

to put his aff"airs in a condition to be left,

but his persecutor replied, " he would not

give him two hours."
|

In the present day of outward prosperity,!

would those who are endeavouring to un-

christianise these suff"erers, bear with the

same patience and firmness, similar treatment!

in support of the doctrines of the Redeemer?
Would they be willing to part with liberty

and property, to sell all and follow Christ,

not ill word and profession merely, but in

sufTering the loss of all things, and counting

the riches and their reputation amongst men
as dross and dung, in comparison with the

excellency of the knowledge of Christ, and

of that peace which he gives to those who
hale their lives for his sake and the gospel's?

To our worthy ancient Friends, it was

given, not only to believe in the Lord Jesus,

but also to suffer for him. They believed in

his divinity, both as God manifested in the

flesh, and as the true light which lighteth

every man that cometh into the world. Their

sincerity was tested by their sufferings, and

the scriptural soundness of their principles

and practice, by the powerfully convincing
efi'ects which they had on the thousands,

whom the Lord inclined to unite with them.
And although the first preachers were men of

little polish and education, yet persons of

almost all ranks in a few years received their

doctrines, and maintained them till death.

They came out of all religious denomina-
tions—papists, episcopalians, presbyterians,

baptists, tfcc, wlio had been educated in

their respective tenets, and who all acknow-
ledged the authority of the Holy Scripture.

Some were military men, others judges of
courts, and many of them preachers of the

faith of their respective societies. Can we
suppose they were ignorant of their own
principles, or under such " fogs of mysti-

cism," that they were incompetent to judge
correctly of the doctrines of George Fox? It

is really ludicrous, in reading the different

reviews of Isaac Crewdson's Beacon, recently

published in a pamphlet, and now circulating

in this country by some of his friends, to see
the sentiments which reviewers advance. We
might suppose them extremely ignorant of
the doctrines of Friends, or through prejudice
incapable of estimating the value which they
have ever placed on the Holy Scriptures. Is

it not singular to hear persons rejoicing that

Friends are now acknowledging those sacred

writings? Look at R. Barclay's catechism
and confession of faith ; the replies in one,

and the declarations of the other are all given

in Scripture language. They contain our faith

in the very words of Holy Scripture. But
let the reviewers bring the writings and pro-

ceedings of the fathers of their own churches,

to the test of what they call the Word of God,
and we venture to say, they will find discre-

pancies, which they cannot prove against the

Quakers. Where will they find such senti-

ments as the following in the Bible—" I say,

that by the ordination and will of God, Adam
fell. God would have man to fall. Man is

blinded by the will and commandment of

God."—Calvin. "God," saith Zuinglius,
" moveth the robber to kill."' " God," saith

Beza, " hath predestinated, not only unto

damnation, but also unto the causes of it,

whomsoever he saw meet." When the priests

in Scotland heard that George Fox had ar-

rived, they assembled and drew u^ number
o{ curses to be read in their steeplehouses, of

which these are samples:—" Cursed is he

that saith, every man hath a light within him
sufficient to lead him to salvation; and let all

the people say, amen."' " Cursed is he that

saith, faith is without sin; and let all the

people say, amen." And moreover, did they

derive their authority from the sacred records,

to spoil Friends of their goods, banish, im-

prison to death, and actually execute some,
because they said t/iec and thou and refused

to swear and take off their hats in courts

—

and because they would not come to their

worship, and support their hireling preachers?

Are these the prescriptions of the Bible?

And is Isaac Crewdson's Beacon designed to

light us back into harbours, where such doc-

trines are the signals for church communion?
At the lapse of nearly two centuries it will

be found too late, either for open enemies, or
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pretended friends, o succeed in destroying joined them, depending, for sustenance on thethe Chi isuan character of George Fox, Robert, crops of those who had preceded them bu'Barclay, Wm.Penn, George Whitehead, Ste-[ in consequence of so large an addkTon tophen Crisp, Isaac Pennington, and the many 'their settlement, tiieir provisions faiied andhousands who held Christian fellowship with; the severity of the weatlLr, in addi tio i t^ the

T:u ^u7.
^°°'', """ ^'"^'^ "^ "'^'^ creed, great depth of the snow, rendered travellna

befieve ^i^"
^"°^'!°°' '^^''""^ '"""^ '''''""°' '"'P^^'cticable. Th

travelling

Holy Sp
regarded as

guide of

evangelical

cipline, we believe, whether we are thought '

^-"""" --•'" '-"" *?'";"',.:"'." "'^" '"^ s=»P

•^igots or not, has not been established among

'Say 1

1 s imperfecf—odious thought

!

's as perfect as he ought;"
1 rure perfection claim,
ay do just the same.

any other body of Christians, as by the foun-
ders of this despised Society. They came to
the Holy Spirit in themselves, and that spirit
led them to take the plain obvious nieanino-
of the precepts of Christ and his apostles, and
to carry them out into practice, consistent
with the divine nature and scope of the gos-
pel. They made no attempt to evade the
force of any command, because other pro-
fessors disregarded it, or ridiculed and perse-
cuted them for daring to differ from others.
And if there be any of the members who are
countenancing those who would uproot this
Society and its principles, it would be well
to enquire, whether they are not actuated by
the love of popularity, or a desire to assimi-
late with the professors amongst whom they
mingle, more than to correct error, or prac-
tise truth? Have not wealth and worldly
grandeur, or their literary acquirements, made
them ashamed of the simplicity of their fore-
fathers, and of the cross which they faithfully
bore, and therefoi-e they do not choose to be
identified with those men, termed narrow and
illibeial,- but who in truth were servants of
the Lord Jesus Christ, and practical believers
in the doctrines and principles of the everlast
ing gospel, as laid down in the Holy Scrip
tures. S

The following relation was handed to us
by a friend for insertion in " The Friend."
Instances illustrative of the doctrine of a
particular providence should not be adduced
without due regard to the strength of the
evidence upon which they rest, and we may
observe, with regard to this, that the respect-
ability of the source from whence it is de-
rived is unquestionable.

EXTRAORDINARY PRESERVATION.
During the autumn of 1830, I andA—- M. T

, J T , and S
^- H , made a visit to some friends in Ca-
nada, when the following interesting instance
of Divine interposition in the preservation of
a Friend, his wife, and eight children, from
starvation, was related to them by a member
of that family.

In the early settlement of the country, a
few families removed from Pennsylvania, and
passing through a wilderness of considerable
extent, settled in the compass of the present
Pelham monthly meeting, nearly thirty miles
west of Buffalo. They cleared a small tract
of land, and raised grain for their own use.

rishment, it caused sickness. In this state
of trial and dismay, with no prospect before
them but that of death, the family assembled,
and while their minds were turned to Him
who careth for the sparrows, and hearelh the
young ravens when they cry for food, a pigeon
was discovered to alight on a tree near" the
door, was taken by one of the family, and be-
ing prepared by the mother, supplied them
with sustenance for that day. For fourteen
successive days, they were fed every morning
by a pigeon in the same remarkable manner-
on the fifteenth this supply ceased, and
one of the little boys, already weakened by
the scantiness of his portion, lay in bed
an.xipusly watching for their daily visitant,
and when the time passed by that he had
usually made his appearance, he looked at
his mother and asked if the Great Spirit was
offended that he did not send another pigeon.
Again it seemed to this poor family that death
was inevitable; but the man on going out to
a stream of water found the ice was beginnino-
to give way, and caught some fish, whic^
with the sap that soon commenced to flow
from the maple trees, preserved their lives.
This^relation was gwen by one of the family,
who IS now a val '

'
' . . ~ .

of Friends.

Say rather man
And if the race c:

Each individual
i

Shout, Ihen, ye rogues and ruffians, great and small.
Villains and cut-throats, peifect are ye all

!

" As perfect as ye ought," I said before.
And pray who would be, nay, who should be more ?

Another glorious truth demands my lay,
'Tis this, O man !

—" To enjoy is to obey."
Lo ! then the mind from all enquiry eased
By this plain rule, "You're virtuous when you 're

pleased."
Call:

When
Go, h=

pleased.'

enjoyment, pie
,
glee, or fun,

^er you iind it, there God's will is done,

ppy mortal, then, on duty haste.
And in what fashion, iust consult voar taste.just cons

St graceless zealots fight,'•— life is in the right."

1 as strong

" For modes of failh
His can't be wrong.
But " ail is right ;" proof follows the
As verse can make it, that no faith is wrong.
Whether adoring serpent, beast, or bird.
In point of faith, no man has ever err'd.
The African's fetisch, the Persian's flame,
Jehovah, Jove, or Lord," 'tis all the same,

God or no God, your creed has no defect.
Provided always that your life's correct.

And so it must be as was shown before
;Be easy, then, O man, " and God adore,"

If you believe in him :—if not, O man,
Wliy, then, be easy—easy as you can.

THE FRIEWD.
EIGHTH MONTH, 29, 1835.

"Liberal Religion or Poetic Flowers gone
to Seed," we copy from the Churchman, where
it is staled to have appeared in a New England
paper, and is believed to be from the pen" of a
clergyman of the episcopal denomination. It
IS a neat and close imitation of Pope's
versification, while the absurdity

In the fall of the year a number of families

yie of

,

,

, c ,
- ""^ radical

uablc member of the Society
""^"""''ness ot the poet's often quoted cou-
plets is more fully exposed than perhaps could
be effected by elaborate argument.

A sma'll volume has recently been printed
in London, a copy of which is now before us,
entitled, " Extracts from Letters of Jonathan
Hutchinson, late of Gedney, with a Brief No-
tice of his Life and Character." Havin,<T de-
rived gratification and instruction ourselves
from the perusal, we propose transferring to
our pages a large portion of the contents, and
accordinirly have commenced lo-day with part
of the biographical sketch. It will be nrooer

LIBERAL RELIGION,
OR POETIC FLOWERS GONE TO SEED.

Old women long have chatler'd, priests have raved
Ul (alien Adam, and a world depiaved

;

But spite of priests, and in old women's spite,
"One truth is clear—whatever is, is right."
This being true, I ask the bigot throng.
Triumphant ask. Pray what, or who, is wrong ?

Ye ye are wrong, and here your error see.
Who judge of man as if his acts were free.
'^Account for moral, as for natural thin<TS ;"
Stern fate in both each new mutation bnngs :

None blame the av'lanche fton. the mountlin's browDown thundering, lo the affrighted vale below •

No more the husband blame, whose murd'rous knife
beeks the fair bosom of a faithful wife

;

Fate is supreme, at her resistless call
Tlie wife must perish, and the av'lanche fall.

" If pUgiw.s and earthquakes break not Heaven' de.

Why then a Borgia or a Cataline ?"
If plagues and earthquakes Heaven's design promote,Why not the man who cuts his father's throat '

Ihis precious truth, " Whatever is, is rio-ht,"
Creation cinctures in a robe of light; °
Another follows, sweet it goes in song.
The action right, the actor can't be wrong;

Thieving is right, as part of Heaven's great plan,
The thief then surely is an honest man:
"' ime not the swindler, with his coffers swell'd

your expense
; he acted as impell'd :

Nature requires not "ever cloudless skies,"
And why then man " for ever just and wise ?"

II be proper
observe that we have good authority for

stating that the deceased was held in much
estimation as a consistent and truly useful
member of cur religious Society.

The committee charged with the care of
the boarding school at Westtown, will meet
there on fourth day, the 2d of next month, at
9 o clock in the morning.
The visiting commitlee will meet at the

school, on seventh day, the 29th instant.

Thomas Kimber, Clerk.
8th mo. 22, 1835.

Died, on the 25th instant, at his residence in this
city, Joseph Roberts, Jr., in the 43d year of his age.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
Carpenter Street, below Seventh, Philadelphi
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KO. VIII.

White Ants or Termites. ^
Having given the most prominent and in

teresting traits in the habits and instincts of

the ant, we shall proceed to give a similar

sketch of those of the termites, or white ants,

which, in many respects, closely resemble

them. Although their proceedings have not

received the attention which has been be-

stowed upon the labours and habits of their

prototypes, the ants, yet enough has been
observed by Smeathman and others, to render

their history exceedingly interesting and in-

structive. They are natives of tropical coun-

tries, where the ravages which they commit,

and the losses which they occasion, render

them the greatest plagues. " When they find

their way," says Kirby, " into houses or ware-

houses, nothing less hard than metal or glass

escapes their ravages. Their favourite food,

however, is wood, and so infinite is the multi-

tude of assailants, and such the excellence of

their tools, that all the timber work of a spa-

cious apartment is often destroyed by them
in a (ew nights. Exterioily, however, every

thing appears as if untouched: for these wary
depredators, and this is what constitutes the

greatest singularity of their history, carry on

all their operations by sap and mine, destroy-

ing first the inside of solid substances, and

scarcely ever attacking their outside, until

first they have concealed it and their opera-

tions with a coat of clay." The proceedings

of the whole tribe are very similar, but the

ihost formidable is a native of Africa, and

called by Smeathman Termes Kellicosus.

From their large clay nests, which will be

described in a future number, they e.xcavate

tunnels often several hundred feet in length

in various directions, by which they will de-

scend a considerable depth below the founda-

tion of a house and rise again, enter if, and

by the most consummate art and skill cut

away all the inside of the wood work belong-

ing to it, except a few fibres here and there,

which is just sufficient to keep the two sides

or top and bottom connected, and to give It

the appearance of solidity after the reality is

gone. If a post be the most convenient road

to the roof or any other object, and has any
weight to support, which how tliey discover

-is not easily conjectured, they eat away the

interior, and as they proceed leave in its

place a species of mortar, reserving only a

trackway sufficiently large for themselves,

and thus, as it were, convert it from wood
into stone, as hard as many kinds of free

stone. In this manner houses, and sometimes,

covered with dust. " On attempting," says

he, " to v»'ipe it off 1 was astonished to find

the glasses fixed to the wall, not suspended
in frames as 1 left them, but completely sur-

rounded by an incrustation cemented by the

white ants, who had actually eaten up the

deal frames and back boards, and the greater

part of the paper, and left the glasses upheld
by the incrustation or covered wfiy which
they had formed during their depredation."

Humboldt states that throughout all the
it is stated, even whole villages, when desert- warmer parts of equinoctial America, where
ed by their inhabitants, are so completely

i

these and other insects abound, it is very rare

to find papeis

back.

destroyed that in two or three years not

vestige of them will remain.

The rapidity with which they proceed is

amazing. Kempfer, speaking of the white

ants of Japan, observed, upon rising one morn-
ing, that one of their galleries of the thick-

ness of his little finger had been formed across

his table, and that they had bored a passage of

that thickness up one foot of the table, and ^--.^._, _

hen pierced down another foot into the floor, ' render the air pestilentia

fhich go fifty or sixty years

which was all done in the (ew hours that

elapsed between his retiring to bed and rising

again the next morning. An engineer having
returned from surveying the country left his

trunk on a table: the next morning he found
not only all his clothes destroyed by white

ants or cutters, but his papers also, and the

latter in such a manner that there was not a

bit left of an inch square. The black lead of

his pencils was consumed; the clothes were
not entirely cut to pieces and carried away,
but appeared as if moth-eaten, there being
scarcely a piece as large as a shilling that

was free from small holes : and it was further

remarkable, that some silver coin, which was
in the trunk, had a number of black specks
on it, caused by something so corrosive, that

they could not be rubbed ofl', even with sand.

Smeathman relates, that a paity of them once
took a fancy to a pipe of fine old Madeira,
not for the sake of the v/ine. almost the whole
of which they let out, but of the staves, which,
however, must have been strongly imbued
with it, and perhaps on that account were not
any the less agreeable to the taste of the ter-

mites. Having left a compound microscope
at Tobago for a few months, on his retufn he
found that a colony of a small species of
white ants had established themselves in it

and had devonied most of the wood work,
leaving little besides the metal and glasses.

Forbes, in his Oriental Memoirs, states that

on surveying a room which had been locked
up during an absence of a few weeks, he ob-

served a number of advanced works in various

directions towards some prints and drawings
in English frames: the glasses of which ap-

peared to be uncommonly dull, and the frames

There can be little doubt that the destruc-

tiyeness of these insects is one of the most
efficient means of checking the pernicious

luxuriance of vegetation within the tropics:

no large animals could effect in months what
these minute insects can execute in weeks: the

largest trees which falling would decay and

) thoroughly

removed by them that not a grain of the'

substance is to be recognised. Not only

the air freed from this corrupting matter, b

the plants which would have been destroyed
by the shade of these giants of the vegetable
woild, are thus permitted to shoot. The in-

habitants of those countries use them for food,

and esteem them a delicious morsel. In some
parts of the East Indies the natives catch the

winged insects just before their period of

emigration, in the following manner :—they

make two holes in their nests, the one to the

windward, the other to the leeward; at the

leeward opening they place the mouth of a
pot, the inside of which has been previously

rubbed with an aromatic herb called bergera:

on the windward side they make a fiie of

stinking mattjrials, which not only drives these

insects, but frequently the hooded snakes also,

into the pots, on which account they are

obliged to be cautious in removing them. By
this method they catch great quantities, of

which they make, with flour, a variety of

pastry, which they can afford to sell very

cheap to the poorer classes of people; but

when this sort of food is used too abundantly,

it produces cholera "which kills in two or

thiee houis."

In Africa the natives skim them ofl!' the

surface of the rivers, (into which they fall in

immense shoals after swarming,) with cala-

bashes, and bringing them to their habitations

parch them in iron pots over a gentle fire,

stirring them about as is usually done in

roasting coffee : in that state, without sauce
or any other addition, they consider them de-

licious food, putting them by handfuls into

their mouth, as we do raisins. " I have,"

1^
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says Smeathman, "eaten them dressed in this

way several times, and think them delicate,

nourishing, and wholesome : they are some-
thing sweeter though not so fat and cloying

as the caterpillar, or maggot of the palm tree

snoutbeetle, which is served up at all the|

luxurious tables of the West Indian epicures,

particularly of the French, as the greatest

dainty of the western world."

Man may be truly said to be an omnivorous
animal, for there is nothing scarcely, however
disgusting it may be to the inhabitants of one
nation, that is not considered the most deli-

cate food by another. Flesh, fish, fowl, in-

sects, even the gigantic centipedes of Brazil,

many of which are a foot and a half long, and
half an inch broad, were seen by Humboldt
to be dragged out of their holes and crunched

alive by the children. Sparrraan says that the

Bashie min consider spiders as the greatest

dainties, and Labillardiere asserts that the in-

habitants of New Caledonia seek for a spe-

cies nearly an inch'long, which they roast

and devour in large quantities. " Even indi-

viduals," says Kirby and Spence, "amongst
the more polished nations of Europe, are re-

corded as having a similar taste ; so that if

we could rise above vulgar prejudices, we
would, in all probability, find them a deli-

cious morsel." Reaumur tells us of a " young
lady who, when she walked in her grounds,

never saw a spider that she did not take and

crack upon the spot," and another female,

Uhe celebrated Anna Maria Schurman, used

^%) eat them like nuts, which she affirmed they

uch resembled in taste, excusing her pro

'ensity by saying, that she was born under

the sign Scorpio. Serpents of all sorts have

been consumed as food; and the host of the

celebrated inn at Terracina, is said to accost

his guests by politely requesting to know
whether they prefer the " eel of the hedge or

the eel of the ditch." Naturalists, to evince

their attachment to their favourite pursuit,

Lave tasted and recommended insects. Dar-

win, for instance, considered the caterpillar

of the hawk moth as delicious, and Kirby and

Spence pronounce the ant good eating. In-

deed, their entomological appetite was such

as to enable them to distinguish between the

flavour of the abdomen and thorax; they state

" they have no unpleasant flavour, but are

agreeably acid." Jackson, in his travels in

Morocco, observes that when he was in Bar-

bary, in 1799, dishes of cooked locusts were

generally served up at the principal tables,

and esteemed a great delicacy. They are said

to be preferred by the Moors to pigeons, and

a person may eat a plate full, or two or even

three hundred, vvithout feeling any ill effects.

Several other insects have been considered

esculent by the inhabitants of difl^erent coun-

tries, but as the readers of these essays may
be presumed not to have risen " above vulgar

prejudices," they may think the digression

has been extended far enough, sufficiently so

at least, I expect, to convince them of the

truth of the old adage, " de gustibus non est

disputandum."

Hdber.

For " The Friend."

PHENOMENA OF VISION.
(Conrinued from page 32(5.)

So much time has elapsed since my last

number that I suppose most of my readers

have lost sight of the subject altogether: but

there are a few remaining facts illustrating

the phenomena of vision which I think are

worthy of notice before the subject is dis-

missed.

I have before remarked that the organ of

sight is constructed upon the same principles

with the " Camera Obscura," though infinitely

superior, from the perfection in which those

principles are modified and adjusted ; and
that the whole of its complicated apparatus is

intended to form upon the retina the images
of external objects ; to effect which, the re-

fractive bodies are so placed, and constituted,

as to cause the concourse of rays of light pro-

ceeding from objects situated at different dis-

tances to fall critically upon that nervous

expansion. This may be laid down as a

general rule; but the "visual point," or the

distance at which an object is distinctly seen,

varies in different persons, though the general

average is about eight or ten inches. There
are some, in whom the visual point is so

close that every object to be examined must
be brought near the eye. They are said to

be short-sighted ; and the defect arises either

from too great a convexity of the cornea or

crystalline lens, producing a corresponding

excess of refractive power ; or from the depth

of the eye being so great that the rays of light

entering the cornea, are brought to a focus

before they reach the retina, and consequently
fail to form upon it an image of the bodies

from which they proceed. To remedy the in-

convenience produced by this state of things,

we place a concave glass before the eye

;

which renders the rays proceeding from the

object more divergent when they fall upon
the cornea. Short-sightedness is sometimes
induced by long protracted attention to mi-

nute objects, which are brought near to the

eye; and during the wars in v/hich Napoleon
so long involved France, the young men fre-

quently produced this myopic state of the

eye, by the constant use of concave glasses,

in order to escape the demands of the con-

script laws. The opposite of this defect,

where the visual point is much more distant

than the average, is owing either to too fee-

ble a refractive power in the transparent parts

of the eye, or to too close an approximation

of the cornea to the retina; so that the rays

of light entering the eye do not sufficiently

converge to form a perfect image upon the

nerve, but fall behind it. There are com-
paratively few, who do not experience more
or less inconvenience from this defect, after

middle age; and are obliged to palliate it by
the use of convex glasses, which converging

the rays proceeding from objects before they

reach the eye, enable it to refract them so as

to meet at the point required. This condi-

tion of the eye is called presbyopic, and is

sometimes acquired by the habit of looking

out for distant objects; as in the sailor, or

watchman at a signal station.

The retina is sensible to visual impressions

over its whole surface, but not with equal
distinctness and accuracy. There is one
point (supposed to be the extremity of the

optic neive, from which the retina expands)
which is entirely insensible to light; and
there is a small spot opposite to the pupil,

and immediately in the axis of the eye, where
the sensibility is most acute, and from which
it decreases to the extremity of the circum-
ference. Hence it is, that in our examination
of objects, we endeavour to cause the rays

proceeding from them to fall upon this part

of the retina, in order to render the impres-

sion vivid and distinct. The impression upon
any other part being unsatisfactory, there is

consequently a continued desire felt to ex-
ercise this most sensible spot, and an effort

is almost involuntarily made to receive the
rays of light upon it, which produces the con-
stant searching motion of the eye. The de-
crease of sensibility in the retina from its

centre to the circumference is a most admira-
ble provision of nature, whereby vision is

preserved under circumstances, which other-

wise would extinguish it. It is thus that we
are e^fibled to see objects by reflected light,

at the same time that rays coming direct

from a luminous source are entering the eye.

When in full day, we stand so that the sun's

rays pass immediately to the eye, it is per-

fectly evident that if the part of the retina

upon which they impinge was as sensible to

their impression, as the centre would be, the

glare would be as painfully powerful as when
we look directly at the sun; and, conse-

quently, all secondary impressions would be
unnoticed, and the sight of any object to-

wards which the eye might be directed would
be destroyed. But to obviate an evil of such
magnitude, our benevolent Creator has pro-

vided, that the part upon which the direct

light falls, under those circumstances, shall

be less sensible; while the light reflected

from the objects looked at, is received upon
a part alive to the most delicate impression,

which it transmits with equal accuracy to the

brain. This interesting fact is easily illus-

trated in a room illuminated by lighted can-

dles, for if we place one of them immediately

between the eye and a person opposite, we
do not see him; because the direct light from

the candle received upon the centre of the

retina eff"accs the impression of the light re-

flected from the person behind it. But if we
move the candle to one side, so that its rays

will strike upon the retina near its circum-

ference, and allow the light coming from the

person to occupy the centre, we then see him
distinctly.

A certain intensity of light is necessary

for distinct vision; which varies, however,

according to the previous state of the organ:

for the retina, like most other parts of our

complicated structure, is liable to weariness

and exhaustion. If the light which falls upon
the eye be feeble, or if we look for a long

time upon a minute object, the retina be-

comes fatigued, and the sensibility of that

portion upon which the image falls exhausted;

and the objects will appear and disappear al-

ternately. If we pass suddenly from an illu-

minated room, where the eye has been long
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stimulated by the light, into the dark, it is

some time before the retina is capable of ap-

preciating the feeble impression of that given

off by the objects around us; and conse-

quently wo are incapable of seeing any thing

until the exciting effect of the brighter light

has passed off. On the other hand, the sud-

den itnpression of a powerful light overwhelms
the retina, and arrests its functions; and

hence the unpleasant sensation produced at

the first introduction of lights into a room
which was previously dark. Another fact,

which illustrates the efTect produced upon
vision by the exhaustion of the sensibility of

the retina, and proves that we are capable of

distinguishing impressions made upon par-

ticular parts of it, from the general effect up-

on the whole surface, is, that if we look

steadily upon a dark object placed upon a

white ground (as a black wafer on a sheet of

paper,) until the eye is fatigued; and then

immediately direct it to some object of a dark

colour, the image of which will occupy thu

whole retina, we will see a spot of white upon

the object corresponding in size to the black

wafer, in consequence of the exhaustion of

that part of the retina upon which the image

of the wafer had been impressed: and the

converse of this will result from gazing upon

a white spot on a black ground. This consti-

tutes what is denominated "ocular spectra."

A still mote curious fact is, that when one

coloured ray of light has impinged upon any

part of the retina until it has exhausted its

sensibility to that ray, it still retains the ca-

pacity to distinguish the colour formed by

the other rays, which enter into the composi-

tion of white light. Tlius, if the eye be di-

rected for some time to a red wafer, and then is

turned upon a sheet of white paper, there

will appear to be upon it, a spot the size of

the wafer, of a green colour ; because the

part of the retina upon which the image of

the wafer was impressed has lost its sensi-

bility to the red ray, but retains it to the yel-

low and blue, which united, form a green.

This constitutes "accidental colours."' If

the experiment is varied with waters of dif-

ferent hues, the accidental colours will vary

also; being always such as result from the

union of the rays of the solar spectrum, ex-

cept that sent oft' by the object which we
have been long regarding. Here again we
perceive how essential to distinct vision, is

the natural disposition to keep the eye in

constant motion; for if it remained long fixed

upon one point, instead of wandering over

the prospect, the light, shade, and colour of

objects, striking upon the same part of the

retina, would exhaust its nervous power. But

as soon as the eye shifts its position the least,

there is a new exercise of that power. That

part of the nerve which immediately before

was opposed to the bright light, is now op-

posed to the shade; those parts which were

opposed to the various colours, are now op-

posed to others; and the change in the ex-

citing cause keeps np renewed sensation.

Every impression of light continues its eflect

upon the retina for at least one sixth of a

second. If, therefore, we take a stick ignited

at one extremity, and whirl it round six or

seven times in a second, there will appear to

be a continuous circle of fire; and it is from
the same cause that meteors or rockets pass-

ing swiftly through the air appear to leave a

train of light behind them.
But as the wise Author of our being has

bestowed upon us two eyes, both constituted,

and exercising their functions alike ; the

(juestion naturally arises, how is it, that when
we look at an object, and the image is equally

impressed upon the retina of each eye, we do
not see the object double '.' The only satis-

factory answer which in my opinion can be

given to this query, is, that He who formed
the organ has so ordered it, that when an
image is impressed exactly upon the corre-

sponding parts of the respective retina3, they

should create but one perception. But as

this is rather stating the fact as experience has

demonstrated it, than explaining ils cause, it

has been denied, and philosophers and physi-

ologists have entered into endless disputes,

and advanced numerous theories to explain

what at last is beyond human comprehension.
Smith, Buffon, and some others, contend that

we really do see every object double, and
that it is not until the sense of touch has in-

formed us of the error, that the mind learns

to rectify it; and habit finally enables us to

do this unconsciously. But there have been
many persons lestored to sight who had been
blind from birth, and who never complained
of double vision, and we cannot suppose that

brute animals obtain a knowledge of there

being but one object by an intellectual pro-

cess. Another hypothesis is, that but one
perception is communicated to the mind, in

consequence of the union of the two optic

nerves before they reach the brain. But then

double vision should never occur, and we
find that under some circumstances it is pro-

duced. Again, it has been maintained that

we never use but one eye at a time, and that

there is a rapid alternation from one to the

other, according as accidental circumstances

influence us; and that hence it is we naturally

shut one eye when taking the direction of ob-

jects in a straight line, as in shooting, &,c.

The objections to this supposition are nu-

merous, but need not be entered info here.

All our information at last is limited to the

fact before stated, that if the image is made
upon corresponding points in the two eyes,

vision is single. But if the movement of the

eyes be distuibed so that the rays from an

object do not impinge upon corresponding
points of the retinas, vision is double. Thus,
if when viewing an object we press with the

finger upon the ball of either eye, so as to

destroy its natural lelation with the other,

the object will appear double; and although

we know there is but one, yet we cannot pre-

vent the perception of two.

We can now more correctly appreciate the

inimitable skill which has adjusted one eye
to the other with such marvellous precision,

and so adapted the strength and play of those

muscles which move each ball, to correspond

with the sensation produced upon the retina;

as that they invariably move together in pur-

suit of an object, never failing to accompany
it correctly, and to present the axis of vision

successively to it as it changes place, be it

the flight of a bird as it sails in the air, or
the course of a meteor as it shoots across the

heavens.

With a few more observations I shall con-
clude the subject in the next number.

SCHOOLS FOR JEWISH CHILDREN.
The Posen (Germany) Society have already

established nine schools for Jewish children.

The report thus opens the subject of the
schools :

—

Without entering into a particular account
of the labours of the missionaries of the Lon-
don Society engaged in this country, and in

close connection with us, we pass at once
over to our work in the different fields of la-

bour, which we have chosen under the di-

rection of the Saviour, viz., the city of Posen,
Margonin, Schlichlingsheim, Inowiaclaw,
Storchnest, Sandberg, Rogasen, Kempen,
and Cracow.

The following statements in the report aie
of the most encouraging nature :

—

With regard to the blessing which the
Lord has laid upon our schools, we are able,

upon the ground of the examinations, which
have been held by one or more members of
the committee, to affirm that they are in a

thriving state. The children speak not only
of the promised Messiah, but also of the Sa-
viour already come, and this not only from
impressions which memory had received, but
rather from those which have entered the

!
heart, so that the deputation who was present

I

was hardly able to repress his tears of inward
joy and gratitude to the Lord. The follow-

j

ing extracts from the reports of the masters
will confirm this general testimony :—" With
regard to the conviction of the children, I

jean only say with certainty, that the Saviour

I

has become more known to them with regard
to his person and ofTices, and that they take

. not so much offence at the thought of his

suffering and death for the redemption of the
world : they themselves often speak of it

without any reserve. Last month we read
the latter part of the prophet Isaiah and the

whole of Jeremiah, and the .53d chapter of
Isaiah was learnt by heart. 1 have reason to

believe that now they understand it, after

having spoken to them on two successive

mornings how and why the Messiah ought to

suffer, and that such had already happened in

the latter time of the second temple, since

which the sacrifices had ceased, the one all-

sufficient sacrifice having been offered in

Christ. This led me to relate the whole his-

tory of out Saviour, which affected them so
much, that they promised always to pray in

the name of the Messiah. Two boys after

this came into my house, when I read to them
Acts i. 2, ,3. Having finished the Old Testa-
ment at the end of the last month, I began
this month to read to the children the history
of the New Testament, and this in such a

manner, that whilst the children looked out
for the predictions in the Old Testament, I

related or read of their fulfilment from the
New. Thus I acquainted them with John, as
the forerunner of the Messiah, and also with
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the prediction and the birth of Jesus Christ.
In the New Testament, the Gospel according
to St. Matthew and St. John have been read,
but when I thought the children were pre-
pared and inclined to read the whole New
Testament, I commenced with them St. x\Iat-
thew again, explaining it more fully.

" Of some children I can say in truth, that
they acknowledge Christ to be the Son of
God, who came to this earth to suffer and to
die for the sins of men. They read the New
Testament diligently. The day before Christ-
mas particularly interesting. I endeavoured
to make the children comprehend that the
whole of the Old Testament speaks of but
one Redeemer and Saviour, and referred
them to several passages. At their request
I read to them the history of the birth of the
Lord, upon which 1 closed the school for the
holidays with prayer. In the evening the
children brought me Christmas presents, and
that with such joy as if I had given them
something. On asking the question why
they brought them just to-day? they answered,
in order that you may have much joy on the
birth-day of Messiah. The children, espe-
cially the little ones, take great pleasure in
learning passages of Scripture by heart, which
they do at their own request, and I need not
now, as formerly, fix the time to learn them
in, as they will get them up sooner, and beg
generally to have another given to th

School Journal.

of his country, and thousands
.„„,

f.
.

, ^
now see thel Besides these, nearly lOO.UOO squares milesUuth of his remarks. Let every appropriate] m^y h^ ^Me^\ fo,- many considerable inlandsrneansbe^adopted for the general diffusion o/ varying in size from 1000 to 9000 s, ua,e'

-
;

IS an enterprise compared with miles
; so that the total area, exclusive of a-'=— -nd party interests and vast multitude of isles and islets, which not only

cannot be measured, but cannot even be count-

truth. He
which the

conflicts of the day dwindle'into insignificance.
The truths of the Bible must be diffused, and
written upon the hearts of the people, or hu

not, can not control them. The
laws of God must be recounised through
country,—or our civil institutions will be'swept
away by lawless anarchy and unbridled licen-
tiousness. The only earthly refuge from these
evils, is Despotism.

Oh ! for the high blessing of a tender con-
science, such as shrinks from the approach,

' abstains from ail appearance of evil—not
venturing to tamper with any self-pleasin^
way, but hating it, as false, defiling, deslruc'^
tive. I have marked the apple of my eye,
that tenderest particle of our frame, that it is
not only ofTended by a blow or wound, but that
if so much as an atom of dust find entrance, it

would smart till I had wept it out. Now may
such be my conscience—sensitive of the slitrht-

touch of sin,—not only feaiful of resislmo-,
rebelling, or "quenching of the spirit," but
grieving for every thought of sin that grieves
the blessed Comforter and tender Friend
Church Advocate.

From the Soulliern Religious Telegraph.

SIGNS.

The fruits of intemperance and irieligion as
seen in a prevailing indiflerence to the authority
of God, the desecration of the Sabbath, the
rapid increase of crime in various forms, thefts,

robberie.s murders, &c. which have become
things of almost daily occurrence, and the re-
cent scenes of outrage in difl"erent parts of our
country in which many have conspired to tram-
ple the Idws of the land in the dust, and set at
defiance the officers of justice,—are Sig:
which no attentive observer can view with
unconcern. Here are the elements o.*" anarchy,
waging war against the laws of God, the order
and peace of society, and the government of
the country. And what do their late eruptions
indicate ? What do they forebode ?

We will not attempt to answer these enqui-
ries. But there is another— IVAa^ are the im-
Kiediate duties of Christians at such a crisis ?
which claims the attention of every one. If
the state of the country sufTer, they too must
suffer with it. They must share ihe calamities
of the community in which God ^las placed
them, to be lights in the world. What then
should they do at such a time ?

Make renewed, unceasing, and persevering
efforts, to diffuse the knowledge and blessed
influences of Christianity among all classes of
the community, with importunate prayer to
God for bis blessing upon such efforts. Divine
truth is " the salt of the earth," that which
preserves the people from moral corruption.
Christianity, impressed on their hearts, is the
foundation and chief pillar of social order and
prosperity. So it was regarded by the father

OCEANIA-ITS GREAT EXTENT.
The geographical region or quarter which

has been designated Oceania, or Oceanic in
French, extends from about the 95th degree
of east to the 1 lOth degree of west longitude,
and from the 25th of north to the SOfh of south
latitude. Within these limils, stretching ten
thousand miles in every direction, we have a
vast ocean, wiih a profusion of islands scatter-
ed over it, one of them rather a continent that
in island; five or six more, each equal in mag-
nitude, to almost any in the world

; and one
peninsula of great size. The great mass of
he land lies between the 95th and the 106th
degree of east longitude. Beyond the trop
we have about two thirds of Australia and the
whole of New Zealand. All the rest of this
region is strictly tropical, and by far Ihe larger
portion of It lies within ten degrees of eaci;
side of the equator. The total superficies of
the land has been estimated at 3,100,000 geo-
graphical square miles, making this division of
the glebe therefore larger than Europe, al-
though greatly smaller than Asia, Africa, or
America. A more distinct notion, however,
will be conve3ed to the reader, by giving the
superficies of a lew of the principal countries
composing it, as follows :

—

Australia . . . . 1,496,000 square
Malayan Peninsula . 48,000
Sumatra .... 130,000
Borneo .... 212,600
Java i.0,000
Celebes

New Guinea
Mindanoa .

Luconia

New Zealand

.55,000

. 213,300
25,000

. 30,600
, 150,000

2,410,400

ed, will be upwards of two millions and a half
of square miles. Here are countries, then,
greater in extent than China and Hindostan
put together. Australia itself is more exten-
sive than the Chinese empire

; Borneo three
times the size of Great Britain ; Sumatra
larger than Great Britain and Ireland put to-
getlier

; while Luconia, the principal of the
Philippines, is equal in size to the last named
isiind.—Foreign Quarterly Review.

True religion is the true rule and nVht way
of serving God. And religion is a pure%tream
of righteousness, flowing from the ima.xe of
(jtod, and IS the life and power of God, plant-
ed in the heart and mind by the law of life
which bringeth the soul, mind, spirit and body
to be conformable to God, the Father of
Spirits, and to Christ ; so that they come to
have fellowship with the Father and the Son,
and with all his holy angels and saints. This
religion is pure from above, undefiled before
God, leads to visit the fatherless, widows, and
strangers, and keeps from the spots of the
world. This religion is above all the defiled,
spotted religions in the world, that keep not
from defilements and spots, but have their pro-
fessors impure, below, and spotted ; whose fath-
erless, widows, and strangers, beg up and down
the streets.

—

George Fox.

Pride is an excess of self love, joined with
an undervaluing of others, and a desire of do-
monion over ihem

; the most troublesome
thing in the world. There are four thino-s
by which it hath made itself best known to
mankind, the consequences of which have
brought an equal misery to its evil. The first
is, an inordinate pursuit of knowledge. The
second, an ambitious seeking and" craving
after power. The third, an extreme desire of
personal respect and deference. The last ex-
cess is, that of worldly furniture and orna-
ments. To the just and true witness of the
eternal God, placed in the souls of all people,
I appeal as to the truth of these thiuo-s
Penn.

Lift up your heads, O ye weak and faint of
the flock, for iniquity and oppression must fall
both within and without ; and the tender God
of everlasting love will turn back the captivity
of his people, and of his creatures. Be not
therefore affrighted at the inward power of
sin in the heart, nor at the outward oppressino-
powers of the earth

; for the Redeemer's
strength is above all ; and he is stretching
forth his mighty arm to save ; in the true and
living faith of the elect it is felt

—

Pennington.

There are few occasions in life in which we
are more called upon to watch ourselves nar-
rowly, and to resist the assaults of various
temptations, than in conversation.

—

Hannah
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Brief Notice of the Life and Character of

Jonathan Hutchinson, t^c.

(Continued from page 37-20

The subject of this brief notice married

Rachel, daughter of Tliomas Procter, of Sel-

by, a consistent and valuable Friend. He
settled on the farm which had long been oc-

cupied by his family, and had several children,

of whom two daughters were cut ofl" in early

life ; one, while at school, and the other,

shortly after her marriage. A few days after

the birth of his youngest son, it pleased Un-
erring Wisdom suddenly to deprive him of a

beloved wife, and his children of a lender

mother. This bereavement he keenly felt
;

but, humbly seeking for divine support, ho

was enabled to bear the afflictive dispensation

with Cliristian submission.

A female of exemplary character, and ca-

pable of filling the important office, undertook

the care of his family, and was proceeding in

her engagement much to his satisfaction, when,

after a short illness, she also was removed from

all sublunary cares,—an event, that, for a time,

pressed heavily on my afflicted relative, whose

solicitude for his children formed a leading

trait in his character. The loss of this friend

was, however, ably supplied by the judicious

and dutiful attention of his neice, Sarah Burtl,

who, at an early age, removed to Gedney,

where she remained as long as hersuperintend-

ence of his domestic concerns was considered

necessary. She was a pious young woman; and

much reciprocal affection subsisted between

her and her uncle, until she was removed by

death, about five years alter her marriagp The
following extract from one of her uncle's let-

ters, written to her after she had returned from

Gedney, is descriptive of his affection for her,

his solicitude for his motherless offspring, and

the humble state of his own mind:

—

"
I have," lie observes, "• been much from

home, on one account or other, for the last

few months. Thou wilt believe, that these

separations from my dear children, though

transient, compared with what some of our

friends have to pass through, are nevertheless

attended with much tender solicitude. Yes,

my dear relative, to thee 1 may say, (and 1

do not know to whom I could say it with

greater freedom and confidence,) they are ac-

companied at seasons with both prayers and

tears;—and finding my mind much affected

this morning, on account of ihem and myself,

and in the full remembrance of thy former

long and kind care for us, i have been in-

duced to seize this interesting moment, as one

not the most unfavourable for addressing,

though with trembling hand and moistened

eye, a mind so feeling as thine. 1 want not

to (lislrcss thee, w.'iilst I ask the continuance

of that interest in what concerns me and mine,

which thou hast so kindly and cordially ex-

pressed ; neither would I have thee appre-

liend, that, most unworthy as I feel myself of

the least of the Lord's mercies, I have lost

my confidence in Him. I endeavour to keep

my hold of that, which, I humbly trust, I may
say. has hitherto helped me through many
troubles ; while, at the same time, I must ac-

knowledge, that 1 am endurins, in no ordi-

nary degree, the anxiety of a parent, and the

weakness of a man."
After deep preparatory exercises, it pleased

the Great Head of the church to call him to

the solemn work of the ministry; in which he

came forth with a public testimony, in the

49th year of his age, while travelling with De-
borah Darby, and Mary Jeffrey, then on a

religious visit in his neighbourhood. In this

labour of gospel love, he continued to be ex-

ercised, until near the tune of his dissolution
;

his communications being lively, pertinent, and
edifying:—weighty in their character, and per-

spicuous in their delivery:—and feeling the

responsibility of his commission to feed the

flock of Christ, he was diligent in waiting for

heavenly bread, and careful in administeiing

it without addition and without deduction. In

public prayer, as well as in his petitions in the

domestic circle, he was watchful to follow the

motions of his Heavenly Guide; not using vain

repetitions, but in the name of a crucified Re-
deemer, making known his requests unto God;
his filial confidence being so blended with hu-

mility and love, as to administer grace to the

hearers.

Having himself largely partaken of "the
wormwood and the gall," he had a quick per-

ception of the sorrows of others ; his heart

being so alive to sympathy, that it almost

seemed the element in which he breathed. In

the mansion of opulence, and in the cottage

of the poor, wherever affliction had entered,

how skilfully and how tenderly would he ap-

ply " the oil and the wine," with which his

compassionate Master had furnished him !

Frequently, ns I h;ive had llifl privilege nf

visiting that hospitable abode, which he used

pleasantly to call his "lodge in the wilder-

ness," I believe I never was there, without

finding him participating in the cares and sor-

rows of others. Indeed, while his various

qualifications rendered him acceptable to tlio

higher, his kindness as a neighbour justly en-

deared him to the middle and lower, classes

of society. To the former, as opportunity

presented, he contributed his share of useful-

ness and rational enjoyment; and to the latter,

it is believed, he never denied a favour which
he could with propriety confer.*

* Whilst he carefully discouraged demoralising re-

creations, he loved to augment the harmless eiijoy-

menls of the poor; and the following account, given

by one who was present at the annual enleitainment
of his sheep-shearing, may serve to illustrate this part

of the character of my departed relative.

" In the summer of 1834," says my correspondent,
" whilst on a visit at Fleet, I accompanied my friends,

I. and S. M., to dine with their venerable uncle, Jo-

nathan Hutchinson. It happened to be at the close of

his shecp-shearing, (a time ofgeneral gladnet^s in most
of our rural districts,) and J was much gratified in ob-

serving the pleasure wliich our benevolent host derived

from bestowing his annual treat on the peasantry of

his neighbourhood ; of whom upwards of three hun-

dred were entertained in a spacious and beautiful field

adjoining his house. Each individual had brougiit a

basin and a spoon ; and all plentifully shared in the

simple repast that had been provided for them. Jn

every direction, groups of women and children were
sitting on the grass, and were supplied wilh an excel,

lent mixture of boiled wheat, milk, and raisins, from
a capacious vessel placed in the centre. Happy coun-

tHuances and cheerful conversation abounded amongst
them, whilst the no less happy provider instructively

adverted to the delightful scene; and on its conclusion.

I
In the year 1821, symptoms of declining

I

strength awakening the anxiety of his friends,

I received a letter from him, in wliich the fol-

,
lowing |)assage agreeably depicts the feelings

'of a well-regulated mind.
" Altliough I hope to convince thee before

long, that the apprehensions of my dear Ful-
beck relatives respecting my health, have been
rather in the extreme, yet thy enquiries were
so kind and solicitous as to induce me to rise

a little earlier than usual to satisfy them, and
save the post. It is true, that [ have been
poorly, but am now better ; it is true also, (at
least I think so,) that the world and 1 are
gradually receding from each other ; and
though our pace is not always equal, on the

whole, it is gentle; which 1 ought to consider
a favour. As to the when, the where, or the
how, my earthly warfare may terminate, I de-
sire to leave, with the most entire submission
to Him who ordereth all things that aie com-
mitted to him, in the best possible manner."
From this [)eriod, though vigorous in mind,

my valued relative may be considered as hav-
ing gradually declined in corporeal strength

;

yet he was diligent in attending meetings for

worship, as well as those for the support of
Christian discipline, both in his immediate
neighbourhood, and at a distance from home;
and, taking a deep interest in the concerns of
his own religious community, he seldom omit-

ted joining his friends at the yearly meeting
in London. On reaching this city in 1034,
which was ihe last lime of his being present

on such an occasion, he received intelligence

of the decease of his sister, Lydia Burtt, to

whom, as has alrearly been observed, he was
tenderly attached. He had long been accus-
tomed meekly to bow to whatever affliction

might befall him ; and the observations which
he then made, as well as his perfect acquies-
cence in the divine will, were both instructive

and consolatory; his apprehension being, that

his beloved relative had been prepared, by a
succession of tiials, for an entrance into the

realms of everlasting peace.

In the second month, 1835, while on a visit

at the house of his eldest son, at Chatteris, he
was seized with alarming symptoms of inflain-

maticn at the chest ; and being in imminent
danger, the solemn prospect of death was
much before him. His sufferings were great;

but the compassionate arm of his Redeemer was
near to sustain, and, in the time of his greatest

need, to satisfy his soul with renewed assur-

ances that " His mercy endureth for ever."

In sickness as in health, he appeared deeply

solicitous lor the prosperity of truth; and after

many years of steady conformity to its pre-

ce[)ls, he had now impressively to declare that

lie had not been following cunninsily devised

f.ibles. He expressed the comfort it had been
to him to be nursed by his children ; and his

gratitude for " the goodness and mercy extend-

ed to him through our Holy Redeemer."!
To a friend who visited him he spoke nearly

spoke in the kindest manner to many of those who had
partaken of his bounty ; his simple but dignified ap-

pearance forcibly reminding me of those patriarchal

days which have long gone by."(

t Extracted from the letter of a friend who visited
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as follows:—" I have had to pass through deep

baptisms; I am ready to think, never deeper.

The conflict lias at times been great indeed
;

but in the end I have been favoured to feel

true peace." He added, that if he should be

then removed, he was prepared. " There was
nothingfor hijn to do,—nothing in his way,—
not so much as the weight of a foather to

hinder."

It pleased Divine Wisdom so far to restore

his strength at that time, as to enable him to

return to Gedney, where, although greatly en-

feebled, he again enjoyed the society of his

family, and such of his near connections as

had come to visit him ; and it is understood

that he had even entertained some idea of

once more attending the yearly meeting ; but

his destination was of a higher kind. In the

church militant his work was finished, his

warfare was accomplished, and he was now
about lo lay down his armour to join the

church triumphant in unceasing praise.

On the 31st of the 3d monlh, about two
weeks after his arrival at Gedney, he was well

enough to be in his garden, superintending the

removal of some plants. He sat up later in

the evening than he had previously done since

his recent attack, and his cheerfulness amidst

his beloved family was such as to attract par-

ticular attention. It was the refined cheerful-

ness of a spirit about to take its flight from
scenes of temptation and trial. He retired to

his room that night to return no more. About
two o'clock on the following morning, he

arose and went to a candle, to ascertain the

time by his watch ; soon after which he was
seized with violent paroiyems of pain in the

chest, which continued, with little intermission,

for about an hour, during which he was per-

fectly sensible, excepting, perhaps, for a few

seconds, when he appeared to sink from ex-

haustion. He expressed his conviction that

his departure was at hand, and petitioned for

some mitigation of his excruciating suflTeringsf.

A few minutes of bodily and mental calm were
granted, when he gently resigned his spirit into

the hands of Him who, having washed him in

his own blood, was now come to conduct him

through the valley of the shadow of death
;

giving him, even while here, such a prospect

of future glory, that, raising his hands, with

his expiring breath he uttered these memora-
ble words, " O ! beauty ! beauty !" and so de-

parted."

He died in his 76th year, on the 1st, and

was interred on the 7th, of the 4th month,

1835, in the private burial-place upon his own
estate ; when a numerous and respectable

attendance, not only from Gedney and the

adjoining parishes, but also from the neigh-

bouring counties, evidently marked the feel-

ing with which so great a loss was regarded.

Thus, through the power of redeeming love,

the subject of this brief notice was gathered to

his eternal rest; his spiritual history strikingly

verifying the declaration of his Divine Master,
" He that believeth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live ; and whosoever livelh

and believeth in me, shall never die." John ii.

He has passed from death unto life. The
morning of his day, obscured by the clouds of

scepticism, forcibly depicts the fallen condition

of our natuie. His noon, the brightness of

his strength, presents him to our view, as

yielding to the convictions of gospel light, and

gradually becoming willing to put on the

whole armour of Christ. Provided with the

invincible shield of faith, he was enabled to

quench the fiery darts of the wicked one; and

in the strength of his Lord to make successful

war against the Prince of this world, who had

once held him in cruel thrakioin. Enduring

hardness as a good soldier, the CDenin^ arrived,

and found him at his post; having neither hope

nor confidence in man, but entirely trusting

for final victory to the merits of Him, who on

Mount Calvary had made that great atone-

ment which will now form his never-ending

theme of adoration and praise.

And now, my dear friend, whatever in his

character was lovely or of good report; what-

ever might be his Christian virtues or attain-

ments in holiness; as they are solely attributa-

ble to the free grace of God in Christ, for

whose sake a blessing was granted on his en-

deavours to " walk worthy of the vocation

wherewith" he " was called," may we ascribe

all honour and praise to their legitimate

source ; reverently uniting in the language of

the psalmist:—" Not unto us, O Lord ! not

unto us, but unto thy name give glory." Psa.

cxv. 1.

With feelings of continued regard,

I remain thy affectionate friend.

For "The Friend."

SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. IK.

The discipline of our yearly meeting re-

quires its subordinate meetings periodically to

answer the questions, " Are love and unity

maintained amongst you ? Are tale-bearing

and detraction discouraged ? And where any
differences arise, are endeavours used speedily

to end them V The extracts given below are

in strict accordance with these queries, and
show how uniform has been the concern of

the society for the preservation of its members
from these evils.

The circulation of reports calculated to in-

jure the reputation of another, is a breach of

the law of love, and is a direct violation of our

Saviour's precept, " Whatsoever ye would
that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them;" yet it probably much oftener arises from
mere thoughtlessness than settled malignity. Its

tendency, however, even in its most mitigated

form, is manifestly pernicious, withdrawing
the mind from its jiroper business, a serious

attention to its own state, and a daily concern

for its own preservation, as well as fostering

those feelings which are the reverse of "good
will towards men," and which unfit for the

performance of that spiritual worship, in the

exercise of which, we are enabled, in deep
prostration of soul, to ascribe " glory to God
in the highest."

True religion leads diretly to the practice

of those social virtues on which depend much
of the harmony and comfort of every comnju-

nity, and keeps under control those evil affec-

tions, from which not only wars and fightings

arise, but also those lesser violations of Chris-

tian meekness, which introduce disorder and
confusion into families and neighbourhoods:

it does more than this ; it introduces into a

fellowship and harmony of which the unrege-

nerate man is incapable, and which is only to

be attained and preserved by an habitual abid-

ing in the truth, enabling the believer in Christ

to hold forth in his life and conversation, the

language of invitation, •' Come and have fel-

lowship with us, for our fellowship is with the

Father, and with his Son Jesus Clirist." T.

1692.

All Friends and brethren to be careful and
watchful against all whisperings, backbitings,

and tale-carrying, to the defaming of Friends
or others, and to put a speedy stop thereto

;

and pass righteous judgment upon all vvhjs-

perers and backbiters, who appear instruments

of division and ofitinces, contrary to that peace-
able tiuth and gospel we jirofess.

And that where any have received offence

from any other, first to speak privately to the

party concerned, and endeavour reconciliation

between themselves ; and not to whisper or
aggravate matters against them behind their

backs, to the making parties, and the breach
wider.

1695.

Let those just and ancient commands of
God be observed; viz. " Thou shalt not go up
and down as a tale-bearer among thv people."
" Thou shall not raise a false report." " He
that backbiteth not with his tongue, nor doth

evil to his neighbour, nor laketh up a reproach

against his neighbour," &c. It is only such
innocent ones that shall abide in the Lord's
tabernacle, and dwell in his holy hill. Where-
fore in the fear of the Lord stand against all

whisperers, backbiters, tale-bearers, defamers,

and slanderers ; and against all whisperings,
backbitings, tale-bearing, reproaching and
slandering; and put a speedy stop thereto, as

much as in you lies. For such works of dark-

ness and envy tend to division and discord ;

and the righteous law of God goes against

both the authors, fomenters, receivers, and
encouragers thereof.

1699.

Because our comfort, as a people, depends
upon our care to maintain peace and fellow-

ship amongst brethren, in all our services we
earnestly recommend an humble and conde-
scending frame of spirit unto all ; that with

godly fear, wisdom and meekness, we may be

so ordered in all our respective services, that

every high and rough thing may be laid low,

and all occasion of striving be prevented,

and the peace of the church of Christ pre-

served and augmented among us ; and to that

purpose it is tenderly advised, that we diligent-

ly and carefully observe the comely and bless-

ed gospel order, so long known and in prac-

tice among us, in the spirit of meekness and a

sound mind; which is the way to crush all',

differences in their infancy, and suppress the

rise, as well as stop the progress, of every

thing that is unseemly, and inconsistent with

the testimony of the precious truth.

1730.

Among the gospel precepts, we find not any
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thing more strongly and frequently recom-

mended by our Lord Jesus Christ and his

apostles to the primitive believers, than that

they should love one another ; and as we are

sensible, that nothing will more contribute to

the peace and prosperity of the church, than

a due regard to this advice, so we earnestly

desire that it may be the care and concern ol

all Friends, every where, to dwell therein
;

and, in the unity of the Holy Spirit, to main-

tain love, concord and peace, in and among
all the churches of Christ.

1804.

From obedience to the law of Christ, arises

also that stream of love to the brotherhood,

which, if suffered to flow in our hearts with

unobstructed course, would bear away all

malice and guile, and cause all complaints of

tale-bearing and detraction to cease in our

borders. O, the precious care that attends the

mind in which Christian charity is become ha-

bitual '. Charity, saith the apostle, " hopeth all

things." It divulges not the faults of others,

because, in its unbounded hope, it desires their

removal without exposure. For the mind in

which it dwells, ascribes its own preservation,

and the cleansing of its former sins, to the un-

bounded love of God in Christ Jesus ; and it

prays that all may partake of the same benefit.

How opposite thai di.-?position, which delights

to report evil, and to accuse ! Shun it, dear

Friends, as the poison of asps. Even the

sacred writings emphatically denominate the

grand adversary of mankind by the name of

accuser of the brethren. " Follow," there-

fore, " peace with all men, and holiness,

wiihout which no man shall see the Lord :

looking diligently, lest any man fail of the

grace of God ; lest any root of bitterness

springing up, trouble you, and thereby many

be defiled."

1806.

Let love, pure, unconquerable love, reign

in our hearts. We have often expatiated on

this topic; but yet we must violate our feelings,

if we suppress some further observations on it

at this time. Friends, remember, that to be

made peifect in love, is a high state of Chris-

tian excellence, and not attainable but by the

sacrifice of selfish passions. No degree of re-

sentment can consist with this state. Some
persons are apt to profess that they can forgive

those whom they suppose to have injured them,

when such aue brought to know, and acknow-

ledge their fault. But that is little else than a

disguised pride, seeking for superiority. The
love which Christ commanded to his church,

goes further than that. " This is my com-
mandment, that ye love one another, as I have

loved you." And how did the Lord love the

world ? Let the apostle answer. " God com-

mandeth his love towards us, in that while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us." And,

Friends, mark and remember his gracious

dying words, when praying for his very perse-

cutors, he said, " Father, forgive them; for they

know not what they do." And shall we expect

access for our feeble prayers, at the throne of

grace, if we harbour any ill will to our fellow

travellers towards immortality ? Let us hear

again the Saviour of men : " And when ye

stand praying, forgive if ye have aught against

any." He doth not allow time for seeing tlie

injuring person become submissive ; bill,

—

Standing, forgive; for "if ye do not forgive,

neither will your Father which is in heaven

forgive your trespasses." O, the excellence

of Christian love, and the temper of forgive-

ness ! It is the indispensable requisite in that

spiritual worship to which we as a people more
peculiarly bear testimony

;
yea, is it not the

very balm of life, and the passport to heaven ?

1812.

Seeing the infinite value of love, that indis-

pensable qualification of a true disciple, we are

desirous of pressing it on every individual, to

examine impartially how far he feels it to

flourish in his own mind, and to influence all

his actions, thus inducing others to follow him,

as he is endeavouring to follow Christ. And
we believe that nothing will be so favourable

to the preservation of this holy disposition, as

humility of heart, a temper in which we con-

stantly see ourselves unworthy of the least of

the Lord's mercies, and dependent only on his

compassion for our final acceptance. Seeing

also, that no awakened mind can be without

a view to a better and an enduring state, and

that no one knows how soon he may be called

to put off mutability : let us bear in perpetual

recollection that, in the stale to which we
aspire, there is nothing but eternal love, joy,

and adoration, in the presence of Him, throug

whose love we were first awakened.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.

The winter term of this institution wi

commence on fourth day, the 14th of tenth

month next. The examination of new slu

dents, preparatory to their classification, will

take place on that day, and it is expected

that all the pupils will then be in attendance,

Inconvenience having arisen from a want of

punctuality at the opening of former terms,

parents and others are respectfully requested

to see that this regulation be complied with

The price of board and tuition, including

washing, is S|S200 per annum, payable as fol

lows, viz: jj60 at the commencement, and

$60 at the middle of the winter term ; and

;jS80 at the opening of the summer term,

VVith a view to promote uniformi'y in the

editions of the text books used at the school

which has been found to be very desirable,

the superintendent is authorised to furnish

them to the students at wholesale prices.

The officers of the institution are the fol-

lowing:

John Gummere, Superintendent and teach

er of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
Samuel J. Gum.mere, Assistant teacher of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.

Daniel B. Smith, Teacher of Moral Philo-

sophy and English Literature.

William Dennis, Teacher of the Latin and

Greek languages, and Ancient Literature.

William Gummere, Teacher of the Intro-

ductory school.

Benjamin F. Hardy, Assistant Superin

tendent.

For further information, the managers re

fer to a pamphlet recently issued by them,

entitled, " An Account of Haverford School,"

and also to their circular of fourth month last,

both of which will be furnished on application

to th.'; superintendent, to the undersigned, or

at the office of " The Friend." Those who
propose to enter students for the ensuing ses-

sion, are requested to forward their names as

early as practicable to the secretary of the

Board, No. 39, Market street, Philadelphia.

By direction of the Managers,

Charles Yarnall, Sec'ry.

Philad. 9th mo. 1835.

INDIAN TRIBES.

The subjoined statements are derived from
a publication recently issued under the autho-
rity of the United States Government.

Estimated quantity of land assigned to the tribes who
have emigratedfrom the eastern to the western side

of the Mississijjpi.

Acres. Acres.

Choctaws 15,000,000 Kaskaskias and
Creeks and Se- Peorias 96,000

minoles 13,140,000 Oltawas 34,000
Senecas and Shawnees 1,600,000
Shawneos 100,000 Delawarea 2,208,000

Quapaws 96,000 Kickapoos 768,000
Piankcshaws

and Weas 160,000

Statement of the numbers of the Indians, west of
the Mississippi, who have emigrated.

Delawares 826 Senecas, from San-
Shawneos 1,250 dusky 251
Kickapoos 470 Senecas and Shaw-
Ottawas 200 necs 211
Weas 223 Creeks 2,459

Fiankeshaws 162 Cherokees 5,000

Peorias and Kas- Appalachicolas 265
kaskias 132 Choctaws 15,003

Pottawatamies 191

Statement of the numbers of Indian tribes east of the
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From Ihe Christian Observer.

OH GOD, WHOSE GLORIES LEAVE.

Oh God, whose glowingf glories leave

Their traces on ihe golden eve

;

Wliose stars the couch of night adorn,
Whose torch illumes the dewy morn ;

Oh, while we live, and when we die.

Thy purer light to man supply !

Oft eve with clouds is shadow'd o'er,

And midnight hears the tempest roar ;

Oft, gushing forth in wintry tears.

The morn in sackcloth garb appears;
But when Thy light informs the soul,

No vapours o'er its ray shall roll.

When all the stars of heaven decay,
It shall not wane or fade away,
But brighter still, and still more pure,

Long as the Source Divine endure.
While ages but confirm its beam.
Mighty to bless and to redeem.

AVhen the last trumpet's sound shall shiver
The rocks, to rise no more for ever

;

When the last sun's extinguish'd fire

Shall in the pall of night expire.

And the quench'd moon refuse her light,

How shall Thy glory strike the sight!

Yet now, less dazzling to behold.

Thy splendour to our hearts unfold ;

Though now, with reverence less intense,

It strike and awe the raptured sense.

The sinner's eye to this shall turn
From meteors that obscurely burn.

Oh, through this vale of storm and gloom
Do Thou our rugged path illume

;

Like Israel's fiery pillar seen,

Guide o'er the wastes that intervene,
Till heaven a brighter scene impart.
To know and see Thee as Thou art.

Wo to them that have their hearts in their

earthly possessions ! for when they are gone,
their heaven is gone with them. Jt is too much
the sin of the best part of the world, tliat

they stick in the comforts of it ; and it is la-

mentable to behold how their atTections are

bemired and entangled with their conveniences
and accommodations in it. The true self de-

nying man is a pilgrim ; but the selfish man is

an inliabitant.'of the world. The one uses it

as men do ships, to transport themselves ; or

tackle in a journey, that is to get home ; the

other looks no further, whatever he prates,

than to be fixed in fiihiess and ease here, and
likes it so well, that if ho could, he would not
exchange. However, he will not trouble him-
self to think of the other world, till he is sure
he must live no longer in this. But then, alas,

it will prove too late
; not to Abraham, but to

Dives he must go; this story is as true as sad.

—

Penn.

Wouldst thou know the lawfulness of the
action which thou desirest to undertake, let

thy devotion recommend it to divine blessing;

if it be lawful, thou shalt perceive thy heart

encouraged by thy prayer; if unlawful, thou
shalt find thy prayer discouraged by thy heart.

That action is not warrantable which either

blushes to beg a blessing, or, having succeeded,
dares not present a thanksgiving.

—

Quarles.

It behoves us ever to bear in mind, that

while actions are always to be judged by the

immutable standard of right and wrong, the

judgment which we pass upon men must be

qualified by considerations of age, country,

situation, and other incidental circumstances
;

and it will then be found, that he who is most
charitable in his judgment, is generally the

least unjust.

—

Southey.

Those, who, in the confidence of superior

capacities or attainments, neglect the common
maxims of life, should be reminded, that no-

thing will supply tiie want of prudence; but

that negligence and irregularity long conti-

nued, will make knowledge useless, wit ridicu-

lous, and genius contemptible.

—

Johnson.

ANTHRACITE ASHES.

The ritUadelphia United Slates Gazette
says, " a lot of land, clay and sand, was co-

vered over with ashes from anthracite coal,

and clover seed sown upon it in abundance.
The clover after waiting a little while longer
than usual, sprung up like an ill weed, and
about two weeks since presented a luxu-

riance of growth exceeding any thing of the

kind we ever saw. The clover had tlie ap-

pearance of tall pea vines, so rank had it shot

up. If anthraci'.e ashes have such virtue, it

would be well for the public generally to un-

derstand it."

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazliine.

To Preserve Celery through the Winter.—
Get up the celery on a fitie dry day, before it

is injured by the frost, cut ofl" the leaves and
roots, and lay it in a dry airy place for a

few days ; then remove it to a cool cellar,

where it will be quite secure from frost, and
pack it up with sand, putting layers of celery

and of sand alternately.

THE milSMD.
NINTH 3IONTH, 5, 1835.

We have occupied but little space in the
columns of the Friend in recording passing
events

;
yet it may be proper, briefly to notice

some recent occurrences in relation (o the
people of colour. In a stale of extraordinary
excitement, acts of outrage have been com-
mitted on their property and persons in some
towns of the northern states; menaces, and in

some cases, personal injuries have also been
offered to while persons, who have been friend-
ly lo the education of the free, and the eman-
cipation of the enslaved, coloured population.
Ill the south, post offices have been illegally

searched for papers on the subject of aboli-
tion

;
and on an apprehension of insurrection,

coloured and white persons have been put to
death without legal investigation or trial by
jury. From mere suspicion, travellers in the
southern slates have been arrested on the
groundless charge of circulating works intend-
ed to rouse the slaves to resistance, and sub-
'jected to vexatious detention and the danger
I of losing their lives by furious mobs of un-
principled persons. We have no desire to say

I

any thing that would increase this excitement,
but while we should condemn without hesita-
tion injudicious and inflammatory essays on
the question of slavery, especially such as were

intended to produce a state of warfare between
the master and slave, if there be any of this

character, we cannot relinquish the right to

discuss the injustice and gross iniquities of
slave-holding, and the inalienable claim to

liberty and the enjoyments of life, property,
and happiness, pertaining to the man of colour
equally with the while. Neither threats nor
dangers should deter the Christian from pur-
suing his duty in a proper spirit and manner,
" in meekness instructing those that oppose
themselves, if God peradventure will give them
repentance, to the acknowledging ofthe truth."

The pretexts for these violent measures are
wholly insufficient to justify the actors, and we
trust that in the hour of sober reflection, many
of them will deeply regret the part they have
acted.

Viewing all men as the offspring of our
common parent, and the objects of the same
redemption which Christ purchased by his
blood, we cannot but desire that the blessings
of that benign religion of which he is Ihe au-
thor, may be extended to the members of the
human family of every colour. We have
therefore ever been advocates for according
freedom and instruclion to the slave, and im- -

proving his condition by the same means which
are employed for his whiter brethren, not
merely from political motives, but on the
ground of religious duty. To the circum-
stances in which the slaveholders are involved,
we are not insensible, and wish to cultivate
those feelings of charity which are due to such
of ihem as are placed in difiicullies respect-
ing the liberation of their slaves, which ajipear
to Ihem insurmountable. We cannot, how-
ever, divest ourselves of the persuasion, that
many who have professed to deprecate its hor-
rors, and the inevitable results, like Phararjh,
have been more fond of the present fruits of
their unpaid labour, than willing to listen to
requisitions for their liberty, which conviction
has urged upon them. Time past they were
more willing to anticipate their freedom than
it would seem they now are. It will, however,
be their true interest to lake just views of the
rights of this oppressed class, and do to
them as they would wish to he done unto,
were they in their condilion : break every
yoke, undo the heavy burden, and let the op-
pressed go free ; lest He of whom it is said,

justice and judgment are Ihe habitations of his

throne, shall answer ihein by terrible things
in righteousness respecting this matter.
The essays on the subject of slavery which

have appeared in our columns, under ihe sig-

nature of E. L., and which have for some time
been suspended, we understand it to be the
intention of the writer to continue at a future
period, when leisure shall permit.

HAVERFORD SCHOOl,.
The examination of the students of Ilaver-

ford school, will commence on fifth day, ninth
month the lOlh, and terminate on fourth day,
ihe 16th. Parents and others interested In

the institution, are respectfully inviled to at-

tend. Copies of the order of the examination
may be obtained at Ihe school, and at the
office of " The Friend," No. 50, North Fourth
strtel, after the 5lh proximo.
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VENICE.

In attempting to give such a sketch of the

history of Venice, as the present, it would bo

impossible for me to enter into minute de-

tails, however interesting in themselves these

might be. 1 shall endeavour, however, to

combine so much as may furnish a general

and correct view of the causes which led to

the rise, advance and decline of that cele-

brated state. And [ierhaps a sketch of this

kind may be at least as useful, as one more
diffuse, as in reading histories which abound
in detailed accounts of the events they nar-

rate, there is a danger of losing sight of the

outline of the wliole.

In the northwestern part of the Adriatic,

lie numerous small islands, formed by the

continual washing of the Adige, Po, and other

rivers, which there empty the waters supplied

by the melting of the Alpine snows. Between

them and the shore the water is shallow, ge-

nerally not more than two feet deep, and the

bottom is a soft mud. This, which is usually

called the Lagune, is intersected by deep

chaimcls, of intricate and difficult navigation.

From the sea they are nrolected by long,

slender strips of land, with narrow openings

between. In very early times these were in-

habited by a few fishermen, who subsisted by

selli.ig fish and salt to the inhabitants of the

neighbouring country. When Attila, with his

Scythian barbarians, invaded Italy, Aquileia.

the first town which resisted his progress, was
completely destroyed. Many of those who
escaped from its ruin fled to the islands in

the Adriatic for refuge, and others from the

continuous districts were also driven thither,

through fear of a similar fate. They em-

ployed themselves like the neighbouring in-

habitants, in fishing, making salt, and trading

with the surrounding country. Thus from

the very beginning of their existence they

weVe a commercial people.

The irruption of Alboin, king of the Lom-
bards, drove a new colony of settlers to the

hospitable protection of the Venetian islands,

and as they enjoyed the blessiiig^i of peace and
quiet, whilst all around was confusion and
disorder, their manufactures, trade, and popu-

lation rapidly increased. Anterior to the

year 697 a. d. the different islands chose each
its own rulers, but at that time it was agreed
that the pnwer over the whole should be en-
truotoJ to o.TO rimn, with tire lirft of dugC Tjr

duke. The only other authority recognised
in the state, was a council consisting of forty

persons, whose functions were chiefly judicial.

In the interval between the death of one doge
and the election of his successor, the whole
powers of the government devolved upon it.

It was in such an intervnl, that, by the insti-

tution of a council of 480 persons, instead of

the popular assemblies, and by vesting the

election of the doge in their hands, the go-

vernment was changed to an oligarchy. The
manner in which the doge was elected when
the new form of government was established,

is curious on account of its great intricacy;

this was designed to prevent the influence of

intrigue, and one might think it could not

fail to have that eflx'ct. The grand council

elected twenty members from ils own bo<ly.

These were reduced by ballot to nine, who
named forty provincial electors, out of whom
a new committee of twelve were chosen.
Tl-icoc luulvc named twonly-five alhers, from
whom nine were chosen by ballot, who named
forty-five, out of whom eleven were selected.

These eleven named foilyone final electors,

each of whom must be approved by a majority

of the grand council. 'I'he forty-one were
immediately shut up, and allowed to have no
intercourse with those without, until they

had decided on a doge, who must have at

least twenty-five of their voles in his favour.

It has already been related, that the com-
merce of Venice rapidly increased. It gra-

dually extended so as to include almost the

whole trade of the Levant. Important ex-

emptions were obtained from the Greek em-

who poured into her neighbourhood. The
influence of her doge, Michael, however, pre-

vailed, and she joined the crusaders with 200
vessels. He totally destroyed the Saracen
iicct, nnd chiefly tlirough his assistance and
advice Tyre was taken. He seems to have
been satisfied with this success, and to have
performed nothing further. A quarrel broke
out soon afterwards between Constantinople
and Venice, which led to a war between
those powers, of long duration, and which in

ils course involved the capture of Constanti-
nople and the expulsion of the Greek empe-
rors. It was often interrupted by a peace or
a truce, but they were hollow, ill observed,
and soon broken. When the fourth crusade
was fitted out, the adventurers, warned by
the difficulties their predecessors had expe-
rienced in going by land, agreed with Venice
to furnish them with ships and provisions at

a stipulated price. Venice fulfilled her part

of the engagement, and fitted out fifty addi-

tional vessels at her own expense ; but the

funds of the crusadei's being insufficient to

enable them to perform what they had pro-

mised, they remained indebted to Venice.
'I'his gave the Venetians great influence in

their councils, as till the money was paid
they might refuse to allow their ships to sail.

This influence was exerted in turning the
arms of the crusaders against Constantinople.

A. D. 1202. The armament set sail from
the port of Venice. The Venetian ships

were under the command of the doge Dando-
lo, who volunteered his services, though blind

and upwards of eighty years of age. After a
short siege the city was taken, and though a
great part of it was destroyed by a corrfla-

gration, yet the plunder was esliriiated at

£2,2.50,000. The Venetians obtained for

their share, half of this, the Morea and many
perors of Constantinople, and the Syrian audi islands in the Archipelago. Baldwin, Count
Egyptian sultans, and the rich produce of the of Flanders, was placed on the vacant throne,
Indies, which was brought by immense cara-land the Greek emperors made Nice their

vans to Alexandria twice in a year, was dis-
1 capital. The jealousy between the Genoese

tribuled from thence over Europe by the and Venetians had been gradually increasing
Venetian ships. A new series of events for a long time, and at length blazed out into
which contributed to elevate her power and open war. The Genoese had assisted the
glory, still more, and raised up an invel

rival of her greatness, commenced about the

beginning of the twelfth century. The mili-

tary and religious fmalicism of Europe was
turned, by the exertions of Peter the Hermit,

towards the East, and all Christendom united

in endeavouring to rescue the holy sepulchre

from the hands of the infidels. At first Venice
entered but coldly into the concern, her com-
mercial connections with Constantinople in-

duced her to sympathise with the feelings of

that court, whose fears v\ere alarmed by the

immense multitudes of disorderly warriors

ipen war.

Greek emperors in recovering Constantino-
ple, and expelling the successor of Baldwin.
In return they were distinguished by some
commercial privileges, which contribuied to

exasperate Venice; still more, an accidental

rencounter between some merchants of the

rival nations, kindled the flame of a war, al-

most unparalleled in history for its obstinacy

and fury. In the first eight years five great

naval battles were fought, in all of which the

Venetians were successful, and yet we find,

imr. 'liately afterwards, the fleets of Genoa
sweeping her merchant ships from the sea,
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For " The Friend,

PHENOillENA OF VISION.

(Concluded from page 3i6.)

As previously observed, facts demonstrate

it to be essential in order to prevent the per-

eption of two objects fiom a single one, that

the rays of light from it should fall upon cor-

responding points of the retina of each eye.

If therefore from any cause, whether disease,

or from natural or acquired debility in the

muscles which move the ball, the eyes are not

properly directed towards an object, and the

attention is turned to both eyes, double vision

is the consequence. In those persons who

squint, the eyes soon become unequal in

power, and a habit is acquired of attending

only to the impression made upon the eye

possessing the most sensibility ; while the

weaker is turned away (most generally to,

wards the nose) so as to allow as few rays as

possible, coming from the object looked at, te

enter it ; and thus prevent the vision of the

other from being interfered with. Thus, al

though when squinting commences there ii

double vision, yet nature so exerts herself as

ultimately to render it single. If the stronger

eye of a person who squints is closed, the

other immediately resumes its proper and na

lural direction. This fact is of considerabh

and braving her even in the waters of the formed a tribunal which might act with great-

Adriatic. In 1379, she sent a powerful arma- er secrecy and pTomptitude.

ment against Venice, which took possession (To be continued.)

of Chiorza, one of her suburbs, and besieged

the city itself. Her Italian possessions were

at the same time attacked by the Lord of

Padua. So great was her distress at one time,

that a blank sheet signed by the officers of

government was sent to opposite commanders,

that they might impose what conditions they

pleased. Independence alone was stipulated;

even this was denied them. The Venetians

refused to submit to such degrading terms,

and were amply compensated for their perse-

verance, by the capture, on the following

summer, of the entire fleet and army which

had threatened their destruction. Hostilities

did not end here; they were continued with

intervals, until Genoa lost her independence,

by coming under the power of the French.

During the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fif-

teenth centuries, through which we are now

passing, Venice had made important acquisi-

tions in the adjoining parts of Italy. It is

not my intention to trace the tangled threads

of Italian politics through this period, and

relate the how and when of every petty ac-

quisition. It will be enough to state in gene-

ral terms, that she gradually gained the pos-

session of those territories in the northwest

of Italy which are known as the Venetian

states, and that in doing this she waged many
wars with other Italian powers. In 1489

the island of Cyprus fell into her hands. Guy
of Lusignan, its sovereign, had married

Venetian lady, who, on the death of her

husband, vvas induced to resign her preten

sions to Venice, though, it is said, very un

willingly.

In the early part of the fourteenth century

further changes were introduced into the

government. The power of appointing the

committee by which the grand council of the

succeeding year was to be chosen, had beer

invested in the grand council, and the conse

quence was, that it continually re-elected it-

self. But still there was no obstacle, except

the improbability to the election of any citi-

zen to that office. About the year 1300 a

series of resolutions was commenced, which

closed the doors of ingress, by enacting that

the descendants of the members of the origi-

nal council should constitute an order of

nobility, and that on attaining the age of

manhood, they should bo entitled to a seat in

the grand council. Their names were to be

enrolled in a book of nobility, styled the

Golden Book. But though the Venetians had

endured the loss of the reality, yet they mur-

mured when the shadow of authority was

taken from them. A conspiracy was formed

by the discontented, but discovered in time,

by the vigilance of the government. To pro-

vide more effectually against similar dangers,

a tribunal, known as the Council of Ten,

(from the number of individuals which con

stituted it,) was created. Its power was un

limited by the law, and it gradually extended

its influence over every department of state.

This council was afterwards empowered to

choose three individuals from its body with

the titles of Inquisitors of state. These

importance, inasmuch as it points out the

practicability of remedying the defect if the

for us to deci<3e to what extent the final result

depen<js upon the one, or upon the other.

This also is not the proper place to enter

upon the vast field of curious but difficult en-

quiry into those laws which combine and regu-

ate physical and mental phenomena ; or to

ittempt to point out those efl'ects which result

from the properties of matter in the living

frame, from those which are the results of in-

tellectual processes alone. We know that the

organ of sight does not form ideas, but is

merely the instrument employed to receive cer-

tain impressions, which are transmitted to the

brain ; and we must distinguish between our

perception of external objects and the infer-

ences whicli we draw by reasoning concerning

the qualities of tiiose objects. The picture

formed upon the retina by the refracting hu-
mours of the eye, is the source of all the per-

ceptions belonging to the sense of vision ; but

it is the mindthat sees and not the eye. We
talk of seeing a distant object, but the eye only

receives and modifies the peculiar impression

made upon the retina by the rays of light

coming from it ; and by a mental process we
infer the figure, position, and magnitude of the

object. The construction of the eye, however,

and the manner in which all its functions are

performed, are in strict conformity with the

positive laws of physics, and by no eflfjrt of

the mind can we alter the result of those laws

as they influence vision. Thus the rays of

light coming from a rod half immersed in wa-
ter, will, according to the laws of refraction,

make it appear crooked ; and although touch

may prove that it is straight, yet it will conti-

case is attended to timely. Strabismus re-]nue to appear bent, in defiance of every en-

sults from the the unequal power or irregular deavour to see it straight. In like manner,

action during infancy of the motor muscles of when we stand facing a mirror, and see our

the eyeball, whereby the equilibrium has been^ image in it, we cannot by any eflbrt of the

destroyed, and the ball kept rolled, so as to, mind succeed in perceiving the image as

present its front obliquely. Now we know .formed on ihe surface of the mirror, although

that the power of a muscle is increased by its we know that in accordance with the laws of

action, and also that whenever an object is

presented to the eye as to throw its image

near the circumference of the retina, there is

constant effort naturally made to direct the

axis of the eye towards it. If therefore we

place a bright object in such a position near

the afl(2Cted eye as will induce the child to call

into exercise the enfeebled muscles ; or if we
cover up the stronger eye so as to oblige the

other to perform the whole labour of vision,

the inequality will after a time be removed,

and the defect remedied.

Hitherto we have been speaking of the eye

as an orgdn of sense, exercising its immediate

functions by the reception of the impressions

of light and colour ; which being the result of

its constitution, and suljject to its own positive

laws, require no education, but are performed

as soon as the organ has acquired its full deve-

lopement. These impressions being transmitted

to the brain by the optic nerve, produce sensa-

tion and perception. It would be difficult accu-

rately to define the precise limits of the func-

lionsof this, as of every other sense; because in

every act of perception which is derived from

its use, the instrumentality of the organ is so

intimately combined with the operation of the

mind, and both are so linked together through

the medium of the brain, that it is impossible

eflection it is so. In spite of all our efiibrts

it will appear at the same distance behind the

mirror as we are before it. Facts such as

these have led some philosophers to the con-

clusion, that we receive no accurate informa-

tion by the eye, of the size, shape and distance

of an object, but derive it exclusively by habit

and from the association of ideas. But, how-
ever gralifving it may be to the pride of man
to suppose, that by the exercise of the powers
he possesses, he is enabled to endow himself

with other powers of perception, yet tiie^

theory does not hold good ; inasmuch as it

will not explain the reason why the bird when
it first leaves the parent nest dees not strike

its head against the branches of the tree, or
dash itself with violence upon the ground, see-

ing that it has neither experience or thought.

But as soon as the organs are matured, vision

is perfect ; and it requires neither habit nor
education to endow us with those perceptions

which are dependent solely upon the constitu-

tion of the eye.

But the judgments which we are constantly

forming from vision are, as I have before

observed, of a much more extensive kind
;

and hence the elevated rank, which, with its

auxiliary functions, have been assigned to

this sense. In ascertaining the magnitude,
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distance, surfaces and motion of a body, we
are obliged to take into consideration tiie ap-

parent size, the intensity of light, shade, and
colour, and other circumstances connected

with the appearance of that body, and the size

and position of intervsning objects. Size and
distance are measured by what is called the
" visual angle," which is formed by the two
lines drawn from the extremities of the object

looked at, crossing at the centre of the crys-

talline lens, and produced to the retina, so that

the angle subtenrled by the object, is exactly

equal to that subtended by its image on the

retina. It is therefore obvious, that if all

objects were equidistant from tlie eye, and of

the sanne magnitude, they would subtend the

same angle; and any difference of magnitude

would be accurately indicated by the difference

of the angle subtended. A correct' idea of the

relative size of bodies can therefore only be

obtaiiied when we are acquainted with their

respective distances; and conversely, we can-

not judge positively of their distances without

being aware of their size. A man sitting on

horseback subtends a certain visual angle

when near us, which becemes less and less as

he removes farther off : experience, how-

ever, teaches us to judge correctly of his size,

and we form our idea of his distance from

what we know of his size. But if objects,

with the appearance of which we are unac-

quainted, are at so great a distance as to pre-

vent our comparing them with those which

are near us, we are always liable to delusion,

and are almost irresistibly led to believe they

are smaller than they really are. A five-cent

piece held a little distance from the eye will

subtend as large an angle as the sun, and will

prevent the sight of it, although its diameter

is eight hundred and eighty-eight thousand

miles. The great distance of the sun and

moon makes the difference in the visual angle

which they respectively form, so slight, that

they appear of the same size; and the illusion

continues though we are aware that one is

ninety-six million, and the other but two hun-

dred and forty thousand miles distant from us.

Again, the visual angle is greatly influenced

by the position of the object looked at. A
sphere, at the same distance, will always have

the same appearance or bulk, let its position

be what it may; but if the object is oval, and

one end is presented to the eye, it will sub-

tend a much smaller angle, and consequently

appear to be really much smaller than if view-

ed sideways; and il'it is held in a sloping posi-

tion towards the eye, it will appear more or

less shortened. This occurs in every object

whose longitudinal and transverse diameters

differ. The shortened appearance of such a

body when lield in u sloping position to ilie

eye, is called " fore-shortening," and in all

paintings, especially of animals, the principle

must be rigidly observed, if we wish to pre

vent a distorted representation. In proportioi

as the distance of olijects increases, their ap

parent size decreases ; hence when we look

along one of our streets, the houses nearest to

us form the largest images on the retina, and

there is a gradual diminution, so that if the

street extended far enough, the line along the

tops and bases of the houses would appear to

meet in a point. The art of " perspective"

consists in tracing objects with this apparent

diminution on account of distance, together

with their " foreshortening" on account ofj

obliquity of position. 'I'lie intensity of light,

and its consequent effect upon the retina,

rapidly diminishes with the distance of the'

body from which it emanates. This consti-

tutes one of the criterions by which the mind
judges of distance, and is a source of frequent

illusion. In a bright sunshine, objects appear
much nearer than when seen on a dark day,'

or through a mist; and in looking at a row of

lamps, if one is brighter than the rest, it willj

appear to be the nearest; and the more unob-
structed passage of light from the sky immedi-
ately over us, makes it appear nearer to usi

than it does when we look towards the hori-j

zon. The shade of bodies is equal with their

intensify of light, and the shadows of those

near us are accurately defined, while the light

and shade become blended as the object re-j

cedes. It is by the alternation of light and
shade that the eye determines the shape of
bodies, and distinguishes the prominences and
depressions which every where occur. But
for these, every thing would exhibit a flat sur-

face, and the only means of discriminating ob-

jects by the eye would be by their colour. By
attending to this, and varying the depth of his

colours, the painter succeeds in representing

objects in a landscape both near and distant

;

those in the foreground are made bold and
distinct, while the more remote are less deeply

shaded until they fade away. Another means
by which we estimate the magnitude and dis-

tance of a body, is by the interposition of ob-

jects with which we are familiar. When there-

fore a person, who has not gained experience,

looks at a ship upon the ocean, where no ob-

ject intervenes to assist his judgment, he is

likely to form a very inaccurate idea of its dis-

tance; and an individual looking down from an

elevated height upon a landscape spread out

before him will see every thing apparently

strikingly diminisJied in size from the reality
;

partly on account of tiieir being foreshortened,

partly from the absence of intervening objects,

and perhaps still more from his novel position.

Thus, if we look upon a steeple which rises

far above every thing around it, it looks much
higher than it really is, and the vane at the

top appears greatly diminished from its real

size, because there being no known object

near to compare them with, they seem smaller,

and the mind irresistibly refers them to a

greater distance. Again, when we look down
the street, and see the moon rising, apparently

extending all across it, she appears much
larger than when we view her in the zenith

;

but to correct the error \vp havo only to recol-

lect, that according to a law of perspective the

two sides of the street appear to approach to-

gether, and although, where we stand, it may
occupy a large portion of the field of vision, yet

in the distance it will be diminished to a point,

j

whereas the moon, on account of her great

I distance, always occupies the same space. We
[appreciate the motion of bodies by the move-

I

iTiept of their images upon the retina, and by

tihe altered direction of the light from them in

in reaching the eye ; but to prevent deception.

we must ourselves be still, as we know that

when rapidly passing down a river in a vessel,

the objects on the shores appear to be moving

while the boat seems to be stationary. Al-

though the eyes are sensible to the modifica-

tion of light, or the dift'erent colours of its

component rays, yet the relation of these dif-

ferent colours, their haimony, or discord, are

the conceptions of the mind ; and occasionally

we meet with those who are destitute of the

power of discriminating colours, although their

eyes are capable of performing the most deli-

cate functions of vision. This defect is simi-

lar to that of the ear, which cannot discrimi-

nate the notes of music ; and while the organ
exercises its functions accurately as regards the

form, position, and illumination of an object,

there is a deficiency in the perception of those

differences in the rays on which their colour

depends.

I think from all that Las been said we must
infer, that while there is a power in the eye to

judge with some accuracy of the position, mag-
nitude, distance, surface, and motion of a body,

yet the knowledge obtained by it alone, is ne-

cessarily imperfect, and requires to be corrected

and perfected by the intervention of the other

senses, and likewise by the instruction of ex-

perience.

For " The Friend."

OCCASIONAL THOUGHTS—NO. 19.

" Truly God is a God in Israel, even to such as are

of a clean heart. But as for me, my feet were almost

gone, my steps had well nigh slipped."—Psalm Ixxiii.

There are many of the poor and oppressed

in this world, who some time in their life have

been in the like circumstances with King
David, when he was brought to make this

striking declaration, for says he, " 1 was en-

vious at the foolish, when I saw the prosperity

of the wicked. For there are no bands in

their death, but their step is firm. They are

not in trouble as other men, they are not

plagued as other men. Their eyes stand out

with fulness, they have more than heart could

wish ; they set their rnoulhs against the hea-

vens, their tongue walketh through the earth
;

they say. How doth God know ? And, Is

there knowledge in the Most High ? Be-

hold these are the ungodly who prosper in

the world, they increase in riches. Verily I
have cleansed my heart in vain, and washed

my hands in innocency." This was the expe-

rience and language of David, and thousands

since his day have been led into the same chain

of reasoning. They forget of how little im-

portance the wealth and Iionours of this world

are when compared with the riches of eter-

nity ; but when they see the wicked prospering

around them, and they themselves poor and in

sorrow ; when they behold all their pleasant

pictures tarnished ; their dearest friends re-

moved' by death, or in an inexplicabie manner
estranged ; when they have witnessed the fair

schemes they have laid for their future wealth,

and aggrandisement, fade away into disap-

pointment and perplexity; they have been ready

to exclaim in the bitterness of their souls,

Surely in vain have I cleansed vii/ heart, and

washed my hands in innocency. This was

once my own unhappy predicament. I forgot
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the many tiints the Lord had afflicted me for

my prolil, and the many Ebenezeis 1 had set

up to testify of his goodness. I remembered

not that uhile I was in prosperity I was un-

mindful of the great Jehovah, and that it vvai<

not until I ijad partaken of affliction and sor-

row that He gave me to taste of those joys

which flow only from His presence. I was
almost envious wiien I saw the piosperity of

the indeed. " So foolish was I and ignorant,

I was as a beast before him.'' But what did

David do when he was brought to this pass 1

He says, "I ihought to know this, but it was
too painful for nio. Until I went into the

Sanctuary of God, then understood I their

end." Oh ! here it was that he learned again

to see things In liieir true light. " Surely thou

dost set them in slippery places, thou easiest

them down into destruction as a dream when

one waketh ; so, oh Lord, when thuu arisest

thou shalt despise their jmage." It was well

for David that he went up to the sanctuary as

he did, (for his feet were almost gone,) and by

the same blessed means may those who have

been drawn into similar circumstances, often

become enlightened with regard to their true

interests, while they hold silent communion
with the Father of Spirits, or listen to the

words of peace and consolation from the lips

of his anointed servants, who have walked in

the sanje path of sin and sorrow before them.

Here we may again be reminded that " whom
the Lord loveth he chasteneth," and that the

poor of this world, rich in failh, aie objects of

his peculiar regard, and that the great, the rich

and the noble (as men count greatness) are

truly and really so, only as they are pieparing

for the great day of decision, when all earthly

honour and gloiy shall fade away as nothing;

when all we have, an'd all we are, shall be

weighed in the true balance of the sanctuary,

and they only, whether rich or poor, who have

made the kingdom of God and his riglUeous-

ness their supreme desire, shall appear among
the "jedcemed from the earth." Then, and

not till then, shall the poor and the rich, the

nobleand the ignoble, meet togcthe-.-as brothers

and equals in glory. " Then shall the righteous

stand foith in great boldrress before the face

of such as have afflicted him, and made no

account of his labouis, while these shall be

amazed at the greatness of his salvation so

far beyond all that they had looked for—and

shall say among themselves, " This is he whom
we had sometimes in derision, and a proverb

of reproach ;

—

we fools couiUed his life mad-

ness, and his end to be without honour ; now
is he numbered amongst the children of God,
and his lot among the saints." . . . h.

Eilracted for " The FrienJ."

Birth Place and residence of Dr. Watts.*

Southampton, June 13th, 18—.

You remember Watts' beautifid hymn, as

every one accustomed to inimitable, and all

but inspired psalmody must,

• The author's name was appended to this letter, but

has accidentally got torn off, and the transcriber has

forgotten it. ... h.

"There is S-land of pure delight,

Where saints immortal reign."

And when I tell you that I am now penning
these lines from the very spot, and sitting at

the window which looks out where he looked,

on the

"Sweet fields beyond the swelling flood,

All dressed in living green,"

which so awoke his thouo;hts of Heaven, and

helped him to sing the Christian's triumph in

the Jordan of Death, y<ju will not perhaps think

it unworthy that I should allude to this inter-

esting circumstance. Southampton is the

birih place of this sweet singer of our modern
and Christianised Israel, and the house in

which I am a guest is the spot where he wrote

the hymn above mentioned. The town lies

on a beaiitil'ul swell between the Test and the

Itchon, the latter of which is the " swelling

flood," celebrated in the song, one mile or less

from the present position, and beyond which,

is seen from this place " the land of pure de-

light,"

" Where everlasting spring abides

And never withering flowers."

So at least it might seem. It is indeed a fair

and beautiful type of that Paradise which the

poet sung. It rises from the margin of the

flood, and swells into boundless prospect, all

mantled in the richest verdure of summer,
checkered with forest growth and fruitful fields

under the highest cultivation, and gardens and

villas, and every adoinment which the hand of

man, in a series of ages, could create on such

susceptible grounds. Our poet's imagination,

so spiritual and heavenly, leaped from this en-

chanting scene to the fields and gardens of

the upper world. As he looked down upon
the waters now before me. and then before

him, he thought of the final pa.-sage of the

Christian—

" Death like a narrow sea divides

This heavenly land from ours."

And are tl^ese indeed the circumstances which

suggested the lines, that have been such a help

to so many believers in Christ, and which for

ages to come, are likely to breathe from the

dying lips of those

—

Who see the Canaan which they love

With unbeclouded eyes ?

The American Gardener's Magazine con-

tains the following interesting fact under the

head of

ABERRATION MF ANIMAL INSTINCT.

Earlji in February of the present year, a summer
parlour, which had been closed since the autumn, had
occasion to be opened. Nntwitlislanding the unusual

severity of the season, the excellent lady of the house
was Hurpriseii Lu find thcicin at. unexpected and un-

bidden guest, whn, not wailing until the usual com-

pliments of invitation were issued, had introduced its

unceremonious manner. Afte

difSculty, the little stranger was secured, and

conveyed to an adjoinins grove and liberated, to seek

a more suitable home. Nut contented with the simple

use of the best apartment of the house as an elegant

and secure retreat from the winter storms, it had also

conveyed, with incredible pains, a considerable quan-

tity of nuts and acorns, whose shells lay in a very un-

gcnteel manner on llie carpel. These remnants of a

luxurious banquet from nature's bounty, had before

attracted the attention of the household, and being

quite untidy afl^airs, they were sorely puzzled to disco*

ver huw they came. The little grandchildren were un-

der blame, for children are thoughtless and mischie-

vous, and grandmothers, as well as nature, indulgent

in their gifts. The room, however, was again closed,

after a temporary use, and the incidents forgotten.

But the unceremonious visitant was not to be frus-

trated in its design of casting itself on the pr.itection

of the human species. It was again subsequently

discovered in the identical room, by some circumstance

which attracted attention, and its hiding place, for

such it had, diligently sought. Every crack, crevice,

nook, corner, closet, was literally ransacked without

success. At last a table drawer was opened, and
there lay, gentle reader, a most beautiful object, you

can imagine,— a perfect and curious nest of singular

materials and wondrous fabric, and within it several

young in secure repose. It was the nursery of one
of the most graceful objects in the animal world,
whose agile motions and silky coat has no doubt
often attracted your notice and admiration when flit-

ting from true to tree in its native woods. It was the
little domicil of a flying squirrel; (" Pleromy's Volu-

ceila." Desm. et Godman, Am. Zool, Vol. ii., p, 146,
and corresp. pi. fig. 1.) Its nest was entirely com-
posed of the shreds of the hearth rug, whose edges
were gnawed ; and most innocently appropriated to

that enJ. Neither nature nor necessity know any
law, nor recognise any such artificial distinctions as
" ti'espass on property ;" and the kind and provident

mother of a helpless family might reason on the prin-

ciple of " lex talionis," that whatever was once un-

lawfully taken from another, could with equal pro-

priety be taken again. But whether such were the

cogitations of our little friend, which had insinuated

itself into our notice, I know nut, and leave the mat-
ter to be settled by wiser and older heads,—by meta-
physicians and others who have to do with theory

rather than facts. Be that as it may, it had shown
no little discrimination in matters of combined ele-

gance and comfort. Behind the drawer, and between
its back part and the leaf of the table, was a small

narrow aperture, and throusfh this hied the careful

mother, in her hours of peace or alarm, to a quiet

home. In this apartment were several pencil draw-
ings untouched and unsoiled, though probably not

from any special respect or taste for the fine arts.

The whole family were, however, removed to a cage,

to which it resorted to supply the necessary food, un-
til, jealous of the frequent visits of the curious, it took

a good occasion to remove both itself and its charge.

The only possible access to the room from the adjoin-

ing woods was down the chimney, and as such en-

trances for visiters are in these days rather unusual,

no one thought of such an occurrence.

The flyirjg squirrel constructs its nest in some hoi-

low tree ; but what deviation of " blind instinct" im-

pelled it to seek so curious a resort, and so pertina-

ciously ta resist every attempt to exclude it ?

On the Rapidity of Vegetable Organization.—The
vegetable kingdom presents us with innumerable in-

stances, not only of the extraordinary divisibility of-

niatter, but of its activity in the almost incredible ra-

pid developemcnt of cellular structurein certain plants-

Thus, the Bovislagiganleum (a species of fungus) has

been known to acquire the size of a gourd in one
night. Now, supposing, with Prolcssor Lindley, that

the cellules of this plant arc not less than the "200th

of an inch in diameter, a plant of the above size will

contain no less than 47,000,000,000 cellules ; so that,

supposing it to have grown in the course of twelve
hours, its rellules must have been developed at the
rate of nearly 4,000,000.000 per hour, or of more than
96,000,000 in a minute ! and, when we consider that

every one of these cellules must be composed of in-

numerable molecules, each of which is composed of
others, we are perfectly overwhelmed with the minute-
ness and number of the parts employed in this single

production of natuie.

It is calculated that no less than 14,000

million silk-worms die every year, victims to

the production of ihe amount of silk which is

consumed for one year in England alone.
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Yearly Meeting [London'], 1835.

This meeting in transmitting tlie accom-

panying ejiislle of counsel to the Quarterly

and Monthly Meetings of Great Britain and

Ireland, affectionately and earnestly recom-

mends its contents to the close individual at-

tention of all our members.

Tn the Quarterlij and Monthly Meetings of
Friends in Great Britain and Ireland.

Dear Friends,— In thus conveying to you

the result of some of the exercises into which

we have been introduced at the present time,

we feel bound to bear testimony to the con-

tinued mercy and loving kindness of the

Lord. We have met under feelings of d(>e[)

humiliation, and with fervent desires, that He
might be pleased to own us in being to-

gether. We reverently trust, that He hath

heard our prayers : He hath been gracious

unto us, and we offer unto Him the tribute

of thanksgiving and praise.

We have been permitted unitedly to labour

for the good of the church, earnestly desiring

that it may bo purified from every defilement;

-and built on the foundation of the apostles

and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the

chief corner stone.

in looking back on our history, and the

testimonies which we believe were given our

forefathers to bear, wc clearly recognise that

larger view which they were brought to take

of the spiritual offices of Christ, as the founda-

tion of all which distinguished them from

other Christian professors.

They were led to this view, through a deep
conviction that man, in Ins natural slate, is

alienated from God by sin, and that without

the removal of sin he cannot be restored to

the divine favour. Through deep repentance

toward God they came to a living faith in

Christ, knowing him to dwell in then), to

teach them, and to rule in them, and thus

they found true peace to their seeking souls.

It was not as speculative doctrine, that

they sought to propagite the truth. They
believed it had been much obscured during

the long apostacy of the Christian church;

that the authority of man had largely super-

seded the true spiritual authority of Christ,

and that outward lites and signs of service

had been substituted for the true allegiance

of the heart to him.

They were led no longer to trust in man
in the exercise of acts of worship: its entire

spirituality, the freedom of gospel ministry,

the variety of gifts, and the liberty for their

free exercise in the church, under a measure

of the Spirit of Ciirist, were truths which

opened to their minds, and led them to meet

in reverential silence for the worship of Al-

mighty God in spirit and in truth. In thus

assembling together they found the declara-

tion to be fulfilled—" VVhere two or three

are gathered together in my name, there am
I in the midst of them;" and under the con-

ricting, enlightening, strengthening, and com-
forting influence of his spiiit, they were often

united in the fellowship of that life which is

hid with Christ in God; and there were laised

up those, who, in these meetings, had to tell

of what the Lord had done for their souls,

and to otTer living prayers and praises unto!

him: many ran to and fro, declaring the un-i

searchable riches of Christ; and, though re-

viled and persecuted, they counted not their

lives dear unto themselves that they might

finish their course with joy, and the ministiy

which they bad received of the Lord Jesus,

to testily the gospel of the grace of God.
j

Under the guidance of their spiritualTeacher

they were led to see the contrariety of war

and oaths to the peaceable and truth-speak-

ing spirit of the Christian religion ; and they

received, without hesitation, tlie plain com-
mands of Christ,—"Swear not at all ;"—

The simplicity of their personal attire, of

their furniture, and of their address, was only

what they believed a true conformity to Christ

required from them: often and feelingly did

they declare that they affected no singularity

and imposed no mere human restraints; that

they had no pleasure in offending their neigh-

bour, and no stoical indifference to personal

suffering; but that it was in the exercise of a

good conscience towards God and man, that

they were constrained to differ from others

in these respects: and often did they declare,

in being thus led to press the knowledge of

Christ in his spiritual oflices, that they con-

tinued in an unshaken faith in the propitia-

tory sacrifice of Christ, as the only means
thiough which we derive all spiritual bless-

ings, and whereby alone we have the remission

of sins. It was nothing short of the gospel in

its undivided fulness which they received and

souglit to propagate.

Whilst thus alluding to our predecessors in

religious profession, we v.'ould earnestly but

affectionately recommend to our dear friends

generally, but especially to those in early life,

the frequent and serious perusal of their writ-

ings; replete as they are with instructive evi-

dence of the sufficiency of that foundation

upon which it was their concern to build, and

eminently calculated, as we believe they are,

to impress the mind with a deep sense of the

importance of the experimental work of reli-

gion on the heart.

Dear Friends ! amidst all our weaknesses

in past and in present times, we feel assured,

that, under tlie influence of the truths of the

gospel as held by us ; sound practical piety,

love to God and man, a humble faith in the

Lord Jesus Christ, and the ornament of a

meek and quiet spirit have been, and still ar-e

to be found amongst us. And we believe

that, backsliding and rebellious as we ac-

knowledge ourselves to have been, the Lord,

through the power of his grace, has been
pleased in great mercy to own us as a part of

his heritage, and to enable us in some mea-
sure to bring foith fruits to his praise:—to

Him be all the glory.

Brethren !• the testimonies of our fathers

we know are in truth and sincerity dear to

many of you. We know, however, that it is

possible to hold heavenly doctrines in the

head, whilst the heart is in the earth : that it

is also possible to maintain them on merely

traditional authority, with but little convic-

tion on the understanding; and in times of

trial and sifting, those who thus hold the faith

are apt either to bo led away with every wind
of doctrine, or to support the truth in the spi-

rit of party.

It is good to be aroused from indifference,

to be brought to think on the momentous
subject of our immortal interests. But it is

good also to remember that we are not to ex-

pect to discover the whole scope of divine

truth at once,—that the things of God are

only to be knowrt by the Spirit of God. It

should never be forgotten that the end of all

true religion is to change the heart, and to

render us meet for the kingdom of heaven.

If you have been convinced of sin, of the

dark and lost condition of the natural man,
O ! humble yourselves under the mighty
power of God, and ho will exalt you in due
time. He who has begun a good work, the

work of conviction, will, as the eye is kept

single unto Him, carry it on to convei-sion,

and to true faith in Christ, the Lamb of God
who taketli away the sin of the world: in

Him you will find peace. You have, how-
ever, many lessons to learn in the school of

Christ; and these lessons are to be learned

in the way of obedience. Be patient; be
watchful. Sure, though it may be slow, is

the course of him who submits himself to the

gradual unfoldings of Divine Wisdom ; and
blessed are the privileges of the true scholar

of Christ.

This is the course of experience, to which
our principles have ever led r and these prin-

ci[)les, be it remembered, arc, and are no
other than the principles of the religion of
the gospel of Christ. We believe it is in

this course that Christianity, in its full and
genuine import, is designed increasingly to

lead its professors, far away from the dry and
barren hills of airy speculation, and the un-
stable sea of party contention, to those green
pastures and still waters of life, where Christ

the good Shepherd gathers and feeds his flock.

Our hearts are at this time enlarged in love,

and in an earnest desire for the preservation

and growth of our religious body. Dear
Friends I we hold to our ancient Christian

testimonies on worship and ministry. No-
thing has weakened our sense of the value of
patient, reverent, silent waiting upon God in

religious assemblies; in which we can enjoy
that woiship which is in spirit and in truth.

Opportunities of this description have been
ou'iied by the immediate and powerful visita-

tions of divine love; and we trust we can,

and do, hold our meetings for worship, though
often in silence, to our own edification and
the honour of the cause of truth. We are
anxious that whilst parents are diligent in

instructing their children in the blessed truths

of Holy Scripture, and concerned to commend
them in prayer unto God, they may never
allow any thing to escape their lips that would
discourage their attendance of our meetings
which may be held in silence. But rather,

dear Friends, be of a hopeful mind: we firmly

believe that the great Head of the Church has

provided within our borders sufficient means,
if individual faithfulness were maintained, for

the instruction and spiritual improvement of
your tender offspring.
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A living, rightly authorised ministry, has

ever been a blessing to the church : our views

on the nature and source of gospel ministry

have undergone no change. It is the prero-

gative of Christ Jesus our Lord to choose and

to put forth his own ministers. A clear ap-

prehension of Scripture doctrine, or a heart

enlarged in love to others, are not of them-
selves sufficient for this work. Whatever
may be tiie talents or scriptural knowledge of

any, unless there be a necessity laid upon
them, and a distinct call to the ministry, our

Society cannot acknowledge it: and except

there be a sense of the renewed putting forth

and quickening influence of the Holy Spirit,

we believe it to be utterly unsafe to move in

this office. O! that our dear Fiiends who
may be young in the ministry, may take heed

to their steps, and keep apart from every

thing that would draw them from their own
exercises; and that they may be preserved in

such a lowly teachable mind, as to avail them-

selves of the counsel and encouragement of

their more experienced friends. May the

diffident and fearful, those who go trembling

on their way, be strengthened and encouraged;

and may all, both elder and younger, be con-

cerned to minister only in the ability which
God giveth.

We desire that none may despise the short-

ness or simplicity of any off'erings in the

ministry : and that all may be careful not to

indulge in a criticising spirit: much less in a

disposition to cavil or to judge their brethren,

or in controversy. , Such things are highly

injurious and unbecoming: they lead off" from

that individual watchfulness and knowledge
of ourselves which are essential to a growth

in grace, and they are opposed to the meek-
ness and lowliness of a disciple of Chiist.

Light familiar conversation on the sacred

truths of religion is also very dangerous.

The more our young Friends are engaged to

dwell in true humility, that respect for age

and experience which has ever characterised

every well regulated community, both civi"

and religious, will evince itself. It was an

injunction to Israel of old, and we regard it

as a standing precept, " Thou shalt rise up

before the hoary head, and honour the face

of the old man ; and fear thy God
We have, many of us, at this time been led

to call to mind the days of our early visitation

with the day-spring from on high. We know
that it was the power of the Lord which first

brought us into reverent fear before Him

ceptance of this doctrine can never interfere

with a just value for the whole truths of the

Bible : on the contrary, it will render them
more precious to you, and lead you to accept

the blessed gospel in its everlasting fulness.

We are exhorted to be subject one to an-

other. This submission has much tended to

our preservation as a religious Society. It

was maintained to a great extent among the

apostles; and yet individual liberty was not

infringed upon. It is good for us to submit

to the judgment of the church; and a de-

parture from this practice would lead into

confusion. O! that that bond of unity and

true Christian fellowship, which has been
so long antl so sweetly felt amongst us, may
never be broken.

Dear Friends, brethren and sisters, beloved

in the Lord, we are about to separate ; we
trust under some sense of the love of Christ:

may we all be found rejoicing in hope, pa-

tient in tribulation ; continuing instant in

prayer.

" Now the God of peace, that brought again

from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Sliep-

herd of the sheep, through the blood of the

everlasting covenant, make you perfect in

every good work to do his will, working in

you that which is well pleasing in his sight,

through Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory for

ever and ever. Amen."
Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly

Meeting, by
Samuel Tuke, Clerlt.

Brief Notice of the Life and Character of

Jonathan Hutchinson, <S;c.

CContinued from page 362.)

The extracts from letters of J. H. which

follow the Memoir, constitute much the largest

portion of the volume, and were written at dif-

ferent periods from 1C09 to 1830. Without
noting the dates, we propose inserting a few

of those passages which struck us, on perusal,

as most worthy of selection. The first which
occurs is addressed to his niece, aged 19.

I have not only felt for thee that tenderness

which the nearness of our consanguinity at

once both excites and justifies ; but I have also

felt at times an interest, and a solicitude on
lliy account, superior to natural considerations,

and in which I am willing to believe they have
had no share ; even slronsr desires that thy

which was a swift witness against sin, and I
immortal spirit may be so conducted through

brought us into deep sorrow because of our this "land of shadows" to the young, this

transgressions, and led us to ask forgiveness r" vale of tears " to the more advanced pilgrim,

of God. We had in those days some hope
|

as that at the conclusion of life's dangerous

that we had peace with Him, and we could journey, when, by one awful stroke, all

have had no true peace but through Jesus
|

ties of nature shall be dissolved, thou mayst

Christ our Lord. We feel the value of a know an admittance into a mansion of rest

broken and a contrite spirit. and peace, eternal in the heavens. That hav-

We offer these things, dear young Friends, 'ing whilst on earth supported the important

for your benefit. Cherish, we entreat you, a I character of a wise virgin, thou mayst, with

tender reljgious sensibility. Be sober minded,
|

ihy lamp trimmed, and emitting the pure flame
and lowly of heart. Frequently retire alone of light and love, be introduced by the bride-

to wait before the Lord, and, in deep prostra- groom of redeemed souls, into a society celes-

tion of soul, to ask for the renewings of the lial, an innumerable company of saints and
Holy Ghost. Believe in the reality of its angels, and the spirits of the just made per

operations. A willing and true ac- feet.

The inestimable value of this great and glo-

rious object ; the goal, to which the Christian

traveller runs ; this prize, for which the sol-

dier in the church militant contends, I cannot
but believe thou hast at seasons been merciful-

ly enabled duly to appreciate, by its being, in

the condescending kindness of our Heavenly
Father, displayed with all its transcendent ex-

cellence, in thy view. Thus advantageously

circumstanced, with the reward before our

eyes, what then remains for us, but seriously

to ponder the best means of obtaining it?

And here, as at the outset, it may be well for

us to remember that the apostle, in allusion, I

believe, to certain Gentile games, (to which,
ely as an illustration of his subject, he

thought fit to compare the Christian race,)

tells us that " no man is crowned, except he
strive lawfully." Wherein then consists the

laufulness of our striving ? It appears to me
to be in taking the only road cast up for the

ransomed and redeemed to walk in ; of which
we shall find the best description in these ex-

pressions of our Saviour :
" I am the way ; no

man cometh to the Faiher but by me ;" and
all who attempt to climb up another way, he
calls " thieves and robbers." Where then shall

we be safely instructed in llrrs way 1 In the

secret recesses of our own hearts. Blessed

privilege ! Here the spirit of our dear Re-
deemer as certainly and infallibly leads and
nstructs those who are willitig to be led and,
instructed by it, as ever himself did, when per-

sonally conducting his immediate followers on
earth. What I want, then, to press in the

most earnest manner upon thy consideration,

as the one only thing needful, is obedience to

this heavenly guide, this mighty counsellor,

this " prince of peace ;" being fully of the be-

lief expressed in the late favoured opportunity

in your family that " the Lord calls for thee ;"

and, similar to what was observed of the re-

surrection of his body, that " he was indeed
risen, and had appeared unto Simon ;" so I

believe he has also indeed arisen spiritually,

and appeared in thy heart. See, then, that

thou not only open to him, but imnte iiis abode
with thee, by faithfulness and obedience to all

his requirings, even though they may consist

for a lime in what too many are apt to call

small matters ; furgelling that nothing can
properly be called small which has ^rfa< con-

sequences ; and such is both every act of dis-

obedience, and every compliance with mani-

fested duty. If we despise the day of small

things, we shall not only make no progress in

the right way, but there will be great danger
of our falling by little and litlle : and if we
are not faithful in the least, who shall intrust

us with much ? This is plain scripture argu-

ment, and 1 think applicable to our present

case.

I am, as thou mayst see, and I hope feel,

very anxious for ihee; believing the time is at

hand, if not already come, when Ihou must, by
the expressive language of conduct and exam-
ple at hast, declare Ihyself; and oh ! that it

may be on the Lord's side ! And if it afford

thee any support or encouragement to be as-

sured of my sympathy, 1 can, as no stranger

to the conflicts between inclination and ditty,

give thee the most ample assurance of it. Be
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not then any longer dismayed at the fears with

which the enemy of all good may perhaps en-

deavour to fill thy heart, suggesting, probably,

that the loss of reputation and friendship, or

perhaps the declining love of thy dearest rela-

tions, would be the result of obedience, and
circumspect walking as before the Most
High ; but believe him not ; rather tell him
that he has been a liar from the beginning,

and that, were his insinuations true, even
these trying cases are provided for, in this

consoliiig language from the lip of tru'.h,

" Whosoever leaveth father or mother, wife

or children, houses or lands, for my sake and
the gospel's, shall receive an hundred fold in

this world, and in the world to come, life ever-

lasting."

I do not wish to discourage the comparing

of different sentiments. I rather approve of

it, provided the parties can do it with cool-

ness and temper ; but, I exceedingly dislike

that noisy and petulant contradiction, which

seems to be indulged for its own sake, or in

other words, for the gratification of selfwill

and ill-humour, more than for the discovery

of right and wrong, which ought to be the

only object of every argument, whatever be

the subject ; for, whaever desires to excel in

the art of reasoning, must learn to hear his

own opinions called in question, with the

greatest calmness and composure. Indeed,

I think the excellent language of the apos-

tle is applicable to all persons when engaged

in controversy, either upon civil or religious

subjects : " Be swift to hear, slow to speak,

slow to wrath." Neither would I have them,

on the other hand, indulge a light and frivo-

lous conversation, which appears to me to

be another hurtful extreme, that, without care,

we are at all limes in danger of falling into.

Perhaps, there is nothing which will, upon

the whole, contribute more to make our dis-

course pleasant and instructive, than frequent

intervals oi silence; whereby, even out of

religious meetings, our minds are, if rightly

disposed to seek it, frequently favoured with

a renewal of wisdom and strength.

Seeing thou couldst not accede to my pro-

posal of coming to Gedney at the time I

had wished, thy letter was a truly welcome
messenger and representative of its author

;

particularly that part of it whicli relates to

thy spiritual concerns : for though I can most
sincerely say, and I think none can say it

more sincerely, that I rejoice in all thy pros-

perity, yet I rejoice in nothing that appertains

to thee so much as in this—the hope that " thy

soul prospereth."

We have been taught, and, I trust, not

vainly taught, that our salvation, if effected,

must be wrought out " with fear and trem-

bling ;" and that in the course of this great

and important work, there will be such turn

ings and overturnings as greatly confounds

our own wisdoin, and not only reduces the

pride of nature, but brings our understand-

ings as rational beings, very low
;

yet let

not be amazed at this, nor conclude that

"some strange thing has happened to us:'

it appears to have been the good old tribu

lated way which David and other good men
trod, even under the first dispensation, and
has it not received additional confirmation by

the example of Christ and his apostles, as well

as by all the precepts of the gospel ? Where-
fore, whatever may be our changes, whatever
our secret exercises, may we still be " of

good cheer ;" and I think we have the greater

reason so to be ; as these " baptisms into

death," paradoxical as it may seem, so far

from disqualifying us for an attention to or

discharge of our religious duties, are, at least

far as my experience goes, among the best

preparatives.

To a Friend under deep affliction—On
vraking at a very early hour yesterday morning,
I was almost instantly immeised (in sympathy
I believe with thee) into one of those awful
depths, which, with m:iny other things, have
contributed to make my pilgrimage (though
nearly twice the length of thine) like the pa-

triarch's formerly, of few days, and full of

evil, or suffering ; but from this fresh plunge,

(and a deeper I have seldom known,) I was
soon, by that Adorable Power, which has

hitherto oflen helped me, raised to a degree
of peaceful hope ; which, as thou knowest
where to wait, and what to wait for, I hope is,

and will continue to be, thy experience also,

as thou endeavourest to keep near the Lord,

casting thy care upon him in entire resigna-

tion.

1 have ever found this the safest, indeed

the only way to act in those seasons, when the

winds and the rain beat so violently that we
must either bend or break—either submit or
perish, [n these limes, the enemy is usually

very busy in his attem|)ts to overthrow our
faith ; therefore, to lay ourselves, as it were,

in the dust while the waves of affliction pass

over us, seems tlie likeliest way to escape his

baneful influence ; for this, whilst it proves the

sincerity of our endeavours after entire ac-

quiescence in the Divine will, may procure to

us, in the Lord's time, which must be waited

for, the balsamic assurance, that "it is enough,"
that by thus " wringing out the dregs of the

cup of bitterness " we have vi'illingly I'eceived

at the Divine hand, should it be thus in wis-

dom ordered, " double for all our sins ;" and
when these tribulations are thus happily " en-

dured," 1 believe they will generally, not only

increase our experience, but prove a pre-

lude to Divine compassionate favour and re-

gard.

I believe it is always the best to look be-

yond second causes up to lltejirst, and, through
the various mediums by which trouble is con-
veyed to us, (for truly it springeth riot out of
the ground,) to raise our thoughts to that all-

wise and all-powerfil Being, without whose
permission, a ffi]cUon could not, by any channel,

possibly reach us; remembering too, that how-
ever unjust our trials may be from those who
inflict them, yet if we look higher, we shall

possibly see cause to acknowledge, that every

affliction which has hitherto happenedi or can
hereafter possibly happen, would be just and
equal from that God, whom, both by omis-

sion and commission, we have so oflen of-

fended.

This single consideration, also, may help

us greatly in receiving the bitterest portions

with submission. Christ was not crucified by

his Father, but by the Jews
;
yet we hear him

saying, as if the cup had come immediately

from the Father's hand, " If this cup may not

pass from me, except I drink it, thy will be
done." And, in his last agony, " Father, for-

give them, for they know not what they do !"

I find thou hast been foreboding the worst
that can possibly happen. This course ex-

poses us much to the paw of the lion and of
the bear ; to these terrible anxieties, wiiich I

believe are mostly produced by the excess of
strong passions, thrown into a ferment by him
who goeth about continually, seeking fresh

victims to torture or destroy.

We all must remember, whoever grieves us,

or however \vc may be offended, that forgive-

ness is one of the prominent characteristics oj
the pure and holy religion we profess. " If

thy brother offend thee, thou shall forgive

him," says the Scripture; and consonant there-

with, we find the following lines in a beautiful

little hymn which I have much admired, and
vihich, I think, thy aunt Hutchinson was over-

heard repeating to herself in her last illness.
" I must liavc mercy, or I die.

And sink in black despair :

I must forgive oS'ence, or I

Can hope no mercy there."

The extracts which follow from the re-

cords of the Yearly Meeting of London, have
been handed for inseition in " The Friend,"
for the sake of the evidence which they con-
lain, in corroboration of other testimonies of
the care and concern evinced by Friends in

former days on the subject of education.

1737. It has been the concern of this meet-
ing, from its relation given of truth's spreading
in foreign countries, that Friends who are of
ability, and have the prosperity of truth at heart,

would in the education of their children take

care, as suitable opportunities and occasions

may offer, to let them be instructed in some
modern tongues, as French, High and Low
Dutch, Danish, ifcc, that so when they are

grown up, they may reap the benefits thereof,

and as it shall please the Lord to dispose and
incline them, may be of service to the church.

1751. As the want of proper persons among
Friends qualified for schoolmasters, hath been
the occasion of great damage to the Society

in many places, as thereby well disposed

Friends are deprived of opportunities for the

education of their children in a manner con-

sistent with a religious concern for their wel-

fare, and have been necessitated to send them
to those of other persuasions, whereby (he

tender minds of such children have been ia

great danger of being leavened into the lan-

guage, customs, and habits of the world, from
whence it is difficult afterwards to reclaim

them ; we desire Friends would attend to this

ifTjportant point, and in their monthly meetings
assist young men in low circumstances, whose
genius and conduct may be suitable for that

office, with the means requisite to obtain

proper qualifications ; and, when so qualified,

afford them the necessary encouragement for

their support.
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The following is liie liymn to which ihe ex-

tract res|)ec(inCT Ihe l)irth-place and residence

of Dr. Watts refers :

—

There is a land of pure delight

Where saints immortal reign ;

Infinite day excludes the night,

And pleasures banish pain.

There everlasting spring abides,

And never-with'ring flowers;

Death, like a narrow sea divides

This heavenly land from ours.

Sweet fields beyond the swelling flood

Stand dressed in living green :

So to the Jews old Canaan stood.

While Jordan roU'd between.

But tim'rous mortals start and shrink,

And linger, shivering on the brink.

And lear to launch away.

O ! could we make our doubts remove.
The gloomy doubts that rise.

And see the Canaan that we love.

With unbeclouded eyes 1

Could we but climb where Moses stood,

And view the landscape o'er.

Not Jordan's stream, nor death's cold flood.

Should flight us from the shore.

GOOD PETER.
Amonjist the converls to the Christian fiitli

in one of our Indian tribes, was one whom
they distinguished by the name of " Good
Peter,'" and who, with a truly apostolic spirit,

used to preach the gospel to his poor benight-

ed brethren. He one day addressed them in

language to this effect :
—" My brother's, the

Great Spirit loves all his creatures ; he loved

them so much that he sent his own Son to

bring them home to himself; but his Son was

so bright, brigliter, my brothers, than yonder

sun, that we could not look at him ; therefore

he wrapped himself in a mantle of flesh, (wrap-

ping his blanket around him,) that he might

live with us, and that we might see him. The
good Saviour has shown us the way to his

Father ; and, lest we should lose the path, he

marked it with his blood."

HATERFOKD SCHOOL.

The winter term of this institution will

commence on fourth day, the 14th of tenth

month next. The examination of new stu-

dents, preparatory to their classification, will

take place on that day, and it is expected

that all the pupils will then be in attendance.

Inconvenience having arisen from a want of

punctuality at the opening of former terms,

parents and others are respectfully requested

to see that this regulation be complied with.

The price of board and tuition, including

washing, is §200 per annum, payable as fol-

lows, viz: §60 at the commencement, and

^60 at the middle of the winter term; and

g80 at the opening of the summer term.

With a view to promote uniformi'y in the

editions of the text books used at the school,

which has been found to be very desirable,

the superintendent is authorised to furnish

them to the students at wholesale prices.

The officers of the institution are the fol-

lowing:

John Gummere, Superintendent and teach-

er of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.

Samuel J. Gummere, Assistant teacher of

Mathematics and .Natural Philosophy.

Daniel B. Smith, Teacher of Moral Philo-

sophy and English Literature.

William Dennis, Teacher of the Latin and

Greek languages, and Ancient Literature.

William Gummere, Teacher of the Intro-

ductory school.

Benjamin F. Hardy, Assistant Superin-

tendent.

For further information, the managers re-

fer to a pamphlet recently issued by them,

entitled, " An Account of Haverford School,"

and also to their circular of fourth month last,

both of which will be furnished on application

to the superintendent, to the undersigned, or

at the office of " The Friend." Those who
propose to enter students for the ensuing ses-

sion, are requested to forward their names as

early as practicable to the secretary of the

Board, No. .39, Market street, Philadelphia.

By direction of the Managers,
Charles Yarnall, Sec''ry.

Philad. 9th mo. 1835.

Introduction of Frogs into Ireland.—It is

not generally known that the introduction of

frogs into Ireland is of comparatively lecent

date. In the seventeenth number of the

Dublin University Magazine, there is a quo-

tation from the writings of Donat, who was

himself an Irishman, and bishop of Fesulfe,

near Florence, and who, about tiie year 8'20,

wrote a brief description of Ireland, in which

the following passage occurs:

"Nulla venena noccnt, ncc serpens serpit in herba;

Nee conquosta canit garrula raua lacus."

" At this very hour," says our respected co-

temporary, "we have neither snakes nor ve-

noinous reptiles in this island ; and we know,

that, for the first Umc, frog-spawn was brought

from England in the year 1696 by one of the

Fellows of Trinity College, Dublin, and

placed in a ditch in the university park or

pleasure ground, from which these very pro-

lific colonists sent out their croaking detach-

ments through the adjacent country, whose

progeny spread from field to field through

the whole kingdom. No statue has yet been

erected to the memory of the natural philo-

sopher who enriched our island with so very

valuable an importation of melodious and

beautiful creatures." We may state, how-

ever, that we have learned from good autho-

rity, that a recent importation of snakes has

been made, and that they are at present mul-

tiplying rapidly within a iew miles of the

tomb of St. Patrick

—

Dublin Med. and Ckem.

Journal.

THE FRZIIZSD.
NINTH MONTH, 1835.

We copied into a late number, the printed

or general Epistle of the Yearly Meeting of

Londcm, held in the fifth month last. Tiiroiigh

the kindness of a Friend, we have since been

furnished with a copy of another episile, which

that meetini; was concerned to put forth, es-

pecially addressed to its own menibers. This

epistle is so,excellenl, both as to matter and

manner, and altogether so well adapted to the

state of things amongst us here, as well as in

Great Britain and Ireland, that we have not

hesitated to give it a place in the present num-
ber, and would commend it to the close atten-

tion of all our readers.

It may not be amiss to mention that the his-

torical sketch headed Venice, of which w.e

insert the first moiety to day, is the productifm,

as we have been given to understand, of a

vouth in one of our own seminaries, and we
give it place the more willingly, in the hope of

encouraging further similar attempts in the

same quarter.

The Cincinnati Journal not long since

contained several resolutions of the New
Richmond Colonization Society. Wo no-
tice them for the purpose of introducing the
following remarkable declaration, which we
should be glad to see followed out in practice

by colonizaiion societies in general.

Resolved, That this society contemplate with
abhorrence, the >lave trade, as practi.-ed along
the Ohio river, and the adjoining slave states,

and that it is subversive of every principle of
humanity, and inconsistent with the profession

of republicanism.

Resohed, That in the origin and progress

of this socieiy, the motive of its members has

been, and is at preseni, the benefit of Ihe co-

loured petjple in this country and in Africa.

Resolved, That this socieiy highly disap-

prove of all proscriptive and coercive mea-
sures towards the coloured people of this

country, with the view of inducing them to

emigrate to Liberia, and that whether they

choose to go or slay, they should be instructed

and elevated.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL.
The examination of the students of Haver-

ford school, will commence on fifth day, ninth

month the lOtli, and leriuinate on fourth day,

ihe loth. Parents and others interested in

the institution, are respectfully invited to at-

tend. Copies of the order of the examination

may be obtained at the school, and at the

office of " The Friend," No. 50, North Fourth

street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

Visiting Managersfor ihe Month.—William

Burrough, No. 11, Vine street; Joseph R.
Jenks, No. 5, Vine street ; Ephraim Haines,
No. 174, North Front street.

Superintendents.—John and Laetitia Red-
mond.

Attending Physicians.—Dr. Robert Mor-
ton, No. lOl, North Tenth St.; Dr. Charles

Evans, No. 102, Union St.

Resident Physician.—Dr. Robert. R. Por-

ter.

Married, on 5th day, the lOlh instant, at Friends'

meeting-house, in Mulberry street, Aaron Sharpless,

of East Bradford, Chester county, to Susanna Kite,

daughter of Thomas Kite, of this city.

Died, on the seventh of sislh month last, Eliza L.

HuCHiNSON, wifeofMahlon Huchinson, Jr. anddaugh-
ler of the late Daniel Lovett, Falls Township, Bucks
county.
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VE.\ICE.

(Concluded from page 386.)

The blow which shattered the fabric of the

Venetian government, has opened to us a highly

interesting and curious document. This is a

set of directions for the inquisition of state,

compiled by one of the early inquisitors. The
great object of their jealousy seems to have

Vicenza, Verona, Crema, Brescia, and Ber-
gamo. Friuli connected her with Istria

;

Taras, Spoleto, and the Dalmatic Islands witji

Albania ; Zanle and Corfu continued the cjiain

to Greece and the Morea; and numerous islands

in the Archipelago supplied theTemaining links

with Candia and Cyprus. In the whole course
of the Venetian history thus far, we may per-

ceive a remarkable analogy with that of Great
Britain. Both are insular, and of small extent

at home, while Ihey possessed extensive terri-

tories abroad. Both have obtained their gran-

deur and influence by commerce, and finally

both have waged long and inveterate wars with

a commercial rival.

I have now traced the History of Venice
from her fiist rise to the summit of her power,
and noticed the principal circumstances which
claimed attention. It remains to advert to her

gradual decline, and final dissolution. The dis-

the hitherto un-any intercourse between their nobles and covery of a new continent in

foreign slate. To prevent this, numerous explored regions of the west, and the passage

ere attached to every foreign ambas-'of the Cape of Good Hope, openedspies

sador, and a nobleman suspected of receiving

proposals from such an one, was to be private-

ly despatched without delay. If a nobleman
tooii refuge with a foreign ambassador, he was
to be immediately assassinated. If pardon was
asked for an exile, who was of low birth, low
morals, and narrow circumstances, endeavours

should be used to engage him as a spy. In

choosing the house for a minister to inhabit, if

the neighbouring one was inhabited by a no-

ble, he was to be advised to quit it, and if he

has a grain of good sense, says the statute, he

will understand and obey. In their other re-

gulations they were equally rigorous, and their

power pressed heavily on the Venetian nobles.

When it is cortsidered that it might have been

abolished forever, at any one of the four elec-

tions in the year, it would seem strange that

it was suffered to exist, but it was supported

by the conviction, that it was indissolubly con-

nected with the whole frame of their oligarchi-

cal establishment, and was therefore retained

till the whole frame was involved in one com-
mon ruin. A Turkish war, in the latter part of

the loth century, had very much exhausted

Venice, but as her commerce and manu-
fiictories were in a flourishing condition, she

soon recovered, and the close of the 16th, and

beginning of the 16th century, may be men-

tioned as the period, at which her resources,

power and glory, were at the greatest height.

In the Levantine trade she possessed an almost

exclusive monopoly. Her silks, cloths, and lin-

ens, were unrivalled in quality. Her glass foun-

dries were equally indispensable to the princes

of Europe, and the naked inhabitants of Africa.

In Italy she possessed the principality of Ra-
venna, Trevisano, and its dependencies, Padua,

sources of commerce, and turned the trade of

India into new channels. England and France,
too, were beginning to enter into successful

couipelilion with ^'enieo in the trade, even of
the Mediterranean. Hence her commerce
from this lime began gradually to decline,

and as her power had risen, so it fell with it.

At the close of the 16th century, these causes

had not commenced their operation, and the

power and resources of Venice were yet un-

broken. They were indeed so great, as to ex-

cite the jealousy of the neighbouring powers
of France, Germany, and Italy, and to deter-

mine them to humble her pride. Louis XII.

of France, Maximilian of Germany, and Ju-

lius II., the reigning pontiff, were the chief

parties in the celebrated league of Cambrai,
whose design was to strip Venice of her Italian

and Austrian possessions. Louis was the first'

on the field. Early in the following spring,

having crossed the Alps into Italy, with a

strong army, he defeated the Venetians at!

Agnadello, and took possession of his share

of the spoils. The government of Venice,

finding itself unable at the time to defend these

provinces, immediately released the inhabi-

tants from their allegiance. A measure equally

expedient and generous. Although in this

stale of affairs activity was of the greatest im-

portance, yet Ijouis had completed his con-

quests, and returned home, long before the

lardy Maximilian had set foot in Italy. When
he did arrive, the crisis of Venetian danger was
past, and after losing part of his army before

the walls of Padua, he was forced to retire in

disgrace. The fiery Julius, whose hot impa-

tience had brewed the storm, repenting of what
he had done, soon became reconciled to the

Venetians. Louis joined them in driving Max-
imilian into Germany, and thus the aspect of
affairs was completely changed. So much for

the stabiUly of Italian pobtics. In llie eml,
the dominions of all parties remained nearly
the same as when the war began, and Venice
emerged from the contest, loaded with debt
and glory. She felt the decline of her power,
and from henceforward we shall find her rulers

adopted a temporising policy, whose sole aim
was to preserve a strict neutrality. In this they
succeeded so far, that with the exception of a
war of about two years duration with iheTurks,
an uninterrupted peace was maintained. The
interruption was caused by the accession to

the Turkish throne, of Selim II., a young,
fiery and ambitious prince. He resolved to

signalise his name, and extend his dominions
at the expense of some of his Christian neigh-

bours ; and Venice, weakened by the explosion

of her arsenal, and a scarcity of provisions,

seemed likely to offer the least resistance. Ac-
cordingly, in the year 1570, Selim despatched

an ambassador to the Venetian senate, de-

manding the surrender of Cyprus. War was
the result, and the great numerical superiority

of the Turks ensured their success, tiiough in

the naval battle at Lepanto they were defeat-

ed, with the loss of 130 vessels. Peace was
concluded on condition that the Venetians
should surrender Cyprus, and pay a subsidy

of 300,00j ducats. Soon after this, A'enice

was involved in a quarrel with the Holy See.

By resisting all ecclesiastical encroachments,

and exercising jurisdiction over her own clergy,

she had often incurred the displeasure of the

popes. Camillo Borghese, who had ascended
the papal throne in 1605, was possessed of the

highest ideas of the authority due to the suc-

cessors of St. Peter. He had many years be-

fore contemptuously declared to Leonardo
Donato, the Venetian ambassador, that if he

were pope, and the Venetians refused to sub-

mit, he would at once launch an interdict

against them. " And if I were doge," answer-

ed Leonardo, " I would despise your anathe-

mas." They now both filled the places they

had supposed. Camillo was pontifli", and Leon-
ardo doge, and both acted as they had said.

The immediate cause of the quarrel was the

condemnation of two of her ecclesiastics by
the senate of Venice. The pope demanded
their freedom, Venice refused, and for her ob-

stinacy a bull of interdict was issued. Venice
disregarded it, and commanded her clergy to

disobey it. They who refused were banished,

and their eflfects confiscated. Terrified by

such rigorous resistance, the Vatican withdrew

the bull, and Venice remained triumphant.

About six years after this, a short war with

Austria was excited through a colony of
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pirates who had settled in Friuli. It terminated

in their destruction. Scarcely were these com-

inolions quieted, when the Venetians were

alarmed by an event, at once the most cele-

brated and mysterious in their history. This

was the conspiracy of- 1618. In the summer
of 1617, Jacques Pierre (who a short time

before, had left the service of tlie Duke of Os-

suna, then Viceroy of Naples) denounced to

the Ten a conspiracy, which he said was pro-

jected by the Duke of Ossuna, and in which

he was a principal agent. According to his

account, he was commissioned to seduce the

Dutch troops in the capilol, fire the city, mas-

sacre the nobles, and in the end transfer the

government to Spain. He continued to make
disclosures for ten months, when, by order ofj

the government, he was seized and drowned.]

More than 300 French and Spanish, in the

service of Venice, were silently drowned at the

same lime, and many more were hung in front

of the ducal palace.

It was more than five months ere the govern-

ment published any account of its proceedings,

and what was published is so mixed with false-

hoods, so garbled and inconsistent, as to be

worthy of little credit. An opinion was enter-

tained by many at the time, and has since re-

ceived additional probability from the re-

searches of Conite Dana. According to this

indefatigable enquirer, Ossuna hoped for as-

sistance from Venice in the design, which he

meditated of converting his viceroyalty of Na-

ples into a crown. This having been discover-

ed by the court of Spain, Venice, to conceal

her part m the affair, resolved to silence all

who had ever been employed in it, or had any

knowledge of it. One fact favourable to this

supposition, is this, that all who arc mentioned

as connected with the conspiracy, either in

forwarding or opposing it, were publicly or

secretly disposed of, with the exception of one

individual, whose fate is uncertain. A vessel

belonging to tlio knights of Malta, havireg cap-

tured a sultana, and a son of Ibrahim, the

Turkish monarch, the enraged prince ordered

an immediate descent on the island of Cnndia.

The war which was thus commenced with Ve-

nice, lasted for twenty-five years, and Candia,

the capital of the island, endured a siege of twen-

ty. Peace was concluded in 1669, on condition

that the island, with tlie exception of three

ports, should be surrendered to the Turks.

But Venice did not long remain at peace with

her troublesome and dangerous neighbour.

Hostilities were again commenced, and in the

treaty of Carlowitz, A. D. 1699, she was con-

firmed in the possession of the Morea, which

had been conquered by her genera! IMorosini.

But it was again restored to the Turks by the

peace of Passarowitz, and the Venetian terri-

tories then fixed, ever after remained the

same. They comprised the adjacent parts of

Italy, Friuli, Istria, parts of Dalmatia, and

Albania, the islands of Corfu, Ithaca, Zante,

Strophades, and a few others in the Ionian

sea.

From this time to the dissolution of her

government, the history of Venice is a blank.

The neutrality of her territories was disregard-

ed, and they were the scene of more than one

battle between contending powers, who were
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all at peace with Venice. The funds of the

government were embezzled by the officers,

and the nobles being forbidden to engage in

trade or commerce, many of them became so

poor, that they received licenses to practise

begging. The year was passed in a continual

succession of feasts and holydays. Every
event, the election of a new oflScer, the en-

trance of a foreign ambassador, was made the

occasion of festivity and rejoicing. Venice
became unrivalled in splendour and licen-

tiousness. She was the Sybaris of the modern
world. Gaming was patronised by the govern-

ment, and to obtain a revenue it descended to

means even more disgraceful. Such was her
situation when she was overwhelmed in that

great convulsion which shook Europe to the

centre, and caused her monarchs to tremble

on their thrones. It suited the policy of Bona-
parte, and he commanded the destruction of

the Venetian government. The obsequious
senators hastened to obey, and on the 12th

of May, 1797, by a vote of 512 affirmative, in

opposition to 12 negative, and 5 neutral

voices, dissolved the republic, and laid Venice
at the feet of the French.

We introduce from the New York Observer,
a presbyterian paper, the following letter of a

correspondent, principally on account of the

strong language and just views in relation to

war. We rejoice in every such proof of the

increasing prevalence, among Christian pro-

fessors, of correct sentiments on that sub-

ject.

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO.
[From our Correspondent.]

Brussels, July, 1835.

I have just returned from Waterloo. " And
what motive had you, now, after the lapse of

twenty years, in going to the battle field of

Waterloo V I must confess, I do not cer-

tainly know. Perhaps it was, because the

powers of Europe have been so ungallant, as

not to fight so great a battle since, and where
else could T go ? Perhaps it was, to gratify

an idle and questionable curiosity, to see the

place, where the two greatest captains of the

age met, and where so many thousands of

brave men fell. Perhaps it was, because no
body ever thinks of coming to Brussels, with-

out visiting Waterloo. Perhaps it was, that

I might have something to write and talk

about. Perhaps it was, that 1 might be able

to say, I have been there
;
just as a gentle-

man, whom I met the other day in the Pan-
theon, at Paris, was induced to go down into

the tombs of the great men there; and just as

travellers go to a thousand other places, which
they care as little about, as he did about Rous-
seau and Voltaire. Or, perhaps, it was, that

standing upon the field of battle, I might
deepen the abhorr-ence which I have long felt

and cherished of war, in all its aspects of

slaughter, and suffering, and crime. Charity

would hope, that this last motive had more
influence on my mind than either of the

others. But whether it had or not, I have
been to Waterloo, and my soul is sick.

The distance from Brussels is twelve miles.

The road lies, nearly half the way, through a
very thick and tall beech forest. At the

time of the great battle, it was much more
extensive than it is now. Large tracts of it

have been recently cleared up, and the pro-

cess of bringing the land under cultivation,

in its various stages, reminded me more of

what one every where meets with, in the

newly settled parts of the United States, than

I ever dreamed of seeing, in one of the old

countries of Europe. The road, as might be
expected, perhaps, is exceedingly infested

with beggars, of both sexes and of all ages.

And while you are two or three miles from
the place, you may expect to be me* bj^ioai
two to half a dozen guides, who not only
tender their services, but insist upon showing
you the field of battle. One of these ran

nearly half a mile by the side of our carriage,

till another, whom we had been told was bet-

ter acquainted with the field, made his ap-

pearance, and then the first gave up the chase.

As you come a little nearer, women and child-

ren sally out with maps, and plans, and relics.

One wants to sell you a bullet, another offers

you a grape shot, another a brass eagle, such
as the French cavalry wore upon their hel-

mets, another a small piece of a bomb shell,

and so on. One little interesting girl, in par-

ticular, who met us with some small trophy,

seemed so anxious to trade, that I was vexed
with the lazaroni, for having got away all my
sous before she came up. The only relic

which I brought away, was a piece of char-

coal from the ruins of the farm house of Hu-
goumont, that was burnt, full of the wounded,
during the engagement. This I value the
more, as I feel quite sure, it was not manu-
factured for the occasion.

In some respects, the field of Waterloo has
undergone considerable changes since the

battle. A part of the foi'est through which
Blucher brought his Prussians into the action,

has been cut down, as has also another small

forest on the right wing of the British army,
where the battle raged with the most horrible

fury and slaughter. But the greatest altera-

tion has been made by the erection of an im-

mense mound, or rather pyramid of earth,

very near the British centre. To build this

pyramid, which is nearly one-third of a mile

in circumference at the base, and about two
hundred feet high, the ground has been taken

away, to the depth of several feet, for a g.^eat

distance, so as to reduce the most command-
ing point of Wellington's position, to a dead
level. This, it is said, military men regard

as a kind of sacrilege which they will not

soon forget nor forgive..

At first, I felt a little inclined to complain
of it too; but when I came to ascend to the

top of the mound, and to see what a perfect

map there lies spread out before you of the

whole scene of action; and especially when
I came to look eastward and westward and
northward and southward, over one of the

most fertile and lovely landscapes that ever

my eyes beheld, I confess I was glad the

pyramid had been raised, even at whatever

expense of military taste. Upon the top of

the mound is a square stone pillar, or rather

a high pedestal, surmounted by an immense
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lion, resting one foot upon a globe, and pre-j moralist, so said the lepublican, so said the

senting a fine appearance, not only from the, Christian, so said the united voice of Europe
plain below, but from a great distance in

|

and America. But as a Christian, as a phi-

every direction. lanthropist, as a man, I protest against this

Every one who has the heait of a Christian ! decision. Before heaven and earth I protest

or a philanthropist within him, will xediA'\\y\ against it. There is no true glory in slaying
conceive, that as J stood over this grave-yard '/or^;/ thovsand men in one day, and maiming
of two mighty armies, and looked first at the

^

as many more. That terrible battle ought
ground, and then at the place of battle, I was; never to have been fought. Does any one
oppressed by suchathroiigofrushingthoughts,; meet me here and say it was necessary?
as can never be adequately expressed, and

j

Who, I demand, created that necessity ? It

that when I descended from this watch-tower I was the work of man and not of God. No-
of death, and walked slowly away, 1 could! thing but human depravity could ever have
not help exclaiming, O Lord, what is man?! made guch a battle necessary. I do not un-
What is he in his ambition, in his wrath, inidertake to decide where the guilt lay. That
the pride of his power, in his cruelty to his is quite another question. But war is an

own flesh, and in his contempt of the law incarnate demon. War is wholesale murder,

and authority of his God ? and it is impossible for murder to come
Here, it has been said, was the great battle

j

from Ilim who hath said. Thou shalt not kill.

of emancipation fought on the 18th of June, The field of Waterloo ought never to have
1815. Whether it was such, 1 shall not now been heard of by the civilised world; and

stop to enquire. Sure I am, that the results I were the principles of the Christian religion

of that murderous conflict, have not answered to control councils of states and kingdoms.
the expectations of many enlightened Chris-

tian patriots, who rejoiced in the mighty

downfall which it immediately occasioned.

And is that really the very spot on which the

most remarkable man of his age staked his

diadem, and in the defence of which so many
thousands of the bravest of the brave poured

out their blood ? Is it true history, or is it

fable, that I have so often read? How calm

and peaceful is every thing now, as if the

breath of mortal strife had never caused so

much as a leaf to tremble ! How bright is

that sun which looks down upon it to-day !

Did the instruments of death ever intercept

those beams? Did the sun of Waterloo eve

mourn over the carnage of a great battle '.

Now, in conscious security, the peasantry are

there at their work. The ripening harvest is

there, and soon will the reapers be there, to

gather it in, and return with joy, bringing

their sheaves with them.

But the truth cannot be controverted.

Aceldama is the proper name of that field.

For there, two mighty armies met, steel to

steel. There, flying 'rom rank to rank, went
forth the dreadful note of preparation; and

the war horse " pawed in the valley, and went
on to meet the armed men." There broke

forth " the thunder 'of the captains, and the

shouting, and there were the garments rolled

in blood." There was the shock of those

veterans, who had conquered Europe on one
side, and those of lion hearts which, from the

cliffs of their own little island, had bid de-

fiance to the conqueror on the other. There
raged, from hour to hour, of awful uncer-

tainty, that iron storm, which threatened to

beat down every living thing into the dust.

There thousands upon thousands fell, to rise

no more. From that gory field, went up the

voices of the wounded and the dying, and

entered into the ears of Him who hath said,

" Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the

Lord." There the victor in a hundred battles

played hi? last game—for at the close of that

day, the star of Napoleon went down " into

the blackness of darkness for ever."
" It was a glorious battle 1" so said the

warrior, so said the politician, so said the

no such murderous conflict would ever agai

disgrace the pages of history.

But still, it was a glorious victory ! It was
glorious to be wounded there, to die there:

and to be buried tliere, was to sleep in the

bed of glory ! It was glorious intelligence

that flew from nation to nation, from conti-

nent to continent ! Yes it was as glorious as

the slaughter of forty thousand men could

make it ! For when the news reached Eng-
land, as I well remember to have read in the

papers, the Park's Tower guns were fired,

and there was great public feasting and re-

joicing throughout the land. Yes there was
a flood of glory. But oh ! was there nothing
else? Where were the widows and parents

and sisters and orphans of those who died at

Waterloo? Could the roar of cannon and the

ringing of bells assuage their grief? Could
the general rejoicing bring back to them
their husbands, fathers, sons and brothers ?

Glorious as that great victory was in the eyes

of the nation, it was tears, and agony, and

death to the bereaved.
" Is war then, never justifiable ?" Let those

who believe it is, prove it from the New Tes-

tament, if they can. I know that the oftener

some conscientious men attempt it, the more
difficult do they find the task. But one thing

is certain: war is directly contrary to the

whole scope and spirit of the gospel. It could

never take place, were the great law of love,

as it ought to be, the great law of nations.

No battle was ever fought, or ever will be,

without involving the guilt of murder. It

may be on one side or on both; but the stain

of blood guiltiness is certainly there, and no
rivers can wash it out. How fearful, then,

must be the responsibility of whetting the

sword upon a point of honour, or making ag-

gressive war under any circumstances what-

ever. And how will those professed disciples

of the Prince of Peace, who either foment, or

justify, or cherish a war spirit, meet him in

the great day ?

But, hark ! what sound is that over the

field of Waterloo? Look I what heaving of

the earth is there ! No—I anticipate. I hear

nd voice as yet— I see no moving of the sleep-

ing dust. But the trumpet will sound over
that field, and the dead will awake. All the
thousand that lie buried there will come forth

from their graves, and will be summoned to

the judgment bar. Officers and common sol-

diers must hear and obey the summons alike.

And at the same bar will they meet all those
who kindled the war in which they perished.

Kings, privy councillors, military command-
ers, will all be there. And 1 have the most
solemn conviction, that before that dread tri-

bunal, every mortal wound at Waterloo will

be held and adjudged as a clear case of mur-
der, the guilt of which must rest somewhere.
In whose skirts, or in the skirts of how many,
the blood of that most bloody day will be
found, it belongs to no mortal absolutely to

decide; but the Judge will know, and when
the final sentence comes to be pronounced,
the universe will know. O how fearful a
thing will it be, under such circumstances, to
" fall into the hands of the living God."
And if all war is murder, who can conceive
of the multitudes who will be involved in the

guilt of it, when the books come to be open-
ed, or of the punishment which a righteous

God will inflict upon the guilty in that world
of retribution, where the worm dieth not, and
the fire is not quenched? H. H.

For " Tljc Friend.'

INSECTS.

Habitations of Termites or White Ants, <^-c.

A society of termites is composed of five

different descriptions of individuals—the work-
ers or larvE constitute the most numerous por-

tion of the community. They construct the

nests, provide food, and feed the young un-

til they are capable of taking care of them-
selves. The nymphs or pupa3 differ in no
respect from the workers, except in possessing

the rudiments of wings. The neuters are in

numerical proportion to the workers, as one
to an hundred, and are much larger. They
are known from the others by their long heads,

which are furnished with an awl shaped wea-
pon, which renders them formidable ene-

mies to their assailants, and fits them for

guarding their abodes, v/hicl> constitutes

their sole employment—from this circum-

stance they have been denominated sol-

diers. The males and females, of which there

is only one of each in every separate society,

are exempted from all participation in the la-

bours and occupations in which the others are

engaged—when first disclosed from the pupce

state, they have four wings, but like the ants

they soon cast them ; they may then be dis-

tinguished from the larvje and neuters, by their

large and prominent eyes.

The first establishment of a colony of these

creatures resembles in many respects that of

the ants. They emerge from their clay built

citadels by myriads, soon after the first torna-

does that occur in the countries where they are

found, and which proclaim the approach of

the rainy season. Few of the host which leave

the scenes of their nativity, escape the general

devastation which it seems wisely ordered,
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should befal them. The few pairs, however,! with herbage, which, when it is burnt by the! and make a small vibrating noise, something

who are so fortunate, are found by the work- rays of the sun, lenders the hillock similar tol shriller and quicker than the ticking of a

ers, who, at this season of the year, are con-|a lirge hay cock. A comparison has been| watch—it can be heard at three or four feet

tinually on the watch for them. As soon as^ drawn between the labours of the termes,' distance. Tliey make their hooked jaws meet
they have discovered the objects of their and the works of man, taking the termes la- [ at every bite, and if it should be the leg of a

search, impelled by their instinct, they iinme-
1
bourer at one fourth of an inch long, and man

j

man, a spot of blood, extending an inch on tlie

diately seleotone of them to be king and queen, at six feet high. When a termes has built one: stocking, follows the wound. Nothing can

or rather father and mother of a new colony, inch, or four times its height, it is equivalent
j

tear them away, but they must be taken off

and begin to protect them from their sur- to twenty-four feet, or four times the lieight of, piece meal. If on the other hand you cease

rounding enemies by enclosing tliem in small man. One inch of the termes building being' to batter, in half an hour they retire into their

chambers of clay, the entrances to which are; proportionate to twenty-four feet of human nest as if they supposed the wonderful monster,

only large enough to admit themselves, but! building, twelve inches or one foot of the for-, that damaged their castle, to be beyond their

much too small for the royal pair to pi

through, so that their stale of royalty is a state

of confinement, and continues so during the

remainder of tlieir e.xistence. When the busi-

ness of oviposition commences, an extraordi-

nary change takes place in the size of the

queen, so that, in the course of time, her bulk

increases so enormously as to be twenty, or

thirty thousand times greater than that of a

worker. Smeathman supposes that the ani-

mal must be upwards of two years old before

the abdomen, which originally is not half an

inch, is increased to three inches in length.

Il is then of an irregular oblong shape, and a

vast matrix full of eggs, which make long cir-

cumvolutions through an innumerable series

of very minute vessel?. This singular matrix

is not more remarkable for its amazing exten

sion than for its perislaltic motion, which re

sembles theundulationsof water, and continues

incessantly without any apparent effort on the

part of the animal, so as to occasion a constant

extrusion of eggs, amounting sometimes in old

females to sixty in a minute, or eiglity thousand
in twenty-four hours. These eggs are immedi
ately removed by her attendants, a great numbe
of which must be required for the purpose, as

often, when the nests are large, the nurseries

where they are deposited by them, are four or

five feet in a direct line, and consequently much
further by the winding galleries which conduct
to them. The nests of these insects are formed
entirely of clay, and are generally twelve feet

high, broad in proportion, and conical in form,

so that a cluster of them might be taken for an
Indian village, and are, it is said, sometimes
larger than the huts which the natives inhabit.

They make their appearance above ground by
a little turret or two, in the shape of sugar
loaves, rising a foot or more in height. Soon
after, while these are increasing in height and
size, they raise others until the space occupied
by their underground works, becomes covered
with a series of these elevations ; the centre
turret is al.vays the highest; the intervals be-

tween the turrets are then filled, and the whole
collected under one dome. The interior tur-

rets answer the purpose of scaffolds, and much
of the clay of which they are composed, is pro-

bably used several times.

The strength of these hills is very considera-
ble. Smeathman stales he got on the top of
one of them with four other men, to watch for

a vessel ; and when they have reached about
half their height, the wild bulls of the district

station themselves on them, while acting as
sentinels, and watching the rest of the herd ru-
minating below,

mer, must be proportionate to twelve times' reach. 7'he labourers who had fled on the

24, or 288 feet of the latter ; consequently, first alarm, are now seen hastening to repair
when the while ant lias built one loot, it has the breach, every one with a burden of ready
in point of labour, equalled the e.xertions of a tempered mortar in its mouth. This they
man, who has built 288 feet. Supposing the} slick on to the breach with sucli wonderful
averagelieightoftheant hills to be 10 feet, hu-

1
celerity and order, that although thousands,

man beings must produce a work of 2888 feet
j

nay millions, seem employed, yet they never
to compete with the industry of these liltle embarrass each other. While ihe labourers
creatures. The great pyramid is about one-

1
are thus engaged, the soldiers reliie, save here

fifth of this height, and as the solid contents ofj and there one, who saunters about, never
the ant hill are in the same proportion, they

|

touching the mortar. One, in particular,
must equally surpass the solid conlenis of that

monument of the skill and industry of man.
The elevation of their habitations according to

this calculation, must be more than 500 times
the height of the builders, and were our houses
built in the same proportion, they would be
15 times higher than Christ church steeple, of
our city, and as has been shown, five times
higher than the pyramids of Egypt. These
comparisons seemed necessary, in order to im-
press on the mind of the reader, the extraordi-

nary labours of ants.

The royal chamber occupied by the king
and queen, is situated as near the centre of
the interior of the building as possible, and
generally upon a level with the surface of the

ground. It is surrounded by the nurseries and
magazines for provisions. Galleries intersect

each other throughout the whole nest, some
of them are thirteen inches in diameter, and
extend more than one hundred yards from the
nest, forming the great thoroughfares of the

community. Many of these galleries wind
spirally up to the top of the hill, and in conse

places itself close to the part undergoing re-

pair
; it may be seen turning leisurely on all

sides, and every now and then, at an interval ofa
minute or two, lifting up its head, and with its

forceps beating upon ihe building, and making
a vibrating noise, on which a loud hiss, appar-

ently from the whole body of labourers, issues

from within side the dome, and all the subter-

ranean passages ; that it comes from the la-

bourers is very evident, for all these may be
seen hastening at every such signal, redoubling

their pace, and working as fast again. Attack
the nest again, and with a loud hiss the la-

bourers disappear, and the soldiers rush out

;

so that the experiment yields constantly the

same result, of labourers at work, and sol-

diers rushing to battle, the duties of each
being as distinct as night and day."

HUBEB.

Density of Bodies at different Depths,—
Prof. Leslie observes that air compressed into

the fiftieth part of its volume has its elasticity

quence of this the ascent is rendered easier to
'^'"'^ '''"^^ augmented : if it continue to con.

the insect toiling under a load. We can for
tract at that rate, it would, fro

some idea of thi labour which must be saved <=""^'^^"' weight, acquire the density of water

by this contrivance by supposing a man obliged

to carry a heavy load of bricks or mortar, up
a ladder 2888 feet long.

" The first object which strikes one upon
opening their hills, (says Smeathman,) is the

behaviour of their sokliers. If you make a

breach, in a few seconds a soldier will run out,

and walk about as if to reconnoitre. It will

sometimes go in as if to give the alarm, but

most frequently may be followed by two or
three others, who run strangling after one
another, and to them succeed a larger body,

ho rush out as fast as the breach will permit
them, and their number increases as long

as any one continues battering the building. It

not easy to describe the rage and fury they

show. In their hurry, they frequently miss their

hold and tumble down the sides of the hill, but

recover themselves as quickly as possible, and
being blind, bite every thing they run agaiiB uciiig uuiiu, L^iic cvei^ iiiiijg iiitfy run against,

In the course of two or three years, the clay thus making a crackling noise, while some beat
of which they are composed, becomes covered I repeatedly with their forceps upon the building,

at the depth of fifiy-four miles. But water itself

would have its density doubled at the depth

of ninety-three miles, and would attain the den-

sity of quicksilver at the depth of 362 miles.

In descending, therefore, towards the centre,

through nearly -JOOO miles, Ihe condensation

of ordinary substances would surpass the ut-

most powers of conce()lion. Dr. Young says

that steel would be compressed into one
fourth, and stone into one eighth, of its bulk,

at the earth's centro. However, we are yet ig-

norant of the laws of compression of solid bo-

dies beyond a certain limit, though from the ex-

periments of Perkins, they appear to be capa-

ble of a greater degree of compression than

has been generally imagined.

—

Somerville.

The London Temperance Herald slates the mem-
bers of Temperance Societies in England and Wales,
at 117,803, being an increase within the month pre-

ceding of 1867. Of these, 30,000 are in Lancashire,

13,617 in Yorkshire, 11,000 in Cornwall, and only

7,345 in Middlesex.
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Faithfulness in sufferingfor Truth's sake.

William Bennct, of Woodbridge, in Suf-

folk, possessed a religious turn of mind from

childhood. As he rose to maturity he sought

after, and associated with the strictest pro-

fessors; and the independents approaching

the nearest to his views of purity, he fre-

quented their meetings, but became in a little

time dissatisfied with his choice. On hearing

the ministry of Friends, he was affected with

it, and joining tlie Society continued " a

steady, serviceable, and lionourable member
till his death." Receiving a gift in the gos-

pel, he travelled in many parts of England,

to the edification of his friends, and convince-

ment of others; "adorning his profession and

doctrine by the innocence and integrity of

his life, in so eminent a manner as to gain

universal esteem, and to e.xtort, even from

the adversaries of his profession, an acknow-

ledgment of his personal merit." ' By their

fruits ye shall know them." Not only are

deceivers known by this criterion, but the

sincere servant of Christ will have, at times,

a testimony to his integrity in the hearts of

his opponents. Although he was a man of

undoubted piety, he was persecuted for his

religious principles, spending in tlie latter

part of life nearly as much time in prison as

in the enjoyment of liberty. In 1661, he

was thrown into jail at Bliborough, and in

1662 he and several other Friends were taken

from a meeting at Yarmouth, sent to prison,

and placed in a dungeon without suitable food,

lodging, or other accommodations. When
they were released at the succeeding session,

no cause of detention appearing, the bailiffs

were displeased, and obtaining new mitti-

muses recommitted them. In or about 1664

he was shut up in Norwich Castle for the

same offence, worshipping the Almighty ac-

cording to the dictates of his own conscience,

and in obedience to the New Testament doc-

trine, for refusing to swear. After his re-

lease, he was committed to Edniundsbury

jail, in 1665, and sulTered a long and severe

imprisonment, being kept much of the time

amongst felons, for the greater pait of eight

years, so closely, as scarcely to pass the

threshold for five years together. The king's

declaration in 1672 gave him a temporary

respite from the hands of his unfeeling per-

secutors. In 1683, the parochial officers of

Woodbridge, urged by Edward Brume, priest

of the place, came to the meeting there,

when the churchwarden and constable seized

William Bennct with violence, while on his

knees at prayer, r.nd haled him and several

others before a justice, who committed them

to Melton jail. He was indicted for being at

a riotous assembly, but pleading his cause

with much force and clearness, the jury re-

turned a verdict of not guilty. The chair-

man of the court, displeased at their honest

decision, persuaded them to reconsider, when
they altered their verdict to the charge of be-

ing present at an unlawful assembly. This

was sufficient to answer the design of those

who appeared more desirous to extirpate

Quakerism, than to regard the rights of the

subject. The chairman ordered him to Ips-

wich to be fined, and the weather being ex-

tremely inclement, he was wet very much,
the snow falling the whole way. On arriving

at the prison, he was compelled to sit up all

night in his wet clothes for want of a bed,

by which he contracted a disease that termi-

nated his life. It was an unusually severe

nter, and his delicate constitution was un-

able to sustain such exposure. They fined

him twenty pounds, and returned him to pri-

son, but at the succeeding session, the court

pretending they had a special order from the

king, tendered him the oath of allegiance,

which he could not take, consistently with

he precepts of his Lord and Master, who
gave command not to swear at all. Enmity
to Friends led the priests and ruling party of

that day, to pursue them with fines and im-

prisonments, for the pur|)ose of crushing the

growing Society. Whatever falsehood or ex-

aggeiation was put in circulation against

them, they saw that many of the most pious

and reputable members of the various reli-

ou.« societies became convinced of the sound

Scriptural doctrines which Friends preached,

and instead of amusing others with a round

of performances which administered no spi-

ritual food, they confirmed their principles,

by lives of holiness and self-denial, and thus

were instrumental in reviving Christianity in

its pristine simplicity and spirituality. Many
of the high professors could not endure the

trictness of their lives. The preachers de-

nied the possibility of living without the

daily coinmission of sin, and their jealousy

was naturally excited at seeing their congre-

gations diminishing by the intluence of Qua-
ker preaching and practice. What a sad

picture does the history of those times pre-

sent? Rather than lose their influence and

church rates, those whose duty it was to in-

culcate purity and universal righteousness,

denied the practicability of ceasing from

crime, and promulgated from the pulpit that

man was under the necessity of committing

it. And yet Friends were plundered and

thrown into filthy jails because they could

not attend a worship, and support a ministry

which taught them the hopeless lesson of

never being able to overcome their evil pro-

pensities, and the temptations of Satan.

The frequent hardships which William

Bennet underwent destroyed his health ; he

was kept inmiured from the comforts of life

for the sake of the laws of his God, until, like

many others who fell martyrs to their faith,

death terminated his sufferings on the 23d of

the fourth month, 1684.

Equally unjust were the repeated and se-

vere sufferings of Thomas Stordy. of Moore-
house, in Cumberland, who also laid down his

life in the same year in Carlisle jail, under a

cruel persecution for the testimony of a good

conscience. Descended from a family ofrepute,

and inheriting a valuable estate, had his reli-

gious sentiments fallen in with the passion for

conformity then predominant, he might have

ranked with the most eminent of that country.

But becoming deeply thoughtful respecting

the work of liie soul's salvation, he was re-

strained from seeking the honours and plea-

sures of a vain world, and drawn into the lov^

of true religion, as the foundation of peace

here, and everlasting happiness heieafier. In

this situation he joined the independents, by

whom he was highly esteemed for his talent

in religious exhortation, and exposition of

scripture, practised among them. After some
lime he left them, and united with the Society

of Friends. Embracing a profession which

was hated and vilified, and subjected those

who adopted it to the loss of all that mankind
esteem most valuable in this world, he proved

the earnestness of his search after substantial

food, and that lie had counted the cost in

taking it upon him. He might have lived in

ease and affluence, but he chose rather to

suffer affliction with this despised people, than
to enjoy the pleasures of sin, or the smiles of
the world for a season. In his private rela-

tions, he Was much respected for his sober
and temperate demeanour, his upright deal-

ings, his obliging disposition, being hospitable

m his house, and liberal to the poor around
him. But whatever virtues he might possess,

they were insufficient to screen him from the

rage of those who in effect said, conform or

sufl^er. His first imprisonment, which lasted

nine weeks, was in 1660, for declining to take

the oath of allegiance. Being at Carlisle

assizes in 1662, he v\'ent to the prison to visit

some friends, where he was illegally detained

by the jailer, taken to the sessions house, ten-

dered the oath again, and for refusing to

swear, was placed among the felons. Next
day, he and Stephen Pearson were indicted,

and the sentence of premunire passed upon
them. Soon after the sheriff seized their

cattle, corn, and other goods, and sold them
at public sale far below their value, few being

willing to buy them, as they considered it

plunder. Under this hard sentence he was
kept a close prisoner ten years from his wife

and family, being supported by the evidence

in his own heart, that he was suffering in the

cause of Christ. After being in jail eight

years, as if loss of liberty and estate was not.,

enough to satisfy his persecutors, a warrant

was granted against his goods, for a fine of

twenty pounds, for a meeting at Moorhousc,

in which ho could not be present. By the

king's declaration, he was restored to liberty

in 1672, and his real estate recovered through

the intercession of the Earl of Carlisle, but his

persona! estate was entirely lost. On a re-

vived obsolete statute of Queen Elizabeth, for

twenty pounds a month for absence from pub-

lic worship, he was again thrown into prison,

where he remained several years, being only

released by death, which look place the 22d
of the 10th month, 1684. His close was
peaceful, near which he said to some of his

friends, " If you continue faithful to the Lord
whilst ye live in this world, he will reward

you, as he now rewardeih me with his sweet

peace."

Persecution furnishes adequate proof, that

those who practise it, are not governed by the

precepts or spirit of Him who came to save

mankind, not to destroy them ; and though he

drove some out of the temple, who were con-

verting it by their traffic into a den of thieves,

we do not find that he ever whipt any into it.
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Tlie cords which he uses to gather his wor-
shippers to his temple, are cords ofconviction

and love. And nothing gives such force to

the doctrines of any society, as a life of holi-

ness, in which the love wherewith Christ first

loved us, is exemplified by fruits of gentleness,

meekness, long-suffering, patience and perse-

verance, which, without any selfish motive,

seeks the good of all. The early Friends felt

themselves religiously bound to observe all the

commands of Christ ; and in suffering perse-

cution, they evinced the influence of his spirit,

when he prayed, " Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do." They endured
stripes and imprisonments, and cruel mock-
ings and stonings without resistance, or re-

turning reviling for reviling. They showed
their unfeigned respect for the authority of the

Holy Scriptures, by complying with their in-

junctions, and that they were actuated by the

same spirit which the apostles and primitive

believers were under, by bringing forth similar

fruits. The beautiful harmony displayed be-

tween their principles and conduct, contribut-

ed essentially to spread their principles, and
thereby attract multitudes to them. Had not

the love of this world intervened between their

descendants and the God of their fathers, and
choked the growth of the good seed which
was sown amongst them, what a band of la-

bourers would now be found in the field, pro-

ducing and gathering those fruits which are
due to the Great Husbandman. If the mem-
bers were more familiar with their own doc-
trines and history, derived from their own
writings, it would enhance their respect for

those persevering followers of Christ, and con-
tribute to their instruction in the truths of
Christianity, and its happy effects on praciical

believers. S.

For ' The Friend."

.SELECTIONS FROM LONDON EPISTLES.

NO. X.

The present number concludes this series of
Selections I'rom London Epistles. Other and
more copious extracts, of an interesting and
instructive character, might have been given

;

yet those which have been offered, will suffice

to show the practical nature of its Christian
exhortations, and the religious care which the
Society has felt for the welfare of its members.
The Society of Friends has ever borne its

testimony to the doctrines of the Holy Scrip-
tures, concerning the fall of our first parents,
affecting their remotest posterity ; the love of
God to his rational creatures, in providing a

remedy by the coming, sufferings, and death
of the Lord Jesus, his resurrection, ascension
to glory, and the gift of his grace to all men,
which bringeth salvation ; and also that these
sacred truths can only become savingly bene-
ficial to us, as we submit to the teachings and
guidance of the Holy Spirit.

Hence they have been concerned to call
upon their members and others, to take heed
to the light, grace or Holy Spirit which ap-
pears in man, striving with him whilst his day
of visitation lasts, and which, as it is submitted
to, will enable him to work out his soul's sal-
vation with fear and trembling, and in this

the day of Christ's spiritual appearing, will

strengthen the believer in him to walk in the

light, thus making him a partaker of the bene-

fits designed by Almighty God in sending his

beloved Son into the world ;
" for if," saith

the apostle, " we walk in the light, as he is in

the light, we have fellowship one with another,

and the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us

from all sin."

Not only is our first awakening to be as-

cribed to the influence of the Holy Spirit, but

in every subsequent stage of our Christian

progress, the same blessed Guide is to be fol

lowed :
" Thou gavest thy good Spirit to in

struct them." Those evidences which the

Christian is enabled to give of a change of

heart and life, of love to God, or love to his

fellow-creatures, are the products of the Spi-

rit, " for the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy

peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,

.'aith, meekness, temperance ;" and it is only

as we attend to this heavenly director, we can
experience Christian redemption : " ye are

washed, ye are sanctified, ye are justified, in

the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit

of our God."
The e.xhortations, then, which follow, are of

great importance to us individually; may every

class, and especially the youth, receive them
in love, and with a disposition to improve by
them, that thus they may prove instrumental

in stirring up the pure mind byway of remem-
brance, and in exciting fervent desires to "live

in the S[)irit, and walk in the Spirit," as it is

only in this way we can be preserved in a line

of circumspect conduct answerable to our holy

profession, and " show forth the praises of him
who hath called us out of darkness into his

marvellous light." T.

1736.

We earnestly exhort that ye hold fast the

profession of the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ

without wavering ; both in respect to his out-

ward coming in the f5esh, his sufferings, death,

resurrection, ascension, mediation and inter-

cession at the right hand of the Father ; and
to the inward manifestation of his grace and
Holy Spirit in our hearts, powerfully working
in the soul of man, to the subduing every evil

affection and lust, and to the purifying of our
consciences from dead works, to serve the
living God ; and that, through the virtue and
efiicacy of this most holy faith, ye may become
strong in the Lord, and in the power of his

misrht.

17.50.

Dear Friends ; we earnestly exhort and in-

treat you to abide steadfast in the faith of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; and to take
heed lest any of you be seduced by the craft

and subtilty of designing men, some of whom
have published books tending to alienate the

minds of men from the true and saving faith,

and to lead thera to a disesteem of the Holy
Scriptures, and the principles of the Christian

religion therein contained. Beware, lest any
of you, who profess to follow the light of
Christ, be drawn aside from the simplicity of
his truth, and diverted from your obedience to

his holy cress, by imbibing such principles as

would promote a disbelief of his gospel, and

of the important doctrines revealed in the

Holy Scriptures, necessary to be believed, in

order to the salvation of those to whom they

are so revealed. And as the doctrine of fu-

. ture rewards and punishments is clearly de-

jclared of in holy writ, and is a doctrine of the

Christian religion, tending to excite men to

the practice of virtue, and deter them from
vice ; beware lest any of you be drawn aside

from the purity of the faith in this respect, into

a pernicious and dangerous error. But follow

ye the guidance of the light of Christ, which

only can infallibly secure you from being "led

away by the error of the wicked, and falling

from your own stedfastness."

1751.

We salute you, under a renewed sense and
grateful remembrance of the love of Christ, our
Saviour, and of the free extendings of his uni-

versal grace, and of the blessed influence of his

Holy Spirit, tlie teacher and guide of the faith-

ful throughout all generations ; by which he
visited, called, and led our forefathers in the

way wherein they walked ; teaching them to

forsake the vanities, corruptions, and false

worships of the v.orld, and enabling them to

persevere both in holiness of life, and purity

of doctrine ; wherein having passed the time
of their sojourning here, according to the will

of God, they (ell asleep, and were received

into his rest; leaving unto us, their successors

in profession of the same faith, an example that

we also should walk in the same steps, to the

praise of him who halli hitherto preserved us,

and who alone is able to " perfect, establish,

strengthen, and settle us." To whom, through

Jesus Christ, our Lord, be glory, praise, and
dominion for ever. Amen.

The sacred writings inform us, Christ "died
for all, that they which live, should not hence-
forth live unto themselves, but unto him who
died for them. To live unto him, we must
ve and walk in his Spirit, observe his pre-

cepts, and follow his example in the way of
humility, moderation, and self-denial : other-

wise, we cannot be his followers. " If any
man," saith he, " will come after me, let him
deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and
follow me."
A professional belief in Christ, and of the

doctrines of the gospel, may denominate us

Christians ; but to be Christians indeed, we
must be indued with the spirit and nature of
Christianity. " He is not a Jew," saith the

apostle, "who is one outwardly;" neither is

he a true Christian who is only one outwardly;
" for, in Christ Jesus, neither circumcision
availeth, nor uncircumcision, but a new crea-
ture." " If any man be in Christ, he is a

' creature." Consequently, no man is in

ity any further a Christian, than as he is

created anew in Christ Jesus. " It is the

spirit tiiat quickeneth ; the flesh profileth no-

thing."

Seeing therefore, that essential and accept-

able religion is only produced and maintained
n us, through a renovation of heart by the

pirit, the more frequently we wait for its

powerful influence, and the more fervently we
seek it, the oftener we sliall find it renewed
to us ; for, " they that wait upon the Lord
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shall renew their strength ; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles ; they shall run and
not bo weary, they shall walk and not faint."

1817.

Dear young Friends, our hearts are warmed
with love to you. We desire that it may be

your frequent concern to seek for an esta-

blishment on the only sure foundation, and to

wait in humble watchfulness for the teachings

of the heavenly instructor. If conflicts of
mind should attend you, and prove painful and
humiliuling in their nature, this is no cause for

dismay. Those who steadily pursue the path

of a true disciple, will, through the goodness of

the Lord, at times be permitted indubitably to

feel that they are the objects of his paternal

regard. 'J'hus they will have cause to ac-

knowledge the great benefit of patient religi-

ous exercise. They will, from their own ex-

perience, know an increase of true faith in the

power and perceptible support of the Holy

Spirit. Ascribing this to the free gift of God
in Christ Jesus our Lord, they will become

firmly persuaded that the tendering power of

redeeming love, though undervalued by too

many, is above all things precious. We are

consoled in the belief, that the feet of many of

our beloved young Friends have been turned

into this path. And it is our earnest desire,

that neither the fear of man, the ofieiice of the

cross, an aversion to the simplicity' of the

truth, nor the activity of their own wills, may
interrupt their progress ; but that they may,

through the unfoldings of divine counsel, come
to know an establishment in that faith which

giveth the victory. (1 John, v. 4.)

1820.

We have been again occupied in investigat-

ing the state of our Society ; and our present

concern is, to turn the attention of all our

dear friends to a strict examination of their

religious profession and experience. Wo pro-

fess to believe in the inward teachings of the

Spirit of Christ Jesus, our Redeemer and Me-

diator, our Advocate with the Father ;—of

Him whose precious blood was shed, lluu i:

might procure unto us eternal life, and present

us holy', and unblamable, and unreprovable,

to God. Let us individually emiuire, how far we

are acting in conformity with the solemn truths

of the gospel. Are we seeking in humble su]

plication unto the Lord, that our fuilh may be

established therein? Are we, in patient wait-

ing before him, desiring that we may clearly

discover the inshinings of his light upon our

understandings, and that by walking in faith,

according to its manifestations, our lives may
be spent in the love and fear of our great

Creator ?

It is of unspeakable importance to all, that

they should know their own wills and disposi

tions regulated and sanctified by the power of

the Holy Spirit. If this engagement of heart

be earnest and frequent, humble views of our-

selves ensue, a distrust in our rational powers

as sufficient for the great work of salvation is

induced : we are taught the inestimable bl

ing whicli those enjoy who attain to a reliance

on holy aid ; and, whilst we are brought low

in our own estimation, and are fearful to speak

of our religious attainments, we are enabled to

rejoice in Him in whom we have believed.

The time spent in silence, in our meetings for

divine worship, would then be productive of
spiritual refreshment, and our beloved bre-

thren, in their remote and solitary allotments,

for whom we feel a tender sympathy, would,
in their small assemblies, be animated by the

presence of Him whose promises are unfailing.

Brief Notice of tJie Life and Character oj

Jonathan Hutchinson, tj-f.

(Concluded from page 301.)

Further extractsfrom the Letters.

How far thy apprehensions, as to life or
death, may be well founded or not, is not for

me to determine; but on one point, and that

a most important one, my mind is comfortably
at rest. I mean in the hope that thou art un-

der the immediate notice of thy Heavenly Fa-

ther ; that the omnipotent, though the invisible

arms of the blessed Saviour are underneath

for thy support; and that, if thou endeavour
simply and quietly to stay thyself upon Him,
the " Angel of his presence," (his Holy Spi-

rit,) will save and deliver from all that has so

long and so grievously oppressed thee.

1 am glad thou couldst write to me with so

much openness and freedom ; as it has not

only renewed all my former sympathy and af-

fection for thee, but because it has very freshly

brought to my mind the consoling promises

made to " worm Jacob ;" such as in Isaiah xli.

10—14; xlii. 1, 2; xliv. 1, 2, 22, 23, with

various similar passages, particularly the very

striking query and reply to be found in Isaiah

xHx. 15, &c.
Having thus referred thee to the scriptures

of the Old Testament, through the whole of

which the love of God to mankind may be

traced, I would now draw thy attention to a

still higher authority—to one greater than

Moses or the prophets, even to that glorious

and compassionate Redeemer, whose suffer-

ings for us thou appearest so justly and so

tenderly to appreciate. Mayst thou, my dear

niece, be equally ready to accept with "full

assurance of faith," the consolations which I

think an apostle has told us " abound in

Him:" so that, whilst humbled as thou art by

the sense of what he suffered, thou mayest

equally " rejoice in believing" that He now
sits and reigns at the right hand of his Father,

as our Advocate and Mediator, making inter-

cession for us; and having been tempted in

all points like as we are, he knows how to

" succour those who are tempted ;" and that

He is not only able but willing to do this,

appears from his own gracious assurance,

that those " who come to him, he will in no
wise cast out."

Indeed, there seems to be every thing in

the character of the dear Redeemer, and in

the promises of Scripture, that jjoor, need;/,

and helpless creatures as we are, can possibly

want for example, instruction, and encourage-

ment ; and the assurance of the forgiveness

of sin, coupled with the declaration of the

apostle, " that it is no sin to be tempted,"

have sometimes been like an anchor to my
own tried mind, when the storm has beat as

from all quarters ; a refuge, from which it

was not in the power of the enemy, either by
his cruel assaults, or his subtle stratagems, to

drive or to draw me. For this enemy has his

devices, as well as his darts ; of both which,
some in the present day, as well as the apostle

formcily, can truly say they are " not igno-

rant;" but the soul which is concerned to

build on the Rock, Christ Jesus, is enabled
to discover the o«f, and repel the other; so

that in whatever form the adversary may ap-

proach, he is rebuked in a language some-
what like this ;

" Get thee behind me, Satan."

I notice, particularly, what thou hast said

of an apprehension that the way of thy duty
may, at some time, subject thee to the oblo-
quy and contempt of others. Perhaps, this

may be an exaggerated picture of the imagi-
nation, or rather, of the subtle adversary, who,
1 believe, often lives, worJcs, and acts therein,
as his element ; however this may be, 1 have
a mind to mention a secret intimation, by
which I was humbled and instructed but a
few days ago: " that whatever the opinions
of others might be respecting me, I was to

be careful to keep low in my own." I can
scarcely describe to thee the sweet calm
which accompanied this monition, and it

now reminds me of a few words of Gisborne:

" To a low valley pointing, his love bade me view,
How quiet the shelter, how peaceful tiie shade."

I am, also, ready to conclude, as thou ap-

peal est to do in thy own case, that a greater

portion of affliction may be needful to each
of us, than falls to the general lot. Well, if

it be so, let us receive it with meek acquies-

cence; a disposition which seems to have
prevailed with thee, when, according to thy

own expressions, to have thy " head kept
above water," was thy chief and almost only

desire; and I hope my own poor mind was
veering towards the same point, when in the

course of the present day, thoughts like the

following were revolving in it : that if the

manner in which I submitted to chastisement,

might have enough of patience, and my en-

deavours to please and to serve my Creator,

so much of sincerity in them, as, in conjunc-

tion with the mediation of a blessed and holy

Advocate, to procure me "forgiveness of
sins ;'' this, whilst it forms my highest aspira-

tion in time, shall be matter sufficient to fur-

nish me with an exhaustless theme of adora-

tion and praise throughout the countless ages

of a happy eternity. " Where is boasting,

then? it is excluded. Where is glorying?

it is made void." xind the love and mercy
of God in Christ Jesus, becomes our all in

all ; so be it, saith my soul I

The weakness and dimness of spiritual vi-

sion of many under our name, is not confined

to B., to S., or to L., but (if I am not mis-

taken) has overspread to an extensive, nay,

what if I say, an alarming degree, wherever

iny observation has extended; and I often

wonder what are to be the means of Divine

appointment for restoring health and vigour

to us ; for in my most depressed moments,
I cannot entertain a thought of our highly

favoured, though revolting. Society being
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permitted so to fall as to rise no more. But

though we may be thus suffered to see and

to mourn for these things, I am fully per-

suaded wo can do nothing towards opening

the intellectual eyes, or unstopping the men-

tal ears, of those who indeed appear both

deaf and blind, farther than as we abide, and

act under, the gentle and charitable influences

of truth upon our own minds. May we there-

fore, my dear N , be daily concerned to

wait in much humility and patient attention

thereto, being of the number of those be-

lievers who make not too much haste ; but

who, even when they apprehend the ark of

the testimonies of truth to be in the greatest

danger, are afraid of touching it unbidden ;

remembering that the cause is the Lord's,

and that he is omnipotent.

Whilst we are speaking of the

may just tell thee, that although 1 am very

careful how I even name Byron, lest I should

be misunderstood respecting him, yet having

met with a few lines, said to have been writ-

ten in his Bible, I send them, as what appear

to me, a confutation and condemnation of his

general writings, character, and conduct

May we not apply to this distinguished ge

nius and sinner, the striking comparison of

Cowper between Voltaire and the poor spin

ster, in which we find these beautiful and

just exclamations : " O happy peasant! O un

happy bard

!

" Lord Byron's linesfound in his Bible."

" Within this awful volume lies.

The mystery of mysteries;

Oh! happiest they, of human race,

To whom our God has given grace

To hear, to read, to fear to pray,

To lift the latch, to fbrT the way;
But better had they ne'er been born,

Who read to doubt, or read to scorn."

On the very painful subjects of the latter

part of thy letter, though it has afforded me a

mournful satisfaction that thou wast so amply

communicative upon them, yet, it seems as if

1 could say little more than that the distress-

ing cases, thou hast alluded to, form such an

aggregate of public humiliation and private

suffering as I never before witnessed; though,

as thou knowest, I have not been exempt
from the ordinary trials incident to our pre-

sent state; but after lending our hearts to

sympathy, as much as perhaps would be either

safe for ourselves or beneficial to others, what

shall we say ?— It is a grief, and we must bear

it. May the Lord preserve us and our dear

Friends through the storm !

We must make great allowances for the

observations of otliers; yet let not the un-

circumcised triumph over us, neither let the

rebellious e.xalt themselves ; for though, like

Israel formerly, we may be brought very low,

and deservedly corrected, yet, let us not con-

clude that we are forsaken, for " whom the

Lord loveth he chasteneth." And though

the enemies of virtue and religion may be

many and strong, and those who are opposed

to them may appear very few, afflicted and
contemptible in their eyes, yet, of one im
portant truth, both parties may be assured,

namely, that " the Lamb and his followers"

will ultimately " have the victory:" and who
are these followers of the Lamb?—Not mere

professors, under any name, but such, as in

every nation, kindred, tongue, and people,

through the influences of his Holy Spirit, as

their Sanctifier, Comforter, and Guide, follow

Him " whithersoever he goeth;"

—

these, ac-

cording to my apprehension, are the true

members of the church militant and univer-

sal, which, though at present in a wilderness

and probationary state, shall know an end of

their labours and sufferings, and be ushered

into that happy land of promise, where sorrow

and sighing shall for ever cease, and all

" tears be wiped from their eyes."

William Penn's Experience of the Light of
Christ.—" This I publish to the whole world,

that I never knew God truly and heartily to be

of purer eyes than to behold iniquity ; I was
never conscientiously convinced of any evil

;

I never was brought into true repentance ; I

never experienced real atonement ; 1 never

had right faith in Christ ; nor did I ever in-

wardly come to feel a cleansing from any sin,

and a being justified by his blood, by which to

know him my Mediator, Saviour, and Re-
deemer, but by the repi-oofs of that light

wherewith Christ has enlightened me, and by

turning to it, and walking in it with all godly

fear and subjection, according to its blessed

discoveries and requirings. VVherefore I bold

ly call it a suflScient, saving, and supernatural

light."

—

Spirit of Truth vindicated.

He that takes his full liberty in what he

may, shall repent him: how much more in

what he should not ? I never read of a Chris

tian that repented him of too little worldly

delight. The surest course 1 have still found

in all earthly pleasures, to rise with an appe

tite, and to be satisfied with a little.

—

Bishop

Hall.

Neander, in his Ecclesiastical Memoirs,

tells an interesting anecdote of Eligius, bi-

shop of Limoges in the seventh century. He
purposely avoided all superfluous expense ir

dress, and practised a rigid economy in othe

respects, that he might afford to give more
to the poor. When a stranger enquired for

his residence, this was the usual direction

" Go into such and such a street, where yoi

see a multitude of poor assembled, there lives

Eligius."

A Definition.—There is not a better expla

nation of a word in the whole of Johnson's

Dictionary than the following :

What makes a Gentleman ?—This question

is often answered in a variety of ways. Tl;

stud, the wardrobe, the bijouterie, tea-table, or

the bank account of an individual, are, in their

turn, considered by the many as the indica

tions of a gentleman. The following is stray

ing anonymously through the papers :
—" In

the true definition of a gentleman, it is not

meant to draw a line that would be invidious

between high and low, rank and subordina-

tion, riches and poverty. The distinction is

in the mind. Whoever is open, generous, and

true ; whoever is of humane and affable de-

meanour ; whoever is honourable in himself,

and candid in his judgment of others, and re-

quires no law but his word to make and fulfil

an engagement ; such a man is a gentleman,

ind such a man may be found among the til-

ers of the earth."

TS3B FRIEN-D.
NINTH MONTH, 19, 1835.

It may not be inappropriate for us to remark
a little in relation to Friends' Reading Room,
now open every evening, except first day, from
seven to ten, (in a few weeks from six to ten,)

at the new building, corner of Fourth street

and Apple-tree alley. The i-eading room pro-

per, forty feet by thirty, is fitted up in a very

neat and suitable manner, with scats and ta-

bles of ample dimensions, supplied with many
of the periodicals of the day, and well lighted

with shade lamps. There are compartments
of shelves containing several hundred volumes
of well chosen books, and the walls are lined

with a beautiful display of the best maps, and
other articles subservient to the acquisition of

useful knowledge. This room is in the second

story, on Apple-tree alley. Connected with

it by an easy flight of steps, is another room
beloWjthirty feet by twenty, also well lighted and
furnished, and containing several cases ofcollec-

tions in mineralogy, geology, &c. In this

room, rational conversation upon a footing of

ease and familiarity, is admitted, which is not

to be indulged in the former. We have ob-

served with satisfaction, that, as the evenings

lengthen, these rooms are increasingly fre-

quented by our young men, and our expecta-

tions are sanguine, that as the season advances,

and with llie additional atti-action and comfort

to be derived from the liberal use of anthracite,

the purposes anticipated by the benevolent

founders will be answered by its becoming a

resort for safe and agreeable social iniercourse,

profitable to the young, and consoling to those

of riper years. But we fear, and this is the

principal motive for alluding to the subject at

the present time, that those pleasing anticipa-

tions will be in a great measure frustrated, un-

less there is manifested more of a di.-position

than has yet been apparent, to realise an es-

sential part of the original design—the attend-

ance and intermingling with their juniors, of

those more advanced in age and experience.

We need not dilate upon this topic—the mere
suggestion, we hope, will be sufficient.

It would enable us to make up several co-

pies of Vol. 7, if some of our subscribers who
do not care to preserve their numbers of "The
Friend,'' would kindly send us the first four

numbers of that volume. They may be direct-

ed to Box No. 39, Philadelphia Post Oflice.

Wanted—in a counting house, a lad of

fifteen or sixteen years old. Apply at this

office.
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FALLS OF NIAGARA.
There have been many attempts to describe

the Falls of Niagara, but we do not remember
any .superior to the following in graphical

force of delineation. It is extracted from
Reed and Matheson's Narrative of a visit to

the United States, first published at London
in the present year.

The town of Niagara has no connection

with the Falls of Niagara; they are fifteen

miles apart. We left the town, therefore,

on the morning of the 24tli, deeming Ihe time

lost which kept us from the gieat object of

pursuit. The ride is very pleasant, by the

side of the river, which Is here riarrow and

deep, compressed by hills on both sides, and
finely fringed by forest trees. The land is

good in this vicinity, and some of it in good
keeping; the roadside is verdant, and is made
fragrant and cheerful by an abundance of

sweet-brier, which is growing wild, and was

Ihen in bloom. We passed through Queens-
town, the heights of which arc made memo-
rable and interesting by the gallant defence

and lamented fall of General Brock, in the

last unhappy war. There is a monument
erecting to his memory. It is about 120 feet

high, and must supply a fine view of the

country. But onward was our word now; and

we were eagerly looking out for some indi-

cations of the great wonder which we were
so rapidly approaching.

At length we saw the spray rising through

the trees, and settling like a white cloud over

thern; and then we heard the voice of the

mighty waters—a voice all its own, and woithy

of itself. Have you never felt a trembling

backwardness to look on what you have in-

tensely desired to see? If not, you will hardly

understand my feeling. While all were now
searching for some glance of the object itself,

I was disposd to turn aside, lest it should sur-

prise me. This, no doubt, was partly caused

by the remark 1 had so often heard, that the

first view disappoints you. I concluded, that

this arose from the first view not being a fair

one, and I was determined to do justice to

the object of my reverence. In fulfilling this

purpose, I reached the pavilion without see-

ing any thing; disposed of my affairs there,

and hastened down towards the falls ; and
found myself actually on the Table Rock to

receive my first iinpressions.

I^et any one pursue the same course, and
he will not talk of first impressions disap-

pointing him; or if he should, then he ought
to go twenty miles another way. Niagara

was not made for him.

From the Table Rock I descended to the

base. There I clambered out on the broken
rocks, and sat— I know not how long. The
day was the least favourable of any we had.

The atmosphere was heavy; the foam hung
about the object and concealed one half of

it; and the wind blew from the opposite

side, and brought the spray upon you, so as

to wet you exceedingly. The use of cloak

and umbrella were troublesome
; you could

not wholly forget your person, and think only

of one thing. However, had I not seen it in

this state of the atmosphere, 1 should have

wanted some views which i^pw occupy my
imagination. The w^J^ffi Exceedingly so-

lemn when nature frown»; and when much
is hidden, while yet the eye has nof marked
the outline, Ihero is a mystoriousness spread

over the object which suits your conceptions

of its greatness, and in which the imaginatioti

loves to lu.xuriale. I otmi scarcely define to

you my impressions on ^liis first day; I can

scarcely define them to myself. I was cer-

tainly not disappointed ;J|ut I was confounded.

I felt as though I had received a shock, and

requited time to right myself again.

I returned to the pavilion, which is about

half a mile from the falls, and retired to my
chamber, which overlooked them. 1 mused
on what I had seen, and was still confounded.

I sought rest that I might be fresh for the

morrow; but rest did not come so freely. The
continuous deep sounds of the waters would

have sung me to sleep, but tlie tremor of the

house and ground, which shook Ihe windows
like those of a stagecoach, kept me wakeful;

and when I fell into slumbers, the flitting

dreams of what I had seen would trouble and

break them.
Notwithstanding all disturbances, I rose on

the next morning in good spirits. The day

was all that could be wished. The sun shining,

the heavens transparent, garnished with bright

and peaceful clouds. The wind, too, was
gentle and refreshing; and had shifted to our

side, so as to promise the nearest points of

sight without the discomfort of gettingj.wet

through. <»

I now looked fairly on the scene as it pre-

sented itself at my window, in the fair lights

of the morning. It is composed rather of the

accompaniments of the fall than of the fall

itself. You look up the river full ten miles,

and it runs in this part from two to three

miles in breadth. Here it has formed, in its

passage, beautiful little bays; and ihereit
has worked through Ihe slips of mainland,
putting out the fragments as so many islets to

decorate its surface ; while, on either hand,
it is bounded by the original forests of pine.

At the upper extremity you see the blue wa-
ters calmly resting under the more cerulean

heavens; while nearer to you it becomes agi-

tated, like a strong man preparing to run a
race. It swells, and foams, and recoils, as

though it were committed to some desperate

issue ; and then suddenly contracts its dimen-
sions, as if to gather up all its power for the

mighty leap it is about to make. This is all

you see here ; and it is enough.
I loft the hotel, and went down to the

Table Rock. This is usually deemed the

great point of sight; and for an upper view it

undoubtedly is. It is composed of several

ledges of rock, having difl^erent advantages,

and projecting as far over the gulf below as

they can to be safe. But how shall I describe

the objects before me.'.' The mysterious veil

which lay heavily yesterdav ori a large part

of it, was now removed; and the outline of

the picture was mostly seen. An ordinary

picture would have suHfered by this; bui here

the real dimensions are so vast, and so far

beyond what the eye has measured, that to

see them is not to fetter, but to assist the

imagination. This fall, which is called the

Horseshoe Fall, is upwards of 2,000 feet in

extent, and makes a leap, on an average of

about 200 feet. Now just enlarge your con-

ceptions to these surprising dimensions, and

suppose yourself to be recumbent on the pro-

jecting rock wirich I have named, as near the

verge as you dare, and I will assist you to

look at the objects as they piesent themselves.

You see not now above the cataract the

bed of the river ; but you still see the foam-

ing heads of the rapids, like waves of the

ocean, hurrying to the precipice; and over

(hem the light clouds which float on the hori-

zon. Then comes the chute itself. It is not

in the form of the horseshoe; it is not com-
posed of either circular or straight lines ; but

it partakes of both; and throughout it is

marked by projections and indentations, which

give an amazing variety of form and aspect.

With all this variety it is one. It has all the

power which is derived from unity, and none

of the stiffness which belongs to uniformity.

There it falls in one dense awful mass of

green waters, unbroken and resistless; here

it is broken into drops, and falls like a sea of

diamonds sparkling in the sun. Now it shoots

forth like rockets in endless succession ; and
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now it is so light and foaming tiiat it dances 'ing, I strolled away towards the ferry, to pass in the first instance, to go behind it. This is

in the sun as it goes, and before it has reached lover to the American side. The falls here,
|
the chief adventure ; and js by most ^yriters

the pool, it is driven up again by the ascend- {from the distance, have a plain and uniform

ing currents of air. Then there is the deep 'aspect; but this wholly disappears on ap-

expandiug pool below. Where the waters
I
proaching them. They are exceedingly fine,

pitch, all is agitation and foam, so that the
j

They do not subdue you as on the Canadian

foot of the fall is never seen ; and beyond it
j

side; but they fill you with a solemn and de-

and away, the waters spread themselves out lightful sense of their grandeur and beauty.
'"' ' Tlie character of the one is beautiful, in-.ike a rippling sea of liquid alabaster. This

last feature is perfectly unique, and you would

think nothing could add to its exquisite love-

liness ; but there lies on it, as if they were

made for each other, " heaven's own bow."

O never had it, in heaven itself, so fair a rest-

ing place!

Besides, by reason of the different degrees

of rarity in the waters and the atmosphere,

the sun is pervading the whole scene, with

unwonted lights and hues. And the foam

which is flying off in all directions, is in-

sensibly condensed, and forms a pillar of

cloud, which moves over the scene, as it once

did over the tents of Israel, and apparently by

the same bidding, giving amazing variety,

anil sublimity, and unearthliness to the pic-

ture. Then there is sound as well as sight

;

but what sound ! It is not like the sea; nor

like the thunder; nor like any thing 1 have

heard. There is no roar, no rattle ; nothing

sharp or angry in its tones; it is deep, awful,

one I

Well, as soon as I could disengage myself

from this spot, I descended to the bed of the

fall. 1 am never satisfied with any fall, till 1

have availed myself of the very lowest stand-

ing it supplies; it is there usually that you

become susceptible of its utmost power. !

scrambled, therefore, over the dislocated

rocks, and put myself as near as possible to

the object which I wished to absorb me. I

was not disappointed.
'

There were now fewer objects in the pic-

ture ; but what you saw had greater promi-

nence and power over you. Every thing or-

dinary—foliage, trees, hills—was shut out;

the smaller attributes of the fall were also

excluded; and I was left alone witii its own
greatness. At my feet the waters were cream-

ing, swelling, and dashing away, as if in ter-

ror, from the scene of conflict, at the rate of

twenty miles an hour. Above and overhang-

ing me was the Table Rock, with its majestic

form, and dark and livid colours, threatening

to crush one. While immediately before me
was spread in all its height and majesty—not

in parts, but as a whole, beyond what the eye

could embrace—the unspeakable cataract it-

self; with its head now touching the horizon,

and seeming to fall direct from heaven, and

rushing to the earth with a weight and voice

which made the rocks beneath and around

me fearfully to tremble. Over this scene tlie

cloud of foam mysteriously moved, rising up-

ward, so as to spread itself partly on the face

of the fall, and partly on the face of the sky
;

while over all were seen the beautiful and

soft colours of the rainbow, forming almost

an entire circle, and crowning it with celestial

glory. But it is vain. The power, the sub

limity, the beauty, the bliss of that spot, of

that hour—it cannot be told.

When fairly exhausted by intensity of feel-

clining to the sublime; and that of the other,

he sublime, inclining to the beautiful. There

s a single slip of the fall on this side, which,

in any other situation, would be regarded as

a most noble cataract. It falls upwards of

200 feet; it is full twenty feet wide at the

point of fall, and spreads itself like a fan in

falling, so as to strike on a line of some fifty

or sixty feet. It has great power and beauty.

I found that there was a small ledge of

rock behind this fall, and ventured on it to

about the centre. You can stand here with

out getting at all wet; the waters shoot out

several feet before you; and, if you have

nerve, it is entirely safe. I need not say that

the novelty and beauty of the situation amply

reward you. You are behind the sheet of

water, and the sun is shining on its face, illu-

minating the whole body with a variety pro-

portioned to its density. Here, before you

the heavy waters fall in unbroken columns of

bright green. There, they flow down like a

shower of massy crystals, radiant with light,

and emitting as they fall all the prismatic

colours; while,theig, j^ai", they are so broken

and djvide'd, as to^%seiHble a shower of gems ,

sparkling^ in light,* and shooting across the

blue heavens.

I passed by what is called Goat Island to

the extremity of the Horseshoe Fall on this

side. There is carried out over the head of

this fall a limb of timber, with a hand rail to

t. It projects some twelve feet over the

abyss, and is meant to supply the place of

he Table Rock on the other side. It does

so in a great measure ; and as, while it is the whole power of the sun can give only a

described as dangerous. There is no danger

f the overhanging rocks keep their placesj

and if you have moderate self-possession. I

made use of the oil cloth dress provided by'

the guide, and was quarrelling with it as

damp and uncomfortable ; but that grievance

was quickly disposed of. I had not made my
entrance behind the scenes before I was
drenched, and the less I had on the better.

However, it was an admirable shower bath ;

and there was an end to the question of wet
or dry. " Take care of your breath," was the

cry of the guide ; and 1 had need, for it was
almost gone. On making a further advance,
I recovered it, and felt relieved. " Now give
me your hand," said the guide; "this is the

narrowest part." Onward I went, till he as-

sured me that I was on Termination Rock;
the extreme point accessible to the foot of
man.
As the labour of the foot was over, and

there was good standing, I determined on
making the best use of my eyes. But this it

was not so easy to do. The spray and waters
were driving in my face, and coursing down
my sides most strangely: a strong wind from
the foot of the fall was driving in the opposite

direction, so as to threaten not to blow me
down, but to blow me up to the roof of the

vault. However, I soon ascertained that we
were at the extremity of a cavern of large

and wondeiful construction. It is in the form
of a pointed arch ; the one span composed of

rolling and dense water, and the other of livid

black rocks. It was some fifty feet from the
footing of the rock to that of the water, and
I had entered about seventy feet. On the

entrance, which is mostly of thinner waters,

the sun played cheerfully, and with glowing
power; but within it was contrasted by the

dim light and heavy obscurity which are ge-

nerated by the density of the fall, to which

quite as safe, it gives you far less sense of

safety, it disposes you the more to sympathise

with objects of terror. Indeed, when you

fairly get to the extremity, and find yourself

standing out in this world of waters on a slip

of wood only large enough for your feet to

rest on, and which is quivering beneath you;

when the waters are rushing down under you;

when the spray is flying over you ; and when
the eye seeks to fathom the unfathomable

and boisterous gulf below ;
you have, per-

haps, as much of the terrible as will consist

with gratification. Very many of the visiters

never think of encountering this point of

view: those who do and have a taste for it

will never forget it. It is among the finest

of the fine.

In returning, I wandered round the little

island. It is covered with forest trees of a

fine growth, and is full of picturesque beauty.

Days might be spent here in happy and deep

seclusion; protected liom the burning sun;

regaled by lovely scenes of nature, and the

music of the sweetest waters; and in fellow-

ship, at will, with the mighty falls.

The next morning was the last; and it was

given wholly to the Great Fall. 1 prepared,

semi-transparency. What with this visible

loom, the stunning noise of the fall, and the

endless commotion of wind and waters, the

efliect is most singular and awful. It is a

scene that would harmonise with the crea-

tions of Fuseli ; and it has, I will venture to

say, real horrors beyond what the cave of old

j*Eolus ever knew.
On returning to my dressing room, I re-

ceived a certificate from the guide that I had
really been to Termination Rock ; a ridicu-

device to give importance to his vocation,

but in the success of which he does not mis-
calculate on human nature. The rest of the

morning was employed in taking peeps at the

falls from favourite points of observation; but

chiefly on the Table Rock, and at the foot of

the Great Fail. The day was exceedingly

fine, and every feature of the amazing scene

was lighted. up with all its beauty; and I now
communed with it as one would with a friend

who has already afforded you rich enjoyment
in his society. I was delighted—was fasci-

nated. Every thing, apart or together, seemed
to have acquired greater power and expres-

sion. I studied all the parts; they were ex-

quisite, lovely, noble ; I put them all together,



and it overwhelmed me, subdued me, fixed

me to the spot. Long I stayed ; but all time

was sliort. I went; and returned; and knew
not how to go.

I have been thus particular in my account

of these falls, because the world knows no-

thing like them; and because I wished you

to participate in my pleasures. T have seen

many falls, and with unspeakable delight;

but nothing to be named with this. It would
in parls present the image of them all; but

all united would not supply a just idea of it.

It is better to see it than a thousand ordinary

sights; they may revive sleeping emotions,

and so bring delight; but this creates new
emotion, and raises the mind a step higher in

its conceptions of the power and eternity of

Him, whom " to know is life eternal." The
day on which it is seen should be memorable

in the life of any man.

From Chambers's Edinburgh Journal.

THE COCOA-NUT TUBE.

The cocoa or palm tree is one of the most

valuable natural products of eastern countries,

and is so useful in various ways, that, if extir-

pated, the warm regions of Hindoostan, and

adjacent Indian islands, would barely be habit-

able by human beings. The cocoa, or cocoa-

nut tree, to the extent of five varieties, is indi-

genous to the island of Ceylon ; but it is sel-

dom, if ever, found to that number of varieties

in the same plantation, except in the vicinity

of a Budhoo temple of some importance. The
first variety is the king cocoa-nut, which is of

a bright orange colour, and it is usually pre-

sented as a compliment by the priests to re-

spectable Europeans, whose curiosity may have

induced a visit to the shrine of Budhoo. The
next in beauty is also of a bright orange co-

lour, but of a more spherical shape ; and the

third is of a pale yellow, and rather heart-

shaped. The fourth is the common cocoa-nut,

of which many millions are annually exported

to Europe. The fifth is of a dsvarf size, not

larger than a turkey's egg.

Cocoa-nuts are planted when ripe, and ap-

pear above the ground in three months ; in

about four years the trees iiave attained their

height, and put forth blossoms. In twelve

months after this, the trees bear fruit, which
they continue to do for sixty years, wl,en the

property of bearing gradually ceases. The
number of nuts in a bunch or cluster seldom

exceeds from fifteen to twenty good nuts
; and

in favourable sandy situations the tree will ad-

mit of the fruit being gathered four or five

times in the course of a year.

Cocoas furnish meat and drink, and are

otherwise extensively useful to the Singalese,

or natives of Ceylon. When the nut is fully

ripe, its kernel is ground down, and water

. being poured on it, a white pulpy substance is

produced, which, with rice, forms the principal

and best food for all classes of natives, t>om

the chief to the day labourer ; and, when ac-

customed to them, Europeans of all ranks soon

grow partial to a diet, which is not only agree-

able to the palate, but light and wholesome to

the constitution. The beverage which the

green cocoa-nut affords is most delicious and
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cooling. The inside taken when quarter-ripe,

I

may be appropriately termed a vegetable blanc-

mange ; in which state it may bo eaten with a

spoon, there being no difficulty whatever in re-

moving the pulp from the shell. The addition

of JMadeira wine, with a few drops of lime

juice, and a little sugar and nutmeg, so com-
pletely disguises it, that scarcely one |)erson in

a hundred would believe it to be a vegetable

production.

The cocoa-nut tree yields another species

of liquid, equally delicious and refreshing,

called palm-wine, or toddy. Two months af-

tfir the blossoming of the tree, the capsulated
Hower is first tied, to prevent its expansion,
nnd then cut, so as to allow tlie juice to exude
drop by diop. A supply is yielded morning
and evening, the flower being cut a little every

day. Europeans prefer toddy before sunrise,

when it is a cool, delicious, and particularly

wholesome beverage, acting as a gentle ape-

rient ; but the natives prefer it after fermenta-

tion has commenced, which takes [)lace in

about three hours. In that state, bread-ma-
kers use it as yeast, for which it does admira-

bly, the bread which is made from it being

remarkably light and good. The lower classes

of Singalese often intoxicate themselves with

fermented toddy during the hottest parts of the

day, when they may be seen in the neighbour-

hood of the toddy-shops, squatted on a log of

wood, or on the bottom of an inverted canoe,

in the full enjoyment of this vicious indul-

gence.

The next thing that the cocoa-nut tree

yields is arrack or rack. This is a distillation

of fermented toddy, one hundred gallons of

which produce twenty-five of arrack. This

spirit, when new, is considered injurious to the

constitution ; but after it has been kept some
years, it becomes one of the wholesomest that

can be made use of.

A recital of the duties of the cocoa-nut tree

is yet far from being finished. Besides the

foregoing products, it furnishes a species of

honey and sugar. Eight gallons of sweet new-

ly-drawn toddy, boiled over a slow fire, yield

two gallons of a very luscious liquid called ho-

ney ; which quantity being again boiled, a

coarse brown sugar called jaggery, which is

in general use with the natives, is the product.

In manufacturing jaggery, it is formed into

round cakes or buns, dried in the smoke of the

huts, and, being tied in the dead leaves of the

banana, is then ready to be kept for domestic

use, or for exportation.

The next article which the cocoa-nut tree

produces is vinegar, which is made in a very

simple manner from the toddy. The required

quantity of toddy is collected in dry weather,

put into jars, and well covered. After a month,

the contents are strained, and replaced in the

same jars, with the addition of a little Chili

pepper, and some other hoi spices. At the ex-

piration of a month or five weeks, it becomes
very excellent vinegar, nearly equal to Euro-

pean, for pickles, fumigation, and other pur-

poses.

The next valuable product of the cocoa-nut

tree is oil, of which there are diflerent ways of

manufactuiing. The Singalese process is sim-

ple. Ripe cocoa-nuts removed from the shell

4o:i

are pounded in a large mortar, and having
been taken out and pressed, the liquid is boil-

ed over a slow fire ; the oil which floats on the
lop being skimmed off, is subsequently boiled

by itself. Tvv'o quarts of oil will be the pro-

duct of tburteen or fifteen cocoa-nuts. When
fre^h, it is used in cookery, and is excellent.

Cocoa-nut oil is burnt in all houses, from that

of the governor to the cooley or labourer. It

is also used as an ointment for the body and
the hair ; and the refuse from which it has been
expressed, makes oil-cake for the fattening of
pigs, poultry, and cattle.

This is not all the uses of the cocoa-nut.
The liquid from it in a green state is used as a
glue by plasterers in their while orother washes,
for houses, verandahs, pillars, 6z;c. The shells

of the green nuts, when pared thin, are used as

lanterns or lamps for illuminating roads and
trees

; also for ladles, skimmers, spoons ; for

making lampblack, and, wiien broken, they
serve for fuel. The outer shells or husks, by
steeping, furnish a fibrous matter, from which
either larae ropes or small cords may be ma-
nufactured as good as if made from hemp ; also

brushes, mats, and bags. The leaves of the

tree are made into excellent baskets for the

conveyance of fruits and other articles, and,

when prepared in a -particular manner, are

used as torches by the natives. When the tree

is in full leaf, it affords a delightful retreat be-

neath its shade from the heat of the sun ; and
the branches of this truly valuable tree, on
being split, furnish a covering for houses and
huts, as well as materials for many household

articles ; even the latches of the doors are

made from the cocoa-nut tree. The branches
also afford excellent stakes for the fencing of

fields.

We have now to exhibit the cocoa-nut tree

in quite a different character. It is the drug-

gist of the Indians, and furnishes medicines for

the cure of their diseases. A decoction drawn
from the root is considered by the native doc-

tors so efficacious iu intermittent fevers as to

be almost invariably employed by them. As
a gargle, it removes complaints of the mouth
and throat. With fish oil, the expressed juice

of the leaves is a sovereign remedy in cases of

haemorrhoids. In ophthalmic complaints, the

external application of the expressed juice of

the nut, mixed with new milk, mitigates, if it

does not entirely remove, inflammation. The
expressed juice of the flower, mixed with new
milk, and taken in small quantities, affords al-

most immediate relief, and if persevered in, a

cure, in the debilitating complaints of hot cli-

mates. The bark alfords an oil which cures

diseases or eruptions of the skin. The shell

reduced to charcoal is used as an excellent

dentrifice or tooth powder, and the water of

the green nut is the best of all cosmetics for

clearing the skin Irom wrinkles.

Such are the uses and virtues of the cocoa-

nut tree, which has apparently been bestowed

by the hands of a beneficent Providence for the

use and happiness of the natives of tropical cli-

mates.*

* This article is the substance of a pamphlet, enti-

tled " A Treatise on the Cocoa-\ut Tree," &c., by a
Fellow of the Linnajan and Horticultural Societies,

many years resident in Ceylon. London, 1831.
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From Dr. Beeclier's Lectures on Sceplicisni.

ABSURDITIES OF ATHEISM.

Some time ago, after chaos and old night

had reigned undisturbed from eternity, and

matter liad fermented, and tossed, and rolled

into almost infinite forms, it happened to full,

for the first time, into just those relations

which constituted the volcanic power ; when
in a moment, an explosion took place, loud as

ten thousand thunders, which sent out innu-

merable suns, flying in confusion through

space, streaming athwart the darkness their

baleful light, till they were stopped and be-

came fixed stars in the glorious firnnament

above. But they carried in their bosom the

sad accidents which gave them birth ; and

new throes ensued, sending out around them

comets, and planets, satellites, all movi.ig in I then another wonder—the fortuitous concourse
elliptic orbits, with arithmetical accuracy, so of atoms, before the earth so cooled as to stop

agreed to exist in partnership, and to surround the talents and science of Priestly, soon came
the earth, and most benevolently to volunteer! so much under his influence as to be emptied

their aid for respiration. Each, alone, deadly

to life, but united, its sustaining power.

The world of breathing animation rose up
with optics—camera obscura in the head, to

pencil inside the images of objects without.

When lo, the orb of day, when he fled from
his heated prison, forgot not in his panic to

take with him stores of light, manufactured for

immediate use, which ever since he has been

of his belief of Christianity, and became
gular sceptic, not stopping at the " half-way

house," (unilarianism,) where Priestley was
trying to arrest his own downward progress

;

but proceeding with more consistency to down-
right deism. In this state of mind, Dr. Greg-
ory used to have many long and earnest con-

versations will) him, sometimes at night in the

study of the former, till the morning dawn ap-

that for ages past, and for ages to come, th

almanac discloses their movements with an

exact accuracy as the clock tells of time.

What chance it was which checked their

flight, and by a revolution of force, wheeled

them round in their elliptic career—or why,

the centripetal power exhausted, they did not

fall back, with accelerated momentum, into

that horrible crater whence they sprung—or

where that mass may be, which could furnish

matter, of which to make the universe, and

sustain the reaction of sending it out ; that

mighty cannon, whose shot are suns, and

worlds ; our philosophers have not yet dis-

covered. But so it happened—they were ex-

ploded, and as yet they have not fallen back.

And now, leaving the suns, and orbs, and
other systems, we descend to trace the history

of our own mother earth, whom we meet
reeking from her recent explosion, her waves
of fire tossing and raging ; which, as they

cooled, crusted and stood upright as an heap,

and became the perpetual hills, and everlast

ing mountains. The weightier masses sunk
downward, towards the cenlre, with ligh

and lighter deposite above, leaving the crust

when pulverised for fallow ground and har-

vests.

As yet, the earth was without form and
void, and a hideous nakedness spread over its

late burning surface. When strange to tell

grass and trees sprang up and began to orna
ment the hills and carpet the valleys—and
hard on the footsteps of this wonder trod an
other ; the waters teemed with organic life,

which lashed with oar the pliant wave, and
sported in the deep ; and suddenly the hills

sent down to the valleys, and the valleys sent

back to the hills, the bleating of flocks and
herds ; while the groves sent forth the joyous
notes of birds and insects. All these, in grand
concert, burst upon the silence of nature, and
all, as they needed, waited on almighty chance,
who gave them their meat in due season.

^']'he organisation of this delightful choir was
such as demanded respiration, and the flowing
o( warm blood, for which an elastic atmosphere
was needed

; and it happened, as the earth
cooled and consolidated, that several gnses
escaped from confinement, so exactly of the
same specific gravity, and blessed with such
social and friendly dispositions, that thev

pouring out unexhausted, in marvellous abun- peared. On one of these occasions, after

dance. Light, so dexterously compounded of long conversation, in which the two seemed to

seven colours, as to be colourless, and well! getnonearertoaconclusion satisfactory toboth
adapted to the purposes of vision. I

than when they began, and the feelings and
But amid tliis exuberance of animated expressions of Dr. Gregory had become ani-

being, there was not a man to till the ground! mated and solemn, as Bonnycastle was going
or admire the beauties of nature. Behold: out at the door, he stopped, and after looking

round to see if any could overhear, he said to

Dr. Gregory, "1 would give the world to be-

lieve as you do. But I shall never do so. My
first wife was a pious woman, and a little be-
fore her death she called me to her bedside,

and with great solemnity said, ' Bonnycastle,
you have been mucii on my mind for a long
time, and I cannot but think of you in connec-
tion wilh that passage of the epistle to the He-
brews : For if we sin wilfully after that we
have received the knowledge of the truth,

there remainelh no more sacrifice for sin :

but a certain fearful looking for of judgment
and fiery indignation, which shall devour the

adversaries.' That passage," continued
Bonnycastle, " was always present to my view
for a long time, whenever I remembered my
wife. And here I am a poor miserable unbe-
liever, and such I shall always remain,—I am
given up."

Huitoi) also was a sceptic. Dr. D
,

a clergyman of the Church of England, hap-
pened to be at Brighton at the same time, and
in the same house. Dr. D , being a

mathematician, Hutton conceived a partiality

company, and they walked together.

lermentation, produced a human skeleton
around which, with kind aflinity, came the si-

news and the muscles, and took their place.

The lungs for breathing, and the arteries and
veins to carry around the vital fluid, ofl'ered

their aid and were accepted. The nervous
system—seini-animal, semi-spiritual—took its

middle place, as arbitrator between the soul

and the body. And to cover what otherwise
had been unsightly, kind nature provided a

blanket, and wilh kind .sympathy threw its vel-

vet covering over the whole. The eye, too,

lit itself up accidentally, just at the moment it

was wanted, and the socket stood excavated
for its reception, and the mucus warm to make
it easy, and the ligament to tie it in. The
mouth opened at the right time to prevent suf-

focation, and in the right place for speech,
and ornamented with double rows of ivory for

mastication. While nature's self, with pencil

dipped in the colours of heaven, stood by, well

pleased to put upon her beauteous workman-
ship, the finish of the sparkling eye and rosy
cheek, and ruby lip. All this, however, had
constituted only a beauteous animal, but for the

glorious accident of a machine for thinking,

which happened to pass that way, and con-
sented to stop a little, and make an experiment
of its powers in the upper department of this

marvellous project of chance. It took its place,

and swung the pendulum, and has continued
to go, wilh surprising accuracy, though latter,

ly, in some instances, it has seemed to be oul

of order, and to stand in need of some little

rectification in respect to its reasoning powers.

INFIDELS THINK SOMETIMES.

Dr. Gregory related to bishop M'llvaine now
in England, some circumstances respecting two
distinguished mathematicians ami infidels, who
were predecessors of his in the military acade-

my at Woolwich.
Bonnycastle the mathematician, in his ear-

lier days, was a professor of religion, a mem-
ber of a small baptist society in a retired part

of England. He came to London, a plain un-
.sophisticaled countryman, and was introduced

as a man of science to a party of men of letters

and science that met at certain times at the] iferaW.
house of Johnson the bookseller,—Priestly

was one of them. Bonnycastle, attracted by

for hi:

On the evening they were walking upon the

promenade, that looks out upon the sea, just

as the sun was going down. Dr. D
drew on the conversation to serious subjects,

such as the decline of life, the approach of the

night of death. Hutton then stopped and said,

" Dr. D
,
you are yet a young man. I

am old. Two things have occupied my whole
life, to get money, and to get fame. I have
succeeded in both, so that I have more than I

know what to do with ; and I have more than
is of any value to me. But in a short time,"
casting a look at the sea shore, " the world
will care no more for me than for that wave
that is just breaking upon the beach. Ah !

it's a great mistake, a great mistake !" Then
the conversation was turned by him to some
other point, and afterwards Dr. D
could never get Hutton to walk with him
in '.he same place. He would carefully avoid
it, as if he felt that he had in a moment of
special solemnity of feeling betrayed more than
he wished to have known of his mind, and was
afraid to put himself in the way of having the

association of thought renewed.

—

Birmingham
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The annexed article, taken from the Lind-

field Reporter, relative to one of the fairest

portions of Europe, for aires overspread and

oppressed with the dark clouds of superstition,

bigotry, and ignorance, cannot fail to be in-

teresting to the readers of" The Friend."

SPAIN.

The events now taking place in Spain, are

of a character calculated to excite intense in-

terest in every truly philanthropic bosom
;

there we have the spectacle, of a country pos-

sessing rare local advantages, of which its in-

habitants were unable to avail themselves ;
of

a fine [jeople emerging from the slumber of

ages, and struggling to escape from the bond-

age of gross superstition. The great mass of

the poor are sunk in deplorable ignorance, and

made to de[)end for their existence upon what

is called charity, thousands of them are fed by

ecclesiastics, who have contrived to absorb a

large portion of the property of the country

The first place is Venta de Cardenas, then Santa

Elen, then La Caroline, then Guarreman, then

Baylen ; still proceeding south, on the high

road to Seville, there are other colonies, south

of Cordova, on the same road, beginning about

La Carlolta, Luisiana, Ecija, not far from! which

Seville. I

earth w

persecut ion of Christians by those under the

name, after the apostacy began ; hence

the horrors of the inquisition, the auto de fe,

the days of St. Bartholomew, the fires in

Smithfield, and the innumerable persecutions

different ages have deluged the

blood.

cultivating the soil; but in vain do the soil

and the climate of a country invite to the ac-

quisition of the necessaries and comforts of

life ; in vain do its numerous ports, most ad-

vantageously situated, indicate the advantages

that might be derived from commerce, if

civil and religious liberty are not secured and

maintained by just laws and an effective go-

vernment, such as every good man would feel

himself conscientiously bound to support,

which they employ, not to diffuse light andjSpain however is rising; the doors of the

knowledge, but to keep the people in that horrid Inquisition are closed, never more, we

It is melancholy to see such hosts of beg-| These enormities would most probably

gais, as infest the streets of many of the cities have been restrained, or prevented by popu-

and towns, while there are so many parts [ lar feeling, if the great mass of the people, in

of Spain, highly favoured by nature, in which! whom the physical strength of every country

every able bodied person might support him-| resides, had been better informed, and more

self in great comfort, by honest industry, in enlightened. Our great poet Cowper says,

even with regard to war:

state of darkness and subservience, which is

essential to the maintenance of the worst spe-

cies of oppression. But the day is dawning

upon Spiiin ; there is a strong body of influen-

tial individuals, who are alive to the best inter-

ests of man, who are anxious to see their coun-

try rise to the level of surrounding nations, and

are eager to secure for their posterity just and

equal laws, under which civil and religious

liberty, and their dearest rights and privileges,

shall be established upon a firm foundation. It

is gratifymg in travelling through that country

to observe a rising spirit of improvement, and

the care bestowed by the present government

upon many of their valuable institutions; seve-

ral of them bear marks of the benevolent dis-

posilion of the Queen Dowager ; who we are

informed gave a striking instance of her sense

of justice also, by using her influence with the

late king in a way that does her much honour.

Till that lime, priests, attendant upon dying

persons, frequently induced them to make their

wills, so as to bequeath large sums to eccle-

siastical purposes, and often to the cruel inju-

ry of the relatives of the deceased ; but the

queen prevailed to have such wills abolished.

The baneful influence of priestcraft in that

country is strikingly apparent even to a casual

observer, and is productive of the mot^t serious

injury to the state. A remarkable instance of

it is iurnished in the case of some colonies es-

tablished in the year 1760, in the reign of

Charles III. The government encouraged

some Germans to colonise in a ferlile part of

Spain ; they were called the new colonies of

Sierra Morena, the founder was I\I. Olavide
;

trust, to be opened. Mankind in general are

beginning to see more and more cleaily, that

all interference of the secular power with

private individuals, on account of their reli-

gious opinions, is an interference with the

prerogative of God ; He alone is judge of the

sincerity of the heart; He alone is compe-

tent to prescribe the form and the manner of

I

that worship, which He will be pleased to

accept; and this He will not fail to mak

manifest to all those who are earnestly en

gaged to seek his face, and who desire no

thing so much as to know, and, in the strength

He affords, to perform his will. To prescribe

certain particular forms to a fellow-creature

and to place him under civil disabilities for

attempting to worship his Maker in any othe

way, is manifestly unjust ; seeing that no man

can answer at the Divine tribunal, even for

his brother, or give unto God a ransom for

his friend ; every man must answer for him

self there. To compel a man to contribute

of his property for the support of forms of

ligion to which he conscientiously objects, is

altogether antichrislian, and downright rob-

bery ; it is an infringement upon the social

compact; one man has naturally no right

over another; and if all men were virtuous,

the government need be nothing more than a

theocracy. But in the depraved state in which

mankind are loo universally found, it became

absolutely necessary to enact laws, and insti-

tute governments, for the protection of our

lives and properties, and all that is dearest to

us ; and therefore every good man will zeal-

ously contribute to support a good and just

But war'i

Kings wc
a game, wliich, were the people

aid not play at."

they were in a flourishing state fir several government. Protection of the subject is the

years, till at length the priests contrived to great end of government, but when it inter-

get among them by degrees, and following up feres with the business of religion, it departs

one iutiigue by anolherrthey at length proceed-, from the object of its institution, becomes

ed so far" as to cause the worthy founder to be
I

mischievous, and requires to be reformed,

thrown into the inquisition, where he was im-i In turning over the pages of history, from

prisoned for eight years, and then made his re- the era of the first promulgation of the gos-

treat into France: these colonies, though great-
i

pel, what bloody records do wc find of the

ly checked, still exist; the principal place is, consequences of this wicked interference by

La Caroline, south of Ciudad Real, on the me- governments; hence the persecution of the

ridian of Madrid, Lat. about 42° 30' N.— ; first Christians by the heathen ;
hence the

The great object, then, should be to diffuse

ght.and knowledge, and sood feeling among
the people, and it is gratifying to see the in-

sing zeal that animates a large body of

real philanthropists in this and other nations,

to promote the means of instruction and edu-

cation among the children of the poor. France

is nobly following the example of England, but

it is with inexpressible pleasure we announce

the fact, that the queen's government in Spain

has just sent over two gentlemen, with direc-

tions to apply to the committee of the British

and Foreign School Society, at the Borough

Road, for assistance to establish their system

of mutual instruction in that country. Spain

therefore will henceforward become a point

of uncommon interest, should Divine Provi-

dence, in his mercy, put an end to their civil

war, and permit the government of the coun-

try to be firmly established.

The following short statistical account 13

principally extracted from a most useful work

by H. Murray, F. R. S. entitled the Encyclo-

pedia of Geography, a book which should find

a place in every school in the kingdom.

According to a census made in 17S7-8, the

population of Spain amounted to 10,268,000,

but it was generally understood that the jea-

lousy of the people, and other circumstances,

operated in diminishing the amount; of this

number it was estimated there were 61,000

monks, 32,500 nuns, 480,000 nobles, and

1,867,000 peasants and day labourers. A
census was undertaken in 1826, which was

not fully completed, but carried so far as to

prove that the number of inhabitants must be

considerably greater than the above. It is

estimated by Minano at 13,732,000; by Has-

sel at 13,9-33,000.

Spain is divided into fourteen kingdoms,

or provinces, namely: New Castile, Estre-

madura. Old Castile, Leon, Asturias, Gallicia,

Catalonia, Navarre, Biscay, Arragon, Valencia,

Mercia, Granada, Andalusia.

Each of these at one time enjoyed an inde-

pendent government, but now they are merged

into one monarchy. The Basques, however,

who are a peculiar race and inhabit the pro-

vince of Biscay, have still preserved some

portion of their original rights. They have

a cortes of their own, and possess other privi-

leges. Every native Biscayan is an hidalgo

or noble bv birth. The inhabitants of Galli-

cia and Asturias are also a highly respectable

race of people, bordering on the Basques,
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The supply of water is a great trade at Ma-
drid, and is carried on by porters, wiio come
from these provinces, and carry it on theii

shoulders in little casks, and sometimes in

copper vessels, from the great fountains in

the streets, into the houses: these people are
so honest that nothing is ever missing in the
places to which they have access. They work
a few years at Madrid, and then return to
their own country to enjoy the money they
have saved.

The following, derived from the same source
as the preceding, although bearing traces of a
somewhat fervid mindj affords pleasing evi-
dence that tlie rank weeds of infidelity, under
the guise of rationalism, have not entirely ex-
tirpated '' the good seed of the kingdom," at
least in one portion of Germany.

OS.\ABURGH.

Translated from a German periodical, enti-
tied " Neueste Nachrichten aus dem Reiche
Gottes," published by Samuel Eisner of Ber-
lin, from the No. for April, 1834.

" A joyful time of salvation is begun in our
city and neighbourhood. The blessed gospel
of God, which here and in surrounding parts
is declared with power and unction by many
faithful servants of the Lord, not as a dead
faith, but as a word of life, quickening to
life, appears as a light in the night, and mani-
fests that it is the power of God to salvation,
in many souls. Where there was darkness,
there is light—where there was death, there
is life—and where peace reigned, which yet
was not true peace, that salutary conflict is

begun which leads to rest. Great is the de-
sire to hear the word of the Lord, and with
many no hour is too early, no way too far,

no weather too unfavourable, to attain this
object. Thus during the whole winter, early
on Sunday morning, when all was enveloped
in the dark shades of night, the streets of the
city were animated and lighted by the multi-
tudes, who were hastening with lanterns to
the early service performed by Pastor Weibe-
zahn in the church of St. Catherine, about
six o'clock; and numerous flocks of country
people, from different places, travelled along
through vailies and over mountains to the
delightful worship of the Lord, where the
sound of his word is heard. In our whole
neighbourhood, as well on the Prussian as
the Hanoverian side, there is scarcely a ham-
let without a number of awakened souls,
whose virtues prove who has called them out
of darkness into his marvellous light. One
village, a short distance from hence, has not
many to^ be compared with it in our native
land. Nearly all its inhabitants are followers
of the Lord, and both the inns, which in ge-
neral are places devoted to amusement and
tumultuous pleasures, destructive to health,
serve only for the accommodation of strangers,
the owners uniting in the buildirjg up of their
most holy faith. They have left the broken
cisterns which hold no water, and with joy
draw water out of the wells of salvation, form-
ing a true Church of Christ, which blooms as
a lily in the valley, as a rose upon the heath.

" 1 hat this newly awakened life should meet] arms are not withdrawn, but that He, who has
with the opposition of the world, is not sur-

1
followed me to do me good, even from my child-

prising, yet the work of the Lord is not im-| hood, is still my stay and support. My dear
peded by it; the enmity of the world with alii sisters, strive with me, not only to be resigned
Its bitterness is easily endured by those who, to every dispensalion that He may see meet
have seen and felt the favour and cocdescend-i to allot us, but let us firmly believe, that the
ing goodness of God, in the sight of Jesus Judge of all the earth will do right."
Christ. It is however mournful to see poor Finding that her complaints did not vield to
man strive against the only means of salva- medicine, it was for some time her apprehen-
tion, and one cannot but feel earnest desiresi sion, that dissolution must be the event, and
that many may yet be awakened out of their|said, that however it might terminate, she be-
long sleep by the loud call which is going
forth, and take heed to the day of salvation,

when the kingdom of heaven is so near at

hand, and the door is so far opened; for we
know not how long it may continue."

The Editor of " The Friend," would gra-
tify a subscriber, by inserting the enclosed.

New York, 9mo. 16, 1835.

The subject of the following memoir, Phebe
Underbill, of York Town, West Chester coun-
ty. New York, daughter of Jacob and Anne
Underbill, deceased, was born the nth of 5th
month, 1794, and was removed from an active
and useful life, the 3d of 2d month, 1835, in

tlie 4 1st year of her aije.

She was a member of the Society of
Friends, and was exemplary in her deport-
ment, and in the attendance of religious meet-
ings for worship and discipline, being much
interested for the welfare of society, and zeal-
ously concerned that the Christian doctrines
and testimonies of Friends, as held by our
forefathers, should be maintained ; and that
the children and youth amongst us should
have a religiously guarded education. She

lieved it would be in mercy to her, and that
the prospect of death did not alarm her. De-
siring to have a conscience void of offence
towards God anel towards man, she abstained
from the use of luxuries produced by slavery,
to which she adverted in her illness, implying
a regret that any of the proceeds of that cruei
tratfic should be made to subserve to her
wants.

At one time under much bodily suffering,
she said, " I have no tears to shed but for our
poor Society. O ! that parents would restrain
their children, and bring them up consistently
with the profession that they are making to
the world ! that they might be aroused to a
sense of its vast importance ! Very much de-
pends upon individual faithfulness. Abraham
was blessed in this, and the Lord said, ' Fori
know him, that he will command his children
and household after him, and they shall keep
the way of the Lord.' Bly parents kept
me plain when I was young, and after a time
I could not deviate therefrom, without the
sacrifice of my peace ; and it has been a com-
fort to my mind since I have been laid on this

bed of sickness. I believe if all were so con-
cerned, it would prove a hedge about our
Society, that would not be easily broken down
by the wild boar of the forest.'

believed it right to promote the daily reading At another time she said, I have nothincr,
ot the bcriptures, in the lamily, usually appro- nothing of my own to trust to, yet I have bee°n

fi™/'"!,!°T.!.l°"yf"'^",',P°*'''°""^.'!'^'^^y'°l''^^«"'-edvvith a comfortable hope in the un-
ted mercy of my Redeemer, that He will

that duty, when all could be assembled ; and
was much grati.led in entertaining Friends,
particularly those who were travellTng in the
ministry, to whom her house and heart were
open. To the poor and sick of her neigh-
bourhood, she was ever ready to afford assist-
ance

;
and to the afflicted, from whatever

cause, she was a truly sympathising friend.
She was attacked with disease 'in the sum-

mer of 1834, which soon assumed symptoms
alarming to her friends, yet at intervals she
was comfortable and cheerful; the sweet com-
posure and quiet resignation that pervaded
her mind, rendered it pleasant to visit her
cliamber. In a letter to her sisters, alludina
to her afflictions, she desired that anxiety
might be suppressed, saying,—"lam trying
to dwell more on favours dispensed to me°
than upon what may appear like hard things!
V/e know not what is best for us : let °is
therefore endeavour to be resigned, come
what may come, life or death. I do not wish to
alarm you, but the doctors think my symptoms
more unfavourable. It is, and has been very
much out of my sight, as to how it may turn
wilh me, but I am endeavouring to say con-
tinually, Thy will, O Lord, be done. Thoush
I cannot boast of great attainments, yet 1 a'm
comforted in believing, that the everlaslin<j

prepare the soul to enter into everlasting

rest and peace.

To an intimate friend who came to see her,

she expressed as follows :
—" The fear of man

has been a snare to me, and we are command-
ed to cease from man, whose breath is in his

nostrils, for wherein is he to be accounted of?
It is in little things that I have been unfaithful,

as in using the word tJtou, which I felt to be a
duty ; and I now see the necessity of faithful-

ness in little things. Oh ! that 1 could now
persuade all cheerfully to give up, when the
divine will is made known to them. They
would then witness peace in themselves, and
become good examples to others ; instead of
which many have become stumbling blocks in

the way of the honest enquirers. I feel it an
awful thing to appear before the Judge of
quick and dead, knowing that nothin? impure
can enter the kingdom of heaven. When the
corrupt state of the human heart is piesented
to my view, I am made to fear for myself, but
I know I must leave all to the mercy of my
dear Redeemer, fori am dependent upon him
alone." She spoke of the trial it had been to
her to surrender some things which she be-
lieved had been required of her, but said, " 1

have been helped to resign them."
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On being told of some of her friends who
desired llieir love to her, she said, " It is kind

in them to remember me in my affliction ; 1

think I have been made sensible of their un-

feigned love and sympathy for and with me.

If my friends have any prayers to offer up for

me, let ihem be for a short and easy passage,

rather than for length of days. If my faith

and patience hold out, it matters not, for my
confidence is in Him who doelh all things

well. The many marks of kindness which
I continue to receive from my friends, are

causes of thankfulness and humiliation ;—they

are Aivours which I neither deserved nor ex-

pected." She evinced much love for every

class of society ; speaking of some whom she

never expected to see again, it was with affec-

tionate solicitude that they might be fiithful,

saying, " The church has need of all its living

members."
When with some difficulty she was assisted

in sitting up, she said, " You have an oppor-

tunity of seeing what poor creatures we are

when visited with pain and sickness ; and the

sufferings this poor body is capable of endur-

ing, yet I do not ask for ease, but for patience

to the end. This is the very path the Saviour

chose for himself ! He who could command
legions of angels to convey him far beyond the

reach of sutTering."

Her uncle, who resided in the neighbour-

hood, coming to see her, observed, " That it

was a comfort that they bad lived in friend-

ship ;" to whom she replied, " Yes, and more,

in best love and unity ; and the separation is

trying to the flesh, but I believe it will not be

long before I shall be joined by those whom 1

have been taught to look up to with filial affec-

tion. I am glad to see thee, for I wanted to tell

thee, that I do not feel straitened in my mind

as I sometimes feared would be the case, when

the change drew near. No,—all is pei

sweet peace !"

The pressure of disease being great, she

now rapidly declined, vocal expression mostly

failing, but her demeanour was strikingly

marked with the innocency of a little child
;

and, though she was permitted to partake

largely of the cup of human sufl'ering, we I

the comfortable belief, that in the end it

happily e.xchanged for one of unmixed and

never ending joy, in the mansions prepared

for her, atid lor all those who love the I^ord

Jesus in sincerity.

Revelation.—By revelation we understand

the discovery and illumination of the light and

spirit of God, relating to those things that pro

perly and immediately concern the daily in

formation and satisfaction of our souls, in the

way of our duty to him and our neighbour

We renounce all fantastical and whimsical in

loxications, or any pretence to the revelation

of new matter, in opposition to the ancient

gospel declared by Christ Jesus and h

apostles ; and therefore not the revelation of

new things, but the renewed revelation of the

eternal way of truth. This revelation is tlie

life, virtue, condition, and very seal of the gos-

pel and second covenant. None oppose this,

but such as the god of this world has blinded,

and that through their ignorance of the spi-

ituality of the evangelical dispensation, are,

vhilst ihey pretend to be under it, sticklers for

a more embondaged state, than that of the an-

cient Jews.

For " The Frion

The indifference manifested by many of the

younger members of this Society, in regard to

the attendance of religious meetings, is a source

of much regret to those who have the welfare
Observance of Days.—If by set limes, he ^.i a . , u„ , th „„ i ..!,„

, .
-' •'

, • . 11 of the Society at heart. 1 hese consider it the
means days set apart, not as more intrinsically „ _ i ^ ,, ,.,„ , „„„,,, „„„;i„,'..','

1 1 ,1 .1 ' I cause of much of the v;eakness that prevails
sacred or. n themselves more holy than others, I

^,^^^ ^ ,^_^1 ^\^ ,^,^^ ^^i,^, jt be
but only to assemble upon, to wait upon God,

^,_^^J^ ^^ j^^ mischievous effects will be much
and receive of his heavenly benents—we are; „„.„_

o far from being destitute of them, that as it is^
S\^

^^ "important to discover what produces
mpossible for us to perform an action with-l

„^j^ indilTerence. The influence of a worldly
out time, so have we distinct days and <;mes|

j^j^ ; _^^ ^^^^ „.^ ,,,^^. , ,^^j [
we meet upon, well known throughout the -^^ ^-^^^^ ,^ j,^ operations by many of our ha-
world, whe.e any of us do inhabu. In this]

^^.^^^ ^j^^^i^^ j^^^^^j of opposing barriers to its

encroachments, seem rather to open the way
for them. One of the most important of these,

ppears lo be the habit, so prevalent among
Friends, of i)a3sing a considerable part of

the first day of the week in visiting or receiving

sense, then, we cannot be obnoxious
;
.for it is

perfect matter of fact, that in that sense vve|

allow of days and times. But as to conse-

crated days and times, and the superstitious

observation of tlicin, as if the holiness of the

day called loudly on us for our particular de-

votion, as being this or the other saint's, and

not that our devotion required a time to be

performed in; this we are displeased with, and

boldly testify against, as beggarly and Jewish.

What said the apostle, urged by his godly jea-

lousy, to the Galatians ? " But now, after ye

have known God, or rather, are known of

God, how turn ye again to the weak and beg-

garly elements, whereunto ye desire again to

be in bondage
;
ye observe days, and months,

and times, and years ; I am afraid of you, lest

I have bestowed upon you labour in vain ;"

which is defence enough for us ; for if the

apostle said it, the Holy Ghost said it ; and

we are sure, whoever require or practise any

thing contrary lo this reproof, they are great

strangers to the liberty of the gospel, being

yet in bondage to the beggarly elements of

weak and antichristian dispensations; for such

implicitly deny Ilim to be come in the flesh,

that hath put an end to them all, who is the

everlasting day of rest and sabbath to hi:

people.

In short, I do declare again, that thougl

we utterly renounce all special and moral ho

liness in limes and days, yet we both believe it

is requisite that time be set apart for the wor-

ship of the Almighty, and are also every where

found in the diligent practice of (he same
;

and howbeit we cannot own so strict an insti

slitution, or to sabbatize the first day, nor that

it has any holiness inherent to it, yet as taking

the primitive saints for an example, with godly

reverence we constantly assemble upon it.

Rule of Life.—But methinks tliis our de-

monstration should satisfy all, when neither

man nor scriptures are near us; yet there con-

tinually attends us that Spirit of Truth, that

immediately informs us of our thoughts, words,

and deeds ; and gives us true directions what

to do, and what to leave undone. Is not this

the rule of life ? Tf ye are led by the Spirit of

God, then are ye sons of God. Let this suf-

fice to vindicate our sense of a true and un-

erring rule, which we assert, not in a way of

derogation from those holy writings, which

with reverence we read, believe, and desire

always to obey the mind and will of God
therein contained, and let that doctrine be ac-

curst that would overturn them— Williajn

Penn's Apology for Quakers.

3ltS.

The evils arising from this practice are nu-

merous. One has no security that he will not

be inlerrupted in the midst of his most inter-

esting engagements. Hence even those who
would wish to spend it in a serious manner,

are discouraged from attempting to do so.

Those who have no such wish are confirmed

in their indiflerence to religious obligations,

by this habit. Their attention is witiidrawn

from these things, and fixed on those of a

worldly nature. Whatever serious impressions

may have been made during the hours of Divine

worship in the previous part of the day, are

effaced by the conversation that usually takes

place on these visits.

These causes are in continual operation,

and is it therefore strange, if those, whose
minds are not under the influence of reli-

gious feelings, should consider the attendance

of meetings an onerous duty, and conse-

quently omit it, whenever it can be done with-

out causing much censure ? Is it not the

duty of all, especially of the leading members
of society, to commence a reformation in this

respect, by abstaining from all unnecessary

visiting, on the first day of the week ? There

would then be liberty, and perhaps inclination,

to employ the time in a more proper manner.

A. B.

I observe in the last number of the Friend,

some lines commencing, " Within this awful

volume lies," said to have been written by Lord

Byron in his Bible. How they ever came to

be attributed lo that distinguished poet, I can-

not tell, but the error is none the less an error

for being a common one, and the republica-

tion of liie verses now aflbrds a suitable op-

portunity for correcting it. The fact is, the

verses were not written by Lord Byron,* but

are the property of Sir Walter Scott, and

may be f'ound by reference to his works. I

believe ihey are there introduced in reference

to the Bible, and are certainly very beautiful.

» Whether the lines originated with Byron, or

were merely copied by him into his Bible, seems

not very material, as to the use made of them by

J. Hutchinson.—JSrf.
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It is no more than proper that this repetition

of the mistake in reference to their authorship

should now he corrected.

A SUBSCRIBEI!.

SPEED THE PROW.
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.

Not the ship that swiftest saileth,

But which longest holds her way
Onward, onward, never faileth,

Storm and calm, to win the day;
Earliest she the haven gains.

Which the hardest stress sustains.

O'er life's ocean, wide and pathless,

Thus would I with patience steer;

No vain hope ofjourneying scathless.

No proud boast to face down fear

;

Dark or bright his Providence,

Trust in God be my defence.

Time there was,— 'tis so no longer,

—

When I crowded every sail,

Battled with the waves, and stronger

Grew, as stronger grew the gale;

But my strength sunk with the wind.

And the sea lay dead behind.

There my bark had founder'd surely,

But a power invisible

Breathed upon me ;—then securely,

Borne along the gradual swell.

Helm, and shrouds, and heart renew'd,

I my humbler course pursued.

Now, though evening shadows blacken.

And no star comes through the gloom.

On I move, nor will 1 slacken

Sail, though verging tow'rds the tomb :

Bright beyond,—on heaven's high strand,

Lo, the lighthouse I—land, land, land !

Cloud and sunshine, wind and weather.

Sense and sight are fleeing fast;

Time and tide must fail together.

Life and death will soon be past

;

But where day's last spark declines,

Glory everlasting shines.

Potatoes.— Time for Gathering.

This ought to be done when the potato is ripe,

and not before. The idea so generally entertained that

an early frost which nips the top and destroys the vine,

prevents the further growth of the potato is a mistaken
one. an J ought to be exploded. On the contrary, if it

has iiot at this time attained its full size and weight, it

grows more rapidly; the nourishment required for sus-

taining the top is transferred to the root. From a

knowledge of this fact, satisfactorily tested, I am in-

clined to believe that by clipping the bushy part of

the top with a scythe or other instrument, after the

ball has attained its full size, the crop would be great-

ly benefited by the operation. I have made a few
experiments of this kind, all tending to confirm my be-

lief, but not suificient to warrant me in making the

broad unqualified assertion of the positive correct-

ness of my opinion. I hope agriculturists in different

sections of the country will lend a helping hand to

aid in testing the correctness or incorrectness of my
doctrine in this particular. The green tops arc excel-

lent Ijod for cattle or swine ; if left on tiie field will

produce no injury, but serve to enrich the soil.

Housing and Wintering.

The erroneous practice pursued by our best farmers
generally induces me to state the manner I have pur-

sued for years with unrivalled success. To preserve

live or six hundred bushels, I make a box or bin four

feet wide, three feet high, and of sufficient length to

contain the required quantity ; have the joints well

fastened and made us tight as possible
; put into the

cellar on skids, raising it three or four inches from
the cellar bottom. If the potatoes are intended to be
taken out at different times, two or three partitions

should be put in cross-wise of the bin, to prevent such
as are not required for immediate use, from exposure
to the atmosphere. After this preparation is com.
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pleted, the next operation is g:athering and housing

them. Here I must again dissent from the usual

practice of farmers generally. Instead of leaving

them in the sun and wind to dry, after digging, in

small parcels, in carts or heaps, they should be im-

mediately covered with the tops or something else,

even if they remain in the field but a few hours.

This destructive practice, I think, must be entirely

attributable to want of reflection ; it is the sole cause

which produces the evil so much complained of, by
us called the watery potato, by the Irish the winded
potato, destroying not only the flavour, but a great

portion of its nutriment. In fact, sun, wind and rain,

are as destructive to a new dug potato, as moonlight
is to a fresh caught fish. When your potatoes are

removed to the cellar, put into the bottom of the bin

two inches of fresh earth, then fill one apartment
with potatoes, within three or four inches of the top,

immediately cover it over with tough grass turf, cut

up with the spade a little dovetailing, to the thickness

of three or four inches, cover them with the turf, grass

side up, packed close and pounded down with a wooden
mall, to exclude as much air as possible. In this man-
ner in a cellar of suitable temperature, they may be

kept fresh and good for a year, without germinating.

No danger is to be apprehended of having too much
dirt stick to the potatoes; it assists in preserving

them ; an occasional sprinkling of fresh earth amongst
them will be found serviceable.

—

Barnum's Letter on

Potatoes.

Mechanics in Sailing.—The " Biblioteca

Italiana," gives a detailed description of " tlie

application of a windmill to the motions of

vessels at sea, invented by Signor Giuseppe
Bruscetti, engineer." The vessel has two
paddle-wheels like a steam-boat, and the me-
chanism of the windmill is so contrived, that

if there is any wind at all, from whatever quar-

ter it may blow, the vessel is propelled by the

action of the sails, and may be steered in what-

ever direction is desired.

TMH FRIZ3MB.
NINTH MONTH, 2G, 1835.

We have been furnished with information

by which we are enabled to state that the

Yearly Meeting of Friends of Ohio com-
menced its sittings at Mount Pleasant, on

second day, the 7th instant, and was continued

by adjournments until the seventh day follow-

ing. It was largely attended by both sexes,

and deemed quite equal in size to those held

prior to the late difficuities and schism. There
was a considerable proportion of young per-

sons, whose orderly and serious deportment

was encouraging, and gave ground to hope
that among them would be found not a few,

who would be concerned to support the an-

cient principles and testimonies of the So-

ciety, when the present labourers in the cause

of truth are removed from the militant to the

church triumphant. Various important and

interesting concerns engaged the attention of

the meeting, and throughout the deliberations

a remarkable unanimity of feeling prevailed,

under which they were resulted in much har-

mony. The state of the subordinate meetings

as exhibited by the replies to the queries,

claimed serious attention, and the general

printed epistle from London, and a written

one from the same meeting, embracing much
instructive counsel and information, being

considered likely to be useful to Friends

within the limits of Ohio Yearly Meeting,

were directed to be printed for distiibution

among the families.

The subject of education was also brought

before the meeting, and, by a report of the

Boarding School committee, it appears that

the house for the accommodation of that in-

stitution is now building on a high and
healthy site near Mount Pleasant, and is ex-

pected to be completed during next year. It

is a substantial brick building, about 116 feet

in length, with a number of separate dormi-

tories, and conveniently arranged, so as to

furnish accommodations for about one hun-
dred pupils. An interesting report respect-

ing the Shawnee Indians under care of the
joint committees of Ohio, Indiana, and Balti-

more Yearly Meetings, was read, and although
increased difficulties are presented by the re-

moval of those oppressed people west of (be
Mississippi river, yet the committees were
encouraged to continue their exertions for

the prosecution of this benevolent concern.
The Christian practice of frequently reading

a portion of the Holy Scriptures in Friends'
families, and a tender care to provide for the

education of the children of Friends in

limited circumstances, were affectionately re-

commended to the observance of the subordi-

nate meetings and members.
A concern having originated in the meeting

for sufferings for the preservation of Friends in

a faithful adherence to the doctrines and testi-

monies of our religious society, as held and
promulgated by our worthy predecessors, free

from any entanglement in the speculative no-
tions which a few individuals under our name,
in another land, have adopted and promulgated
in a late work called the Beacon, as well as

through other channel?, and that meeting hav-

ing prepared a minute of advice on the sub-

ject, it was read in the yearly meeting, and af-

ter deliberate consideration united with, and
adopted without a dissenting voice. At the

close of the meeting, a solemn covering spread

over the assembly, under which prayer and
thanksgiving was offered to llie throne of grace,

and the meeting terminated with grateful ac-

knowledgment of the continued kindness of

the Head of the Uhurch, who had condescend-

ed to vouchsafe a degree of holy help in the

transaction of the business, and united his ser-

vants in harmonious labour for the edification

and welfare of tiie body.

Married, at Friends' meeting house at West Grove,
Chester county. Pa. on fifth day, the ITlh instant,

Thomas B. Taylor, son of Jacob and Elizabeth Tay-
lor, of New Garden, to Margaretta, daughter of
Mark and Lydia Hughes, of Londongrove.

Departed this life on the 15lh inst., at his residence

in Evesham, New Jersey, Benjami.v Rogers, in the

twenty-fifth year of his age. He was enabled to bear

a lingering illness with patient resignation, and
evinced a humble reliance upon his dear Redeemer,
in whom he put his trust. And in his end, which was
quiet and peaceable, he furnished to his surviving

Friends, a well grounded assurance that, as the event
respected him, all is well.

PRINTED BY ADAM WALDIE,
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Believing that there is nothing that comes
within the social polity of our religious Society

of greater intrinsic importance than educa-

tion, (including of course the inculcation of

sound religious principles,) I have been at-

tentive, in the course of my journeyings

through some parts of the United States, as

well as in England, to the condition of those

institutions of learning which are under the

control of Friends, and to the manner in

which children are educated, as far as a pretty

rapid movement through the country has en-

abled me to observe it. Born and brought
up a= t luouiber, and atSnohccl to the jiiiiei.

pies of the Society, though not confined in

the course of my instruction to the schools of

Friends, I have felt a deep interest in my
enquiries on this subject; and it is with much
regret that I am compelled, from a regard to

truth, to say that there are evidences of great

neglect with respect to this most essential

duty of parents to children. That there are

raany well educated Friends in this country,

especially in the middle, and some of the New
England states, is not to be questioned; nor

can it be denied that there is, in general, a

concern in the Society that children be fur-

nished with a certain amount of literary in-

struction. But is there not reason to infer

that this concern is based upon the motive of

worldly prosperity, and limited in a vast ma-
jority of cases to those scanty portions of

knowledge which are necessary to the trans-

action of business; to making a decent ap-

pearance among business men; and to the

chance of entering with success into the great

struggle after wealth? Are not the higher

motives of intellect, character, an enlarged

acquaintance with the marvellous power,

wisdom, and beneficence of the Creator—

a

knowledge of mankind—>a knowledge of our-

selves, and of the real nature and ground-

work of religious obligations, too much lost

sight of, or rather, in very many cases, never

brought into view, as the great object of

education?

Much might be said on this subject, but

my design in these remarks is simply to pre-

face an acknowledgment of the gratification

derived from several visits to the school at volves necessarily a considerable amoimt of
Ilaverford during the late examinations. Be- chemical knowledge, and when studied with
i\-:g invited to attend from Philadelphia, I i those comprehensive and practical vicus
round the liiie of fen milcs.in a ra:lroad car,

l which are embraced by the latest and best
impelled cither by steam or by horses, to be writers, merits a distinguished place in a
exceedingly pleasant: the proximity of the course of liberal instruction. I know not
rail road to the institution rendering it of the! whether Palcy's Evidences are intended to
utmost facility of access. The situation ofjbe continued in so early a part of the aca-
the school, in an elevated, open, and healthy

j

demic course, but of the importance of estab-
country, appears to be exceedingly favourable

i

lishing the convictions of young people upon
he basis of Christian truth, so as to place
hem beyond the reach of cavil, no enli "

to the objects of such an establishment. The
fine grove in the rear of the building, the

expanded lawn in front, with the requisites

of a good vegetable garden, a conservatory,

and a flower garden, with all the substantiali-

ties of a good farm, and orchard of fruit trees,

with a pond for swimming and bathing sup-

plied by a running stream, furnish every con-

venience for healthful exercise in connection
with scientific improvement. I would further

add, that having the privilege of surveying

the lodging rooms of the scholars, I was
struck with the wisdom which planned for

every boy a separate room, and with the neat-

ness in which they are kept. I was informed
that <-vpry scbo'nr 'vho dn.-s nnf fnrfpit the

privilege by misdemeanor, has the right, in

addition to the use of the school and class

rooms, of sitting during the intervals of school,
in a parlour neatly carpeted and furnished, and
in winter well warmed and lighted.

It was pleasant to find the examinations at-

tended, at least on the occasions in which I

ened Christian parent can entertain a doubt.
A system of moral philosophy conformable
throughout to the doctrines and precepts of
Christianity will, I should hope, be included
in the duties of this institution, and it is some
satisfaction to know that one of the latest and
nearest approaches to this truly philanthropic
standard of morals, is by a writer of our own
Sociely.

The examinations appear to be conducted
with much judgment on the part of the teach-

ers, and if the opinion of a stranger to the
institution is of any moment, I should con-
^ratnlste parents and students on the acniv?!-

tion of young men as teachers, who combine
so much acquirement with the moral qualities

that constitute so essential a part of a good
preceptor of youth.

It is very obvious that the state of the funds
of Haverford school, as exhibited in a printed
account of it, which has been distributed, are

was present, by so large a number of Friends, greatly in need of improvement. That much
not only from the city, but as I learned from

j

further expenditure is requisite to complete
various parts of the country. The exercises the improvements that have been thus happily
were certainly, in general, creditable to the '

'

...
skill and learning of the teachers. The de
ficiencies which were apparent were such as

are incident to a new institution which has

not yet had time to surmount the difiicullies

of its first organisation. The boys who are

now to enter on the senior year, and in the

next twelve months complete their course of
study, sustained a highly respectable examina-
tion in Latin, Greek, history, rhetoric, in ana-

lytical geometry, and in astronomy, and I

cannot but think bid fair to retire from the

institution as ripe in scholarship as are most
of the graduates of the best colleges and uni-

versities of the country. The class below
them was examined also on the ancient lan-

guages, (as was the third junior class,) and
in trigonometry and surveying; but the ex-

ercise which appeared to produce the most
agreeable efTect upon the audience was that

of the second junior in Paley's Evidences of

Christianity, and of the third junior or lowest

class (if 1 mistake not, but 1 could wish that

names less liable to confusion had been
adopted) in geology. This last subject in-

commenced, is very apparent, but it is to be
hoped that a knowledge of this fact will be
sufficient to excite the liberality of those who
are able, from their superabundant incomes,
speedily to supply the means of perfecting

an establishment that can scarcely fail to

furnish a most healthful stimulus to the youth
of the Society, and to relieve many a parent

from the anxiety he has felt respecting the

right education of his sons.

VlATOB.
New York, 9 mo. 24ti, 1835.

MUSINGS.
" While we are at home in the boijy, we are absent

from the Lord."

How many can testify to the truth of the

apostle's declaration ! Yes, " while we are
at home in the body, we are absent from ihe

Lord.'' When adversity throws a shade over
our pleasant pictures; when sickness pales the

cheek, and dims the eye, and debars us from
the pleasures of social intercourse ; when ihe

death of a beloved friend overwhelms us with
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anguish, and the wounded heart cannot be

relieved but by the balm of Gilead, and the

good Physician, how precious are the conso-

lations of the gospel ! Then we are willing

to open the door to Him who had long been

knocking in vain, perhaps, for admittance
;

then we flee to a Saviour, who, in infinite love

and condescension, once became a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief; we find

him a present helper in the time of need ; and

how sweet are his consolations ! how prized

are moments of communion with him, when
he speaks peace to the tossed soul, when we
know him to be a refuge, a rock, a strong

tower ; then we taste the peace which the

world cannot give, and drink at the fountain

of heavenly joy,—" we are absent from the

body, but present with the Lord ;" we ac-

knowledge that it is good for us to be afflict-

ed, and we can rejoice in tribulation while we
are upheld by the arm of Almighty goodness.

But, as our earthly prospects brighten, as we
feel the exhilarating influence of returning

health, as the world smiles upon us, and

spreads on every side its pleasures, honours,

and allurements, how insensibly do we become
"at home in the body," and, almost losing

sight of the end of our race, ferget that we
are but pilgrims, that we have no abiding city

here. Even our necessary occupations and

lawful enjoyments engage, for a season at

least, with some of us, the whole heart. But
there are moments when the still small voice

whispers of a holier joy we once have known
;

we feel that we are too much " at home in the

body," and therefore, alas! absent from our
blessed Lord ; the heart saddens, and the as-

piration arises that our prosperity may be

sanctified as well as our adversity ; that by

humble reliance on our Almighty Redeemer,
by watching unto prayer, and by the aid, day

by day, of that spiritual strength which is pro-

mised to those who seek for it, we may enjoy

the prosperity that is permitted to be our por-

tion, without losing the precious presence of

our divine master ; the petition, under these

feelings, is breathed, that, as in the dark and
cloudy day, we felt his power support us above
the storms that threatened to overwhelm us,

nov/ also his power may be known to keep
every enjoyment, every blessing, talent, good,
subservient to Him ; that whether we live or
die, it may be to his glory ; that we may not

be so " at home in the body," as " to be ab-

sent from the Lord ;" for

" Give what thou canst, vi^ithout Tliee '

And with Thee rich, take what thou

e are poor;

ilt away."

The friendship of the world is, perhaps, one
of the greatest hindrances lo those who, in

middle age, become dissatisfied with the

course they are pursuing, and wish to com-
mence a religious life. To break off the ties

which have bound us from childhood to those
we love, to interrupt the intimacies which
have aflbrded us so much pleasure, and to

regard as common acquaintances, merely,
those who have shared every thought and feel-

ing of our hearts, is loo painful a'n idea to be
endured

; and yet we feel assured, that were
we to turn our backs upon the world, our
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sympathies will no longer be united ; our pur-

suits, many of them, at least, must differ ; our

pleasures will not be derived from the same
sources, and even our business must be fol-

lowed in a different manner and spirit from

theirs. The moment we begin to live to the

glory of God, to serve him with uprightness

and singleness of heart, that moment a line is

drawn between us and our worldly friends; we
feel that they cannot appreciate our motives

;

they will look upon us with an eye of pity, if

not of contempt ; and yet these friends maybe
generous, noble-minded men, of unblemished

reputation, and tried integrity ; some of them
distinguished for public spirit, and useful to

the community,—others, amiable and pleasant

companions. But, should we become the hum-
ble and self-denying disciples of a crucified

Lord, it may be that with none of these we
can take sweet counsel, from none gain en-

couragement or strength in the fulfilment of

our religious duties ; indeed, we should be

changed to them, and our friendship, perhaps,

would be no longer valuable. How does hu-

man nature shrink at these considerations!

How does the heart of affection bleed at the

thought of rending those ties which have

grown with our growth, strengthened with

our strength, and entwined around every

fibre ! Yet conscience tells us, that we can

not serve God and mammon ; the scripture

warns us that " the friendship of the world is

enmity against God ;" the blessed Spirit pleads

for peace here, and eternal glory hereafter;

and shall it plead in vain ? Happy, indeed,

would it have been for us, and many a pang
should we have been spared, if wc bnd in

youth devoted ourselves to the service of our

Creator, and chosen at that time friends of

similar feelings, who would have been mutual

aids in walking in the path of peace. But we
were unwise. Need we continue to be so ?

Uather let us, seeing the uncertainty of time,

and the shortness of life, decide at once, man-
fiilly, vigorously, with Christian firmness, to

give up all, that we may obtain an interest in

Christ; let us even pluck out the right eye, or

cut off the right hand, rather than lose the

crown held out to us, rather than forego the

weight of glory reserved for the faithful dis-

ciple, when the shadows of this fleeting world

shall be for ever buried in oblivion. J***

From llie New Jersey Slate Gazette.

CROSSING THE ALLEKHAIflES.

A distinguished clergyman of New York, a

member of the late General Assembly at Pitts-

burg, gives in a letter the following graphic

account of the passage of the Alleghanies by
the stupendous railroad constructed by the

state of Pennsylvania. It is worth the jour-

ney to pass this remarkable work.

The canal, commencing at Columbia, fol-

lows the Susquehanna to its junction with the

Juniata, and ascends in the direction of the

latter stream, towards its source. The most
important town it passes is Harrisburg. It

is impossible to describe the natural beauties

of the country through which this route lies.

Let all who are admirers of nature in her love-

liest dress, go and see for themselves.

The Pennsylvania canal pursues mostly the

north bank of the Juniata. The banks of this

river present every variety of scenery. There
are cultivated fields coming down to its brink

showing on their fine slope the green meadow
and the promise of a rich harvest. Then will

suddenly burst upon you the tall precipice

overhanging the stream, and apparently ready

to fall, producing that shuddering, yet delight-

ful sensation, experienced amid the stern fea-

tures of God's works. Now would come in

view the conical hill, clothed to the very

summit with soft foliage, and now the deep
dark gap where the river seemed to struggle
for egress. The Juniata I pronounce one of
the most beautiful streams I ever beheld. All
my companions united in the same decision.
Amid the solitude and sublimity of the scene,
our boatmen, perched upon the stern of the
packet, played two Kent bugles, whose notes
swelled along the river and were echoed by
the hills, and one might fancy himself in the
regions of a fairy creation.

The length of this canal is 172 miles, hav-
ing eighteen dams, thirty-three aqueducts,
and 111 locks. It terminates at Hollydays-
burgh, a few miles from the base of the
Alleghany mountains. Now comes the Alle-
ghany and Portage railroad, that crowning
work of this enterprising state.

The sun was about setting when we arrived

at Hollydaysburgh. It is usual for passengers
to spend the night there, and ascend the moun-
tains by daylight. But we were fur proceed-
ing. When we made known our wishes to the
agent, he declared it impossible to go on, as
the fires of Uio stationary liad gone down, and
a passage up the mountains at night was a
perilous undertaking. A council was called.

Some were for proceeding, and some strongly

remonstrated. The bold, perhaps 1 ought to
call it, the reckless policy, prevailed. The
agent, seeing our anxiety to go, at length se-

conded our wishes, by sending an express
ahead to have fires rekindled, and all things

in readiness. And now, just at night, the
Alleghanies full in view, we were again on
the track, rolling towards our destination.

It was after dark when we arrived on the
first inclined plane. As we neared the moun-
tains, their lofty precipices were dimly visible

and terrifically grand. It was a moment of
intense interest to us all; the scene was new;
the ascent by night formidable. Many were
the enquiries, "Is it possible;—is it safe?"
But there was no retreat. The cars were
fastened, and by a signal at the foot of the
plane (the waving of a lantern) the light at
the top was extinguished, and we began slowly
to ascend. Our upward movement increased
as we proceeded. We hung on the steep
plane by a single rope, and every heart seemed
to tremble at the possibility of its rupture. On
each side, and within two or three feet of the

rail were precipices just discernible by the
faint sunlight, whilst over our heads frowned
the gigantic pillars of the Alleghanies. But
we rose majestically, and soon heard the

hissing of steam at the stationary power.
One ascent gained without accident, v.'e all

began to breathe and take courage. To some
of the party the passage of the Alleghanies
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by night was full of pleasurable excitement, tance to Pittsburg from Philadelphia, by rail

The very darkness added to the interest; and road and canal, is 395 miles. The canal which

the ascent flight after flight, by five steep in- commences at Johnstown passes through a

tunnel more remarkable even than the one

here described. The height of the hill which

it perforates is 250 feet. We passed it in

the night; by the help of lanterns we saw it

to a fine advantage—but our amazement rose

greatly, when informed that we were actually

passing under a man's farm, and that the

well of its owner wag directly over the tun-

nel. What will not human enterprise accom-

plish ! But now the black volumes of smoke
in the distance, tell us we are near the great

Birmingham of the west. J. B. VV.

clined planes, each nearly a mile long,

like Jacob's ladder, to be carrying us to the

very heavens.

We reached the summit level in safety, and

all, I believe, were disposed to breathe a si-

lent thanksgiving to our gracious Preserver.

We took supper at midnight on the summit
of the mountain, and after two or three hours

of sleep, some on beds, and some on the floor,

we resumed our journey as the dawn appeared.

We were all in fine spirits. The air was
bracing. We were on the ridge of the parti-

tion wall which nature has interposed between

the east and west. I had always seen the

rivers run east, and now for the first time I

saw them take an opposite direction. Can

any one stand on this elevation and not feel

excited.

It was soon apparent that we were de

scending towards the west. The railroac

traverses some of the most solitary passes of

the mountains. Amid one of the wildest

gorges we met a train of cars under the con-

duct of a locomotive. As it neared us, coming

on with sublime pace, fortunately not in the

same track, every eye was fi.\ed ; but it flashed

by like lightning, causing us to recoil at its

close and dreadful proximity. After it passed,

the road curved so as to give us a view of the

whole train, which swept along in fine style

and out of sight in a moment. Let any man
see, amid the solitary defiles of the Allcgha-

nies, such a train borne on by the power of

steam., and he must feel a full impression of

the enterprising spirit of the age. The dou-

ble track not being completed the whole dis

tance, our cars met occasionally a heavy laden

train, and then the only alternative was to lift

our cars off" the track, let the occurrent

and lift them back again. This we had to do

several times.

Before we began to descend, we came to

the celebrated tunnel, a passage through which

was of course anticipated with great delight

This wonderful work of art is through a solid

fock, 870 feet in length, consisting of an arch

of heavy masonry twenty feet high. The
rumbling of the cars in this subterranean

way is like the reverberations of distant

thunder. Now came tiie five inclined planes

by which you descend the mountain, and the

sensation is scarcely less than in the ascent.

The length of this rail road over the Allegha-

nies is thirty-six miles, overcoming an aggre-

gate height of 2,570 feet. Besides the in-

clined planes and the tunnel, there are four

extensive viaducts. All the works are of the

most substantial masonry. One gentleman

was heard to say, in relation to them, " These

Pennsylvanians think the reign of time is

over; they are building for eternity." Ah!

how few are really building for eternity !

At Johnstown, on the river Conemaugh,

we entered the western division of the Penn-

sylvania canal. It follows this stream to the

Alleghany and terminates at Pittsburg. It

104 miles long, has sixty-four locks, ten dams,

two tunnels, sixteen aqueducts, sixty-four

culverts, and 152 bridges. The whole d'

From the Journal of Commerce.

POWER OF CONSCIENCE.

Mr. Editor—Sir, I lake much pleasure in

acknowledging through the columns of your

newspaper, the receipt of a letter by me,

through the post office, containing 6428.

The letter enclosing it is as follows:

—

Neu} York, Sept. 2, 18.35.

I hand you enclosed the sum of ^428,

four hundred of which I stole from you about

four years ago. Having been for some time

past, as I supposed, on my death bed, owing

to the rupture of a blood vessel, all- my evil

deeds which I had done in my past life, (and

they were many,) at once came across my
mind, and Oh 1 my God ! what horrors did I

feel !—the horrors of a guilty conscience

ventured to pray, and I promised the Father

of all good, that if he would again restore my
health, I would do all in my power to repay

all those whom I had wronged. My petition

was granted. I am now by the blessing of

God, in a fair way to recover, though I am
unable to walk far at present. I hope in a

short time to pay others, as well as yourself,

the amounts taken by me from them. In

many cases the amounts taken are greater

than yours. By persevering industry, [ hope

to be able to pay every cent I owe them.

Have the goodness to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of the money in one of the papers in

the city, that I may know it has been re-

ceived by you.
" I have not the courage to sign my name."

It was about four years ago that I was

robbed of this money in your city. The c'

curastances, doubtless, are familiar to many
of your readers, since which time, until the

present, nothing has been heard respecting

it. As the borroxcer has paid me good inte

rest, the loan has turned out much more for-

tunate than I expected.
J. S. Wheelek.

From the Genessee Farmer.

TIME FOR PAINTING HOUSES.

Repeated experiments show that paint put

on houses late in autumn, or in winter, will

last far longer than that put on in warm wea

ther. In cold weather the oil dries on the

clapboards, and with other ingredients forms

a durable body, but in hot weather the board

absorb the oil, and what remains on the sur

face has but little substance.

For "The Friend."

INSECTS.
NO. X.

Aphides or Plant Lice, and tlieir Enemies.

The history of the aphis, although it does

not present so many striking and wonderful

traits as that of the ants and termites, vt-hich

has occupied the preceding numbers of this

series, yet, from their immense numbers and

destructiveness, they are among the most

curious of those whose proceedings have

nvestigated. In a former number their

importance to the ants has been shown, from
their furnishing them with a sweet fluid, upon
which a great portion of their sustenance de-

pends. They live in societies, if, indeed, it

can be called society, where there is no social

bond, and apparently no common sympathy

or concert of action, in other words, being

brought forth in immense numbers and in

quick succession, they accumulate upon every

thing of a vegetable nature, and having little

power of locomotion, and as little inclination

to wander, they are content to remain and

spend their active life near the place of their

birth. If al.most any plant be examined,

some portion of it will be found covered with

little transparent insects, generally of a green

colour; these are the plant lice, the species

of which are so numerous that it is supposed

that almost every plant or tree which they in-

fest has its peculiar kind. I'he observer,

upon closely inspecting them, especially with

the aid of a microscope, will perceive that

instead of being in a state of repose, which

at first sight they appear to be, they are dili-

gently occupied in pumping out the juices of

the plant to which they are attached by means

of a tube furnished with two instruments,

which, though not proved, are conjectured to

act like the piston of a pump. This tube, in

many species, is much longer than the whole

insect, and when they walk is bent under

them and forms a projection behind like a

tail. , The multiplication of these creatures

is infinite, and almost incredible; they have

been endued, doubtless for some wise pur-

pose, with powers, promoting fecundity which

no other insects are known to possess, and

which renders them at one time viviparous,

at others oviparous,'a.ni], what is more aston-

ishing, and certainly without parallel, the im-

pregnation of one female serves for all the

generations which proceed from her for a

whole succeeding year, and it is supposed

there may be twenty in the course of that

time, in five of which, Reaumur has satisfac-

torily determined, she may be the progenitor

of &,904,900,000 descendants. When this

fact is taken into consideration, it cannot be

surprising that these creatures are capable of

causing great destruction among the plants

upon which they abound to any extent. A
million suckers at work on one branch of a

plant, small as they are, must necessarily drain

it of the fluids necessary to furnish it with

vitality, and cause it to pine away, and ulti-

mately die. This eflect is often produced,

and instances have occurred where they have

entirely destroyed crops of hops, peas, and

other vegetables. The efi"ect produced by
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'lieir sucking one side of a branch is often

.ery curious, for instead of withering the

lart thus drained, it is often enlarged and

wisted, and by so doing, furnishes them a

heller from the weatlier; and tliis effect

akes place on the shoots as well as leaves,

:nder the embowering sliades of which they

lursue the direction of their instincts, in

rreat measure secluded from the observation

;ind attacks of their natural enemies. The
females of some species puncture the soft

part of the outward covering of plants, whence
a little protuberance is formed, which, swell-

ing out, finally encompasses her, so that, in-

stead of burying an egg like the gall-fly, she

actually buries herself, and then, as the walls

of her self-created mansion rise up around

and enclose her, she begins to people her

abode. When Reaumur examined a small

protuberance of this description, he found it

tenanted by one old aphis only; and in a

larger one, he found, in addition to the

old aphis, one or two young ones ; and

in one of a still larger size, he discovered a

more abundant population. Another class of

aphides, those especially which inhabit the

poplar, instead of forming galls, contrive to

double the leaf so nicely on the nerve which

runs through the middle, as to bring the two

edges exactly together, and so construct a

closed sack. This they effect by pricking

the under surface in various places so as to

give rise to small galls, which cause the leaf

to curve. Reaumur observes that these punc-

tures must be made according to some de-

finite measure, on each side of the centre

nerve, or else the edges of the two sides

would not exactly meet. Besides these modes
of protection, few species of aphides destined

to live in the open air have been di.scovered,

which are not encased in a downy stuff, which

gives the plants and trees en whicli they

abound in large numbers the appearance of

being white-washed. The author of t!ie

Journal of a Naturalist, speaking of these in-

sects, says, " Our apple trees here are gjeatly

injured, and some annually destroyed by the

agency of what seems to be a very feeble in-

sect. We call it from habit, or from some
unassigned cause, the American blight, (aphis

lanata,) this noxious creature being known
in some orchards by tlie more significant

name of ' white blight.' In the spring of the

year a slight hoariness is observed upon the

branches of certain species of our orchard

fruit. As the season advances this hoariness

increases, it becomes cottony; and towards

(he middle or end of summer, the under sides

of some of the branches are invested with a

thick, downy substance, so long as at times

to be sensibly agitated by the air. Upon ex-

amining this substance, we find that it con-

ceals a multitude of small wingless creatures

which are busily employed in preying tipon

the limb of the tree beneath."

The inordinate increase of tliis pest of the

vegetable world is kept in check in some de-

gree by other insects, which seem to have

been created for no other purpose than to

destroy them. Among these is the syrphus,

whose instinct leads them to deposit their

eggs in the midst of the aphides, so that their
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larvae are born, as Reaumur says, "in thej

midst of a people, pacific, unprovided with i

offensive or defensive arms, who patiently

await the mortal biow, without suspecting the
j

quarter from whence it comes." These grubs

are armed with a singular mandible furnished i

like a trident with three points, with which

they transfix their prey; when disposed to

feed, he fixes himself by his tail, by means of

a glutinous secretion which he has the power

of emitting at pleasure, to a spot well stocked

with aphides, where he can devour hundreds

without changing his station, and being blind,

gropes about on every side until he touches

one, which he immediately transfixes with

his trident, and elevating it into the air that he

may not be incommoded with its struggles,

sucks it dry in a few seconds. Reaumur used

to make these syrphi fast a few hours, and

then, placing one on his hand, he could, with

the assistance of a lens, see the whole opera-

tion of feeding, and observe the juices and

even the young aphides sucked out of the

body of their parent, go down the transparent

gullet of theit voracious enemy.
There are several other insects which de-

vour the aphides; among them is that beauti-

ful and favourite little creature which we
know by the name of " Lady bug," or lady

bird, which, as well as most of its congeners,

feeds entirely upon aphides when in their

larvfE state. " The havoc made amongst them,"

say Kirby and Spence, " may be conceived

from the myriads upon myriads of these little

interesting animals, which are often to be

seen in years when the plant louse abounds.

In 1807, the shore at Brighton, and all the

watering places on the south coast of Great

Britain, was literally covered with them, to

the great surprise and even alarm of the in-

habitants, who were ignorant that their little

visiters were emigrants from the neighbour-

ing hop grounds, where, in their larvEe state,

each had slain his thousands and tens of

tliousands of the aphis, which, under thejname

of the fly, so frequently blasts the hopes of

the hop grower. It is fortunate," continue

the same authors, " that in most countries the

children have taken these friendly coccinclla

under their protection. In France they re-

gard them as sacred to the Virgin, and call

hem Vaches a Dieu, Betes de la Vierge, &:c.

and with us, commiseration for the hard fate

of a mother whose ' house is on fire and

children will burn,' insures them kind treat-

ment and liberty."

HcBER.

D E W.
Simple as the process of the formation of

dew is, there have been some mistakes and
disputes about it. Some have written and

spoken about " rising" dew, and other's about
" falling" dew. But the dew, as dew, that is,

as visible drops of water, neither rises nor

falls, but is formed on the surfaces; and as

the air has access to all surfaces except the

interior surfaces of airtight vessels, the dew
may form on the side of a substance or under

it, just the same as on the top; for while the

water in the air is invisible vapour, and floats

in the air, it must go with the air wherever

that goes; and though it is under an inverted

basin on the grass, there is no reason, if the

surface cools as rapidly, why there should not

be dew there as well as any where else. If,

indeed, the basin is inverted before sunset,

there should be, and really there is, more dew
there than upon the same surface of the ex-

posed grass. Take a large flower-pot, and
turn it down a little before sunset, and leave

it a little after sunrise, on the same spot, for

a week, and you will find a circle of stronger

and greener grass than that around. Even if

you keep the pot constantly on the place till

the grass becomes yellow, you will find that

it is light that has been wanting, and not
moisture. Every gardener knows that fact,

and acts practically upon it, when he turns
down a flower-pot over his pipings of pinks
or carnations to make them strike, by nourish-

ing them with the gentle dew which their own
cool leaves melt out of the warmer air. A
shady tree will refresh a man with dew when
he escapes from the burning sun, even though
he be so hot that that dew is evaporated again

before it touches him.
The dew forms into beautiful drops on

those surfaces between which and it there is

a sort of repulsion. Vegetable leaves when
in action have that quality, and hence the

beauty of the morning dew on the grass. If

those who are fond of looking at genrs would
get up in the morning, when the dew-drops
are large on the grass, and the sun's rays low
and slanting, they would, by just sitting or

standing a few minutes with their back to the

sun, get a gratis sight of a far finer casket

than any monarch on earth can boast of pos-

sessing. Many people make a boast of having

been at court, and having seen the queen in

her jewels ; but if they would get up in time,

they might, almost any sunny morning, see

the queen of natrrre in her jewels, and gain

both health and time by the sight.

One of the most beautiful displays of dew
is that on the web of a spider; and perhaps

that of the sceptre spider, or lar-ge mottled

garden spider, is one of the best, as the web
is large and strong, and the rainbow tints of
the web are seen along with the glitter of the

dew-drops, if the proper light is chosen—and
any one may catch it by moving from side to

side a little. At a more advanced period of

the season, the drops freeze, and the main
braces of the web may be taken by the ends
and examined like little strings of seed pearls.

The spider is not on the web in the dew, and
it is dead, or in its winter retirement, before

the frost.

—

Mudie on the Observation cf Na-
ture.

Substitute for CoJfee.~A German plij'sician, by the
name uf Mark, discovered that acoms may be used
with advanlagc as a substitute for coffee. Consider-
ing the high price of tiiis arricle, it will prove a dis-

covery of much importance.

—

Fanners' Register.

Substitutefor Tea.—The wood of the tender branch-
es of the sassafras, dried in the shade early in the
month of May, makes an excellent substitute for fo-

reign tea. The bark has a stronger taste and smell
than the wood ; and from the quantity of volatile oil

it contains, is too stimulating and heating. The tree
is cultivated in Jamaica, and the inLabita. «! com-
monly employ the root in making tea.

—

Ibid.
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For " The Friend."

The following striking narrative has been
kindly put into my hand for insertion in

" The Friend," in the hope that its contents

may furnish a salutary warning to some who
may be running ihe giddy rounds of pleasure,

too much regardless of tlie high and holy

purposes for which they were created, and to

the neglect of the great work of the soul's

salvation. It matters little whether business

or pleasure, or any other object, engross the

attention of Ihe mind, and absorb its energies
and aflections. If the habit of the soul is

formed to inferior objects and attachments,

the harmony and holiness of heaven would

be oppressive and discordant. Unless the

heart be changed, and its allcctions attuned

to the purity and peace which reign in those

blest abodes, it could no more enjoy them,

than a man without visual organs could be

delighted with the beauty of the material

world, or one devoid of hearing be enraptured

with the harmony of the heavenly anthem;
" because the carnal mind is enmity against

God ; for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be."

In order to effect this happy change, and

fit the soul for participation with saints and
angels in glory, our compassionate Redeemer
is graciously pleased to afiord to each one of

us a day of grace, in which he visits us by his

holy spirit, and oflers us his aid in the work
of regeneration. They who listen to these

kind olTers of his love, and submit to the

prepared to join the heavenly host in the an-

them of praise to Him who hath washed me
from my sins in his own blood ?"

" ?iow is the accepted time

—

note is the

day of salvation—harden not your hearts."

Our heavenly Father has the undoubted right

to the surrender of the whole heart, now, at

this moment; and if, when he is calling, we
procrastinate and begin to make excuses, he

may pass us by, perhaps for ever, and leave

us to the darkness and wretchedness of our

own corruption. Short is our journey to the

grave, and uncertain the moment when it

may o|)en to receive our mortal remains, and
" neither work nor knowledge, nor device,"

is there—for as death meets us, so judgment
will find us. Every moment's delay is hazard-

ing our eternal welfare, and lessening the

probability of our ultimate surrender to the

manifested will of God, and of consequence

it increases the danger of our everlasting

separation from the Divine presence, and

from the society of the church triumphant.

May we then listen to the sweet pleadings of

his divine witness in our hearts, and to the

voice of his chosen messengers, and with full

purpose turn to Him with whom there is

mercy, that he may be feared, and in whose
hand there is plenteous redemption.

A WE)LL AUTHENTICATED FACT.

In the year 1814, the late Mr. and Mrs.

Foster, who were lost in the Rothsay Castle

steamer in 1831, were acquainted with three

id ffO a course ol

heart-changing operations of the spiritual
|

sisters residing in London, two of whom were

baptism, experience the new birth spoken of very serious retiring women, and the third

in the gospel, in which the soul receives neW|just as gay and volatile. They were all eldei-

desires, new hopes, new aflections; in a word,jly, which rendered the gaiety of the third less

becomes a new creature, adapted to tne spnere becoming, ami alau incllnea iiei ilio moro caoi-

in which she is destined to live for ever. On ly to take offence at any remarks made upon

the other hand, those who resist these visita- it : she hated the piety of her sisters, and op-

posed it in many petty spiteful ways ; though

they endeavoured sedulously to accommodate
themselves to her wishes, and to render the

dilTeience of their opinions as little disagree-

able as possible.

One night, towards the close of the year

181-1, she had been cut at an assembly very

late, and the next morning at breakfast was so

remarkably diflerent from her usual manner,

that her sisters feared that she was either un-

well, or had met with some misfortune that had

affected her deeply ; instead of her usual in-

cessant chatter about every person she had

met, every thing they wore, and had said, and

done, she sat silent, sullen, and absorbed ; the

gloom upon her brow was a mixture of tem-

per and distress, which seemed to indicate a

fixed resolution formed upon circumstances

disagreeable to her, as if she was determined

to pursue her own will, though it should lead

her into trouble, rather than pursue the course

she knew to be right, but would reduce her to

submit to the control of another. As she eat

nothing, her sisters asked her if she were un-

well. " No." What was the matter. " No-

thing." Had nothing distressed her ? " She had

no idea of people prying into w hat did not con-

cern them." The whole of the morning she

spent in her own room, and at dinner the same

scene as in the morning recurred ; she ate lit

tions of mercy
ful indulgence, or put them by to a moie
convenient season, in order to follow their

favourite pursuits, may outlive the day of

mercy, for " my spirit shall not always strive

with man," saith the Lord; and many find

themselves in that awful condition spoken of

by the apostle, in which " there is no more
sacrifice for sin, but a fearful looking for of

judgment and fiery indignation." Such would
seem to have been the condition of the un-

happy subject of the following narrative; and

to these heaven would not be a place of en-

joyment, having nothing about them in uni-

son with its purity or its happiness; they

"could not join in the dance for they know-

not the measure—they could not unite in the

song for they know not the strain."

How often, like her, do we look upon the

friendly invitations of those who watch over

our souls for good, as officious interference,

and instead of yielding to their tender per-

suasions, turn away from them in anger or

disgust, though we know not but they may
be the last message of love sent to us from

heaven, to turn our feet from the broad way
into that narrow but peaceful path which
leads to eternal life and glory. Let then the

solemn warning which the following lines

convey, sink deep into our hearts, and incite

each one to the conscious enquiry, " am I lie, never spoke but to answer uncivilly, and

then with an appearance of depression and
melancholy that spread their influence very

powerfully over the cheerfulness of her com-
panions. She retired to rest late, and with the

spirit of one that expects from sleep neither

alleviation nor refreshment.

The next morning she again scarcely tasted

breakfast, and seemed in the same distressed,

uncomfortable state as on the preceding day
;

her sisters again renewed their enquiries. She
said, " I am well, and nothing pains me."
Then you have something on your mind ; why
will you not tell us, do wo not love you, have

we not the same earthly interest as you, and
can we seek any good liut yours in our anx-
ious wish to share your sorrows ? " Oh you
have superstitions enough of your own, with-

out mine being added ; I shall not tell you
what ails me ; so you have no occasion to rack
your curiosity ; I dare say you would think it

some spiritual triumph, but I laugh at such
things ; I am not quite old enough yet to be
the victim of dreams and visions." " We do
not live in dreams and visions, Anne," was re-

plied ; she answered harshly, " No, and I do not

intend you shall." The sisters looked at each

other, and remained silent.

The second day passed as the first ; Anne
was gloomy and moody, and her sisters both

from pity and anxiety were unhappy. The
third morning she again entered on the day as

one who loathes the light, who has no object

in living, and to whom the lapse of time in the

prospect of futurity brings neither comfort

nor hope. As her sisters looked on her, one
of them suddenly said, " Anne, what was your

dream?" " Ila ! what was it, you would give the

world to know, but I shall not tell you; I thought
juu did not bolievo in dreams." " Neither

do we in general, we know them to be the off-

spiing of a disordered stomach, confused im-

ages and fancie--, v\hen reason is dormant, and
the memory of them usually passes away, as

soon as we are engaged in our daily avoca-

tions
;
yet there is no doubt, some dreams are

no more sent in vain, than any other affliction

or warning. There is a verse in Scripture,

which mentions God as speaking ' In the vi-

sions of Ihe night, when deep sleep falleth

upon man."' She laughed again. "You have o

verse in the Bible for every thing that suits

you, but I do not choose to be warned in such

a manner, and there is no doubt I shall get it

out of my head in a day or two." " Anne, wo
do beseech you to tell us ; if you really have

had a dream from Heaven, you surely would

not wish to forget it, and if not, we will help

you to laugh it off."

She answered, " Well if I must tell you, I

must ; no doubt it was very extraordinary and

very frightful ; I should have thought it the e.*"-

fects of the ball, but that I never saw any thing

any where in the least like it.

" I thought 1 was walking in the wide street

of a great city ; many people were walking

there besides myself, but there was something

in their air which immediately struck me
;

they seemed thoughtful and cheerful, neither

occupied with business or with pleasure, but

having about them such a dignity of repose,

such high and settled purpose, such grace, and

such purity, as never were stamped on mortal
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brow ; the light of the city was also strange,

it was not the sun, for there was nothing to

dazzle ; it was not the moon, for all was clear

as day; it seemed an atmosphere of light; calm,

lovely, and changeless. The buildings seemed
all palaces, but not like palaces of earth ; the

pavements were all alike of gold, bright and

shining, and clear as glass ; the large and glit-

tering windows seemed like divided rainboivs,

and were made to give and transmit none but

the rays of gladness ; it was indeed a place to

which hope may bend, and whereon charily

might dwell. 1 could not help exclaiming as

I walked along ;
' these are the habitations of

righteousness and truth ;' all was beauty, bright

and perfect ; I could not tell what was want-

ing to make me wish for an eternity in such a

place, and yet its very purity oppressed me ; I

saw nothing congenial, though looks of kind-

ness met me in every face of that happy throng.

I felt nothing responsive ; I returned in silence

their friendly greetings, and walked on alone,

oppressed and sad. I saw that all went one

way, and I followed, wondering the reason.

"At length I saw them approach a building

much larger and finer than the rest. 1 saw
them ascend its massive steps, and enter be-

neath its ample porch ; but I felt no desire to

go with them, further than to the foot of the

steps. I approached from curiosity ;
I saw

persons enter who were dressed in every varied

costume of the nations ; but they disappeared

within the porch, and then crossed the hall in

white. Oh ! that I could describe that hall to

you ! It was not marble, it was not crystal, it

was not gold ; but light, pure light, consoli-

dated into form. It was the moon, without

the coolness, it was the sun without his daz-

zling ray ; and witllin was a cstaipoaoo mauut
ing upwards, all of light, and 1 saw it touched

by the snowy feet, and white and spotless

garments of those who ascended. It was in-

deed passing fair, but it made me shudder, and

I turned away. As I turned, I saw on the

lower step one looking at me with an interest

so intense, and a manner so anxious, that I

stopped to hear what he had to say ; he asked

in a voice like liquid music. ' Why do you

turn away ? Is there peace elsewhere ? Is

there pleasure in the works of darkness?' 1

stood in silence, he pressed me to enter,

but I neither answered, nor moved ; suddenly

he disappeared, and another took his place

with the same look and manner ; 1 wished to

avoid him, but I seemed riveted to the s

' Art thou come so far,' he said, ' and wilt thou

lose thy labour? Put ofl' thine own garments,

and take the white livery here.' He continued to

press me until I got weary and angry, and I

said, ' I will not enter, I do not like your live

ry, and I am oppressed by your whiteness.' He
sighed, and was gone. Many passed by me
with looks of mingled kindness and pity, and
pressed me to follow on with them, and offer-

ed me a hand up the steps which led to their

mysterious change, but I rejected them, and
stood melancholy and distressed.

" At length one bright young messenger came
up to me, and entreated me to enter, with a
voice and a manner which I could not resist.

' Do not turn away, he said, where canst thou
go ? Do not linger, for why sbouldst thou

weary thyself for nought ? Enter thou and taste

of happiness. Do not all tribes and colours

press into that hall ? Are they not clothed,

and washed, and comforted V He gave me
his hand, and I entered the hall along with

him.

Here I was sprinkled with pure water, and

a garment of pure white was put upon me,

and I know not how, but I mounted the white

staircase with my happy guide. Oh ! what
ght burst upon me when I reached its sum-

mit ! Mortal words cannot describe it, nor

mortal fancy conceive it. Where are the

living sapphires—where are the glittering stars

(hat are like the bright radiance on which
itood ? Where are the forms either, or th

ooks of love that breathed in the innumerabl

company that moved around me ? I sunk down
overpowered and wretched ; I crept into

corner, and tried to hide myself, for I felt that
" had nothing in unison with the blessed crea

tures of such a place ; they were moving in a

dance to the music, to the harmony of songs

that never fell upon mortal ear ; my guidi

joined in raptures, and I was left alone. I saw
the tall forms all fair and brilliant in their in

efTable felicity, their songs and looks of grati

tude forming the circumstances and differences

of each.

At length I saw one taller than the rest, one

every way more fair, more awful, surpassing

thought, and to him every eye was turned, and

in his face every face was brightened. 'I'l

songs and the dance were to his honour, and

all seemed to drink from him their life and

joy. As I gazed in speechless and trembling

amazement, one who sawmeleft the company
and came where I stood, ' Why V he asked
'ait thou silciii r come ijuicKlj' and u[iiie In

the dance, and join in the song.' I felt a

sudden anger in my heart, and I answered with

sharpness— ' I will not join in your song, for

I know not the strain, I will not unite in your

dance, for I know not the measure.' He sighed,

and v;ith a look of surprising and humiliating

pity, returned to his place. About a minute
after another came, and addressed me as 7te

had done, and with (he same temper I answer-

ed him in the same words ; he seemed as if he
could have resigned his own dazzling glory to

have changed me ; if Heaven know anguish,

he seemed to feel it ; but he left me and re-

turned. What could it be that put such tempers
into my heart ?

" At length the lord of the glorious company
of these living forms of light and beauty saw
me, and came where I stood. I thrilled in

every pulse with awe ; I felt my blood curdle,

and the flesh upon me tremble, and my heart

grew hardened, my voice was bold. He spoke,

and deep toned music seemed to issue from
his lips, ' Why sittest thou so still, when all

around thee are glad ? Come join in the

dance, for I have triumphed ? Come join in

the song, for now my people reign.' Love
ineffable, unutterable, beamed upon me as

though it would have melted an heart of stone,

but I melted not. I gazed an instant, and then

said, ' I will not join in the song, for I know
not the strain, I will not join in the dance, for

I know not the measure.' Creation would
have fled at the change of his countenance.

His glance was lightning, and in a voice louder
than ten thousand thunders, he said, 'Then
what doest thou here V The floor beneath
me opened, the earth quaked, and the whirl-

wind encompassed me, and I ' sunk into tor-

menting flame.' With the fright I awoke."
There was silence for a time, for tlie sisters -

were struck with awe. They considered the

dream, the deep impression it had made.
"Anne," said they, "we cannot wish you to for-

get this dream, we surely believe it is from
God. Your description of the Holy City is

much the same as we find in (he Bible :
' the

city hath no need of the sun, nor of the moon
to lighten it, for the temple of God is there,

and the Lamb is the light thereof ;' all who en-
ter there must put off their own garments, that

is, their own righteousness, and must be cloth-

ed with linen clean and white, even in the

righteousness of the saints, and their right-

eousness is of me, saith the Lord." Those
that walk in the heavenly temple, are those

that have come out of tribulation, and washed
their robes and made them white in the blooti

of the Lamb ; wisdom waits daily on the steps

to call the sons of men into that temple, antJ

the people of God try to persuade their follow-

ers to tread in tlieir steps. O dear sister, you
know something of the way ; do hearken to the

faithful warning, join us, and walk in the path
that leads to heaven." Anne's brow again

darkened, and she answered, " I will do as I

please, I do not intend you to preach to me."
She continued in tliis melancholy state until

the end of the week, and was found in her
own room a corpse ; no one knows the cause

of her death; sliedied without disease, and with-

out change.

For "The Friend."

" How long halt ye between two opinions ?"

Said the prophet Elijah unto all the people,
" If the Lord be God, follow him, but if Baal,
then follow him." How dangerous is indeci-

sion in religion ! Life is short at the longest;

still, were we certain of living to advanced
age, the danger of delay would not appear so
great ; but when we behold the great propor-
tion of our race who are swept away in mid-
dle age, in youth and even in childhood ; when
we consider how suddenly disease may pros-

trate these frail bodies, to how many fatal ac-

cidents we are every moment exposed, and
how often in the midst of all their pursuits,

God says to unheeding mortals, " This night

thy soul shall be required of thee," who that

has not an interest in Christ, can indulge a
thought of safely ? But indecision on this ac-

count is perhaps still less dangerous than on
account of its influence m hardening lite heart.

Our active faculties are strengthened by exer-

cise ; but passive impressions always leave

that part of the system on which they are made,
weakened and less liable to be again affected

by the same cause. The soldier, whose blood

almost freezes in his veins at the first explosion

of the cannon, after the exchange of a few
shots, scarcely remembers that he is upon the

field of death. The surgeon, whose visage

whitened, and whose whole frame trembled at

the sight of an ordinary wound, after a (ew
years' practice can amputate a limb, ortrepai.
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a writhing patient, without realising that he is

engaged in any oilier than a common opera-

tion. Not less evident are the effects of this

principl^f our nature in steeling the heart

against religious impressions. The child hears

but a few remarks respecting the infinite love

of our Redeemer, or a boundless eternity, be-

fore his eyes are suffused with tears. When
he has arrived at the season of youth, and
these subjects have been more frequently

brought before his mind, he is not so easily af-

fected. Still he is tender. Impressive ser-

mons, alarming occurrences, or sudden deaths,

seize upon his heart, and teajs yet flow from
his eyes. But go with him lo the period of

middle age, and he is seldom seen to weep.

Everything that should arouse his attention to

the concerns of eternity has become so fami-

liar that nothing makes any perceptible im-

pression. Follow him to the confines of se-

cond childhood. This season, it might be sup-

posed, would be favourable to seriousness, [t

might be expected that the honours, the riches,

and the pleasures of the world would now lose

their hold upon his heart, and the near ap-

proach of eternity would lead him to dwell

upon the awfulness of a never ending state,

with benefit to his soul. But what is the fact ?

Is the effect usually produced, which we might

anticipate ? It is true, as his system grows

feeble, a degree of tenderness returns. But if

he weeps, it is at the recollection of youthful

scenes, which even then produced no lasting

effects upon his mind, and are much less likely

now to make any salutary impression. He
mourns that hi.^ youthful energies were wasted

;

(hat the day is far spent ; the summer is gone,

the harvest is ended, and he is not saved ; but

his faculties are benumbed, his mind weaken-
ed, and the taper is flickering in its socket.

Yes, it is dangerous to delay. Tiie very state of

indecision has a powerful tendency to harden

the heart. When truth is forced upon the

understanding, when our weight of obligations

is pressed upon the conscience, when the spirit

of truth pleads for peace here, and a glorious

immortality hereafter, we are deeply affected
;

we are on the point of resolving ; to obey, we
are reluctant

;
yet, refuse compliance, we dare

not. But the moment the expedient of delay-

ing the decision occurs to the mind, we find

an opiate for our uneasiness, that too effectu:.!-

]y lulls •iip(iYPnnrno<r,v"".iir:ii". iii>i-^"i'>" i- -m:^

t •

•

because il len.U lu prowkr ,1,„ M,,-t II

naZiV^ of indecision in religion. Rebels, worms
of the dust, ungrateful creatures as we are,

for ns the compassionate Lamb of God left his

throne of glory, lived a life of humiliation and
suffering, and died a shameful death, the death

of the cross ; to us an eternity of bliss is offer-,

ed for a short life of self-denial, bringing even
here a reward with it; and year after year,

day after day, the Holy Spirit, instrumentally,

immediately, and providentially pleads with us
to accept the offers of redeeming love. None
of the precepts of the volume of truth antici-

pate delay. Its commands are decisive, " My
son, give me thine heart." "Remeniberno!«thy
Creator in the days of thy youtli." " God noio
commandelh all men every where to repent."
No one can plead want of knowledge with re-

gard to the duties of repentance, amendment
of life, and obedience. What should we think

of the child, whom llie highest degree of pa-

rental kindness could not e.xcite to the per-

formance of his duties, and who should pay no
other regard to the injunctions and entreaties

of the most affectionate parent, than coldly

saying, " They are proper, I may some time
attend to them." Who would not be shocked
at such unnatural and ungrateful conduct ?

And yet the obligations of a child to his earth-

ly parent bear no more proportion lo our obli-

gations to God, than man, a worm of the dust,

bears to the infinite Jehovah. Why then dost

thou " halt between two opinions ?" Why art

thou only almost persuaded to be a Christian ?

Why should the trifles, the bubbles, the toys

of this fleeting world delay thy decision ? Thou
art convinced that religion k necessary to
peace here, and felicity hero.iflcr. Thou art

desirous of possessing it sooner or later. Thou
art inwardly sighing over the ties which bind
thee to the hard service of the world. Hast
thou concluded that some remarkable event of
providence, or some signal display of almighty
grace must pass before thee, and that, then,
thy attention will be e.xcited ? that, then, thou
wilt become a devoted Christian ? Suffer me
to ask, on what basis is this presumption found-
ed ? If the tl unders of mount Sinai, the mer-
cies of Calvary, and the retributions of eter-

nity, have hitherto produced no lai|(ing effect

upon thy mind, what will arouse thee? Thou
liast felt the terrors of the law for sin after re-

Deatpd.!'an?.'.-Pi.,7;.-B„ Will Sinai again be out-
.ro„s narranveol ihy Savionr s

«4-''.,rk clouds?
•'Il lo Caharv will no more be criirsoncG ., ....

'^'^"'v':MT;^rii;v;;''f;;m''chii±zsLH,?'f^i;BcV^^

Why not take up the cross manfully, despise

the shame, and looking forward to the crown
of glory at the end of the race, press towards
the mark of thy high calling in Christ Jesus ?

Halt no longer. E.xchange shadows for sub-

stance, trifles for realities—begin lo live a life

of peace and virtue here, and, through the me-
rils of an atoning Saviour, look forward with

confidence and joy to endless bliss and glory,

an exceeding weight of glory hereafter.

TIIE CHEROKEE ALPHABET.
At page 253, Vol. 3, of " The Friend," may

be found an account of See-quali-yah, or
George Guess, the inventor of the Clierokee

Alphabet. The following, on the same subject,

is taken from the last number of " Annals of
Education."

Facts relating to the Invention of the Cherokee
Alphabet.

(Communicaied in a letter, from one of tlie Cherokeejnation,

to the Corresponding Secretary of the .American Lyceum.)

Washington City, February 3, 1831.

Sir :—I proceed to give you such informa-
tion relating to Guess and his invention of the

Cherokee Alphabet, as my memory will allow.

There are in this cily some papers which con-
tain more on this subject than I can at pre-
sent bring to recollection, but I have not been
enabled lo obtain them yet, though I probably •

shall a few days hence, when I will add what
of interest is not here mentioned.

Guess is what is generally termed a half
breed, his father being a white man, and his

mother a Cherokee. He is now about seventy-

two years of age. In his natural appearance
there is nothing very remarkable,—about the

middle size, fair complexion, and upon the

whole, a fine looking man, possessed of an in-

genious and vigorous mind, and was an e.xcel-

lent worker of silver, (I speak of him now as

he was when in our nation,) though he ac-

quired the art entirely within himself He was
more particularly famed for the beauty and
neatness with which he manufictured silver

spurs. lie had a fine talent and taste for

painting ; but for want of proper culture and
materials, they were not allowed to expand.

He was a man of steady and temperate habits,

peaceable with all around him, yet possessed

somewhat of a morose disposition, as I have
' ••ned from those who. knew h.im_bettet. -
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invented a single and distinct character for
each word, but soon found the numberso great
that it was impossible to retain them in memo
ry. His friends ridiculed the strange idea he
had imbibed of writing his language in some
peculiar way unknown to educated^men, skill
ed in the learning and literature of ages, and
in striving to emulate a Cadmus; but°he was
not to be dissuaded, and continued inflexible
and persevering in the visionary scheme, as all

thought it, that his imagination had moulded.
. After several months' labour, he succeeded in
reducing his first plan, so that, in lieu of a se-
parate character to denote every word in the
language, he gave to each a syllabic sound,
and ascertained that there were but eighty-six
variations of sounds in the whole languane

nish you with a printed copy of the alphabet
and some further remarks on the subject.

Respectfully, your friend.

W. S. COODEV.

THE SETTING SUN.

FROM THE GERMAN-.

How I Jove to see tliee,

Golden evening sun

!

How I love to see thee.
When the day is done.

Sweetly thou recallest

Childhood's joyous days

;

Hours when I so fondly
Watched thy evening blaze.

Who

and, when each of these was represented by
some particular character or letter, the
guage was at once reduced to a system, ant
the extraordinary mode of writing it, now used
crowned his labours with the most happy sue
cess. - Considerable improvement has been
made in regard to the formation of the charac
ters, in order that they might be written with
more facility

; and type cast for the printing of
a paper, &c. One of the characters was found
to be superfluous, and discarded ; reducing the
number to eighty-five.

The council of the nation were about mak-
ing him an appropriation of money, on account
of the invaluable service rendered by the in-

vention, but were prevented by a declaration
on his part, that he would not accept of any.
A silver medal, however, was voted, and pro-
cured by the Cherokee delegation in this city,
in 1824

; the inscription 1 do not recollect. It
has been much regretted that Guess did not
remain with the nation east of the Mississippi
and witness the advantages and blessings en
joyed by his discovery. He left the nation, I

believe, in 1824, and emigrated to the west,
and was one of the delegates who negotiated
the treaty of 1828, with the government, in
this city, on behalf of the Arkansas Chero-
kees.

The knowledge of this mode of writing is

easily acquired. An apt scholar, one who
understands the language, can learn to read
in a day

; and indeed, 1 have known circum-
stances where it has been learned in a single
evening. It is only necessary to learn the dif-
ferent sounds of the characters to be enabled
to. read at ofice. In the English languge,
_we must 'not only first learn the letters, but

in tranquil glory
Thou didst smk to rest,

Then what heave
Filled 1

]|y rapture
ny burning breast !

Were it mine thus brightly
Virtue's race to run

;

Mine to sleep so sweetly
When my work is done

—

Thus I wished in childhood
When I gazed on thee !

Wished my heavenly pathway
Like thine own rnight be.

Still I love to see thee,

Golden evening sun !

Evermore to see thee.

When the day is done.

Singular Trade in Brazil Many owners
send their slaves for daily employment to the
neighbouring quarries, while very many others

Wm. Scattergood, Southwest corner of
cond and Green streets.

M. C. Cope, No. 342, Arch strc^.
G. M. Haverstick, No. 23, Chesr« s

James Kite, No. 58, Walnut street.,

John C. Allen, No. 180, South Sec
street.

Josiah H. Newbold, No. 180, Callow
street.

After the school is opened, application n
also he made to the teacher at the Sch
room.

According to a statement in a late paf
he 4th day of the 10th month, will compi
the third century .'since the printino- of the B
English Bible. 1
From another paper we extract the i

lowing :

—

Fifty-nine tons of Bibles have been shippi
from England to Antigua and Jamaica, for tj

use of the emancipated blacks. Upwards'
20,000Z. sterling has been raised in Eno-|a;
to educate the negroes of the West In
Islands.

We have been requested to insert the anr,.
ed for the information of Friends here and
other parts. It forms the head of a subscri
tion pnper, now in circulation for a new e(
tion of a work admirably calculated to difi^ui

^„, , ,,
- - •

.
-. ---.. - correct views in regard to the peaceable spisend theinout to catch insects

; and this is the and tendency of the Christian reliaion, and alreason why the oiost brilliant insects are to be- fords the opportunity to those possessed of tlhad so cheap at Rio de Janeiro. When a man means to become the instruments, possiblvhas attained to some adroitness in this opera- 'great good at comparatively an incons.derab
tion, he may on a fine day catch, in the imme-i expense. One of the papers is lodged wi
diale vicinity of Rio, more than five or six! George W. Taylor, at the ofi5ce of'"TUhundred beetles. This trade in insects is con- Jriend," and to him, persons at a distant
sidered very lucrative, six millreis (four rix- who wish to subscribe may direct
dollars, or about fourteen shillings) being paid Dymond on War.—The first America
lor the hundred, during our stay. There is a edition of Dymond's Essay on War heii

and for these brilliant beetles,' exhausted, it ^is believed that much too
would result from a more general knowledg
of this excellent and unanswerable argume°
against war, and that this would be effecte

genera

whose wing-cases are now srught for the pur-
pose of adorning the ladies of Europe a
fashion which threatens the entire extinction
of this beautiful tribe. The diamond-beetle
(chlamys bacca Kert., and especially the chla-
mys cuprea, Klug.,) was in great request for
brooches for gentlemen, and ten piastres were
often paid for a si-- '.^
age rounr' •

by placing a copy in the hands of every mem
her of our national and state legislature:
It is therefore proposed to stereotype the worii
and print two thousand copies, which will i

«..<^»r.--
'
,' - Tn defray this exnensi
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a writliing patient, withoiil i-ealising that he i;

engaged in any oilier than a common opera

tion. Not less evident are tlie effecls of Ihi;

principle of our nature in steeling the hear

against religious impressions. The child hears

hut a few remarks respecting the infinite lovi

of our Redeemer, or a boundless eternity, be

fore his eyes are suffused with tears. When
he has arrived at the season of youth, and
these subjects have been more frequently

brought before his mind, he ia not so easily af-

fected. Still he is tender. Impressive ser-

mons, alarming occurrences, or sudden deaths,

seize upon his heart, and tears yet flow from
his oyeo. But go ..^.h !.;.„ .„ .I.0 p„^,„J o(

middle age, and he is seldom seen to weep.

Everything that should arouse his attention to

the concerns of eternity has become so fami-

liar that nothing makes any perceptible im-

pression. Follow him to the confines of se-

cond childhood. This season, it might be sup-

posed, v.:ould be favourable to seriousness. It

might be expected that the honours, the riches,

and the pleasures of the world would now lose

their hold upon his heart, and the near ap

proach of eternity would lead him to dwe
upon the awfulness of a never ending state,

with benefit to his soul. But what is the fact ?

Is the effect usually produced, which we might

anticipate ? It is true, as his system grows
feeble, a degree of tenderness returns. E
he weeps, it is at the recojlection of youthful

scenes, which even then produced no lasting

effects upon his mind, and arc much less likely

now to make any salutary impression. He
mourns that hi? youthful energies were wasted;

that the day is far spent ; the summer is gone,
the harvest is ended, and he is not saved ; but

his faculties are benumbed, his mind weaken-

ed, and the taper is flickering in its socket.

Yes, it is dangerous to delay. The very state of

indecision has a powerful tendency to harden

the heart. When truth is forced upon the

understanding, when our weight of obligations

is pressed upon the conscience, when the sp/irit

of truth pleads for peace here, and a glorious

immortality hereafter, we are deeply affected
;

We aje on the point o( resolving ; to obey, we
are reluctant

;
yet, refuse compliance, we iZare

not. But the moment thee.xpedient oi delcnj-

ing the decision occurs to the mind, we liiid

an opiate for our uneasiness, that loo effectual-

ly lulls the remonstrance of conscience—

a

shield always at hand to resist the arrows of
divine truth. Again, Inilcci.iion is danu'eroiis

because it tends to provoke tho Most High to

withdraw from us his Holy Spirit. lrlo°says,

" my Spirit shall not always sirive with man."

The Holy Scriptures speak of those who
are " left to hardness of heart and blindness of

mind." We know not but that each visitation

will be the last vouchsafed to us. And shall

Ihe long-suffering of a gracious God be a rea-

son for our delay ? Shall we, by such mon-
strous ingratitude, provoke him to leave us to

inevitable destruction ? If, while, in compas-

., sion to our obduracy, he grams us the influences

of his spirit, we treat with" listless indifference

^is repeated invitations, is it not saying in the

most decisive language, " depart from us, for

-we desire not the knowledge of thy ways?"
JVIuch, very much might be said of the crimj-

nate^/ of indecision in religion. Rebels, worms. Why not take up the cross manfully, despise
of the dust, ungrateful creatures as we are, the shame, and looking forward to the crown
for us the compassionate Lamb of God left hisjof glory at the end of ihe race, press towards
throne of glory, lived a life of humiliation and, the mark of thy high calling in Christ Jesus ?

suffering, and died a shameful death, the death I Hall no longer. E.\change shadows for sub-

of the cross ; to us an eternity of bliss isoffer-i stance, trifles for realities—begin to live a life

ed for a short life of selfdenial, bringing even
'
of peace and virtue here, and, through the me-

here a reward with it; and year after year,, rils of an atoning Saviour, look forward with

day after day, the Holy Spirit, instrumentally,' confidence and joy to endless bliss and glory,

immediately, and providentially pleads with us an exceeding weight of glory hereafter,

to accept the offers of redeeming love. Nonej ... a.

of the precepts of the volume of truth antici-l ^^^^

paie delay. Its commands are decisive, " .My
[

^HE CHEROKEE ALPHABBTT.
A. |.=a<. -Js^, Vol. 9, of .< Tho Friend," may

be found an account of See-quah-yah, or

heart.
Cro.xior ;,. ti.o iiujs 01 tHy youUi." " Uod i

commandelh all men every where to reper

No one can plead want of knowledge with
gard fo the duties of repentance, amendment
of life, and obedience. What should we thin!

of the child, whom ihe highest degree of pa
rental kindness could not e.xcite to the per
formance of his duties, and who should pay n(

other regaril to the injunctions and entreaties

of the most affectionate parent, than coldly

saying, " They are proper, I may some
attend to them." Who would not be shocked
at such unnatural and ungrateful conduct

'

And yet the obligations of a child to his earth

ly parent bear no more proportion loourobli
gations to God, than man, a worm of the dust

bears to the infinite Jehovah. Why then dost

thou " halt between two opinions ?" Why art

thou only almost persuaded to be a Christian
'

Why should the trifles, the buBbles, the toy

of this fleeting world delay thy decision ? Thou
art convinced that religion is necessary to

peace here, and felicity hereafter. Thou
desirous of possessing it sooner or later. Thou
art inwardly sighing over tho ties which b
thee to the liard service of the world. Hast
thou concluded that some remarkable event of
providence, or some signal display of almighty
grace must pass before thee, and that, then,

thy attention will be e.\cited ? thai, then, thou
wilt become a devoted Christian ? Suffer me
to ask, on what basis is this presumption found
ed ? If the tluuders of mount Sinai, the mer
ciesof Calvary, and the retiibutions of eter

nity, have hitherto produced no lastingfcffec
upon thy mind, what will arouse thee ? Thou
hast felt the terrors of the law for sin after re-

peated transgression. Will Sinai again be out-

wardly clothed in flames and dark clouds ?

Thou hast read again and again tho thrilling

narrative of thy Saviour's agony and death.

Calvary will no more be criir.soned with the
'•'.'"'"',•' "-—''"'A Redeemer. His spirit has
visilud thee from cliildhood—the touclies of
his love have at times melted thy heart ; but
thou art yet only almost a Christian. Art thou
wailing for a new revelation to portray in live-

lier colours the indescribable terrors, Ihe end-

less wo, and fearful agonies of the world of

darkness ? Or wouldst thou wish the angel of

death to tear from thy embrace the dearest

object of thy affections, and thus cause thy

eyes to weep, and thy heart to bleed ? Why
not now accept, fully and unreservedly, the of-

fers of salvation, and enjoy the comforts and
blessings of the gospel

thy present happi

George Guess, the inventor of the Cherokee
Alphabet. The following, on the same subject,

is taken from the last number of " Annals of

Education."

of the CherokeeFacts relating to the Inventio

Alphabet.

(Communicaled in a letter, t'rom one of the Cherokee^ation.

to Ulc Corresponding Secretary of the American Lyceum.)

Wasbinoto.-j City, February 3, 1831.

Sir :— I proceed to give you such informa-
tion relating to Guess and his invention of the

Cherokee Alphabet, as my memory will allow.

There are in this city some papers which con-

tain more on this subject than I can at pre-

sent bring to recollection, but I have not been
enabled lo obtain them yet, though I probably

shall a few days hence, when I will add what
of interest is not here mentioned.

Guess is what is generally termed a half
breed, his father being a white man, and bis

mother a Cherokee. He is now about seventy,

two years of age. In his natural appearance
there is nothing very remarkable,—about the

middle size, fair complexion, and upon the

whole, a fine looking man, possessed of an in-

genious and vigorous mind, and was an excel-

lent worker of silver, (I speak of him now as

he was when in our nation,) though he ac-

quired the art entirely within himself He was
more particularly famed for the beauty and
neatness with which he manufactured silver

spurs. He had a fine talent and taste for

painting ; but for want of proper culture and

materials, they were not allowed to expand.

He was a man of steady and temperate habits,

peaceable with all around him, yet possessed

-somewhat of a morose disposition, as I have

learned from those who knew him better.

His extraordinary invention for writing the

Cherokee language, was made in 1821. He
was at the tinie no! only perlecflj- unacquainted

lirely so with any other lan-

1. The first impression or

with lette

ruage than hi

ea of the practicability of such a project, was
received by looking at an old piece of printed

paper, and reflecting upon the very singular

manner (to him) by which the while people

could place their thoughts upon paper, and
communicate them, precisely as they existed,

to others at a distance. A thought struck him
that there must surely be some mode by which

the Indians could do the same, and he set

Would one iota ofl about ihe work of discovery. He began first

nislied ? Would! by marking upon a soft rock, (probably slate,)

one substantial enjoyment be taken from theo? and afterwards obtained paper. He thus





I THE FRIEND.

gle and ilistinct cliiracter for

soon found ihcnuiiilier so great,! and some fuill.t

nted copy of the alphabet,!

)ossible lo retain them in memo-
ds ridiculed the strange idea he

f writing his language in some

inknown to educated men, skiil-

,ing and literature of ages, and

mulate a Cadmus; but he was

jaded, and continued inflexible

ig in the visionary scheme, as all

t his imagination had moulded,

nonlhs' labour, he succeeded m
rst plan, so that, in lieu of a sc-

.er to denote every word in the

Respeclfullv, vour friend.

W. S. Good

THE SETTING SVN.

How I love to see tliee,

Golden evening sun I

How I love lo see thee.

Houi
Childhood's joyous days;

so fondly

s evebine blazi

Were it mine thus brightly

.Mine to sleep so sweetly

When my work is done-

Tims I wished in childhood

When I g-azed on thee 1

Wished my heavenly pathway
Like thine own might be.

d that there were but eighly-si.\

ounds in the whole language ;

;h of these was represented by

ir character or letter, the lan-

onco reduced to a system, and

iry mode of writing it, now used,

ibours with the most happy suc-

Jerable improvement has been

i to the formation of the cliarac-

that they might be written with

and typecast for the printing of

One of the characters was found

lus, and discarded ; reducing the

:hty-five.

1 of the nation were about mak-

topriation of money, on account £,.,,,,. r, ., ivr

ble service rendered by the in- ^"^g^"^ Trade m Brar,Z.-Many owners

rere prevented bv a declaration send their slaves for daily employment to the

lat he would not accept of any.! "<='g'>bouring quart les, while very many others

, however, was voted, and pro- 1

^etid them out to catch insects
;
and th

;hcrokee delegation in this city, [eason

iption 1 do not recollect. Iti""" so

I the day is done.

\\"m. Scattergood, Southwest corner of Se-
cond and Green streets.

M. C. Cope, No. 342, Arch street.

G. M. Ilaverslick, No. 23, Chesnut street.

James Kite, No. 58, Walnut street.

John C. Allen, No. 180, South Second

Josiah H. Newbold, No. 180, Callowhill

After the school is opened, application may
also be made to the teacher at the Bchool-

Accordine to a ."itatp.mflnt in a late papeix
the 4th day of the lOlh month, will complete
the third century .since the printing of the first

English Bible.

From another paper we extract the fol-

lowing :

—

Fifty-nine tons of Bibles have been shipped

from England lo Antigua and Jamaica, for the

use of the emancipated blacks. Upwards of

20,000Z. sterling has been raised it* England
to educate the negroes of the West India

Islands.

rcijrelled

We have been requested to insert the annex-

ed .'or the information of Friends here and in

other parts. It forms the liead of a subscrip-'

tion paper, now in circulation for a new edi-

tion of a work admirably calculated to diffuse

correct views in regard to the peaceable spirit

is the' and tendency of the Christian religion, and af-

brilliant insects are to be' fo"'-' 'he opportunity lo those possessed oPthe

de Janeiro. When a man' means to become the instruments, possibly, of

J adroitnosa in tliia opera ' gi'f^t good at rofnparatlvely r" -^ '-'~

east of the Mississippi,'"™- h<= ">''> ™/ ^''^ '^ay catch, in the

-esand blessings en- M'^'e vicinity of Il.o, more than five

drcd beetles. Th
!Covery. He left the

4, and emigrated to the

1 1
""

p at Ric

y on a fii

rade in insects is con-; Friend,

six millreis (four rix-

fourteen shillings) being paid

expense. One of Ihe papers is lodged with

George W. Taylor, at the office of " The
nd to him, persons at a distance

subscribe may direct.

'
""" — s

;
. ;i,iollTro ni- ahnni fniirtppn shillino=1 bemiT naidl Dymond on War.—The first American

the delegates who negotiated ^ '
;^,=;

^^fj'^",
,' ^r f^our ^^^^^^ of Dymon.rs Essay on War being

'fVThe l3=XJ -n aV^^^^^l^^^^^ beetles,;e..hansted, ,t is believed that much good
ehalf of tne Aikansas Chc.ro i,^^^^^ ^i^^.^.^es are now s. ught for the pur- 1

would result from a more general knowledge

f ihi- mode of writincris'pose of adorning the ladies of Europe-a' of this excellent and unanswerable argument

A ,Tthr one vloi^-'si>ion which threatens the entire extinction against war, and that this would be effected

'p ran tarn to ead'of "'i^
beautiful tribe. The diamond-beetle by placing a copy in the hands of every mem-

e, can learn to lead ,,,|^i,
^^^^, Kert., and especially the chia- ber of our national and state legislatures.

mys cu'prea, Klug.,) was in great request for It is therefore proposed to stereotype the work
lie language

A indeed, I have known circum-

it iias been learned in a single

necessary to learn the ilif-

of the characters lo be enabled

n the English languge,

lonly first learn the letters, but

reading ; but in Cherokee,

luirod is to leuru the letters, for

c sounds, and by connecting

'ctlicr, a word is formed ;
in

8 no art. All who understand

can do so, anil both read and

n as they can learn to trace with

Ihe form of the characters.

brooches for gentlemen,

often paid for a single b

age round the Wo
















